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ther Sh ampoo
leaves your hair so lustrous, yet so easy to manage!
Only Drene

Hack-view glamour—in this
lovely, new evening hair-do!
The back hair is set as for a
page boy, then pulled to¬
gether with the stunning
beaded hair ornament. 1 he
shining smoothness of her
hair is due to Drene with
Hair Conditioner! No other
shampoo leaves hair so lus¬
trous, y et so easy to manage!

with Hair Conditioner reveals
up to 33% more lustre than soap
. . . yet leaves hair so easy to
arrange, so alluringly smooth!

Does your hair look dull,
slightly mousy?
No wonder—if you’re washing it with cake
soap or liquid soap shampoo! Because soap
of any sort leaves a soap Jilin which dulls
lustre, robs your hair of glamour! Change
to Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioner!
Drene never leaves any dulling film. That’s
why it reveals up to 33% more lustre!
Does your hair-do require
con stun t Jiddlin g?
Men don't like this business of running
a comb through your hair in public! Fix
your hair so it stays put! And remember
Drene with Hair Conditioner leaves hair
wonderfully easy to manage, right after
shampooing! No other shampoo leaves
hair so lustrous, yet so easy to arrange!
Sssssshhh h h!
But have you dandruff?
Too many girls have! And what a pity.
For unsightly dandruff can he easily con¬
trolled if you shampoo regularly with Drene.
Drene with

Hair

Conditioner

removes

every trace of embarrassing dandruff the
very first lime you use it!

MAKE A HATE WITH
7onight. . . don’t put it off . . . shampoo your hair the new glamour
way! Use Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioner! Get the combi¬
nation of beauty benefits only this wonderful improved shampoo
can give!
^ Extra lustre. . . up to 33% more than with soap or
soap shampoos!
^Manageable hair . . . easy to comb into smooth
shining neatness!
^Complete removal of dandruff! Insist on Drene
Shampoo with Hair Conditioner, or ask your beauty shop to use it.

J

Give Yourself A

Ctumnlfad
PERfllAllEnT WAVE
at
Simple As Putting Your Hair Up
In Curlers, COOL, Comfortable
. . . Lovely, Long-Lasting Results.
Imagine being able to give yourself a permanent wave right in your own
home . . . and have the waves come out soft and natural-looking. Save
time and money with Charm-Kurl. You need no previous hair waving
experience . . . yet you can give your hair all of the glamorous appeal
of shimmering waves and soft curls that only a professional stylist could
create! This wonderful home permanent wave is successful on all types
of hair—even if bleached, dyed or gray! Wonderful, too, for children’s
soft fine hair.

DO IT YOURSELF

with

C/uwhiKmI

In 3 Quick Steps
You Have a PERMANENT WAVE!.
1. Shampoo.
you always do, using the
shampoo provided. See that
your hair is free from di'rt,
rinse the soap out carefully
and then . . .

COMPLETE HOME KIT

2
t,.

Nothing
Else to

SAFE . . . COOL . . . EASY
Each Kit contains an ample sup¬
ply of curlers, Permanent Wave
Solution, Shampoo, Wave Set and

S'

3

Put vp.
Ud. Use
P31561"
rm
foijSi the
permanent
wave solution and curlers
as you are instructed in the
directions.
There are no
harmful chemicals . . . the
process is cool, comfortable,
machineless.
And now you are
uci. ready to set your
hair in the fashionable style
you like with the wave set
that is included. When you
comb out your hair, you’ll
be amazed at its soft loveli¬
ness . . . dazzling highlights
. naturalness.

Complete Instructions.

June Lang, glamorous movie star,
praises Charm-Kurl for Natural
looking curls and waves—easily,
cool-ly, comfortably, at home.

There is nothing else to buy. This
amazing Kit comes to you complete
in every detail. Get one today and
see how truly delightful this re¬
markable buy is. You’ll find instruc¬
tions that are so simple a child can
follow them. Know the joy of hav¬
ing really lovely hair that is soft,
glistening and full of life. Buy your
Charm-Kurl Kit right now.

ACCEPT NO
SUBSTITUTE

FOR SALE at Your Dealer
8 Reasons Why You
ShouldBuyCharm-Kurl
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Easy to Use—it's Fun.
SAFE—for every type of hair.
No experience necessary.
COOL—No heat or electricity.
No ammonia or harmful chem¬
icals.
6. Convenient—no machines.
7. Everything needed is in the
Kit.
8. For Dyed, Gray or Natural
Hair.

You can now get CharmKurl Home Permanent Wave
Kits at any Drug Store, De¬
partment Store or 5c and 10c
Store. Be sure to ask for CharmKurl by name—it’s your guarantee
of thrilling results. Over 6 million
Charm-Kurl Kits already sold.

Special
Each
Charm-Karl
Kit contains 4 new
hair-dos.
They’re
easy to do when
vou follow the com¬
plete illustrated in¬
struction. This is an
exclusive feature
with Charm-Kurl.

Charm-Kurl is America's Largest Selling Home Wave Kit.
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Publlshed In
this space
•very month

The greatest
star of the
screen I

This is our 72nd column! Our 40 million
readers now know that we never rave
without reason.
★

★

★

★

And, brethren and sistren, we’re raving
about two new films coming around
the mountain of the New Year.
★

★

★

★

First, there is “Thirty Seconds Over
Tokyo”, the deeply moving dramatiza¬
tion of Captain Ted Lawson's true
account of the surprise thrill of the
war—the first bombing of Tokyo by
those gallant men who took off from
Shangri-La!

kr

FEIIKUAItY, ]9-15

DOItlS CLINE, Editor

★ STORIES
Judy (Garland) Laughs It Off
G.I. Joe in Hollywood

By Marion Cooper
By Kay Proctor

What About (Esther) Williams?
Can’t Help Clowning (Bob Paige)

20

22

By Joan Michaels

24

By Jessie Henderson

This Is Myself (Bette Davis)
The Diary of a Doting Dad

26

28

By Brian Donlevy

32

How to Stay a Star (Claudette Colbert)
By Kale Holliday
36
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The Quiet Life with (Bob) Hope

By Jerry Colon na

38

Jeannie (Crain) with the Light Brown Hair
By Katherine Lake
41
Spencer Tracy turns in his most com¬
manding performance as Lieutenant
Colonel “Jimmy” Doolittle; handsome
Van Johnson (did you read Life7) adds
to his laurels as Lawson; and Robert
(“Hargrove”) Walker is the dead-eye
gunner of their B-25 bomber, “The
Ruptured Duck.”
★

★

★

★

Lovely Phyllis Thaxter (a new dream)
plays Ellen, Lawson’s bride, warming
the picture with a tender romantic note
that makes “Thirty Seconds Over
Tokyo” a truly magnificent story of
deep-abiding love and inspiring courage.
★
★
★
★
Then, M-G-M has forthcoming a gay,
gorgeous, grand and Techniglorious film
delight, “Meet Me In St. Louis.” It
takes you back to the St. Louis Fair as
a guest of the Smiths, a family that
might be your own—if you have one.
★
★' ★
★
Judy Garland is the
star—young, viva¬
cious, golden-voiced
Judy—as the girl
just awakening to
love for the boy next
door. And with her,
as an impish, devil¬
ish, utterly lovable
kid sister, is that
great artist, little
Margaret O’Brien.
★
★
★
★
Happy-hearted, brimming with music
and the joy of living, “Meet Me In St.
Louis” includes seven smash songs,
among them that bell-ringing success,
“Clang,Clang, Clang,Went theTrolley”
that you’re hearing on the hit parade.
★
★
★
★
When you “Meet Me In St. Louis” and
spend “Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo”,
you’ll get a good idea o f the great enter¬
tainment ’ to expect
from M-G-M all
through this HappyNew Year.
★

★

★

★

Which, by the way,.,
we’ve wished you.
—

Jleo.

The Craig Boys

By Marcia Daugherty

43

★ 1’OltTKAITS
Hedy Lamarr..

19

Claudette Colbert.

37

Jeanne Crain.
James Craig.

40

42

★ FEATURES
Chicken Broth.

15

Shooting Stars.
Man-Hunting Clothes

30

By Kolma Flake

Sub-Sixteen (Skippy Homeier).

46
50

★ DEPARTMENTS
Inside Hollywood
Movieland’s
Movieland’s

By Fredda Dudley

New Picture Guide
Crossword Puzzle

The “Scentsible” Solution

12
14

By Shirley Cook

Pictures in Production
Your Problem and Mine
Words of Music

6

16

17

By Jane Wyman
By Jill Warren

34

48
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The love story behind the greatest story of our time!
M-G-M has brought Captain Ted Lawson’s book to
the screen! True, thrilling, tremendous!

MERVYN LeROY PRODUCTION
ROBERT

JOHNSON - WALKER
PHYLLIS THAXTER • TIM MURDOCK • SCOTT McKAY
GORDON MCDONALD-DON DeFORE-ROBERT MITCHUM
JOHN R. REILLY - HORACE McNALLY and
Captain Ted W. Lawson,
author of ''Thirty Seconds
Over Tokyo", was pilot of
"The Ruptured Duck", one of
the bombers that took off
from the "Hornet" at ShangriLa and blasted Tokyo!

SPENCER TRACY
at LIEUTENANT COLONEL JAMES H. DOOLITTLE
Screen Play by Dalton Trumbo- Based on the Book and Collier's Story by
Captain Ted W. Lawson and Robert Considine • Directed by MERVYN
LeROY • Produced by SAM ZIMBALIST • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

By FREDDA DUDLEY
DREAM-SCHEME:
Sue Ladd hadn't forgotten that Sunday was
her birthday—what woman would—but she
hadn't made any party plans. The night be¬
fore, Alan had given her a wide gold brace¬
let in which was set a tiny watch, and she
assumed that it was gift enough. When she
said, Sunday afternoon, that she was sleepy,
Alan suggested that she take a nap. He
personally escorted her upstairs, covered
her with a warm robe and drew the cur¬

tains. Vaguely she thought, "How gallant of
him"—as any wife would—but that was all.
She awakened to the tune of "Happy
Birthday" sung by a grinning chorus of
friends around her bed. Alan had planned a
party for her, several days earlier, and had
managed to keep it secret. This was a major
victory, because Sue usually senses his ' sur¬
prises" about twenty seconds after he has
planned them, and—by looking inquiring—
breaks Alan down to the point where he has
to confide his machinations.
TROUPER ON TOUR

The

newlyweds!

Col

Elliott

Roosevelt,

son

of the President, and Actress Faye Emerson.

Bing Crosby was gone for nine weeks on
his U.S.O.-Hollywood Victory Committee Over¬
seas trip. He traveled back and forth across
the Atlantic on troop ships, giving shows to
as many as 12,000 men during the voyage.
In nine weeks, he figures that he did between
135 and 150 shows—he lost definite count.
He was in France four and a half weeks, and
managed to get to Paris twice, once for only
a day and once for three days.
But the highlights, the precious flashes of
quaint experience not again to be recaptured
in a lifetime, were these: While he was in
Glasgow, he was recognized by a group
of children and adults on the street. One little
man stopped Bing, and circled him like a
terrier circling a porcupine. At last he spoke
in a rich, Scottish burr: "Dinna tell me, noo,
that th' sweet singer is a wee, fat man!"
In England, Bing was impressed with the
valiant, quite daily fortitude of the British.
He had some experience with robot bombs,
too. "One," he said, "would flatten this en¬

tire NBC building, leaving nothing but rubble
and breaking every window, and flattening
many other buildings for blocks around." The
sound, said Bing of an approaching robot,
was like the sound of a small plane; then
the motor cut out with a glub-glub-glub sound,
then complete silence ensued, and after that
—whomzowie! "And I rolled under the Ostermore,” said Bing, who had been cautioned to
get as far as possible from shattering glass.
He was in a restaurant in Soho one night
when a crowd, learning that he was dining
in a second-floor restaurant, gathered in the
street below. The famous London bobbies
approached Bing and asked him if he would
step to the balcony and say something to
disperse the crowd, which was endangering
lives as the street was narrow and the danger
from bombing, great. Bing went to the bal¬
cony and a Cockney called up, "And would
you be singing us the Ave Maria from the
picture?"
"I'd have to have a spot of background
music for that,” Bing explained. "Would
another song do?" They said it would—
"Pennies From Heaven."
Our G.I's. asked Bing to sing, first of all
in every program, "White Christmas." Next to
that they liked "San Fernando Valley." And
when they had a chance to talk to The
Groaner, they wanted to know: Did the folks
back home really think the war was nearly
won? Didn't they realize that the hardest,
bloodiest, and most bitter battles were still
to be fought? Bing reassured them, but you
might write to your own G.I. and tell him
that we are under no false impression, that
we are backing him to the limit with work
and prayer.
After each of Bing's performances, the men
whom he had entertained would cluster
around the truck or platform on which he
had appeared and offer him souvenirs. He
accepted a few and brought them home to
his four boys. For Dixie he brought some
perfume from Paris, and he tried to pick
up a pretty from Cartier, but he was told
that the price would be absurdly high and
the merchandise inferior. "Come back later,"
the celebrated jeweler advised, "and I will
have things. I would rather keep your friend¬
ship than sell you what I have to offer at
present."
When Bing was asked what he had brought

Sue Carol and Alan Ladd were on hand when the Hollywood Turf Club opened its gates (for

Clark Gable's back home, but still with the

the first time since

boys overseas on "Command Performance."

1941).

You'll

be

seeing

Alan

soon

in

Paramount's

"Salty

O'Rourke".

*

LOVE STORY THAT WILL WARM
EVERY LONELY HEART IN THE LAND...

and thrill every happy one!
A lonely soldier ... a hearthungry girl . . . It’s
Im/a

nnrJ

inct

all

about
n rf n /• f I

ANNE SEVERE ■ CONNIE MARSHALL • CHILL WILLS
ROBERT BAILEY - BOBBY DRISCOLL • JANE OARWELL
Directed by

LLOYD BACON •

Produced br WALTER MOROSCO
Screen Play by Wanda Tuchock and Melvin Levy

7

*
Continued
from page 6

back for himself, he said, "I brought myself
back." That one statement is eloquent of
Bing's understanding of what he heard and
saw, tasted and felt and experienced. To be
alive is the ultimate achievement among the
men with whom Bing had spent those
crowded weeks.
When the ship on which Bing was return¬
ing to this country came within sight of the
Statue of Liberty, every man aboard who
could get on deck was there. Men without
an arm or a leg, men frightfully shot up.
Some had been gone two years, some three.
These men stood at the rail and looked at
the Lady who had been carrying a torch
for them all that time. And they wept.

Harry James do it."
Just to keep Emily Post from bursting into
righteous flame, may we mention a small
point of etiquette? Betty Grable would have
been showing very bad form (a departure
for her) if she had registered.
Although
small town hotel clerks may not know it,
the proper procedure demands that a hus¬
band register: Mr. and Mrs. Harry James,
Los Angeles, California.
When a pleasant and friendly girl is
branded "snooty" because her manners hap¬
pen to be perfect, it is high time that someone
began to distribute books of etiquette with
each theatre ticket purchased.
*

*

*

KHAKI WACKY:
While

BAIT:
A friend of the Zachary Scotts telephoned
frantically: "May I borrow Waverly for an

(PITY TO TAKE OUT SEVERAL DAYS)

hour?" the friend wanted to know.

Waverly

Tampax is sold in 3 absorbency-sizes
(Regular, Super, Junior), providing a
choice for early days and waning days, as
well as for varying individual needs. Ask
at drug stores, notion counters. A whole
month’s supply will go into your purse.
Economy box contains 4 months’ average
supply. . . Buy Tampax today—quick to
change, easy disposal. Tampax Incor¬
porated, Palmer, Mass.

was

Metro.

working
Susan

in

"Women's

Peters

staggered

home one evening, half a pace behind Gen¬
eral Exhaustion.

She had been rehearsing

"I

twosomes, and she had twin blisters on her

know of a market that has just received a

heels large enough to house a turret gunner.

shipment of bananas, but the owner won't

Her back ached, her head ached, her legs

sell the fruit to anyone except a mother hav¬

ached.

The

Perfected by a doctor, Tampax is made
of pure, long-fiber surgical cotton, com¬
pressed into dainty throw-away appli¬
cators. Insertion is quick and easy; the
hands need not even touch the Tampax
.. . And when in place the user is actually
unaware of its presence!

she
at

close order drill all day in WAC gruesome

is the Scotts' small daughter.

Yes, it is indeed a nuisance to be bothered
several days each month with pins,
belts and external pads...Especially when
you can join the millions of women who
use Tampax for sanitary protection. This
Tampax is worn internally and it absorbs
internally, so it can cause no odor, no
chafing and no wrinkles or ridges in the
clothing.

Army"

friend

continued

breathlessly,

Collapsing

ing a small child. I'm desperate for bananas,

on

the

lounge,

she

slept for

thirty minutes, then awakened with barely

so I want to borrow Waverly."

enough

These are the conditions that prevail.

strength

and

curiosity

to reach to

the nearby coffee table for the day's mail.
GOOD FORM:

The

When Betty Grable was touring with her
husband, Harry James, on his one-nightstand circuit, she was criticized by an edi¬
torial writer whose column was published
in a small eastern city. It seems that the
clerk in the hotel in which Betty and Harry
stayed was questioned in regard to Miss
Grable's graciousness and charm.
The clerk was quoted by the reporter as
saying, "She's snooty.
Of course, you
couldn't expect Betty Grable to walk up
and register like common people.
She let

cruiting folder: "Join the WAC!" it enjoined.

first

envelope

contained

a

brisk

re¬

Miss Peters turned over and went back
to sleep.
REFORMED

HEELS:

On the set for "Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes," Mr. E. G. Robinson, late of the
Homicidal Set but now operating as a finesouled Swedish farmer, was expressing his
happiness over his current role opposite
Margaret O'Brien.
"It's practically the first time in my career,"

TZECrULAR,

3 dbsorbmoios

SUPER,
JUNIOR;

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

Bonita

Granville,

Michael

O'Shea,

Diana

Lynn,

George

Murphy,

Esther Williams,

Frances

Gifford, L. A. Postmistress Mary Briggs gave the new motion picture stamp a big sendoff.

CROSBY

HUTTONS

TUFTS
or«mounfi

with Ann Doran • Gwen Crawford • Noel Neill
Catherine Craig • Marjorie Henshaw

MARK SANDRICH I—
Directed by MARK SANDRtCH

LINK YOUR FRIENDS TOGETHER
with an everlasting

Continued
from page 8

^forget- >*ALe->JYo t
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he grinned, "that my leading lady's height
has presented no problems. I can't tell you
how nice it is to play a scene with Margaret
wearing her shoes; most of my feminine part¬
ners have faced me stocking-footed."
It isn't that Mr. Robinson is so short, but
merely that he has—because of his virile
roles—-usually been cast opposite statuesque
female players.

heard, for fear it would infuriate her, the
first comment Mrs. Morgan made when she
walked in the living room of her new home
and sighed with delight over the handsome,
curving stairway.
"How lovely it will be for Kristin to descend
as a bride," she said.

THIS IS THE ARMY:

Pierce" will be filmed as "House Upon The

*

*

*

SHIFTING:
James M. Crain's incisive novel "Mildred

Ann Sothern (who will be a mother by the
day plans for weeks for her husband. Bob

was being tested for her Mildred Pierce role,

Sterling. She bought gifts and wrapped them.

the

She collected red points so that his favorite

could

steaks would be available.

dress."

She invited a

hoped and planned and jubilated.

everyone is collecting Sterling Silver
"Forget-Me-Not” Memos of their friends,
sweethearts and loved ones.

She

And then

Ames & Brownley Co.. .
L. S. Ayres Co.*. . .
Block & Kuhl Co_...
The Bon Marche.
The Boston Store.
Bgrdine’s, Inc.
Cieland & Simpson.
Denver Dry Goods Co...
The Emporium.
The Fair Store.
Famous Barr Co.
Gebhart Gushard Co.. .
Gimbel Bros.
Gold & Co.
The Golden Rule.
Wm. Hengerer Co.
Heer’s Dept. Store.
Herpolsheimer Co...... .
Joseph Horne Co..
J. L. Hudson Co.
Hutzler Bros. Co.
Joske Bros.
Kahn Dept. Stores, Inc.. .
La Salle Koch Co.
F. & R. Lazarus Co.
Mandel Bros.
T. S. Martin Co.
The May Cpmpany. . . .
The May Company.
Meyers.
Myers Bros..
Olds Wortman'& King..
M. O'Neil Co.
Pomeroy’s Inc.
Powers Dry Goods Co...
Rhodes Bros.
Rike Kumler Co.
Robertson Bros.
Leo S. Schear Co.
John Shillito Co.
Spokane Dry Goods Co.
Stewart Dry Goods Co..
Strauss Hirshberg Co.. .
James t. Tapp Co.
John Taylor Co.
Thalhimer Bros.
Townsend & Wall Co.. .
Wolf & Dessauer Co.. .
Edward Wren Co.
Younker Bros.
Zahn Dry Goods Co.. . .
and

many others.

.Norfolk, Vo.
.. . .Indianapolis, Ind.
.Peoria, III.
..Seattle, Wash.
.... Milwaukee, Wis.
, ..Miami, Fla.
.Scranton, Pa.
.Denver, Colo.San Francisco, Calif.
.Chicago, III.
.St. Louis, Mo.
.Decatur, III.
.Pittsburgh, Pa.
..Lincoln, Nebr.
.St. Paul, Minn.
.Buffalo, N. Y.Springfield, Mo.
. Grond Rapids, Mich.
.Pittsburgh, Pa.

director

said

remove

the

When Joan Crawford

tentatively,

"I

shoulder

pads

think
in

we
that

There was a moment's breathless silence
on the set.

Miss Crawford's wide shoulders,

she received a wire from Bob saying that

together with her generous mouth, have long

his leave had been cancelled.

been glamour trademarks of this particular

So Ann had the party anyway.

Everyone

star.

Yet, such is her determination to de¬

present wrote him a note, the gist of which

velop a new personality, that the huge pads

was, "The Stork cancels no flights.

were discarded.

Better

get here the next time."

Featured in the jewelry departments
of these stores:

The change of title is not the only

shifting to be done.

few friends in for a quiet celebration.

From Hollywood stors to schoolgirls,

Sand."

time you read this) had been making birth¬

*

*

And the next day the director said. "Let's
*

make some alterations in your make-up.

NEIGHBORS:

A

natural mouth, please."

The Dennis Morgan family, with their
three children, have moved to La Canada,
an airy suburb near Pasadena. Their nextdoor neighbors are the Bob Aldas and their
two children, but it is doubtful that there
will be much inter-visiting.
Although Bob
and Dennis can talk across to one another
from back yard to back yard, their properties
are separated by a canyon about 500 feet
deep. "Never mind," Dennis told Bob. "Those
kids of ours will have some sort of a tunnel
or suspension bridge built in no time. Es¬
pecially if they let Kristin do the planning."
Kris, now ten, should be an honorary
member of the Cub Scouts.
She has not

Something good may come from this.
*

#

*

RAIN BEAU

Ida Lupino started out in a soaking, driv¬
ing, crashing California rain with the inten¬
tion of visiting a friend in a Los Angeles
hospital. Her car slipped along cautiously
until she drove through a puddle just a
little. too fast and flooded its ambition de¬
partment. That ended her motoring.
But with Miss Lupino, a promise is a
promise. She had said she would visit the
hospital that day. She intended to do so.
Lifting a drenched thumb, she stepped to

(Continued on page 54)

.Detroit, Mich.Baltimore, Md.
. . .San Antonio, Tex.
.Oakland, Calif.
.Toledo, Ohio
.Columbus, Ohio
.Chicago, III.
.Sioux City, la.
, . . . . Cleveland, Ohio
. . . Los Angeles, Calif.
. . . Greensboro, N. C.
..*.... Springfield, III.
. . . . Portland, Oregon
.Akron, Ohio
.Pennsylvania
. . .Minneapolis, Minn.
.Tdcoma, Wash.
.Dayton, Ohio
.South Bend, Ind.
.Evansville, Ind.
. ; . . .Cincinnati, Ohio
.Spokane, Wash.
.Louisville, Ky.
. . .Youngstown, Ohio
.Columbia, S. C.
.... Kansas City, Mo.
.Richmond, Va.
.St. Joseph, Mo.
. . . . Fort Wayne, Ind.
. . . . Springfield, Ohio
.Des Moines, la.
.Racine, Wis.

Connie Moore looks "Delightfully Dangerous"

No danger of Ray Milland and missus losing

(plug!),

this weekend.

taking

a

twirl

with

Keenan

Wynn.

They're having too much fun.
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DELMER DAVES

Produced by ALEX GOTTLIEB

Permanently Wise

NEW PICTURE GUIDE
GUEST IN THE HOUSE (United Artists),
Hunt Stromberg’s version of the
stage play by Hagar Wilde and Dale
Eunson, with Anne Baxter in a role
unlike anything she’s had before.
As Evelyn Heath, the invalid girl
who connives to bring evil and un¬
happiness into an otherwise normal
family household, she displays great
talent for the dramatic, as well as

It’s a smart gal who insists on the
best in a permanent — because she
The same applies to the Bob Pins

sweet-young romance—and shifts
from one portrayal to the other
faster than you can say Ralph Bel¬
lamy is a swell actqr, which in this
he very definitely is. Honors to Ruth
Warrick, too, and to Marie McDon¬
ald, Aline MacMahon, Scott McKay
and Jerome Cowan—whose fine in¬
dividual performances each rate
special mention in giving “praise
due” to this story with a gripping
psychological climax.

DeLong Bob Pins are the perma¬
and an indestructible

way about

them, holding your hair-do firmly
when

your

permanent

is

only

a

beautiful memory ...

Stronger Grip

SUNDAY DINNER FOR A SOLDIER (20th
Century-Fox) is all one family can
contribute to the war effort. But
to John Hodiak, the invited soldier,
it means a lot. It may be that Anne
Baxter has something to do with
this.
THE WAY AHEAD (Released through 20th
Century-Fox) was made in England,
and stars an old Hollywood favor¬
ite, David Niven, with an all-British
cast.

has to live with it a long time.

nent answer.They have a StrongerQrip

cidentally, like most musical com¬
edy boo’ks.
Music ranges from
songs by the Andrews Sisters and
Roy Rogers through numbers by
Jimmy Dorsey’s and Carmen Cavallaro’s bands, to longhair stuff by
violinist Josef Szigetti.

EXPERIMENT PERILOUS (RKO-Radio),
based on the best-seller by Mar¬
garet Carpenter, is a psychological
mystery pushed back
into the
1890's, with an accent on beautiful
period costumes for Hedy Lamarr.
Paul Lucas is the psychopathic hus¬
band in the case, with George Brent
(in the role of a New York doctor)
to the rescue—and to love, with
the other man’s wife.
ROUGHLY SPEAKING (Warner Bros.),
screen version of the Louise R.
Pierson autobiography, with Rosa¬
lind Russell, Jack Carson, Donald
Woods, Alan Hale, and Craig Ste¬
vens. It’s the amusing, daring story
of an independent, determined girl

HOLLYWOOD CANTEEN (Warner Bros.),
being just what the title promises,
classifies as a grand soale review
featuring some forty outstanding
movie names. Bette Davis, Joe E.
Brown, Jack Benny, Eddie Cantor,
John Garfield, Paul Henreid, Jack
Carson and Ida Lupino number
among the long-list-of-many stars
appearing briefly as themselves,
with Robert Hutton and Joan Les¬
lie carrying the thread of a romance
story which wanders through in¬

rWon’t Slip Out
born considerably before her time,
when college educations and jobs
for women—what
never?
Well,
hardly ever! The time, from 1902 to
the present.

Quality ^Manufacturers for Over 50 years
BOB PINS

HAIR PINS

SNAP FASTENERS
HOOKS a EYES
SANITARY

SAFETY PINS

STRAIGHT PINS
HOOK & EYE TAPES
BELTS

J

TOMORROW, THE WORLD (United Art¬
ists), with Frederic March, Betty
Field, Agnes Moorhead and Joan
Carroll, is a drama of vital interest
to Americans today, for it is more
than just a story of one little
Nazified 12-year-old named Emil
(Continued on page 62)
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ALBERT DEKKER . CARL ESMOND . OLIVE BLAKENEY
GEORGE N. NEISE . MARGARET WYCHERLY
Produced by Robert Fellows. Directed by Jacques Tourneur
Screen play by Warren Duff
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MOVIEUl CROSSWORD PUZZLE
By Howard O. Smith
ACROSS
1. Kind of soil
5. "Capt. Waddell" in a
"Wing and a Prayer"
(abbr.)
9. Chill .... is a sheriff in
"Barbary Coast Gent”
13. "Zofia Koslowska" in
"Since You Went Away”
14. Jose plays it in "Two Girls
and a Sailor”
15. "Young - . . . s"
16. Precious
17. Long for
18. Brennan's nephew is - - - role in "Home in Indiana”
19. "Abroad With Two

It's all so Easy! Free Catalog tells how ma¬
terial is picked up at your door by Freight or
Express at our expense—how we shred, merge,
and reclaim valuable materials, picker, bleach,
card, spin, redye and weave into lovely, deeptextured Broadloom Rugs woven Reversible for
double wear and luxury. Sizes to fit all rooms.
CHOICE: of popular solid colors, rich tweed
blends, 18th Century floral and leaf designs,
Early American, Oriental patterns, ovals.
FACTORY-to-You! You risk nothing by a
trial. Over two million customers. We have no
agents. Do as thousands of beauty-loving house¬
wives have done—Write for Free Catalog.
Our 71st Year!

Chicago

New York

S’Frisco

FREE
Rug Book,
Decorating
Guide
In Full Color
Mail Coupon

'*4
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21. "Pete Hannibal” in "Bar¬
bary Coast Gent”
22. A prop in "Make Your
Own Bed”
23. "Mrs. Cadman” in "The
Doughgirls” (inits.)
25. Confession of faith ....
27. ".Seed”
31. "King of the Beggars” in
"Kismet”
35. Judy sings "You Gotta Go
Where the - - - Goes” in
"Louisiana Hayride”
36. Wallace is a road-- in
"Barbary Coast Gent”
39. "Andy Anderson” in "The
Impatient Years"
40. Epoch (var.)
41. Pintail ducks
42. Rise is one in "Going My
Way”
43. Seaport in New Guinea
44. "Thousands
45. Gloria De.is in "Two
Girls and a Sailor”
46. "Kenneth Harvey” in
"Greenwich Village”
48. Dick Powell in "Meet the
People”
50. (See No. 11 down)
53. "Madge Ferris” in "Casa¬
nova Brown” (inits.)

54. "Moulton” in a "Wing and
a Prayer”
57. Hercules won her in an
archery contest
59. He is in "Arsenic and Old
Lace”
64. Luise Rainer in "The Good
Earth”
65. "Emily Kimbrough” in
"Our Hearts Were Young
and Gay”
67. Instrument
68. "... - But the Lonely
Heart”
69. Active
70. Weight for gold and silver
in India
71. Betty sings "My Rocking
Horse Ran - - in "And
the Angels Sing”
72. Urgency
73. Portent

DOWN
1. Margaret is one in "The
Canterville Ghost”
2. Genus of olives
3. "Tony” in "Bride By Mis¬
take”
4. Fredric March
5. Plant shoot
6. Joe's leading lady in "Casa¬
nova in Burlesque
7. Close (poet.)
8. "Miss Ravier” is - - - - role
in "Maisie Goes to Reno”
9. Alexander Knox
10. Some Movie fans make a
favorite star their ....
11. (With No. 50 across.
Vocalist in "Two Girls and
a Sailor”
12. "The-Ride”
14. Unscrupulous manager in
"Maisie Goes to Reno”
20. "The - - - - of the Cross”
24. "Man from Frisco" (inits.)

26. Sarong wearer in "Rain¬
bow Island”
27. Marion sings "My ----s
Are Getting Better All the
Time” in "In Society”
28. --- - show; a Movie in a
box
29. American Institute of
Actors (abbr.)
30. A Movie dog actor has
Soda for a - - - 32. A king cobra is filmed
- - - - in "Dangerous Jour¬
ney"
33. Gathering of guests
34. "Chas. Mason” in ".Christ¬
mas Holiday”
35. "Marie Gruber” in "Make
Your Own Bed”
37. .is a nickname
for Miss Garbo
38. Suffixes denoting agencies;
those who
41. "Edna" in "The Doughgirls”
42. Sonny Tufts in "I Love a
Soldier”
44. Japanese measure
45. "Robt. Griffin" in "The
Invisible Man’s Revenge”
47. Stephanie Bachelor in
"The Port of Forty
Thieves”
49. "Geo. Trellis” in "Mr.
Skeffington” (inits.)
51. "The Big.”
52. Exalted in spirit
54. Joan in "Frenchman’s
Creek”
55. Below (poet.)
56. "Miss Burke” in "Take It
or Leave It”
58. Heroine of "Idylls of the
King”
60. "Alexis Vanderlyn” in
"Storm Over Lisbon”
61. "Up in Mabel's - - 62. A dentist is Joel’s - - - - in
"The Great Moment”
63. Ardor; verve

(For Solution See Page 81)

Frances adds onions and tomatoes,
then

W

HEN Louis B. Mayer was a very
small boy, chicken broth was, to him,
a rare delicacy. He vowed then that
when he grew up, he’d have it every
day. His broth is a Hollywood legend
• now.
Frances Gifford likes it so well that
she wheedled the formula from Chef
Felix to pass on to you.
It’s very simple. Just collect these
ingredients from your favorite market:
1 6 to 8 lb. hen
2 tsp. of salt
2 medium sized onions
1 large tomato
rice or noodles and parsley
Place the chicken in an 8-quart kettle,
add 2V2 quarts of cold water, and bring
to a quick boil, skimming off any foam
on surface. Turn flame down to simmer
and add salt. Now follow the pictures.

Chicken
strained.

is

removed

Add

salt

and
if

broth

lets

simmer

for three

hours.

is

necessary.

White

meat is placed on wooden

chopping

board,

cut

into

cubes.

She adds cubes and equal part of
cooked

rice

or

noodles

to

liquid.

An M-G-M feature released every
day.
A couple of pinches of finely chopped parsley,
reheat, and the golden broth is ready to serve.

Producer, Chef Felix;

setting, the studio commissary
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BY SHIRLEY COOK

The what, where, when and why of per¬
fume pageantry, rightly revealed in this
"scentsational" story.

Hark to Marilyn,

the lark, and get the lowdown on lure

T

HERE are any number of ways to define beauty.
Marilyn Maxwell, now playing in M-G-M’s Between
Two Worlds, is one of them! According to the lady
herself, though, loveliness is not enough. It’s the per¬
sonality behind it that puts the plus in its proper place.
As Marilyn points out, you choose your make-up to
suit costume and coloring. But your complimentary
aromatic aura is something else. Fragrance must match
your mood. Better still, several fragrances might reflect
many of them.
However, to make the most “scents,” you should
clearly understand all sides of the perfumed pic¬
ture. Follow Miss Maxwell’s personal program—and
you will.
Wherever Marilyn goes, a faint but pervasive sweet¬
ness is sure to follow. For such all-over, all-day fresh¬
ness, she finishes her bath with a cologne or toilet water
rubdown. Either one (and they’re very similar) has a
refreshing way of leaving skin tingling and smooth to
the touch.
Then, PERFUME, the precious and persuasive key¬
note of her fragrance family. To get the most pleasure
from her perfume, Marilyn chooses it with care. Some

times a brilliant Hollywood opening is in the offing and
then she wants a scent that will express sparkle and
formality. Or she may be planning a personal appear¬
ance, one that calls for drama and excitement. For this,
she will want a rich and smoldering aroma. Brief
vacations and the great outdoors call for something
light and floral; and the romantic side of life responds
to a subtle, dreamy bouquet.
Making sure that the perfume she is choosing will
truly express her mood and herself, Marilyn tries it
right on her skin. That’s because, sniffed in the bottle,
the true scent is confused by the alcohol content. And
because perfume changes with and blends with indi¬
vidual skin chemistry to take on the “flavor” and
character of the wearer.
When, at last, she has found the very essence of
glamour and allure, she guards it wisely and well. The
perfume, as she applies it, is touched lightly back of
the ears, at the hairline and neckline. Here, in these
places, the normal action of her skin helps to keep the
scent warmly alive, intimately provocative.

PICTURES IN
PRODUCTION
AT PARAMOUNT:
with everyone on
the Paramount lot exceptipg Bob
Hope, who has suspended Paramount.
When he was called for this picture, he
realized that the shooting schedule
would interfere with certain bond
and hospital tours that he wanted
to make, so he chose Uncle Sam in
preference to a weekly pay check.
No wonder everyone in Hollywood
is claiming him with the proud ex¬
clamation, “That’s my boy, Bob!”
DUFFY’S TAVERN,

-reen

and Radio

«nbecaHedsmartand
e ever neglects to use
arm deodorant. An
choice . . . iVe u
now for years a:

mk

never be with,

THE LOST WEEKEND is still in produc¬

tion.
When Ray Milland reached
home after a rugged day’s shooting,
his wife said solicitously, “Wouldn’t
you like a cup of hot tea?” Ray ex¬
ecuted a whirling dervish arabasque.
He had been drinking tea on the set
all day—it’s the cinema substitute
for alcohol. Ray has worried a good
deal about his part—of only one
thing is he sure: Jane Wyman is
doing the most brilliant acting job
of her career.
with Jennifer
Jones, Joseph Cotten, Cecil Kellaway,
Ann Richards and Byron Barr is still
shooting. Incidentally, Gig Young’s
real name is Byron Barr. Warner’s
had him change it because they felt
that “Bari-” was a Lost Weekend of
a name. Paramount allowed the other
Byron Barr to keep his legal tag.
THE LOVE LETTERS,

with Joan
Fontaine, Walter Abel, Dennis
O’Keefe and George Brent should be
a tasty tidbit. It tells the story of an
actress who is about to be married to
a man (Abel) who learns that there
have been 3 other men in her life.
To avoid making the same mistakes
with her that cost these 3 men her
love, Abel invites the 3 to a bachelor
dinner to find out all he can about
Joan. At the end of the dinner party,
all four men have decided that they
are in love with Joan, so rush to her
apartment to win her back again.
Take it from there, Jackson.
THE AFFAIRS OF SUSAN,

is a remake of the
old classic with able Joel McCrea in
the title role, opposed by Brian Donlevy as the infamous Trampas. Sonny
Tufts is Steve, The Virginian’s best,
bu-t weak, friend whom The Virginian
sentences to hanging. Barbara Brit¬
ton is the girl. It is hoped that this
will prove to be a better vehicle for
her than “Till We Meet Again” was.
THE VIRGINIAN

with Jack Haley, Ann
Savage, Roger Pryor and Barton MacLane, is a who-done-it of rare merit
because the script was written by
that master of detective fiction, Geof¬
frey Homes. Geoffrey Homes is the
penname of Dan Mainwaring (pro¬
nounced Mannering), who is one of
the wittiest and best liked writers in
the film industry.

NEW...a CREAM DEODORANT
which Safely helps

STOP

with Paul Muni,
Marguerite Chapman, and Adeline
DeWalt Reynolds is still in produc¬
tion.
(Continued on page 56)
COUNTERATTACK

PERSPIRATION

1. Does not irritate skin. Does not rot
dresses and men’s shirts.
2.

Prevents under-arm odor. Helps stop
perspiration safely.

3.

A pure, white, antiseptic, stainless
vanishing cream.

4.

No waiting to dry. Can be used right
after shaving.

5.

Arrid has been awarded the Approval
Seal of the American Institute of
Laundering for being harmless to fabric.
Use Arrid regularly.

SCARED STIFF,

AT COLUMBIA:

under-arm

Guaranteed by "A
i Good Housekeeping >
Sw*<V.,,omCT,¥t0\*V'*,

a jar
Plus Tax

(Also in 59^ jars)
At any store which sells toilet goods

ARRID

THE LARGEST SELLING DEODORANT

this softer, safer sanitary napkin
in two ftrms
/; MODess WITH DEODORANT
Z. STANDARD MODESS

H

with TWO wonder¬
ful kinds of sanitary protection.
Now you can take your choice.

And, either way, you’re bound to
get greater safety, greater softness,
because:

1. Softer, safer Modess with a
fine deodorant powder sealed in—for
those who want daintiness protection
right inside a napkin. Tried out for a
year by thousands of women; tested
by a famous impartial laboratory and
proved to be most effective.*

209 nurses, in hospital tests, found
Modess gives far more protection
than nationally known layer-type
napkins.

ere’s modess

GOOD! I CAN KEEP
RIGHT ON GETTING MY
"standard" SOFTER,
SAFER MODBSS

!

.

2 Softer, safer Modess—without
deodorant—if you’d rather have it
that way.

49,701 women stated that they
switched to Modess because it’s
“So soft”... “So safe”... or “So com¬
fortable.”

Both kinds of Modess cost the same.
But—to get softer, safer sanitary pro¬
tection—be sure to ask for Modess!

A IM DELIGHTED I CAN
GET MY MODESS WITH
A DEODORANT SEALED
\

RIGHT IN IT/

k ~

'jj

*LOOK! Facts about MODESS containing a DEODORANT

Today.,, Ask ibr MODESS
STANDARD OR WITH DEODORANT

1. The sanitary napkin with
fine deodorant powder sealed
right in.
2. Only 'sanitary napkin with
deodorant tested for the past
year. Fastidious Southern women
who tried it are overwhelmingly
enthusiastic—prefer it to any
other napkin they’ve ever used.

3. Modess has been proved by U.S.
Testing Co., Inc., to guard dainti¬
ness more effectively than any other
napkin containing a deodorant.
4. Only Modess gives you such
proof of its effectiveness. So if
you prefer a napkin with a de¬
odorant right in it, Modess is the
only napkin for you.

more beautiful than
ever, at last realizes her long-coveted dream to play in
a costume piece. In RKO’s “Experiment Perilous,” with
George
the

Brent,

garb

of

the
the

lamarrvelous
’nineties.

lure

is

enhanced

Another

of

her

by

favorite

dreams will be realized when she and Husband John
Loder become parents some time in the spring.

T was three years ago, and Judy Garland was
lunching with Alfred Lunt at “21” in New York.
She had just met him for the first time, and besides
he was one of her favorite actors—two circumstances
which made her very anxious to make a good im¬
pression. She wasn’t doing too badly at it either, even
though the topic of conversation was Europe—a place
which Mr. Lunt knew like a book, and which Judy
knew only from a book—when there was an inter¬
ruption. When they finally resumed their conversa¬
tion, Judy had forgotten what they were talking about.
She assumed they were starting afresh.
“You’d love Venice,” said Lunt, enthusiastically.
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‘‘Oh, but I do,” said Judy, beaming, “especially the
roller coasters they have there.”
*
There was dead silence while Mr. Lunt visibly racked
hls bram, trying to remember what part of Venice
he had overlooked. Suddenly the horrible realization
dawned on our heroine: he was still talking about
Europe, and not the amusement pier near Hollywood
There was an embarrassed moment, until Judy’s sense
of humor got the upper hand, and she started laughing
I m sorry ” she said. “You’re in Italy, and IUn in
California.
„
that time we were both laughing,” Judy said,
and what could have been a very awkward moment

was very amusing, instead. I’ve learned to laugh it
off, no matter what happens. In self-defense, I had to.
No one gets into more spots than I do. If I took myself
seriously, as I once did, I’d be constantly embarrassed.
But I honestly believe that if you can laugh at your¬
self, most of the rough spots in your life will be auto¬
matically smoothed.
For instance, I used to suffer with self-consciousness
when I walked in on a party, and found the room filled
with important people I’d never met, or knew only
slightly. Now I usually break the ice by telling about
my latest faux pas. And believe me, I’m never at
a loss to think of one. (Continued on page 80)

I: In "The Clock," Garland goes dramatic. 2: "When you and I were
young, Deanna . . ." 3: With her sisters, Virginia and Suzanne. 4. Date
with blonde-handsome Guy Madison, sailor in "Since You Went Away."
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G. I. BOB IH HOB B1H OOII
By KAY PROCTOR

H

OLLYWOOD is wonderful.” “Hollywood stinks.” “Hollywood is a
dream come true.” “Hollywood is an overgrown jerk town.”
These are some of the contradictory statements made by the G.I.
Joes who came to Hollywood to make “Winged Victory”—the picture
version of the Army Air Forces Broadway success.
It was Old Home Week for a few of the 300 soldiers in the unit, and
they reveled in it. Lon McCallister, George Reeves, Edmond O’Brien, Barry
Nelson, and Richard Travis were all well on the way to screen stardom
before donning khaki; Lane “Shotgun” Britton was one of 20th Century-Fox’s
ace make-up men; Howard Shoup was a top designer at MGM; and Ben
Maddox used to write magazine stories about Hollywood.
As against this handful of men, however, there were scores of other
young Americans, average fellows from average American cities and towns,
who suddenly woke up one day to find the impossible had happened.
They were “movie stars” themselves—for a few weeks anyway—privileged
to walk unchallenged through studio gates, meet and talk with the great
and near-great of the town, and otherwise taste first-hand of the fabled
glamour of Hollywood. (Subject, of course, to the very strict militarv
regulations.)
(Continued on page 82)

What would you think of Hollywood,
were you suddenly to become a movie
actor? That's what we asked these G. I.’s,
and these are their candid comments

I. CpI.
Russell
Drews.
2.
S/Sgt. Louis Neistat.
3. Sgt.
George Reeves.
4. Pfc. Bob
Blakeman.
5. Sgt. Edmond
O'Brien.
6. CpI. Red Buttons.
7. S/Sgt. Louis Neistat, in cap
this time.

8. CpI. Tom Farrell

(Glenda's son).
Nelson.

9. CpI. Barry

10. Pvt. Lon McCal-

lister.
II. Sgt. John Andes.
12. Sgt.
Jasper
Horn yak.

. Victor-

8a«
MeCo

UHter

an4 Jone

VV'tt'<3ed

13. Staff Sgt. Fred Cotton.
14. M/Sgt. Martin Howell. 15.
CpI. Kenneth Forbes.
16. Sgt.
John Andes (what, again?)

"Bathing Beauty" gave Esther stellar rating; now she and Van Johnson
share honors in "Thrill of a Romance".

Yep, her own Victory plotl

See her in "Ziegfeld Follies", too.

What more incentive would

a vegetable need than to be tended by La Williams!

I

F Esther Williams suddenly walked into the Brown
Derby sporting a mermaid’s tail, no one would
be at all surprised. And it couldn’t happen to
a nicer girl.
Esther enjoys the distinction of being the only
kid in Hollywood about whom you can say “she isn’t
dry behind the ears,” and mean it.
It has been variously said by the local wits: (a)
that Esther completely justifies the guy who first in¬
vented swimming, (b) that her form divine is reason
enough for the swim suit people to stay in business,
and (c) that if more gals looked like her, every man in
the country would toss his dark glasses into the drink.
From broad swimmers’ shoulders the Williams torso
is whittled down to a hand-span waist, lean hips,
and long, lovely legs that boost her height to a grace¬
ful five-foot-seven. It’s topped off by a pixie-pretty
face and a mop of brownette hair.
At M-G-M she has managed (Continued on page 77)

lo time out for make-up repairs.

Here, it's

case of the mountain coming to Mohammed.

By JOAN MICHAELS
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Everything happens to Paige!

His hard

road to success led through a bakery, a
store window, over bottles of foot balm

CAN’T HELP GL0VNIN6

Harmonizing with Peggy Ryan
of the hep-set, or giving

a

suds-solo for the soundtrack;
he just "Can't Kelp Singing."

H

E did cat meows, groans and yelps over the
radio; he was thrown out of any number of
casting offices in Hollywood, more than once.
But for all that—yes, despite or because of
his slightly wacky sense of humor, and his
gift of gab, and his unfailing habit of getting into
scrapes and having things happen to him—Bob Paige
is Deanna Durbin’s leading man in “Can’t Help Sing¬
ing.’’ He’s a star.
Bob does everything in a manner all his own.
He doesn’t even study a film role the way other
actors do. Out in the Valley, his neighbors were
more than a little fascinated when they saw him
walk daily around his swimming pool, for weeks
and weeks, with a lady in his arms. The lady borne
was Betty, his wife—but it was an unusual avoca¬
tion, all the same, and (Continued on page 64)

By JESSIE HENDERSON

Robert Paige, with

sideburns and—Deanna

his

Their

The

leading
time,

lady.
the
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picture’s
music,
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Durbin,

glorified
new
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costume

Western,

Jerome

Kern
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color.
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✓
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THIS IS MYSELF

* ^

Holi,

A»d she yw°°d

Dreaming?

Could those dreams be about the Corporal Louis Riley

she's rumored engaged or married to?

Could they now, Miss Davis7

ENJOY—
Not going to beauty parlors; a well run house
(pre-war); doing exactly as I please; sailing;
my profession; fog and rain; hot dogs; pine
woods; arguments; camping.
I’M GUILTY OF—
Chain-smoking; going off and leaving such things
as keys, glasses, compacts, even my scotty, Tibby;
being too prompt; discarding soap long before it be¬
comes a sliver (reforming since Pearl Harbor);
finding myself three blocks ahead of the person I’m
walking with (very annoying to escorts); anticipat¬
ing people’s thoughts—and giving the answer to
what I thought was going to be said—often right—
often wrong; liking to eat onions; not acting like an
actress in my private life; enjoying reading more
than the company of most people.
I HAVE TO FORCE MYSELF TO—
Get up at dawn to go to work; take time to eat if
I’m nervous about my work; be patient with people
who are of slower temperament than I; refrain from
suggesting re-arrangement of furniture when visit¬
ing; take time from other things to ride my horse.
Laddie; shop for clothes; (Continued on page 66)
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1. At

the

"Winged

Victory"

opening

in

Hollywood—John

Payne,

brand new Army vet (with honorable discharge) and Gloria de Haven.

.

2

Also present (same night, same occasion) were the Gregory Pecks;

and

.

3

sitting

at

Greg's

left,

Otto

Kruger,

"Is you is or is you ain't my baby?"

Publicist

Helen

Ferguson.

The newlywed Jess Barkers, on

their reconciliation night date at Ciro's, when the answer was "yes."

.

4

Cobina Wright, Sr., gave a turn-about's fair-play party for stars

who've been overseas.

30

Fred de Cordova lights up for Louise Allbritton.

.

5

They've a lot in common, these two—both are at Warner Bros. Dane

Clark and Lauren

.

6

(Bogie's leading lady in "The Big Sleep")

Dr. Griffin, Irene Dunne, Jack Warner, Mervyn LeRoy at Warner's

welcome-back-LeRoy party.

.

7

Bacall.

(Irene's current pic, "Together Again.")

The Danny Kayes (at the Ice Follies) with the Paul Henreids, and

in the row behind: the Keenan Wynns, Deanna Durbin, John Garfield.

.

8

Dorothy Lamour detoured "On the Road to Utopia" to give out with

a spot of fancy warbling for the G. I.'s on "Command Performance".

THE DIARY OF A
By BRIAN DONLEVY

FEBRUARY 20. 1944

W

ELL, Miss Donlevy, I have just
finished helping your mom put you
to bed on the night of your first
birthday. As you perfectly well
know, because you respond to a
request for same, a “big love” is
a Donlevy family term for
a kiss, and I would like to draw
your attention to the fact that
it was very tough for
me to get a “big love” from you
tonight. You were too inter¬
ested in that lamb.
Yes, ma’am, I know I gave it
to you. But what’s the big idea of
devoting yourself to it in prefer¬
ence to your dedr old dad? It only
plays, upon being wound up,
“Where, Oh Where Has My Little
Dog Gone?” Your dad, with only a
little swizzling, will sing “Mademoiselle
From Armentiers.” (Cont’d on page 85)

Daddy Donlevy opens his diary
for the third time to give us
a peek at the daily goings-on
of his darlin' dotter, Judy Ann

1. Judy Ann, you were a year younger here
than you are now
and

(see photo extreme ]ett~),

I was trying to convince you that

I'm not nearly so tough as the movie
roles I play ... 2. I guess by now you're
convinced.

You seem to enjoy being with

me almost as much as I do having you around.
And don't think I'm not flattered by that . . .
3. I

never dreamed you'd be this much fun.

In

fact, before you were born, I was plenty
worried.
could

I didn't see how a little kid

possibly be anything but a lot of

fuss and trouble ... 4. Boy, how wrong I was!
There's more fun to you per square
inch than anyone could possibly dream . . ,
5. And you've done what babies always do for
parents.

Marjorie and I are even closer to

each other now than ever ... 6. Honey, I wish I
could be flying a plane in this war as I was
for the last.

But they’ve got me grounded.

So I'm doing what little I can, playing
service camps and giving bond shows . . .

YOUR PROBLEM
AND MINE
By

(jjane tyiyman

Let Jane Wyman Help solve that
problem for you.

Write her at

Movieland Magazine, 9126 Sunset
Blvd., Los Angeles 46, California

. .. vAtS

Dear Miss Wyman:
I would like very much for you to help
me with my problem.
Here it is: Although I am only fifteen,
I know very definitely that I want to be
a singer for a career. My voice is good,
and everyone encourages me to take it
seriously, and sing in public.
However, I am a cripple, and extremely
conscious of the fact, and this is always
holding me back. I do not feel self-pity,
but I just feel that everyone is noticing
my handicap rather than my singing.
If I continue to sing, how do you sug¬
gest that I go about it?
Yours sincerely,
Mary Louise
Dear Mary Louise:
Certainly if your voice is promising,
and you love singing, I feel you should
continue with this work.
Your atti¬
tude is fine, and you must overcome
this self-consciousness about yourself.
Remember Connie Boswell is one of
our finest vocalists, and is similarly
handicapped, but not the least bit selfconscious about the fact. Her person¬
ality and her voice overcame this ob¬
stacle a long time ago, if it ever did
exist.
Although you do not say so in your
letter, you are undoubtedly in school.
Hence, I would suggest that you get the
most out of your schooling by taking all
the singing and dramatics that your
school affords, and learn the fundamen¬
tals of music.
Good luck, and best wishes to you.
Sincerely,
JANE WYMAN

Dear Jane:
My problem involves my family’s treat¬
ment of me. You see, I am sixteen years
old, almost seventeen, and my parents
won’t let me date boys. However, they
let my older sister date when she was
fifteen.

Don’t you think this is unfair of my
folks, especially when all the other girls
at school my age go out with boys? Don’t
you think my parents old fashioned?
Worriedly,
Anne K.
Dear Anne:
I can see your point of view on this
dating situation, especially when you
recall that your sister was going out
with boys when she was your age.
But remember one important point:
there wasn’t a war on when she was
young and given the privilege of going
with
boys.
Today,
with
the
whole
country in an abnormal state and all
of our lives upset, it is a wise mother
who interests her young daughter in
other activities—war work, girls’ clubs,
etc.; and likewise, it is a wise daughter
who understands that her mother is
only trying to protect her in following
this procedure.
In normal times, perhaps you would
be considered old enough to go out with
boys of your own age group, but you
should respect your mother’s desire to
help you in this matter during wartime.
Why not give her a chance?
Sincerely yours,
JANE WYMAN

Dear Miss Wyman:
Since you are married, I think you
might be able to help me in my troubles.
You see, they concern my mother-inlaw. I live with her since my husband
has gone overseas, and although I know
she doesn’t mean to cause trouble between
us, she has taken to opening my husband’s
letters to me before I get home from work.
I feel that this is going too far, that
those letters are personal between Bill
and myself, but I don’t know how to tell
her so without hurting her.
What would you suggest.
Sincerely,
Helen L.

Dear Helen:
Yes, I certainly agree with you that
your mail is your own personal prop¬
erty, and especially letters from your
husband.
It is really inexcusable to
open another person’s mail, but you
must make allowances in this case.
Perhaps, your mother-in-law is simply
over-anxious about her. son, and I feel
sure she does not realize what she is
doing, as a result.
Why don’t you sit down with her and
explain the situation to her the way you
did in your letter? I am certain she will
understand, especially if you are care¬
ful of her feelings.
Otherwise, there is no alternative for
you but to rent a box in your local post
office, or have your mail addressed to
your place of business.
Sincerely,
JANE WYMAN

Dear Jane:
I am a freshman in college, and I am in
love with a boy who is in- the Navy in the
South Pacific. We have known each other
a long time, and have planned our future
together, although we won’t marry until
we both get a chance to finish college.
Here is our problem: We are of differ¬
ent religions, and both his family and
mine are against our marriage.
They
think this difference will never let our
marriage work out, but we think we are
intelligent people and that certainly we
can solve this problem in the next two
years.
Do you think we are right?
Bonnie P.

Dear Bonnie:
Yes, Bonnie, 1 do think you are right
in your attitude. You are both evidently
looking at this problem in an intel¬
ligent fashion, and certainly seem will¬
ing to make any personal sacrifices that
may be involved.
Where religion
is
concerned, the
very war we are fighting today is reason
enough for us all to know that intoler¬
ance
and
narrow-mindedness
are
a
thing of the past, and common under¬
standing
and
tolerance
have
taken
their place.
Good luck to both of you.
Sincerely,
JANE WYMAN

*A bond accompanies your purchase of a Cardinal Diamond Ring assuring complete satisfaction.
CARDINAL DIAMOND SYNDICATE

.

SAINT LOUIS. MISSOURI

.

MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN
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By Kat« Holliday

Just ask the gal who is one!
Claudette Colbert.

We asked
A star for ten years, she

should be an authority on the subject

T

EN years ago, Claudette Colbert and a comparatively unknown
Clark Gable made a picture called “It Happened One Night.”
It won the lady an Academy Award and shoved Mr. G. precip¬
itously into prominence.
Claudette was a star then. She has been ever since, despite the
show business axiom that it is harder to remain on top than it is to
get there in the first place.
Staying in the spotlight is a tough racket of wheels within wheels,
and not merely a process of keeping your face clean and smiling
sweetly at the customers.
Without taking her own personality and attractiveness into con¬
sideration (I’ll get to that later), Claudette divides the “how” for
staying in the upper brackets into two main categories: What you
do on the screen and what you do off. Let’s take the latter first.
Time was when closets of clothes, a car as long as a B-29 and a
house suitable for the Republican convention were de rigeur for stellar
personalities. Baby lions, herds of trained (Continued on page 51)
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Barney Dean, Hope, Patty Thomas, Tony Romano, Fran Langford, Colonna honor Tarawa's fallen heroes.

By JERRY COLONNA
as told to Kate Holliday
38
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Hope's

a

bust, 'and

loves it!

He's on

display in

Smithsonian

Inst.

Hollywood landmarks somehow seem right at home on Guadalcanal.

THE QUIET LIFE WITH HOPE

S

EVEN years ago, I signed my first contract to go on the aii* with Bob
Hope. I didn’t know what I was getting into.
I thought it was merely a job, a way of eating regularly three times
a day. That just shows you how innocent I was.
Since then, I have been unceremoniously dunked in the Pacific, have
frozen in the Aleutians, steamed quietly in the tropics,
made the personal acquaintance of every railroad car in this
country and most of the planes, played shows for ten guys
or ten thousand and forgotten completely what sleep was. And I’ve
never had so much fun in my life.
I’ve wondered many times why Bob didn’t have a nervous breakdown about
once every six months. And, after seven years, I (Continued on page 74)

Colonna says a trip with Hope
is a tough grind, on the
rugged side. But does he want
another? The sooner, the better—
that’s how he feels about it.
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By KATHERINE LAKE

A

GOOD many years ago a slim individual of seven
fixed, with an historical eye, her five-and-a-halfyear-old sister, Rita, and announced with befitting
solemnity, “Rita, this day will never come again. I
want to remember it forever. I want to remember
how you are, and the way I am right now, all the rest
of our lives. Will you make me a drawing for my keep¬
sake box?”
Which explains why Jeannie Crain now owns a small
pencil drawing that was created during Miss Rita’s pre¬
kindergarten period.
This little ceremony also explains another important
facet of the Crain personality: there is an eagerness
about her, an avidness, an absorbed-in-the-instant air
that arrests the interest of the casual observer more
effectively than any jive routine recently patented
could possibly do. This is proved by the remark of the
redoubtable Mr. Flynn, the first time he caught' sight
of Jeanne. She was seated in the corner of a huge lounge,
watching a mad party swirl around her, not participating
physically, but missing nothing. “Come over here,”
ordered Mr. Flynn, plucking a fellow guest by the

sleeve, “I want you to tell me who this girl is. She isn’t
doing anything, but she’s so alive that, without moving,
she seems kind of like a pillar of light.”
A statement like that from Mr. Flynn—who has seen
everything—is nice going in anyone’s league. The most
astonishing thing about it is that the description is exact,
—and that it explains, in a measure, her entrance into
pictures.
To go back to the very origin of this shaft of light, she
started as a mere glimmer in a little desert town named
Barstow, Calif. Her stay on the desert was brief, how¬
ever, as her parents moved to Los Angeles when Jeanne
was only a few months old. She was a world veteran of
nineteen months when her younger sister was born, and
she was a citizen of about five when she began to notice
the fact that has become the Rosetta Stone of her ex¬
istence: time passes too fast. She always awakened
early in the morning, but she had barely started on all
the fascinating things that make up the occupations of a
thriving junior before she had to go to bed at night. She
had scarcely begun to enjoy the long days of summer
with trips to the beach, before (Continued on page 69)

Only 19, but Jean Crain complains
that time moves too fast.

She wants to hold

on to every beautiful moment of her life
... to make it live forever in her memory!
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Father and son, Senior and Junior;
a parent who's really a pal.

You

can tell that, just from seeing them
together—which is a lot of the time

HEN Jimmie Craig, Jr. (more commonly known
as The Bub) was born, Jimmie, Sr. celebrated the
occasion by driving from the hospital directly to a
sports equipment store and buying the best 12gauge shotgun available. He officially launched it
two weeks later when he went dove hunting. That
shotgun is one of Jim’s most prized trusts: he never
refers to it by any title but “The Bub’s gun.” When
Jim cleans and oils it nowadays. The Bub stands by,
watching, and knowing that the shooting iron is his, but
that Dad is keeping it in use and in good condition until
43
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He just finished "Gentle Annie.’
It will be coming your way soon

he is old enough to master it, and to use it safely.
This small, eloquent incident tells as much as one
needs to know about big Jim Craig. It indicates his im¬
agination, his sentimentality (which is not mawkish, but
aggressively masculine), and his pattern of living both
as a person and as a parent.
Jim, while being gifted with ample acting ability, re¬
stricts his accomplishment rigorously to professional
moments; out of camera range he is probably the least
actorish man in Hollywood. He could return to his native
Tennessee and talk with old friends with the result that
they would thereafter refer to him as Craig, the farmer,
not as That Movie Star.
The paramount experience from his own boyhood
that Jim would wish to have incorporated in The Bub’s
childhood is the companionship Jim had with his grand¬
father—an impossible wish, because that proud, indi¬
vidualistic gentleman of the Old South is no longer
living.
But if, as suggested in Maeterlinck’s “The Bluebird,’’
one lives by being remembered, Jim’s grandfather is
immortal. He taught Jim one of the lessons that Jim
wants to pass on to his son, intact.
The elder Craig owned a saddle mare that he prized
highly for fox hunting; repeatedly Jimmie had begged
for the privilege of riding her when his grandfather
was not to be a party to the hunt, but was always refused
until Jim was old enough, presumably, to be reliable.
His grandfather explained to Jim what he must do:
when the dogs had treed or encircled the fox and the
hunt dismounted, Jim was to tether the mare; under
no circumstance was he merely to drop the reins over
her head and trust her to stand by. She was hot-blooded
and high-strung, and there was a chance that—in a
headlong dash for the stable—she might step into a
gopher hole and break a leg.
Jim took in the advice with solemnly nodded head. But
in the excitement of the hunt (Continued on page 59)

Pin-ups with purpose, and pointers
for the practical wardrobe—from
an interview with Yvonne Wood
20th Century-Fox studio designer

D

ESIGNER YVONNE WOOD has no illusions about
the importance of clothes.
“All a pin-up girl needs,” she says flatly, “is a
good bathing suit and a sweater to make a hit
with men. But not many of us can make a homerun on our curves; hence we designers can make a
living.”
The newest success story in Hollywood’s designing
circles, this girl (still in her 20’s) is as American as
chewing gum. She was born in Long Beach, Calif., that
city of promise to middle-westerners, of parents who
were middle-westerners—Kansans in fact.
Since her father is a civil engineer, Yvonne grew up
in construction camps, desert towns, and even Nevada
ghost towns. Her life settled down to what is usually
termed normalcy, however, (Continued on page 67)
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By JILL WARREN

G

REETINGS, lads and lassies. I hope you all had
a solid Christmas and here’s wishing you a
Happy 1945.
We’ve been busy tabulating the votes for our
musical popularity poll and we’ll announce the
results next month. Movieland decided that the
winners should receive something extra-special, so
instead of inscribing the usual plaque or typing
up a tired scroll, we buzzed over to Cartier’s, New
York’s famous jewelers, and had a chat-with their
designers. The boys really outdid themselves and
came forth with something we think is super.
They dreamed up some killer gold discs which
look like miniature records, with a special little
gadget for engraving purposes. We’re very happy
with them and we think the winners will be too.
*

*

*

Crooner success stories all seem to have their
start in New York. The careers of Frank Sinatra,
Dick Haymes and Perry Como zoomed after the
big town gave its nod of approval. And it’s the
same with Johnnie Johnston. After appearing at
the Copacabana and on the Basin Street radio
show, he landed the Chesterfield program over
C.B.S. and was signed for the Capitol Theater.
But here’s the switch. Paramount, who dropped

Johnnie from its contract list last year, tried to
re-sign him—at twice his former salary. That’s
Hollywood for you. They’ll do it every time.
Andy Russell, another singing lad who had been
doing all right for himself, will trek to Movietown
sometime in January, to tie up with a studio.
Though he has had several offers, I bet he signs
with Buddy De Sylva.
Artie Shaw contracted Roy Eldridge, the Negro
trumpet star, for his new band. Eldridge is sup¬
posedly receiving between $500 and $750 a week,
which is just about top dough for a sideman. Roy,
who was with the old Gene Krupa band, had
been playing with his own small combination in
one of the Fifty-Second street spots. Though Artie
originally planned a string section, when the band
made its debut, the violins were missing. I haven’t
heard the outfit yet, but the musician scuttlebut
says it’s but good. The Strand Theatre in New
York must think so, because they offered Shaw a
February date at $12,500 a week.

WHAT'S BRISK ON THE DISC:
The disc news is really brisk this month, because
finally, and I do mean finally, Victor and Columbia
settled their big fight with the Musicians’ Union,
and signed a contract so (Continued on page 88)

Candid shot of Duke Ellington caught in
a "Mood Pensive," which might mean that
he's busy dreaming up a new composition?
Jerome Kern wrote the music, Deanna Durbin
sings it

("Can't Help

Singing,"

Universal);

Decca is set to record all four of the hits.

Vaughn Monroe was so tickled about the lifting of the
recording
mike.

ban, he said that he could

kiss the Victor

Whereupon, as the pic shows, he promptly didl
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He was the child

Nazi in the stage version

of "Tomorrow, the World"; has the same role
in the Lester Cowan movie of the same name.

Sub-Sixteen
Skippy Homeier, candidate for Hollywood's
most hated brat award—because he
acts the part, and he's a fine actor

W

JRITING a story about Skippy Homeier
makes you feel as though you were
Attorney for the Defense. After Skippy’s
portrayal of Emil Bruckner in “Tomor¬
row, the World!” the composite movie¬
goer is firmly convinced that Master
Homeier is a sadistic, diabolical little
creature with a “master race” complex.
“Gosh, I’m just an American kid,” says
Skip, “but people won’t believe it.”
So we set out (Continued on page 73)
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HOW TO STAY A STAR
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 361

sheep, and bowls of incense were also
good. Them days, I am happy to say,
are now past.
“Being a star is actually paying a
debt,” Claudette tells us, “and one
should never forget it. The debt is,
of course, to the public.
And the
public has certain demands on you
which you must not ignore.
“The first and most important is
that you always preserve in real life
the illusion people have about you
on the screen.”
Claudette believes that being wellgroomed at all times is vital. Gloves,
bags, shoes, all must be exactly right.
As to clothes, she claims that you
need not go to the extreme of buying
out entire shops, but that what you
put on must be good to begin with.
She herself gets four or five outfits
a year of various sorts, changes them
with accessories, and wears them un¬
til she can wear them no longer.
When I was talking to her, for in¬
stance, she had on a grey suit with
a matching fur-trimmed coat which I
said was magnificent.
She told me
she’d bought it in 1939!
Her own creed—both in clothes and
in the other departments of her per¬
sonal life—is that dignity will serve
you best, in the long run. For her,
dignity is not difficult.
She is not
the sort to engage in stunts just to
keep her name before the public.
The nearest thing to a stunt she does,
in fact, is to go skiing—which she

does merely because she loves the
sport and is good at it.
This dignity is one of her most
endearing qualities. The public thinks
of her as someone they would like
to know, a circumstance which is
both a tribute to Claudette and a
business asset. And for this reason,
though she appreciates publicity, she
will not allow anything sensational
to be written about her, just for the
purpose of getting space.
Her publicity must be true. That
is her personal law. The press is al¬
lowed to say that she is happily mar¬
ried, that her husband is a profes¬
sional man, the ethics of whose work
prevent him from being interviewed,
and that is all. She will cooperate
on stories—as she did on this one—if
she thinks they have any value, but
the fact that she has a pair of the best
legs in town will not cause her to
pose in a bathing suit just to get her
picture in the paper. She lives simply,
if luxuriously, and she does not Delieve in lying around on tiger skins
just for an item on the front page.
All of this builds up a normality
which is one of the reasons which
Claudette is a star after ten or more
years. The fact that she herself is
normal, and that her attitude on these
things is actually an honest one, cre¬
ates a sincerity which, conscious or
not, pays off.
But there are other things to stay¬
ing on top. There is the actual busi¬

ness side of it—can’t ignore that!
In the first place, Claudette knows
how to act, and she is lovely. Let’s
take those two elements for granted.
And a third element which is vastly
important is that she has a business
head of no mean proportions. She
works as well behind the scenes as
she does in front of a camera.
“When you have reached the point
where they put your name in lights,”
Claudette told me, “you have some¬
thing to say about the vehicles in
which you play. Therefore, it is more
or less up to you whether or not you
remain a 'name’. Your judgment and
the judgment of those who advise
you must be good, or you find your¬
self playing bits again.”
Claudette has long been in the po¬
sition where her contract allowed her
to pick not only her stories but her
writers and directors, as well. That
sounds like an actress’ Utopia. To a
certain extent, it is. But at the same
time, it has often been necessary for
her to compromise in order to do a
part she wants to play.
There was the time, for instance,
when she had a two-picture-a-year
deal with Paramount. The studio
knew the value of her name, nat¬
urally—knew that any film she was
in would gain in box-office value,
whether it was intrinsically good or
not. Claudette knew that, too, and
she realized that, if she wanted to do
one show which would be sensational
m every respect, she would probably
have to take as the first of her two
productions one which was not so
sensational.
It happened just that way. The
studio offered her the lead in “The

advertisement

“fPear that dress—serve hint s Pepsi-Cola or two—and you’ll
have that young li*>'

‘
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eating out of your hand.”
«
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This higher type of

Widely Used In U. S. Among
Intelligent Women

Greaseless Suppository Gives
Hours of Continuous Medication

Zonitors are very popular among high¬
ly intelligent and exacting women
who for a long time have wanted a
higher standard of antiseptic femi¬
nine cleanliness — easier, daintier,
more convenient — powerfully germi¬
cidal yet harmless.
Thanks to Zonitors-these women
no longer use weak, homemade mix¬
tures or overstrong harmful poisons!
So Powerful Yet So Harmless
No Burn—No Smart
Zonitors are greaseless, stainless,

snow white vaginal suppositories.
When inserted, they instantly begin
to release their powerful germicidal
properties and continue to do so for
hours! Yet they are safe to most deli¬
cate tissues. Non-irritating, non-poisonous!

Zonitors actually destroy offending
odor and immediately kill every germ
they touch. Of course it’s not always
possible to contact all the germs in
the tract, but you can be sure of this!
No other germicide kills reachable
germs any faster or more thoroughly.
Follow easy directions.
important: Zonitors have the ad¬
vantage of being easily removed by a
plain water douche without leaving
any greasy, sticky residue.

booklet sent In plain wrapper. Re¬
veals frank Intimate facts. Zonitors,
Dept.9223-0,370 Lexington Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y.

Nome_
Address_.
City___Stole_
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Phantom President,” starring George
M. Cohan. The part, compared to
Mr. Cohan’s, was small and insignifi¬
cant. It would not be good for her.
Yet Paramount also said that, if she
did this picture, she could do the role
of Poppaea in “The Sign of the Cross,”
a role which would wow the fans.
The result was that. you saw her
in the Cohan opus. And then you
saw her, scantily garbed, surrounded
by luxury, playing one of the famous
characters of history in all her glory.
The compromise paid off, with divi¬
dends.
“Sign of the Cross” demonstrated,
too, another role which Claudette
feels is important in remaining a star.
“I believe that actresses should
change the types of their pictures as
much as possible,” she told me, seri¬
ously. “Up to the time I did Poppaea,
for instance, I had done straight leads
and a little comedy. She was like
nothing I had ever been seen in be¬
fore. And she kept the public inter¬
ested, wondering what else I could or
would do.
“Since then, I have been careful to
switch from drama to comedy to any¬
thing else that came along. I have
had people tell me, at times, that I
was silly to take certain roles—that
they would endanger my standing
with the fans. The part of the mother
in ‘Since You Went Away,’ which I
did recently for Selznick, is a case in
point. In that, I have two grown
daughters. That fact alone was sup¬
posed to be box-office death, as far
as I was concerned. But, I followed
that film with a mad comedy part in
‘Practically Yours,’ which took the
curse off my being a mother—if there
was any in the first place! And now
I’m to do ‘Tomorrow Is Forever’
(Gwen Birstow’s novel), for Inter¬
national.
“Since You Went Away” leads us to
another item. To Claudette, as per¬
haps to no other big-name actress,
the picture as a whole is more impor¬
tant than what she does in it. She
wants a good role, yes—but she also
wants to have her name associated
with a production which is excellent.
For that reason, she went into the
Selznick picture—which also includes
Joe Cotten, Shirley Temple, Jennifer
Jones, Robert Walker and Monty
Woolley, all names. For that reason,
too, she did “Boomtown,” a show
starring four of Hollywood’s greats,
any one of whom could carry a pic¬
ture alone. (Besides Claudette, there
was Spencer Tracy, Hedy Lamarr and
Gable. Refnember?)
Claudette did these films because
she believed that they would be
among* the best productions and
among the biggest box-office hits the
industry has ever created. And wasn’t
she right?
There is one more thing on the
business side which she knows like
a book, and which also pays off. That
is the matter of casting and billing.
Her contract also allows her to have
sole feminine star billing and to
choose her masculine co-star in most
cases. But, even these things Claud¬
ette will throw over the side for the
good of a picture. In “So Proudly We
Hail,” for instance, she insisted that
the names of Veronica Lake and
Paulette Goddard be given equal bill¬
ing with hers. This, of course, paid
dividends at the box-office. And, too,
when she cannot get a co-star whose
prominence matches h^r own, she will
take an unknown fox^^Jaading man.

You're

o veteran

it you’ve

been

in the

pic

bii as long as Claudette and Harold Lloyd.

George Reeves got his break in “So
Proudly We Hail” because of this,
and Fred MacMurray and Ray Milland were seen first with Claudette
in “The Gilded Lily.”
She does this for a variety of rea¬
sons: Because she know’s the pub¬
licity value of a masculine Cinderella;
because she realizes that realism is
added to a picture when the man has
not been seen before; and because
she honestly likes to help newcomers.
The latter reason is probably the
most valid. It touches on one large
element connected with Claudette's
staying in position for so many years,
and it is one which she neither would
nor could talk about herself.
Claudette is not a star, away from
the camera. That’s the simplest way
of putting it She’s a kind, human
person, one who genuinely likes both
the “big” and the “little” people of
the world. She does not go into acts.
She does not take courtesies for
granted. She does not believe for a
minute that she and she alone is what
brought her stardom. She had some¬
thing to do with it, of course, but
she realizes too that there were
thousands of people along the way
—people besides the public—who
helped her. And she is grateful.
These qualities, these human at¬
tributes
which
she possesses
so
thoroughly, come over on the screen.
They are, perhaps, one reason why
you, the people who buy the tickets,
go back to see her performances again
and again.
So, despite the business side of
stardom, the whole question of how
to retain your pedestal and how
Claudette retains hers comes down
to a simple fact. It is a fact which
I have stated before: Claudette is a
person whom you would like to
know. She is a woman to admire.
The End

Otto's Odds and Ends
Otto Kruger has a trunk full of trophies
he calls his otto-biography. Among his
souvenirs is a pair of copperized baby
shoes (his own), given to him by his
mother.
Interesting also is a pair of
rusted pole-climbers that Mr. Kruger used
in 1905 when he was a telephone lineman.

Another Hollywood Fashion-Hit ThatYouCan Buy

By Mail!

HOLLYWOOD JUMPER
As Gay, Refreshing and Flattering as the ’"Smoothest
Line" of Your Favorite Boy Friend — A New Jumper of
Typical Betty Co-Ed Quality !

PLUS POSTAGE

Artfully designed

to

your figure; beautifully tailored

flatter

from fine rayon gabardine in shades approved by Hollywood, with
gay color-contrast in the pointed lapel and the side-stripe from
shoulder to hipline! You'll be thrilled with the "sculptured look"
that the set-in waistband and box-pleated skirt gives your figure.

$7.98

Wear it night or day; you'll be smartly dressed !

Gold

Green

Powder Blue

Navy

Red

Sizes: 10 to 20
"Bow Blouse" . . . The perfect companion for your "SmoothLine" Jumper!

New drawstring neclt, bow-tied; long, full sleeves

gathered at wrist, in a soft, luxurious fabric. White Only. Sizes

S3 98

32 to 38.

Buy with confidence from Hollywood's
pioneer

SEND NO MONEY
WE SHIP C. O.D.

mail-order

fashion

house!

Or you can save C.O.D. charges and speed
delivery by sending check or money order
for amount of your purchase plus 25c for
handling and mailing.

BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD
DEPT. 881
6253

Hollywood

Blvd.,

Hollywood

28,

California

BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD, Dept.881
6253

Hollywood

Blvd.,

Hollywood

28,

\

Calif. I

Please send "Smooth - Line" Jumper at $7.98 p'"s posi.ae

Gold □ Green [] Powder Blue [] Navy [] Red Q

j;

( Mark first and second choice of color )

i

Sixe

10

12

14

16

18

20(

Circle size wanted )

Send "Bow Blouse" at $3.98 gK.Djgjjjy ( white only)
Size

32

34

36

38

name. etc., plainly )
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N.I.A. Her “Passport
to Freedom and Security”
“Virtually a shut-in, I was liv¬
ing in a small apartment with
my baby.
My husband was in
the service. Then I enrolled in
N.I.A. Now I work and earn
at home. No more slushing to
work, taking the bosses' abuse;
dreading retirement on account
of age or ill-health. The N.I.A.
Course is my passport to FREE¬
DOM and SECURITY." —
Cicely C. Mellor. 248 Washing¬
ton Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.

Why Can’t
You Write?
It’s much simpler
than you think!

S

O many people with the “germ” of writ¬
ing in them simply can’t get started.
They suffer from inertia. Or they set up
iinagjnary barriers to taking the first step.
Many are convinced the field is confined
to persons gifted with a genius for writing.
Few realize that the great bulk of com¬
mercial writing is done by so-called “un¬
knowns.”
Not only do these thousands of men and
women produce most of the fiction pub¬
lished, but countless articles on social mat¬
ters, budgets, homemaking, business affairs,
local, club ■ and church activities, human
interest stories, as well.
Such material is in constant demand.
Every week thousands of checks for $25,
$50 and $100 go out to writers whose latent
ability was perhaps no greater than yours.

The Practical Method

Our Writing Aptitude Test
will reveal whether or not
you have natural talent for
writing. It will analyze your
powers of observation, your
imagination and dramatic
instinct. You’ll enjoy tak¬
ing this test. There is no
cost or obligation. Simply
mail the coupon below, to’r,v. Newspaper Institute of
,One Park Avenue,
ed 1925T— v y. (Found-

Newspaper Insti¬
tute’* operations
in Canada have
been approved by
the Foreign Ex¬
change Control
Board, and to fa¬
cilitate all finan¬
cial transactions, a
special permit has
been assigned to
their account with
The Canadian
Bank of Com¬
merce. Montreal.

ylhQlJr

Newspaper Institute of America .
^ One Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y. |

I
|

. .Send me, without cost or obligation, your I
H ntmg Aptitude Test and further information
about writing for profit as promised in Movie| land, hehruary.

I Mr

I

| Mrs- (

• Miss )
| Address.
I (All correspondence confidential.
will call on you.)
Copyright

1944.

•

•

*

NOBLESSE OBLIGE:

Newspaper work demonstrates that the way to
learn to write is by writing! Newspaper copy desk
editors waste no time on theories or ancient classics.
The story is the thing. Every copy “cub” goes
through the course of practical criticism—a training
that turns out more successful authors than any
other experience.
That is why Newspaper Institute of America
liases its writing instruction on the Copy Desk
Method. It starts and keeps you writing in your
own home, oil your own time. And upon the very
same kind of actual assignments given daily to met¬
ropolitan reporters. Thus you learn by doing, not
by studying the individual styles of model authors.
Each week your work is analyzed constructively
by practical writers. Gradually they help to clarify
vour own distinctive style. Writing soon becomes
easy, absorbing'. Profitable, too, as you gain the
“professional” touch that gets your material accepted
by editors. Above all, you can
see constant progress week
by week as your faults are
corrected and your writing
NOTICE-TO
ability grows.
CANADIANS

Have You
Natural Ability?

the side of the highway and promptly was
given a lift by a man having windshieldwiper trouble. "Rotten weather," he mum¬
bled. Ida murmured an agreement. At her
crosstown junction, Ida was dropped by her
first benefactor. He said he was sorry not
to be able to take her all the way to her
destination, but rain, gas, time, etc. . . .
Ida said it was fine and thanked him.
He hadn't really looked at her once during
the several miles they had ridden together.
Ida's next Samaritan was a chap ferrying
a ride pool to work. He happened to be
going within a block of the hospital so said
he would drop her off before the door. "A
girl your size is likely to be swirled away
in a sudden squall,'- he grinned. Under his
breath he added, "Doing anything . .
then
he looked at her piercingly. As the color
came up into his cheeks he finished the sen¬
tence, "for your country beside bond tours,
hospital visits, etc., these days, Miss Lupino?"
• She said she was hitch-hiking to save
gasoline, gave him a big gxin, and made
a swan dive for the hospital doors.

I
|

No salesman !
49-B-595 ■
~ ~i~ ^

In a recent fan letter. Bob Walker received
a

very handsome

and

expensive

necktie.

He promptly donned the cravat and had a
snapshot taken.

On the finished picture he

wrote, "This is the tie between us.

Sincerely,

Robert Walker," and sent it to his fan.
TRUST BUSTER:

He was dapper and handsome. The girl
he had met unexpectedly on the street, and
had invited to join him for breakfast—be¬
cause they were both on the way to work
at the same studio—was blonde and pretty.
But, when both of them discovered, to their
joint embarrassment, that they had eleven
cents between them, the waitress was chilly
and suspicious.
"No, I won't take your
check, she said.
"I never saw either of
you before. If I trusted everyone who came
in here and had waffles, then said they had
forgotten their wallets—well. I'd he in debt
to the company every payday."
The man asked meekly if he could leave
the girl at the restaurant as security, while
he borrowed some money from the filling
station attendant across the street. Grudg¬
ingly, the waitress agreed.
In a few moments, back came the man to
pay the check. "Thanks," said the waitress.
'A girl has to be careful whom she trusts
..nowadays."
Dantln™011 she wou^dn 1 trust was Helmut
was one'oTlh^?,
wh° WaS his guest
secretaries.
As ffi?*?***
Helmut said sadly, "Thi^ Waffl@ Sh°P'
ing played so many Nazis.That situation is about to be corre^d
In Hotel Berlin," the picture to be made
from the Vicki Baum best seller, Helmut is
to be the romantic lead.

3 JILLS AND A WEEP:
The director was preparing to shoot the
final scene lor "Women's Army" at Metro.
It called for a company of WACs to disem¬
bark from a transport, presumably to assume
duties on a foreign shore. They were to be
greeted by a mob oi astounded but over¬
joyed G.I's. A military band was to strike
up a stirring tune.
Lana

Turner.

Laraine

Day and Susan

Peters were the principals in the scene, and
lor a finale they were to march down the
plank,

swing

around,

and

march

directly

into the lens for a fadeout, heads up, faces
illuminated with pride.
Everything went along fine until the three
girls swung around, soldiers cheering, flags
waving, and band playing. All three pseudoWacs were weeping. Too much drama for
the sensitive trio.
IN THE INTEREST OF JUSTICE:

When sensational charges were preferred
against Jackie Cooper, the daily papers re¬
ported the alleged cause in detail. When Mr.
Cooper was acquitted, this fact was meagre¬
ly noted. In all fairness, the full story of
Jackie's exoneration should be given wide
publicity. A transcript of the judge's written
decision has come to this columnist's atten¬
tion, and we'd like to quote some of the more
pertinent statements here. Please read them
carefully so that, when the war is over and
Jackie comes back to Hollywood to resume
his career, yob will know that he has every
right to your support and friendship. The
judge said:
"There are two types of girls in this world
—those who cannot be picked up by
strangers, and those who can. If all girls
were of the former variety, cases such as
this would never occur. But, unfortunately,
either some parents fail or refuse to teach
their daughters the sanctity of minds and
persons, or those daughters fail or refuse to
heed the teachings. In this instance, two
young girls, under the ages of eighteen
years, were picked up on a public street,
which fact culminated in the circumstances
now under consideration. ... We have heard
evidence for two days on an alleged drink¬
ing and immoral party at a local hotel. Now
it is our solemn responsibility to sift that
evidence and determine wherein lies the
guilt.
"The defense protests that two sailor
friends of Cooper, in company with Miss
Fredericks, met the girls . . . they stopped
and talked. . . . The undisputed tact, how¬
ever, is that both the minor girls were told
they could leave the party at any time they
desired. . . .
"It is generally agreed by all of the wit¬
nesses that this was not a drinking party
or an orgy of immorality in the accepted
interpretation. There is no evidence of any
conduct or conversation of a lewd, licentious,
vicious, indecent or immoral character. On

the contrary, all the witnesses agreed that
it was otherwise . . . the 15-yecrr-old girl
admits, and it is supported by all of the
other testimonies, that she did most of her
drinking in the Brandywine Room before the
arrival of the defendants, Bender and
Cooper. . . .
"The most serious of all the charges con¬
tained in the various affidavits filed herein
is that the defendant, George Bender, took
the 15-year-old girl into the adjoining room
where he had immoral relations with her.
To this charge the defendant, Bender, main¬
tains a consistent denial, stating that—at
her request—he took her for a walk in the
hallway because she 'felt dizzy'; that they
were gone not more than five or ten min¬
utes. . . . All agree that when she returned
to the party she was not depressed or moody,
and that she said nothing to anyone regard¬
ing this allegation of immorality. Even then
she did not want to go home.
"... And here we come to a most im¬
portant matter in our consideration of the
circumstances. A 15- and a 16-year-old girl
attend the same party, at the same time
and in each other's company. One, the 15year-old girl, according to the language of
the law, becomes delinquent. . . . On the
other hand the 16-year-old girl, who was
subjected to the company of the same in¬
dividuals, the identical personalities and the
same force of circumstances, did not become
a delinquent child. Therefore, this hotel party,
outside of perhaps the one-and-a-fraction
drinks which she consumed, to the 16-yearold girl was a perfectly innocent affair. . . .
What was in the makeup and the moral
fibre of these two girl companions which
caused the 15-year-old girl to do the things

June Horn stood by Cadet Jackie Cooper at time of his trial, confirmed their engagement.

she claims she did, and, against which, the
16-year-old girl was protected by her own
leaching and training and innate char-'
acteristics?
"The court cannot ignore the fact that the
15-year-old girl, who, some months ago, had
lodged these charges against these defen¬
dants resulting in widespread publicity, upon
he day of trial, failed and refused to appear
in court. . . . The Juvenile Court law is de¬
signed to aid those who are injured and
who desire the protection of the law. That

protection, apparently, certain members of
the girl's family did not feel she required,
otherwise she would have made a willing
witness.

It is her word against that of the

defendant, George Bender. . . . The court,
therefore, finds the defendants, George Ben¬
der, ’ Pauline Fredericks and Jack Cooper,
separately and severally, NOT GUILTY."
This is the considered judgment of a just
and thoughtful man, Mr. Albert Doyle of South
Bend, Indiana.

«GIVEN
L

To li-L.
Make New Friends Among Readers of this magazine who order fhe Matching iracelet
lo
and Necklace promptly for ten days' examination.
Iridescent aristocratic Replica Pearls that closely resemble
Oriental Pearls set in screw type Earrings will be GIVEN to
readers of this magazine on the most unusual, get-acquainted
(offer ever made in beautiful jewelry. Just send the coupon
today and accept these Earrings as our gift to you.

‘UQvi NECKLACE

and TWO ROW, MATCHING

fen Pays Trial

[RRACELET

Styles now prescribe Pearls for evening and afternoon wear. It's the new¬
est from New York to Hollywood. Every lady has admired shimmering,
lustrous pearls from the Orient. Now. you too, can enjoy wearing a goreous replica of an expensive pearl necklace and matching, two row
racelet, rich in lustrous beauty and depth—all without risking a penny,
send the coupon for both the necklace and matching bracelet and
accept them on ten days trial and we will include the set of classic Ear¬
rings without cost. If you do not fully agree that this iridescent, glowing
replica Pearl ensemble is a marvelous bargain return them within ten
days and your money will be refunded. BUT YOU ARE TO KEEP THE
MATCHING EARRINGS as our get acquainted gift.

SEND HO
MONEY

Replica Pearls with that
true rosy cast and Irides¬
cent luster are now rare.
Hand
polished.
carefully
graduated
pearls with rhinestone clasp.
Necklace
is 17l/i inch Single strand.
The brace¬
let is a gorgeous two row spiral design
with beautiful graduated Replica Pearls.
An extraordinarily
attractive ensemble.

RARE

The coupon should be
sent today as supplies are ex¬
tremely limited. When your package
arrives you pay the postman only S2.95 each
for Necklace and Bracelet, plus a few cents
mailing cost and 20% Federal Tax. The Neck¬
lace, Bracelet and Earrings become more at¬
tractive the longer you wear them.

Empire

Diamond

Co.,

Dept.

17-CE,

Jefferson,

Iowa

I want lo examine those iridescent. Replica Pearls.
Please send me:
I can

return

□ Neckloce

my purchase in

□ Bracelet

10 di.ys and you will

refund my

money but I am to keep the earrings as your get-acquainted gift,
in any event.

1 am to receive a gift

of the Matching Earrings

if I order both the Necklace and Rraoelct.
Name
Address

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.
Dept. 17-CE, Jefferson, lowo

City

....
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PICTURES IN PRODUCTION
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 171

LOVELY FLOWERS
flP IN THE DARK
Day or Night.
Gay New Glamor for
Your Hair or Costume
More lovely * than any
brooch or hair orna¬
ment. these amazingly
lifelike flowers are a
marvelous bargain. By
• day they excite envi¬
ous comment. By night
they glow with a soft,
magic light. No won¬
der smart women are
passing up cheap-look¬
ing pins for these gor¬
geous flowers.

Vi
Actual
Size

Nothing has yet been created so enticing as this
exquisite simulated Gardenia for your hair, dress or
coat. By day it makes heads turn your way. At night
it makes folks exclaim in admiration as it glows in
the dark.Not to,not even $2.but only 11.
Mail on-approval coupon today.

LEAVE IT TO BLONDIE, with Penny
Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry Simms
(growing up rapidly) ar\d the ubiqui¬
tous Daisy, carries on the popular
series. Those who have seen “3 Is A
Family,” the recent Sol Lesser release
through United Artists, in which Mr.
Lake had a part, are convinced that
Dagwood needs to reduce if he is to
continue to be convincing as a juvenile.
A THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS is an
Arabian nights technicolor fantasy
with Cornel Wilde, Evelyn Keyes,
and Nestor Paiva (the long-time vil¬
lain from Los Angeles’ perennial
show “The Drunkard,” who works in
pictures by day and sneers behind
a cape at night). Keep your eye on
Cornel Wilde—he’s going to be one
of the town’s greatest raves.
A GUY, A GAL, AND A PAL stars Lynn
Merrick, Ross Hunter, and Ted Don¬
aldson (who used to own Curly, the
dancing caterpiller—remember?).
MEN OF THE DEEP is keeping Chester
Morris, Victor McLaglen, Jean
Rogers, and John Tyrrell in water—
not necessarily deep.

AT INTERNATIONAL:

4

•^ —

.

A Actual Size p^hion dictates a delicate clus¬
ter of three soft-colored “cuddly” Tea Roses for
certain moods. A rose, a pink and a yellow almost
full blown. Bewitching by day, glowing softly at
night with strange new allure. Examine on approval
... and if not utterly delighted, pay nothing. Check
Tea Roses on coupon and mail order today.

ORCHID

-"fggp^ ^
r>

cntfada/dz
i\N
This gorgeous, life. like Orchid glows in
the dark ... is a sen!V sation wherever you
[§J go. So much like exact
color, look, feel of
costliest orchids, it
.W actually seems real.
f\' Helps beautify your
'
every costume. And
the price . . . unbeliev¬
ably low . . . only $1
when you send coupon.

SINGLE TEA
ROSE
WFTH YOUR ORDER
This delicately alluringr Tea Rose that
Slows in the dark will be sent FREE of
extra cost as your reward for prompt¬
ness with any order. So act now!

ALONG CAME JONES is a cowboy pic¬
ture with that most beloved of all
range riders, Gary Cooper. Loretta
Young (who received plaudits at the
preview of “And Now Tomorrow”
along with Alan Ladd) is the roman¬
tic interest in this one, and laughs
are guaranteed by the presence of
Bill Demarest, the man who was
forced to grow a stubble beard for
the picture despite his just protest
that cowhands either wear full beards
or are clean-shaven.

AT REPUBLIC:
EARL CARROLL'S VANITIES stars Den¬
nis O’Keefe, Constance Moore, Eve
Arden (did you see her play the Rus¬
sian sniper in ‘Doughgirls’?), and
Otto Kruger. Woody Herman is go¬
ing to sing and dance in this one.
But take especial note—when you see
the picture—of Constance Moore’s
magnificent opera length black ny¬
lon stockings. She insured them for
$100. We’ll let you know whether
she collected, because of irreparable
damage, or not.
JEALOUSY may not be a very good
picture but at least three of the roles
will be well played, because John
Loder, Jane Randolph, and Nils Asther are cast.

SEND NO MONEY

MAIL THIS COUPON TOOAYI
CHARMS & CAIN, Dept. 1-BB
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, III.
.Glowing Tea Rose Clusters <ln addition to Free
Single Tea Rose).Glowing Orchids.
Glowing Gardenias. (Indicate above how many of each you
desire.) NOTE: You may select any flower shown, or any as¬
sortment. Be sure to mark quantity.
. . 1 Glowing Flower $1.00
. . 3 at one time $2.50
.. 2 at one time
$1.70
.. 7 at one time $5.00
(There is no tax on Glowing Flowers) FREE with any order 1
Glow in the Dark Single Tea Rose, for prompt action. Upon
delivery 1 will pay postman the proper amount plus a few
cents postage and C. O. D. charges.
Name...

City.Zone.State • • • ■
(Hostage Prepaid if Cash or Money Order Is Enclosed)
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SWINGING ON A RAINBOW has oldtime comedian Harry Langdon cast
with Brad Taylor, Jane Frazee, and
Minna Gombell.

AT 20TH CENTURY-FOX:
ROYAL SCANDAL is still going with
Tallulah Bankhead, Charles Coburn,
Anne Baxter, Bill Eythe, Vincent
Price
(Have
you
seen
him in
“Laura”?), Mischa Auer, and John
Emery.
Grady Sutton, the rotund
southern boy, is also in this picture—
doubtless from the south of Russia.

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE is direc¬
tor John Larkin’s legal coup with
Michael O’Shea, Lloyd Nolan, Ruth
Ford, and Trudy Marshall.
A BELL FOR ADANO is ringing for
Gene Tierney, John Hodiak, Bill
Bendix, brilliant Richard Conte, and
Allyn Joslyn.
Whenever he has a
few moments free time from his role,
John rushes out in search of a 2acre farm that he wants to buy for
his parents.
MOLLY, BLESS HER is being made by
Monty Woolley, Gracie Fields, Roddy
McDowall (who is becoming a hand¬
some juvenile), and Reginald Gar¬
diner.

AT UNITED ARTISTS:
BLOOD ON THE SUN is the vehicle of
James Cagney, Sylvia Sydney, Wal¬
lace Ford, Robert Armstrong, and
Rosemary De Camp.
A WALK IN THE SUN
shows
just
what attention the weather is get¬
ting in Hollywood when two SUN
pictures are being shot on the same
lot.
Superb Dana Andrews is tak¬
ing this walk, along with Richard
Conte, Sterling Holloway (recently
given a medical discharge from the
army), and Barton Hepburn.
BEDSIDE MANNER is keeping Ruth
Hussey busy, also John Carroll (back
in civvies), Ann Rutherford, and
Charles Ruggles.

AT UNIVERSAL:
SALOME—WHERE SHE DANCED, with
David Bruce, Rod Cameron, new star
Yvonne de Carlo, and Walter Slezak.
HERE COME THE CO-EDS is the cur¬
rent Abbott and Costello madness,
aided by cute Peggy Ryan, Martha
O’Driscoll, and June Vincent.
SONG OF THE SARONG—and
wait
until Paramount hears about this—
has William Gargan, Nancy Kelly,
Eddie Quillan and Fuzzy Knight in
the frames.
IT'S NEVER TOO LATE
stars
Bonita
Granville, Noah Beery, and Irene
Ryan.
.
>
ROMANCE, INC. is the first picture
Allan Jones has made since his year
in New York, so it will be a pleasure
to hear him sing again. Remember
his rendition of “The Donkey Sere¬
nade”?
Appearing with him are
Grace McDonald, Vivian Austin, and
Raymond Walburn. Should be good.

AT WARNER BROTHERS:
SAN ANTONIO is still in production.
Errol Flynn, Alexis Smith, S. Z. Sakall, and Robert Barrat should keep
the bang-bang interesting.
THE BIG SLEEP combines those bril¬
liant sweethearts of “To Have And
Have Not,” Lauren Bacall and Hum¬
phrey Bogart.
Incidentally, Miss
Bacall has endeared herself to every¬
one on the Warner lot by her sim¬
plicity and genuineness., There’s a
real girl.
(Continued on page 58)

HOSPITAL and DOCTOR

COVERS SICKNESS or ACCIDENT
• Do you know that an average of one person out of every
ten becomes a hospital patient each year? More than
35,000 patients enter hospitals daily. You, or one of
your family might be next! Don’t go into debt or bankrupt
your savings when Sickness or Accident strikes. Be
prepared — protect yourself NOW!

POLICY PAYS
Hospital and Doctor Bills up to

PAYS BENEFITS FROM FIRST DAY

,600 E£h HOSPITAL $108000

This dependable Hospitalization Plan PAYS YOUR
BILLS FROM THE VERY FIRST DAY of Hospitaliza¬
tion, exactly as provided. Do not confuse this policy with
the others that skip paying benefits for the first 7 or 14 days.

Maximum Benefit for Room, Board, General Nursing for each
insured adult. Includes up to 90 days per year for Accident
and up to 90 days per year for Sickness.

$25

PAYS FOR LOSS OF INCOME!

LOSS of TIME $300
From work, by Accident up to 12 weeks.

In addition to Hospital and Doctor Benefits cash payment will be
made for LOSS of TIME from work, due to accident disability,
at the rate of $2 5 a week up to a total of $300.00, as stated in the
liberal Loss of Time provision of the contract.

DOCTOR EXPENSES $135°°
Maximum benefit for additional Medical or Surgical care while
in Hospital due to injuries.

ISSUED TO INDIVIDUALS or FAMILIES

$1000.00

You or members of your family may be protected against Hospital¬
ization resulting from Sickness or Accident. Everyone, in good
health, from 6 months to 70 years of age can apply for policy.

ACCIDENTAL LOSS of LIFE, LIMBS or ENTIRE SIGHT
Many other liberal benefits. All as plainly stated in Policy.

CHOOSE YOUR OWN HOSPITAL and DOCTOR
Any recognized Hospital and any Doctor in the United States or
Canada may be selected by you. You are not required to enter
any particular Hospital under this liberal Hospitalization plan.

MAIL COUPON NOW
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Rockford, Illinois

FREE INFORMATION—NO OBLIGATION
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Please rush FREE information about Hospital and
Doctor’s Expense Policy.
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No Medical Examination—No Red Tape—No Agents
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EYES
are the first
things he sees
Deep set. Bright with color. Engaging
eyes that invite a second glance. Smart
indeed is the girl who knows the impor¬
tance of good eye make-up!
Just a touch of Winx Mascara (Cream
or Cake) — a few strokes with a Winx
Eyebrow Pencil — Winx Eye Shadow
softly blended—and all the natural beauty
of your eyes has been emphasized. For
Winx has deepened them, set off their
brilliance and character.
Winx is a natural beautifier, water
resistant, easily used and comes in the
popular shades. Buy Winx today at any
10d store, and see for yourself what a
difference it makes.

FOR LOVELY EYES

GUARD YOUR NAILS
WITH SEAL-COTE

Veronico Lake, at the Brown Derby on a lunch date with Webb Overlander, Paramount designer.

HOTEL BERLIN is the picture in which
Helmut Dantine is not a Nazi. His
astonished fellow players are An¬
drea King, Raymond Massey, Faye
Emerson, Peter Lorre, and Alan
Hale.
THIS LOVE OF OURS is being polished
off by John Garfield, Eleanor Parker,
Dane Clark, and John Ridgely. Miss
Parker took time off to file suit for
divorce from her husband, Captain
Fred Losee of the Navy, who Is at¬
tached to a marine dental unit in
San Diego. They had been married
in Tia Juana on April 17, 1943. That
done, Miss Parker was hurried off to
the hospital where her appendix was
removed.
THIS LOVE OF OURS
goes on and on.

SEAL-COTE

25catCosmeticCounters
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WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF is Room
Service with Ginger Rogers, Lana
Turner, Walter Pidgeon, Van John¬
son,
Keenan
Wynn, and Robert
Benchley serving the drama and
laughs.

AT MGM:

AT P.R.C.:

HOLD HIGH THE TORCH, with Eliza¬
beth Taylor, Lassie, Frank Morgan,
Selena Royle, and David Holt. Selena
Royle is a lovely person. She was
on Broadway for years, and it is high
time that her charm was translated
in celluloid.

CRIME, INC. is going merrily along
with Leo Carrillo, Tom Neal, and
songstress Martha Tilton.

THE VALLEY OF DECISION is still in
production, graced by Greer Garson,
Gregory Peck (the Metro secretaries
are giving him the Sinatra treatment,
much to his amazement), Lionel Bar¬
rymore, Donald Crisp, and Marsha
Hunt. This will be one of those MustSee Supers.
WITHOUT LOVE is the Katharine Hep¬
burn vehicle that was still packing
them in on Broadway when Miss Hep¬
burn decided to close it. Spencer
Tracy is her vis-a-vis, and Lucille
Ball, Keenan Wynn, and Patricia
Morison add to the festivities.

Busy hands deserve pro¬
tection for beauty's sake.
More and more smart
women are finding SEALCOTE an amazing beauty
aid. SEAL-COTE pro¬
tects the nails and the
polish — adds lustre !
Make your manicures last
longer—"SEAL-COTE
your nails today and
every day.’’

she was at a loss for a title. This
title should reflect the fact that she
was writing for a religious publica¬
tion, but it should also indicate that
the subject matter was cinematic,
Jerry thought. So did his secretary,
Marian Cooper, who said in a small
voice, "Would the title ‘Alter Ego’
do?” The three puzzlers laughed. “It’s
good,” said Jerry, “but I think I have
a shorter—hence a better—one. How
about simply calling the column,
‘Pew.’ ”

OUR VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES with
Margaret O’Brien, this department’s
favorite actress, Jackie Jenkins, Ed¬
ward G. Robinson, James Craig, and
Frances Gifford. One Metro set has
been turned into a respectable farm
for this one.
ALTER EGO is the picture on which
Phyllis Thaxter, Edmund Gwenn and
Kathleen Lockhart are working. This
title reminds me of one of the best
stories told around Hollywood. Some
time ago a writer for an ecclesiastical
magazine came to Jerry Asher, cele¬
brated Hollywood wit, with a prob¬
lem. She wanted to write a motion
picture column for her periodical, but

AT RKO:
THE ENCHANTED COTTAGE is being
shot with Dorothy McGuire, Robert
Young, suave Herbert Marshall, and
brilliant Mildred Natwick
(who
worked in ‘Blithe Spirit’ in New
York) in the top roles.
THE BODY SNATCHER will be found
on stage 12. Boris Karloff and Bela
Lugosi should be scaring each other,
aided by Russell Wade and Henry
Daniell.
THE INVISIBLE ARMY
marches
on
with John Wayne, Philip Ahn, An¬
thony Quinn, and all the Chinese and
Filipino extras Central Casting could
contribute. This is the thrilling and
dramatic story of the Filipino Guer¬
rillas who fought on while awaiting
liberation by American forces.
THE SPANISH MAIN
may not have
the freshest script on earth (story of
a grand lady and a pirate), but it has
Paul Henreid making love to Mau¬
reen O’Hara, so who could ask for
anything more.
It’s being shot in
Technicolor, and this writer is per¬
sonally going to steal one of the min¬
iature galleons for use on wet local
days.
JOHNNY ANGEL has started to fly by
courtesy of George Raft, Signe Hasso, Claire Trevor (playing another of
her brilliant hussy roles) and Vir¬
ginia Belmont.

THE CRAIG BOYS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 451

he forgot to tie up the mare and she
made her way home alone.
The next morning at breakfast,
Jimmie swallowed a big gulp of hot
coffee to warm his courage, then
offered the information that he didn’t
know how on earth the mare had
gotten away, as he had tied her very
carefully. The old gentleman simply
looked at Jim with quiet and accusing
eyes. He didn’t say a word.
All morning Jim got the silent treat¬
ment. As he worked with his grand¬
father, he tried to manufacture con¬
versation, without one iota of success.
His throat felt longer than a giraffe’s
and drier than a bale of cotton; his
words began to stick midway between
thought and utterance. “Look, Grand¬
father,” he managed to say at length,
“please talk to me. Give me the cuss¬
ing of my life, but don’t ignore me!”
“I can’t abide a liar,” said the gray
one.
“I can forgive anything, if a
boy or man will tell me the truth, ad¬
mitting his mistake.
But by the
Eternal, I don’t give a tinker’s dam
for a liar.”
Jim thinks that was his most val¬
uable single lesson in the fine art of
honest dealing, and he wants The Bub
to profit, as he did, by his grand¬
father’s teaching.
Out of Jim’s childhood there is one
experience that he does not want The
Bub to share. Jim started out as a
shaver selling papers; it was a good
racket in those days, particularly in
a small town, but Jim feels that South¬
ern California is too vast—distances
are too great, traffic is too heavy—
and there are too many other means
of teaching a child the self-reliance
that earning one’s own money in¬
culcates, to risk the paper-selling haz¬
ards.
Aside from that one edict, Jim has
no wish for parental dictation in the
matter of his son’s future occupation—
with one exception: he doesn’t want
The Bub to get involved in theatricals
until he is an adult. Then, if he elects
greasepaint as a means to earning a
living, that’s fine.
If he has other
ideas, they are okay with Jim, too.
The important thing, so far as Jim is
concerned, is that The Bub decide in
his own way and in his own time what
his future must hold.
The Bub will undoubtedly have
some definite ideas, because—now
aged five—his is a rapidly unfolding
and a very positive personality. When
he was small, he had trouble pro¬
nouncing the sound of hard C, as in
Craig, and referred to himself and
his dad as “the Fraig boys.”
The other night Jim responded to
his wife’s call by planting The Bub
on his shoulder, and starting down the
stairs with the shouted announcement,
“Here come the Fraig boys.”
The Bub leaned down to inform
his father, “Don’t say ‘Fraig’, daddy.
Say Craig—it’s correct.”
In other respects, however, he sticks
to his innovations.
His early con¬
versational efforts produced the origi¬
nal word “wee-a-wah” in place of the
more conventional word “water.”
Usually Jim refrained from correcting
his son, but this was so unusual a de¬
parture that Jim tried to make some
alterations in pronounciation. As the
pair of them were driving along a

Are you in the know?
Can this WAC Lieutenant marry —
D A Private
□ A Captain
□ A Sergeant

A WAC officer can wed her One and Only,
whether he’s a brass hat, a non-com, or plain
G.I. Joe. Perhaps you’ll be asked to be one
of the bridesmaids at a furlough wedding.
You can be on the scene—serene—whatever
the time of the month. Kotex will keep you
confident, because unlike thick, stubby nap¬
kins, Kotex has patented flat tapered ends
that don’t show revealing lines. And you’ll
find the dependable comfort of Kotex so
different from pads that just "feel” soft at first
touch—for Kotex stays soft while wearing!

If your writing run* uphill, are you —
□ Moody
□ Indifferent to people
□ An optimist

It’s fun to read character through hand¬
writing! If you study up on the sub¬
ject, beforehand, it tells all! Do you
write uphill? You’re an optimist, says
Dorothy Sara, noted handwriting ana¬
lyst. Why not keep that cheery outlook
— even on trying days? You’ll never be a
"worry-bird” with Kotex sanitary napkins,
because that 4-ply safety center keeps moisture
away from the sides. That’s why you can
count on getting protection plus—when you
use Kotex.

Will lip rouge linger longer If you —
□ Moisten the lips first
□ Apply it over powder
□ Repaint a previous job

To make your lipstick stick—first, powder
lips lightly. Apply lip rouge over powder,
blot with Kleenex and you’re set — for longer
than you think. And your confidence can
linger longer—on problem days. Just be sure
your sanitary napkin is suited to your special
needs. Only Kotex comes in 3 sizes, for dif¬
ferent women, different days. Choose Regular,
Junior or Super Kotex by the color of its box.
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2 minutes for you to re¬
produce any snapshot
you have on to your sta¬
tionery, handkerchiefs,
ties, scarfs, purses, etc.
Won’t wash off. Doesn’t hurt either
the photo or the fabric it’s used on.
Wear your own, sweetheart’s, hus¬
band’s or son’s picture on your
belongings. Personalize gifts that you
give by adding the pictures of loved
ones. Complete outfit—everything
you need for transferring 100 photos
—ONLY $1 postpaid on cash orders.
C.O. D. orders—total cost—$1.21.
CHRISTY PHOTO SUPPLY CO., Dept. 124
2835 N. Central Ave., Chicago 34, III.
□ Enclosed find $1.00. Send me complete
outfit at once.
□ ShipatonceC.O.D.($1.21)completeoutfit.
Name_
Address_
City_Slate_
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highway one day, The Bub noticed
a drainage stream coursing beside the
road. “Look at the wee-a-wah,” he
instructed his father.
“You mean water,” said Jim. “Look
here, can’t you say ‘water’?”
The Bub nodded serenely. “Sure I
can say water, but I think wee-a-wah
sounds more like it looks.”
Junior has always been—as repeat¬
edly stated by his fond father on the
set and in any gathering of friends—
purely “boy” in his tastes. He has al¬
ways been completely fascinated by
trains, trucks, wagons, popguns and
similar junior male items of enter¬
tainment.
The Bub likes to play a
rather erratic, but active game of
baseball, spends hours trying to per¬
fect his punting, and listens avidly to
radio broadcasts of games and fights.
“All boy,” says Jim proudly at the
close of any story about his son.
So he’s a little embarrassed when
reminded of the birthday party at
Margaret O’Brien’s, where The Bub,
for the first time in his life, saw a
doll perambulator.
He thought this
the most wonderful vehicle he had
ever propelled, and loading it with
Margaret’s dolls, he spent the en¬
tire
afternoon
chauffering
them
around the house.
Jim is still trying to live this down,
but Keenan Wynn, another proud par¬
ent of a male heir, isn’t giving him
much chance.
Because of gas rationing, the Craig
family is presently living in Westwood, but they spend as much time
as possible on their five-acre farm.
When he is at the farm, The Bub
has a playmate—an animal of quaint
origin (half pit bull, half German
shepherd)—named Spotty. Spotty is,
and Jim will give any inquirer a no¬
tarized statement to the effect, the
laziest dog on earth.
Jim had a sort of reverse-English
pet on the farm for a time, too. This
character, name of Buck, liked to
sneak up behind the unwary and spur
the back of his victim’s legs, utter¬
ing typical roosterish sounds of de¬
light.
He was the smallest of four
roosters, but had—by some fowl trick
—convinced the other three that he
was boss. He had intermittent trouble
with a carpenter working for Jim. At
least once a day the carpenter shied
his hammer at Buck, but Buck always
dodged.
One day, one of the trio of sub¬
servient roosters decided that Buck
might be good at dodging hammers
and pitchforks, but he wasn’t much
of a local Maginot at that, so took
after him, whopping him—but good.
Jim stood by and watched the hostili¬
ties, getting a kick out of the lesson
that Buck was presumably learning.
A few mornings later Jim came out
to find Buck a mass of lifeless feathers.
“This time the carpenter connected,”
he thought, but investigation revealed
that there wasn’t a mark on Buck,
neither from hammer nor as residue
from his battle. Buck hadn’t been able
to take it—his defeat broke his heart
and killed him.
Jim explained all
this very carefully to The Bub. “The
important thing to remember is,” he
said, “that almost everyone has to
take a licking at one time or another
in his life. The coward quits and dies,
but the game guy learns his lesson,
nurses his wounds, and gets up to
fight again.”
Jim and The Bub were separated for
the first time in The Bub’s life when,
last spring, Mary Craig took her son

and went east for a visit with relatives
Jim was working in “Gentle Annie”,
his latest Metro picture, so couldn’t
accompany them.
For the first week of their absence
Jim awakened repeatedly in the night
with the empty sensation that extreme
quiet in a large house produces. He
began to work in the yard when he
came home from the studio, in an
effort to tire himself out to the extent
that he would sleep regardless of his
psychic restlessness.
Finally came the day when he was
to go to the station to meet the re¬
turning travelers.
On the way downtown he made
himself an iron-clad promise that he
was going to hang on to his self-con¬
trol. No matter how wonderful Mary
and The Bub looked to him, he wasn’t
going to get damp-eyed. So . . . the
train rolled in. Jim had the Pullman
car number memorized, but he was
still two full car-lengths away when
Mary and The Bub spied the head of
house of Craig, because of his height
easily visible above the hats of the
crowd.
k
The Bub uttered a shriek that Jim
could have heard in Beverly Hills,
and leaped through the throng like
a squirrel darting through a forest.
“My daddy!” he yelled. “My dirty
daddy, daddy daddy ...” And, a
stuffed elephant dangling from one
hand, The Bub leaped into his father’s
arms, locked his legs around his
father’s chest and encircled Jim’s neck
with a pair of frantic arms. Huge,
glistening tears plunged down round
cheeks, and a trembling lower lip
sagged to release one prolonged, joy¬
ous small-boy sob.
Jim had dry eyes—about ten min¬
utes later after having pulled himself
together.
That word “dirty” used by The Bub
to greet his father is part of a family
joke. Anything particularly handsome
—such as the handmade cowboy boots
that Jim bought for his son, or a new
suit, or Mary’s chic new dress—is
instantly labelled “that dirty . . .” etc.
by the kidding Craigs. Applied to Jim
by his son, it was a label of highest
merit.
Until his return from this trip.
The Bub had been desperately afraid
of Jim’s motorcycle. He always kept
a respectful distance between himself
and the throbbing monster, but the
next morning after his return when
Jim asked his son if he would like to
go to the ranch—riding the motor¬
cycle—The Bub assented with alacrity.
After he was all togged out in windresistant clothing, Jim decided that
The Bub’s legs were still too short,
hence too removed from the steadying
pedals, for the trip to be without risk.
He explained this to Jimmie, Jr., who
nodded solemnly. “Do you understand
why you have to wait until you’re
a bigger boy before you can go with
me?” asked Jim.
“Yes, Daddy. Me do,” said the young
man without a whimper.
Jim’s next picture at Metro is to be
“Our Vines Have Tender Grapes”, in
which he will work with Margaret
O’Brien and Jackie Jenkins. Incidently, if there is anyone whose love
for Jim is equal to that of The Bub, it
is Margaret, who worked with him for
the first time in “The Lost Angel.”
Finally, this story about a devoted
father has the nicest possible close:
there is to be another young Craig in
February.
The End

"I was—SELF-CONSCIOUS!

“I was too shy to ever get
ahead,”says Mona Desmond,
of Santa Monica, Cal. "I was
so fat with most of it on
my hips.

SELF-CONFIDENT!"

Now I’m—

Mona’s "Photo-Revise”! See how it
showed Mona which features to
play up—which ones to play down.

"It was so easy, such fun!” Mona
lost 20 pounds, slimmed her hips,
gained self-confidence and a
"Powers Girl” figure—won a mod¬
eling job in New York.

"I’m afraid I’ll wake up and find I’m dreaming,” says
Mona. "When I started my Powers Home Course I was
just an awkward defense worker on the coast. Within a
short time I was thrilled to get a modeling job. I hope
other girls realize what wonderful things this Powers
Course can lead to!”

"Powers Girl" Creator Offers
YOU, too, new Charm, Loveliness,
A "MODEL" FIGURE!
"Doesn’t my present job prove I’m no
longer dumpy?’’ asks excited Mona
Desmond. "My friends say I’m really at¬
tractive and that makes any girl happy.
I’m keeping right on improving, and I will
always, with my Powers Home Course.”
Let the Powers Home Course help
you, too, reveal your REAL glamorous
self. In the privacy of your own home,
you discover the personalized beauty
secrets that have given figure-perfection,
style, grace and loveliness to thousands
of “just average” girls . . . made them
"Powers Girls,” envied, admired.

Through the Powers Home Course, in
as little as 7 days, you can see the REAL
YOU begin to emerge from your mirror.
Why deny yourself the happiness, the
beauty, the day-after-day admiration this
famous Powers’ Training can win for
YOU so easily, so inexpensively?
The complete course costs less than
a good party dress. The faculty advice,
plus close attention from sympathetic
Grace Eden, Director of the Home
Course, has helped thousands of women
find their hidden beauty.
Send the coupon for complete informa¬
tion today. There’s no obligation.

EXCLUSIVE ADVANTAGES OF PERSONALIZED "POWERS GIRL"
training—right in your own home!
Get this free,
illustrated
booklet, and
your confiden¬
tial question¬
naire.

60 individualized features! Your own PHOTO-REVISE actu¬
ally drawn just for YOU! Help on your Figure! Make-up!
Grooming! Styling! Your Voice! How to walk gracefully! The
famous "Powers Girl” formula for charm and magnetism!

Mail this Coupon NOW
Lost 20 lbs.

Hips
3" less

Write John Robert Powers
today. Creator of the fa¬

Waist
23/i" less

John Robert Powers Home Course
247 Park Ave., Suite B225, New York 17.N.Y.
Dear Mr. Powers: Yes, I’d like to learn the “Powers
Girl” beauty secrets. I’m really interested. Please
send me details of your Home Course, including
free, illustrated booklet.

mous Powers Models.
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thousands, fust like you.
"POWERS GIRL" Creator

NEW PICTURE GUIDE
/CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12)

Bruckner (Skippy Homeier, of the
original Broadway cast); its a
strong plea for intelligent re-edu¬
cation of the 12,000,000 Emil Bruck¬
ners to be dealt with in Germany,
after the war. And just as Emil
presents a series of serious problems
to his relatives in America, who
try to use tolerance and kindness
in indoctrinating him with the
democratic, freedom-loving way of
life, so will those problems reap¬
pear—not
just
idividually,
but
collectively—with others like him.
Their Nazi teachers have done their
job well, and we should be warned.
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Earn Sparetime Money and Get

Your Own DRESSES
CDCC AS A SALES
ilxCC BONUS
Here is a delightful, easy, spare time occupation for mar¬
ried women (and a few ambitious single women) who will
welcome the opportunity to turn their idle hours into cash—
and at the same time get their own personal dresses and
other wearing apparel FREE as a bonus, without paying
one single penny!
Imagine showing your friends and
neighbors a vast, complete selection of newest, gorgeous
frocks for Spring and Summer—more than 100 styles, all
sizes. and scores of fabrics in the season's latest colors and
patterns! You know they’ll be fascinated, especially when
you mention the AMAZINGLY LOW PRICES and the
PROMPT DELIVERY.

Use Your Cwn Home as Headquarters
Many thousands of women, young and old, living in every
part of the United States, in big cities and in small towns,
are adding many welcome dollars to their incomes—and
earning their personal wardrobes—by the remarkable Har¬
ford Frocks Plan. When your friends and neighbors see
the bea'uty of the styles, learn the LOW MONEY-SAVING
PRICES, see the COMPLETENESS of the selection and
the many dozens of styles they can pick from—they’ll be
mighty happy to give you their orders. Not only do you
make a handsome cash commission on every order you take,
but you also earn generous credit towards your own per¬
sonal dresses and otner wearing apparel, and that’s how
you can be “the best dressed woman in town” without lay¬
ing out one single cent.

You Offer a COMPLETE Line of Wearing Apparel
Yes. more than 100 different dresses, all the very latest
styles—but in addition, the Harford Frocks line contains
hosiery, lingerie, sportswear, suits, coats, children's cloth¬
ing, etc. Imagine giving your customers the opportunity
to select all their wearing apparel needs at money-saving
prices, in the comfort and privacy of their own homes with¬
out tedious shopping, without using gasoline, without ex¬
pending precious time! No wonder Harford Frocks sales¬
people everywhere are reporting phenomenal success!

Gorgeous Style
Presentation FREE

/

Just mail th«» coupon below and
attach a letter about yourself, for
the glorious presentation of Har¬
ford Frocks styles ABSOLUTELY
FREE. No money to pay now or
any time. Get the fashion figures
Illustrated in full colors and the
scores of actual samples of the
fabrics—all FREE.
Mail the cou¬
pon NOW.

HARFORD FROCKS, INC.
Dept. G-27. Cincinnati 25, Ohio
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BETWEEN TWO WOMEN (M-G-M)-“Call
for Dr. Red Adams. Report to Dr.
Gillespie’s office.” Yes, it’s Lionel
Barrymore calling Van Johnson.
Also calling him, but for a differ¬
ent reason, is Marilyn Maxwell.
CAN’T HELP SINGING (Universal) sends
Caroline Frost (Deanna Durbin)
out across the plains in a covered
wagon, has her meet and fall in
love with Johnny Lawlor (Robert
Paige), with a complicated climax
to straighten everything out—and
there are any number of odd little
details needing explaining, by that
time — when the plains party
reaches California.
Photographed
in scene-beautiful Technicolor, with
music, and with Akim Tamiroff and
Leonid Kinsky for the laughs.
EADIE WAS A LADY (Columbia), with
Ann Miller in the title role. It all
has to do with a Back Bay society
girl of Boston who takes it into her
pretty little head to lead a busybusy double life; a college student,
that is, who’s a burlesque show hitsation, on the side. With William
Wright playing opposite, as the en¬
terprising young producer who’s
very much involved in all this; and
with Joe Besser, Jimmy Little, Jeff
Donnell, Hal McIntyre and his
band.
HERE COME THE WAVES (Paramount)
meaning the Adams twins, who’re
not twins at all, really—both are
Betty Hutton. One red-headed and
named Rosemary and one blonde,
name of Susie. Confusing, in the
telling of it, but lots of fun. And on
the love side, the two for one
(who’s supposed to be two) ratio
brings in Sonny Tufts and Bing
Crosby, alias a couple of sailors.
Songs are “with Lyrics by Johnny
Mercer”—which is ‘but good’ in
anybody’s musical comedy league!
And Sonny comes up with song—
which is good, twice!
FLAME OF BARBARY COAST (Republic)
—A rough and ready action drama,
with John Wayne and Ann Dvorak.
Timed for the early 1900’s, it takes
in the San Francisco earthquake.

OBJECTIVE BURMA (Warner Bros.) is
movie-made war, with Errol Flynn
as Major Nelson, in command of a
group of American paratroopers
assigned to a mission that takes
them behind the Jap lines in Bur¬
ma. It’s an all-male cast, including
James Brown, directed by Raoul
Walsh.
BLONDE FEVER (M-G-M) is an infec¬
tion that defies medical treatment,
as many a wife will tell you. And
when coupled with a $10,000 lottery
award, it may be regarded as fatal!
Delilah Donay (Mary Astor) is the
wife, Peter (Philip Dorn) the hus¬
band who’s romantically infected,
and Sally (newcomer Gloria Grahame; she’ll remind you of Ann
Sothern), the cause of that effect.
Richard Whorf, who has turned in
many a sterling performance as an
actor, makes his bow as a director
with this “B” picture that deserves
to be “A.”
TOGETHER AGAIN (Columbia)-The title
might apply to Irene Dunne and
Charles Boyer, but the story is
more laugh-crazy than anything
they’ve ever done before. The zany
plot—for who’s to call it anything
but
that, though ’tis delightful—
has to do with Miss Dunne as a
small-town mayoress nobly trying
to fill her late husband’s office, and
meeting a soulful sculptor (Boyer),
with complicating, hilarious results.
Charles Coburn adds all the rest
that’s needed, in his usual inimit¬
able fashion, and screen newcomer
Jerome Courtland comes to light as
a bright-future candidate, being the
gangling, awkward swain of Mona
Freeman, Her Honor’s lovely step¬
daughter.
THE THIN MAN GOES HOME (M-G-M)
—Myrna Loy returns to the screen
after an absence of more than two
years, in her familiar role of Nora
Charles, wife of the suave detec¬
tive, Nick Charles (William Pow¬
ell). Asta is back, too—without
which no Thin Man picture would
be complete. It’s a Nazi plot, set
in a hometown where “nothing
ever happens.”
Counting corpses
involved, this is a murder mystery
on-the-double.

MINISTRY OF FEAR (Paramount)—A
maze of overcomplicated intrigue,
with Ray Milland departing from
his usual comedy characterizations
to portray the serious, unhappy Ste¬
phen Noale, Britisher, who finds
himself unexpectedly involved with
seances, gunplay, spys, etcetera.
With Marjorie Reynolds, a lovely
little refugee from Austria, and
Carl Esmond, Hillary Brooks, Percy
Waram and Dan Duryea in the sup¬
porting cast.
REO RIVER VALLEY (Republic), arerelease of the Gene Autry picture,
with Smiley Burnette.
Complete
with all the action, excitement and
thrills craved by the loyal Autry
fans, and four entries on the musi¬
cal
side:
“Red
River
Valley,”
“Fetch Me Down My Trusty 45,”
“Construction Song,” and “Yodel¬
ling Cowboy.”
DESTINY (Universal)—Originally
titled “The Fugitive,” referring to
Alan Curtis, as Cliff the badman
with a police record, who’s inno¬
cently implicated in a bank robbery.
“Crime doesn’t pay” would seem to
be the motive for the plot involving
Gloria Jean, sweet little blind girl
with faith and
good influence.
Others in the cast: Frank Craven
and Grace McDonald.
THE MAN IN HALF MOON STREET
(Paramount) brings your old friend
Nils Asther back to the screen as
Dr. Julian Karell, scientist and
miracle-worker credited with hav¬
ing developed a formula for captur¬
ing eternal youth. Helen Walker is
the romantic interest in this plot
that’s so frankly fantastic but in the
main “good escape.”
ARMY WIVES (Monogram), with Elyse
Knox (signed recently by Mono¬
gram to a three-year contract) as
the debutante Jerry Van Dyke who,
despite parental objections and a
series of further complications, is
determined to marry a dashing
young
corporal
named
Barney
(Rick Vallin). They met at a USO
dance, and their wedding, when at
long last it takes place, is staged in
a taxicab . . . with thanks to the
helpful arranging of the General’s
wife (Dorothy Christy).
THE FALCON IN HOLLYWOOD (RKORadio)—Given Tom Conway, as the
Falcon, and Barbara Hale, Rita
Corday and Veda Ann Borg as the
ladies lovely, you have all the in¬
gredients for another thriller in this
so-popular series and should know
just about what to expect. Setting
the story in movietown puts the
corpse -in - the - case on a studio
sound stage. Take it from there. . . .
ADVENTURES OF KITTY O’DAY (Mono¬
gram) is another murder thrillerdiller, second in the series about the
hotel telephone operator named
Kitty (Jean Parker) and Johnny
(Peter Cookson), a travel bureau
clerk.
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THE SUSPECT (Universal)—A conflict
drama before it’s a murder mys¬
tery, though there are two corpses
accumulating
to
the
contrary.
Charles Laughton has your sym¬
pathy as Philip Marshall, the gen¬
tlemanly manager of a London
tobacco shop catering to royalty of
the 1902 period.
Saddled with a
nagging wife (Rosalind Ivan), he
turns for love and understanding to
pretty Mary Grey (Ella Raines).
Dean Harens figures in all this,
rather incidentally, as the ill-fated
man’s son.
LET’S GO STEADY (Columbia)—For the
young-stuff, who like music by
Skinnay Ennis and his band, and
can be tolerant of another plot
about aspiring songwriters (Jackie
Moran and Arnold Stang) and a
lovely niece (Pat Parrish) who in¬
herits the family music publishing
firm.
The twist to the tired old
formula is that the kids decide to
plug their songs, not on Tin Pan
Alley, but in Army camps.
LAKE PLACID SERENADE (Republic) has
Vera Hruba Ralston as the figureskating star imported from pre-war
Czechoslovakia for a fabulous ice
carnival at Lake Placid.
Pretty
girls, wonderful music, fine skating,
and a “Cinderella” love story for
plot purposes, involving Robert Liv¬
ingston,
Eugene
Pallette,
Vera
Vague, Ruth Terry and Lloyd Cor¬
rigan, to mention just some of the
several. With McGowan and Mack,
Twinkle Watts and the Merry Meisters in the ice specialties depart¬
ment, gliding and cavorting to the
rhythms of Ray Noble’s orchestra
and Harry Owens’ Royal Hawaiians. Yes, all this and Roy Rogers,
too!
THE GIRL RUSH (RKO)
is really a
gold rush that leaves Frances Lang¬
ford, Vera Vague, and the “Frisco
Follies” on stage sans audience.
Wally Brown and Alan Carney pull
a fast deal in a womanless mining
town calculated to pay the girls’
fare back to New York. But you’ve
heard about the best laid plans of
mice and men.
P. S.
The girls
don’t make it.
NEVADA (RKO)—Zane Grey rides
again with hero Bob Mitchum,
heroine Nancy Gates, villain Craig
Reynolds, and his girl friend Anne
Jeffreys.
There’s a gold mine, of
course, and a secret silver lode. Mix
them all together, and it comes out
Nevada.

you'!/ Fall in Love With This
BeautifuiJean Pattern Set
SENSATIONAL LOW PRICE of this OFFER
INCLUDES an ANTI-TARNISH CASE
Here's the Silver plated ware you've always wanted.
Graceful design. Long-life Quality, basic service for 6.
You won't find its equal anywhere in the country today at
our pre-war low price of only $9.95. You can plan almost
any sort of entertainment and feel proud to have this
lovely set grace your table. 24 beautifully matched per¬
fectly-balanced pieces. Each piece heavily silver plated
overall and unconditionally guaranteed to give you abso¬
lute satisfaction. This Jean Pattern set is one you'll adore
on sight and treasure always. A marvelous value at
only $9.95 including the beautiful case shown.

ONLY 500 SETS ARE AVAILABLE!
Due to a fortunate purchase we were able to obtain just
500 sets of this popular make Silver Plate which we're
now offering to our customers at a Special “Close-out"
price. This Special offer is good only as long as the lim¬
ited supply lasts and may never be repeated again. For as
you know, the production of all types of Silverware has
been sharply curtailed since Pearl Harbor. There are vir¬
tually no sets to be had. Yet the demand for them con¬
tinues stronger than ever. So if you need Silverware, don't
delay. Here's your chance to get a beautiful 24 piece set
of quality Silver Plate at a sensational saving. But hurry
before the few sets available are sold.

EXAMINE FOR 10 DAYS AT OUR RISK!
So confident are we that you'll be positively thrilled
and delighted with the Jean Pattern 24 Piece Set of Silver
Plate when you see it. we make this liberal offer. SEND
NO MONEY. Just fill out and mail the order coupon be¬
low today. As soon as your order reaches us we'll im¬
mediately ship you the complete 24 piece set in antitarnish case ai shown. Upon arrival give postman the sale
price of only $9.95 plus few cents postage and C.O.D.
charges. Then examine set for 10 full days. Show it to
your family. Compare its quality and low price with sets
owned by your friends. If then you don't agree that
Jean Pattern is the loveliest set of Silver Plate you've
ever seen for so little money, return the set to us and
we'll refund every penny you’ve deposited with the post¬
man. That's fair enough, isn't it? So rush your order
today before the limited supply is gone.

SEND NO SONEY—RUSH THIS COUPON!
ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART, Dept. 1114 |
500 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 10, III.
Gentlemen: Rush me the Jean Pattern 24 piece set of
Quality Silverplate Including Anti-Tamlsh Case for
10 days examination.
I will pay postman only $9.95
C.O.D. plus postage on arrival. It is understood that
if I am not more than satisfied In every way I can return the set in 10 days for full refund.
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CANT HELP CLOWNING

Hair Rinse
Gives a Tiny Tint
and...

Removes
this
dull
film
1. Does not harm, permanently
tint or bleach the hair.

2. Used after shampooing — your
hair is not dry, unruly.

3. Instantly gives the soft, lovely
effect obtained from tedious,
vigorous brushings . . . plus a
tiny tint—in these 12 shades.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
S.

4.

Black
7. Titian Blonde
Dark Copper
t. Golden Blonde
Sable Brown
9. Topaz Blonde
Golden Brown 10. Dark Auburn
Nut Brown
11. Llfht Auburn
Silver
12. Lustre Glint

The improved Golden. Glint
contains only safe certified
colors and pure Radien, all
new, approved ingredients.

Try Golden Glint ...Over 50 million
packages have been sold...Choose
your shade at any cosmetic dealer.
Price 10 and 25(f — or send for a
—FREE SAMPLE ——
GOLDEN
Seattle 14. Wash.

GLINT CO.
Box 3366-B34

Fleas# send color No._as listed above.

GOLDEN GLINT
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This new 128-page book, “Stammering,
Its Cause and Correction,” describes the
Bogue Unit Method for scientific
correction of stammering and stuttering — successful for 44 years.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26)

the neighbors did some investigating.
What they discovered was that Bob
had to carry Deanna a matter of some
two hundred yards in ‘‘Can’t Help
Singing,” and he was simply strength¬
ening his carrying muscles against the
inevitable retakes of the scene. When
he could manage to carry his wife
several times around the pool without
either growing tired or inadvertently
dropping her in, he felt ready to face
the cameras—and Deanna.
Far in advance of the picture, too,
Bob began to grow debonnaire side¬
burns and longish hair for his role of
gambler. He doesn’t know the first
rudiments of poker, but a gamester
of the 1840’s could no more go with¬
out sideburns than a fish without fins.
Never mind if Paige couldn’t tell a
full house from a straight flush; at any
rate, he looked the part. Which ex¬
plains why, one day as he was driv¬
ing through the studio lot, his side¬
burns in bloom, his brown hair lifting
gently to the breeze, he went past an
extra—and the extra whistled!
Paige slammed on the brakes and
backed up, blue eyes blazing. “Did you
whistle at me?” he demanded. The
extra stared at Bob’s crimson face,
and then at the rest of the six-feettwo of him, and meekly replied, “Why
—no.” Whereupon Bob muttered a de¬
flated “Oh,” and drove on. “It occurred
to me,” Bob explained later, “that
perhaps he didn’t whistle. But noth¬
ing makes a man as sensitive as going
three months without a haircut.”
You see, they don’t go three months
without a haircut in Indianapolis
where, for the record, Bob was born—
of a completely normal family; relat¬
ed, indeed, to Admiral Lord Beatty,
hero of Jutland in the first World
War. Bob’s parents moved to Los
Angeles later, where their child
showed his first aberration by decid¬
ing, at his first sniff of Hollywood
air, to become an actor.
One of his first assignments was to
sing a song in support of a foot lini¬
ment. For this he received five dollars

a week. (Yes, a week, not a day!)
“My voice,” Bob surmises, “is a kind
of lyric baritone, near as anyone can
figure.” Whatever the technical classi¬
fication, it’s a voice fine enough to be
heard (much later, though) in nine¬
teen musical films in the space of two
and a half years. Bob despaired of
ever escaping the musicals, till sud¬
denly the studio gave him the roman¬
tic lead in “Mister Big,” and he popped
up as a star in “Fired Wife” and “Her
Primitive Man.”
Earlier, however, while still doing
the radio program, Bob was entrusted
with speaking the “commercial” for
a brassiere account. He went over
fine till his fellow artists conceived
the idea of walking in front of him
as he talked, illustrating what he said
with their own inspired pantomime.
Inevitably there came an evening
when he laughed right out—and was
right out.
Somewhere amid this struggle to
become a movie actor, Bob found he
had a job in a bakery. Not that he
has ever been crazy about cooking,
but the job happened along, so he
hired himself out to make bread and
cake. One day someone dropped a pot
of grease on the floor. Paige was
balancing a huge pan of dough, at that
unfortunate moment—the whole of
which flew into the air and enveloped
the proprietor, of all people, in a thick,
gooey mantle. So ... Robert didn’t
work there any more.
Next, he became a shop window
dresser. What a satisfaction to arrange
the merchandise artistically, they told
him, behind the great glass front. “To
please the eye and attract the public.”
With a beaming, life-size manne¬
quin clasped to his manly bosom, Bob
started toward the windows. Oh yes,
and of course—he tripped over the
draperies of another mannequin and,
the beaming figure still in his em¬
brace, shot through the glass into the
midst of the sidewalk crowd which
was interestedly looking on. He
pleased the eye and attracted the

Free—no obligation.
Benjamin N. Bogue, Dept. 3363, Circle
Tower, Indianapolis 4, tnd.
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"That's what my cousin said when I told her
I was joining the U. S. Cadet Nurse Corps.
Actually, all I know about cramps is how
to help relieve them. And that's to take
Chi-Ches-Ters Pills."
Chi-Ches-Ters are so effective because a
special ingredient tends to help relieve
muscular tension—a common source of
simple menstrual pain. An added iron fac¬
tor tends to help build up your blood.
Ask your druggist for Chi-Ches-Ters today.
50* a box. And for best results begin tak¬
ing them three days before your period.
Note: Use only as directed.
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public, all right! But not as expected.
Along about there, Bob’s parents
felt they’d had enough. They suggest¬
ed that he find a career with money
attached. So Bob sold securities. Or
almost. A motion picture agent hap¬
pened to be his first prospect. You
don’t need a blueprint, do you? That’s
how Bob landed on the screen, plowed
his way through a mess of mediocre
films, and found one morning that he
was a star with a cute white house in
the Valley, and with zanies Hugh Her¬
bert and Andy Devine as his nextdoor neighbors.
Besides a pool, the Paige five-room
manse has green blinds and no furni¬
ture. Or, Bob explains, practically
none. The Paiges haven’t been able to
agree on exactly what they want (af¬
ter all, they’ve been married only four
years), and if they did decide, they
couldn’t get it till after the war.
Take the living room. It has attrac¬
tive reddish drapes, a beige rug, and
one chair.
“But we use the living room only
to walk through to reach the den,”
Bob says cheerily. “We always live in
the den. In the house we rented be¬
fore this, the den was the coziest room
we had, when it wasn’t raining. But
it rained a lot that year, and in our
den it rained as hard as outdoors, and
longer. We loved it, naturally; re¬
minded us of the Beachcombers. (You
know, the cafe where they turn on
an artificial rain shower every thirty
minutes.)
Between pictures, if Bob isn’t play¬
ing tennis or boxing at the gym, he’s
likely to turn up in Bakersfield, be¬
fore sunrise, with Andy Devine. Andy
is training a flock of carrier pigeons
for military use, so at four-thirty in
the morning Andy, Bob and the bird
crates start for Bakersfield, fifty miles
away. There they release the pigeons,
which immediately vanish from sight,
whereupon the two men rush home
to San Fernando Valley and find the
birds, smugly cooing, back in their
loft again. More fun! Still, anything
to win the war, and this helps.
Hugh Herbert won’t rise with the
dawn, much less before it. Yet the
three—Herbert, Devine, and Paige—
are fast friends. Fast on the uptake,
that is.
For example, Bob invited Andy and
his wife to an evening badminton
match. But it rained. The Paiges, de¬
ciding that nobody would venture
forth on a night not fit for man, beast,
or Andy Devine, went to bed. When
the doorbell rang in the midst of a
crashing downpour, there stood enor¬
mous Andy with his wife, each peer¬
ing from the depths of a fur parka,
and each with a badminton racquet
over the shoulder. A sight, Bob says,
he won’t soon forget.
And if by chance life in the Valley
begins to pall, there’s always Hugh
Herbert. Recently Herbert telephoned
him, disguising his voice, “in refer¬
ence to that house lot you purchased
last evening.” “But I didn’t pur—”
“Oh, yes, you did, Mr. Paige. It’s on
our books, and your signature...
What? Why, after that big party at
the Mocambo, when we all—Oh, no,
Mr. Paige, you positively did not stay
home the entire evening...” And so
on, till Paige realized that it wasn’t
a maniac realtor, only friend Hugh.
So you see what we mean—every¬
thing happens to Paige. Sometimes
it’s unexpected, inevitably it’s laugh¬
making, usually it’s good.
The End

A woman doctor perfected the
Meds insorber — approved the
size and shape, the use of soft
real COTTON for comfort, and
the addition of the SAFETYWELL for extra protection. Let
"next time” be a "Meds time”
and see how much more com¬
fortable you can be!

Meds’ exclusive ’’SAFETY-WELL”
absorbs so much more, so much
faster! Extra protection for you!
>;:

❖

Meds’ fine soft COTTON can
absorb up to three times its own
weight in moisture! The scien¬
tifically - shaped insorber expands
gently and comfortably—adapting
itself to individual requirements.

Because of these dainty, carefully designed applicators, Meds insorbers are easy-to-use!
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No Matter What Your Age
No Need Now to Let

CHEAT YOU

BETTE DAVIS
ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 29)

drink the eight glasses of water my
doctor says are necessary for every¬
one;
not be embarrassed by flattery;
drink my morning glass of orange
juice;
do anything I know I am supposed
to do.

Now Comb Away Gray This Easy Way

GRAY
hair is risky. It screams: “You are getting
old!” To end gray hair handicaps all you now

have to do is comb it once a day for several days with
a few drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on your comb, and
afterwards regularly only once or twice a week to keep
your hair looking nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for
artificially coloring gray hair that imparts color and
charm and abolishes gray hair worries. Grayness dis¬
appears within a week or two and users report the
change is so gradual and so perfect that their friends
forget they ever had a gray hair and no one knew
they did a thing to it.

MAKE THIS TRIAL TEST
Will you test Kolor-Bak without risking a single cent?
Then, go to your drug or department store today and
get a bottle of Kolor-Bak. Test it under our guarantee
that it must make you look 10 years younger and far
more attractive or we will pay back your money.
POPP Buy KOLOR-BAK today, send top
flap of carton to KOLOR-BAK,
Dept. 1-BB, Box 1723, Chicago, Ill., and receive
FREE and POSTPAID 412 page Webster’s
Dictionary, War Atlas and Service Insignia Guide.

^JEWELERS MASTERPIECE/

St&i£eA£ SMfoeh,

VS PHOTO PIN
Made From Any Photo
or fnapshot of Your
Loved One In Service

Ifl

EVERY MEMBER OF
THE FAMILY SHOULD
WEAR ONE TO HONOR
THEIR FIGHTING MAN OR WOMAN
Wear this beautiful piece of Jewelry on
lapel, dress or blouse. Send any size snap¬
shot or photo. We’ll reproduce it perfectly
and clearly in a gorgeous setting of valu¬
able Sterling Silver and fine enamel. Pic¬
ture remains vivid and clear.
A master¬
piece of the jewelers art — created by master jewelers.
Makes a thoughtful and precious gift. You'll be proud
to wear this VICTORY PIN at all times. PHOTO PIN
is for ALL branches of the service. (U.S.A. stands for
United States of America.)

SEND NO MONEY
Just mail any photo or snapshot. Deposit with post¬
man $1.95 for one or $3.60 for two, plus postage and
20% Federal Tax or, send price and tax and we’ll pay
postage.
YOUR PHOTO RETURNED WITH PIN.
Wear pin 10 days, and if not positively thrilled return
for full refund.

PHOTO PIN JEWELERS
179 W. Washington St., Dept. 67, Chicago 2, III.

Easy as A-B-C

If You Can Read English
You can learn to play your favorite instrument
Yes, if you follow our clear home study instructions
for only a half hour each day, you should soon be play¬
ing simple melodies.
Easy as A-B-C!
No tedious
scales. You learn to play real tunes by note right from
the start! Study any instrument you like for less than
7c a day!
If interested, send for Free Booklet and
Print and Picture sample. See how easy it is to learn
music at home without a teacher.
Mention your favorite instrument.
U. S. School
Bldg., N. Y.

of Music, 1582
10, N. Y.

Brunswick

U.S. School of Music, 1582 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y. 10, N.Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).
Have you
Instrument.Instrument?.
Name....
(Please Print)
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Address.

I LIKE—
“Butternut,” my New Hampshire
farm;
traveling by automobile;
to play and sing hymns;
meeting people who know more
about things than I do;
the smell of a barn;
new books;
snow storms;
open fires;
sleigh rides;
Ethel Waters;
crisply starched shirtwaists;
Veloz and Yolanda;
Philharmonic Sunday broadcasts;
The New York Times;
being sun-tanned;
beautiful lingerie;
Stokowski’s conducting;
Kostelanetz’ broadcasts;
lilies of the valley.
I DISLIKE—
Traveling by plane;
men who are rude to waiters;
road-hogs;
elaborate food;
having meals at specific times;
formal living;
myself on the screen;
tripe (the food);
crowds;
to be alone in a house;
a house without flowers;
people who want things without
working for them;
many women’s voices.
I LIKE ABOUT MYSELF—
The color of my hair.
I DISLIKE ABOUT MYSELF—
My laugh;
my face;
my quickness;
my fear of anything unknown to
me;
my desire for perfection in all mat¬
ters;
the way I cover myself with ink
when I write letters.
I DREAMED ABOUT WHEN I WAS
SIXTEEN—
Being an actress;
a country home of my own in New
England;
a Packard car;
diamonds;
speaking French;
having children;
earning enough so that Mother
would never lack anything;
lots of clothes;
traveling all over the world;
being tall and dignified;
being an expert horsewoman;
learning to laugh like a lady.
I'M EXTRAVAGANT ABOUT—
Ordering dozens of something I like;
fresh linen;
flowers in the house;
having lots of handkerchiefs—pref¬
erably lace;
my praise and efforts in behalf of

someone in whom I believe;
perfumes;
houses.
I’M IRRITATED BY (Mother says,
“What doesn’t irritate you?”) —
People who tell me one thing and
tell someone else another;
the politics of situations;
unused fireplaces;
badly made beds;
any kind of disorder;
pink sweet peas;
people who come up to you and say,
“Remember me?”
(It’s usually
someone you met once at the age
of ten.)
I WONDER WHY—
Train whistles make me feel so
lonely;
people’s impressions of me are often
far removed from what I feel I’m
really like;
anybody chews gum;
more men do not wear bow ties;
women worry about wearing glasses
if they need them;
a steak never tastes as good as when
I barbecue it myself;
we only learn the bitter lessons in
life through disaster;
we never learn from the proven ex¬
periences of others;
most women lie about their age.
I DREAM ABOUT NOW—
Speaking French more fluently;
learning to speak Spanish;
living in Mexico at least three
months a year;
traveling all over the world;
going overseas to visit our men;
growing in stature as an actress;
reading everything ever written be¬
fore I die;
being tall and dignified;
learning to laugh like a lady.
I ADORE—
Acapulco.
Stanley Woodward’s Marines;
my mother;
Helen Hayes’ acting;
swimming at night a la-;
moonlight on the ocean;
my four-year-old niece, Fay;
my dog, Tibby.
I WORRY ABOUT—
My work at the end of each day;
The Hollywood Canteen;
losing my enthusiasm for life;
unwittingly hurting someone’s feel¬
ings;
giving anyone the impression that
my success has made any difference
in me as a person;
life being too short to accomplish
everything I want to accomplish;
my family’s happiness;
being late for appointments;
whether or not this war can ever
justify the horrors our men are be¬
ing subjected to;
crooked seams in my stockings.
I HAVE FUN—
Playing practical jokes;
giving things to people who other¬
wise wouldn’t have them;
helping friends put in order those
corners of a house done once a year;
housekeeping at “Butternut”;
being chief cook at barbecues;
dancing;
listening to good dance bands;
knowing I have more to do than I
can possibly find time to do and
then doing it.
The

End
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MANHUNTING CLOTHES
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when her family moved to South
Pasadena so she could complete her
public school education.
W *1 FOR ALL
It was there she started to design
clothes. When she was barely in her
teens, there was indication of her
present flair for getting attention in
the line of costumes. Sunback dresses
were then the dispute of America,
constituting sufficient grounds for ar¬
$e*tuiMe LEGAL RESERVE
rest in some parts of the country. Un¬
LIFE INSURANCE
daunted, Yvonne experimented with
ONE policy at ONE low cost covers
two tennis dresses featuring such
entire family, 2 to 6 persons. Provides
$1000.00 worth of genuine LEGAL
shocking exposure.
RESERVE life insurance with DOUBLE
I Pays DOUBLE for Auto
“They were awful,” she wryly re¬
and TRIPLE BENEFITS for only $1 &
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calls. “I shocked the family and all
all). NO dues! NO assessments! Rate
never increases!
South Pasadena. Having to drop my
racquet to grab slipping shoulder
Pays For Death of ANY of
Group From ANY CAUSE ...
straps hardly helped my game. The
ays
Pays according to number insured and
dresses ended up as skirts, but I kept
attained ages. Pays YOU for death ot
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others in lamily. Pays YOUR FAMILY
on trying to design.
should you die. Death ot one person
“You see, I had to make my own
does not terminate policy.
clothes. I was a good swimmer,” she
Covers ANY RELATIVE I
am
says modestly for a championship
Policy issued BY MAIL at big sav¬
ings. Ages 1 to 70. No medical ejswimmer, “and I guess that gave me
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1S1-C Service Life Bldg.
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Omaha 2, Nebr.
couldn’t afford custom made clothes.
So it all added up to home work. After
awhile I did a little sewing in the
neighborhood, too.
“My first customer was the daughter
of a wealthy manufacturer who lived
next door. She wanted something new
and different to wear to a school dance
and asked me to design and make the
gown. I’m not sure how successful it
was. I was too busy spending the $3.75
M
mm—
. lip*...Arms...Legs she
paid me.”
NOW Happy i | had ugly superfluous hair., .was
Finishing high school, Yvonne en¬
unloved ... discouraged. Tried many things... even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed
rolled in the Chouinard Art School
a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It has helped
as a prospective illustrator. After a
thousands win beauty, love, happiness. My FREE
year, the depression made it advisable
book. "Howto Overcome Superfluous Hair Problem"
to turn to a shorter course, toward
explains method. Mailed in plai n envelope. Also
financial returns. The second year was
trial, offer. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette, P.O.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 69 Chicago64, Ill.
spent in costume design.
Then she hounded studio wardrobe
department heads. After six months,
she went to the old Fox Studios as
sketch artist for Chief Designer Wil¬
liam Lambert. The job lasted a month
only, because of a studio shake-up.
Soon, however, Lambert was recalled
and in turn recalled Yvonne. Since
those days, she has worked with Ber¬
nard Newman, Edward Stephenson,
Muriel King, Royer and Irene Saltern.
Just to get acquainted we will send you smart, new 10K
Besides this, she burned midnight oil
yellow gold engagement ring or wedding ring.
Romance
design engagement ring set with flashing, Rose cut dia¬
doing free-lance work for designers
mond solitaire in sentimental, sweetheart mounting. Wed¬
ding ring is deeply embossed. 10K 5 ellow gold, set with
of private collections.
3 genuine chip Diamonds. Either ring only $5.95 or both
for $9.95 plus postage and 20cyc Federal tax.
SEND NO
In 1942, still as a sketch artist, she
MONEY with order, just name and ring size.
Pay on
arrival then wear ring 10 days on money-back guarantee.
joined the staff at 20th Century-Fox
Rush order now!
EMP/RE DIAMOND CO., Dept. 758-DS, Jefferson, Iowa
Studios. Soon she was promoted to
assistant designer and was set to work
several years as an assistant before
getting full responsibility for dressing
a picture.
But her own personal wardrobe at¬
tracted the attention of Carmen Mi¬
for only $
randa.
Thrill
to
the
exciting
Now Carmen’s style reputation may
glamour of your favorite
screen stars. Special, in¬
seem to rest upon the five-inch lifts
dividually posed, glossy
on her shoes, the bowls of fruit on
photos. Latest shots. Most
her head and the bare mid-riff which
complete assortment. Or¬
she introduced, but Carmen’s knowl¬
der today!
edge of the man’s eye-view of clothes
JUNE ALT.YSON
M-G-M Star In
FREE! Co'a'oa
of over
is plenty good.
Music For Millions”
200 fascinating
miniature
photos with each
“Where you get that?” she demand¬
order. (To avoid delay, indicate 2nd choice.)
ed time after time upon sight of
Yvonne’s costumes. She borrowed her
Also STUNNING PIN-UP PH0T0S-12 for S1.0L
hats once in awhile and had her de¬
GLAMOR-TONE PHOTO SERVICE
sign some suits and dresses for her.
1233 Sixth Avenue, Dept. J-2, New York 19, N. Y.
When the time came to make “The
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Look your
__
loveliest — always!
Don’t let superfluous hair spoil
your good times, ruin romance and cause
others to whisper behind your back.
I Amazing ADIEU Hair Remover, made
* entirely of safe, non-chemical natural in¬
gredients, takes out unsightly, unwanted
hair in a jiffy—without messy heat —and
leaves your skin clean, velvety, baby-smooth
—so you can wear the filmiest gowns, the
scantiest bathing suits, the sheerest stock¬
ings—or no stockings at all! You apply
ADIEU cold right from the jar. In a few
moments the unsightly hair is out, not merely off.

So Safe, a Baby Can Eat It!
Yes, the hair comes out —not merely off!
New hair must grow before it reappears.
ADIEU is not a bleach, sand-paper, razor
or clipper—no4‘shaved-off” look, no stubby
regrowth; results more lasting. Pure, safe,
natural ingredients—no smelly, dangerous
sulphides or chemicals. Positively NONIRRITATING I Will not spoil. Used by ex¬
clusive Hollywood beauty salons catering
to movie stars. You’ll be delighted with
how ADIEU takes OUT (not off) the un¬
wanted, superfluous hair from face, arms,
legs, lips, back of neck, eyebrows, etc.
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Gang’s All Here,” the Technicolor pic¬
ture starring Alice Faye, Carmen Mi¬
randa and other 20th Century-Fox
Studio prides, Carmen persuaded Di¬
rector Busby Berkeley and Producer
William LeBaron to consider Yvonne’s
designs.
The result was that Yvonne became
a full-fiedged designer over night, her
first picture a studio top-notch special.
In the past year, she has handled
“Four Jills In a Jeep” starring Kay
Francis, Carole Landis, Martha Raye
and Mitzi Mayfair; “Tampico,” star¬
ring Lynn Bari; “Sweet and Low
Down,” with Lynn Bari and Linda
Darnell; “Something for the Boys,”
and “A Bell for Adano.”
None of these pictures is notable
for styles in the “ten best-dressed
women in the world” class. But Kay
Francis and Carole Landis have long
been noted for “smart dressing.”
While Yvonne Wood has still to get
a reputation comparable to those of
Irene, Adrian or Hattie Carnegie, her
fresh approach to clothes bodes well
for her future.
Thoroughly schooled by Hollywood,
she is not one of those dyed-in-theglamour orators on Hollywood’s su¬
premacy in the fashion field.
“Hollywood won’t take the lead in
style away from famous designing
houses,” she avers, “because our crea¬
tions must fit the action of a picture.
However, Hollywood has foi'ced sanity
upon those style-creators,” she insists.
“New and radical departures from
our present silhouette may make news,
particularly after the war,” she proph¬
esies. “But women won’t accept them
generally because screen stars won’t
popularize them. The stars have dis¬
covered the silhouette which makes
women look best. We see the waist¬
line lowering now to just below the
hips, but the torso is still moulded to
keep the curves natural.
“And the natural figure is still what
men like best,” she continues, “just
as they like a hairdress which frames
a face softly. Although the screen
stars occasionally wear an upswept
hairdress or a victory bob, they stay
pretty consistently with the long bob.”
What pointers besides the silhouette
has Yvonne to offer in dressing to
please men?
“Whether men like blatant exhibi¬
tionism or more delicate suggestion,”
she gets down to specific items, “they
don’t like the so-called butcher-boy
jacket. It hides the figure too much.
“I don’t believe low necklines are
as enticing as clinging fabric modeled
clear to the throat. But of course low
necklines are popular and will con¬
tinue to be.
“Equally as exciting as line to men
is—color. I find men like all-white,
all-black and what I call ‘Easter Egg’
colors. Those clear, true shades such
as flame fuchsia, bright pinks, em¬
erald greens, chartreuse and the like.
They don’t seem attracted by the
grayed tones.”
Yvonne herself, as we talked about
all this, wore just such colors as she
advocates. Her olive green wool skirt
was topped with a high-necked light
olive Alix jersey blouse. At the throat
was a twisted, many-strand necklace
of washed shocking pink beads. With
this she wore a vivid shocking pink
jacket of soft wool, carefully fitted.
“Yes,” she agrees, “I like to put two
tones of the same color together with
two tones of another. I find it quite
effective.”
She has no doll-like prettiness about
her. Rather, her face is chiseled with

great force and character. She has a
certain primitive quality which makes
her stand out in a room. Her graygreen eyes and titian-touched brown
hair contribute the rest.
She is happily married to Rolland
Lynch, fiction writer, who is now in
the Coast Guard. They have a home in
San Fernando Valley, where she in¬
dulges in her hobby of interior deco¬
ration. Against pale gray and beige
backgrounds she features emerald
green, shocking pink and chartreuse in
her home.
She frankly avoids pale pinks and
pale blues, terming them colors for
babies and early teen age girls.
She disagrees with those who pre¬
dict that slacks are on their way out.
She also disagrees with those who
say a small woman should follow
rigid rules in costume. “Some small
women have a big woman’s personal¬
ity,” she declares. “Those who have
can wear many of the things big
women wear.
For the woman who makes her own
clothes, Yvonne has some “musts” to
present: Study and use professional
touches; use a good basic pattern;
give special attention to achieving
good shoulder and body lines; use
imagination in selecting fabric, color
and trimmings; be content with noth¬
ing less than perfect workmanship.
Yvonne’s brilliance extends into
costumes for chorus girls. Some of her
designs have been adopted by shows
for such famous night clubs as New
York’s Copacabana. Katherine Dun¬
ham, noted sepia ballet artist, bor¬
rowed her from the studio for several
weeks to create costumes for the Dun¬
ham troupe’s show next season.
Summing up her philosophy on
man-hunting clothes, Yvonne says,
“A woman should remember she isn’t
out shooting for dead ducks, she’s out
to lure men to her side. She should be
appealing, tempting, prophesying the
shape of things to come.”
The End

The story behind
THE YVONNE WOOD
SKETCHES . . . reading from
left to right:
Colorful ballet costume designed
for a dancer in the Katharine Dun¬
ham troupe.
You can't miss the
Latin American influence.
Miss Wood adapts the man's
dance costume into a beruffled,
bandana - bedecked cocktail dress,
with vivid silk skirt and white eye¬
let blouse.
The lowly coverall takes on
charm and dash with the Wood
treatment.
These, in gabardine,
are worn by Carmen Miranda and
the chorus in "Something for the
Boys."
Another "Something for the
Boys" design.
Crisp gabardine
slacks, a flannel jacket and cling¬
ing jersey blouse, all done in muted
tones. Ideal for evenings at home.
Lynn Bari filled this smooth and
sophisticated doeskin suit in "Sweet
and Lowdown." The Greek motif
applique and belt are gold kid.
Miss Wood again shows her par¬
tiality toward gabardine in white
suit created for the bombastic
Miranda. The openwork above the
bustline is subtly . . . and oh, so
beguilingly . . . tilled with nude
souffle.

JEANNE CRAIN
ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 41)

she had to sit wistfully on the porch
and watch the high school kids in their
crepe-paper-draped jalopies, careen¬
ing off to football games.
Meditating upon these facts, Jeanne
decided upon her professions:
she
was going to be an artist, because—
through such a career—she could pre¬
serve forever and unchangingly a
moment of light, a lovely scene, a
fascinating face.
Jeanne’s mother is the sort of
woman who has never laughed off an
earnest young impulse, no matter how
short-lived she might suspect it to
be. Falling with Jeanne’s ambition,
Mrs. Crain made the fledgling Belle
Artiste a black velvet smock and
matching velvet beret. She also saw to
it that Jeanne had plenty of drawing
paper, charcoal, pens and ink, and
pastels.
Those were glorious days—at least
for Jeanne. Her artistic endeavors
may have been a bit trying to the rest
of the members of the family, as in¬
dicated by a recent remark of Rita’s.
After having abstained from works
of art for several months, Jeanne de¬
cided a few weeks ago to get out her
supplies and work on a portrait idea
that was begging in her mind to be
committed to paper. Rita, suspecting
her sister’s intentions, clapped her
hands to her forehead. “Don’t tell me,”
she cried, “that this family is going to
have to go through THAT mess again!”
Those early artistic days, however,
were untroubled by critical comment.
Sometimes, Jeanne play-acted in her
room. She never pretended to be an
actress; she always conceived great
dramas in which she was a painter,
about to embrace starvation but saved
at the last moment by the handshake
of a check-writer. Studying herself,
arrayed in her jaunty beret and her
smock, in her mirror, she had only
one regret. It struck her occasionally
that she would be much more con¬
vincing with a mustache. This fact
automatically introduces another sali¬
ent Crain characteristic—she has a
delightful sense of humor.
At the age of 10, Jeanne was selected
among the students at St. Mary’s
where she was enrolled, to participate
in special classes for the artistically
gifted. This was not an unalloyed
triumph, as it called for her presence
every Saturday morning at classes.
Yet the training was unexcelled. The
students were given a liberal intro¬
duction to Old Masters. Jeanne de¬
cided that her favorite was Raphael.
She was also taught color values,
perspective, and all the other rudiments of imaginative reproduction of
beauty. It was great stuff; Jeanne
worked hard and dreamed even
harder. She mentioned one day that
she hoped she was learning rapidly
enough so thfit the artist, to whom she
would some day be apprenticed, would
be pleased with her. Jeanne had
worked out a couple of scenes with
this imagined genius with whom she
was to serve; she had thought of him
along da Vinci—a sort of Frederic
March—someone brilliantly skillful,
handsome, gay . . . ah, sigh ... . per¬
haps growing aware of his able,
earnest assistant as played by Miss
Crain.
The person to whom she had men-

WHEN HER HUSBAND JOINED THE NAVY!
“This is my chance to make myself over," said
Mrs. Lial Eddy of Oklahoma City—and she did!
“ \ V Jhen YOU’RE only 24 and weigh 164, you’re pretty
W unhappy. For a long time I had wanted to do
something about it —and had been considering the
DuBarry Success Course.
“When my husband left for boot camp training, I had
a sudden inspiration. This was my chance! I kept it a
secret, even from my friends. But I didn’t have to tell
them something was happening to me.
“When I had lost 20 pounds, my husband was trans¬
ferred to a nearby camp and came home on a short
leave. The morning I met him at the train was one of
the happiest of my life. I was proud of my new figure,
my new make-up and the smart new clothes I was able
to wear. And the look on his face was my reward! Only
a woman could understand the thrill of that moment!”
Today, instead of 164, Mrs. Eddy weighs only 130,
just right for her five feet seven and a half inches. Her
rich red hair glows with a new lustre. Her skin is
radiant. And she has the charm and poise that come
with knowing she is a healthy, lovely
woman.
“The DuBarry Success Course is
a wonderful thing for every woman,
overweight or not! ” says Mrs. Eddy.
“I’m really a different person.”

HOW ABOUT YOU? {\
In these days it is important to be at
your best, ready for strenuous wartime living. More than 160,000 wom¬
en have already found the DuBarry
Success Course the way to new
beauty and vitality. Through the
Course you bring your weight and
figure proportions to normal, learn
to care for your skin and hair, and
to use make-up subtly, for glamour.
You follow at home methods taught
by Ann Delafield at the famous
Richard Hiidnut Salon, New York.
Why not use the coupon to find
out what it can do for you?

What Happened To Mrs. Eddy

j
j

Weight
Height
Bust
Waist
Abdomen
Hips
Thigh

After
Before
Change
164 lbs. 130 lbs.
-34 lbs.
57"
571/2"
+1/2"
39"
36"
-3"
-33/4"
30"
261/4"
38"
311/2"
-6V2"
39"
341/2"
-41/2"
22 Vi"
21"
-l'/2"

Above — Mrs. Lial
Eddy when her hus¬
band joined theNavy.
At right—The charm¬
ing, glamorous Mrs.
Eddy of today, slim,
trim, and beautiful.
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Yes! Reborn every minute of

your life! ... Take advantage

of your hair’s continuous rebirth.
Keep it young-looking, pliant...

—not “abused’'. One refreshing
Admiracion Shampoo treatment
floats away dirt, dandruff, dulling
soap film. Leaves hair alluring!

flDmiRacion

Sl/Miboo

This lovely, life-like creation captures
the delicate beauty of the exotic or¬
chid. It lends intriguing charm—worn
on dress, coat or hair. In darkness, the
petals actually Blow with soft, entranc¬
ing radiance, adding new glamour to
the impression you create. Mysterious
glowing properties are enduring.
Wear this sensational luminous or¬
chid with telling effect. Send $1 now—
we mail postpaid. You'll be delighted,
or we refund, of course. Send also for our luminous gar¬
denia, $1. Matching gardenia earrings, $1 a pair postpaid.

t

THE LUMINOUS FLOWER SHOP
3 West 42nd St., New York 18. N. Y.. Dept. 72

e a /Vu&te
MAKE $25-$35 A WEEK

Practical nurses are needed in every
community ... doctors rely on them ...
patients appreciate their cheerful, ex¬
pert care.
You can learn practical
nursing at home in spare time. Course
endorsed by physicians. 48th yr. Earn
while learning. High School not re¬
quired. Men. women. 18 to 60. Trial plan. Write now I
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 452, 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago II, III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson paves.
Name —.-
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tioned this apprenticeship looked at
Jeanne quizzically. “Look here,” he
said, “no one apprentices nowadays.”
“But how does a young artist get
started?” she asked blankly.
Her prof grinned. “Well, if the
young artist has independent means,
she just plugs along, working and
painting, until she sells a canvas, or
until she has enough good stuff for an
exhibit—a one-man show, it’s called.
If a beginner has to earn a living in
the meantime, she takes up fashion
drawing or commercial art.”
Jeanne put out her lower lip and
thought that one over. “You mean, I
might have to draw dresses with a
new shoulder treatment, or ladies
pushing vacuum sweepers?”
This dire truth having been estab¬
lished, the embryonic artist instantly
ceased embryoning. She gave up art.
Probably Mrs. Crain gave silent
thanks for the instantly neater con¬
dition of the house, but sister Rita ut¬
tered hosannas out loud. For a long
time she had been posing in various
costumes for her sister’s drawing pen¬
cil. It wouldn’t have been so bad,
perhaps, if the model had tasted the
heady triumph of seeing her own face
reproduced again and again, but the
truth was that Jeanne simply used her
for
outlines,
hat,
hairlines,
and
shoulders, usually, but the features
were always those of some ephemeral
persons Jeanne had seen at school or
on the street or in the theatre, and
wanted to solidify for posterity.
The arty phase of her experience
over, Jeanne enrolled at Inglewood
High School (where her father was a
member of the faculty) and promptly
became a campus kid. She was elected
Grid Queen for the 1941 football
season, only to discover that she
inspired more amateur photographers
than she did touchdowns. In 1942
she was named “Camera Girl Of The
Year” at the annual Long Beach bath¬
ing beauty contest, and also won a
loving-cup as runner-up in the Miss
America contest.
Jeanne felt herself immediately
drawn to photography because it
was actually a department of the very
thing she had been trying to perfect:
a technique for making a moment
permanent. Photography liked Jeanne
because she made a moment seem
worth preserving forever. Because of
this important quality she appeared
on the cover of several well-known
national magazines.
All of which introduces, in all rev¬
erence, Jeanne’s patron, St. Anthony.
St. Anthony, as you may know, is one
of the most amiable of canonized men;
some of his duties include the guard¬
ing of young folk and the finding of
lost articles. Jeanne’s relations with
her patron are on a warm, personal
basis. After she had finished posing in
a huge grain field one day, the photog¬
rapher discovered that he had lost his
car keys. He looked out over the acres
and acres of thickly grown stalks and
shook his head. “We’ll never find
them,” he said morosely. “I might as
well hike to the nearest telephone and
try to get a locksmith down here.”
“Don’t do that,” Jeanne advised.
“I’m sure St. Anthony will help us
find them.”
“Oh yeah?” said the photographer,
meaning no disrespect to St. Anthony,
but simply not believing that a busy
saint could be bothered with a bunch
of car keys in a grain field.
Jeanne petitioned St. Anthony in
the soft way she has; then, obeying an

Kay Williams and Van Johnson a thing here,
but Mexico seems to have cooled his ardor.

impulse, she walked slowly across the
field toward the fence, eyes downcast.
Sure enough, she found the keys halfhidden in a furrow against the fence.
At approximately this time in
Jeanne’s life, Max Reinhardt, who
owned the motion picture right, was
planning to screen “The Song Of Ber¬
nadette.” Through family friends,
Jeanne was tested and her test is still
spoken of with such words as tender,
sensitive and beautiful. However Mr.
Reinhardt sold the rights to 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox, a move that ended his in¬
terest in the search for Bernadette.
This was a bitter disappointment, of
course. Jeanne spent some hours
thinking about returning to her art.
While she was debating about
whether to start with oils or pastels,
she accompanied some friends to a
Little Theatre performance one eve¬
ning. In the audience, unknown to
Jeanne, were three talent scouts: Ivan
Kahn from 20th, Solly Biano from
Warners, and a chap from Columbia.
They had come, of course, to assay the
talent on the other side of the foot¬
lights, but there was something about
Jeanne that caught their instant at¬
tention. Mr. Kahn’s footwork was a
little faster than that of his colleagues,
so Jeanne signed a contract just a
week later. Cast at once in “Home
In Indiana,” she had her first oppor¬
tunity for some cross-country travel.
Until that location trip was made
(most of the picture was shot in west¬
ern Kentucky), Jeanne had made one
trip to San Francisco to the Exposi¬
tion, and one trip to San Diego to
another Exposition. To date she has
never visited Catalina Island, which
you can see from her home on a clear
day. (advt.)
This doesn’t mean, however, that she
hasn’t voyaged the seven seas on paper
sails. As a cub, she spent most of her
spare time in the library. She learned
to read when she was three and a
half; by the time she was in second
grade, she was reading Beginning
Astronomy. One day her teacher sent
word home that Miss Jeanne was so
restrained in her enthusiasm for sec¬
ond grade work that she was likely to
fail. Mrs. Crain promptly invited the
teacher over to the Crain home for
tea, there to discuss her daughter’s

deflection. Over the cups, Mrs. Crain
explained that Jeanne read everything
in sight, so there must be some mis¬
take. “But she can’t read,” protested
the teacher. “At least I can’t get her
to read in class.”
Mrs. Crain sent for Jeanne, indicated
the Astronomy and asked her to peel
off a few paragraphs, which Jeanne
did glibly. “Then why,” sighed the
teacher, “won’t you read our little
stories in school?”
“That is baby stuff!” explained the
pupil loftily.
In the library there were captions
over the different book sections:
Architecture, Adventure, Travel—
Jeanne recognized the words and their
meaning. Diligently she read every¬
thing of interest in the Architectural
department. Then she moved on to
Adventure, meeting up, breathlessly,
with Mark Twain. She read “Tom
Sawyer” so many times that she lost
count; she lived the role of Becky
Thatcher. And the most wonderful
part of the book was that it was For¬
ever. She could go back in a week or
a'month or a year, and nothing had
changed. She still trembled over the
story of Indian Joe, still chuckled to
find the boys attending their own
funeral.
In the Travel section she met Martin
Johnson and accompanied him over
Africa. Occasionally she had noticed
that odd word Fiction over a vast
collection of books, but—because she
didn’t know the meaning of the word
—she took no interest. Yet from time
to time, she observed that the brightest
jackets were on those shelves, and that
from them were borrowed the largest
number of books. On the soft soles of
inquiring girlhood, she approached the
shelves one day and lifted a book from
its place. She scanned a few para¬
graphs in the middle of the book—
description of a river and the houses
along it; conversation between char¬
acters; action, suspense. Lifting her
head, she looked across the library to
the worn jacket of “Tom Sawyer.”
'This, she thought with widened eyes,
was a grown-up sort of Tom Sawyer.
That had been a small door opening
into the mystery of the world; this
rack of books—this Fiction—was a
large door. The idea made her dizzy,
so she went home that first day with¬
out borrowing anything. Currently,
she is adither about Somerset Maugh¬
am’s “The Razor’s Edge” and discusses
it with all comers.
It was while Jeanne was working in
“Home In Indiana” that she met a very
important character in her life, one
Lon McCallister, currently a G.I. Joe.
He is in Hollywood at present, working
by night in the stage show “Winged
Victory” and working by day (they’re
finished now) in the cinematic version
of the same play, filmed by 20th Cen¬
tury.
Whenever he can get a week-end
pass, Lon and Jeanne get together with
Bill Eythe and other members of the
gang. These evenings are talkly spe¬
cials. They discuss the value of the
planned life, of working toward pure
art in writing, painting, music, and
acting. They talk politics, too, loudly
agreeing with one another unless Anne
Baxter is in the group—then they dis¬
agree loudly.
Bill Eythe said to Jeanne one night
after a verbal battle, “I can’t see how
a girl as smart as Anne can be so
mixed up about some things.”
Said Jeanne with a small grin, “It’s
odd, but I’ve noticed that you think
Anne is mixed up only when she dis-
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agrees with you.” (She had a point!)
One of the gang asked Jeanne one
night why she usually listens to the
conversation instead of joining in.
“Because I can learn when I’m listen¬
ing; I already know anything that I
might say.” And she added with her
pixie-ish smile, “Besides, I always
know when I’m going through a phase
of development; I think most of us
will change our ideas about every
single thing we’ve discussed tonight.”
The evenings usually break up in a
rush to the nearest hamburger stand
for cheeseburgers and malts.
No story about Jeanne Crain would
be complete without a chronicle of her
conflict with the animal kingdom. The
trouble started when, as a small girl,
she was given a kitten to rear. She
named him Tom and loved him with
an intense devotion, until he aston¬
ished her by producing a batch of four
kittens that had to be given away.
After that, Tom disgraced himself ap¬
proximately thirteen times. On each
occasion, the offspring had to be dealt
with—to Jeanne’s sorrow. She couldn’t
bear to have the kittens drowned, and
she was afraid that, if given away,
they might not be properly treated.
But a quick glance at the mathematics
of the venture persuaded her that she
couldn’t keep even one kitten out of
each litter. She felt nothing but re¬
lief when Tom was bestowed upon a
farmer in need of an energetic animal
to guard his granary.
The next Crain pet was a monkey,
name of Mickey. Mickey was agile,
bright-eyed and smart. He also had
some odd habits. For one thing, he
caught grasshoppers, rolled them
vigorously in his deft hands until they
were a homogeneous mass, then ate
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them, bite at a time, crunching as if
they were celery. This antic so sick¬
ened Jeanne that she had to leave him
in a rush whenever he decided that it
was snack time.
When given an egg, Mickey would
shake it with more energy than a malt
mixer would have exerted; then, with
infinite skill, he would break a tiny
opening at the top and drink the wellmixed contents.
Yet in the final analysis, it was not
Mickey’s appetite but his voice that
got him into trouble. He was con¬
vinced of his status as a junior Chita,
and each morning at a misty five
ayem, he would arise, beat on his
chest, and give a call that made Tarzan seem like a laryngitis victim.
The neighbors became so bitter
about this vocalizing that Mickey, to
insure his safety, had to be given
away. He is now living in a district in
which he has so captivated the natives
that, awakened, they all murmur,
“Isn’t he cute?” before they turn over
and go back to sleep.
The final Crain pet is a wire-hair
named Terry, who hasn’t been espe¬
cially lucky for Jeanne. Last Christ¬
mas Eve she left the yard to take
Terry for his airing, and was set upon
by the neighbor’s dog which had taken
a violent dislike to everyone in the
Crain family. The dog first bit Jeanne’s
right thigh, then her left arm, then
sprung at her throat, but snagged her
chest instead; sliding away, ne leapt
up to sink his teeth into the small of
Jeanne’s back. By this time Terry had
had realized what was happening and
whipped the other dog. Jeanne’s
screams brought neighbors and hexfamily, who rushed her to the receiv¬
ing hospital. The lacerations had to
be burned out with nitric acid, and
there are some scars as a result, but
Jeanne plans to have them removed
by plastic surgery.
Several months after the wounds
were entirely healed, Jeanne decided
to take Terry for the first walk since
the accident. She ran along gaily, be¬
ing pulled by one-dog-power in the
form of a romping Terry, until she
caught sight of another dog rounding
the far corner. Acting entirely with¬
out thought, galvanized only by in¬
stinct, she turned and fled homeward,
sobbing wildly.
Jeanne’s best girl friend and con¬
stant companion is, of course, her
sister, Rita, who is currently a student
at U.C.L.A. Rita’s attitude toward her
beautiful big sister is best illustrated
by the fact that she would rather wear
almost any weai-y, worn-out dress of
Jeanne’s than a new frock of her own.
Mrs. Crain, noting this oddity, said
one day, “I’ve a good notion to buy
ALL the new dresses for Jeanne, and
let you whatever she says you may.”
“ ‘S’ all right with me,” chirped
Rita. “Jeanne’s dresses are lucky.”
Jeanne wants Rita to go into pic¬
tures, too, but not until she has earned
her A.B. degree. When Jeanne was
talking about it to Lon McCallister
one day, she summed up her entire
philosophy in a few sentences. “I’m
glad Rita’s going to college. I think
it’s wonderful. Of course I wouldn’t
change my life, because everything is
so smooth, but it would have been
nice to have finished college. I’m go¬
ing to ti-y to take some courses, but
there may not be time. That’s the
trouble—there isn’t ever enough of
Today.”
The beautiful dreamer, at 19, is al¬
ready lamenting the passing hours.
The End

SUB-SIXTEEN
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 50)

to prove it. In the first place, any
boy who has toted around the nick¬
name of Skippy most of his life does
not bring to mind a nefarious char¬
acter. Secondly, when Skip was just
a little guy, he used to strum dubious
tunes on rubber bands to soothe his
mother’s headaches. (She says it really
helped!)
Thirdly, when his mother
saw him on the screen, she bit her lip
in disbelief and said, “That boy is not
my son!”
Skip was born in Chicago, and at
the age of six moved with his parents
to Long Island, New York.
Before
Hollywood put in a phone call for
him, his boyish voice contributed to
hundreds of radio programs, from
soap operas to the “March of Time.”
It was while working on this latter
program that he learned to speak with
a German accent—which is what
landed him the role of the Nazi youth
in the Broadway production of “To¬
morrow, the World!” When the play
closed over a year later, Lester Cowan
brought him to Hollywood to do the
film version.
Skip now has a healthy contract
with
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer,
and
you’ll be seeing him next in “Boys
Ranch.”
He has decided that the
movies are for him. “On the stage,
you do the same thing over and over,
but in the movies—boom! and you’re
finished.”
Skip lives with his mother in a mod¬
est hotel, and spends his days with
the neighborhood gang, indulging in
football on the corner lot.
“I couldn’t get in with the gang for
the longest time,” he says. “Then I
found the best way to join is to stand
on the sidelines with a new football
under your arm.”
He reads everything “from comic
books up,” doting particularly on
books about animals. Inky, his cocker
spaniel, died in November, and Skip’s
not sure he wants another dog. “There
isn’t one who could replace Inky.”
The only nasty thing we can cook
up about Skippy Homeier is that in
pottering with his chemical set re¬
cently, he inadvertently manufactured
tear gas, and was so delighted with
his genius that he is now beating his
brains out because he can’t remember
the ingredients.
If you ask him to reel off some of
the gutteral German spatter, his fore¬
head glows pink. He runs his fingers
through his yellow hair and protests.
“Aw, heck, you don’t want to hear it.
I just sort of rattle on. You’ll hear it
in the picture.”
Skip fervently hopes his future
roles will have nothing to do with
Nazism.
“Why, already the football gang is
eyeing me suspiciously.
After all,
Ma’s people came across the plains in
covered wagons, and Dad’s so many
generations removed from Germany
that I can’t even remember.
Heck,
I’m American as a hot dog.”
The End
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THE QUIET LIFE WITH HOPE
fCONTINUED FROM PAGE 391

think I know the answer: Bob enjoys
what he is doing to the hilt. He loves
each second of his trans-continental
tours and his jaunts overseas.
He
would rather be sitting under a palm
tree with a couple of grimy G. I.’s than
winning an Academy Award. The only
time he gets upset, in fact, is when
someone tries to do something for
him, make him out a hero, a big-shot.
Then he runs—as far and as fast as
possible.
He can get along on less sleep and
make sense than any man I’ve ever
seen. And, for the innocent by-stander
(meaning me), this is torture.
I remember one of the first personal
appearance tours we made. We were
doing six vaudeville shows a day—
and that ain’t exactly relaxation. But
it didn’t stop Bob. Every morning,
he’d get up at the crack of dawn, haul
me out of bed, too, and start off for
eighteen holes of golf. The fact that
I didn’t play golf made no difference.
He thought I could use the sun and
fresh air. After that, he’d go to the
theatre, clown through the shows, and
wind up after the last one in some
club he’d heard about. He’d get home
at three or four in the morning—drag¬
ging me behind him—and the next
day the whole routine would start
again.
The answers to all this are two:
Hope would rather play golf than eat,
and he’s always afraid of missing
something. He thinks that you can
sleep any time—when you get home
to Hollywood, for instance—but that
while you’re on the road you should
see everything there is to see. The re¬
sult is that he has more fun than any¬
one for miles, and that he really
knows where he’s been.
Our train arrived in Cleveland,
Ohio, one time in the middle of winter
at nine o’clock in the morning. I was
exhausted. No sleep. I crawled into
bed and no more than ten minutes
passed before Hope was pounding on
the door. He’d had no sleep either, of
course, but that didn’t bother him.
“Big football game today,” he said.
“Gotta go.”
I turned over. “You go,” I answered.
“It’s cold out there.”
We argued for a while and he final¬
ly left.
What seemed like a half an hour
later, he was back. He took hold of the
mattress I was on, threw me on the
floor, and spilled cold water over me.
“Did you leave a call for nine
o’clock?” he asked, sweetly.
I discovered it was six in the eve¬
ning, that he’d been to the game,
helped a hawker sell hot dogs between
halves, cheered himself practically
hoarse, and hadn’t touched a bed. He
was all set for dinner, and a look at
every interesting spot in town.
When we took our first overseas trip,
I knew we’d never get any rest. I was
prepared to beat my brains out, to
follow Hope through every island in
the Aleutians. It’s a good thing I was!
Once, for instance, we got to a
place called Northway late in the af¬
ternoon. We’d come down so they
could service our plane, and Bob
climbed out and started talking to
some of the boys there, kids who were
building the Alcan Highway with a
bunch of civilian construction engi¬

neers. Before we could stop him, he
was sitting on a stump telling yarns
and there was a crowd around him.
Then he began doing routines, pulling
me into it, and Frances. We were do¬
ing our whole show!
Some of the boys suggested that it
might be warmer inside one of the
buildings around the air strip, so we
went indoors. And there, laid out on
long tables, was the most terrific meal
I’ve ever seen. Big roasts of beef.
Whole hams. Vegetables and potatoes
and hot biscuits. Bob and Frances and
I took one look and nearly drooled.
Bob kept on telling stories. He asked
the guys if they’d like to hear Frances
sing and she gave out with a couple
of numbers. I did my stuff, and, at
long last, one of the bosses asked us
if we’d eaten.
Bob gazed at him with tears in his
eyes.
“What do you think we’re doing our
act for?” he asked.
We’d knocked ourselves out, but
that feast was worth it!
One of the few times I’ve ever seen
Hope stopped completely was when
we were in the Caribbean last spring.
A man came over and asked us to
do a show for some troops of the
Puerto Rican army who were sta¬
tioned near-by.
“But do they know me?” Bob said.
“Sure,” the man answered. “They’ve
seen your pictures—with Spanish dia¬
logue dubbed in. They know you all
right.”
“O. K. Let’s go.”
We went over to a big field where
there were about twelve thousand
Puerto Rican G. I.’s waiting for us.
Bob started his monologue—in Eng¬
lish—and I have never seen a larger
egg laid anywhere. It was brutal. The
boys knew him, naturally, but they
couldn’t understand a word he said!
Gags that ordinarily had the soldiers
rolling in the aisles fell quietly on
their faces. Bob was desperate.
He knew that I knew a little Span¬
ish, just enough to order a cup of
coffee with. He brought me out, think¬
ing I could say something the men
would laugh at. It was his last resort,
you understand.
But neither of us was prepared for
what happened when I walked onto
the stage. There was a roar such as I
have never heard equalled anywhere.
Twelve thousand guys screamed their
heads off!
I was complimented, of course. Any
ham likes to think he’s that good. But
I was just as baffled as Bob. And then
someone told us that I—moustache
and all—looked exactly like the in¬
cumbent president of Puerto Rico!
The trips to the Aleutians and the
Caribbean (and Bob’s tour of the
Mediterranean theatre, which, un¬
fortunately I couldn’t make) were
merely preface to the trip to the South
Pacific, however. Then Hope really
went to town. He gave a show for
every G. I. he could find in the entire
area. He dragged Frances and Patty
Thomas and me from one island to
another, one air field to another, and
to more army and navy bases than
we could ever remember. And, no
matter where he went, or how many
shows he did, he completely ignored
bed and he played golf. You may have

seen one shot of him that was printed
in this country: Hope in the middle
of the wasteland of Hollandia—swing¬
ing a golf club.
As a matter of record, we went to
Guadalcanal, Christmas Island, Tara¬
wa, Bougainville, Makin, Kwajalein,
Eniwetok, Hollandia, and Wadke, plus
Australia. Those are the places we can
talk about at this point. There were
some others that we can’t mention
yet. We did shows in the middle of
the jungle on boxes which were theo¬
retically the stage, on ships, and one
on a beachhead fifty yards deep and
150 yards wide with planes strafing
in the background.
One of our biggest emotional kicks
was at Tarawa, when we went to the
movies they were showing that night.
The cemetery where our Marines fell,
in the exact spot where they fell, was
right next to the open-air theatre.
And it was there that we saw the
uncut version of the Battle of Tarawa,
beside the sleeping men who freed
the island from the Japanese.
That was a thrilling moment, one of
many. And there were others that
broke us up completely, hysterically.
We’d done a show in the jungle, for.
instance, and were walking back
through a line of tents in the dark¬
ness to the ones they’d assigned to
us for the night. As we passed, we
heard some of the G. I.’s discussing
the show—and Bob.
“That Hope is a pretty old guy,”
one voice said.
Hope stopped dead. He turned, and
burst through the tent flap.
“Who says he’s an old guy?” he
yelled at the G. I.’s.
And, just to prove he wasn’t, he sat
down and gabbed with those kids for
four hours. Me? I went to bed!
To say they love him is an under¬
statement. That’s been said before, I
know. But to them, he is Hollywood
and Vine, everything they have left
behind. And more. For he talks their
language. He’s been around G. I.’s for
so long now that he knows their gripes,
their yearnings, their loves. And when
he kids about these things they adore
it. They get an expression on their
faces that I can’t put into words. But
it’s worth all the discomfort and fa¬
tigue in the world.
We had a crack-up in a plane, as
you know. But, as far as I’ve seen, no
one has printed the best part of the
story.
We were on our way to Australia
from Guadalcanal, and the military
had persuaded us to take a PB-Y in¬
stead of a faster land plane. It’s a
good thing we did, for, when one of
the motors burned out, we were able
to land on a bay on the Australian
coast.
We threw everything possible over¬
board, of course, before we hit, braced
ourselves, came smacking down on the
water, bounced, and came down again
on a sand-bar. The pilot bellowed for
us to scram out of the ship, thinking
the exhaust fumes might blow it up.
We did, and found ourselves about
a hundred yards off-shore, shaking.
It was then that we noticed some
native Australians on the beach before
us. One of them yelled something to
us. Nope. It wasn’t an inquiry as to
whether or not we’d been hurt. The
guy wanted some American cigarettes!
They finally got some little boats
and took us off the sand-bar. Bob
and I, by that time, were wonder¬
ing how we were going to let the
people in Sydney know what had hap¬
pened to us. There we were in the
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“BEHIND THE
SCENES IN
TECHNICOLOR’’
. 8 pages in gorgeous color featur¬
ing Maria Montez—one of Holly¬
wood’s top glamour queens.

PLi . .. "NEW

ORLEANS, BIRTHPLACE OF JAZZ”

a stirring article that penetrates into the little
known origins of today’s new musical rhythm. The tom¬
tom of the jungle has lost none of its mystical magic.

PLi .. . “DRESS

EXTRAS NEED TAILS”

... a true story of a movie extra’s four-year climb to
“respectability”—and what he found at the end of his
rainbow.

PL.. . “ICE

AGE ENTERTAINMENT”

. . . full photo story on the biggest “in person” ice show
attraction in the United States.

PL.. . "FOREVER

AMBER”

episodes from Kathleen Winsor’s sensational novel
_the country’s top best-seller and the most discussed
book in many a year.

PL..

_a total of 164 pages full of articles, features, fiction,
photographs, and four-color coloramas all designed for
your enjoyment.
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BLONDES
All Ages...
All Shades
Hew 11-Minute \>
Shampoo
Washes Hair
Shades Lighter
Safely
This special shampoo helps *
keep light hair from dark¬
ening—brightens faded
blonde hair. Called
Blondex, its rich cleansing
lather instantly removes
the dingy film that makes
hair dark, old-looking.
Takes only 11 minutes at
home. Gives hair lustrous
highlights. Safe for chil¬
dren. Get Blondex at 10c,
drug and dept, sti

YOU

CAN NOW HAVE
STUNNING EYELASHES

Nothing gives you such a feeling of glamour as lovely,
silky lashes and bright sparkling eyes. Lovelier eye¬
lashes spotlight your eyes. Make them more appealing
by the new easy LASHGLO method. All you do is rub
LASHGLO gently along the edges of the lids with the
brush that comes with your kit. Do this until the lashes
reach the desired loveliness. FREE instructions and
treatise on eye beauty care with each order. 10 months’
supply, including Federal tax and postage, only $2
complete or $2.35 C.O.D. (Sorry, no samples.) If not
delighted, money back. (No C.O.D. outside of U. S.)
AVALON LANE CO., Dept. B-25
220 BROADWAY. NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

,nll» photo on

Send any size photo,
negative or snapshot and
receive a complete set of
envelopes, writing paper
with clear, glossy, colortoned
photos for only $1.00. Your photo re¬
turned unharmed. No C.O.D.’s.

PHOTO STATIONERY CO.
305 Broadway, Dept. 43, New York 7, N. Y.

SAVE as never before!
Genuine Fine-Cut

DIAMONDS
Not chips, but genuine,
fine-cut sparkling dia¬
monds poisedin superbly
styled 14 kt. solid gold
settings! At amazingly
low prices made possible
only by our wholesale
diamond connections. Engagement rings,
handsome men’s rings, men’s and women’s match¬
ing wedding rings. Don’t miss this chance to SAVE!
Write today for FREE illustrated booklet

BOND DIAMOND CO.

Dept.HWG 5
562 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.
WHOLESALE
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middle of the jungle, we told each
other. Could we use tom-toms or
smoke signals or what to contact civ¬
ilization? And how would we live un¬
til we were rescued?
Our little Australian pal spoke
again.
“Shall we take you to the hotel,
sir?” he asked.
“Hotel?” we shouted.
It turned out we’d come down a
mile from one of the biggest and most
luxurious summer resorts in Aus¬
tralia!
Well, all in all, we did about 150
shows, some for six guys, some for
thousands. We started home, so com¬
pletely fagged that even Hope was
admitting it. And we finally got to
a place in New Guinea about four,
one afternoon. We were to pick up
a plane there the next morning for
the last lap across the Pacific.
But, as always, the Special Service
officer told us of a bunch of kids who
were waiting to see Bob. They were
on an island off-shore, he said, and
they’d heard that he would be there
to entertain them. Would we do one
more show?
Bob put it up to us. And, tired as
we were, we knew that we would
never forgive ourselves if we didn’t
go over to that island. So we climbed
into a P-T boat and headed out to
sea as dusk was falling.
We rode for three hours, and began
to think that the island was half-way
to Hawaii. And, just when we were
ready to slug anyone who mentioned
a show, we saw the place—and the
men. They were dressed to the teeth,
not in the dungarees we had seen all
over the Pacific but in their navy
blues.
And they’d built us a real
stage lined with cocoanut fronds.
They’d been waiting for us for hours.
As we stepped ashore, it began to
rain. Bob was worried, not because
of us, since we’d done shows in the
rain before, but because of those
freshly-pressed uniforms. The guys
laughed at him.
“Let it rain!” they hollered.
Well, we gave them a show. We
knocked ourselves out. It was one of
the best we gave all the time we were
gone. Somehow, we felt that those
kids deserved the tops.
And afterwards they suggested we
stay the night on a ship anchored in
the bay. That sounded like a swell
idea, especially since they would see
that we got back to our original base
in time to catch the plane the next
morning. So we went out to the ship,
had one of those sensational navy
dinners, and sat around.
The captain came in after a while.
“We’re showing movies tonight,” he
said. “You can go or not—just as you
wish.”
That was enough for Hope.
He
couldn’t miss even a movie. So we all
went.
And the picture—believe it or not
—was “They Got Me Covered!”
Those boys will never forget that
screening, I’m sure. I know I won’t.
For Bob talked back to himself
through the entire picture. And the
dialogue was out of this world.
Needless to add, when it was over
we trekked back to the captain’s cabin
and swapped yarns until morning.
“Why go to bed?” Hope said. “The
P-T will be here at three a.m.”
Why, indeed? Why ever go to bed
when Hope’s around? You can sleep
when you get home to Hollywood.
The End

Wrinkles
Destroy Loveliness
A FREE booklet sent in plain
wrapper tells you how the fa¬
mous Kathryn Murray 5Minute Facial Exercises are
the easy, natural way to re¬
gain young beauty. Simple exer¬
cises stimulate circulation; help to
eliminate crow’s feet, wrinkles,
double chin and to make face and
neck muscles firm. No straps! No
massages! Many women say they
look 10 years younger. Proved suc¬
cessful by over 36,000 women since 1912.

SEND NO MONEY
Write today for your FREE BOOKLET. Only
a limited number on hand, so hurry. No obli¬
gation—no salesman will call.

KATHRYN MURRAY, Inc.
Suite 215, 8 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 3

Remember Your Lover! One/■“

Wear This Genuine

STERLING
SILVER
PHOTO RING
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Custom Made Design with Your
Photo Hand Painted in Oil. Per¬
manently Sealed in Magnified Dome Crys¬
tal.
WATER-PROOF—WILL NEVER
FADE.
SEND NO MONEY! Simply mall a photo or £
clear snapshot which will be returned in A
good order. When your Photo Ring arrives, ^ pay the postman S4.49 plus a few cents
postage.
LIFE-TIME GUARANTEE.
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If we do that, we’ll have
the right to join the cheering
when the time comes.
This is an official U. S. Treasury ad¬
vertisement—prepared under auspices
of Treasury Department and War
Advertising Council
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to emote in, under, and out of the
water in such pictures as “Bathing
Beauty,”
“Ziegfeld
Follies,”
and
“Thrill of a Romance,” and she hit an
all-time high in weird-but-beautiful
effects with her underwater dances
in Technicolor.
Her ability extends six ways from
the middle, and is wrapped up in a
sheet of impressive and glowing per¬
sonality.
With a well-rounded and constant
sense of humor, Esther’s mouth is
curved into a permanent grin, and
her eyes have a neat trick of disap¬
pearing into a welter of crinkly
laugh-lines.
Her South-of-the-border gags are
spieled off in a thick Mexican accent.
She reads the comics avidly, and
wouldn’t be caught dead having
missed
even
one installment
of
Gordo, Brenda Starr, Dick Tracy or
Terry and the Pirates. But she keeps
Shakespeare’s sonnets on her bedside
table. And it’s well-thumbed.
There are very few swimmers, pro¬
fessional or strictly-for-fun gals, who
can emerge from a pool looking like
anything other than a fugitive from
the House of Usher. Not so Esther.
She comes out of the water looking
like a dream boat, which is a distinct
feather in her bathing cap. Despite
this, she scorns caps, and achieves
her svelte look by combing vaseline
into her hair, braiding it, winding it
about her head coronet fashion. Then
she tucks in a handful of paraffindipped fabric posies. It’s a neat trick,
and Esther says it’s yours for the
swiping.
But, to put first things first, let’s
hurl our chapeau into the air and
shriek that Esther was born right
in Los Angeles, Calif, (a fact that in¬
stantly qualified her for Hollywood’s
Hall of Fame)—just spittin’ distance
from the studio where she now toils.
She was promptly bundled home to
Inglewood—a little town that hangs
persistently onto L.A.’s coat tails—
and buckled down to the tough job of
living. The sprout of a family of five
kids, Esther was put under brother
David’s wing, and soon learned that
in this vale of jeers there is no such
animal as a silver platter, and that a
gal has to face things, sink or swim.
Under David’s tutelage she soon de¬
cided on the latter.
Esther’s school-teacher mother took
an active and intelligent interest in
the local Parent-Teacher Associa¬
tion, and almost single-handed em¬
barked on a crusade for a public park
which might convert the local gen¬
try’s offspring into good citizens in¬
stead of happy hoodlums. Eventually,
with the help of other mothers and
teachers, and the cooperation of
Inglewood’s city fathers, Ilrs. W. saw
the park take shape and the public
pool become a reality.
Modestly the good lady declined
the Mayor’s request that she dedicate
the pool at a special opening cere¬
mony. As a matter of honest fact, she
simply passed the buck to eight-yearold Esther.
Although Esther had never, up un¬
til that moment, swam a stroke in her
life, she was scheduled to follow her
pretty speech with a swim across the
pool. To cram for this event, David
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trotted her off to the Venice plunge
and threw her in. Mama wrote the
speech, and Papa Williams just kept
his fingers crossed and hoped it would
rain or something.
As the great day dawned bright
and dry, the entire Inglewood popu¬
lation gathered at poolside to pay
homage to the civic effort. Hizzoner
the Major introduced Esther. Be¬
tween teeth making like a rivet gun,
Esther spat out her speech, and exe¬
cuted a
breath-taking
(literally)
belly flop into the center of the pool.
The roar of laughter from her audi¬
ence rang bitterly in her ears, and she
emerged from the water to run wildly
for the comfort of her home, tears
blinding her vision.
“I am never going to swim again!”
she announced dramatically to her
mother.
Mama slipped a comforting arm
about her shoulders. “Yes, you are,”
she said. “When the world says you
can’t do something, that’s just the
time to show you can!”
Esther muddled this thought around
in her mind, then squared her jaw,
picked up her towel, and went back
to the pool, fairly bristling grim de¬
termination.
This number one lesson in intes¬
tinal fortitude taught her something
she has never forgotten, and ever
since she has been going ahead and
doing things that have left others
mentally beating themselves over the
head with a short length of lead pipe
because they didn’t keep trying.
The six years that followed this
event almost water-logged our girl.
She . was in the water every day.
When she couldn’t afford to pay for
the use of the pool, she counted
towels, and every 100 towels gave her
an hour’s free use of the water. When
she could make the trek to the local
beach, she bucked the breakers for
hours.
Then the local lifeguard took a
shine to her and began teaching her
all sorts of swim tricks. Brother
David helped, too, and before long
the leggy kid with the perpetual grin
was knocking off a two-mile surf
swim every day and loving it. Her
great endurance caused a G.I., much
later, to quip about her three-hour
“dip”— “She came out of the water
because the breakers got tired.”
At fourteen, in the midst of one of
those free hour swims, a local talent
scout, acquatic variety, got a squint
at her and hauled her off to the Los
Angeles Athletic Club for an “audi¬
tion.”
She stroked through her paces and
was informed, “In four years we’ll
make a champion out of you.”
Just a year and a half later Esther
came up with the Pacific Coast, Mid¬
western, and Southern California
Championships. She did her darndest,
because she felt she owed it to the
people “what brung her.” So carry¬
ing the LAAC colors to victory be¬
came a habit with her. And loyalty
is still one of her strong points.
At the Women’s National Swim¬
ming Meet in Des Moines in 1939, Es¬
ther swam off with cups for the 100metre free-style, the 200-metre free¬
style, and for helping the Los Angeles
Relay Team swim to victory.

Do This When Children Catch

COLDS
Here’s one modern easy way to promptly
help relieve muscular soreness or tightness,
coughing spasms, congestion and irritation
in upper breathing passages . . . Rub Vicks
VapoRub on throat, chest and back at bed¬
time. Results are so good because VapoRub..

^gTRATES
to upper bronchial
tubes with its special
medicinal vapors.

f/MuiATES
chest and back
surfaces like a
warming poultice.
VapoRub keeps on working for hours to
bring welcome comfort. It invites restful
sleep and often by morning most of the
misery of the cold is gone. Remember . . .

ONLY VAPORUB Gives You

this special
double action. It’s time-tested, the bestknown home-remedy «
for relieving miseries of
| v l\w
children’s colds.
w VapoRob
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To keep lashes and brows bewitchingly dark
and alluring . .. even after swimming, crying
or perspiring, use "Dark-Eyes”. This indelible
darkener never runs, smarts or smudges. One
application lasts 4 to 5 weeks ... thus ending
daily eye make-up bother. Caution : Use only
as directed on the label. Try it! Get a package
of "Dark-Eyes” today!
$1.00 (plus tax) at leading drug and depart¬
ment stores. If your favorite dealer does not
yet carry Dark-Eyes”, mail coupon today!
■ "Dark-Eyes”, Dept. 45-B-5
218 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, Illinois
I enclose $1.20 (tax included) for regular size I
I package of "Dark-Eyes", and directions.
I
|
Check shades: □ Black O Brown
I Name. .

[ Address .I
■ Town.State.*
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Remarkable re¬
sults reported with
new Kel-Ray method.
You DON’T CUT OUT
starchy, fatty foods, you
merely CUT DOWN on
them. Take half teaspoon¬
ful Kel-Ray (a purely veg¬
etable product) daily, fol¬
low easy, lazy plan, and
fat vanishes.
Tbal’t all there it to it

USERS SAY: "Lost 5 tbs. in i days."
Mrs. A. C. ' ‘Lost 2 inches around waist
first week. "saysM rs. G. H. "Lost weight
and ate everything. Kel-Ray is ■wonder¬
ful." Mrs. J. C. "Doctor approved,
now 1 have a slim figure, "says J. G.
ONI
MONTH'S
SUPPLY

McRAE HEALTH PRODUCTS CO.
1457 Broadway, Now York 1S,N.Y.
I enclose St for Kel-Ray method for reducing
and month's supply of Kel-Ray to be sent post¬
age paid. If not satisfied I may return unused
portion and my St will be refunded. (C. O. D.
orders accepted. Same guarantee.)
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Trained Artists Are Capable
of Earning

WEEK

Use your spare time to prepare
for a profitable
Art career!
It’s interesting and pleasant to
study Art the W.S.A. way. COM¬

MERCIAL ART. DESIGNING,

CARTOONING all in ONE com¬
plete home study course. No
previous Art experience neces¬
sary—hundreds have profited by
our practical method since 1914.
TWO ART OUTFITS furnished.
Full information in FREE
BOOK, “Art for Pleasure and
Profit” — tells all about our
course, service—and commer¬
cial opportunities for you in
Art. Mail coupon today.

FREE BOOK gives details!
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART, I
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International Diamond Co., 2251 Calumet A?e., Dept. 55, Chicago 16, III.

I PERSONAL STAT/ON£RY'\
Your Nome & Address Elegantly
Printed on 40 Sheets Antique Bond &
20 Matching Envelopes • • • only • • •
We will elegantly print anyone’s
name and address, business or
personal style, on 40 sheets of
crisp, new Antique Bond Station¬
ery, and on 20 matching envelopes
—-all for only 25c! Or, if you send
$1.00 for four 6ets we ll include
one extra set FREE of any extra
charge—or 5 sets in all postpaid I |
Same name, or as many as five
different names on stationery.
Money-Back Guarantee. Sup¬
ply limited. Order Now I
WESTERN STATIONERY CO."
Dept. 102-B
Topeka, Kansas

ENLARGEMENTS
SPECIAL:

8

JUMBO

4x6

Enlargements

50c

—from negatives all of one size. 24-hour service.

DELUXE

QUALITY

PROFESSIONAL

enlargements that will thrill you with their breath¬
taking natural rendition of your pictures—made from
any size photos or negatives—

5x7—40c; 5 for 51.35; 8x10—70c; 3 for 51.50

COLORED ENLARGEMENTS
5x7 expertly colored, 51.00; 3 for $2
8x10 OILCOLORED, 52.00; 3 for $4.00
Superb work like photographer’s $20 job.
ROLLS DEVELOPED—with 16 prints.35c
REPRINTS—20 for 60c; 40 for Sl.OO
Send for Camera News—it’s FREE

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS

Introductory Offer—Get one NOW
All the latest stars and poses
REAL PHOTOGRAPHS—
GUARANTEED

Richard Piclcrell S l/c
A & R Shop, Building 631
Pensacola, Florida

SECOND PRIZE—$300 I. J. Fox
Fur Coat

Be An ARTIST!

Send your free catalog,
Profit,” and full particulars.

BARGAIN SALE! To get more customers, we offer new
guaranteed 14K GOLD Genuine chip diamond matched
Bridal Pair. The engagement ring (sweetheart design) is set
with 3 sparkling, genuine diamonds in exquisite mounting.
Matching this ring in elegant harmony is a lovely 14K GOLD
Wedding Ring, deeply embossed, set with 5 genuine diamonds.
These precious and dazzling rings will thrill you beyond your
fondest expectations. Comes in lovely gift box.
Send No Money—10 Day Trial
WRITTEN GUARANTEE WITH EVERY RING
Wear 10 days on Money Back Guarantee. Send name, and
ring size. Either ring only $6.85 or both (the perfect pair)
for only $11.75. Pay postman C.O.D. on arrival, plus postage
and tax. Supply is limited, so write today.

FIRST PRIZE—$500 War Bond
.

DRAWforMONEY

Studio 332P, lllS-15th
Washington (5), D. C.

8 Qemme DIAMONDS/

Overnight Studio, 55 Pine, Albany, Wise.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

A

I4^r GOLD bridalPair
Set with

"Casanova Brown"
Contest Winners

■ City.•>.Dept. 70

$30-$50-S75

She was scheduled to prepare for
the International Olympic games in
Finland, but war broke out between
Russia and that country, and the
games were cancelled.
To tide herself over those lean
months that clutter up every life from
time to time, Esther became a model
at an exclusive local shop. Sports
clothes suited her, and before she
knew it she had a large personal fol¬
lowing including Lana Turner, who
was one of her best customers.
But Esther soon took off again, this
time for swimming meets in Florida.
While she was in that state, she was
invited to participate in the Good
Will Swimming Tour that was sched¬
uled to “do” South America. Beauty
plus ability made Esther a likely can¬
didate, and she would have loved go¬
ing, but the invite wire never reached
her, and at the conclusion of the
Florida meet she returned to her
modelling chores.
Somewhere in here she managed
to sandwich in six months at Los
Angeles City College and another
half year at the University of South¬
ern California, though finding the
time was a major accomplishment in
itself.
Three months after she put on the
store’s sport clothes for the second
time, her star began rising, slowly
but surely. Billy Rose (the Aquacade
producer) invaded Los Angeles in
search of talent for his San Fran¬
cisco show. Somebody gave him the
tip on Esther, and he phoned her at
the store, and asked her to meet him
at a local pool for a tryout.
Most gals would ha e dropped
everything, including the store’s sport
clothes, and gone. Such chances don’t
come every day. But Esther was born
under a good sign and harbors an
innate business sense and native
shrewdness. She announced that she
was sorry, that she was working, that
she owed her employer a certain
loyalty, and that she would meet
Rose at 5:30, when the store closed.

Miss Anna E. Holz
836 Howard Street
Green Bay, Wisconsin

GENE

KELLY

List decorated with MOVIE
STARS mailed FREE with each
photo. Send name of your
FAVORITE with ten cents to
cover handling and mailing.
Hollywood Screen Exchange
Box 1150 Dept. 3
Hollywood 28, Calif., U.S.A.

THIRD PRIZE—$25 War Bond
Pvt. George D. Banduh
Hq. 20th Tank Bn. APO 444
Camp Campbell, Kentucky

FOURTH PRIZE—$25 War Bond

BEAUTIFY CONTOURS,
EASILY. QUICKLY !

Mrs. J. W. Sheridan
54 Estella Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

\

FIFTH PRIZE—$25 War Bond
Lelia Ethel Davis
1015 Garfield Avenue
Springfield, Ohio

SIXTH PRIZE—$25 War Bond
Louise W. Prentice
418 Brookfield Avenue
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Space will not permit our printing the
names of the 225 Seventh Prize winners
of $1.00 War Stamps.

New, lovely proportions for your
legs: hips, thighs, calves, ankles,
etc.—in this healthful, new, astonishingly easy way. Only a fen

mlnules per d3f

t°ur °»»

VEFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS!
_

\
* *

Used successfully by hundreds
0f smart women everywhere.
WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!

. Surprise everyone: get started now, without obligation,
j by mailing coupon immediately to

ADRIENNE
* 915 SHREVE BLDG., Salon Q, SAN FRANCISCO,8, CAL

! NAME....
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! CITY..STATE.
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DON’T DYE

GRAY HAIR
. . . until you try the new
“Color-Control" method
—Mary T. Goldman’s
Gray Hair Coloring Prep¬
aration. Then watch your
hair take on the beautiful,
natural-looking color you
desire, quickly—or so
gradually your closest
friends won’t guess!
So easy to use! Buy a
bottle of Mary T. Goldman’s and comb it
through your gray, bleached or faded hair.
See how this new scientific “Color-Con¬
trol” method gives you the youthful hair
shade you want. Pronounced harmless by
competent medical authorities (no skin test
needed). Will not harm your wave or change
the smooth, soft texture of your hair. Safe,
sure and inexpensive, too! Millions have
found new hair beauty by using Mary T.
Goldman’s in the privacy of their homes.
So help yourself to beautiful hair—today!
Demand genuine Mary T. Goldman’s at
your drug or department store on moneyback guarantee. Or. if you’d rather try it
first, mail coupon below for free test kit.
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Rose announced it was impossible,
that his plane took off in an hour.
But he waited.
For three hours he directed her
spirals across the pool, patiently wait¬
ing for her to tire. What he didn’t
know was that her daily two-mile
swims had built up within her a great
resistance, and this cavorting was
merely a warm-up for Esther. At the
end of three hours Rose made her an
offer, and at the end of another hour
they had reached an agreement, and
Esther (with the help of a contract
attorney, because she was still a
minor) signed to become the fullfledged star of the Aquacade.
Yes, just like that!
But fame, and what she laughingly
refers to as fortune, didn’t bring her
much happiness. She lived alone in a
San Francisco apartment. She spent
most of her time in a wet bathing
suit or an equally wet costume. Her
costumes had been made for Eleanor
Holm, star of the New York show, and
fit Esther only casually. Somebody
tacked on an extra inch of material
at the hemline to make them long
enough for her. There was-no heater
in her dressing room.
But her life brightened consider¬
ably when she married Leonard Kov¬
ner, a medical student she’d met in
Los Angeles. They sidestepped the
fantastic publicity wedding the show’s
press agent had set up, and were
quietly married by a Justice of the
Peace. Esther was back at the pool
in time for the next show.
Then things happened. There was
an impromptu coast-to-coast broad¬
cast backstage, and someone shoved
a mike in front of Esther. “How do
you like working in the Aquacade?”
they asked her suddenly.
Esther clabbered up. “I don’t like
it at all,” she wailed in her un¬
expectedly frank way. “I want to
go home and be a housewife.”
The show’s p.a.
blanched, and
claimed she’s just signed her public
death notice—but, unexpectedly, her
fan mail tripled, and Esther was
gratified to note that the majority
of the fans thought she’d done a
smart thing.
Before she had a chance to pack
up and leave, MGM bigwigs stopped

in to see her and enthusiastically
outlined to her the story of “Bathing
Beauty.” Esther was unmoved. She
stuck by her guns. She wanted to be
a wife and homemaker. Metro was
patient. They said they’d sit it out.
And they did.
Two years later Esther finally did
sign with the studio. Then came
“Bathing Beauty” and fame. Esther
did a whale of a bang-up job in her
first picture. But she was growing up.
She was no longer the lonesome kid
who sat around miserably in a damp
suit between shows. She was a suc¬
cess. She had before her a straight,
unswerving road to follow. She had
broader vision, understanding, and
a new outlook. And one day she and
Leonard realized that their paths
were going off in opposite directions.
There was too much opposition to
buck, so they shook hands intelli¬
gently and called it a day.
Today Esther has her own home,
a small house on the Pacific Palisades
overlooking the ocean. Two cocker
spaniels and a swimming pool glorify
the back yard. The pool’s just post¬
age stamp size and Esther says, “I
take three strokes and meet myself
coming back. But at least it’s wet!”
If home is really where the heart
is, then Esther’s real home will al¬
ways be in Inglewood, where her
parents still live, and where she al¬
ways had such fun when she was
just a sprout.
Unlike a flock of her cinematic sis¬
ters, Esther gives night clubs the go¬
by in order to cram on thespianic
subjects. She bones up daily with
Drama Coach Lillian Burns, and
proudly admits she’s working toward
her Academy Award degree.
But, unlike the true scholar, genus
greasy grind, Esther doesn’t mind
kicking up a heel now and then. But
she’s quick to confess she’s a home
gal at heart. And that home has
room in it for a husband and chil¬
dren, as she’ll tell you at the drop of
a new chapeau.
“How many kids?” you ask.
Esther gives out with a grin. “Hun¬
dreds!” she says.
But really, now. How ambitious
can a girl get?
The End

■
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JUDY LAUGHS IT OFF
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 211

They happen much too frequently.”
One of the stories Judy could—and
probably has—told on herself, con¬
•3-SUPPLY,
cerns the period just after her mar¬
LIMITED!
riage to Dave Rose. They had just
Orders
moved into their Bel Air house, and
Judy (who practically had to marry
Now,
before Hollywood would believe she
was grown-up) was obsessed with the
idea of proving herself a good hostess.
As her first guests, she invited the
This Great Raymond Masseys to dinner one eve¬
BARGAIN ning.
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thought my whole future depended
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on what sort of impression I would
workmanship you usually find in costlier leathers. There s
make on the Masseys.”
a spacious compartment in back for currency, checks, etc.
Also, four celluloid pockets to protect valuable membership
There was just one trouble. Judy
and credit cards. Keep one Billfold for yourself, use the
other as a Gift. But rush your order before limited supply
was at work on a picture, and lost
reserved for tins offer is sold out.
track of time. When the day arrived,
JUST CLIP THIS AO and Mail,
vkinv
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iv.w.-.
SEND ■NO
MONEY pay postman only $1.98 plus she had forgotten about it completely!
Federal Tax and a few cents postage for Two Billfolds on
arrival.
There’s no risk!
If you’re not lOOWo satisfied
That evening she came home tired
you can return the TWO Billfolds within 10 days for full
refund.
Don’t wait.
Write now!
from the studio, undressed, took her
ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART
make-up off, and she and Dave had
Dept. 6000-B.
500 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 10,
III.
a very early dinner. Everything was
peaceful, when at about 7:30 there
came a ring on the doorbell.
Judy, who gets curious about door¬
bells and phone calls, couldn’t wait
for the maid to answer. As usual, she
jumped up and answered the ring
Prove to yourself that you can
have
NATURAL-looking
blonde
herself. Of course, there were the
hair,
soft
and
lustrous,
with
stunning sheen.
Masseys, looking very guest-y.
Try this amazing Lightencr Sham¬
“I wasn’t a very good actress at
poo—Lechler’s famous
“569”—
and be convinced by the results!
that moment,” Judy said. “My face
You will have gorgeous, beauti¬
ful hair, and that’s
important
dropped, and my expression must
because Blondes get the dates
Now you can be alluring, tool
have suggested that Frankenstein and
Be Blonde quickly or gradual¬
his bride had come to call. I thought
ly
as you preferl
Safe and
harmless—no
streaki ne-no
of some ‘outs’ ... of pretending I’d
••dark scalp”!
Obtainable at
Drug or Dept.
Stores.
Or—
been late at the studio and that I was
send the Coupon right now.
We ship in plain wrapper by
just dressing for dinner ... of stall¬
return
If ---«=»
not delighted.
muni mail.
your money back on request.
ing while the maid prepared another
Profusely illustrated book in¬
cluded Free! (We accept stamps
eluded
dinner, and then eating again with
or coins.)
them . . . and then I remembered
that there were only a few lamb
V HOUSE OF LECHLER, Dept. 412
■ 560 Broadway, New York 12, N
chops left in the refrigerator!
Fi¬
.
• T.if’htpner Shampo<
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SZSF& money. « j
nally I confessed what had happened,
FREE booklet.
i I enclose $1.20—ship a.l chum Wgl
"JjJ ;
and told them of all my plans to im¬
■ C.O.D. I will pay postman $1.00 plus .20 tax ana ,
; few cents postage.
press them. It ended with Dave, the
Masseys and myself all screaming
with laughter, and my poor guests
sharing the meager lamb chops.”
Dave Rose, when he and Judy were
still married, learned about her irre¬
pressible sense of humor at first-hand.
There was one occasion when they
had had a quarrel. Judy finished it
by storming out of the house, an¬
INDEMNITY
nouncing she would drive—just any¬
where—rather than stay in the house
with him another minute. She got as
POLICY PAYS MAXIMUM BENEFITS
far as the garage, then discovered the
car keys were in the house. The ab¬
surdity of the situation struck her.
One minute later, the amazed Mr.
Rose was confronted by a laughing,
wife.
Policy Costs Only $1.00 a Month good-humored
On one of her very first dates with
Provide for those you —
S-POI NT
Dave, Judy had a bit of laughing-off
love this wise, easy way.
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to do. It was the first nice day of
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will pay for TRIPLE IN¬
spring, after a week of rain, and Judy
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LOSSof LIFE
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was living in Stone Canyon at the
doe to
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time.
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2All
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.
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“I was all in white, very summery
3- Ordinary Accidents
sured protection without
looking,” Judy said. “Our porch was
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restrictions as to your
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Occupation, Travel or
covered with ivy, and I decided that
Residence and includes
♦ valuable incontestability Clause—all as plainly a snow-white Judy draped against
stated in the policy. Men, women and children the ivy made a very romantic setting.
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and I started to get a little weary.
I thought I’d walk up and down a bit,
and scurry back to the ivy when I
heard the car. I heard it and I
scurried—but on the way I fell ker¬
plunk into a mud puddle at the bot¬
tom of the steps. When Dave reached
me, I was a sorry mess.
But he
couldn’t keep a straight face—and
neither could I.
“It’s a fact that you’re never ridic¬
ulous, no matter what happens, if you
have a sense of humor about your¬
self,” Judy said.
“It’s the perfect
cover-up. Everyone makes faux pas;
the thing to do is to turn it into a
laugh, and people automatically think
you're amusing, instead of silly. It’s
lucky for me it does work that way,
considering some of the boners I've
pulled.”
Another time Judy had need of a
sense of humor. It was a couple of
years ago. She had a complaint, and
decided to do the complaining direct.
So she marched into the office of a
studio executive, determined to state
her piece. The trouble was Judy us¬
ually dodges such things, not only
because she’s embarrassed but be¬
cause she’s downright scared of mak¬
ing a scene. But this time she wasn’t
going to give herself time to think
about it.
The executive’s office was a very
elaborate one, with private bath.
Judy walked in, said what she had
to say before he could stop her, and
ended with: “That’s all I have to
say.”
She started for what she
thought was the door to the waiting
room.
“Wait a minute,” said the
exec.
“No,” said Judy, very deter¬
mined, very dignified, very proud of
herself. She opened the door—shut
it with a bang—and found herself in
the bathroom!
Judy -was always running into
trouble on her camp tours, when she
first started.
It seemed she just
couldn’t
remember what
insignia
equals what rank, and was always
confusing Captains, Colonels, etc.
She’d say pleasantly, “Hello, Lieu¬
tenant,” only to be met with frigid
silence.
Someone would whisper
hurriedly into her ear, “He’s a Col¬
onel.” Judy’s standard out on these
occasions was a smile and a “You’re
lucky I didn’t call you Private.” One
outfit solved her dilemma by sending
her a plaque for her wall. On it is
the complete record of military sym¬
bols and what they stand for.
Another story Judy tells on herself
is the tale of what happened when
she attended her first premiere at
Grauman’s Chinese Theater. The oc¬
casion was the opening of her first
starring picture, “Babes in Arms,”
and she was escorted by Mickey
Rooney. It was a special event in
many ways, including the fact that
. she and Mickey were to place their
hand and foot prints in the cement
in the forecourt. No one could blame
Judy for wanting to look beautiful
for such an “occasion.”
“The trouble was, I used to bite
my nails,” Judy said, “and I wanted
my hands to look beautiful when I
plunked them down into the cement.
I solved the problem by wearing false
nails that night. They looked won¬
derful, and the one thing I was afraid

of—that they’d come off in the cesisters and her mother, had an act.
ment—didn’t happen. I was quite
One of their numbers was a song,
pleased with myself.
I m Laughing.” For one half of the
“Then, during the picture, my
chorus, Judy was supposed to laugh
hands began to feel heavy. It was
to the music. After doing eight shows
like a creeping paralysis, I could
one day in Milwaukee, Judy was un¬
barely lift them. I realized what had
derstandably groggy. In fact, she was
happened, of course. The cement had
practically hysterical. Came the cue,
hardened under the long false nails.
and she started.
Soon she was
You can be sure I did no waving to
screaming with real laughter.
Her
the crowd on the way out. I could
sisters caught the hysteria, and start¬
hardly drag my arms along. When I
ed laughing too. Her mother, at the
got home, I practically had to ham¬
piano, played the music over and
mer the nails loose. And come to
over, waiting for them to snap out
think of it, I might just as well have
of it. Finally she started to laugh
gone with my own bitten nails, be¬
herself. Everyone was laughing but
cause I’ve told the story to everyone
the audience, which was very, very
I know, anyway.”
grim. Her mother stopped playing,
Her experience at the Greek Bene¬
stood up with as much dignity as she
fit in New York’s Radio City a few
could muster, and said, “Let’s get
years ago took quite a lot of laugh¬
out of here.” That finished their en¬
ing off. Judy flew from the Coast to
gagement at that theater.
sing at the event.
She arrived at
A few, years ago, Judy went vaca¬
midnight, and they told her she’d go
tioning at Arrowhead Springs Hotel.
on at two. Actually, she went on at
She had been there only a few hours
four, the last number on the program.
when a call came through from an
She kept begging them to put her on
M-G-M executive, also at the resort
quickly, because she could see the
on a holiday. He asked Judy to join
crowd was growing restless, but she
his party at dinner.
She accepted,
had to wait.
Finally she was on,
and their conversation sparkled. Sud¬
singing “God Bless America.”
By
denly he asked, “Have you had a
that time two men were arguing
bath?”
loudly right behind her, and eventu¬
“I thought it was a holdover from
ally got into a fist fight.
the ‘little Judy Garland’ days,” Judy
“No one was paying any attention
said. “Honestly, you don’t know how
to me except a group of kids,” Judy
hard it was for me to convince people
said, “and they were making their
I’m really grown-up. So I tried to
comments good and loud.
One of
sound polite, when I answered ‘no.’
them said, ‘Look at the chords stick
“ ‘What time did you get here?’
out on her neck when she sings,’ and
he asked me. I told him. ‘And you
another said, ‘I wonder where she got
haven’t had a bath yet?’ he persisted.
that dress.’
‘But surely you’ll have one before
“All was confusion, and all I want¬
dinner?’
ed to do was get through the song.
“It wasn’t till after I’d told him
I walked around while I sang, and
what I thought of his ‘babying’ me,”
when I reached the pit, suddenly it
Judy laughed, “that I learned he was
started to go down.
It sank two
talking about the mineral baths for
stories while I was on the phrase,
which Arrowhead is noted. Although
‘the land I love.’ Immediately I had
I’d been there many times, I had
everyone’s attention, for the first
never taken any of them.”
time. A crowd gathered around the
Judy not only “laughs it off,” she
rail of the pit, staring down at me.
thinks fast, as she demonstrated dur¬
I looked up at the faces, and all the
ing one embarrassing moment at a
kids were shouting ‘Look at Judy
night club just recently.
Garland.’ By that time the song was
She was on a Saturday night date
finished, so I stared back up at them
with Bobby Stack, home on leave.
and shouted, ‘Feed me peanuts!’ ”
At the next table, was a tourist, hav¬
It’s harder for her to laugh off an
ing much too good a time. He was
experience that dates back to her
not only gay, but belligerent. After
vaudeville days, when Judy, her two
staring for awhile, the stranger came
over to Judy and Bobby. He pointed
at her. “You’re Deanna Durbin,” he
said. Judy, who could see he was
spoiling for a fight, took the easy way
out.
“Yes,” she said demurely. “I
liked you in your last picture,” he
said, naming one of the Durbin pro¬
Answer to puzzle on page 14
ductions. “I was rather good in that,”
admitted Judy modestly, hoping he’d
then go away.
But suddenly he
looked at Stack with a most belliger¬
L O A M
ent expression.
He growled, “My
name’s Stock. What’s yours?”
A L L A
“If Bob had answered
‘mine’s
O E A R
Stack,’ he was a cinch for a punch
Y A N K
in the nose,” Judy said, “for I knew
the man would think we were making
fun of him. So before anything dis¬
astrous could happen, I introduced
Bob at ‘Mr. Brown,’ which was the
first name I thought of.”
As you can see, it would take quite
a lot now to upset Judy. And it’s a
far cry from the days in her early
teens, when she was just a self-con¬
scious girl who took herself and life
much too seriously. Now, no matter
what the faux pas, Judy can turn it
into a laugh. And on her it looks
good!
The

End
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NO REDUCING
DRUGS
NO EXCERCISES
If you’re really serious about
losing ugly fat—If you really
uould like to get rid of 3 to
4 pounds a week safely, eas¬
ily, pleasantly, read the fol¬
lowing letter from Mrs. Vera
Sampson, Claysvllle, Pa. She
writes:
“I have taken the month’*
treatment of Bee-Fit Vitamin
Tablets and think they are
wonderful. I feel so much
better and have lost 16 lbs.
Now I want you to send a
two months’ treatment. In¬
closed please find $5.00 for
same. Please send at once.”
Mrs. Sampson Is merely one
of thousands who have fol¬
lowed the Bee-Fit Way to a
more slender, graceful figure.
Here is all you do:
I Eat your regular meals but
■•avoid eating between meals
and overeating.
Don’t cut out starchy foods or
•sweets—JUST CUT DOWN
ON THEM.
: Be sure you get enough of
'•certain essential vitamin and
minerals while reducing —
take 2 Bee-FIt Tablets with
each meal.
They are ABSOLUTELY SAFE and help you feel fit while
losing those unwanted pounds and inches. Try the Bee-Fit
Way for 10 days. You'll shout for joy at the improvement in
your figure. SEND NO MONEY. Just name and address.'
When postman brings package pay him $1 plus 27c postage.
If you send $1 with order, we pay postal charges—you save
27c. (Economy Size containing 3 times as much $2.50—you
save 50c.) Order today. Dept. 17. BEE-FIT VITAMIN CO..
303 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 18, N. Y.

CRAY
HAIR

...AND LOOK 10 YEARS YOUNGER
• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale
streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it—or your money back. Used for 30 years by thou¬
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent Is
purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting—
does not wash out. Just brush or comb It in. One applica¬
tion Imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
Retain your youthful charm. Get BROWNATONE today.
60c at all drug stores—on a money-back guarantee, or—

FREE TEST BOTTLE
The Kenton PharmacalCo.
124 Brownatone Bldg., Covington, Kentucky
vVlthout obligation, please send me, free and post¬
paid, Test Bottle of BROWNATONE and Interesting
illustrated booklet. Check shade wanted:
□ Blonde to Medium Brown

□ Dark Brown to Black
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PAZO WILL RELIEVE
THOSE PAINFUL SIMPLE PILES

BROUGHT PROMPT RELIEF}

Don’t just suffer the agonizing pain, torture, itching of
simple piles. Remember, for over thirty years amazing
PAZO ointment has given prompt, comforting relief to
millions. It gives you soothing, welcome palliative relief.
How PAZO Ointment Work*
1. Soothes inflamed areas—relieves pain and itching. 2. Lu¬
bricates hardened, dried parts — helps prevent cracking
and soreness. 3. Tends to reduce swelling and check bleed¬
ing. 4. Provides a quick and easy method of application.
Special Pile Pipe for Easy Application
PAZO ointment has a specially designed, perforated Pile
Pipe, making application simple and thorough. (Some
persons, and many doctors, prefer to use suppositories, so
PAZO is also made in suppository form.)
Get Relief with PAZO Ointment!
Ask your doctor about wonderful PAZO ointment and
the soothing, blessed relief it gives for simple piles. Get
PAZO ointment from your druggist today!
The Grove Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.

LEARN

MILLINERY
AT HOME
Design and make exclusive
hats under personal direc¬
tion of one of America's
noted designers.
Complete materials, blocks, etc.,
furnished. Every step illustrated. You make exclu¬
sive salable hats right from the start. We teach you
how to start a profitable business in spare time. Low
cost and easy terms. Expert milliners arc in demand.
Free National Placement Dept. Send for free catalog.
LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
22S N. Wabash Ave., Dept. 42.
Chicago I, III.

G.l. JOE IN HOLLYWOOD
ICONTINUED FROM RAGE 231

What did they think?
Was it
“Thumbs up!” or “Thumbs down!”?
To find out, I talked to dozens of
the boys—on the set while the pic¬
ture was shooting, in their temporary
camp, where they lived in tents, and
in homes where they were guests for
an evening.
And I got an earful!
Pfc. Bob Blakeman, for example,
decided that the Hollywood girls
added up to a nice fat zero! This at¬
titude I found a little confusing, in
view of the fact that Bob fell in love
and became engaged while here, but
as he said, “You know how those
things happen, especially with a girl
like Madeleine.” Bob, called “Canvasback” by his pals, is an ebullient
20, and comes from Elizabeth, New
Jersey, where he had barely finished
school and was starting out to be a
radio actor when the Army tagged
him.
“The trouble with the Hollywood
girls is that they all look alike and
have the same lines,” he declared.
Another thing, they use too much
make-up; it’s no fun to kiss a girl with
all that red goo on her mouth, and
besides, you get bawled out by your
sergeant next morning when you
show up with red stuff all over you.
My main complaint, however, is that
the girls out here are all too darned
career-conscious.”
A little embarrassed by such a blast,
Bob grinned and said, of course, there
was a lot to be said for Hollywood
too; by and large it was a swell place
with swell people, and it was wonder¬
ful to sleep under two blankets in
mid-summer when the rest of the
country was sweltering. Also, all the
movie stars had proved to be much
nicer than he had expected, not
stuck-up or high-hat in the least.
One day, for instance, George Raft
entertained him in his dressing room
on the lot, and on another day Car¬
men Miranda personally taught him
the steps of the new samba-boogie.
“That couldn’t happen in New Jer¬
sey,” he granted, sighing.
Sgt. Ade Kahn was a little disap¬
pointed in the highly-touted glamour
of Hollywood. Ade is 28, married, a
Broadway-wise New Yorker, and for¬
mer press agent for swank night clubs
like LaConga, and top bandsmen like
Harry James.
“It was naive of me, I know, but
somehow I expected to see a hundred
movie stars walking down Hollywood
Boulevard, whereas I never saw one,”
he said. “Otherwise, Hollywood is
terrific! The climate makes for a re¬
laxed pace of life, yet underneath
there is a current of excitement that
keeps you from going stale. Imagine
a place where it didn’t rain in three
months! That’s sun-sational! I want
to come back permanently, after the
war.”
Ade found Claudette Colbert pret¬
tier than he had expected, and Linda
Darnell the most beautiful girl in
Hollywood. He was impressed with
the way servicemen are so well
treated here, even to being served
first in restaurants, and his biggest
thrill—and shock—was seeing himself
on the screen for the first time in
some daily rushes. “I’d been dieting
like mad for six months, but I looked

as fat as ever,” he noted, “only more.”
Like Ade, Cpl. Kenneth “Shadow”
Forbes, 25, and a former juvenile on
the New York stage, also felt cheated
on the glamour score and was dis¬
appointed in the lack of gay night
clubs and big-city conveniences, like
rapid transportation. He wasn’t overly
impressed with the Hollywood
women, who all seemed to wear the
same kind of make-up, hair-dos and
clothes, and have the same get-aheadat-all-cost gleam in their eyes. All in
all, everything was “mixed up” in
Hollywood—neither Big City nor
Small Town.
“But I’m a sucker for beautiful
homes, and Hollywood certainly rates
in that department,” he exclaimed. “I
thought we had some wonderful
places back East, but the homes out
here are nothing short of terrific.
Gosh, every place has lawns and
flowers and trees!”
The way the mountains meet the
sea; the symphony playing in Holly¬
wood Bowl on a moonlight night; the
warm hospitality of Californians; the
absence of the artificiality he ex¬
pected to encounter; and the healthy,
clean-cut beauty of the girls all
combined to make S/Sgt. Dan Plotnick rate Hollywood as “tops.” Dan
is 23 and comes from Richmond, Vir¬
ginia, where he was a field service
man with the American Red Cross
before the war.
“That eulogy goes, even on a cloudy
day!” he insisted. “But seriously, all
the stuff you read about Hollywood’s
being superficial and full of phoneys
is all wet. Sure, you run across a
phoney now and then, but the guy
would be a phoney wherever he
lived. Yes, sir, I want to live here
after the war; a man still can find a
frontier here, and I want part of it.
They’ll literally have to ‘carry me
back to ol’ Virginny’ if they ever get
me back there.”
Quiet, soft-spoken Cpl. John Andes
found much to impress him favorably
in Hollywood. John is 24 and hails
from Upper Darby, Pennsylvania. He
had just received his B.S. in music at
Temple University, and was planning
to study voice, when the war caught
up with him.
“I like the gracious mode of living
and the way of family life which
characterizes Hollywood,” he judged.
“I like the physical environment, the
lovely homes, the wise community
planning reflected in the residential
sections. I like the many cultural ad¬
vantages open to those of lower in¬
comes as well as the wealthy. I like
the fact that the popular conception
of Hollywood—tall handsome men
and beautiful women with no worries
or problems—is completely false. And
I like the women here. Actually, they
are no different from women else¬
where, with no more intelligence or
glamour than the same class of girls
in other sections. Well-groomed and
well-behaved, the average may be
better looking than elsewhere, but
that is to be expected in a town where
physical beauty is a saleable com¬
modity.”
By contrast, John disliked with
equal conviction the “abominable”
transportation system and the “de¬
plorable” lack of cabs. He found the

ego of Hollywood—a “citified na¬
tionalism” he called it—definitely
irritating, and wished Hollywood was
not so cocksure. “It would be pleas¬
anter here if everyone was not quite
so money-conscious, and if people
would curb the tendency to ‘act’ off¬
screen.”
Ann Sothern furnished the biggest
thrill of John’s brief stay. He met
her through a mutual friend, and she
entertained at a dinner party in honor
of the Andes’ birthday. “Sure I got a
big kick out of it,” he admitted. “Who
wouldn’t? She’s so cute and wonder¬
ful.”
A different kick was the one Sgt.
Louis Neistat, 30, of Hartford, Con¬
necticut, got when he bumped into
Michael O’Shea on the 20th CenturyFox lot one day. They were idly chat¬
ting when a man approached them
and in a subservient manner said
“Please, Mr. O’Shea, this . . .” and “If
you please, Mr. O’Shea, the other.”
Lou looked at Mike and Mike
looked at Lou, and both suddenly be¬
gan to laugh like mad. Five years
before they had been pals in New
York with no one saying “Please” to
them, because they were both stone
broke!
Lou liked the suburban feeling of
the town; the fact that men and
women were businesslike in their
dealings instead of the wild crack¬
pots they are usually painted to be;
and the fact that “so many people
with varied degrees of talent can
work side by side in the motion pic¬
ture business and all do so well.”
He was surprised that all the stars
didn’t live in one district, and some
of them have very modest homes in¬
deed.
The newness of everything
gave him a feeling of impermanence,
as if the whole town were a giant
movie set, and he missed the charm
of old buildings and quaint little
restaurants.
A former bank clerk in Hoboken,
New Jersey, Cpl. Russell Drewes, 26,
found Hollywood much less sophisti¬
cated than he had expected, and
people more down-to-earth than
glamorous. He was impressed mostly
by magnitude of the picture business
and decided the high salaries were
well deserved. Disappointed by the
night life, particularly the lack of en¬
tertainment in floor shows, he was
flabbergasted by the “extraordinary
hospitality” of people in all walks of
life.
“The women? They’re swell!” he
said.
“Most of them are lovely,
healthy, intelligent, fond of sports and
wholly natural. If they have one
characteristic fault, though, it’s that
most of them want to go to ‘name’
places just to be ‘seen’. It’s a little
hard on a G.I. pocketbook.”
Even the gas stations looked like
something out of “Ali Baba and the
Forty Thieves” to S/Sgt. Fred Cotton.
Fred is 37, and before moving to
Boulder, Colorado, used to teach piano
in Central City, Nebraska.
Other
sights which astounded him as much
as the unorthodox gas stations in¬
cluded Lupe Velez’s antics at the
weekly prize fights, and the number
of fine cars still on the road. Most
impressive to him was the way people
give lifts to servicemen, even as late
as 2 a.m.; not once did he fail to get
picked up.
Granting they have many other
charms, Sgt. Jasper Hornyak, 25, a
former music student of Cleveland,
Ohio, couldn’t get used to the “care¬
less” dress of Hollywood women,
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ever, and I’m just carping,” he said.
“I guess it’s just that everyone expects
a miracle of perfection in Hollywood.
We forget that the people here are
human beings and not little gods.”
“It’s silly to talk in generalities
about Hollywood because the place
defies you,” observed Cpl. Clint
Wilder, 24-year-old Warren, Penn¬
sylvania, boy, and a modern languages
and literature major at Princeton be¬
fore joining the Air Corps. “In the
same way, you can’t apply big city
rules to it because, despite its size,
wealth, and importance, it’s basically
a rural town. My first impression was
of awe and wonder at the complete
casualness and easy lives of the
people out here. Later I realized
that casualness was a surface thing,
probably engendered by a sense of
impermanence.
“The girls are wonderful party
girls—gay, well-dressed playmates—
but the inevitable discovery of their
lack of depth is depressing. And it’s
baffling, the way everyone is violently
on the defensive lest you do not like
the place or find something to criti¬
cize.”
M/Sgt. Martin Howell, on the other
hand, was impressed by and wholly
approved the tremendous pride evi¬
denced by everyone, he said. Martin
is 28, a Dartmouth graduate, and
former junior accountant for General
Electric in Belmont, Massachusetts.
He also liked the “outdoor person¬
ality” of the girls—they go swimming
and get wet, for example—and their
fine sense of fun. But he, too, felt they
tended to overdo informality in dress
to the point of slovenliness at times.
It particularly amused him to hear the
constant build-up about the weather,
because it so rarely lived up to it.
“The thing I like best and what
makes me want to come back here to
live and work is that there is a whole
new vista of opportunity* Nothing is
tradition-bound.”
Cpl. Red Buttons wants to return
to Hollywood, too. Red is 26 and a
former
burlesque
comedian
who
starred for Minsky at the age of 18.
In “Winged Victory” he plays the
comedy role of Whitey and does an
impersonation of one of the Andrews
Sisters.
“Sure, I want to come back,” he
chirruped
blithely.
“Hollywood
strikes me as a great resort kind of
town where you can knock around
and have a lot of fun. You know, slip
into slacks and say ‘Let’s go!’ The
women are good looking and sharp;
they know all the answers, and that’s
the way I like ’em. Most of ’em are
on the insincere side, and so careercrazy you can hurt their feelings
more by saying ‘You don’t get the
part’ than by falling out of love with
them, but so what? It breaks the
monotony.”
The End
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DIARY OF A DOTING DAD
/CONTINUED FROM PAGE 331

But let’s skip that singing lamb for
a moment and talk about your birth¬
day. We didn’t have a party for you
because we thought it would be bet¬
ter to reserve such festivities for a
later year when you’d really enjoy it.
We did have a cake for you, though,
with one significant candle rising
from the center. Incidentally, chum,
candles are not edible. I caught you
in the nick of time.
I made plans for this birthday of
yours when I was in Washington,
D. C., over a month ago. I was there
to attend the President’s Birthday
Ball, a function that I will boast
about to you, plenty, when you’re old
enough to understand the importance
of a function given for the benefit of
children who need medical care.
One day I ferreted out a toy shop.
(I’ll bet I know the location of every
fine toy shop in every big city I’ve
visited in this country. I’m a walk¬
ing Duncan Hines of toy shops.) Per¬
haps this might be a good place to
tell you that I like toy shops for two
reasons: first, because they sell things
I can buy for you, and second, be¬
cause the salesgirls are so pleasant.
I don’t mean to sound like a ham
when I say that being an actor causes
a man to encounter two totally dif¬
ferent reactions from salespeople.
One type of salesperson is extremely
cordial because he or she, recognizing
an actor, feels as if he were dealing
with a personal friend. That’s really
swell. The other reaction is one of
supercilious hauteur; the salesperson
refuses to be impressed, although—
Lord knows—I never wanted to im¬
press anybody in my life. All I want
is the respect and love of your
mother, and of you, and of a few
genuine friends. Oh yeah—and a few
toy stores where I can buy gifts for
you. Full world.
When I entered this particular toy
shop a girl came forward to help me
with a bright little exclamation of
recognition; I might have been her
big brother, come in to buy her
niece a gift. Well, I bought a musical
horse, then a musical pig, then a
lamb, a teddy bear, a lion, a Mickey
Mouse ... I think there were two
others. I can’t check up because your
mom opened the package when it ar¬
rived from the east and hid some of
the animals. She said, and I know
she’s right, that we should give you
such things over a long period of
time instead of confusing you by
handing you everything at once.
Maybe we’d better get this straight
between us now: your dad is no dip¬
lomat. He is very likely to try to
lasso the moon for you. If, in the
future, he tries it, and your mother
takes away the rope, just bear in
mind that your mother is protecting
us both—me, from giving you too
much for you to appreciate, and you,
so that you won’t expect too much of
the world once you are outside our
own home.
While I was on my way back to the
hotel from this toy shop in Washing¬
ton I saw some jars of prepared
crepes suzettes in a store window
and thought, “Man, that’s for me.” I
could just see myself, here in the den
where I am writing this, entertaining
guests some night and saying along

late in the evening, “How about a
spot of crepes suzettes?” So I bought
several jars and had them sent with
the toys.
Yipe! The whole package, when it
arrived on our doorstep, looked as if
it had tried to stop a General Sher¬
man tank. Most of the jars of crepes
suzettes were broken and the syrup
was lathered over the animals. When
I saw you chewing the lamb’s ear this
afternoon, I knew that—in years to
come—you were going to be surprised
at the flavor of mutton because it isn’t
going to resemble maple syrup.
Well, darling, I repeat what I said
to you early this morning: Happy
Birthday, Daughter, and many happy
returns of the day! Your first year
has certainly been eventful. I feel
a little cheated because I missed your
first word—I was away on a Bond
Tour—and I missed your first step—
again I was away. But in the years
1943, 1944, it was the fate of fathers
everywhere to be away from their
children when the momentous trifles
of babyhood occurred, so in that re¬
spect I am one with other men. I am
luckier than most because I have had
the great good fortune of watching
you change from an indignant pink
bundle of alternate sleeping and yelp¬
ing for food, into a poised young lady
who has a mind of her own.
APRIL 10, 1944
You’ve had a rugged day, honey,
but thank God you’re out of pain
now, and fast asleep. The doctor left
about an hour ago, after we had a
long talk down here in the den, and
I’ve been doing some heavy thinking.
I guess you might say that I’ve
learned the second law of parent¬
hood. I think the first law is prob¬
ably this: Love a child with all your
heart. And the second surely: Be
wise enough to discipline both your¬
self and your child.
I think I might get E for Excellent
in any test of the first law, because
I’ve never made any secret of the
fact that you’re my heart’s core. But
I’m going to have to start right now
to apply the second law to my con¬
duct. You see, the trouble all started
because I have difficulty telling you
“no.”
You gobble candy. Usually your
mom restricts your sweet rations,
but she was away last week, so I had
you spend the afternoon helping me
lay some brick. I had picked up a
box of good candy the day before, so
I opened it to give you a thrill. You
certainly do
love sweets, which
proves, I guess, that likes attract.
Between laying brick and reinforcing
our strength with candy, you and I
ate the entire pound.
When I stopped to realize that fact
I had some qualms, but you didn’t get
sick, so I thought everything was all
right. Until your mom said that you
had a boil on your right side about
two inches below your arm pit. You
were a sick girl while it was forming,
then it had to be lanced—and that
was bad business.
And just to let you know what a
lily-livered character your dad can
be on occasion, I might as well admit
that I thought I was going to have to
leave when the doctor got busy on
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you’re little, I’ll be man enough to
hide the candy, both literal and
figurative, after you’ve had a fair
share, but when you’re older, I’ll
appreciate it if you’ll be man enough
to say occasionally, ‘‘Let’s not do that,
Dad,” or “Let’s not buy that, Dad—
it’s too rich for our blood.”
Thanks, Daughter—you’re my girl.
MAY 16, 1944

Say look, Athletic, you’re certainly
postponing one of my pet parental
ambitions. When I first started this
dad’s diary, I confided to you that I
could scarcely wait until you were
big enough to be held on my lap so I
could tell you stories. You’ve got to
say this for your pop: he’s a man who
sticks to his notions.
I have tried repeatedly, since you
began to wrinkle up your nose at
mention of Mickey Mouse, to hold you
on my lap and spin yarns. I now
give up.
The moment you get installed any¬
where, you try to bounce. If you’re
on the bed, that’s fine. Even if you’re
on one of the big upholstered chairs,
you have a rousing time. But when
you try to turn your dad’s chest into
a human spring board, Baby, that’s
murder.
Guess we’ll have to postpone the
story sessions until you have emerged
from this dancing derriere stage of
development.
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JUNE 6, 1944

Today, Judith Ann, I’m going to
write only a small note. In years to
be, you will learn this date in your
History classes—it will be called
D-Day, that day on which British,
Canadian,
and
American
forces
landed on the shores of France, not
for purposes of conquest, but for pur¬
poses of liberation.
I want you to know how that day
was greeted in this part of the world,
where you will grow up. Not with
hilarity did people learn of our land¬
ings in France, but with solemnity
and new dedication. War workers
labored longer hours and with re¬
doubled effort; men spoke of the
news in quiet voices, knowing that,
as they spoke, their sons and nephews
and brothers were dying on the alien
sand. Women, singly and in twos
and fours, went to church during
those desperate hours, doing the one
thing they could do: pray.
I hope that, when you are grown,
you will work with some organiza¬
tion sworn to preserve peace. As
time goes on, women will progres¬
sively take more hand in the business
of the world; I should be proud of
you if you joined with any group
devoted to preserving human life and
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JULY 4, 1944
Quite a trip we had today, wasn’t
it? I took you to Malibu Beach with
me—a drive taken by grace of my
last A ticket for a long time. It was
the first time I had ever had you alone
in the car with me, and look, Junior,
you’re a buzz-baby if I ever saw one.
First on the seat, then standing up
front with your nose against the
windshield.
I got a kick out of your pointing
out items of interest to me. You
didn’t miss a truck during the entire
trip and you announced each one by
imitating the rumble of its motor.
What a performance! And every time
you saw a patch of flowers, you thrust
out that button nose of yours and
sniffed. You also waved frantically
to every man in uniform that you
saw. Am I going to have my troubles
in about fifteen years!
I notice that, although I was a heavy
in my early pictures, you are almost
as much afraid of me as you are of
a chocolate ice cream cone. When I
bawl you out in my basest, most for¬
midable tone, you turn your head
away, giggle, and practically say,
“Aw, shoot.”
This is Independence Day and
you’re the Independence Kid—a new
phase in your development.
AUGUST 4. 1944
Well, Lady, your old man is proud
of you. While you and I were out
working in the Victory garden, you
stumbled over the small cement
curbing that marks the driveway
and bumped your forehead a nasty
crack. You got up, yelling in pain and
protest, and smacked that cement
curbing with your doubled, angry fist.
I’ve seen you do that before, and
I’ve been meaning to mention it to
you. When you get hurt, you always
strike back at the thing that has hurt
you and—in righting the wrong done
you—you forget your bruise.
Pretty soon you’ll learn that it
doesn’t do a bit of good to smack an
inanimate object, but by that time
you will also have learned that it’s
useless to wail over your injuries. I
want my daughter to be able, when
she has taken a heavy blow, to get
up, brush herself off, and skip the
hysterics. I want her to devote her
energies to licking the thing that has
hurt her; licking it—not uselessly as
she now smacks a cement curb-—but
constructively in her own mind. How
about it, Judy?
Oh say, there’s another thing about
you that pleased me, Baby. I like
your generous spirit. No matter what
you have in your mitt, if I say, “Give
it to Daddy,” you march over and
hand it to me. Even if it’s a cookie
that you’ve begged from the cook, or
a piece of candy that you’ve wheedled
from the nurse. There’s nothing like
a generous spirit, Sweet Stuff; it sets
you free of many different types of
miserliness.
I don’t get to read much, but I
picked up a book one day and noticed
a single sentence: “The love of a
generous woman is a gift of wings.”
You have a good start, chicken, to¬
ward being that kind of woman. I
sincerely hope that the husband you
will one day marry, will find in you
all the loveliest traits of womanhood
—just as I have found them in your
mother.

SEPTEMBER 10, 1944
I certainly snapped a swell picture
of you today, Judy. We were out,
picking apples off the trees I im¬
ported from Oregon. I even had two
carloads of soil shipped in from the
trees’ native habitat so that they
would flourish, and they really did.
You lifted one of the apples from
the ground and came running toward
me, holding it up and jabbering tri¬
umphantly. That’s the shot I got, and
I know it’s going to be a honey.
There are a good many parents
who keep a month by month photo¬
graphic record of their youngsters,
but I didn’t want to do that with you,
Judy. It seemed to me that pictures
taken six to eight months apart would
be much more dramatic and interest¬
ing. I trust, Miss Donlevy, that—de¬
spite your natural feminine vanity—
you will agree with me.
OCTOBER 22, 1944
I know that this is an odd time of
year to be writing a few notes about
roses, but the truth is that our garden
is now filled with them. I’ve made it
a habit to pick you a rose, Miss Judith
Ann, whenever you and I are work¬
ing in the yard together. I’ve been
careful to pull off all the thorns be¬
fore handing the flower to you, for
you to smell it into a fast decline.
The other day you decided to pick
a rose for yourself without any as¬
sistance from your pop. You walked
briskly into the thicket and reached
for a beauty. The thorns on the bush
caught your dress and your sweater,
and the thorns on the rose-stem
pricked your finger. You slapped the
bush, then set up an awful yell, so I
came running to rescue you.
Well, honey, I’m no philosopher,
but one day I’ll be able to point that
incident out to you as an object les¬
son. As long as you stick with Dad,
he’ll try to de-thorn life in advance
for you, but when you go out adven¬
turing on your own, you’re going to
have some disillusioning experiences.
But all that, thank God, is many
years in the future. Right now I have
to start making plans for your sec¬
ond birthday. For one thing, I’m go¬
ing to buy you a bathing suit, because
this next spring and summer you’re
going to learn to swim. You and I
are going to have a lot of fun together,
not only this year, but the next and
the next and the next . . . Y’know,
Honey, there are many things that
can make a man feel rich, but as far
as I’m concerned the very first and
foremost of the lot is a daughter. A
daughter exactly like you.

YOU'VE GOT A
STEADY DATE ...
and it's a super-special one you'd
better not miss if you are looking
for good radio entertainment!
Listen to REAL STORIES from
Real Life, exciting dramatizations
of stories from REAL STORY Mag¬
azine.
Tune in on WOR or your local
Mutual Broadcasting Station at 9:15
every Monday through Friday night
for the best fifteen minutes of radio
entertainment.
It's a date with REAL STORIES
from Real Life, 9:15 p.m. on the
Mutual Network!

ALL SIMULATED DIAMONDS c
A Genuine "ARTEX" Creation
This beautiful multi-diamond (simulated) ring
features a flashing, brilliant, center gem ap¬
proximately 3/4 karat in size, with dazzling rep¬
licas on each side.
It is in exquisite taste.
This ring is
not plated, but GENUINE STERLING SILVER all the way
through. Compare it with the original, selling for $250.00
or more.
You will be amazed!
Only an expert can tell
the difference between them.
Screen stars and celebrities
often wear replica diamonds.
Now you, too, can amaze
your friends and enjoy the thrill of owning this master¬
piece of the jeweler's art. Our MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
makes it possible for you to wear this gorgeous ring for
5 days to convince yourself.

EXTRA
FREE OFCHARGE
As
an
introductory
offer to
the readers of this magazine,
we include without additional
charge this Solid Sterling Wed¬
ding Band of rich design and
quality ... a fitting com¬
panion to the Artex Creation.
Send 1.98 with order and we pay all charges.
If you
prefer, we will send C.O.D. plus postage and tax.
Obey
that impulse.
Order NOW on our money back guarantee.

ARTEX CO.
415 Lexington Ave.,

Dept.

HW-25, New York 17. N. Y.

Complete Outfit with Sample
Stocking FREE! Write Today!
Takeorder3 fromfriends.inspareorfulltime,
for amazing TRU-FIT RAYON HOSIERY...
sensational because"IndividualCustomer-Fit
Service".. .an exact leg-pattern for every leg
type: slim, stout or average. Customers buy
time after time when they discover how FitService means better fitting, more beautiful
hosiery. Earn money of your
own, build steady business.Get
your personal hosiery FREE as
i sales bonus. Prepare NOW to ,
\cash in when nylon hosiery
\comes back. Send NoMoney.
'ust rush name and address
k for Free Outfit and sampie stocking. Write fully.

I American Hosiery Mills, Dept, gzos lndianapolis7,lnd.

FREE

enlargement

■ ■■ k !■ Just to get acquainted with
new customers, we will beautifully enlarge
your favorite print or negative, photo or pic¬
ture to 8x10 inches — FREE — if you enclose
this ad. (Pictures should be clear and sharp;
negatives give best results). Information on
hand tinting in natural colors sent immediate¬
ly. Your original returned with your free en¬
largement. Send today. Limit 1 to a customer.
GEPPERT STUDIOS, Dept. 221, DesMoines2,Iowa
"Sure, I'm telling all my friends
about FACE MOULDING."
When you try this remarkable
"youth-hold" method you won't
have to tell your friends . . .
they'll all tell you, "You look ten
years younger!'
Write today for free folder.
YOUTH-HOLD
Dept. G, P. O. Box 341

COMPANY
Houston 1, Texas

PICTURE RING *1
Most Precious Keepsake You Can Own
Made from Any Photo

SEND NO MONEY!
Any photo orsnapshot clearly repro¬
duced assettingin beautiful, onyxlike Ring! A keepsake of a loved
one you will treasure for years I
Picture stays sharp and clear—
withstands rubbing, washing,
wear—unharmed by water,
weather—won' t tarnish. SEND
NO MONEY! Just maU photo
with strip of paper for ring size.
Pay postman only $1.00 plus
postage. Hand-tinted 25c extra.
Picture returned. Money-back
guarantee. ORDER NOW. portrait
RINQ CO., Dept. E-162 Cincinnati, Ohio
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actual sample fabrics and styles ABSOLUTELY
FREE. You’ll see gorgeous, newest stylo
dresses — lovely
lingerie — hosiery —•
men's shirts and socks—all at LOW
PRICES. Take orders from friends
and make money in spare time.

Get FREE Samples! Send no
money for this big-profit
line of sample fabrics and
styles. It’s yours. ABSO*
LUTELYFREE. RushnaiuB
and address now.

THE M ELVILLE CO.. Dept. 3950, CINCINNATI 3, OHIO
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LONGER NAIl

,

Just try this system on your ■
hair 7 days and see if you are
really enjoying the pleasure of attractive
hair that soof ten captures love and romance.

HAIR MAY GET LONGER

hair conditions
are normal and the dry, brittle,breaking off hair
can be retarded.it has a chance to get longer and
much more beautiful. Just try the JUELENE
SYSTEM 7 days, let your mirror prove results.
Send $1.00. (If C. O. D. postage extra). Fully
guaranteed. Money back if you’re not delighted.

,IM„

JUELCQ.,1930 Irving Park Rd„ Dept A-6U1, Chicago 13, 111.
TRAIN

Results GUARANTEED!
Wo build, strengthen the vocal organs
not with singing lessons—but by sound, sci1
entificallv correct silent and vocal exercises,
and absolutely guarantee complete satisfaction
with results.
Write for Voice Book.
FREE.
Sent to no
one under 17 years old unless signed by parent.

f]r/Tm III/

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, 'tudio 6342. 64 East Lake SI., CHICAGO
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CATALOG

Buy direct from one of the
oldest direct selling fur com¬
panies. The latest styles, highest
quality, all silk linings. Sizes 12 to 46. in a wide
and varied selection to choose from:
•
Persian
Lambs
•
Caraculs
•
Coneys
• Silver Foxes • Opossums •
Muskrats
Plus Many Other Furs. Also Scarfs, Muffs.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Just
send a penny postcard for complete rock bottom
prices, details and our free big color catalog.

H. M. J. FUR CO.
150-T West 28th St.

New York 1, N. Y.

LARGEST COLLECTION
Roy Rogers. Republic's "King of the
Cowboys", congratulates Irving Klaw,
kJElX/IP
“King of Movie
*yIv/¥IC
Stills", on his great
A
collection of HollyJ f AK
| wood Star Photos.
_ _ _ _

PHOTOS
IN THE
WORLD
NOW
OFFERED
FOR SALE

Rush name and address today
for illustrated Movie Star News
which lists thousands of unusual
photos of Hollywood Stars, Band
Leaders, Vocalists, Stars in Color, Bathing Beau¬
ties, Latest Movie Scenes, Old Time Stars, Pin Up
poses, etc. Original glossy prints—8x10 ready
for framing or album. Send 10c to help cover
cost of mailing. Dime refunded on first order.

FREE

IRVING KLAW
88

212 East 14th St., Dept. 204, New York 3, N. Y.

companies will have recordings by
every one of their artists on sale in
the nation’s music stores. A few of
them are ready now. For instance:

Victor:
Vaughn Monroe and his orchestra
do “The Trolley Song,” the hit tune
from Judy Garland’s picture, “Meet
Me In St. Louis.” Vaughn and Marilyn
Duke share the vocal. On the reverse
side Vaughn sings “The Very Thought
of You.” Incidentally, I happened to be
at this date (which was the first ses¬
sion Victor had after the ban was
lifted), and the Monroe musicians
were really happy characters, in spite
of the fact that they had only a few
hours sleep. They finished playing at
the Commodore Hotel at two in the
morning and at about three, Vaughn
got the news that the union situation
had been settled, so he started calling
the guys to tell them to be at Victor
first thing in the morning. They were
so thrilled to be recording again they
didn’t mind the loss of shut-eye. (Dig
the picture of Vaughn kissing the
Victor mike on page 49.)
Tony Pastor is in for two platters,
the first being “One Meat Ball,” a
novelty with an amusing lyric, and
“Robin Hood.” Louis Prima gets com¬
posing credit for “Robin Hood.” Tony’s
second is “Confessin’ ” and “Blues My
Naughty Sweetie Gave To Me.” “Con¬
fessin’ ” is the old tune which is being
successfully revived.
Charlie Spivak was playing in Mil¬
waukee when the recording news
came through, so he flew the band to
Chicago and waxed “Too-Ra-Loo-RaLoo-Ra” and “Let Me Love You To¬
night.” The highlight of this record
is the beautiful Spivak trumpet on
“Too-Ra-Loo.”

Columbia:
Frank Sinatra’s offer, and I imagine
there’ll be a few takers, is “White
Christmas” and “If You Are But A
Dream.” Axel Stordahl made the ar¬
rangements and conducts the orches¬
tra. Frank uses a chorus on “Christ¬
mas” but sings alone on the “Dream”
side.
Harry James is also present and ac¬
counted for with “The Love I Long
For,” a new ballad from the musical
show “Sadie Thompson,” with a vocal
chorus by Buddy De Vito, and “I’m
Beginning To See The Light,” with
Kitty Kallen handling the lyrics.
For his first record in over two
years, Andre Kostelanetz decided to
do the two “Ave Marias,” Franz
Schubert’s and the Bach-Gounod ar¬
rangement. According to Andre, “Ave
Maria” is the selection for which he
has received most requests, in his
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numerous camp appearances in this
country and overseas. Incidentally,
Kostelanetz has nixed all radio and
concert offers and is off again on an¬
other tour to entertain the servicemen.

Decca:
Carmen Cavallaro and his orchestra
have made two of the tunes from
the Twentieth Century-Fox picture,
“Something For The Boys.” The first,
“Wouldn’t It Be Nice?”, is an instru¬
mental featuring the Cavallaro piano,
and the second, “In The Middle of
Nowhere,” is lyricized by Charlotte
Paige, Carmen’s new vocalist.
The Andrews Sisters, with Vic
Schoen’s orchestra, sing “I’m In A
Jam” (with Baby) and “Corns For
My Country.” The latter number is
the one the girls do in “Hollywood
Canteen.”
Fred Waring, his Pennsylvanians
and his glee club, are heard on “Sweet
and Lovely” and David Rose’s “Our
Waltz.” Feme, the girl violinist who
has been with Fred for about ten
years, is featured on the first side.
Eileen Farrell, one of the best
sopranos on the air today, gives us
“Always” and “A Kiss In The Dark”
as her first release for Decca.
The blended singing of The Merry
Macs comes forth on “Ten Days With
Baby” and “Thank Dixie For Me.”
The Macs have been theatre-touring
it again.
Jascha Heifetz, the famous violinist,
is another new artist on the Decca
label, and his first offering is “White
Christmas” and Victor Herbert’s “A
La Valse,” with Salvador Camarata’s
orchestra.
Here’s another show album, this
time the score from “Bloomer Girl,”
the Broadway hit everyone says will
out-Oklahoma “Oklahoma.” The won¬
derful music is by E. Y. Harburg and
Harold Arlen, and the sixteen sides
feature Celeste Holm and the cast and
orchestra from the show.

Capitol:
Johnny Mercer, June Hutton, The
Pied Pipers and Paul Weston’s orches¬
tra joined forces to record Johnny’s
newest hit, “Ac-Cent-Tchu-Ate The
Positive.” The reverse side is “There’s
A Fellow Waiting In Poughkeepsie”
with June and the Pipers.
Another Mercer tune, “I Promise
You” (how many hits can he write?)
is sung by Jo Stafford, backed up by
“Let’s Take The Long Way Home.”
Billy Butterfield, who plays a lot of
trumpet, has waxed “There Goes That
Song Again” and “Moonlight In Ver¬
mont.” Billy recently went into the
Navy, but before donning a sailor suit
he recorded several sides for Capitol,
which will be released during the next
few months.
*

*

The Modernaires have put in their
bid to go overseas and sing for the
fighting men and are only waiting for
the O. K. In the meantime they are
playing theatres in the East. Tommy
Morgan, who sang with the group for
a time, is now male soloist with John¬
ny Long’s orchestra. Johnny was just
set for a long run at the Hotel Stevens
in Chicago ... Andy Russell has been
singing on a nighttime sustaining
show, Tuesdays and Thursdays, over
the Blue Network; but by the time
you read this, he may be set for a big
radio commercial, besides.
Patti Palmer, former Ted Fio Rito
thrush, has joined Jimmy Dorsey.
Jimmy’s male singer, Teddy Walters,
is rapidly rising in popularity, and
rightly so, because he has an excellent
voice and personality ... With Buddy
De Vito due to get a call from Uncle
Sam—in fact he may be in khaki by
now—Harry James has optioned Billy
Usher, who formerly sang with Sonny
Dunham’s orchestra ... The King Cole
Trio is now the highest paid musical
three in America. They are receiving
$1,750 a week in theatres, and are
breaking records everywhere they ap¬
pear ... Betty Bonney, former canary
with Les Brown and Frankie Carle,
has musical comedy ambitions and is
trying for a Broadway show.
Larry Stevens, Jack Benny’s new
singer, has made a fine impression
and as soon as he is a little less nerv¬
ous on reading lines, he should fit into
the Benny program very well. Larry
is twenty-one years old and was re¬
cently
discharged
from the
Air
Corps . . . Eugenie Baird left the
Casa Loma Band and turned up as
Bing Crosby’s singing partner on the
Kraft Music Hall . . . Barry Wood
was elected Justice of the Peace in
East Haddam, Connecticut . . . Jeri
Sullavan, who has been heard over
C.B.S. on many programs, has been
signed by Warner Bros.
Bob Haymes, who was under con¬
tract to Columbia when he went into
the army, has been discharged and is
back at the Gower street studio....
Gil Rodin and Ray Bauduc, two main¬
stays of the old Bob Crosby band,
may also be discharged soon.... Louis
Prima has really hit the comeback
trail with his big band. He recently
broke the all-time attendance record
at the Adams Theatre in Newark, and
theatre managers have requested re¬
turn engagements everywhere he has
played.
*

*

*

Enough for this time, Kiddies. If
you’re concerned over any musical
tid-bit, drop me a line, enclosing a
self-addressed stamped envelope at
Movieland Magazine, 1476 Broadway,
New York, 18, N. Y.

GIVE HIM THIS MASSIVE

Sterling

SUtct
Yellow or
White Gold
Color Effect
Corps, Coast Guard? Then give him one
of these Massive Insignia Rings with
the OFFICIAL emblem of his branch of
the Service,
There’s nothing he will
appreciate more.
Ring comes in heavy
solid Sterling Silver or Yellow or White
Gold effect—looks like a “million dollars.”
SEND NO
MONEY. Just name and address and ring size. State
color desired.
Also made in Ladies’ mounting—same
rice. When postman delivers package, pay $3.75 plus
6c C. O. D. charges and postage. S4 in all.
If you
send $3.75 cash, with order, we pay all charges. YOU
SAVE 25c.
Order today. Guarantee: If not pleased re¬
turn ring within 10 days and get your money back.
~
. ..
Send NO
Money

S

HAREM CO.( "The House of Rings"
30 Church St.,

Dept.

M550

New York 7, N. Y.

MANY NEVER
SUSPECTCAUSE
OF BACKACHES
This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the
excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison¬
ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag¬
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some¬
times snows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan’s Pills.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for full length or
bust form, groups, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarge¬
ments of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with your
enlargement.

57O
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SEND NO MONEY JnstH,aiIphoto
negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 57c plus postage—or send 69c with order
and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing off erenow. Send
your photos today.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
100 East Ohio Street

Dept. sis.b

Chicago (11), III.
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JAM NOTES:
Unless
Twentieth
Century - Fox
changes current plans, Betty Grable
and June Haver will play the title
roles in “The Dolly Sisters.” Fox
originally wanted Alice Faye and
Betty for the sisters, then they con¬
sidered Lee and Lynn Wilde, Metro’s
blonde twins, and then switched back
to Alice and Betty. But when Alice
didn’t want to do the picture, they
gave the nod to June Haver. If Alice
doesn’t decide to retire from the
screen permanently, she may do
“State Fair.”

Learn at Home to Make Good Money
Get rcy 64-page book, "Win Rich Rewards in Radio
FREE. The Radio repair business is booming. Radio Tech¬
nicians make good money. Broadcasting Stations, Radio
Manufacturers, Police and Aviation Radio, need trained
men. I show beginners how to start making $5, $10 a week
EXTRA fixing Radios in spare time. My training includes
Television and Electronics Principles. Mail coupon NOW.
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MR. J. E. SMITH. Dept. 5BF1
^ „
National Radio Institute. Washington 9. D. C.
■
Mail me your book FREE. (No salesman will call. •
Write Plainly.)
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Lina Romay and sailor hubby Jack Adams.
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THE
RAZOR'S
EDGE

Marriaae to Isabel will give
Larry love, wealth. But when
she
whispers,
“Won’t yon
come up?”—he runs away.
What is he seeking?

Back from mysterious India,
Larry possesses a new power
that cures otherst Has his
search for life’s hidden secrets
succeeded—or only begun?

Other women give everything
—to bring Larry happiness.
They fail. Instead he seems
fascinated with drunken So¬
phie — broken
plaything of
Paris. Why?

Isabe
love
have
for r
this

W. Som
Maugh

W. Somerset Maugham
Dean of living novel¬
ists, daring playwright
of international fame,
author of “Rain,” “Of
Human Bondage,” etc.,
today at the pinnacle of
a brilliant career.

The Razor’s E
YES,
yours FREE! Over 1,000,000 copies
already published!
THE RAZOR’S

EDGE, the fascinating novel about a passion
of which the author says, no wine is so in¬
toxicating, no love so shattering, no vice so
compelling.''

The Mystery of Larry Darrell
Why did Larry Darrell turn down love,
riches, career, and fling himself around the
earth in his unearthly quest? From country
to country he wandered, seek¬
ing—what? Did even he him¬
self know?

Apparently no one had the
power to block his path in his
frenzied search for “the great¬
est experience in life”! But
could it ever pay him for the
sacrifices he had made? These
are questions which you will
probe deep into your own
heart to answer!
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$2.75 in the Publisher's Edition DE MAUPASSANT

BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA
Dept. HWG2, Garden City, N. Y.
Please send me—FREE—The Razor’s Edge (retail price
in the publisher’s original edition, $2.75) and Short
Stories of De Maupassant. Within 5 days I may return
them if I care to, without cost or obligation. Otherwise
I will keep them as a gift and continue to receive forth¬
coming monthly double-selections for a year—at only
$1.39, plus few cents postage, for BOTH books.
Mr. V
If under 21,
Mrs.
. age please....
Miss •
(Please print plainly)
Address .
Zone No.
City. (if any)
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State. Occupation.
HANDSOME DE LUXE BINDING. Check box if you
wish your world's masterpieces (one each month) in
simulated leather with silver stamping—for only 50c extra
monthly.
We will then also send your FREE gift copy of
SHORT STORIES OF DE MAUPASSANT In this binding—at
no extra charge.
Slightly
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in

Canada—Address,
Toronto 2.
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\ LSO receives — FREE —
tonoe manwan klss
SHORT STORIES of DE
yMAUPASSANT. Over 50
stories of love, hate, passion, madness, jeal¬
ousy—the frankest, most daring of their kind
ever written!
•
Read of BALL-OF-FAT, who alone could
save a party of more respectable people in a
dash through German-occupied France! Read
LOVE. MADEMOISELLE FIFI, STORY
OF A FARM GIRL—all the best works that
have made De Maupassant “father of the
modern short story.”
On this sensational Double-Gift Offer you
get Short Stories of De Maupassant and The
Razor's Edge—both free!
because

of

TWO Great Books a Month—for
Less Than the COST of ONE!
Each month the Book League sends mem¬
bers TWO books. One is a MODERN best¬
seller by a famous author like John Stein¬
beck, Pearl S. Buck, Ben Ames Williams—
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Style 607

THIS EASY WAY
a"bonus Get Your Own Dresses FREE!

H

ERE is an amazing opportunity for you to make
money quickly and easily, and get your own dresses
FREE besides. Because our national advertising has so in¬
creased the demand for famous Fashion Frocks we need
more ambitious women for demonstrating and taking,
orders for these lovely dresses at remarkably low prices.
The work is pleasant and dignified, and pays up to $15,
$18, $20 and $2 5 in a week for just your spare time.
Besides you get your own dresses FREE of cost. You need
no experience and no money is required. Mail coupon
below for full information. There is no obligation.

Start at Home—No Canvassing Necessary

MAIL COUPON•

Get Gorgeous Styl
Portfolio of Advanced

All you have to do is to invite your friends and neighbors to see
your gorgeous portfolio of new spring and summer Fashion
Frocks which we furnish you FREE. The smart, original styles,
the beautiful fabrics and colors, plus the astonishing values,
will prove so irresistible that these women will gladly give you
their orders season after season. We deliver and collect and
you get paid immediately. It’s like having a permanent dress
shop of your own, and all without investing a penny.

Millions of Women Know Fashion Frocks!
For many years Fashion Frocks have been extensively advertised to
millions of American women and are recognized as fine quality,
highly styled, popular priced dresses. They have the approval of
leading fashion editors and prominent stars of stage and screen.
And these lovely dresses were worn by the famous Powers Models
at a Television Style Show. When you represent Fashion Frocks
you show dresses that are well-known and wanted.

Send No Money, Everything Furnished

FREE!

The elaborate Style Presentation Portfolio, featuring over 120 of
the last-minute dresses, will be sent you absolutely FREE. In¬
cluded will be our special plans to help you make a brilliant
success. We will show you how thousands of other women
succeed—how you can, too—and enjoy as much as $25 weekly
for part-time work. The coupon brings you all the details.
Rush it to us by return mail. There is no obligation.

Desk 92173, Cincinnati 25, Ohio
Fashion Frocks, Inc.
Desk 92173, Cincinnati 25, Ohio
• Yes—I am interested in your opportunity to make
money in spare time and get my own dresses Free. Send me
full information, without obligation.
Name..
Address.
City.State.
ASe.

Dress Size

This remarkable discovery, Tintz C

Shampoo, washes out dirt, loose dandr

as it safely gives hair a real smooth color
fairly glows with life and lustre. Don’t

faded, dull, off-color hair a minute longe

Color Shampoo works gradually — eac
leaves your hair

more colorful, love

and easier to manage. No dyed look.

permanents. Get this rich lathering sha

gives fresh glowing color to your hair, t

lovely shades. Only 50 cents each or 2
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TINTS
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Take advantage of this offer and mail your order
today. On
50c v$l

arrival of your package, just deposit

for two) plus postage with postman and

Shampoo-tint your own hair right in your own
home.

Color Shampoo

But

if

for

any reason

you

aren't

100%

satisfied, just return the wrapper in 7 days and
your money will be refunded without question

NOW YOU CAN GET TINTZ AT LEADING
DEPARTMENT STORES, WALGREENS.
WHELAN’S, MOST DRUG STORES AND
5 & 10c STORES

TINTZ COMPANY, DEPT.73-K,205 N. Michigan, Ch

Canadian Office: Dept.73-K, 22 College St., Toronto

Send one full size TINTZ COLOR SHAMPOO in sha

below. On arrival, I will deposit 50c plus postage c

postman, on guarantee that if I'm not entirely sat

return empty wrapper in 7 days and you will refund m

□ 1 CAKE 50c

□ 2 CAK

(if C. O. D., postage charges extra)

Don't delay, order today!
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GREGORY PECK
BY TOM KELLEY
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Her lovely hair shines just like jet, No wonder she’s the brunette threat!
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LEAVES YOUR HAIR SO LUSTROUS, YET SO EASY TO MANAGE!
Only Drene
with Hair Conditioner reveals
up to 33% more lustre than soap
. . . yet leaves hair so easy to
arrange, so alluringly smooth!

D<tes your hair look dull,
slightly mousy?
No wonder—if you’re washing it with cake
soap or liquid soap shampoo! Because soap
of any sort leaves a soap film which dulls
lustre, robs your hair of glamour! Change
to Drene Shampoo with llair Conditioner!
Drene never leaves any dulling film. That’s
why it reveals up to 33% more lustre!
Does your hair-do require
constant fiddling?
Men don't like this business of running
a comb through your hair in public! Fix
your hair so it stays put! And remember
Drene with llair Conditioner leaves hair
wonderfully easy to manage, right after
shampooing! No other shampoo leaves
hair so lustrous, yet so easy to arrange!
Sssssshhlt h It!
But have you dandruff?
Too many girls have! And what a pity.
For unsightly dandruff can he easily con¬
trolled if you shampoo regularly with Drene.
Drene with Hair Conditioner removes
every trace of embarrassing dandruff the
very first time you use it!

9 Smart, neu> combination . . . checks ami stripes worn together!
A Mouse of crisp rayon over a sweater of soft, warm cotton anti
wool. Her lovely hair, swept up from her face in an unusual
new eentcr-part arrangement, owes its shining smoothness to
Drene with Hair Conditioner. No other shampoo leaves hair so
lustrous, yet so eusy to manage!

MAKE A I»ATE WITH

Tonight. . . don’t put it off . . . shampoo your hair the new glamour
wav! Use Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioner! Get the combi¬
nation of beauty benefits only this wonderful improved shampoo
can give!
is* Extra lustre. . . up to 33% more than with soap or
soap shampoos!
WManageable hair . . . easy to comb into smooth
shining neatness!
ts'Complete removal of dandruff! Insist on Drene
Shampoo with Hair Conditioner, or ask your beauty shop to use it.

-
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10-Day Miracle Diet—Lose 10 Pounds in 10 Days!—a
3 Delicious, Satisfying Meals a Day; Not Do a Bit of Ext

PARTIAL CONTENTS

Showing HOW This Book Takes
Off the Pounds and the Bulges
I. THE SURE WAY TO REDUCE
The “Lazy Way” to Lose
Exereise Is a Praetleal
Weight. How you can reduce Joker. Why exercise alone ia
quickly and safely—no exer¬ a poor way to reduce.
cise, no hunger pangs, no
No Drugs. No Sweat, No
drugs, girdles or gadgets.
Charge. Why you can ignore
How Mueh Do You Want costly sweat baths, reducing
to Reduce—How Fast? Your drugs, dangerous fasting etc.
choice of diets that reduce
Counting Calories Isn't
you rapidly or gradually, as Enough. “Gallopingcalories"
you wish.
that filim you faster.
II. WHY YOU DON'T GET SUM
Coffee, Tea, Cocoa, Milk,
Cocktail Calories. The
Water,Soft Drinks. How bev- strange role of alcohol in
erages affect weight control building fat.
—with some surprises l
III. YOU CRACK DOWN ON CALORIES
How Proteins Help You guards that make speedy
Get Slim. Reducing without weight reduction safe.
hunger or sacrificing vitality.
Two-Minute CalorieThe Simple Arithmetic of Counting Table. At-a-glance
Reducing. Easy way to eet chart showing kinds of cal¬
your calorie quota whether ories in 26 meat dishes, 4
you’re a housewife, war plant kinds of milk. 13 fish, 10
worker, stenographer, etc.
cheese and egg servings, 41
10-Day Miracle Diet. Safe, vegetables, 29 fruits, 19
easy way to lose a pound a breads, cereals. 16 pie9, pas¬
day for 10 days. Daily menus. tries, 17 fats, sugars, syrups,
Heartier Diets. 3 dally 7 nuts, 11 soups, 18 “little
diets for losing 10 pounds things", 15 beverages.
a month. How to substitute
Eat as Often as You Want.
other foods you like better. Exploding the no - food - be¬
2 “STAY Slim" diets.
tween-meals myth and the
The Fastest SAFE Slim¬ nothing - but - coffee - for ming Program. Diet safe¬ breakfast error.
IV. YOU COUNT YOUR VITAMINS THE EASY WAY
You Needn’t Pay Extra for Infants, Pregnant Women.
Vitamins. How to get all you
Lightning Vitamin Calcu¬
need from foods alone.
lator. Vitamin units in 78
Your Daily Vitamin Needs. common foods in handy chart.
Complete table showing unit*
Cook Them Kindly. $ sim¬
of A, Bl, C, G. D needed for ple rules to preserve vitamins
Adults, Adolescents.Children, in preparing foods.
V. EAT FOR BEAUTY, CHARM AND—YES,
REALLY-SEX APPEAL
No Pep, No Joy, No
Skin You Love to Toueh.
Friends. Is this you! How Vitamin A and other
How you can remedy it elements promote clear, beau — at the dinner table! tiful skin.
Gray Hair, Baldness
Teeth You Love to Brush,
and the Diet. What scl- Food, for healthy teeth,
ence has learned about
Diet Cure for Constipation,
diet effects on hair.
“Scare" warnings va. truth.
VI. EATING FOR "OOMPH"
Food and Glamour. ReAnemia Wins No Love
lation of what you eat to Prizes. Red - blooded
personal appearance, vi- “romance" minerals: how to
tality, sex appeal.
get them.

What This Book is Doing for Others

Examine It 5 Days FREE

"Lost the specified 10 lbs. in 10 days.
Feel better than in years."—Wisconsin.
“My sister is very short, weighed 196.
Was so thrilled to be losing weight, would
even get up in the night to weigh herself.
Now weighs 120, is healthier, happier."
—Michigan.
“Kindly forward mo the book. Have a
friend who lost 34 lbs., is now ever so much
better in health, appearance."—California
“Most sensible way to reduce I have seen
yet. I'm a registered nurse and can fully
appreciate sensibility of this means." —
Massachusetts.
“Lost 35 lbs. in 41 days. Complimenta to
your book."—West Virginia.

It costs only a stamp to examine this book
FREE. No money need be sent now. "The New
Way to Eat and Get Slim" (in a plain wrapper)
will be sent with the understanding that you may
keep it 5 days. If, even in that short time, you
are NOT convinced it offers you the quick, safe,
lazy-way to reduce—return it without obligation.
Otherwise, keep it for only $2.00, plus few
cents postage.
A body that is slim, healthy, and alive will
win admiration the rest of your life. Take the
first step toward lovely, alluring slenderness now.
Mail Free Examination Coupon at once.
WILFRED FUNK, Inc., Dept. R 323, 354
Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

YES,
it’s true—this new 10
DIET —thanks to lates

weight control! Now—WHE
OR A WOMAN—you can
in 10 days, 30 pounds or
months—comfortably, pleasa

WITHOUT strenuous, difficult
OUT dangerous pills or drugs. W
ing in steam baths or spending m
WITHOUT suffering the dizz
torture of self-imposed starvatio

You’ll eat three delicious, ful
a day, including a big breakfast.
to "snack" between meals. This
way—described in the fascinatin
Way to Eat and Get Slim,” by D
brings you a slimmer, more att
also greater health and beauty! Y
smoother, clearer . . . your hai
trous ... your eyes more sparklin
energy, pep, get-up-and-go.

What Is This Amazing

The whole secret lies in your
much, but also which kinds. A
may have imagined) merely a m
It's the kind of calories that ma
Some foods are high in /^/-p
Others are high in energy-pro
you merely cut down the amoun
being sure to get more energy
calories—you don't lose weight
simply "slows down"—and con

Many people think they know ab
they? Suppose you had to choose bet
orange juice and half a sirloin steak?
reach for the orange juice. Actually,
you 13 times as many precious ENER
total number of calories in each is ro

What This Book Can D

Mr. Cooley's book shows you, qui
to apply this simple principle of sel
instead of /<*/-calories. It gives you
Diet” by which you lose a pound a d
for losing 10 pounds in 30 days; a ’
losing 8 Yi pounds in 30 days; and a
that when you reach the right weig

You don't have to adhere rigidly
The book’s Substitution Table gives
and other foods you may eat instead.
on this page, suggests only a jew o
goes about improving your figure, he
general disposition.
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WILFRED FUNK, Inc., Depf. R 323
354 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N
Please send me—in a plain wrap
to Eat and Get Slim” for 5 days' FRE
If I keep the book I will send you $2
age. Otherwise I will return It withou
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City.
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Check here if enclosing $2.00
and WE will pay the postage.
turn privilege, for full refund,
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Published In
this space
every month
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This month’s col¬
umn should really
NATIONAL
be called “The
VELVET
Audiences Roar”.
IN TECHNICOLOR.
In the twenty years
that this leonine
toastmaster has
been introducing
films, we have yet
to experience an
audience reaction
like that revealed at
the previews of “National Velvet”.
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★
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It s the kinship with the characters that
makes it. You just want to see “Velvet”
win out.

,

★

.

★

After you ve seen it you may stop per¬
fect strangers in the street and say
“Have you seen ‘National Velvet’ ?”
You may get some dirty looks at first,
but after those people have gone to the
picture they may come around and
thank you.
★

.

★

★

★

★

★

★

That’s why Clarence Brown, the direc¬
tor. has reason to be proud. “National
Velvet” is enough to allow anyone to
rest on laurels. And that goes for Pandro
Berman, the producer.
★

★

★

★

Mickey Rooney, as the
trainer of “Pi”, gives
an acting performance
that outranks every¬
thing he has ever done
on the screen.

★

★

★

★

★

★

England’s “green and pleasant land” is
so beautiful in Technicolor. And the
screen play by Theodore Reeves and
Helen Deutsch is exceptionally right.
★

★

★

★ STORIES
Bing Crosby, Unlimited (Greg McClure)
By G. B. Shanklin 20
Tinker Bell in Tweeds (Dorothy McGuire)
By Marcia Daughtrey 22
This Is Myself (Gregory Peck)

24

“Keeping Books” on My Career
By Barbara Stanwyck 28
Boy From Brooklyn (Dane Clark)
By Joan Michaels
“How Little We Know”

(Lauren Bacall)

★

It has greatness—charm—excitement.
It has our absolute recommendation—
★
★
★
★
That’s “Velvet”!
—JJeo.

32

36

From Gags to Riches
By Jessie Henderson 38
Right Guy (Dick Jaeckel)
By Fredda Dudley
44

PORTRAITS
Peter Lawford. 19
Lauren Bacall.
Elizabeth Taylor.

37
40

FEATURES
Shooting Stars.

30

“The Three Caballeros”. 34
Sub-Sixteen (Elizabeth Taylor). 41
“The Belle” of the Nineties. 48
Can You Tie That? (Robert Benchley) . „. . .

52

DEPARTMENTS
Inside Hollywood
Movieland’s

Enid Bagnold’s best-selling novel could
not have been entrusted to a more
excellent supporting cast. Special men¬
tion for Donald Crisp, Anne Revere,
Angela Lansbury, Jackie Jenkins,
Arthur Treacher.
★

DORIS CLINE, Editor

6

Crossword Puzzle

12

New Picture Guide 14
Charm-Insurance Policies By Shirley Cook

16

Pictures in Production 17
Your Problem and Mine
By Jane Wyman

43

Movieland’s

Dear Us! What super¬
latives! But we can’t
help it. We’ll have to
go even further. Eliza¬
beth Taylor’s perform¬
ance means her dis¬
covery.
★
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What is it that makes this picture so
great? Surely it’s not just a horse
race—even though the Grand National
steeplechase—done as it’s done—is a
high spot in all entertainment annals.
★
★
★
★
No. It’s what’s behind every action.
It’s in the playing—in the directionin the production.

★
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★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
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The story is as simple as an alphabet.
The suspense mounts like Everest.
You’ll just love it.

★

★
★
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“National Velvet” is a baby we’re
proud of—almost proudest of. It is
something!
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By Jill W arren
Five Best Pictures of the Month
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This Was Hollywood
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HERE AT M-G-M, WE SINCERELY BELIEVE

“NATIONAL VELVET” IS ONE OF THE FINEST

PICTURES WE HAVE EVER MADE...AND WE’VE

BEEN MAKING THEM FOR TWENTY YEARS.

nOl°*

A CLARENCE BROWN Production

yj

Based on the Novel "National Velvet" by Enid Bagnold
STARRING

MICKEY ROONEY
with

DONALD CRISP • ELIZABETH TAYLOR
ANNE REVERE-ANGELA LANSBURY-JACKIE JENKINS
ARTHUR TREACHER

•

Directed by CLARENCE BROWN

Produced by PANDRO S. BERMAN . Screen Play by Theodore
Reeves and Helen Deutsch • A Metro-Goldwyn-Moyer Picture

BUSY BIRD;

Sy FREDDA DUDLEY
THE WINNAHS:
Most coveted press award is the Golden
Apple, bestowed each year upon the Most
Cooperative Actress and the Most Coopera¬
tive Actor by the Hollywood Women's Press
Club. Most uncomfortable scowl is also be¬
stowed by this same group of publicists,
who point with a long finger at the Least Co¬
operative Actor and the Least Cooperative
Actress.
For 1944, Betty Hutton was given the
Golden Apple in the feminine sweepstakes,

Lucille Ball and Desi cut a calce at Ciro’s
in celebration of their fourth anniversary.

In New York at the Stork Club, Judy Garland
with her new romance, Dir. Vincent Minnelli.

and Alan Ladd won the gentleman's acco¬
lade. At the annual Christmas party given
to award the mementos, Betty almost knocked
herself out givng forth with song. She sang
"The Hard Way"-—a honey of a new tune
from her latest Paramount picture—"Murder",
"My Rocking Horse Ran Away," and a
sweetie, "It Had To Be You."
Alan couldn't appear to claim his Golden
Apple Script Holder because he was in
Denver on a hospital tour, and considered the
fulfilling of his tour commitments, quite prop¬
erly, a duty that must be done in preference
to returning to Hollywood to be feted.
Cary Grant again officiated as Santa Claus,
not only in his bearded capacity as distributor
of the grab bag gifts provided by the newshens, but also as host of the party which
closed with champagne toasts.
Runners-up in the cooperative department
this year were Lucille Ball and Maria Montez,
among the actresses; Humphrey Bogart and
Gregory Peck, among the males.
Scowl getters among the girls were Ver¬
onica Lake, and a tie between Lana Turner
and Betty Grable. However, all three of these
girls had mended their ways notably before
the votes were counted, so this mention may
be regarded as a remonstrative tap on the
wrist—nothing more.
The uncooperative boys were Errol (per¬
petual candidate) Flynn, who just doesn't
care what anyone thinks about him anyway,
and Fred MacMurray, who honestly feels
that he is of no interest to his public except
on the screen.
He believes, erroneously,
that he is "poor copy"—a mistaken notion.

The stork is getting around much faster
these days than your gossip columnist's type¬
writer can record, to wit:
Rebecca Welles is now blissfully installed
in her bassinet at the home of Rita and Orson
Welles. She checked in at 7 pounds by
Caesarian section, and her proud father an¬
nounced that she was the first bit of magic
he had ever seen that he really believed.
Incidentally, Orson and Rita were gaily din¬
ing at La Rue the night before Miss Rebecca
checked in.
Stephen Todd Andrews is the newcomer
in the Dana Andrews home. His parents
had first considered naming him Dana Todd
Andrews, but desisted because his initials
would have been D.T.
If you saw "Maizie Goes To Reno," you
became
acquainted with Ann Sothern's
Scottie, a quaint character who looked upon
the Sterling household as a domain supremely
her own. Then came that small pink bundle
from the hospital. The bundle had been an¬
ticipated in blue blankets because Ann had
been positive that her junior was to be a boy
—so sure, in fact, that she had the nursery
done in blue and ordered all bits of embroid¬
ery and ribbon on the infant's layette to be
blue. It was agreed between Ann and Bob
that Ann was to name the boy; but, if by
some chance the newcomer should be a girL
Bob was to name her. So, exercising his right,
the delighted dad titled his daughter Patricia
Ann. As far as the Scottie is concerned, how¬
ever, her name is mud. The efforts of the
household are currently devoted to assuring
the Scottie that she is still a beloved and
welcome member of the family, but she just
mopes in her basket and howls every time
Patty Ann cries.
•

*

•

SING WENT THE STRINGS:
As is entirely proper, Cupid has been
even busier than the stork.
Wisenheimers around town are saying
that if Bette Davis isn't actually married to
her Corporal Riley at this time, she soon
will be.
Mrs. Carter de Haven announced the en¬
gagement of her daughter, Gloria, to Mr. John
Payne. By the time you read this they will
already be married. A week or so after John
was discharged from the army, he was talk-

At premiere of ”30 Seconds Over Tokyo," Paulette Goddard with husband Capt. Burgess
Meredith. The Capt. beams at thought of baby, expected this spring or early summer.

«It’s practically a riot when a hero comes
back to the girl he didn’t leave behind him!”

A hero who'd put
on

the

spot

on

the

spot—like
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finds himself

sweetheart—and how
public

this!

When
A fox-hole was

never

this—but beds bore
ter what
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like
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through
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In public—she's his

will

that
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problem even with
fellow'

out
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the
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other

picture!

collapsible boat

expands—they
the

love
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almost

and will

away

scuttle
surely

the blues!

What

a gay

'dog'

is--and has!

MacMurray

No wonder

Claudette's worried!

She’s the loveliest mistake
a man ever kissed I

He didn’t want to love her
—but the way she kisses
is terrific!

It’s a laughing, loving
riot that hands a man a
sweetheart when he isn't
looking.

f
with GIL LAMB • CECIL KELLAWAY
ROBERT BENCHLEY • JANE FRAZEE • MIKHAIL RASUMNY

MITCHELL LEISEN

Production

Written by Norman Krasna
Directed by MITCHELL LEISEN

ing

to

friends

about

his

future.

Someone

FAMILY MATTER:
Over a year ago Faye Emerson wandered

asked him if he had developed a romance
of serious stature while roaming the country

into the

in khaki. He said thoughtfully, that he had
met some interesting, glamorous, worthwhile

ment to while away a spare twenty min¬
utes.

girls, but that he had experienced no cardiac

group discussing the merits of relatives, both

combustion.

pro and with arsenic.

He said it wasn't going to be

easy for him to select a second wife.

For timekeepi efficiency,

/

18BW *

ac:i -

Warner

Brothers

Publicity

Depart¬

In one office she found a convivial

He

She said wistfully, when there was a bit

wanted a girl who loved children, because

of idle air available, ‘T've never had much

he had to consider the welfare of his beloved

family—no brothers and sisters.

Julie. Then, too, he had an ideal.

He wanted

I do have

his

humorous;

world.''

wife

to

be

intelligent,

but

a

half-sister

She

Although

somewhere

explained

the

in the

circumstances

glamorous, but sensible; ambitious, but sweet.

of their separation, where she had last seen
her sister, and voiced a wish that the sister

ability, there a.;

He said that combination was as rare as the
sight of the planet Venus perched on the

no

prow of the new moon.

and depend

better

than

Kg iwajflgiSifr.

watches

CROTON

at

any price!

See

the new CROTONS at your favorite

and

for

quality

their moderate

and
prices

will

surprise you.

found.

enterprising

publicist,

seeing

in this

nostalgic

his girl—one who fits the specifications.

story, wrote it up and placed it with a ma¬

ist

beauty,

An

Venus did exactly that, and John had found

store. Compare them with any other
watches

could be

Then, in December,

As a frightened old predictor, your column¬
will extend her neck to here and say

incident

gazine.

the

the star.
a

thereafter.

was a great occasion.

(Elaine

de

Vinna),

Bride is Kay Morley

whose

career

being supervised by her husband.

is

now

Married

Faye,

round-trip

great

overjoyed, sent her sister

ticket

like California.

to

visit

Hollywood.

It

But the sister didn't

Her roots were in the East—

as well as the man she loved—so she re¬
turned, leaving Miss Emerson as family-less
as

November 14, they had planned to keep it

ever.
However,

secret, but Dick was asked to attend a studio

Beverly

party (alone,

is

as it was presumed that he

a

The magazine was read by Miss

married by the time you read this, or shortly
One of the handsomest couples in town

of

Emerson's half-sister, who got in touch with

that Anne Baxter and John Hodiak will be

is the Dick Crane pair.

making

Miss

Hills

noted,

Emerson

party—a

among

other

had

man

met—at

whose

things,

for

a

family
being

was single, and a single man in Hollywood

voluminous.

is more precious than jade nowadays) and

his own children plus his nieces and nephews

he grew lonesome for his bride.

After he

had made seven trips to the telephone

in

now

an

explanation.

Dick

tossed

the

sufficient

force

for

a football

team with strong reinforcements.

two hours, someone grew suspicious and de¬
manded

number

Himself one of five children,

So,

when

Faye

Emerson

married

Elliott

Roosevelt on December 3. 1944, she realized

secret on the cutting room floor, and began to
unreel a description of his Kay that made

a

the Taj Mahal sound like a wood shed.

husband, but a very personal ambition to be¬

June Horne decided to give up pictures and
return to Great Lakes to make a home for
her new husband, Jackie Cooper.

not only the ambition of every girl to take
handsome,

charming

and

highly-placed

come a member of a large family.
If

you

haven't

read

the

details

of

the

ceremony elsewhere, you will be interested

Top. CHESTER —depend¬
able 9-jewel man's watch
in yellow, with matching
expanding bracelet

,24.95

Bottom. SHARON—dis• inctive 9-jewel ladies'
watch in yellow —with
matching bracelet

Booklet

"B"

on

request.

$24.95

Croton

Watch Co., Inc., 48 W. 48th St.,
New York 19, N. Y.
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to
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YOU HAVE A DATE WITH A BEAUTIFUL PICTURE!
THE E/RSTGREATJURAMm MUSICAL

COLUMBIA PICTURES

presents

Screen Ploy by lesser Somuels ond Ahem Finkel • Songs by Jule Styne ond Sommy Cohn
Produced and Directed by VICTOR SAVILLE

Continued
from page 8

to know that the

service was read in the

trained

great

Tovar,

hall

of

El

luxurious

the rim of Grand Canyon.

Faye

what it takes in preparation, in sacrifice, in
desperate effort to turn any performance. As
long as I live I'll never criticize any honest

a

Her engagement ring

platinum band

set with three

dia¬

of her husband—a plain gold circlet.

Her

corsage

first

was

white

orchids,

and

the

person to wish her happiness by long dis¬
tance

telephone

the child

of

was

her small son, Billy,

Faye's first husband, William

During

the

week

before

their

marriage.

race."
*

*

*

SOLE INTEREST:
Miss Cheryl
big girl now.

Crane is getting
She trots around

to be a
wherever

her intense young curiosity invites her; she
"Mommy,"

and "Shoe."

"Daddy,"

"Yes,"

"No,"

The latter is the name of her

Faye and Colonel Roosevelt entertained his

current hobby and her most interesting speci¬

three children on the set at Warner Brothers

mens of this hobby are to be found in her

and at the Mocambo. They had the time of
their lives.

mother's shoe closet.

Cherry goes to

closet

carefully

*

•

*

fascinating pair of slippers,

ing

Betty Hutton rode C-54's over the perilous
She

morning,

this

selects

a

stows one be¬

day, as her contemporaries are now carry¬

HORRORS OF WAR:
Pacific.

each

neath each arm and carries them around all

desire: a big family.

THEN SHOW HER WHY Tampax brings
, about all these improvements—its in¬
vention by a doctor, its internal absorp¬
tion principle, its all-cotton construc¬
tion, its tremendous absorbency, its
patented applicator that makes inser¬
tion so quick and easy.

effort, because I know how much it costs
to be no more than the last contestant in a

says

W. Crawford, Jr.

Among

ALSO EXPLAIN how Tampax can cause
no bulges or ridges under any costume
—how it is really invisible in use and
can even be worn in a tub or shower.

competed

a

So, at last, Faye Emerson has her heart's

BEGIN BY TELLING your friend how Tam¬
pax banishes pins, belts and external
pads—how odor cannot form and sani¬
tary deodorant is not needed.

and

wore

monds. and her wedding ring matched that

your friends one or two may
still have vague ideas or wrong ideas
about Tampax. You will be doing them
a kindness by explaining the real facts
about this internal method of monthly
sanitary protection.

events

since I was eight years old, so I've learned

hat, carried a mink muff and wore matching
was

7ZMFAX
io a friend

athletic

on

blue doeskin tailored suit, a mink bandeaubrown suede shoes.

Wmio describe

for

Inn

scorched

over

coral

roads

in

dolls.

back

into

At

night she

their

tucks

compartment

the

with

shoes
cooing

sounds ordinarily used to put toys to bed.

jeeps, and leapt into fox holes with an agility

Lana

unmatched in the Marine Corps. After eight

occupation indicates—perhaps she is going

isn't

quite

sure

what

this

odd

pre¬

weeks of hazards ranging from Jap bombs

to grow up to be a ballet dancer, or she

to malaria, she returned safely to her home

may only have a liking for modern music

in

such as Shoe-Shoe, Baby.

Hollywood,

tried

to

open

the

bedroom

*

window, 'crashed through the pane and had

#

•

to spend a week in bandages.

BIG TIME:

PHILOSOPHY:

friends. Dave Willock, who used to work with

When Jack Carson and one of his best
Esther Williams, who—in 1938—won every

Jack in vaudeville, went to San Francisco to

American woman's free-style swimming title,

entertain on the Purple Heart Circuit, they

was recently listening to a discussion of the

stayed at a theatrical boarding house which

work of a fellow actress. One of the men

they had known well and patronized in the

at

old five-a-day era.

the

luncheon

never seen
eptitude.

such

After

table
a

all

said,

pitiable
the

acidly,
display

dramatic

"I've
of in¬

coaching

The landlady was the same.
the boys

with

open

arms,

She greeted

exclaimed over

Miss Blank has had, I don't see how she

their long absence and invited them into the

could fail so miserably."

living room for a long theatrical chat.

Esther Williams lifted a soft voice.

"I've

"What

(Continued on page 68)

SEND HER OUT TO BUY Tampax at a
drug store or notion counter, where it
is sold in 3 absorbency-sizes—Regular,
Super and Junior. A whole month's
supply will slip into her purse, while the
Economy Box contains 4 months’ aver¬
age requirements. Tampax Incorpor¬
ated, Palmer, Mass.

Sheridan (press -favorite, on accounta she co¬

The Jackie Coopers; married on December II,

operates) and James Cagney; at bond show.

in a ceremony at Wilshire Methodist Church.
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ORDER BY MAIL FROM HOLLYWOOD)

MOVIELMD CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1. Beautiful Maiden in "The
Princess and the Pirate”
5. Gene Tierney
10. Society of Grand Cinema
Stars (abbr.)
14. Below (naut.)
15. "Aspasia Conti” in "Mrs.
Parkington”
16. '*---- in the Saddle”
17. "Vincent” in "The
Conspirators”
18. Fastidiously trim
19. ... . show, a movie in a
box
20. - - - Cedric
21. Robt. Walker in "Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo”
22. "... - Island”
24. Cary’s aunts are not - - - in "Arsenic and Old Lace"
26. "Dead Man's - - - -”
27. With Ginger and Joe in
"I’ll
Be
Seeing
You”
(inits.)
29. Portrays Ellen Wilson in
"Wilson” (inits.)
30. "Glen” in 61 down (inits.)
31. Reissue a movie
36. Sword handle
38. - - - - May Whitty
40. She heads the cast in
"Johnny Doesn’t Live Here
Anymore”
41. Oriental nurse
42. "Judge Hardy”
44. Worthless
45. "Ever Since
47. Fragment
48. Old-time movie director
49. She swam
the
English
Channel
51. "Jack Stilham” in "Mrs.
Parkington” (inits.)
52. "Mark McPherson” in
"Laura” (inits.)

53. "Amory Stilham” in "Mrs.
Parkington” (inits.)
54. Charlie in "Our Hearts
Were Young and Gay”
56. Dispatched
58. "The Soul of a.”
62. Corroded
63. - - - LaRoque
66. Encourages
67. With John in 16 across
69. Moon-goddess
70- "Prof. Eisner” is Muni’s
- - - - in "A Song to Remember”
71. Close to (poet.)
72. Delightful region
73. Bark shrilly
_
74. "Lola Dietrichson” is - - • •
role in "Double Indemnity”
75. "Jane - - - -”

DOWN
1.
2.
3.
4.

Charts
Turkish regiment
"Practically - - Victor in "Roger Touhy,
Gangster”
5. Free - - - 6. Awry (dial.)
7. "Mrs. Blevin” in "My Pal,
Wolf’
8. Make another attempt
9. "Frankie” in "Music in
Manhattan” (inits.)
10. Part of "The Big Noise”
11. Ronald is in a beggar’s
- - - - in "Kismet”
12. Ingrid in "Saratoga Trunk”
13. What Fred did in "Double
Indemnity”
19. "Genevieve” is - - - - role
in "Going My Way”
21. "Sheila” in "The Merry
Monahans”
23. Prefix: air
25. "Janie Anderson” in "The
Impatient Years”

26. "Miss Munn” is - - - - role
in "My Pal, Wolf”
27. What Monty Woolley does
not do
28. Synchronized, as movie
sound effects
30. - - - - Waller is in "Stormy
Weather”
32. "Bonnie Watson” in
"Greenwich Village”
33. City in Asiatic Russia
34 30 across
’
Prefix: nine
37. Cary’s bride in "Arsenic
and Old Lace”
38. Producer of "Since You
Went Away” (inits.)
39. Heroine of "Idylls of the
King”
43. Dennis’ sweetheart in "The
Very Thought of You”
(inits.)
Long and narrow apertures
Summer (French)
"Agnes” in "Happy Land”
Hedy in "The Conspira¬
tors”
56. Bud and Lou are the - - - in "Lost in a Harem”
57. Linda in "Sweet and LowDown”
58. Portrays Eleanor Wilson In
"Wilson”
59. Wood-wind instrument
60. - - - - Gwynn
61. "-Lively”
62. With Loretta in "And Now
Tomorrow”
64. Heavy blow (slang)
65. He is in "The Very
Thought of You”
68. Meadow
69. "Andy” in "The Impa¬
tient Years”
71. Impersonated by Donald
in "The Merry Monahans’'
(inits.)

46.
50.
52.
55".

(For Solution See Page 81)
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BETTY JCO-ED’S1

' "StwM&i’
SLACK SUIT

17

1

A two-tone, two-piece slock suit with wonder¬
fully slim lines! Smort jacket is bloused for
|
easy fit, with nipped-in waistband, two clever
'envelope" pockets and tricky buckle. Slacks ' |
are beautifully draped, with deep pleats. \ |
Tailored from a luxurious, long-wearing all;
season rayon fabric, "Tebilized" to resist
1, ^
creases! Brown, Navy, Black, Red, Green,
and Cadet Blue, with color contrast in jacket.
;
Sizes 10 to 20. $10.98, plus postage.
•

“

SEND NO MONEY-WE MAIL C. O. D.
Or save C. 0. 0. charges and speed delivery by enclosing
cashier's check or money order for S11.23. which includes
postage and handling.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!
PROMPT DELIVERY

BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD
Dept. 898
i '
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. /gg

BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD, Dept 898
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please send •Stroller1' Slack Suit at $10.98,
(Californians, odd 2VtX Stale Sales Tax)
P*W* P0*10®**
BrownQ NovyQ Black□ Cadet BlueQ RedQ Groan□
(Mark U» and 2nd color choice)

Size: 10 12 14 16 18 20
(Pleose ptml name end odd-ess plainly)

City_

12

(Cird.«»«wonted)

20

2

3

H
J
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.. .in TECHNICOLOR for the Tirst Time!

More thrilling...with the Miracle Melodies of JEROME KERN !
Romancing in the arms of two men

winning the West all over again!

DAVID BRUCE LEONID KINSKEY RAY COLIINS JUNE VINCENT ANDREW TOMBES THOMAS GOMEZ
Directed by

FRANK RYAN
Music

by

y9cx/t/c«></ Ay FELIX JACKSON
JEROME KERN

by

Assoc Doducer

FRANK SHAW

E Y. HARBURG

Screen Play by LEWIS R. FOSTER and FRANK RYAN • Story by John Klorer and Leo Townsend • dosed on "Girl of The Overland Trail by Samuel I. ond Curtis B. Warshawsky * A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

HANGOVER SQUARE (20th Century-Fox)
From the novel by Patrick Hamil¬
ton, author of “Angel Street” and
other spine-chillers, the film version
of “Hangover Square” is guaranteed
to send you home looking over your
shoulder.
In his last performance,

AS BIG AND LAVISH
AS ITS COLORFUL
SETTING...
THl SCANDAL SPOT of the WEST
The call of adventure an¬
swered in the full flare of
romance! Exciting! Lusty!
Stars!

Dancing Lovelies!

Tuneful melodies!

JOHN WAYNE
ANN DVORAK

FLAME OF
BARBARY
COAST
It'8 two-fisted, sock enter¬
tainment with a stirring
climax crowded with shock
and thrill!
featuring

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
with WILLIAM FRAWLEY

VIRGINIA GREY and
RUSSELL HICKS • JACK NORTON
PAUL FIX
•
MANART KIPPEN

A

14

REPUBLIC

PICTURE

the late Laird Cregar gave an out¬
standing portrayal of the composer
who suffers lapses of memory, and
during these periods, commits brutal
murders. Linda Darnell is the dance
hall girl who uses her beauty as bait
to attract men who can help her.
George Sanders is the Scotland Yard
detective who solves the mystery. It
may sound like the “old horror story”
plot, but this one is a true tale of
terror, and excellently done.
COLONEL BLIMP (United Artists release)
First in a series of new films im¬
ported from England, and rating as
one of the best “stories about war”
to come out of the war thus far. Pho¬
tographed in Technicolor, starring
names which bid for becoming quickly
familiar and popular in this country,
as well as in England—Roger Livesey
(as the Col.) Deborah Kerr, Anton
Walbrook, Frith Banbury, and Jane
Millican, to mention but a few in this
cast of many.
The story traces the career of a
British “brass hat”, introducing him
first as a young officer returned a
hero from the Boer War, catching up
with him again in World War I, and
showing him as the Colonel Blimp of
cartoon fame, retired from active duty
but serving at the head of the Home
Guard forces in World War II.
Deft handling of the script and skill¬
ful direction combine to make this
picture a brilliant satire, run through
with comedy situations that are at
times broad humor, and again, subtle
mockery. Still, the impact of the mes¬
sage is real, and for being a story of
wars and warriors, it’s as all-inclusive
as Noel Cowaxd’s “Cavalcade.”
BELLE OF THE YUKON (International,
released by RKO) is noteworthy be¬
cause: it has Dinah Shore and Gypsy
Rose Lee. Dinah sings, and it’s a
comeback awaited, with interest and
enthusiasm, for The Rose, who made

SEE 5 BEST
PICTURES OF
THE MONTH
ON PAGE 50

HOLLYWOOD STARS YOU KNOW
USE/^7

PICTURE GUIDE
BYy WESTMORE

a stab at Hollywood a few years ago
in the name of Louise Hovick. Both
Dinah and Gypsy add zest and excuse
to what would otherwise have been
just another movie about just another
dance hall owner (Randolph Scott)
with an eye for the ladies and a knack
for nefarious money schemes. If in¬
tended as satire and mock-Western,
the joke isn’t always funny and sug¬
gests, instead, the floundering of pretty
thin melodrama. With Charles Winninger, Bob Burns, Florence Bates,
Guinn “Big Boy” Williams, William
Marshall and Robert Armstrong.
DELIGHTFULLY DANGEROUS (United
Artists) brings Jane Powell back to
the screen for the second time (she
made her debut in “Song of the Open
Road”), and her amazing voice is ac¬
companied this time by Morton
Gould’s orchestra.
It’s a light tale
about a youngster with a sister (Con¬
stance Moore) in burlesque, and the
child’s efforts to be a success so that
her sister won’t have to work.
MANHUNT OF MYSTERY ISLAND
(Republic) gives you 15 chapters of
“chills and thrills.” This serial has
the usual “reliables”—secret weapons,
death chambers, kidnapping—all cal¬
culated to get you to your local
theatre “next week.”
TONIGHT AND EVERY NIGHT (Columbia)
brings Rita Hayworth in another musi¬
cal, a riot of color and entertainment.
She portrays one of many chorus girls
at a London theatre entertaining our
troops.
When a magazine photog¬
rapher comes to take pictures, he is

FROM HOLLYWOOD . . . COMES THIS SENSATIONAL
NEW FOUNDATION MAKE-UP FOR A LOVELIER YOU!
NOT A CAKE ... NOT A CREAM
DOES

F

NOT CAUSE DRY

SKIN

OR the flawless-looking complexion of the stars
... one drop of Overglo ... and presto! Quickly,

evenly applied with your fingertips, this new
liquid-cream foundation of the Westmores camou¬
flages large

pores

and

little lines.

Adds youthful

smoothness under powder and rouge. Keeps make¬
up fresh all day. Never gives a masked appearance.
Non-drying, definitely! Its emollient lanolin and oil
base helps defy dust and weather, too. One bottle
lasts for months. Six flattering shades. $1.50 plus tax.

told that the girls never missed a
show during the bombings. The story
then flashes back to tell of the ro¬
mance of American fliers with the
girls, the bombings and their conse¬
quences, the courage of the perform¬
ers. The plot is supported by tuneful
music, beautiful and bizarre settings,
and excellent dancing. Lee Bowman,
Janet Blair and Ross Hunter add to
the cast, and Rita herself was never
lovelier.
(Continued on page 74)

Director
of Make-up at Paramount
Pictures, Hollywood, using
Overglo to make up
Claudette Colbert for the
picture "PracticallyYours.”

Wally Westmore,

Westmore’s new Overglo Face Pow¬
COMING SOON!
der. A one-shade powder to end your
"wrong shade’’ worries. Created especially for use with any
shade of tinted cake, cream or liquid foundation. Some stores
already sell it. Soon available everywhere.
£/. plus tax-

Complete your make-up with
Westmore’s famous Lipstick,
Rouge, Face Powder and Creams.

PRODUCTS

OF

TRE

HOUSE

OF

WESTMORE
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Y
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'OU’RE only young once?
It’s not necessarily so!
Trouble is, the under-thirty age is apt to be the care¬
less age. If (perish the thought) you’ve been saying
“It can’t happen here,’’ consider the example of Rhonda
Fleming, featured in David O. Selznick’s “Spellbound.”
Rhonda, at the tender age of twenty-one has decided
not that the years “can’t” but won’t catch her off guard.
Health is the cornerstone of glowing good looks. For
the sparkle that has stamina, Rhonda depends on suffi¬
cient sleep, a well-balanced diet and plenty of exercise.
Next to health comes habit—the consistent daily at¬
tention that adds up to good grooming. That wealth

of Fleming mahogany hair stays at the peak of its shin¬
ing perfection with vigorous brushwork and efficient
shampoos. Rhonda doesn’t worry about sallow skin or
enlarged pores. Instead, she staves them off with fre¬
quent soap-and-water washings followed by icy rinses
or a mild astringent. Her anti-wrinkle campaign in¬
cludes mid-day cream cleansings and overnight lubri¬
cation.
Her rich, dry skin cream does double duty
around the delicate eye areas and the extra-sensitive
throat skin.
So much prevention takes so little time—and does so
much to hold back the toll of time!

PICTURES IN
PRODUCTION

Q Roberts
stai ot

AT UNIVERSAL:

OKLAHOMA'."

EASY TO LOOK AT will also be easy to
listen to, because Gloria Jean sings
to Kirby Grant. Is that bad?
BLONDE RANSOM stars Donald Cook
(whose bit with Paul Henreid in
HOLLYWOOD CANTEEN proves
what a handsome indie he still is),
Virginia Grey, and George Barbier.

musv
ie mysen
“1 can’t mu¬
on

Bove’

ROCKIN' IN THE ROCKIES isahoss
opera with Mary Beth Hughes, Tim
Ryan, and piles of granite.
THE FIGHTING GUARDSMAN has John
Loder and Anita Louise at work. John
was recently laughing over the titles
of his recent pictures. Previous to his
guardsman duties, John was in “The
Brighton Strangler” for RKO, and be¬
fore that he was prominent in “The
Hairy Ape.”
(Continued on page 64)
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THIS LOVE OF OURS involves John
Garfield, Eleanor Parker, Dane Clark,
and John Ridgely who will have to
see a priority board about a bicycle
if Warners continue to use him in two
pictures at once.

THE POWER OF THE WHISTLER is a
newie in the series with Richard Dix
and Janis Carter.

I

Beautiful

have

HOTEL BERLIN is the scarey with Ray¬
mond Massey, Helmut Dantine, Faye
Emerson, Peter Lorre, and Alan Hale.

ESCAPE IN THE FOG is an edge-ofthe-seater with Nina Foch and Otto
Kruger.

1
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THE BIG SLEEP is the Bogart-Bacall
excitement with John Ridgely, Regis
Toomey, and Theodore von Eltz. Mr.
Bogart and Miss Bacall have been
dancing at various night clubs be¬
tween the Bogarts’ “reconciliations.”

A THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS, in
Technicolor, stars Cornel Wilde and
Evelyn Keyes. To judge from advance
notices on Wilde’s performance in “A
Song To Remember,” this picture
should establish him as a top drawer
name in Hollywood.

1

singing

‘Oh What

AT WARNERS:

AT COLUMBIA:
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THAT'S WE SPIRIT is keeping Peggy
Ryan busy with Jack Oakie, Buster
Keaton, Johnny Coy (the dancing
genius who is one day going to be as
famous as Astaire), and Gene Lock¬
hart.

MILDRED PIERCE is the- picture you
must make room for on your 1945
calendar. This will give Joan Craw¬
ford one of the best pictures of her
career and will undoubtedly re-es¬
tablish her as one of Hollywood’s
greatest actresses. Jack Carson is to
play her sincere, pathetic husband.
Zachary Scott is the wolf, and Ann
Blyth is the singing daughter with the
soul of a man-eating shark.

the
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NEW...a CREAM DEODORANT
which Safely helps

STOP

under-arm

PERSPIRATION

1. Does not irritate skin. Does not rot
dresses and men’s shirts.

2. Prevents under-arm odor. Helps stop
perspiration safely.

3. A pure, white, antiseptic, stainless
vanishing cream.

4. No waiting to dry. Can be used right
after shaving.
5. Arrid has been awarded the Approval
Seal of the American Institute of
Laundering for being harmless to fabric.
Use Arrid regularly.

i-' Guaranteed by ^
Good Housekeeping
w*., .remaino.
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Plus Tax

(Also in 59^ jars)
At any store which sells toilet goods

ARRID

THE LARGEST SELLING DEODORANT

KATIE
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who forgot that loving

Jl^rUNiN i ... who sang 'cause

FRANCIE

man was thinking with your heart!

singing was the laughter oi the angels!

who dreamed

AUNT SISSY

who

she was only friendly!

NEELEY

whose world was

McSHANE

Brooklyn... and "alia candy you can eat"!

JAMES GLEASON • RUTH NELSON ■ JOHN ALEXANDER • B.S.PULIT - Directed by ELIA KAZAN - Produced by LOUIS D. LIGHTON.
18

Screen Play by Tess Slesinger and Frank Davis • Adapted from the Novel by Betty Smith
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BECAUSE his success, at 21, is a combination of talent,
experience, and great .good luck .. . BECAUSE his work
in “Mrs. Miniver,” “White Cliffs of Dover,” and “Mrs.
Parkington” has given him a solid backlog of good per¬
formances and speaks well for his future ... BECAUSE
he will be seen in bigger and better roles in “Son'of
Lassie” and “The Picture of Dorian Gray,” which proves
that MGM is thinking seriously about him ... BECAUSE
his charm and humor have captivated the femmes.

B

ING CROSBY, who started out
as a crooning playboy and
developed into .one of Holly¬
wood’s most solid citizens, has
arrived at the top of the cine¬
matic ladder—which is to say, he
has become a producer, than which
there is nothing whicher.
However, anybody who expects
Bing to be the traditional type of
producer, full of temperament and
ulcers, is due for disappointment.
He’s long been noted for his re¬
laxed and rhythmic style of work¬
ing, and there’s nothing to indicate
he’s going to change. He makes all
decisions with a minimum of fuss
and feathers that never ceases to
astound the hyper-thyroid citizens
in that city of organized confusion.
Nobody'knows how long the idea
of producing pictures independent¬
ly has been simmering in the back
of his head. It’s a safe bet that
it’s in the back of every actor's
head at some time or other. The
distinctive thing about Crosby is
that he keeps his ideas to himself
till he’s ready to act on them, and
then he acts. That’s how he avoids
the prodigal waste of time and
energy for which Hollywood is so
famous.
The old Groaner has always had
many extra - curricular activities,
outside his movie and radio work.
Some of these are well-known,
such as his devotion to horse¬
racing and golf. Others, less wellknown, are on the commercial or
even philanthropic side, including
an interest in a Pasadena steel
foundry, and the Crosby Labora¬
tory, which Bing and his brothers
founded to help inventors perfect
and market their ideas.
On a Friday night, you’ll gen¬
erally find Bing in a ringside seat
at the American Legion Stadium;
so it’s not surprising that for his
first production, he chose the story
of John L. Sullivan, one of the most
fabulous characters in prize fight¬
ing history. It came about so natu¬
rally that you might even say the
story chose him.
To begin at the beginning, Frank
Mastroly, who was a sports writer
in New York more than twenty
years ago, and who later wrote for
King Features under Frank Menke,
got the idea some time back that
Sullivan’s life was material for a
bang-up good screenplay.
After
coming
to
Hollywood,
he
still
thought so, but never got around
to doing anything about it.
One day he mentioned the idea
to his friend, James Edward Grant,
former Chicago reporter, now a
writer of lusty Hollywood sce¬
narios (“Boom Town” and “Johnny
Eager,” among his best).
Grant
liked the (Continued on page 57)
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The Groaner turns producer; bets
his moviemaking money on a
newcomer named Greg McClure

By G. B. SHANKLIN
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Dottie "Claudia" McGuire
in "Tree Grows," -for 20+h.
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Mrs.

Peck's good

boy!

Gregory, his wife

Greta

(they've been married 2 yrs.), and son Jonathan.

Milk

is the

popular drink

in

the

Peck

household

they keep a standing order for five quarts a day

Really

a

talented

chef,

he

specializes

in

omelettes;

can hold his own though, too, cooking barbecue style.
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Hollywood's leoding mon of the hour!

Star of "Keys of the Kingdom,"

for 20th Century-Fox; with Greer Garson in "Valley of Decision," MGM.

I MIGHT HAVE BEEN
An athlete . . . -My first hero was a football player
on the school team. I wish I could remember his
name. I was too shy to speak to him, but I used
to watch him, admire everything he did, and glow
over his triumphs ... I enjoyed every kind of
sport and took part in many of them. My hopes
of becoming an Olympic champion were wrecked
when I received a spinal injury.
A builder of boats ... I was born at LaJolla, Cali¬
fornia; as a child, I spent most of my spare time

25

With Walter Pidgeon, who dropped in to congratulate him on his first day before the
cameras at the Metro lot. Peck had just finished "Spellbound," for United Artists.

THIS 1$ MYSELF

Continued
V
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Greg has just bought a home atop a peak in
the Santa Monica Mts., is his own gardener.
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in the water or on the beach. The kids I played
with were like myself, interested in sailing. One
summer we built a boat all by ourselves, warping
our own lumber, carefully shaping and fitting
each piece, conducting every operation as we had
seen experts do it. The result turned out to be
quite a boat, and for some time I could think
of no occupation so absorbing as boat-building.
A doctor ... I went to college to take a pre-medical
course. I still like the idea of being a doctor, but
the courses offered were to me tedious and dull.
I found them so boring I gave up my medical
ambition, floundered around for a year trying to
find out what I was fitted for, and then—
I WAS INVITED
To do a part in a college play. Up to that time, I had
rather looked down on actors. Men with make-up
on their faces! I hadn’t troubled to discover what
intrigued them about acting. But once I had tried
the stage and found it absorbing, I knew I had
the career I’d been looking for.

I LIKE
Thomas Wolfe’s novels, Grieg, rare steak, the color
red, my pipe, songs of the sea, jazz.
I DON’T LIKE
• •
Squash, hillbilly music, exaggerated lipstick, showoffs or people who talk in the theater.
I REMEMBER
A pair of high button shoes my grandmother gave
me as a surprise when I was in grade school. None
of the other kids wore such shoes. I suffered
agonies. I used to hide my feet as much as possible,
and the only thing I noticed about a schoolmate
was his footgear. My grandmother had meant to
please me, so I couldn’t let her know how I hated
those shoes. I wore them for what seemed years—
until they were completely worn out.
I’LL NEVER FORGET
How thrilled I was when my father, after broad
hints, bought me a pair of (Continued on page 55)

A handy man to have around the house.
He's an expert with hammer and nails.

He mows the lawn, too! Which makes
him the perfect husband—and he is.
Dirty automobiles? They're on his hate list! So he
spends a couple hours a week keeping his glistening.
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LIABILITIES

DEBITS

DEBITS

ITEMS

1. My black Irish "moods." Only a person who
has experienced these can understand what they
are. It’s as if a suffocating cloud of gloom en¬
veloped you, as if you were in a dark mental
prison and couldn’t see the sunshine.
Other
people, no matter how much they love you and
want to help you, can’t get to you, even though
you reach vaguely and helplessly toward them.
You can only wait for the cloud to lift.
I call this a particularly ugly liability, a real
debit, because it is so easy to make a wrong im¬
pression—to lose a friend or even an opportunity.
When I was working in “Annie Oakley,” years
ago, Fred Stone brought his brother-in-law, the
distinguished author, Rex Beach, on the set to
meet me. I had admired Mr. Beach for years
and wanted to meet him. Unfortunately, I was
in one of my dark moods that day, but I thought
I had it under control. Afterwards, when I told
Fred what a privilege I felt it had been to meet
and talk with Mr. Beach, he said drily, “Well,
one would never have known you felt that way!
Rex went away feeling that you had been bored
with him and his presence on the set had been
much, much less than welcome!”
I had lost an opportunity which I valued very
much. The only thing I know now to do about
these moods is to stay away from friends and
business associates. I walk . . . and walk . . . and
walk, trying to wear them out. It is not only the
danger of being misunderstood which makes
these things a liability, it is the loss of precious,
God-given time when I might be enjoying other
people and accomplishing something. It is sheer
waste.
*

#

*

.
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As told to
HELEN

LOUISE

WALKER

Barbara Stanwyck doesn't pretend
to be a crack businesswoman. She
has as much trouble balancing her
bank book, keeping track of red
and blue points at the market, and
making out her income tax as you
and me.
But she does have an
"elephant memory", and in it she's
stored away dozens of items, tabu¬
lated mentally as assets and liabili¬
ties to her career and her happiness.
Barbara Stanwyck tells in her own
words how she’s moved some of her
liabilities over to the credit side
of the ledger, and how she's learned
to deal with those left as debits.

2 My supersonsitiveness. I used to carry my
heart on my sleeve and a good sized chip on my
shoulder. Someone told me to blame it on my
“sign of the Zodiac” and for awhile I had a fine
time, excusing myself and blaming the stars!
But I found that alibis wouldn’t do. Came the
time when Bob and I were invited to a very
special party. I simply outdid myself with a new
frock, with “the works” at the beauty shop, and
I told myself I wasn’t bad!
But Bob didn’t
notice a thing! I seethed.
When we arrived at the party, I made every
effort to be the life, if not the belle, of the ball!
I chattered and preened myself and smiled like
crazy. I was getting along all right, too, but not
actually enjoying myself too much, when I
caught Bob’s eye across the room. He grinned
and gave me a very special, wicked wink, as if
to say, “Havin’ fun, Babe?”
Suddenly everything was fine. I felt a little
silly, but I felt good, too. Once I would have
been utterly dejected if Bob had failed to notice
my appearance for a special occasion. I’d have
asked myself the torturing questions, “Doesn’t
he care any more? Has he lost interest?” But
now I knew that it didn’t matter whether he said
anything or not. We were aware of one another,
we were together, even across a huge roomful of
people.
That particular debit would never
bother me again!
*

*

*

3. My inability to "put on an act."

This sounds
like a funny one, but it has always seemed a
definite liability to me that I, who aspire to be an
actress, can’t assume a (Continued on page 62)

ASSETS

CREDITS
DATE

CREDI

ITEMS

1. Two friendships. Two wonderful assets at the
very outset of my career were the friendships
and incredible kindnesses of two men—Billy La
Hiff, of the Tavern (a night club in New York)
and Mr. Willard Mack, the playwright-producer.
Billy used to stake chorines when they were
down on their luck. He did it with utter tact
and quiet kindliness.
Among the chorines he
helped was Stanwyck—when I was discouraged
and short of “eating money,” but wild with
ambition to get into a Broadway play. It was
practical help combined with the assurance that
he believed I had what it took.
It was an
immeasurable help
Willard Mack gave me my first role in a play
called “The Noose." He rewrote the part to fit
me after he had seen my tryout. He even gave
me my name. I've told again and again how he
changed Ruby Stevens to Barbara Stanwyck by
combining two names on a convenient billboard.
The friendships of those two men were the
most wonderful assets I could have had. Their
kindness put me under an eternal obligation to
help other struggling artists. It is the only way
I can possibly repay Billy La Hiff and Willard
Mack for what they did for me!
*

*

*

2. Lack of Education.

I know it sounds funny
to classify that as an asset, and it certainly wasn’t
in the beginning. It was a debit which I managed '
to turn into a credit, so it goes on the other side
of the book.
I was a poor child, grew up in a
poor neighborhood and went to work very early.
Fortunately, I was conscious of my lack of book
knowledge. I was humiliated by it.
There was the time, when I was in the chorus,
that I remarked, ruefully, “Guess I’ll have to in¬
vest in a new pair of shoes. These are just plain
dilapitated!" One of the girls sneered at me. “I
think you mean 'Dilapidated’,” she corrected. My
temper rose.
“I don’t!
I mean dilapitated!” I
insisted. “These are very special shoes!”
But it hurt. I had to tell myself again and again
that lack of education was not like the lack of an
arm. You could get an education if you wanted
it badly enough and tried hard enough. What
was more, I told myself (and I still do!) you have
more appreciation of more alertness about the
things you read and learn yourself, than you do
about the things just handed you in easy-to-take
capsules while you are young.
I read a great deal now, but I never take any
book for granted. I am always supremely grate¬
ful to the person who wrote it, grateful for the
privilege of being allowed to read it and espe- .
cially grateful for the heightened perception I
developed through having to find out about these
things for myself.
*

*

*

3. I learned to trust the right people.

Today I
have sense enough. I hope, to trust anyone who
is an expert in his line, whether he’s a photog¬
rapher, a costume designer, a business manager
or a lawyer. Until I learned some lessons, the
hard way, I had very definite opinions about
how everything should be done. Several years
ago. in a court case, I asserted myself and went
against the advice of the expert I was paying to
advise me. I found out right then how valuable
expert advice is on any problem!
Since I learned that (Continued on page 62)
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1. Used to looking

2. Brooklyn was ne

3. He's currently pla

By JOAN MICHAELS

One of "dem bums", Dane Clark
foofbalied his way through law
school, then literally dug ditches to
Broadway and Hollywood success

D

4. Dane's next at Warner Brothers w! II be "God Is My Co-Pilot".
5. Not content with just acting, he's writing a movie script.
6. Handy with hammer and nails, Dane's a regular "fix-it" man.

ANE CLARK’S guardian angel gave up
the ghost the night he was born, and he’s
had to fight his own battles ever since.
He’s a guy who can smell a challenge
coming a mile off and then go to meet
it halfway, rolling up his shirt sleeves as he
goes. He’s always done it—and if the selfmade man appellation didn’t smack so soundly
of things political, we’d use it here.
Dane laughs about it now. “Sure,” he says,
“I always get everything I want out of life—
as long as I break my back to get it!”
In Brooklyn, when he was little Bernie
Zanville, he made up his mind to become a
lawyer. But Cornell University and St. John’s
Law School, both of which he selected per¬
sonally, had certain requirements to be met—
including specified amounts of coin of the
realm.
In Dane’s flattened condition, this was a
definite challenge, but he met it by cinching
in his belt and becoming a professional foot¬
ball player. After a while he added baseball
to his accomplishments. Then boxing. When
he finally got the money together and shoved
it across the college till, he entered the halls of
learning, proudly waving his battle scars and
Charley horses like a school pennant.
There he crammed and pored over weighty
tomes. He grew hoarse with his imaginary
jury pleas. But he graduated, literally drunk
with knowledge and the prospects of his future
as a full-fledged lawyer.
Clutching his sheepskin, he made tracks for
the law firm that had promised him a shiny
new desk and a reliable, though inconspicuous,
place to hang his shingle.
But Dane, being young and full of dreams,
reckoned without this year of depression
vintage. Firms were firing, not hiring, and
somehow Dane’s shiny desk transferred hands
overnight to become a haven for the senior
partner’s nephew.
Dane took his shingle home for kindling.
His new-found gauntness didn’t comple¬
ment his unique brand of good looks, so he
resumed his three squares a day by wielding
a shovel in a local ditch. ' The fresh air, the
weekly paycheck, and the twenty-minutesfor-lunch fattened him up a little, and before
long he began varying his dig-that routine
with boxing. He became sparring partner for
a slap-happy pug^at a training farm just out¬
side of town.
About this time Dane saw his first play.
But his initial contact (Continued on page 83)
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“THE THREE CABALLEROS’*

V

IVA “The Three Caballeros!” This is the movie
everyone wanted Walt Disney to make. This is
the revolutionary technical achievement that
will make film history, with animated char¬
acters appearing on the same screen with real
life personalities. It must be seen to be believed,
but it may mark a moment for the industry as his¬
toric as Edison’s first experiment with the “shadow
box.”
Like all Disney films, it’s more than a movie. It
is an experience. A story; a reappearance of old
friends like Donald Duck, and new friends like
Jose Carioca, and Panchito (a Mexican charro
rooster) and the flying donkey; novel experiments
with design and color—pure “impressionism”; and
real life senoritas—Latin America’s top musical
comedy stars. There are moments everyone will
cherish. There are song hits composed by Augustin
Lara, Ary Barosa and Manuel Esperon. Truly, this
picture is an accomplishment—a fusion of all the
known mediums of art and expression.
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Kay Daumit's wonderful Lustre-Creme shampoo, extra rich with lanolin,
leaves your hair so clean, so fresh, so luxuriously soft . ..
•m

at fine cosmetic departments everywhere —one dollar
There's a Lustre-Creme Hair Dressing too — $l

justne-^TJUu C
perfumes • colognes

•

Moil 25c for o generous sue trial jar.
Sorry, only one jar to each family

by KAY DAUMIT . 540 NORTH MICHIGAN . CHICAGO II

su-do tone, a liquid face make-up

•

hand cream • su-do stockings, a leg make-up
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A Fritz Henle photo, taken whei
Bacall was a N.Y. fashion model

How sensational can a girl get!
In racing circles, they'd call it "picking
a longshot"; Hollywood calls it—Bacall!
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GIRL like Lauren Bacall comes along—longlegged, tawny-haired, all the right curves in all
the right places . . . she doesn’t diet, has no
mysterious beauty secrets, and isn’t particularly
interested in sports, she’s not beautiful in the
usual sense—but she’s arresting, photogenic, has the
sort of face that attracts attention and stays remembered.
And what it all adds up to is a dark-horse movie
entry who “caught on,” and fast! One picture—her first
(“To Have and Have Not” with Humphrey Bogart)
and the brothers Warner didn’t have to read notices,
or consult the three wise men of the East, to know
that a new star had been born.
But would you believe it? It wasn’t so very long
ago . . . the scene was the St. James Theater in New
York . . . the girl, this same Lauren (then Betty)
Bacall. She was an usherette. George Jean Nathan,
dean of drama critics, was at the theater one night
with his friend—tire friend being a fellow by the name
of Bill Saroyan. (Oh yes, you must have heard of him!)
“Pretty girl,” observed Nathan.
“Right,” confirmed
Saroyan. “Suppose there's a (Continued on page 66)

HAT would YOU do, to get into the movies?
Rather, what wouldn’t you do?
Sometimes it takes tricks to get into pix.
That’s why a number of the best players on the
screen are there—because their wits were quicker
than the casting-director’s. They had the ability; what
they needed was the chance. And they took it.
Consider Alexis Smith. Time was when that was
more than the movie industry would do. “Can you do
ballet dancing?” a director inquired at last. It was

her first hint at a break. “Of course!” Alexis cried
eagerly, because by then she’d grown so used to an¬
swering “of course” when they asked if she could sing
or swim, both of which feats toere among her accom¬
plishments.
Before you could say Ernst Lubitsch,
Alexis had been hired for a ballet role, with orders
to report in a week.
She began to explain. Then stopped. After all, how
did she know she couldn’t do ballet? She’d never
tried. That next week she (Continued on page 59)

FROM GAGS TO RICHES
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Often it takes more than talent to be an
actor.

First breaks have many times

been the result of stunts pulled, and the

Success is a miracle?
Dietrich
mode the grade, with a monocle!

stars of today have tried everything!
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You taw her in "Lanie Com* Home," at the child thorn of her dark curltin "Jane Eyre," then with Roddy McDowall in "Whife Cliff* of Dover.

Elizabeth Taylor, twelve years old; a fan for
picnics, fishing, swimming, horseback riding
and comic books. She likes high heels, declares
she'll never wear any make-up—only lipstick
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Born in London, of an English father and an American
mother, Elizabeth Taylor came to this country with her
family just shortly before England declared war. How
did she get into pictures, having had no idea of becom¬
ing an actress—taking, rather, after her father (who has an art
gallery now in Beverly Hills) and liking to draw and paint?
It all started with “Lassie Come Home”—a hurried call to the
studio, five minutes to study the script, ten minutes to make
the screen test, and she was in. When “Lassie” was finished
Elizabeth concluded that acting “is fun,” and set her heart on
playing the role of Velvet in “National Velvet.” She was tested
for it—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer casting directors had been test¬
ing for nine years, trying to find the right heroine for the
English steeplechase story. Was this child what they’d been
waiting and searching for—was she the one? She loved horses,
had been riding since she was three years old, and still
spoke with a trace of a British accent. But alas, she was
too small. A year later, though—a year during which
Elizabeth sacrificed all else to a “growing campaign,”
eating and sleeping at every opportunity—she had added a
full five inches. And that did it! An actress
only a year and she’s a star—not just by luck, but
because she deserves to be. She has what it takes.

She owns three dogs, two horses, and two
kittens; wants some day to live on a ranch.
n "National Velvet"

(with Mickey Rooney)

lorse, waves him to a halt.

Elizabeth stands in the path of a charging

She refused a double, insisted on doing the scene herself.
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Imagine, for the first time
on any screen—Donald

jgjgr

Duck and company
romping, singing, dancing
and especially romancing
with live and lovely
senoritas in the same
scenes! It’s the kind of
“seeing-is-believing” magic

en&

only Disney can bring you
—and wonderful!

Sixteen
New Hit Tunes
including:
"THE THREE CABALLEROS"
"YOU BELONG TO MY HEART'
"BAIA"
(by the composer of "Brazil")

(GWrl^ iSAfBYS

See Donald and
Aurora Miranda
dance the torrid
Samba-Jongo
together!

Full-length Musical Fiesta in Technicolor

a# '77ce TA/zee

‘

DONALD DUCK * JOE CARIOCA
Romantic Heartbreaker

AURORA MIRANDA - DORA LUZ

Jiving Jitterbird

PANCHITO
Mexican Casanova

a*ect Ac tAe^BoA,

Released through
RXO RADIO PICTURES

Brazilian Songbird

Mexico's Sweetheart

CARMEN MOLINA
Dancing Senorita

Your
Problem
and Mine
Let Jane Wyman help solve that
problem for you.
Write her at
Movieland Magazine, 9126 Sunset
Blvd., Los Angeles 46, California

Jane devotes part of
each

day

to

letters.

Dear Miss Wyman:
I am engaged to a very wonderful
boy who went all through high school
with me, but my parents object to our
getting married just because his brother
has a prison record.
I know this is an awful thing, but I
can not see how it can influence our lives,
or why it should make any difference to
me or to my parents.
Do you think they are right?
Sincerely,
Alice H.
Dear Alice:
No, 1 certainly do not think one’s life
should be influenced by another’s er¬
rors. If you love this boy and know him
to be a fine, upstanding person who
commands respect^ there is no reason
why your happiness should suffer be¬
cause of his brother’s disgrace.
It is all part of the wonderful free¬
dom which we enjoy in this country of
ours, that a person has the right to pur¬
sue happiness on his own merit, without
the help or hindrance of others. If you
are sure of your choice within your
heart, then your path seems clear to me.
Best wishes.
JANE WYMAN
Dear Jane:
I went with a boy the same age as me,
eighteen, for nearly a year, but now he
never comes to see me. He told me the
last time I saw him that he still loves
me, but I have found out that his mother
does not approve of me. I have been
broken-hearted over him, for I know he
still loves me, but he listens to his mother,
and she has turned him against me.
What should I do? I have not gone out
with any other boys, but now I wonder if

I shouldn't start dating again, since it
seems that he has made up his mind about
me.
Yours,
s
Ruth T.
Dear Ruth:
Under the circumstances, I definitely
agree that you should start going with
other boys and take renewed interest in
your old friends. Only in this way will
you be able to forget this boy, and
gradually you will come to fealize that
if he is the kind of person who is so
influenced by others, perhaps he is not
the right person for you anyway.
Try this method, and see if you have
a different outlook six months from now.
JANE WYMAN
Dear Miss Wyman:
I graduated from high school this sum¬
mer. My problem is that I have always
wanted to become an actress, so I would
like to get some kind of dramatic training,
but my parents want me to get a Teacher’s
Degree.
What do you think I should do?
Ellen W.
Dear Ellen:
Why not settle this problem by a
happy compromise with your parents?
You can start college, enroll in the
Teacher’s Course, and still undoubtedly
enroll in the local dramatics courses and
clubs on campus. In this fashion, you
will be satisfying your parents by
grounding yourself for the future with
a credential, and still you will have
ample opportunity to try your hand at
acting, and study dramatics.
Good luck to you.
JANE WYMAN

Dear Jane:
Having been a victim of infantile paral¬
ysis as a child, I still wear a leg brace.
This handicap stands in my way toward
making friends, and since I am nearly
twenty, I would like to have some boy
interested in me, but I naturally have a
terrific inferiority complex when around
people.
How can you suggest that I overcome
this mental handicap and make my life
a happier one?
Susan McK
Dear Susan:
Your attitude as shown in your letter
is certainly commendable, and 1 can
not help but feel that you will solve
your own problem, and well.
1 suggest that you engage yourself
in as many outside activities as pos¬
sible, church groups, war relief work,
etc., in brief, all kinds of activity
that necessitates your mingling with
diverse groups of people. In this way,
you not only will overcome any selfconscious feeling you may possess, but.
more important yet, you will put others
at ease around you.
A person is only shy of another's
physical handicap when he feels there
is also a mental barrier. By convincing
your friends that such a barrier does
not exist, you place yourself on an equal
level with them, and there is no reason
why you will not be able to pick and
choose friends as you wish.
Try and maintain your cheerful na¬
ture and sense of humor as much as
possible, all the while remembering
that thousands of returning soldiers
are experiencing the same problem.
Mv best wishes to you.
JANE WYMAN
(Continued on page 78)
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It was a two-year wait, but he made it!
Dick Jaeckel, alias Chicken, late of
Hollywood, now a Merchant Marine. He's
a regular fellow, a credit to his uniform

T
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HE first fact that one must face in discussing this
rugged character, Richard Hanley (Jake) Jaeckel,
is that much which he has told about himself is pure
fable. He has an Insidious Secret that he strives
manfully to hide. He has a Lurid Past that he is
eagdr to ignore.
The truth is that he was born with a (hush, hush)
silver spoon—if not in his mouth, at least safely stored
in a commodious family silver chest. His formative years
were spent, not in sackcloth, but in plush. His family,
let us face it, was social.
These frightening facts are skeletons that Dick would
rather not rattle.
When asked at 20th Century-Fox
about his birthplace, he said “Long Beach, New York.”
Dick was really born on a Long Island estate.
Dick gives the impression, whenever possible, that he
belongs to the great American newspaper tradition . . .
selling dailies by the penny on a blizzard swept corner.
Actually, he was taken to France and covered the swank
Mediterranean circuit with his sleek, beautiful, soignee
mother until he was about eight years old.

By FREDDA DUDLEY
x

Most deadly secret of all is that Dick first learned to
speak French, can still spout it like a native although
he would probably die of hunger before he would admit
same, and eventually learned his English with a French
accent. Having returned to America by that time it re¬
quired just seven violent fights for Dick to convince his
contemporaries that an accent in no way inhibited mas¬
culinity, and to convince Dick that he wasn’t going to
say ANYTHING until it sounded strictly from Brooklyn.
It was probably this bitter young experience that per¬
suaded Jake that, to be respectable, one must be slightly
frayed at the seams, somewhat wobbly in the wallet.
As he was growing up his mother would gladly have
awarded him a munificent allowance, but he accepted
50c per week until he was informed by contemporaries
that they were getting $2.00; whereupon he petitioned
for a raise, feeling right about the whole thing.
He never missed an opportunity to turn an honest
penny over and above his allowance. One November,
Mrs. Jaeckel was thrown from her horse and sustained
a broken back. For weeks she (Continued on page 53)
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ELL, here they are, children—the winners in our
musical popularity poll! Thanks to all of you who
sent in your votes and helped make our contest a suc¬
cess. Our thanks, also, to Cartier’s, for designing the
beautiful gold miniature records for our awards.
The sweet band title goes to Major Glenn Miller, de¬
spite his having been away from the nation's ballrooms
and theaters for the last two years, directing the United
States Air Force band overseas. (Editor’s Note: Just

at press time, we have received the word that Major
Miller is missing. We sincerely hope that by the time
this column appears, there will have been a report of
his safety.)
Tommy Dorsey was second in this classification, Guy
Lombardo a close third, and Sammy Kaye fourth.
Harry James won the swing band crown by a large
majority, with Glenn Miller second. Tommy Dorsey
third, and Woody Herman fourth.

Frank Sinatra had no trouble walking away with the
male singer vote, with Bing Crosby next, and Dick
Haymes in third place, trailed by Andy Russell.
Dinah Shore was your favorite femme vocalist, win¬
ning by a big margin.
Jo Stafford landed in second
place, just a few votes ahead of Helen Forrest, who
came in third. Judy Garland was fourth.
When it came to corn bands, Spike Jones just took
the title hands down. The Corn Cobblers were a poor

second, and the Hoosier Hotshots, third.
*

*

*

Harry James has severed his contract with. Metro,
which had five years to run, and signed for a onepicture deal at Twentieth Century-Fox. He will have
a big spot in “Kitten On The Keys,” in which Dick
Haymes will be starred. Dick will play a crooner and
Harry a bandleader, which is just the way it was in real
life a few years back when (Continued, on page 72)
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UST as surely as after every war there are certain to
be new fashion trends, so you can expect that the
new styles will be “something entirely different”—
changed lines, feminine in the extreme, and with
an accent on color.
“That’s no prediction,” according to Don Loper, who's
responsible for the elaborate and colorful costumes in
the period of the Gay Nineties for “Belle of the Yukon.”
Internationa]
Pictures'
(Continued
on page 75)
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Costume designs by Don Loper, who
predicts a

turn-of-the-century

fashion influence, a return to
elegance and small waistlines

Green faille bolero suit
with a white lace blouse.
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FIVE BEST PICTURES
OF THE MONTH
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BRING ON THE GIRLS
Paramount
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DICK JAECKEL
(CONTINUED

FROM

PAGE 44)

lay in a cast. To keep her muscles
from atrophying, she had been ordered
to get up, encumbered as she was, and
to move about until utterly exhausted.
The night before Thanksgiving, Dick
was late for dinner without having
telephoned to explain such absence.
He was still missing at eight, nine,
ten, and twelve o’clock. In despera¬
tion. Mrs. Jaeckel—* who had been
trundling her cast to the window every
few minutes since dinner time—tele¬
phoned the hospitals. No, they had
not admitted a tow-headed, sunburned
individual answering to the name
“Hanley”—his mother’s maiden name,
and that by which she always ad¬
dresses him.
Next she called the police and asked
them to put out a drag net.
A few moments later Dr. Livingston
arrived without benefit of Stanley. He
was too excited to notice the icy at¬
mosphere. “I won the contest,” he
announced with rare exuberance.
“Can you beat it? I won 55 pounds
of turkeyr!”
He had been out selling magazine
subscriptions from door to door. When
an inquiring householder answered
the bell, Dfck—his best Sunday School
expression shining like a klieg in a
coal mine—would say, “I’m trying to
sell enough subscriptions to earn a
turkey for my mother. She’s lying at
home with a broken back.” And, dis¬

armed by such filial devotion, the
householder invariably signed on the
dotted.
Mrs. Jaeckel laughed until she cried.
Climbing back into bed she wailed,
"But we already have a turkey—a 20pound turkey!
The cook has it
cleaned, dressed, stuffed and ready to
go in the oven.” Then she remem¬
bered. “Go call the police and tell
them to stop looking for you.”
That mission was more rugged than
earning 155 pounds of turkey would
have been, but he completed it. After
all, he was a working man and he had
been out on a legitimate commercial
expedition.
The next morning, Jake started out
with his turkeys. From helpful mem¬
bers of his shanty club, he learned the
names of four families who were plan¬
ning to celebrate Thanksgiving with
a few fried eggs and a dish of cereal.
He knocked at the door, explained that
the magazine for which he had been
gathering subscriptions the day before
had selected this family—from the city
directory—to participate in its cele¬
bration of the most successful city
subscription drive in the nation, and
handed over a turkey.
The beneficiaries of this hoax were
stunned but grateful. They began to
realize the power of the press and the
excellence of the printed word.
Having been graduated from High
School at the impressive age of 16,
Dick had to wait for a year until he
could get into the Merchant Marine.
Since war had been declared, Dick had
talked of nothing but the dilatory
habits of the stork in having deposited

him about two years late in the
scheme of things. Had he been 18,
now, he could have been in blues! He
could have been out there, slugging.
While waiting for time to elapse and
make him a fighting man, Dick went
to work in a drug store, then a drivein, and finally wound up in 20th Cen¬
tury’s mail room. One of the execu¬
tives decided that the hefty kid with
the marine face would do for Chicken
in “Guadalcanal Diary” and made
contract suggestions which Dick had
to refer to his mother because of his
sub-citizen status. “They’ll call her
to the telephone at the Beverly Wilshire,” he said, scrutinizing the floor.
Sympathetic oldsters concluded that
Dick’s mother was employed at the
hotel, and assured him that they didn’t
want to get her into any trouble.
Somewhat later it was learned that
social Mrs. Jaeckel lived in the hotel,
of course.
All of which brings us to the con¬
sideration of Jaeckel, the actor, Jae¬
ckel, the public personality, Jaeckel,
the ordinary seaman. As far as he is
concerned you may forget the first
two categories and take heed of the
last. The only way Mrs. Jaeckel per¬
suaded him to make “Wing And A
Prayer” was to refuse to sign his pa¬
pers allowing him to join the Mer¬
chant Marine until he agreed to make
this last picture.
Dick is probably the least actor-y
of all the young group of male players.
The average man who gets a picture
break has been praying for that break
for months or years. He has engaged
in Little Theatre activities and has

AN ADVERTISEMENT OF PEPSI-COLA COMPANY

“He says as long as he's going to be tied to a desk for the
rest of the tear, he may as well relax and enjoy it."
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j/LOOK!
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PLATE

you'// fall In Love With This
Beautiful Jean Pattern Set
SENSATIONAL LOW PRICE of this OFFER
INCLUDES an ANTI-TARNISH CASE
Here's the Silver plated ware you’ve always wanted.
Graceful design. Long-life quality, basic service for 6.
You won't find its equal anywhere In the country today at
our pre-war low price of only $9.95. You can plan almost
any sort of eutertainment and feel proud to have this
lovely set grace your table. 24 beautifully matched per¬
fectly-balanced pieces. Each piece heavily silver plated
overall and unconditionally guaranteed to give you abso¬
lute satisfaction. This Jean Pattern set is one you’ll adore
on sight and treasure always. A marvelous value at
only $9.95 including the beautiful case shown.

ONLY 5M SETS ARE AVAILABLE!
I hie to a fortunate purchase we were able to obtain just
•00 sets of this popular make Silver Plate which we’re
mow ottering to our customers at a Special "riose-out”
price This Special offer is good only as long as the lim¬
ited supply lasts and may never be repeated again. For as
\ou know, the production of all types of Silverware has
been shandy curtailed since Pearl Harbor. There are viroally no sets to he had. Yet the demand for them con¬
tinues stronger than ever. So if you need Silverware, don’t
delay. Here’s your chance to get a beautiful 24 piece set
■f quality Silver Plate at a sensational saving. Hut hurry
before the few sets available are sold.
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So confident »re we that you'll be positively thrilled
and delighted with the Jean Pattern 24 Piece Set of Silver
Plate when you see it. we make this liberal offer. SEND
NO MONEY. Just fill out and mall the order coupon be¬
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mediately ship you the complete 24 piece set in antlfamtsh case as shown. Upon arrival give postman the sale
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your family. Compare Its quality and low price with sets
owned by your friends. If then you don't agree that
Jean Pattern Is the loveliest set of Stiver Plate you've
ever seen for so little money, return the set to us and
we'll refund every penny you've deposited with the post¬
man. That's fair enough, isn't it? So rush your order
today before the limited supply Is gone.

SEND NO MONEY—RUSH THIS COUPON!
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grimly read Shakespeare, Shaw, and
O’Neill. He has learned voice place¬
ment, pantomime of the emotions,
and projection of attitude.
He has
been a Thespic boot, done theatrical
k.p., and has really sweat it out.
Dick simply happened to look like
a writer’s dream of a certain charac¬
ter. He didn’t . . . and doesn’t . . .
want to be an actor. This attitude is
subject to change, of course.
What he does want to be with a
determination and an eagerness almost
pathetic, is one of the guys. The char¬
acters he admires are currently wad¬
ing lip a beach under fire, or riding
a tank against a pill box, and slog¬
ging it out with the infantry. When
it became clear, after months of train¬
ing on Catalina, ‘that the war might
be over before Jaeckel could see ac¬
tion, he calmly de-enrolled and went
to San Francisco, where he joined the
seamen’s union and signed on a tanker.
“There’s always a chance that a sub
is going to take a pop at you if you’re
on a tanker,” he wrote to his mother.
Another salient characteristic of Ad¬
miral Jaeckel is his reluctance to be¬
tray his emotions. When he was ten
he was given a springer spaniel that
he adored. After a year it sickened
and had to be destroyed, a process
that Dick accepted stoically A week
or so later his mother said briskly
that they must visit a kennel and
acquire another pet.
Dick shook his head. “No more dogs
for me,” he stated with finality. “It’s
too hard on a guy to lose one.” And
from that day to this he has fore¬
gone canine ownership.
When he came home just before
shipping out on the tanker he learned
that his mother had purchased a house
at the beach for him. He had never
liked her rather impressive house at
Malibu, so she had picked up a ram¬
shackle little c^bin in Pacific Pali¬
sades, had a fireplace installed, fur¬
nished it with miscellaneous furniture
that had been loaned to friends for
years or had gathered dust in the attic,
then left the painting and other im¬
provements to Dick.
Dick looked the place over, start¬
ing with the bedroom and bath, on
street level, and dropping down a
flight of stairs to the mat-carpeted liv¬
ing room with its huge lounge and
miscellaneous chairs. His color had
gone a deeper red, showing through
his tan, and he was having trouble
keeping his grin under control. “Very
reasonable, Mom,” he said.
“Very
reasonable little spot.” Which is the
ultimate in Jaeckel praise.
Later in the day he found' occasion
to study his mother’s appearance.
“You sure look sharp,” he assured her,
busying himself at the desk. As she
was wearing a dress that'he had seen
at least a dozen times before, and as
her hair was in typical beach condi¬
tion, she accepted this praise for what
it was: Dick’s way of expressing ex¬
treme gratitude for his land yacht.
When “Guadalcanal Diary” was in
production a scene was being re¬
hearsed in which Dick, as the baby
marine, was supposed to project fright.
He was doing very badly when the
director took him aside and said,
“What’s wrong, Dick? I know you
have this scene in your system some¬
where. Why don’t you give?”
"Because, even if I was scared abso¬
lutely nuts, I wouldn’t want anybody
else to know. If a guy is a Marine,
he doesn’t show the feather, especially
when he’s around other Marines.”

The director solved this impasse by
doing closeups in which fear was a
vividly present, but a rigidly con¬
trolled thing.
Dick was sensitive about his height
(5' 7") when he was making “Guad.”
But he wouldn’t have admitted it for
worlds. He said one night to a friend,
“A guy keeps right on growing until
he’s 20 or 21 sometimes, doesn’t he?”
The friend said dubiously that most
kids had attained adult height by the
age of 15 or 16.
As if it had nothing to do with the
subject under discussion, Dick said,
“My dad was a tall man. Big, too.
A real athlete.”*
But when he came home after an
absence of several months, the first
thing his mother noticed was that he
towered above her. He had grown
three inches!
“My goodness, how
you’ve grown!” she laughed.
“Guess I’ll be as big as my dad was
yet, huh?” he beamed.
He has a girl friend who was in
High School when he was, but he re¬
fuses to give her name to inter¬
viewers. He calls her “My Girl,” and
describes her as a “very reasonable
cookie,” but he refuses to subject her
to publicity.
Together they worry
over Superman’s current difficulties,
and they get lathered over Dick
Tracy’s contretemps. They also dote
on movies, steaks, green salads, and
gallons of milk. The Palladium gets
their dance dollars; Dick has perfect¬
ed one tricky step that no one but The
Girl is able to follow. Together they
really heat a solid sole.
When it comes to his own publicity,
Dick is relaxed to the point of com¬
plete inertia. A recent deal called for
each of a number of start to sign auto¬
graph cards—about 500 of them. Dick
envisioned this protracted penmanship
and shook his head. “That’s not for
me,” he ruled. But when it was ex¬
plained that the autographs were dis¬
tributed in a fund-raising scheme for
a celebrated Worthy Cause, Samaritan
Dick gripped a pen, slid his tongue
between his teeth, lowered his head,
and went to work. For his own ben¬
efit he wouldn’t exert himself; for
someone else’s comfort—yes.
Probably the clearest total index of
Dick’s general attitude is the way in
which he travels.
Because of the
munificent financial standing of his
mother, Dick could go anywhere he
wished in super-first class. Yet, after
he finished “Wing And A Prayer” he
and a boy friend decided to take a
brief vacation in Mexico. The normal
young man in Dick’s position would
have driven his own car (Dick had a
classy job sitting in the garage with
ample gas coupons available, because
he had been riding in a car pool)—or
would have flown. Not Dick. He and
his buddy made arrangements to work
as swampers for a Mexican trucker at
six pesos per day. It was, he an¬
nounced with enthusiasm, a wonderful
vacation.
When he had to travel from San
Francisco to Los Angeles in order to
get his mother’s signature on papers
allowing him to join a seaman’s union
so that he could ship out on a tanker,
he stepped out on the highway,
thumbed a ride on a passing potato
truck, and leaped off some 20 hours
later with cricks in his back and $27
in his pocket.
No wonder his friends say that he’s
mastered his three R’s. He’s a rug¬
ged, regular, right guy.
The

End
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You're the center of attraction in this

dived as usual, but my bar slipped
and my finger was caught under
the rock. I struggled but I couldn’t
free myself, and I was all but
drowned by the time the other
kids noticed I was missing. They
dived after me and brought me
up, but I was completely out
and the lifeguard worked over
me for a long time before I was
revived.

blue corduroy bell-bottoms.
I
was nine and the first boy in my
class to achieve such a possession,
at the time every boy’s heart’s
desire. No garment ever gave
me so much pleasure.
1 RECALL, WITH PLEASURE
The days I studied at the Neigh¬
borhood Playhouse School of
Dramatics in New York. I had
a
small
allowance with my
scholarship there, but it always
ran out before the end of the
month. The boy who shared my
room was also usually low in
funds. Once we were down to
fourteen cents between us; we
bought a quart of milk and made
some biscuits from buckwheat
pancake flour we happened to
have on hand. That meal was
delicious—or else we were just
very hungry. We were young
and strong and confident; lack
of money was a good joke.
I ENJOY
Horseback riding;
Biographies;
Horse-racing;
Barbecues;
Stirring music;
My role in “Valley of Decision,'’
with Greer Garson.

I’M GUILTY OF
Not caring anything about clothes;
Never shaving unless I’m working
and have to;
Being lazy—I’m the laziest man on
earth;
Having a one-track mind. Once I
concentrate on a thing, I think
of nothing else; my next appoint¬
ment is forgotten,
which
is
usually very unfortunate. I’m so
eager to finish what I’m doing,
I don’t remember Time.
THE FIRST THING I NOTICE
About women—or men, for that
matter—is whether they are easy
and natural, or are putting on
an act. I can’t stand artificiality,
and the person who is trying to
impress me with a pose—doesn’t.

I HATE
Too efficient people—they seem like
robots to me;
Malted milk;
Monotony;
Self-conscious beauty.

I USED TO DREAM
Of rescuing a ship lost at sea;
Winning the war single-handed;
Returning a kick-off for a touch¬
down;
Doing all sorts of wildly improb¬
able but noble things. Doesn’t
every kid?

MY FIRST BIG ADVENTURE
Came near being fatal. In LaJolla,
we kids used to dive for abalone.
We’d take an iron bar, dive some
ten feet down to the rocks where
the fish had fastened themselves
firmly, pry them loose and come
up with our catch. One day I

I’D LIKE TO
Ride on a rocket plane;
Understand woodlore;
Be a good friend to my son Jona¬
than;
Speak Chinese ... I had to learn
a long paragraph of Chinese for
my part in “Keys of the King-

Note how the contrasting
trim line slims the waist
and hips—a real cinema
wardrobe trick.

WANDA M<KAY
who sings in Monogram’s
new release
"Make Way for Kelly”

★ Just picture yourself in this smart new Hollywood
creation. It’s the darling of the moment in the film capitol. Beautifully tailored and finished in that new triple
tested-for wear, crush resistance and shade-rayon fab¬
ric. In favorite colors, sizes 10 to 18, $7.98 plus postage.
The blouse is a charming conceit, tailored to empha¬
size your feminine appeal, of soft, alluring petal down
fabric. White only, sizes 32 to 38 .

$2.98 plus postage.
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Before . . .
SELF-CONSCIOUS!
BEFORE Diane Parker of
N. Y. began her Powers
Course. “I felt dull, listless
—I was so under¬
weight,” Diane's
“Photo-Revise”
helped her
achieve new
loveliness.

Now ...
SELF-CONFIDENT!
Diane Parker’s personal¬
ized Photo-Revise showed
her a new hair arrange¬
ment, little make-up tricks
that gave her real glamour!

In 7 Short Weeks-

new loveliness,
new confidence
in your charm!

dom.” 1 knew the translation,
but though my wife and I worked
over that paragraph for fifty
hours, it still failed to make
sense to me.
IF I HAD TO LIVE OVER
ANY PART OF MY LIFE—
And I can’t say that I wish I could—
It would be the time Guthrie McClintic gave me my first Broad¬
way role, the lead in “Morning
Star.”
It was terrifically im¬
portant to me to make good, so
after we opened in Philadelphia
I sat up till 3:30 a.m. to read
what the critics had to say. They
tore me apart, called me a tailor’s
dummy, inept, amateurish, every¬
thing they could think of. I was
completely crushed for a time.
I knew I couldn’t afford to get
bad notices in New York, or I’d
be finished as an actor before I
had really begun. I worked like
a slave over my lines and I fairly
sweated blood over the perform¬
ance on our Broadway opening
night. Again I sat up waiting for
the notices, and this time the
critics were wonderful.
That
taught me the value of fighting
through.

If you think good looks,

I BELIEVE IN
Fate or Destiny, but Luck is not
to be ignored. In the long run,
I think what is yours will come
to you, if it’s important. I’ve been
lucky in getting breaks, but I
know that I must fight for what
I want, not merely sit around
wishing and waiting for it.

a stunning figure, a new

personality are out of your
rerch, discover the thrill¬
ing benefits of Powers
training. Now right at
home realize your own
loveliest possibilities!
Simple daily assignments
in figure control, make¬
up and grooming make
the entire course fasci¬
nating. The cost? So little
you're amazed!

SOMETIMES
I’m down in the depths for an hour
or more, when something goes
wrong. Then I give myself pep
talks. I say: “Remember how you
felt when this happened, and how
well it turned out, after all,” or
I remind myself how dejected
I was over that and what good
came of it. And presently I bob
up once more.

Diant’s alluring new
’'model" figure. "In the first
4 weeks l gained 12 tbs. —and
in the right places, tool”

Real "POWERS GIRL"
training—right at
home...
Your Figure—How to
streamline it. Your Face—
Photo-Revise, drawn by an ex¬
pert over your own picture,
shows you make-up secrets to
bring ouoonr beauty high lights.
Your Style—Shows you how to
be "best-dressed” yet save dol¬
lars! Your Grooming—Complete,
time-saving beauty schedule.
Your Voice—Exercises to make
your speech more attractive.
You—Mr. Powers’ formula for
charm and magnetism.

I'VE LEARNED
From the stage: That one should
live life to the hilt. The stage
requires intense concentration;
every detail of a character must
be right, every tiny inflection or
movement is important.
Once
you’ve mastered this, you find
yourself adopting it offstage.
From the screen: That one should
be completely natural and sin¬
cere. The camera photographs
thought, so you can’t be phony
and get away with it.

Clip the Coupon
NOW
John Robert
Powers will send
free your confi¬
dential question¬
naire, illustrated
booklet,“The
Powers Way,” and
details of famous
Powers training.
John Robert Powers Home Course
247 Park Ave., Suite C22S,New York 17, N.Y.
Dear Mr. Powers: Yes, I’m really interested.
Please send me details of your Home Course.
Name.
(1-LEASE PRINT)
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From my wife Greta: How to enjoy
living. When we met, I was a
pretty grim sort of person; my
one-track mind was concentrated
on work—that’s all I thought of,
all I did, all I cared for. I must
have been a deadly bore. But
Greta is a very gay, happy per¬
son. She loves a good time and
she showed me how tc have
fun, too.
1 I’M CRAZY ABOUT
Greta; Cape Cod; green apple pie;
the Arizona desert; Brahms’ First
Symphony; Houseman’s poem:
When I Was One And Twenty.
I DON’T WANT TO
Play Hamlet; slaughter wild life;

eat three-decker’ sandwiches; or
get in a rut.
\

I’M NO GOOD AT
Figuring out my income-tax, draw¬
ing up contracts or getting myself
more money ... I let other peo¬
ple handle those items.
I DON’T BELIEVE IN GHOSTS
But if there are any, they’d be
well-advised to haunt old thea¬
ters; they’re such spooky places.
My sole experience with the super¬
natural occurred in Indianapolis’
eighty-year-old English Theater.
There’s a legend that the daugh¬
ter of an early owner fell in love
with the man at the box-office.
Her father, discovering the ro¬
mance, fired the box-office man
and broke up the affair. The de¬
spairing daughter climbed to the
fly-gallery and leaped a hundred
feet down to death on the stage.
She is supposed to return, on
occasion.
One night, Cecil Humphreys and I
had a scene together on that
stage. Suddenly he cried: “What
was that?” and clutched his
sleeve, his eyes following some
invisible thing offstage. I had a
line to speak, but it didn’t fit his
exclamation and I forgot it until
the prompter handed it to me.
Meanwhile, Cecil stood there,
shaking all over. We finished the
scene somehow, but he told me
later that something had .struck
him on the arm with great force,
then run away. Everyone re¬
membered
the ghost of
the
daughter.
I can’t explain this incident, but
I still DON’T BELIEVE IN
GHOSTS.
I HAVE FUN
Cooking special dishes.
I make
beef stew, which I imagine excels
that made by famous chefs. I
like to barbecue steak and spare
ribs. A steak is best if quickly
seared over a flame and then
broiled; I don’t hold with the
school of thought that wants to
do exotic things with this essen¬
tially simple dish. But I like to
smear chili sauce and honey on
my spare ribs, and cook them no
more than ten minutes.
SOME DAY I WANT TO
Travel all over the world, see the
places I’ve lived in on stage and
screen; but first I want to
Explore America, where we have
practically everything.
Own a California ranch, with an
informal ranch-house and riding
horses. It would be a practical
ranch where we’d raise real crops.
I’d like an apartment in town to
live in while working in pictures.
My children could grow up on
the ranch, going to public schools,
but they’d know city life, too,
and be at home in either place.
I’m interested in woodlore and
the ranch would be a good place
to go into it thoroughly and teach
my children to enjoy and under¬
stand it.
Form a co-operative company for
the production of plays on both
stage and screen. Each has much
to learn from the other, and a
combination of the two should
be interesting.
The End

BING CROSBY UNLIMITED
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 201

idea so much that he offered to do re¬
search work and write the story.
About a year later, he asked Crosby
to read it and give an opinion.
Crosby read it, and his opinion was
that the story was so good they’d bet¬
ter all get together and make it into
a picture at once. Practically on the
spot, and without any more ado,
Crosby Productions, Inc., was formed,
with Bing as president. “The Great
John L.” as its first production, and
Frank Mastroly and Jimmy Grant co¬
producers.
That much being settled, the first
job was to get an actor to play the
name role. It was Crosby’s idea to
give the chance to an unknown, and
75 tests of candidates were considered
before a decision was made. Then a
young man named Dale Easton was
chosen, and his name, according to
the good old Hollywood custom, was
changed immediately to one which is
supposed to lend itself better to ex¬
ploitation—Greg McClure.
Greg started his career as a laborer
at Warners, where, because of his
brawny build, he was assigned to
wrestling with heavy pieces in the
scene dock. This was tougher on him
than he wanted his foreman to know,
because of an old back and knee in¬
jury he got playing football (and
which makes him 4-F). So he soon
got himself signed up as an extra,
which was much easier, and paid
better.
When he heard about the search for
an unknown to play “The Great John
L.,” Greg hied himself to the studio
and asked the director, Frank Tuttle,
to make a test of him. It was made,
and after a wait of three months,
Greg was called in to play the role.
He’s an easy going, friendly, down-toearth sort of fellow who’s frankly
delighted over his good luck, but
takes it in his stride. He’s making
friends fast, and they’re all betting
that he’s one guy who won’t go
Hollywood.
The next thing Bing had to do was
gather up the folks who know all
about the fight business. There’s quite
a colony of ex-fighters, seconds, spar¬
ring partners, and such in Hollywood,
and they’ve all been rounded up and
turned over to Johnny Indrisano.
who’s technical director for the fight
scenes. And as right as can be for
the job! Johnny has been in the fight
game for 27 years and has been ad¬
viser for a host of fight movies. For
fourteen years he was a boxer, fight¬
ing all over the United States and
licking five world champions; but he
always went in overweight so that
though he won the fight, the champ
retained his title.
Johnny has studied the history of
fighting from the days of the Roman
gladiators, has an outstanding collec¬
tion of books on boxing, and is an
authority on all types—crowd fights,
rough and tumble, knife fighting, dog
fights, cock fights, etc. It’s in a pic¬
ture like this, when fighting is not a
mere incident in the story, but the
backbone of it, that Johnny’s in his
glory.
He’s more than pleased with Greg
McClure’s imitation of the Sullivan
technique.
Greg, in spite of his
splendid physique, was pretty raw

NAZI SEX DICTATOR
The sensational story of Hitler's super-eugenist and Fuehrer of sex. Dr.
Walther Gross . . the man whose distorted mind is responsible for human
"breeding pens", for brutal sterilization, for separating millions of hus¬
bands from their wives. . . . Written by the famous war correspondent,
Henry C. Wolfe, this is the first time America heirs about an "unknown
Nazi" who ranks with Hitler and Himmler among arch-criminals.

YOUR CHARACTER—KEY TO YOUR HEALTH
Are you the "tuberculosis type”? Are you accident-prone? Your emo¬
tions, even your love life, have a direct effect on your health. Don't miss
this fascinating and important article by Molly Castle.

STORY OF A SECRET STATE
Condensation of the new best-seller everybody's talking about: the
Book-of-the-Month Club selection by Jan Karski that packs the drama
and heroism of life in the Polish Underground.

TIPTOE TERPSICHORE CLICKS
A picture story you'll cherish. ... In striking photos it shows you how
ballet has caught on in the U. S. A. ... in movies, night clubs, stage
plays, even the Y. W. C. A.

The above are only random samples of the March issue. It brings you the biggest magazine show
in the country—164 exciting pages of the best in articles, pictures, humor, fiction, color. You will
find things of direct interest to you by such famous authors as Betty Smith, Greta Palmer, Burns
Mantle, Earl Sparling, William Henry Chamberlin, Jesse Stuart.

GO TO YOUR NEWSSTAND

AT YOUR NEWSSTANDS
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WILL YOU WEAR THIS
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The niostration below
shows the
open lapels
button-clos¬
ed Into a
round neck¬
line.

DOUBLE-DUTY—DOUBLE-BEAUTY!
Completely new is this Jaunty Jumper,
gorgeously tailored to flatter your figure
in exquisite feminine lines. Completely
different because you have two jumpers in
one: wear it with the lovely contrasting
color lapels opened in classic style... or
button-closed into a demurely round neck¬
line! Exclusively fashioned in crisp, finequality all-season material; slenderizing
fitted waistband; freedom-giving inverted
pleat in the skirt all add up to a knockout
creation! Sizes 12 through 20 and only
$7.98 plus postage. An original by
Bonnie Gaye.
"BOW BLOUSE” Tantalizing with a flattering
high neck, bow, long full sleeves. Lustrousrich rayon fabric. White only. Sizes 32 to 40.
Only $3-98 plus postage.
SEND NO MONEY — Check size and color
choice and mail coupon. Pay postman C.O.D.
charges. If, after 10 days you are not satisfied,
return for full refund.

fOR PROMPT DELIVERY RUSH THIS COUPON!
BONNIE GAYE FASHIONS—Dept. 1-CC
168 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Ill.
Please send smart 2 WAY JUM PER. I ’ll pay post¬
man $7.98 plus postage on arrival with understand¬
ing I may return purchase for full refund if not
satisfied in 10 days.
(Mark 1st and 2nd choice color selection)
Navy □
Brown □
Red □
Black □
(Circle Size)
12
14 #
16
18
20
Please send "BOW BLOUSE" at 83-98 plus post¬
age. (White only)
(Circle Sizej
32
34
36
38
40
Name.

.

City

Zone

.

.

State

Note:Order2 Jumpersforonly8l4.50pluspostage. □

material, his actual fighting experi¬
ence having been limited to a couple
of bouts with grammar school bullies.
But he worked hard and faithfully
with Johnny, spending his Sundays
rehearsing at a gym and many eve¬
nings watching fights, and after about
five weeks of intensive coaching, he
was functioning as "The Great John
L.” in a way that had the whole studio
wreathed in happy smiles.
Among the former fighters working
on the picture are many names fa¬
miliar to fight enthusiasts—among
them Bob Perry, Frank Moran, Ace
Hudkins,
Freddie
Steel,
Frankie
Dolan, Phil Bloom, Tony Williams,
Jack Perry, Ben Conley, Johnny
Condi, Bert Keyes, Sammy Shack,
Gentleman George Delmont, Charlie
Sullivan, and Eddie Randolph.
John L. Sullivan’s championship
dates from February 7th, 1882, when
he knocked out Paddy Ryan in nine
rounds. It took John L. just ten
minutes and thirty seconds to win the
$5,000 prize and championship.
But Sullivan’s career really began
in a Boston theatre in 1877, when the
management invited anyone in the au¬
dience to come up on the stage and
tackle a local pugilist named Scannell.
Young John L. (whose parents wanted
him to be a priest) was out front. He
took up the invitation, strode across
the stage, and knocked out Scannell
in one amazing wallop. Scannell wilted
like a piece of boiled spinach and
rushed to the nearest saloon to drown
his humiliation. But Sullivan marched
up to the footlights and bellowed:
“My name’s John L. Sullivan, and I
can lick any man alive. If any of ’em
here doubts it, come on!” One doubter
came up on the stage, and Sullivan
sent him flying through the air with
the greatest of ease in one blow, after
which the theatre emptied.
This episode, which is of course in¬
cluded in the Crosby film, made local
history, and convinced Sullivan’s par¬
ents that their John was never meant
to be a priest. They withdrew their
affectionate interest in molding his
life, and let nature take its course.
John began perfecting his fighting
technique, which was notable for its
simplicity. He had little if any real
boxing training, but was simply a
natural fighting machine, with a broad,
thick-set figure, powerful neck, and
muscles so perfectly developed that
there were no visible bunches on his
arms. He had tremendous force in his
shoulders and back.
Incapable of considering his own
defeat possible, Sullivan had no men¬
tal obstacles to overcome. Another
important asset was a deadly glare, so
terrifying that he usually unnerved
an opponent with it before the blows
ever started flying. He had no fancy
footwork or trick methods. He would
simply walk up to his opponent,
glare, and start pounding. As a
rule, it took just one or two of those
terrific swings to put the other guy
out cold. John L. would never defend
himself. Occasionally he would drop
his hands and let his adversary hit
him a few times on the chin, which
was about as effective as beating on
a granite wall. Then Sullivan would
rush at him for the knock-out.
The fighter had a reputation for out¬
drinking, out-fighting, and out-yelling
every man he met. He loved to be the
center of attention, was a show-off,
wildly extravagant, vulgar, and pro¬
fane. And yet there were in him many
of the homely virtues and. a rugged

character that commanded respect of
all classes. In all the mass of anecdotes
about his drunken escapades, there is
nothing to indicate that he ever lost
his chivalrous attitude toward women
or his gentleness toward children. His
name was synonymous with fairness
and rigid honesty. It’s well known that
he never in all his career threw a
fight, and his answer to a proposition
made him by Jem Mace (wh.o wanted
Sullivan to agree to let him stay four
rounds) is famous: “If Mace can whip
me, let him do it. If I can whip him,
so much the better. I will try to knock
his block off from the moment I enter
the ring until I leave it.”
Sullivan loved to fight and took
great pride in his profession. He also
loved his public, and never forgot that
they were responsible for his fame and
fortune, which is probably why the
crowds always loved him.
He held the heavyweight champion¬
ship of America for ten years, and
was unofficially called “champion of
the world” though this latter title did
not really belong to him. He never
fought a foreign scrapper ejecept
Charley Mitchell, who never held the
English championship, and no decision
was reached in either of their fights.
The first, held in Madison Square
Garden, in 1883, was stopped in the
third round by the-police, and the
second, fought at Chantilly, France,
in 1887, was declared a draw after 39
rounds, lasting three hours and eleven
minutes.
By the time Sullivan met Jim Cor¬
bett, on September 7, 1892, his dissipa¬
tion had begun to tell on him, and he
was no match for the younger man,
who was so light an<F quick on his
feet. Another thing, when John L.
turned that terrible glare on Corbett,
it didn’t work. Gentleman Jim simply
looked straight back at him with a
supercilious smile on his face which
enraged Sullivan so much that he,
instead of Corbett, was unnerved. The
knockout came in the 21st round. As
soon afterwards as he could, John L.
pulled himself together and came over
to the ropes, silencing the crowd by
holding his hand up in the air. Then
he said: “Gentlemen, I have nothing
at all to say. I came into the ring once
too often, and if I had to get licked.
I’m glad I was licked by an American
I remain your warm and personal
friend, John L. Sullivan.”
The crowd remained his warm and
personal friends, too. They cried over
him that night.
It may be worth noting here, too,
that George N. Bush, who was with
Sullivan when he died, February 2,
1918, said, “He scrapped it out to the
last. His mind was clear, and almost
to the minute he died, John was say¬
ing, ‘I’m all right, George. I’m getting
better right along.’ ” Jake Kilrain,
whom Sullivan had licked in a 75round battle in Richberg, Miss., in
1889, served as an usher at his funeral.
And attending as official representa¬
tive of Sullivan’s native state was
Hon. Calvin Coolidge, then lieutenantgovernor of Massachusetts.
So Bing Crosby, the old Groaner,
is off to a flying start in his new ven¬
ture, with this tale about a roistering,
swash-buckling, lovable American.
And having assembled a competent
staff to put over the job, Bing did an
unheard-of thing for a producer: he
gave them a free hand and left town
—in fact, left the country to go over¬
seas and entertain servicemen.
The End

FROM GAGS TO RICHES
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 38)

certainly tried, with concentrated
lessons every day, and reported back
more dead than alive with this much
to her credit: she could stand ap¬
proximately on her toe tips for ap¬
proximately three seconds without
clutching at the furniture.
You know the movies.
Alexis
bounced on the set in her little mus¬
lin ballet skirt, and they sent her
back to the wardrobe department for
an afternoon dress. “We decided to
eliminate the ballet sequence,” they
explained. But, whoops! Alexis was
in, and she stayed.
Dance steps appear to be a matter
over which screen aspirants are likely
to stumble, and we do mean stumble.
June Allyson was another pseudo¬
dancer. But pseudo!
With her eye on Hollywood, she
wanted to get into a certain New
York show. They would hire only
girls who could dance, and, well,
June teetered forth on opening night
without knowing a double shuffle
from a double coke. She was ter¬
rible, but cute; and, sure enough,
Hollywood beckoned. Before her first
picture hit, in “Two Girls and a
Sailor,” June had learned to dance
with the best of them, yet she might
never have reached the West Coast
if she hadn’t made her own breaks.
Esther Fernandez likewise danced
her way onto celluloid, and by a
strange trek from Mexico. Esther
happened to be a friend of a dance
team, husband and wife, in a Mexican
night club, where they did a fiery fan¬
dango. The wife fell ill, and the hus¬
band frantically said, “Esther, you’ve
got to take her place—we can’t break
up the team and lose the job!” Esther
had never danced professionally, but
anything for a friend.
In a fortnight, she had learned the
routine with a dollop of adagio thrown
in. Her aunt made her a gold and
crimson costume, and Esther made
such a sensation that she was
snatched for the movies. So then they
put her in “Two Years Before the
Mast,” where she doesn’t dance a
step.
Hollywood glimmered in Roz Rus¬
sell’s mind even when she interviewed
a New York stage producer for her
first Broadway role. He offered her
a minor part. Oh, dear, no! Miss Rus¬
sell couldn’t consider anything but
the lead.
(One consideration being
that you get to the screen faster from
the top of the stage ladder.) As Roz
talked, the producer became so im¬
pressed by her verve, not to say
nerve, that he finally said he couldn’t
assign the leading role to her because
his partner had practically decided on
another actress. But stick around and
meet the partner.
Rosalind stuck around. When the
partner appeared, he turned out (to
her surprise) to be a producer she’d
recently met at a dinner party. He’d
been phoning all over town to try to
locate the handsome girl who had
talked so brightly (and imagina¬
tively) of her recent theater tri¬
umphs. She would be perfect, he had
decided, for the leading role. Since
Roz had already decided the same
thing, they signed the contract. Not
long after the end of a successful run,
Rosalind also signed a movie con¬
tract. Which shows you!

Are you in the know?
Try this often, if you aim to be —
□ A good skate
□ A pretty Kitty
□ Queen of the Ice Follies

You’re on thin ice, complexion-wise, with¬
out a daily workout. If you’d be a pretty
Kitty, get that out-of doors glow ... it
makes your skin look smoother, clearer.
And you needn’t skip those skating sessions
on certain days. Moderate exercise is help¬
ful—and comfortable, with Kotex. For Kotex
gives you the kind of softness that doesn’t
just "feel” soft at first touch. Unlike flimsy
napkins, Kotex stays soft
while wearing. You get hours
of chafeless comfort with
Kotex sanitary napkins.

Would you say this character was —
□ Slightly balmy
□ Learning sign language
□ Getting glamour-hands

Time on your hands is well spent. Glamourhands can be yours by faithfully massag¬
ing each finger with a softening cream.
(Pretend you’re smoothing on a snug
glove.) Shrewd grooming helps to banish
self-consciousness. So, too, on calendar
days, self-consciousness departs when you’re
shrewd enough to choose Kotex. Kotex is
different from thick, stubby napkins be¬
cause Kotex has flat, tapered ends that
don’t show. So no revealing lines can
ruffle your smoothness, your poise.

For tearless tweezing, should you —
D Soften brows with hot water
□ Spread skin taut
G Use quick, firm pull

When weeding out wayward eyebrows
weep no more, my lady. Just follow the
routine given above. (All three answers
are correct.) By the way, did you
know that Kotex offers three answers
to napkin needs? Yes, only
comes in three sizes—for different women,
different days. There’s Regular, Junior and
Super Kotex. And all three sizes of Kotex
have that special 4-ply safety center that
gives you extra protection.

More women choose KOTEX*
than oil other
sanitary napkins put together
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In Hollywood, this Jaunty Jumper is classed
tops for that all important “Furlough Fling”
when your favorite G.I. is in town. The ultra¬
modern shoulder effect, new as tomorrow, was
inspired by the creations of one of Hollywood’s
most exclusive designers. You'll be slim—trim
—alluring—in
this jumper with
wide, wide
shoulders and attractive darts above the waist
for that slenderizing effect. For style plus,
there's smart stitching on lapels and skirt. In
crease resistant rayon fabric. $8.98.

BLOUSE—Feminine and frilly. A real Hollywood
heart-throb. Gathered neckline and cuffs with
drawstring bow. Of rayon jersey. $3.98.
You, too, can buy at

BYERS — HOLLYWOOD
where movie stars shop
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Another star who bluffed her way
into a Broadway part, with Holly¬
wood just below the horizon, is
Claudette Colbert. She let stage pro¬
ducer Brock Pemberton think she’d
had three years’ experience in theatre.
As a matter of fact, she had none;
but what Pemberton didn’t know,
didn’t hurt him—or Claudette. He
gave her an important spot in the
production, gave her the star spot in
the next production, and pssst! First
thing you knew, Claudette was a
screen queen.
Nobody thinks of Bob Taylor as
needing any first aid to get into films,
but he did need it, badly, and because
—of all things-lack of fat. Bob,
who had already been “discovered”
on his college campus by a talent
scout, knew that the movie people
wanted athletic heroes at the mo¬
ment, and that the talent scout had
been pleased by the breadth of the
Taylor shoulders.
Unfortunately,
from overstudy and a recent illness,
Bob was considerably underweight.
The wide shoulders were there, but
the rest of him was too thin.
At his first session with studio offi¬
cials, Taylor wore a padded suit, two
sweaters, and a set of long woolen
underwear. They signed him, but
they had to fatten him up before he
appeared on the screen.
Horses have been a help and a
horror to several film favorites who
dashed across the screen in gallant
Westerns, clinging—you’d be sur¬
prised how prayerfully—to their sad¬
dle pommels. They all graduated
later, with yells of gratitude, into
society dramas.
Bob Young, for example, let ’em
think he could ride because he wanted
to be in a Western picture. That is,
he wanted to be in any picture what¬
ever. By the intervention of a kindly
fate, as he stood wondering how to
climb into the saddle, Bob was hailed
by a messenger who yanked him off
the set. The studio had decided to
cast him in a different picture!
Frances Gifford and Richard Arlen
began their careers as cayuse-loving
characters who thundered o’er the
range, though it’s a toss-up which is
more reluctant to remain in the
vicinity of a horse. Arlen often admitted that he “didn’t trust ’em”, and
Frances privately declared they territied her pink.
As for Jack Carson—turned down
again and again by studio after studio,
he brought the thing upon himself.

from

"Royal

Scandal,"

20+h

Century-Fox

pic.

Goldwyn, so Jack heard, intended to
make a Western and wanted a cow¬
boy hero. Jack applied. Did he love
horses! Had he been brought up in
the saddle! Had he roped cattle deep
in the heart of Montana! (A slight
mispronunciation of his real birth¬
place, Canada.) In short, Mr. Carson
was a rootin’, tootin’ cowhand and
could ride like nobody’s business.
Which last was accurate, if you con¬
strue it to mean that he had no busi¬
ness on a pony.
They took a week’s option on Carson. Out he tore, hired a mount, and
for a week—no fooling—ate his din¬
ner off a shelf. He donned cowboy
clothes and swaggered before his
mirror. He rolled his own till he stood
ankle-deep in spilled tobacco. At the
end of the week he went back to the
studio and found they didn’t want a
comic cowboy, on second thought, so
they’d signed Gary Cooper. What
Jack said ought to have put blisters
on his tongue, instead of where he
had ’em.
Not horses, but directors, were what
scared Marlene Dietrich, believe it or
not. When she was trying to get out
of the ranks of the extras in a Berlin
studio, no director seemed to notice
the since-celebrated Dietrich legs.
Somebody told her she ought to try
to stand out from the crowd; why not
pretend that she couldn’t see well,
why not wear a monocle? It would
reflect the lights, at any rate, and at¬
tract attention. Next day, Marlene
appeared on the set with a monocle
in her left eye. The day after, she had
a bit part. And from there on, the
going proved easy.
In a way, Helmut Dantine followed
the same method. That is, he allowed
himself to become conspicuous, though
indirectly. When he knew they were
looking for a man to play the role of
a Count in a New York stage pro¬
duction (once more, here was an actor
with his gaze turned toward Hollywood), he induced a friend to address him in the producer’s hearing
as “Count.” Dantine, recently released
from a German concentration camp
in Austria, didn’t care what anyone
called him so long as he got work,
The ruse succeeded. Delighted at
discovering a real Count, the producer
cast Dantine in the part. But the
backer of the piece vanished with his
bank role, and Count Dantine took the
count. But the Hollywood bug had
bitten him, the few weeks of stage rehearsals had proved he could act, and

he went to Hollywood, anyhow.
On the other hand, Marsha Hunt,
then a Powers model, let on she had
come from New York to Hollywood
for a social visit, merely. Go into
movies? Mercy, no! This went on for
weeks, till with her face and style and
figure she had agents crawling on the
doorstep. And Lana Turner, spotted
at a soda fountain by a talent scout—
she patronized that fountain because
talent scouts patronized it—said she’d
rather drink sodas and continue her
studies at high school. This made the
scout as determined to sign her up as
Lana was inwardly determined to
sign.
Such is the competition among
those trying to crash the gates, that
innocent deception isn’t confined to
human actors, either. The brown and
white collie, known off screen as Pal,
masqueraded as a girl in the name
part of “Lassie, Come Home,” though
he’s a boy. To make it more confus¬
ing, he also played his own son in the
sequel, “Son of Lassie.”
And that pooch in Cary Grant’s pic¬
ture, “None But the Lonely Heart!”
Seeking a mutt for the role of “Nip¬
per,” the studio, after prolonged
search, picked this funny looking
animal. Everybody agreed that it was
a typical mongrel. When they fin¬
ished the picture, the news leaked out
that “Nipper,” owned by Eleanor
Griffin who wrote “Boys’ Town,” is an
English pit bull and the champion of
his breed. He has more ribbons and
medals than an Admiral.
But, animals aside, some of the
funniest gags pulled by folks who
were willing to be stars have to do
with accents. Joan Leslie turned a
clever trick of this sort, and it turned
right back on her. She was a young
girl not in her teens when MGM,
ready to produce “Rasputin,” was
looking for a real Russian to play the
royal daughter of Ethel Barrymore’s
Czarina. Joan (she was Joan Bredell
then, and had been in vaudeville since
the age of five) went to the studio
for an interview and gave a perfect
imitation of a Russian girl who had
once been on a vaudeville bill with
the Bredells.
The director was entranced. Joan
went home hysterical with joy. A
week later she read that Jean Parker
had been signed for the role.
Not till years afterward did Jean
Parker happen to tell Joan Leslie that
the studio people had mentioned a
very talented girl they’d wanted—but
she spoke with a Russian accent. At
first, they thought this would be per¬
fect. Then they remembered that
none of the Barrymores had a Russian
accent, so why should one player
alone burst out with it? Had they
known Joan’s accent was a phony—
Well, Jean Parker became a star in
that picture, and Joan Leslie had to
wait for years.
Among the others who toyed with
an accent or so are Laraine Day and
Sigrid Gurie. To snatch a desirable
role, Laraine pretended she could
speak French, and then sprained her
brain to master enough of that lan¬
guage to get by. Sigrid Gurie, you’ll
recall, pretended she could hardly
speak a word without a Norwegian
flavor to the pronunciation, though
she had been born (of a Norwegian
family, to be sure) in Brooklyn. A
Norwegian accent, she thought, had
more distinction than one from the
Brooklyn borough.
Leo Carrillo talks, even in private
conversation, with a wild and in¬

triguing Spanish accent, though he
went to school in Boston and speaks
English as well as you do (anyway,
as well as I do). And John Harvey
practiced a Texas drawl for a week,
till he could say, “Hiya, podner!” like
a native, to land a part in John
Golden’s “Free and Equal.”
But the pay-off came when the
popularity of English actors and Eng¬
lish plots rose to its height. Bob
Cummings, of Joplin, Mo., happened
to be doing a minor stage role in
London at the time. He induced a
friend, who was a theater manager,
to put the Cummings name up on a
cinema marquee long enough for
Bob to snap a picture of it.
Then Bob sent the snapshot to a
Hollywood agent with a letter say¬
ing that this famous English actor
was en route to the States. When Bob
arrived, complete with Oxford ac¬
cent, the agent was waiting on the
pier, and a contract waited in the
New York office of a Hollywood
studio.
This proved to be harvest time for
Margaret Lindsay, too.
Margaret,
from Dubuque, Iowa, had been doing
small parts here and there in Holly¬
wood, and felt pretty discouraged.
She wanted a role in “Cavalcade,” the
English picture to be produced by
Twentieth Century-Fox. The trouble
was that they wouldn’t accept any¬
one whose birthplace hadn’t been
England. But Margaret had played
on the London stage for a year. She
went to Twentieth, talking English so
English that scarcely anybody but an
Englishman could understand what
she said and (by Jove!) landed in
the cast.
The English accent still proves a
help.
Even as recently as “Jane
Eyre,” Hillary Brooke assumed the
incisive speech of British high society
to capture the part of “the other
woman.” Hillary, like Sigrid Gurie, is
from Brooklyn.
Yet the best trick ever turned by
an actor-to-be had to do not with an
English but with a Russian accent.
It’s a Hollywood classic.
DeMille wanted a Russian actress
to play the lead in “The Godless Girl,”
a genuine Russian who spoke broken
English.
Somebody brought Sonia
Karlov to his office. DeMille spoke
to her. She hunched her shoulders
and shook her dark head. No spika da
Eenglis’, but make wiz ze eyes, all
right. Exotic, dazzling, she proved to
be exactly the type for the part, and
they set about teaching her enough
English for the dialogue in the film.
While she learned dialogue, and
draped it in the most fascinating
broken English you ever heard, they
gave press parties for Miss Karlov.
When addressed, she shook her lovely
hair-do in apology and murmured,
“ ’Scuse, pliss,” and smiled a smile
right off the steppes—or maybe the
tundra. They ran the make-up de¬
partment ragged on her behalf. They
drove the costume department crazy,
creating new clothes. And she was a
knockout in every way.
But she was also Jeanne Williams
—from Brooklyn, of course (it must
be quite a place)—the wife of an il¬
lustrator to whose home she retired
after that picture. She retired, how¬
ever, with the satisfaction of having
fooled everyone.
DeMille himself
freely admitted he hadn’t once sus¬
pected the hoax.
Ah, Hollywood! What won’t people
do to get into the “in”!
The End
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DEBITS .... LIABILITIES

Often many women between the ages of
38 and 52—are shocked to realize they
are In the class commonly known as
“middle-age” with Its annoying symp¬
toms which so often betray their age.
So if you suffer from hot flashes, feel
weak, tired, nervous, restless, a bit blue
at times — all due to the functional
"middle-age” period peculiar to women
—try Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Com¬
pound to relieve such symptoms.
This Great Medicine HELPS NATURE
For almost a century—Plnkham’s Com¬
pound has been famous to help great
numbers of women go “smiling thru”
such middle-age distress. Thousands
have reported remarkable benefits!
Many wise women take Plnkham’s
Compound regularly to help build up
resistance against such symptoms. This
great medicine helps nature and that’s
the kind you should try.
INEXPENSIVE: Plnkham’s Compound
costs very little compared to some other
methods but this doesn’t detract from
Its effectiveness. Follow label directions.

‘'VEGETAIIE COMPOUND

role and live up to it “off the cuff,”
as it were. I’ve had an almost rever¬
ent admiration for Ida Lupino ever
since she walked into Bill Wellman’s
office and made herself “be” Bessie
for him (the girl in “The Light that
Failed”), thereby getting herself that
wonderful role. Little Freddie Bar¬
tholomew did it years ago when he
was introduced to Louis B. Mayer
and said, simply, “I am David Copperfield.” Stanwyck can’t do it! With¬
out the reassurance of make-up, lines,
lights and the approval of a director,
Stanwyck is just Stanwyck—and no
help for it. I can’t even put on a
“social act.” The worst performance
of my career, I think, was the one
I gave on the occasion of my first,
and only, big party in the Hollywood
tradition. I rehearsed for days, being
the sparkling hostess, and what I
turned out to be was just Stanwyck,
very unhappy, very confused, and
showing it! It was the worst stage
fright I have ever experienced, and
I’ve had my share of opening night
jitters.
It’s a great help to any
woman, especially an actress, to be

able to “assume a character” and be
convincing in the role. But I can’t
do it. I wish, I DO wish, I could!
<•-

*

*

4. Impetuosity.
I’m still trying to
cross this one off, and it isn’t easy. All
the self discipline I have been able
to muster hasn’t cured me of blurt¬
ing out something I think or feel
strongly—sometimes at very awk¬
ward moments.
It isn’t only that
I’m quick-tempered. That gets me
into trouble enough.
But I’m also
given to hasty judgments, to making
decisions without giving them enough
thought—to doing things and con¬
sidering the consequences later.
Some people can get away with this
and give you that old “strike while
the iron is hot” bromide. But I can’t.
I almost invariably find that my first
impulse was a wrong one, and I wish
to goodness I’d kept my brain but¬
toned up until I had time to weigh
and balance and all those other dull
things.
Maybe I’ll learn some time. And
then again, maybe I shan’t!

CREDITS .... ASSETS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 29)
costly lesson, I’ve also learned how
I have none of those ideas about “re¬
much easier life can be for a busy
tiring to the country” and raising
person if she will only trust the ex¬
orchids or something, because I’m “so
perts.
I have to know I can trust
tired of it all.” I’m not tired of it,
them; I have that old elephant mem¬
and I don’t expect to be. I want to
ory and I never forget if anyone be¬
act until they have to shoot me, and
trays a trust. But once I know, I find
I hope that time is a long way off.
Nothing—but nothing!—makes me as
it’s a very good idea to let the make¬
up experts, the cameramen, the busi¬
impatient or as sore as the fatuous
ness managers attend to their jobs
soul who inquires, “What sacrifices
while I concentrate on mine. Learn¬
have you made for your art, Miss
ing this has been good business on
Stanwyck?”
my part—it’s worked to my advan¬
I haven’t made any and I’m not
tage. And it certainly has made life
even sure it is “art.” It’s a darned
more pleasant for me.
That’s an¬
good job, and I’m lucky to have it.
other “debit” that I can move over
I think that feeling this way about
to the “credit” side of my ledger!
it has been one of the most important
»
*
*
factors in my success. My greatest
4. Love for my work.
I’m not kid¬
asset of all has been a genuine love
ding. If you don’t like your job, then
for “the profession” and the result¬
you won’t do very well at it. I like
ant determination to give it the best
mine, always have, and always will.
I had—always.
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CIGARET LIGHTER
AND PLASTIC CASE
Glamourland contributes this newest of smart
accessories-a dainty, streamlined, sure-fire lighter
with companion cigaret case. Lighter is all-metal,
plastic finished in brilliant color. Matching plastic
case is light as a feather yet exceptionally sturdy
and practically moisture and air-proof. Ideal for
men and women, particularly for those in the
Armed Forces. Your choice of colors: Sophisti¬
cate Red, Nile Green or Azure Blue. The set only
$1.49 plus postage if you act at once.
Vat Desmond and Wanda McKay
Popular Hollywood Players

MATCH YOUR COSTUMES AND
YOUR MOODS AS THE STARS DO
Be the first in your set to enjoy the distinction of
matching or contrasting your cigaret Lighter and Case
with your attire.

Yes, and match your mood, too!

In

your more daring moments carry your SOPHISTICATE
RED Set; for times of enchantment choose NILE
GREEN; or AZURE BLUE when you are demure. All
three sets-three Lighters and three Cases can be yours
Set

for the special price of only $3.98 plus postage.

St.49

of three $3.98
Plus Postage

SEND NO MONEY

L. PRICE & CO., Dept. A-1

JUST MAIL

5537 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28 Calif.
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Examine the NEW HOLLYWOOD color-matching

NO RISK
5-DAY TRIAL
OFFER

Send me The New Hollywood matching set Is) of Cigaret Lighter and Case in
color (s) indicated: □ SOPHISTICATE RED □ NILE GREEN (J AZURE BLUE. On
arrival. I will deposit with postman $1.49 plus postage chorges for each set (see
special offer below) on the iron-dad guarantee that if I am not completely satis¬
fied, I may return the set (s) in 5 days for refund without question.

Lighter and Cigaret Case ... fashion accessories of the

□ MONET ENCLOSED (If Mom* With Order, Packaga Comes Postpaid)

Stars. Try the Lighter, use the Case... let your friends
admire their vivid beauty. Then, if you can bear to part
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with them, return the set within 5 days for prompt

Address_

refund.
at once.
limited.

DON’T

D E L A Y!... Mail the coupon

The supply of these combination sets is
Act today!

Name_

City_

Zone

. Stote_

□ SPECIAL! Sind mi 3 sits, Sophisticate Red, Nile Grim, and Ann Blue tor J3.9I.
(Due to demand and limited supplies, only 3 sets per customer.)
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Quickly Relieves Distress of

PICTURES IN
PRODUCTION
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17)

AT 20TH CENTURY-FOX:
A BELL FOR ADANO is now in its sec¬

f/ead^,<ts

ond month with Gene Tierney, John
Hodiak, Bill Bendix, Richard Conte,
and Allyn Joslyn enacting the story
of Italian reconstruction.
CAPTAIN EDDIE, being produced by
Winfield Sheehan and directed by
Lloyd Bacon (whose picture SUN¬
DAY DINNER FOR A SOLDIER is
going to be a smash hit), is the story
of Eddie Rickenbacker. Fred MacMurray gets the plum role of his life
as Captain Eddie, and Dick Crane will
be stupendous as Captain Cherry, the
pilot.
THE BULLFIGHTERS will be funny if
you can stand Laurel and Hardy.

You will like the way a few drops of
Va-tro-nol up each nostril promptly,
effectively relieve distress of head colds.
It soothes irritation, reduces swelling,
helps clear cold-clogged nose and makes
breathing easier. (NOTE: Also helps
prevent many colds from developing if
used in time!)
Try it! Follow di¬
rections in folder.

VICKS
VA-TRO-NOI

COLONEL EFFINGHAM'S RAID will be a

honey.
It can’t miss with Charles
Coburn as the bumbling Colonel aided
by Joan Bennett, Bill Eythe, Allyn
Joslyn, and Frank Craven.

AT UNITED ARTISTS:
BLOOD ON THE SUN. the Cagney pic¬
ture with Sylvia Sidney, Robert Arm¬
strong, John Emery, and Rosemary
DeCamp, is now in its second month
of production.
G.l. JOE—the
picture being made
from beloved Ernie Pyle’s book—has
Burgess Meredith in the Ernie Pyle
role. Most of the rest of the cast are
little known actors who are getting
the break of their lives. Whatever
you do, don’t miss G.l. JOE.
A WALK IN THE SUN is the latest
Dana Andrews picture, and the one
on which fellow performers were
happy to help Dana welcome his new
son. Those cigars came in gratefully,
due to the cigarette shortage.
BEDSIDE MANNER is an Andrew Stone
comedy with Ruth Hussey, John Car¬
rol, and Ann Rutherford. Ann has
been losing her mind over the recent
adventures of Dick Tracy, Vitamin
Flintheart, and Snowflake Falls. Each
morning for a week she quizzed mem¬
bers of the cast as to what plot turn
they next expected. No one guessed
right.
GUEST WIFE is another of those inim¬

itable Colbert comedies in which she
is aided by Don Ameche, Dick Foran,
and Charles Dingle.
EYELASH

""Dark-Eyes”,”Depc ~“c“ ~
218 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, Illinois
I enclose $1.20 (tax included) for regular size I
package of "Dark-Eyes”, and directions.
Check shades: □ Black □ Brown
Name.
Address

...

Town.State.

feet taller than high. At a party one
night Van endured the aroma as long
as possible, then slipped over to growl
at his friend, “Take those things off
and hide them under the piano. The
guy who gave you those shoes was
crazy.”
VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES is
keeping Margaret O’Brien, Jackie
Jenkins, Edward G. Robinson, James
Craig, and Frances Gifford busy. Pic¬
ture in its third month.

OUR

WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF with Gin¬
ger Rogers, Lana Turner, Walter
Pidgeon, Van Johnson, Keenan Wynn,
Robert Benchley, Leon Ames (re¬
member him as the father in MEET
ME IN ST. LOUIS), and Xavier Cugat,
is in its second month. Latest rave was
caused by Lana Turner appearing with
her hair cut 2% inches all over her
head. “Fugitive from heaven,” grinned
Mr. Ames.
'
TWICE BLESSED is a story about twins,

written for those terrific twins, Lee
and Lyn Wilde. Gail Patrick, Preston
Foster, and Marshall Thompson are
also cast.
THE HIDDEN EYE shouldbeagoodie.lt

is a whodunit that begins with two
bodies already scored to the credit of
the secret murderer who has a habit
of leaving beside the deceased a high¬
ly-scented note. Frances Rafferty is
the girl in the case, who expects to be
prone with perfume at any moment;
Paul Langton is the fiance who is
suspected, and Edward Arnold as the
blind detective, Duncan Maclain with
his seeing eye dog, Friday, solves the
mystery.
is
coming along rapidly with Hedy La¬
marr, Robert Walker, June Allyson.
and Warner Anderson.
HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY

AT PARAMOUNT:
is in its fourth month
—a riot of variety acts. Everyone on
the Paramount lot is in it—but wait
until you hear Betty Hutton sing “The
Hard Way.” You’ll be spending juke
box nickels on it before long, because
it’s solid.
DUFFY'S TAVERN

DARKENER

To keep lashes and brows bewitchingly dark
and alluring . .. even after swimming, crying
or perspiring, use "Dark-Eyes”. This indelible
darkener never runs, smarts or smudges. One
application lasts 4 to 5 weeks ... thus ending
daily eye make-up bother. Caution: Use only
as directed on the label. Try it! Get a package
of "Dark-Eyes” today!
$1.00 (plus tax) at leading drug and depart¬
ment stores. If your favorite deale-.- does not
yet carry "Dark-Eyes”, mail coupon today!

P. Muni, M. Chapman: "One Against Seven.”

AT MGM:
HOLD HIGH THE TORCH, the story of a
war dog, stars Elizabeth Taylor, Lassie,
Frank Morgan, and Selena Royle. If
you haven’t seen NATIONAL VEL¬
VET, Elizabeth’s first picture, haunt
your local theatre until it plays. Miss
Taylor is really something.
WITHOUT LOVE is in its third month

of production with the labors of
Katharine Hepburn, Spencer Tracy,
Lucille Ball, and Keenan Wynn. On
the set, Keenan was telling his fellow
players about the pair of huaraches
that Van Johnson brought him from
Mexico City. Seems the Mexican
method of tanning leather is inclined
to leave the shoes with an odor four

THE LOST WEEKEND, with Ray Milland

having the staggers and Jane Wyman
viewing him with indulgent alarm, is
in its fourth month. Did you see the
pictures in LIFE, showing how some
of the scenes were shot on New York
streets without the idle passersby be¬
coming conscious of the camera?
is in its secipnd
month of production with Jennifer
Jones, Joseph Cotten, Cecil Kellaway,
Anita Louise, and Reginald Denny.

THE LOVE LETTERS

THE AFFAIRS OF SUSAN has Joan Fon¬
taine, George Brent, Dennis O’Keefe,
and Walter Abel in make-up. The tag¬
line of this story’s synopsis is worth
repeating: “So Susan, instead of being
all things to all men, decides to be all
women for one man.”

OOOH'MY

THE VIRGINIAN in Technicolor is still
walking the still streets at sundown
knowing that he must kill Trampas.
Joel McCrea is on one end of the gun,
and Brian Donlevy at the other. Bar¬
bara Britton is the gal who gits her
man, podner.

CHAPPED
HANDS

are what Eddie
Bracken has toward Veronica Lake,
Albert Dekker, and George Zucco.
Paul Jones, who produces the “Road”
pictures is the producer of this one,
and George Marshall is directing.

ARESO SORE

GOOD INTENTIONS

HARD TO HANDLE is an action picture
with William Gargan, Ann Savage,
and Leo Gorcey. You should hear
Leo tell about the trials and tribula¬
tions of being an ex-dead end kid.
Seems every frustrated local fisticuffer wants to pick a fight.

AT RKO:
THE INVISIBLE ARMY deals with John
Wayne’s adventures with guerrillas
like Richard Loo, Beulah Bondi, Tony
Quinn, John Miljan and Paul Fix.
THE SPANISH MAIN, in Technicolor, is

still rocking from the shouts of Paul
Henreid, Maureen O’Hara, Walter
Slezak, and John Emery. Incident¬
ally, Paul Henreid’s personal Christ¬
mas cards were among the most
appealing in town: an informal snap¬
shot of Paul, Lisl, their cocker spaniel,
and their glamorous daughter, Miss
Monica.

HERE’S SOOTHING RELIEF
—

FASTER HEAUA6

If your hands get so red and chapped that
they actually feel sore, take a tip from
nurses! Get a jar of the Medicated Skin
Cream, Noxzema, and see how quickly it
brings soothing, grateful relief.

revealed that scores of
nurses (who have trou¬
ble with their hands
from frequent washings) use Noxzema
and recommend it to their patients.

Noxzema is so effective because it’s a
medicated formula. It not only relieves the
stinging soreness, but helps heal the tiny
cracks. Actual tests with Noxzema show it
helps heal chapped hands faster — definite
improvement often
being seen over¬
night! Surveys have

Noxzema is greaseless, non-sticky, van¬
ishes almost at once. Get a jar at any drug
or dept, store today and see how quickly
it helps heal your chapped hands! 10^, 25<*,
5(K and $1 (plus tax).

GIVEN PEARL EArRIN^b
CLASSIC REPLICA

JOHNNY ANGEL is the name

of the
George Raft picture with Signe Hasso,
Claire Trevor, and Hoagy Carmichael.
Margaret Wycherly, who played the
unforgettable role of Gary Cooper’s
mother in SERGEANT YORK, is also
in the cast.

■

FOLLOW YOUR HEART has Jack Haley,
Marcy McGuire, and Glenn Vernon
on the down beat.

■ ■

To Make New Friends
Among Headers of this Magazine
who order the Matching Bracelet and Neck¬
lace promptly for ten days examination.
Iridescent, aristocratic Simulated Pearls that
closely resemble true Oriental Pearls set in screw
type Earrings will be GIVEN to readers of this
magazine.
Just send
the coupon today and accept these
Earrings as our gift to you.

NECKLACE
BRACELET

AT REPUBLIC:

and TWO ROW, MATCHING

UTAH is now being commemorated
by Roy Rogers, Gabby Hayes, the
Sons of the Pioneers and Peggy Stew¬
art. Did you see Trigger dance in
HOLLYWOOD CANTEEN?
Pretty
nifty.

Styles now prescribe Pearls for evening and
afternoon wear. Every lady has admired
lustrous pearls from the Orient. Now, you
too, can enjoy wearing a gorgeous replica
of an expensive pearl necklace and
matching two row bracelet,—all with¬
out risking a penny. Simply send the
coupon for both the necklace and
matching bracelet and accept them
on ten days trial and we will in¬
clude the set of classic Earrings
without cost. If you do not fully
agree that this iridescent, glow¬
ing, replica Pearl ensemble is a
marvelous bargain return them
within ten days and your money
will be refunded, BUT YOU ARE
TO KEEP THE MATCHING EAR¬
RINGS as our get-acquainted gift.

AT INTERNATIONAL:
ALONG CAME JONES is distinguished
by Gary Cooper, Loretta Young, Wil¬
liam Demarest, Willard Robertson
(who has published several successful
novels) and Dan Duryea. This is a
western, concerned with a case of mis¬
taken identity which causes el Senor
Cooper to dodge lead intended origin¬
ally for a less wily frame. During the
scene changes, Loretta Young was
called upon to write a brief note to
a friend. “I hate to do this without
a dictionary at my right hand,” she
said. “I’m the world’s worst speller.”
While she was in New York she wrote
to her sister (several years ago) “I’m
crazy about this town. You should see
our wonderful siut, I mean, swite, I
mean—well, it sounds like ‘sweet,’ but
I’m not sure how to spell it.”

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. 31-CE, Jefferson, Iowa
I want to examine those iridescent, imitation Pearls. Please
send me:
□ Necklace □ Bracelet
I can return mv purchase in 10 days and you will refund my
money but I am'to keep the earrings as your get-acquainted gift.

SEND NO MONEY
The coupon should be sent to¬
day as supplies are extremely
limited. When your package ar¬
rives you pay the postman only
$2.95 each plus a few cents mail¬
ing cost and 20% Federal Tax.
The Necklace and Bracelet be¬
come more attractive the longer
you wear them.
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.
Dept.

31-CE, Jefferson,

Iowa

Name
Address

I

City.

State.

To People

LAUREN BACALL
ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 361

who want to wri te
but can’t get started
Do you have that constant urge to write
but the fear that a beginner hasn’t a
chance? Then listen to what the editor
of Liberty said on this subject:
“There is more room for newcomers in the
writing field today than ever before. Some
of the greatest of writing men and women
have passed from the srene in recent years.
Who will take their places? Who will be
the new Robert W. Chambers. Edgar Wal¬
lace, Rudyard Kipling? Fame, riches and
the happiness of achievement await the
new men and women of power."

Service Wife Secures
Reporter's Job Through
N.I.A. Training
“I nad just finished N.I.A.
Training when I saw an adver¬
tisement in our daily paper for
a woman reporter! I answered
the ad, was called in and given
the job.
Financial arrange¬
ments were adequate, and I
was darned proud. With my
husband in the Navy, I am
helping keep our home and
family intact.”—Mrs. Mary L.
Herring, 628 E. Center Street.
Marion, Ohio.

Writing Aptitude Test—FREE!

N

EWSPAPER Institute of America
offers a free Writing Aptitude Test.
Its object is to discover new recruits
for the army of men and women who add
to their income by fiction and article
writing. The Writing Aptitude Test is a
simple but expert analysis of your latent
ability, your powers of imagination, logic,
etc. Not all applicants pass this test.
Those who do are qualified to take the
famous N. I. A. course based on the prac¬
tical training given by big metropolitan
dailies.
This is the New York Copy Desk Method
which teaches you to write by writing!
You develop your individual style instead
of trying to copy that of others.
You
“cover” actual assignments such as metro¬
politan reporters get. Although you work at
home, on your own time, you are constant¬
ly guided by experienced writers.
It is
really fascinating work. Each week you
see new progress. In a matter of months
you can acquire the coveted “professional”
touch. Then you’re ready for market with
greatly improved chances of making sales.

spot for her in this play I’m doing?”
But the verdict was no.
We can’t tell you the name of the
play, nor the role Lauren Bacall
came that close to having, because we
don’t know. And anyway, does it
matter? Fact is, probably there are
any number of stories like that one,
coming to light now. A lot of direc¬
tors and producers who “just missed”
being Bacall’s “discoverer.”
What was the formula . . . what is
the secret of her success? You can’t
get the answer from Lauren herself,
because she can’t give it to you. She’s
still pinching herself and saying,
“Isn’t it wonderful? But really, I’m
as surprised as everyone else!” You
can’t even get an “explanation” from
Director Howard Hawkes; because
though it was he—yes, you’ve un¬
doubtedly heard how the story goes.
How his wife saw the girl’s picture
on the cover of a fashion magazine,
thought she “looked interesting,” and
suggested a screen test.
Director
Hawkes instructed his agent to write
to New York for some information
about the Bacall girl. There may, or
may not, have been some misunder¬
standing about the instructions. In
any event, instead of information,
Bacall herself arrived in Hollywood!
Hawkes, being a man of long and
successful experience, signed a good
bet when he saw one, and put the
ex-model under contract.
But he
was in no hurry about launching his
“find,” preferring to save her for the
right part.
And then you might take the case
of Hoagy Carmichael. It’s again prob¬
able, as well as possible, that when
Maestro Hoagy composed his new
number, “How Little We Know,” he
didn’t even know Lauren Bacall—
much less, that hers would be the

voice to plug his new tune on the
screen. And again, too, Lauren her¬
self wouldn’t have known. Music was
to her just something to enjoy, until
one of her screen tests called for a
bit of warbling, and what came out
was a potentially fine singing voice,
low and throaty—torrid is a better
word for it, maybe. Like the gown
she wears on the screen when she’s
singing the song.
Bogart took one
look at her in that dress, what there
was of it, and said: “You won’t have
to sing much in that!”
Come to think of it, though . . .
that Carmichael title does a lot of
saying, applied to the gal it fits best.
“How little we know” about Bacall,
except that she was born September
16, 1924; is 5 feet 6V2 inches tall,
weighs approximately 119 pounds,
and has eyes described as blue-green
—and her next picture with Hum¬
phrey Bogart, coming soon, is called
“The Big Sleep.”
But speaking of working on the
new picture, here’s something that
happened one morning when Lauren
was on her way to the studio. Her
small coupe broke down on the way
from Beverly Hills (she lives there,
you know—with her mother), and
she had to hitch-hike over to Warner
Bros. Not to encourage all comers,
however, we think we should tell
you—the
coupe-trouble
is
fixed!
It’s the first car she’s ever owned,
the first she’s ever driven, and she
says she’s going to keep it the rest
of her life . . . “just for sentimental
reasons.”
Our guess is that Missy Bacall is
sentimental—and rightly so—about
most anything connected with that
first start which put her where she is
today. Fortunate is too mild a wore
to express her sentiments about th«
chain of events that led to this climax.
She regards the whole affair as one
of those things that just couldn’t
happen—but did. And let’s let it go
at that.
The End

Mail the Coupon ISow
But the first step is to take the Writing Aptitude
Test. It requires but a
few minutes
and
costs
NOTICE TO
nothing. So mail the cou¬
CANADIANS
pon now. Make the first
Newspaper Institute’s
move toward the most
operations in Canada
have been approved
enjoyable and profitable
by the Foreign Ex¬
occupation — writing for
change Control Board,
publication! Newspaper
and to facilitate all
Institute of America, One
financial trajisac¬
Park Ave., New York 16,
tions, a special per¬
mit has been assign¬
N. Y. (Founded 1925)
ed to their account
with the Canadian
Bank of Commerce,
Montreal.
__

Newspaper Institute of America
One Park Ave.. New York 16, N. Y.
Send me, without cost or obligation,
your Writing Aptitude Test and further
information about writing for profit as promised
in Movieland, March.
p

Miss
Mrs
Mr

'}

Address . ..
(All correspondence confidential. No salesman will call
on you.)
49-C-665
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Lauren Bacall was destined for tame when she posed tor this Dahl-Wolfe cover photo.

Yvonne De Carlo, of the graceful gyrations, holds beauty in the most beautifully
kept

hands.

She

glamorizes

her

every

I

T takes more to be a dancer than a
pair of twinkling feet. Watch for
Yvonne De Carlo, star of the Uni¬
versal production, Salome — Where
She Danced, and you’ll see what we
mean. Years of rhythmic exercise
have trained Yvonne’s every move¬
ment. Perhaps this is the most ap¬
parent in the w'xy she uses her hands.
Sad as it seems, many girls spend
many, many hours on face and figure
and completely overlook an outstand¬
ing key to character—their hands.
Yet a few tricks in time could spell
the
difference between
charming
grace and disgraceful lack of appeal.
Not every one is blessed, as Yvonne
is, with slender, tapering fingers,
stemming from fluent, fragile wrists.
But in this age of individuality, shape
and size need never be a handicap.
Beautiful hands are those which re¬
flect relaxation, expression and good
taste (in other words—good groom¬
ing!)
Yvonne, putting a sensible slant
on an outworn slogan, believes in
‘‘grace through strength” and tells us
that hands, to be attractive, must be
worked on—and with. Primarily, the

movement with

a

kind

of

"fluid

drive".

idea is to develop each muscle until
it functions easily and smoothly. Like
the normalizing of any other part of
your body, that demands exercise.
And, for your specific information,
three of Yvonne’s pet workouts are
illustrated.
Next to knowing how to move, the
most important thing is knowing
when and how not to raise a finger!
Though it may not be easy, force
yourself to keep your hands in re¬
pose unless they punctuate your prose
with punch.
Whatever your hand type, Yvonne
believes it can be the loveliest of its
kind if you give it the proper ex¬
ternal care. First, the hand cream or
lotion habit. Before and after water
immersion, before and after weather
exposure, stroke the skin with cream
or lotion to keep it moist and pliant.
Two or three times a week, massage
well with a rich dry skin emollient.
Take a moment or two at bedtime to
rub cuticles with a special softener.
When you give your flexible hands
the care they deserve, they’re all set
—for the flattery of a colorful mani¬
cure.

Patti Brill
Appearing in

“Pan-Americana”
An IIKO RadioPictvre

Hollywood’s portrait of you

in this
figure flattering slack suit! Contrasting shoulders,
collar, and long full sleeves, caught tight at the wrist,
does miracles to trim you, slim you! Two-toned
inner-outer blouse to suit your gay- _
est mood! Fashioned of rich, crush-j
resistant year-round fabric. Slacks
drape beautifully. Sizes 10 to 18.Y
Black witts Fuchsia, Navy with Red,
BrownwithAqua,Navy*ithPowder. rws rostac

Send No Money. We Mail C. 0. D. £ SSJMSE
check or money order lor $9.20, which includes 25c mailing charge.)

OflAIUINUE
YOUR SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK-PROMPT DELIVERY!

HOLLYWOOD MAID
DEPT. 225. 6546 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.. LOS ANGELES 28, CALIF.

ORDER BY MAIL FROM HOLLYWOOD
HOLLYWOOD MAID,

dept.

225I

6546 HOLLYWOOD BLVD., LOS ANGELES 28, CALIF.,
Please mail

"Pin-Up Girl' Slack Suit, at $8.95,

■ LACK with
FUCHSIA □

NAVY with
RIO
□

BROWN with
AQUA
Q

J

plus postage. I
NAVY with 1
POWDER Q |

(Mark 1st and 2nd choice of color)

Size:

10

12

14

16

(Please print name, etc , plainly)

Hold hands up and clasp them

Cup hands on any flat

Apply cream.

tightly.

surface and type on an

one hand between thumb and

imaginary

index

to

stir

Now
up

"wring"
the

briskly

circulation.

typewriter.

cushions

Roll
of

fingers of
the

other.

City_

18

(Circle size wanted) |

•

"Hew—Hair Rinse
Continued
from page 10

Gives a Tiny Tint

...

and

1

Removes
this
dull
film

kind of billing are you getting?" she wanted
to

know,

obviously

under

the

impression

4.

Black
7. Titian Blonde
Dark Copper
I. Golden Blonde
Sable Brown
9. Topai Blonde
Golden Brown 10. Dark Auburn
Nut Brown
11. Light Auburn
Silver
12. Lustre Glint

The improved Golden. Glint
contains only safe certified
colors and pure Radien, all
new, approved ingredients.

Try Golden Glint ...Over

50 million
packages have been sold...Choose
your shade at any cosmetic dealer.
Price 10 and 25(* — or send for a
—-■— FREE SAMPLE

Seattlo

14,

GOLDEN
Wash.

GLINT

CO.
Box 3366-B-41

Please send color No._as listed above.
Name_

GOLDEN GLINT
Keep backing ’em

in

a

small

town

hotel while he was on location, was given a

or at best, split-weeks.

day off. so decided to sleep late.

"Any new gags in

dozing fitfully when he heard

Before either of the men could explain the

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

living

that both men were still doing one-nighters,
your act?"

1. Does not harm, permanently
tint or bleach the hair.
2. Used after shampooing — your
hair is not dry, unruly.
3. Instantly gives the soft, lovely
effect obtained from tedious,
vigorous brushings . . . plus a
tiny tint—in these 12 shades.

LIEBESTRAUM:
Dana Andrews,

in the lock of his room.

He was

a key turn

He lay still as the

activities in that obscure little town called

door softly opened and a pair of presences

Hollywood, the

hesitated on the threshold.

landlady continued encour¬

Perhaps, he thought, if he played possum

agingly, "Jack, I saw you in a picture the
other day.

Yes, sir, one of those movies.

Pretty good, too.

he would be undisturbed.
Said one feminine whisper, "I never saw

That ought to do you some

good with booking agencies.

You just wait—

before long you'll be playing THE ORPHEUM

a movie star asleep before.

"But kind of handsome." breathed the sec¬

CIRCUIT."
•

*

•

ond feminine voice.

When hunk-o-man V. Mature was a Holly¬
wood Indian, few indeed were those fellow
tribesmen who gave him credit for being
psychic.
Yet he must have some sort of
pipeline to destiny.
His great and good
friend, Carl Schroeder, joined him in San
Francisco for several days, but when Thurs¬
day night came and Carl stated flatly that he
had to leave Friday morning, the Mature
voice was lifted in protest.
Vic said it was silly for Carl to leave
before Sunday. Carl said Business, Business,
Business, etc.
Victor, loathing an argument that he can't
win, calmly snatched Carl's airline ticket
and tore it up.
The plane on which Mr. Schroeder would
have been riding, except for his friend's
violent invitation to remain in San Francisco,
crashed within two minutes of the Los An¬
geles Airport.
*

up with War Bonds!
There’s a day coming when you’ll want
to stand up and cheer the greatest victory
in history.
In fact, let’s not start it at all—over
here.
Let’s leave it to the fellows who
are doing the job—to begin the celebrating.
Let’s keep bearing down till we get the
news of final victory from the only place
such news can come: the battleline.
If we do that, we’ll have the right to
join the cheering when the time comes.

scolding

"Let's leave his room

'til the last, so he can sleep."

MATURE DECISION:

SUP UP:

He looks just

like any other man—rumpled and beardish."

*

*

"Good idea," said the first.
to

the

bed

and

rested

her

She tiptoed
hand

on

an

available Andrews shoulder.

Shaking him

gently,

won't

she

explained,

"We

you just yet.
We'll clean the
rooms, then come back."
Then
aprons
drew.

she

rejoined

making

a
*

her

skirty
*

friend

wake

rest of the
and—their

rustle—they

with¬

*

PROP CORN:

The prop man was puzzled . . . and em¬
barrassed. When he had originally decorated
the Christmas tree for the Noel scene in
"Our Vines Have Tender Grapes," he had
festooned paper chains amid the boughs,
along with tinsel, cranberry strings, and
threaded pop corn. The pop corn had been
important because it gleamed snowily among
the green boughs and was picked up eagerly
by the black-and-white camera eye.
Yet,
after each take, there seemed to be fewer
strands of pop corn. It was a mystery enough
to beat the Charlie Ross case.

Mrs. Pat O'Brien administered a prolonged
to her

young

son,

Sean,

dealing

with 1) the virtue of cleanliness, and 2) the
evil of misrepresentation.
A few moments later she overheard Sean's
sister, Mavourneen, asking in hushed tones,
"But how did Mother find out that you just
SAID you took a bath, instead of really tak¬
ing it?"
"I forgot to wet the soap

was

all,"

ex¬

plained Sean.

CLUCK:

68

If you think Edgar Bergen has trouble
with Charlie McCarthy, you should talk to
him about Effie Clinker. This new character
on the Bergen knee has come in for some
hot criticism from her radio audience. She
sounds too much like Charlie; she doesn't
have the proper henny-penny personality;
she sounds 'scared.
Mr. Bergen, growing more nervous by the
broadcast, finally hit upon a solution: just
before going on the air, he drank a cup of
steaming chicken broth. The hot fluid re¬
laxed this throat muscles, restored his con¬
fidence, and Effie emerged from his larnyx
with the proper cluck.

Col.

Jimmy

Roosevelt,

after-honeymoon

evening

Faye
at

Emerson;
the

an

Mocambo.

spare moments between calls, she had been
writing to her girl friend, a student at Stan¬
ford University.
"Just write your name at the bottom of
this page, will you?" Gloria asked, ex¬
plaining, "this friend of mine is positively
swoony over you—when she has time to
be. She studies pretty hard, but when she
takes a deep breath between chapters, she
looks at your picture on her desk."
So Van, indulging in a little Gallup fore¬
casting wrote: "Study hard and you may
become President."
*

•

FROM HOLLYWOOD TO YOU BY MAIL

A

"LEADING

LADY"

SoiMe *?eatuA£

•

RESIGNATION:
The Dennis Morgan children have endured
a winter of ailments. All three had colds, the
older

two

had

mumps,

chicken

pox,

and

measles. Stan, speckled, was lying in bed
one morning, meditating upon the woes of
childhood, when his mother entered the room
with

some

believe

broth.

that's

"Heavens,"

a

mosquito

she

said, "I

buzzing

against

the window pane."
"Leave it alone," counselled Stan wearily.
"We might as well have malaria and have it
Bonita

Granville

("Never

Too

Late")

out

over with."

dancing with Dean Harens ("The Suspect").

•

*

*

GOOBERNATORIAL:

Any correlation between this fact and the
identity of two members of the cast must
be regarded as purely coincidental.
P.S. For three days Margaret O'Brien and
Jackie Jenkins took no interest in their
regular meals.
•

•

•

FOR LUCK:
It happened in Chicago, in a rather cele¬
brated,

very

crowded

restaurant.

One

woman, quiet, handsome, well-dressed was
established in a twosome booth when another
woman was seated across the table by a
service captain, hard-pressed for space.
The newcomer was abubble.

You'll never guess,

so I'll tell you: Barbara Stanwyck and Robert
Taylor.

Really!

entrance

when

I was waiting at the hotel
they

came

out—wait

until

my granddaughter hears that!"
The first woman nodded and smiled softly
Miss Stan¬

wyck looked just exactly as one would ex¬
Didn’t she have beautiful eyes?

Robert Taylor!

*

Agnes

Moorehead

was

a

lieutenant-col¬

onel of the WAC in Metro's distaff service
now

titled

"There

Were

Us," starring Lana Turner.
when
she

Lt.-Colonel

teased

Moorehead

her

husband.

Three

Of

Each evening,
came

Jack

home,

Lee—who

also works in pictures—by giving him orders.
She

said that she

under military law,

RAMBLER

had placed their home
hence

was

SWING SKIRT

the senior

And

to

countermand

his

wife's

plu*
postage

in "G.I. Joe," the film version of Ernie Pyle's
book, "This Is Your War."
*

*

*

She paused to ask, "Have you had a chance
to see them?"
The first woman said, "Yes," and returned
to the menu.
"Where?

What were they doing?

Did

you have a chance to get their autographs?
The first woman said hesitantly, "I . . .
well, I live with them."
Her seat companion's jaw slackened per¬
ceptibly. then the expression about her eyes
changed.

"Of course," she said placatingly,

as one addresses the very drunk or demented.
As soon as possible, she moved to another
spot.
The

first

woman

was

telling

the

truth.

She was Hollis Barnes, Barbara Stanwyck's
close friend

and hairdresser,

and she had

made the trip to Chicago with Barbara, when
Miss Stanwyck went east to visit her hus¬
band.
POUTICAL PROPHECY:

Van Johnson, chatty and convivial char¬
acter, was strolling through the Metro pub¬
licity department recently when he was
hailed by Gloria Valdez, one of the switch¬
board operators.
As Gloria had a few

GOING. GOING. GONE—WITH TOP HAT:

Alexander Kirkland, Broadway star and
recently divorced husband of Gypsy Rose
Lee, returned to Hollywood to dispose of
12 rooms full of antique Mexican furniture—
. some priceless, some chili and beans. This
announcement was carried in all metropolitan
daily Los Angeles papers, of course, and one
writing wag, noting that a number of hand¬
some bedsteads were in the lot to be auc¬
tioned, suggested that the auctioneer placard
the beds with the announcement, "Gypsy
Rose Lee Slept Here."
The following morning Mr. Kirkland re¬
ceived an irate telephone call from the auc¬
tioneer who was to handle the sale.
Mr.
Kirkland would please to refrain from placing
or allowing to be placed in the public print,
such light-hearted publicity.
It detracted,
said the auctioneer, from the dignity of
his profession.
•

•

•

QUOTABLES FROM NOTABLES:

postage

"Leading Lady" smashes the headlines in this
Double Feature by "Springin* tor Summer."
You’ll "swing out" ahead ot the crowd in these
new and original creations by Lucille Lane of
Hollywood.
Skirt has 32 gores, 16 front and back. Count
them! Crush resisting rayon. Trimfit waistline. What
value at $3.99! Order on 5-day shopping com¬
parison. Return without cost if you don’t agree this
is America's finest skirt value. The Starlet Blouse is
completely new. Be first to have it. Mannish tailored
with the exclusive Bobby Bane long wing collar.
Fashioned from expensive English broadcloth, origi¬
nated in men's fine shirts. 4 smart pearl buttons,
unique collar and pocket stitching, tricky cigarette
pocket. Order today — the complete Double Feature
or either of the items.

orders.

He had just been cast as a FULL COLONEL

My, wasn't he handsome.

$?99
f# Plus

*099
STARLET BLOUSE

Then one night Mr. Lee came home and
began

The second woman went on.

*

officer in charge.

as she studied the menu.

pect.

*

BRASS:

picture

"I'm so ex¬

cited I can scarcely stand it," she confided.
"Guess who I just saw!

An infantry officer, overseas for two years,
was talking to Bing Crosby in a shattered
chateau one night. "I thought, when I was
shipped out, that I'd miss women, steaks,
and good music, in that order. Now that I've
been out here I find that I miss peanuts,
cokes, and women—in that order."
Bing shipped him a case of peanuts for
Christmas.

SEND

NO

MONEY —USE

HANDY COUPON

J LEADING LADY of HOLLYWOOD o.pt.222
1 1680 Vine, Hollywood 28, Californio
I

J

Please send the following :
C.O.D. plus postage.

•

Q Rambler Skirt $3.99

I

Kelly 0

|

Sire:

J

0 Starlet Blouse $2.99. White Only.

I

Size:

J

PRINT

|

ADORESS--

I

CITY_ZONE_STATE- e

Navy Q

i

24

32

Red 0

Gold
26

34

0
28

36

I will pay the Postman

Brown 0
M.rk 1st end
30

38

2nd

Aqua 0
choice of colors
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I pi#o«o circle m« I

NAME-

This is the story Jack Benny is telling every¬
one at present:

A young actress was being

--fcg

starred in a picture being made by a quickie
producer. In one scene the girl was asked
to jump from a very high cliff into a pond.
When the actress glimpsed the jumping
point and the landing spot, she ran up to
the producer exclaiming: "I refuse to make
that jump. There's only a foot of water at
the bottom of that cliff."
The producer assumed an expression of
sweet
reasonableness.
"Of
course,
of
course," he reassured her. "See, we wouldn't
want you to drown."
*

Earn Sparetime Money and Get

Your Own DRESSES
EDCC
■ IvEC

AS A SALES
BONUS

Here is a delightful, easy, spare time occupation for mar¬
ried women (and a few ambitious single women) who will
welcome the opportunity to turn their idle hours into cash—
and at the same time get their own personal dresses and
other wearing apparel FREE as a bonus, without paying
one single penny!
Imagine showing your friends and
neighbors a vast, complete selection of newest, gorgeous
frocks for Spring and Summer—more than 100 styles, all
sizes, and scores of fabrics in the season's latest colors and
patterns! You know they’ll be fascinated, especially when
you mention the AMAZINGLY LOW PRICES and the
PROMPT DELIVERY.

Use Your Cwn Home as Headquarters
Many thousands of women, young and old, living in every
part of the United States, in big cities and in small towns,
are adding many welcome dollars to their incomes—and
earning their personal wardrobes—by the remarkable Har¬
ford Frocks Plan. When your friends and neighbors see
the beauty of the styles, learn the LOW MONEY-SAVING
PRICES, see the COMPLETENESS of the selection and
the many dozens of styles they can pick from—they’ll be
mighty happy to give you their orders. Not only do you
make a handsome cash commission on every order you take,
but you also earn generous credit towards your own per¬
sonal dresses and other wearing apparel, and that’s how
you can be "the best dresseu woman in town" without lay¬
ing out one single cent.

You Offer a COMPLETE Line of Wearing Apparel
Yes. more than 100 different dresses, all the very latest
styles—but in addition, the Harford Frocks line contains
hosiery, lingerie, sportswear, suits, coats, children’s cloth¬
ing. etc. Imagine giving your customers the opportunity
to select all their wearing apparel needs at money-saving
prices, in the comfort and privacy of their own homes with¬
out tedious shopping, without using gasoline, without ex¬
pending precious time! No wonder Harford Frocks sales¬
people everywhere are reporting phenomenal success!

Gorgeous Style
Presentation FREE
Just mail the coupon below and
attach a letter about yourself, for
the glorious presentation of Har¬
ford Frocks styles ABSOLUTELY
FREE. No money to pay now or
any time. Get the fashion figures
illustrated in full colors and the
scores of actual samolps of the
fabrics—all FREE. Mail the cou¬
pon NOW.

HARFORD FROCKS. INC.
Dept. H-27, Cincinnati 25. Ohio

HARFOND FROCKS,

INC.

Dept. H-27. Cincinnati 25, Ohio

Semi me the new Harford Frocks Spring and Sum¬
mer Sty’** Presentation ABSOLUTELY FREE. I want
to start to earn money
spare time and get my
personal wardrobe too.
Name
Address
City.
■

70

My Age Is..

State.

*

•

CARRY ME BACK:
Joel McCrea strode into the Paramount
Commissary wearing buckskins and a west¬
ern shirt.
An acquaintance asked, "What
are you working in, Joel?"
"Picture called 'The Virginian'," he ex¬
plained, amplifying, "it's really 'Buffalo Bill'
with a Southern accent."
Joel, incidentally, owns several head of
fine horses. But instead of using his own
mount in the picture, he asked the studio
to hire a horse for him. He figures that his
old cowboy cronies who make their living
by renting horses are entitled to his loyalty.
He hasn't forgotten the times they supplied
him with mounts in his early days before
he owned a cricket, to say nothing of a horse.
•

*

*

HOW TO GET A BIRDIE:
Have you ever heard how Marilyn Max¬
well happened to be signed to sing on Bing
Crosby's Kraft Music Hall? It happened this
way: When the celebrated golf match be¬
tween Bing and Bob was to be held (added
attraction, Mr. Frank Sinatra), each studio
supplied a pretty girl to serve as caddy.
Marilyn was sent from Metro.

Bing, spotting her, str
his pipe, he said casually
well, aren't you? You se
on a camp show or a
dozens of G.I's. who have
up somewhere, or who h
of your tours. They all
hello when I get back
know how it is: everyo
in Hollywood thinks tha
knows everyone in pictu
"Thank you for all t
Marilyn.
"You sing, don't you?"
Marilyn said she did.
"You'll have to sing
he said.
That was all the conv
between them, but Mari
followed it up—the job
know the rest.
*

•

TIE THAT BINDS:
This is a story of no
eral weeks ago Bob
charming fan letter tha
some tie.
It was hand
created by a famous c
prices are higher than
a B-29. Bob, like most
the thought of getting
at a writing desk, yet
the generous and thou
So-o-o— he had a
take a picture of the Wal
gift tie, autographed th
it off to the fan.
P.S.
Under no circ
department suggest that y
swimming trunks. He h

MORE BIRD BUSYNESS:

In the home of Marcia Mae Jones and
Lt. (jg) Robert Chic of the maritime service,
a new Chic, male, weighing seven pounds.
In the home of the Busch's there was no
beating around about the fact that Teresa
Wright and Niven Busch had become the
parents of a small shrub, a gentleman weigh¬
ing seven pounds, four ounces.
In June, 1945, this column will have the
pleasure of announcing the arrival of a
beautiful bundle to Paulette Goddard and
Captain Burgess Meredith, and
In July, 1945, the Rooneys will be three.
*

*

*

TAPS:
She

used

to come sailing into

the

RKO

Commissary, her four-inch heels beating a
merry tattoo on the hardwood floor. Between
the

tables

she

tripped,

yelling

at

70%

of

the occupants by first name. In the kitchen
she selected her own luncheon, then carried
the

plate

back

to her

place. When

going

from set to commissary or make-up depart¬
ment, she used to ride a huge tricycle, to
which was tethered a doll carriage for the
transportation of her two dogs. Chips

and

Chops. To see her scorching along the ma¬
cadam—bright head

shining,

fringed

dress

flying, ringed hands waving—was a sight.
Usually the dogs were barking a merry ob¬
ligato.

If an articulate

observer

had been

asked to describe her in one word, he would
have inescapably said, "Alive!"
Yet Lupe Velez, one day, found the life
she had lived so eagerly, so fully, to have
became an intolerable tangle.
Please do not charge the tragedy of Lupe
Velez against Hollywood.

The man whose

refusal to marry Lupe caused her to take
her own life, was no more a part of Holly¬
wood than the itinerant who passes along
the highway through Butte, or Dubuque, or
Denver, is a resident of that city. Nor, it is

20 POUNDS GONEmSllM<t«tu(.i!

9

—says Mrs. Lois Cameron of Chicago, III.

imagined, will he ever become an addition

DuBarry Success Course shows her how to lose
unwanted weight, regain her slender figure.

to the town that will long remember the loss
of so vivid and sparkling a person as Lupe
Velez.
*

*

*

When John Barrymore saw his superb
performance in "Oscar Wilde," he said of
Laird Cregar, "That is the most gifted young
actor I've seen in twenty years."
Equipped with great imagination and sen¬
sitivity, a flexible, resonant voice, and excel¬
lent cultural background, he had but one
handicap: his great weight. He made of it,
however, an implement of his craft. Size was
an important part of his characterization in
"Hudson's Bay," and who could forget the hu¬
morous majesty of his performance in
"Charlie's Aunt." As the psychopathic de¬
tective in "I Wake Up Screaming," and as
the paranoiac Jack, The Ripper, his bulk gave
credence to his part.
But Laird Cregar, like all able and am¬
bitious men, wanted to give his talent greater
scope, and in order to do so he set forth
on a rigid regimen of dieting. This was also
necessary because he was to undergo sur¬
gery to correct hernia.
When, just before entering the hospital,
he made his will and placed his affairs in
order, he told his attorney laughingly, "I
know this is just a formality, but it gives me
the jitters."
It was not a formality. And, in the death
of Laird Cregar, motion picture audiences
everywhere lost a favorite who could have
given them many hours of intense enjoy¬
ment. He was only 28, and—like so many
others today—he was too young to die.

Lois Cameron needed more energy to take
care of her sturdy baby and she wanted to lose
20 pounds she had put on after her baby came.
“The DuBarry Success Course answered all
my problems,” says Mrs. Cameron. “I lost 16
pounds in 6 weeks; since then, have lost 4
more. I have so much vitality that I feel I have
been reborn! And what a surprise for my hus¬
band when he returns from overseas and finds
me slim again! ”
As a result of years of swimming, Lois
Cameron had developed an athletic figure.
Usually, that means hard-to-lose pounds. But
“eating as a beauty eats” and fun-to-do exer¬
cises reduced her weight from 136 to 116just right for her 5 feet 2.
Her waist 3% inches smaller, and hips 4

inches smaller, she now wears a size 12 in¬
stead of 16. Her skin is softer; her hair shows
great improvement. Happy Lois Cameron
says: “I’m living the DuBarry way of life!”

HOW ABOUT YOU?

More than
175,000 women and girls have found the
DuBarry Success Course a simple, practical
way to lose unwanted pounds, gain vital en¬
ergy, improve skin and hair, look and feel
like a new person. Through the Course you
learn to use at home the same methods taught
by Ann Delafield at the famous Richard Hudnut Salon, New York.
When this Course has meant so much to so
many—at home, in school, in business, in war
work—why not use the coupon to find out
what it can do for you?

RICHARD HUDNUT SALON

'a

NEW

ANN delafield, Directing

YORK

Accepted tor Advertising In Publications
of The American Medical Association

Richard Hudnut Salon

Dept. SQ-54, 693 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please send the booklet telling all about the DuBarry Home
Success Course.

Guaranteed by 'A
i Good Housekeeping j
\•' w'tCT,« °*

f

Miss
Mrs.______

With your Course, you receive a Chest
containing a generous supply of DuBarry
Beauty and Make-up Preparations.

City_

Zono No.,

- \J any

—

State
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PAZO RELIEVES THE
TORTURE OF SIMPLE PILES

yrvi’M SO THANKFUL, PAZO
[BROUGHT RELIEF FROM PAIN

Don’t just suffer the agonizing pain, torture, itching of
simple piles. Remember, for over thirty years amazing
PAZO ointment has given prompt, comforting relief to
millions. It gives you soothing, welcome palliative relief.
How PAZO Ointment Works
l Soothes inflamed areas—relieves pain and itching. 2. Lu¬
bricates hardened, dried parts —helps prevent cracking
and soreness. 3. Tends to reduce swelling and check bleed¬
ing. 4. Provides a quick and easy method of application.
Special Pile Pipe for Easy Application
PAZO ointment has a specially designed, perforated Pile
Pipe, making application simple and thorough. (Some
persons, and many doctors, prefer to use suppositories, so
PAZO is also made in suppository form.)
Get Relief with PAZO Ointment!
Ask your doctor about wonderful PAZO ointment and
the soothing, blessed relief it gives for simple piles. Get
PAZO ointment from your druggist today!
The

Grove Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.

WORDS OF MUSIC
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 47)
Dick was Harry’s vocalist.
Speaking of Harry James, is Betty
Grable going to have another baby,
or isn’t she? The rumors have been
flying around, but so far Betty has
denied it to her studio, even though
she has made no secret of the fact that
she’d like to retire from the screen.
The story behind Frank Sinatra’s
new radio show for Max Factor is
amusing. Frank’s manager, A1 Levy,
was Xmas shopping in a Los Angeles
department store and bumped into his
friend, Factor, who was doing the
same thing. They got to talking and
A1 told Factor Sinatra was parting
company with his Vimms sponsor.
Factor told Levy he was looking for
a radio show, and he’d like nothing
better than to have Frank, so they got
together with “The Voice” the next
day and made the deal. Quite the
opposite from the usual long sessions
of conferences, auditions, bickerings,
etc. Incidentally, in the new set-up,
Frank will be complete production
boss on the program.
Eddie Miller is organizing a band
and will probably debut the outfit in
New York. Eddie was doing okay as
a maestro before he went into the
army a year or so ago. Since his
medical discharge he has been work¬
ing in radio in Hollywood. But his
friends in the music business con¬
vinced him he should take up the
baton once more, and inasmuch as he
owns most of the old Bob Crosby
library, whipping a new outfit into
shape shouldn’t prove too much of a
headache.
Marion Hutton, who has been doing
socko business in theatres, may be
headed for California before long. The
studios have been bidding for her.
especially Paramount, who would like
to team her in a film with sister Betty.

WHAT'S BRISK ON THE DISK:
Victor: Swing and sway fans should

An attractive full Bust Line is a short cut
to glamour, poise and more self-assur¬
ance. If your Bust Line makes you selfconscious, try the new (special up and
out) Peach Cupbra. Use it for a week.
If you are not delighted, send everything
back and your money will be refunded.
Write now. SEND NO MONEY. Send
only your name and address and size
of your old brassiere.
(State whether
small, medium or heavy.) When you get
your Peach Cupbra with direction book¬
let, pay postman $1.98 (plus postage).
(Plain wrapper.) Read your direction
booklet and wear your Peach Cupbra for
a week. If you are not absolutely de¬
lighted with your new lovelier figure,
send it back. It is positively guaranteed
to please you. Join the hundreds of wo¬
men who enjoy a lovelier figure with
Peach Cupbra. Please print name and
address clearly. Write today to Party
Peach Co.. Dept. 5-C, 72 5th Ave., N. Y. 11,
N. Y.
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be happy with Sammy Kaye’s new
record, “Don’t Fence Me In,” with a
Billy Williams vocal, and the waltz,
“Always,” sung by Arthur Wright.
“Don’t Fence Me In” is the Cole Porter
western hit.
Artie Shaw’s first waxing with his
new band is a goodie.
“Ac-CentTchu-Ate The Positive,” the Johnny
Mercer tune, has a vocal chorus by
Imogene Lynn and “Jumpin’ On The
Merry-Go-Round” is an instrumental,
highlighted by the Shaw clarinet and
some fine piano work by Mike Marmorosa.
Dinah Shore offers “Auld Lang
Syne,” the old Scotch melody, and
“I Can’t Tell You Why I Love You,
But I Do,” from her picture, “Belle
Of The Yukon.”
Albert Sack’s or¬
chestra and the Sportsmen Quartet
provide the background.
Two of the tunes from the Broad¬
way hit, “Bloomer Girl,” are done by
Charlie Spivak and his orchestra,
“Right As The Rain,” and “A Wonder¬
ful Winter.” Both vocals are by
Jimmy Saunders.
Martha Stewart makes her debut on
the Victor label with “All Of A Sud¬
den My Heart Sings” and “There
Goes That Song Again.” “My Heart
Sings” is the lovely French ballad
which has been such a hit in this
country. You’ll also hear it in Sinatra’s

picture, “Anchors Aweigh.”
Vaughn Monroe is in again, with
“The Love I Long For,” from the musi¬
cal, “Sadie Thompson,” and “This
Heart of Mine,” from Metro’s forth¬
coming “Follies” picture.
Inciden¬
tally, Vaughn has replaced Marilyn
Duke with a new singing group, The
Norton Sisters and Mary Lee.
Lena Horne has two fine sides in “I
Didn’t Know About You” and “One
For My Baby.”
Horace Henderson
made the arrangement and conducts
the orchestra.
The new Jerome Kern hit, “More
and More,” is done by Tommy Dor¬
sey’s orchestra, with Bonnie Lou
Williams on the lyrics, and features
the Dorsey trombone and string sec¬
tion. On the reverse side you’ll find
the old favorite, “You’re Driving Me
Crazy,” with the Sentimentalists do¬
ing the complaining.
Duke Ellington is present and ac¬
counted for with two of his own com¬
positions, “Don’t You Know I Care”
(Or Don’t You Care To Know) and
“I’m Beginning To See The Light.”
A1 Hibbler sings the first side and
Joy a Sherrill the latter.
“Sweet Dreams, Sweetheart” and
“Twilight Time” serve as a coupling
for Shep Fields and His New Music,
with Meredith Blake singing both
numbers. Shep uses no brass in his
band, claiming he gets all the effects
he wants from reed instruments.
The Phil Moore Four have recorded
“Together” with a Billy Daniels vocal
and “I’m Gonna See My Baby,” with
Phil himself doing the singing. The
Moore Four is really a quintet, being
composed of piano, drums, bass and
two guitars. This group has been a
big success at New York’s Cafe So¬
ciety Uptown.
Elton Britt, one of the more suc¬
cessful of the so-called hill-billy ar¬
tists, has a new twosome, “I’m A Con¬
vict With Old Glory In My Heart,”
and “The Best Part of Travel.” El¬
ton’s record of “There’s A Star Span¬
gled Banner Waving Somewhere” sold
over a million copies.

Decca:
Here comes Jimmy Dorsey with “I
Dream of You,” sung by his new
vocalist, Patti Palmer, and “Magic Is
The Moonlight.”
Patti and Teddy
Walters share honors on this one.
The Andrews Sisters jump in with
“Rum and Coca Cola” and “One Meat
Ball,” both novelty tunes and both
done in typical Andrews style. The
“Rum” side is a take-off on the
Calypso manner of singing and “One
Meat Ball” is all about a poor char¬
acter who doesn’t have enough dough
to buy a full meal.
Fred Waring has a pleasing duo in
“Strange Music,” the haunting melody
from “Song of Norway” and “Waltz
in C Sharp Minor.” “Strange Music”
is done by Gordon Goodman, Jane
Wilson and the Glee Club and the re¬
verse side credits the Concert Pennsyl¬
vanians, with Harry Simeone at the
piano.
If you like Hildegarde, you’ll want
“Who Are We To Say” and “Ev’ry
Time We Say Goodbye.” Harry Sosnick’s orchestra.
Charlie Barnet’s newest is “
Always Hurt The One You Love”

“Into Each Life Some Rain Must
Fall.” Kay Starr, who for my money
is one of the best of the band vocal¬
ists, sings both sides.

/,

TAKES OnLV

2 TO

3 HOURS!

GEnumE BEAUTV-SALOn TYPE

Columbia:
Kate Smith sings “Don’t Fence Me
In” and “There Goes That Song
Again,” with Jack Miller’s orchestra.
If you want a different version of
the latter tune, you can get Kay
Kyser’s record, with Georgia Carroll’s vocal, backed up by “I’m Gonna
See My Baby”, with lyrics by Sully
Mason.
•Frank Sinatra’s new platter is “I
Dream Of You” and “Saturday Night”
(Is The Loneliest Night In The Week)
and it should sell a few copies. (Am
I kidding?) Axel Stordahl’s orches¬
tra and arrangements, as usual.
“Evelina” and “Right As The Rain”
are the numbers chosen by Frankie
Carle for his latest disc, with Paul
Allen singing both sides. “Evelina”
is the catchiest tune from the “Bloomer
Girl” score and lends itself very well
to the Carle piano style.
I think you’ll agree with me that
Les Brown has the best band of his
career after you hear his “Sleigh Ride
In July” and “Robin Hood.” Gordon
Drake sings “Sleigh Ride” and Butch
Stone, Les’ vocal comedian, dishes up
“Robin Hood.”
Here’s “Don’t Fence Me In” again,
this time by Horace Heidt’s orchestra,
with Gene Walsh on the lyrics, and
“I Promise You,” sung by Bob
Matthews and the Sweet Swingsters.
Columbia has brought out two
records by Benny Goodman’s old
band, which have not been released
before. The first couples “How Deep
Is The Ocean” with “My Old Flame,”
and on the second you’ll hear “Fiesta
In Blue,” done by the big band and
“I Can’t Give You Anything But
Love,” with the Sextet.

Gt/M
PERMAN ENT
Complete with tome ingredients
used by beauty shops on
costly cold waves

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Imagine!. . . Now you can give
yourself a perfectly exquisite cold
permanent wave at home in only 2 to 3
hours with "CHIC” De Luxe. All you
do is: Put your hair up in "CHIC”
curlers .. . dab each curl with the
amazing "CHIC” Quick-Wave so¬
lution ... and you have a gorgeous,
crowning halo of beautiful, soft,
natural looking curls and waves
that last for months and months.

"CHIC" de luxe is on sale at all
DRUG STORES...DEPARTMENT STORES...
VARIETY STORES...5 AND 10c STORES
f- — —If your dealer cannot tupply you, mail coupon— —

LINHALL CO., Dept.L-99, St. Paul 1, Minn.
Please send me:
(
) "CHIC” De Luxe Permanent Wave
Home Kit(s) Price 79c (plus 8c Fed. Tax).
Send C.O.D. (If check or money order is
enclosed, all postage charges are prepaid.)

JAM NOTES:
Bob Chester has broken up his band
and gives agent trouble as the reason
. . . Ray Eberle, who has been spend¬
ing most of the time in California, is
off on an eastern theatre tour . . . Also
playing theatres are the Pied Pipers
and June Hutton, the vocal group
heard all last season on the Johnny
Mercer air show.
Major Glenn Miller and his great
Air Force band have been in France.
Talk to any returning G.I. who has
heard the Miller organization, and
he’ll tell you they have done a terrific
morale-building job with their music.
Johnny Desmond, who handles the
solo singing chores for Glenn, has be¬
come the vocal sensation of England.
In civilian days, Johnny was with the
old Gene Krupa band. Incidentally,
Mrs. Miller recently adored a baby
girl from Chicago’s famed “Cradle”
institute.
Peggy Lee, who jumped to fame via
her recording of “Why Don’t You Do
Right” with Benny Goodman, has
been signed to an exclusive deal by
Capitol.
Paramount has also been
testing her for pictures, so maybe
she’ll come out of retirement. Let’s
hope so . . . Danny O’Neill, the popu¬
lar Chicago tenor, is set for a big
buildup by C.B.S. He has several
coast-to-coast sustaining shows week¬
ly ... Helen Forrest has always been
one of my favorite girl singers, but
lately she seems to have changed her
phrasing and picked up a southern
(Continued on page 77)
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Pin and Earrings
are .entirely hand¬
made of I2K Rolled
Gold Plate on Sterling Silver base.
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Pay postman $3.95 plus tax and |
small postage fee on delivery. |
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- -ON GUARD
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NEW PICTURE GUIDE
LINNEA PERFUME

HOLD AUTUMN IN YOUR HAND (United
Artists) is the story of one man’s love
of the land and the sacrifices made to
keep his farm. It’s a hard life and
the land is poor, but Sam’s deep love
of the earth gives him courage to go

“A Breath of Old Sweden”
$3.50
For

Sale in

Gift

Shops,

Drug

and

Department

Stores

Linnea Perfume brings you the refreshing fra¬
grance of Scandinavian woodlands. Discovered
by the world’s greatest naturalist, Karl Von
Linne, who named and classified 12,000 flowers
and shrubs, the quaint fragrance of a little Swed¬
ish woodland flower so entranced Linne that he
ave the flower his own name. Linnea Perfume
rings to you the fragrance of the Linnea flower.
That Movieland readers may enjoy the thrill of
knowing this lovely fragrance, we have prepared
a “Get Acquainted” package, prepaid to you for
only 25c. This package not sola in any store.
Mail coupon now for yourself and friends.

§

IT’S IN THE BAG (United Artists) rates
as the wacky picture of the year, and
small wonder—what with Fred Allen,
Jack Benny, Bill Bendix, Bob Benchley, Binnie Barnes and Jerry Colonna
all bidding for laughs. Fred is sup¬
posed to inherit millions from his
uncle, but instead gets only five
chairs—which he sells. Then he finds
that the money was concealed in one
of the chairs, and from then on it’s
a merry chase with everything hap¬
pening.

Please send.“Get Acquainted”
Packages.
Name

.

Address

Enclosed find $.

LINNEA, INC.
200

West

Ohio

Street.

Dept.

28.

Chicago

10,

III.

on. Excellently portraying the leads
in this Steinbeckish film are Zachary
Scott and Betty Fields. Miss Fields,
you will remember, made her screen
hit as the flirt in “Of Mice and Men.”
GOD IS MY CO-PILOT (Warner Bros.)
Don’t write this off as “just another
war picture,” because it’s more than
that.
It’s the history of American
aviation and an air-happy kid who
grew up with his planes, attached him¬
self to General Chennault’s Staff in
China, became known as the “oneman air force”. Dennis Morgan por¬
trays Col. Robert L. Scott, author of
the best selling book; Andrea King,
his wife; Raymond Massey, General
Chennault; and Dane Clark, another
pilot.

Not chips, but genuine,
fine-cut sparkling dia¬
monds poised in superbly
styled 14 kt, solid gold
settings! At amazingly
low prices made possible
^
only by our wholesale
"diamond connections. Engagement rings,
handsome men’s rings, men’s and women’s match¬
ingwedding rings. Don't miss this chance to SAVE I
Write today for FREE illustrated booklet

BOND DIAMOND CO.

Dept.HWG 5
562 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.
WHOLESALE

DIAMOND

DEALERS
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THEY SHALL HAVE FAITH (Monogram)
was produced by Jeffrey Bernerd, a
far-sighted deliverer of movies with
a message. Given here, through the
formula of a simple love story, is an
idea about a new system for curing
infantile paralysis. Rather, it’s a story
about a doctor (Aubrey Smith) who’s
in the process of experimenting with
the new method, and his daughter
(Gale Storm)
who contracts the
dreaded disease, and the doctor’s
young
assistant
(Johnny
Mack
Brown).

THE BIG SHOW-OFF (Republic) is none
other than Arthur “Dagwood” Lake
playing incognito as “The Devil,” a
vicious masked wrestler.
“Blondie”
fans can rest easy, as it’s all a case of
mistaken identity. Our hero is hin¬
dered in the wooing of the lovely
songstress, Dale Evans, by the wellintentioned but disastrous efforts of
their employer (Lionel Stander), the
owner of the Blue Heaven Club. An¬
son Weeks’ band (radio’s “Dancin’
with Anson”) provides the music for
the Dale Evans ditties.
THE BIG BONANZA (Republic) is a blood
and thunder epic of the mining town
of Nevada Springs, during Civil War
days. Richard Arlen plays the wronged
Cavalry Captain who
cleans up
the town and gets the gal.

BELLE OF THE NINETIES
ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 481

Technicolorful musical
. . it’s in¬
evitable!”
Fashion is no mere accident; style¬
setting represents the sum total of
given influences. So says the “origina¬
tor” of the upswept hairdo, the bal¬
lerina-length evening drgss, the design
with a drape. Loper’s most recent
addition to his fast-accumulating list
of “firsts” is the Portrait Dress—the
influence there comes from the Eliza¬
bethan period, when women first ac¬
quired corsets for the development of
a small waistline figure and “exag¬
gerated hips.”
That hour-glass silhouette is com¬
ing back, Loper says. Tight corsets,
too? Only for those who will want
to go to that extreme. Considered
design—namely, accenting and exag¬
gerating the hipline—can do much
toward creating the illusion of a small
waist; dressing the figure, Loper calls
it, instead of victimizing it.
For “Belle of the Yukon,” however,
the costumes he designed for Gypsy
Rose Lee and Dinah Shore were
“pure, authentic period.” And they
did have to wear corsets—Gypsy,
Dinah, and the thirty-one other girls
in the picture. Their midriff reducers
were individually fitted, and cost from
$150 to $300 each. (Gypsy’s all had the
distinction of being adorned with
hand-painted lilies!) Important, too,
to the success of those costumes, was
that every girl be trained to use ges¬
tures and movements “to suit.” They
had to learn how to walk, how to

sit, how to glide into a room “in
character” with the clothes they wore.
(You think that’s easy? Try it some¬
time!)
“All costumes, particularly period
costumes, have a source. My sources
for ‘The Belle’,” Loper explains, “were
Boldini and John Sargeant paintings
of fashionable women of their time.
I also took one or two of my ideas
from Gainsborough. Let me point out
that Parisian couturieres today are
showing the same influences—partic¬
ularly with their new hat designs.
Pure Boldini!”
But lest it be concluded that he’s
recommending the big Boldini-style
hats for every woman of fashion who
would follow the trend and be
fashionable, Loper intrudes a quick
and decisive “No!” Declaring that it’s
a mistake, often a sacrifice of what’s
most becoming for what’s new and in
style, he says: “My advice to the
would-be well-dressed woman is to
adopt what’s comfortable; to establish
her own personality and dress for it.
Her selections need not be expensive;
far more importantly, she should
choose with discrimination.”
Colored shoes? Never! Wondqrful
hats? Yes, but not to compete with
the dress or the effect of the costume
as a whole. Simple hats for elaborate
dresses, or vice versa; there should be
but one interest-center, the rest should
be planned to complement not to
challenge.
And having gone on the record with
those specific do’s and don’ts, the
dancer-set creator-clothes designer
(for he qualifies as all three) explains
his basic theory of design as being a
striving after complete unity, rhythm,
a relating of all the arts. From work¬

ing as an interior decorator, for ex¬
ample, he knows that the “dark dress
for large women” principle is false
and unsound. The very premise for
creating the illusion of smallness is all
wrong; for any decorator knows that
a dark room looks larger, not smaller.
Born in Toledo, Ohio, where his
father owned and operated a chic
dress shop, Loper was educated in
England (his mother was English).
He returned to this country, shortly
before the war, as a dancer—having
toured for several years in England
and on the continent, particularly in
France. His clothes-designing career
actually began when he started do¬
ing costumes for his dancing partner,
Maxine Barrat. It was for her, and
prompted by the wartime shortage of
materials, that he created the teninch cocktail gown known as The
Degas Dress.
As a dancer, he was a hit in
several Broadway musical shows—
“Very Warm for May” and “One for
the Money,” to mention two. Then he
went into the Copacabana, taking
charge of the whole show for that
popular New York nitespot. He de¬
signed the costumes of, and did the
choreography for, the Six Copa Beau¬
ties (June Allyson was at that time
one of the six). And so successfully
did he prove his “all arts are one”
theory that now no one any longer
thinks it so surprising.
In Hollywood, he started in “Lady
in the Dark.” He’d just finished his
“Belle of the Yukon” and “It’s A
Pleasure” (the new Sonia Henie pic¬
ture) assignments for International,
when next came a call taking him
back again to Broadway, for the stag¬
ing of “In Central Park.”

NgUL
To Make New Friends among readers of
this magazine who order the matching
Bracelet and Necklace promptly for 10
days’ examination. Precious sterling sil¬
ver ring is extra wide. Send today, ac¬
cept this valuable ring as our gift.

Richly embossed
with Forget - Me - Not
design that harmonizes
beautifully with the necklace
and bracelet.

TRW ion > FRIENDSHIP

BRACELET

NECKLACE.

The latest thing for afternoon or evening wear is precious, cheerful, sterling
silver charm rings, necklaces and bracelets. Sentimental, sterling silver
hearts are richly embossed and have space for the engraving of initials
of loved ones. Few styles in bracelets and necklaces are so suitable
for everyone,—old or young,—and for every occasion,—afternoon
or evening. Simply send the coupon for both the necklace and
matching bracelet and accept them on 10 days trial and we will
include the valuable, sterling silver heart ring without cost.
If you do not fully agree that this sentimental, precious /
sterling silver ensemble is a marvelous bargain, return the
necklace and bracelet within 10 days and your money will
be refunded, BUT YOU ARE TO KEEP THE RING AS OUR GETACQUAINTED GIFT.

Send No Money
This
new creation
of a heart charm en¬
semble is quite the
loveliest style to sweep
the country in
years.
More precious Sterling Sil¬
ver hearts for initials of
loved ones or friends can be
added at any time. Send the
coupon today.

The coupon should be
sent today as supplies
are extremely limited.
When your package
arrives you pay the
postman
only
$1.95
each for necklace and
bracelet plus a few cents
mailing cost and 20% Fed¬
eral Tax. The necklace, brace___ and ring become more attractive
the longer you wear them.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.
Dept. 2-Y, Jefferson, Iowa

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. 2-Y, Jefferson.

Iowa

I want to examine the precious sterling silver heart charm
ensemble.
Please send me:
Q Necklace
O Bracelet
I can return my purchase in 10 days and you will refund my
money but I am to keep the ring as your get-acquainted gift.
I am to receive the ring without cost if I order both the neck¬
lace and bracelet.

Name...
Address.
City. State.
□ Check here if you want the ring only sent at $1.95 C.O.D.
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HOLLYWOOD
CHERISH
A glistening chain of silver p" rur,D ritAMiur
or gold circles a slim ankle
ItltlK vLtAMINv
. . a gleaming strand peeps
//)lyr flfjy/rrr
ihrough sheer hose. Worn by
if/vc hh/\lcij
famous movie stars, you too
can thrill to an exciting per¬
sonalized anklet that enhances your ankle, dares the eye!
Delicately wrought in beautiful sterling silver—or if you
prefer—yellow gold finish on sterling silver, here is the
modern answer to the pagan slave anklet, a permanent
-ymbol of your love. Order now on this amazing offer!

rnf r 2 hams
rnCC EHGHAVED
Your anklet will be exquisitely
engraved FREE OF CHARGE
with both your name and his!
Print names clearly. Rush your
order now—while they last!

SEND NO MONEY
Just fill out coupon and mail.
On arrival pay postman $1.49
plus postage.
Or send $1.49
tax included, we nay postage.
Money-back
guarantee.
Rush
coupon today.

MAIL THIS COUPON HOW...
1 UNITED STATES DIAMOND
* 225 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago

CO., Dept.
I, Illinois.

I-CC

I
■
■
1

Please send merchandise as checked below.
I will
pay postman C.O.D. charges plus postage on arrival
with understanding I may return for full refund if
not satisfied.
(Cash orders sent postpaid.)

I

Check )

I

One

I
|

/

□ Send Anklet at $1.49.
□

Send 2 Chains at $2.79.

ORDER 2 CHAINS AT $2.79—tax included
WEAR AS LOVELY WRIST AND ANKLE SET

I

Print

only

First

Names

to

be

Engraved

THIS WAS HOLLYWOOD
Check Color Choice

NAME

□ Gold

□ Silver

.

ADDRESS

...

ONE
YEAR AGO: Frank Sinatra
started his own air show. . . .

CITY.ZONE. STATE.

Joan Blondell and Dick Powell
came to parting of the ways, Joan
went to Broadway to look for a
play. . . . Donald O’Connor mar¬
ried Gwen Carter. . . . “Lifeboat”
best picture of the month, with
Tallulah
Bankhead
and
John
Hodiak. . . . Capt. Clark Gable
dating Kay Williams. . . . Ronald
Colman and Benita Hume infanticipating. . . . Ida Lupino proudly
displaying clipping of Louis Hay¬
ward’s action under fire in South
Pacific. . . . Veronica Lake and
director Jean Negulesco a definite
twosome. . . . Rita Hayworth and
Orson Welles perpetually denying
rumors of an expected baby. . . .

NEWS

Snuff-Box Type Compact of

MOCK TORTOISE SHELL
—Personalized with Gilt Initial
The compact that will make your friends say:
"I’d love to have one just like it!” Lovely
amber shade of mock tortoise shell on lid and
base. Large size, mirrored lid, ample room
for powder. And to make this distinctive com¬
pact "truly yours”—it comes to you with your
own initial. Order today. Satisfaction guar¬
anteed, or your money refunded.
— “Send No Money—Mail Coupon Today!”“T
| GALA PRODUCTS, Dept. C-201,
1 13S0 Broadway, N. V. C. 18.
Please «ond at once the Mock Tortoise Shell Compact
with my personal, gilt initial. You may use my first
or last initial.
On arrival, will pay postman $2.98,
plus postage. (Enclose remittance with order, and we
| pay postage.
Same refund guarantee).

I
I

I

Name

l Address
City

7b

.
.:.
Zone

State

!
I
1
I

I

1|
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FIVE YEARS AGO: George Brent,
squiring Bette Davis, swore he
wouldn’t marry until 1943. . . .
Adrian designed zippered diapers
for expected baby. . . . Miriam
Hopkins and Bruce Cabot an item.
. . . Cary Grant stopped dating
Phyllis Brooks- in favor of Fay
Wray. . . . Ty Power and Annabella planning to tour the country
in their new amphibious plane.
. . . Lew Ayres dating Greer Garson. . . . Jane Wyman married
Ronnie Reagan. . . . “The Grapes
of Wrath” best picture of the
month, with Henry Fonda. . . .
After dating Marlene Dietrich,
Jimmy Stewart took Olivia de
Havilland to the premiere of “Gone
With the Wind.” . . . Vivien Leigh
and Laurence Olivier started ro¬

mance. . . . Bill Powell married
Diana Lewis. . . . The child adopted
by Ann Sothern and Roger Pryor
was taken back by his parents. . . .
George Raft trying to divorce his
wife with intention of marrying
Norma Shearer. . . . Alan Curtis
in love with Sonja Henie. . . . the
Chaplin-Goddard marriage showed
signs of going on the rocks. . . .
Lana Turner had eyes for no one
but lawyer Greg Bautzer. . . .
TEN YEARS AGO: Jean Harlow
wearing white cellophane bathing
suit in newly completed swimming
pool. . . . The first film version
of “March of Time” was made. . . .
Bing betting on a horse named
Bing Crosby—and it hadn’t paid
yet. . . . Cora Sue Collins, now
married and estranged, was learn¬
ing to read. . . . Colleen Moore
fulfilled ambition of completing a
half-million dollar dollhouse (this
came under the heading of a hob¬
by). . . . Rumored that Jeanette
MacDonald had married Robert
Ritchie. . . . Merle Oberon came to
Hollywood from England to star in
“Folies Bergere de Paris.” . . .
Mickey Rooney broke his leg on
a toboggan ride, held up produc¬
tion
of
“Midsummer
Night’s
Dream.” . . . Dick Bartholmess
returned to screen after year’s ab¬
sence. . . . “Naughty Marietta”
best picture of the month, with
Nelson Eddy and Jeanette Mac¬
Donald. . . . Elizabeth Bergner
took Hollywood by storm. . . .

ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 731

Complete OlluAtbated REFERENCE BIBLE
adorned with a GORGEOUS 24K. GOLD-ILLUMINATED COVER
and Salta’s World-Famous Multicolor

CHRIST HEAD PORTRAIT
including a

Gallery oi 24 Masterful Reproductions
of Biblical Art in Full Color
at a

REMARKABLY LOW PRICE
OU must see this truly fine Bible to appre¬
ciate the resplendent beauty of its lavishly
decorated cover, illuminated with genuine
24K. gold leaf. Covers of comparable radiance
and gorgeous ornamentation are found only on
precious Pulpit Bibles. You can't help but admire
Sallman's masterly Christ Head Portrait, ac¬
claimed by all as a truly inspiring representation
of our Savior.

It’s the Modernaires making with the sweet
sounds at a recent Army show in New York.

accent somewhere, which, to my way
of thinking, detracts from her natural,
free style. Helen was one girl who
never needed any vocal tricks to be
good, so I hope this is only a passing
fancy with her.
“The Voice” has caught the sailing
fever from his pal and arranger, Axel
Stordahl, and together they have pur¬
chased a schooner ... By the way,
Frank Xmas-gifted his Nancy with a
gorgeous Baum-Marten fur jacket . . .
And Charlie Spivak played Santa to
the boys in his band with beautiful
gold identification bracelets. Singer
Irene Daye received a gold pin and
earring set.
Perry Como told me a funny story
about his nine-year-old son, Ronny.
Mrs. Como took him to the Roxy
Theatre in New York to see his father
in “Something For The Boys.” Ronny
seemed to enjoy it until Perry did a
love scene with Vivian Blaine, where¬
upon he shouted out in the quiet
theatre, “Mother!
Look!
Why is
Daddy kissing that lady?” Mrs. Como
took him by the hand and made an
embarrassed exit. And Perry says it
took a lot of explaining to convince
Ronny it was all for the sake of the
movie camera.
Georgia Gibbs has signed to do some
records for Victor. She has had all
sorts of offers for^big things in radio,
but the Jimmy Durante-Gary Moore
show has her under exclusive con¬
tract . . . Movie scouts have been try¬
ing to talk Ray Herbeck into giving
up his band and becoming an actor.
Ray is one of the more handsome
batoneers, looking like a blond Ray
Milland . . . “The Trolley Song” is one
of the few novelty hits you don’t get
tired of hearing. Here’s hoping it gets
the Academy Award for the best song
written for a motion picture in 1944
. . . One of the top girl jive singers
and one of the better known swing
orchestra leaders are planning mar¬
riage, if and when they both get a
divorce.
*

*

*

Toodle-oo for now, Playmates, and
Happy Valentine stuff. If you think
of any little musical questions you’d
like answered, drop me a line, enclose
a self-addressed stamped envelope,
and I’ll try to give you the correct
dope. Just write Jill Warren, Movieland Magazine, 1476 Broadway, New
York City 18, N. Y.

An ideal Gift for Promotion Day, Graduation,
Birthday, Church and Sunday School
Attendance —for the Pulpit—or the Bride—
to be treasured forever.
LARGE. EASY-TO-READ,

Beautiful .1-color broadside describing
In pirfiircs and words oar Gift Itibles. i

CLEAR BLACK-FACE TYPE
Approved by Eye-Specialists

FILL OUT AND MAIL COUPON TODAY! ;
Know the joy of owning or giving this .fiaster Edition; it has
everything you could possibly desire in a Lifetime Bible!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Authorized
Contains 180 pages of Concordance.
KING JAMES
60,000 Center-column References.
Version
160 pages of Bible Study Dictionary.
Presentation Page in Color-Family Register.
14 Multicolor Maps - Self-pronouncing Text.
Beautifully hand-bound in Genuine Leather.

■ KNOW YOUR BIBLE CO.. Dept. A-2,Cincinnati 2, Ohio j;
! Hease I«nd me
24 K. gold-illuminated Cover COMPLETE ®
■ REFERENCE BIBLE. I am enclosing $8.50. It it agreed I may jI return it within 5 days if not completely pleased with it and I p
• receive my money back.
j Check Enclosed t

1

Money Order 1

I

Send it C. O. D. I

I

[j

I Name.

t

«■

,,

S

Address.....

S CHy......Strt*...

^

1

jj

I Just mail FREE 5-Color Bible Broadside

Just to Get Acquainted, We Will
Make You a Beautiful, New 5x7
Inch Enlargement From Your
Favorite Snapshot, Photo or
Kodak Picture If You Enclose the Coupon and a 3 Cent
Stamp for Return Mailing!

Everyone admires pictures in natural colors be¬
cause the surroundings and loved ones are so
true to life, just the way they looked when the
pictures were taken, so we
want you to know also about our
gorgeous, colored enlargements.
Think of having that small snap¬
shot of mother, father, sister or
brother, children or others near
and dear to you enlarged to 5x7
inch size so that the details and
features you love are more life¬
like and natural.

You are now given a
wonderful opportunity to
receive a beautiful enlarge¬
ment. Look over your pic¬

Over a million men
and women have
sent us their cher¬
ished snapshots
and pictures for
enlarging.
Enclose this coupon with your favorite snapshot Picture or nega- ■
tive and send to DEAN STUDIOS, Dept. 1160. 211 W. 7th St., Des ,
Moines, Iowa
.. . |

Color of Hair,

Name
i Address
j City. ..

Color of Eyes
State

J

tures now and send us your fa¬
vorite snapshot, photo or Kodak
picture to be enlarged. Please
include the color of hair and eyes
and get our new bargain oner
giving you your choice of hand¬
some frames with a second en¬
largement beautifully handtinted in natural lifelike oil col¬
ors and sent on approval. Your
original is returned with your
enlargement. This amazing en¬
largement offer is our way of
getting acquainted and letting
you know the quality of our
work. Send today as supplies
are limited.

DEAN STUDIOS

Dept. 1160
211 W. 7th St., Des Moines, Iowa

■

SEND

COUPON

TODAY
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Nothing gives you such a feeling of glamour as lovely,
silky lashes and bright sparkling eyes. Lovelier eye¬
lashes spotlight your eyes. Make them more appealing
by the new easy LASHGLO method. All you do is rub
LASHGLO gently along the edges of the lids with the
brush that comes with your kit. Do this until the lashes
reach the desired loveliness. FREE instructions and
treatise on eye heauty care with each order. 10 months*
supply, including Federal tax and postage, only $2
complete or $2.35 C.O.D. (Sorry, no samples.) If not
delighted, money back. (No C.O.D. outside of U. S.)
AVALON LANE CO., Dept. B-35
220 BROADWAY. NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

?Lpw dt/mmouG
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IN THE DARK

Bewitching new glamour to enhance
your feminine charm. A lovely, per¬
fectly fashioned gardenia for day¬
time wear, it is truly sensational at
night. It actually glows in dark¬
ness, with a gentle, flattering radi¬
ance, entrancing to all who see it.
Wear it on your dress or hair for
that special date. He’ll be fasci¬
nated and delighted! Of durable
material, specially treated. Mys¬
terious glowing properties are en¬
during. Removable comb.
Send $1 now. We mail postpaid.
You'll be delighted, or we refund, of course. Luminous
gardenia earrings to match, also $1 postpaid.
THE LUMINOUS FLOWER SHOP
3 West 42nd St.. New York 18. N. Y.. Dept. 23

STOP

Scratching
Relieve /tchinajiffy

Sufferers from the torturing itch
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,
scabies, athlete’s foot, “factory” itch,
and other itch troubles, are praising
cooling, liquid D.D.D. Prescription.
This time-proved medication—devel¬
oped by Dr. D.D.Dennis—positively relieves that cruel,
burning itch. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and
comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your monev back.
Ask your druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.

Your neighbors, friends, others will order on sight— when
they see these stnnningdresses! Show featured “Sneba Ann'*
dress originals selling for less than exclusive store prices.
FamoosNew York and Hollywood fashions — styled six
months ahead. Gorgeous new fabrics, exquisite workman¬
ship and sensational value bring amazingly fast sales. You
get paid the moment you take each order and can alsoeasily
qualify for FREE DRESSES as an extra bonus.

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED
We show you how to become Sheba Ann Fashion
Counsellor. Fascinating. FREE Selling Outfit
brings you profits first day. It's easy. We de¬
liver and collect. Earn EXTRA BONUSES.
I too. Send for FREE OUTFIT . .NOW!
r407 South Austin Street
Daius_2 t«x.

Sheba Ann r rocks

is a shadow of a mustache on my upper
lip. This worries me nearly to death, and
I have tried covering it up with make-up
but it doesn’t help much. I have become
so self-conscious about this that I hate to
meet new people or go out with boys.
Please help me.
Josephine B.

|
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I
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I
I
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NAME..
ADDRESS..

I

-,

city_^-"i'J

arte /pry aix

i
DEPT. 283 - 752 E. MARKET
i
INDIANAPOLIS 17. IND
i
i Mall FREE Maternity
(283)
i
Name.
| Address
^ Town..

Dear Josephine:
Are you sure your ideas are not ex¬
aggerated by your own close examina¬
tion of your face in the mirror every
night? Many people have a slight down
on their upper lip, and it is easy to
magnify the importance of such a thing
in one’s own mind.
However, if this is truly a serious
handicap to you, and can not be con¬
cealed by cosmetics, why not have a
heart-to-heart talk with your family
physician over the matter, and ask his
advice. He may be able to help you,
but I would certainly advise against
taking such matters in your own hands
and tampering with your face. Serious
scars and blemishes can result from the
wrong use of chemicals or drugs of any
kind on tender skin. Remember this,
and also try to think of the people, the
occasion, or other impersonal views
when you are with friends, and train
your mind away from your own per¬
sonal problems. Try this, and watch
the results.
Yours,
JANE WYMAN

Dear Miss Wyman:
I have been in love with a boy for two
years, and he has been overseas for the
last six months. We write to each other
all the time, and he tells me he is really
and truly in love with me. Just before he
left the country, we had a quarrel, and
he took back his fraternity pin that he
had given me on my birthday. Later we
made up, and everything is swell. But
he hasn’t returned the pin. I keep hint¬
ing about it in all my letters, but he just
doesn’t do anything about it.
I am so worried about this. Please tell
me what to do.
Helen
Dear Helen:
Your problem doesn’t really exist, as I
far as I can see. You say he loves you
very much, and still writes you regu¬
larly. I fail to see the importance of a
mere fraternity pin which he might even
have lost, in the face of these facts.
There are so many more important
problems in the world today. I am in¬
clined to think you are thinking a little
too much about yourself these days.
Come on now, snap out of it, and make
him proud of you while he fights for
you.
Sincerely,
JANE WYMAN

SHEBA ANN’FROCKS, Dept. C-14f Dallas 2, Texaa~J
Rush me complete details on how I can make big money, earn
FREE dresses, get bonuses taking orders for Sheba Ann Frocks.

rl

Dear Jane:
I know how important it is for every¬
one to do her part these days, and I try
awfully hard, just every day, but I can’t
seem to do much about it.
(Continued on page 80)
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streaks of gray to natural-a
blonde to darkest black. B
does it—or your money ba
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EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.,
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Nadinola Cream
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^ NADINOLA, Dept. 70
Send me free and pos
• tion Beauty Booklet, r
• with actual photograph
• wonderful results from
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• Add

• City.

Kay Harding, Louise
Allbritton and Ann
Richards play hostess.

Yes! Reborn every minute of
your life! ... Take advantage
of your hair’s continuous rebirth.
Keep it young-looking, pliant...

Louise Allbritton and
Dorothy Maloney show
WAVES to their room.

—not “abused’'. One refreshing
Admiracion Shampoo treatment
floats away dirt, dandruff, dulling
soap film. Leaves hair alluring!

SERVICE
WOMENS

flomiRacion

(juedt
^J4ou6e

THE
Studio Club in Hollywood has
long been a famous place. Starlets
on small salaries have lived there
for years, and many of the top stars
of today are alumnae of the Club.
An elevated theatrical boarding
house you might call it—consisting
of a fine old building and shaded
lawns.
The house itself overlooked an
empty lot adjoining the property.
When war came, some of the girls
decided to utilize the lot by start¬
ing a victory garden. But before
anything was begun, somebody had
a better idea. Hollywood was
crowded—servicemen were having
to sleep in hotel lobbies. If the
men couldn’t find a room on their
furloughs, what about the girls in
uniform?
So the Club members passed the
hat among themselves, and issued
an s.o.s. call to their studios, the
U.S.O. and the Los Angeles Mili¬
tary Housing Committee. Within
a few months, there was enough
money to start construction.
Now the lot boasts a house sur¬
rounded by trees and flowers, and

SHORTHAND in
a colorful patio in the center. The
dormitory can accommodate one
hundred women of every rank and
service.
Each room has pastel walls, a
double decker bunk done in old
rose and powder blue. There are
pressing rooms, full length mirrors
and private showers. There is a
grill room in bright yellow, for
breakfast and light snacks. The
patio, equipped with comfortable
garden furniture, is planted with
a lawn and palm trees.
Service girls coming from all
parts of the country are likely to
find themselves greeted by Ann
Richards, Donna Reed, Louise All¬
britton, Barbara Britton or any
number of starlets. The girls in
uniform say that the Guest House
is both a touch of glamour and a
sure cure for homesickness.
As a matter of fact, the Studio
Club members are slightly covetous
of the homelike atmosphere and
complete femininity of the Guest
House. But they’re proud, and feel
they have done a good job.

4 Weeks at Home
^^^^^■F'amous
Speedwriting
system,
no
■§■■■■■ signs or symbols. Easy to learn; easy
to write and transcribe. Fast preparation for a Job.
Surprisingly low cost. 100.000 taught by mail. Used
In leading offices and Civil Service. Write for free
booklet.

'OOT/fACHE?
DUE

TO CAVITY

GET QUICK relief with Dent's Tooth Gum or
Dent's Tooth Drops! "Cavity Toothache” frequently
strikes at night. Be prepared. Buy either package
from your druggist today. Keep it handy for
—
children and adults. Follow easy directions. A

■%r|jiy/c tooth cum \
UCn I O TOOTH DROPS

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for full length or
bust form, groups, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarge¬
ments of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with your a
enlargement.
j

*>r

TOl fi.ZD

SEND NO MONEY JastraJIphoU)
negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 67c plus postage—or send 69c with order
and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing offerlnow.
your photos today.

Send

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
100 East Ohio stmt

Dept. sis.c

Chicago Ul). III.
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ambulance, etc. Covers sicknesses, accidents,
operations,childbirth, female disorders and many
other disabilities not covered by other policies.
You select your own doctor and hospital. This
full-coverage Family Hospital and Surgical Policy
issued DIRECT to you at special family rates by
big, strong company with over $3,000,000.00 in
assets. Investigate! Send no money, but mail
the coupon below quick for full details—sent
FREE. No agent will call on you. Act today!
STERLING INSURANCE CO.
4519 Starling Bldg., Chicago 11, III.
Send me FREE INSPECTION Offer of Low-Cost
Family Hospitalization Plan.
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You will love

and his growing hair
In millionaires’ mansions and
cottage kitchens, you’ll find
PADDY O’HAIR—the most be¬
loved and amusing novelty ever
created. Shure—‘tis magic! Fill
with water: spread special seed
—then watch th< miracle! PADDY grows thick
crop of bright green hair, eyebrows and side¬
burns.
You can give him haircuts: the grass
will grow for months: can be planted again
and again. Head is dur¬
able pottery of rich sun¬
tan color; 5 inches tall.
Thousands buy PADDY for
themselves,
then reorder
for gifts.
Ideal gift for
St. Patrick’s. Mother’s
Day—and every other day.
Sent complete with special
seed and instructions. SI,
postpaid, MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. Order at
once.
Only $1 complete.

write that letter to me without being
thoroughly ashamed of yourself and
your apparent negligence and laziness.
Does it ever occur to you that the boys
in fox holes and trenches don’t like get¬
ting up at six any better than you do,
that is, IF they have had the blessed
opportunity of sleeping the night be¬
fore? Do you think every serviceman
and servicewoman in barracks enjoys
reveille anymore than you do?
Blinded by your own selfishness, you
are not even trying to think this prob¬
lem through to the point where you
will realize that millions of people to¬
day are doing these and other things
they do not ENJOY doing, but MUST
do to make the right kind of world
survive.
If many people who work in war
plants felt the lax sense of responsi¬
bility that you apparently do, it would
be a sad day for our country and for
the w’orld.
Think this over.
Sincerely,
JANE WYMAN

Dear Jane:
My problem is that I can not seem to
choose between two boys.
Although I
am in my middle twenties, I am not mar¬
ried as yet, but am more or less engaged
to a boy who is in the Army in England.
He writes me all the time, and is very
much in love with me.
However, I have been going out with a
fellow here at home who is in love with
me, and I can’t make up my mind which
one is the right one.
Please help me.
Mary Ellen H.

PADDY NOVELTY CO.
44

Washington Avenue
Goliad, Texas

Be Your Own MUSIC Teacher
LEARN AT HOME FOR LESS THAN 7c A DAY
Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections, in¬
stead of tiresome exercises.
You read real notes—no
“numbers” or trick music. Some of our 7 50,000 students
are band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you may become an excellent musician.
Mail coupon for our illustrated Free Book
and Print and Picture Sample. Mention your
.SUCCESSFUL,
favorite instrument.
U. S. School of Music,
1583 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. 10, N. Y.
47 — YR.
U. S. School of Music. 1583 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y. lO N.Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).

Have you
Instrument?

Instrument.

Name,
(Please

OJ

Address.

Print)

Dear Mary Ellen:
I really cannot see what help I can
be to you with this problem. You are
certainly old enough to know your own
mind and your heart, and have definite
ideas of the kind of man you want to
spend the rest of your life with.
It is only fair of you to think this
situation over very carefully, decide on
which hoy you love, and then let the
other one know your decision without
hesitancy.
Sincerely,
JANE WYMAN

Dear Miss Wyman:
I am a senior in high school, and feel
very bad over something that has come
up in the last few weeks.
Although I have been very particular
with whom I go around and what I do,
someone has started spreading terrible
rumors about me, and this is just about
driving me crazy. They have absolutely
no truth to them, and I don’t know what
to do to prove this and clear myself.
Please give me some advice to follow
to help me.
Katherine F.
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GEPPERT STU

Unbelievable but true!
Now you can
get 2 brand new dresses for the price of
one!
You’ll be thrilled when you see
these dresses.
“Economy” works hand
in hand with the manufacturer to bring
you these smart styles at the low price
of 2 for $3.95.

★ Colors galore if Styles galore
if Sizes 12 to 20 and 38 to 44
Don’t miss up on this remarkable
offer.
Mail your order today, en¬
closing 50c deposit, and on delivery
pay postman balance plus postage. Be*
sure to state size and color desired.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
ECONOMY

MAIL

ORDER

HOUSE

393 Grand St., Dept. HH, New York 2, N. Y.
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PHOTO
PILLOW TOP

Dear Beverly:

Preserve for all time your treas¬
ured favorite photos. Any photo
or snapshot enlarged on fine
grade
fabric
like
illustration,
Size 18x18
symbolizing Freedom and De¬
Only $1.98
mocracy. Will last life-time. On
Postpaid
be washed. Guaranteed perma¬
nent. Mail photo and $1.98. Advise ordering at
once while materials are available.
Money back
guarantee; safe return of photo.

TEXTILE PHOTO CRAFTS
1446 N. Stanley Ave. Dept. H, Hollywood 46. Calif.

TOMBSTONES
DIRECT TO YOU
Genuine beautiful ROCK¬
DALE Monuments, Markers.
SatisfactionorMONEYBACK.

Freight naid. Free catalog.

Compare

our prices

Dept. 493, JOLIET, ILL

ROCKDALE MONUMENT CO.,

PHOTO-RING

ANY PHOTO OR
PICTURE of
Sweetheart, Relative or Friend

reproduced perma¬
nently in this beau¬
tiful onyx like ring
featuring

the

Magnified Setting! Will last a lifetime!
structible.
Waterproof!
Enclose
strip of
for ring size.
Pay postman plus a few

postage.
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Dear Jane:
My problem is a different kind, for it
concerns ages.
I am twenty-one, and for the past ten
months have been going steady with a boy
who is not quite eighteen. I know this
sounds awful young, but he really seems
a lot older to me, and I like him far better
than any of the older boys I have gone
with.
Do you think it is unwise for me to
keep going with him, with this difference
in our ages?
Beverly T.

pay

New
Inde¬
paper

(F*ner*l*

cents
postage.

'
painted

25c extra)

Returned)

PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO., DEPT.

H-18, CINCINNATI. O.

ENLARGEMENTS

JUMBO 4x6s SOc from negatives all one size. 24-hour
service. But for BEAUTIFUL DE LUXE QUALITY have us do
PROFESSIONAL JOB. Send any sizes of photos or nega¬
tives. YOU’LL be thrilled by the breath-taking natural ren¬
dition of your picture. 5x7 size 40c; 5 for $1.35. 8x10 for

In the first place, give this boy a
chance to stand on his own two feet and
mature, and then to choose you, instead
of your being the aggressor in this match.
A matter such as this needs very careful
consideration and thought, especially if
you are seriously thinking of your rela¬
tionship with a boy almost four years
your junior.
Time is the best cure for your prob¬
lem, for as you both mature, this age
difference will either estrange you com¬
pletely from each other, or disappear as
an unimportant factor between you.
Some
people
mature
quicker
than
others, so my advice is for you to keep
your relationship with him friendly
rather than serious for the time being,
and give both yourself and him a chance
to go with other people of your own
ages, and see if this will change your
feelings.
Yours,
Jane Wyman
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\J L L O Reprints—20 for 60c; 40.$1.00
OVERNIGHT STUDIO, 55 MAPLE, ALBANY, WISC.

SOLID
GOLD

FREE

$1 J.95
|4 20%

TAX
INCLUDED
14 KT. SOLID GOLD
WEDDING RING

A gift of lasting memory, genu¬
ine diamond in 14KT. solid gold ring, and engraved
solid gold wedding ring, for lifetime satisfaction.
An honest $22.50 value.
Specify size.
Send money
order or pay postman on arrival. Wear rings 1 week
on money-back guarantee. We pav taxes arid mailing
charges. Order today.

LOMO NOVELTY COMPANY
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Dear Jane:
My problem is a touchy one, because it
concerns a very serious thing. You see
I am part Jewish, and I have fallen in love
with a Protestant boy who lives in a near¬
by town. My parents strongly object to
our marrying, and Mother says we will
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A Superb 8x10 OILCOLORED. $2.00—like photographer’s
$20 job, 3 for $4.00. Send for Camera News—it’s FREE.
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Since Using This New
11-Minute Home Shampoo
Mothers and daughters stay young together
when sunny golden curls are gloriously
lovely. That’s why Blondex. the special sham¬
poo that helps keep light hair from darken¬
ing and brightens faded blonde hair, is so
popular. Blondex makes a rich cleansing
lather. Instantly removes dingy, dust film
that makes hair dark, old looking.Takes only
11 minutes at home. Gives hair attractive
new lustre and highlights. Safe for children.
At 10c, drug or department stores.

REMOVE
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HAIR-

INSTANTLY
VELVETY SMOOTH
Ups, Cheeks and Leas'
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393
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EXPERT BOOKKEEPING

TODAY'S GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR

WOMEN

Never, except during the first World War, has there been
such opportunity for women in bookkeeping. New plants,
expanded factories, arsenals, ship yards—new regulatory
and taxing laws—all calling for accountants, cost and
statistical clerks, bookkeepers, record keepers, etc.
Women can fill the need splendidly. With short prepa¬
ration—in spare time, at home—they can qualify for these
Uiousands of good paying jobs in government or private
industry. From these they can, if they wish, develop into
executive accounting careers.
If you are ambitious, and like figures, investigate this
opportunity. Ask for information about our practical
training in Modern Bookkeeping. It’s short, low in cost,
interesting. Write today.

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
A Correspondence Institution
417 S. Dearborn St., Dept. H-184, Chicago 5, III.

LOVE

A real bargain! Latest
rage of Hollywood.
Graceful charms on a lovely
chain—8 tiny images of delight—
love heart, horseshoe, 4-leaf clover,
hand, key, etc. (emblem of true love,
friendship). You'll cherish it!
Hollywood Spray Pin adds dash and
sparkle to every costume. You'll tingle with
pride when you wear it. Artistically set with
sparkling simulated Rhinestones in exquisite
design. Creates a sensation.
SEND

NO

MONEY—10

Money Back Guarantee. Send
name and address. Pay post¬
man only 98c plus post¬
age and 20% Federal tax
for Bracelet and Holly¬
wood Pin. or mail $1.20
and we pay postage
and tax.

International Diamond Co. - £
2251 Calumet Ave.
16,10.

Dept. 72, Chicafo
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Dear Maria:
Your problem can easily be answered
in one sentence: What are we fighting
this war for, if not Tolerance?
It is true that older people still cling
to old-fashioned ideas, and perhaps your
parents have seen so much intolerance
in their lives that they are only thinking
of your happiness. However, marriage
between two people of different relig¬
ions, regardless of what kind, is a very
common occurrence today, and certainly
an accepted one.
However, your problem lies within
yourself and with your fiance rather
than with other people. For you should
have a sincere and serious understand¬
ing with him on this problem, both of
you
completely
understanding
each
other, and then face the world as proud¬
ly and happily as any two people right¬
fully in love can.
Sincerely,
Jane Wyman

Dear Miss Wyman:
My problem may sound trivial to you,
but it has bothered me so much that 1
can’t sleep nights worrying about it.
My husband, who is also eighteen, has
taken to kidding me about his former
girl friends. Not just light kidding, you
understand, but making fun of the way I
wear my hair because Dottie used to
wear hers a different way, and the way I
dress because Marge used to dress an¬
other way, and so on and on until I think
I am going to go mad!
We have been married for two years,
and both have been happy until he re¬
cently started all this, and I don’t know
what to do' about it.
Anne McK.
Dear Anne:
I know this must annoy you, this habit
of your husband’s, hut why not dose
yourself with a sense of humor about
the whole thing? Instead of being hurt
and annoyed when he talks of the way
his old girl friends dressed or acted,
why not laugh it off, and tell him that’s
all well and good but THIS is the way
Anne acts!
Also, perhaps you would do well to
take yourself in hand and see if you can
make any self-improvements. Husbands
have been known to use this semi-serious
method to let their wives know they are
not the well-groomed girl they used to
be. Perhaps a new hair-do would help,
as well as a new sense of humor.
Yours,
Jane Wyman

Dear Jane:
I have been going with a married man
for six months, and we both love each
other very much.
However, he does not trust me at all,
and is always fighting with me because he
is so jealous of me. He is twenty-five and
I am twenty.
I can’t go on fighting all the time like
this, and yet I can’t seem to forget him.
Your friend,
Catherine M.
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never be happy because everyone will
always know the difference in our re¬
ligions, and there will be nothing but
unhappiness for us.
Do you think this is true?
Sincerely,
Maria B.

SPUR*.
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Dear Catherine:
In my opinion, what you need is to
pick yourself up by the bootstraps, and
start anew. Isn’t it logical that he can
not have complete trust in you since
you go with a man who is married to

someone else? Certainly this is not a
very sound basis for romance.
Are you sure glamour does not en¬
ter into your thoughts about him? As¬
suredly, there
is nothing glamorous
about a single girl going with a married
man. It is not normal, and so can not
have a normal basis.
Make a project out of yourself—form
new friends, join club circles, and give
yourself a chance to meet new boys.
Remember that the old “half a loaf”
adage does not hold true in marriage.
Yours,
Jane Wyman

Dear Jane:
Since you are married, I feel you can
help me with my problem.
I am a divorcee in my middle twenties,
and have had the invaluable help of an
older man all through my difficulties with
my husband, getting the divorce, and so
many problems that came up at the time.
He is a very wonderful person, although
quite a bit older than myself, and now he
wants me to marry him.
My problem is what to do—should I
marry him because he has been so swell to
'me, even if I do not love him, or should I
refuse him, knowing that I would not be
happy and so I don’t see how I could make
him happy?
Please send me your answer or print it
in the next issue of MOVIELAND if pos¬
sible.
Bernice F.
Dear Bernice:
In writing ine of your problem, I be¬
lieve you have inadvertently answered it
yourself. I can not read your heart, but
your solution seems to lie in that part
of your letter where you state that you
do not see how you can make this man
happy when you will be unhappy if you
marry him.
No successful marriage can he built
on a beginning where any unhappiness
is involved, and your own heart appar¬
ently speaks for you in this matter.
Think this over carefully, and remem¬
ber that it would not be fair to either
of you to bring unhappiness into your
marriage.
Yours.
Jane Wyman

"DOUGHGIRLS VS. HOME
GIRLS"
CONTEST WINNERS
FIRST PRIZE—$500 War Bond
Virginia Clark
172 Thompson St., Apt. 10
New York 12, N. Y.

SECOND PRIZE—$100 War Bond
Lieutenant B. "Spike’’ Fox
U. S. Veterans Hospital
Wadsworth, Kansas

THIRD PRIZE—S2S War Bond
Robert S. Tillman
Brundidge City School
Brundidge, Alabama

FOURTH PRIZE—$25 War Bond
Charity Abrams
I 10 West Erie Street
Maquoketa, Iowa

FIFTH PRIZE—$25 War Bend
Anna Rhea Shelton
320 East 3rd Street
The Dalles, Oregon

SIXTH PRIZE—$25 War Bond
Mrs. Sibyl G. Evans
400 East Abram Street
Arlington, Texas
Space will not permit our printing the
names of the 300 Seventh Prize winners
of $1.00 War Stamps.

DANE CLARK
fCONTINUED FROM PAGE 331

with the theatre left him cold, for to
this day he can’t remember the name
of the opus. The mingled odor of ham
and greasepaint that usually lures all
prospective actors found Dane indif¬
ferent and completely tempt-proof. It
wasn’t until three years later that the
acting bug really got through his
then-thick skin.
The arty grouppie he began taking
up with (he still calls them “Bo¬
hemians”) deserve some sort of kudos
for their part in Dane’s first stage
role, no matter how left-handed their
efforts might have been.
One night Dane was cornered by an
enthusiastic actor of the group, who
inflicted on him his version of a role
in a current Broadway hit. Then he
invited comment.
Dane was polite. “It stank,” he said.
Now that actor is rare who can take
criticism kindly, and this guy was
just the ordinary run-of-the-mill
ham.
“What do you know about acting?”
he hissed.
“Only that if you’re portraying a
flesh-and-blood guy, you ought to
talk and act like one,” Dane said.
“That’s just common sense.”
Five minutes later the group, hav¬
ing sided with the hamola, took up
arms against Dane and challenged
him to a bout with a producer, to
show what he could do.
Maybe it’s anti-climactic to say
Dane got a small part in a Broadway
show because of this challenge. But
facts are facts. He read his cues in¬
stead of his lines, but, by applying
that common sense, he landed a small
part with Van Heflin in “The Night
Remembers.”
“And I kept hoping,” Dane says,
“the critics would forget.”
This was the beginning that led to
more plays and better parts. But
every actor has his day and more
often than not, his layoffs, too. It
was during one of these periods of
hunger that Dane tried radio.
“But if I’d been an insurance sales¬
man,” Dane remembers, “I couldn’t
have had a sweeter brush-off.”
Because he was interested in ether
whodunits, and because this brushoff routine was another challenge to
him, Dane conceived the idea of giv¬
ing radio Dane Clark in sugar-coated
pills. He wrote four or five air thril¬
lers and into each he wedged half a
dozen parts that Dane Clark could
play with his hands tied behind his
bnck.
When he sold his first play he auto¬
matically sold his services as an actor,
and from then on he was “in.” He
emoted in mysteries and soap operas
and straight drama spots and he found
himself with an occasional steak in¬
stead of the old and wearisome rou¬
tine of ham-and. He kept plugging at
radio until he was writing, directing
and acting in his own air show. Then
he went back to Broadway.
“Look,” says Dane quickly, “this
is not the recommended way of
breaking into radio. It’s just the way
I do things—the hard way!”
A few more Broadway plays under
his belt and he found himself wanting
new fields to conquer. Hollywood of¬
fered a challenge, and he threw his
carpet bag into a second hand jalopy

Sanitary Napkins

San-Nap-Paks are now made with spe¬

V Guaranteed by '
Good Housekeeping
V ♦/».

,r of rccTivi op

cial "Pink Layers”—three zories of safety
which end all risk of accidents! Cotton
faced, too —to give extra comfort. And
tapered to fit without bulging! Yet these
new-design San-Nap-Paks cost no more
than ordinary napkins! Say "SANAPAK”!
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Make 8tG Money...Have FUN!
Don’t pay big prices for luminous articles.
Make your own! “
Sell at big profit, or keep for your own pleasure. We furnish
complete outfit including confidential instructions. Simple. Easy
to use. A stroke of the brush—any article glows in the dark like
magic! Lasts indefinitely. Absolutely harmless. With amazing
LITE-GLO kits you can make hundreds of luminous articles.
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Glamorous orchids, exotic gar-

** MM" awn Statues!
c Iffices*
cifixes,

ou se * numhtri
ur!nl"
house
numbers,**f
furnipictures, clocks, stairs,
holiday ornaments, signs, pull*
cords, fuse boxes, door knobs,
etc., etc. Order NOW! Introduc-

* Chn“
“or Crucifixes for 81.00 each'
25,000
glowing
Other9 have sold hundreds of thousands of
glowing jewelry, flowers, etc., for big prices,
BIG PROFITS! Why not YOU! We
show you how! Make big money! Have fun
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| Please send me Lite-Glo Kits as marked below: (You
J get three times as much for your money in ihe $2.00 kit,
|plu* two coloramstead of one).

B ROOMS
tory-sizekit, $1.00, Senior kit, S2.00.
SEND NO MONEY!
NOTE! In $2.00 Outfit you receive Complete introductory-size kit. SI.00. Senior
THREE times as much material as Kit. three times as much as $1.00 kit. also
in $1.00 Outfit. In addition, in $2.00 two colors intead of one. only $2.00! Send •
Outfit you receive two colors Of coupon below or penny postcard, and pay HW?
luminous
paint—blue and X
purple.
P°sl!?an *'00 °S *\U0 ?‘us post"e and
In tk.
an tii kl... «l.n.
.
_
handling. Or send cash and we pay postage.
In the $1.00 kit, blue alone. Get the 8UDPiy limited! Order NOW!
most for your money. Order the
$2.00 kit! MONEY-BACK guar¬
CLIP AND MAIL COUPON NOW!
antee protects you.
| if p
| xa
« Jk
IlITE-GLO CO., Dept. X4-L, TOPEKA, KANS.
S3 tag
W SX •
Deof
14. L
TOPEKA,' KANSAS

J $1.00 Kit
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$2.00 Kit j_|

Name...
Address.
City. State.
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STERLING

SILVER

Leading jewelers ask how can we afford
to “give away" two such gorgeous rings
for only $1.69. We don't expect to make
money on this offer—but we do expect to
make thousands of new customers. Both
rings are dreams of beauty. The SWEET¬
HEART SOLITAIRE is a flashing, bril¬
liant, simulated diamond solitaire, about
3/4 karat in size, set in fabulously expensive looking, enaved genuine STERLING SILVER mounting. The SWEETCART WEDDING BAND combines beauty, good taste, and
superior value.
Beautifully engraved and of genuine STER¬
LING SILVER.
Please understand that these rings are not
plated, but GUARANTEED SOLID STERLING SILVER ALL
TEL: WAY THRO GH!
Why wear plated rings when you
can now have fine jewelry at such unbelievable bargain
prices?
Just send name and address, together with ring
size; say “I love to wear fine jewelry.” Enclose $1.69 in
full payment for both—nothing more to pay.
If C.O.D.. pay
postman $1.69 plus postage. C.O.D., and handling fee.
Wear 7 days at our risk.
If not delighted, your money
back.
Fair enough? Write now!

S

FIFTH AVENUE JEWEL CO.. Dept. SW-35
545 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Money Back
If Blackheads
Don’t Disappear
Get a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme this evening
—use as directed before going to bed—look for big im¬
provement in the morning. In a few day9 surface blem¬
ishes, muddiness, freckles, even pimples of outward
origin should be gone. A clearer, fairer, smoother looking
skin. Sold on money back guarantee at all drug toiletry
counters. 30 million jars already used. Ask for Imperial
size, or write for a generous Free Sample to Golden
Peacock Co., Inc., Paris, Tennessee.
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/r*7 hand colored

photo

ENIAR6MENT

As an INTRODUCTORY OFFER
we will send you a beautiful
HAND COLORED Professional
Enlargement FREE with your
order of six BLACK & WHITE
ENLARGEMENTS. Six 5x7 for
52.04 or six 8 x 10 enlargements
for $2.64.
Single enlargement
5x7 costs 39c or 8x10 49c. Mail
your photo, snapshot or negative
(any size) mother, father, sister,
soldier, group pictures, etc. Your
original will be returned un¬
harmed.
State color of eyes,
hair, and clothing.
Mail Money Order or War
Stamps, or pay postman on arrival plus a few cents
postage.

MAX CHINKES. Photographer (Dept. H.W.G.)
1697 Broadway
New York 19, N. Y.

High School Course
at Home

Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work—prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H.S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if de¬
sired. High school education is very important for advancement m
business and industry and socially. Don't be handicapped all yonr
life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now. Free
Bulletin on request. No obligation.
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over clouds, and a contract crinkled
comfortably in his coat pocket. Jerry
Wald, producer of “Action in the
North Atlantic,” had taken a gander
at the Clark phizz, had listened to the
Clark delivery, and had signed him
on the spot.
Dane got through that picture only
because it was another challenge.
But he’ll tell anybody who will listen
how much Humphrey Bogart helped
ease him over the rough spots.
For a couple of months on the pic¬
ture, Dane worked on a blazing oil
tanker, breathing flame and coughing
smoke for weeks. He still doesn’t
know how anybody saw his work
through all the burning oil.
“I might have been Donald Duck,”
he says.
But Donald Duck or Dane Clark,
his performance so impressed the
brothers Warner that he was thrust
quickly into “Destination Tokyo” with
such cinematic vets as Cary Grant,
John Garfield and Alan Hale.
“I’m sunk,” he moaned. “I can’t
compete with those guys. And I’ve
never done comedy in my life!”
How wrong can a guy be? Today
Dane’s still shaking his head over it.
“Gosh,” he says. “The studio bosses
here really know what they’re doing.
They insisted I do comedy, even when
I told them I specialized in dramatic
stuff. But they were right.”
After Dane’s performance as a lov¬
able comic in “The Very Thought of
You,” his name was removed from the
supporting players credits and he was
given equal billing with star Dennis
Morgan.
He’s starred in “Hollywood Can¬
teen,” too, and has just been handed
“This Love Of Ours,” in which he’ll
co-star with Garfield and Eleanor
Parker. None of this is exactly hay.
A chronic beefer, Dane is the most
personally pessimistic guy in town.
He has a whopping sense of humor
(he drives a ’29 Ford coupe with a
flamboyant oil sign on the left door),
but still his blood pressure soars when
he’s on a worry jag—which is every
day.
He even broods about his I.Q.,
which the diploma he’s stuck away
in a trunk does nothing to dispel. “I
read all the time,” he says. “I belong
to every book club in the country and
my mailman hates me because he’s
getting round-shouldered lugging all
that print. I keep up on all the cur¬
rent news magazines, too. But I’m
worried. Something is wrong with
my mental makeup. You know, I
can’t make myself read poetry! I just
don’t understand the stuff!”
Dane’s a perfectionist, as far as his
career is concerned. “I love acting,”
he’ll tell you. “Love every bit of it.
I’m so darned stage struck right now,
it’s almost embarrassing. I particu¬
larly like pictures because they ap¬
peal to such a universal audience, and
have such power for good or evil. I
want to learn everything there is to
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Fascinating Career.

Learn at Home

Prepare now for thrilling career . . . Varied opportunities
for those with aptitude and experience. Originate your
own clothes—design for family and friends. Save—earn.
N. S. D. D. "learn-by-doing” method may also help to
open the door to a commercial fashion career, in induatry or as owner of your own dress shop. Teachers of
design and styling guide you step by step by mail.
AvJln\ 'V- Send for FREE Booklet. “A Career in Costume
Designing” and requirements.
NATIONAL SCHOOL OF DRESS DESIGN
1315 S. Michigan Ave., Dept. 1863, Chicago S. III.
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learn about my craft. I can do drama
and comedy. I have written plays,
and I’m working on a screen play
right now. But that isn’t enough. Next
year I plan to go to classes in stage
direction at UCLA. I feel that only
when you know everything about
your profession, can you do a real
job of being a success. And that’s
what I’m working toward.”
But don’t let him kid you. He
doesn’t work all the time. He reads
till two every morning. And if you
happen to catch a glimpse of him some
time sporting under-orb circles, blame
it on Maugham—not Mocambo. He
avoids night clubs because he doesn’t
need external stimulation. He plays
squash incessantly. Mainly for fun,
but partly because he has to work at
keeping his weight down. Right now
he’s on a buttermilk-soft-boiled-eggslieed-tomato-melba-toast diet.
Dane likes Hollywood and he likes
the people in it. “Most of them are
real guys,” he says. “They look you
in the eye when they talk to you, and
they give you a good, firm handshake.
People like that are okay. I don’t care
what stories are told about the in¬
sincerity of this town. I have found
it warm and human. I’m glad I’m
living here with people like John Gar¬
field and Keenan Wynn and Gene
Kelly.”
These men are his best friends. You
might know it. Nobody else can keep
up with Dane’s rivet-gun delivery,
his constant stream of yatta-ta.
Dane likes to tell this story about
himself and two other glamour boys.
“I got a call from Johnny Garfield
one night,” he says. “He was lone¬
some and blue because his wife, Rob¬
bie, was in New York. ‘Take a walk
and meet me at Schwabb’s,’ Johnny
said.”
Schwabb’s, gentle reader, is the
film colony’s general store—a phar¬
macy holding court at a very busy
intersection in Hollywood.
“I walked down to the corner and
met Johnny. And then Gene Kelly
came along. He looked kind of beat.
‘My wife’s in New York,’ he said. ‘I
don’t know what to do with myself.’
“We stood on the corner for a while
and just talked. Then we had a coke
and decided to call all our friends
and see who was in and receiving. We
waited in line to use the phone, but
none of us had any luck. So we just
stood some more. Pretty soon a girl
in an open car stalled right in front
of us, and we pushed her all over
town, until we found a gas station.
She never knew who we were.
“When we got back to our stand at
the corner a couple of soldiers spot¬
ted us, and before we knew it we
were putting on a show for them on
the corner. Our audience got up into
the hundreds—most of it made up of
G. I.’s—and then a cop came and
broke up the crowd for obstructing
traffic.”
Then there was the time a woman
walked up and slapped his face be¬
cause he wouldn’t speak to her.
“She’d just seen me in a picture,”
Dane says, “and she thought she
recognized my face—thought she’d
met me somewhere before. There was
no answer to that one.”
But there is an answer to Dane’s
screen career. Unless he gets prema¬
turely gray from that daily worrywhirl, he’s going to be way up on top
of the ladder before you can say
Bernie Zanville.
The End
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“Good heavens—that seems to be a
socially acceptable time, almost a
CClin kin unurvi
conservative waiting period in Holly¬
wood,” the questioner observed.
ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART “Mickey Rooney only knew his pres¬
SOO N. Carbarn St.,
Dapt. 7 001-G Chicago 10, III.
ent wife a week before they were
married.”
Dorothy considered this solemnly.
MADAME LOVE’S CREATIONS
“But Mickey is so much shorter than
I am,” she pointed out.
This example of zany logic is typi¬
cal of Dorothy McGuire and consti¬
tutes one of her chief charms. Her
sense of humor is piquant, whimsical,
JQ
^ The rage today and naive. So is the rest of her per¬
sonality.
She is that rara avis, a dramatic
natural.
When she Avas 13, she
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that Jed Harris was one of the best
producers on Broadway, so she saw
no reason for directing her talents
toward a lesser mark. She was ad¬
mitted to see Mr. Harris, who—with
the true flair of a born theatrical
man—sensed the insouciant McGuire
personality. He reasoned that a girl
with so much presence had obviously
enacted several Broadway parts. Her
voice, her tiptilted face, her easy
calm bespoke the professional.
“I’ve seen you before. Where?” he
asked to speed the interview.
“I’ve been in lots of school plays,”
explained Miss McGuire helpfully.
Somewhat staggered, Mr. Harris
gave Dorothy a script to read.
She clutched it as a radio heroine
hangs on to her horrors, and started
to read.
“Just a minute,” interrupted Mr.
Harris. “My hearing is perfect. Don’t
scream your lines.”
That did it. Dorothy dropped the
script and ran.
A few days later she tried out for
a play entitled “Bachelor Bom,” and
amazingly enough, won a part—the
only American in an all-British cast.
Somehow she had managed to sub¬
merge her midwest accent under a
sub-layer of stage English and a top
layer of quickly acquired Oxford ac¬
cent. It was rugged going. Each day
she rehearsed, and each night she
rehearsed.
Plodding up and down before a
mirror, listening with critical ear to
her lines, she was overcome with ap¬
prehension. She cried. Then she fell
asleep exhausted, only to awaken a
few hours later to start the crying
all over again. After a week of this
she had a case of shivers to make a
quaking aspen shed its leaves in envy.
The director drew her aside, ex¬
plained kindly that he thought she
would be happier in some other part
in some other theatre. Curtain.
After that she secured several small
parts in plays that expired after their
Broadway opening nights, then she
won the job of understudying Martha
Scott in “Our Town.” In her mind’s
eye she enacted dramas in which Miss
Scott should be convulsed with some
obscure disease that caused her to
swoon for three acts (while her
understudy caused audiences to fol¬
low suit with approval of Miss
McGuire) then to recover with no
ill effects whatsoever. This dream
proves
two
points
about
Miss
McGuire’s character: her sense of
drama, and her essential tenderness.
She wanted to succeed in at least one
performance of “Our Town,” but she
didn’t want anything serious to hap¬
pen to Miss Scott.
This proves that right thinking will
triumph over all. (Slogan.) Because
Hollywood snatched Martha Scott,
and Dorothy McGuire got the chance
of a starry-eyed understudy’s life.
As that play neared the end of its
run, Dorothy read a new play that
enchanted
her:
“Liberty
Jones.”
When she tried out she was told that
she needed a bit of seasoning. “Go
on the road,” she was advised. So she
took another understudy part, this
time with Julie Haydon in “The Time
Of Your Life.” She studied; she con¬
ferred with Miss Haydon, who is al¬
most as brilliant an inspirational
teacher as she is an actress. When,
after her hard apprenticeship, Doro¬
thy
returned
to
Broadway
as
thoroughly seasoned as a Texas
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PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE"^
STUQiQ 6343

64-

E . LAKE ST.

CHICAGO l-

CALLING ALL RADIO FANS

Did you know that with just a flick of the dial you can tune in on five stirring
confessions each week?
Straight from the pages of Real Story Magazine come the poignant problems of
everyday people—problems which you or your friends may be facing at this very
moment. For instance, what about that young bride who lives in your neighborhood?
It’s perfectly obvious that she’s money-mad and that she’s trying to insill the same
ambition into her husband. But will her scheming make or break him?
Well, you may not And your actual neighbor in “Real Stories from Real Life,” but
ju’11 meet someone who’s struggling with a similar conflict. Her way of solving it
you
can’t fail to hold you spellbound.
So if you like true dramatizations well spiced with human interest and human emo¬
tions, make this program a listening habit! You’ll find it on WOR or your local Mutual
Network Station Monday through Friday, at 9:15 to 9:30 PM, EWT.
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position for me
as
Photography
Department Manager of Trans Lux Theatres—a chain
of six news reel theatres. Not only did I earn an
unusually good salary, but I know I can look forward
to the future with confidence.”

stories and the play, Miss McGuire
had come into her own: she was
Claudia.
Latch on, men, and take it from
Photographic Opportunities Biggest,
there.
The music goes like this: from
Most Varied Ever
stage
“Claudia”
to 20th Century-Fox’
Today photography offers women greater opportunities
“Claudia.”
Hence
to “Tree Grows,”
than ever, and a sound, substantial postwar future as
well. N.Y.I. trains YOU at New York Studios or at
hence to “Enchanted Cottage.” So
home by mail for this fascinating field. Every step of
much for the McGuire career.
your instruction personally supervised.
Courses in
Commercial, Advertising, News, Fashion, Industrial,
While she was on tour with
Portrait, Motion Picture and COLOR Photography.
“Claudia”
she discovered that she
Write TODAY for FREE book.
was
earning
enough money to have
NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
some fun. Her idea of fun was to
Dept. 88. 10 West 33 Street
New York 1, N. Y.
roam through the shops in whatever
Training Men and Women for Photographic
city she might be, accumulating the
Success Since 1910
treasures of the territory. In Canada
•From a letter dated December 7th, 1943
she bought tweeds for a suit and a
top coat, and a magnificent length of
New York Institute of Photography
Dept. 88. 10 W. 33 Street,
|
white silk pique. A year later that
New York I, N. Y.
gorgeous
length of gleaming white
Gentlemen: —
Please send me your FREE catalog. It is understood
served an important purpose: Dorothy
that no salesman will call.
had it made into a wedding gown.
Name.
She had a dressmaker copy one of
Address.
her favorite afternoon dresses, a
peasant style with full skirt, puffed
City. State.
Please check course or courses in which interested:
sleeves, and a general air of insouci¬
□ Regular Resident Course (in N. Y.)
ance. Then, while Dorothy was wan¬
□ Home Study Training
dering through Mary Miles Minter’s
decorating
studio
one
day,
she
glimpsed a length of ice blue bro¬
caded satin. From that she had a
FACE
LIPS
ARMS
LEGS peasant apron constructed, and wore
it over her wedding dress. Fashion re¬
Ugly hair ^ernemiserab.e^ Itried
viewers who covered the wedding
may
were agog over such improvising.
While Dorothy was in Chicago she
fell in love with a pair of rather large
Hair Problem
1
- aNZETTE
matched antique mirrors. She had
MME. ANNM*XThandise Mart,
Box 4040. Merchcah"caKO 54, III.
them crated and sent to her hotel
Dept. 90.
room. Then she added them to her
normal baggage and carried them
'PtieciouA. GOLD Bridal Pair from town to town, gloating over
SET
them and wondering in what city
WITH
they would one day come to be
hung in an entry hall belonging for¬
ever to Dorothy McGuire. Sometimes
she fancied that if she snatched one
of the mirrors from its wrappings,
she might surprise in its surface the
reflection of her future. It was a
thrilling thought.
When she reached San Francisco,
Dorothy tramped the streets in her
BARGAIN SALE! To get new customers, we offer this
new. Guaranteed 10 K Gold Genuine chip diamond
free hours and came to a conclusion:
Bridal Pair. The engagement ring (sweetheart design 1 is set
with 3 sparkling, genuine diamonds in exquisite mounting
there
was too much to see by mere
of gold hearts, emblem of eternal love. Matching in elegant
harmony, is a lovely 10 K Gold Wedding Ring. deeply
walking power.
She needed an
embossed, set with 3 genuine dianumds. rhese precious,
auxiliary. So she bought a bicycle
dazzling rings will thrill you. Comes in lovely gilt box.
Send No Money—10 Days Trial
and wheeled joyously through China¬
WRITTEN GUARANTEE WITH EVERY RING
Wear 10 days on Money Back Guarantee. Send name and
town down to Fisherman’s Wharf
ring size. Either ring only $5.95 .or both (the perfect pair)
through Golden Gate Park, down to
for only $9.95. Pay postman C.O.D. on arrival, plus postage
and tax. Supply is limited, so write today.
I the beach.
international Diamond Co., 2251 Calumet Are., Dept. 74, Chicago 16, HI
When the company moved to Los
Angeles,
Dorothy
supervised
the
shipping of her beloved bike. It had
MAKE 525-535 A WEEK
to be transported by taxi from the
* You can learn practical nursing at home
station to the Biltmore Hotel, where
In spare time. Course endorsed by phy¬
sicians. Thousands of graduates. 4 6th
the cast was to live while the play
yr. One graduate has charge of 10-bed
ran in the south. There was a certain
- hospital.
Another saved $4 00 while
3 learning. Equipment included. Men.
amount of consternation registered by
■ women 18 to 60.
High School not
drivers, doormen, bellhops, and others
required. Easy tuition payments. Trial plan. Write today.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
who had grown bored by the antics
Dept. 453,
100 East Ohio Street. Chicago II. III.
of actresses, but who had never ex¬
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name__
pected to be asked to shepherd a
City__State_
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Just to get acquain
you a beautiful 5x7
enlargement made f
snapshot, picture, p
practically FREE!
for handling and m
genuine introductory
studios in the U. S.
To receive your be
picture, print or neg
ferred) with this ad
returned
together
Offer iimited.
Rush
FRcE!

EXTRA

SPEC

receipt of your pictur
we’ll send—by retur
photo folder which ac
shots!
Supply limit

AMERICAN STUD

1 Star Flag-SI 00
2- Star Flag-Si 15
3- Star Flag-Si.25
4 Star Flag-SI.35
5- Star Flag-Si 45
6- Star Flag-SI.55

the world that your loved one is in
the service of his country! Made
of fine quality Celanese, in rich
red, white and blue colors, with a
gorgeous golden fringe, and
sturdy twisted cord for hanging.

Send NO MONEY

Just send your rame and address today, a postcard will do,
telling us if you want one, two, three or more stars. Pay
the postman correct amount as listed above, plus postage
when flag is delivered.
Or save money by sending price
.
panted with order and we pay all postage. If not
delighted, return flag in 5 days and your money will be
refunued.
Order now!
179 W.Washington, Dept. R-77, Chicago2, III,

Latest rage of Broadway and Hollywood. Add a personal
note to your appearance with this beautiful hand finished,
highly polished fcedarwoodpin. Exquisitely hand engraved
with your name and his GLOWING IN THE DARK. De¬
signed with lovely twin hearts, pierced with arrow (emblem of
true love and friendship). Safety catch pin back.

_

SEND NO MONEY—10 DAY TRIAL

Wear 10 dayB on Money Back Guarantee. Send name and
address. Pay postman only 98o plus a few cents postage ftnrj
tax on arrival. Supply limited, so write today.

literaatlonai Diamond Co., 2251 Calumet Ave., Dept. 75, Chicago 16, III

•Swiss”weather house.made in the
I.S.A. PREDICTS the WEATHER
IN ADVANCE. Guaranteed to
work. When the witch comes out
for bad weather, girl and boy in*
dicate nice weather. Acts with amazing
accuracy, has thermometer on front.
Weather House is 7 in. high and 6 in.
wide. Shipped complete ready to use.

SEND NO MONEY
postage on our positive assurance
of satisfaction or your money back.
(Wc pay Postage if remittance comes with
.) Don't wait—Write today to
MAN. Dept. YB,29E.Madisan,Chicago2

LONG EYELASHES

Do you make the most of your eye beauty? . . .
Eyes that he likes to look into, and Remem¬
bers . . .
Banish wrinkles caused by lack of eye pro¬
tection from sun, wind, etc.
Write postcard for FREE latest scientific in¬
formation on wrinkles, hair, permanent waves,
and Dazzl-I lash cream, the new discovery. Stay
really beautiful.
SEVERA MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2442 Cedar Street
Philadelphia 25, Pa.

STAMMER?
This new 128-page book, “Stammering,
Its Cause and Correction,” describes the
Bogue Unit Method for scientific
correction of stammering and stut¬
tering — successful for 44 years.

Free —no obligation,
Benjamin N. Bogue, Dept.3363, Circle
Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind.

PICTURE RING *1
Most Precious Keepsake You Can Own

Made from Any Photo

SEND NO MONEY!
Any photo orsnapshotclearlyreproduced assettingin beautiful, onyxUke Ring! A keepsake of a loved
one you will treasure for years!
Picture stays sharp and clear—
withstands rubbing, washing,
wear—unharmed by water,
weather—won’ t tarnish. SEND
NO MONEY! Just mail photo
with strip of paper for ring size.
Pay postman only $1.00 plus
postage. Hand-tinted 25c extra.
- .cture returned. Money-back
guarantee. ORDER NOW. portrait
RING CO., Dept. F-162 Cincinnati, Ohio

more (two and a half blocks), then
blithely set forth on Wilshire. This
is one of the busiest traffic arteries in
Southern California, and it is traveled
by motorists who are inclined to drive
slowly past a pretty girl on a bicycle,
looking at her fixedly to discover
whether this is a press agent’s gag
or whether she really means it. The
sun beat down, the hills lifted up, the
miles stretched longer than the necks
of the curious. But Miss McGuire,
establishing some sort of an un¬
recorded record, finally reached her
goal. She was too tired to wander
through the acres and acres of re¬
splendent bazaars stretching out in all
directions from her weary eyes.
No matter what she had seen that
day, it is doubtful if Dorothy’s taste
in clothes would have been much al¬
tered. As one might presume, having
heard about her wedding dress, Dor¬
othy’s is an unique clothes sense. At
present she has two dress loves, both
to be worn at informal gatherings in
her own home on Sunday nights. One
consists of a red wool skirt, long, worn
with a checkered shirt and an Indian
belt. The other is a black velvet skirt
worn with a yarn decorated sweater.
She has been known to show up at
Romanoff’s in black suede sneakers, a
brown tweed suit, and a yellow
sweater. “The outfits I design myself,”
she told a friend laughingly, “should
only be worn among those who know
and love me.”
Those who know and love Dorothy
McGuire would arise as one knife and
cut the heart out of anyone who dared
criticize anything about Dorothy, from
her choice of sweaters to her delivery
of a line. The reason for this intense
loyalty is simple: Dorothy herself is
one of the most unchangingly loyal
girls on earth. She has never forgotten
a single person who has ever worked
in a play with her, and that goes for
the small character who passed
through the last scene of the first act,
crying “Fish For Sale.” Wherever she
goes, a crowd gathers. An admiring
crowd that makes its own conversa¬
tion, but listens with one ear always
angled toward Dorothy, who is likely
to bring forth a good crack.
Lately she has been telling about
the letters she has received from her
husband’s nephew, who has never met
his glamorous aunt-by-marriage. He
wrote at one time, “I saw you in
‘Claudia’ again the other night. I’ve
seen it several times. I guess you’re a
good actress, but you don’t look very
pretty to me.”
He’s wrong. Not only is she a super¬
lative actress and a whimsical, great¬
hearted woman, but Dorothy McGuire
is one of the really beautiful girls on
the screen. Hers is a natural beauty.
She doesn’t need false eyelashes and
a makeup department mouth to scin¬
tillate because her loveliness is that of
the spirit. She glistens as snow glis¬
tens in sunlight, as tinsel sparkles on
a Christmas tree.
She’s Tinker Bell in tweeds.
The End

months I
lost 40 lbs.
Now I weigh 125
lbs.,” says Mrs. B.
Blazek. Chicago.

ing hips. Repro
figure to slend
lines. Once you
you can wear c
sizes smaller.

“GET THIN
TO MUSIC"
with WALLACE

rreedcuocr'os°

It's fun to reduce this
new, easy way.
My
method
works hand
in hand with nature.
That’s why it brings
such
gratifying
re¬
sults. You’ll feel bet¬
ter the first day, and
thrill to noticeable re¬
sults the first week!
Here’s my amazing
offer to you. I’ll take
all the risk if you’ll
make the test.

WALLACE
Creator of MGe
Thin lo Music”
Radio Program

FREE on
7 days' trial

Don't send a penny. Simply mail coupon. By %
return mail, postage pre- i
paid. I'll send you my reducing phono¬
graph record and lesson on 7 days' FREE
trial. Sent in plain wrapper. No obliga¬
tion. Address

WALLACE Records, Suite 918
154 E. Erie St., Chicago 11, III.
WALLACE. Suite 918
154 E. Erie St., Chicago II. Ml.
Please send me free and postpaid the re¬
ducing record for 7 days’ free trial. This
does not obligate me in any way.
Name ._
AddressCity_Zone_State

Be as

BLONDE as You

Please!

kLIGHTER,FINER BEAUTY.
Overnight!
Lighten your hair to the most
flattering and glamorous Blonde
Shade!
So
easy—economicaljust shampoo with Lechler’s
“569” Hair Lightener. NO fuss
—NO bother—NO brush application.
PIN A DOLLAR BILL to
this “ad”—sent by return mail in
plain wrapper.
HOUSE OF LECHLER, Dept. 413
560 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.

HOUSE

kl CHU
ifcuk

Make your shir
chiefs. blouses,
etc., personal—
their attractivene
new Stamp-On
thrifty way
to assure
you
of
laundry
identification.
Just
press your initials on with a hot iron.
Will not run.
Suitable for any fabric.
All initials except Q, V, X, and Y.
Package containing 3 dozen sets of
initials, only $1.00 postpaid, or C.O.D.
plus postage.
Be sure to state your
initials.
BEAUTY AIDS, Dept. 3-BH.
89 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn 17, N. Y.

Prove it yours
how long you
or what yo
Beautiful bo
\ sis and D
\ amazing,
^
graphic pr
r\
sent FREE

Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis Apply
non-staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
.•ears of suffering, report
.he scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again.
is used by many doctors and is backed by a p
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
funded without question.
Send 10c (stamps
generous trial bottle to make our famous “On
Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. W
your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed
lainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and W
tores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LA
547, Northwestern Station, Dept. 2330, Det

S

He must Choose
BETWEEN

Honor and Hove
T

HE young and handsome officer of the Royal Navy loved beautiful,
blue-eyed, laughing Marguerite, but because of a foolish mistake, ironwilled, dominating, possessive Marianne travelled half-way around the
world to marry him! Should he send her back, or should honor prevail?
In a second he decided—and lived a secret lie for years. Haunted, tortured,
still loving the girl he left behind, he fought against circumstances that
would have crushed a less stalwart soul. But what of the wife who didn’t
know? And the sweetheart across the seas?
Winner of the largest literary prize ever offered (the $125,000 M-G-M
Prize Novel Contest). “Green Dolphin Street,” by Elizabeth Goudge, is a
literary gem of the rarest brilliance, in a setting of such charm and beauty
that every book-lover will want to wear it in his memory forever. No
wonder it reached the very top of national Best-Seller lists almost over¬
night! “Another whirlwind has struck the literary horizon” said the
Saturday Review of Literature. The regular price of “Green Dolphin
Street” in the publisher’s edition is $3.00, but now you can obtain a copy
absolutely free with membership in the Literary Guild Book Club, as
explained below.

^{iteran/ (/uild
NOW OFFERS TO NEW MEMBERS THIS
GREAT NEW ROMANTIC BEST SELLER

Winner of the $125,000 Prize Novel Contest
“Green Dolphin Street” is more than an absorbing love story. The saga
of the sea in Clipper ship days, the story of the beautiful, half-white
Chinese girl, the portrait of gallant Captain O’Hara, the quaint life on a
Channel island, and finally the struggle for existence in a primitive land,
all inter-twined with the never-to-be-forgotten love story, make it a book
you cannot afford to miss.
No wonder “Green Dolphin Street” was declared winner of the $125,000
M-G-M Prize Novel Contest! No wonder tens of thousands of readers are
eagerly paying $3.00 per copy for the publisher’s edition! Now you can
obtain a copy absolutely FREE by joining the Literary Guild Book Club.

MAIL THIS COUPON

FREE: Green Dolphin Street
Literary Guild of America, Inc., Publishers
Dept.3HWG, Garden City, N. Y.
Please enroll me as a subscriber of the
Literary
Guild
and
send
me
“Green
Dolphin Street” absolutely FREE. I am
also to receive free each month the Guild
magazine, “Wings,” and all other member¬
ship privileges, including bonus books. In
consideration of this, I agree to purchase
a minimum of four selections of my choice
at only $2.00 each (regardless of higher
retail prices of the publishers’ edition)
within a year.
If you wish, you may have as your first
selection any one of the following books
for only $2.00. Just check the box pre¬
ceding the title.
□ The Razor’s Edge
□ Leave Her to Heaven

□ Earth and High Heaven
□ Anna and the King of Siam

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss
(Please Print)
Street and No.
Zone No.
City.. .(if any) .... State.
Age, if
Occupation. Under 21...,
Slightly higher in Canada; 105 Bond St.,
Toronto 2, Ont.
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LITERARY GUILD MEMBERSHIP COSTS NOTHING
Literary Guild membership is free—there are no
dues or fees. Each month you will receive your
copy of “Wings,” the Guild’s illustrated bookreview magazine, which contains articles about
the Literary Guild selection to be published the
following month. From these articles you decide
whether or not you care to receive the Guild book
described. If not, you simply return the form
supplied and no book will be sent to you that
month. If, however, the Guild selection is one
you don*t want to miss, it will be sent to you
on approval.

Save Up to 50% on New Books
Literary Guild books are selected by our Editorial
Staff from proofs submitted by leading publishers
long in advance of their publication date. Because
the Literary Guild is the largest book club in
the world, a huge special edition is printed at a
tremendous saving in cost. This saving is passed
on to members. The Literary Guild edition is
manufactured at the same time as the publisher’s
edition, yet Guild members pay a flat price of
only $2.00 for each Guild book accepted, instead
of $2.50 to $4.00 for the same book sold at re¬
tail in the publisher’s edition, to non-members!
In addition, Guild members receive a $2.50 to
$4.00 popular new book as a bonus for every four
Guild books purchased! To be a “member in good
standing” merely requires that you accept a
minimum of only four Guild books a year out of

the 12 or more new and important fiction and non¬
fiction Guild books submitted for your approval.

Send No Money — Mail Coupon
The convenience, the enjoyment, and the saving
of about 50% of your book money will, we hope,
prompt you to become a member of the Literary
Guild at once. As a special inducement for join¬
ing now instead of “later” you will be sent—
FREE—a copy of “Green Dolphin Street.” As a
new member you can start your subscription with
any of the following recent Guild selections at
only $2.00 each. See coupon.
Leave Her to Heaven, By Ben Ames Williams.
(Publishers’ Price, $2.50)
The Razor's Edge, By W. Somerset Maugham.
(Publisher's Price, $2.75)
Anna and the King of Siam, By Margaret London.
(Publisher’s Price, $3.75)
Earth and High Heaven, By Gwethalyn Graham.
(Publisher's Price, $2.50)
All publishers are operating under restricted
paper quotas, thereby limiting the number of
new members the Guild can service. By joining
now your membership can be accepted at once,
and you will be guaranteed against any increase
on Guild selections for a year. Mail coupon NOW
for “Green Dolphin Street.”

LITERARY GUILD OF AMERICA, Inc., Publishers, Garden City, New York

Chen Yu long lasting nail lacquer . . . newly lustro

newly rich to give your nails a jewel look they have ne

Pink
Sapphire*
Oriental
Sapphire*
Black
Sapphire*

had before, and that lasts . . . just hates to chip! And lush
new beauty for your lips too, with harmonizing Chen Yu

lipsticks. See Chen Yu at your favorite store, or let us
send you trial size bottles of any two shades and a FREE

trial size bottle of Lacquerol base. Plus trial sizes of
Black
Cherry

Chen Yu lipsticks to harmonize. Use the coupon below.

Send it today!

^

Royal
Plum
Mandarin
Red

CHEN YU
made in U.

5.

A,

Opium
Poppy

Flo
P

Important: Th
■-FILLED FROM C

ASSOCIATED DISTRIBUTO

Canton LONG LASTING NAIL LACQUER AND LIPSTICK
Red
*Note especially "Pink Sapphire,"
"Oriental Sapphire," "Black Sap¬
phire," and remember any Chen Yu
shade just hates to chip!

Coolie

Opium
Dream

30 W. Hubbard Street. Dept.. H
Send me two sample size fla
FREE bottle of Lacquerol bas
cost of packing, mailing and G
For an additional twenty-live
Yu lipsticks in tiurmonizing s

Lacquer shades he

Brown
Coral

Dragon's
Blood

Murk X if you wish
Name
A ddress _
City_

COPYRIGHT 1944 ASSOCIATED DISTRIBUTORS. INC., DISTRIBUTORS. CHICAGO • NEW YORK OFFICE—FRENCH BUILDING. R
IN SOUTH AMERICA. ADDRESS CHEN YU. SANTA FE 802, BUENOS AIRES. ARGENTINA

WE ARE GOING TO HAVE A BABY-“3^ Lamarr, $06* Jtodex
StUuaute Stories: MARGARET O'BRIEN, TOM DRAKE, INGRID BERGMAN. SONNY TUFTS, JUNE HAVER
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leaves your nair
so lustrous, yet so easy
to manage!
Only Drene with Hair Conditioner
reveals up to 33% more lustre than soap
. . . yet leaves hair so easy to arrange
so alluringly smooth!

H ant all your hair-dos to look more glamorous? Then
be a "Drene Girl!” Always use Drene Shampoo with Hair
Conditioner. No other shampoo . . . not a soap in the world
. . . can make your hair look so lovely!

Reveals far more lustre than any cake soap or liquid
soap shampoo.

For Drene never leaves any dulling film, as

all soaps do, to rob your bair of its lustrous beauty !

•iwJiJlods

Drene

reveals up to 33% more lustre than any kind of soap.
FROM

heaves hair so manageable! Now that the new, im¬
proved

Drene contains

a

wonderful hair conditioner, it

leaves hair far silkier, smoother, easier to manage . . . right
after shampooing!

Removes every bit of dandruff the very first time you
use it! So insist on Drene with Hair Conditioner ... or ask
your beauty shop to use it!

THE

G I Ii L S

WHO

K N 0W !

Lisa Fonssacrives ... glamorous New York
fashion model. Cover Girl and "Drene Girl”
. . . shows you (above) her lovely new eve¬
ning hair-do for spring! The adorable hair-do
gadget is just wired ribbon, bent into shape,
then covered with flowers. Your milliner
can do it! The shining smoothness of Lisa s
hair is due to Drene Shampoo with Hair
Conditioner, which she always uses.
NTo
other shampoo leaves hair so lustrous, yet
so easy to manage!

Tonight . . . don't put it off . . . shampoo your
hair the new' glamour wav! Get the combina¬
tion of beauty benefits found onlyr in Drene
w ith Hair Conditioner !
^ Extra lustre... up
to 33% more than with soap or soap sham¬
poos !
Manageable hair . . . easy to comb
into smooth shining neatness!
isComplete
removal of dandruff! Ask for Drene Shampoo
with Hair Conditioner!

I.ISA ADORES hair-do gadgets!
But says, "make sure that they,
and your hair-do, too, match
the mood of your clothes!”
Every hair in place is her
first rule for a smart hair-do.
And, says Lisa, "for shiningsmooth, manageable hair
there's no shampoo like Drene
with Hair Conditioner!”

'/UMJL
w(Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping
V*., I# MriCTlVI 0*
rnttriut

Product of Procter & Gamble

It’s locked in . .. so it can’t shake out

N

OW you get this new protection

(2) You get lasting comfort, because

for your charm, your daintiness

Kotex is made to stay soft while wearing.

—at no extra cost to you.
A deodorant is locked inside each
Kotex sanitary napkin to help keep you

(3) The special four-ply safety center
gives you extra hours of protection, pre¬
vents roping and twisting.

fresh, lovely, confident. The deodorant

(4) Only Kotex has three sizes —

can’t shake out, because it is processed

Regular, Junior and Super Kotex — for

right into each pad—not merely dusted on!

different women, different days.

There are so many important reasons

(5) And now this extra safeguard—

why you should always insist on Kotex:

the new deodorant in every Kotex napkin.

(1) Patented, flat tapered ends of Kotex
mean no bulges, no revealing lines.

No wonder most women simply won’t
be satisfied with any other brand!

More women choose KOTEX’
than all other sanitary napkins put together
*T. M. Beg. U. S. Pat. Off.
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Ho-hum! We’ve got spring fever! And
a column to write!
★

★

★

★

APRIL, 1945

★

★

★

Walter Winchell, for in¬
stance! Walter is the
nation’s No. 1 radio re¬
porter. This is what he has
to say about M-G-M’s
newest Technicolor hit:
“NATIONAL VELVET will be hard to
match all year long for the tops in
entertainment!”
★

★

★

★

And our very good friend,
“Lolly”—Louella Parsons,
the nationally known Hol¬
lywood columnist. For her
money, “NATIONAL
VELVET is tops in enter¬
tainment!”
★

★

★

★

Then there’s that distinguished duo,
Bosley Crowther of the “New York
Times”and Howard Barnes of the4‘New
York Herald Tribune”, who tell you
they have both selected NATIONAL
VELVET as “one of the ten best pic¬
tures of the year! ”
★

★

★

★

★

★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

★

And that’s not all! We’ve got millions
of ’em! We mean those other wellqualified critics—the people who braved
rain and sleet and snow (some of them
standing on lines four blocks long) to
smash all box-office records at Radio
City Music Hall, the world’s largest
theatre!
*
*
*
★
And just for your record, NATIONAL
VELVET is a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
picture in Technicolor, based on Enid
Bagnold’s novel. Mickey Rooney is the
star, supported by Donald Crisp, Eliza¬
beth Taylor and Anne Revere. Other

4

roles are portrayed by Angela Lansbury,
Jackie Jenkins, and Arthur Treacher.
A Clarence Brown production, the pic¬
ture was directed by Clarence Brown
and produced by Pandro S. Berman.
Theodore Reeves and Helen Deutsch
wrote the screen play.
★

★

STORIES

We Are Going to Have a Baby (Hedy Lamarr-John Loder)
*
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19
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24
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50
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This is Elizabeth
Taylor. She’s defi¬
nitely the star-find
of the year, says
every critic.

★

★

★

★

★

DORIS CLINE, Editor

But this month we’re lucky. America’s
most illustrious columnists are right on
tap to do our job for us!

★

Yes, sir, we have a hit on our hands!
It looks as though March will come in
like a lion—as usual, an M-G-M lion!
—j£ea
P.S.—Keep your eyes open for “Keep
Your Powder Dry!” Yes, and another
picture you’ll want to see is “The
Picture of Dorian Gray!”
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Remember "The Women", that film of
the battling, wise-cracking dames? Well,
here’s the topper! A story of one who
played around with the playboys, an¬
other who went for those dashing Army
men, and a third who lived only for
love, until...?

It’s an M-G-M picture:

intimate, revealing and intriguing!

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE with

w

AGNES MOOREHEAD • BILL JOHNSON • NATALIE SCHAFER • LEE PATRICK • JESS BARKER * JUNE LOCKHART
Original Screen Play by Mary C. McCall, Jr. and George Bruce • Directed by EDWARD BUZZELL • Produced by GEORGE HAIGHT
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By FREDDA DUDLEY
JUNIOR JIVE:
Two of the happiest people in Hollywood
at present are pretty, vivacious Tess Bendix
and that sterling actor to whom she is mar¬
ried, William.
If an innocent bystander
stands by for more than 20 seconds with
either of them nowadays, he will hear paens
of praise for the new Bendix daughter,
Stephanie. She was flown, a gurgling infant,
to Los Angeles to be adopted by the Bendix
family, and she is now, and we quote, "The
prettiest, smartest, cutest, best behaved . .
If this gives you the idea that Bill, Tess, and
Lorraine (their 15-year-old daughter) approve
of the new addition—you're hep.
Elyse Knox and Lt. Tommy Harmon have
announced that their junior is due in July.
Paulette Goddard is slowly recovering from
the heartbreaking disappointment of losing
her child.
Mystery story: She was young, pretty,
blonde and sparkling-eyed. She entered the
infants' section of an exclusive Hollywood
shop and placed an extensive order. Puzzle
is—was she ordering the beginnings of a
layette for herself, or as she laughingly an¬
nounced later, for a friend? The girl in the
case was Faye Emerson Roosevelt.
*

*

*

THE UNINVITED:
Earnestly desiring that her wedding should
be the dignified, solemn event that every
girl dreams of, instead of the mad carnival
that a movie church wedding causes among
fans, Veronica Lake gladly accepted the in¬
vitation of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Gardner to have
the ceremony performed at their home. It

is a beautiful house, facing gracious lawns
and protected by grilled iron gates, entrance
through which was regulated by a police
guard.
Veronica supplied the officers with her en¬
tire guest list and only those persons enu¬
merated thereon were admitted.
All was
orderly; all was peaceful. Then a perplexed
officer came running up the driveway,
begged to talk to Miss Lake, said that an irate
gentleman named Judge Charles Griffin was
at the gate, excluded and pretty irked about
it. Veronica clapped a hand to her forehead,
remembered that he was to perform the
marriage ceremony, and asked that he be
shown every courtesy, including an apology.
A few moments later the same officer re¬
turned, something homicidal in the depths of
his eyes. "And now," he announced, "there
is a guy down there who keeps laughing fit
to split his sides. Says his name is Andre
de Toth and that the wedding can't even start
until he gets here because he's the groom.
How about that?"
A blushing bride admitted that the other
name she had omitted from her guest list
was that of her intended husband. Excuse
it, please.
*

*

*

MATRON:
Cutest pair of newlyweds in town is Dick
Crain and Kay Morley, who announced—
during the Christmas holidays—that they had
been secretly sealed since November 14.
Theirs was no spontaneous grande passion,
breaking into tumult after two days, as they
had gone together steadily for 18 months.
They had grown to know one another very

Laddie
Army

Boy,

just

hospitals,

returned
and

from

a

21-months-old

tour

of

Alana.

well; understood one another's viewpoints,
and thoroughly respected one another's am¬
bitions. Yet, like all newlyweds, they con¬
tinued to check one another in an effort to
maintain the perfection of their happiness.
"There's one thing," said Dick one night,
"that I think we should discuss. It's that
black satin dress of yours. The one with the
deep V neck and the slinky body lines. It
was all right for you to wear before you were
married, but now that you are a matron I
think it is a little too sensational and reveal¬
ing. I think you should give it away."
She did.
*

*

*

RIFTINGS:
Martha O'Driscoll filed suit for divorce
against Commander Richard D. Adams, al¬
though she was well aware of the fact that
the case cannot be resolved without her
husband's consent, an agreement that he was
reluctant to give. Those who know Miss
O'Driscoll and her husband believe that this
is another of those difficult situations brought
about by the clash of careers. It is pretty
tough for a senior naval officer to maintain
his prescribed Navy aloofness, yet to be
photographed with his beautiful wife at the

Post-wedding

party,

given

by

a

Hollywood

bistro for Veronica Lake and Andre de Toth.
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night clubs where she must appear in order
to further her career. It is also difficult for
a non-professional person to understand the
eagerness of a studio to have one of its
younger stars be seen, properly escorted,
about town. One of Mortha’s escorts has
been easy-going, genuine, likeable Robert
Walker—a fact that has been publicized by
columnists. That Martha's dates were en¬
tirely friendly, comradely affairs might be
regarded by a doting husband as fact—but
he still might not like it. Perhaps, when
Martha returns from her overseas U.S.O.
tour, this rift will be patched up.
The spontaneous combustion marriage by
airplane has long been an accepted modus
operandi in Hollywood, but lissome Donna
Reed (remember her in "The Human Com¬
edy") recently reversed the procedure by
flying to Juarez to obtain a divorce from
William Tuttle, the make-up man she mar¬
ried January 30, 1943.
*

•

*

EMERGENCY
John Dali, whom you will see opposite
Bette Davis in "The Corn Is Green," has just
been made a star at Warners. To com¬
memorate the event, he was briefing friends
on his rocky road to recognition.
When he first came west from New York
he secured what he considered to be a most
attractive house and settled down to await
a call from Warners, putting him to work.
After he had moved in, he learned that the
three previous owners had (1) been killed
in a plane crash; (2) been murdered; (3) com¬
mitted suicide.
People said commiseratingly, "John, you'll
never have good luck as long as you live in
that hoodooed home. Find another place to
live." Haha. Try to find a vacant house,
apartment, sty, or piano box. So John con¬

tinued to live with other persons' memories,
and wonder if he had become merely that to
Warner Brothers.
Came a day when his telephone rang and
a secretary said peremptorily, "Mr. Dali?
Warner Brothers, Mr. Etcetera's office calling.
Will you please see us at your earliest con¬
venience?"
Mr. Dali, dry-throated, said he would. He
took a bus, a streetcar, and a taxi. He ar¬
rived at the prescribed office disheveled and
breathless, but he had made it in record
time. The secretary beamed on him. "How
prompt you are," she applauded. "I just
wanted to give you an Identification Card. It
will allow you to enter the lot through the
motor gate whenever you wish."
*

*

*

HELP:
The doctor explained to June Allyson that
this particular boy, in the ward she was in¬
tending to visit, had lost an arm and a leg
in the South Pacific. He was a sensitive
man, his spirit as seriously wounded as his
body. "No one has been able to get him
to talk, much less to smile," the doctor said
"It would help us to rehabilitate him if he
would only cooperate by showing some
interest."
So June, making no point of it, but coming
to the boy naturally as she made her rounds
of the beds, knelt beside him so that hei
eyes were on a level with his. He stared at
her for a second, then turned his head toward
the opposite wall.
June didn't move.
The minutes ticked
away. Two, three, four, five. Slowly the
boy's head inched back.
"Why are you
bothering with me?" he demanded in a
furious whisper. "What do you want here?"
June glanced quickly over her shoulder,
then whispered in reply, "To tell you the
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WARNER BROS.
proudly add to such current successes as
“Hollywood Canteen", “To Have And
Have Not" and “Objective Burma" a pic¬
ture that ranks with our all-time greatest,
from the all-exciting, best-selling book by

Col. ROBERT LEE SCOTT,

with

DENNIS MORGAN-DANE CLARK
RAYMOND MASSEY • ALAN HALE

JACK L. WARNER
executive Producer

Produced by

ANDREA KING • JOHN RIDGELY
Directed by Robert Flore/

Robert Buckner

Screen Ploy by Peter Milne & Abem Finkel • Music by Franz Waxmoni
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for monthly sanitary protection?
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cise statement concerning it.... I nvented
by a doctor, Tampax is worn internally.
It is specially designed for this purpose
—made of pure surgical cotton com¬
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neat applicators for dainty insertion—
your hands need not even touch the
Tampax. When in place the Tampax is
“conforming” in shape—wearer cannot
feel it.
No belts, pins or external pads. No bulges
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truth, I've been walking these wards until my
feet are killing me. I thought that if I could
kneel here for a few minutes, I could take
some of the pressure off my arches. To make
it look as if I'm not stalling, could you sort
of talk to me?"
The boy studied June's eyes, her earnest,
tip-tilted face, finding in her expression some¬
thing reassuring. "Sure," he said. "Ah—
what shall we talk about?"
June asked where his home was, where
he had been in school ... all in whispers.
She told him something about herself, about
working in pictures. "Something crazy hap¬
pened on the set the other day," she said,
and told a studio gag. It was a silly, but
the boy chuckled.
"I'm rested now—thanks a lot for helping,"
June said, winking, and moving on to the
next bed.
When she had finished her round of the
ward, she closed the door and was walking
down the corridor when the doctor inter¬
cepted her. "Thanks," was all he said. It
was more eloquent than a wordy ovation.
*

*

*

years in the South Pacific.

Leslie, her aunt

and her cousin have made up one of the hap¬
piest families in Hollywood, so someone sug¬
gested that the trio would now be separated.
"Nope,"

said

Leslie.

"Our

trio

needed

a

come

to

baritone, so I inducted one."
Joyce

(Janie)

Reynolds

had

to

Hollywood to meet a man from Houston, one
Lt. Robert Lewis.

When they met, about a

year ago, the first thing Joyce said to the
marine
the

lieutenant

south

from

was,

somewhere?"

Houston,

and

"Aren't
Bob

mentioned

you

said
his

from

he

was

address.

"My laaand." said Joyce in her best Texas
drawl, "you and I grew up practically as
neighbors!"

That

did

it.

They

spent

that

evening, and dozens of others, talking about
horses, bluebonnets, Taixus in general, and
the people they knew in common.

By the

time Bob went overseas, he and Joyce hadn't
exactly announced their conclusion that there
must

be

something

cosmic

in

two

Texans

meeting, so far from home, but the belief was
deep in their eyes.

An exchange of pictures

and constant letters strengthened the belief.
So—it was a double ring ceremony at the

FURTHER VITAL STATISTICS

fern-draped Westwood Community Church.

Amalgamations:

*

Alexander Knox (the celebrated "Wilson")
and Doris Nolan delighted their friends by

*

*

GIGGLE

the Marine Corps after serving two rugged

When Gig Young crossed the Equator for
the first time, his shipmates, who had on
some previous voyage become Shellbacks,
gave him a thorough initiation, one phase of
which included the shaving of his head.
By the time he returned to Hollywood in
January, his hair had grown about an inch
over his entire head, giving him a strong
resemblance to that terra-cotta Paddy that,
when planted to grass, fetches forth a green
thatch.
He hastened out to Warners' for a visit
(Continued on page 76)
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Paynes came—out of the

Beverly

Hills

Community Church, were showered with rice.

in

their

own

backyard!

Jack

(Horn

Blows at Midnight) Benny, Mary Livingstone.

PICTURES IN
PRODUCTION
"DtagoTV

AT COLUMBIA:
A THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS in
Technicolor is now in its second
month of shooting.
If you have
3een “A Song To Remember,” Cornel
Wilde’s first starring vehicle, you will
be destroying your more valuable
fingernails to see his work in this new
picture. Evelyn Keyes, Adele Jergens,
and Gus Schilling are also in the cast.
THE FIGHTING GUARDSMAN is also in
its second month of production with
John Loder, Willard Parker, Ted
Donaldson (Have you seen him in “A
Tree Grows In Brooklyn?”), and
Anita Louise.
TEN CENTS A DANCE is just what the
title indicates—the story of a hostess
whose fox trot is her fortune—with
Jane Frazee, Jimmy Lloyd and John
Calvert.
OVER 21 is the picture in which Alex¬
ander (“Wilson”) Knox was working
when he married Doris Nolan. Irene
Dunne is his love interest in the pic¬
ture; Charles Coburn and Jeff Donnell
are in full charge of the comedy de¬
partment. Those who have seen Knox
as Wilson and think of him as a
sedate, middle-aged man are in for a
delightful surprise when they find
Alex to be a pm-up boy.
KISS AND TELL is that picture you
will see widely publicized by the fact
that, in it, Shirley Temple gets her
first kiss (it says here in small type.)
This flicker is being made from a
slightly-revamped stage script involv¬
ing Walter Abel, Katherine Alexander
and Darryl Hickman.
BOSTON BLACKIE BOOKED ON SUS¬
PICION is another in the Chester Mor¬
ris series. If you want to hear a man
hailed by a million friends, you should
drop into Romanoff’s some late after¬
noon when Chester Morris also ap¬
pears. What an ovation!

singing stE
of the ta

AT UNITED ARTISTS:
GUEST WIFE is still being shot under
that label although everyone thinks
it will be changed, which would be
a
pity.
Claudette
Colbert,
Don
Ameche, Dick Foran and Charles
Dingle are having the time of their
lives making the picture. Don and
Dick repeatedly gang up on Colbert
to rib her. Last instance was criti¬
cizing the handsomely tailored gray
slacks she wears to and from the
studio. Boys ventured criticism that
they knew a tailor who would do
much better by her. After about an
hour’s buildup, they said with a sigh,
“Of course, this man charges $350.00
per garment for his work.” Miss Col¬
bert is working on a fitting reprisal.
PARIS—UNDERGROUND is the drama¬
tization of Etta Shiber’s Book Of The
Month Club novel, which you prob¬
ably read. Constance Bennett, Gracie
Fields, Kurt Krueger are the princi¬
pals.
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE is an¬
other whodunit with Barry Fitz¬
gerald, Walter Huston, Louis Hay¬
ward (his first picture since he re¬
ceived his medical discharge from the
Marine Corps), Sir C. Aubrey Smith,
Judith Anderson, and Mischa Auer.
Don’t miss this one. It will also be
marqueed as “Ten Little Indians.”
(Continued on page 66)
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SANITARY BELTS

1. Robt. Hutton in "Holly¬
wood Canteen”
5. You can hear "Don’t --Me In” in “Hollywood
Canteen”
10. "Larchmont” in "One Body
Too Many”
14. Susanna sings it in "The
Climax” (anagram)
15. Pertaining to birds
16. - - - - O’Brien-Moore
17. John Philliber is a - - - sighted doctor in "Three
is a Family”
18. "The Impatient.”
19. Presently
20. Dull-witted person
22. Latest screen offering
(abbr.)
23. "Anne” in "Together
Again”
24. "Allida” in "Experiment
Perilous”
26. "Dr. Vance” in "And Now
Tomorrow"
28. Exclamation
31. Old-time movie dog
32. Bandleader in "Ever Since
Venus”
33. "The Fighting Lady” is a
screen portrayal of the
war
36. "Biff Koraski” in "Abroad
With Two Yanks”
38. "Holiday - - -”
39. "John Caldwell” in "San
Diego, I Love You”
40. Marion Hutton in "In
Society”
41. "Fay” in "The Heat’s On”
42. "Nora” in "Wintertime”
43. Dick Powell has the - - - .
in "Farewell My Lovely”
44. Sonny Tufts in "I Love a
Soldier”
45. Maria Montez in "Bowery
to Broadway”

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Screen News Extra (abbr.)
"Something - - - the Boys”
Variety of lettuce
Movie studio term
"Johnny” in "Here Come
the Waves”
51. Lucille Bremer in "Meet
Me in St. Louis”
53. "Natalia” in "The Doughgirls”
56. - - - Maria
58. "Edward Rochester’’ in
"Jane Eyre”
62. Judy's pa in "Meet Me in
St. Louis”
63. Star of "Ninotchka”
65. "Louisiana Hay
66. "A Yank at - - 67. Eagle’s nest
68. Olive genus
69. "Ernie Mott” in "None but
the Lonely Heart"
70. Oliver’s pal is - - - - - role
in "The Big Noise”
71. "• * - • Angel”

DOWN
1. Merle in "A Song to Re¬
member”
2. Stead
3. Persia
4. "Mike Frame” in "Tomor¬
row the World”
5. "Frances” in "Three is a
Family”
6. Anne Baxter in "Guest in
the House”
7. Dutch E. Indies island
8. Deanna in “Can’t Help
Singing”
9. Alphabetic symbols
10. Monty wears it in "Irish
Eyes Are Smiling”
11. Sea eagle
12. M. G. M. trade-mark

13. "Mrs. Brown” in "National
Velvet”
21. Weird
23. You can see her in "Holly¬
wood Canteen”
25. "Lee Nugent’’ in "The
Mark of the Whistler”
27. "Julie” in "Carolina Blues”
28. "Howard Clinton” is----role in “An American
Romance”
29. Jeanne in "Winged Vic¬
tory”
30. Handles (Rom. Antiq.)
33. "Patricia” in "The Mark
of the Whistler”
34. "Aunt Martha” in "Guest
in the House”
35. Fold of cloth
37. Performed
38. - - - Keith
39. "Men on - - - Mind”
41. “Mike” in "Music for
Millions"
42. "Toni” in "The Seventh
Cross”
44. "Pinky” in "Winged Vic¬
tory”
45.
47.
48.
50.
52.
53.
54.
55.
57.
59.
60.
61.
63.
64.

(For Solution See Page 83)

Low
- fur and feathers
Plant or animal monstrosity
Guest star in "Hollywood
Canteen”
He is in "Babes on Swing
Street”
Fish sauce
Diminutive of Margaret
"Stage - - There are two of them in
"Lake Placid Serenade”
Storage place for fodder
Lyrics
Tasteful
"- - -light”
Money (Rom. Antiq.)

FORGET THAT
LOOK IN
HER EYES...

SHE'S Gor/mDER
(H HER HEART/
Meet the year’s biggest
movie surprise ... Dick
Powell playing a new
kind of role ... in a
murder-mystery that’s
rough, tough and terrific!
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Produced by Adrian Scott • Directed by Edward Dmytryk
Screen Play by John Paxton
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THE
ENCHANTED
COTTAGE
(RK0Radio), a remake of the movie that
originally starred Richard Barthelmess and May McAvoy, in 1924; taken
from a play by Sir Arthur Wing
Pinero, written at the suggestion of
the British government to provide
entertainment with a morale lift for
England’s returned soldiers. (The play

Add a touch of the great open spaces to your
wardrobe! Wear this typically Western Shirt and
Slacks for sports anywhere! "Rancherette” is an<
authentically, gay, sports outfit —in an array of '
rich Western colors —Gold with Brown; Red
with Navy; Kelly with Brown; Aqua with Brown.
Sizes 12 14 16 18. Prompt Delivery!
The Shirt — $7.95 plus postage
The Slacks — $5.95 plus postage

ZttfOUYH'OOD
*6172 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

Dept. 278,6272 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please send me_Rancherette Shirts at 57.95

I

Slacks a, 55.95/^( Size 12 14 16 18 {circle size)
□ Gold with Brown

□ Kelly with Brown

□ Red with Navy

□ Aqua with Brown

I

Name_

_
City_Zo»e

Address.
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was produced first in London, in 1922,
and again a year later, on Broadway,
with Katharine Cornell.) The story is
essentially the same in the new ver¬
sion, except that the time has been ad¬
vanced to the present, and the locale
is switched from England to Mass.
Robert Young plays the Oliver
Bradford role—a soldier returned
from the war, wrecked in body and
spirit; Dorothy McGuire is Laura
Pennington, a poor plain girl made
beautiful by the miracle of her love
for Bradford, which blooms in the
Enchanted Cottage. Herbert Marshall
is the blind pianist-composer, John
Hillgrove, who tells this strangest
love story in a tone poem the En¬
chanted
Cottage couple inspired;
Hillary Brooks, the financee left wait¬
ing for Bradford when he went off
to the war. And add Mildred Natwick,
Spring Byington, Richard Gaines and
promising newcomer Alec Englander
to that cast-as-mentioned, and as col¬
lected by Producer Harriet Parsons.
There are no war scenes, no speeches
or preachments about rehabilitating
returned warriors—but it’s all there,
and vividly, “present-day real.”
THE FIGHTING LADY (20th Century.
Fox) is the magnificent documentary
record, in technicolor, of “Our Navy”
aboard an aircraft carrier. Here is
our war in the Pacific. These are ac¬
tual battle pictures of the historic
engagements off Marcus, Kwajalein,
Truk, Guam, Saipan, Tinian, etc. Not
only do we see burning planes land
precariously on “The Fighting Lady’s”
deck, but we get a complete picture
of life below decks—the butcher, the
baker, and the shoemaker are shown
doing “their jobs,” all hands joining
to keep their ship ready for action
against the enemy. Contributing to a
“creditable” job are Lt. (J.G.) Robert
Taylor, narrator, Commander Edward
J. Steichen, in charge of the photog¬
raphy, and the unnamed 3,000 boys
who fly, fight and make their home
on “The Fighting Lady.”

A GUY, A GAL AND A PAL (Columbia)
is the story of lovely Helen Carter
(Lynn Merrick) who’s trying to get
to Washington, D. C. to keep a dateto-get-married. Sharing and some¬
times causing her problems in making
the trip—we all know by now that
it’s no joke, the advice that warns
“Don’t Travel Unless Necessary”—is
her ten-year old nephew (Ted Don¬
aldson). And the Guy (Ross Hunter)
is a Marine hero, enroute to collect
a medal from the President. We say
it’s sentimental stuff, sold on the ad¬
venture plan, and good fun.
THE HORN BLOWS AT MIDNIGHT
(Warner Bros.) Imagine Jack Benny in
Heaven! Imagine Guy Kibbee, as
Chief of Small Planet Management,
designating Angel Benny to destroy
Earth by one toot of his horn. Imagine
Alexis Smith, a lady angel with a
crush on Jack. Then imagine the
Hotel Universe on Earth, where Jack
goes to blow his horn, but is deterred
by Fallen Angels John Alexander and
Allyn Joslyn.
When no horn-blowing is forth¬
coming, Jack’s angel love comes to
Earth to find out what happened, and
when she doesn’t return the Chief
descends to find her.
Throw all these wacky whimsicali¬
ties into Heaven and Earth, and it’ll
come out—well yes, just imagine!

HOLLYWOOD STARS YOU KNOW
MOLLY AND ME (20th Century-Fox)
—Gracie (Pride of England) Fields
and Monty (the Beard) Woolley are
together again—which is what a lot
of fans have been very much wanting,
after the pair scored such a hit
teamed in “Holy Matrimony.”
As Molly Barry, Gracie is an ac¬
tress out of a job and anxious to

eat. She invades the home of John
Graham (Monty Woolley), as his
housekeeper. Roddy McDowall is the
unloved son of the irascible but
absent-minded
Mr.
Graham,
and
Reginald Gardiner gets in some good
work as the drunken butler in the
case, by name of Peabody.
Gracie has a singing chore in this
one—and how she puts those songs
across!
HAVING

WONDERFUL

CRIME

(RKO-

Radio) introduces a new team of ama¬

teur sleuths “a la Thin Man.” The
prescription here is Carole Landis in
the role of the madcap mixer-upper,
George Murphy, her newly wed hap¬
less husband, and a be-derbied Pat
O’Brien as the “brain” of the trio.
Lenore Aubert provides the a-loore.
It all scrambles around the missing
trunk of “The Great Novel.” Lots of
mad shenanigans and action a-plenty.
GREAT JOHN L
(United Artists
release) is Bing Crosby’s first offering
as a producer; it’s also the first star¬
ring role for a once-upon-a-time
movie extra, Greg McClure. Barbara
Britton is Kathy Harkness, Champ
Sullivan’s first and real love; Linda
Darnell is Anne Livingstone, musical
comedy star who loves the fighter
and marries him, hoping to 'give him
happiness in measure equal to his
success and popularity. That she fails
is not for lack of trying; and that
this is one of the most heartbreaking
love stories ever told—it’s a fact. For
fight fans only? Certainly not! Though
it traces the personal and profes¬
sional-life career of one of the great¬
est names in American ring history,
accurately,
completely
and
sym¬
pathetically.

FROM HOLLYWOOD...WESTMORE’S SENSATIONAL

THE

PAN-AMERICANA
(RKO-Radio)
rates
raves for being so authentically just
what the title claims. Four members
of the editorial staff of a big New
York picture magazine (Phillip Ter¬
ry, Audrey Long, Eve Arden and
(Continued on page 62)

NEW LIQUID-CREAM FOUNDATION MAKE-UP
NOT A CAKE .. . NOT A CREAM
DOES NOT CAUSE DRY SKIN

Tonight.. . today ... in just one minute ... look
your loveliest. Apply one drop of Westmore’s new
liquid-cream Overglo before you powder and rouge.
See how it camouflages large pores and litde lines.
Never gives a mask-like appearance. Watch it add
youthful radiance. Enjoy a smooth, well-groomed,
Bod Westmore, make¬
up expert, U'ho with
his brotherst Perc and
Wally, comprise the

flawless-looking face-do all day or night. Non-drying,
definitely! Overglo has an emollient lanolin and oil

famous trio of Holly¬
wood make-up artists,
the West mores.

base. Protects against dust and weather, too. One bottle
lasts months. Six flattering shades. $1.50, plus tax.

NEW . . .

ONE-SHADE . . .

OVERGLO

FACE

POWDER

A make-up discovery! Practically colorless — permits your
foundation-tinted skin to glow through with youthful beauty.
A face powder specially created for use with Overglo or any
tinted cake, cream or liquid foundation.
$1 plus tax.
PRODUCTS

OF

THE

ROUSE

OF

WESTMORE

WyAt ONI THE SPOT
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Want

to

be

an

svelt

Dorothy Malone?
Then
of
sculpturing
session
melt

away!

These

What's more—they

routines

U

NLIKE the perfect marriage, the perfect figure is
often made in Hollywood. According to Dorothy
Malone (whom you’ll be seeing in Warner Bros. “The
Big Sleep”), a proper plan for paring proportions
must make perfect—and practical—sense.
First of all, it improves on nature. That’s because
nature has a way of letting us slip into bad habits. It’s
natural, and fun, to stop for a sundae or a ham¬
burger (and to indulge in a fancy dessert). But it’s more
fun to have a slim, straight figure, one that can slip
with ease into a small-size and fashionable creation.
So, first of all, we omit the unnecessary and weight¬
building calories. Meals are limited to a well balanced
three.
They are built around nutrition rather than
negligence.
Diet can diminish pounds. Exercise takes off those
extra unwanted inches and unlovely bulges that detract
so from the appeal in appearance. Either, to be success¬
ful, must be consistent.
To be a Warner wonder, then, or a reasonable fac¬
simile, combine sensible restraint in the face of food
and enduring energy when it comes to the fifteenminutes-a-day exercise period. The result, as Miss
Malone so admirably illustrates, is a Class-A contour.

sides,

arms close

to

palms down. Swing legs up

so body weight rests on shoulders.
Place

hands

under

hips for

extra

support and bicycle-kick fifty times.
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BY SHIRLEY COOK, BEAUTY EDITOR
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The Eighth Deadly SlN
Is it worse than the other seven?
What shall be done to women who commit it?
HAT shall be done with a beautiful woman who is
so insanely jealous that she cannot bear to share
any part of a man’s love with anyone else or any
thing? “Leave Her to Heaven” is the answer of Ben Ames
Williams in his new best-selling book of that title. It is yours
FREE if you join the Guild now—but first read about this
crafty woman.
Ellen Berent lived to conquer, and stopped at nothing to
win victory after victory over men, women and even
children. She was uncanny in her analysis of human actions
and reactions, and used every fair or foul means to bend
them to her will. She lied, cheated, and deceived, artfully
and skillfully, to attain her ends.
While her own heart beat wildly at her daring, she
played upon the heartstrings of others with masterful tech¬
'7 will never let you go,”
nique. Her eyes, her lips, her expression gave no hint of her
she said, and Harland
falseness. Diabolically, she even cast suspicion on the inno¬
knew that was a threat
cent victims of her mad jealousy.
. . . hou> terrible he was
Seldom before has such a character been created. Seldom
to realize later.
before has such a novel been written. You will be kept in
impatient suspense until the very end. You will find your¬
self completely captivated by Ellen, by Harland, by Danny the crippled younger
brother, loving, hating, comforting each as though they were part of your own life.

Wi

-AMERICA'S NEW BEST SELLER
TO NEW MEMBERS OF THE

LITERARY GUILD
“Leave Her to Heaven” is more than a great stirring novel—it is a powerful exposition
of the Eighth Deadly Sin. “Will hypnotize you until you have turned the last page,”
says the New York Times. “Will hold you from start to finish, with your spine
crawling like an inch worm and invisible hands massaging your scalp,” says the
Boston Sunday Post. “Wholly credible portrait of an amoral woman”—says the
Chicago Sun. It is a story you will long remember and discuss—a story you will be
thankful you did not miss. And now you need not miss it, for you may obtain a copy
absolutely FREE with Literary Guild Membership.

LITERARY GUILD MEMBERSHIP COSTS NOTHING!
Literary Guild membership is free—there are
no dues or fees. Each month you will receive
your copy of “Wings,” the Guild’s illustrated
book-review magazine, which contains articles
about the Literary Guild selection to be pub¬
lished the following month. From these arti¬
cles you decide whether or not you care to
receive the Guild book described. If not, you
simply return the form supplied and no book
will be sent to you that month. If, however,
the Guild selection is one you don’t want to
miss, it will be sent to you on approval.

Save Up to 50% On New Books
Literary Guild books are selected by our Edi¬
torial Staff from proofs submitted by leading
publishers long in advance of their publica¬
tion date. Because the Literary Guild is the
largest book club in the world, a huge special
edition is printed at a tremendous saving in
cost. This saving is passed on to members.
The Literary Guild edition is manufactured at
the same time as the publisher’s edition, yet
Guild members pay a flat price of only $2.00
for each Guild book accepted, instead of $2.50
to $4.00 for the same book sold at retail in
the publisher’s edition, to non-members! In
addition, Guild members receive a $2.50 to
$4.00 popular new book as a bonus for every
four Guild books purchased! To be a "mem¬
ber in good standing” merely requires that
you accept a minimum of only four Guild

books a year out of the 12 or more new and
important fiction and non-fiction Guild books
submitted for your approval.

Send No Money—Mail Coupon
The convenience, the enjoyment, and the sav¬
ing of about 50% of your book money will,
we hope, prompt you to become a member
of the Literary Guild at once. As a special
inducement for joining now instead of "later”
you will be sent—FREE—a copy of “Leave
Her to Heaven.” As a new member you can
now buy any of the following recent Guild
selections for only $2.00 each. See coupon.
Green Dolphin Street, by Elizabeth Goudge.
(Publisher's Price, $3.00)
The Razor’s Edge by W. Somerset Maugham.
(Publisher’s Price, $2.75)
The Building of Jalna, by Mazo de la Roche.
(Publisher’s Price, $2.50)
Earth and High Heaven,by Gwethalyn Graham.
(Publisher’s Price, $2.50)
All publishers are operating under restricted
paper quotas, thereby limiting the number of
new members the Guild can service. By join¬
ing now your membership can be accepted
at once, and you will be guaranteed against
any increase on Guild selections for a year.
Mail coupon NOW for “Leave Her to Heaven.”

LITERARY GUILD OF AMERICA. Inc., Publishers. Garden City. N. Y.
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THE LOVERS o/“CLAUDIA”
..tynJ&ve tfguun/
In the thrilling story of
a girl who wanted to be loved
and a man who wanted to be
forgotten! Magnificently filmed
by John Cromwell, the director
of "Since You Went Away”!

DOROTHY McGOIRE
ROBERT YOUNG
HERBERT MARSHALL
witU

Mildred Natwick - Spring Byington

R K O
RADIO
Directed bv JOHN CROMWEU • Produced by HARRIET PARSONS • Srroen Ploy by OeWIH Bodeen end Hemon J. Monkiewia • Bored on rhe ploy by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero
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A straight dramatic
in musicals?
Murder

role for an actor typed to play only

Leopards don’t change their spots, but in RKO's

My Sweet,”

Dick

Powell

does change

his types!
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They hope the little newcomer, due
to

20

arrive

in

June,

will

HAVE A

BABY

—-.

be

a

girl.
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By RILLA PAGE PALMBORG

•HE crisp radio announcement was like a bolt from the blue . . . ‘And
1now it is the beautiful Hedy Lamarr and her husband, John Loder, who
1
are expecting a visit from the stork.’ ”
‘ John Loder was sitting in his dressing room at Columbia, having just
stepped off the set of "The Fighting Guardsman.”
"Hedy and I were having a vacation at Big Bear,” he said. “Our friend,
who had turned over his cozy cabin to us for our honeymoon, had again
offered us the seclusion of a mountain retreat.
“The day before, Hedy had finished ‘Experiment Perilous’ at RKO. I had
wound up my radio program and finished my picture.
The Brighton
Strangler,’ also made at RKO. We were both tired and glad to get away
from Hollywood.
"After helping me carry in a big pile of logs for the fireplace, Hedy had
curled up on the couch in front of the blazing fire. (Continued on page 85)

The

Loders

are

for an

househunting,
English-style home in

Beverly Hills—with a big garden.

Happily married,

because they

like the same things.

;
-

Hedy, John, and
Remarque; a Mocambo parfy

The

strangest

stork

story ever told—it may
seem like a movie script,
but it really happened!

Their romance started at the
Hollywood Canteen,

Dec. 25,

1942.
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By AVERY CARROLL
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Storj

in

her

eyes,

but

two feet on the ground.
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HE came ambling into the 20th Century-Fox
Commissary the morning after her first starring
picture. “Irish Eyes Are Smiling,” had been pre¬
viewed—and practically caused a riot of appre¬
ciation to un-table the dishes.
You wouldn't think that 5'2" and 100 pounds of
diminutive blonde could cause such excitement. Every¬
one said hello, and she called hello right back. She has
more friends than a multi-millionaire on his deathbed.
She was wearing her blonde hair in pigtails, and at¬
tached to her own braids were long flaxen extensions
by courtesy of the hairdressing (Continued on page 77)

Where Do We Go From Here? "
(Title

of

h er

next

picture.)

.aft-

I\KI\<.

Tom's current picture
is “This Man's Navy."

A

GAiVDEK

AT

By

LOUISE

IRWIN

Tom says he’s a careful driver.

or"}

There was a young man in "St. Louis"
Most of you know him by name.
He's a good looking jake, being billed
as Tom Drake . ." .
Here's how he started to fame

T

OM DRAKE believes that no matter how much a
thing may mean to you, it is wiser to be excited
after the event than before. He believes . . . well,
now that I look at the list, it seems to me that
he has reached a surprising number of sound
philosophic conclusions for so young a man.
And
always with reason.
Of course, that deceiving youthful look of his is one
of the banes of his existence (a bane from which
he will recover, no doubt!) but one which causes him
some anguish at the moment. It irritates him that you
should be surprised when he trips out with these
mature conclusions about life and careers and whatnot.
He wants and probably deserves to be taken more
seriously as a person, since (Continued on page 71)
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By

LESLIE

TRAINE

jerome courtland

n
and a

n

mona freeman

T

HE girl is Mona Freeman, one¬
time schoolgirl model for New
York artist John Powers; the
boy is Jerome Courtland, re¬
cently of Riverside Military
Academy, Gainesville, Georgia.
In each case, selection for their
roles in "Together Again” was a
swift and sudden thing.
Mona was idling around the Para¬
mount lot where she had played
bits in two pictures, when she was
told to report to Columbia Studios
for a test. At 7:30 p.m., she got the
script; at 8:30 her test began; at
9:00 it was finished; at 9:10 she had
the part.
They had been testing
girls all day, so she should have
been elated. She was happy to be
working with Irene Dunne and
Charles
Boyer,
but
she really
thought it was because everybody
was worn out with testing and they’d
finally said: “It’s got to be some¬
body—let’s take her!”
Jerome is 6 feet, 4 inches tall;
he weighs 180 pounds, but as it is
mostly in hard muscle, he looks lean.
He seems younger than his seven¬
teen years because he has no affec¬
tations. His hair is boy-hair, wind¬
blown and brown.
His dark eyes
have a way of lighting up as if a
hundred candlepower lamp had been
suddenly turned on. It had never
crossed his mind that he could be
an actor, until the night his mother
took him to his first Hollywood
party. He was spending the sum¬
mer with her and her husband in
Beverly Hills.
“Mother always says: ‘Just think,
it was his very first Hollywood
party!’ ”
laughed
Jerome,
“The
Pereiras, old friends of hers, took
over the (Continued on page 53)
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By ALICE L. TILOESLEY
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Swapping gags between scenes in the making of "Spellbound."

THIS IS

AYS Ingrid Bergman:
I LIKE—
Snow, firelight, sleighbells, hot fudge sundaes, historical
novels and children’s laughter.
I DISLIKE—
Too much make-up, things in the hair, hats, crowds, insincerity.
I DON’T BELIEVE—
In Fate or Luck. According to my philosophy, one works for
what one gets. Neither the supernatural nor the seer interests
me, I have no faith in either one.
I KNOW—
Exactly what I want and am never satisfied with substitutes.
I DON’T—
Live in the past,
Care a great deal for luxuries;
Say “Yes” when I mean “No,” or “No” when I mean “Yes”;
Worry.
(Continued on page 74)

She likes flowers and poetry.

rsrv*'
,* •■HrSwV;' — Forty winks

in

the

sun

outside

a sound stage at Vanguard.

Hitting the bottle—but softly—with her new leading man, Gregory Peck.
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ID it ever strike you that dying in pictures is quite
complicated business? Practically anybody can
die in real life—the doing thereof requires no
particular talent because, well done or not, the
result is just as definite.
However, to die con¬
vincingly on the screen one needs to have had a bit
of practice, plus a whole-hearted enthusiasm for the
scheduled demise.
Lloyd Nolan gets a lot of practice at this sort of
thing, because he is a very accomplished and con¬
scientious die-er.
Consider the circumstances of Lloyd’s death in

30

’Bataan.” Many times an actor looks forward to his
film decease as a nice way to finish up his job, collect
his check, and get out on the golf course while the
longer-lived members of the cast are still sweating
under the hot Kleigs. “Bataan” was not the ordinary
screen melodrama, however. This time the greasepainters were representing fellow Americans who had
met very real deaths on that desolate and blood-soaked
isle, and it was up to them to make the audience feel
the impact and loss of each man.
It wasn’t going to be an easy job, as Lloyd, Robert
Taylor and other veteran actors knew the minute

,hey glanced through the script. Mostly because there
was a kid's part played by an open-faced newcomer
named Robert Walker, who was going to do things
to the spectators. To them. Bob would be not one
kid, but all the skinny, unshaven, piteously eager
youths of America. And every time his bony young
hand closed around a gun-stock instead of a baseball
bat, every man and woman in the audience was going
to feel a personal pinch of pity and guilt.
Lloyd talked it over with Bob Taylor. “Look,” he
said, "no matter what you and I do, the kid is going
to grab their hearts and run with it. We’ll just have

to

keep pitching the best we can for our fellows.”
Nolan’s particular “fellow” was a tough Brooklyn
sergeant—the kind of fighting man who laughed and
sneered when other men were reading their Bibles.
A typical “Nolan role” with a violent finish—only this
time Lloyd had to be the last of thirteen actors to
stage his big scene. In real life, every man’s death
is a separate and personal tragedy—on the screen he
can easily wind up as a poor repetition of the fellow
who’s died a reel earlier. With this in mind, he stood
by and watched the other twelve thespians use up
every dying-trick in the business. Bravely—in terror
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— violently — gently — and reverently they expired.
Finally Lloyd made up his mind.
The script had the sergeant, face to face with the
Toughest Guy of all, suddenly getting religion. His
conscientious portrayer decided differently:
I don’t think this guy—as I feel him—would do
that,” he told the director. “He was a no-good, a
fellow who joined up to escape a rap back home. He
hasn’t done much with his life, but he hadn’t counted
on giving it up for his country. When it comes, it's
going to strike him as ironical. Besides, give us a break,
will you?
There’s only one thing left for the sarge
and me—we’ve got to die laughing!”
That’s why those who saw “Bataan” haven’t for¬

gotten the iconoclastic fighter who could look his des¬
tiny in the face, and die laughing—wasting his last
breath in hysteria. As for the fellow who saved him¬
self from anti-climax, a fate “worse than death” for
an actor—-well, the fans have grown used to not for¬
getting him. That’s why the sergeant in “Bataan,”
the equally hard-boiled three-striper of “Guadalcanal
Diary,” and the brash and breezy sleuth, “Michael
Shayne,” are all riding along with you when you set
out to visit Lloyd Nolan, citizen of Brentwood, Cali¬
fornia. And why the experience is good for more
surprises than a parcel-post auction.
The Nolan residence is a medium-sized, unobtru¬
sively charming house, with (Continued on page 80)
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DYED

THE-WROXG WOOL

f HAT are you going to do with a guy like Sonny
[Tufts? You tell me, because I’m confused.
Here in Hollywood we have pigeonholes for
actors. We make neatly lettered placards and
hang them around the actors’ necks. So, if you
want, you can take a lease (better make it short
term) on a pigeonhole—outsize—and you can cata¬
logue. Sonny Tufts between Walter Pidgeon, “Ideal
Husband,” and Frankie Sinatra, “Swoon King.” You
can pick a category and pin it on Sonny, but don’t
bother waiting around for (Continued on page 56)

Hang a label on Sonny?

We say

it can't be done; he's the kind
of a guy nobody can classify

All fowled up! Sonny's secret ambition is to
build an aviary and raise rare tropical birds.

Caught with the goods! Sixty yards of imported
linen, which Barbara will convert into drapes.
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By HELEN WELLER

A

Just forty-four inches fall,
and she's every inch a starl
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S you must know—unless you’ve stopped reading
your daily newspaper, and all the columnists who
write about Hollywood celebrities; if you’ve been
listening to your radio at all in the last couple
1 of months—Margaret O’Brien went on a real,
honest-to-goodness journey.
It was inevitable, you might say, since it was
playing the title role in the picture of that same
name that started her off to becoming M-G-M’s
“wonder child.”
But just suppose you were eight years old (well, not
quite—her birthday wasn’t until January 15th), and
traveling clear across country for the President’s Birth¬
day Ball, and to have a two-weeks holiday in New
York, as well. You’d be a little excited, too, we think—
and wanting to take your pet cocker spaniel along on
the trip, if you had one.
Which was the problem Margaret’s mother had to
contend with; and which explains this bit of dialogue
that was taking place in the O’Brien family household,
right up to the last minute before train time.
“No, dear, it’s a nuisance to travel with a dog.”
“But I’ll take care of her. Truly I will!”
“The hotel management wouldn’t like it.”
“But I’ll sneak her in and out, and they’ll never
know.” Her eyes were wide with coaxing; Margaret
couldn’t be convinced by any of these arguments.
“But darling,” her mother said at last. “You can’t
take Maggie. She’d have to stay in the baggage car,
and they’d put a muzzle on her. She’d get lonesome
and sick.”
(Continued on page 59)
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F ALL the objects that successful Hollywood actors treasure
most intensely were put end to end—well, it would look like
the darndest rummage sale you ever saw in your life. If you
really want to see an actor looking sheepish, just ask him what
is his most treasured possession, outside his wife and litt-ul
childrun, that is. No matter how many swimming pools, mink
coats, polo ponies or war bonds an actor acquires in swift suc¬
cession, there is inevitably one small, and usually intrinsically
valueless bit of something-or-other, that he guards with his life,
and from which he will never be parted, come fire, earthquake,
divorce, or a long-term contract. But he usually feels a little silly
if you ask him about it. He feels it necessary to tell you why he
treasures this seemingly trivial odd or end. For actors are the
most superstitious, the most sentimental people in the world.

Not jewels, nor furs, nor mink-lined swimming pools, but

Bari

Pow

Basil
Rathbone
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Who in the world but an actor would treasure, with loving
solemnity, a lot of barrels? Paul Henreid does. They are, he
explains hastily, very special barrels, not to be confused with
any ordinary ones. These are the barrels in which he smuggled
what few possessions he could smuggle out of Austria ... to
England, to New York, to Hollywood. They have been packed,
repacked and packed again with all the sentimental belongings
from that old-world home, as Paul sought his fortunes in new
and strange places. When he bought the Henry Fonda house,
not so long ago, Paul felt that he would never move again, so
the barrels wouldn’t be needed.
But he couldn’t bear to part with them. They had been an
important part of his life too long. With perspiring ingenuity,
he knocked off the front of each barrel (Continued on page 88)
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Hobbies of the Movie Stars

Graceful

ImjUU

... starring in "It’s a Pleasure”, an
International Picture, makes a hobby of collecting
concert and symphonic records and also valuable
books, many of them rare first editions.

HOLLYWOOD-STYLED

SHOES

Lovely Jolene shoes make a hobby of
your feet... creating new distinction
for your stepl This exciting foot¬
wear catches the glamour of the stars to
flatter your foot, adding enchant¬
ment to your whole ensemble.

*4,0*5
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WAS exactly on time for lunch. But Harry James
was already waiting for me in a booth at the
Brown Derby.
And that, dear people, is the
first evidence I will give you that he is a remark¬
able gent.
He’d just come from the barber shop, he told me.
And he looked—well, his dark hair was smooth and
shining, his moustache was trimmed just so, and his
skin was rosy above the tweed of his jacket.
He looked, in fact, like a guy who has nothing in the
world to do but visit barbers and sit waiting for lunch.
Nothing at all. But, if you know Harry, you’ll get
slightly hysterical at the thought. For he is unques¬
tionably the busiest guy in town.
The busy-ness has mostly to do with music, of
course. But my first question (as a reasonably old
pal) was about his new daughter, Victoria, and his
charming wife, yclept B. Grable.
“They’re swell,” he answered. “The baby's been try¬
ing to walk ever since she was nine months old!
We’re afraid that’s too soon, but she keeps insisting on
paddling about alone.”
He sounded like every father in the world.
“What about Betty? Is she going to quit pictures
the way they say she is?” (Continued on page 51)

HERE
COMES
HARRY

Given a choice, would you be: an actor,
bandleader, radio star, or Betty Grable's
husband?

By KATE

Harry James answers as all four!

HOLLIDAY
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It’s an eyeful in

TECHNICOLOR

and a

FORTUNE in FUN!
PARAMOUNT’S

starring

with

Johnny Coy • Peter Whitney
Alan Mowbray • Porter Hall
Spike Jones and His Orchestra
BRING 0N THE MBSIC with
Spike Jones and his City Slickers
still trying to find Chlo-ee?

Directed by

Sidney Lanfield

fantastic fantastically!

Between
of her

scenes
new

pic,

Lost Weekend."

YOUR PROBLEM
AND MINE
Let Jane Wyman help solve that
problem for you. Write her at
Movieland Magazine, 9126 Sunset
Blvd., Los Angeles 46, California

Dear Miss Wyman:
Is it true that if you do something bad
when you are very young, that you never
overcome it?
When I was twelve, I was put into a
school for delinquent girls, but I have
tried to make up for this ever since. How¬
ever, people won’t let me forget this fact,
no matter how much I tell them that I
have learned my lesson. The girls at my
high school seem to dislike me for this
reason, and I have no friends.
How can I make friends and get people
to forget my past?
Sincerely yours,
Mary Ellen K.
Dear Mary Ellen:
It is true that your path is more diffi¬
cult than that of your fellow classmates,
since you have something to overcome.
However, it is up to you to overcome
this prejudice in your every act.
Remember that old adage: “Actions
speak louder than words?” It will not
be easy nor swift, but by practicing
this motto every day, you will be able
to convince people that the past is
never so important as the present.
Good luck to you, Mary Ellen.
Sincerelv,
JANE WYMAN
Dear Jane:
Since I am not engaged to any one man
in the service, I have taken up quite a
correspondence with eight different boys
who used to go to school with me, and
who are now serving their country over¬
seas. They seem to appreciate these let¬
ters very much, and I enjoy writing them.
However, I do have one problem about
these letters, and that is the endings of
them. I have been ending them with vari¬
ous different phrases and words, such as
“Love,” “Always,” “Lots of Love to You,”
etc., but it always bothers me because it
doesn’t seem proper to use these words
when the letters are just to friends.
Please tell me how I should end the
letters and still keep everything on the up
and up.
Yours truly,
Katherine L.
Dear Katherine:
First of all, may I commend you for
the fine work you are doing in writing
to the servicemen you know. It is im¬
possible to put too much stress on the
importance of letters to these boys, and
I am sure they look forward to every
one of them.

As to the endings, I am sure that the
proper phrase would be “Sincerely
Yours.” Keep up the good work.
Sincerelv,
JANE WYMAN
Dear Miss Wyman:
I feel kind of foolish writing you about
my problem, but then you have helped so
many people that I feel you might be able
to straighten me out on something.
You see, I am engaged to a very won¬
derful girl and we plan to get married
after the war. I have not seen her for
eight months, and she has written to me
as faithfully as possible. Recently, her
family moved to another town and since
that time her letters have changed.
Although she never used to go out at
all, now she writes me that she has made
a lot of new friends and that they all go
skating, bowling, dancing, etc., and she is
having a swell time in this new town.
It isn’t that I don’t trust her, because I
do, but all this social life she is having is
beginning to interfere with my sleep, and
frankly, I am worried.
What do you think I should do about it?
PFC Donald McK.
Dear Donald:
After reading over your letter care¬
fully, I think your only course of ac¬
tion should be a sense of shame for be¬
ing worried about your fiancee.
Actually, I should think you would
be very happy that this girl has made
friends so quickly in a strange town,
and that she is able to enjoy herself in
a circle of young people her own age.
Since she is not actually dating any par¬
ticular young man and is apparently
confining her activities to group social
events, I can not see what possible rea¬
son you can have for worrying.
You mention the fact that you still

trust her. Then why are you appre¬
hensive about her recreational activities?
This all sounds like a lot of needless
worry to me, as well as negative think¬
ing. Be glad she can enjoy herself a
little. It can’t be very much since she
misses you enough to continue writing
faithfully.
Sincerely,
JANE WYMAN
Dear Miss Wyman:
We have a wonderful U. S. O. in our
town, and yesterday one of the ladies in
charge asked my girl friend and me to
assist on Saturday evenings as hostesses.
We told our mothers, and they refused
to let'us accept. They say, since we are
only seventeen, that we are not old enough
to go to the U. S. O.
Please tell us what to do, as we would
like to help and yet we do not want to
displease our parents.
Yours truly,
Marie N.
Dear Marie:
I can certainly understand your par¬
ents’ concern since you are only seven¬
teen.
However, the U. S. O. is such a worthy
organization, and is held in such high
esteem in all communities, that I am
sure there would be nothing improper
in your working there one day a week.
Why not ask one of the ladies who
extended the invitation to you and
your friend, to explain this situation
to your parents, and perhaps this will
throw an entirely different light on
the situation, and your mothers will
be able to understand and appreciate
the high level on which the IJ. S. O.
endeavors to operate.
Sincerely,
JANE WYMAN

D

EAN HARENS was born to be an actor. He is
destined to be a star. But hard work, not luck,
is his vehicle.
I’ve known Dean since the day he came to New
York, a long-legged kid who knew he could act,
and believed the world to be his friend. I saw him take
many a high theatrical hurdle and withstand many
disappointments in people he trusted. I saw bright
hope become grim determination, and a sweet smile
become a stubborn grin. I saw him lick radio when
he played the part of a half-witted adolescent being
poisoned by a half-dotty old mother, played by Allison
Skipworth, and reduce a scoffing audience to tears.
Yes, Dean can take it—take it, and make something
big and fine out of it.
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After graduating from Emerson High School in Gary,
Indiana, Dean wanted to study at the Goodman Me¬
morial Theatre School, in Chicago. He would accept
no financial aid from his father, but got himself a job
as a hotel bell-hop to earn the money to pay his
own tuition.
That summer he edged into a stock company, play¬
ing near Michigan City, Indiana. In this company were
some theatrical stars. It was they who encouraged the
young beginner to tackle Broadway. Two years later,
he had played four shows on The Great White Way,
and was aboard a train for Hollywood with a fat con¬
tract tucked away in his luggage.
Sounds easy, doesn’t it? But for the first five months
that he lived in New York, (Continued on page 84)
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author,

Mrs.

Webber,

friend from Broadway days.
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UR musical popularity poll is
over, and our winners were
all happy over being chosen your
favorites. Besides Dinah Shore’s,
(see above), I received the follow¬
ing telegrams: “My sincerest thanks
to the readers of Movieland for
having selected us as the top swing
band of the land. I hope we shall
be able to continue pleasing you
for many years to come, (signed)
Harry James.” Frank Sinatra wired:
“Just received the gold award and
your note telling me that I won first
place in your male singer poll for
1944. I am very proud of this honor
and want to extend my sincere
thanks to Movieland’s readers for
voting for me. Best regards.” Spike
Jones, with his usual sense of humor,
wired: “My sincere appreciation to
all you quote music lovers unquote
for the 1944 Movieland Corn Band
title.”
We have sent Major Glenn Mil¬
ler’s gold award to his wife, Helen,
pending news of his whereabouts.
Like everyone else in the music
profession, I believe that Glenn will
turn up safely, and I’m sure his
millions of fans feel the same way.
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the company will appreciate suggestions prom rra patrons concerning! its service

HOLLYWOOD STUFF:

Jill gives Andy Russell a goodluck

kiss

for

his

movie

debut.

“The Harvey Girls” is the newest
musical on the Metro-GoldwynMayer production schedule. It’s to
be a super-special technicolor thing,
with lots of numbers and specialties,
and a score by Johnny Mercer (love
that boy) and Harry Warren. The
cast will include Judy Garland, John
Hodiak,
Kenny Baker,
Virginia
O’Brien and Ray Bolger.
Bing Crosby dissolved his picture
producing company after his first
production, “The Great John L.,”
was finished. He’s going to stick to
acting for a while and his next film
will probably be “The Bells of St.
Mary’s,” a sequel to his smash hit,
“Going My Way.”
The New York musical, “One
Touch Of Venus,” will be made into
a picture as soon as the present
road tour is finished. Mary Martin
will return to the screen in her
original stage role.
Ethel Smith has been signed by
R.K.O. to do her organ stuff in
“George White’s Scandals.” Besides
her solo (Continued on page 68)

Gene Krupa beating it out for
pal

Red

Nichols at

Palladium.

Perry Como tries to shake one
down on the Chesterfield show.
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1. Fast patter man

Danny Kaye

and you-know-who on a musical
bar. At party the Eddie Cantors
gave for Danny, after first
broadcast of his new radio
show.

2. Where there’s

Hutton, there’s hilarity.
Ted Straeter and John
Carroll offer picture
proof.

And speaking

of pictures, you’ll not
want

to

miss

“Bedside

Manner,” John’s first
since his release
from the Army.
3.

Nothing like

a

brand new bang bob to
change a girl’s looks.

It‘s Jean

Arthur with Mrs. Gary Cooper and Frank
Ross at Danny Kaye’s party.
whose back?

4. Guess

None other than George Burns

making with the jokes to the delight of June
Allyson, Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Brown, and Dick Powell.
It may be a wedding for June and Dick come July,
when his divorce is final. 5. “Parting is such sweet sorrow.”
A week before their final

divorce decree, Deanna

Durbin

and

Lt. Vaughn Paul had farewell dinner—and then he left for overseas.
6. The Fred MacMurrays—happiest couple in Hollywood, and certainly one of
the handsomest.
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Fred’s new picture is “Practically Yours” with Claudette Colbert.
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OUP’S on the menu, and Sonja Henie has a favorite.
She calls it Eggeboller—quick to make and nourish¬
ing, too.
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Film

star,

3 hard-boiled eggs

Salt

1 tablespoon butter

Pepper

Cream the cold, hard-boiled egg yolks with the cold
butter. Add a pinch of salt and pepper. Form into 20
small round balls. Then place the balls in soup plates
and pour freshly boiled milk over them. If desired,
the egg whites may
be cut into coarse
shreds and added to
skating queen, business
the soup.

woman—also handy in the kitchen!

She’s

never too

some

favorite

busy to

whip

old-country

up

dishes.

Want to pep up the
dinner? Just put on a
pudding, says Sonja,
whether it be a main
course dish or a des¬
sert. Here’s a simpleto-make fish pudding,
and
almost
entirely
unrationed.
2 lbs. fresh haddock
(or similar fish)
Salt
Nutmeg
2 yolks of eggs or 1
whole egg
1 tablespoon butter
Cream or unskimmed
milk
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”Jf$ a Pleasure

Bone the fish and
grind fine six or seven
times.
Work with a
wooden masher to a
smooth paste. Add salt
and nutmeg to taste.
Add the eggs and but¬
ter and then the cream
or milk, until the mix¬
ture becomes soft like
mush,
although
not
too soft. Bake in a
well-buttered
form
dusted with browned
flour or crumbs. Serve
with drawn butter or
a cream gravy of but¬
ter and water thick¬
ened with flour.
*

To cook the Sonja Henie way.

She

gives you recipes for a Norwegian
meal, and no food points are needed

3 tablespoons sugar
Vi lb. blanched
almonds

ln

International's new pic, "It's A

Pleasure," Sonja swims and dances,
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For dessert, Sonja
recommends this Nor¬
wegian apple pudding:
6 large apples
Jelly
3 eggs
20 drops almond
extract
Whipping cream

Pare and cut up the apples. Add enough water to
boil to a thick sauce. Add some good jelly. Pour into
a large platter. Mix the yolks and sugar and stir until
white. Chop the almonds and add to the eggs. Add
also the stiffly beaten whites flavored with the almond
extract. Pour this batter over the apple sauce. Sprinkit with sugar and bake until a nice brown. Serve cold
^with whipped cream.

HERE COMES HARRY
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 411

“No. Of course not,” he replied.
“She’s just not going to work as
hard as she did, going from one pro¬
duction to another without a break.
“You know,” he continued, “there
was a time when she was working
all day, and I was working with the
band at night, and we never saw each
other. She’d get up at six and go
off to the studio, come home at seven
and kiss me goodbye before I left
for the bandstand, and I’d work un¬
til three or four in the morning while
she went to bed. That’s a silly way
to live, and I hope from here on in
we can get our schedules clicking a
little better. We’re all going to New
York in June—Betty, the baby, the
nurse, Betty’s mother. I’ll be play¬
ing at the Astor but Betty will get
a real vacation. Then we’ll all come
home and make movies again.”
Movies have become almost as big
a part of Harry’s life as of Betty’s.
And the Hollywood kids now know
from experience how much the words,
“With Harry James and his Musicmakers” mean on a marquee. The
day I saw Harry, in fact, the news had
just come that Fox was paying the
group $166,000 for “Kitten on the
Keys.” And that ain’t tin, in any
language!
Harry explained one reason why
the amount was so much—skipping
the fact that he can blow a horn, of
course.
“I have a part in ‘Kitten,’ a big
part,” he said. “And the band has
only three or four numbers. But I’ll
have to keep the boys on salary while
I do my scenes without them, maybe
for five or six weeks. And, with an
outfit like mine—a 30-piece band,
arrangers, copyists, a manager, a pub¬
licity man, a secretary, a prop boy, an
auditor, and a few other guys—it
costs about $7500 a week, just for the
pay-roll alone. That mounts up,” he
added, wryly.
I knew about the expense he had
every week, even before he told me.
What I was interested in was that he
is really going to be given a chance
to act, in “Kitten on the Keys.” And,
for my dough, it’s high time. For
Harry, as against other band leaders,
has always had a certain relaxed
charm on the screen. He has never
been merely a character who blew
a horn at stated intervals; he was a
definite personality.
I asked him if he wanted to become
an actor.
“I don’t think I’d ever be completely
happy, divorced from music,” he said.
“But I’d like to make a nice blend of
the two.”
From the subsequent conversation,
I doubt if Betty would ever be satis¬
fied if Harry gave up his trumpet,
either.
For, as you know, another
of his activities is making records,
now that the ban has been lifted on
recording.
And Betty is really the
jive kid. When Harry had his first
date here, she went to the studio with
him, sat down on a rolled-up rug at
eight p.m., and didn’t move until he
and the band were finished at twothirty in the morning. And then she
asked that they play the last tune
back for her once more.
That is
really taking an interest in your hus¬
band’s w'ork!

Outside of movies and records and
playing at hotels and doing strings of
one-nighters
across
the
country,
Harry also has the field of radio to
complicate matters. He’s on the air
now with Danny Kaye, in a halfhour opus which delights him.
He
and Kaye are two of a kind: vastly
talented guys who admire each other’s
work and get enormous kicks labor¬
ing together. And they really labor.
You don’t just toss out thirty minutes
of music and comedy like frying an
egg, you know.
It takes time and
worry and endless rehearsals before
a show goes on the air.
And, besides all these things, there
are the hours which Harry and his
men donate to the one group in the
world they applaud most, the service¬
men.
“We play hospitals whenever we
can,” he told me. “I think that’s our
particular job. When we go across
the country, for instance, we arrange
to give some shows en route. I’d say
we do an average of one hospital ap¬
pearance a week, whether on the road
or in Hollywood. And we wouldn’t
give them up for anything.”
The army and navy wouldn’t have
Harry and his gang give them up,
for the services know the value music
has where sick men are concerned.
They have seen the new sparkle
which appears in the eyes of maimed
and tired kids when they hear the
bright, exciting notes of Harry’s trum¬
pet, when they feel the beat of the
band behind him. People have called
Harry “The Modern Gabriel.” May¬
be, in this case, they aren’t far wrong.
And, besides hospitals, Harry plays
benefits. For the China Relief. For
Bond Drives.
For everything and
anything they ask him to work for.
He was reminiscing about a show
he did for China in New York.
“The thing was held at the Music
Hall,” he recalled. “And we got into
an elevator to go below stage.
It
seemed we went miles before the
man finally stopped the car.
Then
they put us on the platform and told

8etty has turned to songwriting.

us we would rise into position when
our turn came. We were in the cen¬
ter of the stage. At one side of us
was the entire Don Cossack Choir
of about fifty men. We were thirty
—which is a big band, you know.
Well, we rose into that gigantic hall
and felt like pygmies! I have never
been so lost. It seemed we would
have to blow our lungs out for half
of the people to hear us!”
He didn’t bother to tell me that the
thousands in the theatre nearly tore
the place apart when he started play¬
ing.
All sorts of things happen on the
road, of course. There was the time
he and the boys were doing a onenighter in Norfolk, Virginia.
“Anything can happen in Norfolk,”
Harry said. “In our case, it did.
“We had just climbed on the stand
and started the first number when
every light in the building went out.
All the electricity was gone, and that
meant the public address system was
off, too. I had my old band then, and
the boys knew the arrangements, so
we played for forty-five minutes in
the dark. I was lighting matches for
Helen Forrest, when she came up to
sing, so the people could see her. It
was quite a night.”
Then there was the time that the
special bus the band travels in, ran
out of gas twice coming back from
San Diego, a performance which was
only topped by its breaking down
completely.
At that point, it was
every man for himself, and Harry and
the boys hitch-hiked home at five
o’clock in the morning. You try do¬
ing that in Hollywood sometime!
Working as hard as Harry does, in
even one of these fields, would kill
the average guy. But Harry seems
to thrive on knocking himself out.
And, strange and impossible as it may
seem, he does have some leisure and
knows what to do with it.
There’s baseball, for instance. He
hasn’t gotten around, to buying a pro¬
fessional team as yet—though he’d
like to—but he is one of the greatest
active fans in the business. And by
the way, not a bad shortstop. He’s
so nuts on the subject that he has
been known to hire musicians who
could play first base, or pitch, besides
wielding a sax or drumsticks. And

Make movies?

She'd rather tour with Harry’s band.
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NEWCOMERS
Charm Kurl announces an in¬
novation for busy women.
Their Supreme Cold Wave
Home Permanent Wave Kit
holds complete salon - type
equipment for a quick, soft
wave that takes only two to
three hours to do at home. The
kit contains enough solution
(2% ounces) and curlers (50)
for the thickest head of hair.
98c.

flattering
shades,
packaged
in
pink
priced at $1.50.

prettily
plastic,

A dreamy kind of drama
from the House of Louise
Philippe. Their new shade of
Angelus, Orchid Pink, is a soft
and
sweet
combination
of
bright
orchid and delicate
pink—Angelus Lipsticks are
79c and 49c. The Creme or
Compact Rouge is 49c.
Pond's
Bait,

is

well

as

latest

success

now

available

lipstick.

they call

A

shade,
in

Beau

rouge

"lush"

as

crimson

it, tor early spring.

10c.

Companion cosmetic for Westmore's
Overglol

This new face powder, they

explain, is non-chromatic; cannot
change color, streak or flake.
$1.

Practically
a
prescription,
since doctors recommend it, is
the new Ar-Ex Special For¬
mula Lipstick. It is unscented
and non-permanent — made
primarily to combat cases of
lipstick allergy. The creamy
lubricating qualities of this
stick help to soothe chapped
dryness. $1.
Helena Rubinstein puts two
new products on day and night
duty—both of them working
toward smoother beauty for
harried hands. Herbal Hand
Cream is a rich lubricant for
bedtime wear. It contains, in
addition to herbs and oils, a
special whitener for hands
“pale” as well as soft. For
daytime hours, there’s Herbal
Hand Lotion, a non-sticky fin¬
ishing and protective cream.
$1 each.
Daggett & Ramsdell introduces
Mountain Heather Cake MakeUp, made with a moisture re¬
taining ingre’dient. They sug¬
gest wearing it over a cream
or liquid powder base: under a
sheer film of face powder. The
cake comes in a choice of five

Pinaud presents a new fra¬
grance family, Lilianelle, in¬
spired by and named for the
tiny bell flowers found in the
forests of Lorraine. The odor
is similar to lily of the valley,
yet slightly different and more
daring. Comes in bath and
skin-scenting stuff. Perfume
from $2.50.
vVi*h

sun

introduces
Superbe
fresh,

in

our

another

Soap.

sun-briqht

scheme,
scent

Clover is
yellow.

Wrisley
of

Bath

meadow4

for

$1.

Right in the pink and pretty
groove is Pink Magic, new La
Cross magic-maker for dressed
up nails. Fine, they say, for
putting flirtation in your
fingertips. Just as good for an
elegant mood. 60c.

when the band goes on the road, a
bit of batting and fielding is a daily
occurrence. When they are all home,
they play every team that will give
them a game—and usually win, I’m
happy to say.
It was baseball which recently gave
Harry the first real rest he’s had in
a long time, though he hadn’t planned
it that way. He was gaily sliding in¬
to third one afternoon, when some¬
thing cracked in his foot.
“I got up and started walking
around,” he told me, “but every time
I put any weight on my foot I fell
down.”
A doctor informed him the next
day that he had the prettiest frac¬
ture he’d ever seen, put him into a
cast, handed him some crutches, and
said he would see him in eight weeks.
“I sat on the stand in a chair and
played,” Harry recalled.
“It was
wonderful. Oh, incidentally, I made
it into third even if I did break my
foot!”
Outside of baseball—and of greater
importance, of course—there is Betty
and the baby. To hear Harry talk
about them and their ultimate plans
, is to listen to a very happy guy. I
said as much to him, and he admitted
that there really isn’t anything he
wants in the world, nothing that he
can’t get eventually.
They now live in an English-style
farmhouse
in Coldwater
Canyon.
Harry bought the place a year ago
from Bert Lahr, and it sounds swell.
It’s a small house, as California
houses go, having only nine rooms;
but outside there is a pool and lemon
and orange and avocado trees and a
Victory garden “with the best vege¬
tables in town” and two-and-a-half
acres to roam in. The baby scram¬
bles about on the grass and pulls the
best radishes when her parents aren’t
looking and gets brown in the sun.
And, inside, there is a big record
player and lots of music, and a great
deal of laughter.
I couldn’t exactly imagine Harry in
a Victory garden. He just ain’t the
type, if you know what I mean.
“Oh, I—I sorta oversee it,” he an¬
swered.
He went on to speak of what he
and Betty want when the war is over.
And it’s something that sounds even
stranger from the pair of them, two
show business kids if there ever
| were them.
“We’ve decided that we’re going to
buy a farm,” he said.
“We don’t
know just where yet, but we’d like
a place where we can close the gates
i at night and be Mr. and Mrs. James.
We want some cows and some chick¬
ens—not too many chickens—and
some horses to ride. Both of us are
fiends for horses, and we’d like to
teach Victoria how to handle a nag,
too.”
He was getting almost lyrical.
I
didn’t blame him. It sounded fine.
Then a phone rang and a voice over
the public address system in the
Derby said, “Harry James, please!’’
Harry signalled a waiter. In a few
seconds, he was again a guy with
many things to do and many people
wanting him to do them.
Under¬
neath, however, he was still a mgn
who wanted a farm, a quiet, amusing
character who takes his enormous
success calmly and modestly, a thin,
attractive man with a lovely wife
and child, and one of the few truly
happy people I have ever known.
The End

JEROME COURTLAND—MONA FREEMAN
fCONTINUED

Little Club for the evening and every¬
one was dressed up like a yacht. I
saw director Charles Vidor beckon to
Mother—they were old friends, too,—
and she sort of leaned toward him
while they talked.
Then she called
me to say Mr. Vidor wanted to test
me for a part in a picture. I thought
they were kidding. After all, it was
a Hollywood party. I thought it was
just a thing people do to get a laugh.
I didn’t pay much attention.
“That was Saturday night.
Mon¬
day, Mr. Vidor’s office called to re¬
mind me to report at the studio. Mr.
Vidor wanted me to meet Miss Van
Upp, whn had written the story.
I
went over, they looked at me, talked
a little, and a few days later I took
a test. Still, I didn’t really believe it.
“Mother wasn’t especially thrilled;
she figured it was a false alarm all
the time. Even while I worked on
the picture, neither of us took it seri¬
ously.
It was fun; everyone was
awfully nice. There was an ex-boxer
on the crew and every day I’d say to
him: ‘Got any new tricks for me?’
and he’d show me something, and it
was really swell! But it never seemed
like I was an actor.”
Mona and Jerome have made smash
hits, but neither is taking bows.
“I enjoyed doing my part, but I’m
not happy about it,” said Mona, with
a worried little frown. “I know the
reason I got it was because the studio
had no time to bicker. I looked at
myself on the screen and saw there
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were spots that were all right, but
other spots were horrible.
I wasn’t
consistent in my acting.
I know it
takes years of experience, but still I
don’t like my work. I know I’m the
cute type, I’ll never be an Ingrid
Bergman, but I want to be good. I
don’t expect to win an Academy
Award, but I’d like to stay in this
business until I am good!”
“I’m never nervous. Nothing both¬
ers me. I suppose that’s how I got
by,” confessed Jerome. “I didn’t care
if I got the part or not, so I could be
relaxed.
The part was natural, the
boy was just like me, except for get¬
ting himself engaged to Irene Dunne—
that didn’t seem so natural—but she
was so swell, she made it easy.
“While I was making the picture,
I used to look at the screen and
think: ‘Pretty soon I’ll be seeing you
there,’ but I didn’t really believe it
would ever happen. When I finally
saw myself, I thought, ‘Oh, straighten
up, can’t you? Throw your shoulders
back, why don’t you?’ and when I
heard myself talk I kept wishing I’d
snap it up, bring the words closer to¬
gether. It didn’t seem very good to
me.
“Honestly, though I know I’m in
pictures, I still can’t really believe it.
Here I sit, talking to you like, you
were one of Mother’s friends, telling
you about being in the movies, and
all the time I feel like I don’t belong
in a studio, and it can’t be true!”
Jerome’s mother was known as

Mary Courtland when she sang on
the radio some ten years ago.
His
fourteen-year-old sister, whose home
is in Knoxville, Tennessee, with their
father, also has a voice.
“We always thought my sister might
have a career some day, and look,
here I am! I don’t care a thing about
acting and I’m in—at least for now.
. . . Oh say, I learned to twirl a rope
on the set! I can spin it overhead and
switch hands and everything!
“I sort of thought I’d like to be an
architect, but I don’t know. I like to
draw, but I like doing cartoons best.
The Knoxville News-Sentinel pub¬
lished one of my cartoons, and I won
a dollar for another in the National
Comic Book contest. My cousin was
editor of the University of Tennessee
Annual, three years ago, when I was
in Knoxville High School. He asked
me to do the cartoons for the book,
and I did. Once I thought up a strip
of my own; I called my hero the
Hooded Cobra and my sister was so
keen about it she formed the Hooded
Cobra Club.”
That hooded cobra is a clue to
Jerome’s true ambition.
He loves
reptiles,
particularly snakes,
and
would like to be another Martin
Johnson, wandering through strange
wild places with a camera, taking pic¬
tures and studying them in their
native haunts. When he was small,
Jerome had a passion for lizards, but
he outgrew them, and now cherishes
black snakes. Once he owned a coach
whip black snake 7Vz feet long, which
he tamed so that he could pick it up
by the middle, have the “wonderful
feel” of him as he oozed out on both
sides, and not be bitten.
“Snakes often bite me,” he ad-
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Carr. Annapolis. Md.
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mitted. “They will, if you don’t catch
them by the back of the neck. But
it’s all right unless it’s a water snake
or a rattler.”
A water snake, it seems, may eat
tin cans, pick up tetanus germs on its
jagged teeth, and give you lockjaw.
A rattler isn’t dangerous unless he’s
coiled.
“One day a friend of mine
was with me in Bel Air when we saw
a rattler stretched out on the road,”
remembered Jerome.
“We had a
beebee gun and^four beebees, so we
each had two shots, alternating, and
got him with the second shot. He was
a black diamond rattler. . . . You’ve
got to kill them!” he said regretfully.
Mona was a mischievous handful
when she was small. She spent her
summers at an aunt’s home near Bal¬
timore, where a hefty colored cook
named Georgie managed the whole
family.
Georgie served tremendous
breakfasts of kidney stew, steak, po¬
tatoes and hot rolls. How Mona re¬
mained delicately slim is one of those
mysteries.
With a cousin two years older,
Mona, aged seven, made a witches’
brew in the bathtub. They had read
Wizard of Oz and anything seemed
possible. Soap powder, bath salts, sal
hepatica, toothpaste, the contents of
the bath cabinet plus the aunt’s
Chanel perfume were stirred with the
plunger before Georgie arrived. The
excitement of it all is still Mona’s
most potent memory.
The attic was filled with romantic
clothes and old props for the little
girls’ chief ambition, painting. They
transformed the barn into a studio,
set up easels, laid out palettes and
made portraits of their friends and
each other, duly costumed and posed.
There was a time when “being a
star like Shirley Temple” was upper¬
most in Mona’s mind. She supposed,
then, that movies really happened and
the camera caught the action as it
went by. Her first dramatic experi¬
ence came when the high school dra¬
matic club put on “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”
and chose Mona from the eighth grade
to do Little Eva, because she was
small and had long fair hair.
The
rehearsals were fun but acting didn’t
attract her. Jerking around on wires

in the heaven scene took all the joy
away. She decided to stick to painting.
By the time Mona was fourteen,
lack of money had become a Freeman
problem. Her uncle, who knew some¬
one* in John Powers’ office, took Mona
in; before she left, Mr. Powers had
given her a job after school and over
week-ends.
“The first time I posed was for a
Sears’
catalog,” she remembered.
“They took me to Grant’s Tomb and
dressed me in a raincoat. The coat
was not full enough, so they took off
my dress; it still wouldn’t flare in
front as the photographer wanted it
to do, so they tore it up the back
and pulled it around to give the de¬
sired effect.
There I stood, before
crowds of snickering people, equipped
for weather in front but only a thin
slip between me and the gale behind.
‘If this is modeling,’ I thought, ‘I’ve
had enough of it!’ ”
However, she changed her mind on
her next job, the face of “Miss Sub¬
way” the schoolgirl. Shots of subway
riders were exhibited in subways and
Mona’s proved to be excellent ad¬
vertising, since artists saw her face
daily and knew where to call her
when they needed her type.
Modeling clothes was a good way
to begin, for the garment was the
important thing and Mona had time
to learn a model’s tricks. She some¬
times skipped classes, which brought
the truant officer to the door. Almost
every week he dropped in for a cup
of tea; a reasonable person, he seemed
to understand the necessity of Mona’s
earning and felt that if she kept up
with her classes, who was he to in¬
terfere?
“I was bored in school,” confessed
Mona, “but now that I’ve graduated
I miss the regular routine. I’m going
back to school on the Paramount lot
between pictures. Movies aren’t for
lazy people, and I can’t afford to lose
the habit of working.”
The advance from modeling to
movie acting was simple. A talent
scout for Howard Hughes saw por¬
traits of Mona at her uncle’s home,
asked her to pose for him and sent
the results to Mr. Hughes, who took
an option on her services. But for two
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years she did nothing but draw her
salary check. Impatient at last, she
called at Paramount, where she knew
a talent scout and engineered a con¬
tract sale.
The Walter Pidgeons, Commander
Jack Bolton and his wife, Jerome’s
mother and Jerome’s girl friend all at¬
tended the preview of “Together
Again.” So far as he could see, none
of them were overwhelmed with Je¬
rome’s acting. He dismissed the sub¬
ject swiftly.
“My girl is 5 feet 9 inches tall;
when she wears high heels she’s six
feet and that’s nice for me,” he con¬
fided. “I like her a lot. She’s crazy
about all the things I am—hiking,
hunting, riding, archery, bicycling.
We hike every week in the Holly¬
wood Hills.”
A member of the Riverside Military
Academy’s Varsity Track and Cross
County Track Teams, Jerome is good
at getting over the ground. Between
scenes on the picture, he often dis¬
appeared for a six-mile trek into the
hills.
“At home in Tennessee, we hike
with knapsacks and blankets,” he ob¬
served, his eyes lighting up with the
recollection, “but it usually manages
to rain on hikes so we have to shelter
at night.
We take our shorts along
and the minute it drizzles, we put our
clothes in our ponchos and wear our
shorts through the storm.
“The real sport is canoeing.
We
used to go up on the Greenbrier River
in West Virginia where the rapids
are swell. It’s not dangerous to shoot
rapids; of course, you could hit your
head on a rock if the canoe tipped
over.”
He shrugged off that con¬
tingency. “We wear sneakers so we
won’t cut our feet on the rocks; when
we tip over, we just float along.
I
tell you, we have us a time!
The
river’s full of rapids and we shoot
them ovef and over—different days,
because it’s a long trip back—and
sometimes we turn the canoe over
for fun. . . . Gee, I’d like to be doing
it right now!”
He won’t be going back to Ten¬
nessee or to Georgia this year, be¬
cause he’s in pictures. He misses the
fellows in school—he even misses
school.
But he likes his present
teacher better than any he ever had
before.
“She’s wonderful! She teaches me
solid geometry, sociology, physics,
history, trigonometry, and she can
teach French and Spanish and all the
things little children have to learn,
too. She has a doctor’s degree.
I
can’t explain about her, but look—
days when I have to leave my lesson
to go to somebody’s office, or for an
interview, ordinarily I wouldn’t go
back. I’d just slip off like a shot and
disappear. But studying with her is
different. I want to go back to see
what else she has for me. .. . See what
I mean?
Jerome wants it understood that
he makes pictures for fun.
If they
begin to bore him, he’ll stop right
there and then. His eyes are fixed on
a future that contains a wild adven¬
ture up the Amazon River to photo¬
graph head hunters and find bigger
and better snakes.
Mona confides that Jerome is “just
naturally marvelous on the screen.”
Jerome insists that “Mona knows
what it’s all about.” They go so well
together, perhaps it’s not too much to
hope they’ll be “together again!”
The End
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DYED-IN-THE-WRONG-WOOL TUFTS
fCONTINUED FROM PAGE 341

the sixty-four dollar question, be¬
cause you won’t win. Before the paint
on your sign is dry, Sonny will have
flown the coop, and you’ll find the
category didn’t fit at all.
People have been struggling with
Sonny and this problem for years.
They’ve listened to that dyed-in-thewool Back Bay accent; they’ve hauled
out the figurative placard and in¬
scribed the legend “Boston Blue
Blood,” and they’ve hung it around
his neck. “Hiya!” says Sonny, giving
’em that low slung wave of the hand
and grinning in that somewhat absent
minded, definitely vague fashion, and
before there’s time to do a doubletake, what is he? A band leader!
Okay, okay, these hypothetical people
have muttered, for they’re apparently
patient souls. Out they’ve come with
another clean, white card; they’ve
prepared the brushes and the paint,
and they’ve started to lay out fine,
big upper case letters. But when
they’ve finished, where is Sonny?
Another low-slung “Hiya,” another
swoon-inspiring grin, and up pops
Tufts studying for grand opera, no
less. So it has gone before, and so it
will continue to go again. A dyed-inthe-wool guy? Sure.
“But,” allows Mr. Tufts, “I keep
getting into the wrong dye or the
wrong wool or something. It’s con¬
fusing.”
Confusing, is right! Take chickens,
for instance.

You know Sonny—a big, rugged
character, a super athlete, the kind
of guy who gives the impression that
nothing would faze him? But has he
got the nerve to kill a chicken?
Listen!
Sonny and Barbara bought a house
not long ago, a house with four acres
of land and a lot of chickens thrown
in.
“We didn’t have any passion for
chickens,” Sonny explains, “never had
given them much thought one way
or another. But what the heck! They
went with the house . . . and meat
rationing . . . you know . . .”
But the fatal day arrived when
Barbara said: “Sonny, go out and kill
a chicken for dinner.”
Sonny turned pale in the face. “You
do it,” said he.
The dialogue continued with slight
variations, but ended with neither
one of them going near the chickens
with murder in mind. The chickens
remained; grew, and flourished; got
bigger and fatter; and found life with
the Tufts pure velvet. But at last,
Barbara reached a decision. They
would take one of the chickens to
the butcher and let him perform the
dreary job. So into Beverly Hills they
went with a screeching and flapping
of wings. The butcher beamed. Never
in his life, he said, had he seen such
a fat, handsome bird, and so the
chicken met its end. It reached the
Tufts’ dining room table for dinner.
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HERE ARE A FEW THINGS THAT

But when Sonny and Barbara thought
of that happy chicken, they felt like
Barry Fitzgerald in “Going My Way”
—full of guilt and reaching for the
bread. So it was that a new decision
was reached.
Barbara and Sonny decided to raise
their chickens just for the eggs. But
no sooner had this plan been made
than the chickens" started moulting or
something—Sonny is slightly vague
as to the reasons—and the chickens
stopped laying.
“No gratitude,” says Sonny, “after
we saved their lives . . .”
So now they are left with a lot
of completely useless chickens who
are living off the fat of the land, with
Barbara’s father occasionally taking
one of them off their hands. Sonny
explains this bravery with a certain
wistfulness. “He’s been in two wars.
I guess he doesn’t mind wringing a
chicken’s neck.”
So this will give you a clear pic¬
ture of Tufts—skier, crewman, foot¬
ball player, etc., who appears to be
bothered by nothing in this world.
Besides which, he’s afraid to drive
a car.
Then there is Tufts—Business Man.
“Business man?” says Sonny, “I’m
not.” And there seem to be a lot of
things to prove it. “Barbara handles
all our financial affairs,” Sonny ex¬
plains, “I’m too absent minded.”
“What a business man!” groaned
Bowen Charleston Tufts the Elder,
when Sonny made his first big, honestto-goodness business blunder, round
about the summer of 1932. And Mr
Tufts must have felt disgrace had
surely settled firmly upon the Back
Bay Tufts of Boston. The Tufts were
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bankers. The Tufts operated a huge
public utilities company. Big Business
had been their bread and butter for
generations, and considerable cake it
had brought in, too.
So what did
Bowen Charleson Tufts the Third,
commonly known as Sonny, manage
to do? He managed to think he had an
engagement for his band during their
summer vacation from Yale. He had,
after all, a tentative arrangement
with the owner of a summer resort
up in Maine.
“Write and let me know when you
can set a definite date,” the resort
owner had said. But Sonny never
bothered to write. He just took it for
granted that everything was set. Sure,
there were a couple of letters from
the resort owner asking for verifica¬
tion of the engagement. But, as far
as Sonny was concerned there was
nothing to verify. He intended going
to Maine, so he never answered the
letters.
A couple of days before the band
was to leave, Sonny sent a wire an¬
nouncing their imminent arrival. Back
came
an answer.
“Don't
bother.
Thought you weren’t coming. Hired
another band.”
And that was when Bowen Charles¬
ton Tufts the Elder groaned.
“Though why he was surprised, I
wouldn’t know,” says Sonny, to this
day surprised himself that his father
expected anything different, “I was
always telling him that it was silly
to expect me to be a banker. I can’t
add.”
So that’s the way it was, and today
it is Barbara who keeps books on the
family Tufts.
However, let’s look at the record.
When Sonny made this supreme
blunder in 1932, Father Tufts set
about to teach him a lesson, but good.
“He sent me down to Plymouth to
sell refrigerators from door to door,”
says Sonny, “Father was thoroughly
disgusted and picked out the hardest
thing he could think of for me to do.
And it was hard! Figure this, trying
to sell $185 refrigerators in 1932!
From that experience I came to under¬
stand the hardships of the Pilgrim
Fathers trying to eke out a living on
Plymouth Rock.”
So what happened? Sonny won a

silver cup for selling more refriger¬
ators than any other salesman during
that summer campaign!
“It was a terrible mistake,” says
Sonny, “I should never have done
that. It made my father very hopeful
about me for a while.”
Then there were Sonny’s bands.
This guy, who’s supposed to have no
talent for business, had two bands
in Prep school and by the time he’d
been at New Haven for a year, he
had five bands, no less! He’d send
them around playing for everything
under the sun, and sort of rotate him¬
self making personal appearances,
singing and playing drums. After that
first dismal Plymouth Rock summer,
he went to Europe every summer with
his band the ship’s band.
At this point Barbara gets a funny
expression on her face. “There is,”
she murmurs, “that deal he made with
a Beverly Hills restaurant to sell them
all the produce from our farm. . . .”
A bad business man? What do you
think?
Then there is Tufts—Easy Going
Guy. You know, just like “Kansas”
in “So Proudly We Hail,” wandering
through life with a low slung “Hiya.”
“Sonny was playing himself,” they’ll
tell you at the studio, “he’s just like
that. A happy, good-natured fellow,
who takes things as they come.” The
casual way he got into pictures would
sort of bear out that theory, for no
one ever did it in quite such an off¬
hand manner.
Whoever heard of walking into a
casting office with a friend, standing
there while the friend says, “This is
my pal. Sonny Tufts. He’d like to
be in pictures,” listening while the
casting director says, “Okay, we’ll
give him a test,” taking the test, and
one, two, three he’s in. It’s ridiculous.
It isn’t done that way. But that’s the
way Sonny Tufts did it, and there
are people who might feel envious
and say, “Aw, it was too easy.”
But again, let’s study the record.
How easy has it been? Is it easy t©
work in a smoky, stuffy night club,
week after week, month in and month
out until 4 a.m.? Believe it or not,
it isn’t. But doing that is learning
one’s craft. And that’s what Sonny
was doing from the time he got out

Facts You Should Know
About This Higher Type

offers extra advantage

Greaseless Suppository Gives
Hours of Continuous Medication
Today many highly intelligent and
exacting women are enjoying a high¬
er standard of antiseptic feminine
cleanliness they didn’t dream pos¬
sible-easier, daintier, more conven¬
ient — powerfully germicidal yet
harmless.
Thanks to Zonitors-these women
no longer use weak, homemade mix¬
tures or overstrong harmful poisons!

No Burn — No Smart
Zonitors are greaseless, stainless,
snow white vaginal suppositoriesready for instant use—so easily in¬
serted. They immediately begin to
release their powerful germicidal
properties and continue to do so for
hours yet are safe to most delicate
tissues.Non-irritating,non-poisonous.
Zonitors actually destroy offending
odor and immediately kill every germ
they touch. Of course it’s not always
possible to contact all the germs in
the tract, but you can be sure of thisi
Zonitors kill all reachable living
germs and keep them from multiply¬
ing. No greasy, sticky residue. Follow
label directions.
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Dept. 9423.
370 Lexington Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y.
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| of school in 1935—until Hollywood.
“He won’t last,” the wiseacres said
in the beginning. “It’s just a fluke.
A guy who’d never acted before in
his life? Don’t make me laugh!”
Never acted before? You learn a
lot being in two or three Broadway
shows, even if you are there as a
musician and singer, and not as an
actor. You learn about audiences, you
learn about timing, and all the other
things that make up a performer’s
bag of tricks. Sonny has already disproven the “won’t last” theories. He
has lasted. He knows his business.
And has he just sort of taken things
as they come? Throwing over a lucra¬
tive job as a night club singer and
band leader to bury oneself behind
a New York brownstone front, and
there to study for grand opera, isn’t
exactly taking things as they come.
People who know will tell you that
this sort of training is just about the
hardest work that anyone can do,
and the most monotonous besides.
But that’s what Sonny did for over
a year, and nobody made him do it.
He has sort of drifted into things?
He could have drifted into the news¬
paper business. He had plenty of con¬
nections. There were those who
thought he had writing talent. But
he didn’t drift into that, because it
wasn’t what he wanted to do.
“I wrote a couple of columns when
I was in school,” Sonny will tell you,”
and they came off pretty well. My
family thought it was pretty hot stuff.
But I knew better. I knew I was no
! writer, because I never had any
original ideas. I used to get out books
of humorous essays, books by Corey
Ford and people like that. I’d read
them, then close the book up quick
and write my own version. I guess
I thought if the book was closed it
was all legitimate. But I was no
writer.”
An easy going, slightly lazy guy?
When Sonny was six he was given
his first musical instrument, a mando¬
lin on Christmas morning. By night¬
fall, he could play it. By the time he
had his bands in college he could
play about fifteen musical instru¬
ments, most of them self-taught. Do
you teach yourself to play fifteen
musical instruments by being lazy?
“And,” they say at the studio, as
a sort of startled afterthought, “he’s
made more pictures than anyone else
in Hollywood this past year. He hasn’t
had one day off. Right now he’s mak¬
ing three all at once, “Duffy’s Tavern,”
“The Virginian” and “Too Good to be
True.” He loves to work, he says.
What do you think?
Then there is Tufts, New York Cafe
Society,
gay, cosmopolitan, smart
Tufts.
“We’ve got the most wonderful
duck at our new house!” says Sonny.
“Wanders around the house. Funniest
bird you ever saw. Barbara and I
die laughing at it.” Then there’s Bar¬
bara with her sixty-five yards of
edging for upholstering the living
room. “Sixty-five yards,” groans Son¬
ny. “Sixty-five yards of green stuff
that looks like grass. Our living room
is going to look like a New England
meadow in the spring.”
The Cafe Society, apartment-house¬
living Tufts.
“Our house is wonderful,” glows
Sonny, “stone foundations, white¬
washed rambling New England farm
house. . . . Red roses growing over
it. It’s in a place called Hidden Valley,
and you feel as if you were miles

away from civilization, but you’re not.”
But most of all there is the impres¬
sion you get of Tufts, Renegade from
his Class.
“Anyone who was born into a
family like his and ends up singing
in night clubs and being a movie
actor,” people will tell you, “well, he’s
got to be a renegade. His family must
have been furious. He must have just
kicked over the traces and washed
his hands of all that background
stuff.”
Has he?
“My parents were slightly startled,”
Sonny says, with none of the intense
rebellion that goes hand in glove with
the renegade, “but they figured a
fellow should do what he wanted
and what he was suited to do. The
only condition they made was, do it
well!”
Defiance towards background and
family? It just isn’t. What there is
is pride and assurance in family and
home, with a little old school tie
thrown in.
“Even though,” says Sonny, “I
went to Yale instead of Harvard
where all the men in my family are
supposed to go.”
So, by now, maybe you will under¬
stand why Sonny Tufts is confusing.
Why he just won’t fit into any of
those pigeonholes. Why you can’t
hang a placard around his neck. So,
this is my advice. Considering there
is a paper shortage, and considering
the nation’s housing is congested—
even in pigeonholes, I understand—
let’s just give up the whole idea and
take the big guy for what he is, a
study in contrasts. Let’s not even try
to pigeonhole him; because, by to¬
morrow, he may suddenly decide to
be a midget in a circus and don’t say
I didn’t warn you, for he’s a very
remarkable fellow.
The End

NURSES NEEDED
The

Navy

urgently

needs

2500 more nurses by June
30, 1945. (The Army's needs
are even greater, numeri¬
cally.) Who is eligible? Any
available nurse who's a high
school graduate, a citizen of
the U. S. for at least 10
years, graduate of an ac¬
credited school of nursing,
registered, between 21 and
40 years of age, single or
widowed or legally sepa¬
rated.

Quick—apply now!

MARGARET O'BRIEN
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 361

That did it. An appeal to the little
one’s heart, and Margaret was in¬
stantly won over. Better to leave
Maggie at home, with a friend to
look after her, than to have her locked
up in a dirty baggage car—and with
a muzzle, yet!
There was a compromise, however.
Mother agreed that Francesca could
come—Francesca being a cheerfully
chirping canary. Margaret had fallen
in love with the little feathered one,
when she saw it in the window of
a pet shop. It’s all the more dear to
her, because she bought it with her
own money. (Well, almost—Margaret
had been able to save up $1.50 from
her weekly allowance, and her pretty
young Aunt Marissa pitched in with
the other dollar.)
She felt no qualms about leaving
behind her large collection of dolls.
Margaret is fond of dolls, like every
eight-year-old, but they take second
place to pets who can respond when
you whistle, perch on your shoulder
and sing, or snuzzle a damp affec¬
tionate nose to yours.
Not long ago, when Margaret was
going through her “Indian” stage (she
converted bed quilts into a tepee
erected in one corner of her room,
wore feathers in her hair and drew
nothing but red-faced, scowling war¬
riors), Mrs. O’Brien was shocked and
dismayed one day to discover that
the curls had been snipped off the
heads of all the dolls, leaving only
wisps of yellow floss sprouting from
gleaming china scalps.
“Margaret, why did you do it?”
“Well, Mummy, it was a massacre.
They were scalped,” explained Mar¬
garet, reasonably enough.
“But I hope you won’t do that to
Maggie!”
Margaret
looked
horrified.
“Of
course not, Mummy. Why, Maggie
and Francesca are human beings!”
There was a large compartment on
the train for Margaret, her dark-eyed
mother, and Aunt Marissa — her
mother’s sister, whom Margaret wor¬
ships and adores. And fifth member
of the travel party (counting Fran¬
cesca) was Guadalupe, a Mexican
nurse with merry eyes who returned
with the O’Briens from Mexico City,
when they visited there last Fall.
Margaret took to Guadalupe, right
from the start. She likes the way she
laughs at everything, she likes her
name. “It sounds like a song,” she
explains. Besides it’s the name of
her patron saint. To Margaret, a deep¬
ly religious little girl, that makes it
more than just a name.
But even traveling with three
grown-ups whom she loves above
everyone else, you’d expect that three
days on a train would be awfully
tiresome for a little girl. With meals
being sent in, because Mother wisely
knew that if Margaret were to appear
in the dining car, necks would crane
and the usual business of excited
whispering and autograph requests
would begin. With no chance to hop
off the train for a few minutes, at
station stops, for the same reason.
Having Francesca along, though, the
three cooped-up days sped almost as
fast as the wheels of the streamliner.
Margaret let the bird out of the
cage and taught her to respond to
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hands bring a warm glow to his eyes? Sofskin Creme is a depend¬
able beauty aid for keeping your hands the way he loves them—
soft, white and lovely. Sofskin smooths wrists, elbows, and ankle6,
too. Try a jar today—you’ll be delighted with the new beauty of
your skin—and so will he!
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*Plus Tax
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Active younger women are recom¬
mending Meds for their extra com¬
fort, for the extra protection of the
"SAFETY-WELL”, an exclusive fea¬
ture available only in Meds. For only
19^, you can discover why, every
month, more and more smart wo¬
men say, "A box of Meds, please!”

MOS
FOR 10 IN APPLICATORS
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Because of these dainty, carefully designed
applicators, Meds insorbers are easy-to-usel

her calls. (She really does!) She sat
for hours at a time, busy with her
drawings, and the canary perched on
one shoulder.
First night out, Margaret insisted,
as she always does, that she sleep in
the upper berth. Mrs. O’Brien knew
it would be no use trying to talk her
out of it. To Margaret, that’s half the
fun of traveling.
“Remember now, once you’re up
you stay up,” her mother said.
A few minutes later . . . “Mummy,
I left Francesca’s seed box open. I’m
coming down to cover it.”
“No dear, now never mind . . .
nothing will happen to the bird’s
seed.”
But already there were tiny legs
scrambling down the ladder.
Back up again, Margaret thought
of something else. “I forgot to brush
my teeth.”
“But you did. I saw you myself.”
“But not hard enough. It will only
take a minute.”
And Margaret had scampered down
again. Ask her about it and she’ll
answer, her eyes twinkling, “Well, I
guess I did make a lot of unnecessary
trips.”
Ask her to name her favorite movie
stars, and without any hesitation at
all she’ll tell you, “Greer Garson,
Gene Tierney and Judy Garland.”
(James Craig, as you know, heads her
list of male favorites.) Just before
she left for New York, the studio
arranged a special showing of “The
Wizard of Oz;” it was by her special
request, and Margaret was enchanted
—particularly by the magic golden
slippers Judy wore in the picture.
Riding on the train, it occurred to
her to make her own magic slippers.
And like the little red hen in the
fairy tale—she did. She painstakingly
ripped the sequins off a gold sequin
evening belt of her mother’s, and
began sewing them, one by one, on
her red corduroy bathroom slippers.
That chore occupied her through
Texas and the Midwest. But she
hadn’t calculated just right, and when
she had finished she discovered to
her dismay that one slipper was
heavily overlaid with the shiny gold
stuff, but there was none left over
for the other slipper.
“Oh, well,” she reasoned with in¬
spiration. “Cinderella had only one
slipper, too!”
But make no mistake—Margaret is
no little angel. She can be “difficult”
at times, just like any other little
girl. Getting her to drink her milk,
for instance, is something that re¬
quires the fortitude and patience of
both Mrs. O’Brien and Aunt Marissa.
Margaret doesn’t say she won’t drink
it, you understand. She stalls.
“Just a minute. Mummy, while I
draw a moustache on the Mexican.”
“But can’t you do that later? Have
your milk now.”
“I can’t leave this moustache lop¬
sided. I’ll have my milk after I’m
through.”
“Now, dear.”
And finally, after she’s taken a few
half-hearted sips, “Must I drink the
whole glass? Can’t I save some for
later?”
It was therefore with great amuse¬
ment that Mrs. O’Brien, strolling into
the dining car on the one occasion
when she didn’t eat in the compart¬
ment, noticed another mother trying
to persuade her small pride ’n joy to
down a glass of milk.
“Come now,” she heard the mother

Margaret was 8 yrs. old, January 15th;
Elsa Maxwell gave her a party in N. Y.

urge. “Drink the whole glass. Why,
Margaret
O’Brien
always
drinks
milk.”
Mai'garet’s mother found it hard to
suppress a broad smile. But it gave
her an idea.
“Greer Garson always drinks milk,”
she told Margaret next morning.
“That’s why she’s so tall and lovely.”
But that was underrating her small
daughter’s intimate contact with the
film greats.
“But Mummy,” Margaret answered,
“Miss Garson likes tea! She told me
so herself.”
Spaghetti, dripping with rich meat
sauce, is something Margaret could
eat for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Mrs. O’Brien suspects it’s not the
spaghetti so much—it’s the fun Mar¬
garet has twisting the long strands
around her fork.
The first thing she asked for when
they arrived in New York was to see
a tall building and eat spaghetti. Both
requests were duly arranged for—
but Margaret was too young to ap¬
preciate the thrill which almost had
her mother and aunt in tears.
When Margaret was a baby, Maris¬
sa received an offer to dance at the
Waldorf. Gladys O’Brien, widowed
before
Margaret
was born,
had
wrapped her whole life in her baby,
and in her pretty young sister’s
career. The three made the trip to
New York together, then.
Did you see “Music for Millions?”
Remember how June Allyson and her
roommates sneaked Margaret in and
out of the Boarding house because
they were afraid their landlady would
toss them out, if a child were dis¬
covered living with them? That’s
what happened when the O’Briens
moved into the room the Waldorf
had furnished Marissa for the dura¬
tion of her engagement there. Gladys
would sneak the baby out, carry her
in her arms for lack of a carriage
and trudge in the cold to Central
Park, there to spend the day. Then
she’d slip back to the hotel again,
walking up the half-dozen floors so
that even the elevator boys wouldn’t
know about the little stow-away.
Miraculously enough, as if she under¬
stood their predicament, Baby Mar¬
garet (her name was Maxine, then)
never cried—even when she had colic.
Eventually, several of the hotel
employees learned about the baby
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hidden in the dancer’s room; but one
look at the urgency in the mother’s
face, and they kept the secret.
This time, the O’Brien’s were re¬
turning to the same hotel. But what
a difference!
“Remember me?” asked a hand¬
some Irish woman named Mrs. Mur¬
phy, greeting them as they arrived.
“I used to help you sneak the little
darling in and out. Remember?” Mrs.
Murphy had been the floor clerk,
then; now, she was in the hotel’s
executive office. Gladys and Marissa
looked at each other, and their smiles
trembled. Did they remember!
The manager, Mr. Gilchrist, pre¬
sented himself at their apartment
door, a box of flowers under his arm.
He’d also known them in the old days.
Marissa, combing Margaret’s hair,
felt her hands shaking.
“No need for you to be nervous,”
Mr. Gilchrist said, smiling. “Every¬
thing’s different now.” (And while
we didn’t ask, and Marissa didn’t say,
something tells us that Manager Gil¬
christ is one of ‘the smuggled baby’s
proudest fans!)
The only thing which marred the
enchantment of the New York visit
for Margaret was—being recognized.
Her mother took her to a Fifth Av¬
enue department store one afternoon
to buy some blue frocks. Margaret
loves blue; she loves to go shopping,
too, and look at racks of dresses.
Her eyes were starry as she clung
to her mother’s hand. Then, quick
as anything, the news skimmed ’round
the floor. “Margaret O’Brien’s here!”
A big crowd collected around her,
and two policemen had to take charge
—and, Margaret never did have a
chance to buy her blue dresses.
There are two sides to her, you
know—the little girl who’s just like
all other little girls; who likes to
play games of make-believe, who
loves ghost stories and begs you to
“Tell me a story, scare me!” And
there is the actress; the child who
knows about “takes” and cues, who
lovingly fingers the gold ring made
into a brooch, which Lionel Barry¬
more gave her at Christmas time—
a ring that belonged to his grand¬
mother, Ellen Drew, and has genera¬
tions of theatrical tradition behind it.
It was that part of Margaret which
was evident during her visit, when
writers filed into the Waldorf apart¬
ment all day long for interviews. Al¬
though she was longing with all her
little-girl heart and soul to be out¬
side, playing in the snow, she stayed
in the room to meet all who had come
to see her.
She spent most of her time at the
secretary, drawing pictures, instead
of talking about herself. She showed
one particular drawing around. It was
a lovely lady with yellow crayoned
curls, blue eyes with long black
lashes, and jewels of all colors around
her throat.
“Oh how pretty!” someone re¬
marked. “That must be a movie star.”
“Oh no,” Margaret said quickly.
“She’s a princess!”
And it was the little girl talking
then—the little girl like your own
daughter, or your sister, or the kid
next door—who lives in a magic world
of goblins and dragons and princesses.
That’s a world Hollywood and success
and movie sets will never take away
from Margaret O’Brien. And that,
probably, is why she’s not “just like
any other movie actress.”
The End

After 7 SHORT WEEKS
-the radiant girl
she never dreamed
she could be!
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WHAT THE POWERS HOME COURSE
OFFERS YOU
Just a few of the 60 exclusive Powers
Home Course Features:
YOUR FIGURE: Simple, easy ways to
give you a model figure. Personalized
for you. Gain or lose—you can perfect
your proportions.
YOUR MAKE-UP: Photo-Revise
shows your own beauty highlights,
ideal make-up and hair-do, individu¬
ally designed by an expert.
YOUR STYLE: How to save up to 3
times the price of this Course and be
“best-dressed.”
YOUR VOICE: Fun-to-do helps to
make speech more attractive.
YOU: The man’s viewpoint. Mr.
Powers gives the formula for charm
and magnetism.

WHAT THE POWERS HOME COURSE
HAS DONE FOR OTHER GIRLS
Mr. Powers' students have written:
“Has given me the ‘lift’ I’ve needed for a long
time.”—“I’ve lost about 10 pounds—4 inches
off my hips.”—“My friends tell me I look so
happy and sure of myself, they envy me.”“My complexion is already clearing beauti¬
fully
“I’ve found a better job, thanks to you.”
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Charita McCann—New Rochelle, New York,
secretary, took the "Powers Girl” training she
was "just average”—now her friends agree
she’s beautiful, charming, poised!

READ HOW the "Powers Girl" training can
do as much for you —help you to a
lovelier figure, perfect style and grooming
—greater appeal!
ARE you, too, "just average” in looks
jE\. and personality? Have you ever
dreamed of being prettier, more poised,
more charming, more sought after?
Now you, too, can actually see your
dreams come true! John Robert Powers,
creator of the famous "Powers Girls” will
help you personally to achieve your heart’s/
desire. In a few short weeks, at modest
cost, you discover to your joy what wonders
correct make-up, hair style, voice training,
styling planned especially for you can do.
Instruction is individual!
You get the personal advice of the
trained Powers School faculty. It’s easy—
fascinating—fun—and what a wonderful
reward! So don’t wait a day longer to
start becoming the more attractive—more
sought-after girl that you really can be.

John Robert Powers Home Course
247 Park Avenue, Suite D225, New York City
Dear Mr. Powers: Yes, I want the thrill that comes
from being prettier, more poised and charming
than I've ever been! Please send me full details of
your HOME COURSE and your illustrated booklet
“The Powers Way.”
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BIG FEATURES
YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO MISS

“CHINA TO ME"—
Excerpts from the sensational best-seller by
Emily Hahn that critics are acclaiming as
"an extraordinary confession" ... of a
woman who has lived a wholly uninhibited
existence.
People everywhere are talking
about this amazingly frank, personal history
of the love life of a woman, with an enor¬
mous zest for life.

“BLOOD, SWEAT
and ASPIRIN”
How the fast-moving laugh programs that
come so glibly from your loud-speaker are
made.
Ben Gross takes you behind the
scenes of a Bob Hope broadcast—reveal¬
ing the time, headaches and tough work
that go into making a script and rehearsing
it so that the radio millions will get a smooth,
finished, split-second timed performance.
No wonder gag writers are the druggists'
best customers.

their studios. A short biographical sketch
accompanying the color photographs gives
you an added insight into the background
and aspirations of these noted illustrators.

“LOVE IS NOT ENOUGH”—
Is sex appeal all that matters in marriage?
No!
shouts Marjorie Miller in this reveal¬
ing document that castigates the average
American’s naivete regarding marital ties—
and what binds them together.

“CURSE OF THE
DUTCHMAN’S GOLD”—
How death has trailed those who have
sought the gold in a remote Arizona mine
at the fork of the Old Apache trail. The
gold, according to legend, is still there but
its secret lies surrounded
by the sunwhitened skeletons of those who have sought
it—and failed.

These are only a few of the fascinating features that fill April Pageant. Short stories . . .
page after page of full-color pictures . . . the Pageant Playground of games, puzzles and
fun . . . Kate Smith's plea for Tolerance ... all contribute toward making April Pageant
the greatest issue of a great magazine.

GO TO YOUR NEWSSTAND
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Robert Benchley) set out on a tour
of the Latin-American countries to
pick the prettiest girls from each
nation for an elaborate musical revue.
What happens in the development of
that not very important story theme
is strictly incidental, however, to its
being an excuse for any number of
good comedy situations, a fastly paced
succession of song and dance features
appropriate to Mexico, Cuba and
Brazil—appropriate, not only because
Hollywood set out to select “some¬
thing typical” in each case, but be¬
cause
the
performers
are
Latin
America’s best: Isabelita, Rosario and
Antonio, Miguelito Valdes, Harold
and Lola, Chuy Reyes and his or¬
chestra, Nestor Amaral and his Samba
Band. With songs by Ary Barroso,
Margarita Lecuona, Pepe Guizar, and
others.
I'LL REMEMBER APRIL (Universal) It’s
music! It’s murder! And it’s Gloria
Jean and Kirby Grant on the singing
and sleuthing side. And mighty purty
singing, too, of the title song, “I’ll
Remember April.” This is the tune
that was put on the shelf several
years ago and just recently came
into its own on the Hit Parade, prov¬
ing you can’t keep a good song down,
if it’s good!
THIS MAN’S NAVY (M-G-M) Wally
Beery’s back again as one of those
hard-bitten, old-liners with a soft
spot in his heart for an imaginary
son. When this affection is trans¬
ferred out of the imaginary into the
real, in the form of Tom Drake,
Wally goes overboard trying to make
his son a hero. Inevitable then that
difficulties and conflicts should arise
when Tom Drake behaves in an
unhero-like manner during the heat
of battle, and finally transfers to
another branch of service. But the
picture ends on a happy note, with
father and son reunited.
SHE GETS HER MAN (Universal) doesn’t
apply to a happy-romance conclu¬
sion for heroine Joan “Pilkie” Davis.
It means that, with the questionable
“help” of able comedian Leon Errol,
she upholds the crime-squelching
reputation of her mother, the late
Ma Pilkington, and in 74 minutes flat
runs down the dastardly needle mur¬
derer who is plaguing the fair city
of Clayton. William Gargan is the
newspaperman who purloins her af¬
fections, but remains aloof from them.
The rest of the cast who aid, abet,
and sometimes foil, both the crime
and heart pursuits include Vivian
Austin, Milburn Stone, Ian Keith,
Russell Hicks and singer Bob Allen.
MR. EMMANUEL (United Artists) is the
long awaited English film, based on
Louis Golding’s best-seller, which
heralds the arrival of a new star in
the firmament—Greta Gynt—popular
Norwegian actress. The song “I Don’t
Know You,” sung so effectively by
Miss Gynt, will undoubtedly join the
ranks of the many “slow and sultry”
current favorites.
The story revolves around a kind
old English Jew, Mr. Emmanuel

(Felix Aylmer) and his efforts to
carry out a pledge made to a German
refugee boy (Peter Mullins) to find
out the whereabouts of the boy’s
mother, who is “somewhere in Ger¬
many.” The innocent and unknowing
Mr. Emmanuel “asks too many ques¬
tions,” in the pitiful belief that he’s
protected by his English passport;
The Gestapo “gets” him, and only by
a miracle does he get back to the
safety and security that is England.
(PS.—you won’t soon forget the faces
of those who didn’t!)
THE UNSEEN (Paramount) is a superb
picture with a superlative cast. The
mystery “enshrouds” the house next
door to David Fielding’s (Joel McCrea). Murders abound in Salem
Alley. Elizabeth Howard (Gail Rus¬
sel) is hired by David Fielding as a
governess for his two children. In
trying to unravel the tangled plot,
she is aided by one of her charges,
Ellen Fielding, (Nona Griffith) and
hindered by the craftiness of her
other charge, Bamaby Fielding (Rich¬
ard Lyon). Watch these two children
—they’re good. Dr. Charles Evans
(Herbert Marshall) is the friend of
the family. These are excellent char¬
acterizations by Isobel Elsom, Mik¬
hail Rasumny and Phyllis Brooks.
The mood of the picture is somber
—and the suspense will “get you” if
you don’t watch out.
THE TOWN WENT WILD (PRC) trying
to figure out what happened one
night 25 years ago when David Con¬
way (Freddie Bartholomew) and Bob
Harrison (James Lydon) were born.
What they wanted to know was
whether David Conway was really
David Conway, or was he Bob Har¬
rison—and was Bob Harrison really
Bob Harrison or was he—well, you
know.
Carol Harrison (Jill Browning) had
a very personal reason for wanting
the correct answer to this conundrum,
for she was engaged to marry David
Conway—or was he her brother?
Well, you can see how confusing the
situation was, and Edward Everett
Horton and Tom Tully, the feuding
fathers, do nothing to relieve it.
G.l. HONEYMOON (Monogram) Like a
good many girls today, Ann (Gale
Storm) does her darndest to stay
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costly cold waves

Satisfaction Cuarante

Imagine!... Now you can give your¬
self a perfecdy exquisite cold permanent
wave at home in only 2 to 3 hours with
"CHIC” De Luxe. All you do is: Put
your hair up in "CHIC” curlers .. . dab
each curl with the amazing "CHIC”
Quick-Wave solution . . . and before
you know it, you have a gorgeous,
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looking curls and waves that last for
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Ideal Gift for Easter
and every Occasion I

HER name and HIS name (or
any two names) united in a
highly original and glamorous jewelry
creation.Unusual smartness plus the thought behind
it make "FAITHFULLY YOURS” the gift of the year. Hand
made to order of 12 K Rolled Gold Plate on Sterling Silver base.
Locket has two frames for photos and center plate for engraving,
CHARME, 542 Fifth Ave.
New York 19. N. Y.. Dept. H4
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any 4 initials en¬
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plate in Locket.
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RINGS
10 KT. I 14 KT. Solid Yellow Cold Mounting

Roy Rogers, Dale Evans and Trigger—the boss what talks—share the honors in "Utah."

L
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ONLY
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A SET

It’s unheard of! A genuine diamond Bridal
Solitaire ring with a genuine diamond wed¬
ding ring to match, set in 14 Kt. or 10 Kt.
solid yellow gold—both rings for only S9.74.
With genuine diamonds selling at such unbe¬
lievably low prices, why embarrass yourself by
wearing imitation stones set in cheap gold
plated metal. Mach of our rings is st unified
14 Kt. or 10* Kt. solid gold. Send in your
order today but stud no money unless you
wish. Pay postman S9.74 plus C.O.I). and
postal charges. If you send cash or money
order for SIO we pay all postal charges.
Guarantee: If not delighted with rings, return
within 10 days and get your money back. Mail
coupon now. Indicate by number which set
you prefer and also ring size. (For ring size
wrap piece of string or paper around finger
and send with coupon.)

BRIDAL SET
StyU AA775
Solitaire
Genuine Diamond 14 Kt.
(olid gold mounting

AND
3 genuine diamond! 14
Kt. solid gold matching
band.

BRIDAL SET
Style AA808
Solitaire
3 genuine diamonds 10
Kt. solid gold mounting

AND
3 genuine diamonds 10
Kt. solid gold matching
band.

BRIDAL SET
Style AA897
Solitaire
Genuine diamond 10 Kt.
solid gold mounting

AND
5 genuine diamonds
matching band set in
10 Kt. solid gold.
HAREM CO. (House of Rings!
30 Church St., New York 7, N. Y. Dept. A A30
HAREM CO.
30 Church St. N. Y. 7, N. Y. Dept. AA30
Send me the 2 genuine diamond solid gold
rings Style No.
I'll pay postman $9.74
plus postage and C.O.D. charges. Mark
ring size here. □
□ I am sending $10, you pay all postal
charges. If not satisfied I'll return rings
within 10 days for refund.
NAME.
Please Print
ADDRESS.
CITY.STATE.

with her brand new spouse (Peter
Cookson)—but the Army has first
call on his services. The groom gets
transferred to a new post. His bride
goes after him. The Army cancels
all leaves. And so it goes, with the
Army getting its man, and the bride
minus groom.
THUNDERHEAD — SON OF FLICKA
(20th Century-Fox) All those who saw
and loved “Flicka” will not want to
miss the tender and moving story of
Flicka’s son, Thunderhead. Roddy
MacDowall again plays the part of
Ken McLaughlin; Preston Foster, his
father, and Rita Johnson, his mother.
Thunderhead, to everyone’s sur¬
prise, is white—evidently a throw¬
back to Flicka’s wild albino sire. Ken
tries to make a race horse of the
colt and persuades the family to bank
their meager funds on his success—
only to lose everything, when Thunderhead’s wild blood causes him to
bolt the race. But the picture does not
end here. The final scenes are both
exciting and touching.
Recommended entertainment for all
lovers of horses and the wide open
spaces of Utah, beautifully filmed in
technicolor.
DOUBLE EXPOSURE
(Paramount)
A
fake picture lands Nancy Kelly a
job on Flick Magazine, edited by
Chester Morris, a guy with a gleam
in his eye. To keep that gleam under
control, Phillip Terry, Nancy’s boy¬
friend, comes along, too, posing as
her brother. Everything goes all right
until Chester finds out he’s been
duped and jumps to the wrong con¬
clusion.
Here,
that
ever-popular
screen device—murder—comes into
the picture, and Nancy is accused of
doing the foul deed. But another
double exposure brings her out of
jail and into the arms of the guy
who loves her the mostest and the
bestest.
NOTHING BUT TROUBLE
(M-G-M)
And what would you expect when
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy get
together again? This time Stan and
Oliver, descendants of a long line
of chefs and butlers, are unwittingly
involved in a plot to assassinate the
child king of an exiled government.
Stan and Oliver go through their
usual routines, befuddle everything

and everybody, but in the doing com¬
pletely foil the killer. Good fun, if
you like Laurel and Hardy.
JOHN DILLINGER (Monogram release),
a King Bros, production, with Law¬
rence Tierney
(screen newcomer
signed recently by RKO, after little
theater experience, and borrowed for
this picture), Edmund Lowe, and
Anne Jeffreys. Tierney plays the title
role, with Lowe as Specs, leader of
the gang Dillinger took over, and
Miss Jeffreys as the “woman in red”
who tipped off the FBI to make the
raid that finally “got” the notorious
Mr. Badman.
SEE MY LAWYER (Universal), an Olsen
and Johnson tops-all for wackiness,
having to do with a trio of legal
eagles looking for law business (Alan
Curtis, Noah Beery Jr., and Joe Wil¬
son), and a pretty night club dancer
named Betty Wilson (Grace McDon¬
ald). The plot—not that we mean
to go into it—would sound tried and
truly old-formula, but this line-up,
sohelpyou, is enough to make “Romeo
and Juliet” strange people to Willy
Shakespeare. It’s guaranteed — any
resemblance between this and any¬
thing you’ve ever seen before is
strictly coincidental with “Hellzapoppin’,” and that’s all!
EARL CARROLL VANITIES (Republic)
is the musical mix-up of “royalty”
in the USA. Her Highness (Constance
Moore) arrives with Mama Queen
(Mary Forbes), and retinue, to raise
a loan for their “sinking” country,
Turania. While visiting her friend’s
(Eve Arden) night club, our heroine
stands in for one of the performers
who “broke an ankle” for plot pur¬
poses, and is discovered by Earl
Carroll (Otto Kruger), who signs her
up for his new show. Dennis O’Keefe
makes the music for the show, and
is the guy who gets the girl. The
show goes over, and so does the loan.
Among the lesser lights are Pinky
Lee, Edward Gargan and the inimi¬
table “Parkyakarkus.” Woody Her¬
man’s band gives out with the music.
THE CRIME DOCTOR’S TRAP (Colum¬
bia) with Warner Baxter, Stephen
Crane, Dennis Moore, Hillary Brooke,
Jerome Cowan, Lloyd Corrigan, Rob¬
ert Scott, Emory Parnell, and Anthony
Carouso and Lupita Tovar. It’s mur¬
der with a money motive, and all

the usual number of misleading clues
—including vampirism, used to throw
suspicion where it doesn’t belong. But
isn’t that what
makes mysteries
mysterious?
UTAH (Republic) is a musical West¬
erner with Roy Rogers, the singin’
cowboy, and his hoss Trigger. All
the rustlin’ and fightin’ take place
on the Bar-X Ranch, owned by the
beauteous Dale Evans, and operated
by her manager, Roy Rogers. Ben
Bowman
(Grant Withers)
is the
cheatin’, lyin’ crook who gets his
come-uppance, and George “Gabby”
Hayes is the faithful friend who’s al¬
ways there when you need him. Bob
Nolan and the Sons of the Pioneers
do double duty as ranch hands and
vocalizers.

Why Ugly Blemishes
respond to this medicated cream

LEAVE IT TO BLONDIE (Columbia),
another in the so-popular series with
Dagwood (Arthur Lake) and his wife
(Penny Singleton) and their son,
Alexander (Larry Simms). The trou¬
ble this time is with balancing the
family budget. One complication leads
to a dozen, and the unraveling is
one part happy miracle, two parts be¬
cause all those things that happened
really shouldn’t have happened in
the first place.
GENTLE ANNIE (M-G-M) classifies as
a Western, Oklahoma rancher style,
and James Craig, the U. S. Marshal
who comes into the picture disguised
as a hobo, types as the hero sent
from who-cares-where to fall in love
with the pretty gal (Donna Reed)
and try to straighten out a bulletriddled plot. With Marjorie Main in
the title role; Paul Langton and Hen¬
ry Morgan, her two errant sons; and
Barton MacLane as the crooked
sheriff.

• Are ugly externally-caused pimples,
blemishes and other annoying skin
irritations spoiling your appearance?
If they are, get a jar of the Medicated
Skin Cream, Noxzema, and see how
quickly it can help your skin back to
normal soft smoothness. Nurses were
among the first to discover how
Noxzema helps. That’s because it’s

a medicated formula; it not only
smooths and softens rough, dry skin,
but helps heal pimples and blemishes.*
Try Noxzema today! It’s greaseless,
non-sticky. At all drug counters; 10c,
2 5c, 50c, $1 (plus tax). *externally-caused

NOXZEMA Scrum

ROUGH, TOUGH AND READY (Colum¬
bia Pictures! That’s Chester Morris and
Victor
McLaglen.
They’re
rough,
tough, and always ready to make
love to a beautiful girl, preferably
the other fellow’s. Their friendship
holds fast, though, until that inevi¬
table day when Chester wins one girl
too many away from Vic. Then the
fireworks start. But there’s a happy
ending,
chillun,
with
everybody
“joining up,” including pretty Jean
Rogers, who joins the WACs.
BREWSTER’S MILLIONS (United Artist
Release) Ordinarily a million dollars
is a nice thing to have lying around,
but Monty Brewster found that money
has a way of complicating one’s life
—that is, if you’ve a million dollars
that must be spent within two months
and no one’s to know the reason why.
His friends think he’s taken leave of
his senses, and his fiancee almost
walks out on him. It’s a zany plot
(produced by Edward Small), but
with laughs aplenty contributed by
Dennis O’Keefe, Helen Walker, Eddie
“Rochester” Anderson, June Havoc,
Gail Patrick, and Mischa Auer.
I'LL TELL THE WORLD (Universal)
And so he does! It’s Lee Tracy, the
gift-o’-gab boy, in a typical fasttalking Tracy plot. “Gabby”—that’s
Tracy—is a radio announcer, and Lorn
Gray—that’s Brenda Joyce—a psy¬
chology student. She offers him ad¬
vice for his lovelorn program, and
he offers her some fancy romancing,
Lee Tracy style. It’s a staccato beat in
presto time.

NEW-DESIGN SANITARY NAPKINS
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New-Design San-Nap-Paks give a
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PICTURES IN PRODUCTION
fCONTINUED FROM PAGE 11)

AT MGM:
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF is now in

its second month of production with
Ginger Rogers, Lana Turner, Walter
Pidgeon, Van Johnson (you should
see his new black and white tweed
suit that he wears with a white shirt
and a black cashmere sweater—really
something), Keenan Wynn, Robert
Benchley, and Leon Ames. This is one
of Metro’s super colossal pictures, of
course, which brings to mind the com¬
ment of a serviceman overheard talk¬
ing at the Hollywood Canteen. “You
can always tell a Metro picture,” he
said, “because at the last there is a
bigger
production
number
than
you’ve ever seen, or a bigger accident,
or a fancier party, or a head of
redder hair.”

IT’S

NEW!

And so is {^ommuni^ua, fro
grance that helps hair stay romantic!
at better cosmetic counters

HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY is
nearly finished. Hedy Lamarr, Bob
Walker, June Allyson, and Warner
Anderson (watch for his perform¬
ances because he’s good) are in this
one. Hedy was telling June Allyson
that she has decided on the names for
her forthcoming Loder production. If
a boy, he will be called John, of
course. If a girl, she will be called
Victoria because Hedy thinks 1945 is
the Victory year. In time to come,
little Vic isn’t going to like that much
—how is she going to flub a year or
five, thus pinned down in history?

in Techni¬
color is brand new on the Metro lot.
Fred Astaire has perfected some of
the best routines of his life for this
one, assisted by Lucille Bremer (who
was the older girl in “Meet Me In St.
Louis”) Frank Morgan and Leon
Ames are also added for comedy in¬
terest, and Mildred Natwick is a fugi¬
tive from “Blithe Spirit” of Broadway.
YOLANDA AND THE THIEF

Not chips, but genuine,
fine - cut sparkling dia¬
monds poisedin superbly
styled 14 kt. solid gold
settings! At amazingly
low prices made possible
only by our wholesale
uiamond connections. Engagement rings,
handsome men’s rings, men’s and women’s match¬
ing wedding rings. Don’t miss this chance to SAVE I
Write today for FREE illustrated booklet

BOND DIAMOND CO. Dept.HWG 5
562 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.
WHOLESALE

DIAMOND

DfAifRJ

SINCE

THE HARVEY GIRLS is the story of a

loaf of bread and a glass of milk be¬
side the railroad track, starring Judy
Garland,
Angela
Lansbury,
John
Hodiak, Edward Arnold, Preston Fos¬
ter and Shirley Patterson (beaued
occasionally by Bob Walker). On the
set, Judy was showing Angela a

1881

charming locket in which was con¬
cealed a picture of Director Vincent
Minnelli, whom Judy will marry in
the fall. Mr. Minnelli is now remodel¬
ing his home for the reception of a
bride.

AT PARAMOUNT:
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE is the musical

starring Betty Hutton, Sonny Tufts,
Bobby Watson (he usually plays Hit¬
ler), and Ruth Donnelly.
MASQUERADE IN MEXICO is the first
picture Dottie Lamour has made in a
long time and fans have been yelling
bloody murder in protest over her
idleness. Calm down, chickadees—
here’s a newie. She is surrounded by
Arturo de Cordova (who has received
more mail than Santa Claus in De¬
cember since the release of “French¬
man’s Creek”), Patric Knowles, Ann
Dvorak, and dancer Billy Daniels.

AT RKO:
THE INVISIBLE ARMY has John Wayne,

Richard Loo, Philip Ahn, Beulah
Bondi and Tony Quinn playing cops
and robbers in China. Looks good,
though.
THE SPANISH MAIN —don’t miss this
one! Paul Henreid, Maureen O’Hara,
Walter Slezak, John Emery, Binnie
Barnes, and Barton MacLane are hav¬
ing the time of their lives strolling
around in pirate’s clothes, fencing,
brandishing giant steins, and being
Technicolorful.
JOHNNY ANGEL is now in its second
month of production with George
Raft, Signe Hasso as a brownette (she
wore a blonde wig in “The Story Ol
Dr. Wassell”), Claire Trevor (show¬
ing off pictures of her plump son), and
Hoagy Carmichael.
THOSE ENDEARING YOUNG CHARMS is
the vehicle for Laraine Day, Robert
Young, Ann Harding, and Dewey
Robinson. The title of this picture
has provided punsters with a field
day. Those who are gratified by Bob
Young’s long career in pictures want
to call the story “Those ENDURING
Young Charms,” and those who beam
at Bob as the nicest actor of all time
simply want the marquee arrayed this
way:
“Those
Endearing
YOUNG
Charms.”
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS OF 1945

when it’s so easy to keep cuticle trim with Trimal!
NEGLECTED
CUTICLE

The safe, gentle way to remove cuticle is the
same method used by professional manicurists.
Simply wrap cotton around manicure stick and
apply Trimal. Then watch dead, loose cuticle
H soften. Wipe it away with a towel. You’ll be
amazed and delighted with results! Ask for the
W 10c or 25c size now — at drug, department or
'
10c stores.

f ... keeps cuticle trim without cutting
WELL-MANICURED CUTICLE
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TRIMAL LABORATORIES •

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

is keeping Joan Davis, Jack Haley,
Philip Terry (who received a gold
cigarette case set with diamonds and
rubies from his wife, Joan Crawford,
for Christmas), and Gene Krupa.

AT WARNER BROTHERS:
THIS LOVE OF OURS is the picture in

which John Garfield, Eleanor Parker,
Dane Clark, John Ridgely, and Rose¬
mary DeCarnp are working.
MILDRED PIERCE, the dynamic picturization of the James M. Cain novel,
is now in its second terrific month
with Joan Crawford, Jack Carson
(his hair gray in the latter scenes),
Zachary Scott, Ann Blyth, and Eve
Arden. A goodie—watch for it.
THREE STRANGERS has just started
shooting with Geraldine Fitzgerald,
Sydney Greenstreet, Peter Lorre, and
Robert Shayne scaring the daylights
out of the audience.

mS 45 P0UND5

AT 20TH CENTURY-FOX
A BELL FOR ADANO is the story of a
Major’s problems in a recaptured
Italian town, and it is being superbly
enacted by Gene Tierney (in a blonde
wig), John Hodiak, Bill Bendix, Rich¬
ard Conte, Allyn Joslyn, and Fortunio
Bonanova.
CAPTAIN EDDIE is the Rickenbacker
story with Fred MacMurray as Cap¬
tain
Eddie,
Lynn
Bari
(looking
sweeter than rationed sugar), James
Gleason, Richard Conte, and Richard
Crane as Captain Cherry, the chief
pilot.
COLONEL EFFINGHAM'S RAID is a mor¬
sel you mustn’t miss—all about a
crusty gentleman enacted by Charles
Coburn. Joan Bennett, Bill Eythe,
and brilliant Elizabeth Patterson are
also in the cast.
STATE FAIR is a remake of that splen¬
did Phil Stong novel with Dana An¬
drews (who may shortly be in uni¬
form despite his three dependents),
Jeanne Crain, Dick Haymes, Vivian
Blaine (who recently married her
agent), and Percy Kilbride.
TWO-FACED QUILLIGAN is keeping Bill
Bendix on a bicycle between this set
and the “Adano” company. Joan
Blondell (wait until you see her
“Cissy” in “A Tree Grows In Brook¬
lyn”), Anne Revere, Mary Treen, and
John Russell.
CARIBBEAN MYSTERY is a whodunit
with James Dunne, Sheila Ryan, and
Richard Shaw.
THE DOLLY SISTERS is keeping Betty
Grable (who stoutly denies stork
rumors), John Payne, June Haver,
Trudy Marshall, and Sig Ruman busy.
This is also being shot in Technicolor.

AT REPUBLIC:
RETURN AT DAWN is the current pic¬
ture of William Terry, Lynne Roberts,
Grant Withers, and Jerome Cowan.
Cowan is the sterling character actor
who is one of the best-known, bestliked men around town. He combines
a ready wit with great intelligence—
and monumental absent-mindedness.
The other day he arrived, brisk and
eager, on the set at 7:30. He wasn’t
on call until 11:30—and if you think
that isn’t a tragedy, imagine your ar¬
riving at your office on Sunday morn¬
ing, unintentionally.

“My husband’s birthday gift to me—the
DuBarry Success Course—has brought
new

THAT'S THE SPIRIT is now in its sec¬
ond month of shooting, with Jack
Oakie, Peggy Ryan, Johnny Coy (the
brilliant dancer who will one day
rank with Astaire), Gene Lockhart,
Andy Devine, and Arthur Treacher.
A NIGHT IN PARADISE is being shot in
Technicolor with Merle Oberon, Turhan Bey, Gale Sondergaard, and
Ernest Truex.
INVITATION TO DEATH is another Sher¬
lock Holmes adventure with Basil
Rathbone,
Nigel
Bruce,
Hillary
Brooke, Henry Daniell, and Eve
Amber.
THE NAUGHTY NINETIES could also be
called THE NITWIT NIGHTIES as
it stars that mad pair, Abbott & Cos¬
tello. Alan Curtis, Louis Collier, Rita
Johnson, and Henry Travers will also
be fugitives from a straight jacket.
LADY ON A TRAIN is a thing you
mustn’t miss because of Deanna Dur¬
bin, Ralph Bellamy (did you see him
in “Guest In The House”?), David
Bruce, Edward Everett Horton, and
Dan Duryea.

to

us

both,”

says

“Just to stand before the mirror and see a figure
you’re proud of! Just to have the satisfaction of
slipping into a size 14 dress after wearing a 38 for
years! Just to hear the compliments of your family
and friends on how wonderful you look! Those are
rewards any woman would be willing to work for.
But they came to me when I finished the DuBarry
Course, and the weeks I had
spent on it hadn’t been work at
all—they had been more of an
exciting adventure.
“I had put on weight after my
babies came, until I weighed
178. Then, for my birthday my
husband gave me the DuBarry
Success Course. (Don’t tell me
husbands aren’t observing and
thoughtful!) The very first week
I lost 8 pounds, and began to
feel buoyant and gay. Today I
weigh 133, and my figure is as
slim as the day I was married.
My skin is lovelier and softer,
my hair lustrous and alive, and
for the first time I know how to
use make-up effectively. With
all that weight gone, I have a
surprising amount of energy.
Thanks to DuBarry, I am get¬
ting more out of life than ever
Before
before. I can really enjoy my photo abovg
Mrg
family and my home. Of course, Unger when she weighed
my husband takes the credit, 178■ Never tired now, she
i

AT UNIVERSAL:

happiness

Mrs. Rita Unger of Hagerstown, Md.
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LOST
POUNDS
BUST
5'/2" LESS
WAIST
6'/2" LESS
ABDOMEN
5'/2" LESS
HIPS
m" LESS
THIGHS
" LESS

do 7)i y house-

WOrk in half the time."

HOW ABOUT YOU?
If you are dissatisfied with your personal ap¬
pearance, find out about this simple plan that
has helped Rita Unger and more than 175,000
other women and girls to be fit and fair, ready
for strenuous wartime living. The DuBarry
Success Course shows you how to bring your
weight and figure proportions to normal, how
to care for your skin, how to style your hair

becomingly, how to use make-up to enhance
your natural beauty—how to make the most
of yourself. You follow at home the same
methods taught by Ann Delafield at the fa¬
mous Richard Hudnut Salon, New York.
Use the coupon—it will quickly
bring you the full story of what
this Course can do for you.

RICHARD HUDNUT SALON
ANN DELAFIELD,

NEW

Directing

YORK

Accepted for advertising in publications
of the American Medical Association

Richard Hudnut Salon,

Dept. SR-54, 693 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please send the booklet telling all about the DuBarry
Home Success Course.

. Good Housekeeping ,
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Miss
Mrs.
With your Course you receive a Chest
containing a generous supply of DuBarry
Beauty and Make-up Preparations.
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•OVERNIGHT!

Try Glover’s Famous

3-WAY MEDICINAL
TREATMENT
Overnight—you'll see and feel
the difference! One application
will
convince
you!
Glover's
leaves your hair softer, radiant,
sparklingly high-lighted,
with
added loveliness, no matter what
style hair-do you like best. Try
all three Glover's preparations—
Glover's Mange Medicine, fam¬
ous since 1876 —GLO-VER
Beauty Shampoo — Glover's Im¬
perial Hair Dress! Try them
separately, or in one complete
treatment. Ask at any Drug
Store, today!
TRIAL SIZE^send Coupon for
all three products in hermeti¬
cally-sealed bottles, packed in
special carton, with complete in¬
structions for the 3-Way over¬
night treatment, and useful FREE
booklet, "The Scientific Care of
Scalp and Hair."
Apply with massage for DAN¬
DRUFF, ANNOYING SCALP and
excessive FALLING HAIR.

work, she’ll team up with Gene Krupa
for a Brazilian jam session number,
“Cho Cho,” in which Gene will play
the drums with his hands.
When Andy Russell left New York
to return to Hollywood for his movie
debut, he had his fingers crossed, but
tight. His first role will be opposite
Betty Hutton in “Stork Club,” which
Buddy De Sylva is producing for
Paramount. “I don’t know if I’ll be
much of an actor,” he told me, “but
Mr. De Sylva said he would make
extensive tests before we started
shooting, so maybe it will turn out
all right.”
Martha Stewart has been signed by
Twentieth Century-Fox and will get
a big buildup by the studio. She was
under contract to Metro a year ago,
but they did nothing with her and
dropped her option. So she came back
to New York, landed a Victor record¬
ing contract, and went into the Copacabana Club, where Twentieth’s scouts
saw her.
David Street, the good-looking singer
on the Joan Davis radio show, has
been contracted by Republic Studios
for one of the leads in their musical
extravaganza, “New Faces of 1945.”
David’s first records for Victor will
be released soon.

WHAT’S BRISK ON THE DISC:
Decca:

I—Apply Glover's
Mange
Medicine,
with massage, tor
Dandruff.
Annoy¬
ing Scalp, exces¬
sive Falling Hair.

2 — For soft, lus¬
trous hair, use GloVer Beauty Sham¬
poo in hard or soft
water.

3—Use Glover’s Im¬
perial Non-alcoholic
and Antiseptic Hair
Dress. The delicate
scent lingers.

Glover’s, 101 W. 31st St., Dept. 674. New York I, N. Y.
Send "Complete Trial Application" package in plain
wrapper by return mail, containing Glover's Mange
Medicine, Glo-Ver Beauty Shampoo and Glover’s
Imperial Hair Dress, in hermetically-sealed bottles,
with informative FREE booklet. I enclose 25c.
Name.
Address.
□ Sent FREE to members of the Armed Forces on
receipt of 10c to cover postage and packing.
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WORDS OF MUSIC
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 471

I.....

If you’re a Crosby fan, here are
three new ones by the Bing. The first
disc couples “Let’s Take The Long
Way Home” and “I Promise You,”
with John Scott Trotter’s orchestra.
Then there’s “Sleigh Ride in July”
and “Like Someone in Love,” with
John Scott again. On the third, Bing
shares the spotlight with the Andrews
Sisters and Vic Schoen’s orchestra.
It’s the big hit, “Ac-Cent-Tchu-Ate
The Positive,” and “There’s A Fellow
Waiting in Poughkeepsie.”
“This Heart of Mine,” the beautiful
tune from Metro’s “Ziegfeld Follies,”
is done by Glen Gray and the Casa
Loma Band, with Eugenie Baird on
the vocal. On the reverse side you’ll
find “Robin Hood,” the novelty sensa¬
tion of the juke boxes, with “Fats”
Daniels on the lyrics.
Dick Haymes is heard on “I Don’t
Want To Love You” and “Let The Rest
Of The World Go By,” with Victor
Young’s orchestra. On the latter, Dick
has a mixed chorus behind him.
Helen Forrest does one of her best
solo jobs to date on “Don’t Ever
Change,” and “Guess I’ll Hang My
Tears Out To Dry.” Victor Young’s
orchestra again.
“I Didn’t Know About You” and
“Saturday Night” (Is The Loneliest
Night In The Week) are both given
excellent treatment by Woody Her¬
man’s great band. Woody does the
vocal for the first side and Frances
Wayne does the ditto on the reverse.
That “Is You Ain’t” man, Louis
Jordan, gathers his Tympany Five
around him for a record that is strict¬
ly jive, “You Can’t Get That No More,”
and “Mop! Mop!”
For a switch in pace, there’s
Guy Lombardo’s “A Little On The
Lonely
Side,”
sung
by
Jimmy
Brown, and “My Heart Sings,” with

a Stuart Foster vocal.
Duke Ellington’s newest hit, “Don’t
You Know I Care,” serves as an ex¬
cellent vehicle for Jimmy Dorsey’s
orchestra and Patti Palmer’s vocaliz¬
ing. On the flipover, it’s “More and
More” with Teddy Walters handling
the lyrics.
Before Roy Eldridge broke up his
band to join Artie Shaw’s trumpet
section, he recorded two fine instru¬
mentals, “Twilight Time” and “Fish
Market.”
Here’s Music in the Morgan Man¬
ner, with Russ singing “Wonderful
Winter” and the band and Marjorie
Lee doing “Midsummer’s Eve,” one of
the beautiful numbers from “Song of
Norway.”
Gertrude Niesen has waxed the two
biggest hits from her wallop Broad¬
way show, “Follow The Girls,” “I
Wanna Get Married,” and “Twelve
O’clock And All Is Well.” Don’t listen
for the “Married” side on the radio.
The lyrics are, shall we say, tres
risque.

Victor:
Freddy Martin has two platters, his
first since the recording ban was lifted.
Number one is “Magic Is The Moon¬
light” and “Strange Music,” and the
second is “Evalina” and “When The
Boys Come Home.” Artie Wayne does
all four vocals.
Dinah Shore lends her velvet voice
to “Let’s Take The Long Way Home”
and “Guess I’ll Hang My Tears Out
To Dry,” with Albert Sack’s orchestra.
Two of Cole Porter’s tunes from
“Seven Lively Arts” have been waxed
by Charlie Spivak. “Ev’ry Time We
Say Goodbye” is sung by Irene Daye,
and Jimmy Saunders tells the vocal
story of “Only Another Boy and Girl.”
The Phil Moore Four jumps in with
a solid duo, “And Her Tears Flowed
Like Wine” and “Yip Yip De Hootie,
My Baby Said Yes.”
Perry Como will probably cause
plenty of Como-motion with “More
and More” and “I Wish We Didn’t
Have To Say Goodnight.” Lou Mar¬
tin’s Victor orchestra provides the
background.
Here’s “Saturday Night” again, this
time by Hal McIntyre’s orchestra,
backed up by “My Funny Valentine.”
Ruth Gaylor sings both tunes. “Val¬
entine” is a lovely Rogers and Hart
composition from the musical comedy
hit of a few years ago, “Babes In
Arms.”
If you like Duke Ellington as much
as I do, don’t miss his newest release,
“I Didn’t Know About You” with vocal
refrain by Joya Sherrill, and “I Ain’t
Got Nothin’ But The Blues,” with Al¬
bert Hibbler handling the singing
chores. Both numbers are compositions
by the Duke.
The King Sisters bounce forth with
“Ac-Cent-Tchu-Ate The Positive” and
“Kind Treatment.” They have excel¬
lent musical support from Buddy Cole
and his orchestra.
When you hear the song, “Cocktails
for Two,” you usually think of soft
lights and romance, but I’m afraid
you’ll have a different reaction to
Spike Jones’ version. It’s strictly for
laughs, as is the turn-over, “Leave
Those Dishes In The Sink, Ma.”

ADVICE FOR

ABUSED SKIN

DON'T BE AFRAID AND STOP WORRYING NOW ABOUT EXTERNAL
SKIN TROUBLES. FOLLOW THESE EASY DIRECTIONS. YOU GAN
NOW ENJOY A PORCELAIN-LIKE SOFTER SKIN
WAVE you ever stopped to realize that the leading screen stars that you
admire, as well as the beautiful models who have lovely soft white skin,
Were all born just like you with a lovely smooth skin?
Almost everyone can have a natural, healthy, normal complexion which is in
itself, beauty, and which gains admiration and is pleasing to look at. All you
must do, is to follow the simple rules of nature. Models and screen stars must
give their skin special attention. So should
iyou because everyone looks at your face. Your
social success may depend upon your being
good looking and pleasant to look at. A lovely
Skin may be a short cut to success in love and
business. Your pleasure is worth it, and you
owe it to yourself to give yourself a chance
to enjoy a healthy, beautiful complexion.
Medical science gives us the truth about a
lovely skin. There are small specks of
dust all around us most of the time.
When these little specks, which are in
the air. get into an open pore in your
skin they can in time, cause the pore
to become larger and more susceptible
to dust and infection. These open pores,
begin to form blackheads which become
infected and bring you all of the misery
of pimples, irritations, or blemishes.
When you neglect your skin and abuse
it by not giving it the necessary external
care it requires, you leave yourself wide
open for external skin miseries which
cause embarrassment, self consciousness,
inferiority, and make you feel like a
prisoner within yourself. When you
know that your skin is smooth, white,
and fine, you have more confidence and
it helps improve your personality and
your entire well being. A flawless skin is
priceless, yet it only costs you a few
pennies daily to keep it nor¬
mal. natural, more healthy and
lovely. Many never realize or
even suspect that the differ¬
ence between having a glamor¬
ous complexion
and
being
ordinary is just the difference
between
having
blackheads
and pimples, and not having
them. A little care and the
proper attention with the dou¬
ble Viderm treatment can mean
the difference between enjoy¬
ing fine skin or missing out on
many pleasures because of an
ugly, abused skin. The double
Viderm treatment is made un¬
der the supervision of a doctor
and costs you only a few cents
for a treatment which you can
give yourself.

Just write or mail the
coupon below, and you
will receive two jars of the
double Viderm treatment
with full directions which
are written by a doctor.
One jar contains a jelly-like
formula which is a highly
concentrated soap which
penetrates and acts as an
antiseptic upon the pores.
This is used after you wash
your face in the usual way.
After you use the special
Viderm skin cleanser, you
apply the Viderm fortified,
medicated skin cream. You
rub this in, leaving an al¬
most invisible protective
covering for the surface of
your skin. This double
treatment has worked
wonders for so many cases
of abused skin and it must
amaze you, too, or it won’t
cost you a penny. You must
be absolutely pleased and
delighted within ten days,
or your money will be cheer¬
fully refunded. It is a guar¬
anteed treatment. Enjoy it.
Send for it now.
Use your double Viderm treatment every day, until your skin is as smooth and
clear as you may want it. Then, use it only once a week to remove stale make-up and
dust specks that infect your pores and to aid in healing external irritations. When
you prevent blackheads, you prevent externally caused skin miseries and pimples.

SEND NO MONEY
Just send your
name and address, or
if you wish you can
save postage and
C.O.D. fee by mailing
Two Dollars with
your orders. Mail the
coupon to the New
York Skin Labora¬
tory, Dept.ML-4,206
Division Street, New
York City, New York.

NEW YORK SKIN LABORATORY, Dept.ML-4
206 Division Street, New York City 2, N. Y.

Street-—--City

_„

___Zone—

—-

State_.—_____—Kindly send me one jar of Viderm Medicated Skin Cream and one jar of
Viderm Skin Cleanser along with full, easy directions on how to use them. It is
understood, the Viderm treatment is guaranteed and I must be delighted and
pleased with it, in every way. or my money is to be cheerfully refunded. 1 will
pay two dollars on delivery of everything.
Q Check here if you are enclosing Two Dollars cash or money order (for regular
size). (You save postage and money order charges.)
□ Check here if you wish special theatrical models triple size Five
Dollars.
□ No C.O.D. to Canada and foreign possessions.
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Columbia:

EYELASH

DARKENER

To keep lashes and brows bewitchingly dark
and alluring . .. even after swimming, crying
or perspiring, use "Dark-Eyes”. This indelible
darkener never runs, smarts or smudges. One
application lasts 4 to 5 weeks ... thus ending
daily eye make-up bother. Caution : Use only
as directed on the label. Try it! Get a package
of "Dark-Eyes” today!
$1.00 (plus tax) at leading drug and depart¬
ment stores. If your favorite dealer does not
yet carry "Dark-Eyes”, mail coupon today!
J”' Dark-Eyes ’, Dept. AD-5
. 218 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, Illinois
I enclose $1.20 (tax included) for regular size I
• package of “Dark-Eyes", and directions.
i
|
Check shades: □ Black □ Brown
I Name. I

J

Address

.I

|_Toie«.State.I

The old professor, Kay Kyser, Dolly
Mitchell, and the trio, do “Ac-CentTchu-Ate” and “Like Someone In
Love.”
Tommy Tucker is back on wax with
“My Heart Sings,” sung by Don Brown
and The Two Timers, with Don doing
double duty on “Don’t Ever Change.”
The great Benny Goodman Quintet,
appearing in “Seven Lively Arts,” do
two of the numbers from the show,
“Ev’Ry Time We Say Goodbye” and
“Only Another Boy and Girl.” Peggy
Mann is featured on the first side and
Jane Harvey is on the reverse.
Drumaestro Gene Krupa and his
orchestra have a pleasing duo in “I
Walked In,” lyricized by Buddy Stew¬
art, and the G-Noters swing out on
“I’ll Remember Suzanne.”
If you liked the music from “Okla¬
homa,” and who didn’t, be sure to get
the “Oklahoma Medley,” which in¬
cludes all the songs from the show,
done in the masterful style of Andre
Kostelanetz and his orchestra.
Les Brown has a good twosome in
“Twilight Time,” done as an instru¬
mental, and “Sentimental Journey,”
with Doris Day taking the musical
trip.
Ginny Simms’ new one is “This
Heart of Mine” and “I’m In A Jam”
(with Baby). Ginny’s radio conductor,
Edgar Fairchild, is the baton man.
The old favorite, “When Your Lover
Has Gone,” has been recorded by
Harry James, with plenty of trumpet
in evidence. “The Horn” and his quin¬
tet get together for “I’m Confessin’ ”
on the other side.
Ray Noble and his orchestra give
us “Sweet Dreams, Sweetheart” and
“How Bright The Stars,” with Larry
Stewart’s vocals. The latter tune was
adapted from Ray’s “Indian Suite.”
Count Basie and his solid aggrega¬
tion, are in for “I Didn’t Know About
You,” sung by Thelma Carpenter, and
a typical Basie number, “Red Bank
Boogie.”

Capitol:

ELASTIC
Pedees s-t-r-e-t-c-k to
fit perfectly, 'without annoy¬
ing elastic... no irritation
to your feet! Here's
light weight

comfort

that’s

sheer and invisible under
shoes...ahsorhs perspi¬
ration and saves

Liltin’ Martha Tilton has recorded
two fine ballads, “I Should Care” and
“Stranger
In Town,”
with
Paul
Weston’s orchestra. “Stranger” was
written by Mel Torme, the talented
singer-drummer-arranger,
who
is
heard on the Fitch Bandwagon show.
Johnnie Johnston fans will like his
platter of “What A Sweet Surprise”
and “My Heart Sings.” Paul Baron’s
orchestra and arrangements. Inciden¬
tally, Johnnie was recently signed for
a return engagement to New York’s
Capitol Theatre, where he made such
a hit on his first appearance.
• The Pied Pipers and Paul Weston
do a swell job on “Dream” and “Tabby
The Cat.” You’ll remember “Dream”
as the beautiful theme song on Johnny
Mercer’s Chesterfield show.
Stan Kenton’s band does “Ev’Ry
Time We Say Goodbye” with a Gene
Howard vocal, and on the flipover,
Anita O’Day warbles a jivey thing,
“Are You Livin’, Old Man?” which
should prove to be as big a seller as
Kenton’s “And Her Tears Flowed
Like Wine.”

. . . “The Voice” has been taking it a
bit slow since he dropped “The Hit
Parade,” and has been spending a lot
of time in Palm Springs, resting be¬
fore he starts his new picture for
R.K.O. . . . Speaking of “The Hit Pa¬
rade,” I don’t particularly relish
Lawrence Tibbett as a replacement
for Sinatra. I’ve always liked Tibbett,
but I just don’t think he belongs on
that program. . . . Tommy Dix, who
clicked in his first film, “Best Foot
Forward,” and then went into the
army, has been playing night clubs
in the east since his medical dis¬
charge. He was a big hit at Manhat¬
tan’s veddy chic Persian Room at the
Plaza Hotel. . . . Sgt. David Rose,
the composer-conductor, who has
been very ill, is reported much im¬
proved. . . . Jane Froman has made
a sensational comeback after her
tragic clipper crash a couple of years
ago, and is planning a nation wide
concert tour this summer. . . . Charlie
Spivak is the latest band leader to
form his own music publishing com¬
pany. . . . Spike Jones has been kill¬
ing the people in theatres, especially
with his rendition of “Holiday For
Strings,” which is one of the funniest
things I’ve ever heard. Spike hopes to
record it for Victor soon. ... Jo Staf¬
ford is going to solo it from now on,
and made her debut in the night club
field at La Martinique in New York.
. . . Buddy Rich will probably form
his own band when his contract with
Tommy Dorsey is up in May. . . .
Eddie Condon’s Carnegie Hall Jazz
Concert orchestra has been signed by
Decca. . . . Tommy Dorsey is chang¬
ing male vocalists again.
Freddy
Stewart is out, and his successor will
probably be an unknown. . . . Ginnie
Powell cut out from the Gene Krupa
band and may take one of the many
studio contracts which have been
offered her.
*

*

*

Well, good people, this is it for now.
If you have any musical queries, send
them along, and I’ll do my best to
answer you. Also, let’s have your
ideas and suggestions on the column.
If there’s something you like, or
something you don’t like, I’d like to
hear it.
Just write Jill Warren,
Movieland Magazine, 1476 Broadway.
New York City 18, N. Y. BUT BE
SURE TO ENCLOSE A SELF-AD¬
DRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE.
The End

Jam Notes:
'

Norristown, Pa.
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Eileen Barton is going off the Si¬
natra show, and will probably be set
on a new radio commercial shortly.
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he is rapidly beginning to be taken
seriously as an artist. Besides, he
thinks he is mentally ready for more
mature roles than his face seems to
warrant. This upsets him.
When he was about sixteen he had
the opportunity to try out as a singer.
That was when he decided that it
was better to be excited after the
event than before. He had been so
wrought up ahead of time that he
hadn’t done himself justice and con¬
sequently, was a flop. He admits now
that he doesn’t think he was equipped
to b^ a singer. But the fiasco taught
him something important about show¬
manship, and he went on from there
to where he is now—which is in
Hollywood, with a pleasant contract
and "several good parts already under
his belt. That’s not bad!
He lives in a modest house in Bev¬
erly Hills, which he rents “furnished.”
He says it’s furnished exactly like a
house which is rented furnished and
nothing much can be done about it
at the moment. His sister, Mrs. Claire
Kennedy, and her two youngsters live
with him. Mrs. Kennedy runs the
house, so Tom has no domestic wor¬
ries. This is just as well, since his
only domestic accomplishment is his
ability to make a “salad di Cicco,”
an ornate and highly seasoned dish
which he concocts happily for guests.
He expects applause for it, too, espe¬
cially for the dressing which involves
a coddled egg.
The quartet is looked after by a
motherly soul whom Tom engaged
simply because her name is Effie May.
When she came for her interview,
she announced that she had no refer¬
ences but that she was a pretty good
housekeeper and her name was Effie
May. Tom thought he couldn’t go
wrong with anyone with a name like
that. She turned out to be a jewel
who possesses, moreover, a niece,
named Willie Dean, who adds a deal
of luster to the little parties Tom and
his sister like to give.
There are never more than eight
guests at these affairs because, Tom
shudders, “If you had any more, it
would have been an ‘arranged’ affair
and those are deadly. If people can’t
be relaxed and feel at home at a
party, then it’s no fun.” So the food
is served buffet style, and there is
music and a lot of talk and no one
has to play a game unless he wants
to. If it chances, however, that Tom
must attend a party given by someone

else, he always hopes that it will be
“good and big. If it’s a really huge
crowd, you can lose yourself in it
and be sort of anonymous.”
The answer to all this is, of course,
that Tom is still fundamentally shy.
He hasn’t quite adjusted himself to
the conditions which have changed so
fast and so frequently since he was
a lad. Life hasn’t been very kind to
him—and it shows, somehow, in his
face. Women have an instant desire
to mother him, to give him a little pat
and reassure him about whatever
vague thing it is that is troubling
him. But they don’t. Some uncon¬
scious dignity and reserve in him
prevents them.
Tom was born in New York City.
His real name is Alfred Alderdice.
His parents were Alfred and Ger¬
trude Alderdice, and his father was
an importer. The family moved to
Westchester while Alfred, junior, was
a very little boy. When he was six,
his little sister died. He had known,
vaguely, that she had been ill for a
very long time and that his father
had taken her to a place called
“Europe” to try to make her well.
But she died. When he was eleven
his father died, and Tom was old
enough by then to understand some¬
thing about death. When he was
sixteen, his beloved mother followed
his sister and his father in death and
young Tom realized that he was an
orphan and “on his own,” although
an uncle-guardian supervised the re¬
mainder of his education. Mrs. Ken¬
nedy is his one remaining close rela¬
tive.
“Three deaths in your immediate
family in fifteen years do something
to you, especially when you are very
young,” he observes. “There’s noth¬
ing much to prop you up during that
trying time when you’re trying to find
out what life is all about.”
He attended Iona School in New
Rochelle and later Mercersburg Acad¬
emy in Pennsylvania. But his tenyear-old dream of “show business”
persisted. So he launched into an
acting career, beginning with a job
in summer stock in Poughkeepsie. The
rest of the story is routine—although
it seemed anything but that to Tom
in those days, as he agonized his way
from disappointment to disappoint¬
ment. He was always just missing a
good part in a successful play—or
getting one in a play which promptly
folded—until his role in the Broad¬
way play, “Janie.” That had a long
run and established him as a young
actor to be reckoned with, and now
he knows that all the things he did—
and a good many of the things he
almost did—before that, became assets
in the career which was to follow. The
agony wasn’t wasted. Metro signed
him on the strength of “Janie” and he
played, in swift succession, in “The
White Cliffs of Dover,” “Two Girls
and a Sailor,” “Mrs. Parkington,” and
recently, “Meet Me in St. Louis” with
Judy Garland.
Just now he wishes that he could
fall in love, providing, of course, that
“she” would fall in love with him
simultaneously so that his love story
would have a happy ending, as well
as beginning. He hasn’t any clear
picture of the ideal girl, but he is
definite about what constitutes the
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glamour is up to you. Through the
modern miracle of hair “make-up,” you can
capture loveliness and brighten your whole
appearance ... with sparkling, colorful hair!
No matter what color hair you have, with
Marchand’s Make-Up Hair Rinse you can give
it new lights and add an “overtone” of glowing
color — without coloring it permanently!
So safe, so easy to use at home, this exciting
new hair “make-up” helps you achieve the very
color effect you want! With it, you can heighten
the natural color of your hair ... give it a
“warmer” or “cooler” tone ... even blend little
gray streaks in with the original shade! A
color chart on the Rinse package shows which
of the 12 Marchand shades to use.
After your shampoo, dissolve a package of
Marchand’s Rinse in warm water and brush or
pour it through your hair. Almost instantly,
all soap-film vanishes! Your hair is gleaming
with new color, softer and easier to manage!
Marchand’s Rinse is absolutely harmless.
Not a bleach—not a permanent dye—it rinses on
and washes off as easily as your facial make-up.
oday,

Made by the Makers of Marchand’s Golden Hair

If ash

LEARN

MILLINERY
AT HOME
Design and make exclusive
hats under personal direc¬
tion of one of America's
noted designers.
Complete materials, blocks, etc.,
furnished. Every step illustrated. You make exclu¬
sive salable hats right from the start. We teach you
how to start a profitable business in spare time. Low
cost and easy terms. Expert milliners are in demand.
Free National Placement Dept. Send for free catalog.
LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 N. Wabash Ave., Dept.
Chicago I, III.
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HERE’S A SENSIBLE WAY
TO RELIEVE

csiompo,
kcadacke
^adcadte
Of ‘CERTAIN DAYS’ of the month

Helps Build Up Resistance
Against Such Distress!
If you suffer this way due to female
functional periodic disturbances, try
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com¬
pound to relieve such symptoms. This
famous liquid formula does more than
relieve such monthly pain. This great
medicine also relieves tired, cranky,
nervous, blue feelings of such days—
when due to this cause.
Taken regularly — Pinkham’s Com¬
pound helps build up resistance against
such symptoms, a very sensible thing
to do!
helps nature:
There are positively
no harmful opiates or habit forming
ingredients in Pinkham’s. This medi¬
cine helps nature. It's one of the most
effective and best known medicines of
its kind. Also a grand stomachic tonic!
Follow label directions, inexpensive!

JfycUa£.(Pfoiklianid
VEGETABLE COMPOUND

Plated With Pure STERLING SILVER
On Reinforced Nickel Plated Steel Base
You'll love this beautiful Tableware Set of exquisite grace
and design, life-long quality, and sparkling beauty. A luxurious
treasure you’ll enjoy for years to come. You’ll be proud to
have this lovely Set grace your table—proud to have your
friends see this beautifully matched, perfectly balanced.
Tableware Set. Consists of 6 beautifully designed tempered
steel knives. 6 forks, 12 teaspoons, 6 soup spoons.
To got more customers, we will send you
these 5 lovely Gifts withi your order.
• Anti-Tarnish 30-piece Tableware Chest
• Rogers Silver Polishing Cloth
• Sterling Silver Topped Salt-Pepper
Shakers
• Lovely Billfold
• "Milady” Hostess Dish

SEND NOMONEY-IODayTrialinYourOwn Home
Yes! we mean it. Examine the set for 10 full days. Upon
Poy Postrnan only $9.95 plus postage for the Complete
30 Piece Set and the 5 wonderful gifts, or send payment, and
we pay postage. Written Money Back Guarantee with order.
Order now before we are all sold out. You’ll be delighted!
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Groal American Sales Co., 55 E. Washington St., Dept. 501 Chicago 2, III.

ideal marriage—and he considers mar¬
riage the most important thing in
anyone’s life, regardless of the most
glittering dreams of fame and fortune.
For a successful marriage, he thinks
it is important that the two people
know how to have fun together. It’s
nice if you like the same things—
amusements, books, the same kinds
of people. But he doesn’t think it’s
absolutely necessary. “Any woman
who is really, completely in love with
a man will make him a good wife,” he
concludes, sagely. “But he must be
deeply in love with her, too, or it will
all be wasted.”
He wants a home of his own, “with
roots underneath it,” something he
has helped to choose, plan and fur¬
nish, something which will belong to
him.
He owns three enormous dogs, two
Great Danes and a police dog, and
feeding them in war-time poses some
interesting problems.
He is happiest with people in his
own age bracket, feels more relaxed
than he does if too many years inter¬
vene in either direction. But he likes
and is interested in people from all
walks of life, the more varied the bet¬
ter, people doing every kind of work,
if he can meet and talk with them
one or two at a time. He thinks he
has not met one person—not one—
in Hollywood from whom he has not
learned something.
He usually trusts his first impres¬
sions of people he meets, but he admits
that sometimes he doesn’t get an
impression. They just don’t register.
Weeks after meeting someone, he may
wake up suddenly to the realization
that here is someone really nice—
and he must have known it when he
first saw him. Or maybe it’s the other
way. But once he turns his attention
to a new personality, he makes up his
mind about him, and he isn’t likely to
change.
He likes a girl who enjoys a picnic
on the beach as much as an expensive
evening in a swank night club. He
likes it if she knows just enough about
sports so that she can enjoy them in¬
telligently but not enough so that
she fancies herself an expert and lays
down the law about it. It embarrasses
him if a girl dresses too conspicuously,
and he thinks one of the worst sins a
woman can commit is to dress too
lavishly when she knows ahead of
time that a man is taking her to a
modest place. Someone suggested to
him, with a smile, that sometimes
a girl overdresses in the hope that
her escort will change his mind and
take her to a more lavish spot than
he had planned. It’s an old Holly¬
wood dodge. Tom looked a bit non¬
plussed at this suggestion . . . and
then he made it clear that that
wouldn’t work with him. Anyhow,
he loathes to wear evening clothes.
He’s not very fond of night clubs.
They make him feel self-conscious,
somehow. Too many people and too
much confusion. He likes casual oc¬
casions and casual clothes and incon¬
spicuous diversions. He enjoys prize¬
fights and baseball games.
If he had some time to himself, to
do as he pleased, he thinks he would
like to do a little hunting for small
game—not so much for the sake of the
game as for the sake of being out¬
doors. He likes Palm Springs but
he thinks that he’d like his permanent
home to be either in the heart of
Manhattan or far off in the country.
He doesn’t like compromises.
He thinks he works better in Cali¬

fornia than in any other place he has
ever been. He is astonished when he
hears people say the climate here
makes them lethargic. It stimulates
him to a degree he would have thought
impossible a few years ago. He grins
and says that one of the reasons he
wanted to be an actor was because he
thought they always slept until noon.
But in California he finds himself
rising cheerfully at six-thirty—even
on Sunday—and loving it. He has
even found that watching the dawn
is one of life’s greatest experiences.
He loves to eat and enjoys almost
anything which is highly seasoned.
He doesn’t care much for desserts,
but he confesses to a fondness for
burnt toast.
He is crazy about horses, although
his life hasn’t given him much time
or opportunity for cultivating their
acquaintance. When he was a little
boy someone took him to the races,
and he acquired some picture post¬
cards of thoroughbreds. That started
him on his only hobby. He still
collects all kinds of pictures—photo¬
graphs, fine prints, old lithographs—
of horses. He doesn’t frame them or
get them out to show to other peo¬
ple. He keeps them and pores over
them when he is alone.
Amelia Earhart captured his imagi¬
nation while he was still pretty young,
and she remains his favorite heroine
of fact or fiction today.
He’s a pushover for sentimental
love stories, reads reams of them. On
stage and screen he goes for good,
solid drama and no nonsense about it.
At the moment “Song of Bernadette”
and “Double Indemnity” top his list
of favorite pictures. He doesn’t know
yet what type of role he will aspire
to when he begins to feel really ma¬
ture. He says he feels “too un-tutored,
too inexperienced, to judge.” His
favorite role, up to now, was the one
in “Night Must Fall.”
He dislikes a person who cannot
take a joke, especially on himself and
he feels something akin to hatred for
individuals who prattle aloud oi
crunch things or rattle papers during
a concert, or a performance in a
theater, or at a movie.
He doesn’t think he has any pet
economies. If he has money and sees
something he wants, he buys it—and
doesn’t stop to think about his future
security. His very worst extrava¬
gance, he thinks, comes from his ir¬
resistible urge always to “grab the
check” at a restaurant, no matter what
the circumstances. He wants to pay
the check—and people usually let
him! Second thought makes him feel
that perhaps this isn’t such an ex¬
travagance, after all. Anything which
gives a man that much pleasure, and
doesn’t cost any more than it usually
does, is just a small luxury!
He hasn’t any special plans for the
future and is somewhat awed by
people who claim they have worked
out “a pattern of living.” Life, up
to now, hasn’t granted him much
opportunity for planning or making
a pattern. He thinks merely that it
is important to keep mentally, as well
as physically, fit, to be alert, to be
flexible, to be ready to take what
comes in stride. He likes to seek, and
he listens eagerly to advice from ex¬
perts. Sometimes he even takes it.
But not until he has turned it over
and over in his own mind, assimilated
it and made it his own.
He’s a very canny young man, and
you’ll be seeing more of him.
The End.

IMPROVE YDUB LOQHS
WITH THIS AGE'OLD SECRET^H
WHICH OF THESE
MYSTERIOUS GLANDS
CONTROL HAIR
GROWTH andBEAUTY?
•
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FROM CLEOPATRA to Pin-Up Beauty, woman’s
crowning glory is hair!
FROM SAMSON to Movie Flero, the mark of
masculinity is hair!

It's easy to be more
attractive — if you
f
know what
j |
to do
'!

No woman can be beautiful with ordinary hair. No man
can be handsome without hair. If you care anything at all
about your personal appearance,. you must read "YOUR
HAIR” — the latest scientific treatise on this most personal
problem. You not only learn how to take care of your scalp,
arrange your hair, and do everything else you need to do
about your hair to improve your looks — but you
get at the basis of all hair problems. There is

no other book like it!
Read below what
YOUR HAIR
can do for
YOU

~SeePagel2

claim with
joy when you look
in your mirror.
Written by the eminent scalp

MEN
LOOK SMARTER

JUST
SAMPLE
OF SUBJECTS
COVERED
HAIR REGENERATION
THICK HAIR-THIN HAIR
DANDRUFF-BALDNESS
SHAMPOOS-RINSES
DDORS- HORMONES
GLANDS-TONICS
HAIRPIECES-SHAVING
EXCESS HAIR - MOLES
COLORING-CURLING
WAVING-SETTING
DISEASES - PROBLEMS
DYES-GREY HAIR
SKIN-ACCESSORIES

AND A HUNDRED
OTHER SUBJECTS
VITAL TO YOUR
APPEARANCE

Appearance is a factor in social
and financial success. No matter
how smart you are, your advancement
can be delayed by a pugilistic hair-cut
or patent-leather slickness — by dan¬
druff or odors — by failure to take care
of your hair. Decide now to make an
asset of your hair — if you have any;
or know what to do about it; if you
have none. With this new book in your
hand, you’ll be surprised what you can
do, if something needs to be done!

WOMEN LOOK MORE
ATTRACTIVE
There is one hair-do that does won¬
ders for you. If you don’t know what
the style is, read YOUR HAIR to find
out. Stringy dull hair may be the only
thing that keeps you from being a
beauty. Here’s your opportunity to
overcome such hair problems. Hair styl¬
ing can make you appear younger,
bring out your best points, and hide
defects — if you know what you’re
doing, and why you’re doing it.

To a woman seeking beauty, there
are chapters in this book on curling
and waving alone which are worth the
full price of this amazing volume, to
say nothing of color restoration, and
other hair changes to make you ex-

and skin specialist, Dr. Herman Goodman,
scalp ills are, of course, treated exhaus¬
tively. You expect that in a doctor’s book.
But what you don’t expect, and do get,
are those private little secrets of beauty
specialists — those little touches that mark
the professional from the amateur, which
do so much for your appearance.

SAVE DOLLARS
Men and women are spending small fortunes
for hair improvement, when probably everything
they want to get or know is right in this handy
volume.
Every day you go without this authoritative
book, you make it just that much harder to over¬
come your hair troubles. The time to stop thin¬
ning hair is before you’re bald. The time to change
your hair dress is before people call you oldfashioned. The time to make your hair an asset is
before it becomes a liability. That means today —
right now!
To save money, and your hairy mail the coupon
below, today. Just by mailing this coupon, you
get 286 pages of hair knowledge, as readable and
interesting as a novel. Not a dry text-book, but a
thrilling course in hair culture. Mail the coupon
NOW. If you’re not delighted with your invest¬
ment, tell us, and the book will cost you nothing,
as stated on the coupon below.

TS HEALTi
BEAUTY
& GROWTH

4 HELPFUL AN i
TITHORITATm
GUIDE FOB

Men and
Women

WHITE’S BARGAIN BOOK CO.
Dept. 201, Westfield, Mass.
You may send me Dr. Goodman's latest discoveries about
hair, the new book — YOUR HAIR. I'll pay the postman
$1.98 plus postage when he delivers the book. You will
refund my $1.98 in full if I return the book within 5 days.

SAVE POSTAGE —CHECK SQUARE BELOW
□ I enclose $1.98 in full payment. Send the book post¬
paid. You will refund my $1.98 if I return the book within
5 days.
NAME___

GET YOUR BOOK NOW
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orange he had bought in California.
It was wizened and old, with a skin
like leather, but it was my first
touch with America and I thought
it wonderful.
r?-
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1. Does not harm, permanently
tint or bleach the hair.
2. Used after shampooing — your
hair is not dry, unruly.
3. Instantly gives the soft, lovely
effect obtained from tedious,
vigorous brushings . . . plus a
tiny tint—in these 12 shades.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
C.

Black
7. Titian Blonde
Dark Copper
S. Golden Blonde
Sable Brown
9. Topaz Blonde
Golden Brown 10. Dark Auburn
Nut Brown
11. Light Auburn
Silver
12. Lustre Glint

4. The improved Golden. Glint
contains only safe certified
colors and pure Radien, all
new,. approved ingredients.
Try Golden Glint...Over 50 million
packages have been sold...Choose
your shade at any cosmetic dealer.
Price 10 and 25^ — or send for a
FREE SAMPLE
GOLDEN GLINT CO.
Box 3366-B-48
Beattie 14, Wash.

as listed above.

Please send color No..
Name.
Address.

GOLDEN GLINT

I DON'T REMEMBER—
my first appearance in films. I was
one year old. My father, a portrait
artist in Stockholm, rented a mo¬
tion picture camera and photo¬
graphed my first birthday party.
Although he had no projector and
we could not view the films, he
continued to make birthday rec¬
ords of me until his death. Some¬
times these records took the form
of little plays, which I enjoyed very
much.
THE NICEST
THING
ANYONE
EVER DID FOR ME—
was done by my husband, Dr. Peter
Lindstrom, who had these films re¬
duced to 16 mm. size and sent them
to me when I first arrived in Holly¬
wood, alone and lonely. For the
first time, I watched my happy past
unfold on the screen and saw my
mother, who died when I was two.
MY FAVORITE HOBBY—
is adding to these life-records with
my own camera, taking the high¬
lights in the life of my daughter,
Pia.

2- Star Flag-Si. 15
3- Star Flag-Sl.25
4- Star Flag-S1.35
5- Star Flag-Sl.45
6- Star Flag-Sl.55

Borrow by MA
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NO security required! NO co-signe
ments! $30 to $300.00 BY MAIL o
Character and earning ability the on
tionwide service. Fast, courteous,

LOW COST LOANS!

Take as long as 12 months to repay
have the money, and at Iowa’s L
pleted QUICKLY. No red tape. No
need cash quickly or will need it
State name, address and occupatio
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WEDDING
AND
ENGAGEMENT

RING

BARGAIN

TEN DAYS’ TRIAL—
SEND NO MONEY
Introductory offer: With
every
order for smart,
new, Sterling Silver Soli¬
taire engagement ring we
will include without extra
charge exquisite wedding
ring set with eight imita¬
tion diamonds matching in
fire and brilliance the beau¬
tiful imitation Diamond solitaire en¬
gagement ring (the perfect bridp.l pair). Send
no money with order. Just name, address
and ring size. We ship both rings in lovely
gift box immediately and you make just 2
easy payments of $2 each, total only $4. We
trust you. No red tape as you make first pay¬
ment and 20% Federal tax to postman on
arrival then balance any time within 30 days.
Money-back guarantee. War conditions make
supply limited. Act NOW.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. ST-350, Jefferson, Iowa
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I LIKE—
Perfume bottles, though I do not
care particularly for perfume.
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I LOVE—
orchestra music, stirring poetry,
garden flowers in season, an early
morning ride in the country, not
having to chatter.

19
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MY FAVORITE—
picture role was the cockney in
“Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde”;
clothes are loose-fitting ones, peas¬
ant-style skirts and blouses, flatheeled shoes;
holiday is New Year's Eve. We al¬
ways spend it at home and it is
important to me, personally, much
more so than Christmas.

Sen

Just send your rame and addr
telling us it you want one, tw
the postman correct amount a
when flag is delivered. Or s
of flag wanted with o'-der and
delighted, return flag in 5 d
refunded. Order now!
Glow-Flags Co., 179 W. Washing

I DON’T CARE FOR—
fishing, card games, breakfast in
bed, budgets or a loudly ticking
click.
WHEN I WAS A CHILD—
my favorite amusement was read¬
ing aloud to myself from plays that
contained dramatic scenes. But my
father died when I was twelve and
I went to live with an uncle who
objected to my interest in the
theater and thought I should en¬
gage in the same occupations that
absorbed my cousins. He did not
approve of my reading. Presently,
I managed t© acquire a phonograph
which I played in my room; against
the music, I proceeded with my
dramatic readings, until I was
caught by my uncle and forbidden.
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WATCH THE DANGER

Wrinkles often appear prema
in the danger areas where th
is thinnest, as around the
mouth and throat . . . es
when the skin is deficient in
oils. To help prevent these c
use the new, improved Estro
rected. An ideal emollient to
ing the onset of wrinkles
Turtle Oil with the new sci
Hormones and other ingredie
skin, and recognized by manv
skin aids. No wonder thousan
out the country recommend
Don’t wait until it is too
Complete with Instruction Bo
jar $5.00. 1-pound jar $10
C. O. D. orders). Satisfacti
price refunded.
Write today!

BEAUTY
89 Flatbush Ave., Dept. 4
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53% of All American

of Identification employ students o
I. A. S. You, too, can fit yourself to
sible crime detection job with g
6teady employment. But don’t d
details now. Let me show you ho
completely I can prepare you for th
work, during spare time. In your ow
may pay as you learn. Write today
Be sure to state age.

INSTITUTE OF AP
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I’M GUILTY OF—
not taking glamour seriously;
turning out lights in hotel rooms;
chewing gum instead of smoking;
not being able to enjoy idleness.
I HAVE NO IDEA—
what
to
do
when
mechanical
gadgets go wrong;
how to compute my income tax.
MY FIRST—
visit to a theater convinced me that
I had found the thing I wanted to
do. Gosta Ekman was the star in
the play. I thought him marvelous.
I still do. I was only a child; if I
had known at the time that when
I was seventeen I would actually
be playing opposite Mr. Ekman on
the screen, the thrill would have
been insupportable.
Escort was Peter Lindstrom, then a
medical student. He used to take
me to the theater. In 1937, he led
me to- the altar. I can never be
grateful enough for his advice,
which has helped me at every step
of my career.
I ENJOY—
folk songs—cowboy songs, Negro
spirituals, old-fashioned lullabies—
semi-classical music.
Charcoal sketches, black-and-white
character drawings.
Swedish pancakes, very thin, spread
with lingonberry jam and powdered
sugar.
Long walks in any weather.
.1 HATE—
Destructive criticism, bad taste, un¬
kindness, people who cheat.
I’M CRAZY ABOUT—
little drawings made by my daugh¬
ter;
home-made bread;
an old Swedish love song;
that floppy leopard doll my husband
gave me the first Christmas after
we met;
old people; the old have always
been kind to me.
SOME DAY—
I want to take Pia to visit Sweden,
but I want to make this country my
home always;
I want to travel over the United
States, visiting all 48 of them;
I’d love to play Joan of Arc—also
Mary Magdalene in “Scarlet Lily.”
I DISLIKE—
highly colored fingernail polish, ex¬
cept for picture roles;
dieting. I diet if necessary because
of weight. I love eating but can
curb my appetite for my career.
I WISH—
We could have a dog, but our prop¬
erty isn’t yet fenced in and we must
wait.
I’M FOND OF—
the color red; long-sleeved evening
gowns; smelts stuffed with an¬
chovies, baked in butter and bread
crumbs;
steam baths, playing tennis, reguular exercises, anything that keeps
me active and alert.
I’D LIKE TO—
live to see the end of all war, to
help build a real and lasting peace,
to have some part in a new and
better world.
The End
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I THE KNICKERBOCKER
MANIKIN Of 10> POSES
2. TOOLS FOR ARTISTS
3 THE MUNSEll
COLOR CHART

ANYONE WHO
HAS LEARNED TO WRITE
can learn to draw!
This helpful book removes the
mysticism that has surrounded art.
By reducing the
elements of drawing to its simple steps, it teaches THE
BEGINNER to draw, and then to advance into more
difficult subjects.
The illustrations show the 9 BRANCHES OF PRAC¬
TICAL ART which this book covers.
No previous
knowledge on your part is expected.
Within a few
days you will be drawing with an ease and enjoyment you
never thought possible.
For the professional artist, it is a
REFERENCE BOOK and veritable mine of information.
This book guides you from the first stroke on paper to selling
the finished art. Includes specific instruction on: Still Life,
Anatomy, Human Figure, Faces, Portraits, Cartooning, Advertis¬
ing, Lettering, Commercial Art, Illustrations, etc. Teaches you
to draw: Hands, feet, heads, bodies, ears, noses, mouths, eyes—
how to express: Laughter, anger, terror, grief, etc.—how to attain:
Balance, composition, symmetry, shading, action, movement. Also
how to letter with 37
COMPLETE ALPHABETS.
And how to draw cartoons,
caricatures and comic draw¬
ings. Includes glossary, etc.
To make it generally avail¬
able, we have set the special
price of SI. If not delighted,
money back.

KNICKERBOCKER PUB. CO.
Dept. D-2606
120 Greenwich St., New York 6, N. Y.
Rush me a copy of "It's Fun to Draw!"
,lf I don't think it the easiest and most
'enjoyable way to learn art I have ever
seen I may return it and it won't cost me
a single penny.
I enclose SI in full payment.
Send C.O.D. I'll pay postman SI plus 38c
C.O.D. postage and money order fees.

MAIL COUPON NOW
When your copy of IPs Fun To Draw arrives—
read and test if for 5 days. If, after this exami¬
nation, it hasn't opened up new paths of fun
and artistic ability for you—return it, and it
won't cost you a single penny. If you decide to
keep it, the FULL PRICE is only SI.00.

City.

State.

KNICKERBOCKER PUBLISHING CO.. 120 Greenwich St., N. Y. I
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QUEST
All-purpose DEODORANT
On sanitary napkins. Quest powder deodorizes completely

LINNEA PERFUME
“A Breath of Old Sweden”
$3.50
For Sale

in

Gift

Shops,

Drug

and

Department

Stores

Linnea Perfume brings you the refreshing fra¬
grance of Scandinavian woodlands.
Discovered
by the world’s greatest naturalist, Karl Von Linne,
who named and classified 12,000 flowers and
shrubs, the quaint fragrance of a little Swedish
woodland flower so entranced Linne that he gave
the flower his own name. Linnea Perfume brings
to you the fragrance of the Linnea flower.
That “Movieland” readers may enjoy the thrill
of knowing this lovely fragrance, we have pre¬
pared a “Get Acquainted’ package, prepaid to
you for only 25c. This package not sold in any
store. Mail coupon now for yourself and friends.
Please send . “Get Acquainted”
Packages.
Name...
Address

Enclosed find $.
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LINNEA PERFUMES, INC.
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Ohio

St..
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Chicago
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the pins with
a lasting grip

•Smooth finish
inside and out
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K'EVEF LET YOUR HAIR

and wandered onto the set on which Mr.
Dane Clark was working. The scene had
just been finished and a light change was
going up, so Dane was meal-sacked into his
canvas chair, studying his script.
"Any¬
thing doing on this set?" asked Gig, strolling
up.
Dane flicked his eyes in Gig’s direction,
saw only a slim, young coast guard character
and answered shortly, "Yeah—picture shoot¬
ing."
"Doesn't seem to be much doing. It's a
funny way to make pictures," observed Gig.
"Making a light change," Dane tossed at
him shortly.
"Do you work here? I mean, what do you
do?" pursued Gig.
"I'm an actor," said Dane, returning to his
script.
"You don’t look like one," said Gig in¬
nocently.
Dane slowly lowered his script, straight¬
ened in his chair, and made ready to deliver
an El Scorcho to this presumptuous visitor.
As he looked squarely into Gig's eyes, Dane
recognized his fellow player for the first time.

DOWN

*

*

NOT AS ADVERTISED
During the holidays, Errol Flynn was en¬
tertaining two Navy fliers in a well-known
Hollywood spot. As the hour was early
afternoon, there were few other guests pres¬
ent, but eventually two Waves wandered in,
obviously lonely, homesick, and wistful.
After having seated herself at the bar, one
of the girls—peering into the mirror—recog¬
nized Mr. Flynn. She arose with a "Damn
The Torpedoes" expression, marched over to
the table and said, "It wouldn't be Christmas
unless I kissed Errol Flynn." And she did so.
The redoubtable Errol, perennially aston¬
ished at the quaint things that befall him,
must have been too off-balance to recipro¬
cate in the manner expected of him, because
the Wave straightened, regarded the star
searchingly and said with brutal honesty,
"I don't know what I expected, but I'm dis¬
appointed." And slowly she walked away.
*

*

*

WHEN THE B.B.BLUE OF THE NIGHT
MEETS THE G.G.GOLD OF THE DAY

"That's what my cousin said when I told her
I was Joining the U. S. Cadet Nurse Corps.
Actually, all I know about cramps is how
to help relieve them. And that's to fake
Chi-Ches-Ters Pills."
Chi-Ches-Ters are so effective because a
special ingredient tends to help relieve
muscular tension—a common source of
simple menstrual pain. An added iron fac¬
tor tends to help build up your blood.
Ask your druggist for Chi-Ches-Ters today.
50f a box. And for best results begin tak¬
ing them three days before your period.
Note: Use only as directed.
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Have you ever heard of the Auroratone?
High time you did, if your answer is nega¬
tive. This writer can't explain it in detail
(being puzzled by a monkey wrench) but it
is an intricate scientific gadget that takes
sound and translates it into color. During
the research period, thousands of different
voices were rendered in Auroratone; experi¬
ment finally indicated that, of those tested,
Bing Crosby's voice was most capable of
awakening gradations of color, harmonious
blends, and exciting rainbows of sound.
A visiting Chinese general, after having
seen Auroratone and how it worked, asked
that Bing sing the Chinese National Anthem
in Chinese so that it could be recorded in
Auroratone and shown throughout China.

So Universal!

Maria (the lady has plans) Mon-

tez, Dean (Wife Wanted) Horens; Mocambo.

So Bing, with the assistance of a priest
on leave in this country after having spent
years in China at a mission, is learning the
Chinese anthem phonetically.
*

*

*

WALKING THE PLANK
Walter Slezak was working with Paul
Henreid and Maureen O'Hara in "Spanish
Main" when his anticipated call came. He
pulled off his pirate's wig, but left on his
studio make-up and resplendent raider's robes,
and scorched home. There he collected his
wife and rushed her to the hospital.
Other fathers in the waiting room were so
upset at the sight of this 19th Century gentle¬
man—reminding them by his archaic cos¬
tume that theirs was a vigil as old as man¬
kind itself—that Walter finally returned to
the studio, swapped sash and satin for tie
and tweed, and returned to the hospital.
Miss Ingrid Elizabeth arrived just after
midnight, looking very much like her hand¬
some mother, nee Johanna Van Rijn. A
jubilant father telephoned the press as fol¬
lows, "The most beautiful child ever to ar¬
rive at Hollywood Presbyterian Hospital has
just weighed in. You may say she is my
first child, and that I am resting comfortably."
*

*

*

EMOTIONAL TIES
Bob Walker's stag friends received news
of the theft of Bob's entire wardrobe with in¬
tense sympathy. They got together in solemn
high conclave and mulled over plans for a
Bundles For Bob campaign; the meeting ad¬
journed, each gentleman rushed to his home
and scrutinized his collection of Christmas
ties. The loudest, giddiest, most frightening
in each wardrobe was lovingly wrapped and
presented to Mr. Walker.
Local citizens no longer carry torches.
They carry Walker—same effect.

HALF A PINT OF STAR DUST
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE
department.
Around her head she
wore a beaded band. “I’m an Indian,”
she said, “for a routine in ‘Where Do
We Go From Here?’ A blonde Indian
in cahoots with Joan Leslie. Some
stuff.”
She was also wearing a pair of
black sneakers, black slacks, a black
jersey blouse and a lamb’s wool coat,
about size nine.
“There goes,” said Jimmy McHugh,
who will write most of June’s songs
in the future, “about half a pint of
star dust.”
Mebby so. But June Haver is also
half a pint of dynamite. If anyone
ever makes a picture called “Everywoman” in which Virtue and Mod¬
esty and Fear are impersonated, June
Haver will be cast as Enterprise.
She is a self-made woman, and the
manufacture started in First Grade.
A piano teacher came around to the
different rooms, asking whether any
of the pupils wanted to take lessons.
June waved her hand aloft and got
busy that very afternoon on scales
and simple compositions. At the end
of the month, when the bill for ser¬
vices rendered was opened by June’s
somewhat astounded mother, June
demonstrated her accomplishment:
she could play several light melodies
with the verve of a junior Freddy
Martin. Score one for Miss Ingenuity
at the age of five.
At age 7 she won the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music’s Post Music
Contest—the prize being the oppor¬
tunity of making a piano solo appear¬
ance with the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Eugene Goossens.
Don’t think that piano was the only
interest of our dynamic heroine. No
indeed. She sang. She orated. She
danced. Quadruple threat.
At the age of nine she won an
oratorical contest, and at ten she sang
a solo at the ceremonies officially
opening the new Frances Willard
School in Rock Island, Illinois—her
birthplace. This canary appearance
won her a singing spot on a Rock
Island radio station.
In the depths of the Haver mind,
ever
active,
a
few
commercial
thoughts began to germinate.
She
had won dozens of amateur honors;
when she had to ransack her dresser
drawers in search of some misplaced
object, the jingling of disturbed med¬
als could be heard for blocks. But
it seemed to June that a more finan¬
cial jingle would be welcome. Why,
she thought, didn’t she get together
a group of her friends who were tal¬
ented, and present a Saturday morn¬
ing juvenile radio show? She talked
this idea over with the station offi¬
cials, and they—suppressing grins at
this demonstration of native resource¬
fulness—said, “Go right ahead. See
if you can cook up your own pro¬
gram.”
In short order some very pleasant
sounds were emanating from the near¬
est broadcasting booth. On the pro¬
gram that June prepared, she em¬
ceed, played piano for vocalists, sang
a song or two herself, handled the
sound effects and, in general, covered
more ground than a grasshopper with
a hot foot.
Of course, all the parents of the
appearing children listened, and June
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encouraged them to ask friends to
tune in and comment by letter upon
the show. Then, armed like any ad¬
vertising
agency
salesman,
she
marched into one of the local ice
cream companies. “I want to see the
manager,” she told the office recep¬
tionist.
“On business,” she added
firmly when the receptionist gave her
the indulgent smile of an adult about
to administer a brush-off.
The receptionist announced Miss
Haver, who strode into the inner
office and ranged herself at one side
of a mahogany desk almost as tall
as she was. She had prepared her
sales talk in advance. She said that
all the kids in school listened to that
program every Saturday.
Most of
them also received their allowances
on Saturday. If, on that program,
someone plugged this particular com¬
pany’s brand of ice cream, it stood
to reason that plenty of the local
juvenile nickels would fall into the
company’s till. Moreover, whenever
a family decided to have ice cream
for dessert, the youngsters would
clamor for the brand they knew.
The company official was an astute
man. He also had a great heart and
an honest admiration for business
acumen—even though it be encased
in a blonde and incredibly diminutive
body. He made a deal: cash payment
of $2.00 each Saturday for every
member of the cast, plus all the ice
cream they could eat at any time.
So stimulated, June really went to
work. She named the program the
ice cream company’s “mainliner,” and
took her entire cast out to the airport
to be photographed with one of Amer¬
ican Airways gleaming cross-conti¬
nental birds. The pilot, co-pilot, and
stewardess allowed the junior birdmen and women to wear their caps
—a great moment.
When school started, June was so
busy with school orations, operettas,
and dramatics that she had to relin¬
quish the pi’ogram.
Skip to summer of 1939. Dick Jur¬
gens was scheduled to play a onenight dance engagement in Rock
Island, a fact that aroused in June
her most acute business instincts. As
soon as Mr. Jurgens and his band
checked into the hotel, June presented
herself. She told Mr. Jurgens that
he would undoubtedly do well in Rock
Island, where he was well and favor¬
ably known. But, she added, he could
grab a lot of free front page publicity
and double his take, if he would fol¬
low a small suggestion that she would
be glad to make.
All he had to do was to let her sing
a few numbers with his band. Head¬
lines would then appear to the effect
that local girl was going to make good
music, and she would personally see
to it that all the former members of
her radio program, everyone in school,
and everyone known to her family
even unto the third generation, would
be paying Jurgens admission.
Mr. Jurgens was polite but dubious.
He said he’d like to hear Miss Haver
warble a few stanzas. She obliged.
Mr. Jurgens not only capitulated, he
made like a man winded on a football
field. He predicted for Miss Haver
a future that would be dazzling to the
degree of the aurora borealis.
After that, whenever a big name

NO DULL
DRAB HAIR
When You Use This Amazing
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In one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
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Look your
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Don’t let super¬
fluous hair spoil
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chemical,
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JIM, I KNOW FROM
EXPERIENCE, GET PAZO!

[SMART WIFE, PAZO RELIEVED

THOSE SIMPLE PILES

Don't just suffer the agonizing pain, torture, itching of
simple piles. Remember, for over thirty years amazing
PAZO ointment has given prompt, comforting relief to
millions. It gives you soothing, welcome palliative relief.
How PAZO Ointment Works
1. Soothes inflamed areas—relieves pain and itching. 2. Lu¬
bricates hardened, dried parts —helps prevent cracking
and soreness. 3. Tends to reduce swelling and check bleed¬
ing. 4. Provides a quick and easy method of application.
Special Pile Pipe (or Easy Application
PAZO ointment has a specially designed, perforated Pile
Pipe, making application simple and thorough. (Some
persons, and many doctors, prefer to use suppositories, so
PAZO is also made in suppository form.)
Get Relief with PAZO Ointment!
Ask your doctor about wonderful PAZO ointment and
the soothing, blessed relief it gives for simple piles. Get
PAZO ointment from your druggist today!

Ike Grove Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.

MAKE $25-$35 A WEEK

quired.

Practical nurses are needed in every
community ... doctors rely on them ...
patients appreciate their cheerful, ex|
pert care.
You can learn practical
I nursing at home in spare time. Course
i endorsed by physicians. 46th yr. Earn
while learning. High School not re¬
Men. women, 18 to 60. Trial plan. Write now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 454,
100 East Ohio Street, Chicago II, III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name___
^ittJ

Htnte._Age_
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LIGHT

Simple Home Shampoo

Washes

Hair Shades Lighter SAFELY...
Made specially for blondes, this new sham¬
poo helps keep light hair from darkening—
brightens faded hair. Called Blondex, its rich
cleansing lather instantly removes the dingy
film that makes hair dark, old-looking. Takes
only 11 minutes at home. Gives hair lustrous
highlights. Safe for children. Get Blondex
at 10c, drug and department stores.
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band came to town, June descended
upon the stick-wielder and gave her
sales talk. As word of her enterprise
had already spread among musicians,
she was welcomed with warmth and
special arrangements. That’s how she
happened to go on tour, chaperoned
by her mother, with Ted Fio Rito.
That’s how she happened to land in
Hollywood to make two film shorts:
one with Ted, and the other with
Tommy Dorsey.
As the Haver family (in addition to
her parents, June has two sisters)
had long been looking westward from
Rock Island with Hollywood reflected
in the iris of their eyes, Mrs. Haver
decided that since she and June were
already here, the rest of the Havers
might as well join them.
The family established in Beverly
Hills, June enrolled in Beverly Hills
High in September, 1941.
In line
with her usual energetic behavior, she
promptly won the lead in the school’s
production of “Ever Since Eve.” She
also won first prize in the L.A. InterScholastic Debating League Meet,
with a powerful oration entitled,
“Don’t Weep, America.”
She had
written it immediately after the
bombing of Pearl Harbor, and those
who have heard June deliver this
speech say that it produces goose
bumps larger than golf balls, and that
if you aren’t in tears at the end, you
“ain’t necessarily hoomin.”
20th Centuiy-Fox, impressed by
this accumulation of ability, put June
under contract. That was one of the
high moments of her life. She passed
theaters, walking gracefully a foot
above the ground and thinking, “Some
day soon MY name will be in lights
up there.”
She began to read plays with the
same headlong intensity that had
characterized her every endeavor to
date. Each time the telephone rang,
she expected the caller to be Mr.
Zanuck in person, asking her to hurry
to the studio to inspect her first mo¬
tion picture script.
She continued
her vocal and dancing lessons just to
be ready for any emergency.
And then, after eleven months of
waiting, a telephone call finally
buzzed itself into the Haver family
circle. Mrs. Haver answered. It was
June’s agent calling, and he suggested
that June ready herself within the
next day or so for a series of trips to
other studios. He had caught a ru¬
mor to the effect that June’s next
option was going to be dropped.
June threw herself on the bed and
sobbed wildly. “But I’ve never even
been given a chance,” she wailed. “It
isn’t fair. How can they toss me out
without even letting me hand Betty
Grable a bottle of bubble bath in
Technicolor—even if I didn’t even say,
‘Another towel?’ ”
The next morning the small, but
structural-steel reinforced Haver chin
was out to here. “We’ll see about
this,” she announced. From her older
sister she borrowed a trim, tailored
black suit that added about five years
to the visual Haver age. From her
mother she borrowed a trim black hat.
A tailored white blouse and white
glace gloves completed the ensemble.
But for luck, June also borrowed her
mother’s engagement ring.
Then she went to talk to the head
of 20th’s Talent Department. She
talked and she talked. Every ounce
of forensic zeal in her nature was
dropped on the scales of a new chance
by an eloquent June. “I’ll prove to
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and his growing hair
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find
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with water; spread special seed
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Sent complete
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$1, postpaid,
MONEY BACK GUARAN¬
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$1 complete.

PADDY NOVELTY CO.
45 Washington Avenue
Goliad, Texas
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PIMPLES

BLACKHEADS
DULL,DARK SKIN

Don't give in to unlovely skin! Try famous
Nadinola Cream, used and praised by thousands of lovely women. Nadinola is a 4-way
treatment cream that acts to lighten ana
brighten dark, dull skin—clear up externally
caused pimples—fade freckles—loosen and
remove blackheads. Its special medicated
- \ ingredients help to clear and freshen your
^skin—make it creamy-white, satin-smooth.
> •' Buy Nadinola Cream today and use only as
directed. A single treatment-size jar is posiy tively guaranteed to improve your complexion
\
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you that I can play romantic leads,”
she promised, “if you’ll just give me
a chance. Let me write the script for
my own test. Leave everything to
me.”
The official mopped his brow. “All
right,” he capitulated, “but make it
good.”
For two weeks June worked on that
script. It was a sophisticated sketch,
daring, knowing. The lines were such
that they must be handled by an
expert. The June-type of expert.
June held a conference with the
prop department.
She wanted the
piano against which she was to sing
to be mahogany, so that it would
photograph as a dark mass. She
wanted a series of palm boughs to
droop shadows over one corner of the
screen. She wanted the boy, who was
to test with her, to wear dinner
clothes.
Those arrangements made,
June borrowed one of her sister’s
white formals—a lovely thing with a
lowcut, shining satin bodice, very re¬
vealing, very provocative, and a
swirling white net skirt. And, for
luck
again,
June
borrowed
her
mother’s engagement ring.
P. S.—Miss Haver’s option was
dropped. But she was instantly signed
to a better contract and cast with
equal speed in “Home In Indiana.”
As you undoubtedly know, “Home”
was shot partially in Kentucky, and
partly in southern Illinois. (Making
pictures according to this rule of con¬
fused geographic location is called
Dogpatch Style. It accounts for “Sa¬
hara” being made in Southern Cali¬
fornia, and “The Spanish Main” being
shot at Toluca Lake.)
Going on location gave June an
opportunity to return to her old home
town, which arose magnificently to
the occasion. She sang, she danced,
she chattered.
She addressed her
former grade school classmates, now
in High School. It was all wonderful.
Then, the minute she returned to
Hollywood, she was cast in “Irish
Eyes Are Smiling,” opposite Dick
Haymes—which is a fate just slightly
worse than having an unknown uncle
die and leave 37,479,298 trillion dol¬
lars to you. Is that bad?
In closing, we should explain the
cloud of perfume that permeates this
page—it comes from June Haver. You
see, about two years ago an admirer
gave June a huge bottle of Tabu. Mrs.
Haver, a wise and careful mother,
ruled that the fragrance was too
heavy for sixteen-year-old June. Not
until she was eighteen was June to be
allowed to open the bottle.
Early the morning of June 10, 1944,
June arose, rushed to the dresser,
broke the seal and doused herself
liberally with the exotic liquid. And
from that day until this, Miss Haver
has walked in an invisible cloud of
glorious perfume.
Sweet kid.
The End

Female "Napoleon"
Joan Fontaine, who has many, many
nurses' aid hours to her credit, was work¬
ing in a psychopathic ward recently. A
sweet old lady, on the "Arsenic And Old
Lace" type, asked one of the graduate
nurses, "Who is that pretty girl over
there? She's been so pleasant to me."
"That's Joan Fontaine," said the grad¬
uate.
The little lady shook her head commiseratingly.
"Poor child.
How long
has she thought so?"
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Let your hair be a real

with

Madame Love creations to suit your exact type

POMPADOUR
ROLLS...

$6.85, $7.50,
$10.50, $15.00

The rage today

$165

This Type ^
Only S685

Page Boy Falls
For the latest pompadour coiffure,
Long Curl Falls
featured in leading fashion magazines
$25.00 and up
All colors. By mail, $1.75. Send check
or money order, and be sure to en¬
Braids, Curls.
close sample of your front hair.
Transformations
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Designed for your Above Style Chignon fills in
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Pays HOSPITAL and SURGICAL Bills
for the Whole Family
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No medical examination. Pays up to $510.00
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for operations. Pays up to $50.00 for operating
room, medicines, ambulance, etc. Covers sickn esses, accidents, operation s, ch ildbirth, female
disorders and many other disabilities not cov¬
ered by other policies. You select your own
doctor and hospital. This full-coverage Family
Hospital and Surgical Policy issued DIRECT
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vestigate! Send no money, but mail coupon
below quick for full details—sent FREE. No
agent will call on you. Act today!
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NOW AVAILABLE!
GENUINE Birdseye 250-watt INFRA-RED RAY
globe, pure silver lining, with built-in reflector.
Set includes eye-protecting goggles.
Lamp fits any standard socket (reading
lamp, bridge lamp, doctors’ and hospital
Model lamps). Gives off many times as
much heat as the same unit light bulb.
Rays are pure Infra-Red (no violet); will
not sunburn.
Used as indicated for chest and bron¬
chial congestions, muscular pains or
wherever infra-red heat treatments are
desired. Every home should use these
lamps in winter. Safe, comforting, relax¬
ing. A penetrating heat. Guaranteed.
Approximate life, 6,000 hours. Price
for set, infra-red bulb and goggles—
BY MAIL
Plus

$4.00

12c Sales Tax
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WOMEN
EARN CASH AND YOUR OWN
DRESSES FREE as Sales Bonus
This special opportunity is offered to mar¬
ried women (and a few exceptional single
women) who want to turn spare hours into
cash—and get personal dresses and other
apparel ABSOLUTELY FREE as
extra bonus. Just show friends and
neighbors vast, complete selection
of famous Harford Frocks newest,
gorgeous Spring and Summer dresses
—and take their orders. It's easy
when you display more than 100
beautiful styles, all sizes, in the
season's latest fabrics, colors and
patterns—and huge selection of
hosiery, lingerie, sportswear,
suits, coats, children's wear, etc.,
all at LOW MONEY-SAVING
PRICES.

NO

EXPERIENCE—NO
MONEY NEEDED

You earn big cash commission
on every order you take—and
in addition you get generous
sales bonus credits toward
your own FREE BONUS
DRESSES and other apparel
needs. Thousands of women,
young and old. in all parts
of the country, are earning wel¬
come dollars every week—and their
own dresses free as a sales bonus—
this easy, delightful way. Friends
and neighbors welcome the opportu¬
nity to shop at home and save
money, time and gasoline.
Gorgeous

Style

Presentation

FREE!

Rush your name, address, age, etc.,
today for complete presentation of
colorful style and actual sample fab
rics. Send
~ id no money.
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it’s so much fun to get home again.
It’s a residence so much akin to every
other in the well-mannered neighbor¬
hood, you’d pass right by without
special notice, unless you happened
to have the address scribbled in your
notebook.
The gentleman who answers your
ring, however, is too good-looking to
be opening just any door. As a mat¬
ter of record, he is too good-looking
to be opening Lloyd Nolan’s door.
The shades of Michael Shayne, the
sergeants, and all those other “guys”
retire in a hurry, for Lloyd is one of
the very few screen actors who neither
looks nor sounds like his screen self.
He has startling silver hair above a
youthful tan face, rich brown eyes,
and a knowing taste in sports clothes.
Surprisingly, since many of the
screen’s leading “glamour boys” are
fellows who otherwise would pass un¬
noticed in a crowd, you realize that
Nolan-in-person is one of Holly¬
wood’s most stunning gents, and the
average feminine fan wouldn’t pass
him without looking back, whether
she recognized him or not. For the
rest of the afternoon you keep looking
at him—and wondering. While most
of Hollywood’s healthily-hued males
cry for the Techni-cameras even more
than its females, you keep wondering
what Lloyd, in his own natural
personality-changing color scheme,
would do on the screen. You specu¬
late whether with the right role and
a director who could get Nolan as-is
on the screen, he might not start a
new cycle for himself, as well as a
new style in smart-looking and
smoothly ingratiating leading men.
The Nolan home, inside, is one of
those where you take a chair without
waiting for an invitation, and nibble
on nuts, fresh-salted by the lady of
the house. At the moment, she hap¬
pens to be upstairs checking the
linen to be sure the laundry hasn’t
blitzed another sheet. You can see
a small girl, nose pressed flat against
a terraced window pane. She’s de¬
veloped the darndest habit of wanting
to wave goodbye to visitors, which
makes it embarrassing when they’ve
just come in. And the back-yard is
just about the bouncingest baby boy
you’ve ever watched try to scale the
walls of his play-pen. He’ll make it
any day now, says Dad. They’ve al¬
ready had the fish pond filled with
dirt, in anticipation.
From all this, you can see that the
Nolans at home are gracious and un¬
affected—as human as your Aunt and
Uncle Dudley. Right about here, how¬
ever, we can drop this “just like any
other household” routine. The re¬
freshing quality about this dwelling
is that it is admittedly the home of a
man who makes a good living as a
movie actor.
To savor the enjoyment of this sec¬
ond surprise—which seeps in, rather
than springs at you—it is necessary
to remember that while a coal-miner
or a real estate salesman can be fully
relaxed at home about being a coal-
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miner or a real estate salesman, it is
thought to be bad taste for an actor to
live like an actor. For this reason,
most Hollywood households give off
a strained air of trying to prove
something. You run into elaborate
“simplicity”
and
abnormal
“nor¬
malcy” and other things dedicated to
proving that movie stars are “people.”
The Nolans, Mr. and his ex-actress
Mrs., are both professional perform¬
ers and people, and since they make
no studied effort to proclaim or dis¬
claim either fact, you instinctively
know they are a success at both.
The. Nolan youngsters, Melinda and
Jay, are first of all, prime products
of California, State of beautiful chil¬
dren. In addition, there’s the inter¬
esting fact that each morning, when
other fathers are off to the business
of making mergers, airplanes, or
grocery sales, their dad is off to his
business of making corpses, even if
only cinematically speaking. It’s a
many-faceted situation, and no mere
spectator could enjoy all its little
niceties and novelties as do the
Nolans, themselves.
There was the time, for example,
when Mel and Lloyd engaged in a
playful scramble to tune in a favorite
radio program. Mel, weighing in at
109, gave her Tuff Guy mate a slight
poke in the eye and, as they after¬
ward learned, ruptured a tiny blood
vessel.
Outgrowing the proverbial
mushroom, the eye was a large lump
in a minute, and turning purplish
around the edges. In the ordinary
household, a call to the cook to bring
hot and cold applications for the mas¬
ter’s eye, could hardly precipitate a
crisis. The Nolan cook, who is also a
movie fan, wouldn’t believe the shiner
when she saw it—and by the time
she collected her shattered illusions
enough to go into action, the eye had
decided on a definite black.
And where the ordinary gent could
go nonchalantly to the office and toss
off something prideful about “The
little woman has certainly improved
her left hook now she’s eating
Wheaties,” a Movie Mug is supposed
to swagger onto the set and make a
side-of-the-mouth brag about “You
oughta see the door that buipped into
me—!” At any rate, none of Lloyd’s
studio associates would believe the

Gale Storm was invited to the White House
as a result of her work in "They Shall Have
Faith," Monogram's infantile paralysis pic.

true tale anymore than would the
cook.
He was doing a “Michael
Shayne” at the time and when make¬
up and various other devices failed to
hide that the invincible sleuth was
sporting a black eye, the picture had
to shut down.
Also, there was the time Lloyd, who
doesn’t go on hunting trips because
he can’t bear to kill gentle animals
like rabbits and deer, came home and
confessed he was about to be legally
accused of “deliberately maiming” a
fellow actor. It was early in his pic¬
ture career, and the prospect was dis¬
turbing.
“About the only glimpses the fans
had had of me up until then were in
some pretty nasty characterizations
of gang-leaders and such.”
“The kind of roles that always
moves some drunk to stagger up in
public and say, ‘I’ve always wanted to
meet you, Nolan—jus’ so’s I could
knock your block off!’” explains his
wife.
“It happened when I was working
in a knock-down, drag-out scene with
a character actor who is several years
older
than
I,”
continues
Lloyd.
“Screen fighting calls for some pretty
tricky timing. You throw a fake
wallop at a fellow, and pull your
punch at the exact point of contact,
making it look like it was stopped by
his chin. He pulls his head back, as if
it had been rocked by the punch. In
other words, it takes two to make a
fake fight, just as it takes two to
make a real one.
“In this case, the other fellow and
I were struggling on the floor. It was
one of those situations where I wasn’t
supposed to know who I was grap¬
pling, but the audience was to see his
face and recognize him. I usually fight
very relaxed, figuring if there’s a slip,
a relaxed punch won’t hurt anybody.
This time, however, our heads and
bodies had to be held just so, in order
to match up the carpet patterns with
some previous shots.
“We worked out all these details, re¬
hearsed, and then the cameras moved
in for the close-up. I let go with a
right hook—and to my surprise, the
fellow’s head was still there when it
landed. I clipped him on the ear, but
good, splitting it wide open. He got
sore and claimed I did it to knock him
out of the picture. Well, you know
how those things are—you can apolo¬
gize just so far. When I left the studio,
the fellow was headed for his at¬
torney.”
The Nolans were spared their day
in court though, by one of those
things that could happen only in the
movie business.
The other actor,
wanting to strike while he was hot,
rushed over to the lawyer’s house
that evening:
“Seems the lawyer hadn’t come in
yet, and while he was waiting the
fellow re-enacted the crime for the
benefit of the lawyer’s daughter. He
not only split the girl’s ear, just like
his own, but she was completely out
for twenty minutes. The next morn¬
ing he was waiting for me all smiles,
hoping we could be friends. He con¬
fessed he might need me to go to the
attorney and explain what happened
to the daughter!”
In 20th Century’s dramatization of
“A Tree Grows in Brooklyn,” Lloyd
makes a notable departure from his
usual role. As McShayne, the likeable
cop in the story, he neither kills nor
gets killed. For the first time on cellu¬
loid, he gets the girl.
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You’d hardly think this plum role,
peaceable as it is, would have any
repercussions at home, but it did.
During the shooting, he was wont to
devote much of his conversation at
home to admiring anecdotes of Peggy
Ann Garner, sprig off Twentieth’s own
family tree, and heroine of the
Brooklyn saga. After a while, it be¬
came apparent that mention of Peggy
was becoming exceedingly distasteful
to Melinda Junior. The day she made
the flat statement, “I don’t like her,”
her mother recognized it as jealousy.
Next day Lloyd took his three-yearold to the set and allowed her to watch
him do a scene with Dorothy Mc¬
Guire and Peggy Ann, who is eleven.
On the way home his daughter was a
very chipper young lady, the cloud
completely removed from her life.
“So you do like Peggy Ann, after
all,” Lloyd remarked. “You should,
because you know I told you you
didn’t have to worry about Daddy
liking her better than you.”
“That’s right,” said Melinda hap¬
pily,” I was only worried because I
thought she was a little girl like me.
But now I see she’s too old for you,
Daddy!”
A native son of San Francisco,
Lloyd was “discovered” for movies,
but only after he’d achieved success
on Broadway. His father was a shoe
manufacturer, which didn’t keep the
scion of the family from deciding on
an acting career early in life. He de¬
parted from this ambition just once,
when he flunked out on his first year
at Stanford University, and went to
sea. His work aboard a tramp steamer
was highlighted by two events: one,
when he ran the boat on the rocks at
Marseilles; and two, when after dock¬
ing it at New York, the boat burned
to the water-line. He went back to
finish his studies at Stanford, and the
next summer tried a vaudeville skit
with a fellow student.
After graduation, and a session in
the Pasadena Community Theater, he
set out for New York, and found the
place too busy to be properly recep¬
tive. He had several minor acting
ventures on Broadway and on the
road, all of which started promisingly
and ended suddenly, but mostly he
was in-again out-again of stock. He
had the standard embryo-thespian’s
experiences, like playing in the the¬
ater where Bette Davis was an usher¬
ette, working with beginners Helen
Hayes and Pat O’Brien, and meeting
big-timer’s Alice Brady and Sir Guy
Standing. All of them dim like a
winter’s sun, however, alongside the
still-glowing fact that it was while
in stock he met a young lady whose
name was permanently removed from
theater programs soon afterwards.
The play was “Sweet Stranger,” in
which he played an office boy, slightly
bossed by one Mel Elfrid, acting the
part of a stenographer. At first re¬
hearsal, he decided that by any other
play-name, the stranger couldn’t be
sweeter.
“Mel was a fine actress,” he says,
and you know he isn’t kidding. She
was also smart enough to recognize
that two careers don’t usually make
for one happy marriage, and was will¬
ing to bet on Lloyd. It was a year later
they made their first Broadway hit,
in “One Sunday Night,” with Lloyd on
the stage, and Mel “pulling for him”
in the wings.
“You’ll never know what we went
through that opening night,” he grins
wryly.” Opening is hard, even on a
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well-established actor. You feel like
you’re carrying the whole play on
your shoulders, because if everybody
else doesn’t click the play won’t be a
success—and you can’t be a success
in it. Mel and I were sweating it out
for even more important reasons—
if I clicked, we could get married.”
“One Sunday Night” lasted fortythree weeks—the marriage has been a
click for ten years. Hearing it told
this way, you think about the two
scared youngsters who waited up for
the morning reviews, with their fu¬
tures depending on them, and admire
a couple of good gamblers. You meet
them today, when Lloyd can go to
sleep after any performance and
know there’ll be a choice of several
new film jobs waiting for him in the
morning. You find them still simple
and extremely human, and you know
what it is that you like about the
Nolans. Good gamblers aren’t un¬
common, among actors or “people,”
but the Nolans are also good winners!
Like most Hollywoodians, Lloyd
does a lot of camp-touring these days.
A favorite nephew was killed in the
air recently, and he feels pretty
deeply about all the youngsters who
are preparing themselves for the
same hazardous business:
“I’m always meeting him over
again. There was a kid from Texas,
on the last trip—tall and quiet, just
like he was. They’re so willing, those
kids—and so appreciative even if you
just sit around and talk to them. On
one trip I lost my wallet, and practi¬
cally every kid in camp wanted to
lend me money!”
Some day Lloyd hopes to direct.
Meantime, he’s happy bringing in his
assorted characters, dead or alive. A
minor mental upset now and then is
the question of why screen police¬
man’s uniforms always have to be so
new and nicely pressed, as if they had
donned them specially to answer the
riot call? He settled this, to his own
satisfaction at least, by wearing his
cop’s blues for “A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn” for several days before the
camera saw them.
His next picture will be “Circum¬
stantial Evidence,” in which he has
a repeat performance as a nice guy
with romantic inclinations. He’ll be a
small-town postman, with his hair
dyed, or wigged, brown. Of course,
we’re still betting that with his own
silver hair he’d be terrific. But then,
you can’t have everything, and legions
of fans are perfectly satisfied with
Nolan as they already know him!
The

End
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DEAN HARENS
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IO YEARS YOUNGER
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Bargain Sale! Over 3M lbs,

(30 yards) of beautiful,
large, fast color, new prints.
Excellent quality. Bright,
colorful,
gorgeous
designs.
LOVELY INITIAL
RAYON
HOSE

RING or
GIVEN

with every order. Also 20 beautiful
quilt patterns.Send JVo Money—write
today. Pay postman C.O.D. only 1.74
plua postage. Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Money Back. You’ll be delighted!
Give ring size and initial wanted.

GREAT AMERICAN SALES CO.
55 E. WashingtooSL, Chicago 2, Dept 501

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS
Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste

84

If you have an excess of acids in your blood, your 15
miles of kidney tubes may be over-worked. These tiny
filters and tubes are working day and night to help
Nature rid your system of excess acids and poisonous
waste.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison¬
ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag¬
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some¬
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.
Kidneys may need help the same as bowels, so ask
your druggist for Doan’s Pills, used successfully by
millions for over 40 years. They give happy relief ana
will help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison¬
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.

Dean managed on next to nothing.
With his meals “catch as catch can,”
he set his heart and head on a luxury,
an extravagant luxury—a dog.
He
was going to have a dog, even if they
went hungry together.
So he looked, and I looked.
We
found dogs, plenty of them—cocker
spaniels, too, which was what he
wanted. But cockers ran into money
—big money—and bit parts in radio
do not pay big money.
Finally, he found one—a cute
blonde pup, priced in the lower brack¬
ets. Dean named her Maggie. And
Maggie did air-warden duty with him
all that winter, night after night, in
the Sixth Avenue section on the West
Side.
But even with Maggie, Dean was
often lonesome. He missed his home
and wanted his family. I never saw
a boy care so much about his family.
He is proud of his father, who’s a
hotel executive and plays the pipeorgan in church on Sundays. Many
times I’ve heard Dean say, “Dad would
have been a great musician, if he
hadn’t had a family to take care of.”
He adores his mother, too—a viva¬
cious, lovely lady who can cook the
best candied sweet potatoes this side
of Georgia. Clara Haerens came to
New York to see her younger son
make his debut on Broadway. The
show was “The Talley Method,” with
Ina Claire and Philip Merrivale. Dean
had the juvenile lead, and had pro¬
vided seats down front for his mother
and me on opening night. He sent
orchids to his mother, camellias to
me. I think no two women were ever
more thrilled, more nervous and
excited.
When the show was over, Dean
gave his first success party. He took
his mother and me (and not one of
the dozens of girls who’d have given
an arm to go along with us) to Spivy’s
Roof to celebrate the biggest event
in his career—thus far.
But “The Talley Method” was only
a toe-hold on Broadway. Next came
“Papa Is All.” Dean did a fine job
of Jake, the son who rebelled at
“Papa’s” brutish piety.
After “Papa” had run its course,
he played the wounded flyer in “Men
in Shadow.” Dean wanted that part.
The producers wanted him to play it.
But he had a handicap. He was too
heavy. In the play Roy Hargrave had
to lift the wounded flyer, whose legs
were in splints, through a trap door
set high in the ceiling. Could Roy,
who weighed a hundred and fifty,
lift Dean, who weighed a hundred
and seventy-five?
Dean waited in my apartment that
night for the call from Roy giving
his decision. The call came. Roy had
a sprained wrist. One hundred and
sixty-five pounds was his outside lift¬
ing limit.
“When do rehearsals begin, Roy,”
Dean asked. And then, “Okay, in five
days I’ll weigh less than one-sixtyfive. You can count on it.”
Everyday for the next five days,
he phoned me. He was weak. He was
dizzy. He couldn’t sleep for the gnaw¬
ing in his stomach. But—when re¬
hearsals began, he weighed one-sixty,
and if he looked pale and unsteady to
the audience on opening night they

thought it was an authentic portrayal
of a wounded flyer.
When something offers itself to be
done. Dean doesn’t waste time won¬
dering whether or not he can do it.
He takes it, and then does it. Ex¬
cept in one case that I remember.
George Abbot wanted Dean for the
juvenile lead in a musical production.
Dean could neither sing nor dance,
but he was ready to learn to do both.
Only just then something better came
along — “These Endearing Young
Charms”—and he took that role, in¬
stead.
It was in “These Endearing Young
Charms” that Producer Felix Jackson
spotted him, and immediately signed
him for the important role of Charles
in “Christmas Holiday.”
When Universal selected him for
the swashbuckling lead in “Salome,
Where She Danced,” the part called
for riding a horse hell-bent-forleather. Dean had never been on a
horse, but again—he would learn. He
took fencing lessons for the role, too,
and wrote me that his muscles were
“so crisp they crackled.”
After which the studio decided he’d
be better in the romantic lead op¬
posite Ella Raines, with Charles
Laughton, in “The Suspect.” Which
ironically enough, required no horse¬
back riding, no fencing.
Just before Dean left New York
for Hollywood, he said to me, “Of
course it’s swell to be going, but I
don’t feel I have proved myself yet
on Broadway.” Modesty, you see, is
not the least of his virtues.
The day he was leaving, a tele¬
gram brought him a great break—
from his viewpoint. Between New
York and Hollywood, he made pic¬
tures for the government—a training
film for the Navy at Great Lakes
Training Station, in Illinois.
Finding a home, once he’d arrived
in Hollywood, was of course a prob¬
lem. After several weeks of searching,
Dean finally found a house in Laurel
Canyon. But he likes things ship¬
shape, the house wasn’t. Nor could
he find workmen to do anything about
it.
So, he bought paint, brushes, a lad¬
der and overalls, and set to work.
His house is shipshape now—outside,
from his own labor, and inside, be¬
cause of Betty.
Betty is Dean’s sister-in-law, wife
of his brother Walter. Dean is crazy
about Betty—and more so, about Carol
Deane, his little niece.
Dean is happy to have them with
him—his brother, and Betty, and their
little girl—because he values a family.
But he wants a family that’s really
his own. And with that in mind, he’s
looking for his “dream girl.” But she
must have everything — goodnesssweetness, and charm, plain common
sense and a ready laugh. Does that
sound like a big order? Not too big,
I say, because Dean is deserving of
just such a wife.
He has come a long way, in the
twenty-four years since he was born
in South Bend, Indiana, and he’s go¬
ing a whole lot farther. He has every¬
thing required to make a great star
—ability, industry, grit, and a quick
and lasting friendliness. He’s goodlooking, he’s loyal, and he has a
divine sense of humor. And he has
a twinkling blue eye peeled for the
right honey-pie, girls. He’s a marry¬
ing kind of guy, as well as a swell
actor.
The End

“The end of the week came all too
soon. We’d so enjoyed our tramps
through the woods, and walking to
the village every day to buy meat
and groceries. Together, we’d cooked
our meals and washed the dishes,
keeping house up there by ourselves
was great fun.
“But I couldn’t help eyeing Hedy
suspiciously, our last morning there,
when she heated a big plate of navy
bean soup and cut fried sausages into
it, for breakfast. Although my wife
likes a good breakfast, never before
had I seen her eat anything quite so
hearty, the first thing in the morning.
“However, her casual, ‘This moun¬
tain air makes me ravenous. I can’t
seem to get enough to eat,’ allayed
my suspicions.
“We both noticed that she was no
longer nervous. Her backache, that
always bothered her more or less, had
completely disappeared. Her energy
seemed boundless.
“Besides pitching into the house¬
work, she was tireless in exploring
the woods on a hunt for logs for the
fireplace. She dragged in several
larger than she was.
“Driving home, when a tire blew
out, she insisted on helping me put
on the spare. Climbing back into the
car she said, ‘I’m positively starving.
Let’s stop at the first restaurant we
come to.’
“Although Hedy prefers a steak
cooked rare, again I eyed her with
wonder, when she ordered a cannibal
sandwich. In case you don’t know, a
cannibal sandwich is uncooked, finely
ground round steak, with onions.
Something I had never known Hedy
to touch before.
“ ‘Don’t be silly,’ she smiled, when
I remarked that maybe there was
something to the radio announcer’s
prediction. ‘Changing a tire would
give anyone an appetite.’
“But as you know, it wasn’t long
before our doctor confirmed my grow¬
ing suspicion that the broadcaster had
been right. We were told that we
could expect a visit from the stork
early in June.
“Like the idea? We were delighted
beyond words! Both of us want chil¬
dren. But we had planned to wait
until Hedy had finished her contract
with Metro. She felt the need of a
vacation. She wanted time to look
for a new house. And most of all,
when the time arrived we had hoped
to keep such a secret out of the news
columns. We didn’t relish the fact
that it had been sent out over the air
waves, before we ourselves knew it.
“I couldn’t resist phoning the radio
announcer. ‘You seem to know so
much about our future, perhaps you
will be good enough to look into your
crystal ball and tell my wife and me
whether our baby will be a boy or
a girl.’ ”
John has a grown son, who was
reared in England. Following in the
footsteps of his father in World War

bossed and have space for the eng
loved ones. Ring given with your order for
and bracelet. Wear on ten days’ trial. If n
the necklace and bracelet within 10 days and
refunded, BUT YOU ARE TO KEEP THE R
ACQUAINTED GIFT, in any event.

Sterling
Silver

cpiJn 11A MAlirv Write today.
Ob.HU HU ITIUIiC.1 arrives you pa
$1.95 each for necklace and bracelet plus m
Federal Tax. Supplies Limited.

The latest thing
for afternoon or
evening wear is
precious,
cheer¬
ful. sterling sil¬
ver heart charm
rings, necklaces
and bracelets.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.
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from Famous HOLLYWOOD FILM

Just to get acquainted, we will make you a beautiful pro
largement FREE of any snapshot, photo or negative. Be sur
of hair, eyes and clothing, and get our bargain offer for hav
ment beautifully hand-colored in oil and mounted in a hands
a customer. Your original returned. Please enclose 10c
handling and mailing each enlargement. Act now! Offer limited to U. S
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Why pay big prices for luminous articles? .Make'them
ilf at
at small cost. Sell at big profit or keep for your
yourself
own pleasure. We furnish complete outfit Including con¬
fidential instructions. Simple, easy to use. A stroke of
the brush — any article glows In the dark like magic. Lasts
Indefinitely. Absolutely harmless. Others have made thou¬
thou- _
sands of dollars selling glowing articles. Why
not you? Hundreds of uses. Use on Jew¬
elry, flowers, ties, service flags, statues, toys.
light switches, house numbers, furniture,
Comolete Lfte-Glo Kl* only
pictures, clocks, stairs, holiday ornaments, si
CASH or C O D
signs, puU-cordfl. etcetcOrder .NOWi jVme, .dd\U, on Po,tSVd^ai
Money-back guarantee.
postman $1.00 plus charges.
LITE-GLO CO., Dept. 56-LD, Topeka, Kan. Send cash, wo pay postage.
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Just try thi9 System on yonr HAIR
7 days and see if you are really enjoy¬
ing the pleasure of LONGER HAIR
that so often captures love and Roman

EACH
OR
BOTH FOR

s9«

DIAMOND RINGS

Just to get acquainted we will send you smart, new 10K
yellow gold engagement ring or wedding ring.
Romance
design engagement ring set with flashing, Rose cut dia¬
mond solitaire in sentimental, sweetheart mounting. Wed¬
ding ring is deeply embossed, 10K 5 ellow gold, set with
3 genuine chip Diamonds. Either ring only $5.95 or both
for $9.95 plus postage and 209b Federal tax. SEND NO
MONEY with order, just name and ring size.
Pay on
arrival then wear ring 10 days on money-back guarantee.
Rush order now!
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. 794-DS, Jefferson, Iowa

cm IITF YOUR HERO

HAIR MAY GET LONGE

when scalp and hair conditions are norm
and the dry, brittle, breaking off hair c
be retarded by supplementing the natu
hair oils, it has a chance to get long
and much more beautiful. Just try t
JUELENE System 7 days and let yo
mirror prove results. Fully guarantee
Send $1.00 or C. O. D. plus few cents
back if you are not fully delighted.

JUEL CO., 1930 Irving Park Rd., Dept

PHOT

with this

jHLJIeV HEART TO heart

LOVE EMBLEM
Be the first to wear this new starspangled, heart-shaped Love Em¬
blem. Wear it proudly in honor of
your man in the service.
This
TRUE SYMBOL OF LOVE. FRIEND¬
SHIP. AND GOOD LUCK WISHES
tells the world t.iat your loved
one is in his country’s service.
Stunning in design, perfect in
taste.
Sparkles with unheard of
beauty. It’s new! It's different! It s
a knockout! Hand-made of beautiful,
highlv polished White Duraplast
that 'can’t soil. fray, or tarnish.
Attractively decorated In gold, sil¬
ver, and royal blue, with firm
safety catch.
Your choice of the
following inscriptions: Son in Service—Husmnd in Service—Brother
in Service—Sons in Service—Sweet¬
heart in Service. Also available:
LD STAR Emblems, inscribed Son Killed in Action-sband Died in Service. Limited quantities due to war
iditions. Order today to get i-ours! Only $1.49 if you
id money with order, or O.O.D. pUis postage. In orderr state inscription desired. GUARANTEED. If not deWd? purchase price refunded. EXETER HOUSE, Dept.
-AC, 37 East 19 St., New York 3, N. Y.
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“Hedy feels cheated because she
can’t go there with us,” said John.
“She tried it a couple of times. Auto¬
graph fans nearly mobbed her. Neither
she nor the children had any fun.”
As it is, the good-looking John
Loder, with blonde Danielle and dark,
curly haired James on either side of
Or write TINTZ, 205 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
him, often has to push through crowds
of admirers who surround them.
John says he is the happiest he has
ever
been in his life, having found a
ONLY $1.98
mate who wants the same things out
The ring of romance and
of life that he does—children and
charm.
Latest rage of
Broadway
and
Holly¬
work; good, simple living in a com¬
wood. Center of ring has
fortable home; happiness and con¬
two sentimental pierced
hearts design (emblem of
tentment for all.
true love, friendship). De¬
signed with Horseshoe and
“Hedy has no idea of giving up her
Four Leaf Clover. You’ll
love and cherish it the more
screen
work after the baby comes,”
you wear it. Be first to wear
this gorgeous ring—excites
he says. “But both of us think that
interest wherever you go!
two pictures a year is enough. ‘Her
111 GIVEN 11!
Highness and the Bellboy,’ which she
GLOW-IN-DARK” GARDENIA
has just finished for Metro, was the
with every order. Life-like, full size. En¬
chanting by day—by night, utterly capti¬
last
one to be made under her con¬
itm vating. Lasting beauty. Exotic and lovely! tract with them. In future she expects
SEND NO MONEY — Wear 10 days on
I rw Money
to free lance.
Back Guarantee. Send name, ad¬
dress, ring size. Pay postman only SI.98
“Now that we know a baby is com¬
{
>lus postage and tax on arrival. Supply
_
united, so write today.
ing, we are making plans to give up
In.ernational Diamond Co., 2251 Calumet Ave., Dept. 82, Chicago 16, III.
her home in Benedict Canyon. Far
away from a shopping center and
with only two bedrooms, it’s not prac¬
tical. We prefer to have our new
’out
d/tyrate#
home in Beverly Hills—a place with
Make your shirts, handker¬
chiefs. blouses, linens, slips,
a deep lawn and space for lots of
etc
personal—and add to
their attractiveness with these
flowers. There must be large rooms
new Stamp-On Initials. A
and plenty of windows. We will keep
thrifty way
.to assure
the
house simple, homey and cheer¬
you
of
laundry
identification.
Just
fa
press your initials on with a hot iron.
ful. Gay chintz and sturdy provincial
Will not run.
Suitable for any fabric.
All initials except Q. V, X. and Y.
furniture that will withstand the on¬
Package containing 3 dozen sets of
Initials, only $1.00 postpaid, or C.O.D.
slaught of youngsters.
plus postage.
Be sure to state your
initials.
BEAUTY AIDS. Dept. 4-BH
“I wish we could find a replica of
89 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn 17, N. Y.
my childhood home in rural England.
The place where my father, mother,
Lincoln and Indian Head
sister and I spent our summers. It
has always been my idea of what a
home should be. As a child, I used
dream of owning a place just like
Will pay $10.00 EACH for certain Lincoln pennies to
it, when I grew up and married. Just
Indian Head Cents. $50.00; Nickels $500.00; Dimes
the kind of home Hedy would love.
$1000.00. All rare coins, bills, stamps wanted. Send
10c for Illustrated Catalog showing prices paid!
“In spite of all the glamour that is
attached
to Hedy, my wife and I are
FEDERAL COIN EXCHANGE, 3-HWG, Columbus. Ohio
simple folks. We never give large
dinner or cocktail parties. Our idea
of a pleasant evening is to have one
or two people in for dinner. On rare
occasions we go to a smart night
club to dine and dance. We enjoy
the opera and good theatre. However,
most of our evenings are spent quietly
at home, reading or listening to the
radio or playing our symphony
records.
DORLE HORMOCREME is helping women all over
“We have had no servant trouble,
to enjoy . . . once again . . . the bloom and vi¬
as so many have had during these
tality of a youthful skin.
DORLE HORMO¬
CREME does this because it contains liberal
times. That is because our one maid,
amounts of that miracle of science—ESTRO¬
Mary, who is Scotch, does everything.
GENIC HORMONES.
With the little entertaining we do,
These ESTROGENIC HORMONES t Younq skin
Ingredients) are absorbed through the skin and
and our way of simple living and
serve to replace the natural hormones which be¬
gin to diminish gradually in the twenties. Daily the fact that both Hedy and I like
application helps the skin on face, throat and
to cook, Mary’s work is not heavy.
hands to become FIRM. FRESH, and RADIANT.
“Tonight, for instance, I am stuffing
The beautifying effect is not just superficial but
and roasting the goose for dinner.
ACTUAL for nature itself is being aided.
Desired results are observed within 30 days.
Hedy will cook the red cabbage and
ORDER TODAY. Take advantage of the intro¬
season it with vinegar, the way we
ductory price of $3.00 (tax included) for 30 day
like it, and prepare the rest of the
supply. (Regularly $5.00.) Shipped Postpaid.
Money back guarantee.
food.
DORLE CO.
Dept. C-4
“Our evenings, of late, have been
489 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
spent working on a design for a piece
minute longer. Each shampoo
with TINTZ leaves your hair
more colorful, lovelier, softer
and easier to manage. No dyed look. Won’t hurt per¬
manents. 4 million already sold. Get this richer lather¬
ing, quicker rinsing shampoo that gives fresh glowing
color to your hair. Seven lovely shades: Black, Dark,
Medium or Light Brown, Auburn (Titian), Henna or
Blonde. Only 50c at most drug or toiletrie counters.
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ANY PHOTO
Size 8 x 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for fall length or
bast form, groups, landscapes,
pet animaJs, etc., or enlarge¬
ments of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with your
enlargement.
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SENDNOMONEYJos

negative or snapshot (any size) and
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless

double-weight portrait quality

postman 57c plus postage—or send 6
and we pay postage. Take advanta

your photos today.
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Lovely Gardenia lends glamo

hair, dress, coat. Positively enc
ing by day — by night, its mag
glow IN FULL COLOR is al
and utterly captivating.
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Great American Sales Co., 55 E. Wash

WEDDINGand

*

Introductory
offer: — With
every
order
for
smart,
Sterling Silver Solitaire en¬
gagement ring we will include,
without extra charge, exquisi
wedding ring set with eight si
ated diamonds matching in brill
the beautiful imitation Diam
solitaire
engagement
ring
(
perfect bridal pair).

SEND NO MONEY

10 DAYS’ TRIAL.
We ship bo
rings in gift box and you mak
just 2
easy payments of $
each, total only $4.
We trus
you.
No
red
tape
as
you
make first payment and 20
Federal Tax to postman on
arrival
then
balance
any
time within 30 days. Money
back
guarantee.
Supply
limited.
Send name, ad¬
dress, ring size today.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.
Dept. ST-344. Jefferson, la.

If you ran already play piano a little, here’s a great op¬
portunity!
It’s easy to learn how to beat out the hottest
music your friends ever heard, in authentic Boogie-Woogie
Style.
Offer limited, so act quickly.
“Boogie-Woogie Is Easy!”.$1.00
EXTRA
GIFT!
If you order either of these remarkable
courses at once, you will receive. WITHOUT CHARGE, a
copy of the valuable instruction book: “How to Dance.”

FREE TRIAL
|
■
I

Sparkling Publications, Dept. HW-9
33 Union Square, New York 3, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
Rush me the book checked below,
and
also my FREE copy of “How to Dance.”
I will pay
postman on delivery, plus postal charges.
□ “Simplex Piano Course”
□ “Boogie-Woogie Is Easy!”

*

|

Name

|

I
I

City.
State.
□ I enclose payment to save postal charges. Money
back if not satisfied after five days’ trial!

I

I

.

Address

.
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^PERSONAL STAT/ONERY!*
Your Name & Address Elegantly
Printed on 40 Sheets Antique Bond &
20 Matching Envelopes• • • only •••
We will elegantly print anyone’s
name and address, business or
personal style, on 40 sheets of
crisp, new Antique Bond Station¬
ery. and on 20 matching envelopes
—all for only 25c! Or, if you send
$1.00 for four sets we’ll include
one extra set FREE of any extra
charge—or 5 sets in all postpaid!
Same name, or as many as five
different names on stationery.
Money-Back Guarantee. Sup¬
ply limited. Order Now I

WESTERN STATIONERY CO.
Dept. 110-D
Topeka, Kansas

This”Swiss”weather house.made in the
U.S.A. PREDICTS the WEATHER
IN ADVANCE. Guaranteed to
work. When the witch comes out
watch for bad weather, girl and boy in¬
dicate nice weather. Acts with amazing
accuracy, has thermometer on front.
Weather House is 7 in. high and 6 in.
wide. Shipped complete ready to use.

SEND NO MONEY *£ £y,,X
postage on our positive assurance
of satisfaction or your money back.
(Wc pay Postage if remittance comes with
order.) Don't wail — Write today to

WEATHER MAN, Dept. YC.29E.Madison,Chicago2

LEARN
TO

DANCE *1 00

Don’t be a wallflower! Be popular. With these 3
books even a child can learn by following the illus¬
trated charts that show you how to teach yourself
the latest steps, quickly and easilv to dance. Fox
Trot, Waltz, Rhumba, Swing Steps. Tap dancing
and many others. Pin a $1 bill to this ad and
we’ll ship the 3 books prepaid in plain wrapper.
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

BULK!, Dept. D-45

Box 382, G. P. 0., New York 1

date when Hedy and I first met, on
Christmas day, at the Hollywood
Canteen.
“The second charm bears the date
of our marriage. The third is a little
gold stork carrying a bundle. There
is a fourth dated Dec. 25, 1944.
Another will be added when the baby
arrives.”
Hedy has put her nine-karat dia¬
mond ring away in the safety deposit
box until after the war. John says
the heavy gold claw setting gives a
yellow cast to the perfect blue-white
stone. Later, it will be reset in
platinum, to match the ear rings John
gave Hedy for Christmas. Two bluewhite diamond drops for each ear.
“Neither Hedy nor I would think
of surprising the other with a gift.
It’s silly to run the risk of making
a loved one pretend they like a pres¬
ent, when secretly they prefer some¬
thing quite different.
“The fact that Hedy is still work¬
ing on the design for a pin I will
give her, when our baby is born,
proves how much it means to her.
And she has had a lot of fun making
sketches for the feathery chrysanthe¬
mum she admires. The jeweler, who
will carry out her design, is a friend
of ours. Often he drops in in the
evening to look over her sketches.
“Hedy and I both agree that noth¬
ing is smarter for evening, for a
woman, than a plain black or white
gown, with good lines, set off with
a piece of jewelry.
“For daytime my wife likes tailored
and tweed suits. She loves to wear
slacks around the house.”
In spite of all their happy hours
together, John and Hedy are ever
conscious of the war, and like all
good citizens, are deep in war work.
Having seen active service in World
War I, been wounded and held pris¬
oner by the Germans, John is keenly
apprehensive about his son Robin,
who's a lieutenant in the Guard’s
Armored Division, under General
Montgomery. He has already been
wounded once.
Hedy, who was born in Vienna and
as a child knew the horrors of war,
also has relatives and friends in
battle.
But like all of us, Hedy and John,
in spite of the overcast present, must
go on working, hoping and planning
for a brighter future for themselves
and their loved ones.
The End

Finest
A y
Selection of
Photos of MOVIE
STARS — PIN-UP,
GIRLS, scenes from all^_ _
recent films. FREE — Star^B t \
and Pin Up folder with each^
order.
PROMPT DELIVERY from the
world's FOREMOST movie photo concern. Your
first order will convince you. 4 for $1.—12 for $2.50
postpaid. Send M.O. or U.S. 3c stamps. Address
Dept. 597

BRAM STUDIO

306W.4UST.NEW YORK 18, N.Y.

REMEMBER!
All collections made in your hometown
theatres during Red Cross Week (March
15 to 21) will be turned over to your
local chapter of the Red Cross.

Provides all-around protection,

cash for almost every emergency!

Issued by old-line LEGAL RESERVE

company, yet actually costs Jess

than $1 a month. Protection you

need at a price you can afford!

Pays for ANY and ALL Ac¬

cidents, ALL Common Sick¬
nesses, as provided, even minor

injuries. Disability benefits paid from

first day. No waiting period. NO, this

is NOT the usual “limited" policy.

NO jokers. NO trick clauses. It’s
extra liberal!

NO MEDICAL EXAMINATION

Policy issued BY MAIL at big savi
sent for 10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINA

No obligation. Send name, age, add
it today! Provide for tomorrow I
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Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non-staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp. ’
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappe
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invite at| second glance!
Simply apply "Hollywood
Glamour” gently along edges of lids. Continue treat¬
ment until lashes attain desired loveliness and new beauty.

SEND NO MONEY—10 DAY TRIAL
Test at our risk! Thrilling results or money back. On
arrival, pay postman only $1.65 plus postage and 20%
Federal Tax, for Big years supply and Application Brush.
(Or send S2.00 and we pay postage and tax.) Instruc¬
tions and Free Booklet "Eye Beauty Care” with order.
GREAT AMERICAN SALES CO., 55 E. Washington Si., Depl. 504.
Chicago 2, III.

STOP Scratchinq
Relieve Itch in a Jiffy

Sufferers from the torturing itch
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,
scabies, athlete’s foot, “factory” itch,
*31 and other itch troubles, are praising
f .4 cooling, liquid D.D.D. Prescription.
This time-proved medication—devel¬
oped by Dr. D.D.Dennis—positively relieves that cruel,
burning itch. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and
comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.
Ask your druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.

HEY! % VICTORY
PHOTO
A6U" PILLOW TOP

ITS HEM'

Preserve for all time your treas¬
ured favorite photos. Any photo!
or snapshot enlarged on fine
grade
fabric
like
illustration,
Size 18x18
symbolizing Freedom and De¬
Only $1.98
mocracy. Will last life-time. Can
Postpaid
be washed. Guaranteed perma¬
nent. Mail photo and £1.98. Advise ordering at
once while materials are available.
Money back
guarantee; safe return of photo.
TEXTILE PHOTO CRAFTS
1446 N. Stanley Ave. Dept. H Hollywood 46. Calif.
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LONGER tillUK:

DREAMING OF MI

Try the Ronola
thod of Hair
Care for 1 week, and
the enjoyment
..
— really attractive
^>
hair can be yours—
lovely hair that eo often means Love and
Romance.Often in many cases HAIR MAY
GET LONGER when hair and scalp are in
a normal, healthy condition, and dry, brit¬
tle, breaking ofT ends can be retarded to give
the hair a chance to grow. Just try the Ronola
Method for 7 days and see for yourself what
It may do for you. Your friends and mirror
will tell you. Send 81.20 inc. tax. (C.O.D.
extra). Guaranteed to satisfy or money back.
RONALD CO., 6605 Cottage Grove, Dept.?l,Chicago 37

V/

NAMES
ENGRAVED

FREE
ONLY 98C—SEND NO MONEY
Link your friends together with this everlasting symbol
of love and friendship. Latest rage of Broadway and
Hollywood.
You’ll cherish these lovely heart memos of
friends, sweethearts and loved ones. Graceful, beautifully
hand finished, highly polished heart charms — 6 tiny images
of deliirht that capture the heart as well as tho imagination.
Exquisitely HAND ENGRAVED with any 6 names you desire.

Wear 10 days on MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
Send name ana address. Pay postman only 98c plus postage
and 20% Federal tax, or mail $1.20 and we pay postage and
tax. Supply is limited, so write today.

International Diamond Co., 2251 Calumet Are., Depl. 80 Chicago 16,11L

extreme pain. But Paul and his wife,
Lisl Henreid, think the whole thing is
“magnificent.” It means something!
Irene Dunne will never, never part
with a faded blue lace picture hat,
which she wore when Flo Ziegfeld
selected her to sing the leading role
in the immortal “Showboat.” “I
wouldn’t exactly say that the hat got
me the part,” she says. “There must
have been something else—but that
hat did something for me. Any woman
will know what I mean. Flo Ziegfeld
probably wasn’t fooled by it at all.
Still . . . it’s a nice hat!”
Lynn Bari treasures two small
pieces of paper! One is a “want ad,”
clipped from a Los Angeles news¬
paper years ago, and the other is an
invitation to the President’s Birthday
Ball in 1942. The advertisement is
probably a shade more important to
her than the invitation. It asked for
“show girls” to try out for the Joan
Crawford picture, “Dancing Lady.”
Remember? Lynn, aged fourteen but
glorying in her five feet, six inch
height, answered that ad and got her
first job in a picture. The invitation
to the President’s party seems to
justify her belief in herself.
Gene Tierney’s treasure is a bit of
paper, too—a note that she wrote to
herself, for goodness’ sake! At the age
of ten she was crossing the Atlantic
with her mother on the S. S. de Grasse,
when it occurred to her that it would
be “romantic” to put a note into a
bottle and drop it overboard. She ad¬
dressed it to herself at the private
school she attended in Connecticut.
Months later it turned up in the mail
—it had been picked up by a fisher¬
man off the Bay of Biscay in Southern
France.
Gene felt very important and ro¬
mantic, indeed, until her geography
teacher made the note the basis of
some stiff lessons in geography, with
facts about winds and tides and so on.
Gene found herself distinctly unpop¬
ular with her schoolmates for a time.
Still, she has the note framed and
hanging in her bedroom at this very
moment. “It was an experience to feel
that the tides and the winds and the
very continents had conspired to re¬
turn it to me,” she recalls. “It gave
me a feeling of the bigness and the
rightness of everything!”
Zachary Scott’s favorite object is
worth exactly four dollars, and he can
prove it. When he was a tot in Texas
he thought his grandfather the most
wonderful man in the world. Grandpop, who was called a ‘cattle king,”
wore a wonderful pair of cuff links,
made of four gold dollars which he
had collected for the first pair of
steers he ever sold. Zach admired
these doodads ecstatically, and when
he was six, his grandpop promised
to will them to him. He did. Zach
had them when he went to New York
to make his fortune on the stage. He
says now, with some wonderment,
“They’re the only things I owned that
I never hocked in those lean days.
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Add a smart note to your appe
ance with this Personaliz
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SEND NO MONEY
10 Day Trial

Wear 10 days on our Money B
Guarantee. Pay postman only $
plus postage and tax on arrival. A
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ENGRAVED for only 35c ex
You’ll be delighted!

INTERNATIONAL DIAMOND CO
2251 Calumet Avt., DepL84. Chicago 1
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SatisfactionorMONEYBACK

Freight oaid. Free catalo
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at Home
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Go as rapidly as your time a
equivalent to resident school
entrance exams. Standard H.
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sired. High school education is ver
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relief from asthmatic mis'* ***
Write J. H. Guild Compa
Dept.H16, Rupert, Vt., for F
Sample. Cigarettes, only 5»*
Powder, 25^ and $1.00 at net
all drug stores. Ucc only a
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If Blackhea
Don’t Disapi
Get ajar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme
—use as directed before
tfo bed—loo\
provement in the morning. In a few day9 surt
ishes, muddiness, freckles, even pimples o! t
origin should be gone. A clearer, fairer, smoother looking
skin. Sold on money back guarantee at all drug toiletry
counters. 30 million jars already used. Ask for Imperial
size, or write for a generous Free Sample to Golden
Peacock Co., Inc., Paris, Tennessee.

Remember Your Loved One!-"
Wear This

Genuine

STERLING
SILVER
PHOTO RING
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
iign with Your
Photo Hand Painted in Oil, Per¬
manently Sealed in Magnified Dome Crys¬
tal.
WATER-PROOF—WILL
NEVER
FADE.
SEND NO MONEY! Simply mail a photo or
clear snapshot which will be returned In
good order. When your Photo Ring arrives,
pay the postman S4.49 plus a few cents
postage.
LIFE-TIME GUARANTEE.
Mass
production and direct sales to you make this
value possible.
$7.50 Value
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size.
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FISK INDUSTRIES, Dept. H-4
.Fisk Building. 250 West 57 St., N. Y. C.J

Handsome and sturdy. A sporty
identification
bracelet you’ll enjoy
wearing. Skillfully made, smoothly finished,
it forma a beautiful bracelet you will be proud
to own. Suitable for engraving of names or
initials. Choice of attractive gold color finish
or silver color finish. Must be seen to be ap¬
preciated. Be the first to wear one!

SEND NO MONEY —10 DAY TRIAL.
Wear 10 days on our Money Back Guarantee.
Send name and address. Pay postman only
e and tax on arrival
arrival. Order this bargain now.
$1.98 plus postage

International Diamond Co., 2251 Calumet Ate., Dept. 83

Chicago 16,111.

If You Can Read English
You can learn to play your favorite instrument
Yes, It you follow our clear home study instructions
for only a half hour each day, you should soon be play¬
ing simple melodies.
Easy as A-B-C!
No tedious
scales. You learn to play real tunes by note right from
the start! Study any instrument you like for less than
7c a day! If interested, send for Free Booklet and
Print and Picture sample. See how easy it is to learn
music at home without a teacher.
✓— —
Mention your favorite instrument.
CSUCCESSFUL
U. S. School
Bldg., N. Y.

of
10,

Music, 1584
N. Y.

Brunswick

f 47 —YR.
--

U. S. School of Music, 1584 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. 10, N. Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).
Have you
Instrument.Instrument?.
Name....,
(Please Print)
Address.

garments—like
Basil .UvllUt
S disreputable, make¬
up-stained bathrobe, left from his
theater days. Ouida has bought him
luxurious lounging robes, has bribed
the junk man to take his old one
away. But Basil always contrives to
rescue it, and what’s more he wears
it, with a smug sort of satisfaction,
when he relaxes by himself or when
he entertains a close friend.
Bill Eythe treasures a similar hor¬
ror. Bill’s is plaid, and he says he
“lived in it” when he was attending
Carnegie Tech. It served him in 300
college plays (Mercy! Could there
be that many?) and he even wore it
to class on occasions when morning
seemed to slip up on him unexpect¬
edly. He used it when he was mak¬
ing his first appearances on Broad¬
way and when he made his first mo¬
tion picture.
It was trampled in
Grand Central Station when his suit¬
case flew open during the rush hour.
He lost it on the train coming to Cali¬
fornia, but it was returned to him
with a tender note from a girl in
a cleaning establishment, who had
traced its owner through a laundry
mark. It has appeared, he thinks, on
every beach in the United States and
has been lent, in a pinch, to such
celebrities as Ruth Chatterton and
Tallulah Bankhead. He loves it as
your Aunt Emily loves the Venetian
vase her Great Uncle Henry be¬
queathed her, and as long as two
threads of the robe hang together, Bill
will consider it a handsome and ap¬
propriate garment to wear on nearly
any occasion.
Bill Powell still clings to the bat¬
tered cigar box which, for years,
served him as a make-up kit. Every¬
one else, Bill explains, seemed to have
something really tasty in pigskin or
alligator. But Bill didn’t use make¬
up. So, just to keep from seeming
completely empty-handed when he
went to his dressing room, he carried
the cigar box which contained, if you
must know, one untidy powder puff,
which had never had any powder on
it. Just dust. He used to take it out
and flourish it when anyone was look¬
ing, emitting clouds of unwholesome
pflugg.
Kay Francis is solemn about a
prayer book which was given to her
by a sailor when she was overseas.
He asked her to read two pages, either
at noon or at midnight, and he would
do likewise with an identical book.
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C SILVER

Here are 4 exquisite examples of the silversmiths
art—these extra heavy, extra-wide Love &
Friendship rings. Fashioned in solid sterling
silver beautifully embossed, they are the perfect
symbol of friendship—love—romance—marriage
—good luck. Send No Money, Just rush your
name, address, and ring size and your ring
choice (indicate by number). When postman
delivers ycur ring pay him only $1.74 plus 26c
postage and C. O. D. charges (total $2). If you
send $1.75 with order, we pay all postal charges
—you save 25c. Rush order today—supply lim¬
ited. GUARANTEE: If not pleased return ring
within 10 days for refund.

HAREM COMPANY (House of Rings)
30 Church St., New York 7.

Dept. FF-121

FRAMED 9Vi" x 7Vi”

H AND
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COLOREl/

ENLARGEMENT

A S1 98 VALUE FOR ONLY
Made from any photo, film or
snapshot. No extra charges.
Include color hair, eyes, etc.

/JQ*
OZ/C

SEND NO MONEY

69c plus small
postage charge or send cash with order
and we will pay postage.
SIMS PORTRAITS. Dept.K-l. P.O.Box 164
Grand Central, New York 22, N. Y.

Learn Profitable Profession
in QO days at Home
Women and Men, 18 to 50
Many Swedish Massage graduates make $50,
$75 or even more per week. Large full time
incomes from
doctors,
hospitals,
sanntoHums, clubs or private practice. Others make
good money in spare time. You can
win independence and prepare for
future security
by training
at
home and qualifying for Diploma.
, Anatomy
Charts
and
32-page
Illustrated Book FREE—now!
THE College of Swedish Massage
Dpt.541 -D, 1 OOE.OhioSt..Ch icagol 1

Get Rea! Beautiful
Portraits of your most
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$1 00
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C«n»ury Foi

You will thrill at the very latest shots, individual poses,
finest quality glossy prints, which give each photo a
•parkling lifelike appearance.
Ready to frame or put in your album or scrapbook.
Sue 8 * 10—seven different photos for $1. postpaid.
We have world’s largest collection. Order as many as
you desire.

Also Large Selection of Unusual Pin-Up Photos
12 for $1.00 postpaid

FREE'

with your order, a beautiful illustrated cata¬
logue luting all the Movie Sun tn Hollywood
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L212
»'■ East 14th St.. Dept. BB4, New Yorlt 3, N. Y. \

paper to Iooirw _
they renewed her
She still treasures them, because, al¬
though most of those early dreams
have come true, she says, “You never
know when you may need your good
luck piece.”
Jeanette MacDonald treasures four
—count ’em!—charm bracelets which
Gene Raymond has filled for her with
ingenious little figures. Interpreted,
they tell the whole story of their
courtship and marriage, from the wee
dogs, commemorating their meeting
when both took their pooches to a vet,
through wedding bells and other sen¬
timental landmarks. A tiny Christ¬
mas tree symbolizes their first (and
very funny) quarrel—over trimming
the tree! An hour glass marks an oc¬
casion on which Mr. Raymond was
very puzzled, indeed, and the little
ice cream cone commemorates a day
when Jeanette had indulged in a
whim which backfired. There is al¬
most the entire record of their lives
together in tiny baubles of gold and
platinum and jewels, and there isn’t
an insurance policy big enough to
cover its value to Jeanette.
Gregory Peck’s is a crew cap (how
these men do go in for odds and ends
of clothing!) which he wore when he
was “stroke” on the University of
California crew.
Shirley Temple informs us very
seriously that she has two treasures.
One—the most valued, we guess—is
a toy Pekingese named Ching Two.
He replaced Ching One, who was
given to her by the late Irvin S. Cobb
when she was a very little girl. Her
other treasure is the baby-sized “Os¬
car” which she was awarded by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences in 1934.
Nancy Coleman’s come in pairs, too
—two pairs of baby booties, knitted
by her great-grandmother for twin
babies born into the family in that
generation. “Twins run in our fam¬
ily,” says Nancy. “I’ve always had
an idea that I might need them.
When my twin babes outgrow them,
I’ll put them away for possible twins
to be born to them. I hope they’ll
need them, too!”
And Victor McLaglen nurtures a
small square of (you’ll never guess!)
elephant hide, which he declares has
brought him wonderful luck.
See what I mean? You can’t tell
what will seem valuable to an actor!
The End
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Users Exclaim, How Quick
and Easy to Use . . .
To easily end gray hair handicaps,
all you now have to do is comb
your hair once a day for several
days with a few drops of the new
Kolor-Bak sprinkled on your comb,
and afterwards regularly only once
or twice a week to keep your hair
looking nice. That’s simple and
easy, isn’t it? No muss; No fuss;
No mixing.
Kolor-Bak imparts
color and charm and abolishes
gray hair worries. Grayness dis¬
appears in a week or two and users
say the change is so gradual and so
perfect that their friends forgot
they ever had a gray hair and no
one knew they did a thing to it.

Gray hair is risky. It screams: “You are getting old!” In
many occupations a more youthful appearance is a necessity,
and a whole lot of people are let out of work every year be¬
cause gray hair makes them look older than they really are.
Now, you don’t want that to happen to you, do you? Then,
why not use the new KOLOR-BAK, that marvelous solution

Solution For^
Artificially Coloring

for artificially coloring gray hair that imparts color and
charm to gray hair and makes you look years younger? Just
sprinkle a few drops on your comb and comb it through your

Gray Hair

Sold Under
Maker’s
Guarantee of
Satisfaction
or Money
Back

hair. That’s all you have to do. If you would like to easily
overcome your gray hair worries and handicaps, get a bottle
of the new KOLOR-BAK at your drug or department store
and make the wonderful no-risk, money-back KOLOR-BAK
test without delay!

Fast, Quick Relief for

Coughs Due to Colds, and Throat Irritated by Dust and Smoke
Longer Lasting, Soothing Relief for Hoarseness,
Rawness and Hacking Roughness

Because ZYMOLE TROIvEYS dissolve slowly, they bathe
the irritated membranes with soothing, beneficial medicines
for 10 minutes or more, giving you much longer soothing
relief than if they were a sjTup which you swallow quickly
all at one time.
Delicious!—Children, as well as adults, love them.
25< SIZE—72 Trokeys

1C< SIZE —28 Trokeys

Each a > Good as Any You Can Buy

It’s amazing the difference it can make in your clothes . . . the difference it can
make in you! Chen Yu invites you to try new shades now. Buy them at your favor¬
ite store in regular sizes, or mail the coupon from this announcement for trial sizes.
We will send you trial bottles of any two shades of Chen Yu’s newly lustrous, chiprepellent lacquer and a bottle of Lacquerol base. Get your new Chen Yu shades now!

CHEN YU

Important:
— — FILLED FROM

ASSOCIATED DISTRIB
200 E. Illinois Street, De
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cover cost of packing, ma
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Mark X if you
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CAN A RETIRED STAR STAGE A COME-BACK?
HELMUT DANTINE, MARIA MONTEZ, ZACHARY SCOTT, JOHN PAYNE, YVONNE DECARLO
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leaves your hair so lustrous, yet
so easy to manage !
Only Drene with Ilair Conditioner reveals
up to 33% more lustre than soap . . . yet leaves
hair so easy to arrange — so alluringly smooth !
irant all your hair-dos to look more glamorous? Then
he a "Drene Girl!” Always use Drene Shampoo with Hair
Conditioner. No other shampoo . . . not a soap in the world
. . . can make \our hair look so lovelv!
Reveals far more lustre than any cake soap or liquid soap
shampoo. For Drene never leaves any dulling film, as all soaps
do, to roh vour hair of its lustrous heauty! Drene reveals up to
33% more lustre than any kind of soap.
Leai'es hair so manageable ! Now that the new, improved
Drene contains a wonderful hair conditioner, it leaves hair far
silkier, smoother, easier to manage . . . right after shampooing.
Removes every bit of dandruff the very first time you use
it! So insist on Drene with Hair Conditioner ... or ask your
heauty shop to use it!
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clamorous New yer Girl
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"Drene Girl
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loveliest, sh®, .lair Conditioner.
Shampoo »>* ■
No other sbaniP
lustrous, yet so

icaves hair so
tQ manage,

Tonight... don't put it off... sham¬
poo your hair the new glamour w ay !
Get theeomhination of heauty bene¬
fits found only in Drene with Hair
Conditioner!
tS*Extra lustre . . .
up to 33% more than with soap or
soap shampoos!
^Manageable
luiir . . . easy to comh into smooth
shining neatness!
^Complete removal of dandruff! Ask for Drene
Shampoo with Hair Conditioner!
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“,w*‘
\Y HEN FHANCINE w ears her hair
down, she avoids fiat tops and
width at the sides. "It takes
long, narrow lines or height,”
says Franeine, "to narrow your
face.” And, she adds, for shin¬
ing-smooth, manageable hair,
remember that there's no
shampoo like Drene with Hair
Conditioner!

’/UMJL
Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping
V *0, '*«'«»'« «•

WITH

HAIR CONDITIONER

Product of Procter <£- Gamble

COLD WAVE

a Salon-Type

PRICED WITHIN REACH OF ALL

ENT

Home

Science has, at last, discovered a new COLD WAVE
solution that gives natural-looking curls and waves
in 2 to 3 hours, at home. Contains the same ingre¬
dients used by beauty salons giving COLD WAVES
costing up to $10.00, $15.00 or more. The result will
be luxurious curls and soft, easy-to-manage waves.
Lex
on
WJ
you buy. It is your
assurance of receiving the best—
there's none finer
on the market, re¬
gardless of price.

Your new permanent will last months and months.

If you can comb your hair, you can give yourself a Charm-Kurl SUPREME
COLD WAVE, and do it in 3 quick steps. Simply get a Charm-Kurl SUPREME
COLD WAVE Kit at your favorite dealer. First shampoo, then apply the salontype curling solution, prepared especially for home use, and put up in curlers.
(60 supplied with each kit.) In 2 or 3 hours set in latest fashion. You’ll be amazed
with the fascinating results. Works "like a million” on children’s soft, fine hair.

Only Charm-Kurl contains
“Kurlium”* the quick work¬
ing hair beautifier—that’s why
only Charm-Kurl gives such
wonderful results for so much
less. No wonder women every¬
where say Charm-Kurl SUPREME
is the nation’s biggest Home
COLD WAVE value! Insist al¬
ways on Charm-Kurl SUPREME

UkeVYeiir'

SUPREME

with “Kurlium.”*
*“Kurlium" is U. S. Registered. No
one else can make this statement.

COMPLETE
HOME KIT

$

COLD WAVE

PIUS

Me
TAX
EadU kit contains
a 3-ounce bottle of

■

The new Charm-Kurl SUPREME COLD W
Department Stores, Drug Stores and 5c and 10c Stores. Get one
today—thrill to new-found glamorous hair beauty by tonight.

aalon-lype COLD".
WAVE solution,
60 curlers. 60 eud •
tissues, cotton ap¬
plicator. neutral¬
izer and casy-tofollow instructions.
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M-G-1V1 dicks with “The Clock".
★

★

★

He’s a soldier on leave in
New York—the big city,
strange and bewildering.
She happens to be
hurrying through Penn
Station. They literally
bump into each other.
★

★

★

★

Judy takes Bob in tow—
a sort of one-woman USO
—breaks her dates and—
★

★

★

★
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Vincente Minnelli (“St.Louis”) directed
“The Clock”. It’s a sensitive job and
one to be proud of. Ditto, Arthur
Freed—the producer.
★

★

★

★

Besides Judy and Bob, you’ll like James
Gleason, Keenan Wynn, and Marshall
Thompson. “The Clock” packs a sock.
★

★

★

★

Some pictures that are coming along
from the world’s leading studio should
be noted in your book of early futures.
★
★
★
★
“Ziegfeld Follies” is the biggest, most
beautiful musical ever filmed.
★

★

★

★

“Anchors Aweigh”, starring Frank
Sinatra, Gene Kelly, and Kathryn
Grayson, is tops in gaiety and song.
★

★

★

★

—JHeo.

★

★

★

★
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★

The coming juvenile star is “Butch”
(Jackie) Jenkins of
“National Velvet”.
We’re all set to cele¬
brate our 21st birthday.

★

★

★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

★

DORIS CLINE, Editor
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★

Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn
will thrill you in Phillip Barry’s comedy
“Without Love”.

★
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★

Judy is even
better than in
her unforget¬
table “Meet
Me In St.
Louis”. Bob
is better than
in“Hargrove”.

★

★
★
★
★
★

★

It’s a wonderful forty-eight hours that
screenwriters Robert Nathan and
Joseph Schrank tell in about two.

★

★

★

Well, the story that’s told through these
two characters is as intimate and gay
a shadow tale as you’ve ever seen.

★

★
★

★

You’ll find Judy Garland and Bob Walker
at their very best. Their very best is
pretty darn good.
★
★
★
★
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A 48-hour pass..a lonely soldier..and a girl in a million!
Two days were all they had...
to make their first date...
to hold hands in a taxi...
to kiss in the park...
to ride home in the dawn
with the milkman!
It’s a story as gay as Spring
as exciting
as love itself!

'$T. LOUIS"

JUDY. GARLAND
JAMES GLEASON • KEENAN WYNN • MARSHALL THOMPSON
Screen Play by Robert Nathan and Joseph Schrank • Directed by VINCENTE MINNELLI • Produced by ARTHUR FREED ♦ An M-G*M Picture

By FREDDA DUDLEY
FLYNN-FLAM:
Ii you. like many locals, have wondered
why Mr. Flynn kept his marriage to Nora
Eddington secret tor so long, and even denied
it lustily tor a few days after the birth of his
daughter, perhaps the observation of a close
friend of Mr. Flynn's will furnish enlighten¬
ment.
There is no doubt at all that Errol Flynn is
a man of brilliant mentality, vast physical
prowess, Mexican-jumping-bean imagination
. . . and a strong mischievous inclination.
He likes to make things tough for himself,
while confounding others.
Whereas most
men make horrible the lives of their friends
after they have shot a deer in the conven¬
tional way. Mr. Flynn disdains such sport
unless he can use a javelin. Fish, he likes
to conquer with bow and arrow.
When,
along the coast of Florida, he learned of the
ghastly hazards of sponge-fishermen (the per¬
sistent occupational disease of such men is
the loss of an arm), Mr. Flynn had to try it.
In Hollywood, where there is a dearth of
fishing (except for compliments), a scarcity of
wild boars to chase or deer to snare (natural
delicacy forces me to pass up any pertinent
comment here), a sportsman is inclined to
find other ways of establishing records.
Probably the most difficult thing to do, in a
community as closely-knit, as fraternal, and
as curious as Hollywood, is to keep a secret.
Q.E.D. Take a bow, Mr. Flynn.
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wasn't going out socially. Glenn parked in a
badly-lighted vacant lot, struggled through
the weeds with the intention of making an
inconspicuous entrance. However, he was
espied by autograph-seekers.
At last all
were satisfied, and Glenn finally saw the
picture.
Upon emerging from the theatre, he slipped
quietly back to his car and drove away.
Some five or six blocks down the boulevard,
he glanced into the rear view mirror and
mentally wafted his wife a final goodbye. A
pair of gleaming eyes were reflected. It was,
Glenn decided in split-second diagnosis, some
stickup who would deal very shortly with
Mr. Ford when he learned that the actor's
total wealth on his person was about $2.35.
At that moment a feminine squeak so¬
licited Glenn's autograph. Drawing to the
curb, he found that he had been boarded by
two 14-year-old girls. They had managed
somehow to get into the back seat and had
remained there until Glenn arrived. He was
still shaken when he reached home.

fREEZEOUTi

Nora Eddington Flynn and Errol's good pal
Ted Stauffer, at Ciro's, down Mexico way.
anced would have glided along with the pre¬
vailing current.
So Margaret's lessons had to be discon¬
tinued. to her intense disappointment. She
couldn't understand it. Her eyes brimming
with tears, she asked her mother. "But why
does anyone want to watch me learn to
skate?"
And there are women who actually want
to bring their children to Hollywood for a try
at pictures!
KIN:
When anyone achieves a spectacular suc¬
cess in Hollywood, it becomes de rigeur for
any person who knew the new sensation in
earlier days to boast loudly of the associa¬
tion, giving names, addresses, and telephone
numbers.
At present, hundreds of stories
about Lauren Bacall constitute the literature
of the moment.
But Richard Haydn produced—with tongue
in cheek—the topper. One morning he elec¬
trified the players on the set of "Ten Little
Indians" by announcing that actually he was
related by marriage, to Miss Bacall.
Called upon to particularize, he said, "Her
dog is the father of my dog's puppies."

PEN IS MIGHTIER:
One evening recently, Glenn Ford went to
a movie alone because his wife, Eleanor
Powell, was keeping watch for the stork, so

Miss Margaret O'Brien, this department's
favorite actress, decided that—while she was
in New York this winter—she would learn to
ice skate. Every day she went over to the
pond in Rockefeller Center with an instructor
and had the time of her life. Gradually,
however, other kids caught on. The word
went the rounds: the blade beginner was
the honey from Hollywood. The crowds gath¬
ered so thick that it would have been impos¬
sible for even the veriest novice to fall down
—held in by mobs on all sides, the unbal-

A premiere evening date: Bill Eythe and
June Haver. (She’s in "The Dolly Sisters.")

Joseph Coffen and his preffy missus. Joe is now under exclusive contract to Selznick.
Incidentally, congratulations to that studio are in order; it's their I Oth anniversary.

TO FACE THE SOUL-STIRRING
TERROR OF "THE UNSEEN"?...

GAIL RUSSELL
— — Fascinated by a love she dare
not trust—facing a. menace more
deadly than in "The Uninvited"
or

-Handsome widower who shudders at the
very word 'police'—as "THE UNSEEN" brings
long hidden evil to the light of day-or

—wielder of a strange fascination
for this lovely girl—but he, too, has
something that must be left hidden!

Screen Ploy by Hagor Wilde and
Raymond Chandler • Adaptation
by Hagar Wilde and Ken England
from the novel by Ethel Lina White
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Continued
from page 6
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VITAL STATISTICS:

nuance of characterization perfected by every
male member of the cast.
You probably noticed him first as a Ger¬
man pilot in the Humphrey Bogart bang-bang
entitled "Sahara." Currently he is working
in Constance Bennett’s production of Etta
Shiber's best seller, "Paris Underground."
This is the story of a mature woman (Gracie
Fields plays the part) who had no idea of
becoming involved in the rescue of Allied
refugees. Kurt Kreuger is the German Cap¬
tain von Weber who—as Gracie gets more
deeply concerned—keeps reminding her that
she gets herself into the darnedest messes.
Pin-up pictures of this menace may be
secured by writing to Constance Bennett
Productions, Hollywood 28. You're welcome.

Anne Shirley and Adrian Scott were mar¬
ried in Las Vegas, Nevada.
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Foster separated after
19 years of marriage, and Mrs. Foster filed
suit for divorce. Although this was locally
described as a great surprise, those who
knew the Fosters well have expected their
long-time rift to end in divorce over a year
ago.
Peter Newton Ford, weighing 8 pounds
14'/2 ounces, checked in at Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital to Eleanor Powell and entranced
daddy, Glenn Ford.
NEWCOMERS YOU SHOULD KNOW
DEPARTMENT:
Here is a man who inspires people to go
around snagging other people by the upper
sleeve and hissing, "Have you seen Kurt
Kreuger? Sensational! Dynamic!" This florid
conversation usually goes on to say that
Krueger is 28, six feet tall, blond, blue-eyed,
165 pounds, and Swiss. Seems he was born
in St. Moritz, practically on skiis. As soon
as he had mastered this narrow gauge art
not only for entrance purposes, but for dis¬
tance, he came to The States and went to
work in Sun Valley.

★ Gay, colorful peasant embroidery on the heartshaped waistband of these unusual slacks! Heartshaped pockets, too! Makes you look oh-so-slim.
Quality fabric! Sizes 10 to 18. $5.98 plus postage.

(SIC) !! BUT NEVER ()
An exuberant Hollywood hosiery manu¬
facturer, driven to exotic advertising state¬
ments by the lack of nylon yarn no doubt,
recently made the statement that his com¬
pany manufactured special stockings for
Greer Garson because she was knock-kneed.
Anyone who saw "Random Harvest" is en¬
titled to collapse in laughter at such a mis¬
taken notion.
Miss Garson, a witty lady
with a fast answer, sent the manufacturer this
verse:
"Say the dreary, say the sad.
Say my acting doesn't please.
Say my films are awfully bad.
But please don't knock my knees."

There he met practically everyone in the
motion picture industry who can retain normal
nose coloring at 28 degrees. Those who
turn blue go to Palm Springs for the winter.
He was advised to get some training, then
to try Hollywood. So he went to Provincetown, R. I., to join a summer stock company.
This apprenticeship prepared him for the role
of a German officer opposite Helen Hayes in
' Candle In The Wind." He also acted as
general understudy, an assignment that al¬
lowed him to stand in the wings to study each

COURAGE:
As you probably have read in your daily
newspaper, Susan Peters was seriously in¬
jured in an accident that occurred late in
January.
She and her husband, Richard
Quine, had been dove hunting near San
Diego. One of the rifles had been mislaid.

Gorgeous-hued, glamorous California colors in
a Babushka print blouse of rich-textured rayon
fabric. Bow tie, round neck. Beautifully tailored.
Sizes 32 to 38.. . . $2.98 plus postage.
SEND NO MONEY I W. Fill YovrOrd.r C.O.D. Prompt
Delivery I Or enclose a money order or check for the
fell amount and SAVE all postage and C.O.D. charges.

GUuta

OF CALIFORNIA

6380 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28—Dept. 275

ORDER BY MAIL DIRECT FROM HOLLYWOOD

ANITA OF CALIFORNIA,

dipt. 275

6380 HOLLYWOOD BLVD./ Hollywood 28/ California
Please send me BABUSHKA SLACKS at $5.98 plus postage.
Navy Q
Brown □
Green □
Red □
Beige Q
Powder □
(Mark first and second choice)
Sizes: 10 12 14 16 18 (Draw circle around sizes wanted)
BABUSHKA PRINT BLOUSE at $2.98 plus postage.
White □
BlueQ
GoldQ
Beige □
RedD
Sizes: 32 34 36 38
Name_
Address_
City
State
(Please include your zone number)
'-Your money back if not completely satisfied— — — —I
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Don’t just let it go...

do something about it!
Of course you have heard about the
Tampax internal absorption method
for monthly sanitary protection. Some of
your friends use it, probably. You have
read advertisements and seen the packages
in the stores.... But have you done any¬
thing about it yet? Have you bought it your¬
self and used it yourself? I f not, you have a
new experience in freedom ahead of you!
Perfected by a doctor, Tampax is made
of pure, surgical cotton com¬ NO BELTS
pressed into dainty one - time- NO PINS
use applicators so that changing NO PADS
NO ODOR
is a matter of moments. No _
belts, pins or external pads. No odor or
chafing. Easy disposal . . . Start using
Tampax this very month. When it is in
place you actually cannot feel its presence.
And it is absolutely invisible to others,
causing no bulge or wrinkle in any
costume.
Sold in 3 sizes: Regular, Super,Junior.
At drug stores and notion counters.
Whole month’s supply will go into your
purse. Economy box contains 4 months’
supply (average). Tampax Incorporated,
Palmer, Massachusetts.
REGULAR
3 absorbencies < super
| JUNIOR

Continued
from page 8

their files.
Completely bowled over with
modest astonishment. Van eventually decided
upon what he considered a really valuable
bit of historical data: he sent his copy of the
script for "30 Seconds Over Tokyo", the name
of the author. Captain (now Maior) Ted W.
Lawson, and that of the editor. Bob Considine
clearly indicated on the cover. "Only men
like Lawson deserve to be so honored," said
sincere Van Johnson.

and it was Susan who found it. Exclaiming
happily, she picked up the gun, the safety
latch had not been on—it discharged. The
bullet entered her thigh, coursed upward to
pierce one lung and to lodge against her
spine.
Surgery removed the bullet, but it was dis¬
covered immediately that Susan was par¬
alyzed.
A wave of commiseration swept
Hollywood; rumor whispered that she would
never walk again.
Those who said such a thing spoke with¬
out knowing anything about Susan's family.
Her grandmother, who established Madame
Patteneaude's method of facial contouring,
was a magnificent woman who worked all
the days of her life toward the spreading of
loveliness. She believed that every woman
could have a beautiful face if her spirit were
oeautiful; conversely, she believed that
beauty of face and body, if properly evalu¬
ated, should bring about beauty of soul.
Unretouched pictures of Madame Patteneaude, taken when she was 67, show a wo¬
man of such youth that no observer would
ascribe more than 35 years to her. Yet, for
the final ten years of her life, Susan Peters'
grandmother was almost totally blind. Only
members of her immediate family knew this.
Close friends, seeing her move with assured
and stately grace, had no idea that her vision
was seriously impaired.
Bearing in mind that Susan is much like
her grandmother, has inherited much of that
valiant woman's force of character, it is easy
to make Susan Peters' friends and fans a
promise: Susan will walk again.

DATE DATA:
Open letter to Bill Eythc, Eddie Ryan,
Charlie Russell, and other drooling swains
at 20th Century-Fox: Gentlemen: Do not
hesitate to telephone The Eyelashes (alias
Jeanne Crain) for a date whenever you would
like to take her previewing, or dancing, or
dining, or bowling.
Jeanne's dating with
Paul Brinkman, or Paul Brook as he is some¬
times called, is merely friendly and does not
indicate a permanent romance. Jeanne, just
past 18, has too brilliant a career beckoning
to sacrifice even an iota of it to a hasty and
too-early marriage.
UNSTABLE PERSONALITY
Elizabeth Taylor's mother decided thaf
"Velvet" was getting to be a big girl, now.
and was entitled to a redecorated room.
Thinking in terms of cross-over organdy
curtains with deep ruffling, a chintz slipper
chair, a few Degas prints, and other such
feminine equipment, she called in a decora¬
tor. The two advanced upon Elizabeth's room,
only to find the young lady in residence.
When questioned as to her tastes in decora¬
tion. she said cheerfully that they might
make any changes they liked, only . . .
The two saddles must not be moved from
the window seat. Her collection of 33 horses
of every imaginable fabric (ranging from
(Continued on page 80)

LE BEAU GESTE:
Van Johnson recently received a letter from
the National Museum at Gettysburg, request¬
ing some personal memento for inclusion in

(

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the A
American Medical Association
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DOLORES MORAN-ALLYN JOSLYN-REGINALD GARDINER
GUY KIBBEE * JOHN ALEXANDER-Directed by RAOUL WALSH
Screen Play by Sam Heilman V James V. Keen■ Based on an Idea by Aabeey IFisbeef Masie by Feans IPaxmam
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1. "Howard Clinton” in "An
American Romance"
5. Veda Ann Borg in "Irish
Eyes are Smiling"
10. Tito and Virginia - - - in "Brazil”
14. Judy's ma in "Meet Me in
St. Louis"
15. "Together.”
16. "Johnny Doesn’t Live Here
Any - - 17. "Dr. Vance" in "And Now
Tomorrow" (anagram)
18. Agnes Moorhead in "Mrs.
Parkington”
19. - - - - band is in "Ever
Since Venus”
20. Osa Massen in "The Mas¬
ter Race"
22. Roman money
23. Movie audition
24. - - - City: New Haven,
Conn.
26. "John Caldwell" in "San
Diego, I Love You" (ana¬
gram)
28. "Mrs. Muriel Chaney” in
"The Port of Forty
Thieves”
33. "Ma Mott” in "None but
the Lonely Heart” (inits.)
34. Chance
37. Troubled
38. Signs of assent
40. "Maisie Goes to - - 41. Starring with Constance is
.role in "Atlantic
City"
42. - - - -la-la
43. Flatfish
44. Weird
45. She does a specialty in
"Bowery to Broadway"

47. Popular movie sign (abbr.)
48. Three-toed sloth
49. "Lt. Dan Ferguson” in "In
the Meantime, Darling”
51. "Michael O’Rourke’; in
"Bowery to Broadway”
53.
- - Valley Serenade”
54. Vaudeville actor in "The
Princess and the Pirate”
57. Chinese dynasty
59. You can see her in "I’ll Be
Seeing You"
64. Son of Hreidmar (Norse
Myth.)
65. In motion
67. You can hear it in "Going
My Way"
68. Approach
69. Competitor
70. "Hafiz” is - - - - role in
"Kismet”
71. "Casanova Brow'n"
72. The boy next door in
"Meet Me in St. Louis"
73. "Jade” in "Dragon Seed"

DOWN
1.
2.
3.
4.

Oriental nurse
Pest
Epochal
"Jim Davis” in "One Body
Too Many"
5. "Marie" in "To Have and
Have Not"
6. Alter - - 7. "Theo West" in "Marriage
is a Private Affair"
8. One of the "Faces in the
Fog”
9. Isolates
10. "Mrs. Mark Twain"

(anagram)
13. "Let the - World Go By
"Irish Eyes A
21. Necessarily
25. "Edgar Brawl
Eyes Are Smi
27. Star of "Gu
House” (inits.
28. ".on S
29. Clothes drier
30. Light-colored
cigar
31. "Irene” in
spirators"
32. Dewy (rare)
34. "., Fr
35. Close to (poe
36. There is one
Bow Incident
39. "Mark McPhe
role in "Laura
40. "Up in Mabel
43. "- - - - On Ha
45. "Lee Nugen
Mark of the W
48. Hawaiian roug
50. Jack Haley in
Too Many”
51. The professor
City
52. So. African n
54. - - - - Kong
55. Great Barrier
56. Fleshy pome f
58. A temporary o
60. Fredric March
61. Outrigger can
laysia
62. Cotton fiber
63. "Take it - in "Yellow Ro
66. Tree of the g

(For Solution See Page 61)

EASY TO USE
Magic liquid takes only
2 minutes for you to re¬
produce any snapshot
you have on to your sta¬
tionery, handkerchiefs,
ties, scarfs, purses, etc.
Won’t wash off. Doesn’t hurt either
the photo or the fabric it’s used on.
Wear your own, sweetheart’s, hus¬
band’s or son’s picture on your
belongings. Personalize gifts that you
give by adding the pictures of loved
ones. Complete outfit—everything
you need for transferring 100 photos
—ONLY $1 postpaid on cash orders.
C. O. D. orders—total cost—$1.21.
CHRISTY PHOTO SUPPLY CO., Dept. 224
2835 N. Central Ave., Chicago 34, III.

□ Enclosed find $1.00. Send me complete
outfit at once.
□ ShipatonceC.O.D.($L21)completeoutfit.
Name__
A ddress___
City.
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INGRID BERGMAN
GREGORY PECK
ALFRED HITCHCOCK’S

A SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
Screen play by BEN HECHT
Released thru United Aunts

13

ALL OF REPUBLIC’S WESTERN
STARS IN A SUPER-MUSICAL
WESTERN!
ROY ROGERS
AND

TRIGGER
WILD
BILL ELLIOTT
A ROYAL SCANDAL (20th Century-Fox)
—Could it be that every great actress
wonders uneasily about her greatness,
till she has played Catherine, Em¬
press of all the Russias? Modern
drama seems to have produced more
Czarinas than Juliets—and any simi¬
larity, one to the other, is indeed
strictly lacking.
Somehow or other, though, Tallulah
Bankhead always gains by compari¬
sons made; and only the most loyal
Elizabeth Bergner fans will deny that
. . . yes, the Tallu has done it again!
We’ll risk adding, too, that what
playing the lead opposite Bergner in
“Catherine The Great” did for young
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., a parallel role
in this new version will as-much-do
for Bill Eythe. Vincent Price is the
smooth-wooing French Ambassador,
and Charles Coburn the Chancellor
who knows all the maneuvers much,
in the affairs of heart and state.

DONALD
BARRY

• KING OF THE COWBOYS

•SMARTEST HORSE IN THE MOVIES

LS OF ROSAR
teaturii>iGEORGE“GABBY”HAYESindDAlE EVANS *1.1. adeie mara grant withers and
BOB NOLANandTHESONS OF THE PIONEERS.ndREPUBLICGUEST STARS-WILD
BILL ELLIOTT,ALLAN LANE.DONALD BARRY.ROBERT LIVINGSTON, SUNSET CARSON
A REPUBLIC PICTURE
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IT’S A PLEASURE (International), Sonja
Henie’s eighth picture since her first,
“One In a Million”; her first Techni¬
color film, and the first in which she
dances as well as skates.
With Michael O’Shea co-starring as
the hot-headed hockey star banished
from the game for fighting, later
Sonja’s partner in a traveling iceshow, and in the happy ending, her
husband. Marie McDonald for femi¬
nine villainy and complicating of the
plot, and Bill Johnson in the second
masculine lead.
Production note: The actual dis¬
tance Miss Henie skated in making
her scenes for “It’s a Pleasure”
cameras exceeded 185 miles!
HERE COME THE CO-EDS (Universal)—
Abbott and Costello, in their 13th pic¬
ture, and whether you like it or not
(there must be lots of folks who do),
it looks like a safe bet now that
they’re here to stay!
With laugh lines as usual, but more
restraint on the strictly slapstic: and
with Peggy Ryan, Martha O’Driscoll,
June Vincent—for dance and romance
bits—Phil Spitalny and his All-Girl
Orchestra;
Donald
Cook, Charles
Dingle, and Lon (herein a refuge from
the ghoul school) Chaney.
Classifies as campus life at dear old
Bixby (an exclusive girls’ school),
with breaks-at-intervals in a tired
old plot for music and comedy.

ONE
MOTHER
TO
w, ANOTHER

A\

National Baby Week this
year runs from April 28th
through Hay 5th. Through
out the nation the above
dates are dedicated to
this worthy ideas "Give
your baby the right start
in life!" A thought
shared by every mother.

A-

THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY (M-G-M)
“I sent my soul through the invisible.
Some letter of that after-life to spell;
And by and by my soul returned
to me.
And answered, ‘I myself am Heaven
and Hell.’”
Dorian Gray, a young man of
wealth, beauty, brains and culture,
chose to give his soul to the Devil in
order that he might stay forever
young and handsome. It’s the old
Faustian theme modernized by Oscar
Wilde, whose novel inspired this
screen play.
George Sanders, as the decadent
Lord Henry Wotton,
instills the
thought in the young and impression¬
able Dorian Gray (Hurd Hatfield)
that life is good only while you are
young and can enjoy the pleasures
of youth. His philosophy has a curious
fascination for Dorian, who says he
would give his soul if he could but
stay young and his portrait (just
completed) grow old.
His wish is granted. Small sins
grow to great crimes, but Dorian him¬
self remains forever young. Only his
picture, which has become the mirror
of his soul, reflects his deeds.
Angela Lansbury’s performance, as
a music hall singer and Dorian’s first
love, lives up to all that was promised
by her fine bit of acting as the maid
in “Gaslight.” Other important mem¬
bers of the cast include Donna Reed,
Peter Lawford, and Lowell Gilmore.
CHINA SKY (RKO-Radio)—Not that it
won’t take a lot to match or beat “The
Good Earth,” which was the first
movie based on a Pearl Buck novel
about China (“Dragon Seed” was the
second, if we’ve counted straight);
but here’s another . . . with the action
taking place in an American hospital
located in a small Chinese village.
Randolph Scott is the doctor in charge,
assisted and loved by his co-worker,
Dr. Sara Durand (Ruth Warrick), and
hindered no end by the cowardice and
selfishness of his wife (Ellen Drew).
Anthony
Quinn,
already
many
times on the record for playing char¬
acter roles of assorted nationalities
which he really isn’t, leads a Chinese
guerilla band; and Carol Thurston
(little Three Martini of “Dr. Wassell”
fame) is Siu Mei, a pretty Chinese
nurse.
(Continued on page 84)

How to get that Feeding-Time Smile!
Do as thousands of mothers do—start your baby on Gerber’s Strained Foods,
recommended by doctors for these four benefits: (1) Made to taste extra
good. (2) Cooked the Gerber way by steam to preserve precious minerals
and vitamins. (3) famous for uniform, smooth texture. (4) Every step in
the making laboratory-checked. So be sure to get Gerber’s—with "America’s
Best-Known Baby” on every package!

If your baby is over 3 months
Doctor will tell you that most babies over
3 months are likely to need extra iron.
Gerber’s Cereal Food and Gerber’s
Strained Oatmeal have generous amounts

of added iron and Vitamin Bi. Both
cereals are pre-cooked, ready-to-serve.
Just add milk or formula, hot or cold.
Buy both, and give baby variety!

15 kinds of
Strained Foods,
H kinds of
Chopped Foods

J/iee sample

Cereolt

Strained Foods

Chopped Foods

Address: Gerber Products Company. Dept MLS-5,Fremont, Michigan
My baby is now . months
old, please send me samples of
Gerber’s Cereal Food and
Gerber's Strained Oatmeal.

Name

...City

Address

and State.
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OU really should look like Frances Gifford.
Did I hear a sigh? Then let’s qualify that
statement! You should, to be at your brightest
best, look just the way she does.
Because: things have been happening in the
beauty-making business. Pretty-pretty (but ohso-provocative) pink has come into its prime.
As pastel paints lips and cheeks, basic skin
tones mate muted warmth. Pinker powders
create complexions of porcelain perfection.
Right in the movieland tradition, darker, tantinted powders are appearing. The sun-kissed
skins they simulate are in striking contrast to
paler reds and roses.
Take the total of this totally different type of
make-up and what do you get? Well, just like
I said. You get Frances Gifford (or a reasonable
facsimile). So let’s ask her all the what’s and
why’s as she sits and relaxes after finishing
M-G-M’s “Thrill of a Romance.”
“Make-up, Miss Gifford?”—“New and differ¬
ent, Miss Cook. Faces smoother and creamier,
rouge a mere hint, lipstick pink or, newer still,
clear, light, bright scarlet. Eye cosmetics more
of a must than ever.”
“News in grooming?”—“Just more of the
same. Spick and span for spring! In other words,
the crisp look that suits the suit silhouette.”
See what this Gifford gal’s got? Good groom¬
ing—with a glow. And if you want to be right
in the swing this spring, that’s what you’ll
strive for.

Portroit of a lady who's a portent
of spring! That's because her groom¬
ing has such "lady-liVe" restraint.

By SHIRLEY COOK
BEAUTY EDITOR
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THE PRIVATE LIVES OF AN AMERICAN DOCTOR,
HIS BRIDE AND THE "OTHER WOMAN," ISOLATED
TOGETHER IN BOMB-RAVISHED CHINA!

PEARL BUCK'S
Beat Setffoptg A/oveC

CHINA
RANDOLPH SCOTT
RUTH WARRICK ELLEN DREW
starring

with

ANTHONY QUINN - CAROL THURSTON

PRODUCED BY MAURICE GERAGHTY • DIRECTED BY RAY ENRIGHT
Screen Play by Brenda Weisberg and Joseph Hoffman
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Sub-Sixteen
U\MOU AND I are going to land in Hollywood one
W of these days”—And Gregory Peck never spoke
W a truer word to Master Ted Donaldson. Time:
| Spring of ’43. Setting: A Broadway play—it
lasted quick, but was a stepping stone to Holly¬
wood. It brought Ted the part of Curly’s keeper in
“Once Upon a Time” with Cary Grant. And on the
strength of this performance, 20th Century-Fox was
convinced that here was their Neeley for “A Tree
Grows.”
Ted Donaldson is a very smart young fellow for
his eleven years—thoroughly trained in the mechan¬
ics of the Thespian trade. At the age of four, he made
his first professional appearance in a television show,
and at seven appeared on the New York stage in
“Life with Father”—until he outgrew the part, a year
later. After that, he was the little boy who tore your
heart out, via radio, while you washed the morning
dishes.
At present he’s spending his leisure delving into
the mysteries of astronomy and dabbling in the field
of “magic.” But his main interest has been, and al¬
ways will be, acting—“until I hit my grave.”

Ted Donaldson—all boy and all actor,
with more than a "speaking acquaintance"
in all four entertainment mediums—
radio, television, stage, and screen

Ted is the pal
in Columbia
pic, "A Guy, a
Gal, and a Pal."

By HELEN LOUISE WALKER

H

EEMUT DANTINE has made some mistakes. No
one realizes that more vividly or more ruefully
than does Helmut. “If anyone ever had reasons for
making good New Year’s resolutions, it was I!”
he will tell you, with a wry grirr
“But,” he went on, earnestly, “when you know you’ve
made a mistake . . . whether of judgment or by im¬
pulse or even by accident . . . there is no use trying
to undo it, or even wailing about it. The intelligent
thing to do is to admit it and then go to work to make
capital of it by learning from it. Excuses get you no¬
where, especially with yourself.”
The specific “mistake” to which Helmut was referring,
of course, was the widely publicized New Year’s Eve
episode at Ida Lupino’s home. His sternest critic. I
think, would probably admit (Continued on page 54)

Helmut and Andrea King on "Hotel Berlin" set. You thought it was Ida?
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It was
love at
first sight
when Mario
met Jean Pierri
Aumont. True to

philosophy of (rf«

A

/
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Mar¬
ia Montez was
one actress
who never had
to be warned
against hiding her
talent under the pro¬
verbial bushel. Accord¬
ing to most people who have
met her, she’s acting all the
time, and often gives her finest
performances when the camera is far
out of range. But Maria is very much
aware of what she’s doing, for in two
years time she accomplished what would
take many other players a half dozen
years—yes, at least that—to achieve.
When this luscious looking lady first
stepped into Hollywood, she
made a resolute vow. She gave
herself exactly three years
time in which to estab¬
lish herself, not as a
great actress but
as a compelling
personality.
That (Con¬
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/
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tinued on
page

57).
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By KATHERINE LAKE

JOHNNY GOT HIS

T

HE Word has gone out on the mysterious waves that
carry news throughout a studio with a speed that
makes the traveling rate of light seem laggard. The
Word at 20th Century-Fox is: John Payne is more
pleasant, more profound than ever, and even better
picture material now than he was two years ago—if that
could be possible.
But he has one charming character trait that has never
been fully recognized—not by motion picture people,
not by the press. John is house-happy. That is, he has
always felt incomplete without a home. His own home
life in Virginia was supremely happy; he adored his
mother and his brothers. “No youngster should be
brought up alone,” he once said of his daughter Julie.
And of himself he saicl, “A man is only half-a-person;
to be a complete entity, he must be married to a girl who
fulfills him, and to whom he brings fulfillment.”
When John first began to date Gloria De Haven, few
took it seriously. But only (Continued on page 60)
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Rumor has it that Gloria De Haven may change her career—from pictures to homemalcing.

John Payne has always classified as a
right guy, as regular and rugged as you
like 'em.
rn to

He's back in Hollywood now,

just-married, and—digging ditches!
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Stephanie

is

six.
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BY JACX HOLLAND
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Fruit, cattle, horses, chickens, sheep—460 acres worth.

Preston Foster, a rancher.
Gentleman farmer?
actor!

Not this

He tends stock and

plows, helps with the milking

■ RESTON FOSTER, though he has probably forgotten more
about pictures than a lot of people will ever know, has never been “typi¬
cally Hollywood’’—which is to say, he wasn’t satisfied with the usual Holly¬
wood life. He always knew what he wanted, and at Twin Oaks—he has it.
But would you believe it? All because of a saddle!
Pres was making a picture, a few years ago, called “The Round-Up.” He
had some riding to do in the film, so he decided to buy a saddle. At the
same time, he thought he’d get a horse. (Many of his friends, you see, belonged to
a riding club.)
After scouting around for a time, trying to find the right horse, he heard of a man
named Warren Neeley, who, besides working on the local police force, also had the
reputation of being a good horse trader.
Pres paid a visit to this Officer Neeley. First, he bought a pony for his small
daughter, Stephanie. And then he saw the horse—just the horse he had been
looking for. Neeley, however, seemed reluctant to make a deal.
“It took me from December to May,” Pres tells now, “to complete the trans¬
action, and to persuade Neeley to sell me the horse. But, that’s how
Photos by Emmett Schoenbaum
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He makes his place pay; buys nothing at the store but flour and salt.
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I got Cherokee.” And then he adds, laughing, “Neeley
has said since that I was the only person who could ever
out-trade him.”
So, with a horse, a pony—and a saddle—Pres decided
that he should buy a place with more land than came
with his Coldwater Canyon home. He began to tell his
friends that he wanted to buy a ranch. Which was the
cue for his phone to start ringing incessantly. “You
want a ranch? I know just the place . . .”
He saw countless farms, but none that suited. Then
one day Bill Henry, the actor, told Pres he had found
a place.
“I paid little attention at first,” Foster explains, “be¬
cause I’d gone on too many phony shopping tours. But
Bill called me again a few days later, so I thought I
might as well take a look. I took Neeley with me, be¬
cause I wanted his opinion of the ranch. And too, I
intended to hire him as the foreman—if I bought the
farm.”
The result of the expedition was—Twin Oaks.
When Pres first saw Twin Oaks, he said to himself,
“This is it.” To Neeley he said, “Think we can make a
go of a place like this?”
“Sure!” Neeley replied enthusiastically.
And they have. It’s a ranch covering 460 acres,
stocked with twenty head of milking short horn cattle,
a breed that’s very rare; thirty hogs, about twenty-five
sheep, 500 chickens, 400 turkeys, and ten horses. (You’ll
see three of Pres’ horses in his current picture for 20th
Century-Fox, “Thunderhead, Son of Flicka.”)
The ranch is self-supporting. Pres has made it so in

every respect. He does most of his own slaughtering,
and stores the cuts of meat after they’ve been properly
processed. He makes his own butter and cheese. He
even has his own bacon and salt pork.
“I’m going to concentrate on feed now,” he explains,
“instead of stock. We’re planting over 100 acres of
alfalfa, for one thing, plus the oats already sown. We’re
going to build a dam up in the hills, too, so we’ll have a
guaranteed water supply.”
The water on the Foster place comes from a mountain
stream; water for irrigation, and for drinking water in
the house. Light and power are generated by a home¬
made power plant made of two huge motors running on
about twelve truck batteries.
This all sounds pretty rugged, doesn’t it. Well, the
Foster place is rugged. You don’t get to Twin Oaks just
by taking a fifteen-minute spin down a fine southern
California boulevard, like running down for an after¬
noon at the beach. You drive sixty miles, after you
leave Hollywood, and travel over high mountains, past
a beautiful lake, and over some roads which haven’t all
had the benefit of modern paving. But once you arrive,
your only reaction is, “Brother, this is terrific!”
One morning last winter, Pres had to go into town to
appear on a radio show. There was snow all over the
ground—the altitude, you know. Pres tried to start his
car, but he couldn’t get traction. Finally he had to call
Neeley to drag out the tractor and pull him up over the
crest of the hill. He coasted the rest of the way.
Then there was the time of the flood. He was on his
way back to the ranch from (Continued on page 78)
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“141E went out to the Sunset Strip the other day,” wrote Matt
If Weinstock in his Los Angeles Daily News column, “to test the
bourbon and watch MOVIELAND hand out that magazine’s music
poll awards—miniature gold record disks—to Dinah Shore, Harry
James, Frank Sinatra, Spike Jones. (The fifth award went to
Major Glenn Miller, missing since December over the English
Channel, and was accepted by his wife in the East.)
“Every name in Hollywood was there,” reported the Holly¬
wood Citizen News. And some of the enthusiastic scribes (thank
you, boys ’n’ gals of radio and press!) are still deep in argu¬
ment . . . they were all “seeing stars,” that afternoon at the
Mocambo, but the argument which comes to us is: Were there
really forty-five stars collected all in one party-place, at one time,
and all for the one purpose of adding (Continued on page 69)

.... Movieland Gives a

1. Swing

Band

King

Harry James

and

Maureen

O'Hara.

2. Jess Barker and Maureen. 3. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hutton.
4 Sheila Ryan, Don "Red" Barry, Helen Talbot, Dale Evans.

.

5. Bonita Granville, Yvonne DeCarlo, Dean Harens.
choice voice, Frank Sinatra and wife, Nancy.
tez, her sister, and Johnny Coy.

6. Your

7. Maria Mon-

8. Lee Bowman, Betty New-

ling, and Alan Curtis.
9. Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Tufts, and
Jane Wilkie.
10. Dane Clark and Faye Emerson Roosevelt.
II. Cornel Wilde and his wife, Pat.
12. New Papa Glenn
Ford, Dane, and Helmut Dantine.
13. No. I Nightin'-gal
Dinah Shore and husband George Montgomery. 14. Diana
Lynn and Loren Tindall. 15. Shirley O'Hara and Bob Walker

Party
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The winner in Wanger's
"Most Beautiful Girl"
contest.

She

the title from

snagged
a field

of more than 21,000.
Would she getyourvote?

Y

OUR passport to Hollywood fame was the pin¬
up portrait of yourself that you sent to 21 Royal
Canadian Air Force bombardiers while you were
at Paramount. You will always have them to
thank for submitting it back to Hollywood two
years later when producer Walter Wanger an¬
nounced his nation-wide search for “The Most Beau¬
tiful Girl.” You will always remember that it was
this unexpectedly considerate and coincidental gesture
that suddenly made your new world take shape.
You are Yvonne DeCarlo.
You sleep in a knotty-pine bedroom, the croaking
of the frogs is your good-night music, and you are
invariably wakened by the singing of your next-door
neighbor Susanna Foster.

Yvonne DeCorlo lives here—in an auto court, near Universal.
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By
Michael Sheridan
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You have yet to reach your 21st ment of everyone on the set.
tracts as a featured dancer at both
birthday. You love the smell of
You found that even doing as Earl Carroll’s and the Florentine
a fresh gardenia, the sight of an ap¬
Gardens as your just reward. You
well as you were with your dancing,
proaching friend, and the taste of
in those early days, still you wanted are very happy that musical direc¬
cold water when you’re thirsty.
to be an actress—so you spent all tor Eddy Ward also considers you
an extremely gifted lyric writer.
You have an atrocious and appar¬
the time you could with the Van¬
ently quite incurable habit of mis¬ couver Little Theatre and partici¬ You often betray your nervousness
laying small things like glasses,
pated in church plays.
You’ll by beating time on table tops with
combs and scarves. You were ten
always remember as one of your your long finger nails, usually a
years old when you wrote your own
most thrilling childhood memories rhythmic jungle tattoo.
You chew gum incessantly.
plays, built and painted your own
being one of the church choir that
You have always created your
scenery, and insisted on your little sang for the King and Queen of
playmates’ paying a penny to see England.
own dance numbers, and are un¬
usually proficient in the folk and
the show. You always had a full
You can’t eat too much ice cream.
house.
You have no use whatsoever for dance lore of the South American,
You count among your numerous jitterbugging, and men who talk Mexican and Asiatic countries. You
talents the art of writing
invariably eat some candy
before going to bed and al¬
readable poetry, and at the
ripe old age of eleven ex¬
ways after you have brushed
amples of your work were
your teeth.
published
in
Canadian
You have more men than
newspapers. Your mother,
women friends.
with whom you live in a
Your big chance came in
charming rented house in
1942, when Paramount tal¬
The dancing, singing, and acting star of Walter
the Valley, has always
ent scouts discovered you
Wanger's Universal Technicolor picture, "Salome,
hoped that one day you
Where She Danced.” She is 20 years old, 5 feet 4
and put you under contract
inches tall, and tips the scales at a mere 115 pounds.
would be a great dancer.
with a view to letting you
Her eyes are blue-gray and turn to hazel when she
take over the sarong roles
You were deeply moved
wears green. Her birthday is September 1st; she was
at the kindness of the crew
of Dorothy Lamour, who
born at Vancouver, British Columbia. Which makes
at the end of your first pic¬
was tiring of them. You
her a Canadian.
ture when they all stood in
didn’t know whether to be
Legally Peggy Yvonne Middleton, she took Yvonne
line for you to autograph
disappointed or glad when
DeCarlo as her professional name, when she first
pictures of yourself. You
Miss Lamour changed her
started her dancing career. Her mother's family name
were still going to King
is DeCarlo.
mind. You stayed on at
Yvonne speaks French.
She likes to read. Shake¬
Edward’s High School in
Paramount to become the
speare, Greek mythology and books about the theatre
Vancouver when you took
most tested girl on the lot
are her favorites. Her hobby is collecting records—
dancing to please your
—with nary a good role to
symphonies and operas.
Her
mother, and became active
relieve the monotony.
most prized possession is a
in dramatics to please your¬
You admit that, at the
small, white leather bible her
self.
end of a long evening out,
mother gave her when she was
You have often said that
another nervous mannerism
confirmed. She doesn't drink
of all the men in the world
of yours is to unpin your
nor smoke, and seldom goes
to parties.
whom you would like most
corsage—usually violets—
Her perfect olive-skinned
to meet, first on your list is
and to segregate the wilting
complexion Yvonne attributes
the Russian modern com¬
petals from the fresh. You
to drinking a lot of water, ex¬
poser Stravinsky.
hope that when complete
ercise, fresh air and sunshine.
You wear size 7 gloves,
success finally comes to you,
And she's still as surprised as
5Vz shoes, and large 12 or
you will never get over the
anyone about being picked as
small 14 dresses. You can’t
thrill of reading a new
"Salome."
abide the sight or sound of
script, seeing those first
rushes, and giving news¬
giggly women.
You remember gratefully
paper interviews.
that following your gradua¬
You have often confessed
that you would like to be a
tion you were able to study
dancing at June Roper’s
successful opera singer. You
enjoy the presence, no mat¬
B. C. School of Dancing, the
ter how fleeting, of producer
famous school that has
Walter Wanger, actor Turtaught so many stars of the
Ballet Russe. You worked
han Bey, director Robert
Siodmak, and musician Vic¬
as hard then as you do now
—usually dancing six hours
tor Young. You are never
a day, and practicing far into the too much about too little. Your first tired of repeating again and again
professional appearance was as a that you would like nothing better
night.
featured dancer at the Palomar than to have a successful motion
You have a violent dislike for too
hot weather, football crowds, sweet Theatre Restaurant in Vancouver.
picture and theatrical career termi¬
potatoes and very social parties. You were able to add to your ex¬ nated by a successful marriage.
You love the sound of the wind in perience by appearing at the OrYour pet diversion is to drive
the trees, the whistle of a departing pheum and Beacon Theatres there.
along in your car, waving and yell¬
train, and a symphony orchestra You know, though, that your shut¬
ing at complete strangers.
tuning up. You always dream about tling to and from Hollywood in the
You studied and worked harder
next few years gave you the train¬
everyone you meet within fortythan ever when your Paramount
eight hours after meeting them. You ing, the experience, and the will for contract was not renewed, and the
a career in the United States.
have very long, pale and soft hands,
quick fruits of your determination
You completed a long siege of to succeed was the exciting and ex¬
and used them unsparingly to caress
the tiger in Walter Wanger’s Uni¬ arduous training at the Ernest acting role in “Salome, Where She
versal picture, “Night in Paradise” Belcher and other schools of the Danced.” Your most exciting mo¬
—to the tense and fearful amaze¬ dance in Hollywood, with long con¬ ment was (Continued on page 77)

The Data on (Yvonne) DeCarlo
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VERYHING’S cleared with Sidney—not the Sidney you
think, but the little wistful Sidney who was sorrow’s
own child on the screen for so long that her name auto¬
matically suggested tears and poverty. No up and coming
movie fan ever thought of attending one of Sylvia
Sidney’s pictures without a pocketful of out-sized handker¬
chiefs to cry into; and she was so darned sweet and appealing,
and always getting such a lousy deal. Attractive, too, even
with those dowdy clothes and straggly hair-do’s. And how
that little girl could act! Made you want to get up there
and choke the big lugs that were always making life so tough
for her.
Then, as time went on, and Sylvia kept suffering and
suffering and getting nowhere with it, you kind of gave her
up as a hopeless job, and looked for merrier faces.
Well, if you thought Sylvia’s suffering was getting
monotonous, you should hear what she thought. As the
old song goes, it “dragged and dragged and dragged her
down” till she picked up and left “moom pitchers”
flat—not only once but several times. (Continued on page 66)
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Escape from the prison of same, sad roles
was what Sylvia Sidney needed, if she was
to try a come-back in Hollywood—and nobody
knew that better than the little gal herself

By
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Earl Wilson

EARL FOR THE VAMPS
OF HOLLYWOOD

About the hottest thing on a typewriter in New York
just now is a mild-mannered, conservative young
man named Earl Wilson, whose syndicated
“Saloon Editor’s” column (night club, to you)

ed
CrOniV

about the “Booze Beat” and the “Booze Who” of
Gotham night life has put new pep in a sadly
worn and hackneyed field of journalism.
In the last eighteen months this Rockford, Ohio,
farm lad, who used to call himself “Scoop”

A bicycle

built for . . . getting

Katharine

Hepburn

into

trouble.

Wilson when he was sports’ columnist in Piqua, Ohio,
has stepped from the ranks of the good, run-of-the-mill
feature writers, who are about forty cents a dozen in
New York, into the self-tailored shoes of a national
dragging down important money, courted
by syndicate chiefs, magazine, book and movie editors.
Earl Wilson hasn’t been to Hollywood, but from
his spot in New York he has had a chance to
meet and interview practically all of the stars.
His approach is uniformly irreverent.
Earl hasn’t any unprinted anecdotes about movie
stars and himself.

“If I had, they’d have been

published long ago,” he says.

“It takes a lot of

stories to fill six columns a week.”
a lot of leg work too.

And it takes

For example, he struggled

out of bed early one day to run up to visit Tallulah
Bankhead in her Westchester home.

It was in his

You'll eat your hat if . . . Joan
Fontaine
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doesn't get it first!

column on this interview that Earl printed Miss Bankhead’s

Exposure fro the Earl Wilson pen means
taking a chance on some pretty frank
ribbing, but the Hollywood stars seem
to love it—usually come back for more

Bankhead's quotes started an
actors

versus

authors

feud.

By Joseph Israels, II

blast at Lillian Heilman, the playwright of “The
Little Foxes,” in which Miss Bankhead starred
on the stage.
on the screen.)

(Bette Davis played the lead
This quote has started a brisk

counterplay of mots and insults between
authors and actors from New York to
Hollywood: “I think she (Miss Heilman) is just
a dreary bore,” Tallulah told Earl.

“She
Earl's

writes like an angel, but she’s a dreary bore as
spinach is a dreary bore.

conversation

with

Linda

Darnell wasn't what it seemed.

I say she’s spinach.”

A full column, which appeared to be a risque interview
with Linda Darnell as she posed prettily in bed in a
revealing negligee, finished off with the revelation that
Earl had been in New York and Miss
Darnell in Palm Springs, with the interviewing and
boudoir descriptions arranged entirely by phone.
During a visit to her family home in Hartford, Katharine
Hepburn told Earl that the home town folks,
spotting her pedalling furiously around on her bicycle
clad in brief white shorts, werfe gossiping
that
^

XJ\

she

wasn’t wearing

whether Katharine actually says ‘‘rally.”

doesn’t,” was Earl’s report.
^ -—

but

the

interview

scintillated.

‘‘She rally

“It’s between rally and rilly.”

Hepburn, noted for distaste for the press, was
very cordial to Wilson.

Gee-See gave Earl the fish-eye,

all.

Earl said his b.w. (beautiful wife) had insisted he find

^—^tl^out

\

anything at

The only time she showed

any indignation was when Earl (Continued bn page 74)
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EYELASH

DARKENER

To keep lashes and brows bewitchingly dark and alluring . . . even after
swimming, crying or perspiring, use “Dark-Eyes”. This indelible
darkener never runs, smarts or smudges. One application lasts 4 to 5 weeks . . .
thus ending daily eye make-up bother. CAUTION: Use only as
directed on the label. Try it! Get a package of "Dark-Eyes” today1

• Si.00 (plus lax) at
leading drug and de¬
partment stores. If your

''Dark-Eyes", Dept. P-5
218 S Wabash Ave , Chicago 4
I enclose $1 20 (tax included) for regular size package
of "Dark-Eyes", and directions.
s.
Check shades Q Black Q Brown

favorite dealer does not
yet carry"Dart-Eyes",

Name ...

mail coupon today!
Address.
Town

.

. State

BY

AVERY

Y

CARROLL

OU KNOW, of course, who Bill Demarest is. He
distinguished himself as Papa Kochenlocker in
“The Miracle of Morgan’s Creek,” and he was the
Marine Sergeant in “Hail the Conquering Hero.”
To date, he has appeared in eight Preston Sturges
pictures. Right now, he’s groaning beneath the burden
of a beard—considered essential equipment for his role
with Gary Cooper in a Chaparejos Cantata, called
“Along Came Jones.”
But these are all the screen Demarest. The real
Demarest—his personality in private life, we mean—
is that of a humorous man who has looked a long time
for something he didn’t really expect to find, after all:
a perfect wife. And unlike Diogenes, Bill’s search was
rewarded.
One night in 1937, he was having a singleton dinner
(he had, by that time, cancelled out as bad lantern
work his previous marriage), when it occurred to him
that he should see the opening of the Los Angeles run
of “Tobacco Road.”
(Continued on page 52)

THE SENTIMENTAL
SERGEANT
Sarcastic, suspicious—even slapstick
at times—but that's the Bill Demarest
you know on the screen.
life he's quite another guy

In private
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1938—A scene from "Kentucky”;
Loretta Young, Richard Greene.

1945— Gone Tierney, one of
her costumes for "Laura."

S

CANNING photo stills from motion pictures made
since the old Fox company came into existence—in
February, 19-15, with headquarters at 130 West
46th Street in New- York, and studios at Fort Lee,
N. J.—is like delving into the archives of history.
The history of movie-malting—of the industry born just
before the first World War, and still in its infancy when
the newsreel came into existence to report that war
to the American public.
Charting—even to hit the highlights of—thirty years
of movie history (with congratulations to 20th CenturyFox on their 30th anniversary) becomes, therefore, a
presumptuous undertaking, on the part of any writer
who’s not a qualified historian. Approaching the assign¬
ment with all due respect, but without allowing time to
grow sage and old while the research notes accumulate,
is to acknowledge that the story won’t be complete.
Which it isn’t—giving just the merest mention to all
the important technical changes; the introduction of
the close-up, of sound and color. The faces on the screen
have changed, too (new stars have “been born”, and
1936—It’s Ruth Cbatterton,
star of "Girls Dormitory."

EDITOR'S NOTE: In the lost three decades, movies have developed remarkably as an entertainment medium; today
they are aclmowlelged to be an important propaganda force. We pay tribute, with this article, to the industry in general
and to 20th Century-Fox in particulai^with special thonb to Jeannette Sawyer for supplying this anniversary material.
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1934—Pat Patterson models
a late afternoon ensemble.

1930—Janet Ga
"Sunny Side Up

1933 (Marian Nixon)—sound
movies and sensible styles.

SCREEN STYLES
(continued)
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1917—June Caprice,
H. Millard. Toni 7's
1929—Sue Carol, 3Karon Lynn,
Dixie Lee; "Movietone Follies."

1928—James Hall and June
Collier, in "Four Sons."

been replaced; a whole succession of them)
. . . and there’s been progress through changes
in story treatment for full-length productions,
and the timely features and shorts, the art
directions—and the costumes.
But see how we lead immediately into
fashions? “Fashion is spinach,” well-known
American designer once declared. But to any
historian—and more particularly, to the his¬
torian of the picture industry—it’s the key.
For the style trends are the markers, the
chapter heads of what’s to be selected as
indicative of any given period; the footnotes,
appendix and general outline of any such
record-in-review.
Theda Bara was one of the first—the first
star for Fox and the first screen “Vamp.”
(The picture was titled “A Fool There Was”;
but it was a film based on the old Kipling
poem, “The Vampire.”)
Other stars of that time—only they were
called Vamps (for reasons just explained),
and sirens: Gladys Brock well, who entered
movies via the Drama, and June Caprice, a
golden-haired blonde; followed in quick suc¬
cession by stage favorites like Bertha Kalish
and Valeska Suratt, then Virginia Pearson
and Evelyn Nesbitt.
Fashion in those latter “teens” became a
word for anything that glorified over-orna¬
mentation. Paris had made its bid for su¬
premacy for many years before World War I,
with names like Paquin, Poiret and Lanvin
figuring so importantly as to make it seem
that “the source of style” and the Rue de la
Paix were synonymous . . . except that there
was competition threatening from London,
meanwhile, with Lady Duff Gordon (the
famous Lucille)
(Continued on page 70)

BY VIRGINIA KING

Going to the dogs—at the age of threel The
center photo, Zach at 13; he say* he still
remembers the color of that tie. And with
his poodle Jingo, real-life and in miniature.

FABULOUS
TEXAN

F

ROM corpse to star in 90 minutes is quite a record
—even for a Texan! But Zachary Scott made it in
his film debut for Warners’ “The Mask of Dimitrios.”
Scott, as the evil and sinister Dimitrios, slithered
his way in and out of scattered scenes of the mystery
thriller, creating a sensational characterization—to the
delight of Warner execs hard-pressed for star material,
and being quite the handsomest heart-stopper in ages—
to the delight of feminine audiences.
Gals remembered that Errol Flynn started his screen
career in the role of a corpse, too. Well, it must be,
they said, that this guy Scott’s corpse was obviously
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bigger and better!
And if they had anything to do
with it, Mr. Flynn had better look to his crown over
there at Warner Bros.
So in all fairness to such staunch supporters of Mr.
Scott—and to those who will shortly be joining their
ranks when said terrific young man is seen opposite
Joan Crawford in “Mildred Pierce,” it might be well
to give out with a little inside dope on the guy himself.
Zach Scott is six feet one, and all Texan. So you can
bank on plenty broad shoulders and but-narrow hips.
What’s more, that nifty torso can stay put—and always
straight—while at the same (Continued on page 64)

Zach Scott—a corpse in the role
that made him a star; a farmer
in "Hold Autumn in Your Hand
leading man in "Mildred Pierce"
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Chief Musician Claude Thornhill plays for appreciative audience of G.I.'s in South Pacific
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ELL, income taxes are paid, the March winds have
gone, and the April showers are here. But perk
up a bit, we’ve got lots of good music news for
you.
Hal McIntyre is planning an extended overseas tour
with his band. He and his musicians have gone through
the U.S.O. clearing house of shots, fingerprints, etc., and
are only waiting for an O.K. Several name leaders have
wanted to play the war theatres, but the big difficulty
is transportation. Taking a whole band involves instru¬
ments, libraries, etc.
Artie Shaw is another who wants to make an oceanic
jump. But he wants to go to Russia. When he was in
the Navy, Shaw played the South Pacific area for two

years. He has always been interested in the Russian
people, and he feels that by playing for the fighting
U.S.S.R. he can help cement American good will. Artie
has already started negotiations with our State Depart¬
ment and has signed several men for the trip, including
Roy Eldridge.
Claude Thornhill, who has a chief musician’s rating
with the Navy, is touring the South Pacific with an all
service show. Besides his band,' the unit contains En¬
sign Dennis Day, former tenor on the Jack Benny show;
ventriloquist Tommy Riggs (Betty Lou) and former
picture star Jackie Cooper. Leonard Vannerson, Martha
Tilton’s husband and Tommy Dorsey’s manager in civil¬
ian days, is directing the show. (Continued on page 73)
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Lei Jane Wyman help solve
your problem.

Write her c/o

Movieland, 9126 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles 46, California

Dear Jane:
I have wanted to be a nurse ever since
I can remember, but last year I had to
quit school because of my health, and the
doctor says it will be another year or
longer before I will be entirely well.
I have a brother in the army, and my
sister is going to join, which makes me
want to be a nurse even more. What do
you think I should do?
Georgia
Dear Georgia:
Wanting to be a nurse at this time is
a wonderful thing. With the Govern¬
ment calling for volunteers and student
nurses, I know of no better way for a
girl to fulfill her patriotic duty. She is
not only helping in the war effort, but
is also building up a well paying career
for herself in the post war period,
1 feel so strongly on this that I would
urge all girls who can do so to volunteer
now, but in your case, I suggest that
you devote your energies to building
up your health, for good health is one
of the necessary requirements. Follow
your doctor’s orders now, and when he
says you are well enough, take up your
nursing course.
Best of luck.
JANE WYMAN

Dear Jane:
Most of your requests for advice seem
to come from girls, but they aren’t the
only ones who have troubles!
I’m seventeen years of age, and am
going into the Navy in a few months, but
my parents still consider me . . . well, a
baby. They won’t let me out of the house
after dark, they open my mail, and just
want to keep me to themselves all the
time. I realize this is probably because I
am an only child, but I don’t think it is
right. They’ve always been very good te
me, and I love them, but this is beginning
to bother me quite a lot. I don’t want to

go into the Navy feeling mad at them.
Please help me if you can, as I sure
need someone to tell me what to do.
Bud
Dear Bud:
Yours is a problem which occurs fre¬
quently where an only child is involved.
In fact, there has been a play written
around just such at situation, called
“The Silver Cord.” It is difficult for
parents to realize that their children are
growing up; and where they have show¬
ered their entire love on one child, they
are inclined to become possessive. It is
a very bad thing, for both parents and
child, when this happens. In your case,
however, since you are going into the
Navy in such a short time, I believe, in
order to prevent hurt, I would just
possess my soul in patience and try to
bear it.
The only other alternative that 1 have
to offer is to talk quite frankly with
your parents, telling them just how you
feel, and that you are asking only the
personal
freedom and courtesy that
anyone your age should have—such as
the privilege of opening your own mail,
etc.
I am sure that, if you handle this
situation tactfully, you can win them
over to your way of thinking. What you
are asking is no more than a boy of your
age is entitled to have, and since it is
not unreasonable, you should have no
trouble in convincing them.
Good luck.
JANE WYMAN

Dear Jane:
1 am engaged to a marine named Ted, a
neighbor whom I have known all my life.
When he was home on furlough, he intro¬
duced me to a friend of his, Dale, with
whom I fell in love. I know that Dale
is the only one I will ever care for, and
I know that he loves me. We wanted to
tell Ted what had happened, but before we

had a chance, he was sent overseas. I put
oft telling him because I felt it would be
better to wait until he came back.
Now he is back, but under different
circumstances. He was wounded in action
and had to have his left arm amputated.
I feel that it is my duty to stick by him
now, but am afraid that if I marry Ted,
I will never be happy with him because
I’m in love with Dale.
Should I sacrifice my happiness, and the
happiness of the man I love, for Ted’s
happiness?
Denise
Dear Denise:
I have given much thought to your
problem, for it is one that is going to
come up many times in these unsettled
days when emotions are colored by war
hysteria.
Poor Ted, he is in for a hurt regard¬
less of what course you take. If you
tell him that you cannot marry him be¬
cause of your love for someone else, it
will be a quick, deep hurt; whereas, if
you marry him under the circumstances,
without telling him, he will be hurt time
and time again when you will be unable
to hide your feelings.
I cannot advise you what to do, but
this suggestion has occurred to me. Why
not talk to him, telling him frankly
what has happened. Be sure you let
him know that it occurred before he was
wounded, so he won’t believe the loss
of his arm influenced your decision.
You can tell him that you are still will-,
ing to keep your promise. But I think
he will feel he cannot let you make
such a sacrifice, and will be the mag¬
nanimous one in releasing you. Thus
it will be he who breaks the bond, and
the knowledge that he has acted in a
noble and generous fashion will do
much to salve his hurt.
Best of luck to you.
JANE

WYMAN

(Continued on page 89)

Buy this CALIFORNIA-MADE
Sarong Ensemble by Mail
(Send No Money)

Vero-Ellen (seen in
Samuel Goldwyn's
Technicolor Comedy,
"Wonder Man," star¬
ring Danny Kaye)
wearing her . . .

“Play mood”
Three-piece
Sorong Play Suit

By JANE WILKIE

ONEdaughter
YEAR AGO: Betty Grable’s
born . . . Red Skelton and
Mickey Rooney went into the service
. . . Dorothy Gish and Louis Calhem
rumored romancing . . . Academy
Awards given to Jennifer Jones, Paul
Lukas, Katina Paxinou and Charles
Coburn . . . Randy Scott married Pat
Stillman . . . “The White Cliffs of
Dover” best picture of the month,
with Irene Dunne and Alan Marshal
. . . Joe McMichael, one of the Merry
Macs, died . . . Loretta Young expect¬
ing the stork . . . Lana Turner an¬
nounced separation from Steve Crane.
. . . Jess Barker found Susan Hay¬
ward.
FIVE YEARS AGO: Hollywood said Ann
Sheridan and George Brent would
never marry . . . Charles Boyer out of
French army, back in California . . .
Joan Crawford dating Lee Bowman
. . . Vivian Leigh and Robert Donat
received Oscars (for “Gone With The
Wind” and “Goodbye, Mr. Chips”)
. . . Ginger Rogers sued Lew Ayres
for divorce, and planned to marry
Howard Hughes . . . peasant influence
on clothes started by Dolores Del Rio,
who wore authentic Mexican dress to
Hollywood party . . . “My Son, My
Son” best picture of the month, with
Madeleine Carroll and Brian Aiierne
. . . Lana Turner married Artie Shaw,
which coupling left Greg Bautzer and
Betty Grable carrying torches . . .
Nassau the fashionable spot for vaca¬
tioners . . . Rudy Vallee going with
Pat Dane . . . After Orson Welles had
delayed making a picture for more
than a year, his physician informed
him he was allergic to motion picture

film . . . Alice Faye sued Tony Martin
for divorce . . . Vic Mature a new¬
comer to films . . . Joan Fontaine and
Brian Aherne “happiest couple in
Hollywood” . . . Bette Davis decided
she’d play only “young” roles in the
future.
TEN YEARS AGO: Dick Powell dating
Olivia de Havilland, but very serious
about Mary Brian . . . Peter Lorre
begins career in American films . . .
Dr. Joel Pressman interested in his
patient, Claudette Colbert . . . Cali¬
fornia taxes so high, the industry
threatening to move whole business
to another state . . . Ray Milland and
Merle Oberon newcomers to screen
. . . Irene Hervey broke up with Rob¬
ert Taylor, whereupon Bob started
dating Jean Parker . . . Edna Best ex¬
pecting Herbert Marshall to come
back to England for keeps . . . Franchot Tone sending gardenias and red
roses to Joan Crawford every morn¬
ing . . . the congregation of a church
in Hopedale, Ohio, was praying for
the soul of Clark Gable. They said,
“He’s a good boy gone wrong in
Hollywood” . . . Charles Boyer took
country by storm after “Private
Worlds” with Claudette Colbert . . .
Jackie Cooper wanted uniform so
badly he decided to go to West Point
. , . Colbert and Gable won Acadejny
Awards for “It Happened One Night”;
Many people thought the Oscar should
have gone to Bette Davis for her
performance in “Of Human Bondage”
. . . Brian Aherne dating Marlene
Dietrich . . . Best picture of the month,
“Cardinal Richelieu” with George
Arliss.

Here's Hollywood's
latest for summer
smartness! Wear
matching bra and
shorts for play, or gar¬
den; matching wrap¬
around dress to complete the outfit. Dress alone
looks "like a million" for afternoon wear. Beau¬
tifully styled of cool, caressing, finely-woven
rayon. Washable print comes in choice of four
clear, sparkling colors. Perky, 2-way adjustable
bra fits any figure; strops can be tied halter fash¬
ion or crossed in back and buttoned. Front draw¬
string adjusts bro to your figure, or lets it lie fiat
for quick ironing. Dress ond shorts are sarongstyled, with dainty feminine ruffle trim.
Seme by buying the complete outfit)

Bra and Shorts .... . $ 5.98

plus
postage

Dress alone.

7.95

plus
postogo

Complete 3-pc.
Play Suit . . .

13.25

|*M
postogo

( Shorts, Bra, ond Dress)
SEND NO MONEY
WE MAIL C.O.D.

The Hovm of Ovality

MORAINE'5-HOtLYWOOD, Dept. 605 M
5855 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Col If.

□!1

PLAYMOOD ENSEMBLE
3 pcs. complete at $13.25

|

|

□

plus
postogo

Bro ond Short*, at $5.91
Pros* only, ot $7.93

(If yov live in Californio, solos to* will bo odded)

SIND flZIi

10 □

SIND COLO*:
local
white

12 □

14 □

□

14 □

1» □

(Indicate first and second cKoJco)t

I-[Turquoise
I-1& white

Powder

I

& while

L-Jwhito

Hon &

PUNT
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY-

i
ZONE

MONEY

BACK

it not completely satisfied
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THE SENTIMENTAL SERGEANT
I CONTINUED FROM PAGE 411

He went to the ticket office as casu¬
ally as a man wandering into a dime
store, and said, “One please,” slapping
down the necessary spinach for a
second row seat. The box office mag¬
nate gave him a Look, saying down
his nose that the house had been sold
out for weeks.
“I’d like to turn in this extra
ticket,” said a voice over Bill’s shoul¬
der. The speaker was, doubtless, an
average citizen, but afterward Bill
wished he had studied the gentleman
more closely, because there is a chance
that he was Fate—on a bender.
Bill settled himself in his aisle seat.
(In case you have seen “Tobacco
Road”, you will recall that it is closely
akin to roast beef, thirty minutes
after having been placed in the oven,
to wit: rare and torrid.) During that
lurid first act, Bill became aware of
the presence, in the seat to his right,
of a pretty girl, who kept looking
down and coloring furiously.
On the girl’s right was a second
so akin to the first that they were
obviously sisters—and quite as ob¬
viously astonished at what had been
bought with their box office dollars.
It would be quite impossible to
shock Bill Demarest; after his years
in vaudeville, he had heard every¬
thing, and seen everything excepting
possibly the birth of quintuplets at
matinee. Yet, such is the man’s per¬
ception, that he understood and sym¬
pathized with his neighbors’ per¬
turbation.
During intermission he casually
followed the two girls to the lobby
and was quick to light their ciga¬
rettes. “A little embarrassed?” he
asked the girl who had been sitting
next him.
“Oh, no,” she said levelly. “I was
just looking at my program.”
During the second and third acts
she spent more time staring at her
program than she did taking note of
activities and dialogue on Hie stage.
After final curtain, Bill asked the
girls if they were driving. No, they
said, they were going to take the
street car; whereupon Mr. Sir Walter
Demarest said, “Could I spread my
tired old car over the puddles for
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you?” He could—what’s more, he did.
And as they were saying good¬
night, he asked his seatmate, “How
would you like to have dinner with
me tomorrow night at the Derby?”
She said she would enjoy it, thank
you.
Not until Bill awakened in the
morning did he realize that he hadn’t
learned the girl’s name, nor had he
told her how he was billed. He de¬
cided grimly that he Would probably
get stood up; when he drove to the ad¬
dress which he remembered, he would
probably find no one at home. He had
learned, during the drive to the girls’
apartment, that they had just arrived
from Utah, that they knew little about
Hollywood, and that neither of them
was working. It would be practically
impossible to find the girl again if
she didn’t keep their date.
She was waiting in front of the
apartment building when he arrived,
so Bill took care of the identity ques¬
tion in a hurry. She turned out to be
Lucille Thayer. “Pretty name,” said
Bill.
“I think Demarest is a nice name,”
she replied. A proper attitude for a
prospective wife—not that Bill was
thinking so far in advance at the
time.
They enjoyed dinner at the Derby.
Several celebrities came in, and Lu¬
cille was impressed by Bill’s yarns
about them. After dinner Bill said,
“It’s still light outside. I’d like to
have you meet my five wire-haired
dachshunds. I have a Filipino boy
out at my house—he’ll be there, too.”
The dachshunds took a running
leap at Miss Thayer and expressed
their unqualified approval with juicy
pink tongues.
She liked them, too.
“Tell you what,” suggested Bill,
warming up to his campaign, “Why
don’t you come out here Sunday for
dinner? I’ll have the boy cook up
something special. Bring your family,”
he said as an after-thought, having
remembered Lucille’s sister. She had
been a nice girl to all appearances.
It wouldn’t be fair to leave her alone
on Sunday; besides, it would be pleas¬
ant to have her along.

The Demarest* at home, busy with Bill's fan mail and sending out autographed pictures.

So, on Sunday, Lucille arrived for
dinner with her family, consisting
of not one, but FOUR sisters. For
twenty seconds Bill strongly resem¬
bled Charlie McCarthy with his lowerjaw string broken. The boy in the
kitchen went into a mathematical
tizzy in an attempt to stretch 3 salads
and 3 squabs to serve 7 persons.
After having unbugged his eyes,
Bill began to see great advantages in
marriage to a girl with such a large
and beautiful family: there would
never be a dull moment in a house¬
hold in which one could expect a
series of sisters as revolving guests.
Promptly, Bill started romantic pro¬
ceedings, which consisted partly in
having the quintet spend their Sun¬
days with him, and partly in taking
Lucille everyplace worthwhile in
Hollywood. Sundays were a little
rugged as the dachshunds sometimes
got more attention than he did. The
other nights were delightful, though,
because Lucille gave him her un¬
divided interest.
And so, on August 30, 1938, Lucille
Thayer became Mrs. William Dem¬
arest in Prescott, Arizona. After re¬
maining in Bill’s bachelor quarters
for two years, the Demarests found
a larger house in the hills above
Hollywood, and Bill got what he had
wanted ever since he could remem¬
ber: a real home. Furnished early
American style, too.
Marriage, a mighty institution, is
composed of an aggregate of trifles.
Like, for instance, Bill’s current in¬
clination to pass a hospital at a sedate
rate of ten miles an hour. If some
Rube Goldbergian person should in¬
vent a method to make a car tiptoe,
Bill would have the device installed
at once, the better to observe the
word “Quiet” posted in hospital zones.
This attitude is the result of Lu¬
cille’s appendectomy two years ago.
She had been feeling miserable, so
Bill took her to the hospital one after¬
noon late in November. The doctor
diagnosed the misery, but packed her
in ice so that she would be able to
enjoy the holidays outside the hos¬
pital. .For the ensuing two months,
Lucille didn’t once sneeze without
being questioned closely by her hus¬
band. Bill had once planned to study
medicine on a grand scale; now he
undertook the profession on a per¬
sonal basis.
After a trip to Utah, during which
time Lucille spent more hours .curled
up in bed than she did visiting, Bill'
drove her straight to a Los Angeles
hospital. He stood by while she was
given a spinal anesthetic, and ob¬
served the entire operation. In the
midst of the surgery, Lucille said
to the doctor, who was wearing
glasses, “If you should drop that pair
and break it, do you have a sub¬
stitute?”
The doctor said he did. The opera¬
tion proceeded. Successfully.
The Demarest financial arrange¬
ments are indications of enlightened
living. Bill pays all the monthly ac¬
counts, insurance, taxes, bonds; what
is left as spending money is divided
evenly between the partners. “That
way, if Lucille wants to buy a Somebody-or-other’s hat, she can. It’s her
money, so I keep my mouth shut.
Likewise, if I emerge from a day at
the races somewhat less Morganthau
than I was the day before, well—
that’s my hard luck, and I get domes¬
tic sympathy instead of heckling.”
Bill figures that Lucille earns her

half of the family income. She is an
ardent Red Cross worker, spending
three days a week, at least, in this
service. Furthermore she does all her
own housework and cooking—with¬
out help.
When Bill has a day free from the
studio, he and Lucille like to go out
on U.S.O. Victory Committee camp
tours or hospital visits. Their start in
this field is worth noting. Bill volun¬
teered
as an
entertainer—having
spent plenty of time on the country’s
vaudeville circuits—and was instant¬
ly accepted. Getting tour orders one
day, he learned that he was billed
alone. “Gosh, what those guys want,
in addition to being handed a few
laughs,” he observed solemnly, “is
the sight of a pretty girl.” Well, there
was no one who could be sent at that
time, so Bill suggested that his wife
was a pretty girl who could assist
his act considerably. Fine, said the
Victory Committee.
On the way to the camp, Bill taught
Lucille the lines and business neces¬
sary for a 12 minute skit. To Bill’s
pop-eyed astonishment, she went
through the routine like a seasoned
trouper without once fluffing a line.
When Bill had signed her with the
Victory Committee, he had given her
maiden name, a fact that explains the
joyous billing at the camp: “Lucille
Thayer,” read the billboard, “Para¬
mount’s newest starlet.”.This was an¬
nounced in handsome type. At the
bottom of the poster, in modest letters
was this observation, “Also, William
Demarest, Paramount comedian.”
Lucille was so successful that her
appearance with her husband became
routine. It was during her fourth

show that Lucille turned to her hus¬
band, at the end of their joint skit,
and said with serene confidence,
“Now, 1 want to tell a joke.”
Bill took one
step
backward.
“Okay,” he gulped. “Tell it.”
It turned out to be a honey—a
knick-knack she had picked up at Red
Cross meeting. No one laughed harder
at the quip than Bill, who now springs
it first during their act, if he has a
chance. He expects, momentarily, a
wifely topper to this trick. We’ll let
you know.
Not only does Lucille take a vital
interest in Bill’s status as a comedian,
she also devotes herself to the com¬
pletion of his coin’ collection. For one
thing. Bill collects American pennies.
There are several (the 1909 series)
that are extremely rare. Bearing this
in mind, Lucille wrote to her father,
who is a merchant in Utah, asking
him to save his pennies so that, when
she went north to visit, she could
examine them. Upon arrival, many
months later, she found a tinkling
assembly of 8000 pennies.
At first opportunity she set to work
with magnifying glass and deft fin¬
gers. Two weeks later, with weary
eyes and a pair of hands stiff and
shaking from miser’s cramp, Mrs.
Demarest turned over the final coin.
In all that search, she had found not
even ONE rare vintage penny.
She came home and told Bill the
story, saying that the only exciting
copper left on earth was Dick Tracy.
A few days later she made a pur¬
chase in the Broadway Department
store, corner of Vine and Hollywood,
and was given three pennies in
change. Each one went directly into

Bill’s collection. All very rare.
The Demarests also collect rare old
pewter. On their radio they have
a marching line of mugs, picked up
in small shops from New York to
San Diego. These mugs are graduated
in size from the smallest, about an
inch high, to a towering beer stein
about a foot tall. Whenever Bill is
sent out of town on personal appear¬
ances, bond tours, or location trips,
he may be found at some time during
his travels, peering through the wares
of some antique shop. This side of
Papa Kochenlocker’s personality has
puzzled a good many of the store¬
keepers.
In every well-managed hbusehold
there should be one pet controversy
to keep the atmosphere spicy. The
Demarests have a difference of opin¬
ion: Lucille insists that the best
breakfast dish on earth is one of her
cream waffles, topped with maple
syrup and garnished with a side of
ham. The sentimental sergeant dis¬
agrees; you’ve never lived, he avows,
until you have come face to face
with a double order of his French
pancakes.
“I married her,” he says, wearing
an expression reminiscent of the woe¬
begone features of a scolded St. Ber¬
nard, “thinking she didn’t know how
to cook. And what do I get? A com¬
petitor. A waffle-maker with no re¬
spect for pancakes. It should teach
a man, never, never to attend a
theatre alone.”
At which point he laughs and Lu¬
cille laughs, and the room seems to
be filled with that pleasant, inde¬
finable element—happiness.
The End

AH ADVERTISEMENT OF PEPSI-COLA COMPANY

“Darling, I hope you’ll come home on your furlough soon.
I have everything arranged just the way you like it.”
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MR. DANTINE REGRETS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 211

that this should be classed under the
head of an “accident,” which might
happen to anyone who celebrated the
New Year too enthusiastically. The
subsequent humiliation was a bitter
dose for the intensely sensitive and
ambitious Helmut to assimilate.
Well-meaning friends tried to invent
an “out” for him. They suggested that
someone had played a cruel joke and
slipped him a “mickey.” Helmut main¬
tains stoutly that this did not hap¬
pen. “No one was to blame but me,”
he declares. “And no one but me will
be responsible for seeing that it
doesn’t happen again.”
Since Miss Lupino has decided to
divorce Louis Hayward, Hollywood
gossip has it that she plans to marry
Helmut. Ida says merely, “How can
I have any plans for marriage . . .
when I haven’t even filed suit for
divorce yet?” Helmut says, “Ida is
one of the loveliest girls I know or
have ever known. I enjoy being with
her. But—how can we have any
plans?”
Still, both of them have been great¬
ly hurt in the break-ups of their re¬
spective marriages. That, Hollywood
thinks, might make for a very spe¬
cial bond between them—a mutual
sympathy which might very natural¬
ly grow into something bigger and
more important.

Charlie Chaplin and wife Oona O'Neill wafch a match at the Los Angeles Tennis Club.
Is the British-born actor on undesirable alien?
That's the question in Washington.

While we are at it, though, we may
as well admit that there have been,
unpleasant murmurs in gossip col¬
umns here and there about Helmut
before last New Year’s Eve. But these
were vague rumors and the really
knowing people in Hollywood put
them down simply to the malicious
sniping which is always expected to
be aimed at so young and attractive
a man who has risen so swiftly to
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prominence strictly under his own
power.
No doubt he has made some errors
of judgment. It would be strange if
he hadn’t, when you consider his
circumstances. Remember that in the
past-very few years he has (1) escaped
miraculously from the Nazis (2)
learned to speak almost perfect Eng¬
lish and has become an American
citizen (3) has attended an American
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Paper that wraps and protects more than 700,000
different war items. Paper that goes into con¬
tainers for blood plasma collected by the Red
Cross. Paper to make vests for airmen who fight
in sub-zero temperatures. Paper for V-Mail en¬
velopes for our fighting men. These are a few
of the vital roles that paper plays in the war
program.
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WAR POWER
USE LESS PAPER —SAVE ALL WASTEPAPER
This advertisement contributed by this publication and prepared
by the War Advertising Council in cooperation with the Wat
Production Board and the Office of War Information.

University (U.C.L.A.) where he met
and mingled with hundreds of young
people who must, at first, have seemed
strange to him (4) has made an ec¬
static marriage and has suffered heart
break through its crash (5) has
achieved a spectacular rise in pictures.
He has faced the necessity of ad¬
justing himself to so many abrupt
changes, many of them deeply emo¬
tional experiences, that it is surpris¬
ing that he has retained as clear a
perspective as he has.
No one has taken a picture career
more seriously or has worked harder
at it than has Helmut. It is simply
incredible to imagine that he would
jeopardize it carelessly or thought¬
lessly. He cares about it too intensely.
About that perspective, consider
this: When he first started in pictures,
he took a one-room, bed-in-the-wall,
furnished apartment in' Hollywood
for which he paid forty-five dollars
a month. He still lives there. He cooks
his own breakfast on the little gas
stove, lunches at the studio and dines
on the Boulevard unless he is in¬
vited out to dinner.
‘It isn’t as if it were necessary for
me to ‘make a show’ as people thought
they must before the war,” he re¬
marks. “I am a few minutes’ drive
from the studio, I am near restaurants
and shops, I have' daily maid service
and a telephone. I couldn’t get all
that in a fashionable district for three
times the money now.”
He admits that sometimes when he
is studying a part or trying to write
(he nurtures an ambition to become
an author) the four narrow walls
have a tendency to “close in on him.”
He yearns occasionally for a hill or
a meadow or some wide space where
he might gaze at the sky or the sea
. . . and breathe. But there is a
gas shortage, and the wide open spaces
won’t come to him. So he endures
his narrow walls.
When he first came to Hollywood,
excited at his new experience, try¬
ing to gain emotional equilibrium
after the break-up of his marriage,
he went often to night clubs and
other gay spots. Now that he is get¬
ting some roles which require hard
work and concentration, he finds that
he cannot do as much of this as be¬
fore, nor does he feel the same need
of it.

“Anyhow,” he says, “I never did go
to those places as often as the papers
said I did. You know, they used to
call me a ‘wolf’ all the time. I know
that they must exaggerate their
stories to make them interesting, just
as I must exaggerate a character on
the screen to make him interesting.
So it was natural that when I went
two or three times to night clubs, the
papers said it was five times. Of
course, I suppose that if I hadn’t gone
at all, they might have said it was
only twice. But I’d have been having
a dull time of it, wouldn’t I?
“But I know something now which
I hadn’t realized before. I used to
think my job was just to make nice,
convincing faces on the screen, to do a
good job of acting. I thought my pri¬
vate life was my own affair. Now I
knew that those faces we make aren’t
enough to do for the money we get.
There is something more. It isn’t just
ability—talent—that gets you a break
in pictures. It’s a combination of many
things, and there’s always a large slice
of luck, just plain luck, involved.
“The pay is out of proportion for
what you do before the camera. The
other thing you are paid for is to be
a public figure, a sort of symbol. For
that nice salary you agree, tacitly, to
allow the public the privilege of
judging you, of speculating about you,
of invading your privacy.
In a
strange sort of way, the public whom
you almost never see owns you. If
they love you very much, they’ll
probably forgive you if you disap¬
point them once. If you are a very
great star, with years of success be¬
hind you, they may forgive you even
more than that. But . . . they may
not. There’s no reason, really, why
they should!”
It’s a rather eerie and unsettling
picture that Helmut paints of an actor
as the chattel of unseen thousands of
affectionate, critical, watching people!
He probably has something there, at
that. “Look at the sharp watch which
is kept on the President and the mem¬
bers of his family, for the slightest
flaw in behavior,” he pointed out.
“And their public life is only inci¬
dental to the other things about them
that are important. Ours is our whole
career!”
If you were to see Helmut when he
is amusing himself—and that is how
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Hollywood gossips ordinarily see him
—you might conclude, as they have,
that he is a light-hearted, attractive
young man with engaging continental
manners and a mind whole-heartedly
concerned with the price of imported
caviar and the impact of a pretty
woman on a room full of people. And
you would be wrong.
Actually, he is a hard working man.
His swift mastery of English would
prove that. I’ve heard people toss
him obscure and unusual English
hrases, just for fun, but I haven’t
eard him muff one yet. He enjoys
serious books, serious music and seri¬
ous discussions, although he admits
cheerfully that he is “still learning
about most of those things.”
His best friends—people he most
enjoys—are people who are not con¬
nected with pictures, people he met
as students at the University, profes¬
sional people, lawyers, doctors. He
once hoped to study medicine, him¬
self, and he has never lost his interest
in that profession.
He likes small parties . . . “six or
eight people, with stimulating con¬
versation” . . . and he admits that
he still enjoys a night club in^the
company of an attractive woman. But
large Hollywood parties appall him.
“Everyone is bored and everyone
is trying to pretend he isn’t. It takes
a pretty good actor to get away
with it!”
He doesn’t like parlor games very
much, but he is addicted to chess in a
big way. He and Humphrey Bogart
discovered each other—and chess—
when they were working in “Passage
to Marseilles.” Afterward, when they
were in different pictures, they dis¬
tressed the communications depart¬
ment of the studio when e^ch set up
his little board in his dressing room
and insisted upon phoning the other
one about the next move ... in a
running game which lasted for weeks.
He is afraid of becoming “one of
those Hollywood citizens who reads
the gossip columns, looking for men¬
tion of himself, before he reads the
headlines about the war.” He wants
to do a play in New York, if Warners
will release him long enough, “just to
make that perspective secure.” He has
a play in mind.
But most of all, he wants to work
out a pattern of living which will
make it certain that he won’t make
any more deplorable “mistakes.”
“If you learn to know yourself and
your weaknesses,” he thinks, “you
can anticipate possible situations. Not
all your errors get into the papers,
after all! Perhaps you’ve-made a bad
investment, taken a job without con¬
sidering it' enough, trusted a ‘friend’
before you knew him long enough to
judge him ... or perhaps it’s a trivi¬
ality like buying an impractical suit
of clothes or a present for someone
which you realize, too late, he could
not possibility want or need.
“Well! If you have any intelligence,
you’ll use these mistakes to prevent
future ones. You’ll try consciously
and determinedly to plan your life
so that these things won’t happen to
you twice.
“That goes double for any special
weaknesses you discover in your own
character!”
Personally, I think that Helmut
means all this. Impulse and bad luck
seem to have dogged him. I think
he’s really out to defeat these two
jinxes.
The

End

—

MARIA MONTEZ
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 231

was exactly two years ago.
Now,
she’s a full twelve months ahead of
her schedule and her name is known
to every movie fan in this country,
while in other parts of the hemi¬
sphere she rates with such contem¬
poraries as Greer Garson, Betty
Grable and Katharine Hepburn in
popularity.
The girl who started in her film
career as the movie colony’s greatest
paradox has now become an amaz¬
ing legend. As a newcomer, Maria
was often scorned and laughed at for
using a technique that was not only
unorthodox in motion picture circles
but entirely unheard of even by
veterans of the business. Yet today
many of the same producers and
directors who refused to take her
seriously at the outset of her career
point her out as the most noteworthy
example of Hollywood success.
Maria’s technique and method is
simple—so simple that it astounds
you. “If I want anything,” she ex¬
plains, “first I ask myself if I want
it very badly. If the answer is ‘yes,’
then I simply make up my mind to
get it. But I get it by working hard
and keeping my eyes glued to my
goal.
“You see, some years ago I read
a little line in a book that I have
never forgotten. Today, I have those
words framed and whenever I feel
myself becoming discouraged, I al¬
ways look at that single sentence.
That alone gives me new hope. It’s
like a shot in the arm.”
The sentence Maria is referring to
is: “It is far better to make an at¬
tempt and fail than fail to make
the attempt.”
Even in her love life, Maria’s motto
has held up admirably. “I’ll never
forget the night I made up my mind
that Jean Pierre Aumont had all the
qualities of the man I wanted to
marry. He was handsome. He was
charming. He was intelligent, coura¬
geous and interesting. Of course. I
was in -love with him from the first
time I saw him, but I didn’t real¬
ize it.
“It was at a party that Universal
gave for me at the Sherry Nether¬
lands that I felt sure I was in love.
Jean Pierre was standing at the other
end of the room talking to a maga¬
zine writer. There were many pretty
women present, but few of them had
ever heard of him. He had been in
this country only a short while and
had oriiy made two pictures, “Cross
of Lorraine” and “Assignment in Brit¬
tany.” I just walked over and joined
in the conversation. Knowing that
Jean Pierre was a Frenchman and
having lived in France myself, I
acted like a lady of his native land
would act. I spoke French to him.
I emphasized my femininity, know¬
ing well that that’s what Frenchmen
like. It worked beautifully.
“For the next few weeks, Jean
Pierre saw no other woman but me.
By the time I returned to Holly¬
wood, he was there. Our romance
continued, and we were engaged and
married in July of last year. Shortly
after, he joined the Free French forces
and left for overseas. He was the
first Frenchman to land during the
invasion of Southern France, an honor
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that he is very proud of having. He
is brave, too. Three times he has been
decorated. Three times, he has been
promoted.”
When Maria’s romance with her
Jean Pierre first came to the atten¬
tion of New York columnists, there
were those who predicted it would
never last. They said Maria was too
volatile a person, too much concerned
with her own career and too am¬
bitious to allow marriage or love to
jeopardize her career. Those selfappointed prognosticators were all
wrong!
•I knew Maria back in the first flush,
of her career, when she was not only
working hard toward a successful
career but fighting for it. Her tech¬
nique was amazing. Even in the film
colony, she made eyebrows lift in
surprise every time she walked into
the Universal commissary. To those
who were sitting there it was far
better than any floor show they ever
witnessed. Her gowns and hats were
inconceivable. Maria knew it. But
she wanted attention. She was con¬
centrating upon getting it, and she
got far more than she anticipated.
She was sufficiently fearless to say
things that left her listeners speech¬
less. Hollywood wasn’t accustomed
to the straightforward statements that
issued from her lips. It couldn’t under¬
stand an actress who said, “I am go¬
ing to be successful. I am going to
be a great star.” Newspaper and
magazine writers were never ap¬
proached by a Hollywood player who
even before she appeared in a 'single
film said, “When are you going to
write a story about me? I have a
great deal to tell the public.”
Yes, Maria was that kind of a girl.
She still is. There’s neither sham
nor pretense about her. If she wants
anything, she’ll get it. Nothing will
stop her. At the moment, she is
launching forth on her second three
year plan. This time, however, those
who might have been inclined to
pooh-pooh are perking up and pay¬
ing attention to what she has to say:
“Now, I am through with trying
to attract attention. Now I am con¬
centrating exclusively on being an
actress. I want to be a good actress
—a great actress.”
And when Maria make's an utter¬
ance of this kind, she is saying what
she means. Being one of those amaz¬
ingly tireless people who gives the
impression of being charged with a

continual current of energy, she is
seldom content doing one thing at
a time. “No woman today,” she ex¬
plains vivaciously, “whose husband
is away fighting in a war for freedom
should sit around and wait. She should
keep busy—do many things. She
should help in the war effort. She
should try to improve herself men¬
tally. She should groom herself to
be more attractive, so when her hus¬
band returns he won’t be disap¬
pointed. In this way, she will have
no time to be sad, and she will
have many things to write to her
husband.
“I write to Jean Pierre every day.
Sometimes several times a day. But
it is something I love to do. Just like
I love to write. Now I am writing
a book—a love story. A great love
story. And I am studying, too. I al¬
ways study. But now I am studying
because Pierre and I have post war
plans of our own. We are going to
do a play together in France. We will
be there for six months working to¬
gether. Also, I am studying music.
Always, always, I study. No person
can ever know too much.”
When Maria included in her men¬
tion of her post-war plans that she
was also contemplating raising a
family, the reaction was immediate.
The news spread like wildfire to the
infants’
establishments,
and next
morning she was barraged with
samples of layettes, photographs of
baby carriages, bassinets and even
maternity gowns. Sadly Maria re¬
turned them all.
“When the time comes,” she ex¬
plained, “I shall riot keep it a secret.
Everybody will know. Motherhood
is something to be proud of—some¬
thing every woman wants to ex¬
perience.”
Standing at the tip of the cine¬
matic heap today because of her
singleness of purpose and her driving
desire to succeed, Maria brings the
realization to the fore that she would
have been successful at anything she
undertook. If she had not elected to
be an actress, she would have made
an excellent advertising executive.
If she wanted to produce pictures, she
would easily have excelled in that
field.
Even now Maria is more than an
actress. She’s a mighty smart busi¬
ness woman. She’s thoroughly famil¬
iar with every phase of the motion
picture industry from the story end

to the selling field. She will read a
script and make suggestions for
changes. She will give the director
valuable tips on how certain scenes
should be played to secure the best
results. She will deluge the Publicity
Department at Universal with ideas
for handling the publicity on a pic¬
ture. She herself is one of the fav¬
orite people of the press because of
her complete cooperation and her
utter frankness in answering the ques¬
tions of interviewers. And she makes
no bones about the fact that she wel¬
comes publicity.
“Without it,” she says frankly, “an
actress is lost.”
At the completion of a picture,
Maria will often indicate a knowl¬
edge of the time of the year best to
release it as well as the cities that
should see the picture first.
Today the lovely actress knows all
the branch managers of the Universal
offices throughout the country by
name. When she sees them after a
year’s absence, she will inquire about
their individual families and will dis¬
cuss bits of information which they
imparted when last they saw her.
She knows all the salesmen through¬
out the country as well as a great
many of the theatre owners. And
above all, Maria makes it her busi¬
ness to be interested and well in¬
formed about all the happenings in
the great industry. It means her
career. And she knows that by famil¬
iarizing herself with all the details
and business angles, she is helping
herself.
After returning from her trips
throughout the country, she will dis¬
cuss percentages and averages on
pictures, grosses and receipts. She
will discuss with studio executives
how much money her pictures have
earned at certain theatres; and if they
have fallen short or exceeded the
mark, she immediately sets forth
a theory. Maria Montez is one ac¬
tress who is far from being a prob¬
lem. On the contrary, she is a project
—a project her employers are proud
of having.
Included in her elaborate threeyear plan, she mentions doing a play
with Alexander Knox whose recent
work in the title role of Twentieth
Century-Fox’ “Wilson” has catapulted
him into the limelight of leading
actors. According to Maria, Orson
Welles is writing the play and she
will have the leading feminine role.
She is already preparing herself
for this by studying dramatics with
one of the country’s outstanding
teachers. Even on a recent trip to
the East, Maria made sure that her
coach accompanied her. She does not
lose a single moment for she feels
the stage of the flowing draperies is
over. Now she wants to do stories
about earthy men and women—prefer¬
ably men and women of today with
problems that are real and meaning¬
ful. However in the inner recesses
of her mind is a strong wish to do a
great love story; one that is simple
and charming and in the style of
“Smilin’ Thru.”
With the completion of her first
three-year plan, the sultry actress
feels she no longer needs to depend
upon her lovely legs or glamorous
curves. But this does not mean that
she’s going to shroud her figure from
public gaze altogether. “That,” says
Maria Montez, “would be like putting
a Mother Hubbard on Venus de Milo.”
The End
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JOHNNY GOT HIS GAL
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24)

because not many people knew Gloria.
“John’s an intellectual,” they said.
And so, despite her incredibly lovely
face, is Gloria. “John’s a conversa¬
tionalist, and he enjoys the company
of a girl who is vivid, articulate, and
witty,” they said. Just so is Gloria,
who kept a group at the Alan Ladd
party—where she first met John—
roaring with laughter at her anec¬
dotes.
Just three months after this orig¬
inal meeting, John and Gloria were
married—in December, to be vaguely
exact—in the Bella Vista Community
Church, Beverly Hills. Gloria wore
a street dress of ice blue satin, a dim¬
inutive black hat covered with huge
blue roses, and she carried white or¬
chids.
John wore the conventional
navy blue—a suit tailored without
thought of marriage, but for reasons
of necessity.
(Honorably discharged
from the Army, and what did he find?
That while he was in service, his en¬
tire wardrobe had been snatched!)
After the ceremony, the newlywed
Paynes pooled their A tickets and
drove to Palm Springs for their
honeymoon.
And don’t tell MGM
this, please, because the news is con¬
fidential—Gloria may give up her ca¬
reer! It depends, of course, upon a
good many things, but one of them
is that John firmly believes a mar¬
riage has much better chance of suc¬
cess if there is only one career in the
family.
Perhaps this would be a good place
in which to blast a popular miscon¬
ception of what constitutes normal
existence for a Hollywood actor. To
judge from the quaint rumors one
hears on the subject in Ailing, Illinois,
and Silicosis, Kentucky, the life of the
average H. M. (Hollywood male, mar¬
ried or otherwise) is a sybaritic (i. e.,
plushy) succession of trips to the
tailor, dalliances upon a night club
dance floor, and workouts on the table
of a Swedish masseur. Nothing could
be farther from the truth. At least
in John’s case.
Ladees and Gentullmen, we call
your attention to the character stand¬
ing at the bottom of a six-foot ditch,
manicuring the earth with pickaxe
and shovel. What is the man doing?
The man is digging a channel six feet
deep and twenty-.three yards long
which is to be used as conduit for a
water pipe. The man is wearing a
pair of very tired work shoes with
hobnailed soles two inches thick, and
a pair of levis of practically no color
except ’dobe stain. From waist up¬
ward he is a mass of muscle, mahog¬
any brown from sun and hard work.
This man is not a member of Ditchdiggers’ Local No. 986773; his union
card I'eads “Screen Actors’ Guild.”
John dug this ditch because the
new house he bought in Brentwood
happened to need some additional
plumbing.
There’s a story, too, about how he
acquired that house, in manner direct
and resultful. He set out on foot one
day to scout the terrain. When he
saw a piece of property that appealed
to him, he simply walked up to the
door, rang, and asked the person who
answered if the house happened to be
for sale. A good many startled house-

holders said “No”; eventually John
placed his question to a charming
elderly man who admitted that he
and his wife had been planning to
return to their original home back
east. Yes, they would be glad to sell
at a reasonable, uninflated price.
As soon as these Samaritans moved
out, John surveyed the premises and
decided upon some alterations. (This
was still in his before-marriage pe¬
riod, remember; when such things re¬
quired no consulting with the missus.)
The first thing he did was to inves¬
tigate nearby lumber yards in search
of redwood paneling; he finally lo¬
cated 1500 feet and bought the lot.
This was installed on two walls in the
living room, from floor to waist height
(John’s waist), and was used to cover
the other two walls entirely. One of
these walls was fitted with shelves,
floor to ceiling, to receive John’s ex¬
tensive library. The other wall was
interrupted by a generous stone fire¬
place.
Once the paneling was in¬
stalled, John had it stained a deep,
glowing burgundy.
Next, the earnest householder set
out to buy carpeting. At this point
there will be a brief pause for com¬
radely groans from all who have re¬
cently tried to buy floor covering.
After plenty of searching, John found
a mill end of jade green broadloom
big enough to do the trick. The next
purchase was a few odd rolls of im¬
ported tweed wallpaper, of no use to
anyone but an enterprising house¬
holder with better than half his wall
space already paneled.
And then furniture. Impossible to
get, you say?
Not if you have in¬
genuity and a sterling friendship
with a competent man who builds to
your specifications from second-hand
springs, fumigated stuffing and odd
lots of beautiful crash and chintz.
John picked up some old wing chairs
and had the wing sections cut down
so that the proportions were better,
the lines more interesting. Then he
had some cast-off leather lounge
chairs widened, deepened and uphol¬
stered in dark green broadcloth.
These he placed on either side of the
fireplace.
Does that living room come to life
in your mind’s eye? Deep burgundy
paneling, a glowing fireplace, a green
rug, tweed wallpaper, big roomy
green chairs scattered about?
See
Omar Khayyam.
The living room opens upon a
bricked courtyard, in the center of
which stands a magnificently lacy
pepper tree.
Next summer, when
more equipment is available, the
Paynes will furnish this airy patio
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to a swoonful hair-do when you
have no spare time or spare funds
for beauty shops ... It’s easy to
twist your ends into flat curls,
fasten them with Bob Pins. But
be sure to use DeLong Bob Pins
because they have a Stronger Qrip,
clamping each curl in place so
firmly that you need only one
Bob Pin per curl.. .When you’re
dried, combed-out and captivating,
a DeLong Bob Pin or two will keep
your handiwork intact. They’re
made for wear and tear and your
social security...

Stronger Grip
'Won't Slip Out

with garden furniture, and build a
barbecue at one end. Rare spot for
wiener bakes and steak fries.
In the dining room, there is an
item of furniture that fetches ecstatic
cries from all visiting guests, both
male and female. It is a huge (6 feet
in diameter) dining table, painted
country-barn red. In the center is in¬
stalled a rotating Lazy Mary. Din¬
ners are served family style on the
Lazy Mary; then everyone helps
himself.
Under this system, you’ll
note, the partaking of food and the
indulgence in sparkling conversation
can proceed without the annoyance
of those olives being passed fourteen
times.
The bedroom consists mainly of
acres and acres of bed. This imposing
sack is six feet wide and almost nine
feet long. It would cause Rube Gold¬
berg to resign as a novice inventor if
he could see it, because of its system
of built-in comforts.
Viz: within
handy reach there is a telephone, a
radio, an electric razor, a shaving
mirror, a shelf of books, a clock, and
a memo pad that John consults every
morning so that he can providently
plan his day. This bed headboard,
with its series of drawers, recesses
and cupboards, is upholstered in beige
leather.
Miss Julia Payne, John’s 4 % -yearold daughter, was privileged to choose
the color scheme for her suite. She
selected a white wallpaper on which
was printed a single long-stemmed
rose at random. Her rug was green,
and she selected dimity cross curtains
with wide ruffles. In feminine replica
of the living room plan, she asked to
have one end of her bedroom paneled
floor to ceiling in knotty pine, so her
amused father obliged.
This home, with its occupants (Ju¬
lie, her nurse, the cook, the family
cat named Smoky, the family dog
called Lady, and the newlyweds
named Payne) is usually referred to
by John, because of the gender of all
but the master, as Payne’s Harem.
John called at the studio one after¬
noon and was passing the time of day
in one of the publicity offices. “Just
came from the vet’s,” he said. “I took
Lady down to have his ears taped
properly. The vet said Lady was get¬
ting along fine—what a dog!”
“Just a minute,” said John’s listen¬
er. “I thought Lady was a female.”

“Sure he is. But I’m surrounded
by the weaker sex, and—since I’ve
always regarded The Dog en masse
as a male institution—Lady is going
to be called he.”
There is one additional item in the
Payne household always designated
by the masculine pronoun: Julie’s
piggy bank. As soon as Julie was old
enough to understand that money was
not edible, John started her financial
training. At regular intervals he se¬
cured a roll of shiny new nickels from
the bank and tucked them away in a
safe place. Then he established small
duties for the young tycoon. If she
picked up all her toys at night and put
them away properly, she was paid one
shiny nickel. This coin was placed in
a bisque pig.
When, after several
months, the pig was stuffed, the
Paynes, father and daughter, had a
pig-smashing party,
salvaged the
coins, and deposited them in an ac¬
count in Julie’s name.
Currently Julie has come to under¬
stand that pass book. She knows that
proceeds from punctured pigs are
duly noted there, and that war bonds
are bought when enough pigs have
given their all.
Sometimes Pop Payne pays through
the nose. Not so long ago he backed
the car into the driveway, washed it,
then went to work with chamois and
wax. Julie, fascinated by the results,
wanted to be in on the polish job. It
might also be that she could hear the
forthcoming jingle of another nickel
in her piggy bank.
John supplied her with a soft cloth
and indicated the left rear fender.
“You make that shine,” he suggested.
Julie’s small head bobbed in com¬
pliance; she set her small jaw and
went to work.
After fifteen or twenty minutes,
John worked his way back to the Ju¬
lie department. And counted ten be¬
fore he spoke. At some time during
her elbow exercising, Julie had
dropped her polishing cloth into a
very gooey puddle. Unperturbed, she
had continued her job with mud as a
lubricant.
Well, she got her nickel—and John
got writer’s cramp on a grand scale
trying to repair the damage!
Speaking of writer’s cramp, did you
know that John studied journalism at
Columbia University and has sold
poetry to any number of nationally-
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Martha Vickers ("The Big Sleep" may make her a star), and LeRoy Prim, dance director
at Warner Bros.—with a Jap Samurai sword and a Hari-Kari knife captured in the Pacific.

circulated publications?
This fact
would probably never have come to
light if someone hadn’t chanced
across the verses while doing maga¬
zine research. When asked about his
success, John looked into the middle
distance with the expression of a man
who wonders whether he can get
away with swearing that he has a
double. Not until he was reminded
that Kipling, Vachel Lindsey, and
Robert Service were rugged charac¬
ters did he admit that at times he,
too, has tried to dream up a word to
rhyme with orange.
John’s reading is voluminous. Re¬
cently he completed “Native Son,”
“Forever Amber,” “Leave Her To
Heaven,” and a James M. Cain trilogy.
One of John’s favorite bits of liter¬
ature is “My Little Boy,” consisting
of a series of sketches published in
Woollcott’s Reader.
In addition to his love for and crea¬
tion of poetry, John has another state
secret: he is addicted to the use of
Swiss pine bath essence in a hot bath
after a day of digging ditches. It is
wonderful for muscular aches and
pains . . . and it smells better than
liniment.
Although John realized that he used
the pine oil generously, it seemed to
him that violent evaporation must be
taking place. The liquid disappeared
faster than a Christmas bonus. Not
being a suspicious man but knowing
something of the habits of womankind,
he approaches his daughter.
“Me—use your pine bath oil?” she
repeated his question, lifting both
eyebrows and her voice. “Goodness,
no.
I have my bubble bath, you
know.” Beneath her father’s dubious
eye, she recalled an emergency.
“Well, I may have used it now and
then—in a pinch,” she amended.
The pinch continued. It became a
squeeze play.
So, among Julie’s
Christmas gifts was a quart of pine
bath oil. And don’t tell Julie, but a
tall, dark shadow sneaked into her
bathroom one night recently. Here¬
after, she had better watch the liquid
level in her bottle.
As soon as John had made his
Brentwood home livable, he em¬
barked upon a new strong-arm ven¬
ture. He bought a lot at the beach
near Malibu, consisting of 700 feet of
ocean frontage, an inland depth of
650 feet, and an elevation at highest
point of 30 feet. The ink wasn’t dry
on his deed before John was back in
levis and hobnailed boots, supervising
the activities of a bulldozer that was
gouging out a road from the highest
point of his land, to the beach. Next
he had a load of gravel hauled in,
then set to work to construct a drive¬
way.
At this writing, the driveway is still
in the process of manufacture. As
soon as it is done, John plans to start
construction of a one-room shanty on
a spot from which you can see Hono¬
lulu on a clear day—through the Mt.
Wilson telescope. He will pour his
own cement for the floor, then have
an expert build the fireplace. Event¬
ually, with four walls and a roof, this
will represent a week-end hideaway
for John and Gloria.
Conclusion: Should the earth open
tomorrow and swallow every studio
in Hollywood, John Payne wouldn’t
be out of a job. As long as there are
bulldozers,
cement mixers, picks,
shovels, and plenty of turf to be tossed
around, Payne will get by.
The End

"MINE IS A STORY
no pictures can tell"
—says Mrs. Louise Sullenger
of Dearborn, Michigan
“I am sending you two snapshots,” writes
Louise Sullenger, “one, of the woman I
used to be—one, of the woman I am today.
They tell you something of the physical
change in my appearance. But no photo¬
graph can reveal the buoyancy, the zest
for living, that now fills me with eagerness
for the adventures of each new day.
“No one need tell me what an overweight
woman thinks about!” says Mrs. Sullen¬
ger. “I know all the tortures of buying a
size 40 dress. I know the misery of refus¬
ing invitations because of being ashamed
of my appearance. Not so long ago, I was
wallowing in self-pity, with only one re¬
maining grain of resolution: I would try
the DuBarry Success Course.
“In ten weeks from the time I started, I
lost 25 pounds
and got back the
waistline I had
as a girl. Then
I bought a new
suit—size 14!
“But no words
and no pictures
can express how
it feels to look
into the mirror
and see reflect¬
ed a shining, ra¬
diant face —to
feel that all of
life is still be¬ These are the
fore you, and to shots Mrs. Sullen
know that you ger sent to Ann
—the one
have the energy, Delafield
above showing her
the courage — “as she used to
yes, and the be,” the one at
right showing her
beauty to enjoy on finishing the
it.”
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FABULOUS TEXAN
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 461

Often many women between the ages of
38 and 52—are shocked to realize they
are In the class commonly known as
“middle-age” with Its annoying symp¬
toms which so often betray their age.
So if you suffer from hot flashes, feel
weak, tired, nervous, restless, a bit blue
at times — all due to the functional
"middle-age” period peculiar to women
—try Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vegetable Com¬
pound to relieve such symptoms.
This Great Medicine HELPS NATURE
For almost a century—Pinkham’s Com¬
pound has been famous to help great
numbers of women go “smiling thru”
such middle-age distress. Thousands
have reported remarkable benefits!
Many wise women take Plnkham's
Compound regularly to help build up
resistance against such symptoms. This
great medicine helps nature and that’s
the kind you should try.
INEXPENSIVE: Plnkham's Compound
costs very little compared to some other
methods but this doesn’t detract from
its effectiveness. Follow label directions.
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time, those long legs can bend or
slouch or take most any stance you
can think of. “It’s a cinch,” says
Scott, “that is, if you’re a Texan.”
He has dark brown wavy hair; and
beautiful — yep, really beautiful —
brown eyes. And as if the eyes weren’t
enough, he’s got to go ahead and be
blessed with the longest, thickest
lashes in Hollywood. It isn’t fair (me
being a girl), but then they must
have come in handy during some of
those Texas dust storms, when Zack
was riding the range punching cattle.
And a nose. What can you say
about a nose? Wouldn’t be surprised
but what that chiseled beak of his
doesn’t have a great deal to do with
the casting of the John Barrymore
part one of these days —when they
get around to doing “Goodnight
Sweet Prince.” (My own private pre¬
diction is that Mr. Zachary Scott
stands the best chance of getting this
prize acting plum!) And a mouth.
But then, haven’t we said enough?
Sure, it’s everything to be desired.
He has long, thin hands—sensitive
but strong—the kind that make you
ask, “Do you play the piano?” Well,
he did when he was a youngster, but
gave it up because acting ambitions
suddenly consumed all his spare time
and effort. But it’s the one regret of
his life, and the reason for his wellstocked record collection of piano
selections.
His voice is deep, compelling and
musical. When he was working in
“Dimitrios,” he had a slight English
or so-called stage accent. In “Hold
Autumn in Your Hands,” he had to
slip back into his Texas drawl.
He has a wonderful sense of humor.
Like the time in “Mask of Dimitrios’
when Faye Emerson had a line say¬
ing, “I would like to see the body.”
(Of Dimitrios.) Zack wasn’t on call
for work that day, but he came on
set. Just after Faye delivered the
line, he had himself carried in by
Sidney Greenstreet and Peter Lorre
and plopped at her feet.
Before
Faye could give out with a double
take, Zack said, “May I introduce
my pall bearers, Madame?”
He’s a very sympathetic guy and
has a deep love for humanity. One
of the things that distresses him
greatly is that with the closing of the
W.P.A. Theatre, a great many poten¬
tially great stars are lost to the world.
And it is one of his greatest am¬
bitions to start a good old-fashioned
stock company of actors, when time
and fortune permit.
Zack dresses to the occasion. But
no matter how sartorially correct he
may be, he looks at ease and comfort¬
able. He prefers sport clothes, though,
and likes to wear a choice belt of
Mexican silver discs with his slacks.
He likes tennis, golf and swim¬
ming. But what a demon he is at
riding! But naturally. “When I was
a boy,” says Zack, “I spent three
months out of every year on my
grandfather’s ranch in Texas. I was
the city cousin who came up to have
all the starch taken out of him. But
grandfather saw to it that his pro¬
tege from the city had all the tips
beforehand. I was never caught say¬

ing ‘bulldoze,’ when I should have
said ‘bulldog’—thanks to him!”
Being in the saddle all day long
became second nature, and a first
love to Zack. But riding wasn’t the
only thing this city slicker learned.
He became a darned good cook!
“Only trouble was,” says Zack, “my
cooking was a little monotonous then.
You see, I discovered that when
cooking for eight or ten people, it’s
the big pot that’s the interesting one
and the easy one. I was busier than
a switch engine, making stews from
morning to night.”
Zack drives a midget sedan that
can practically crawl under a Scotty.
It’s a B.M.W., which he calls “My
Country ’Tis” because it’s seen a lot
of service—and, it gets 35 miles to a
gallon of gas! (He’s not so dumb!)
“The car is a hangover from my boy¬
hood days,” remarks Zack. “I always
wanted a small car. Sometimes I
wonder, though, how I’d ever get in
it if I didn’t have my adaptable
Texas legs!”
Zack lives in a charming, comfort¬
ably furnished home in West Holly¬
wood, which you get to by first getting
lost on a dirt road imbedded with
rocks just right for cutting your tires
to ribbons. This isn’t Zack’s fault. It
has something to do with the num¬
bering on his street—but it makes
you mad just the same. That is, until
you enter the Scott home. Then you
gasp with awe and wonder. It’s the
Scott charm that does it. And the
Scott charm is not only doubled, but
tripled in that home. For you see,
Zachary is married to a lovely and
intelligent young woman, formerly
Elaine Anderson of Fort Worth,
Texas. And there is a young Scott
miss named Waverly, who is now
eight years old and takes after her
parents.
But to get Mr. Scott settled in his
home in the Hollywood hills, and up
to date, perhaps a little backtracking
is in order at this point.
Scott was born in Austin, Texas,
Feb. 21, 1914, the son of Dr. and Mrs.
Z. T. Scott. He attended the public
schools of his home city, but was more
interested in collecting dogs. Zack
loved dogs—still does. (He has a
champion white French poodle now
named Jingo, given him by Jane
Wyatt and fondly referred to by Zack
as “Dreamy.”) Fact is, as a kid he
had more dogs than most kids have
marbles. And they were all found¬
lings, except one—a Boston Bull
named Tuffy, the only dog he ever
bought.
When Zack was four years old, he
appeared as Charlie Chaplin in a
neighborhood vaudeville.
(Chaplin
was then his hero.) This little acting
stint started something ticking inside
the youthful Scott that burst like a
timebomb when he was exactly 14.
He informed his parents that he was
going to be an actor.
Fond parents, however, decided he
was a little too young to go on the
stage, and convinced him that an
education wasn’t anything he couldn’t
tell his children about. Zack, himself,
found that the University—in which
he enrolled, in due time—had a Cur¬
tain Club, and on that stage he

strutted in parts ranging from juve¬
niles to old men.
Moreover, it was in college that
he met “the girl who had everything.”
(That’s probably why he stole Elaine
Anderson away from his best friend.
What guy wouldn’t?)
Nevertheless, after three years of
college, Scott set off for New Orleans
and hopped a cotton freighter bound
for Hull, England, there to set the
world on fire, or at least an English
stage.
The latter, Zack did by dint of be¬
ing a dogged Texan, getting up in an
English part in four days, and claim¬
ing to be an Australian. His first role
was juvenile lead in “The Outsider.”
And, as he says, “I was type cast!”
Being a Texan, he got his man—
one Gerrard Neville, of the English
Repertory Company, who could dish
out parts as easily as the Govern¬
ment collects a withholding tax.
He played on the British stage for
a year and a half. But between plays,
Zack was having himself a fine time
seeing Germany, France, Belgium,
Switzerland,
etc.
Until
he
was
grabbed off a train at Innsbruck—
skiis and all—by a couple of S.S.
men on the German side of the Italian
frontier who thought it would be a
pious idea for him to sit in his hotel
until notified by the German police.
(It seems that a chap by the name
of Dolfuss had been assassinated.)
It was plain these Gestapo embryos
had never met up with a Texan: be¬
fore the Nazis could say “Heil Hit¬
ler,” Zach was flying over the
Alps, absorbed in the beauty of the
lovely green valleys below.
The
incident,
however,
had a
slightly sobering effect, and Zack
found himself returning to the good
old U.S.A. and the girl in Texas who
had the reins on his heart.
On his 21st birthday, he married
Miss Anderson, in Dallas. The young
couple, very much in love and both
career-minded toward acting, set out
forthwith for New York.
“You know what?” asks Zack, and
immediately answers his own query.
“We didn’t take anyone or anything
by storm but ourselves. For a year

we were engaged in the non-lucrative profession of proving we could
live on love. The theatre went its
merry way, unmindful of the Scott
dream-children.”
So back to Texas they went. Zack
reentered the University, from which
he graduated in 1938. Between studies,
he sandwiched in directing an Austin
little theatre, some oil rigging, lab¬
oratory work in a refining company,
and driving for his physician-father
on night calls—all fairly remunera¬
tive occupations.
Then, with money in their jeans,
the young Zachary Scotts hit New
York again, ready to take another
crack at the stage. But once more
the aspiring thespians were set back
on their resilient heels. After a year
and a half of Broadway’s cold shoul¬
der, they decided that a pair of wellsoled shoes looked better to them
than a part in a play.
“So Elaine gave up her acting am¬
bitions,” says Zack, “and subse¬
quently started as assistant stage
manager and office helper with the
Theatre Guild. I thought the two of
us could horn in on the job, but she
insisted that one of us had to be an
actor. I was elected.”
Zack did summer stock for a couple
of years. Elaine paid the grocery
bills. And they were more in love
with each other than ever.
“Elaine is far from bitter about that
turn of events,” Zack comments, “be¬
cause she adored stage managing. And
as you know, she eventually stagemanaged ‘Oklahoma’ and wound up
being one of the top two in her
field.”
Zack himself graduated from sum¬
mer stock after three years, and
landed a part on Broadway in the
“Circle of Chalk.” In 1942, he was
prominently cast in “The Damask
Cheek,” which closed suddenly be¬
cause of the illness of Flora Robson.
Over the week-end, he found a part
in “This Rock,” starring Billie Burke,
and this flopped. But the fabulous
Texan was now on the move and in
the groove. Next he landed the male
lead in “Those Endearing Young
Charms.” The play was a hit. Scott
was a hit. And a guy in the audience,
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name of Jack L. Warner, was no dope.
He immediately signed Zack to a
Warner contract.
Presto! Mr. Zachary Scott was a
screen actor in Hollywood and hot¬
ter’n a depot stove!
And at home with Elaine, who is a
whizz with a needle and equally as
good with a pair of reins; and Waverly, who runs her shoes down at the
heels and falls off her bike like any
other kid—Scott’s life is complete.
The Scotts love to entertain—in¬
formally, with a few guests. “Be¬
cause,” says Zack, “we not only like
intimate gatherings best, but our
home is too small for anything else.”
Zack is tremendously loyal to his
friends. His closest are the Gregory
Pecks and the William Princes—and
Beulah Bondi, whom he practically
carries around on a pillow, and about
whom Elaine says, “She’s the only
other woman I worry about.”
At home Zack can cook to his
heart’s content. But a far cry from
ranch chow is his “a deux” dinner,
the mention of which is Elaine’s cue
to send Waverly off for the evening
with the housekeeper. It starts off
with a glorified salad—a slice of
melba toast, a slice of tomato, a big
gob of mashed avocado, a big gob of
cottage cheese topped off with mayon¬
naise: all on a lettuce leaf. Then
comes a squab stuffed with wild rice
(which he must get from Frank Mor¬
gan, who has two sacks stashed
away) and almonds, augmented with
French string beans. Last—and get
this—chocolate ice cream with a
spoonful of creme de menthe over it.
And demi tasse.
Zack loves to dance, especially the
square dance. He is an avid gin
rummy and blackjack player. He
gets a kick out of listening to opera,
but collects Charles Trenet records
like “Grandfather, You’ve Forgotten
Your Horse.” His favorite color is
green, but he never wears it. He dis¬
likes people with pretenses, but finds
that Hollywood has fewer of such
than he expected.
And, if you’re not a glamour goon,
take heart. Zack says that he sees so
much perfection in Hollywood that
he begins to miss freckles, a crooked
tooth, or eyebrows that stop a little
short. “Such things,” he avers, “helps
you create a personality.”
The
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SYLVIA SIDNEY
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 361

“I’d get so I just couldn’t take any
more of it,” she recalls. “It got me
down mentally, always being on the
wrong side of the tracks or the law,
always fighting something or some¬
body, dirty gangsters, dirty politics,
the dirty rich. Then I had to wear
those awful clothes, with my hair
either stringy or in buns. I played
slaveys and weeping widows and in¬
mates of women’s prisons, and in one
picture, my entire wardrobe consisted
of a prison uniform which I wore foi
ten straight weeks. Well, you know
what that would do to any woman—
the same dress, eight hours a day,
every day for ten weeks. You shud¬
der to look in the mirror, and you
feel so bedraggled you get so you
don’t even want to take a bath!”
Sylvia talks about these harrowing
memories now with giggles and twin¬
kling eyes.
It might even surprise you to hear
that she loves to do comedy, though
she’d rather do it on the stage than
on the screen, because she loves to
hear the laughter of the audience.
“I get positively drunk on laugh¬
ter,” she says. “I used to stay in the
wings off-stage and just gurgle over
it. When you work on a sound stage
you miss that. There’s something sort
of weird and chilling about playing a
funny scene and hearing no response,
or at best, only a faint giggle here and
there from the crew. It scares me.
“I did play in three comedies on
the screen,” she says, “but that did no
good against that long list of tear
jerkers. I was trapped. What really
hurt was that whenever a good part
came up in one of the more glamorous
opuses, and my name was mentioned
for it, somebody would always say,
‘Oh, Sidney would be good—but she
can’t wear clothes!’ ”
Well, those wiseacres who thought
Sylvia couldn’t wear clothes are go¬
ing to have another think coming
when they see her in “Blood on the
Sun” with Jimmy Cagney. She plays
a beautiful and seductive Eurasian
girl in this story (which takes place
in Japan about 1929) and get herself
involved in some very fancy spy
and/or counterspy work which will
have you guessing. In the course of
her duties, she pals around with peo¬
ple like Premier Baron Giichi Tanaka,
General Tojo, and Admiral Yama¬
moto, who at that time and in that
country were roosting on top of the
social ladder. However you may feel
about that, the old boys liked their
playmates dressy, and Sylvia obliges
in a wardrobe by a new designer
named Michael Woulfe that will make
doubting Thomases sit up and give
the old wolf call, while the girls drool
with envy.
Yes, Sylvia is definitely on the sexy
side this time, and you can see at a
glance that far from needing protec¬
tion against a crool and wicked world,
she can take care of herself anywhere.
Nothing pleases her more than to
be complimented on her clothes. She
takes the most feminine and “untragic” interest in this turn of con¬
versation, and will exclaim delight¬
edly, “Oh, do you think I can wear
clothes?” That crack to the contrary
was the unkindest cut of all, and it
still rankles.

During her. first years in Hollywood,
Sylvia gained quite a reputation for
being the stormy petrel of the town,
which she admits quite frankly that
she earned. “I believe a petrel is sup¬
posed to be the herald of a storm,”
she says. “Well, I guess I was both
the herald and the storm.”
Besides her constant fight to get out
of drab roles, she used to fight about
a great many other things, too. When
asked if she thinks Hollywood has
changed, or if she herself has changed,
she replies with disarming frankness,
“I’ve changed. The trouble was with
me. I was too young to handle the
opportunities and success that came to
me, for one thing. I do think I had
a legitimate right to complain about
being typed, but I didn’t know how to
do it effectively.
“I think when you’re very young,
it’s important to have smart people to
advise you, particularly how to com¬
plain. I didn’t have anyone to tell,
me, and I didn’t know how. I’d just
walk into somebody’s office and go
‘Yaaaah!’ If I had had good advice
or better judgment, I could have han¬
dled the situation better.
“The whole thing about working on
either stage or screen is not to get to
playing the same character year after
year. All you have to do is look at
actors who do it. They get that dead
look in their eyes. They lose their
spontaneity, get hollow inside, so that
if they finally do try to branch out,
they go flat.
“You can’t say whose fault it is
when an actor gets typed. Sometimes
it’s the producer’s idea to hold an
actor to a characterization he does
particularly well, if the public likes
him in it.
But sometimes it’s the
actor’s fault.
Actors don’t always
know what’s best for them.
“As for all those objections I used
to have, I think if you had pinned me
down, I wouldn’t have been able to
tell you just what was wrong. I took
things too seriously, was much too
intense about my work, and I just
would not compromise about any¬
thing.
“I had an awful sense of insecurity
because I felt such a terrific lack of
ability. I was terrified that I might
give a bad performance, or even do
one line badly. My husband (Luther
Adler) used to say, ‘You can’t afford
not to give a bad performance now
and then.’ I couldn’t understand this,
because I believed I couldn’t afford to
give a bad performance.
“Now I think it’s important to do it,
and I often give a bad performance.
Sometimes it will only be a line that’s
bad, or a scene; sometimes the whole
performance. Even if nobody notices,
or comments on it, I know it’s bad,
because I know inside of me how
it should be and where I’ve missed.
But that’s how to learn, how to im¬
prove.
It’s a little difficult to imagine Syl¬
via’s giving a bad performance, for
she’s always been one of our better
actresses. She developed the urge to
act very young, appeared with little
theatre productions in her early teens,
and was soon invited to enter the
Theatre Guild school, for which honor
only the most talented are chosen.
There she distinguished herself to the
point of being selected for the lead in
her graduation play, “Prunella,” di¬
rected by Winthrop Ames, and two
months later got her first professional
engagement. The play ran only two
weeks, but there were other offers in
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rapid succession, and the little Sidney
was never long idle.
She put in a season of stock at
Elitch Gardens in Denver, and from
there came to Hollywood to make
“Through Different Eyes.” When that
one was unrolled on the screen for
her, Sylvia was so upset she deserted
Hollywood “forever”—for the first
time.
Any girl with Sylvia’s ability, who
has developed it through unceasing
hard work and study, as she did, is
bound to turn into an extremely com¬
petent actress. Add to this her sen¬
sitive face, with the Slavic cast of
features (her mother was Russian,
her father Rumanian) which can re¬
flect tragedy with such beautiful and
heart-breaking effect, and it’s not
surprising that she was frequently
being paged by Hollywood and hand¬
ed such heavy assignments as “An
American Tragedy,” “Street Scene,”
Pick Up,” “Jennie Gerhardt,” etc.
But neither is it surprising, when
you meet Sylvia informally and see
what a twinkly, fun-loving girl she
is by nature, that she rebelled against
a screen life of almost unalleviated
sorrow. It was bound to have a de¬
pressing effect on her natural good
spirits, quite apart from the fact that
it was wrong from a professional
standpoint.
It was a little over a year ago that
Sylvia returned to Hollywood this last
time. She wasn’t thinking of herself,
but of her little boy, Jody, aged five,
whose delicate health she felt sure
would improve in the Southern Cali¬
fornia sunshine. It did, and before
they had been here many months,
came Sylvia’s chance to appear with
Cagney in “Blood on the Sun,” which
she considers one of her happiest
assignments.
Sylvia gets very earnest when she
talks about Jimmy Cagney.
“It’s
been a marvelous experience to work
with him. I don’t think I’ve ever met
anyone who gets into his part so in¬
tensely. He positively burns with his
belief in his characterization.
It’s
almost childlike. He’s so completely
the person he’s playing—that’s why,
after doing the whole picture with
him, I don’t feel I know Jimmy Cag¬
ney. Not personally. I only know
Nick Condon, the character he plays.”
As to the future, Sylvia has no fixed
ideas, no marked preference for either
stage or screen. “I just want to be
wherever there’s something interest¬
ing being done,” she says. “Just so
I’m busy—that’s the main thing.”
That may be the main thing profes¬
sionally, but you can’t talk to Sylvia
long without realizing that the main
thing personally is her son Jody, a
blond little boy with a delicate, ex¬
pressive elfin face who reminds you
of A. A. Milne’s charming sketches
and poems about children.
She’d
rather tell you about Jody than about
Sylvia any day.
When asked about herself, she gives
thoughtful, honest answers to ques¬
tions, but doesn’t offer more.
Not
that she’s reticent exactly; she just
doesn’t seem to care particularly for
talking about herself, which is a nice
trait in anybody.
But ask her something about Jody,
and that’s a different matter.
She
“lights up inside” and may reel off a
dozen stories about him.
She likes to tell about the day Jody
took a Christmas gift to his teacher.
For several days previous, Sylvia, not
being able to find Christmas tree or¬

Adele Mara, (Rep.), star of the first
bi-lingual picture, "Song of Mexico."

naments, had been making little dodads out of last year’s cellophane
wrappings and ribbons, which Jody
had watched with great interest.
When she handed him the package
for his teacher, he asked what it was.
Perfume, she told him. Jody’s face
fell.
“Oh, I don’t want to give her per¬
fume,” he said. “I don’t think she’d
like that.”
“Why not, Jody?”
“Well, I wanted to give her one of
those pretty things you’ve been mak¬
ing,” he said.
So Jody’s teacher got the perfume
plus a do-dad.
Sylvia’s husband, Luther Adler, is
in the east.
She admits they have
separated, but says she has no plans
for a divorce. For the present, at
least, everything is status quo. She’s
seen about with Fletcher Martin, the
artist, and they appear to be very
good friends, which is all it takes to
start romantic rumors in Hollywood.
But Sylvia insists she has no matri¬
monial plans.
Meantime, she and Jody live in a
charming little house high on a hill¬
side above Sunset Boulevard, with a
magnificent view overlooking the city,
and on clear days, the ocean. Birdie,
a devoted servant who came out with
them from New York, looks after
their wants, and cares for Jody while
Sylvia’s working.
They live gra¬
ciously but simply, getting a great
deal of fun out of the smallest details
of daily life.
“Everything seems so much less
complex now than it used to. It’s all
a part of growing up, I suppose. So
many things have happened to change
my point of view since the days when
I was so unhappy here. I’ve learned
a lot from living in New York and
knowing many different kinds of peo¬
ple.
Having a child changes your
point of view, too—makes you think
less about yourself.
Maybe I’m
changing from an introvert to an ex¬
trovert. Anyway, everything seems
much more interesting. And there are
people that you meet everywhere,
anywhere — they’re
so
wonderful!
Saroyan said they were, and they are.
I don’t go all the way with Saroyan,
but he’s certainly right about that!”
Well, that’s what the lady said, and
there’s one thing certain: you’d have
a hard time finding a happier looking
girl than “Sorrowful Sidney.”
The End

Before . . .
SELF-CONSCIOUS!

MOVIELAND GIVES A PARTY
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 301

their congratulations to all the many
nice things being said to and about
the guests of honor?
Well, you can take our camera¬
man’s word for it (poor Bill Dudas,
he was wishing for a shutter-box that
could stutter fast like an automatic
machine gun!) . . . there were fortyfive celebrities on hand; fact is, many
more than that!
The first to arrive was Faye Emer¬
son; not only was she about an hour
early of the scheduled tee-off time,
but'she was a day in advance. Tele¬
phoning Movieland’s Hollywood office,
she said plaintively, “I’m here at Mocambo, but nothing seems to be hap¬
pening. Where is everybody?” Said
Western Editor Jane Wilkie, “Getting
primed for tomorrow!” (Incidentally,
Faye Emerson is one of the realest
girls you could possibly meet. She
may have married the President’s son,
but she is a Marquesa of Good Man¬
ners in her own right. She has made
a great many friends for herself dur¬
ing the past few months by her gen¬
uineness, charm, and sincerity.)
Maureen O’Hara arrived beneath a
black hat with a 20-gallon brim—-such
a bonnet! It was lovely on Maureen,
although a wag telephoned her next
morning and—taking into considera¬
tion that the party was held The Night
Of The Big Wind In Hollywood—
asked innocently, “How did you get
back fi’om Hueneme?” (Hueneme is
about 50 miles up the coast!)
Bob Walker squired Shirley Pat¬
terson, Tom Drake brought Jan Clay¬
ton, Dean Harens brought Bonita
Granville, Dinah was there with her
khaki husband, George Montgomery;
Jinx Falkenburg (just back from her
warfront tour) was making the rest
of the femmes drool with the adroit
use of gold dust sprinkled in her hair;
Glenn Ford was passing out cigars in
honor of his new son, magnificent
dancer Johnny Coy (if the name is
now unfamiliar to you, memorize it
because he is going to be one of the
biggest stars in the business—he’s
originally Canadian and naturally ter¬
rific) was chatting with the photogs;

Charles (Gaza) Korvin was stepping
up feminine blood pressure; Ann
Rutherford was proving that she had
just finished reading “Forever Am¬
ber” by calling out to friend and foe
alike, “A pox on you.”
Xavier Cugat wandered in, saying
that he had heard sounds of merri¬
ment from the sidewalk before Mocambo and just wondered what was
going on. He was persuaded to stay,
and Hoagy Carmichael was persuaded
to play.
“I can’t,” Hoagy averred.
“I’m starving.”
But fortified by a
series of the Mocambo’s drool-devel¬
oping hors d’oeuvres, he managed to
ascend the stand and sprinkle the air
with melodic bells.
Maria Montez had been invited to
bring her three delightful sisters.
When she arrived with only two and
was closely questioned, she said sim¬
ply, “Well, my sister wanted to wear
her hair in a new way, so I volun¬
teered to cut it. She said that if it
turned out badly, she couldn’t come
to the party. Hmm. You see?”
Sonny Tufts received and receipted
for Frank Sinatra’s award, in the ab¬
sence of The Voice, who had just left
for New Jersey after having been
4-F’ed by his Draft Board again.
Everyone tried to get Sonny to sing
“Accentuate the Positive,” or some
such chune, but he said he didn’t
want the Award to be transferred at
such a late date. (He has been kid¬
ding the Bing ever since on the score
that he, Sonny, got an Award—with¬
out ever uttering a competitive note!)
Aim ost-Didn’t-Get-T he re-Guest
was Jimmie Cardwell, who tele¬
phoned MOVIELAND’s office late the
afternoon of the party day, and con¬
fessed that he had been ripped out of
bed that morning by Western Union,
who sought to deliver his telegraphic
invitation shortly before dawn. He
said “Uhuh-mggn-lllmp-Thank you,”
and hung up. At about four p. m.,
he began to wonder what he had
agreed to do. He was glad it was
nothing more crucial than attending
a really super party.
The End
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SCREEN STYLES
ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 45)

dressing many of the stage luminaries.
Motion pictures, at this time, were
still in their swaddling clothes. And
we daresay it might have been ditto
for the stars who appeared in those
pictures—for there were as yet no
big studios with big budgets for en¬
gaging high-salaried designers—but
no, they bought their own, from local
shops. Indeed, many of the extras
of those early days were known as
“dress extras,” and on their ability
to buy and maintain a sizable ward¬
robe depended the number of jobs
offered them. For period extrava¬
ganzas, exceptions were made; cos¬
tumes were frequently rented from
theatrical supply firms like Eaves and
Brooks.
Checking up on the styles worn by
players in those waning “teens”
dubbed The War Period, we note that
the Miss America of the day felt welldressed (but how could she?) in an
ankle length suit, with a jacket reach¬
ing to the end of her fingertips. She
was also showing a fondness for
bigger-the-better fox stoles, complete
with the animal’s head, claws and
tail. Her hat literally “sat” on her
head, without the slightest suggestion
of a tilt; and when she visited her
milliner it was for a “made to order”
draped silk turban with aigrettes
flashing upwards, or a “poke” bonnet
of silk and straw, transparently lacey
and ornamented with feathers or rib¬
bon binding. With a brim? Then it
was medium-wide; but hardly notice¬
able for the accent on crown, which
was high, oh-so-high, like a coach¬
man’s.
Fur of every natural variety (and
some unknown to any of Nature’s
little animals, though bands of mink
and skunk rated most popularly) was
used as dress trimming, even on the
sheerest of afternoon frocks and eve¬
ning gowns. Silk was still obtainable
in those days—in spite of the war—
and there was a plentiful use of
taffeta, georgette crepe and crepe de
chine; with lace and passementerie
for dinner dress adornment.
Toward the end of the period, came
the long tunic and the hobble skirt.
With the early twenties, Paris came
back into its own. Silk and woolen
industries began to thrive, and the
shrewd and knowing French cou¬
turiers, busy as before preparing
seasonal showings for their wealthy,
style-conscious European and Amer¬
ican customers, had just begun to cast
their eyes covetously in the direction
of a new market—American ready-towear. These collections, sponsored by
a few of the familiar French “big
names,” have the added advantage of
showing the ingenuity of several
bright newcomers to the field—names
which have since become giants in the
dress industry; Patou, Lelong, Chanel,
Vionnet, and Molyneux. And their
“originals” started to appear in the
French salons of our better American
department stores, bought in limited
quantities for those wealthy enough
to afford them.
There was a working fashion press
established in Paris and the wires and
big newspapers carried full accounts
of dynamic fashion changes. Lelong,
with his “kinetic” line (meaning fluid

movement) created quite a stir, for it
was the first departure from the static
straight-line skirt.
Retaining the
pencil-slim back, Lelong’s new dress
had added fullness with flowing in¬
serts in the front of the skirt. And
meanwhile other designers, not to be
outdone,
offered
equally
original
ideas, all smart and revolutionary,
until slowly but surely the short skirt
reached such ridiculous (we think
now) heights that it became a thing
of laughter instead of beauty. And
while skirts ascended, waistlines de¬
scended—so that the original “boyish”
mode became a “little girl” fashion.
But while Paris was struggling with
the problem of skirt lengths, what
was happening to fashion in Holly¬
wood?
During the early twenties, through
the introduction of exotic fashions de¬
signed especially for their highest
salaried stars, the movies became
style-conscious.
Quantity, however,
rather than quality, was the order of
the day.
When Hollywood became the estab¬
lished movie center, it was “the call
to the West” for several American
artists and designers. They had all
had their initial training in Paris; but
New York and Paris were too far
away, and the first rebellion against
organized fashion had begun.
The movies were attracting all the
American beauties. (Fox was signing
contracts with girls like Dorothy
Mackaill and Billie Dove, which
should set the time in your memory,
if you can remember.)
The great
stress on classic beauty was un¬
doubtedly due to the general use of
the close-up in silent romantic scenes.
With the advent of the “flapper,”
obesity on the screen (even plump¬
ness, if it showed) became a social
crime, and best-friends and experts
all recommended their favorite diets,
in the interests of the “show-girl”
figure for the screen lovelies—which
was a must. The girl who was blessed
with a slim waist and curves in the
right spots naturally rebelled against
the sack-line dress and the cloche
that fell almost to her eyes.
Even
the flaming youth girls, with their
boyishly bobbed hair
(of which
Madge Bellamy, in “Sandy,” was a
shining example), wanted to show off
their trim figures. Short skirts passed
muster,
they
admitted, for they
showed their shapely thighs and trim
ankles—but fashion be hanged if they
weren’t going to show their waistlines,
too!
So the studio dressmakers took a tip
from the stars’ private preferences,
and made the screen clothes with
waistlines. (A first “declaration of in¬
dependence” from what Paris dictated,
and don’t think it didn’t bring a storm
of criticism from visiting Parisian
couturiers!)
It was the time of Lois Moran
(who’d collected laurels as the child
in the first “Stella Dallas”), and dark¬
eyed charmers the likes o’ Olive Bor¬
den, and then Janet Gaynor—when
Janet drew critical acclaim for her
performance in “Sunrise,” and was
awarded the coveted role of Diane in
the first screen version of “Seventh
Heaven,” with Charlie Farrell as her
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After your shampoo, dissolve a package of
Marchand’s Rinse in warm water and brush or
pom1 it through your hair. Gone is all soap
film! Your hair is glorious with shining new
color ... softer and more manageable, too!
Marchand’s Rinse goes on and washes off as
easily as facial make-up. Not a bleach — not a
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leading man. For several years after
this memorable picture was released,
the team of Gaynor and Farrell was
the best box-office bet in the country.
Today, Janet is the wife of Adrian,
one of Hollywood’s foremost designers
—which makes it no accident that
she’s also known as “one of Holly¬
wood’s best-dressed women.”
By the time the late twenties had
rolled around, Hollywood’s insistence
upon glamorizing the feminine figure
was having its influence on the world
of fashion, still emanating from Paris.
Several of the highly paid stars of the
day made periodic trips to Paris and
brought
back
expensive
French
wardrobes. Some of these wardrobes
found their way, inevitably, to the
screen. And with the increasing popu¬
larity of the American motion picture
abroad, the French couturiers recog¬
nized Hollywood pictures as a new
advertising medium, a showcase for
displaying their clothes to potential
customers all over the world. And
consequently, they started to take a
tip from the simple, attractive clothes
which younger stars were flaunting in
defiance of organized style.
Moreover, American manufacturers,
too, began to credit Hollywood with
having an influence on fashion. With
the result that famous designers both
in Paris and New York were soon
planning a moulded hipline, as a fore¬
runner to a raised waistline, and then
began to lengthen evening dresses
with dipping panels at the sides of
the skirt, or in peacock fashion, to
the rear.
If the late twenties were devoid of
beauty of line, there was no lack for
rich materials and ornamentation.
Lames and brocades were used ex¬
tensively for evening wraps and
dresses; wraps were lavishly trimmed
with fur and feathers. Those who
couldn’t afford ermine found white
rabbit, specially treated, a fine substi¬
tute, and just as flattering. Sequins,
crystals, and simulated jewels fairly
encrusted the knee-length chiffon and
tulle evening gowns. And naturally
these rich materials, with all their
glitter, having important photographic
value, found their way to the screen.
With the advent of sound, in the
early thirties, sophisticated drama and
musicals came into vogue. The former
called for smart attire, the latter for
novelty and originality in costuming.
It was at this time that the Studio
Designing Departments—a head de¬
signer with a corps of assistants—
came into being. From Paris and Lon¬
don came several well-known de¬
signers; from the New York theatre
and Seventh Avenue, came others.
One of the first musicals to show a
blending of this designing genius was
“Fox Movietone Follies,” released in
1929, featuring Sue Carol, Dixie Lee,
Sharon Lynn and Lola Lane.
Many of the stylesetters who cre¬
ated the screen fashions during the
eventful thirties have since opened
their own fashion salons, where they
turn out sports clothes, tailleurs and
evening clothes that vie with the
French couturiers for being “the first
and the best.” In the annals of mod¬
ern fashion there will always be a
niche for inspired designers like Rene
Hubert, Travis Benton, Bonnie Cashin,
Yvonne Wood, Russell Patterson,
Charles LeMaire, Gwen Wakeling,
Royer, Rita Kaufman, Herschel, Dolly
Tree, Sophie Wachner and Bernard
Newman—men and women who have
created some of the beautiful daytime
I and evening dresses and period cos¬

tumes for such pictures as “George
White’s Scandals,” “Bottoms Up,”
“Stand Up and Cheer,” “Metro¬
politan.” “One in a Million,” “Wings
of the Morning,” “Second Honey¬
moon,” “Lillian Russell,” “My Gal
Sal,” “Coney Island,” “Wilson”—and
now, “Diamond Horseshoe.”
Today, more than ever, the Amer¬
ican designer has had to show a lot
of ingenuity, working under wartime
handicaps—with governmental regu¬
lations restricting the amount of
yardage used, with substitutes for oldtime fabrics which were formerly
used with no thought of economy. Yet
they’ve produced gowns and costumes
as colorful and attractive as ever.
Since the early thirties, fashion has
become truly universal in scope. It is
difficult to analyze the subtle changes
which have taken place. Skirts are
a little shorter today than they were
then; the almost over-padded shoul¬
der which developed to be a caricature
of the original Schiaparelli tailleur
has been appropriately modified. To¬
day’s conception of fashion is to select
from the vast number of existing de¬
signs and to discard all those not bestsuited to the wearer’s looks and per¬
sonality, with accent on figure.
Naturally, we can expect a further
revolution when World War II comes
to an end. We will have a greater
wealth of fabrics to draw upon, and
no O.P.A. regulations will be neces¬
sary then to keep skirt lengths of one
pattern. Of one thing you can be sure,
however: the designing genius of Hol¬
lywood and New York will continue
to be an expandingly influential one;
because these designers of today are
young, abreast with the times and
international in thought and in ap¬
proach. Their ideas will reflect the
world of tomorrow, at the same time
drawing from the experience of today
and yesterday for the inspiration so
necessary to true creative talent. A
Nettie Rosenstein, who could look
back to the times of “Jane Eyre” and
“Wilson,” and create such thoroughly
modern collections based on costumes
shown in those pictures, is a fine ex¬
ample of this thoroughness of design¬
ing. A Celia Chapman, who was in¬
spired by the motion picture costumes
of “Pin Up Girl” and “Diamond Horse¬
shoe” to create a wearable, charming
modern line is another . . . and there
are still others; designers creating
clothes to be worn by Miss Modern
America.
The End
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WORDS OF MUSIC
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 49)

WHAT'S BRISK ON THE DISC:
Decca:
Records may come and records may
go, but we always have records by
Crosby. This month there are four
sides by Bing. The first two, with
John Scott Trotter’s orchestra, are
“More and More” and “Strange Mu¬
sic.” On the second coupling, Bing
has the assistance of Ethel Smith at
the organ, the Ken Darby singers, and
the music of Victor Young. It’s “Just
A Prayer Away” and “My Mother’s
Waltz.”
Guy Lombardo also does double
duty this month.
Number one is
“Poor Little Rhode Island” and “Oh!
Moytle,” both novelty tunes, and
number two is “I Want A Bunny For
Easter” and “Easter Sunday On The
Prairie.”
Billie Holiday, a favorite singer
among musicians, has a terrific new
disc. It’s “Lover Man,” and “That
Ole Devil Called Love.” The latter
tune was written especially for her
by the composers of “Into Each Life
Some Rain Mqst Fall.”
The Delta Rhythm Boys, one of the
best of the singing groups, are ac¬
companied by the Gulf Coast Five on
“Gee, Baby, Ain’t I Good To You”
and “Is There Somebody Else?”
In the jive department, here’s
Jimmie Lunceford’s orchestra doing
“I’m Gonna See My Baby” and “That
Someone Must Be You.”
Another
jive
gentleman,
Louis
Armstrong, has two swell sides in “I
Wonder” and “Jodie Man.” Louis
does both vocals in his usual wonder¬
ful style, and “I Wonder” has some
of that good Armstrong trumpet.
Fred Astaire is heard on wax for
the first time in ages on “This Heart
Of Mine,” from his picture, “Ziegfeld
Follies” and “If Swing Goes, I Go
Too,” which Fred wrote himself.
Mel Torme (pronounced Tormay)
and his Mel-Tones, a fine vocal group,
are a new addition to Decca’s list of
artists. Their first effort is a good
one—“Stranger in Town” and “You’ve
Laughed At Me For The Last Time.”
Keep your eye on Mel. He’s only
nineteen, and a most talented lad.
He got his start as a drummer-singerarranger with the old Chico Marx
band and is now heard regularly on
the Fitch Bandwagon air show.

Columbia:
Frank Sinatra has recorded two of
the tunes from his M-G-M picture,
“Anchors Aweigh.” They are
“I
Begged Her” and “What Makes The
Sunset?” Axel Stordahl’s orchestra
and arrangements as usual. Now,
girls, don’t knock each other down
trying to be the first one at the music
counter.
The big Calypso hit, “Rum and
Coca-Cola” is done by Abe Lyman’s
orchestra, with a vocal by Rose Blane
(Mrs. Lyman). The reverse side is
“Since You.”
Here’s Harry James with “Guess
I’ll Hang My Tears Out To Dry,”
sung by Kitty Kallen, and “I Don’t
Care Who Knows It.”
One of the prettiest of the new
ballads is “He’s Home For A Little
While.” Les Brown has recorded it
with lyrics by Doris Day. It is backed

up by “My Dreams Are Getting Bet¬
ter All The Time.”
If you’re in a Latin mood, try “Tico
Tico” and “Linda Mujer” by Xavier
Cugat. Cugat’s new feminine vocalist,
Elena Verdugo, sings the first side
and Del Campo is heard on the
second.
Frankie Carle, who usually plays
sweet piano, is off on a boogie kick
with “Carle Boogie.” The back-up is
“Saturday Night,” sung by Phyllis
Lynne.
Morton Gould has made a fine in¬
strumental album entitled “After
Dark.” There are four twelve-inch
records, including good tunes like
“Temptation,”
“Dancing
In
The
Dark,” and “That Old Black Magic.”
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Victor:
The King Sisters’ new platter is one
of their best. It’s “Candy” and “Satur¬
day Night,” with Buddy Cole’s or¬
chestra.
“Candy” also serves as one side of
Dinah Shore’s latest. On the reverse
she does “He’s Home For A Little
While.” Dinah sings this one as if it
had been written for her.
Tommy Dorsey’s new one is “Please
Don’t Say No,” which he does in his
picture, “Thrill Of A Romance,” with
a tenor vocal by Freddie Stewart,
and “I Should Care,” with Bonnie Lou
■Williams and the Sentimentalists in
the lyric department. Dorsey heavily
features his string section on both
tunes.
Duke Ellington’s latest composition,
“I Ain’t Got Nothin’ But The Blues”
is sung by Lena Horne, as only she
can do this type of thing. It is coupled
with the oldie, “As Long As I Live.”
Lena is on a theatre tour again, and
was a sensation at the Capitol Theatre
in New York.
Artie Shaw has two fine instru¬
mentals with “I’ll Never Be The
Same” and “ ’S Wonderful.” There’s
plenty of the Shaw clarinet on both
sides.
If you’re interested in the evolution
of jazz, you’ll want Victor’s educa¬
tional jazz series. There are six al¬
bums in all, with the following artists
and bands represented: McKinley’s
Cotton Pickers, Jelly Roll Morton,
The Quintet of the Hot Club of
France,
Louis
Armstrong,
Lionel
Hampton, and the Benny Goodman
Trio and Quartet. Many of the num¬
bers in these albums are collector’s
items.

Capitol:
Betty Hutton’s second record is a
worthy sequel to her sensational
“Rocking Horse” and “It Had To Be
You.” It’s “Blue Skies” and “Stuff
Like That There.”
Here’s an album called “Dennis Day
Sings.” It was recorded before Dennis
went into the navy and contains eight
ballads, including “Smoke Gets In
Your Eyes” and “When Day Is Done.”
That double barrelled baritone,
Andy Russell is present and ac¬
counted for with “Don’t Love Me”
and “Negra Consentida” (My Pet
Brunette). He sings the latter num¬
ber both in English and Spanish.
“Don’t Love Me” is a new ballad by
the writers of “I Don’t Want To Set
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The World on Fire,” and a sure hit.

JAM NOTES:

Overnight—you'll see and feel the difference! One
application will convince you! Glover’s famous
3-YVay Medicinal Treatment leaves your hair softer, radi¬
ant, sparklingly high-lighted, with added loveliness, no
matter what style hair-do you like best. Try all three
Glover’s preparations—Glover’s Mange Medicine, famous
since 1876—GLO-VER Beauty Shampoo—Glover's Impe¬
rial Hair Dress! Try them separately, or in one com¬
plete treatment. Ask at any Drug Store, today I
TRIAL SIZE—Send Coupon for all three products In
hermetically-sealed bottles, packed in special carton, com¬
plete instructions for
3 -Way Overnight
treatment.
useful
FREE booklet. “The
Scientific Care of
Scalp and Hair.”
Apply with massage,
for DANDRUFF.
ANNOYING SCALP
and
EXCESSIVE
FALLING HAIR.

Glover’s, 101 W. 31st St., Dept. 675. New York I, N. Y.
Send “Complete Trial Application” in three hermeti¬
cally-sealed bottles, with informative booklet, as adver¬
tised in plain wrapper by return mail. I enclose 25c.

□ Sent FREE to members of the Armed Forces on
receipt of 10c for packing and postage.

DON’T PUT UP WITH THE
TORMENT OF SIMPLE PILES
USE PAZO!

Don’t just suffer the agonizing pain, torture, itching of
simple piles. Remember, for over thirty years amazing
PAZO ointment has given prompt, comforting relief to
millions. It gives you soothing, welcome palliative relief.

Benny Goodman is leaving the hit
show, “Seven Lively Arts,” and is
planning to reorganize his big band.
He will play the Paramount Theatre
and possibly go out on the road. . . .
Raymond Scott may replace Benny in
the show. , . Jo Stafford is pleased
as punch over her night club success
in New York. It was her first try in
this field. She will probably follow
Goodman into the Paramount. . .
Bob Haymes is set for the lead in
Columbia’s “Blonde From Brooklyn,”
which will be a romantic comedy.
Though the picture isn’t a musical,
Bob will sing four songs. . . Jean
Tighe, who is heard on the Guy Lom¬
bardo airshow over the Blue Network,
has won her wings and is now a mem¬
ber of the Civilian Air Patrol. . .
Tommy Dorsey has been having male
vocalist trouble again. When Bob
Allen left the band a few months ago,
Tommy hired tenor Freddie Stewart.
Hal Winters took Stewart’s place for
a short time and was succeeded by
Frank De Vito. Then Billy Usher
joined the band. Who’s next? . . .
Bonnie Lou Williams, the Dorsey
feminine singer, was married recently
to Walter Benson, trombonist with
the band, and T.D. was the best man.
A few days after the wedding, Walter
was inducted into the army . . . Tom¬
my reopened the 400 Club in New
York, which will feature name bands
from now on. . . Dick Brown has
been tested by Warner Brothers in
the East in view to a film contract.
... Kate Smith became a member of
the Red Cross “Gallon Club” when
she donated her eighth pint of blood.
. . . Woody Herman and Decca Records
have come to the parting of the ways.
In the future Woody will record for
Columbia
exclusively. . . MetroGoldwyn-Mayer
is talking
about
making a picture called “The Lom¬
bardos.” The film would be the life
story of Guy and his musical family.
. . . Lionel Hampton is going to ap¬
pear at Carnegie Hall in April with
the Philharmonic orchestra.
That
should be some jazz concert! . . .
Marion Hutton is being considered for
an important role in the forthcoming
Warner Bros, film, “The Life of Cole
Porter”. . . I spied Helen O’Connell
at Jimmy Dorsey’s Pennsylvania Ho¬
tel opening and she looked terrific.
But Helen is contented with the do¬
mestic life and is not returning to
singing, which is bad news for her
fans. . . Gil Rodin and Ray Bauduc,
who were with the old Bob Crosby
orchestra are both out of the army
and have organized a new band to¬
gether. . . The King Cole Trio have
been signed for the “Stork Club” pic¬
ture at Paramount at a reported
$12,000 salary for two weeks work.
. . . Gene Krupa will have a spot in
the Harry James-Dick Haymes starrer, “Kitten On The Keys” . . .

How PAZO Ointment Works
I. Soothes inflamed areas—relieves pain and itching. 2. Lu¬
bricates hardened, dried parts —helps prevent cracking
and soreness. 3. Tends to reduce swelling and check bleed¬
ing. 4. Provides a quick and easy method of application.
Special Pile Pipe (or Easy Application
PAZO ointment has a specially designed, perforated Pile
Pipe, making application simple and thorough. (Some
persons, and many doctors, prefer to use suppositories, so
PAZO is also made in suppository form.)

Get Relief with PAZO Ointment!
Ask your doctor about wonderful PAZO ointment and
the soothing, blessed relief it gives for simple piles. Get
PAZO ointment from your druggist today!
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So long for now, playmates.
If you have any musical puz¬
zlers, send them along and I’ll
do my best to answer you. But
remember, not too many ques¬
tions, and be sure to enclose a
self-addressed, stamped envel¬
ope. Just mail to Jill Warren,
Movieland
Magazine,
1476
Broadway, New York City 18,
New York.

EARL WILSON
(Continued, from page 39)

suggested that Dietrich had done more
than she to make women’s pants popu¬
lar. “Oh, I wore pants long before she
did,” said Katharine. “It’s a terrible
disease, pants. Actually,. I think peo¬
ple stare at me in a dress, but I sup¬
pose they stare just as much in pants.”
For final touches, the column dis¬
closed that Miss Hepburn has freckles
all over, even on her tummy.
A Wilson essay on Joan Fontaine
revealed that David P. Lewis of Inter¬
national Pictures had kicked Miss Fon¬
taine “square on her derriere” for
tricking him into buying her $575
worth of hats after “Frenchman’s
Creek” had been completed.
Wilson’s wordage that has capti¬
vated his readers, and the point of
view that is the envy of journalistic
onlookers, grows, not from a match¬
ing personality, but from the sheer
craftsmanship of a lifelong writer
accustomed to perform well on any
assignment the editor might hand out.
Each wisecrack, every guffaw, or the
strange jive-talk of a hep musician
is the product of sweat and pain and
hours over the tired typewriter in
the low pulse hours of early dawn,
when the galloping 7 a.m. deadline
of an afternoon newspaper stares him
grimly in the face.
In Rockford, Ohio—population 1,100
—where Wilson did his first newspapering, he hadn’t the slightest idea
that he was headed for a grind of
three to nine night clubs a night in
New York. He did set out in cold
blood to be a newspaperman, start¬
ing at the age of twelve with prolific,
but unpaid, contributions of local
items to the Rockford Weekly Press.
“In a town like that anybody who
could put words down on paper was
priceless to the editor,” Wilson rem¬
inisces. “I enjoyed seeing the stuff
in print so much that it never oc¬
curred to me to ask about getting
paid. I guess the editor never thought
of it either. He did let me sit around
the office and read Editor and Pub¬
lisher. I considered that a very great
privilege. In it I gobbled up a raft
of too-early knowledge of the great
big wonderful newspaper world and
decided that was for me.”
Later he landed a job as a college
sports correspondent, then a political
reporting job for a news syndicate,
and finally he was offered a $45-aweek rewrite job on the New York
Post.
That was May, 1934. The money
didn’t go very far in New York. But
like most aspiring reporters Earl was
glad to be in the really big, big time.
The work was hard and the hours
long. At first he had the “lobster
trick,” going to work at 3:00 a.m. and
staying on til 11:00, when the inter¬
esting part of the newspaper day was
just unfolding. But at last he began
to get out on the street and cover
big city stories. The editor learned
that in Columbus, Earl had covered
electrocutions as part of his State
House job. So he rubbed it in on him
by sending him to Sing Sing to be
“execution editor.” Earl figures he has
seen 75 to 100 executions.
The romance chapter of Wilson’s
life enters about here. It is in true
O. Henry tradition, involving a poor
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boy and a poor girl and love in de¬
pressing Greenwich Village rooms.
Earl had a room in an ancient walkup flat
building
on
Washington
Square. His cubbyhole was one of
seven on a long corridor. The other
tenants were just colorless people he
nodded to in the hall. Except for a
good looking girl named Rosemary
Lyons who lived at the other end.
They were both lonely, and it was
natural that they should dine to¬
gether occasionally in Village dumps.
Rosemary knew the thing was seri¬
ous when Earl presented her with a
sumptuous electric alarm clock one
Christmas. When he left the house
early mornings, he had been in the
habit of setting his own alarm clock
and placing it at Rosemary’s door to
awaken her a couple of hours later.
The electric clock cost real money
and soon they were married. The
ceremony took place during Rose¬
mary’s lunch hour from her job as
secretary to a department store ex¬
ecutive. She went right on working
as there was neither time nor money
for a honeymoon.
Nowadays, the Wilson menage, in
a comfortable old-fashioned apart¬
ment just above the theatrical dis¬
trict, consists of “Slugger,” or Earl
Lyons Wilson, their thirteen-monthsold son, Mrs. Rosella Lyons, who is
Rosemary’s widowed mother, and the
devoted pal of both Wilsons, and
“Empress,” a little white dog with
a lovable disposition.
The Wilson afternoon usually pro¬
gresses with Earl going out on a pre¬
arranged interview with such sterling
column material as, say, Marlene
Dietrich.
Not all of these people are handled
in the column with what they or
their press agents would consider kid
gloves. Yet Earl reports he has not
as yet, collected a single really mad
interviewee, a libel suit, or been
barred from any saloon. When he
reported Carole Landis to be bowlegged, she greeted him enthusias¬
tically in a night club lobby and hiked
up her skirts to show that the latter
rumor was true. When he said Lady
Mendl stood on her head to clear her
brain, she loved it.
Wilson has developed to a high
degree one of the most vicious weap¬
ons available to a trained reporter.
That is to let the victim hang him¬
self with his own words. He attributes
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the original advice on this to his editor
who said, “Play it strictly dead pan.”
That’s exactly what Wilson does. In¬
stead of being the smooth sophisti¬
cated columnist who knows all the
answers and is tired of repeating
them, he is wide-eyed in wonder at
the people he meets and the won¬
derful places he is allowed to go on
his “Booze Beat.”
There are some with whom it will
add greatly to Wilson’s prestige to
know that he has actually and in per¬
son interviewed Greta Garbo. Twice,
for that matter. For the record, no
other reporter in either New York
or Hollywood has succeeded in doing
this even once since Gee-Gee entered
the “wawnt to be alawn” stage of her
career.
Quixotically journalistic as always,
Earl laid siege to the Garbo by post¬
ing himself outside the Ritz Towers
where she was staying. Such tactics,
where anyone less than a beautiful
husband murderess is concerned, are
definitely below the social standards
of top New York reporters. But Earl
stuck it out on the sidewalk for three
days running, because Garbo didn’t
leave her room for the first two. By
that time, even the autograph fans
had given up. Imagine the pitter-pat
of the Wilson heart when the great
Garbo actually emerged and teetered
on the Park Avenue curbstone wait¬
ing for a break in the traffic. As Earl
put it in a breathlessly sardonic col¬
umn: “I upped to her and took her
arm. Yes, simple little ME touched
Garbo—TWICE! I took her arm, oh
so protectively as we crossed the
street. When our little romance was
over (Garbo wouldn’t talk for pub¬
lication) she shook hands. True, her
hand had a glove on it. But her hand
touched my hand! Pardon me, while
I look at my hand. It looks the same
but it isn’t.”
What Earl didn’t put in the column
was the fact that Garbo seemed a
bit clairvoyant about him. As they
crossed the street (she was striding
so fast that Earl was dog trotting
to keep up) she turned to him and
said: “You stay up all night. You
have that look. Yes, you stay up all
night finding out things about people.
What for? WHAT FOR?” Earl didn’t
remember to answer it was to make
a living.
There was a second “interview”
with Garbo. It, too, produced a Wil¬

Producer Mark

Hellinger,

only recently

(He was a Hearst war correspondent.)

son column. This time he trapped
Gee-Gee at the Ruban Bleu. The re¬
sulting report went like this in next
day’s paper:
“Miss Gee-Gee Garbo astonished
me this morning by violating a sacred
rule of polite New York Saloon
Society.
“Gee-Gee was around town with¬
out a male escort. Most women would
rather be shot. Gee-Gee sat in the
Ruban Bleu as late as 2:30 a.m. with¬
out a gent—indeed, in the company
of another female! Being practically
the social dictator of the Booze Who,
I did the only decent thing—I rushed
right over to volunteer to be her
escort for the rest of the evening,
or rather, morning.
“Miss Garbo and I are on speaking
terms and the following brilliant
dialogue scintillated between us:
“ME: Good evening, Miss Garbo.
“Garbo: - (That denotes
silence.)
“ME: Miss Garbo, I’m the reporter
who did that brilliant interview with
you some weeks ago, loping along
Madison and Fifth Avenue with you.
“GARBO: (Staring and throwing
back her yaller hair.) For Heaven’s
sake!
“ME: Didn’t you like it?
“GARBO: -.
“ME: (Pleadingly) Say you did.
“GARBO: That’s a seekret! Waiter!
The check! We’re going. (Cold stares,
loud whispering to the other woman.)
“I’d cunningly slid in at the next
table, and when Gee-Gee started put¬
ting on her beaver coat and sou’¬
wester, I quickly helped her, as I
am widely known as being the soul
of chivalry and good breeding at all
times. Miss Garbo didn’t even thank
me. But I got to touch her, bringing
to three the total of times I’ve touched
Gee-Gee. According to the latest dope,
whose name cannot be revealed (that
gag I stole from the Hollywood Re¬
porter), three times is a new high,
and this makes me the champion
Garbo-toucher at my weight, 168
pounds. As Gee-Gee started down¬
stairs, I tailed her, and a brilliant
cross-fire between us continued to
scintillate at minus 700 candlepower.”
It’s a temptation to go on quoting
Earl. But to-morrow’s paper is as
likely as not to contain a newer and
more priceless Wilsonism in “It Hap¬
pened Last Night.”
The End

YVONNE DECARLO
ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 34)

ENLARGEMENT
buying, owning and being able to
weather the huge repair bills on your
first car, a sleek, gray and black
Lincoln Zephyr.
Your most sheepish admission is
that you talk violently and endlessly
in your sleep after a hard day’s work.
You wear earrings when most other
women would wear hats. You have
a long-standing and unalterable pref¬
erence for violets, and any flower that
conveys a message—such as yellow,
white and red roses. You prefer go¬
ing to the opera to any other form of
entertainment.
You will, at the mere mention of
the word beautiful, tell anyone who
cares to listen that three of the most
beautiful women in the world are
right here in Hollywood: Hedy La¬
marr, Merle Oberon and Linda Dar¬
nell. You are even more precise
when it comes to the men because
you have only picked one; and your
idea of the handsomest man in the
world is not an actor, but Lord Louis
Mountbatten.
You have exquisite taste in food
and clothes and living quarters, and
confess to a leaning towards the old
brownstone houses of New York, the
rarer old-English type of residences
in California, and the pink-roofed
houses of Bermuda. Your finger nails
are always painted fuchsia-red.
You can’t, away from your heavy
studio chores, see too much of actresses
Susanna Foster and Helen Walker, and
your devoted, untiring mother, Marie
DeCarlo Middleton.
When you like anyone a lot your
thoughts go out to them from dawn
to dusk—with time off, of course, to
dream. You have never been officially
and truly engaged to anyone. You
have a 32" waist, a 36" bust, IVz"
ankles, and your wrist measures 5
You are the proud possessor of a
chocolate-red toy Pomeranian you
call Jolie Coeur, and whose one bad
habit is eavesdropping on your most
intimate phone conversations. You
are an expert horsewoman, you love
to ride alone, and your biggest thrill
is bringing your horse to a stop on a
high hill overlooking the surrounding
California townships.
Your favorite foods are mixed salads
for lunch, steak or fried chicken for
dinner, and in-between you go for
chocolate sundaes and liquorice drops.
You think that one of the most
beautiful sights in the world is sun¬
light streaming through a stainedglass window.
You are romantically free at the
moment, but your real love is a deep
and—not dark—but very gay secret.
You count among your truest friends
actress Marjorie Rambeau, and the
role you would like to play most is
Diana in “The Robe.”
You are Yvonne DeCarlo, grateful
and gracious exponent of the right
do’s and don’t of any young, striving
and rising actress. You are also a
girl with a mind very much of your
own, and the glowing and devoted
enthusiasm you have for the motion
picture industry as a whole should
give you much of what you want out
of a career and, incidentally, out of
life itself.
The End
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Lips...Arms...Legs

Now Happy! I had ugly superfluous hair... was
unloved ... discouraged. Tried many things... even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed
a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It has helped
thousands win beauty, love, happiness. My FREE
book. “Howto Overcome Superfluous Hair Problem”
explains method. Mailed in plain envelope. Also
trial offer. Write Mine. Annette Lanzette. P.O.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 150 Chicago54, Ill.

PULVEX
FLEA POWDER

PRESTON FOSTER
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 291
Hollywood. As he got into one en¬
trance of the Canyon, he found the
road had been washed out. So he tried
another way. It was the same story.
In the end, he had to go clear around
the mountain and come down from
behind the ranch.
There are many stories about Twin
Oaks, but probably the most amusing
is Neeley’s shopping tour for cattle,
when the Fosters first took over.
Neeley is a sharp trader—let’s admit
that, right off. He went to see Bob
Burns, who also is no slouch at bar¬
gaining. Neeley, of course, didn’t tell
Bob that the cattle were for Pres.
Bob sort of felt sorry for Neeley, so
he gave him a break on the first deal.
Each time he returned, Bob gave him
another break. Finally, Burns got
suspicious.
“Say, do you have a radio show,”
he asked Neeley one day.
“No, why?” Neeley answered.
“Well, then how in h— do you get
enough money to buy all this stock?”
Bob didn’t find out until just recent¬
ly that the cattle were for Pres. And
what a razzing he’s had since!
You should know by now that Pres
Foster doesn’t lead the life of a gentle¬
man farmer. When he’s on the ranch,
he’s busy all the time. In fact, a 12hour working day is nothing for him.
And he really works!
But he’s a complex sort of a guy.
You realize that when you see him
knock off ranch work at the end of
a day, go into the house and head
straight for the playroom. Guess that’s
what you’d call it—it’s a long room,
with a billiard table, a poker set-up
and a bar; the walls are decorated
with testimonials of his prowess as a
hunter and fisherman—a deer’s head,
a couple of pheasants, three ducks,
a sword fish, a rattlesnake (killed, by
the way, on his front lawn in Beverly
Hills). There’s a super projection
machine, too; he runs movies for his
friends and help almost every eve¬
ning.
But to get back to Foster’s com¬
plexities. When he walks into this
room, he switches characters, becomes
a different person. I know. I saw it
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happen. After spending most of the
day tending his stock, he came in,
dressed in his cowboy clothes, and
went over to the piano. Carelessly,
he strummed a few chords, then swept
into a symphony he has written. It
was really beautiful—and that’s no
press agent’s release! Then he changed
to a ballad, and began to sing. Well,
he would be the last to say so, but—
so help me—the guy is good!
But those cowboy duds he wears—
the zowy shirts, and the ten gallon
hats. He has over fifty of those dizzy
but beautiful shirts. I saw them, all
lined up neat and tidy-like in the big
closet in his room.
“This is the only place on the ranch
where Hollywood still hangs on,” Pres
pointed out. “Take a gander at this
room of mine. If this isn’t an actor’s
room—!”
But it wasn’t—not a typical actor’s
room. It wasn’t plush and elegant. In
fact, the only concession to the Holly¬
wood scene that I could see were a
couple of hidden lights that popped
out of nowhere to light the bed for
night reading. The rest? Just a real
he-man’s hangout. Nothing fussy here.
Just like Pres—natural, forthright,
without any trimmings.
I got the idea, visiting Twin Oaks,
that it’s just like Pres says—it wasn’t
bought as a show place or as an
occasional mood relaxer. It was bought
to be lived in—permanently. And what
a job of living can be done there!
Pres bought the ranch with only
one misgiving. He wasn’t sure how it
would suit his wife, Trudy. Funny
thing, though ... she took one look,
her first trip up there, and started
right away to make plans to re-do the
house.
“We didn’t move in for several
months,” Pres tells now, “because we
liad to sell our house in Beverly Hills
first. To be quite honest about it, I
wasn’t even sure that we’d live up
there permanently, since Trudy hadn’t
said anything about making Twin
Oaks our home. Then one day on the
way back to Beverly Hills, after a
week-end at the ranch, Trudy said,
‘Why don’t we move up there?’
“That was all I was waiting to hear.”
And difficult as the adjustment must
have been, for a woman giving up the
life she was accustomed to, there was
little or no indication, until the notices
in the newspapers just a few months
ago, that the ranch-life experiment
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wasn’t going to work out just about
perfect. But the loneliness—that must
have been the trouble. Mrs. Foster
was alone up there so much of the
time; Pres had to stay in town, when
he was making a picture.
Anyway, the news is now that “the
Fosters are separating”—after nine¬
teen years.
But while Trudy may have regretted
moving to Twin Oaks, Stephanie
has loved it—right from the start.
Stephanie
is
Pres’
six-year-old
adopted daughter, a pint-sized little
piece but every inch a live-wire.
Stephanie is definitely an outdoor
girl. She can ride like a cowboy. Pres
spent months teaching her, and now
she rides all over the ranch, on her
pony.
She started to school last fall. The
only school near the ranch is a oneroom affair with only one teacher.
And that’s where Stephanie went.
“I think it’ll do Stevie a lot of good
to go to a real country school,” Pres
said at the time. “She’ll learn the
three R’s there, for one thing, and
that’s important.”
Stephanie has several playmates;
children who live at Twin Oaks. She
has already attracted the special at¬
tention of one little boy—Billy, who
is the cook’s son. Billy has even said
he wants to marry Stephanie. But for
a rather unromantic reason—he adores
Pres, and wants to be able to say he
has a movie star for a father-in-law.
He may also be influenced by the fact
that Pres is a member of a mountain
posse set up by Sheriff Biscaluiz in
Los Angeles county. Pres is on call
day and night, in case there’s any
trouble in the mountains. And to Billy,
that makes him a sort of Superman
with a horse.
Actually, though, he’s a land-lover.
“It’s a corny line, maybe,” he said to
me one day, “but when I say, ‘This
Land is Mine,’ I get a lift I can
scarcely explain. I remember the al¬
most unbearable pride I felt, the day
I paid off the mortgage. I wanted to
shout, or something.
“This is it, I said to myself then...
and that’s how it is. I can go into
Hollywood and make pictures, I can
travel when I want to, after the war;
I can do a lot of things that are
pleasant, profitable, interesting. But
it’s only here—at Twin Oaks—that I’m
really at home.”
The End
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ROUND TWO:
If you are faithful to this column, it may
be that you will remember an item that ap¬
peared in "Inside Hollywood
two months
ago. This item had to do with the experience
of Betty Grable in an eastern hotel. Because
this writer was not furnished with the exact
location (Miss Grable herself didn't remember
where the incident occurred when she told
me about the affair), the name of the town
was not given.
The issue had not been on the stands for
many days before your columnist began to
dodge like Alice In Wonderland before a
shower of cards. Mr. Henry W. Clune, syn¬
dicated columnist in the ROCHESTER DEMO¬
CRAT & CHRONICLE, revealed that Rochester,
New York, was presumed to be the city in
question, and most energetically gave his
version of Vaffaire Grable. He sent me a
copy of his column. So did dozens of his
readers. The postman on my beat, an ob¬
servant gentleman, said kiddingly one morn¬
ing, "I notice that your boy friend has been
transferred to Rochester and he sure is keep¬
ing the postal service in funds." I said—er—
yes, that was it—er—approximately.
But don't misunderstand me: the letters
were not, for the most part, love letters. Most
of them were pretty mad because I had re¬
ferred to Rochester as a "small town." MAY
I HEREBY APOLOGIZE TO ALL RESIDENTS
OF ROCHESTER FOR ANY SLIGHT, HOW¬
EVER UNINTENDED, THAT MAY HAVE AP¬
PEARED TO HAVE BEEN CONTAINED IN
THE REPORT? ROCHESTER IS, TO JUDGE
FROM MY MAIL ALONE, A HUGE CITY
FILLED WITH ARTICULATE CITIZENS WHO
READ MOVIELAND FROM COVER TO COV¬
ER, THANK HEAVEN.
At present it would appear that I have
developed at least three permanent friends
from among my correspondents: Mr. Clune
himself, who has two sons in the Pacific; a
good scout named Bob Bullock, Jr., and a
charming lady (whose first letter was pretty
critical, but whose second was magnanimous
in highest degree) named Mrs. Allan Forest.
I am sorry to say that a handful of the let¬
ters were anonymous. Naturally these were
the most disagreeable and abusive because
the urchin, invisible behind a high board
fence, always screams the foulest language.
I want it clearly understood that, in future,
all writers to this column must sign their let¬
ters. How am I going to show unsigned let¬
ters, however angry, to my editor to prove
my prestige?
She will think I am writing
them to myself.
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III.
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MEAL SPIEL:
A few months ago, in this most widelyread and respected of journals, Kevin O'Shea
obliged our domestic science department by
giving—in print—his recipe for Veal a la
Killarney. Hardly had the issue hit the news-
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LOST: 100 POUNDS!
FOUND: Charm, Loveliness, Vitality!
A year ago Mrs. Fay Hofferek of Krum, Texas, weighed
261 pounds . . . had resigned herself to being fat,
uncomfortable
and left out of
things. Today, thanks to Josephine
Lowman’s amazing health routine,
Mrs. Hofferek is trim and graceful
. . . 100 pounds are gone and in their
place is physical charm and loveli¬
ness and a new vitality that is the
envy of her friends.
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Josephine Lowman CAN HelpYou

Betty ond Bracken; it was a party given at
Ciro's following Eddie's first NBC broadcast.
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A good many persons informed him

that Veal a la Killarney had appeared on
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collector of recipes offered to trade her longkept culinary secrets for Kevin's qustatory
guides.

All is proceeding with the smooth¬

ness of good Hollandaise Sauce.

Yes, Josephine Lowman CAN
help you just as she has helped
thousands of others. You CAN lose
the 15, 25, 35 pounds or more you’re
away from figure beauty; you can
achieve the grace and poise of a
truly beautiful woman. And it’s so
EASY and INEXPENSIVE that
you can’t afford not to follow in the
footsteps of Mrs. Lowman’s success¬
ful home students! Write today for
her FREE booklet that will show
you YOUR way to beauty.
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Please send me your free, illustrated
I booklet: "The Figure You Have Always
• Wanted."
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HERE ARE THE WORDS—
GET THE AIR OUTSIDE:

When June Haver was returning, via rail,
from an eastern jaunt, she grew bored with
the rackachacka of the rails. The rhythm set
her to thinking of the song she was to sing
in "Where Do We Go From Here." So, set¬
ting pencil to paper, and getting help from
a club-car military neighbor, this is the lyric
she wrote:
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THE EARRINGS as our get-aequainted qitt, in any event.

You had me in tears

With a gal in Italy

Taking Josephine
Lowman's Course

To make new friends, these Irides¬
cent Replica Pearls set in screw type Earrings are

"I HAVE A PLAN FOR MY MAN"
by

BEFORE
Taking Josephine
bowman's Course

Replica
Pearls
with
that true iridescent luster are
now rare.
Polished, carefully
selected pearls with clasp.

When your package arrives you pay the postman only $2.95 each
for Necklace and Bracelet plus mailing cost and 20% Federal
Tax. Write today!
-j_'_'

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.

Dept. 6&-CE

While you're across the foam.
I'm stayin' home alone!
Now the places you've been touring
The gals are so alluring
Waving their veils and fans!

BUY MORE WAR BONDS! PICTURE

RING $1.

But I thought it might happen
So I haven't been a-nappin!

Exquisite Onyx-like Picture Ring—made
any photo. Send No Money! Mail ph<
strip for ring size. Pay postman only $
age. Hand tinted 26c extra. Photo retui
Money back guarantee. Send photo and
PORTRAIT RING CO., Dept. H162. CINCINNATI, O,

I've been makin' some post-war plans.
All the letters that I mailed ya
When you were in Australia
Should have put you wise

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS & PIN UPS

You should get a big surprise:
I've been savin' my love ration

SEND NO MONEY—IQ day trial

Direct from Hollywood
Get yours NOW
All the latest stars and poses.
REAL PHOTOGRAPHS—
GUARANTEED
List decorated with MOVIE STARS
mailed FREE with each photo. Send
name of your FAVORITE with fifteen
cents to cover handling and mailing.

About the gal in Alaska

Money Back Guarantee. Pay postman only 98c plus postage
and 20% Federal Tax for this exquisite 3 Piece Outfit, or
mail $1.20 and we pay postage and tax. You’ll be delighted!
Give ring size and initial wanted. Write today.

Hollywood Screen Exchange
Box 1150—Dept. 3
Hollywood, 28, Calif., U.S.A.

Or the cutie down in India

Great American Sales Co., 55 E. Washinglon St.Dept. 511. Chicago 2, III.

I'll be the League of Nations to you!

You’ll just adore this beautiful Hollywood ensemble.

I'll be your Minnie from New Guinea

Exciting Personalized Initial ring designed with YOUR OWN
initial creates a sensation! Charming earrings have large
double loops that lend glamour to your ears.
Choice of
gorgeous colors: green, blue, white, yellow, pink, red. Exotic
Gardenia Glows in the Dark. Enchanting by day—by night,
its magic soft glow IN FULL COLOR is utterly captivating!

Your Ginny from Sardiny
Your Nina from China
And your Nan from Iran,
And I don't have to ask ya

ALAN

LADD

New Home Shampoo Washes
Hair Shades Lighter SAFELY
Made specially for blondes, this new sham¬
poo helps keep light hair from darkening—
brightens faded hair. Called Blondex, it
quickly makes a rich cleansing lather. In¬
stantly removes the dingy, dust-laden film
that makes blonde hair dark, old-looking.
Takes only 11 minutes to do at home. Gives
hair attractive luster and highlights — keeps
that just-shampooed look for a whole week.
Safe for children’s hair. Blondex is sold at
10c, drug and department stores.

REMOVE
HAIR without
razor, liquid
paste or powder

AC

L vC

Baby Touch Hair Remover is the
modern way to remove hair from
the arms, legs and face. No chemi¬
cals—no odor. Use like a powder
puff. Women prefer it because it
so convenient to use. and costs so little- Try it
Y®u
>n’t like it better than any other method Just return it to
». Your money will be promptly refunded. At drug and
Bpartment stores or send 25c for one or SI.00 for five of
le Baby Touch Pads. Baby Touch Mittens (Two sides)
3c each. 3 for $1.00.

BABY TOUCH HAIR REMOVER CO.
3750 Lindell Blvd.

:

St. Louis 8, Mo.

BE A HOTEL
HOSTESS
Enjoy Your Work! Fascinating posi¬
tions in hotels as Hostess, Execu¬
tive Housekeeper, Manager, So¬
cial or Food Director. Grade school education plus
Lewis Training qualifies you.
Lewis National
Placement Service Free of extra charge. One stu¬
dent writes: “Offered three positions by Lewis
School, I selected this one as Hostess-Assistant
Manager of a famous resort.” Write for Free
Book. LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOL. Sta.
DL-9301, Washington 7. D. C.

(S) EXTRA DIVIDEND:
Chet Lauck, Jr. (aged 5) has his own herd
of twenty registered cows on his father's
ranch near Las Vegas. His father (Lum of
Lum & Abner) has agreed to board his son's
herd free of charge, but in return is to receive
any bull calves that are bom. When the
first new calf arrived recently, Chet restrained
his enthusiasm until an important point had
been settled. "Is it," he wanted to know,
"a boy cow or is it mine?"
DISC DILLY:
A fanatical band of Sinatra fans has long
made it a habit to record his programs as
they come over the air. Not so long ago,
enthusiastic waxers got the treat of their lives.
At the close of his broadcast, Frank said soft¬
ly into the mike, "Happy Birthday, Son!"
This illegal ether message has made record¬
ings of that evening's program collectors'
items.
SMALL WORLD DEPARTMENT:
Jinx Falkenburg, Marguerite Chapman, and
Gayle Gifford (of Columbia) were returning
by air, from a camp tour when they were
grounded in a railroad junction because of
impossible flying weather. Jinx was put on
the next train out—a streamliner—but Mar¬
guerite and Gayle landed 24 hours later on
an item of transportation that made the cele¬
brated Slow Train Through Arkansas seem
a V2. It was 100% chaircar, cold, dirty, and
packed with irate passengers. There was,
however, a diner.
When, after a two-hour wait in line, the
girls were seated at a table already oc¬
cupied by two weary army privates, one
of the boys favored Marguerite with an analy¬
tical eye.
"You're Marguerite Chapman,
aren't you?" he demanded.
She admitted the charge.
"Well, will you kindly tell me what a girl
like you is doing on this pain train? You're
ruining my morale by destroying my illu¬
sions about actresses," he said solemnly.

BARGAIN SALE! To get more customers, we offer new
guaranteed 14K GOLD Geruine chip diamond matched
Bridal Pair. The engagement ring (sweetheart design) is set
with 7 sparkling, genuine diamonds in exquisite mounting of
gold hearts, emblem of eternal love. Matching this ring in ele¬
gant harmony is a lovely 14K GOLD Wedding Ring, deeply
embossed, set with 7 genuine diamonds. These precious
dazzling rings will thrill you. Comes in lovely gift box.

Send No Money—10 Day Trial
WRITTEN GUARANTE:E WITH EVERY RING

International Diamond Co., 2251 Calumel A?e., Dept. 87, Chicago 16,111.

Church

St..

Dept.

The

M-55

PROFESSION
ENLARGEM

Just to get acquainted we wi
you a beautiful 5x7 inch prof
enlargement made from your
snapshot, picture, print or n
practically FREE! All we ask
for handling and mailing. Th
genuine introductory offer by
studios in the U. S.—over a m
To receive your beautiful en
picture, print or negative (nega
ferred) with this ad. Tour en
returned together with your
Offer limited. Rush your orde

FREE! EXTRA SPECIAL! Prom
receipt of your picture, print or
we’ll send—by return mail—a
photo folder which accommodate
shots!
Supply limited.
Act TO

AMERICAN STUDIOS, Box

Lcn>€ 'BiHxL

COSTUME PIN
and EARRINGS*

This exquisite outfit is the lates

rage! Creates a sensation. Cos
tume Pin artistically designed wit
two love-birds clinging to branch
Beautiful Gold colornnish. Add
charm to any dress or suit. Ador
able. chic earrings lend glamour t
your ears. Colors: blue, white
red, green, wine, yellow.

SEND NO MONEY —II day trill.

Money Back Guarantee.
Pa
postman only 79c plus postage an
20% Federal Tax. or mail 95
and we pay postage and tax. You’l
be delighted!

BACKACHE
LEG PAINS
BE DANGER
Of Tired K

\4Qe*uMe DIAMONDS/

Wear 10 days on Money Back Guarantee. Send name, and
ring size. Either ring only $7.85 or both (the perfect pair)
for only $13.75. Pay postman C.O.D. on arrival, plus postage
and tax. Supply is limited, so write today.

HAREM CO.,
30

Great American Sales Co.
55 E. Washington Si., Dept. SOS
Chicago 2,111.

GOLD Bridal Pair
Set with

Is he in th
Air Corps.
him one of
Rings with
-his branch
Money
nothing he w
comes in he
looks like a ’‘million dollars.
name and address and ring s
Also made in Ladies’ moun
postman delivers package, pa
charges and postage, $4.00 i
with order, we pay all charges
todav.
Guarantee: If not pl
10 days for refund.

February bride Ann Shirley and her husband,
Producer Adrian Scott; married in Las Vegas.

If backache and leg pains
able, don’t just complain and
Nature may be warning you
attention.
The kidneys are Nature's c
acids and poisonous waste ou
most people pass about 3 pin
If the 15 miles of kidney
work well, poisonous waste m
These poisons may start na
matic pains, leg pains, loss of
up nights, swelling, puffines
aches and dizziness. Frequen
smarting and burning someti
thing wrong with your kidn
Don’t wait! Ask your dr
used successfully by millions
give happy relief and will he
tubes flush out poisonous wa
Doan’s Pills.

(Actuo,
Size)

",si“.

som.!!*
Hand'M°allied with
Perso"0,U
N A M E
aNY

F I R S ,

SEND

.. sm°'tness

NO

M O N E Y |

Pay postman $3.95 plus ta* and {

* N.v-na styling^'"“tet coat ot

small postage fee on delivery. J

MAIL COUPON TOD At J
ON GUARD
Dept. 545 I
30 Irving Place, New York 3, N. Y. j

,e0\ thing-

Marie

(The

Body)

McDonald

when

she

ar¬

rived in N. Y., after her hospital show tour.

*>2S8

Send the ON GUARD SWORD PIN. |
Name desired is.|
.,.. I
On delivery, I will pay postmon {
$3.9S plus tax and postage.
Name..... .

FRIGID FUN:
Don't let anyone tell you that it doesn't get
cold in California. There are times when
the grassy green banks are covered with
dawn frost, and when the great sound stages
are northern caves breathing invisible bliz¬
zards. Came a day like that on the Selznick set for "Guest Wile." (This title is about
to be changed.) The picture stars Claudette
Colbert, Don Ameche, and Dick Foran.
Miss Colbert shivered and shook inside her
wool suit. She huddled in her dressing room
before a small but valiant electric heater.
There came a knock at the door and one of
the studio workman asked solicitously,
"Would you like some ice cream—the vendor
just came on the set?"
"N-N-No, thank you," shuddered Miss
Colbert.
Twenty seconds later a second studio em¬
ployee inquired graciously whether Miss
Colbert would like an ice cream soda. By
that time the Colbert teeth were rattling
nicely as she said no. Forty seconds later
the wardrobe girl tapped and delivered a
message: there was ice cream to be had.
After four additional callers had arrived,
each suggesting a gustatory chill. Miss
Colbert grew suspicious and opened the door
narrowly in order to survey the scene. Sure
enough, at the far end of the set, flailing his
arms across his chest, was Mr. Ameche. He
was buttonholing all innocent passersby and
sending them over to the Colbert dressing
room with assorted Eskimo pie messages.
The ribbing, always a major pastime on
any picture in which Mr. Ameche is cast,
was well started.
LAY THAT PISTOL DOWN. BABE:
Recently, Lana Turner has been awakened
on several occasions by what she presumed
was the stealthy sound of prowlers around
her canyon home. She took up the matter
with Whitey Hendry, head of Metro's police
department.
Whitey made a suggestion.
Now, on Metro's back lot, astonished work¬
men are occasionally treated to the sight of
Lana pointing a pistol at a nearby target
and scoring frequently enough to make it
feasible for all prowlers to arrive hereafter
accompanied by a full symphony orchestra.
This will demonstrate the prowlers' admira¬
tion without subjecting him to perforation.

__ ®

Address...__

|

J2ity li^State.

JUST TO GET ACQUAINTED WE WILL PRINT 25 BEAU¬
TIFUL NAME CARDS WITH YOUR OWN FULL NAME
ON EACH CARD, ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE!

t

handling and mailing will be cheerfully re¬
funded, and you keep the FREE Cards with
our compliments! Fill out coupon below. Own
your own printed name cards! It’s the latest

As a special introductory offer, the reliable West¬ WESTERN STATIONERY COMPANY
Dept. 226-CE
TOPEKA, KANS
ern Stationery Company who has hundreds of
thousands of satisfied customers, will print—abso¬
lutely FREE of charge or obligation—your own
WESTERN STATIONERY COMPANY,
full name on 25 fine-quality beautiful name cards.
Dept. 220-CE, Topeka, Kans.
Or, you may have TWO sets of 25 cards each, one
I want one □ or □ two sets of printed name cards.
Please print these names on cards.
with your name, the second with another name!
1..
Limit of two sets of name cards to one person!
2.
Please enclose 10c per set for handling and mail¬
Handling and Mailing Charge of 10c for each set of Personal
Name Cards is enclosed. CZ]c enclosed.
ing. Your orders filled promptly. No hold-up. This
is a good-will offer to make new friends. If you
Name ..
are not entirely satisfied, the amount sent for

FREE CARDS COUPON!

Pays HOSPITAL and SURGICAL Bills
for the Whole Family
Costs Only 3c a Day for Adults
Only V/2C a Day for Children
It’s here! The new Family Hospital and Sur¬
gical Expense Policy you need and want! One
policy insures whole family—mother, father,
children, anyone from 3 months to 65 years.
No medical examination. Pays up to $510.00
hospital andsurgical bills for EACH and EVERY
person insured. Pays up to $100.00 doctor’s fees
for operations. Pays up to $50.00 for operating
room, medicines, ambulance, etc. Covers sick¬
nesses, accidents, ope rations,childbirth, female
disorders and many other disabilities not cov¬
ered by other policies. You select your own
doctor and hospital. This full-coverage Family
Hospital and Surgical Policy issued DIRECT
to you at special family rates by big, strong

company with over $3,000,000.00 in assets. In¬
vestigate! Send no money, but mail coupon
below quick for full details—sent FREE. No
agent will call on you. Act today!
J----i
• STERLING INSURANCE CO.
I

N-4141

Sterling Bldg., Chicago 11, III.

.
Send me FREE INSPECTION Offer of LOW- j
| COST Family Hospitalization Flan.

J
|

Address.

■

City.State. I

Name.-—

j
J
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to help yourself p
figure as thousan
AMAZING SPECI
lack of necessary

sparkling genuine Diamond
Rings. Engagement ring set
with flashing Rose cut dia¬
mond solitaire.
10K yellow gold
wedding ring is
set with 3 genu¬
ine chip Dia¬
monds. Send for
both Rings to¬
day and accept
them on 10 days’
trial. Money re¬
funded if you
wish to return the
Rings,
BUT YOU
ARE TO KEEP THE
LOVELY
REMEM¬
BRANCE LOCKET AS OUR GETACQUAINTED GIFT, in any event.

Matched
Bridal

air
Romance

wedding
En
and
gagement
Rings.

of underweight.
helps stiinula'e yo
of food with enjoy
vitamins to help
amount which con
...

gives you

IEMPIRE DIAMOND CO ■ f Jefferson,

Iowa

'rmv*

AMERICA’S OUTSTANDING

VALUE

PEERLESS P58
%P £Pen<x/
75
(fj<4a U/n feed
SEE YOUR
DEALER

FOR

ALWAYS

PEERLESS PEN CO.

mfrs.

14 W. 17th ST, NEW YORK 11, N, Y.

rnrr

tHtt

hand colored
PHOTO

ENLARGMENT

As an INTRODUCTORY OFFER
we will send you a beautiful
HAND COLORED Professional
Enlargement FREE with your
order of six BLACK & WHITE
ENLARGEMENTS. Six 5x7 for
$2.04 or six 8 x 10 enlargements
for $2.64.
Single enlargement
5x7 costs 39c or 8x10 49c. Mail
your photo, snapshot or negative
(any size) mother, father, sister,
soldier, group pictures, etc. 1'our
original will be returned un¬
harmed.
State color of eyes,
hair, and clothing.
Mail Money Order or War
Stamps, or pay postman on arrival plus a few cents
postage.

MAX CHINKES, Photographer (Dept. H)
1697 Broadway
New York 19, N. Y.

__

more po

FREE

SEND NO M

Fivur’' Formula at
see if lie will notic
figure.
Also FRE
CDCR
DOCTORS
rivCE used with
order NOW!
Just
98c plus postage, o
2 for SI.69. MON
pletely satisfied. D
GUARANTEE SALE
N. Y. C.

SEND NO MONEY
with order, just name and ring
size. Either ring only $6.50 or both
_
for $9.95 plus postage and 20%
Federal Tax. Pay on arrival, then
wear rings 10 days on money-back guarantee.

..

SHOR
Given just 30 days to raise the
money, or else, and aided by his
trainer-sidekick (William Demarest),
Salty hires a jockey named Johnny
Cate (Stanley Clements), and his
troubles really start, when Johnny
falls in love with a pretty young
schoolmarm (Gail Russell).
It's Laddie's picture, but what a
boy Stanley Clements!

BILLY ROSE’S DIAMOND HORSESHOE
(20th Century-Fox) rates raves for “eye
and ear" appeal, being a star-studded
Technicolor musical extravaganza—
avec Betty Grable (her first picture
since the birth of her daughter, Vic¬
toria James; and that’s neither affirm¬
ing nor denying the rumor that the
little one is on Mr. Stork’s list for
getting a little baby brother, or a
sister!)
The setting (as you could guess for
yourself) is the famous New York
nitery owned and operated by the
fabulous Billy Rose. Dick Haymes is
a young medical student with a yen
to follow in papa's footsteps—literally
his footsteps, you might say in this
case, because “Papa" William Gaxton
is a buck-and-wing-time hoofer. Okay,
so the plot is thin—but who cares!

^ We

Famo
symb
write and transcribe.
ingly low cost. 100
ing offices and Civi

30
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YARDS PIEC
Bargain Sale! Over

(30 yards) of be
large, fast color, new
Excellent quality. B
colorful, gorgeous d

LOVELY INITIAL
RAYON HOSIER

with every order. Als
quilt patterns. Send N
postman only 1.98
Satisfaction Guarante
Back. You’ll be more t
Give ring size and init

Great American Sales Co

SEVEN SIMULA
The
DORLE HORMOCREME is helping women all over
to enjoy . . . once again . . . the bloom and vi¬
tality of a youthful skin.
DORLE HORMO¬
CREME does this because it contains liberal
amounts of that miracle of science—ESTRO¬
GENIC HORMONES.
These ESTROGENIC HORMONES (Young skin
IngredientsJ are absorbed through the skin and
serve to replace the natural hormones which be¬
gin to diminish gradually in the twenties. Daily
application helps the skin on face, throat and
hands to become FIRM, FRESH, and RADIANT.
The beautifying effect is not just superficial but
ACTUAL for nature itself is being aided.
Desired results are observed within 30 days.
ORDER TODAY. Take advantage of the intro¬
ductory price of $3.00 (tax included) for 30 day
supply.
(Regularly $5.00.)
Shipped Postpaid.
Money back guarantee.

Sold by Mail only.

84

DORLE CO.
Dept. C-5
489 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Newest

"

This beautiful multifeatures a flashing,
proximately 11/2 karat
licas on each side.
not plated, but GENU
through. Compare it
or more.
You will b
the difference betwee
often wear replica d
your friends and enjo
piece of the jeweler’s
makes it possible for
5 days to convince y

Send $2.98 with ord
prefer, we will send
that impulse. Order

415 Lexington

Ave.,

glamour to your room and
you inspire glamour in your¬
self." Bring new beauty to
your boudoir with this gor¬
geous, crystal-lite Perfume
Bottle in fashionable Hobnail
design. A product of skilled
glass craftsmen. Complete
satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded. Send check,
money order today. No COD’s.
. , cl 25
Complete with
Only $1
Mirror Lined Tray

Highland Mills Industries
Dept. 0. Highland Mills, N. Y.

HE ALT

BEAUTY
your Nails

\Ifoelute.

NEW DISCOVERY

of a famous chemist — will
balance the oil content in
your nails, reduce chipping and breaking, keep
cuticle soft, prevent hangnails.

NAIL

BALM

Healthy nails hold polish longer.
Send only $1.00 (plus tax) for 6 months supply.

COSMETIC ARTS LABORATORIES
Upper Montclair, New Jersey

MOVIE STAR PORTRAITS
POPULAR
Glossy Photos
Finest Quality— NOW

12 for HOO
Latest poses of all
male and female
Hollywood Stars.
Name
your
favor¬
ites.
We
ship at
once—postpaid.

E D E E

BEDSIDE MANNER (United Artists) —
And need more be said, when we ex¬
plain that Ruth Hussey is Dr. Hedy
Fredericks? “Doc” Charles Ruggles is
her uncle.
John Carroll
is
an
engineer-pilot who keeps his distance
from lady doctors with “opinions
against,” until he’s injured in a crash
landing, finds out a thing or three
about “the bedside manner,” and
comes love.
Cast as three Marines, Joel Mc¬
Ginnis, John James and Frank Jenks
are in there punching for laughs, and
Ann Rutherford, Claudia Drake and
Renee Godfrey are “something added”
for the fern quota.
KEEP YOUR POWDER DRY (M-G-M) is
a theme with a team, so old and so
familiar, except that it’s Lana Turner
and Laraine Day (instead of the LoweMcLaglen combo) exchanging the
“sez you, sez me” lines. Susan Peters
referees for the scrappers, who go
battling all through their WAC basic
training, and then on to officers’
school . . . with more of the same.
All well and good, as a recruiting
effort—but such effort!

with

1 ^ u
every
order — illustrated
catalogue listing
over
5000
names
and
poses
of
all
your favorite Movie
Stars.

+
7

★
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BETTY GRABLE
20th Century-Fox Star

FOR THE

Whole Family
(Policy Available to Individuals)

HOSP

OPERA

Here Is a tfEW insurance
plan . . . the kind of all
around protection you
need ... a policy you can
easily afford! Think of it!
In addition to all other
FEM
benefits it provides a Cash
Income for every employ¬
ed adult member of your
family for LOSS OF TIME
FROM WORK, due either
to illness or injury! It
protects you and your and other
family
against EVERY the entire
DAY EMERGENCIES as
provide
plainly stated in this gen¬
po
erous policy! It pays
CASH whether you are laid up AT HO
regular HOSPITAL! It provides CAS
TOR BILLS if you are laid up at h
of Illness or Injury, in addition to ot
as stated in the Policy. It even pay
disability or non-confining illness! P
FROM THE VERY FIRST DAY as pr
should you gamble with the future
your savings? Lose no time . . . fo
sake . . . for the sake of your family
the Family Protector Policy! Issued to
or members of your immediate Fam
and children. No medical examinat
tape—no agents. Mail Coupon or w

DOCTO

DISO

LOSS

GEORGE ROGERS CLARK CASUA
Dept. SOSO,
Rockf

|—— — — ‘MAIL COUPON NOW

| George Rogers Clark Casualty Co.
| -Dept. 5080. Rockford, Illinois
Please rush FREE information
I Family Protector Policy. (Also a
j Individuals.)

Avoid delay by
listing your
second choice
KLAW

IRVING
212 East 14 St., Dept. L-5, New York 3, N.Y.

NAME

★★★****^Ht************ **** ■¥•*

! ADDRES

| CITY & STAT
_(Zone, if a

WATCH THE DANGER
Wrinkles often appear prematurely
in the danger areas where the skin
is
thinnest,
as
around
the
eyes,
mouth and throat .
.
.
especially
when the skin is deficient in natural
oils. To help prevent these conditions,
use the new, improved Estrobalm as di¬
rected.
An ideal emollient to aid in prevent¬
ing the onset of wrinkles
prematurely.
Contains real
Turtle Oil with the new scientific discovery Estrogenic
Hormones and other ingredients readily absorbed by the
skin, and recognized by manv beauty experts as excellent
skin aids. No wonder thousands of happy users throughout-the country recommend Estrobalm.
Don’t wait until it is too late. Order Estrobalm today.
Complete with Instruction Booklet. 2-oz. jar $2.00. 6-oz.
jar $5.00.
1-pound jar $10.00. (Postage additional on
C. O. D.
orders).
Satisfaction guaranteed or
purchase
price refunded.
Write todayl

BEAUTY AIDS
89 Flatbush Ave.. Dept. 5-BG, Brooklyn 17, N. Y.

HOLLYWOOD

&

Add a smart note to your
appearance with the Personalized
Barrette. The latest rage! Rich
and shimmering, it glorifies your
hair. Exquisitely styled. Beauti¬
ful Silver or Gold color finish.
You’ll love and cherish it the more
you wear it.

SEND NO MONEY —10 day trial,
Money Back Guarantee.
Price
only 98c each, or both (the perfect
pair) for only 1.75. Pay postman
C.O.D. on arrival, plus postage
and tax, or send payment and we
pay postage. Any name exquisitely
„ ... .
..... ,,
HAND ENGRAVED for only 35c extra. You’ll be delighted!

Greal American Sales Co., 55 E. Washington St.f Dept.509, Chicago 2,11L

^JEWELERS MASTERPIECE/

S/&i£e>t£ SMfo&v

ffi PHOTO PIO
PILLOW TO POST (Warner Bros.)—
with Ida Lupino paired with a new
leading man, one William Prince.
Hilarious comedy all the way through,
pitched to the old “It Happened One
Night” situation of what confusion
and embarrassing moments can result,
when strangers meet in an auto court
taking accommodations for “a mar¬
ried couple,” and they’re not. Hap¬
pening in war time, in these days of
housing shortages and “sorry, no hotel
rooms available,” the awkward pre¬
dicament is particularly understand¬
able. And in the end, of course, they
know it’s love, and the marriage gag
is duly legalized.
Johnny Mitchell, Ruth Donnelly,
Sydney Greenstreet, Carol Hughes,
Barbara Brown are “others in the
picture.”

Made From Any Photo
or Snapshot of Your
Loved One In Service

Actual
fERY MEMBER OF
Size
\
IE FAMILY SHOULD
%" HighV
EAR ONE TO HONOR
|EIR FIGHTING MAN OR WOMAN

ear this beautiful piece of jewelry on
jel, dress or blouse. Send any size sna
ot or photo. We’ll reproduce it perfect
d clearly in a gorgeous setting of val
le Sterling Silver and fine enamel. Pi
-e remains vivid and clear.
A maste
ce of the jewelers art — created by m
ikes a thoughtful and precious gift. Y
wear this VICTORY PIN at all times.
for ALL branches of the service. (U.S
ited States of America.)

SEND NO MONEY

lust mail any photo or snapshot. Depo
in $1.95 for one or $3.60 for two, plu
jo Federal Tax or, send price and tax
stage.
YOUR PHOTO RETURNED
?ar pin 10 days, and if not positively
• full refund.

PHOTO PIN JEWELERS

h W. Washington St., Dept. 84, Ch

harmless
of uses.
flowers,
number
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A well developed, shapely, normal figure
attracts, inspires, and often leads to love
and romance.
Use the BEAUTIFORM
Method to help you gain normal weight,
thereby often transforming your figure into
adorable rounded curves.

F

n

P P with every order: Special
Brochure on HOW TO GAIN
11 " ■ WEIGHT and IMPROVE the
appearance of your BUST,
CHEST, and
FIGURE.
Order BEAUTIFORM TABS today. Only
$2.00, postpaid if remittance accompanies
order, or C.O.D. plus postage.
Try the BEAUTIFORM
Method for 10 days at our risk. You must be satisfied or
we guarantee to refund your money.
«
V '* >
V \
V. ' >

K t t

BEAUTY AIDS
89 Flatbush Ave., Dept. 5-BM, Brooklyn 17, N. Y.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 Inches
00 DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for full length or
bust form, groups, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarge¬
ments of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with your
enlargement.

57

3 for $1.25
SEND NO MONEY Just mail photo.

negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 67c plus postage—or send 69c with order
and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing offer now. Send

your photos today.

LITE-G

SALOME—WHERE SHE DANCED (Uni¬
versal), as you’ve probably heard by
now, is the name of an actual town
in Arizona. Originally Drinkman’s
Wells, it was renamed when Salome
(Yvonne
DeCarlo),
a
Viennese
dancer, paused there on her trip to
San Francisco. When a gal can have
a town named for her, after one dance,
she’s got something—and five suitors
could attest to that.
It’s a fast moving western with a
healthy portion of European glamour,
spy plots, and outlaw bands. Figuring
prominently in the cast are David
Bruce, Rod Cameron, Walter Slezak,
and Marjorie Rambeau.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
100 Cast Ohio Street

Dept.

515-E

Chicago (11), III.

E U/LTPIECES

e po
or more, BARGAIN 1 Beautiful
prints,checks, stripes, solids. Fast
colors. ALL NEW! FREE illus¬
trated designs and patterns with order.
Only $1.39 plus postage. Sent C.O.D.
SEND NO MONEY. Justa pennypostcardF
or letter. If not satisfied, return package
and your $1.39 will be refunded. Order
TODAY. THE COLONIAL SHOP,
DepLHW-lZeigler, Illinois.
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STAMMER?

This new 128-page book, “Stammering,
Its Cause and Correction,” describes the
Bogue Unit Method for scientific
correction of stammering and stuttering — successful for 44 years,

IDENTITY UNKNOWN (Republic)—Rich¬
ard Arlen, an American soldier am¬
nesia victim, is believed to be the sole
survivor of a group of four men who’d
been trapped in enemy territory. Dis¬
turbed afterward by his not being
able to remember, he goes A.W.O.L.,
and decides to visit the relatives of his
buddies who didn’t “come back.”
Cheryl Walker, one of the grieving
young widows, has her courage re¬
stored; meeting Arlen, she’s able to
see many reasons for going on with
life, despite her great loss. And so it
is with all the others he visits. In
the end, the “unknown soldier” is
identified.

Free —no obligation.
Benjamin N. Bogue, Dept.3366, Circle
Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind,
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Your Photo o
250 Stamps

Use them on Lett
Books, Greeting C

It’s new! It’s exciting
favorite photo or snaps
produced on smart, ex
stamps. Large-sized
IV) on fine gummed p
just wet the back and
That man of yours in
will get a real thrill
your picture in every le

Hundreds of Novel

Photo Stamps can be u
greeting cards, announce
business cards, job ap
tions. etc. Identify your
records, sheet music, et

PHOTOPLATE CO., Dept.
161 W.. Harrison St., Chi

PHOT
For

LETTERS
END

(OPPORTUNITIES^

N. Y. INSTI
10 W. 33 St.

WITH

Does He Mean It?
What Kind of a Man
Is He?
Would You
Like to Find Out?
Do you know that a person's handwriting
can reveal his inner personality? Send his
letter together with $1.00 to ROB ROY, na¬
tionally known graphologist for a confidential
analysis of his handwriting. Learn the secrets
concealed in the stroke ol a pen.

ROB ROY
86

92 LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

STRANGE ILLUSION (PRC Pictures)—
Another murder mystery. Tables are
turned in this one, however—the
criminologist is the corpse! The death
is discovered, and the crime solved,
all because of a dream. James Lydon
is the dreamer, Sally Eilers and Jayne
Hazard are his mother and sister,
Mary McLeon, his pretty galfriend.

Here’s our challenge. Send order today for full treat¬
ment of KLEEREX at special price of 2 regular bot¬
tles for $1.00—NO TAX—(few cents extra if C.O.D.).
Then make famous overnight test. In the morning if
you don’t see noticeable results, receive DOUBLE
YOUR MONEY BACK on request. If money accom¬
panies order, we pay postage. Rush order today.

I/I CCDCY on
rVLtXKtA bU.,

The Philo Burt Appliance
in over sixty-eight thousan

30 DA
ITS VA

The App
and eas
from the
leather a
braces.

2005 S. MICHIGAN AVE., DEPT. 1-EE
CHICAGO 16. ILLINOIS

Graceful, artistic
"Love-Friendship”
Heart
Outfit
of
romantic beauty. Gorgeous
images of delight that cap¬
ture the heart as well as the
imagination. The rage all
over the country. An ever¬
lasting symbol of true love
and good wishes. You’ll
cherish them forever. De¬
signed with beautiful hearts,
an exquisitely HAND
ENGRAVED. Creates a sensation!

SEND NO MONEY—WAR ON II DAY TRIAL
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back. When postman
delivers both Necklace and Bracelet, pay only $1.98 plus
postage and tax. (If bought separately, either Necklace or
Bracelet, price $1.25 each). Order today. You’ll be delighted!

Great American Sales Co. SS E. Washington St., Dept.S07 Chicago 2, 111.

PHOTO-RING!

COUNTER-ATTACK (Columbia) —Soviet
paratroopers land behind the German
lines in an attempt to get information
for a Russian drive. Marguerite Chap¬
man is a brave ’n’ loyal partisan, sans
glamour, and Paul Muni, a soldier in
the Red Army. Like “For Whom the
Bell Tolls,” it's the gripping story of
war, and more particularly, of the
drama attached to a single strategic
incident—the building of a bridge, in
this case, instead of one that must be
dynamited out of existence.

ANY PHOTO OR PICTURE
■ e of
ofl
Sweetheart, Relative or Friend

reproduced perma¬
nently in this beautiful onyx like ring

$

featuring the New
Magnified Setting! Will last a lifetime! Inde¬
structible. Waterproof! Enclose strip of paper
for ring size. Pay postman plus a few cents
postage.

If

you

send

cash

we

pay

1

(Expertly
painted
25c extra)

postage.

(Photos Returned)
PHOTO MOVETTE WING CO., DEPT. H-20, CINCINNATI, O.

jOOTHACHE?
DUE

TO CAVITY

GET QUICK relief with Dent's Tooth Gum or
Dent's Tooth Drops! "Cavity Toothache” frequently
strikes at night. Be prepared. Buy either package
from your druggist today. Keep it handy for
children and adults. Follow easy directions.

/Q TOOTH CUM
m
D TOOTH DROPS

„ Here's Something
You II Prize All Your Life/

ACTUAL
SIZE
8" to 10*

HI6H

CRIME INC. (PRC Pictures), with Leo
Carillo, Grant Mitchell, Tom Neal,
and Lionel Atwill—and Martha Tilton,
the
one pretty young “innocent
abroad” in a gangster shoot 'em up
timed as post-Prohibition days toughstuff operating in and around the old
Wax Museum on Coney Island.
THE NAUGHTY NINETIES (Universal)
has Bud Abbott and Lou Costello find¬
ing their fun and wreaking their
havoc, on a river showboat. Henry
Travers is the Captain, duped into
letting his boat be turned into a gam¬
bling ship, and Rita Johnson is the
designing woman; Lois Collier, the
Captain’s pretty daughter, and Alan
Curtis, her reformed-gambler sweet¬
heart.
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I Mail me today for FR
■ finest 3c-a-day Hospit
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Here's an opportunity to secure
a
life-like
FIGURETTE
of
your
loved one in service or loved ones
at home or your pets. Just send
any size negative, photo or snap¬
shot and we'll reproduce a hand¬
some
cutout
FIGURETTE
mounted on Moderne tempered
Maisonite.
Truly
a
thing
of
beauty! Makes attractive orna¬
ment for table, radio desk or
. ,
_
,
dresser.
This gorgeous FIGURETTE brings “the object of
your affection” so near to you in one of the most realistic
wavs discovered by man.
You'll prize and treasure it all
vour life!
AND WHAT A WONDERFUL AND APPRECIATED
GIFT IT MAKES!
No wonder many places charge two to
three times our amazingly low introductory price.

SEND NO MONEY
FAST SERVICE.
Just mail any size negative, photo or
snapshot.
Deposit $2.69 for one or $4.95 for two, plus
postage with postman. Or send price and we’ll pay postage.
YOUR PHOTO RETURNED WITH FIGURETTE. Keep for 10
days and if not delighted with FIGURETTE, return for full
refund.

ALLIED PHOTO CO.
1145 N. Ashland Ave.,

Dept. 39,

Chicago 22, III.
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* KTach

When yo
the post
ring or
« mailing c
B $7§Z
EMP
Dept. 67

IN GIFT BOX

$025

fits; 15c pays triple bene¬
fits, etc. So economical
so easy to own, you and
every member of the fam¬
ily can afford an Indi¬
vidual Pioneer Life In¬
surance Policy! No Red
Tape—NO MEDICAL EX¬
AMINATION! No agen
will call. Get compete de¬
tails FREE! Write today
PIONEER LIFE INS
1155 Pioneer Buildin

'

Plus 45c Fed. Tax
REMIT BY COIN. STAMPS
OR MONEY ORDER

TASH NOVELTY
ENGRAVING CO.
Dept. 68- H

1301 SURF AYE.
Brooklyn 24, N. Y.
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

Arrest Him

PRINTS/SNAPSHOTS

I'LL HAVE COMPLETE

ON PAPER-CLOTH-LEA THERorWOOD
Remarkable liquid makes photos appear,

like magic, IN 2 MINUTES, on any scarf,
tie. book, shirt, linens, blouse, greeting cards,
hankies, etc. Easy to use—no experience needed.
No dark room necessary. Won’t wash off. Won’t
hurt negative or iaDnciT
nurt
fabric it’s
b used
usea on. rereoimuio
Personalize
your belongings. W ear your picture, your sweet¬
heart’s, husband’s, or son's, on belongings.

Stcial Statiaitry Givta
with every order. Com?lete set. Thrill your
riends, seeing your
picture on letters.

SENDNO MONEY
10 DAY TRIAL
Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Money Back. Pay
postman only 98c plus
postage for Complete
Outfit — enough to
transfer up to 150 photos. If you prefer,
pay postage. You’ll be delighted 1

98o and we

Great American Sales Co., 55 E. Washington SL, Dept. 505, Chicago 2, III,

* \B00KS FOUND FREE/I
WHAT BOOKS DO YOU WANT?
We quote lowest market prices. No charge for
locating Hard-to-Find and Out-of-Print Books.
All books, OLD or NEW. mailed POST-FREE.
SEARCHLIGHT BOOK LANE
22 East 17th Street, New York City

CHINA’S LITTLE DEVILS (Monogram)
could better be titled “China’s brave
little warriors.” It’s the story of war
orphans turned raiders, banded to¬
gether at Harry Carey’s missionary
school and stealing into the Jap
camps at night, often capturing valu¬
able supplies. Little Butch (Ducky L.
Louis) leads the gang, in imitation of
his hero, Flying Tiger Big Butch
Dooley (Paul Kelly).
Produced by one-time screen lead¬
ing man Grant Withers, and he
collaborated on the screen script.
SONG OF THE SARONG (Universal)
sends that funny man Bill Gargan off
to a Pacific Isle, where except for the
interventions of Nancy Kelly (avec
sarong) he’d have been burned at the
stake as a pearl pilferer. With Eddie
Quillan and Fuzzy Knight, and an ohso-attractive newcomer, George Dolenz.

SV* 1
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Travel! Thrills! A REGULAR M
MONEY. 63% of all Identifica
I. A. S. students or graduate
Finger Print Book, low prices.
Literature will be sent only
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Simply super! Newest
poses! Just list your
favorites and second
choices. Smallest order. 20c.
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DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE, Dept. iTT
Box 953 Church St. Annex, N. Y. 8, N. Y

NAMES
ENGRAVED

FREE
ONLY 98c—SEND
98C—SEND NO MONEY
Link your friends together with this everlasting symbol
of love and friendship. Latest rage of Broadway and
Hollywood.
You’ll cherish these lovely heart memos of
ones. Graceful, beautifully
friends, sweethearts and loved oi
charms—6 tiny images
hand finished, highly polished hea
as well as the imagination,
of delight that capture the heart a
with any 6 names you desire.
Exquisitely HAND ENGRAVED w

Wear 10 days on MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
Rend name ana address. Pay postman only 98c plus postage
and 20% Federal tax. or mail SI.20 and we pay postage and
tax. Supply is limited, so write today.

International Diamond Co., 2251 Calumet A?e., Dept

15

Chicago 16, III.

ATLANTIC
ADVENTURE (Crown Film
Unit, released through Para.)—A power¬
ful, if sometimes grim, feature-length
documentary produced for the British
Ministry of Information. Two years
in the making, and filmed in Techni¬
color, it’s a tribute to the humor and
courage of “the average fighting man.”
Indeed, it is those men—not profes¬
sional actors merely playing roles;
men facing death at sea in an open
lifeboat.
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by the new easy LASHGLO method. All you do is rub
LASHGLO gently along the edges of the lids with the
brush that comes with your kit. Do this until the lashes
reach the desired loveliness. FREE instructions and
treatise on eye beauty care with each order. 10 months’
supply, including Federal tax and postage, only $2
complete or $2.35 C.O.D. (Sorry, no samples.) If not
delighted, money back. (No C.O.D. outside of U. S.)
AVALON LANE CO., Dept. B-55
220 BROADWAY. NEW YORK 7. N. Y.

SYDURHERD
WITHIM5 MHIXQUmEir OMENED

SERVICE EMBLEM
Be tne first to wear this new
starspangled,
heart-shaped
Love
Emblem.
Wear it proudly in honor of your man
in the service.
This TRUE SYMBOL OF
LOVE. FRIENDSHIP, AND GOOD LUCK
WISHES tells the world that your loved
one is in his country's service. Stunning
in design, perfect in taste. Sparkles with
unheard of beauty. It’s new! It’s differ¬
ent!
It’s
a knockout!
Hand-made
of
oeautiful. highly polished White Duraplast that can’t soil,
fray, or tarnish.
Attractively decorated in gold, silver,
and royal blue, with firm safety catch. Your choice of the
following inscriptions: Son in Service—Husband in Service
—Brother in Service—Sons in Service—Sweetheart in Ser¬
vice. Also available: GOLD STAR Emblems, inscribed Son
IC.lled in Action—Husband Died in Service. Limited quanti¬
ties duo to war conditions. Order today to get yours! GYily
$1.49 if you siend money with order, or C.O.D. plus post¬
age. In ordering, state inscription desired. GUARANTEED!
If not delighted, purchase price refunded. EXETER HOUSE,
Dept.

27-AD,

37
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New York
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enlargement

um mm k Just to get acquainted with

new customers, we will beautifully enlarge
your favorite print or negative, photo or pic¬
ture to 8x10 inches — FREE — if you enclose
this ad. (Pictures should be clear and sharp;
negatives give best results). Information on
hand tinting in natural colors sent immediate¬
ly. Your original returned with your free en¬
largement. Send today. Limit 1 to a customer.
GEPPERT STUDIOS, Dept.521, Des Moines2, Iowa

Remember Your Loved One!

"

Wear This Genuine

STERLING
SILVER
PHOTO RING

I have strict ideas of my own, so it isn’t
just anybody I want for my friends, but
it seems that I can not get out of this
solitary existence, no matter what I do.
I get awkward and bashful with new
people, and that seems to end the conver¬
sation once and for all.
Please suggest something for me.
Sincerely,
Bernice F.

Dear Bernice:
First of all, you are old enough to
have yourself pretty well in hand, to
know your own shortcomings, and do
something about them.
No ohe has
enough friends, and I am sure the
other girls in your plant are more than
willing to come half way in this friend¬
ship business.
Are you sure that you have not re¬
buffed them, in one way or another?
After all, a simple gesture, a smile, a
kind w'ord are the most important in¬
troductions to other girls, if they are
not
self-consciously
offered.
Try
to
relax among the other girls and think
of yourself as one of them, rather than
as a lone individual ’way off by your¬
self. You will be surprised how much
your own mental attitude has to do
with this feeling of inferiority that you
apparently have.
Try to be as friendly as you naturally
can the next time you mingle with the
others, and remember that a smile is
always invaluable in gaining friends.
Good luck to you.
Sincerely,
JANE WYMAN

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Custom Made Design with Your
Photo Hand Painted in Oil, Per¬
manently Sealed in Magnified Dome Crys¬
tal.
WATER-PROOF—WILL
NEVER
FADE.
SEND NO MONEY! Simply mail a photo or

■S 449

clear snapshot which will be returned in
good order. When your Photo Ring arrives,
pay the postman $4.49 plus a few cents
postage.
LIFE-TIME GUARANTEE.
Mass
production and direct sales to you make
this virtue possible.
$7.50
Send
in
a
Paper
Strip
with
ring finger measure for correct

your
size.

Value

TaxesFe|1nrc
’

FISK INDUSTRIES, Dept. H-5
—Fisk Building, 250 West 57 St., N. Y. C.—

Finest

Selection of
Photos of MOVIE
STABS — PIN-UP.
GALS, scenes from all^_ —.
recent films. FREE — Startsand Pin Up folder with each^
order. PROMPT DELIVERY from
world’8 FOREMOST movie photo concern. You
first order will convince you. 4 for $1.—12 for $2.5
postpaid. Send M.O. or U.S. 3c stamps. Addres
Dept. 607.

BRAM STUDIO

506 W.44f*iST. NEW YORK 18, N.Y.

re
$1

seem to have enough friends without
bothering with me.

Dear Jane:
I have been a concert pianist, and now,
although I am only twenty-eight, I have
my own studio where I teach music to
youngsters, and have made quite a suc¬
cess out of my profession.
My problem, however, concerns mar¬
riage. I am engaged to a wonderful chap,
whom I love very much, and we are plan¬
ning to be married this Spring. The one
obstacle, and my big problem, is the fact
that he wants me to give up my career
when we marry.
I simply can not do this, for music is
my whole life, and I have tried to convince
him that our careers will not interfere
with our marriage, but he will not under¬
stand.
Please advise me.
Thank you,
Carol L.
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MAKE THE ONE
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Your Name
Printed on 40
20 Matching

We will elegantly prin
name and address, busi
sonal style, on 40 shee
new Whippet Bond
(made by Hammermil
matching envelopes—a
25c! Or, if you send $1
eets we’ll include one
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as many as 5 different na
tionery. Money-Back
tee. Supply limited. O
WESTERN STATION
Dept.llO-E
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WEDDING
AND

RING

ENGAGEMENTX

TEN DAYS’ TRIAL—
SEND NO MONEY

Introductory offer: With every
order for smart, new. Sterling
Silver Solitaire engagement
ring we will include with¬
out extra charge exquisite
wedding ring set with
eight imitation diamonds
matching in tire and bril¬
liance the beautiful imita¬
tion Diamond solitaire en¬
gagement ring (the perfect
bridal pair).
Send no money
with order. Just name, address and
ring size. We ship both rings in lovely
gift box immediately and you make just 2
easy payments of $2 each, total only $4. We
trust you No red tape as you make first pay¬
ment and 20% Federal tax to postman on
arrival then balance any time within 30 days.
Money-back guarantee.
War conditions make
supply limited- Act NOW.
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. ST-361, Jefferson, Iowa

FREE
Beautiful Sample Enlargement, also a
Special De Luxe Studio Folder—both
absolutely Free. Just send this ad with
any size photo. Enclose only 10c for
mailing. Two Natural Tone sent C.O.D.
for only 58c ea. plus post. Negs 59c.
NEW YORK ART SERVICE
200 W. 72 Street
New York City 23

ASTHMA

^ NO-COST TRIAL OFFER!

IF YOU SUFFER FROM BRONCHIAL ASTHMA PAR¬
OXYSMS, from coughs, gasping wheezing — write quick
for daring NO-RISK, NO-COST TRIAL OFFER. Inquiries from so-called “hopeless" cases especially invited.
NACOR, 1Q92-Z

State Life Bldg., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

Beautiful Simulated ^ I Ik I

STONE RING

^GIVENS

J >ty, Sterling Silver Ring set with
sparkling simulated Blrthstone corirect for your birth (late—GIVEN
1 for selling only 5 boxes of Gold Crown
1 Spot
Remover
and
Cleaner
at
25c
\ each.
Send name .and address today
for order. We'trust' you. Premium’ sup¬
plies are limited. Don’t delay.

GOLD CROWN PRODUCTS. Dept. E-377, Jefferson. Iowa

High School Course
at Home

Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work—prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H.S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if de■ired. High school education is very important for advancement in
business and industry and socially. Don’t be handicapped all your
life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now. Free
Bulletin on request. No obligation.

I American School,Dept.H-5?l Drexel at 58th Chicago37

Preserve for all time your treas
ured favorite photos. Any photo!
or
snapshot
enlarged
on
fine!
grade
fabric
like
illustration.Size. 18x18
symbolizing Freedom and
De¬
Only $1.98
mocracy. Will last life-time. Can
Postpaid
be washed. Guaranteed perma¬
nent. Mail photo and $1.98. Advise ordering at
once while materials are available.
Money back
guarantee; safe return of photo.

TEXTILE PHOTO CRAFTS
1446 N. Stanley Ave. Dept. H Hollywood 46, Calif.

12 suen oioss shots ,1°°
Thrill to th« exciting glamour of row
favorite Hollywood screen stars. Spe¬
cial, individually posed glossy photos.
Most complete assortment. Order todayl

Catalog of over
200 fascinating miniature
photos with each order (To
avoid delay, state 2nd choice.)

GLAMOR-TONE PHOTO SERVICE
1233 SIXTH AVENUE — DEPT. J-i — NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

90

Dear Carol:
Many people have had to face this
problem of Marriage Vs. Career, and
it can only be solved by mutual un¬
derstanding.
However, you must de¬
cide what conies first in your life, and
if it is marriage, then you must be pre¬
pared
to accede to your husband’s
wishes.
This problem may be worked out
satisfactorily, allowing for both a ca¬
reer and marriage, providing the wife
never lets her marriage suffer as a con¬
sequence.
Perhaps you can convince
your fiance that this will be your defin¬
ite plan, and then try it for six months.
However, promise him that you will be
willing to give up your career if this
does not work out happily, and abide
by your promise.
Others have done this, and there is
no reason why you can not, providing
you both cooperate and maintain a
complete understanding of the issues
involved.
Let me know how this plan works
out.
Sincerely,
JANE WYMAN

Dear Jane:
My parents died when I was a child,
and I have been living with my grand¬
mother ever since. I am now eighteen, but
she treats me as though I were still a child.
She is so strict with me that she makes
life miserable. If I am late getting in at
night, she forbids me to go out for two
weeks. She saw me kiss a boy good night
once last month, so she won’t let me see
him any more. Well, this was going too
far, because he is a wonderful boy and
likes me very much.
I have been meeting him secretly, but I
frankly do not feel right about this. What
do you suggest?
Very truly yours,
Mary K.
Dear Mary:
I am glad you say you do not feel
right about meeting this boy in secret.
That kind of conduct never works out
right, no matter how strict your grand¬
mother may be.
I admit that yours is a difficult situa¬
tion, for you are under obligation to
your grandmother, and this is different
from a parent’s supervision. However,
there must be a common ground of un¬
derstanding, whereby you can convince
your grandmother that you are old
enough to be trusted, and that you will
meet her more than half way if she will
give you a little more independence.
Make an arrangement with her, and
then keep your part of the bargain.
Then you will not have to resort to
secret meetings.
Yours,
JANE WYMAN

Dear Miss Wyman:
I have a brother in the Army, and he has
been overseas for a year and a half. Lately,
he has been writing me asking me to write
to several of his buddies because they
don’t get letters from anyone at home.
I am all for this idea as I love to write
letters anyway, but my mother thinks that
since I am only sixteen, I am too young to
be writing to boys I don’t know.
Do you think this is true?
Susan V.
Dear Susan:
I can not sec what harm your letters
to the soldiers can do if they are prop¬
erly written. However, I can understand
your mother’s views, especially at your
age.

Why not get your mother’s coopera¬
tion in this project, and let her read
the letters you write to these boys, so
she can understand that you intend to
keep them completely impersonal, with
just the right touch of chatter and home
about them?
After all, your brother undoubtedly
has explained your age to his buddies,
and probably feels that he would like
to share the letters that are so import¬
ant to him with these other boys.
Sincerely,
JANE

WYMAN

Dear Jane:
I am a girl of seventeen, and was born
with a bluish-red birthmark covering the
entire length of my left leg. I am very
self-conscious about it and cannot parti¬
cipate in school activities on account of
it.
I wonder if you have possibly heard of
any way to cover birthmarks or of methods
of removing them. If you could help me,
I would be the happiest girl in the world.
Jerry
Dear Jerry:
There is a preparation which was in¬
vented by a girl who had just such a
mark as yours on the side of her face.
It is a creamy liquid which you paint
over the mark. This preparation comes
in different skin shades, and is pre¬
scribed by physicians.
If you will send me your doctor’s
name and address, I will forward to him
the name of this product. He can look
into it and see if it is a proper prepara¬
tion for you to use in your case.
JANE WYMAN

Dear Miss Wyman:
We are a group of eight teen-age girls
and we have a problem for you. We used
to have a Teen-age Club, but it was dis¬
banded because none of the older people
took an interest in it. We also have about
eight boys in our group who won’t co¬
operate in helping to plan things. We
really need advice on how to make a teen¬
age club a success.
Hopeful Eight
Dear Teen-agers:
I would suggest that you organize
your Teen-Age Club again, and meet
twice a month, or oftener if you like,
at the home of one of your members.
You
can
dance
to
records,
play
games, serve light refreshments, and
really have a good time. In order to in¬
terest your parents, why don’t you ap¬
point the father and mother of the
member at whose home you meet, as
co-host and co-hostess, and let them help
plan the evening’s fun.
I would also suggest that you add a
serious objective to your good times by
pledging yourself to get a stated num¬
ber of blood donors a week, by pledg¬
ing yourselves to buy a certain amount
of
war
stamps—and
although
you
probably consider yourselves too old to
gather scrap, etc., you can organize
your younger brothers and sisters into
teams to gather metals, paper and scrap,
and have contests to see which team
will lead. If you teen-agers would or¬
ganize for such a purpose, you could
make a tremendous contribution to the
war effort.
And don’t worry, when the boys see
what fun you are having, they will not
want to be left out of it.
JANE

WYMAN
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SLACK SUIT

5
LOVELY
COLORS

,

ON APPROVAL
LIGHT BLUE

ITS SLEEK!
ITS HARDY!
IT 'S COMFY!

t •

ONLY

SLACK SUIT CLASSIC
Glamorous Hollywood started the slack suit
craze. And no wonder...slack suits bring new
comfort and ultra-smart appearance for your
leisure hours, sports and street wear.

New! Beautifullytailored with
glamour-plus. Exclusively styled from crisp, fine qual¬
ity, all season material that really dislikes being coddled.
Belted shirred-back jacket hugs waistline cozily . . .
trim pleated slacks, with real pockets, give that “slim
as a reed’’ look. Perky shoulders, smart, distinctive lines
. . . deft masculine tailoring in a tantalizing feminine
slack suit that men admire—women envy. Wear it the
year around and feel confident you’re the best dressed
slack suit gal in town! An original by Bonnie Gaye. Sizes
12 through 20 and biggest of all surprises it’s only $8.95
plus postage.

READY fOR EVERYTHING!

10 DAYS’ TRIAL

SEND NO MONEY-

Yes, wear this CRUISER
SLACK SUIT at my RISK.

today. On arrival send $8.95 through postman plus
C. O. D. postage. Wear, compare. If a 10-day trial
doesn’t prove you’ve discovered the best buy ever,
please return for full refund.

If you, too, are not com¬
pletely satisfied in every
way, return in 10 days and
your full purchase price will
be refunded—BONNIE GAYE

^BONNIEGAYE FASHIONS, Dept. 1-EE
j 168 North Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Ill.

| Send new Cruiser Slack Suit. I’ll give postman $8.95 plus
j postage on arrival with understanding I may return pur1 chase if not satisfied in 10 days for full refund.
(Mark 1st and 2nd choice color selections and state size)

□ Blue □ Green Q Navy Blue □ Red Q Brown
Circle Size: 12 14 16 18 20
Name.
Address.
City.Zone No.
w

.State.

NOTE: Order 2 Slack Suits for $16.50 plus postage. Interchang- |—j
ing jackets and slacks makes 4 color combinations. . Check here I—I

Here's the Mascara
that makes lashes
look naturally
dark, longer and
more luxuriant.
Cake, Cream form.
Black. Brown,Blue.

The eyes he adores—glowing with loveliness on her wedding
day! Silently she vows to keep them radiant, always. She
knows she can depend on the magic of soft Maybelline Eye
Make-up. And so can you.

For truly enchanting charm,

always use Maybelline — the world’s favorite Eye Make-up.

The smooth-mark¬
ing Eyebrow Pen¬
cil with fine point
that forms expres¬
sive, gracefully
tapered brows.
Black, Brown.

Misty Eyeshad¬
ow to accent the
color and high¬
lights of your
eyes. Blue,
Brown, Bluegray, Green,
Violet, Gray.
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appropriate* hair-do* !
On this page, Norma Richter . . . lovely New York
fashion model, Cover Girl and "Drene Girl” . . . mode’s
three stunning, new bridal head dresses and shows you an
appropriate hair-do for each. (Above) An exquisite head
dress of orange blossoms and pearls, shaped like the brim
of a bonnet. Here Norma's hair-do is suitably demure, but
smart . . . the front held close to the head, the back in a
soft page-boy roll. The shining beauty of her hair is due to
Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioner, which Norma
always uses. She knows no other shampoo leaves
her hair so lustrous, yet so easy to manage!
All bridal bead drettet on tbi* paqe by / ohn Frederic*
famous New Fork bal designers

For the informal wedding, this adorable coronet of
pink carnations, held on with narrow satin ribbon, tied
under the hair at back. With this head dress, Norma’s
bewitching hair-do (with its Empress Eugenie look) is sim¬
ply perfect! Bewitching, too, is Norma’s shining smooth
hair, shampooed in Drene with Hair Conditioner. No

Pale pastel s
formal wedding
deau of tulle, to
lovely hair, swe
puffs. Drene S
serves t he credit
ness. No other

Guaranteed by ^
Good Housekeeping
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Are you in the know?

Leg make-up looks best if you —

For a slick permanent, which is a "must"?

Is this little beach belle —

□ Use a depilatory

O A skilled operator

□ Playing patty-cake

□ Choose a stocking shade

□ A coId wave

□ Dive balmy

□ Apply it evenly

□ A machine wave

□ Collar-bone conscious

It takes more than a light-going-over to
make those gams whistle-worthy. It takes
the three answers given above. De-fuzz
your legs. Choose a stocking shade that
matches your suntan. Apply it evenly. Cos¬
metic "nose” are so comfortable, seems
they’re here to stay. So, too, is the comfort
you get from Kotex—for Kotex stays soft
while wearing. That’s why there’s such a
difference between Kotex and pads that
'ust "feel” soft at first touch. Kotex doesn’t
lunch up . . . its softness stays and stays!

i

Frizzy flub—or dream girl? That depends
largely on the skill of your operator. Let
her decide the right type of wave for your
hair-texture. Slick grooming requires in¬
finite care. And guard your daintiness with
care . . . especially at "certain” times.
Now there’s a deodorant locked inside
each Kotex napkin. The deodorant can’t
shake out, because it is processed into
each pad—not merely dusted on. No extra
charge for this new Kotex "extra” that
aids your charm, your confidence.

No, she’s not "tetched”.. . just collar-bone
conscious . . . and if you have a leanand-hollow-look around the base of your
neck, try: Standing erect, arms out (as
shown), elbows stiff. Swing arms backward,
forward — touching finger tips. This also
banishes shoulder-blade problems. And to
banish problem-day worries—choose Kotex,
because the special safety center of Kotex
gives you plus protection by keeping mois¬
ture from the sides of the pad . . . helps
safeguard your secret.

If you're stymied with a show-off, should you —
□ Try to reform him
□ Go smilin' through
□ Make with the icicles

Why attempt to freeze or reform him? Be
smart and go smilin’ through his clown¬
ing. It can be fun—and he’ll tell the world
you’re wonderful! Learning to laugh in a
trying situation helps build self-confidence.
That goes for trying days, too . . . when
you laugh off "telltale outline” fears with
the patented, flat tapered ends of Kotex. So
unlike thick, stubby napkins, those flat
pressed ends don’t show revealing lines.
Kotex keeps you confident!

More women choose KOTEX* Than all
Now

—

a DEODORANT in

other sanitary napkins puT Togethei

every Kotex napkin
*T. M

fUa- U. S. Pat, Off.
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The greatest
star of the
screen I

There are several kinds of laughs. The
smile, the chuckle, the quirk of amuse¬
ment—
★
★
★
★
None of these goes with the new
Spencer Tracy-Katharine Hepburn film
—“Without Love’’. +
*
*
*
We’re talking about
the Abdominal Up¬
heaval—the kind of
laugh that gets a
half-nelson on your
midriff and rolls you
around in yourjseat.
★
★
★
★
The handkerchief-stuffed-in-the-mouth
kind of laughter.
★

★

★

★

“Without Love” is sensationally funny.
And personal and warm.
★

★

★

★

This columnist saw the picture four
times before writing this. We laugh in
the same places each time.
★

★

★

★

Spencer was never immenser. Katharine
attempts to woo, but his attitude is
that it can’t Hepburn here.
★

★

★

★

The picture is much better than that.
★
★
★
★
Donald Ogden Stewart has adapted
Philip Barry’s play with a fresh ap¬
proach and a free hand. He has intro¬
duced a sleep-walking motif.
★

★

★

★

JUNE, 1945

DOIUS CLINE, Editor

STORIES
Here Is Your Ernie Pyle
By G. B. Shallin 28
Big News! (Joan Caulfield)
By Kay Proctor 30
There’s No Cinderella (Dana Andrews)
By Jessica Ryan 32
The Elf From Eire (Geraldine Fitzgerald)
By Katherine Lake 34
This Is Myself . . . John Hodiak 36
In a Class By Herself—Gracie Fields
By Leslie Traine 38
That Man Hoagy (Carmichael)
By Alice Craig Greene 40
Gallant Gent (Lee Bowman)
By Maxine Arnold 42
The New (Laraine) Day
By Kate Holliday 47
Nothing But the Truth (Jennifer Jones)
By Alice L. Tildesley 51

Spence sleep-walks at first and Katie
sleep-walks right back at him. It’s a
sleep-walkie-talkie.

PORTRAITS

Lawrence Weingarten, who is awfully
good at producing this sort of clever
fare for M-G-M, is up to his old tricks.
★
★
★
★
Harold Bucquet, the director, deserves
a bouquet for his excellent job.

Burgess Meredith. 29
Hoagy Carmichael. 41
Lee Bowman. 43
Laraine Day. 46
Jennifer Jones. 50

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

The picture has one of the greatest
casts ever. In addition to Tracy and
Hepburn, there’s, to begin with, Lucille
Ball, a star on her own, who lives up
to her reputation.

★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★ Keenan Wynn never was funnier. Then
are Carl Esmond, Patricia Mori★ there
son, Felix Bressart—and and and.
★
★
★
★
★
★ It started during Easter at the Radio
★ City Music Hall in New York and is
★ still running. It’s a long run picture.
★
★
★
★
★ Changing the subject, how many of you
★ have seen “The Picture of Dorian Gray”,
★ the most unusual film of the year?
★
★
★
★
★
This production based on
★ Oscar Wilde’s absinthe★ tinted drama is causing a
★ great deal of talk. It is so
★ superbly produced, so dif¬
ferent in theme from con¬
★ ventional fare. We think
★ you ought to see “Dorian”.
★
★
★
★
★
★ M-G-M has many wonderful offerings
on the way. You might look for “The
★ Clock”, “Son of Lassie”,
★ “The Valley of Decision”
★ “Thrillofa Romance”, and
★ “Ziegfeld Follies”.
★
★
★
★ Still ★
roaring.
_ JJao.
★
i
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Bing Crosby had never seen "Going My
Way," until a week before the Academy
Award festivities were scheduled to take
place at Grauman's Chinese. So he and Dixie
decided that, since the picture was so much
discussed, perhaps they should really see it.
You top that in modesty if you can—which
you can't, says my last ten dollars.
They went to a neighborhood theatre,
named The Elite, and there found a queue. So
they took their patient places and waited for

seats.
During the forty-five minutes they
moved slowly along in line, not one person
recognized the Crosbys.
But . . . the night of the Award Show, the
bleachers, constructed for the occasion at
the entrance to the Chinese, screamed as
one voice when Bing and Dixie drove up.
Bing was wearing a brown business suit, a
sport shirt, a red, yellow and green tie, and
a yellow sport scarf. This ensemble pro¬
voked one of Bob Hope's best sallies (he was
MC during the evening.) "This affair is in-

!

Im

.1 L/ 1

Three happy people! Barry Fitzgerald, Ingrid Bergman, Bing Crosby, as they left
The Grauman's Chinese stage after receiving their respective Academy Award Oscars.

It's an old Academy custom! Jennifer Jones,
the winnah last year, "presented" to Bergman.

Gary Cooper (a former winner) officiated in
the absence of Paul Lukas, 1944 "best actor."

formal," cracked Bob. "We have only had
to send Bing home twice ... to get on his
shoes."
You have undoubtedly read explicit re¬
ports on the awards, but just to keep your
scrapbook complete, here is the box score in
simplified form:
GOING MY WAY snagged seven Oscars,
to wit:
Best Motion Picture of the year.
Best Performance By An Actor In a Support¬
ing Role—Barry Fitzgerald, who said, "I don't
have anything to say except that I'm grate¬
ful."
Best Achievement In Directing—won by
Leo McCarey.
Best Original Motion Picture Story, also
won by Mr. McCarey.
Best Written Screenplay, won by Frank
Butler and Frank Cavett.
Best Original Song—"Swinging On A Star,"
music by James Van Heusen, lyrics by
Johnny Burke.
Best Performance By An Actor—The Great
Bing. This was a sort of second-hand tri¬
umph for Bob Hope, too. When he first
emerged on the stage, he glared at the audi¬
ence, then said that he was happy to be al¬
lowed to preside at the Award affair again
this year . . . that he was anxious to see
what excuses they would give him this time.
Then, giving a long woebegone look at the
representative of Price, Waterhouse & Com¬
pany. Bob observed that he was positive that
the counting was accurate and honest . . .
because they had returned his check that
morning. He added that he had just received
a note from the Chamber of Commerce, re¬
questing him thereafter to refer to Price.
Waterhouse & Company as Price, Sunporch
& Company. As you can see. Bob was in
rare form.
When Bing acknowledged his award, he
said that this only confirmed his opinion that
opportunity was widespread in these United
States, when "a broken down crooner like
myself can be taken by the hand by a di¬
rector like Leo McCarey and led through a
picture to an Academy Award." He added,
"Now if someone will only get me a horse
that will win the Kentucky Derby!"
As Bing, making a kidding pass at Bob,
left the stage, Bob cracked, "No wonder he
won—he's got six votes in his own family!"
Then, heaving the profound sigh of the van-

From one "best supporting actor" to another;
Charles (Mr. Dingle) Coburn to Fitzgerald.

That Fighting

LADD
You Love
Is Gunning For
Trouble Again!

A
Hollywood s most meteoric Star Sensation in his first
rough, tough and terrific role since his screen return . . .
falling for a girl with stars in her eyes while he tames
a man-killing horse and a lady-killing tough guy!

Paramount
Presents

w

xM\\V'°^co

The riotous roughneck of "Going
My Way" as the smartest little
jockey who ever booted home
o winner!

The Miracle Mon o
"Morgan’s Creek" has a
new "Conquering Hero
to hail!

Original Story and Screen Ploy by Milton Holmes
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quished, he observed, "Now I know how
Dewey felt."
Darryl Zanuck's great picture, "Wilson,"
romped home with six awards, as follows:
Best Original Screen Play—by Lamarr
Trotti.
Best Achievement In Cinematography—by
Leon Shamroy. (When Bob announced this
award, he said, "You know what a Cinema¬
tographer is—a cinematic redcap; they've
taken care of plenty of bags for me."
Best Interior Decoration For Color Films—
Wiard Inhen and Thomas Little.
Best Sound Recording—E. H. Hanson.
Best Film Editing—Barbara McLean. Miss
McLean, incidentally, was the only feminine
technician (among three girl nominees, and
the other two were interior decorators) to
win an award. Although all the winners
were thrilled, I can well imagine that her
delight was the greatest of the evening.
To cap this fine array, Mr. Zanuck was the
winner of the Irving G. Thalberg Memorial
Award for consistently high idealism in mo¬
tion picture production. This award was
presented by Norma Shearer, who wore a
long, orange-flame crepe dress, and looked
like a bit of fugitive sunset.

Your ring, the symbol of your per¬
fect love should be perfect, too!
Select a Bluebird Diamond and be
sure—they’re guaranteed perfect!

WHY BLUEBIRD

IS

THE WORLD

STANDARD FOR FINE DIAMONDS

There was drama in Ingrid Bergman’s win¬

1. Every Bluebird Diamond is
free from cracks, flaws, car¬
bon spots.

ning this year's Oscar for the best perform¬
ance as an actress.

A great many people

thought she would win the award last year,

2. Cutting and polishing by exierts assures maximum briliance, beauty.

Jennifer Jones.

3. Less than 1% of all diamonds
mined meet Bluebird’s stand¬
ard of quality and perfection.

Miss Bergman should have had the award.

and one of those people was the winner,

f

As she went to the platform

to receive her award last year. Miss Jones
had the fineness to tell Ingrid that she felt
So it was intensely pleasant for her to have

4. Permanently registered for
your protection.

the fun of opening this year's envelope and
finding Miss Bergman's name listed because

FREE—Know your diamonds. Send
for new informative FREE booklet,
"The Book That Lovers Love.” It
explains all you’ve wondered about
judging a diamond’s color, brilliance
and perfection. Supply limited. Mail
coupon to be sure of getting yours.

of her work in "Gaslight."

In acknowledging her award, Ingrid said,

"I'm deeply grateful for this award. I'm par¬
ticularly glad to get it at this time, because
I'm working on a picture with Mr. Crosby and
Mr. McCarey at present ("Bells Of St. Mary's")
and I'm afraid that if I went on the set to¬
morrow without an award, nobody would
speak to me."
Jennifer's speech, incidentally, was very
pretty and appropriate. She told Miss Berg¬
man, "You have won our votes with your
artistry, and our hearts with your gracious¬
ness."
Award for the Best Performance of A
Supporting Actress went to Miss Ethel Barry¬
more for her brilliant work in "None But The
Lonely Heart." This was as it should be.
However, you may anticipate the winning,
in years to come, of Agnes Moorehead (who
consistently turns in splendid performances)
and Angela Lansbury, who is soon to take
her place as one of the best.
Charles Coburn, last year's Male Support¬
ing Role Award winner, made the presenta¬
tion to Barry Fitzgerald, and said jocularly,
"I want you to know that, if I weren't Charles
Coburn, I'd like to be Barry Fitzgerald."
Margaret O'Brien, the first child actress to
win the Award since the junior days of
Shirley Temple, was awarded an Oscarette
for outstanding performance. Bob picked her
up and held her high so that the microphone
would catch her sweet, high treble. "I don't
know what to say except 'Thank You,' " she
announced, beaming upon Bob. To the audi¬
ence Bob said, "She's just ad libbing until
she thinks of a really good line . . . hmmmm
. . . now I know what happens to people who
work in pictures with you." Bob has, by
this time, given Margaret so many different
awards that they are old friends.
"Look,
honey," he said with an adoring look, "why
don't you hurry and grow up?"

r-mail coupon now-1
|

BLUEBIRD DIAMOND SYNDICATE, Dept. 1-HH
55 East Washington St., Chicago 2, III.
Please rush your FREE booklet, "The Book
That Lovers Love.”
Name....

I

I

Address.
City.Zone.State.
1-1
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Bob Hope received a plaque for outstanding

'42; she's made 9 pictures, all MGM but one.

Margaret

O'Brien's

film

career

started

1944 achievements; presented by W. Wanger.

NEW HONORS FOR
THE SCREEN S MOST
HONORED ACTRESS!

His first picturel
Meet that stage
sensation . ..
John Dali!

WARNER BROS.
BRING ANOTHER GREAT
PLAY TO THE SCREENI

A

LOVE

THAT

RIPENED

TOO

FASTI

_
Directed by

wltti JOHN
Produced by

DALL • JOAN LORRING - NIGEL BRUCE - RHYS WILLIAMS •

JACK CHERTOK

IRVI NG RAPPER

• Screen Play by Casey Robinson & Frank Cavett • From the Stage Play
by EMLYN WILLIAMS • Produced by Herman Shumlin • Music by Max Steiner

*

Why
worry
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public?
*
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In addition to these awards, acclaim was

USE
TAMPAX

also given to:

THE FIGHTING LADY, for distinctive achieve¬
ment in documentary production;
WHO'S WHO IN ANIMAL LAND, a one-reel
subject;
I WON'T PLAY, a two-reel subject in which
Dane Clark was outstanding;
MOUSE TROUBLE, a cartoon short made by
MGM. After awarding the plaque for this
cartoon. Bob said reminiscently, "So Mr.
Quimby got his award for 'Mouse Trouble.'
Wonder why he gave me such a search¬
ing look?"
COVER GIRL for the best achievement in
sound recording;
THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYO .for best
achievement in special effects;

What a satisfaction it is—es¬
pecially in the season of sum¬
mery attire—to know there is
not a belt, a pin or a pad that
can bulge or show through on
"those days” of the month! For Tampax
is worn internally and cannot cause even
a ridge or wrinkle. Furthermore, it pro¬
duces no odor ... So you see Tampax is
truly a great modern improvement and a
help to social and business poise!
From a scientific standpoint Tampax
has a fine history. Invented and perfected
by a doctor, its principle is that of "in¬
ternal absorption.” Compared with ex¬
ternal pads, Tampax has only about oneseventh their bulk. Yet it is extremely
absorbent, because it is made throughout
of pure, long-fiber surgical cotton. Tam¬
pax comes in individual applicators for
easy and dainty insertion.
Tampax is comfortable, convenient and
modern. Quick to change. Easy disposal.
Sold at drug stores, notion counters.
Three absorbencies: Regular, Super, Junior.
Month’s supply will slip in your purse.
Tampax 1 ncorporated, Palmer, Mass.

3 absorbencies

"Among those present" . . . the Paramount delegation: Joan Caulfield, Andre de Toth and
Veronica

Lake,

in

the

order

named.

Veronica's

at

work

now

in

"The

Blue

Dahlia."

REGULAR
SUPER
JUNIOR

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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GASLIGHT for best achievement in art direc¬
tion; (remember the foggy streets, the for¬
bidding clock on the stair landing, the Vic¬
torian, cluttered rooms?)
COVER GIRL for the best scoring of a musical.
SINCE YOU WENT AWAY for the best music
score written for a dramatic picture;
LAURA for the best black-and-white cinema¬
tography. (WILSON won this award in
the color division, so this was a depart¬
ment triumph lor 20th Century.)
Although this statement may seem odd
to those of you living away from Hollywood,
the fact remains that Academy Award affairs
have, in the past, been something of a bore.
The same cannot be said of this year's pro¬
gram. Mark Sandrich, who died a week be¬
fore his hard work reached consummation.

Six awards to Darryl Zanuckl Here he accepts

Shirley Temple was escorted by Guy Madison,

the Thalberg Memorial from Norma Shearer.

the sailor lad who was such a hit in

S.Y.W.A.

futMu:

Pfitebenfo ifa JOtfi

&UM/mfvh

THE BIGGEST
ENTERTAINMENT
THRILL OF THE TEAR!
Flaming with thrills,
adventure and romance...
The exciting saga of the
West's most colorful days
. . .when men fought and
gambled for a woman's
eager heart. And a spec¬
tacular climax such as the
screen has never known!

JOHN WAYNE
ANN DVORAK

FLAME OF
BARBARY
COAST
featuring

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
with WILLIAM FRAWLEY
VIRGINIA GREY and RUSSELL HICKS
JACK NORTON • PAUL FIX
i/iBBrki
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Continued
from page 10

Stronger Grip

had suggested that a photo-montage be made
of the pictures included under each category.
This was done with stimulating effect. For
instance, before the Award for Distinctive
Achievement in Documentary Production was
announced, we saw brief, indicative shots
from THE FIGHTING LADY (remember the
faces of the navy fliers waiting in the Ready
Room, remember the down-barrel shots of
tropical islands under bombardment?), from
RESISTING ENEMY INTERROGATION, from
NEW AMERICANS, from ARTURO TOS¬
CANINI, and from THE MARINES AT
TARAWA. In this division, THE FIGHTING
LADY won the feature-length award, and
THE MARINES AT TARAWA won the short
subject award. General Smith, a lean, grim¬
faced man, accepted the award "in the names
of those men who died in that action."
Before the evening was over, we saw
quite a bit of GOING MY WAY for a second
time (or fourth or fiftieth, if you are a real
fan), as well as many feet from WILSON.

superb characterization. It would have been
almost impossible to decide between them—
BUT, again came the forecast of the future.
Bing specializes in comedy, so the chances
are that never again will he have a role im¬
pressive enough to merit Academy considera¬
tion. However, Alexander Knox is undoubt¬
edly one of the most gifted, most versatile,
and most drama-worthy of our young actors;
in future, he will enact dozens of parts of
consequence, and for one or two of them,
he will win the Oscar.
Check us on this next year, kids.

A word about the human politics of Acad¬

Jimmie Dunn is scurrying frantically up and

emy

Awards

lor

the

four

acting

awards.

*

*

Loretta Young, who is described by Gary
Cooper
Came

in

his

Jones"

forthcoming
as

picture

"absolutely

"Along

lovely,"

again become a mother—in the lalL

will

In the

household at present there is adopted Judy,
9, and Christopher, 1.

Loretta has told friends

that she plans to have six children.
As

this

informative

epic

goes

to

press,

down the hills of Hollywood, trying to find

Although these awards should be given en¬

a

tirely for merit, there is

piano box in which to set up housekeeping

always a certain

human consideration in the balloting.
year,

when the

race

was

Last

house or

an apartment or a king-sized

with his bride, Edna Hush.

Interesting high¬

between Ingrid

lights on this marriage are that Jimmie and

Bergman and Jennifer Jones, those who had

his new wife knew one another many years

the right to cast a vote were saying, "Jones

before, and were considered by their friends

may never again be awarded a part as ter¬

to

rific

is

Hollywood and Miss Rush remained in the

certain to be given a series of dynamic parts.

East, marrying and winning radio success

She has 'Gaslight' coming up, and if that

for herself.

isn't quite good enough for an Oscar, she

was Betty Smith, writer of the book, "A Tree

has finished 'Saratoga Trunk' which is cer¬

Grows In Brooklyn" which—as a screen play

tain to be Academy calibre."

—has given Jimmie a revitalized career.

as

'Bernadette',

whereas

Bergman

You see how

it works?

Won’t Slip Out

*

VITAL STATISTICS:

This year there were many who felt that
Alexander Knox' portrayal of WILSON was
artistry of the most impressive sort, just as
Bing's young priest in GOING MY WAY was

be

altar-bound.

However,

he

came to

Also, bridesmaid at the wedding

Red Skelton Dood It—married Georgia
Davis, starlet under contract to Metro. When
reporters asked Red where he met his wife
he said he won her in a raffle, was promptly
reprimanded by The Little Woman, and an-

Try again next time if your store
is out of DeLoni? Bob Ptns today.
We’re making more now, but still

Alan

not enough to meet the demand.

it

Ladd

was

"an

was

seat

partner

for

occasion"—because

Der
how

Bingle
many

in

the

times

Academy

have

you

audience.
seen

You
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can

wear

know
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and ARTHUR TREACHER • LOUISE BEAVERS • RUTH TOBEY * Produced by CHARLES R. ROGERS * Directed by ARTHUR LUBIN
Screen Play by WALTER DeLEON and ARTHUR PHILLIPS •

Based on a

story

by

IRVING

PHILLIPS,

EDWARD

VERDIER

and

FRANK TASHLIN

Associate Producer: JOSEPH S. TUSHINSKY • Original Music and Arrangements by MORTON GOULD • Musical numbers staged by ERNST MATRAY
Released thru United Artists

nounced—on second thought—that they had
met at the home of friends.
Immediately
after the ceremony, Private Skelton checked
into a local hospital preparatory to having
his tonsils removed. In this case, the operat¬
ing surgeon was not the only one who was
looking down in the mouth.
*

*

*

have

a

lovely

baby

A few moments later she returned a second

asked James, Sr.

"And you have a wonderful baby daughter."
By

To the second man she announced.
common

consent,

the

fathers kept watch with Jess.

him all my old clothes.

I've given

And he looks ex¬

actly like me."

two

relieved

The nurse,

hurried, passed through the room to say, "The
first one is a boy, Mr. Barker."
She was back twenty minutes later.

"And

the second one is a boy, too."
Mr. Barker took his two friends out to buy

The Keenan Wynn newcomer also proved

them a drink.

Tactfully, he directed the con¬

to be a second son, and was named Tracy

versation toward a discussion of ice hockey

Keenan

and spring baseball training.
•
*
*
NO HABLO EL ESPANOL:

Wynn

in

Spencer Tracy.

honor

of

his

godfather,

The older Wynn son, Ed¬

mond Keenan, is now 4.
*

*

*

PUTTING POP ON ICE:

Nine years ago Tom Drake and Christopher
Curtis were members of the same summer
stock company in Poughkeepsie, but Chris
was wearing bands on her teeth at the time
and she seemed far too juvenile for the ma¬
ture consideration of Mr. Drake, 3 Vi years her
senior. He patronized her, gave her good
advice (even assuring her it was a mistake
when she married another man) and never
forgot her.
Her marriage produced a dream child
named Christopher, also—and ended in di¬
vorce.
So Tom and Christopher renewed their
friendship, discovered that it had probably
always been love, and rushed to Las Vegas,
Nevada, and were married recently.
During the months in which Tom had been
a frequent visitor in Christopher's home, he
was addressed—in Chris' presence—as "Mr.
Drake" by Christopher, Ir. The little lady
preferred to call him Tom, and did so in
private moments.
When the two Christophers moved into
Tom's quarters as part of a family, Junior
Chris was told, "Now you must call Mr.
Drake, Daddy."
Chris regarded her new father with a
chilly eye. "Awww, why did you have to
marry him?" she wanted to know. "Just
when I was getting around to calling him
'Tom' in front of everyone."
*

*

*

TWO OF A KIND
In the hospital waiting room there strode
to and fro three miserable men.

One was tall

and brawny, one was taller and brawnier,
and one was Jess Barker.

The men, in the

manner of the male of the species under such
circumstances, began to describe, first their
sufferings, then their anticipations.
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"You

time.

friends, "I've got a new baby.

town and how it gained its
name. . When the swaying hips and teasing lips of a
of fire and fame
tamed its boldest
hearts challenged its
wildest
excitements!

face.

"What will you call your new brother then?"

So Bob Craig is now safely installed in his

THIS tS TH6 STORY...

smiling

said to the first man.

nursery, and The Bub has been telling school

of the West's most notorious

He said he felt pretty useless.

come the senior child in his family, he as¬

"Bob," said The Bub without an instant's

to play the title role.
We predict . . that she will be
the screen sensation of 1945.

Jess, the quiet type, just swallowed hard
and said he hoped Susan was getting along

daughter, and your wife is doing fine," she

hesitation.

glamorous
American beauty
who was selected
from over 20,000
of the world's
loveliest women

The second man had much the same idea.

Craig. Jr., learned that he was about to be¬
sumed that the newcomer was to be a brother.

TH/S /S
WORM MARIO

a family of boys—he was expecting a son.

In a few moments the nurse inserted a

When The Bub. whose legal tag is lames

for which pro¬
ducer Walter
Wanger conducted
his highly publi¬
cized, year-long
search for "The Most
Beautiful Girl in the World"
- to portray Salome.

He

men, that his wife was a singleton female in

all right.

BLUE BOOTEES:

TH/S /$ THE
P/CTUPS...

athlete, currently engaged in trucking.

said that he came from a long family of husky

One of the men was apparently a former

Merchant Seaman Richard Jaeckel had
never seen "Wing And A Prayer," so—
when his ship happened to put into port at
Rio de Janeiro and local theatre marquees
announced that picture as the current attrac¬
tion, Dick chuckled to himself and thought,
"Get me!
Seeing this picture in South
America." Once inside the theatre his com¬
placency dissolved: the picture had been
dubbed in Spanish, of which Dick under¬
stands not a word. Furthermore, the South
American who had dubbed Dick's voice
spoke in a thunderous baritone.
Dick's beautiful mother has been appear¬
ing most successfully in a Hollywood Little
Theatre (the Playtime) in a brittle comedy
entitled "Let's Marry."

The fabulous, fascinating saga
of a love men tried for...the
Woman they died for—when
a fable of flesh and flame
came to life 100 years ago!

«. YVONNE DeCARLO
ROD CAMERON

DAVID BRUCE

Marjorie Rambeau
Screenplay

by Laurence Stallings

WALTER SLEZAK

J. Edward Bromberg

Abner Biberman

From an original story by Michael J. Phillips

Associate Producer, ALEXANDER GOLITZEN

ALBERT DEKKER

Directed by CHARLES LAMONT

Produced by WALTER WANGER
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AT UNITED ARTISTS:
YOUNG WIDOW is the Hunt
Stromberg production starring that
young grass widow, Ida Lupino, and
her grass widower, Louis Hayward.
There is no better proof of the civi¬
lized charm of these two delightful
people than the fact that they are
having a glorious time making this
picture together. Marie McDonald
(The Body) and Spring Byington are
also in the cast.
DUEL IN THE SUN is the pictorialization of Niven Busch’s great
novel.
Stars are Jennifer Jones,
Joseph Cotten, Gregory Peck, Lionel
Barrymore, Lillian Gish, Scott McKay
and Steve Dunhill.
AT MGM:

Patti Brill
Appearing in

"Pan-Americana"
An R K O RodioPictwr*

Hollywood’s portrait of you in this
figure flattering slack suit! Contrasting shoulders,
collar, and long full sleeves, caught tight at the wrist,
does miracles to trim you, slim you! Two-toned
inner-outer blouse to suit your gayest mood! Fashioned of rich, crushresistant year-round fabric. Slacks
drape beautifully. Sizes 10 to 18.
Black with Fuchsia, Navy with Red,

YOLANDA AND THE THIEF, in
Technicolor, will soon finish and set
free Fred Astaire, Lucille Bremer,
Frank Morgan, Leon Ames, Mildred
Natwick and Mary Nash.
EARLY TO WED, in Technicolor,
has been threatened from time to
time with a title change, but so far
remains as-is. Lucille Ball, Van John¬
son, Esther Williams, Keenan Wynn
(his motorcycle accident wasn’t seri¬
ous, luckily; it happened in almost
the same spot, two years to the month
after Van Johnson’s near-fatal acci¬
dent), Carlos Ramirez, Cecil Kellaway, and Paul Harvey make up the
cast. Incidentally, those who talked
to Esther Williams at the Academy
Award affair could understand how
she came by her magnificent skin and
general beauty: she inherited them
from her mother, who was Esther’s
guest on the Academy occasion.
THE HARVEY GIRLS, in Techni¬
color, is in its second month, with
Judy Garland,
Angela Lansbury,
John Hodiak, Edward Arnold, Ray
Bolger,
Virginia
O’Brien,
Selena
Royle, and Marjorie Main.

DANGEROUS PARTNERS, with
James Craig, Signe Hasso, Edmund
Gwenn, and Felix Bressart is new on
the Metro slate. More about this one
later.
THEY WERE EXPENDABLE will
undoubtedly be one of the most im¬
portant pictures of the year. The
script has been developed from the
novel by William L. White; it is being
directed by Commander John Ford,
and its cast is notable: Lt. Comman¬
der Robert Montgomery, John Wayne,
Ward Bond, Captain Jack Holt, Leon
Ames, and Robert Barrat.
AT 20TH CENTURY FOX:
THE DOLLY SISTERS, in Techni¬
color, will soon wind up the chores
of Betty Grable (look for her to ac¬
company Harry James on tour this
summer, if her health permits), John
Payne, June Haver, S. Z. Sakall,
Reginald Gardiner, Frank Latimore
(watch hi»-work—he’s a newie and a
goodie), Trudy Marshall and Sig
Ruman.
JUNIOR MISS is a comedy of
mixed-up affairs based upon Sally
Benson’s brilliant stories. Remem¬
ber that Sally Benson wrote the
stories on which “Meet Me In St.
Louis” was based, and anticipate
another dilly. Peggy Ann Garner,
Allyn Joslyn, Michael Dunn, Mona
Freeman (remember her work in
“Together Again”), Stanley Prager
and Connie Gilchrist make up the
DRAGONWYCK is keeping Gene
Tierney, Bill Eythe, Vincent Price,
Anne Revere, Walter Huston, Spring
Byington and Ruth Ford busy. One
afternoon this week your reporter was
rambling down a Beverly Hills street
and met Gene, her dog Butch, and
Vincent Price in full studio make-up,
also out for a tour. The strike had
temporarily expelled them from the
set, so they were out shopping for
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Marjorie
Girls."

Main,

Ginny

Judy
had

to

Garland,
leave

a

Virginia
few

O'Brien

days

serve

before

it

pic's

forth

in

finish—the

Metro’s
stork

"The

Harvey,

wouldn't

wait.

WUl/sse
says

to your men, girls... here comes

Joan Fontaine
And does that girl have what it takes to snare the
boys as she plays Susan—a divine man-trap in her
first gay, romantic comedy. “Slick trick” Susan
uses a different line for each one—and they all
work, but beautifully.
Some men, like
Dennis O’Keefe,
take women
seriously 1 So
Susan puts on
glasses and takes
up a good book
■and she can write
her own story
from there onl

You’d think she didn’t
know anything^ when
she meets George
Brent. So wide-eyed
and innocent (you
C
know—the sweet sixteen
act that makes
men so protective)!

Glamour Girls! Take a
lesson in dazzle from
Susan. When she
puts on the “allure”
for Don DeFore she
leads him on a conga
that ends up
you know where!

Walter Abel was
the hard-to-get
kind—until
Susan used her
“Society Siren”
line—and how
that lured him
—is another
lesson in how
to get your man!

HAL WALLIS
Don DeFore
Rita Johnson • Walter Abel
Directed by WILLIAM A.SEITER
k

A Paramount Picture
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a suit for Gene and generally laughing
like kids playing hookey.
WITHIN THESE WALLS is the
“Lucky” Humberstone picture star¬
ring Thomas Mitchell, Mary Ander¬
son (remember her brilliant work as
the nurse in “Lifeboat”?), Edward
Ryan and Stephen Richards.

AT WARNERS:

'W ntd comm.-fyiM*

wXmmI pnoScdm!"
Now you can enjoy all the freedom
and convenience of this modern
method PLUS the special Meds fea¬
tures perfected by a woman doctor.
• Real COTTON for extra comfort
• “SAFETY-WELL” for extra protection

SHADOW OF A WOMAN is keep¬
ing Andrea King, William Prince,
Helmut Dantine, and Monte Blue
busy. Everyone at Warners is raving
about this Andrea King, using vocal
italics
and
eyebrow
exclamation
points because of her work in “Hotel
Berlin.”
STOLEN LIFE, Bette Davis’ first
producing effort, is moving along
nicely. In this picture, Bette wears
no period costumes, no Gay Nineties
hats nor hair-dos; she strongly looks
like herself. Mrs. Mark Clark, visit¬
ing the set, met Bette and observed
in happy surprise, “So this is the way
you REALLY look!” It pleased Bette
tremendously. Glenn Ford, Walter
Brennan, Charlie Ruggles and Dane
Clark make up the fast moving backfield.
THE TIME, THE PLACE AND THE
GIRL, in Technicolor, is in its first
week, with Dennis Morgan, Jack
Carson, Jane Wyman Carmen Cavallaro, Martha Vickers and S. Z. Sakall.
More of it later.

• APPLICATORS for daintiness

UNIVERSAL:

MOB
FOR 10 IN APPLICATORS

YOU CAME ALONG is a hearttwister with Robert Cummings as a
returned flier who has a rare blood
disease that condemns him to death;
Lizabeth Scott
(a brilliant new¬
comer) is the girl who loves him and
marries him. The flier’s buddies are
handsome Charles Drake (who looks
like a P-38 pilot) and Don De Fore,
who was so good as one of the four
suitors in “The Affairs of Susan.”
OUR HEARTS WERE GROWING
UP is the very welcome sequel to
OUR HEARTS WERE YOUNG AND
GAY, with the same delicious cast
of characters, Gail Russell, Diana
Lynn, James Brown, Bill Edwards,
aided and abetted by Brian Donlevy,
Bill Demarest, and Byron Barr.

AT COLUMBIA:
OVER 21 is the film version of Ruth
Gordon’s drawing
room
comedydrama with roles enacted by Irene
Dunne, Alexander Knox, Charles Co¬
burn, Jeff DonnelL
KISS AND TELL is now in its sec¬
ond month of production. Shirley
Temple came down with a cold and
no one knew exactly which one of the
Kiss Boys in the picture was re¬
sponsible. Jerome Courtland, Walter
Abel, Darryl Hickman, and Scott
Elliott have had no colds to date.

MONOGRAM:
HERE COMES TROUBLE is a con¬
fused little comedy through which

NIGHT IN PARADISE is the Walter
Wanger Technicolor picture in its
third month of shooting. Merle Oberon, Turhan Bey, Thomas Gomez,
Gale Sondergaard, and Jerome Cowan
are the players.
LADY ON A TRAIN is the Leslie
Charteris thriller with Deanna Dur¬
bin, Ralph Bellamy, David Bruce,
Edward Everett Horton, Allen Jen¬
kins, Dan Duryea (wasn’t he a fiend
in “Woman In The Window”?), and
Elizabeth Patterson.
SERENADE FOR MURDER gives
Jess Barker his first starring role—
now we’ll see some career action for
this able actor. Lois Collier and Ed¬
ward S. Brophy will also contribute.
ONCE UPON A DREAM is the Rob¬
ert Paige, Susanna Foster starrer
with Louise Allbritton and Rod
Cameron as added attractions.

AT RKO:
• Meds’ "SAFETYWELL” absorbs
so much more
so much faster/

• Meds’ fine soft
COTTON insorber
adapts comfortably
to individual needs.

THE AMOROUS GHOST is a script
written by Jerry Cady and John
Tucker Battle, two very able story
tellers, and with a cast consisting of
Pat O’Brien, Adolphe Menjou, Rudy
Vallee (in another “Palm Beach
Story” role), Ellen Drew and Minna
Gombell.
THE BELLS OF ST. MARY’S has
that Oscar team, Bing, Bergman &
Leo McCarey, augmented by the ef¬
forts of Ruth Donnelly and Henry
Travers. This will be a goodie.

AT PARAMOUNT:

Because of these dainty, carefully designed
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applicators, Meds insorbers are easy-to-use!

THE WELL GROOMED BRIDE is
a cerebral comedy dealing with the
last magnum of champagne in San
Francisco. Lt. Briggs (Ray Milland)
wants it to christen a new aircraft
carrier, and Marjorie Dawson (Olivia
De Havilland) wants it for her wed¬
ding to Torchy (Sonny Tufts). Who
wins Olivia in the last reel—Sonny
or Ray?

Dottie Lamour and Arturo de Cordova (new
but nice)

in “A Medal for Benny"

(Para.).

are romping Billy Gilbert, Shemp
Howard, Maxie Rosenbloom, Carlyle
Blackwell Jr. and Patsy Moran.

AT REPUBLIC:
MAN FROM OKLAHOMA is the
latest Roy Rogers picture. Gabby
Hayes will tote a gun for his pard’
and Dale Evans is the other half of
the sunset fadeout.
THE TIGER WOMAN has Kane
Richman, Adele Mara, and Cy Ken¬
dall at work. I wish you kids would
look Kane Richmond over. He is
handsome, able, talented. Why he
isn’t starring in top “A” productions
is one of the mysteries of Hollywood.
A few ardent fans should adopt him
and take his career to heart.

44m£W£RS... w m£ MX OF iO!/£!
In every sky battle
he’d gotten his man.
Now he’s out to get
his woman . . . but the
furlough is a front
where the female is
a super*strategist!
★

ROBERT

YOUNG
as a winged wolf, spoiled by
coo many moonlight romances!

LARAINE

DAY
who’d rather be a "date” with a
future than a girl with a past!

THOSE
YOUNG
CHARMS
with

ANN HARDING • MARC CRAMER
ANNE JEFFREYS • GLENN VERNON
and introducing
BILL WILLIAMS
Directed by LEWIS ALLEN * Produced by BERT GRANET
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FROM HOLLYWOOD TO YOU BY MAIL

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

LEADING LADY PRESENTS
ACROSS
1. "Dr. Vance” in "And Now
Tomorrow”
5. Clark's famous role
10. "The Girl
14. Moroccan sandarac tree
15. "Michael
O'Rourke”
in
"Bowery to Broadway”
16. Upon
17. ''Here Come the Waves'
has ... - backgrounds
18. A doctor in "Experiment
Perilous”
19. "Anna and the King of
20.

- • Baba and the Forty
Thieves”
21. He is in "Tonight and
Every Night”
22. Movie showroom
24. "Summer
26. Building wing
27. Mary Brian in short
29. Explosive
30. She is in
"Hollywood
Canteen”
35. Clerical garment
37. "Delilah Donay" in
"Blonde Fever”
39. Old spelling of anneal
40. Boisterous outcry
42. "Eadie” in "Eadie Was a
Lady”
43. "Heidt” is - - * - role in
"The Woman in the
Window”
44. Shouted
46. "F. Farrington Fowler” is
- - - - role in "What a
Blonde”

5-Day
Shopping
Comparison

49. 451
50.
- - - Days”
52. Mr. Keith
54. Diminutive suffix

55. Having
the
nature
of
(suffix)
56. Prevent
58. "Emil Bruckner” in "To¬
morrow the World”
62. Hawaiian baking pit
63. Reginald Owen in "Na¬
tional Velvet”
66. To bend (obsolete)
67. "Emily” in "Our Hearts
Were Young and Gay”
69. Bedouin headkerchief cord
70. "The - - - - Wolf”
71. Phyllis Thaxter in "Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo”
72. Cedric Hardwicke and
Alexander Korda
73. "Ministry of - - 74. Doorpost or threshold
75. A terrier in "The Thin
Man Goes Home”

DOWN
1. "Theo” in "Marriage is a
Private Affair”
Sea in
Central
Asia,
U. S. S. R.
3. She is in "Hollywood Can¬
teen”
4. What most movies are not
5. "John” is - - - - role in
"Roughly Speaking”
6. "Lost in a.”
7. To piece out
8. Light color
9. Confine an animal with a
rope
10. "Louise Randall" in
"Roughly Speaking”
11. Individual
12. Gregory is the - - - - in
"The Keys of the Kingdom”
2.

13. "Lassie Come - - - -”
21. Dorothy in "Rainbow
Island”
23. "Mary Grey” in "The Sus¬
pect”
25. Shirley's pa in "I'll Be
Seeing You” (inits.)
27. "Mike Frame” in "Tomor¬
row the World”
28. "Nelson” in "San Diego, I
Love You”
30. “. Island”
31. "Henry Dupont” in "A
Song to Remember”
32. Close securely
33. She is in "The Sign of the
Cross”
34. Marion Hutton in "In So¬
ciety”
36. It is sung in "The Three
Caballeros”
38. "- - - - in the Saddle”
41. Movie critic
45. Hindu title for a married
woman
47. Boris
Karloff
in
"The
House of Frankenstein”
48. "Kado” in "Cobra Wo¬
man”
51. Required
53. He
is
in
“Bluebeard”
(inits.)
56. John Hodiak in "Sunday
Dinner for a Soldier”
57. Cold-blooded killer in
"Dark Mountain”
58. "The Man in --- - Moon
Street”
59. Hautboy
60. "Diana Crandall” in "To¬
gether Again”
61. Irritate (colloq.)
64. Pointed missile weapon
65. Miss Maxwell
68. Winglike part
69. A king of Judah

(For Solution See Page 88)

SERENADE BLOUSE

*299
Plus Postage

It's suit-sdtional, pulse quickening, fascinating! Yes,
indeed, the Swingtime suit is the suit of the
year. A pretty, practical, go everywhere pretty, right
for the office, right for dates. Note the cute vesttopper, with chic buttons and tricky pockets. So action
free — accentuates the bust line, eliminates the hip
line. Mates beautifully with the thrilling flared skirt
with the kick pleat front. The natural slimming lines of
the suit are accentuated by contrasting streamlined
stripes. In crush resisting "rightweight" year-round
rayon. Six captivating colors. Order on 5-Day Shop¬
ping comparison — return without cost if you don't
agree this is America’s finest suit value. The Serenade
Blouse swings along in perfect harmony. In expensive
fabrics, originally created for men's fine shirts, with
the exclusive Bobby Bane long wing collar. Hit
the high notes in the Summer style parade with the
Sunshine Duo—be first to have yours — order today.
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Bergman
The
Incomparable!

Winner of screendom's
most coveted

konor, The

Academy Award...Tke First
Lady of tke Screen ... as a
woman of science, ^amkling
life and love to unlock tke
fearful secret in tke keart of
a man—wanted for murder!

DAVID O. SELZNICK
presents

INGRID BERGMAN
GREGORY PECK
ALFRED HITCHCOCK’S

5i>ftlB0klVD
A SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
Screen Play by Ben Hecht • Released thru. United Artiste
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“Before, I was
SELF-CONSCIOUS;
on the ‘plump’ side. My
hair-do was wrong. My
‘Photo-Revise’ (center)
showed me how
I should look,”
says Mona Desmond, Santa
Monica. Cal.

THE RHAPSODY IN BLUE (Warner
Bros.)—Each year, a board of specially
appointed experts gets an eye-full of
some 1,400 films and selects a limited
number for preservation by the Li¬
brary of Congress. If we may be per¬
mitted to make a recommendation of
the one picture which Hollywood has
produced so far this year which clear¬

“NOW I’m
SELF-CONFIDENT,
proud of my sleek figure,
my new, smooth hairstyling. The Powers Home
Course really does deliver
all it promises.”

“Powers Girl” Creator
Offers YOU, too,
new charm, loveliness
A “MODEL” FIGURE
Worried about your beauty
and figure problems? Let the
Powers Home Course teach
you the personalized beauty
secrets that have given figure“'X perfection and loveliness to
thousands of ''average”
girls . . . made them
"Powers Girls”, the
world' s most envied
x-oo,, daily "lessons” for 7
weeks, in figure control, make¬
up, grooming. The cost? Amaz¬
ingly little!
"It was so easy, such fun!”
Mona lost 20 pounds, gained
Self-confidence — and a
"Powers Girl” figure—won
a modeling job in New York.

\
lost
20 lbs.
Hips
3" less
Waist
2%" less
Bust

Vi”

EXCLUSIVE ADVANTAGES OF
PERSONALIZED "POWERS GIRL”
training—right in your own homel
60 individualized features!
Your own "PHOTO-REVISE”
actually drawn by experts just
for YOU! Help on your Figure!
Make-up! Grooming! Styling!
Your Voice! How to walk
gracefully! The famous
"Powers Girl” formula for
charm and magnetism!

Clip the Coupon NOW!
Write John
Robert Powers
today for free con¬
fidential question¬
naire, illustrated
booklet “The
Powers Way”, and
details of Powers
training.

Booklet

John Robert Powers Home Course
247 Park Ave., Suite F225, New York 17,N. Y.
Dear Mr. Powers: Yes, I’m really interested.
Please send me details of your Home Course.
Name(PLEASE PRINT)

Street_
City
& Zone-Stale-

—

Occupation-Age_
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ly and unmistakably rates being pre¬
served as “historically significant,”
this is it!
As a musical, there’s been no
other to compare—“Dixie” (sung by
A1 Jolson), “Embraceable You,” all
the great George Gershwin musical
comedy hits; and “The Rhapsody,”
played by an orchestra Paul Whiteman conducts, and selections from
“Porgy and Bess.” The picture runs
two hours and a half, as it is—you’ll
wish it were four hours.
As a biographical story, it’s a script
writer’s dream—no need to embroider
the real facts with dramatic detail,
it’s all there. And told just as it
happened. The theme is as old as
human experience—the battle of the
artist (who’s in this case a musiciancomposer) against the world. Not that,
for George Gershwin, it was an un¬
friendly world. On the contrary, his
success came almost too soon. He
didn’t have time—no time to spare
from his music, no time to live. No
man was ever more deserving of
happiness; but like so many men of
rare talent, George Gershwin was too
late in learning where he could find it.
Probably this picture was made
for reasons other than its being a
deliberate attempt to “pay tribute”
—but as a tribute, it’s one of the
finest, one of the few which doesn’t
sentimentalize. And Robert Alda,
making his screen debut in the
Gershwin role, is deserving of all the
best that can be said of him; it would
take a long string of superlatives to
give just praise “as due.”

WITHOUT LOVE (M-G-M), Philip Bar¬
ry’s play rewritten for the screen by
Donald Ogden Stewart, co-stars Kath¬
arine Hepburn (in the role she played
originally on the stage) and Spencer
Tracy. Keenan Wynn rates supporting
player plaudits—fact is, this reviewer
is unreservedly enthusiastic about the
guy, and saying: Isn’t it too bad he’s

not the romantic type, because for
sheer acting ability he has so much
more to offer than many* of the socalled actors, who are? Lucille Ball
is cast-right for getting laughs as the
wisecracking “real estate agent, fem¬
inine,” and Patricia Morrison is the
rich gal who’s, in a word (a printable
word) —unpleasant. Emily Massey, ac¬
tually Miss Hepburn’s secretary, ap¬
pears in this as her maid.
Things have happened to the story;
any resemblance to the original (ex¬
cuse the cliche) seems “strictly coin¬
cidental.” But the characters, and the
basic situation, and the humor scenes
stay essentially the same. Irish politics
are deleted from the new version,
which is probably just as well—be¬
cause what writer knows what to say
about the Irish political situation,
anyway, without being offensive? The
timing is made current-to-date with a
running theme of scientists at work on
inventions for war, but that whatand-why won’t make any particular
impression because it isn’t intended to.
The real question posed here is:
Can two people marry, and make a
success of the marriage, eliminating
the love factor? The comedy hasn’t
the same sock-appeal as “Philadelphia
Story,” but it should fare well in
comparison with most anything else
that’s similar.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? (20th
Century-Fox)—Scouts’ Honor, if we told

you, you wouldn’t believe it!
Fred MacMurray is a regretting-it
and wishing-he-weren’t 4F, in love
with a gal named Lucilla (June
Haver), who’s a flighty little thing,
and loved by another gal named Sally
(Joan Leslie), who isn’t flighty at all.
Why do nice boys always fall for the
wrong girls, when it would seem just
as easy to hand out their love where
it’s appreciated and given back?
Anyway, MacMurray is a little
mixed up about all of that, and there’s
the story: thinking to clean up an old
lamp he finds in a pile of junk turned
in as metal for the scrap drive, he
rubs the darned thing, and up pops
Aladdin’s No. 1 little helper.

THE CORN IS GREEN

(Warner

...____

But of course, the three wishes!
One that puts “our Bill” in uniform—
but by some strange trick of timing,
the uniform of George Washington’s
Colonial Army; a second that sets
him aboard the Santa Maria—the Nina
and the Pinta traveling right along
side; and the third, which pops him
over to New Amsterdam, vintage the
17th century.
Bros.),

with Bette Davis in the role Ethel
Barrymore played on the stage, and
with John Dali making his screen
debut as Morgan Evans, Joan Lorring
as “the bad little piece,” Bessie Watty.
Nigel Bruce, Rhys Williams, Rosa¬
lind Ivan and Mildred Dunnock fill
out the listing for a cast that’s extraor¬
dinarily all-just-right.
With all due respect to the theeah-tah, this seems a triumph chalked
up on the side of the screen as a “best
medium.” The point of what-priceeducation is made more impressively,
the simple story-with-significance of
the English schoolmistress
(Bette
Davis), and her determined struggle
to bring knowledge and enlighten¬
ment to a Welsh mining town, is told
with greater effect.

THE AFFAIRS OF SUSAN
Production,

released

by

(Hal Wallis
Paramount)—is

the gayly defined tale of how one
woman (Joan Fontaine) appears to
three separate men. The story accu¬
mulates via flash-backs, as each of
the three relates his amour to a fourth
candidate, who’s about to marry the
gal.
George Brent is a play producer—
he met her first, when she was a naive
child of a girl, frank and honest even
in situations where the truth wasn’t
exactly tactful. Fact is, it was em¬
barrassing!
Don DeFore (and by the way, here’s
a newcomer who’ll bear watching!)
loved her when she was more on to
the ways—and the wiles—of the
world. He was a rich lumberman
from the West, succeeded in turn by
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NEW...a CREAM DEODORANT
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1. Does not irritate skin. Does not rot
dresses and men’s shirts.
2. Prevents under-arm odor. Helps stop
perspiration safely.
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3. A pure, white, antiseptic, stainless
vanishing cream.
4. No waiting to dry. Can be used right
after shaving.

Dennis O’Keefe, author-intellectual.
Joan Fontaine wanted a comedy;
she wanted a chance to wear lovely
clothes on the screen, to deliver amus¬
ing bon mots instead of dramatic,
emotional messages. This picture is all
those wishes come true.
(Continued on page 75)

5. Arrid has been awarded the Approval
Seal of the American Institute of
Laundering — harmless to fabric. Use
Arrid regularly.
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At any store which sells toilet goods
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MORE MEN AND WOMEN USE ARRID THAN ANY OTHER DEODORANT

The Dry Cleaning
Is packed with performances that show the
way to new hair beauty. There's an unusual
twist to this story.

By SHIRLEY COOK

Read all about it!!!

BEAUTY EDITOR

A

The

Characters

RE two of filmdom’s loveliest and
most versatile lovelies. They are dis¬
tinctly different. Tierney is slightly on
the sultry side! Haver, fluffy and fragilelooking.
They are very much alike—both of
them tremendously talented. Both of
them beautiful and beautifully groomed.
We give you then, Miss Gene Tierney,
of 20th Century’s “A Bell For Adano”
and Miss June Haver, of the same
studio’s “Where Do We Go From Here.”
We suggest you pay particular atten¬
tion to the performance they outline on
this page.

The

H

Plot

INGES on hair—any kind of hair in
any kind of weather—especially dur¬
ing the summer season when sun aggra¬
vates dryness or heat aggravates oiliness.
It starts by solving the mystery of
cleansing dry brittle locks (the kind
blondes so often have) as frequently as
is necessary. Another complication arises
when the question of oil besets a bru¬
nette. Unfavorable working conditions,
unavailability of beauty shops and lastminute dates add tension and suspense.
A problem picture, really.
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June

Haver

typifies

unclouded

blonde

beauty.

I

.

The Action

T’s early evening and a
beautiful but bad-tem¬
pered girl faces the mirror
with a disgusted frown.
Threads of grime, not silver,
are doing uncomplimentary
things to her golden tresses.
Flashback! You see the
same damsel in distress just
three days before. She is
in the midst of a shampoo,
from which she emerges,
spic and span, on her way to
work at the war plant.
Fade-out. She’s back at
the mirror again. Suddenly
her expression changes. She
remembers
that precious
box of dry shampoo powder.
Out it comes and with deft
fingers, she dry cleans her
hair from dull drabness to
lively lustre in a mere mat¬
ter of ten minutes.
How? By drawing powder
along each strand of hair
from roots to tips; by wiping
away all the soiled shampoo
powder; by brushing vigor¬
ously for a prettier polish.
Now the second part of
the story unfolds as we watch
a busy housewife bend over
a boiling kettle of con¬
somme. Chilled later, yes,
but look at that steam now.
Impatiently, this brown¬
haired beauty brushes back
a loose and limp-with-oil
lock from her forehead. She
glances at the clock, turns
off the gas, and marches to
her shelf of beauty supplies.
You guessed it! She takes
down the dry shampoo pow¬
der and goes to work—this
time on her hair.
The happy ending of this
well-planned plot presents
two very well-groomed
young ladies. The blonde is
dancing with her beau. The
tip of his chin touches her
fragrant cap of curls. The
beaming brunette smiles a
greeting to her home-com¬
ing husband. And he, in
turn, kisses her smooth un¬
furrowed forehead under its
shining immaculate crown.

Brownette

Gene

Tierney

exemplifies

A

The Highlights

S

The Moral

grooming.

RE noticeable immediately. Do away
with dirt and there’s a delightful
difference in any girl’s hair. Do it in as
little time as it takes to dry shampoo and
the difference seems miraculous.
The highlights are intensified, not only
by the cleans ng action of such a beauty
bout, but by its stimulation. Tug each
strand a bit as you cleanse it and the
scalp circulation is considerably pepped
up. Brush briskly for beauty and hair
takes on a special kind of shine. More
stimulating activity—more gleam and
glow.
HOULD mean much to any girl. Never
let it be said that your hair is in a
state where nothing can be done. If your
shampoo schedule is a regular weekly
one—if you scrub thoroughly and rinse
well—and if your coiffure still collapses
in oily or dirty disorder right in the
middle of the week—learn the dry sham¬
poo method. It’s a spur of the moment
pickup. It’s a good alternate for water
and lather if hair is dried by over¬
exposure to sun. It’s mid-week magic
for an oil or perspiration soaked scalp.

* * »

YOU CAN GIVE YOURSELF A DELUXE

AT HOME IN 2 to 3 HOURS

J

COMPLETE
WITH CURLERS,
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Ai PLUS TAX
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CREME
COLD
WAVE

MOTHERS!
You’ll be proud
ofyourdaugnter’s
beautiful curls
when you give
her a TONI Creme
Cold Wave. Ideal
for children’s
soft, fine hair.

A Product of TONI, Inc., 282 Eost Fourth St., Dept. F-2, St. Paul 1, Minn.

Ask for Toni AT ALL LEADING DRUG and DEPARTMENT STORES
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Wait ’til you
the daring

ACAPULCO!
The dazzling

AMERICAN
BEAUTY!
GRABLE
go for

HAYMES!
Lucky, Lucky
You!

WAIT
TIL YOU HEAR!
'The More I See You”\
“Acapulco”
Wish I Knew”
And other new hits!

"b" 6E0RGE SIMON •
76

£

Lizabeth Scott,
29th, 1922 (the place:

tall and tawny blonde recruit from the face and figure trade, born Sept.

Scranton, Pa.) . . . Elizabeth, of course, is her real name. She dropped the initial letter

for theatrical effect, when she was a stock player on the New York subway circuit.

Turned movie star overnight,

and now playing her first leading role opposite Robert Cummings in “You Came Along” (Para.) . . . she understudied
for Tallulah Bankhead in “Skin of Our Teeth,” and came the night when Miss Bankhead couldn’t go on.
The New York critics gave enthusiastic nods of approval to Lisabeth’s handling of the part—her “big break” had come,
she had arrived! And there’s every reason to believ that Hal Wallis has launched another “important discovery.” She’s an
intense young woman, determined to act—and acting like it.
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HERE IS YOUR ERNIE PYLE

W

HEN, through one of those strange quirks of army
life, Captain Burgess Meredith found himself
placed on inactive status and assigned to portray
Ernie Pyle in “The Story of G.I. Joe ” it was one
of the largest orders he had ever been handed.
This was more than an important screen role. It was
a responsibility to do right by Ernie Pyle, who’s not
only endeared himself to millions in this country through
his writings, but has inspired a love that’s akin to
worship among those thousands of G.I.’s overseas, whose
lives he’s shared and translated into print for the folks
back home.
Soldiers everywhere began writing suggestions to
Producer Lester Cowan, and one thing they all insisted
upon was that the actor who played Pyle must get
personally acquainted with him first.
They needn’t have worried. When Meredith was
chosen for the role, that was his first thought, too.
Meredith and Pyle had met a few times before, but
only casually. By the time the script was finished, Pyle
was back in this country, resting up at his home in
Albuquerque, New Mexico. So Meredith took himself
over there and spent two weeks as his guest.

Alias Captain Burgess Meredith, alias
Mr. Goddard to the pranksters on set,
who liked it when Paulette came to
visit and called her husband "Curly"
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“I don’t study a person for little mannerisms, like the
way his lips move or the way he blinks his eyes,’’ says
Meredith. “I wanted to get at what really makes him
tick—his point of view, his reactions, reasons, motives,
opinions, etc. Most of the time I was there, we sat
around the house talking about this, that, and every¬
thing. We’d take long walks sometimes during the day,
and sit up late at night, talking over a drink.
“Well, the first thing you find out about Ernie Pyle
is that he isn’t much different from the G.I. He is a
G.I. at heart.”
And Captain Meredith is in a position to know about
that. He started out as a G.I. himself, having enlisted
as a private in February. 1942.
“Pyle’s not a great intellectual, and it isn’t a big
frolic for him over there. It’s anguish, just as it’s anguish
for everybody.
“Another thing people never seem to realize is that
Pyle doesn’t like this job he’s doing. When he’s a soldier,
slogging around in the mud, he hates it as much as
anybody. He gripes and bellyaches about things, just
as the boys do. He hates dirt and disorder and dis¬
comfort. He’s a man that likes (Continued on page 78)

Joan Caulfield, the 22-year-old girl
from New Jersey who scored a hit
in Broadway’s "Kiss and Tell,"
makes her film bow in "Miss Susie
Slagle"—and everyone in the know
predicts it will make her a star

JOAN CAULFIELD
30

She s what Paramount describes as "All-American.''

Clear blue eyes, soft golden hair, satiny

pink and white skin, and a slimly feminine figure; likes sloppy joe sweaters, all the sports.

I

"Actually," Joan says, "I'm not pretty."

Oh, no?

Another model who turned actress.

A left-hander, but she knows how!

G. Abbott gave Joan her first break

T’S a bit difficult to tell you about
Joan Caulfield and make her
sound real, because she is so com¬
pletely the antithesis of every¬
thing you expect.
For instance, she is 22 (practically
an old lady, by Hollywood stand¬
ards!) and has a solid New York hit,
“Kiss and Tell”-under her 23-inch
belt—yet there is a genuine girlish
quality of eagerness, excitement,
and unsureness about her that you
find in high school seniors about to
graduate. She is more than amply
blessed with a Dresden doll beauty,
but in her great zest and zing for life
she seems entirely unaware of it—
or at least inclined to discount its
importance. And despite her fame
and rapidly rising fortune, her
Broadway success and the brilliant
start she has made in Hollywood,
she still is a wholesome, normal
American girl who giggles at jokes,
gets a bang out of dates, and doesn’t
“impress” her family worth a darn!
I was sold on Joan half an hour
after first meeting her and watching
her beat her brains—and her feet—
out in learning to dance so that she
might have a chance at the dancing
role opposite Paul Draper in the
forthcoming “Blue Skies,” with Bing
Crosby. It takes grit to work that
hard for nothing more than a chance.
You'll be sold on her too, I’m sure,
after seeing her in her first picture,
“Miss Susie Slagle,” opposite Sonny
Tufts. All of her charm and per¬
sonality comes through with a bang.
Besides which, she also proves she
can act.
No wonder Paramount is doing
nip-ups about having her under con¬
tract. They’ve got something in Joan
that is neither “too little nor too
late,” from top man to messenger
girl they know it! Best of all, her
potentialities obviously have barely
been scratched; it is not at all au¬
dacious to predict that within a year
Joan will have earned a top place
among the top stars of the movies.
Refreshingly enough, the story of
Joan’s road to success is not one of
those dreary tales of heartbreak,
coffee-and-doughnuts, and try, try
again. In fact it was so absurdly
free from the usual hardships and
disappointments as to be almost un¬
believable. Or at least proof that
Fate isn’t always an old sourpuss,
hellbent on making things tough to
test one’s determination. The breaks
were with her, all the way.
Take her background, for ex¬
ample. She was born in Orange,
New Jersey, where her successful
businessman (Continued on page 67)

All of a sudden a guy named Dana Andrews comes

H

By JESSICA RYAN

E’S rugged, six feet tall, with brown hair and eyes,
and a marvelous crooked grin. He falls for a girl
named “Laura” and there’s publicity; there’s talk.
There’s a personal appearance tour with frenzied
mobs of fans grabbing his coat and tie. Th'ere’s a
fan problem to be reckoned with as mail pours in by the
sackful.
Dana Andrews is a star. All of a sudden, he’s “in.”
A guy named Dana Andrews comes along who’s had a

H

'

isSSfefc
I. Stephen is the name of the
latest addition to the Andrews
family ... 2. Dana made his
own

breaks; his big

ambition

once was playwriting ... 3.
He's

just

completed

his

first

solo lead for Lew Milestone's
war film, "Walk in the Sun" . . .
4. It may look as if our hero's
in for a

trimming,

but actor

Dick Conte used to do this for
a living ... 5. Nothing fazes
Doughty Dana, though he gets
a wee bit jumpy about three
on a match ... 6. His pet
raves are tennis, Dickens and
spring flowers ... 7. Texas is
Mr. Andrews'
he's a

adopted state;

Mississippian by birth.

along, tliere are a million swoony sighs, he's a star—but it wasn't as easy as all that!

Purpose in his life . . . family and career. So he has a
wife named Mary Todd, who used to be an actress but
she gave it up for him.
“Which,” Dana will explain
with little urging, “is the best possible set-up for marrage in Hollywood. Pictures are a crazy sort of business.
They’re demanding. They require a rigid concentration.
A layman, or woman, would have a hard time getting
used to such a life.”
But Mary? She understands what Dana's up against.

She understands it when he stews about a part. She can
talk with him about his work, intelligently, helpfully.
And that’s important to an actor . . . talking about his
work. And, wryly, Dana says, “She can criticize mo,
too!”
Dana’s got a boy named David, son of his first wife
who died some years ago. And Dana would have you
look for non-existent gray in his hair because David is
eleven years old. He’s got (Continued on page 60)
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Some of her best friends are ghosts!
Geraldine Fitzgerald has a reputation
for finding lost objects, hearing
odd voices, and doing the unexpected
By KATHERINE LAKE

Just right for Fanny Rosa, in "Hungry Heart."

Jean directed Gerry’s last pic, "3 Strangers”;

The Dublin dynamo was London filmstar at 19;

The role is hers, if and when she gets to Eng.

they’ve since finished "Nobody Lives Forever".

an Orson Welles play brought her to the U.S.

V

A

FRIEND, asked to describe the personality of Geraldine
Fitzgerald, once said, “She’s the sort of girl you’d expect
to find living in the great house at the corner . . . the
house that’s supposed to be haunted in a friendly, merry
sort of way. She’s eminently sensible and genuine, as
you would expect her father’s daughter to be; although she is
beautifully at home in gossamer and velvet, she is equally
comfortable in. blouses and skirts, flat heels and heavy wool
knee-high stockings. Her heavy, reddish hair falls in soft,
thick bundles about her somewhat freckled face. Her accent
is enchanting. (And intriguing, too, is the other side of her
nature—like the other side of the moon. She’s otherworldly,
pixie-ish and misty.) Remember the stories about fairies’ gar¬
ments sometimes found in a woods—constructed of the finest
of white linen, but still the property of problematical beings?
Well, that’s Fitzgerald: of durable though dainty texture, and
completely elfin.”
Such a description would normally be suspect of exag¬
geration, but this particular speaker has proof, and wit¬
nesses. Cases can be cited.
(Continued on page 64)
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I. Tailored to suit John Hodiak.

Som Winter is head studio Fashions for

Gents man on the 20th Century-Fox lot: most of his assignments for Hodiak.
however, have been uniforms.
Adano.")

("Sunday Dinner for a Soldier" and "Bell for

2. Watching the day's rushes, probably of scenes shot for "The

Harvey Girls"—MGM. with Judy Garland and Preston Foster.
in

"Lifeboat," the gambler in "Maisie Goes to Reno,

in "Marriage Is a Private Affair."
next and the answer is,
the

"Early to

3. The oiler

the puzzled husband

Ask him about the role he'd like to play

"A gangster, sinister, cruel, hard-boiled."

Wed" set with

Esther Williams—her

next picture.

4. On
5. His

Plymouth temporarily in the shop for repairs. Hodiak drives to work in o
buggy that's
Girls."
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borrowed.

6. With

Angelo

Lansbury,

one

of

the

"Harvey

7. At Mocombo, with Anne Baxter and the newlywed Andre de Totbs.

John Hodiak

I REMEMBER
The stump of a tree in Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, on
my way to school. It looked like a crouching bear. I
was six and I believed it was a bear, waiting to spring
out and tear me to pieces. I was terrified of it and used
to walk blocks out of my way so as to avoid it.
My mother singing in her kitchen. She usually sang
Polish songs—she came from Poland—or the Ukrainian
airs my father had taught her. Remembering that, I can
smell her freshly baked bread, the soup that always sim¬
mered on her stove, the odd spices she used, and the won¬
derful aroma of whatever fruit she was preserving . . .
Watching my father take part in the Russian plays put
on in our parish in Hamtramck, Detroit, where we
moved when I was eight. It wasn’t a large stage but it
seemed enormous to me when I was given child roles. I
would stand in the wings, waiting to go on, stiff with
stage fright, my hands icy . . . until my cue came.

I LIKE
Poker, shaslik, driving in the rain, basketball, dream¬
ing with my eyes open.
I DISLIKE
Liver, gladhanders, people who keep fussing
something that’s already over, suspense.

about

I HAVE NEVER
Seen a horse race or been interested in race tracks;
Cared for night clubs;
Been married.
I DON’T REMEMBER
When I didn’t love music, any kind—popular, classic,
jazz, swing, symphonic—it doesn’t matter. I choose
it according to my mood.
I WISH
I could play an instrument. One (Continued on page 88)
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IN
A CLASS
BY
HERSELF—
Gracic Fields

T

By LESLIE TRAINE
HE audience laughed and clapped,
clapped and laughed; they roared:
“Gracie!’' and stamped their feet.
Gracie Fields, out of breath with
so much singing and dancing,
made a final bow and somersaulted
off the stage.
The leading lady of another act on
the bill was addressing a group of
chorus girls who had been watching
Gracie
from
the
wings.
“That
Gracie—” she was saying, “she’s no¬
body. She goes about pickin’ the
brains of her betters, she does. She
can’t think up an act for herself, she
can’t!”
“G’arn, yer jealous, that’s what!”
grinned one of the chorus girls. They
all romped away laughing.
But to
Gracie the sour comment rang true.
“It hit me where I lived,” she told
me. “All of a sudden I saw that she
was right. I did imitations of popular
star turns, sang other people’s songs.
I might have been clever, but I wasn’t
original. That girl did me a big favor.
I made up my mind then that I
wouldn’t be just a funny shadow of
somebody else. I’d be different.” She
screwed up her mouth and narrowed
her eyes, thoughtfully. “I went about
learning a bit from this one and a bit
from that one. I tried to make real
people I’d met just a little funnier
than they were. I’ve been called on
occasion ‘the One and Only Gracie,’
but as a matter of fact I’m a combina¬
tion of a lot of folks I’ve known
through the .years, plus a little extra
of my own.”
The star of “Molly, Bleps Her!” and
“Holy Matrimony” sat by her greentiled swimming-pool looking very
smart in a trim dark suit and French
felt hat, not at all the plump and
ruddy Gracie (Continued on page 57)
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1

Grade Fields began her theatrical training at the
age

theatre

2

of six.
to

Each week

watch

the

she

stars,

then

attended
mimic

the

local

their

acts.

A
She became the highest paid and most beloved star
of England's stage and screen, but Grade never ne¬

glected the domestic arts.

3

Grade's first home,
now.

milady;

4

in

She's a grand cook, too.

Capri,

is a war casualty

"But Santa Monica is joost as lovely," says

she

lives there

with

husband

Banks.

A chow, a gray kitten, love birds, chickens, and a
bowl of goldfish are Grade's pets.

The fish.

5

Monty

Her favorites?

"Because," she says, "they never talk back."

She attributes versatility in song interpretation to
a jealous musical comedy tenor.

He gave her worst

son^s, but she rewrote words, invented funny gestures.

6

"Molly and Me" is Grade's second American-made
movie, but she's not new to filmdom. "Sally in Our

Alley" started her movie career in

7

1931—in England.

Grade came to America to "rest" after serious ill¬
ness. But now, with two pics to her credit, she's plan¬

ning

an

Australian

and

New Zealand

tour

in

June.

■ II %■
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TEALING the glamour boys’ stuff out Holly¬
wood way is a little hungry looking guy
with a voice like a wistful whisper and a
knack of making make-believe seem real.
Having racked himself up a comfortable
fortune in the past fifteen years, writing hit
songs like “Stardust,” he’s now out to hit the
high spots in a new career—acting.
By this time you’ll have seen his name in the
main titles of Warners’ “To Have And Have
Not”, as Cricket,—the derelict piano player with
the roving eyes and haunting voice—and in
RKO’s “Johnny Angel”, as Celestial O’Brien—
the taxi driver with a cupid complex.
So you’ll know what we mean when we start
raving about one Hoagland Carmichael!
That man Hoagy at forty-three is one of those
utterly charming guys who knocks you clear out
by not realizing he’s charming. He’s that way in
real life, and his easy charm picks up on the
screen. And it’s six, two, and even he’s going
to ride straight to stardom on that ticket.
Slight of build, about five feet three inches
tall, Hoagy weighs about 130 pounds—a tough
130 pounds, kept wiry and lean by constant
workouts on the tennis court.
He has brown
hair and brown eyes, and a slim long face with
rather severe features, with a Noel Coward-ish
quality of handsomeness. Most of all, he has an
awareness that makes other people very much
aware of him.
To Mrs. Howard Hawks, wife of the director
of To HAHN, goes the responsibility for Hoagy’s
current metamorphosis (Continued on page 73)

The name Hoagy Carmichael has been synonymous
for 15 years with hit music—now he's an actor
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MAXINE

c yeOrS

ARNOLD

EE BOWMAN is a streamlined, modern cavalier—
Hollywood’s answer to the days when knighthood
was in flower. Handsome and dashing, but courteous,
I thoughtful'and kind; sophisticated without the sting.
You can easily picture Lee’s putting down his
cloak for you to step on. Except that you feel he would
have steered you around the puddle in the first place;
that with his customary forethought, he’d have drawn
up a blueprint of it and penciled in a detour. But if
plans went afoul . . . then the cloak. But assuredly!
Meeting Bowman for the first time, he hits you dead
center—always perfectly groomed, his lithe physique
usually in tweeds, his dark good looks highlighted by
large hazel eyes that are kind and twinkling yet have
a forever ember kind of look.
You feel that he’s sincerely interested in knowing you.
For there’s none of the blase business about Bowman.
He genuinely likes people . . . which explains why he
seldom turns down any invitations to parties, gatherings
of any kind.
He loves to study types and characteristics of the
species, general and the specific.
There’s nothing temperamental about the Columbia
star. At the studio, he’s always placidly unruffled, al¬
ways cooperative, never stalls, and always keeps ap¬
pointments.
He’s very popular with all studio personnel. Particu¬
larly with the “Little Joes.” Because of an extraordinary
memory that lets him call them all by first names. You'll
find him going down the line in the morning, from the
time he enters the studio gate till he arrives on the sound
stage: “Hi ya’, Bill” . . . “How does it go, Joe?” . . .
or, “Say, Tom, what do you hear from the kid overseas?”
Never irritable, he has a fast wit that’s saved many a

The Bowmans at home, which is "Tonight and Every Night" that they're
not entertaining or going to a party. "Some Call It Love," and it is!

Cincinnoti-born

Lee

acting

bug,

he

to

his

hand

try
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law
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Drama,
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singing!

GALLANT GENT
continued

situation. None of the crazy comedy stuff. No practical
gags, but a well-bred sense of humor that makes just
being around him, and talking with him, great fun.
He talks about his wife, Helene; his step-daughter, also
Helene;, and his baby son, Lucien Lee Bowman III. And
he pulls out a red leather series of picture frames that
unreels like a picture postcard folder, showing 16months-old Lucien Lee (more commonly known as
“Beau”) on his tummy . . . his back ... on one side . . .
Gypsy Rose Lee-ed. Everything but in make-up for
Hamlet.
Then he draws forth a fat brown alligator wallet to see
if there are any more pictures he’s missed. Lee’s a per¬
petual “junk toter” and carries so much stuff around
with him, most of it in this wallet which bulges like
a brief case and holds everything but a last year’s
world almanac.
Meanwhile he’s chewing on a handsome silver and
black cigarette holder, which is sometimes with cigarette
. . . more often not. Helene bought it for him while they
were in New York recently (when Lee was there making
a series of public appearances and radio shots, in con¬
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the
later

nection with “Tonight and Every Night”). Now, be¬
cause he keeps it in his mouth almost constantly, Helene
says she’s “almost sorry” she gave it to him . . . “because
the darned thing has almost changed his whole person¬
ality. He looks so stern and business-like, and he isn’t
you know!”
Bowman’s pet ambitions outside of acting are, in order
of their appearance: writing and painting. He’s written
three short stories in the past few years, has sent them
off promptly, and editors have returned them the same
way. He describes himself as the kind of writer who
gets dazzling beginnings and brilliant endings, with
nothing in between.
“Right now I’m working on a perfectly wonderful
opening for a mystery,” he tells you, “about a woman
taxi driver—really something! I’m going zipping along,
and then boom! There I am, stuck in the middle. It
would make a swell movie, too.
“I can’t understand it. The boy and girl practically
flow into each other’s arms. But what they talk about
flies out the window. Maybe I should write the begin¬
ning and end, and paint in the middle,” he laughs.

s

He's

not

gardener,
list

His urge to paint really originated in his wife’s mind,
after Helene read a magazine article to the effect that
“It’s FUN to get out and paint!” Tra la la. So she
decided to buy Lee some paints for Christmas, and let
him see for herself.
His first subject was the family garage. And though
he’d never painted anything beyond a small cut with
iodine, he has had utmost confidence. “I can do any¬
thing,” he says, “until I lay an egg in it.”
This is Lee’s motto, and one that’s really stood by him
during discouraging years in Hollywood—that he can do
anything until they prove he can’t.
It all started with a young dancer friend of his, during
those first hectic days in New York when they were
attending a dancing school operated by one of the Con¬
dos Brothers. One day Lee was approached by an agent
who’d caught his dancing (which is more than pictures
have) and wanted him to go to Rio de Janeiro to star in
a big club.
“Do you think you can handle it?” the agent asked.
Lee was a little unsure and said hesitantly, “I don’t
know . . .”

of

a

only

an

expert

victory

but is on the employee
local

airplane

plant!

“Don’t ever say that!” the dancer girlfriend scolded,
afterward. “Say you can do ANYTHING. Let them
tell you you can’t!”
Though he didn’t go to Rio, that motto has seen Lee
through some tough decisions, since he left his home in
Cincinnati to try his luck in the field of drama.
Born the son of two Southerners, Lee Bowman Sr. and
Elizabeth Brunson Bowman, who moved to Ohio and
made a comfortable living in real estate, Lee has one
sister, Rowena, who became a not-too-successful Broad¬
way actress.
Lee was still in high school then. Ask him now if his
sister’s career had anything to do with his going to
Broadway, and he says that if he’d thought twice about
her career he’d never have had the nerve to go.
He studied law at the University of Cincinnati, but
decided against a legal career when his friends who
graduated from law school couldn’t get jobs. He quit
right then and there, and headed for New York and the
American Academy of Dramatic Art.
Actually he never did “starve on Broadway.”
As
he says (reasonably enough), (Continued on page 82)
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The red oak-panelled, 18

x 38' living room is made gay with bright chintz.

»

Laraine Day—her story, which has
a moral, being told at an important
climax in her life; her home, because
it seems to reflect that "new self

By KATE

HOLLIDAY
A 7' x 8' bed in quilted chintz dominates bedroom.

A

S inevitable as four times out of five—or six or
seven—stardom changes people for the worst. Nice
gals and nice guys see their names in lights and
suddenly decide they are important.
But it doesn’t always happen. And come to think
of it, the stars who remain stars are usually swell. It’s
the Cinderellas and the Prince Charmings who get the
big-shot complexes.
Sometimes, too, stardom is an education for a player.
It changes him, or her—yes, distinctly for the better.
And that’s what happened to Laraine Day.
Laraine admits it. She says now that she was a pretty
dismal character, a few years ago. I wouldn’t go as far
as to say that, but confidentially—I do see a difference!

Laraine, you remember, was “discovered” by an agent
named Marty Martyn, in a Little Theater in Long Beach,
Calif. Marty took her to MGM, where she signed a
contract. MGM put her in a series of pictures having
to do with a guy named Kildare. She played a nurse.
She played a nurse for so long, in fact, that she finally
rebelled. Loud and long, she yelled (through Marty)
that she wanted to do something else, please. So finally,
the studio killed her off—dramatically speaking, that is.
Then followed a period during which the moguls of
Culver City sent scripts to Laraine, she read them, and
she sent them back. One messenger boy became old in
the service of his studio, traipsing up and down the hills
between MGM and the Day menage. The answer to this
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Narrow hall becomes writing room.

48

The ceiling and wall fixtures in the Uay living room are converted coal-oil lamps.

The sofa shown in the foreground is 8'/2 feet long.

Continued

was that the scripts were, in the parlance of the trade,
lousy. At least they weren’t suited to Laraine’s talents,
and she wanted nothing to do with them.
But at long last—and again, principally through Marty
Martyn—Miss Day got the break she had been looking
for. She was borrowed by RKO to play opposite Cary
Grant in “Mr. Lucky.” And from that moment both the
Day career and Miss Day herself have bloomed..She went on to do “The Story of Dr. Wassell,” with
Gary Cooper, “Bride By Mistake” (again at RKO),
“Keep Your Powder Dry,” with Lana Turner and Susan
Peters, and back to RKO for “Those Endearing Young
Charms.” All of which adds up to making her “one of
the hottest actresses in town;” both from the box-office
and the personal standpoint, she’s strictly Grade-A.
I review all this ancient history because I think it
all has a bearing on “The New Day.” It points up the
changes, chief of which, as Laraine herself says, is: “I
became tolerant for the first time in my life.
“When I first got into pictures,” Laraine goes on to
explain, “and first began meeting a lot of people, I lived
my way. If someone didn’t do as I did, I skipped him.
If someone failed to react to something just as I would
have reacted, I decided that I (Continued on page 85)

This is called the "cuddle seat."

There's room for two.
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Different in every role she's
ever played . . . and to quote the
lady herself, "Not one of them
is the real Jennifer Jones!"

By ALICE L. TILDESLEY

SEVER serious be, nor true,
R| And your wish will come to you—
111 Apd if that makes you happy, kid,
| ™ You’ll be the first it ever did.”
And for proof of what Dorothy Parker claims,
in such a negative sort of way, probably there’s
no better example than one Jennifer Jones—who
is serious (about things that are important, I
mean), and whose motto could very well be “The
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the. . . .”
Well, you know the rest.
Fact is, she’s such a little truth-teller herself,
is Jennifer, that she can’t imagine why anyone
should ever want to tell anything not strictly the
truth. No, not even when it’s a publicity story
And let’s admit it—publicity stories are some¬
times a little exaggerated, because people who
write them have somehow or other acquired the
idea that every good story has to be exaggerated.
That when people tell amusing tales, you know
they never happened quite that way; they must
be built up or they won’t be funny.
When such stories are suggested to Jennifer,
however, she objects, “But H won’t be true!
Wouldn’t you rather print the truth?”I know several little patches of truth about
Jennifer . . .
The other day her hairdresser, who is expect¬
ing the stork while her husband is on duty over¬
seas, had a slight accident on the lot. “I’m
perfectly all right,” she insisted, after she had
picked herself up. The tendency of busy people
is to believe that any person is all right if she says
so; only Jennifer wasn’t satisfied.
“You go right over to the hospital for X-rays,”
she insisted, “you can’t take chances with babies.”
Further, she called both doctor and hospital and
made herself responsible for the expense.
That patch goes right along with the next one.
Jennifer’s stand-in was taken ill suddenly and
rushed to an emergency hospital. It was the
star who remembered to call the girl’s mother
to tell her. “Please don’t worry,” she pleaded,
“he’s a wonderful doctor, she’s sure to get well.
And I’ll pay for the operation.” Which she quietly
did.
Jennifer was made up for her role as halfbreed
in “Duel In The Sun,” when I saw her. Her sunlit
brown hair fell in a windblown mane; her eyes
were sometimes clear amber, sometimes velvet
brown; the full blouse of her black peasant dress
kept falling down over one luscious shoulder;
straw sandals encasqd her restless feet.
While she waited for Gregory Peck to change
for another clothes test with her before the
cameras, she worked herself into her role. She
didn’t know anyone was watching, but I doubt
if she would have cared. She practised walking
with a sliding step, weaving just a little; she
mounted and descended a short flight of steps,
moving with the grace of a cat or a panther;
she handled her full (Continued on page 70)

Busmen's holiday!

1

Sun-soaking between shots of "Duel in the Sun."

•

/
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She loves five-mile walks; munches apples and cookies on the way.

HAT the stars do on the screen is called movie
business, what they do on their own time is their
own business. But what are they really like, what
relaxation do they seek after “a hard day at the
studio?” Well, it’s like this—some do and somi
don’t. Some like sports, some go into private-life hiber¬
nation between picture assignments, some make the
rounds of the popular Hollywood nitespots. some go to
movies—yet even! And there are others, like we say,
who don’t do any of “all this and that.” as here listed
But this much is sure . . . the Hollywood younger set
goes for parties.
It can be an informal evening, with just a few friends
dropping in ... or a larger guestfall. “admittance by
invitation only" ... or a Sunday brunch gathering, or
an al fresco supper with weiners roasted on the back¬
yard grill. Ann Rutherford’s was a “make your own
hat” party. Different, original, laughs-every-minute!
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Okay, it's a silly question—but
that's

the

point!

People

have

fun being crazy, and there was
nobody at this party but people

Take it right to left to be
different:

B. Granville, Fred

DeCordova, Jeanne Crain.

Parents with pictures . . . it'll happen every time!

Capt. and

Mrs. Robert Longnecker (on the screen her name is Ruth Hussey)
proudly

The gang's all here, all hatted for the
finale: seated, Sheila
hostess;
Jeanne

kneeling,
Crain,

Ryan and the

Frances

Ruth

Rafferty,

Hussey,

Bonita

Granville, Alexis Smith, Fred DeCordovo;

standing,

Brocken,

S.

Paul

Crane,

Brooks,
Craig

Eddie

Stevens,

exhibit latest snaps

of their

7-months-old

baby son.
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REETINGS, boys and girls. Get Spring oil your
minds for a few minutes, and trip along with inl¬
and find out what’s cooking on the musical stove.
Benny Goodman has a big band again
And high
time.
When Benny had agency trouble last yeai he
decided to break up his orchestra and just make oc¬
casional guest appearances on radio as a soloist. Then
Billy Rose came along with a good offer for the “Seven
Lively Arts” show. So Goodman organized a sextet,
went into the musical comedy with star billing and
received rave notices from the tough New York critics.
But you know Benny—he’s the restless type.
So he
left the show in March and reorganized a large band,
which he built around his sextet. And he has two new
vocalists, Bob Hayden and Jane Harvey. At the mo¬
ment, Benny’s plans aren’t too definite, but I think
it’s a safe bet that he’ll swing around the country play¬
ing theatres and one-nighters
Billie Rogers has joined Jerry Wald's orchestra. Be¬
sides holding down a berth in the trumpet section. Billie
will also handle some of the vocals. She had plenty of
headaches with her own band, so she decided to hold
off on being a lady orchestra leader until after the war
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Her husband, Jack Archer, is also on the Wald payroll as
band manager.
It looks like Tommy Dorsey’s male vocalist problems
have finally straightened out, in the person of Stuart
Foster, who used to sing with Guy Lombardo. I never
paid much attention to Stuart when he was with the
Lombardo band, but I must say that he did impress me
when I heard him with Tommy.
The brothers Dorsey are very happy over a deal which
they recently signed with Producer Charles Rogers.
They will co-star in a big budget musical to be called
“My Brother Leads A Band.” It will be a story about
the lives and careers of Jimmy and Tommy, to go into
production some time this summer. From what Tommy
told me about the proposed script, it should turn out to
be a sensation. Maybe this picture will be the one, final¬
ly, to show musicians as they really are. And hey, Mr.
Rogers—inasmuch as you're the producer, how about
signing some of the great musicians and singers who have
worked with Jimmy and Tommy through the years and
have had a lot to do with the success of both bands?

CROONERS’ CORNER:
Frankie Boy has mapped out a strenuous schedule for
himself before he goes overseas in June or July to sing

By

JILL

for the G.I’s. In addition to his radio show, he will make
many camp and hospital appearances in this country,
record several new tunes, and will speak before various
organizations and schools on the subjects of juvenile
delinquency and racial intolerance. Frank is very sin¬
cere about wanting to speak before the younger mem¬
bers of our population. He says he is so sick of hearing
all the talk about anti-this and anti-that, and he feels
he can be of some help in the fight against intolerance.
You can chalk up the Dick Haymes’ marital difficulties
to that old story, career trouble. Mrs. Haymes, who was
Joanne Marshall, before her marriage to Dick, wants to
accept one of the many film offers she has had, but
Richard says no. At this writing, I know they are not
planning a divorce, but people change their minds
rapidly in Hollywood. However, I for one think they
will straighten everything out, because they are really
in love and are both crazy about their two adorable
children. Incidentally, I met Dick's mother, Marguerite
Haymes, recently in New York. She is charming and
most attractive and looks young enough to be a sister
to the Haymes boys.
Mrs. Haymes is a well-known
vocal teacher and has just published a book called
“Make The Most Of Your Voice.”
She told me that
when she first began teaching (Continued on paye 58'
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YOUR PROBLEM
and MINE

Let Jane Wyman help solve
your problem. Write her c/o
Movieland, 9126 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles 46, California

Dear Miss Wyman:
I am coming to you with a very serious
problem. I have fallen in love with Van
Johnson.
I cry myself to sleep every
night, I have fallen down in my school
grades, and my parents say they are going
to take me to a doctor unless I stop acting
this way. I have tried to talk myself out
of this, but still love him. Can you help
me?
Deborah

be six feet one inch tall, or better, and
a man six feet three inches or more.
If you will get in touch with your local
Chamber of Commerce, you probably
will be able to get information as to
how to contact this organization. This
group plans various functions for its
members, such as dances, bowling, etc.,
and I know you would enjoy its activi¬
ties.
Best of luck,
JANE WYMAN

Dear Deborah:
If you will stop and consider your
situation, you will realize that you are
in love, not with the real Van Johnson,
but a Van Johnson you have built up
in your imagination.
Even though Van Johnson is a won¬
derful person, there is the greatest pos¬
sibility that if you met him, you would
find that he is not at all like the person
you think you love. In fact, you might
not like him at all.
To love someone—really—you must
know him.
Your personalities must
agree and you must have a community
of interests. The fact that you like his
looks, or are impressed with his popu¬
larity, does not mean a thing. Why
don’t you take a common-sense view¬
point of this situation? Forget your
imaginary love, and take an interest in
someone you know.
Sincerely,
JANE WYMAN

Dear Jane:
I am eighteen and in love with a boy
two years older. My folks disapprove of
our going together because of his nation¬
ality. He is of German descent, and his
sister, who doesn’t like me, has been tell¬
ing his folks a lot of lies which they
believe, as they do not like me either.
Neither my boy friend nor I has done any¬
thing for which they should dislike us.
In fact, we have done everything to make
them like us, but it doesn’t do any good.
My problem is: Should we marry, know¬
ing the "resentment of our parents? Please
help us.
Janet

Dear Miss Wyman:
I am now a senior in high school, and
have never been dated nor attended any
of the school functions, because I am six
feet five inches tall. The boys just look
upon me as a nice, but tall, girl. I imagine
that I’m attractive enough, and have tried
to wear clothes to offset my height, but to
no avail.
From one woman to another, can you
help me?
Marion
Dear Marion:
I think I have the very solution to
your problem. In Los Angeles (and I
suppose this is true of other localities),
we have an organization called the Tip
Toppers, which is especially for extra
tall folks. To join it, a woman must

Dear Janet:
Your letter has me a bit confused,
but I gather that the situation is this:
Your parents object to your boy friend
because of his nationality, while his
parents object to you because of the
false statements his sister has made to
them.
One of the hoped-for objectives of
this present war is to do away with all
such prejudices, and I am sure that if
your boy friend is a true and loyal
American, even of German descent, you
can win your parents over by present¬
ing the case in its true light. His par¬
ents will have to be convinced that
they have formed a wrong impression
of you, based on these false stories, and
this can only be done by your own con¬
duct. Let it be such that they will know
you are incapable of the actions attrib¬
uted to you.
To me, a more important objection
to your marriage, than either of the
above, is the fact that your boy friend
is too young to take on the responsi¬
bilities of marriage. Marriage is some¬
thing more than “and they lived hap¬

pily ever after.’’ It involves the finan¬
cial support and care of a wife, and
until a boy reaches at least majority, I
do not think he should undertake it.
Sincerely,
JANE WYMAN
Dear Miss Wyman:
I was married in September, 1941,
drafted in February, 1943, and went over¬
seas in July, 1943. My wife’s letters were
cheerful and steady up until October, 1944.
Then they started getting cold and im¬
personal.
Through my family I got the story. It
seems that my wife met a man in a city
50 miles from my home. She thought she
was in love with him. That accounted for
the cold letters. It appears that he has
taken a considerable amount of money
from her and has left her a very unhappy
and disillusioned woman. Now she writes
and begs me to forgive her, and not to
stop loving her. She admits going out,
but swears that she has done nothing
wrong.
I still love her. That’s what makes my
decision all the harder, although my fam¬
ily and friends still think that she is no
good. A lot of things I’ve found out may
just be idle gossip. Should I give her
another chance?
Carl
Dear Carl:
I am inclined to say that you should
give your wife another chance, since
your love for her seems big enough to
overlook her
mistake.
You
know,
wives of servicemen are having a pretty
lonely time too, and while it is a great
tragedy to you both that this had to
happen, your wife has had a rugged
lesson. It may be that it will have
taught her to appreciate your love and
straightforwardness all the more, by
comparison. And, as you say, the case
may have been grossly exaggerated by
idle gossip.
In these unsettled days, we must
recognize that people are more prone
to emotional upsets, and while I am not
condoning your wife’s conduct, I do
think if you can find it in your heart
to forgive her, it would be worthwhile
(Continued on page 77)

IN A CLASS BY HERSELF—GRACIE FIELDS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGB 38)

of the screen. “That was conceit, not
ambition, mind ye. Bless you, it was
me mother had the ambition! I've
none. I just want to fumble about me
own home and keep a little busy. I
always say I’d like to have a bit of
a tea-house when I’m old.” She lapsed
into Lancaster dialect. “It must be just
big enough so I can do everything
meself if I can’t get help. I’d like it
down by the ocean below me little
place in Capri. Me husband. Monty
Banks, says I’m nuts, but I think I’m
right. Being just a little busy is good
for the old.
“The first house I ever owned was
in Capri. I had to get all me family
settled; this one and that one had to
have a home or a little business; but
finally I got money together to buy
a place for me to end me days, and
when I saw Capri I knew I’d found
what I wanted. It was the loveliest
spot I’d ever seen. ... Now I’ve seen
Santa Monica, California and we have
this little place; it’s joost as lovely
and so like! Even the walk to the
beach is almost the same.
“To get back to Capri: Trouble was
I couldn’t seem to get me tongue
around the language. I’d say to a
carpenter: ’Build me a little some¬
thing over here, will ye?’ and I’d go
away for a bit. When I got back, I’d
find he’d built me a little something
else over there. I was worried. I
thought I’d better be finding me a
man who could speak the language.
About then a girl from California
come along and married the Mayor of
Capri. / shoulda thought of that, I
said to meself. I realized I hadn’t much
chance of marrying any other man in
Capri, not being there long enough,
so it was a miracle when I met Monty
Banks. Italian is his own tongue and
now I can leave everything to him.”
War brought an end to pleasant
sojourns in Capri. The Red Cross
occupied Grade's home after the
Allies took it over until a sea mine
blew up nearby. Now the place, what’s
left of it, is boarded up awaiting peace.
“Grace Stansfield” is the name on
the birth records of Rochdale, Lan¬
caster, England. Grade’s father, Fred
Stansfield, was a mechanic and handy
man; her mother did laundry for the
actresses in the theatrical boarding
house next door to their modest home.
Incurably stagestruck. Mrs. Stansfield
made up her mind that Grade should
have a career. When the child was
six, her training began. Each week,
with money saved from her mother’s
meager earnings, Grade was sent to
the local theater with instructions to
watch the stars, learn their songs and
come home and imitate them.
If she couldn’t get all the words of
a song, or hadn’t caught an actor’s
mannerisms
at
one
performance,
Grade had to use her wits to get a
second look. There was no second six¬
pence. Sometimes, she’d hang around
waiting for the doorman to look the
other way. then slip past him and
hide in the wings. Sometimes a friend¬
ly musician would smuggle the child
into the orchestra pit; but come what
might, Grade had to appear before
the neighbors every week with at
least one new number.
Presently her mother decided it was

time Gracie went to work, and she
got her a job in a juvenile revue.
Stars of the show were the two
daughters of the manager, who gave
them dancing lessons every afternoon
Gracie showed up for the lessons, too,
only to be curtly told to stick to imita¬
tions. Whether he liked it or not. how¬
ever, the manager had her for a pupil,
for Gracie from the back of the dark
theater watched each new routine,
practicing silently with two fore¬
fingers and later trying out steps in
her room. Mastering enough for a
short dance, Gracie did it as a second
chorus for one of her songs and
brought down the house. That ended
her revue engagement.
By the time she was twelve, she
was one of Clara Coferdale’s Dainty
Dots, touring the provinces. But truant
officers caught up with the act, and
Gracie was returned to school. Later
she went into the Rochdale mill as
a cotton winder.
“When I was in the mill, I used to
think how wonderful it would be to
act,” recalled Gracie. “Not that I was
ambitious, but in the theater you get
up at eleven. .. . And now I’m in the
movies, and have to get up at six. I
might as well have stayed in the mill!”
She lost the mill job because she
imitated the foreman. And there she
was back in the juvenile revues
1 “Me mother wouldn’t let me be just
one of the chorus kids, havin’ fun
and kickin’ me legs a bit. She'd write:
'I see you and So-and-so are in the
same town. Can you sing her songs?’
And I’d write back: ‘She’s no good.
Ma. I have ’er down pat. I know all
she knows.’ I knew everything in those
days. Trouble was I had to prove it
when I got ’ome. Me mother had all
the neighborhood in to hear me. I
kept tellin’ her how good I was, and
that was me downfall. ‘If you’re so
good, miss,’ she said, ‘out ye go on
a solo turn.’ ”
The solo turn of the Lancaster Lark
stopped the show for an hour. At
sixteen, Gracie was a featured per¬
former with provincial musical comedy
companies, getting five pounds (rough¬
ly twenty dollars) a week. At seven¬
teen, her name went up in lights.
Archie Pitt, the comedian playing
opposite her at the time, wrote a
revue for her called “Mr. Tower of
London,” which became a seven-year
smash hit in London. She got $500 a
week and married the comedian. He
died some years later.
People try to explain the secret of
Gracie’s success. Her art is partly
pantomime, partly vocal tricks, says
one critic. No, it’s all in her power to
evoke tears or laughter at will, says
another. It’s because she’s one of the
people, asserts a third. But others lay
stress on the kind things Gracie has
done all her life. No actor, down onhis luck, ever appealed to her in vain.
Her capacity for pity is inexhaustible.
. Gracie’s first professional earnings
amounted to a dollar and a half a
week, but Gracie shared that with the
less fortunate as willingly as she
shared the vast sums she made years
later when she was top-earning star
of Great Britain. When she was doing
two shows a day at London’s Palladium
and Coliseum, she also sang in prisons,

hospitals and veterans’ homes, not to
mention the times she sang from hotel
windows to crowds collected outside
crying: “We want Grade!"
Rochdale, her home town, held a
celebration when her four millionth
phonograph record was made, and
citizens presented her with the Free¬
dom of Rochdale, including a silver
burial casket and free tram rides. In
return. Gracie hired a hall and in¬
vited 500 townsmen to a London high
tea. '
Her most spectacular honor came
in 1938 when at Buckingham Palace
King George VI presented her with
a rose-colored ribbon and the badge
of Commander of the Most Excellent
Order of the British Empire.
In 1939. she became dangerously ill
While she hovered between life and
death. Queen Mary came to tfie hospi¬
tal to see her. So did hundreds of
other friends of all ages and classes.
Gracie could see no one, but she is
sure that the outpouring of affection
drew her back from the grave. When
war broke out in September that year,
her doctor warned her she must rest
for a year, but within a month she
was singing in eight army camps a
day. She toured hospitals, camps and
factories bucking up British morale,
was the first entertainer to go to
France—but she came back from this
tour on a stretcher,
After Dunkirk, Gracie toured this
country for British war charities,
working without salary and paying
the expenses of accompanist and
secretary. She still gives benefits for
war charities and makes regular
hospital tours. The day we met, she
was about to set out for Santa Bar¬
bara's hospitals and rehabilitation
centers.
“The poor lads are often so ill they
don’t crack a smile,” she said. “Some¬
times I say to the nurses: ‘Surely this
one won’t care to be bothered with
me,’ but they always urge me to go
in. ‘He can’t laugh, but he'll like to
tell people you sang to him, they say
Maybe they’re wrong, but I take the
chance.”
Gracie has toured Africa, Sicily,
Malta and Canada, and sets out in
June for New Zealand, Australia and
the Far East.
“They tell me Australia’s worse
than England for expectin’ ye to shout
at them,” she observed, “When I go
anywhere at’ome, people scream: ‘Ah
there, Gracie! How are ye, Gracie?’
and expect me to scream back: ‘Hello!
Glad to see ye! How’s the baby?’ and
so on at the top of me lungs, wavin’
me arms above me head all the while.
It’s fair exhaustin’.
“If I was the Queen, I could just
bend me head a bit, now and then
raisin’ a couple fingers to signal, or
maybe only smilin', and they’d be
pleased But no. I’m Gracie. If I did
that, they^ say: Look at ’er, she’s
gone stuffy, that Gracie. Oo does she
think she is?’ So I have to bounce up
and down and yell and go into con¬
tortions waving. . . But I warn you I
shall get on a boat when me tour’s
over and lie flat on me back in a
deck chair, me mouth shut like a trap
all the way ’ome.”
On the night of Gracie’s last benefit
before going to America in 1936
the theater in Dublin, Ireland, was
crowded to the eaves. She had been
warned that her ship sailed at mid¬
night and she must leave the stage in
plenty of time. But the audience kept
begging for just one more Even when
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she'd sung her final chorus, throngs
gathered around the theater shouting:
“We want Grade!” and blocked her
way. The manager arranged that she
leave by way of the furnace room,
through a grimy coal tunnel, to avoid
admiring hordes. But as she crept
along under the streets, she heard
them stamping on manhole covers
overhead, in time to their wild de¬
mand: “We want Grade!” She could
stand it no longer. “Well, if ye want
me,” she shouted, in that unmistakable
husky voice of hers, “Get off the lid!”
They hoisted her up and carried her
on their shoulders to the ship, where
he stood on the captain’s bridge and
sang until she could sing no more.
The first time “Our Gracie” came
1) America, she was told that audii nces wouldn’t understand her type
if humor and she’d have to change her
method of working. She tried it and
v as a flop. Next time she insisted on
being herself.
“The press had been given some
horror stories about me and the kind
of language I spoke, I believe,” she
confided, “because whenever I’d meet
a newspaper man or woman, they’d
say: ‘Why, / can understand you!’ and
I'd think: ‘Whyever not?’ I’d done
songs in France, Italy and Holland,
and everyone understood me, and I’d
sung in all English-speaking coun¬
tries with never a kick-back.”
The American public proved her
right. When Gracie went on the air in
a five-minute spot, radio listeners
everywhere made so vigorous a de¬
mand for more Gracie that her pro¬
gram had to be lengthened.
Monty Banks, producer-directoractor, had directed Gracie’s sister in
two films before Gracie met him. Her
sister kept urging: 'Get Monty to di¬
rect you, Gracie.
He’s wonderful—
that man!” At length Gracie did. The
result was a hit picture. It was also
love at first sight.
When Mr. and Mrs. Monty Banks
first moved into their home in Santa
Monica, they were enthusiastic hosts.
Open house was the rule every Sun¬
day. But when war plans absorbed
all help, cooking, serving and cleaning
up afterward became too strenuous.
“We never saw our guests, because
the two of us were always bouncing
about the kitchen. The thing had be¬
come an everlasting picnic. So we
said: ‘No more of this!’ And now we
entertain only servicemen, who will
bounce about the kitchen themselves.
Those boys are grand—they wash
dishes, mix salads, carry trays and
take their turns at the stove, bless
'em!”
Monty is returning to the screen in
“A Bell For Adano,” and there are
rumors that he and Gracie may costar in a picture before long. Monty,
according to his wife, can do more
with his back to the camera than most
comedians can do in a close-up.
“He’ll probably steal the picture
from me,” she said, proudly “He’s
better on the screen than me. I like
the stage best, because I can be dif¬
ferent every time I go on. It’s excit¬
ing. It’s also exciting for my accom¬
panist or orchestra leader, because
they never know what I’ll do. 1 never
know, either. Sometimes I start out
on an old song I haven’t thought of for
years. It’s a toss-up if I can worry
through it, but I whisper: Lord, help
me remember the words of this thing
I’m singing!’
“And somehow or other. He does!”

All you Nelson Eddy fans will re¬
joice with Nelson’s record of “Oh,
What A Beautiful Morning” and “Sur¬
rey With The Fringe On Top,” both
from “Oklahoma.” Robert Armbruster
directs the orchestra.
Benny Goodman has waxed two
new sides, “After You’ve Gone,” with
his sextet, and “Body and Soul,” with
his trio. The personnel of the groups
are—Sextet; Clarinet, B. G.; piano,
Teddy Wilson; drums, Morey Feld;
guitar, Mike Bryan; bass, Slam Stew¬
art (of Slim and Slam); and vibra¬
phone, Red Norvo. The Trio: Good¬
man, Wilson and Feld.
Curt Massey is a new artist on the
Columbia label. His first platter is
“You’ve Got Me Where You Want
Me,” and “Candy,” with Mitchell
Ayres’ orchestra.
Kate Smith offers “Just A Prayer
Away” and “All of My Life,” with
The Four Chicks and Chuck, and
Jack Miller’s orchestra. Incidentally,
“Chuck” is Chuck Goldstein, formerly
of the Modernaires.
“I Should Care” and “Cry And You
Cry Alone,” are the two tunes for
Gene Krupa’s latest. Lillian Lane and
the G-Noters do “I Should Care”
and the G-Noters go it alone on “Cry.”
Here’s a wonderful album of GeorgeGershwin music by Andre Kostelanetz
and his orchestra. Eight sides in all,
including “Embraceable You,” “So
Wonderful,” and “The Man I Love.”
For his first disc under his new
Columbia contract, Woody Herman
has recorded “Laura” and “I Wonder.”
Woody sings both vocals. Right now
seems as good a time as any to tell
the story of the sensational “Laura.”

The End'
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several years ago, she used Dick and
Bob as her guinea pigs. Well, they
both did all right with their vocal
talents. By the way, Bob has been
signed for the romantic lead in the
next Abbott and Costello picture for
Metro.
Jack Owens, the early morning
crooner on the Breakfast Club Show
over the Blue Network, has the Holly¬
wood talent scouts after him. Of course
Jack sang around Movietown for a
long time, and worked as a voice
double for many male stars who
couldn’t sing, but he never got a good
break. So he left California and went
back to Chicago and landed the
Breakfast Club spot. Now they want
him again. But that’s Hollywood for
you, they’ll do it every time.
Andy,Russell is hard at work at
Paramount on his first movie, “Stork
Club,” opposite Betty Hutton. Andy
is as reserved as Betty is vivacious,
so the combination on film should
prove interesting.
When June rolls around Perry Como
will probably be Hollywood bound to
make another picture for Twentieth
Century-Fox. Here’s hoping he gets
a bigger part than he had in “Some¬
thing For The Boys.” By the way,
Perry recently gifted his attractive
wife, Roselle, with a gorgeous mink
coat. Oh, why can’t I marry a crooner?
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Pixie

from
Dixie
Nobody con seem to soy exactly what
Johnny Mercer has. Slightly from pixiemaybe. But at any rate, this Georgia boy is
just about the most sensational character to hit
the record business in recent years. For Johnny
not only sings tunes and writes them, but as
president of Capitol Records he supervises all
the other recordings the company makes as well.

1. His latest re<ord, 'On the Atchison, To¬

peka & Santa Fe’ with The Pied Pipers, will
be released this month. Insiders say it will
cause as much comment—nation-wide—as
the assassination of McKinley. If so, it will
be the 24th smash hit Capitol has recorded
in the three short years of its existence.

2* One reason for Capitol’s spectacular
success is the fact that the company has its
home in Hollywood—the greatest talent pool
in the world. But even more important is the
musical intuition of Mercer and Buddy De
Syl va, chairman of Capitol's board. These two
have set a whole new trend in the popular
record business.

3.

In three years they have picked more
young talent such as The King Cole Trio —
and lined them up under Capitol’s banner —
than all the rest of the record firms com¬
bined. This, together with the uncanny knack
both seem to have for matching talent with
tunes, has skyrocketed the young company
right up among the old established leaders.

23 SMASH HITS IN 3 YEARS
Billy Butterfield
Benny Carter The King Cole Trio
Dennis Day
The Great Gildersleeve
Betty Hutton Johnnie Johnston
Stan Kenton
Johnny Mercer Ella Mae Morse Margaret O’Brien
Harry Owens The Pied Pipers Tex Ritter
Andy Russell
Bobby Sherwood
Freddie Slack
Jo Stafford
Martha Tilton
Paul Weston
SUNSET AT VINE • HOLLYWOOD 28

Ac-cen-tchu-ate The Positive * The Trolley Song
* I’ll Walk Alone * G I Jive * Candy * Dream *
I Should Care * Amor * Strip Polka * Cow Cow
Boogie * Mr. Five By Five * Swinging on a Star *
I Lost MySugarinSalt LakeCity * I Dream of You
* Besame Mucho * Straighten Up and Fly Right *
Shoo-Shoo Baby * His Rocking Horse Ran Away
* Her Tears Flowed Like Wine * Long Ago and Far
Away * Elks’ Parade * Old Black Magic * My Ideal
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Kathy, who is two and a half, and
he’s got a baby. The baby turned up
at 5:20 one morning last December,
which made it hard on a father who
earns his living pleasing the eye of
the camera ... especially when closeups are scheduled for just that day!
(Close-ups just don’t look so good,
if you’re falling asleep standing up.)
So when Dana staggered onto the
; set of “A Walk in the Sun” that
j morning, his emotions were split be¬
tween his new son, Stephen, and the
prospect of the close-ups. But he had
underestimated the insight of Director
I Lewis Milestone.
“Know that scene where you fall
| asleep behind the stone wall?” Milei stone said.
“Never heard of it,” said Dana.
“We’ve added it to the script,” was
| the reply, “^e’re doing it today.”
Dana didn’t argue. Confused in mind
j and body, he stumbled behind the
j wall, which just happened to be well
j out of sight of the camera; he curled
up and fell into a deep sleep. He was
j awakened only when his snores inI terfered with the sound track.
Dana’s got a new house at Toluca
I Lake, crooning distance from Sinatra
and on the road to Bob Hope’s (when
| he’s home). There was nothing wrong
! with Dana’s old house, as a matter of
fact. Just ran out of bedrooms as the
| family increased.
Dana’s got a garden that he’s nuts
about and a super job of a camera
he’s a fiend for. He’s got a liking for
rare roast beef and babies, good talk,
eggs, Van Gogh. He’s got a liking for
the Motion Picture Industry. He’s got
a fondness for plain water in his
whiskey, Rachmaninoff’s Second Piano
Concerto, and brooding about what’s
wrong with the Motion Picture Indus¬
try. He’s got a feeling of responsibility
for his fans... especially if they’re
like Jeanette.
Jeanette lives in Long Beach, Cali¬
fornia, and she hitchhiked fifty miles
to Agoura, where Dana was on loca¬
tion. But she hadn’t reckoned with
the time it would take to get there,
and arrived only to find the company
finishing for the day. Whereupon, she
sat upon a rock and wept. But Dana
drove her with him, all the way back
to Hollywood, and made Jeanette the
heroine of all her fans. “And for kids
as interested as that,” says Dana,
“well, an actor just can’t let them
down!”
A guy named Dana Andrews comes
along who’s had this Purpose in his
life. So, he’s got war bonds in the
safe deposit vault and money in
the bank, and contracts with both
Twentieth Century-Fox and Samuel
Goldwyn. He’s got the first picture in
which he’s starred alone, “A Walk in
the Sun,” tucked neatly under his
belt, and “State Fair” in the works.
He’s got the woman, the kids and the
work he loves. The Purpose of Dana
Andrews’ life is “in.”
Yet, in some movie theater up in
Remus, Michigan—or maybe it’s the
Bijou, down Calhoun, Kentucky way
—there’s probably that fellow named
Willie Wiseguy who looks up at the
screen, looks up at “Laura” or “A
Walk in the Sun,” and says to him1 self: “Pretty Soft! Boy, what a racket!

Getting a pile of dough to act natural
and make love to Gene Tierney! Say.
I could do it myself, given the chance
...given the breaks. It’s a cinch!”
And then he leans back in his seat
and enjoys the picture and muses on
the legends of Hollywood Cinderellas.
So it’s a cinch, Willie? A racket?
You could do it yourself? Well, try
it sometime, “Just acting natural!”
And “just given the chance . . . just
given the breaks!”
Well, “Breaks aren’t ‘given’ you, not
on a silver platter," says Dana
Andrews. “You work and study and
learn, and then you fight to make
your own breaks. Sure, people help,
they help a lot. But they don’t help
until you’ve helped yourself!”
Soft, Willie? A racket? Does that
sound like Cinderella?
“The trouble with people like that—”
says Dana, “they believe all the
legends.”
Now there’s nothing wrong with
legends, as Dana sees it, not if they’re
good legends. Gods on Mt. Olympus
never hurt the Greeks. And there’s
really no reason why an actor must
whistle in his dressing room when he
firmly believes some poor ham flopped
on the Drury Lane Circuit two hun¬
dred years ago for doing just that
thing. But there are bad legends as
well as good, and one of the bad ones
is the legend of the Hollywood
Cinderellas.
You know! Lana Turner was dis¬
covered sitting at a soda fountain and
was made a star?
“She was discovered at a soda
fountain, all right,” Dana grins. “The
only thing is, people seem to forget
there was a time lapse there of nearly
three years before she ever played
any more than bits.”
And Dana Andrews ... remember?
.. . was discovered working in a gas
station.
“I asked a press agent once why
they keep repeating that story,” Dana
says. “ ‘It makes good copy,’ he told
me. 'People like to read it. Makes
’em feel it could happen to them.’
Well,” Dana goes on, “I don’t agree
with that idea. Because I believed it
myself once, that ‘it could happen to
you’ routine.”
It was when he was a kid down in
Texas. He’d gone to high school in
Uvalde and Huntsville and worked
his way through Sam Houston College.
Then he landed a job as an accountant
with Tobins, Inc., in Austin.
Well, he’d sit there being an ac¬
countant and mumble to himself:
“This isn’t the life for me. I don’t
want to spend the rest of my days
keeping books. I ought to be out in
Hollywood piling up all that dough
and gold lined swimming pools!”
So one day, he quit. “I’m going to
be a movie star,” he announced to
anyone who wanted to listen. And
why not? Weren’t people always tell¬
ing him, “You should be in pictures?”
And didn’t they say he had talent in
all those high school and college plays?
Heck, he was just a kid! It looked
easy.
So Dana came to Hollywood, just
like thousands of others who come
here every y,ear. He came filled with
the same thoughts as the others...

rosy, get-rich-quick, star-over-night
kind of dreams. . dreams encouraged
by ‘it could happen to you’ stories he
had read. Dreams of being a Holly¬
wood Cinderella.
Cinderella? Star over night? Service
station attendant crashes pictures?
Don’t make Dana laugh.
It was nine long, hardworking years
before Dana Andrews ever got his
face onto the screen, and five more
years after that before they made him
a star!
“But remember,” he insists, “I was
lucky! I keep thinking of all the
others, the thousands who are work¬
ing behind the soda fountains, or in
drive-ins . .. sometimes worse. Because
the ‘it could happen to you’ idea is
not only unfair to all the actors and
actresses who have worked long and
hard to become stars (and that in¬
cludes most of them, if you study the
record), but it’s dangerous, too. It
can and has ruined lives. I was just
lucky!”
Lucky, Dana calls himself. Some
people might call it smart.
It was a man whom he met shortly
after he got here who started him
on the right track, a man who was
very wise. Dana was depressed at the
time. He was bitter and feeling sorry
for himself that he wasn’t getting the
breaks.
“Look, Dana,” this man said to him,
“if you wanted to be a doctor, would
you just put out a shingle and an¬
nounce, ‘Look, World! Now I am a
doctor!’? Of course not. If you did,
you’d be crazy. But people get the
idea that all they need do to be an
actor is walk into a casting office and
say: ‘I am an actor.’ It doesn’t work
that way, Dana. You’ve got to learn

the tools of your trade, and you can’t
learn them overnight. It doesn’t hap¬
pen that way, even in this business!”
Cinderella? Star over night? Not
by a long shot!
Dana learned slowly, and carefully
and thoroughly what it took to make
a career. He learned patience. “And
boy, I needed it during those nine
lean years!” he says.
He held down any job he could get
to keep himself and his family go¬
ing .. service station attendant in¬
cluded! And he went to the Pasadena
Community Playhouse,
where he
learned his business from rock bottom
on up, and we mean rock bottom!
“The first show I was in there was
Shakespeare’s ‘Antony and Cleo¬
patra’,” Dana says. “I literally carried
a spear, and didn’t have one single
line in all the five acts.”
Dana studied fencing, diction, his¬
tory of the theater... all the things
that are part of an actor’s training.
“And don’t think it doesn’t mean
something to be familiar with the
plays of Bernard Shaw, say. It’s pretty
apt to mean you have an appreciation
of good writing,” Dana says. “That’s
knowledge that will come in handy
if you ever reach the point where
you have something to say about your
scripts.”
Dana studied singing for six whole
years, yet he has never sung pro¬
fessionally. But he doesn’t feel that
any of that work is lost. It gave him
a very sound idea of how to use his
speaking voice, and a deeper apprecia¬
tion of music in general, besides. But
most important of all, he gained self
confidence.
“As long as the solid background
is there,” he says, “you always have

it to fall back on, and nothing can
happen to you. You aren’t suddenly
going to be wrecked by some part
you can’t handle, because you’ve
learned what you can do and how
to do it.”
This truth was proven when Dana
had to make a fight to play lovers.
“You’re not a lover,” his bosses told
him. “You’re a second lead.”
So Dana lost the girl, in picture
after picture, to some other guy. But
Dana knew he could play lovers. He
knew because he’d done it.
He’d
played them on the stage. And that
gave him the confidence to fight.
The result? Well, who do you think
was right?
And so a guy named Dana Andrews
comes along. He’s put in a long ap¬
prenticeship, he’s put in years of work.
And Willie Wiseguy would have a
hard time saying in the face of that:
Boy, soft! or What a racket!
So what does Dana say? Just
this: “I went to a party last night.
Jimmy Durante was there and en¬
tertained. I sat and watched him and
thought of the years that had gone into
making him the great performer he
is. I sat there and felt like a rank
amateur. If I can only learn that
much... if I could ever be such a
performer!”
Dana’s face was solemn, his eyes
intense. “But there isn’t any Cinder¬
ella,” he said. “There just isn’t any
easy way!”
He thought a moment. Then sud¬
denly he grinned. “Anyhow, Cinder¬
ella, herself, put in a pretty long
time sitting in the ashes before she
ever got to the ball!”
The End
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“iVoi© don't move, darling—1 want to remember you as you naturally are."

I’M SO MUCH HAPPIER
since I discovered th/s

HIGHER TYPE

/CONTINUED FROM PAGE 581
The melody was written by David
Raskin as part of his musical score
for the Twentieth Century-Fox pic¬
ture of the same name. Literally
thousands of people who saw the
movie wrote to the studio and asked
where they could buy the music, so
Raskin got Johnny Mercer to write a
lyric, they published the song, and
Johnnie Johnston introduced it on
his Chesterfield show. Another inter¬
esting sidelight on “Laura”—Jerry
Wald went to the Roxy Theatre ip
New York to see the picture, and was
so enthralled with the beauty of the
music that he decided to use it as
his theme.
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Those juke box boys, The Ink Spots,
are present, and accounted for with
“I Hope To Die If I Told A Lie,” and
“Maybe It’s All For The Best.” And
with Ella Fitzgerald they do “I’m
Beginning To See The Light” and
“That’s The Way It Is.”
Jimmy Dorsey has two pretty things
in “Twilight Time” and “I Should
Care.” Teddy Walters sings both
vocals.
If you like “Rum and Coca-Cola”
you’ll enjoy a true Calypso version
by Wilmoth Houdini and his Royal
Calypso Orchestra. There are two
sides and ten verses.
Decca seems to have a monopoly
on recording the musical scores from
the hit Broadway shows. Their latest
is “Song of Norway.” There are six
twelve-inch records, and the artists
are Kitty Carlisle, Robert Shafer,
Helena Bliss and Lawrence Brooks.
All except Kitty are from the original
cast.
Bing “Academy-Award” Crosby’s
two new ones are “All Of My Life”
and “A Friend of Yours.” The first
song is Irving Berlin’s latest composi¬
tion, and the second is from the pic¬
ture Bing produced, “The Great John
L.” John Scott Trotter’s orchestra as
usual.
Nancy Walker, star of the hit show,
“On The Town,” has recorded two of
the numbers she does in the produc¬
tion, “I Can Cook Too,” and “Ya Got
Me.”
Mary Martin has done two more
tunes from the same show, “Lucky
To Be Me” and “Lonely Town.” Mary
is now on the road, touring with
“One Touch Of Venus.”
Sister Rosetta Tharpe shouts out
“Two Little Fishes and Five Loaves
of Bread” and “Strange Things Hap¬
pening Every Day” in her revival¬
meeting style.
You jazz hounds will love Eddie
Condon’s “When Your Lover Has
Gone” and “Wherever There’s Love.”
The band personnel is much the same
as that heard with Eddie on his
Blue Network jazz concerts: Bobby
Hackett, Billy Butterfield and Max
Kaminsky on trumpet, Jack Tea¬
garden on trombone, Ernie Caceres on
baritone sax. Gene Schroeder on
piano, Bob Haggart on bass, George
Wettling on drums, and Eddie himself
on guitar. Bobby Hackett plays a fine
trumpet solo on “When Your Lover
Has Gone.” Lee Wiley sings a won¬
derful vocal on “Wherever There’s
Love,” and the trombone solo is b>
Jack Teagarden.
It seems ages -since we’ve heard a
record by Deanna Durbin. But at last
Decca has a release. It’s “Always” and
“Spring Will Be A Little Late This

The

Dinning Sisters: Aunts Ginger and

Lou.

Mother Jean with wee daughter Sharon Lynr,

Year.” with Edgar Fairchild’s orches¬
tra.
Johnny Long and Dick Robertson
join forces to bring us “Candy” and
"My Dreams Are Getting Better Ali
The Time.”
Charlie Barnet and his orchestra do
two instrumentals, “Skyliner,” and
“West End Blues.” On the latter side.
Charlie plays a standout saxophone
solo.
“This Heart of Mine” and “Love.”
both from the M. G. M. picture
“Ziegfcld Follies,” serve as excellent
material for Judy Garland’s latest
platter.
_
Eddie Heywood and his orchestra
have waxed “Begin The Beguine” and
“Lover Man.” Eddie is one of the
most popular pianists in America
today, and his arrangement of “Begin
The Beguine” is really something.

Victor:
Freddy Martin and his orchestra
have recorded “Dream” and “Every
Time.” Artie Wayne sings “Dream”
and Glenn Hughes dittoes on “Every
Time.” The latter tune was written
by the well-known radio maestro,
Gordon Jenkins.
Here’s Hal McIntyre and his boys
with “Sentimental Journey,^Ldone as
an instrumental, and “I’m Gonna See
My Baby,” sung by Ruth Gaylor.
Allan Jones, who hasn’t been on
wax since before the recording ban.
is back among the fold with “I Dream
Of You” and “I’ll Walk Alone.” It’s
a ten-inch disc on the Red Seal label.
“Carnegie Blues” and “My Heart
Sings,” with a Joya Sherill vocal, are
the tunes chosen by Duke Ellington
for his newest. “Carnegie” is an
Ellington original, and was first heard
as part of the Duke’s tone poem.
“Black, Brown and Beige.”
Charlie -Spivak and his orchestra
offer “Sweetheart Of All My Dreams."
the oldie which was revived in “ThirtySeconds Over Tokyo,” and “Yip. Yip.
De Hootie, My Baby Said Yes.” one of
the newer jump ditties. Irene Daye
does an excellent job with the lyrics
on both.

Capitol:
That jive girl, Ella Mae Morse,
jumps in with two novelty things.
“Captain Kidd” and “Ya’Betcha,” ac-

companied by Billy May’s orchestra.
Billy will be remembered as one of
the trumpet mainstays and arranger
for Major Glenn Miller’s civilian band.
The King Cole Trio has a smooth
twosome in “Bring Another Drink”
and “If You Can Smile and £Say Yes.”
This second tune is all about ration¬
ing. King Cole sings both sides.
Sing Queen Jo Stafford’s new one
is one of her very best. She does the
Johnny Mercer-Harold Arlen number,
“Out Of This World,” from the picture
of the same name, and “There Is No
You,” which was written by Hal
Hopper, one of the Pied Pipers, and
Tom Adair, and was introduced by
Frank Sinatra a few months ago.
Paul Weston’s orchestra and arrange¬
ments.
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Jam Notes:
Patti Palmer has left Jimmy Dorsey’s
band to await a visit from Sir Stork.
Patti is married to Jerry Lewis, wellknown night club comedian. At this
writing, Jimmy has made no replace- 1
ment. .. Crooner Dick Brown has had
his radio contract renewed.
It looks as if Harry James may land
the summer replacement show for his
present sponsor, Pabst Blue Ribbon
Beer. Harry is set to play an engage¬
ment at the Astor Roof in June, so
the show will probably air from New
York. Betty Grable has arranged her
picture schedule so that she can come f
east with her favorite trumpet player.
Anita O’Day has cut out from the
Stan Kenton band, and will work as
a single. She recently signed a solo
recording contract with Capitol . . .
Artie Shaw is back in Hollywood and
may do a picture if he can find a
script to his liking . . . Ziggy Talent,
who left the Vaughn Monroe band a
little over a year ago to go out on his
own, is back with his old boss.
It’s nice having Ethel Smith and her
Latin America ditties back on the Hit '
Parade, but I still miss Sinatra on that
program . .. Barry Ulanov, editor of
Metronome Magazine, is writing a
biography of Duke Ellington, which
will be published next fall ... Horace
Heidt is having trouble with his agents
and has junked his band, at least for
the time being. His trumpet star, j
Shorty Cherok, is organizing a new
band with some of Heidt’s men.
Sally Stuart has been ill and is
taking a leave of absence from the j
Sammy Kaye orchestra ... Hal Mc¬
Intyre may be overseas by the time
you read this . . . You characters in the
New York area may be interested to
know that Jill Warren (Oh! That’s
me) has a radio show every afternoon
over Station WHOM—new records
and lots of chit-chat about your
favorite musical personalities.
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Miss Fitzgerald’s solid sense would
i seem to have been partly native, parti ly engendered by her father, who is
quite a lad on his own record.
At the formative age of five, Ger¬
aldine came down to breakfast one
morning (in Dublin, Ireland or Eire)
after a brief illness and was greeted
by her male parent. It had long been
his habit to shake hands with each of
his four children in the morning, dur¬
ing the day if one of them happened
to have been absent for several hours,
and at night before they went upstairs
to bed.
On this particular morning. Father
Fitzgerald shook hands with Ger¬
aldine and said, “How are you this
morning.”
“I feel pretty well,” she began. “A
little weak and headache-ish, per¬
haps. ..”
Her father interrupted. “Never tell
anyone who says simply ‘How are
you?’ how your health is. The phrase
is used merely as a greeting and in¬
dicates no solicitude,” he said.
From that day, Geraldine has al¬
ways answered that particular phrase
with a blithe statement of general
excellence.
On another occasion, when Geral¬
dine was somewhat older, she and her
brothers and sister were awakened at
four o’clock in the morning and terse¬
ly ordered to the family bathroom. A
guest in the house had left discarded
clothing heaped in one corner, the
rugs in a state of uprising, and several
towels in saturated strands over the
fixtures. Gesturing majestically, the
father said, “I just wanted you to see
this. Never, under any circumstance,
do I want a child of mine to leave
a bathroom in such a shameful state.”
Then they were all herded back to
bed.
His insistence that his children pro¬
tect the welfare of others so that none
should be harmed by another’s mishap
took this form: whenever a glass or
a bit of china was broken (as fre¬
quently happens in a houseful- of
children) the breaker was instructed
to write a large note reading, “Broken
Glass In This Room,” and to leave the
warning in the doorway ON THE
FLOOR of the room in which particles
might still be lurking.
And by these and like machinations,
worked out by her remarkable dad,
Miss Fitzgerald’s fanciful personality
was lent the consideration for others
which would help her to cope with
a less imaginative world.
She has an uncanny gift for finding
things which other persons, not Ger¬
aldine, might regard as lost. As a child
she had this What seemed to her to
be unremarkable ability, to the extent
of answering casually questions about
what had. become of that book or that
school card or that key.
At a party one night she was dis¬
cussing this faculty when a dubious
hostess said, “Well, don’t make a mere
game of this thing. If you want to
prove that you can find a lost article,
locate my lost seedpearl necklace.”
“If I’m to do that,” said Miss Fitz¬
gerald, “will you give me permission
to go about, opening drawers? I shan’t
disturb the contents of the drawers
and the necklace may not be there at

all. But—in order to relax—I should
like to be able to move about, to open
things.”
This carte blanche granted, she
wandered through two rooms, preoccupiedly touching this drawer and that
cabinet. After a few moments she
went directly to the dining room,
without conscious volition, and re¬
moved the artificial fruit from a
decorative bowl on the table. In the
bottom of the bowl was the necklace.
Here and there Geraldine’s uncanny
accomplishment gained believers so
that one summer when she was a
guest on a boat, and one of the guests
lost a signet ring, she was encouraged
to find the ring. “I’ll tell you this,”
she said with assurance, “that ring
isn’t on this boat.”
That afternoon the party went up
to the Inn, where they were keeping
some of their gear and where they
took an occasional meal. Some small
voice within Geraldine said, “That
ring!” And there it was, in a far
corner, under a small bench and
stymied against a mouse’s doorway.
It had been just a trifle too large for
the entrance. Presumably the mouse
had sent for a corps of engineers and
the ring would have disappeared for¬
ever within a few hours.
Don’t think for a moment that this
ability of Geraldine’s is modified by
geography. Not so long ago she was
attending a party in Beverly Hills
when one of the guests exclaimed,
“I’ve lost my ring. I think it rolled
somewhere into the street gutter. We
looked ever so long, but it was gone.
Isn’t that sickening?”
The lady with the Christopher.
Columbus skill shook her head. “I
think the ring is somewhere in your
car,” she said. “If you’ll tell me which
is your car, I think I can find the
ring.”
As she was leaving the party,
Geraldine stopped at the indicated
automobile and gave the loss some
thought. It was too dark to see the
interior of the car, the seat, or the
floor, and neither Geraldine nor the
friend who was to take her home had
a flashlight, so the situation looked
fairly hopeless.
After a few moments, Finder Fitz¬
gerald said, “When you go back to
the party tell her that the ring is
lying between the two sections of the
divided front seat.”
“Did you see it?”
Geraldine said, “No, I can’t see it.
I can’t even feel it with my fingers,
but I know it’s there.”
It was. The owner located it the
next morning.
At present she is working on the
mysterious disappearance of a friend’s
cashmere sweater. She has this to say
about her insight: she thinks she must
have a supremely sensitive subcon¬
scious that simply picks up from the
depths of a loser’s mind the actually
known, but forgotten, circumstances
of a loss that give clues as to where
a thing may have been mislaid. Hers
would appear to be the knack of
penetrating beneath the surface of
another person’s mind.
Geraldine is also one of the few
persons in The States who has felt
the presence of a ghost. It happened.

of course, in Ireland—where such
things are commonplace. In her own
home in Dublin there are a number
of happy, sociable shades who waft
up and down the stairways, vaporize
in and out of rooms, and generally
take a kindly, if misty, interest in the
life of the household. At an early age
she grew accustomed to the sensation
of invisible personalities inhabiting a
room.
It was in England that she observed
the effect of rev'enants upon the com¬
posure of a friend. Virginia Welles
(first wife of Orson), Geraldine and
her husband were guests in one of
the great houses in England. It is a
massive pile of masonry, built around
a hollow square. So intense has super¬
natural activity been that one entire
wing of the house has been closed.
The current owner emphatically does
not believe in ghosts, even when his
guests are evicted from the library
by an irascible, elderly gentleman who
dissolves when the owner descends
upon him with punishment in mind.
(The elderly gentleman, incidentally,
is the owner’s deceased grandfather.)
Virginia Welles, “dying to see a
ghost" as Miss Fitzgerald says with a
twinkle, elected—when a guest in this
historic pile—to occupy a bedroom in
the older wing. Geraldine, convinced
and not wanting to spend a spooky
night, chose a bedroom, with her
husband, in the newer portion of the
house. A portion too recently smelling
of spirits of turpentine to be hos¬
pitable to spirits of torment.
Barely thirty minutes of the night
had elapsed when rapid footsteps
sounded along the corridor, followed
by a hurried knocking and Virginia
Welles’ breathless question, “Is it all
right with you for me to occupy the
little sitting room off your bedroom?”
Geraldine and her husband said,
“Of course. What happened?"
Nothing tangible, really. The room
was cold with a chill literally out of
this world. She closed the door of her
room. Three minutes later the door¬
knob turned, the door opened, and no
one was standing there. Virginia, at¬
tributing this phenomenon to drafts
in the corridor, simply closed the door
firmly and went on with her prepara¬
tions for the night. Four minutes later
the same inquisitive hand laid hold
of the knob, turned it, and opened
the door.
Exhilarated by this authentic bit of
hocus-pocus, Virginia climbed into
bed to read by candle-light, after
having turned out the gas burner.
“I know what happened next,”
Geraldine said. “Your candle was ex¬
tinguished by a poof! A very local
breeze. The curtains didn’t move.
Nothing in the room moved. But that
strong local poof put out the light.”
“Y-Y-Yes,” said Virginia. “So I
think I shall sleep near you.”
Then there is the case of Geraldine’s
friend who shall be called Agnes for
the logical reason that Agnes is not
her name. Agnes, as nearly as Geral¬
dine can diagnose the condition,
possesses actual double identity with
materialized bodies to match. This
division of personality appears to take
place only when Agnes is not physi¬
cally well in her normal self.
One
winter
she
had
flu
and
Geraldine took care of her. After hav¬
ing seen that her charge was com¬
fortably asleep. Geraldine and a friend
were seated before the living room
fire, talking softly, when Agnes—ap¬
parently standing in the same room

said, “Geraldine Please come here.
Geraldine!”
Geraldine ignored the voice, much
to the friend’s-discomfort. When the
call came a second and a third time,
the friend said, “Don’t you think you
should answer?”
“Come with me, I’ll show you,” said
Geraldine. They went back to Agnes’
room, awakened her by knocking, and
asked if she were all right. She was,
she said. She had been deeply asleep.
On another occasion, Geraldine and
a friend were lunching at a wonderful
little restaurant when Geraldine said,
“Agnes loves good food. We must be
sure to tell her about this place.”
“Why, there’s Agnes now,” said the
friend. Geraldine turned toward the
door. Agnes had entered the room.
She looked about, hesitated, then
turned slowly and left.
A few days later Geraldine called
to see Agnes and found her ill again.
“Why didn’t you speak to us when you
were in that quaint restaurant the
other day? We had just been saying
that you must be told about it, when
you walked in,” Geraldine said.
Agnes looked bewildered “I haven’t
been out of the house for a week.” she
said “I’ve been much too ill.”
This is the sort of fascinating con¬
versation. based upon
fascinating
experience, that her friends are ac¬
customed to hearing from Geraldine
Fitzgerald. The stories she has to tell
are legion, each one more piquant
than the last.
Even her hobbies are unique. In
the corner of her living room stands
a three-panel screen that looks like
“Ireland’s answer to Salvadore Dali.”
The screen, of ply-board, was or¬
iginally painted a bright blue. Against
this background are pasted literally
hundreds of swatches of bright’paper.
“That,” explained Miss Fitzgerald, “is
my war memorial.”
Her husband, as you already know,
is stationed in Eire and she hasn’t
seen him for two years, although their
letters fly back and forth like soupedup birds. Sometimes, between worry
for him and worry for her family,
Geraldine can’t sleep. “I don’t take
sleeping tablets because they’re so bad
for the teeth,” she has told friends.
“Instead, I get a magazine and a pair
of scissors and get busy.”
She clips the unlettered portions
of colored advertisements from maga¬
zines, runs a paste brush over some
section of the screen, and sets the
lithographed mosaic in place Three
panels are fairly well covered at the
present time. When all available space
is surrealist with memories of Coty,
Bodies By Fisher, Harper’s svelte
ladies, in segmented sections, Geral¬
dine plans to varnish the surface so
that nothing but a panorama of color
will smite the eye.
“Then, every time I look at the
screen when the war is over, I’ll say
to myself. I lived through that. I can
live through anything.’ ”
Geraldine’s current picture at War¬
ner’s is “Three Strangers”—in itself
an eerie undertaking. It tells the story
of three dubious characters who buy
a sweepstakes ticket, actually win a
fortune, but are unable to collect their
money. Why they are barred from
realizing their frantic ambition con¬
stitutes the plot of the story.
Geraldine likes it because it is
unique, quaint, a little out of this
world. A description which exactly
fits the star herself.
The
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HEN you step out into the summer
scene, you should be all set to steal
the show. One look at Esther Williams,
at ease on the diving board, will show
you just what we mean. Lengthen that
look-see, study her streamlined stems,
her pretty pedal extremities, and start
pondering over your own newly notice¬
able feet and legs.
Imagine that you’re Esther, teaching
Van to swim in “Thrill of a Romance”.
Now, catch your breath and start doing
a few of the things she obviously did
first.
For comely contour from hip to heel,
try daily exercise and nightly massage.
Swimming, walking and riding a bike
all help to develop muscles with care¬
fully controlled curves—help to get rid
of flabby fat too.
Covering the correct contour, you
should have silky-soft skin, as well
cared for as your smooth hands and
face.
Some form of hair removal is a must.
So—depending on how rapidly your
leg fuzz puts in its appearance, make
a date with a depilatory, a razor or
4 ‘orocor”

Depilatories are fragrant creams
which you spread thickly over the
hairy area, allow to dry and rinse off.
leaving a satiny surface. Erasers have
a firm way with fuzz too. These gentle
friction pads, rubbed lightly over the
skin in a circular sweep, bring about
“baldness” in nothing flat.
A razor is quick and convenient, too,
but be sure to wipe it and your legs
with antiseptic before you swoop
downward with quick, short strokes.
Another “slick” trick is the rosinous
wax treatment. Some waxes are heated
first; some are not. All are spread over
the hairy surface, allowed to dry and
jerked off in long strips, lifting out the
hair from beneath the skin.
Once your legs are hair-free, keep
them bump and flake-free. Scrub hard
every day at bathtime, using lots of
soapy suds on a stiff brush. Lotion them
lovingly after each immersion. Mas¬
sage them magnificently once or twice
a week with dry skin cream.
There you are—just like Esther!
Shapely, smooth and soft. NOW, for
glamour, a complete pedicure to com¬
plete a very pretty picture.

Prevent that hard — lirvd — drawn look
by wearing OC1ILENS—the restful sun¬
glasses that banish unsightly “squintwrinkles” and that help give your eyes
the “health-sparkle” that brings admir¬
ing comment. For sports & street ivear.
VJtrmtmmSr Smm-Sqmtmt. Smm-Bkmr, and Smm Clare
without Masking Clear Vision anti Trssr Color
Value*. Choose the OCt'l.EHS Stylo that will frame
yomr eyes most astraetioely—at yams fatmntt osaoa

Hair is a
e TAdtitutrli Compton*
Company, New York
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JOAN CAULFIELD
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 311

father, Henry R. Caulfield, could well
afford to send her to the private and
parochial schools she attended, and
later, Columbia University in New
York City. She grew up enjoying the
privileges and little luxuries familiar
to any moderately well-to-do family,
and when in high school she decided
she wanted to become an actress, the
family may have been amused but
they never discouraged her ambition.
The only complaints she received
numbered exactly two: a general
family one concerning her voice
lesson exercises practised in the bath¬
room; and a specific one from her
older sister, Mary, who finally ob¬
jected to Joan’s monopolizing the
attention of her—Mary’s—beau when
he came a-calling by talking inter¬
minably and grandiosely of the “thea-tuh”, and illustrating some of the
picturesque points of the Stanislawsky
method.
“Ham” was their word for it.
For all they kidded her, however,
the entire family was deeply sympa¬
thetic with Joan’s aspirations, and was
properly and genuinely thrilled at her
success in “Kiss and Tell.” The same
moral support, in fact, is in evidence
today; Mrs. Caulfield is making a
home for Joan in Hollywood while
Mr. Caulfield and younger sister,
Betty, hold the fort in New Jersey.
Betty replaced Joan in the “Kiss and
Tell” lead, and sister Mary has since
married.
Joan made her first semi-pro¬
fessional appearance on the stage in
the Columbia University production
of “Witch Hunt” staged by the Morningside Players. With it she received
her first and only bad notice, a sharp
reprimand to the effect that “Miss
Caulfield spoke her lines as if they
were machine made.”
Her critic was a fellow student at
the university, and he lived to rue his
words. Some time later he himself
essayed to play a role in one of the
school plays, opposite Joan. It was
not a fortuitous move on his part,
because the Caulfields, like the ele¬
phants, never forget.
“Of course it v. .isn’t on purpose,”
Joan grinned in recollection. “It just
happened that I fed him the wrong
cue lines, and it just happened that
I upstaged him. Somehow he kept
getting all mixed up!”
Being no dummy, Joan knew she
had a good figure and was photogenic
as all get-out; snapshots and class
pictures had proved that. “Actually
I’m not beautiful, I just look beautiful
in pictures,” she still insists. Actually
she’s all wrong; she both looks beauti¬
ful and is beautiful, which doesn’t al¬
ways happen as a matter of course.
Again being no dummy, Joan real¬
ized a little extra money always comes
in handy to young ladies in school.
Adding the two factors brought the
obvious answer of a job as a model.
Therefore she went to work during
off hours as a Conover model (Start
at the top is her motto!) specializing
in college girl clothes, size 11. At the
end of 18 months .she had worked up
to the $10 an hour bracket, gained
quite a reputation along with other
well-known models like Kay Aldridge
and Jinx Falkenburg, and had her
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picture on the cover of Life. It was the
May 11, 1942 issue and she was illus¬
trating the new fluffy blouse fashion.
About this time she decided to
abandon college in favor of the stage.
Never one to favor the indirect route,
she walked boldly into the office of
George Abbott, a top N. Y. producer,
without so much as a note of intro¬
duction. Quite by chance, of course,
she carried under her arm the May
11, 1942 issue of Life. The receptionist
flatly stated Mr. Abbott was granting
no interviews, caught a glimpse of the
magazine cover, and arranged an
audition. Two days later Joan had a
role—a small one, but a role!—in
Abbott’s forthcoming musical, “Beat
The Band.” Look out, Cornell, Hep¬
burn, Hayes, Fontanne et al, here I
come!
It almost turned out to be “She
went that-a-way!” Her family was in
the audience on the opening night of
the usual try-out of the play in New
Haven, and the family reaction was
something to behold. Father thun¬
dered, Mother almost swooned, and
sister Mary was fit to be tied. For
little Joan, the sheltered darling of
Orange, New Jersey, was evoking ap¬
preciative whistles from Yale as she
sexily undulated across the stage, clad
in the sheerest of pink and black
scanties and flipping risque lines with
the nonchalance of a veteran!
Fortunately for the family, “Beat
The Band” lasted only eight weeks
on Broadway, but it resulted in Joan’s
getting the coveted lead of Corliss
Archer in Abbott’s next production,
“Kiss and Tell,” and subsequently, in
May of 1943, her present contract with
Paramount. That contract, incidental¬
ly, permitted her to complete the
additional year for which she was
signed for “Kiss and Tell,” which
brought her to Hollywood in May of
1944. Within a few weeks she was
neck deep in “Susie Slagle,” and after
the first day’s rushes, Paramount was
saying, “Bro-o-o-ther!”
Sister Betty, 18, currently is play¬
ing the lead in “Kiss and Tell” which
Joan vacated in favor of Hollywood.
The Caulfield girls obviously know
what they want—and more important,
how to get it—for Betty long had
refused another role in the play. “I
want Joan’s role or nothing, and I’ll
wait until it’s open,” she insisted. She

waited 14 months while Joan’s fate
star became brighter with every per¬
formance.
It was during the first weeks of her
heady success that Joan learned how
little she impressed her family as a
great new star, for all the N. Y. critics
were chanting her praises, and she
learned the hard way. The first lesson
came on the morning that she decided
her new importance entitled her to
breakfast in bed, a la the queen.
“Stuff and nonsense!” Mrs. Caul¬
field cut her down to size. “You get
up, young lady, and come down to
the table with the rest of us!” Joan
breakfasted en famille.
The second lesson came when she
languidly refused a telephone call at
home, asking Mary to inform the
caller she was “not in” and to take
his name.
“Get you!” Mary snorted at Joan,
and then told the caller, “Joan’s home.
Just a minute and I’ll call her.
J-O-A-N!” Joan answered the phone.
The final lesson came when Joan
was discussing her financial affairs
with her father and was bemoaning
the inroads that taxis from home to
the theater were making on her al¬
lowance.
“The buses are still running,” Mr.
Caulfield said. “I would suggest you
use them.” Joan took the bus.
There was no beef, however, when
she spent a fat option check from
Paramount on a mink coat. It was her
right, they felt, and she was entitled
to the splurge. Ironically, it was Joan
herself who became critical of wear¬
ing the mink, especially to the theater.
“Makes me look like an obnoxious
young show-off, especially in front of
some of the older actresses who
haven’t been quite so lucky,” Joan
reasoned. “Besides, I’m supposed to be
a 15-year-old girl in the play, and
what would fans think if they saw
me flouncing around in mink? I’ll
save it for Hollywood.”
Now that she’s in Hollywood she
hasn’t worn it half a dozen times, and
then only on orders from her agent
who told her she ought to go in for
a little more glamour.
It wasn’t only from her family that
Joan learned discipline and conduct
becoming a rising young actress. She
well remembers the Sunday she was
deliberately late in arriving at the
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theater, after church. It would add to
her prestige and importance, she
figured, if an entire company had to
wait for her, and everyone would
be in a tizzy wondering where she
was, and if anything had happened
to her.
“Just a minute, Joan,” the furious
stage manager halted her as she
strolled in. Then he assembled the
entire company on the stage. Turning
to Joan, he said, “You have been
deliberately and inexcusably rude to
all of these ladies and gentlemen, and
you will apologize to them here and
now!”
Contritely, and with a new under¬
standing of her personal responsibili¬
ties towards the theater and her fellow
players, Joan apologized. She was
never late again, and to this day makes
almost a phobia of being prompt for
any and all appointments.
Joan lives a bit more quietly than
most of the young actresses her age in
Hollywood, possibly because she is so
intensely serious about her work as
to give it most of her time and atten¬
tion. She has no steady beau, prefer¬
ring to play the field in escorts; but
she has definite ideas of what she
likes and doesn’t like. She doesn’t
like spoiled men who have to be
humored and catered to all the time.
Disliking overdressed women, she
stresses sports clothes in her own
wardrobe, and feels most at ease in
the simple skirt and sloppy joe
sweater ensemble so popular with the
late teen-agers. She looks about that
age, too, when she wears it.
There is nothing startling about her
other tastes. They are, indeed, quite
orthodox—and include a liking for
tennis, the rhumba, the movies, and
Chinese food, especially moo goo gai
pen. She sings a little in a voice she
describes as a vague cross between
soprano and contralto, and her high
school French is about what you’d
expect. As a fan she is crazy about
the Hitchcock type of psychological
thriller-dillers, but as an actress she
yearns for the Joan Fontaine kind
of roles. Among stage actresses, Mar¬
garet Sullavan enchants her com¬
pletely.
There is something startling, how¬
ever, about the ferocity of her
determination to learn to dance so
superbly as to qualify as a dancing
partner of the great Draper. And
therein, I think, lies the key to her
character. That she had to start from
scratch appalled her, I know, but it
did not deter her. Day after day, week
after week, she reported (and still is
reporting) for a three-hour lesson
each morning. Day after day she
worked, struggled and sweated under
the demanding tutelage of Josephine
Earl, the studio dance coach, and the
sympathetic help of Joel Friend (why
doesn’t Paramount do right by him?
He’s young, good looking, and what
a dancer!) who served as her partner.
Fast taps, ballet, and tricky ballroom
routines were thrown at her to absorb
and master in quick succession, and
master them she has. The accomplish¬
ment is unbelievable unless you see
it, as I did in the rehearsal hall, and
as I’ll wager you will in “Blue Skies.”
A lesser spirit would have whined
under the grinding ordeal, or given up
in black discouragement. To Joan,
however—
“It’s fun, wonderful fun! Think of
it! I, Joan Caulfield, can dance!”
She, Joan Caulfield, is quite a gal.
*

The End
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"I lost 77 pounds in 6 months!
—says Mrs. Jane Ende of Rock Island, III.
“Most women worry when their weight
goes up just a few pounds,” says Mrs.
Jane Ende. “Can you imagine, then, how
I felt—watching those scales go up ... UP
... UP! until I actually weighed 202. I
think my greatest jolt came when I went
to buy a dress and had to take a size 44.
Right then was when I decided to start the
DuBarry Success Course.”
The first six weeks she lost 30 pounds.
She kept right on and went through her
course again and again. Today she weighs
just 125—is slim, trim, attractive.
“Life is very different now” she declares.
“I look and feel as a young woman of 28
should. I can wear smart, stylish, youth¬
ful dresses in size 14 instead of matronly
44.1 have the pep and vitality to keep up
with and enjoy my two children. And I
know that following the DuBarry way, I
need never be overweight again.”

MRS. JANE ENDE’S MEASUREMENTS TELL THE STORY
Weight
Height
Bust
Abdomen
Hip
Thigh

Before
202 lbs.
6'3%"
42*4"
44"
46"
26^"

After Total Change
125 lbs. 77 lbs. less
1"
5'4%"
8"
less
34%"
12"
less
32"
34%"
less
20"
6%" less
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skirts and gayly colored sash, trying
turns, dips and abrupt halts. Utterly
absorbed, she stood before her dress¬
ing room mirror trying out expressions
for the untamed Indian maid of Niven
Busch’s story. Now, she held her
mouth slightly open, revealing the
flash of perfect white teeth against
her dark make-up; now, her eyes slid
to one side; now, she looked up from
under dropped eyelids. She was imag¬
ining herself into the part of a wanton
charmer.
“I’m experimenting,” she confessed,
when she became aware of me. “My
director, Mr. King Vidor, may have
other ideas about this character. We’ll
develop it and work it out. The grand
thing about every part I’ve done on
the screen is that they’re all different,
and not one is like the real me.
“This girl is a wild creature, very,
very sexy, but quite unconscious of
her appeal; she’s as natural as an
animal, a wild animal. She rides like
an Indian and dances like a savage;
she lives and loves with tremendous
abandon. Her looks and actions, her
walk and her ways are nothing like
mine.
“Bernadette was a peasant girl, too,
of course, but she was different. She
wasn’t a nun like the sisters at school,
so I didn’t try to pattern her on any
of the sisters I know. Mr. King told
me that Bernadette was not a ‘holier
than thou’ sort of person, she was
simple and childlike all her life;
things happened around her, not to
her.”
Jennifer doesn’t think that Jane in
“Since You Went Away” was like
Phylis Isley at the same age. (Phylis
Isley was Jennifer’s name before Mr.
Selznick rechristened her.) She speaks
of Jane as “so much younger.” Jane
was seventeen. I suppose half a dozen
years does seem a long time at
Jennifer’s age.
“I wasn’t like that at seventeen,”
she assured me, earnestly, “but none
of the girls at home were. When we
lived in Garden City, Long Island, I
used to see high school girls in their
bobby sox, saddle shoes and sweaters,
who acted like the girl in the picture.
Then, too, Shirley Temple was nearer
the age I was playing than I was—
she was sixteen—so I studied Shirley
and her friends.”
That crush on the older man was
real, she admits. We’ve all had those.
Never having been an amnesia vic¬
tim, Jennifer couldn’t have been like
Singleton in “Love Letters.” “She was
a girl with no inhibitions. She didn’t
remember anything in her past, all
she had was future; she said what she
thought, had no reserves, did as she
pleased, and was always thoroughly
honest,” explained Jennifer. “When I
first read the script, it seemed to me
that her condition was ideal, I couldn’t
think why she wanted to remember,
she was so right as she was. The story
explains that. It was fun to do
Singleton. I’d like to be as straight¬
forward as she was, always.”
Forty miles east of Tucson, Arizona,
lies the location site for “Duel In The
Sun.” Construction of five miles of
road and three bridges was necessary
to reach it, and a crew of carpenters
has been busy erecting a twenty-room

ranch house and other sets for the
picture.
Jennifer is delighted at the idea of
living on the desert. Everything new
excites her. She’s taking the children,
and plans to have them learn to ride
while there. Robert, Jr., and Michael,
small replicas of their father, Robert
Walker, can hardly wait. After all,
real Westerners ride as soon as they
can sit up, and the boys are three and
four years old.
Their mother is like another child
when she’s with them, entering into
their games, taking everything they
say seriously, and, on the other hand,
able to go right on studying, reading,
practicing or conversing while they
riot around her. Once her best friend,
on hand to wave farewell to Jennifer’s
parents when they took the little boys
to Palm Springs for a week-end,
sighed: “Well, at last we can talk—
we’re free of the Keystone Kops! We
can hear each other— Hallelujah!”
Jennifer was hurt. “Have you al¬
ways felt that way?” she asked, tears
starting in her velvety eyes.
“Darling, of course I have! I love
the kids—you know I do—but you
and I have business together. We can’t
get anything done when Bobby is
hammering over here and Michael is
pounding over there, and both of them
are yelling at the top of their lungs.”
The young star changed the subject,
but next day in the midst of a con¬
versation she suddenly said: “I know
what you mean about us. When both
the boys and I are in one room it
does sound like a great many people.”
She tries hard to be a good mother,
to bring up her boys with proper
discipline; but things don’t always
turn out as she plans. In great agita¬
tion, the other morning, she called up
a studio friend: “Michael was naughty
last night. He simply wouldn’t eat his
supper, and it was the right supper
for him, all the books say so. Well,
he wouldn’t touch it, so I made him
go to bed. And this morning he has
a COLD!”
Those who have had dinner at
Jennifer’s when the maids were ab¬
sent insist that the star can set out
a delectable meal, but Jennifer asserts
that she posi-tively can’t cook. “I
can’t cook because I don’t like to,”
she said, honestly. “You have to enjoy
doing a thing before you’re any good
at it. But if ever I have a little girl,
she’ll be taught everything about a
house, including how to put meals to¬
gether. When you’re a child you’re
interested in anything, and cooking
well could grow to be a habit.”
The Motion Picture Industry War
Activities Committee recently award¬
ed Jennifer the gold medal of honor
for her work in the war effort. She
serves actively as nurse’s aide, and
has toured the country on behalf of
the Red Cross, Treasury Department
and home nursing organizations.
“Everyone should take the nurse’s
aide course,” she cried, enthusiastical¬
ly, when I mentioned this. “It’s won¬
derful to know how to cope with the
accidents all children have. Do you
know, I couldn't even take a tempera¬
ture when I enrolled? Now I do lots
of things—especially can I make a
bed right! Trouble is, when you really

know how it should be done, nobody
else ever does it to please you!”
When Mrs. Walter Lippman thanked
her for her services while she was in
Washington, Jennifer looked at her,
wide-eyed. “Why I haven’t done
much!” she replied. “When I joined
the nurse’s aides, I told them I
couldn’t keep regular hours, on ac¬
count of pictures, but I’d serve as
often as I could. I sometimes managed
to be there three times a week, but
not every week. Yes, I’ve gone on
tours and visited hospitals, but that
isn’t work. The real grind is being on
duty day in, day out. My part was
fun.”
Since she took the early shift at the
hospital, most of her duties consisted
in giving baths to patients. The first
time she was on her own, she was
assigned to bathe an old soldier. Her
hands shook; she chewed her lip while
she endeavored to roll him over so
that a clean sheet could be inserted
beneath him; she handled the patient
as if she thought he’d break.
“Hey,” he said at length, “you’re
new at this, ain’t you?”
Jennifer swallowed. “Y-yes, I’m
new,” she admitted, “but I can do it!”
She meant it when she called her
tours fun. In Washington, dressed in
her nurse’s aide uniform, she visited
hospital after hospital, talking to the
sick and wounded. When she first
entered a ward, the men didn’t know
she was more than a pretty young
aide, and they usually talked unself¬
consciously with her for some time
before the rumor got around that she
was a picture star. By that time, they
felt they knew her. She didn’t try to
entertain, as she neither sings nor
dances professionally.
A very special social date had been
arranged with a prominent Capital
hostess one night, and her companion
reminded her at five p. m. that she
must break away and get dressed for
the affair. “Can’t we just skip the
dinner?” she asked. “This is really
important!”
Her approach to life is the young
approach. She enjoyed those tours be¬
cause they were new adventures, no
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matter what odd hours she had to
keep, what weather she encountered,
how many trains and buses jolted her,
how many weary waits at dismal sta¬
tions fell to her lot. When Mr. and
Mrs. Phil Isley, her parents, borrowed
the children for a trip shortly after
her return, Jennifer excitedly called
up Anita Colby, who had accompanied
her on her tours. “Come over and
stay all night,” she urged. “It’ll be
just like being on the road again!”
“On the road!” groaned The Face,
“that’s all you need to say to keep
me home. The road—those dreary
trains—those ghastly hours—that aw¬
ful food—”
“Why, it was lovely!” said the sur¬
prised Jennifer.
Here’s another patch of truth about
Jennifer Jones. She “wants to know.”
Now that she’s taking piano lessons
again, her interest in music has been
awakened. She reads the life of the
composer while she listens to his
music, trying to understand the man
so she can understand what he’s try¬
ing to express.
Right now she “wants to know” all
about Indian halfbreeds, how they feel
and think.
Her home town is proud of her
success. “Where,” writes her mother,
almost weekly, “is that autographed
picture for the man at the drugstore?
—or the man who used to sell you
books?—or your Latin teacher?” Or
whoever it is.
To Jennifer, autographing pictures
is hard work, because she likes to say
just the right thing to each person;
sometimes it takes her hours to think
of a phrase. She went to Henry
Kaiser’s shipyards to attend a ship
launching not long ago. The ship¬
builders sang a song composed for the
occasion, called “Smooth Sailing.”
Jennifer thought it inspiring. When
she went back to the studio to select
and autograph pictures for the men at
the yards, she was days worrying over
the best thing to write.
“Good luck—Best always—oh no,
Smooth Sailing, how’s that? Or do you
think Good luck, God Bless—that’s
what my best friend says!” She toiled
over them for the better part of a
week.
“I had my fortune told once,” she

observed, twisting a curl around her
finger in her favorite manner. “The
woman said: ‘You’ll never be a deep
thinker, but you’ll live a charmed
life.’ ”
She didn’t think she had a charmed
life wrhen she was yearning to play
Claudia on the screen, and not getting
anywhere. She got a test when David
Selznick signed her to a contract, but
she knew his office didn’t think she
was good enough for the role. Rose
Franken, as was her custom, invited
Jennifer down to her farm for a week¬
end to coach her for the test. To Rose,
Claudia was a blonde, so she suggested
that Jennifer lighten her hair.
“Oh no, I couldn’t!” cried Jennifer.
“Well, then, let’s cut it. Claudia has
short hair.”
“Oh no, no! I don’t want it cut. I
can’t part with it!” She hugged her
head. At the time, she wore her hair
something like Lauren Bacall’s, fairly
straight with just a soft natural curl,
the mass falling over her back and
shoulders. Miss Franken insisted, and
Jennifer sat before the mirror weep¬
ing while they chopped off just a little
of her crowning glory and dressed it
so that it looked short. She hated it so
much that she didn’t care whether
she played Claudia or not. That who
cares feeling helped her through the
test, for though she went home and
told Bob that she was terrible, simply
terrible, and wasn’t going to see the
test, he attended the showing and
said: “You’re wonderful!” The test is
now said to be so good that it’s shown
to screen students as an example.
Jennifer curled up like a kitten on
her dressing room couch, still twisting
that tortured curl. “I don’t know if
I believe in Fate,” she pondered. “I
haven’t thought deeply enough to
know. But I think I must believe in
Luck in this town, for directors tell
me there’s a frightening lot of talent
walking the boulevards now which no
one will ever see. Only those who
get breaks succeed.... So it must be
Luck with me!”
editor’s note: Verse at the beginning
of this article from “The Lady’s
Reward’’ in THE PORTABLE DORO¬
THY PARKER. Reprinted by permis¬
sion of the Viking Press, Inc., New
York.
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Kay Williams,
with Mr. and

Leo the Lip Durocher (there are marriage rumors for this pair) dining
Mrs. Allan Jones (Irene Hervey, remember?) at the Stork in New York.

THAT MAN HOAGY
/CONTINUED FROM PAGE 401

from song spinner to scene stealer.
A
star-discoverer
of
note,
Mrs.
Hawks was frightened into ‘discover¬
ing’ Hoagy. She was out visiting
Hoagy’s wife, Ruth, one afternoon, and
it happened to be one of Hoagy’s ‘at
garden’ days. Whenever a gardener
comes to work on the Carmichael
grounds, nothing in this world can
prevent Hoagy from going out and
getting into the gardener’s way. He
goes fully equipped, heavy gloves,
clippers, shears, everything.
This day, he wanted to get some sun,
so besides the clippers, shears, and
gloves, all he wore was a brief pair
of shorts and some sandals. He is an
enthusiastic if haphazard gardener,
and for a couple of hours he’d been
throwing himself heart and hide into
the mud around the Carmichael roses.
Dejected over the apparent lack of
cooperation on the part of the plants
to produce blooms, Hoagy came wan¬
dering into the house plaintively
bellowing for Ruth and brandishing
his shears.
Mrs. Hawks took a look, decided
perhaps that her visit definitely
needed curtailing. Offering Ruth her
sympathies, she left hurriedly. But
Hoagy with the rumpled hair had
made a strong impression on her.
Later, when Mr. Hawks was futilely
searching for an actor for the coveted
part of Cricket the dissolute piano
player in To HAHN, Mrs. H. sug¬
gested Hoagy. He could play the piano,
she knew, and he could sing—and,
she added, he looked the part. Mr.
Hawks agreed to test him.
They called Hoagy, only to find he
had left for New York on business.
A telephone call brought him back
for the test, and a contract. Hoagy had
had a previous taste of things cine¬
matic in “Topper,” when he appeared
in a brief scene with Connie Bennett
and George Brent. He had also been
in a few ‘shorts’ featuring his music.
But the part of Cricket got under his
skin, and the blessed touch of ham in
Hoagy rose to the surface. The taste
of grease paint is habit-forming. If
this had all started out for kicks, it
rapidly developed into a serious and
sincere urge to make a success in
this new field. Hoagy’s the kind of
a guy who has the happy faculty of
throwing himself wholeheartedly into
whatever he’s doing—whether it’s
writing a hit song, arguing a law
case, acting, or gardening.
As Cricket he was in there pitching
opposite some terrific competition in
the form of Bogart and Lauren Ba¬
call. Hollywood critics fell out ap¬
plauding his sound characterization
and complete naturalness. So Cricket
was only the beginning. Once the
preview raves were out, the rush was
on. One role was enough to convince
the guys in the know that Hoagy was
potentially as great a screen success
as he has been during the past fifteen
years writing sixty or seventy hit
songs that have kept squares and
hepcats, alike, tapping their toes and
warbling his melodies.
RKO got in the first bid for Hoagy
to play Celestial O’Brien in “Johnny
Angel,” the George Raft-Signe Hasso
Starrer. He equals, if not surpasses, his
part of Cricket in this new role. He’s

a wistful-looking little guy in a
seersucker uniform with that lock of
hair falling down on his forehead
under his taxi cap. His voice, just
above a whisper, sometimes couldn’t
even be heard from the edge of the
set, but it picks up on the sound track
but terrific!
He’s not abandoning music simply
because he’s started on a new career.
He has planted songs in both his
pictures. “How Little We Know” in
To HAHN was his, as were a couple
of other songs and much of the back¬
ground music. In “Johnny Angel,” his
new “Memphis In June” is a featured
song. Besides that, he has “Baltimore
Oriole,” “My Christmas Song For
You,” and many other new ones which
have spilled off his prolific pen in the
past few months.
His whole life has been charac¬
terized by that sort of tenacity of
purpose which brings him success in
anything he tries. Not only is he one
of the top song writers, but he was
for a time a successful attorney, a
business man (he has his own song
publishing company), a pianist, and
an orchestra leader.
That man Hoagy was born in
Bloomington, Indiana, into a home
where music was a strong influence.
His mother was an excellent pianist
and Hoagy played by ear from the
time he was 11. His folks wanted him
to be a business man, and he took a
law degree at the University of
Indiana. Here he was occasionally a
problem to the authorities, always
organizing some deal like the Royal
Order of Bent Eagles (a jazz frater¬
nity), or he was smuggling suitcases
of champagne to Indiana from New
York to pay his law school tuition.
For kicks he organized a dance band
which turned out to be a paying
proposition, source of expense money.
He played hot piano with the mirac¬
ulous gang of hepcats of that time.
Miff Mole, Frankie Trumbauer, the
Dorsey and the DeMarcus brothers,
and the immortal Bix Biederbecke, a
close pal of The Hoag (who was then
known to his cronies as Hogwash
McCorkle).
His first song was published in 1924,
“Riverboat Shuffle.” He wrote two
others soon after, “Boneyard Shuffle”
and “Washboard Blues.” “Washboard”
introduced him to Paul Whiteman, and
a close enduring friendship developed.
He was offered a spot with a music
publishing company when he grad¬
uated, but he was determined to hang
out his shingle and get to work break¬
ing wills and marriages. He went
south to Miami, Florida, which was
then strictly boom town stuff, and
did a booming business in courtrooms.
But that old rhythm chair had him.
He started writing tunes again, began
playing piano, and the Case of Doe
vs. Doe, Incompatibility, got lost in
the shuffle. He went north when the
Florida bubble burst, playing in dance
halls for awhile, and then returning
to Indianapolis to give law another
whirl.
On a trip home to Bloomington, he
wrote a new jazz piece. Friend
Stewart Gorrell thought up a title for
it, a word Hoagy never had heard,
“Stardust.” Publishers assigned lyri-
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cist Mitchell Parrish to supply lyrics
to replace Hoagy’s not-too-good ones.
For three years the tune got nowhere.
Then after musician friends plugged
it, and Isham Jones recorded it, it
began to catch on.
Hoagy had been working for $12
a week in the Chase National Bank,
and for the Strauss Investment Co.,
which failed, impressing on Hoagy
the vagaries of the business world.
If life and income were to be
uncertain, they might as well be un¬
certain while you were doing what
you wanted to do. The coincidental
rise to popularity of “Stardust,” with
the accompanying royalty checks, was
the final point in deciding Hoagy in
favor of a composing career.
Hoagy’s songs finally brought him
to Hollywood for studio work, and he
established his home here, turning
out such hits as “Rockin’ Chair,” “Sky¬
lark,” “Small Fry,” “Blue Orchids,”
“Two Sleepy People,” “I Get Along
Without You Very Well,” “Lamp¬
lighter Serenade,” “Little Old Lady,”
“Lazybones” (which he and Johnny
Mercer wrote in 20 minutes), “Music
Master,” and about six dozen others.
His own favorite, he believes, is
“Little Old Lady.” The song which he
thought should have been a much
bigger hit than it was, is “One Morn¬
ing In May,” which was not too wellreceived.
On a trip to New York, Hoagy dated
a former Indiana girlfriend and she
brought her kid sister along for the
ride. The sister was a model, Ruth
Meinardi. The ride continued, but with
Ruth and Hoagy alone. They were
married in 1936, have two sons, Hoagy
Bix (after Bix Biederbecke) and
Randy Bob. They live in a lovely
rambling home in Beverly Hills.
Among Hoagy’s most cherished
possessions are a group of small china
figurines representing various oldfashioned musicians, which Ruth gave
him for a present. Too, he prizes his
record collection in which there are
many priceless collectors’ items, in¬
cluding a first pressing of “Stardust,”
which was recorded through horns
with Hoagy singing his original lyrics.
He has every Bix Biederbecke record¬
ing ever made.
His Sunday night radio program,
“Open House At Hoagy’s,” is enjoying
gratifying popularity. Hoagy sings,
reads lines, and discusses his music
and his screen roles. In his spare
time he is revising a 75,000-word
manuscript, “Jazzbanders,” a book
which he has written about his old
jazz cronies. He has a keen sense of
humor, is witty, restless, and nervous.
He has insomnia. His main extrava¬
gance is the stock market. (There is
probably some connection.)
Hoagy confounds experts who main¬
tain experience is the sole basis for
fine acting. Perhaps the reason is that
he is the character instead of acting it.
The End
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GOING. GOING. GONE—WITH TOP
HAT:
Alexander Kirkland, Broadway star
and reoently divorced husband of
Gypsy Rose Lee, returned to Hollywood
to dispose of 12 rooms full of antique
furniture.
This announcement was
carried in all metropolitan daily Los
Angeles papers, of course, and one
writing wag suggested that the auc¬
tioneer placard the beds: “Gypsy Rose
Lee Slept Here."
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THE CLOCK (M-G-M) is a fine showcase
for “the return of Private Hargrove”
—namely Bob Walker—and with Judy
Garland as the girlfriend he makes
a fine job of being a bewildered G. I.
from somewhere in the Mid-West, ar¬
riving in The Big City for the first
time and blinking his eyes at all the
tall buildings. It presents an appeal¬
ing situation, the boy who’s in New
York on a last 48-hour leave, about to
be shipped overseas, and meeting the
girl he wants to marry. The trouble
is, this picture breaks the most funda¬
mental rule for what makes a good
story—being only a situation.
Search as you will, through all the
series of overdrawn incidents, and you
won’t find what classifies as a plot.
Perhaps none was intended. Perhaps
the purpose was no more than to
portray a tender snatch of life from
everyday living; but even granting
that to be the case, the criticism is:
it’s overextended. It’s also senti¬
mental, it’s also more-than-sometimes-monotonous.
With all due appreciation of the
script problem which confronted Di¬
rector Vincente Minnelli, we say Pres¬
ton Sturges could have handled the as¬
signment far better; for he’d have im¬
proved the telling of the real-life tale
by compromising naturalism with the
high farce of sharp satire . . . which
might have helped.
IT HAPPENED IN SPRINGFIELD (War.
ner Bros.), with Andrea King, Warren
Douglas, Charles Drake, John Qualen,
William Forrest and Arthur Hohl, is
a special featurette based upon the
famous Springfield plan.
And what’s that? In Springfield,
Mass., there’s an organized fight for
racial tolerance. Children are actually
taught to live American democracy, at
the • Charles Brookings School in
Springfield. There’s adult education in
democratic principles, too.
A 20-minute short which will start
you thinking, and keep you thinking
for a long time afterward!
THOSE ENDEARING YOUNG CHARMS
(RKO-Radio), is a smart, modern roman¬
tic comedy based on the 1944 Broad¬
way hit of the same name. Robert
Young is the Air Corps Lt., described
as “a smoothie,” who attempts to steal
a girl (Laraine Day) away from a
former buddy. Falling in love with
her wasn’t according to plan, but it
happened.
The place, New York City; the
“others in the cast,” Ann Harding,
Bill Williams, Marc Cramer, Larry
Tierney and Glenn Vernon.
PATRICK THE GREAT (Universal) was
Donald O’Connor’s last flicker before
he changed his status from citizen to
soldier. Pat Donahue, Sr. (Donald
Cook)
is an aging ham musical
comedy actor, still playing juvenile
roles. He’s rightly proud of his young
son, Pat, Jr. (Donald O’Connor), a
brash young thing who runs a little
theatre for the young ’uns, among ’em
the irrepressible Peggy Ryan. Pat, Jr.
gets to take over Pat Sr.’s part in a
Broadway show; Frances Dee (here a
writer of cook books) takes over the
“old man,” and the fun and frolic
come to a happy, happy ending.

COLONEL EFFINGHAM’S RAID (20th
Century-Fox)—Charles Coburn is the
colonel and his “raid” is more civicinterest political than the title of the
picture implies—but executed in a
style and spirit that’s “strictly regula¬
tion,” becoming of an officer who,
though retired from active duty, will
always have the spit and polish of the
service in his blood.
William Eythe is the colonel’s sec¬
ond cousin, a bright young reporter
on The Leader; Joan Bennett is the
society editor of the same paper—in
Fredericksville, Georgia, where all
this takes place.
THE FIGHTING GUARDSMAN (Columbia)
is a costume piece based on an Alex¬
andre Dumas novel. Willard Parker
is the young nobleman who joins
forces with the peasants against the
tyranny of Louis XVI (Lloyd Corri¬
gan) . His lovely lady (Anita Louise)
is torn betwen loyalty to her royalist
brother (George Macready) and her
amour for the rebel Parker. A mild
menace to the lovers is John Loder.
If you like duels, plumed hats and
romance—this one is for you!
THE BULLFIGHTER (20th Century-Fox),
returns Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy
to the screen, in what threatens to
be a quick and final finish for poor
Stanley—because he looks enough like
a certain Spanish matador to be his
double, and that’s the role he’s forced
to play.
Stan agrees to being a stand-in for
the torrid toreador, having been
assured that he’ll never have to go
into the ring—the real matador has
been delayed in arriving as expected;
they tell him; but don’t worry, old
boy, he’ll be here in time.
The great day comes, however, and
the matador doesn’t—not until it’s al¬
most too late.
SUDAN (Universal) was originally titled
“Queen of the Nile,” and we wish
somebody would give us one out of
three good reasons for the switch!
’Tis about a King’s daughter (Maria
Montez) who vows to avenge her
father’s mysterious death, gets herself
captured by slavers (all according to
the betrayal plot laid by the bad men
at court), and rescued... first, by a
couple of friendly thieves (Jon Hall
and Andy Devine); later, by Herua
(Turhan Bey), legendary leader of a
daring band of escaped slaves. And a
lot more romantic, colorful nonsense
which apparently presupposes that
escape-seeking audiences are naively
uncritical—which they’ll have to be,
if they go for this one!
La Montez, however, gives her all
—and is always beautiful. She rides
a horse, she dances, she jumps around
like a female Douglas Fairbanks. Don’t
ask for anything more, and you’ll not
be disappointed.
HOTEL BERLIN (Warner Bros.), based
on the Vicki Baum novel, is a story
of the Underground at work in Nazi
Berlin. If for no other reason—and
don’t be fooled by that timely setting
of the theme—the picture is important
and worth seeing, for introducing
Andrea King. With Helmut Dantine,
Raymond Massey, Faye Emerson,
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PERMANENT WAVE
Complete Home Kit

PLUS TAX
NOTHING ELSE
TO BUY

FOR EVERY
TYPE OF
HAIR
JUNE LANG
Glamorous Hollywood
Movie. Stor Praises
Chorm-Kurl.

Now, thrill to the joy of o cool,
machineless permanent wave.
Do it yourself at home the

Charm-Kurl way. Requires no heat, no electricity, no
previous hair wavfhg experience. Leaves hair soft, easy
to manage and looking like natural curls and waves.
Over 6,500,000 sold. It’s a sensation from coast to
coast.

IT'S EASY... SAVES MONEY
Anyone can do it. And Chorm-Kurl is safe—contains no
harmful chemicals. Bleached, dyed or gray hair takes a
marvelous wave. It’s inexpensive—costs only 59c com¬
plete, yet the results are guaranteed to please as well
as any $10.00 professional permanent or money back
on request. Ideal, too, for children, positively cannot
harm their soft, fine hair.

Easy as Putting Your Hair
Up in Curlers
Yes, Charm-Kurl is sheer hair magic. If you
can comb your hair you can give yourself a
luxurious Charm-Kurl Permanent. Each Kit
contains Permanent Wave Solution, 50 Curl¬
ers, Shampoo, end tissues, wave set, rinse
and complete illustrated instructions.

Charm-Kurl is for sale at department stores,
drug stores and 5c and 10c stores. Get a
Kit today, and thrill to your lovely new per¬
manent tomorrow.
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DO YOU WANT TO LOOK

When you look in the mirror
does your face show the ravages
of time? Do you have a skin that
shouts "She’s getting old” ?
The alluring appearance of a young girl’s skin may
be recaptured when the Estrogenic Hormones are
returned to the skin. They tend to retard the appear¬
ance of aging of the face and throat. And what
woman doesn’t want to be intri¬
guing with a skin that is firm,
smooth and aglow with buoyant
youth?

HOW HORMONES MAY BE
RETURNED TO THE SKIN
Mongene Estrogenic Hormone
Creme can be applied simply and
Women u nder
uickly to aid in developing a ra- 30. S kin con¬
iant skin that arouses the admir¬ tains natural
ation of men and envy of women. Estrogenic Hor¬
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WHY SKIN LOOKS OLD
If your skin is not as youthful as
you wish, it may be deficient in
Estrogenic Hormones (the natural
substance found in the vibrant skin
of young girls). Vitavol, the substancefound onlyin Mongene,may
supply the missing hormones.
Try it soon! See if it doesn’t turn
back the years and bring to your
face and throat that radiant softness that you have always associated with youth, ORDER NOW!

mones.

Women over 30.
Hormones dis-
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30 DAY
TRIAL OFFER
If Mongene does not bring
beauty to your skin return
emptyiarforrefund.Try Mon¬
gene this week. Send coupon.
THE DERMAL CO., Dept. 4-A 1
116S.MichiganAve.,Chicago3,lll. I

I I enclose $3 (plus 60<SFederalTax) Total $3.60 J
I for which please send me one jar of Mongene {
I Creme on 30 day Guarantee.
J NAME.....I
| ADDRESS...J
* CITY.STATE.I
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If You Can Read English
You

can learn to play your favorite instrument

Yes, 11 you follow our clear home study Instructions
for only a half hour each day, you should soon be play¬
ing simple melodies.
Easy as A-B-C!
No tediovis
scales. You learn to play real tunes by note right from
the start! Study any instrument you like for less than
7c a dayl If interested, send for Free Booklet and
Print and Picture sample. See how easy it is to learn
music at home without a teacher.
Mention your favorite instrument.
U. S. School
Bldg., N. V.

of Music, 1586
10, N. Y.

BELLS OF ROSARITA (Republic) If cow¬
boys get you to the movies—this one
will. They’ve all been rounded up in
one fell swoop—Wild Bill Elliott,
Allan Lane, Donald Barry, Robert
Livingston, Sunset Carson—with Roy
Rogers, the reigning King of ’em all,
atop “what a horse!” Trigger.
The receipt for a ranch owned by
Sue Farnum (Dale Evans) and held
by William Ripley (Grant Withers)
gives all the boys a chance to strut
their stuff in an effort to prove that
she’s the rightful owner. George
“Gabby” Hayes and Adele Mara make
for the fun and fill out a fine cast for
a Western.
HONEYMOON AHEAD (Universal) marks
the return to the screen of Allan
Jones. It’s a slight story of cops
and robbers chasing Orpheus (Allan
Jones). The cops want him for a sus¬
pected bank robbery, which was really
committed by one of his former cell
mates in a ruse to get him back to
prison so he can sing for the Blackmore Prison choir. Grace McDonald
teams up with the singing sinner for
the final kiss; and Jack Overman
(Knuckles, to you) is the heel who
commits the robbery in Orpheus’
name.
BOSTON BLACKIE BOOKED ON SUS¬
PICION (Columbia)—Chester Morris, in
his efforts to uncover the mystery
of the counterfeit rare edition owned
by his book dealer friend (Lloyd
Corrigan), gets tagged for the deed
himself—wherefore the title. And
thereby hangs the chase! Lynn Mer¬
rick turns out to be the girl murderer
and Boston Blackie tracks her down
—but good. George E. Stone skulks
around as an underworld character,
and Richard Lane is the dumb detec¬
tive.
TELL IT TO A STAR (Republic) A swank
Florida hotel is the setting for
the nefarious chicanery of phony
“Colonel” Ambrose Morgan (Alan
Mowbray of the raised eyebrows). As
the uncle of Carol Lambert (Ruth
Terry), a cigarette girl, the enter¬
prising “Colonel” hornswoggles the
owner of the hotel (Isabel Randolph)
into taking a shine to him and getting
his niece a singing spot with the hotel
orchestra. The leader of the band is
unsuspecting Robert Livingston. And
just as it was writ in the script—
bandleader gets singer and Mowbray
gets rich widow. Horace Lovelace
(Franklin Pangborn) is a crooked
gambler who gets sent up the river
for being caught.

Name....
(Please Print)

YOU

CAN NOW HAVE
STUNNING EYELASHES

Nothing gives you such a feeling of glamour as lovely,
silky lashes and bright sparkling eyes. Lovelier eye¬
lashes spotlight your eyes. Make them more appealing
by the new easy LASHGLO method. All you do Is rub
LASHGLO gently along the edges of the lids with the
brush that comes with your kit. Do this until the lashes
reach the desired loveliness. FREE instructions and
treatise on eye beauty care with each order. 10 months’
supply, including Federal tax and postage, only $2
complete or $2.35 C.O.D. (Sorry, no samples.) If not
delighted, money back. (No C.O.D. outside of U. 8.)
AVALON LANE CO., Dept. B-65
220 BROADWAY. NEW YORK 7. N. f.
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with order for Matched Bridal
Pair on ten days’ examination.
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Wedding and
Engagement
RlilftC Order both
nmuo rings on j0
days’ trial and we include
the Earrings without cost.
Money refunded if not
satisfied, BUT YOU
ARE TO KEEP THE
EXOTIC GLOWING
EARRINGS AS OUR
GET-ACQUAINTED
GIFT.

Send No Money
OQ

*
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When your package arrives you pay
the postman only $1.98 for each
r»ng
ring or $3.89 tor
for both_
both rings, pi
plus
mailing cost and 20% Federal T<
EMPIRE

Dept. 75-GN,

DIAMOND

CO..

Jefferson, Iowa

PICK OF THE PIN-UPS
Write for a PORTRAIT of your favorite STAR.
Make your collection the envy of your friends.

BEAUTIFUL REAL PHOTOGRAPHS of
oil the latest stars—newest poses. High gloss
finish. FREE list with each photo.
Send 10c for photo of your favorite star,
or 12 different photos $1.
Box 1816 Wilshire La Brea Sta. Dept. A

PANEL'S PHOTO SERVICE 10s angeies 36. California

^/Nadinola's 4way action /re/pyou
C£XTERHAli.y CAUSED PIMPLES
IOOSEV BLACKHEADS
SSDULL.DARKSKIN
Don’t give in to unlovely skin! Try famous
Nadinola Cream, used and praised by thou¬
sands of lovely women. Nadinola is a 4-way
treatment cream that acts to lighten and
brighten dark, dull skin—clear up externally
caused pimples—fade freckles—loosen and
remove blackheads. Its special medicated
ingredients help to clear and freshen your
skin—make it creamy-white, satin-smooth.
Buy Nadinola Cream today and use only as
directed. A single treatment-size jar is posi¬
tively guaranteed to improve your complexion
or your money back! Costs only 55^, trial
size 1CW. Also—
• SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET*

Brunswick

U. S. School of Music. 1586 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. 10, N. Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).
Have you
Instrument.Instrument? .

Address

Peter Lorre, Alan Hale, George Coulouris and Henry Daniil (members of
the usual Warner Club, we’ll call
them—because of having “had in
common” so many previous pictures
by assorted titles).
It’s so too-easy, portraying all that’s
wrong with Germany and what should
be done about it, just by collecting all
the representative types under one
Nazi roof. But Vicki Baum was evi¬
dently encouraged, by the success of
“Grand Hotel,” into thinking she’d
devised a good formula, so why try
a new one?

BUY—MORE BONDS
at your local theatre—your
insurance for a better world.

^ NADINOLA, Dept. 70, Paris, Tennessee
Send me free and postpaid your new deluxe edi• tion Beauty Booklet, richly printed in full color,
• with actual photographs and sworn proof of the
^ wonderful results from just one jar of Nadinola.
• Name...
J Address.
• City.State.

NAME ENGRAVED

Dear Jane:
My problem is that I have to get along
with my in-laws. My husband has been
overseas for fifteen months, and every time
I visit his parents, they start nagging
me, until I have begun to hate them. My
husband is an only son, and his mother is
jealous of him. He is mine now and I
feel I should be treated as his wife. They
buy me nice things but there is something
more than that that I want—it is for them
to let us live our own life.
They live in a small town not far from
here and come after me every week-end.
I go because my husband wanted me to be
with them whenever possible. Do you
think I should let things ride as they are
until he comes back?
Denise

FREE

Think of it! A beautiful sterling
silver plated barrette personalized
for YOU with your name engraved
on it, for only $1.00! That’s amaz¬
ing. You won’t want to miss this
chance to show your friends that
you are really sharp. Gives your
hair the kind of glamor many envy
in popular screen stars. Smarter
than combs, ribbons or flowers to
adorn your hair. Mail the coupon
TODAY.

SEND NO MONEY
If you want two of these exquisite
barrettes, order them NOW and
save money. See coupon. Name
engraved to order FREE.
Your barrettes will be neatly en¬
graved with any first name
write in coupon FREE
CHARGE.
Just fill out coupon and be
to mail it today. On arrival
postman $1.00 ($1.79 for two)

you
OF

Dear Denise:
I am afraid, from the tone of your
letter, that the jealousy is not entirely
confined to your in-laws. There seems
to be quite a bit of it in you too.
Am
I right?
So long as your husband has asked
you to be nice to his parents, I think
you should try to overlook any un¬
pleasantness for the time being, and do
as he has asked you to do. You know,
he is doing a lot of things that he doesn’t
particularly like either.
Try to see his parents’ point-of-view,
be grateful for the gifts they give you,
and let the desire to live your own life
wait until your husband returns—for
then there will be the two of you to work
that problem out successfully. If you
determine to be sweet and courteous
on your week-end visits, I am sure it
will call forth similar treatment of you
by his parents.
Jane Wyman

sure
pay
plus

tax and postage.

Meney Back Guarantee—Rush Coupon TODAY

WEAR 2 BARRETTES
Get 2 for $1.79 plus tax

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
UNITED STATES DIAMOND CO.. Dept. 1-HH
225 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Ill.
Please send order checked below. I will pay post¬
man c.o.d. charges, plus tax and postage on arrival
with understanding I may return for full refund if I
am not satisfied, by returning order in 7 days.

Check one:
□ Send 1 Barrette at $1 plus tax and postage.
□ Send 2 Barrettes at $1.79 plus tax and postage.

(If you send $1.20 for 1 or $2.15 for 2 which in¬
cludes tax, all postage is prepaid)
Print only first name
to be engraved FREE

.

Name.
Address.
City.Zone.... State
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ENLAR6MENT

Dear Jane:
I am coming to you with a very difficult
problem. The boy whom I loved so dearly
has been reported killed in action. Since
then I have been corresponding with a
boy in the Navy, with whom I have had
only one date, and he has asked me to
marry him when he comes home.
But somehow I feel as if the boy who
was reported killed will turn up some day.
What do you think I should do?
Kay

As an INTRODUCTORY OFFER
we will send you a beautiful
HAND COLORED Professional
Enlargement FREE with your
order of six BLACK & WHITE
ENLARGEMENTS. Six 5x7 for
$2.04 or six 8 x 10 enlargements
for $2.64.
Single enlargement
5x7 costs 39c or 8x10 49c. Mail
your photo, snapshot or negative
(any size) mother, father, sister,
soldier, group pictures, etc. Your
original will be returned un¬
harmed.
State color of eyes,
hair, and clothing.
Mail Money Order or War
Stamps, or pay postman on arrival plus a few cents
postage.
MAX CHINKES, Photographer (Dept. H)
1697 Broadway
New York 19, N, Y,

—Train at Home in Your Spare Time
The fascinating field of Art offers commercial opportunities
to men and women. Learn to draw step-by-step. Hundreds
have
profited
by
our practical
method.
COMMERCIAL ART, CARTOONING, DESIGN¬
ING. all in one complete course.
Two Art
Outfits furnished.
Write for FREE BOOK.
“Art for Pleasure and Profit.”
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WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART,
Studio 336P, 1115 15th St., N.
Washington 5, D. C.
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Send your booklet with full particulars.
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Dear Kay:
I certainly do not think you should
promise the boy in the Navy that you
will marry him upon his return, for it
is apparent that you do not love him
at the present time. Why don’t you
write him that you want to continue
being friends, but feel you should know
him better before making such an im¬
portant decision!
I am sorry about the boy whom you
lost, and understand your feelings. It
will take you some time to get adjusted
to the situation, but I do not think you
should shut yourself away from your
friends and activities. Life must go on,
you know, and you cannot refuse to
face actuality by hiding from it. You
are young, with a good life before you,
so make the best of it.
Good luck,
Jane Wyman

1# Does not harm, perman
tint or bleach the hair.
2. Used after shampooing —
hair is not dry, unruly.
3. Instantly gives.the soft, l
effect obtained from te
vigorous brushings . . . p
tiny tint—in these 12 shad
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

4.

Black
7. Titian Blon
Dark Copper
8. Golden Blo
Sable Brown
9. Topaz Blon
Golden Brown 10. Dark Aubu
Nut Brown
11. Light Aubu
Silver
12. Lustre Glin

The improved Golden.
contains only safe cert
colors and pure Radie
new, approved ingredien

Try Golden Glint...Over

50 m
packages have been sold...C
your shade at any cosmetic d
Price 10 and 25^ — or send
■ ■ — i FREE SAMPLE

Seattle
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GOLDEN
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GLINT CO.
Box 336
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Address.
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^Toothach

GET QUICK relief with Dent’s T
Dent's Tooth Drops! "Cavity Toothac
strikes at night. Be prepared. Buy
from your druggist today. Keep it han
children and adults. Follow easy dire
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TOOTH CU
TOOTH D2

IN 10K GOLD FOR ABOU

Young girls everywhere are
in love with these sentimen
karat gold hearts by Jo
Sold at leading stores every

'P/uMm
HAIR

made lovely again
You can do much more with
your hair, your hair can do
much more for you ...

after an Admiracion shampoo. Good'
bye hair problem! Dirt, loose
dandruff, soap film float away . . .
leaving all your hair's
natural, shining softness.

flomiRacion
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You can qualify for fascinat¬
ing work, good pay and a
sound, substantial postwar
future.
Home study or resi¬
dent courses. Individual train¬
ing by experts.
Free booklet.
NEW YORK INSTITUTEOF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 88. lO W. 33 St., New York 1, N. Y.
(Founded 1910)

MEET YOUR FAVORITE
Finest Selection o)

Photos

ot all

well

known

MOVIE STARS
PINUP GALS
ALL ORIGINAL LATEST POSES.
SCENES FROM ALL RECENT FILMS.

PngE

rIVEC

Star and Pin-up Folder
with each order.

PROMPT DELIVERY
from the world’s FOREMOST
movie Photo concern. Customers
tell us our photos are SUPER. You
TOO will agree after
your first order. Beau¬
tiful glossy photos. Size
8x10. 4 for $1. 12
for $2.50 postpaid
Send M.O.or U.S.
3c stamps. Ad¬
dress Dept. 614

BRAM STUDIO
306 W. 44 th.ST.
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HERE IS YOUR ERNIE PYLE
fCONTINUED FROM PAGE 28)

to be clean and neat. He’s always
trying to shave, always trying to clean
his nails with some little gadget.
“John Steinbeck, who’s up in north¬
ern California, saw Ernie just before
he took off for the South Pacific, and
John wrote me: ‘Poor Ernie’s off
again. He has a bear by the tail and
he can’t let go, though it’s cuffing him
to death.' That’s a perfect description
of Pyle’s attitude. He hates his job,
but he can’t quit till it’s over.
“Incidentally, it was Steinbeck who
paid Ernie a great compliment when
he said, ‘There are two kinds of war
going on—the great ideological, global
war we all know about; and then
there’s another war. There’s Ernie
Pyle’s war.’
“They say Ernie worries about his
health, whereas he worries about
his health probably less than anybody
in the world. Although he admits he
has the damndest health, I never saw
him taking a pill.
“When he came to Hollywood and
would visit us at our house, the first
thing I’d do was put him to bed for
an hour to rest, so I could talk to him.
He’d protest, but I’d make him lie
down anyway. Paulette would throw
a cover over him, and he’d say, ‘Well,
all right, but call me in ten minutes.’
We’d promise, but of course never did.
He’d sleep about an hour and then get
up and say, kind of sheepishly, ‘Guess
I must have dropped off!’
Ernie
adores Paulette. They were always
having a lot of fun, kidding around all
the time.”
As far as appearance goes, you
might not have picked Meredith and
Pyle as “look-alikes.”
But by the
time the make-up department got
through with Meredith, the resem¬
blance was uncanny. They shaved
the top of his head to give him that
familiar bald pate, pasted a little
fringe of white hair around the edge,
and when a pipe and portable type¬
writer had been added, there was
Ernie Pyle—or a reasonable facsimile
thereof.
Meredith used to be famous for
what people called “that crumpled
look,” which the Army has taken out
of him.
But he understands that
careless-about-details way of wearing
clothes which is characteristic of Pyle.
He has that same informal, amiable
manner, and even the quality of his
voice is similar.
“The Story of G. I. Joe” is the first
picture of this war about the foot sol¬
dier. Practically every other branch
of the service has been honored on
the screen, and this one fulfills Gen¬
eral Eisenhower’s request for “just a
bit of glory for the infantry.”
During the shooting of the picture,
Ernie Pyle spent considerable time in
Hollywood, often visiting the set,
where he renewed acquaintance with
many actors and soldiers he had
known overseas.
Another welcome visitor to the set
was Paulette Goddard. She always
called her husband “Curly” on ac¬
count of his bald head, and just ttf
help along with the ribbing, the gang
would make a point of calling Captain
Meredith “Mr. Goddard” while she
was around.
Friends who go out with these two

New HOSPITAL and
SURGICAL POLICY
Protects the Whole Family
Costs 3c a Day for Adults
Only 1 i/2C a Day lor Children
Now ONE Family Hospital and Surgical Expense
Policy insures your whole tamily—mother, father,
and children! Issued for anyone in good health from
3 months to 65 years, without medical examina¬
tion. Provides cash to help pay hospital and surgical
bills for E A C H and EVERY person insured; pays
benefits even if you or others insured go to hospital
several times in any year. Pays $4.00 a day for 90 days
for hospital room; also pays surgical operation ben¬
efits from $5.00 to $100.00; pays $10.00 for operating
room, $10.00 for anesthetic. $5.00 for medicines, and
cash for other expenses such as X-rays and ambulance,
up to a total of $50.00. Yes! This Family Policy helps
pay hospital and surgical bills for ordinary or serious
accidents immediately; for sicknesses (after policy in
force 30 days); even for childbirth and female disor¬
ders (after one year), and for many other disabilities
not covered by other policies. Benefits start, as pro¬
vided. the first day you enter hospital. You select your
own doctor and hospital. This policy issued DIRECT
at special family rates by big, strong company with
over $2,000,000.00 surplus for policyholders. SEND
NO MONEY. Mail coupon for details, sent FREE.
No agent will call on you. ACT TODAY—NOW!
■ STERLING INSURANCE CO.,
I N-4142 STERLING BLDG., CHICAGO 11, ILL.
■
Send me FREE INSPECTION Offer ol LOW■ COST Family Group Plan for Hospital and Surgical
• Insurance.
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LEARN

MILLINERY
AT HOME
Design and make exclusive
hats under personal direc¬
tion of one of America's
noted designers.
Complete materials, blocks, etc.,
furnished. Every step illustrated. You make exclu¬
sive salable hats right from the start. We teach you
how to start a profitable business in spare time. Low
cost and easy terms. Expert milliners are in demand.
Free National Placement Dept. Send for free catalog.

LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 N. Wabash Ave., Dept. 46
Chicago I, III.
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MAKE $25-535 A WEEK

Practical nurses are needed in every
community . . . doctors rely on them . . .
patients appreciate their cheerful, ex¬
pert care.
You can learn practical
nursing at home in spare time. Course
endorsed by physicians. 46th yr. Earn
while learning. High School not re¬
quired. Men, women. 18 to 60. Trial plan. Write now!
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 456, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago II, III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
A'fl nu--

Cilv_State_Age_

THIS BEAUTIFUL NEW

SERVICE FLAG
NIGHT !
- iVlutiKUiiiiiniuimiuuniiiim-

OnlyTJ
1 Star Flag-Si 00
?-Star Flag-Si 15
3 Star Flag-Si 25
4- Star Flag-SI 35
5- Star Flag-Si 45
6- Star Flag-Si.55

Here is the most thrilling? Service
Flag of all—a gorgeous, colorful
flag by day. and ashining, glowing
flagbynight! Folks who pass your
homeon thedarkest nightcan see
the star shine and glisten to tell
the world that your loved one is in
the service of his country! Made
of fine quality Celanese. in rich
red, white and blue colors, with a
gorgeous golden fringe, and
sturdy twisted cord for hanging.

SEND NO MONEY

-—Just send your name and address to¬
day, a postcard will do, telling us if you want one, two, three
or more stars. Gold or Silver stars available at no extra
cost. Pay postman correct amount as listed above, plus post¬
age, when flag is delivered. Or save money by sending price of
flag wanted with order and we pay all postage. If not delighted
return in 5 days and your money will be tefunded. Order today!

GLOW-FLAGS CO. Stlb3l!SlSSX&
IIL
Genuine Sterling Silver.
Fine enamel. 1 to 4 stars,
blue only. $1.10 tax and postage included. Write to

SERVICE PINS

MODERN MERCHANDISE CO.

\t\

179 W. Washington St., Dept. A-10. Chicago 2, lit

can always count on a gay evening.
They’re constantly kidding each other,
always belittling, sometimes flirting.
Yet there’s such a strong undercur¬
rent of good feeling and appreciation
for each other’s intelligence that the
kidding never gets into bickering, as
it so easily can with less generous
people. You’re always conscious of
their deep comradeship beneath the
surface of amusing banter. Each has
a rare capacity for enjoying as well
as creating humor, which is why they
have so much fun together.
They first met four years ago, when
both were in “Second Chorus” with
Fred Astaire, and have been good
friends ever since.
“I never could see why people were
so surprised when we were married,”
says Meredith. “We had been friends
for years.
She even managed my
farm back east for me while I was
away. You have to be pretty good
friends to do anything like that for
somebody.”
Mention of that farm naturally
brought up the question of how se¬
riously Meredith takes his farming.
He has a slow, drawling way of lead¬
ing up to a point, then suddenly
springing some hilariously funny re¬
mark that makes you feel as though
you had been tripped and thrown
right on your face—but you love it.
“I like to farm,” he explained so¬
berly. “Yes, I work at it when I’m
there. I raised some peas once that
cost slightly less than fifty cents a
pod! It was like eating refined gold.”
“How about Miss Goddard?”
“Oh, she likes to farm,” he said,
with a wink and slow grimace. “Yes,
she does.” Then dropping the sar¬
casm, “Let me tell you, she’s a worse
farmer than I am, and you can say
that I said it, too! Waldo Peirce, our
neighbor back there, asked Paulette
once, ‘When are you coming back to
stroke a colt?’ That’s all the farming
she did.”
The Merediths are fond of taking
long strolls along the beach near their
Santa Monica home. At least, Paul¬
ette is. Meredith says it’s her idea,
and insists it doesn’t make an out¬
doors man of him. He just goes along
for the company, as who wouldn’t?
Amusing things are always happen¬
ing to this pair when they go out.
There was, for instance, the day when
they went down to the amusement
pier at the beach, and took along the
five children of William Wellman

“I LOST 26 POUNDS
in Only 8 Weeks!”
says Mrs. Florence Hopson of Houston, Texas
It’s SO EASY and costs SO LITTLE to thrill yourself as
Mrs. Hopson did! Think of it ... 26 pounds gone along
with 5 inches off her hips; 5 off her abdomen and 5 off her
waist! You, too, can have the figure you want with all the
attractiveness and grace you now envy in others.

'OVMVMW14-

FIGUREiOLDING COURSE
Can Correct

your

Figure Faults

You can lose the pounds you're away from a trim,
beautiful figure and the inches, too! All in 8
short weeks in the privacy of your home. The
cost ? Amazingly low! Write today for free booklet.
Yes, NOW you can have the per¬
sonal advice of famed Josephine
Lowman, national authority on fig¬
ure control. Over 100,000 women
write to her for advice each year.

Josephine Lowman's
Figure-Molding Course
Dept. H-6, 715 Locust, Des Moines, Iowa.
Yes, send me your free illustrated booklet
about your figure molding course.
Miss
Mrs_
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TRUE LOVE andrilfrU
FRIENDSHIP
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RING
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For Promptness
with your
order for matching Bracelet and
Necklace on 10 days’ examination.
Send today and accept this valuable
ring as our get-acquainted gift. Pre¬
cious. sterling silver ring is extra wide.

BRACELET and NECKLACE
Sentimental, sterling silver hearts are richly
. . ... embossed and have space for the engraving

oi initials of loved ones. Ring given with your order for both
the neeklaee and bracelet. Wear on ten days trial. If not
satisfied, return the necklace and bracelet within 10 days
and your money will be refunded, BUT YOU ARE TO KEEP
THE RING AS OUR GET-ACQUAINTED GIFT, in any event.

Sterling
Silver
The latest
thing for after¬
noon or evening
wear is pre¬
cious, cheerful,
sterling silver
heart charm rings,
necklaces
and
bracelets.

cr||n IJA MnilCTV Write today. When your packOLliU I1U ITIUnC I age arrives you pay the post¬
man only $2.95 each for necklace and bracelet plus mailing
cost and 20% Federal Tax. Supplies limited.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.

QUEST
All-purpose DEODORANT
The newlywed James Dunns (nee Edna Rush,
radio singer); they married in Philadelphia.

The positive deodorant powder that destroys all body odors!
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Made from
Your Favorite
PHOTO or SNAPSHOT
Your picture in every letter! Im¬
agine what a thrill that would be
to that man of yours in service—especially if he’s fight¬
ing on some foreign shore. Why, it would be almost as if
you had stepped right out of the envelope for a brief visit
with him. As a morale builder, there's nothing like it!
That’s what makes PHOTO STAMPS 6uch a wonderful
new idea—they make your letters come to life.

MANY OTHER NOVEL USES
Besides letters, PHOTO STAMPS can be used to per¬
sonalize your greeting cards, gift cards, books, invita¬
tions, etc. They are ideal-for pasting in autograph books,
or for exchanging with pen pals. They identify your
personal possessions. You will find many other clev er and
novel uses for PHOTO STAMPS.

SEND NO MONEY
Yes, for only $1.69 you get 250 large-sized
x 1^")
ready-gummed PHOTO STAMPS, individually cut and
ready to use. Send no money—just mail us your photo
(no negatives). W hen stamps arrive pay postman SI.69
plus C.O.D. postage. If cash accompanies order we ship
postage paid. Original photo returned intact. MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE. Send your photo TODAY!

THE PH0T0PLATE COMPANY DEPT. 165
161 W. HARRISON STREET •

CHICAGO 5, lU.
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quilt
YARDS PIECES
Bargain Sale! Over 3K lbs.
(30 yards) of beautiful,
large, fast color, new prints.
Excellent quality. Bright,
colorful, gorgeous designs.
LOVELY INITIAL RING or
RAYON HOSIERY GIVEN
with every order. Also 20 beautiful
quilt patterns. Send No Money. Pay
postman only 1.98 plus postage.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money
Back. You’ll be more than delighted!
Give ring size and initial wanted.
Great American Sales Co., Dept.512,55 E. Washington St.,Chicago 2,111.

SHORTHAND in
^ Weeks at Home
Famous Speedwriting system, no signs
or symbols. Easy to learn; easy to write
and transcribe. Fast preparation for a job. Surpris¬
ingly low cost. 100.000 taught by mail. Used in lead¬
ing offices and Civil Service. Write for free booklet.
Speedwriting. Dept. 2406, 55 W. 42 St., New York 18

BEAUTIFY CONTOURS,
EASILY, QUICKLY!
New, lovely proportions for your
legs: hips, thighs, calves, ankles,
etc.—in this healthful, new, as¬
tonishingly easy way. Only a few
minutes per day in your own home.
EFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS!
Used successfully by hundreds
of smart women everywhere.
WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!
Surprise everyone: get started now, without obligation,
by mailing coupon immediately to

ADRIENNE
915 SHREVE BLDG., Salon Q. SAN FRANCISCO,8, CAL
NAME..._
ADDRESS.
CITY.STATE.
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indulge in self-pity, no matter what
happens, and they don’t forget the
many good things of life which they
have to be thankful for, including
Paulette's quick recovery of her
health. Pretty philosophical people,
these Merediths.
When asked if knowing and play¬
ing the part of Pyle had influenced
him in any way, Meredith said, “I
don’t believe one person can change
another basically.
People don't
change. As far as playing the part
goes, if I’d been influenced by every
part I’ve played, I'd have taken an
awful beating!
“I don't believe that people influ¬
ence you, as much as that you seek to
be influenced by people. You trend
toward what you want to be.
“The people who’ve always im¬
pressed me most are writers. Most of
my best friends have been writers.
Maxwell Anderson, who wrote four
plays for me, is a great friend of mine;
others are John Steinbeck, Harold
Ross, editor of the New Yorker,
John Patrick, who wrote ‘The Hasty
Heart,' now on Broadway.
In my
early days, before I was known at all,
among my best friends were Carl Van
Doren, Sam Hoffenstein, Charlie MacArthur, Ben Hecht.
“The artists Henry Varnum Poor and
Waldo Peirce also are friends of mine.
I seek the companionship of people
who deal in ideas more than in re¬
productions. In fact, I think all art¬
ists—dancers, musicians, actors, etc.—
are slightly frustrated writers or
creators.
(Sounds like the makings of a good
hot argument there.)
“I believe that an actor ought to
try not to spend too much time with
actors. Not that actors aren't as good
company as anybody else, but because
you’re likely to become too self-con¬
scious with actors.
“To illustrate what I mean—there
was once a wise man, and to him a
young person came and said, ‘I want

TO ANY SOLDIER, SAILOR. OR MA¬
RINE WHO MET BETTY HUTTON IN
THE SOUTH PACIFIC:
Betty is currently biting her nails be¬
cause, while she was on U.S.O. Victory
Committee tour throughout the South
Pacific, she gave her home address to
a great many attractive and courteous
men, assuring them that if they ever got
to Hollywood, she would be only too
happy to see them again.
Now Betty has moved and she is
worried for fear one of these men may
return, find that the address is no longer
correct, and conclude that he was the
victim of a low trick.
Before jumping to any such conclu¬
sion, sir, get in touch with Paramount;
Betty's studio will then get in touch with
her, and the next thing you know, you'll
be eating steaks—if Betty can amass
the red points.
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Bewitching new
your feminine c
fectly fashioned
time wear, it is
night. It actua
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Wear it on y
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terious glowing
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THE LUMINOUS FLOWER
3 West 42nd St., New York 18, N

Can’t Kee
Grandma
Her Chair

She’s as Lively as a Yo
Now her Backache is

Many sufferers relieve nagging b
once they discover that the real cau
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature’s chief w
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Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly sntn
disease Psoriasis Apply
non-staining
Dermoil.

Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
ears of suffering, report
he scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
is used by many doctors and is backed
ment to give definite benefit in 2 wee
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GIVE HIM THIS MASSIVE

IMA RING
For men in the Service

SOLID
STERLING
SILVER

$

4^

(or yellow or
White Gold
color effect.)
Is he in the Army, Navy, Marines,
Air Corps, Coast Guard?
Then give
him one of these Massive Insignia
No
Rings with the OFFICIAL emblem of
ftionev
his branch of the Service.
There's
nothing he will appreciate more. Ring
comes in heavy solid sterling silver—
looks like a “million dollars." SEND NO MONEY. Just
name and address and ring size.
State color desired.
Also made in Ladies’ mounting—same price.
When
postman delivers package, pay $3.74, plus 26c C.O.D.
charges and postage, $4.00 in all.
If you send $3.75
with order, we pay all charges. YOU SAVE 25c. Order
today.
Guarantee: If not pleased return ring within
days for refund.
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YOU ARE UNDER ARREST!
There’s a Thrill in Bringing a Crook
to Justice Through Scientific

CRIME DETECTION!
I have taught thonsands this exciting, pro fitable, pleasant profession. Let me teach you, too,
in your own home.'Learn Fin¬
ger Printing, Firearms Iden¬
tification, PolicePbotography
and Secret Service Methods ,
thoroughly, quickly and at email cost.

53% of All American Bureaus
of Identification employ students or graduates of
I. A. S. You, too, can fit yourself to fill a respon¬
sible crime detection job with good pay and
steady employment. Bat don't delay—get the
details now. Let me show yon bow easily and
completely I can prepare you for this fascinating
work, during spare time, in your own home. You
may pay aa you learn. Write today .. . Now .. •

Be sore to state age.

FREE!!!
Send for Thrilling
“BLUE BOOK
OP CRIME"

INSTITUTE OF APPLIED SCIENCE
1920 Sunnyside Ave.. DeoL 2SS'A

Chicago 40, III.

AMERICA’S OUTSTANDING

VALUE

PEERLESS P58
•Pen V •Pond/ 3’e/i

175
fjrta tan feed

FOR ALWAYS

PEERLESS PEN CO.

mfrs.

14 W. 17th ST, NEW YORK 11, N. Y.

PICTURE
RING

Exquisite Onyx-like Picture Ring—made
any photo. Send No Money! Mai phi
strip for ring size. Pay postman only $
age. Hand tinted 26c extra. Photo retui
Money back guarantee. Send photo and
PORTRAIT RING CO., Dept. J-162, CINCINNATI, O.

Full 8 x 10, high gloss, authen¬
tic photos of your Hollywood
favorites. Latest poses. Com-

IAUKBN BACAU

t 'lfnn
25C eQCh' 5
Warner Bros. S/or
for $1-00in "The Big Sleep"
T,^_Catalog chock full of miniature photos sent
free with every 50c order. (To avoid delay,
state 2nd choice.)
EXCITING PIN-UP PHOTOS—5 for S1.00

ALPHA PHOTO SERVICE
Dept. F-6, 1235 Sixth Ave., New York 19

to be an actor.’ ‘Oh, no! Never be
that, my son.
For you will never
laugh but you will say, I am laughing.
And you will never cry but you will
say, I am crying.’”
Meredith delivers these opinions
apparently in dead earnest, and still
you somehow wait for that character¬
istic surprise finish with the humor¬
ous twist—but it doesn’t come. He
loves nothing better than gab sessions,
and frequently gets off classic re¬
marks that make history—like the
time when he defined “oomph” as the
fourth dimension in sex!
One of his favorite subjects is that
nobody should take acting too se¬
riously or stay at it too long. Holly¬
wood’s never been too sure whether
he’s serious, kidding in earnest, or
just kidding.
Putting two and two together, from
his own remarks, you don’t have to
be Mr. and Mrs. North to figure out
that he wants to be a writer—that is,
unless he’s kidding. But if you ask
him point blank whether that’s his
aim, he gives you that quizzical grin
and says with a slightly mysterious
air, “Well I have plans, when the
war’s over. But I don’t like to talk
about things until after I’ve done
them. I’ll tell you this much, though—
I don’t intend to be an actor forever.”
One thing is certain, if Burgess
Meredith ever does decide to become
a writer, he’ll never be at a loss for
something to write about, for he has
a wealth of experience, education, and
ideas. He crammed more variety into
the three years between 1927, when
he left Amherst, and 1930, when he
was admitted to Eva le Gallienne’s
Student Repertory Group, than most
people get in a lifetime. His jobs have
included reporting for newspapers,
working in a haberdashery shop, sell¬
ing vacuum cleaners, acting as a run¬
ner on Wall Street, serving in the
complaint department of Saks Fifth
Avenue, and finally shipping to South
America as an ordinary seaman—to
mention only the most spectacular.
Throughout his school years, he de¬
veloped his talents for writing and
acting. He took part in school dra¬
matic productions, and also edited his
school paper for one year.
In February, 1924, at the age of fif¬
teen, he won the David Brooks AngloAmerican Prize Essay Cup for an es¬
say entitled: “The Benefit to Chris¬
tian Civilization from a Complete
Understanding and Friendly Relation¬
ship Between the United States of
America and the British Empire,”
which was printed in pamphlet form
and distributed to students in Eng¬
lish schools. Sounds like a little opus
that could be distributed to grown¬
ups in both countries right now,
with considerable benefit to Christian
civilization. It’s an interesting coin¬
cidence, too, that while Captain
Meredith was serving in England, he
appeared in an Army orientation film
called “Welcome to Britain” designed
to promote British-Yank understand¬
ing.
One post-war plan which he’s not
so reticent to discuss is to do a picture
in France. He and Paulette have been
studying French like mad, and though
he claims she can “parlez-vous frangais” much faster than he can, he has
already made one picture in that lan¬
guage for the Army, called “Salute
to France.” He’s also made partial
arrangements to produce and direct a
picture in England, starring Paulette.
The End

NO DULL
DRAB HAIR
W/ien You Use This Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
In one,simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 important things
to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:
1. Gives lustrous highlights.
2. Rinses away shampoo film.
3. Tints the hair as it rinses.
4. Helps keep hair neatly in place.
LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,
in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
25fi for 5 rinses
10£ for 2 rinses

FAMILY

.EINSURANCE

Policy Pays Maximum Benefit

$i,ooo.oo

FOR EACH PERSON!

Now available — genuine
Life Protection for EACH
c°sfs Only
and EVERY member of
your Family! Make no
mistake!
Don’t confuse
this policy with others
that pay only part bene¬
fits, according to number
of persons insured. No
Sir!
*The
Blue
Seal
jtat wontfi to start.
Family Group Policy pro¬
vides EVERYBODY in
your Family — Father,
Policy PAYS
Mother and Children
over age 4 — with ONE
THOUSAND DOLLARS
maximum Benefit for
Due ro
each person individually!
It even pays graded bene¬
any CAuset
fits for
Infants!
All
members of Family 1 n
good health, ages 1 day Not Contestable and No
to
60
years,
eligible.
Costs only a few pennies Occupational Restrictions
a day. Issued by old.
reliable Pioneer Life In¬ all as specified in policy.
surance Co.; backed by
strong Legal Reserves. SEND NO MONEY. Get
FREE details. No Agents—-No Medical Examina¬
tion—No Red Tape. No obligation. Write TODAY!

$|OO

f0R WHOLE
„JaMILY

L°Hof LIFE

PIONEER LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
4050 Pioneer Building e Rockford, Illinois
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 45)

Your name
on
front —
His name
on back.

HOLLYWOOD
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A glistening chain of silver
circles a slim ankle ... a
gleaming strand peeps
I
through sheer hose. Worn by
|
LOvt AHKLETS
famous movie stars, you too
can thrill to an exciting per¬
sonalized anklet that enhances your ankle, dares the eye!
Delicately wrought in beautiful sterling silver, here is
the modern answer to the pagan slave anklet, a perma¬
nent symbol of your love. Order now on this amazing offer!

I

rnrr

2 ham is
filCC MR AVID
Your anklet will be exquisitely
engraved FREE OF CHARGE
with both your name and his!
Print names clearly. Rush your
order now—while they last!

SEND NO MONEY
Just fill out coupon and mail.
On arrival pay postman $1.49
plus postage and tax. Or send
$1.79 which includes tax and
postage.
Money-back guaran¬
tee.
Rush coupon today.

MAIL

THIS COUPOHHOW...

United States Diamond Co., Dept. I-HH
225 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago I, Illinois
Please send merchandise as checked below.
I will
pay postman C.O.D. charges plus postage and tax on
arrival
with understanding I may return for full
refund if not satisfied.
(Cash orders sent postpaid.)
Check ( ^ Send
one

Anklet at $1.49

plus

postage & tax.

(□ Send 2 chains at $2.79 plus postage & tax.

ORDER

2

CHAINS WEAR AS LOVELY WRIST
AND ANKLE SET

Print only first Names to be

Engraved

Name.
Address.
City.. Zone. State.

New Color Cake
Shampoos and Tints
Hair Luxuriously
without extra rinse!
This remarkable discovery,
TINTZ Color Shampoo Cake,
washes out dirt, loose dandruff,
etc., as it safely gives hair a real
smooth, colorful tint that fairly
glows with life and lustre. Don't
put up with dull, faded, off
color hair a minute longer. Each
shampoo with TINTZ leaves
your hair more colorful, lovelier, softer and easier to
manage. No dyed look. Won’t hurt permanents. 4
million already sold. Get this richer lathering, quicker
rinsing shampoo that gives fresh glowing color to
your hair. Seven lovely shades: Black, Dark, Me¬
dium or Light Brown, Auburn (Titian), Henna, or
Blonde. Only 50c (plus tax) at most drug counters.
Or writ* TINTZ, 205 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.

*P£RSOM STAT/OM£RY!\
Your Name & Address Elegantly
Printed on 40 Sheets Whippet Bond &
20 Matching Envelopes • • • only • • •
We will elegantly print anyone’*
name and address, business or per¬
sonal style, on 40 sheets of crisp,
new Whippet Bond Stationery
(made by Hammermill),and on 20
matching envelopes—all for only
26c! Or, if you send $1.00 for four
sets we'll include one extra set
FREE of any extra charge—or 6
•etein all postpaid! Same name, or
as many as 5 different names on sta¬
tionery. Money Back Guaran¬
tee. Supply limited. Order Now I
WESTERN STATIONERY CO.
Dept. 110-F
Topeka, Kan si

“I was saving that for Hollywood.”
He worked in stock, including the
lead in the Carnegie Players produc¬
tion of “Berkeley Square.” Talent
scouts picked up the scent, tested him,
and asked if he’d like to go to Holly¬
wood.
As it happened, a producer friend of
his was leaving for the coast about the
same time, for a big berth at Para¬
mount—he thought. “Stick with me,
Lee,” the friend told him, “and we’ll
really go places together.”
But the producer had a quarrel with
the studio, and when Lee arrived he
found that they were “really going
places together,” all right—“Right out
on our ears!” he says. At least as far
as his big chances were concerned.
He was cast in a couple of films—
“Internes Can’t Take Money” and
“Last Train from Madrid”—and made
a friend of an assistant director who
got him a reading for “I Met Him in
Paris.” (They didn’t even know that
he was already under contract there.)
In eight years he did a staggering
succession of films—nothing spectacu¬
lar—starting from the bottom on
nearly every lot in town.
He was
under contract to M-G-M when Co¬
lumbia asked loan of him for the
role in “Cover Girl”—which part,
incidentally, he took against the ad¬
vice of most everyone he knew. There
wasn’t even a finished script for him
to read, when he accepted; but he had
the utmost faith in Director Charles
Vidor. And that faith paid off.
Lee’s now happily under contract to
Columbia, and his pals will tell you
that Hollywood should be taking ad¬
vantage of his singing and dancing
abilities, that he should be starring
in musicals as well as romancing in
them. Lee himself would love to do
a good mystery story, like “Laura”—
and would, in fact, like to star in the
mystery he’s writing, if the plot
weren’t such a mystery to him.
He’s been married for four years to
exotic-looking
Helene
del
Valle,
Junior Leaguer and tennis expert,
daughter of a pioneer motion picture
family. Just as you’d expect of any
guy who should come riding up on a
white horse, theirs was a story-book
romance.
He asked her for a date when they
met at the fashionable Westside Ten¬
nis Club in Beverly Hills, at which
time Lee was probably one of the
world’s worst tennis players and as
Helene admits, “It was the best thing
I did.” It was no love game. She
beat the heck out of him and Lee,
thoroughly irked, was sorry he’d made
the date. But they went to the Trocadero that night and had such fun
dancing that a different kind of love
game got underway.
For some peculiar reason—peculiar
to Lee, that is—as their romance pro¬
gressed Helen’s tennis got worse, and
apparently Lee began to play a whale
of a game. But he did learn quickly,
and as Mrs. Bowman herself proudly
says, “I couldn’t possibly beat him
now.”
After going together for two years,
they quarreled and decided to break
it all off. All was over between them.
And Helene, feeling pretty blue, was
going away to Honolulu to “forget”
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14 Karol COLD Wedding Band

DIAMONDS
Diamonds have
eve n
Think .
a genuine
Gold Wed- ding Band, in beautifulnew mod¬
ernistic style, with chip diamonds,
at the unheard of price of $5.95!
Don’t be confused by this
sensational Low Price. We
guarantee the elegance
and beauty of this WedBand will thrill you
fondest expectayou to match this
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after wearing and examining this Ring you
don’t feel it is positively the greatest value you’ve ever seen,
return it within 10 days and we’ll refund your money in full,
Justname, address and ring size.
I WeHlship C.O.D. Paypostman
only $5.95 plus postage and 20% Federal Tax. Rush order now!
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PRINT ANY PHOTO
ON PAPER. CLOTH. LEATHER OR WOOD

SIMPLE, EASY TO USE
Magic liquid takes only 2 minutes to
reproduce any snapshot on to station¬
ery, handkerchiefs, ties, scarfs, etc.
Use same picture over and over again
if you wish. Won't wash off. Won’t
harm negative or fabric it’s used on.
Personalize your belongings! An ideal
^ gift. Complete outfit with full
colors included, enough for
100 photos—only $1.00 post¬
paid. Sent C.O.D. for $1.21.

CHRISTY PHOTO SUPPLY
Dept. 324, 2835 N. Central, Chicago 34, IB.

him. So Hoagy Carmichael, a good
friend of theirs, thought it would be
nice to have a going-away party for
Helene and invite Lee just so they’d be
together one last time.
At the party Lee and Helene weren’t
aware other guests were even there.
They just sat and stared at each other.
Finally he asked her if she’d marry
him when she got back from forget¬
ting him in Honolulu.
That didn’t
seem to make sense. So he said, “What
about marrying me tomorrow?” Then,
a little later, “What about right now?”
Not wanting to break up the party,
they threw their coats out the window
and then casually eloped out the door
after them. In a pouring rain, they
headed for Tia Juana—only to find
that there was a three-day marriage
law there. But some little Mexican
boy told them he had an uncle who
was mayor of a nearby Mexican vil¬
lage. “My uncle will marry you,
Senor,” he said confidently.
Cold, wet, and disappointed, they
drove on and were married by the
uncle at about 4:30 that morning. The
entire ceremony was in Spanish, and
Helene says she kept saying “Si'. . .
Si” in all the wrong places. She still
doesn’t know what she promised Lee
she’d do, but there wasn’t a “No” in
the lot.
And whatever it was, it’s worked
out plenty okay. Their marriage is
indeed—oh, most definitely!—a heart¬
ening picture of Hollywood home life,
founded on a warm mutual respect,
consideration and a sense of humor.
They live just two blocks from the
Pacific—in Santa Monica—in an oldfashioned dark brown shingle house
with gables, an old weather vane on
top, a bright cheery red front door.
It was decidedly a dismal-looking
place, when they bought it. Wall paper
hanging down in gobby masses,
orange floors, and all done inside in
sickly light colors that matched the
cold fog which sweeps in from the
ocean in the afternoons. But Lee loves
to work around the house, and Helene
is an expert interior decorator; so
they plunged into the old place and
came up with a warm, charming home
that looks a lot like Lee's old home
in Cincinnati.
Before they were married, Helene
liked very old things and Lee the very
new. Everything about him was
streamlined, modernistic furnishings,
man-about-townish. The Chromium
Kid. But now he shares his wife’s love
of antiques and usually goes her a
century better, poking around in an¬
tique shops and old junk stores and
bringing back things for the house.
If you clang that brass knocker now
you’ll walk into a charming, colorful
home that shows it sees a heap o’
livin’. Rooms done in warm green
woodwork with green or red print
wallpaper, a green divan, and white
curtains tied back by red ribbons. A
cabinet which holds a rare collection
of Delft china. Candles everywhere.
Old kerosene lamps on the dining
room table. An old English leather
hatbox with Helene’s knitting needles
and yarns of all colors peeking out.
An old spinning wheel that Lee’s
mother gave them. A backgammon
board with two chairs pushed back at
just the right angle, looking as if their
owners might slide in and start rolling
just any time.
In addition to the regular members
already named, the Bowman family
consists of “Mac,” the baby’s nurse,
Herbert, their cook, and Chesapeake,
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Madame Love creations to suit your exact type
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ROLLS...
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The rage today
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new Easy Weight Reducer. '
You “slim down” to your
own lovel v figure. And listen!
You donrt suffer a hungry
moment. So why delay?/"
Mail coupon below. Six to v
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in mirror and see the amaz- \
ing difference.
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TUS GARDEN
COMES IN BEAUTIFUL 4-COLOR
WATERPROOF PERMANENT BOX
Imagine, complete with striking window
garden box. 10 healthy Cactus plants—all
different varieties, all bloom—can now be
sold direct to you at this amazing low price
because of shipping difficulties to stores! Order
now .. . save on this opportunity!
PDCC Lovely hand-painted Mexican pot for window
■
sill with columnar grower Lace Cactus blooms
In purple, pink, red and yellow flowers. Gift to prompt
orders! Hurry—send today. SEND NO MONEY—OR¬
DER NOW—PAY LATER. Or mail $1.69 with order, we
pay postage. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Send
name and addressto PAN AMERICAN CACTUS CO.,Dept.
C-1408-F, 148 Monroe Ave.,N.W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich
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GRAY
HAIR

. .. AND LOOK
IO YEARS YOUNGER

• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale
streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does It—or your money back. Used for 30 years by thou¬
sands of women (men. too)—Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent is
purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting—
does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One applica¬
tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
60c and $1.65 (5 times as much) at druggists on moneyback guarantee. Get BROWNATONE now, or send for
free test bottle. Mention natural color of your hair. Write
today-BROWNATONE, Dept. 927, COVINGTON. KY.

his wife says, “He’s the most enter¬
taining person in the world. He’s a
terrific raconteur and tells the most
amusing stories you’ve ever heard.”
He has decided tastes about clothes
they both wear.
Likes tweeds and
wide belts for himself, and approves
of extreme things for Helene. Dark
nail polish, black gowns cut distinc¬
tively, unusual shoes (particularly
fancy ankle-strap deals), turbans and
extreme hats.
The Bowmans have taken up golf
with the same passion they have for
tennis, except that in this new sport
they’re both still mighty bad.
Every Sunday they have a standing
golf date with Mr. and Mrs. La Motte
Cohu, executive of the Northrop
“Black Widow” plant, following which
they go to one home or the other and
take pot luck together. And until this
day Mr. Cohu doesn’t know that he’s
fraternizing with an employee in the
parts department at his plant.
Lee has been on call for Northrop
Aircraft since he first picked up the
newspaper one morning and read that
they needed men. He got in his car
and went over to make an application,
immediately.
“I hear you need help,” he said. The
personnel man looked up, didn’t recog¬
nize Lee from any other good-looking
guy, and asked in very business-like
fashion, “What can you do?”
“Nothing
technical,”
said
Lee
honestly. “But I can drive a truck. Or
carry things. Anything manual. Any¬
thing you can do that takes strength
and no skill.”
“Well,” said the man, “let’s see . . .
I guess you can go into the parts office.
You can go over there now and start
to work, if you like.”
So Bowman rolled up his sleeves,
took off his tweed coat and started, as
he puts it, “handing out things.”
He signed up for a four-hour Vic¬
tory shift, and his role of handerouter takes priority over any other he
plays now. He’s on regular call.
Working in the garden is something
he enjoys, too. He’s not, as he says,
“the kind of gardener who lets his
passion for petunias keep him home
on Sundays to bury a flock of plants.”
But he and Helene do spend many
hours that way—mostly raking and
carrying leaves away.
But most of Lee’s homework lately
has been centered around his painting.
Remember that family garage we said
he was painting? Nobody, including
Lee, knows why he picked that par¬
ticular subject—what with oleanders,
the blue Pacific, and majestically
swaying palm trees at his very door.
But Lee was optimistic. “You’ll see,”
he said. He could paint it. He could
paint anything ’till he laid an egg in it.
Well, the picture’s finished.
And
the oft-delayed egg has been laid.
What’s more, he bows to his wife and
admits it. Like I was saying . . . he’s
a mighty gallant gent.
The End
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worked for me, so I didn’t see why I
should even attempt to look at the
world from another’s standpoint.”
At a very early age, you see, Laraine was forcibly taught that she
was somehow not the same as other
people. It was a difference which
stemmed principally from her reli¬
gion.
Laraine is a Mormon. To be a Mor¬
mon, in Utah, is nothing new. But to
be a Mormon in Long Beach, or in
Hollywood, is to be marked as “dif¬
ferent.” It sets you apart, though no
one has yet given a good reason why.
When Laraine was in the sixth
grade, she heard the mother of a
school friend tell her daughter that
she wasn’t to play with her . . . “be¬
cause she is a Mormon.” When La¬
raine first went to MGM, the publicity
men played up the fact that she nei¬
ther drank nor smoked, because of
her faith, and consequently created in
the public mind a somewhat dull girl,
who was “not like other people.”
When she went to parties of Catholics
and Jews and Presbyterians, she was
the only Mormon present. No one
paid any attention to the religions of
the other people; they never forgot
about Laraine’s.
To this day, silly as it sounds, peo¬
ple wonder “what to do” with Laraine
when they invite her to their homes.
Other girls may not drink or smoke,
either; but other girls are never wor¬
ried about if they do or don’t. Laraine
is.
Now, she can laugh at it.
“My friends know that I can have
as much fun at a party as anyone
else. I can talk well and listen well,
and I can dance without falling over
my partner’s feet. Gradually, host¬
esses have relaxed when I’m around.”
Some of them did it for the sake
of Ray Hendricks, Laraine’s husband.
They liked Ray, enough to want to
know and like his wife. And they
have discovered, once they stopped
quivering when the drinks were
passed of an evening, that Laraine is
one mighty swell gal.
All of this would never have hap-
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STATUETTE

FROM ANY SIZE NEGATIVE
We create a beautiful Photo Statuette of wood. 8" tall, mounted on a
natural wood stand base.
An everlasting remembrance of your loved ones before you at all times,
in life-like de luxe statuette. Your favorite negative enlarged and
returned. ORDER NOW
Ay(V
ONE PERSON ON STATUETTE. $1.95
25 cents Extra for Each Additional Person
Enclose your favorite negative and $1.95
cash or money order. (No C.O.D.) Nega¬
tive and statuette returned prepaid.

$1.00 EXTRA FOR STATUETTE MADE
FROM ANY PICTURE.
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MOVIE STAR PHOTOS IN COL

If beauty thrills you—you will be fascinated by these photos
favorite MOVIE STARS. In beautiful LIFELIKE COLORS. Th
geous photos are 8 x 10 and are ready to frame, put in scrap bo
your movie album.
JOAN CRAWFORD—FRANK SINATRA—LAU REN BACALL—W
POWELL—VAN JOHNSON—JUNE ALLYSON—G LO Rl A DEH
LANA TURNER—ALAN
LADD—BETTY GRABLE— ROY R
ALICE FAYE —PAULETTE GODDA RD —SM ILEY BURNETT
HOPE—RAY M'LLAND—JOHNNY MackBROWN—GEORGE MO
ERY—JANET BLAIR—DON “RED" BARRY—RODDY McDO
BRIAN DONLEVY—THE RANGE BUSTERS—MARY MARTIN—
HUTTON —BILL “H0PAL0NG" BOYD —FRED MacM U R RA Y
0NICA
LAKE—BUSTER
CRABBE—CLAUDETTE
COLBER
FALKENBURG—BILL ELLIOT—SONJA H EN IE—LORETTA YO
These photos are printed on heavy coated paper, 8 x 10, in FUL
ORS, are priced as low as ten cents each, or your choice of a
listed above for fifty cents—16 for $1.00—entire set of 34 on
DON’T WAIT.
Mail your order NOW.

Betty Grable

IRVING KLAW
Dept. HH-6,

212 EAST 14 St.
New York City 3

MAN'S CASTLE:
Do you, by chance, remember lovely,
gifted Jane Bryan? When she married,
she retired from the screen, and—aside
from occasional visits from Bette Davis
—she has lost all contact with Holly¬
wood.
For the second time in less years than
they like to remember, Warners are los¬
ing a valuable player. Joyce Reynolds,
the delightful "Janie" around whom an
entire series of pictures was planned,
has decided to retire from the screen to
be with her South Pacific Marine Corps
veteran, Lt. Robert Lewis.
Joyce, like Jane Bryan, before her,
believes that for her true happiness lies
in the home she is keeping for her hus¬
band. and not in a career.
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sparkling genuine Diamond
Rings. Engagement ring set
with flashing Rose cut dia¬
mond solitaire.
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wedding ring is
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ine chip Dia¬
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SEND NO MONEY with order,
just name and ring size.
Either ring only $6.50 or both for
$9.95 plus postage and 20% Fed¬
eral Tax. Pay on arrival, then
wear rings 10 days on money back guarantee.

I had ugly hair... was unloved
...discouraged. Tried many dif¬
ferent products... even razors.
Nothing was satisfactory. Then
I developed a simple, painless and inexpensive
method. It worked. I have helped thousands win
beauty, love, happiness. Let me tell you how.
C D C ET My FREE book, * ‘How to Overcome the Superfluous
LRtt Hair Problem,’* explains the method and proves ac¬
tual success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No
obligation. Write MIME. ANNETTE LANZETTE, P.O. Box
4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 151, Chicago, Illinois

High School Course
at Home

Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work—prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H.S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if de¬
sired. High school education is very important for advancement m
business and industry and socially. Don't be handicapped all your
life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now. Free
Bulletin on request. No obligation.

B American School,Dept.HA-71, Drexel at 58th Chicago37

Money Back
If Blackheads
Don’t Disappear
Get a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme this evening
—use as directed before going to bed—look for big im¬
provement in the morning. In a few days surface blem¬
ishes, muddiness, freckles, even pimples of outward
origin should be gone. A clearer, fairer, smoother looking
skin. Sold on money back guarantee at all drug toiletry
counters. 30 million jars already used. Ask for Imperial
size, or write for a generous Free Sample to Golden
Peacock Co., Inc., Paris, Tennessee.
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MARIA M0NTEZ
M-G-M Star

y.«p*vr
STARS!
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12

for

$1.00

Simply super l Newest
poses l Just list your
favorites and second
choices. Smallest or¬
der, 20c.

DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE, DeptM-zf
Box 953 Church St. Annex. N. Y. 8. N. Y.
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the door and reading until she was new treatment!
READ WHAT A FEW S
good. My hair really loo
called again. When she didn’t have a “.fore. .. It. . is"—Mrs.
M. L. S.. William
It did my hair so muoh goo
date on a Saturday night, she stayed enough.
Mexico. “. . . It really worked won
N. Y.
FREE 10 DAY TRIA
home.
It didn’t bother her.
She Try
this “HAIR GLAMOUR" TREA
see if he will notice and thrill to you
wanted to go out with her kind of SONAL DIRECTIONS. Just depos
$1 and we pay postage. MONE
people, not just anyone, and her kind only
fied. Every day you delay—roma
of people were hard to find. When
“HOW TO
she met a man, she measured him to
LATEST S
This new hair improvement guide is
her standards. If he didn’t fit, bingo! our"
Treatment. Contains many la
stars. Each style has simple step
into the discard.
how to set your own hair beautifull
that help you appear glamouro
Then she met Ray Hendricks. He styles
Remember, LONGER, SOFTER H
your
hair.
Limited copies, get yours
was her kind, and yet he wasn’t. He
GUARANTEE SALES, 20 Ve
was a musician, for one thing, accus¬
tomed to being with people who fell
HEY! % VICTO
into one of two classes: the music/rsMv:
makers, or the music-appreciators.
PHOTO
MW
In either case, not what you could
PILLOW T
really call a class or a kind of people, Preserve for all time yo
but proof of the sameness acquired ured favorite photos. An
by people for no other reason than or snapshot enlarged
grade
fabric
like
illu
that they have “something in com¬ symbolizing
Freedom a
mon.”
mocracy. Will last life-tim
Ray was also accustomed to going be washed. Guaranteed
to dives and listening endlessly to nent. Mail photo and #
while materials are
some character make with a piano or once
guarantee; safe return of
a clarinet. But he was successful,
TEXTILE PH
too; in his own way, he was as self- 1446 N. Stanley Ave. Dep
sufficient as Laraine. He didn’t need
her; he didn’t think it was a favor
when she said she would go out with
him.
QUI
But Laraine wanted to go out with
Fairyfo
him. And that marked the beginning
stingin
Swellin
of the change. Instead of wanting
shoes.
everyone to give in to her, she began
and ge
giving in herself, for once. And this
FREE
I t’s Fre
is the way she tells it:
FAIRYFOOT, 1223 So. Wabash, D
“I really didn’t like people, up to
then. They had to live by the pattern
I set, not theirs. But, with Ray, I be¬
gan meeting a lot of—well, charac¬
Wonv
ters. They were his friends and I
Swedish
found I wanted them to be mine. It
m
wasn’t always doing what I wanted,
good
either; sometimes Ray wanted what
win
fut
he wanted—to go sit in a jive joint
hom
An
and listen to Coleman Hawkins, for
Illu
TH
instance; to hear hot music by the
Dpt.5
hour, hour after hour.
“I found I liked it. I liked the mu¬
ZIvimtu? IPod CO
sic, the people, and Ray. I decided
Fascinating
and voca
maybe I’d been missing a great deal. quickly learnedhobby
at home by avera
I’d had the feeling of being in a little woman who is artistically inclined.
spare time. Modern method bring
world by myself, everything was re¬ or
life-like colors. Many have earne
FREE
BOOKLET tells how to
mote from me. Then I crossed over
delightful
raphers, stores,
EASY TO
into Ray’s world, the real world, let
friends. Send
LEARN
a little air in, and I knew that I’d been
copy- No obligation
NATIONAL PHOTO COLOR
wrong—oh so wrong, and for longer 1315 S. Michigan Ave., Dept. 18
than I cared to admit.”
Cary Grant, too, was a contributor
to this breaking down of the Day de¬
fenses. For Cary is the same off¬
screen as on—a light-hearted, friendly
sort of guy. Working with him (in
“Mr. Lucky”), it was impossible for
Laraine to sit in her dressing room,
with the door closed, between takes.
Because Cary played games on the
set. He sang and pounded an upright You’ll just adore this beau
piano and pulled gags on people. He Exciting Personalized Initial rin
initial creates a sensation! C
wouldn’t let anyone be stand-offish, double
loops that lend glamo
gorgeous colors: green, blue, w
least of all the gal he was doing scenes Gardenia Glows m the Dark. E
with, and for the first time—Laraine its magic soft glow IN FULL C
SEND NO MONE
became one of the gang!
Money Back Guarantee. Pay p
20% Federal Tax for uus
She liked it; it was fun. And since and
mail $1.20 and we pay postage
then, pictures are to her more than Give ring size and initial want
a business; they’re a delightful busi- Great American Sales Co., S5 E. Was

FREE

BU

OUTFI

didn’t drink, didn’t smoke; a dull dish,
a Mormon. After “Mr. Lucky” she
had the whole town saying: “Where
has she been?
Why didn’t anyone
tell us?” And Marty and Laraine,
having difficulty hiding their grins in
their sleeves, muttered with justice:
“We told you so!”
Laraine had one reason for going
into “Dr. Wassell”: DeMille wanted
her, fought for her. And a few years
ago, DeMille had been one to say that
she would never amount to anything.
He ate his words to the tune of a large
check every Wednesday.
All of this had an effect on Laraine.
“Assurance comes to anyone who
really gets a break,” she says.
“I
never was shy, but I never let people
get near me. I didn’t think they hon¬
estly wanted to be near me, to come
to my house, to talk to me. And when
the studios—who had seemed to want
me least of all—started begging Marty
to have me sign picture contracts, it
couldn’t help making me happy. Even
though I was a Mormon!” she giggled.
“They thought I had something!”
Laraine Day is serious about her re¬
ligion; she thinks it’s a great faith, an
intelligent faith. And in many things,
Mormonism, she points out, is more
liberal than many of the other creeds.
For instance, Laraine herself got her
first training in a Little Theater spon¬
sored by the church.
And anyway, she has a right to be¬
lieve what she believes. And as I
see it, religion is too personal a thing
to be allowed to figure one way or
another in a star’s publicity.
But it has ceased to matter, really
where Laraine is concerned. Because
Day is on her way now—but good!
And she’s one of the happiest, grand¬
est gals you’ll ever know—with a
delightful husband, a charming little
house, and a career that is causing Mr.
Morgenthau to beam brightly at all
comers. She has changed her attitude
towards Hollywood, and people in
general; and Hollywood has changed
its attitude toward her.
The End

RECT FROM CALIFORNIA. With each set
are two pledge cards which she exchanges with her man in the
service. Emblems are mounted in beautiful leather case. Member¬
ship card tn the "Legion of the Half-a-Heart" is enclosed. These
exquisitely designed emblems of sterling silver or solid gold are
enriched by lustrous, heart-colored, hard-fired enamel. They’re
selling fast. Supply is limited.Order your setToday! Don’t delay.
When package arrives pay postman
only $5.00 plus 20% Federal Tax
for sterling silver emblems ... or $12.00 plus 20% Federal Tax
for solid gold emblems. WE PAY POSTAGE. MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. If cash with order, you save C.O.D. charges.

SEND NO MONEY

SHERWOOD OF HOLLYWOOD,

419 Haas Bldg., 219 W 7th St., Los Angel

No. 1001

No. 1002
No. 1003
To Set more customers, we offer these new Guaranteed, GOLD lovely Genuine ch
DHnuHiii onLL. Bridal Pairs. These dazzling rings will thrill you beyond your fondest expectatio
appreciate their style and beauty. Written Guarantee With Every Ring.

RARH AIM CAin

14K GOLD BRIDAL PAIR
Set With 14 Genuine Diamonds
No. 1001

10K GOLD BRIDAL PAIR
Set With $ Genuine Diamonds
No. 1002

14K GOLD BRIDA
Set With 8 Genuine
No. 1003

Engagement ring, romance design,
is set with 7 sparkling Genuine dia¬
monds in elegant gold heart mounting.
14K Gold Wedding ring is deeply em¬
bossed, set with 7 Genuine diamonds.

Engagement ring (sweetheart design) set
with 3 sparkling Genuine diamonds in
exquisite mounting of gold hearts. 10K
Gold Wedding ring is deeply embossed,
set with 3 Genuine diamonds.

Beautiful engagement rin
3 sparkling Genuine d
exquisite mounting. Go
Gold wedding ring, deepl
set with 5 Genuine diam

SEND NO MONEY —10 DAY TRIAL

Buy with confidence under our 10 day trial —Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Send name, ring siz
number wanted. Pay postman C.O.D. on arrival, plus postage and tax. Order today.

INTERNATIONAL DIAMOND CO., 2251 South Calumet Avenue, Department 91, Chicago 1

%r ENLARGEMENT

Just to get acquainted, we will beautifully enlarge your favorite snap¬
shot, photo, Kodak picture, print or negative to 5x7
inches, if you enclose this ad with a 3c stamp for return
mailing.
Please include color of hair and eyes and get
our new Bargain Offer giving you your choice of handsome
frames with a second enlargement beautifully hand tinted
in natural lifelike colors and sent on approval. Your orig¬
inal returned with your enlargement.
Send today.
DEAN STUDIOS, Dept. 1213,

211 W. 7th St., Des Moines, Iowa

STA

HUNDREDS
of Hard to Get

CUTEST COUPLE IN TOWN:
When he was in the army, Russ Ran¬
dall wrote a fan letter to Bonita Gran¬
ville, telling her how greatly he admired
her, and asking her for a date "when I
get out of the army." Bonita answered
that if Mr. Randall ever happened to be
in Hollywood, he should call on her,
by all means.
A fast two months later, Russ Randall
was discharged from the army, and
promptly took Bonita up on her promise.
After one date, she said, "I know some¬
one you should meet," and introduced
him to Jane Powell. She also arranged
for him to be given a screen test.
Currently, Russ is working in "A
Walk In The Sun" and squiring Jane
everywhere. They make a very at¬
tractive twosome.

ITEMS

WATCH THE DANGER

• Guaranteed Genuine Swiss Watches
(Men's or Ladies') $9.95
• Lovely Charm Bracelets Only 49c
• Genuine Sterling Silver Rings $1.98
• Beautiful Identification Bracelets $1.49
• 14K Gold Genuine Diamond Bridal Pair $9.95
Lovely Earrings, Anklets, Costume Pins,
Sweetheart Lockets, Pearls. Bracelets, Bill¬
folds, Charms-Hosiery. Compacts, etc. New
styles from Broadway and Hollywood.
Write for your Big Free Catalog today!

IHTERNATIONAL DIAMOND CO ?Z5I CALUMET AVE .DEPT

Wrinkles often appear prematurely
in the danger areas where the skin
is
thinnest,
as
around
the
eyes,
mouth and throat .
.
.
especially
when the skin is deficient in natural
oils. To help prevent these conditions,
use the new, improved Estrobalm as di¬
rected.
An ideal emollient to aid in prevent¬
ing the onset of wrinkles
prematurely.
C
Turtle Oil with the new scientific discover
Hormones and other ingredients readily abso
skin, and recognized by manv beauty experts
skin aids. No wonder thousand- of happy us
out the country recommend Estrobalm.
Don’t wait until it is too late. Order Estr
Complete with Instruction Booklet. 2-oz. jar
jar $5.00. 1-pound jar $10.00.
(Postage a
C. O. D. orders).
Satisfaction guaranteed
price refunded.
Write todayl

BEAUTY AIDS
89 Flatbush Ave., Dept. 6-BG. Brooklyn

Make

your

chiefs, blouses,
etc., persona
their attractiveness
new Stamp-On
thrifty way
_to assure
you
of
laundry
identification.
Just
press your initials on with a hot iron.
Will not run.
Suitable for any fabric.
All initials except Q, V. X. and Y.
Package containing 3 dozen sets or
initials, only $1.00 postpaid, or C.O.D.
ostage.
Be sure to state your
plus po
initials.
BEAUTY AIDS, Dept. 6-BH,
ials.
89 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn 17, N. Y.

NEW MOVIE STAR PH

Direct from Holly
West Coast’s biggest dea
photos is FIRST with a
Stars and Poses.

REAL PHOTOGR

List decorated with MO
mailed FREE with each p
name of your FAVORIT
teen cents to cover ha
mailing.

Hollywood Screen
Box 1150—Dep
Hollywood 28, Calif

Costs only

A DAY • EACH ADULT
IV2C A DAY • EACH CHILD
FOR SICKNESS OR ACCIDENT
Hospital Expenses paid, up to . . .
$540.00
(beginning with the first day)
FOR ACCIDENT
Doctor Expense paid, up to
...
$135.00
Loss of Wages reimbursed up to . .
$300.00
Loss of Life by Accident.$1000.00
WAR COVERAGE and EXTRA BENEFITS
Childbirth Expense paid, up to
. .
$60.00
Sickness or accident can easily wipe out, in a
few weeks, savings it may have taken years to
accumulate. Don’t let this happen to you. With
a Family Mutual Hospitalization Policy, you'll
be able to pay your hospital bills. In case of
accident, you will be reimbursed for your doctor
expenses and for loss of time from work. Your
Family Mutual card admits you to any hospital
in the United States and your own family
doctor may attend you. Benefits applying to
children are 50% of those paid adults.

MAIL COUPON TODAY— No Agent Will Bother You
FAMILY MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.. WILMINGTON 99. DEL.
r-——----------

Family Mutual Life Insurance Co.
HW-7
601 Shipley St, Wilmington 99, Del.
Please send me, without obligation, complete informa¬
tion on your Economical Hospitalisation Plan.
NAME __
ADDRESS
CITY_

STATE

PROFESSIONAL
ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted we will send
you a beautiful 5x7 inch professional
enlargement made from your favorite
snapshot, picture, print or negative,
practically FREE! All we ask is 3c
for handling and mailing. This 19 a
genuine introductory offer by one of the most reliable
studios In the U. S.—over a million satisfied customers!
To receive your beautiful enlargement send snapshot,
picture, print or negative (negative pre¬
ferred) with this ad.
Your enlargement
returned
together
with
your
picture.
Offer limited. Rush your order NOW!
FREE! EXTRA SPECIAL! Promptly upon
receipt of your picture, print or negative,
we'll send—by return mail—a marvelous
photo folder which accommodates 8 snap¬
shots!
Supply limited. Act TODAY!

Photo
Folder

AMERICAN STUDIOS, Box 216, LaCrosse, Wis.

Men who can wear vivid colors.
Lloyd Bacon, who directed me in
“Sunday Dinner For A Soldier,”
loves wild ties, brilliantly colored
shirts, anything loud and gay. He
can get away with them. We used
to lay bets on the set as to what
he’d wear next, and he got a great
kick out of being kidded. I like that,
but I’m a sober-hued bird myself.
IF I COULD LIVE OVER ONE DAY
OF MY LIFE
It wouldn’t be an exciting day. I
was thrilled when I won my radio
audition contest, when I got my
radio contracts, when I knew I was
to have my first screen test, when
I came to Hollywood and the day I
heard I was to do “Lifeboat.” But
there was so much worry mixed up
with the elation of those things. How
would I succeed? Could I get by?
No, I’d choose one of the simple,
happy days... Perhaps one of the
Sundays when I lived in Chicago
and shared an apartment with three
other boys. We had friends in Elgin,
Illinois, who had two children and
three dogs. We used to go out there
and play with the kids, walk the
dogs, help around the house. There’d
be one or two other guests and we’d
all sit around and talk and just be
congenial.
I’M GUILTY OF
Worrying;
Showing my feelings;
Getting all worked up over things,
if I have time to think.
I’M
A
SPUR-OF-THE-MOMENT
MAN
If I’m to be master of ceremonies,
I like to be told about it two seconds
before I go on. Then I don’t get
worked up, I’m at ease, I have no
trouble improvising.
I HATE
Parties carefully planned.
Too much formality.
Talk about illness and operations.
Off-key singing.
Anything phony.
(Continued on page 90)

address. Pay postman only 9
tax on arrival. Supply limited
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International Diamond Co., 2251 C

Splendid income, new social c
igfaction of serving humani
Trained Practical Nurse. Age
not necessary. Training plan w
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placement service included FR
below for facts and fascinati

Wayne School of P
2301 N. Wayne Ave.,
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HAPPINESS SET
All simulated diamonds

The finest obtainable, in Solid Sterling
or both for
Silver.
The dazzling Engagement Ring
boasts a simulated SOLITAIRE DIA¬
MOND, the size of a lVz kt. diamond.
Its very simplicity of design makes its
beauty more outstanding. The Wedding Band consists of
7 large brilliant simulated diamonds in a solid sterling
silver modern design, an appropriate companion to the
Engagement Ring. The inspiration for these designs comes
from an original set selling for $350.00. We GUARANTEE
that these rings are GENUINE STERLING SILVER—
NOT PLATED. Your friends will admire these rings and
really believe you paid BIG MONEY for them.
Send
money with order, and we pay all charges. If you prefer,
we will send C.O.D. plus postage and tax. You must be
delighted, or return the rings to us for immediate refund.
Obey that impulse. Order now. Our money-back guarantee
protects you.
ARTEX CO.

$3.88

88

415 Lexington Ave., Dept. W-I0I. New York 17, N. Y.
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Magnified Setting! Will las
structible. Waterproof! Encl
for ring size. Pay postman
postage. If you send cash
(Photos Returned)

PHOTO MOVETTE WING CO..

MOVIE STAR
PHOTOS

GLOSSY, ONLY

Absolutely latest, e
super-gloss photos O
favorite stars.
Indiv
posed. Order today!
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Anyone who has learned to write, can
learn to draw!
“It’s Fun to Draw”
removes the mysticism that has sur¬
rounded art for years. By reducing the
elements of drawing to its essence, it
teaches THE BEGINNER—to draw, and
to advance into more and more difficult
subjects.
For the practiced artist, it is
a source book and veritable mine of in¬
formation.
This book guides you from
the first stroke on paper to selling the
finished art work. Includes specific in¬
struction.
advice,
tricks,
timesavers,
special effects, on:—Still Life. Animals,
Human Figure, Portraits, Lettering.
Layouts.
Color work, etc., etc.
In¬
cludes glossary of Art Terms. SPECIAL
Supplies,
Use
of
Such
Guides, Types of Work,
Mediums,
etc.,
etc.
Com¬
pletely illustrated.

cases, the marriage itself may be wrecked by
this cause.)
In “YOU, TOO CAN HAVE A
BABY” Dr. Abner I. Weisman gives a de¬
tailed explanation of the factors that may
prevent normal reproductive functioning; he
offers simple and sound advice which often¬
times is all that is needed; also describes the
methods medical science uses today to re¬
move many of the obstacles to successful con¬
ception and childbirth.
Other than in cases
of
actual
physical
incapability,
this
book
should
prove
helpful.
Also
explains
the
anatomy and physiology of reproduction, how
to test pregnancy, what constitutes sterility,
how to test sterility of male and female, plan
for parenthood, etc.
Often barrenness is due
to
minor
conditions
which
can
price
easily be cleared away.
Having a
— ****
baby is truly life’s greatest thrill.
^ jl

$100

Complete

Creative
Handicrafts *Baske,ry

HOW TO IMPROVE
YOUR CONVERSATION

$100

Includes suggestions for writing
“Your MAN in the Service."

to

FORTUNE TELLING
For Fun and Popularity
This instructive and entertaining volume
shows you how you can tell people’s fortunes
from
their
PALMS,
from
DREAMS,
from
CARDS, from HAND-WRITING.
Also how to
make prophecies from such intriguing devices
as magic tables, lucky charms, ouija boards,
crystal gazing balls, etc.
AH these methods
are clearly described, illustrated and taught—
so that YOU can learn to use them. A special
chapter is devoted to the PSYCHOLOGY OF
FORTUNE TELLING,
which will
give you
many tips on “Professional” Secrets of For¬
tune Telling. Predicting the future is one of
the oldest and most universal of
sciences (or pastimes, depending on
^ Mil
how you look at it).
349 pages—
Special — with many illustrations.

HOW TO ORDER"

V,

CJLi

$100

★Wood
Carving
*B,ockPrintin9

It’s a lot of fun making things of your own.
This book has been written for those who have
the desire to make things.
Here are more
things to make and do than have ever before
been crammed into a single volume at this low
price. From a simple metal ash-tray to a 9 x 12
hooked rug. HUNDREDS OF PROJECTS are explained—with tools and equipment needed, sim¬
plified working drawings, pictures and
ONLY
step-by-step instruction that makes it 4, ^
easy to turn out finished handicrafts \ ^ Mil
that everyone will admire. All in this ^ ^
124 page fascinatingly exciting book.

To say what you want to say and to say It
well is a really practical aid toward achieving
success in business and social life. Through
this volume, the reader will receive practical
suggestions for self-instruction in this accom¬
plishment. The author gives you innumerable
anecdotes and stories to illustrate and point
up his advice. And after you have finished be¬
ing entertained by this book, you -PFr,..
will find that you know a lot more 9
^
about how to handle your talk—and
your silences — than you thought
possible.

Everyone wants to write letters that are
charming reflections of their own personality,
letters that are suited
to their purpose,
gay
and friendly, or sympathetic, or simply cour¬
teous and correct replies, as the case may be.
She gives complete and authentic information
on the writing (and answering) of every type of
communication, telegrams, cable messages, greet¬
ing cards, formal invitations and replies, formal
letters, informal letter^, and personal business
letters.
She
tells you
how
to
put warmth,
character,
distinction and charm into friendly
letters.
Besides
the
examples
of the
letters
themselves, there are chapters on punctuation,
capitalization and other points of gram¬
matical form.
One of the most inter- SPECIAL
esting chapters of the book is that con¬
taining letters of famous people, note¬
worthy for their charm and expres¬
siveness.

instruction on
^Rug Weaving
★ Metal Craft
★ Leather Craft

★ Bookbinding

by Grenville Kleiser

How To Write Good
SOCIAL LETTERS

information and
★ Pottery
★ Weaving
★ Dyeing

M

u

.J
HOW TO DANCE

Here is the book you have been looking for—
a simple and authoritative guide that shows you
how you can teach yourself to become a good
dancer, easily and quickly. The authors give you
all the fundamentals—rhythm, posture, balance,
leading and following—and then take you step by
step by easily-understood text and illustrations,
through the various routines, until you can confi¬
dently and correctly dance the FOX TROT,
WALTZ, RUMBA, CONGA and SAMBA. Also di¬
rections for dancing the LINDY HOP. POLKA,
LAMBETH WALK and SPANISH WALTZ. At end
of book, there are “foot patterns” which you can
cut out and use on the floor while learning and
practicing the different steps. HOW TO DANCE is
invaluable for both men and women,
beginners or experienced dancers. It F 4 AA
is a complete and comprehensive f I UU
home-studv course in social dancing.
A
Special for only—

ETIQUETTE for Moderns
By Gloria Goddard
A complete guidebook to contemporary liv¬
ing, covering every possible problem.
The
style of the book is gay and lively. The com¬
pleteness of the book is indicated by partial
contents: The Homelike Home—Proper Ap¬
pointments—How to Make
Introductions—
When to Rise. Shake Hands—How to LeaveNames and Titles—How to Enter a Room and
How to Sit—Table Manners—How to Eat
Difficult Foods—The Art of Conversation—The
Voice—Pronunciation—Slang — Manners
in
Public—At the Theatre—In a RestaurantTraveling—Tips—Community and Neighbors
—Visiting—Clubs—Games and Sports—Social
Correspondence—Entertaining—Formal.
Buf¬
fet Meals, Luncheons—Breakfasts—Dances—
Receptions—Teas—Bridge Partie s—General
Parties—House Parties and Guests—Showers
—Weddings—Anniversaries—Christenings—Funerals—What to Wear.
ONLY
Say, Do, on all these special
occasions—Good Manners in Business—Taste in Dress—Suggestions
About Food—etc.
A necessity in every home.

$100

out ^h® convenient coupon, check the titles^ of the books you
ant ajid mail the ord
If you send payment with order, we pay all delivery charges—If C. O. D., plus few ce

postage.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE:

All books full library size, beautifully printed and hard cover bound.
for any reason, not completely satisfied, return books and get money b

at once.

KNICKERBOCKER PUB. CO., 120 Greenwich St., Dept. A10, New York 6, N.

DIAMOND 11 KARAT
BRIDAL PAIR
GOLD

14

This exquisitely matched
bridal pair have breathtak¬
ing beauty!
14 GENUINE
TRU CHIP DIAMONDS set
in LOVER'S DESIGN — 14
KARAT YELLOW GOLD
MOUNTINGS. The engage¬
ment ring’s dazzlingly gen¬
uine TRU CHIP diamond
solitaire is set off by 4 side
chip diamonds! The match¬
ing lover’s design wedding
ring is a true mate with 9
GENUINE TRU CHIP DIA¬
MONDS also set in 14
_
KARAT YELLOW GOLD.
This beautiful lover’s design wedding set must give
satisfaction or your money back! Compare our prices,
then rush name, address and ring size. SEND NO
MONEY. Wear rings 15 days at our risk and expense.
Pay postman only $10.00 for either ring (or both for
$17.95) plus tax and postage.
VOGUE JEWELRY CO.
7759 S. Halsted,_Dept. A-219, Chicago 20

Do You Want ■■ ■ UW%

LONGER H A B If

Jost try this System ■
llll
on yoor Hair 7 days hhbhbh
and see if you are really enjoying the
pleasure ot Attractive Hair that so
often captures Love and Romance.

HAIR MAY GET LONGER

When SCALP and HAIR conditions are
normal and the dry. brittle, breaking off
hair can be retarded it has a chance to getJ
longer and much more beautiful. Juat try
the JUELENE System7 days and let yoor
mirror prove results. Send $1.00 orC.O.D.
pins postage. Fully guaranteed. Money
back if you are not delighted. Write to

JUEL CO., 1930 Irving Park Rd.f Dept G- 601, Chicago 13, lit

FREE

ENLARGEMENT

I urn mm mm Just to get acquainted with
pew customers, we will beautifully enlarge
your favorite print or negative, photo or pic¬
ture to 8x10 inches—FREE — if you enclose
this ad. (Pictures should be clear and sharp;
negatives give best results). Information on
hand tinting in natural colors sent immediate¬
ly. Your original returned with your free en¬
largement. Send today. Limit 1 to a customer.
GEPPERT STUDIOS, Dept.621, Des Moines 2. Iowa

ASTHMA
"0™ 10-DAY TRIAL OFFER!

IF YOU SUFFER FROM BRONCHIAL ASTHMA PAR¬
OXYSMS, from coughs, gasping wheezing — write quick
for daring lO- DAY TRIAL OFFER. Inquiries from socalled “hopeless” cases especially invited.
NACOR, 1093A, State Life Bldg., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

Beautiful Simulated

STONE

I flW I

Rl IM 6

GIVENS

^ty. Sterling Silver Ring set Tvith
* sparkling simulated Birthstone corirect for your birth date—GIVEN
1 for selling only 5 boxes of 1 order of
I Gold Crown Spot Remover a»d Cleaner
2at 25c each. Send name and address to¬
day for order. We trust you. Premium
supplies are limited.

GOLD CROWN PRODUCTS, Dept. E-397. Jefferson, Iowa

I!2P Scratching

H May Cause Infection

Relieve itching caused by eczema,
athlete’s foot, pimples—other itch¬
ing troubles. Use cooling, medicated
D.D.D.Prescription.Greaseless,stainless.Calmsi tchingfast. 35c trial bottle
proves it—or money back. Ask your
druggist for D. D. D. Prescription.

MOVIE PIN UPS
Special portraits of your
favorite stars.
Special
glamorous poses. Full size
8 x 10 glossy. Fine pin-ups
for service men. Send $1
for 4 different, and receive
special set of small photos
FREE.
Cash, stamps or
money order.

90

WINEHOLT PHOTO CO.
BOX M4, WOODBINE, PENNA.

I ENJOY
Card tricks—when other people
do them.
Surprises—pleasant ones.
Reading . . . best sellers, history,
biographies, autobiographies, mys¬
teries, books about music.
Letters from home, no matter how
they are put together.
I WANT
A police dog, a shepherd, just as
soon as I have a place to keep him.
I’M PROUD OF
My family. I want them near me
and hope to buy a house for them
close to Hollywood where they can
have some land and a few chickens
—they’d never be happy unless they
were busy. But—
THE TURNING POINT IN MY LIFE
Was the day I left home. I had a
good job—a white-collar job—and
my people didn’t want me to give
it up. I had practically no money.
My family advised me earnestly not
to go, but I felt I had to take a
chance. I’ve always been thankful
that it turned out well, when I
could so easily have been wrong.
I’LL NEVER FORGET
The first of August. I call it my
anniversary, because that was the
day I left home and was on my own.
It was also the day MGM first
showed an interest in me. It was
the second of August that we started
shooting on “Lifeboat.”
The first Christmas I was away
from home. I love Christmas be¬
cause I get a kick out of giving
presents, and that year I could
afford to send home some really
fine gifts.
I NEVER REMEMBER
Fragrances. Whenever I say:
“That’s wonderful—what is it?” I’m
likely to be told: “Why, that’s the
scent you said you liked last week,
remember?” And all I can say is:
“Oh!”
I LOVE
Food. When it’s time to eat, I
give it all my attention. I’m the
kind of man who eats everything
the waitress brings, and then, if I
know my companion well, usually
wind up eating most of what she
brought the other fellow.
I HAVE NO USE FOR
The title of best-dressed man or
woman. It belittles a person.
THE FIRST THING THAT INTER¬
ESTS ME
When I meet anyone is a certain
sympathetic spark. I can’t explain
it, but I know instantly if I like or
dislike a person. If I like him, he
never disappoints me. However, if
I’m indifferent to him on first meet¬
ing and later get to know him and
like him, I can be disappointed.
MY IDEAL GIRL
Is honest and sincere and has
great kindness. She would never be
malicious. She’d have interests in
common with me, but I think it
would be fun if she enjoyed things
I knew nothing about, so that I
could learn to enjoy them with her.
And I’d like to teach her to under¬
stand some of the things I love.
Needn’t be glamorously beautiful.
I’ll think her lovely, anyway.
I GOT A KICK
Out of driving across the country
on my first trip west of the Missis¬
sippi.
Out of my first trip to New York,
eight months before MGM sent me
there for my screen test. I had the
inside of a week between radio

Bill Bendix and daughter Stephanie Ann.
“Don Juan Quilligan" is his next at 20th.

commitments, and I devoted all my
time to sightseeing. I saw every¬
thing I’d read about for years and
found things like the Statue of
Liberty, Chinatown, Broadway,
Fifth Avenue, the views from tall
buildings, the various spots where
history was made, more thrilling
than the books written about them.
Winning, a jackpot in a sleepy
little fishing village in Wisconsin.
Up to the moment I put in my coin,
turned the handle and the shower
of nickles came clattering out all
over the place, I’d never even seen
a jackpot.
I’M CRAZY ABOUT
Fishing; a battered old hat I wear
on fishing trips; almost any kind of
sport; children and dogs.
I WANT TO
Go to China after the war. I
don’t care to fly. I like to look at
things and dream. An airplane
whisks you along so fast, you’ve
hardly noticed a thing before ssssst!
—it’s gone. No time to dream. I’d
like to go by slow steamer and
caravan, just loaf along.
Make pictures in South America,
Russia and Alaska, with plenty of
time to see the countries, get ac¬
quainted with the people and know
and enjoy their music.
I BELIEVE
There are two kinds of Luck. One
kind is the winning-a-jackpot luck,
because that’s pure chance. The
other is the luck that comes because
of certain basic dreams. You have
held fast to your dream, slaved for
it—suddenly it’s yours. People say:
“You lucky guy, things fall in your
lap!” You grin, but you know
better.
That “What is mine shall come to
me”. You can’t plan life ahead.
Too many things happen to spoil
plans. But you can prepare. I knew
I wanted to act, but I didn’t say:
“In so many years I’ll be on the
screen”. When I saw a picture, I’d
remember some of the lines; when I
got home, I’d try them over, see
what I could do with them. I never
talked about it, but I kept my am¬
bition in mind.
YET I DOUBT
If you can fight and fight for what
you want and always hope to win.
FATE has something to do with it
. . . The TIME arrives, the GATE
swings open, and if you are ready,
you go in. . . .
The End
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NO NEED NOW TO HAVE

GRAY HAIR
End Gray Hair Handicaps ...
Look Years Younger...
Far More Attractive...

cs

ray hair is risky. It screams: "You are getting old!”

To end the business and social handicaps of gray hair, all you now have to do
is comb it once a day for several days with a few drops of the new KOLORBAK sprinkled on your comb, and afterwards regularly only once or twice a
week, to keep your hair looking nice. KOLOR-BAK is a solution for arti¬
ficially coloring gray hair that imparts color and charm and abolishes gray
hair worries. Grayness disappears within a week or two and users report the
change is so gradual and so perfect that their friends forgot they ever had a
gray hair and no one knew they did a thing to it. Decide, today, that you
will no longer have gray hair. Get a bottle of the new KOLOR-BAK at
your drug or department store without delay.

So Simple, Quick and
Easy to Use!
KOLOR-BAK is wonder¬
fully simple and easy to use.
No muss; no fuss; no mix¬
ing. Takes only a few min¬
utes time while you comb
your hair in the regular
way. Yes, it’s as simple and
easy as that, and results
must delight you or the
makers guarantee your
money back.

A SOLUTION FOR

Makers Guarantee Satisfaction
or Money Back

ARTIFICIALLY COLORING
GRAY HAIR

.

lofaffe

SEE THE^POINT!
...KEY TO BETTER PEN PERFORMANCE !
These are the pens and pencils that are going to the men and women in
the Services overseas. Quantities available for civilians are very limited,
but Sheaffer dealers will take your reservations now.
When you buy a Sheaffer’s Jlijetune "TRIUMPH” Pen you see what
you're getting—the giant cylindrical 14-KGold point,a thing of functional
beauty—larger, with more gold; stronger, smoother writing, longer lasting
— precision built in every detail. And it’s all visible—on-sight evidence
of Sheaffer’s fine craftsmanship ... and the extra value that spells per¬
fect pen performance. W.A. Sheaffer Pen Company, Fort Madison, Iowa;
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
VALIANT "TRIUMPH” J!i{elune pen, $12.50; pencil, $5; complete set, $17.50. Other sets with
14K gold trim, $35 to $150. Other pens, $2.75 and up. Federal excise taxes additional.

cHeMt£^eiime

TRiuMPH

Pen

(firuyti

Sheaffer^
LISTEN EVERY SUNDAY to SHEAFFER’S WORLD

PARADE— NBC Complete Network, 3 P.M. E.W.T.; 2 P.M. C.W.T.; 1 P.M. M.W.T.; 12 P.M. P.W.T.
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ON APPROVAL
IT'S SMART! IT'S GAY!
It’s a smart gal who takes to jumpers for a trim, Hollywood-born
fashion that can be worn everywhere, any time. But it’s a smarter
gal who owns a chic jumper that can change — presto! — into still
another glamorous outfit!

DOUBLE-DUTY!... DOUBLE-BEAUTY!
Completely new is this Jaunty Jumper, gorgeously
tailored to flatter your figure in exquisite feminine lines. Completely
different because you have two jumpers in one: wear it with the lovely
contrasting color lapels opened in classic style ... or button-closed into
a demurely round neckline! Exclusively fashioned in crisp, fine-quality,
all-season material that loves to "take it"! A slenderizing fitted waistband
freedom-giving inverted pleat in the skirt add up to a knockout
creation! Wear this sophisticated jumper and win compliments galore
The illustration below
shows how this so¬
phisticated classic
with open lapels can
be changed into a de¬
mure feminine style
with high round neck
all through the sim¬
ple but clever magic
of buttons! Actually
two jumpers in one

from men who admire your smart looks . . . women who envy your
dual personality fashion! An original by Bonnie Gaye. Sizes 12 through
20—and biggest of all surprises it's only $7.98 plus postage.
BOW BLOUSE*—Tantalizing with its flattering high neck, perky
bow, long full sleeves—it’s a true complement to your jumper. In
lustrous-rich rayon fabric. White only. Sizes 32 to 40. Only $3.98.
SEND NO MONEY — Check size and color choice and mail
coupon today. On arrival, pay postman C. O.D. charges. Wear,
compare. If a 10 day trial doesn't prove you’ve discovered the
best buys ever, please return for full refund.

10 DAYS’ TRIAL
Yes, wear this
Jaunty Jumper
and “Bow Blouse”
at MY RISK. If you
are not completely
satisfied in every
way, return in 10
days and your full
urchase price
will be refunded.

’ mail coupon'todayT
(
I
I

I

BONNIE GAYE FASHIONS—Dept. 1-JJ
168 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
Please send smart 2-WAY JUMPER. I’ll pay postman $7.98
plus postage on arrival with the understanding I may return purchase for full refund if not satisfied in 10 days.
(Mark 1st and 2nd choice color selections)
Navy Q
Brown Q
Red Q
Black Q]
12

(Circle Size)
14
16
18

32

|

20

Please send "BOW BLOUSE”at $3.98 plus postage (Whitt Only)
(Circle Size)
34
36
38

,
I

j

40

NAME.
ADDRESS.
CITY.ZONE.STATE.
Note: Order 2 jumpers for only $14.50 plus postage

j

SOLITAIRE and
WEDDING RING
niRECT FROM HOLLYWOOD

Otf/IPPROtoU?
Yes You Can Wear Them
and PAY ONLY

*1°0 A WEEK

DIAMOND SOLITAIRE
Nothing can equal a genuine, flashing diamond ring of lasting
brilliance to symbolize your genuine, lasting love. You’ll be

Genuine Diamond, brilliant-cut, set in exquisite four-leaf

thrilled with the breath-taking beauty of this genuine dia¬

clover design mounting of lustrous 14K. Yellow Gold.

mond ring and matching wedding ring created in glamorous

Unusually lovely, utmost sparkle and dazzling color.

stars . . . yet at a price so low it’s almost unbelievable! To see

value, fiery loveliness that time can’t dim. This sensational

Beautifully

matched

wedding

Ring

with

the

four-leaf

t

clover design. Also in rich 14K. Yellow Gold. Makes a

^

perfect set for your perfect love.

diamonds so scarce and prices so high. The unusual, dainty
four-leaf clover design in both rings is symbolic of all

[T

WEDDING RING

the rings once is to cherish them a lifetime. The genuine

offer gives you a value you can’t duplicate anywhere with

yt A

TAX INCLUDED

Hollywood ... so rich-looking they might be worn by movie

solitaire diamond will always be precious both in memory and

(£

TAX INCLUDED

the

luck and success you desire in your precious love. Rings come
in lovely, velvet-lined box.

49

Don’t miss this amazing offer.

Send for your rings right now . . . wear them on approval for

. sow

10 days without risking loss of a cent.

SEND NO MONEY

TAX INCLUDED

Think of it! On this remarkable offer you actually own this
beautiful, flashing genuine diamond ring for only $44.95, tax
included. The equally lovely wedding ring is just $9.95, tax

Fill Out and Mail 10 Day Trial Coupon Now!

included. Together, only $49.50 tax included. Quality at so
low a cost it's amazing. Use our easy payment plan . . . just

14

down, $1 a week thereafter. Send no money. Fill in the 10

day trial coupon and mail right away. On arrival pay
the cost plus C.O.D. postage.

14

of

(If wedding ring is ordered

separately, pay in full on arrival.) Then only $1 a week till
fully paid. Payments are due the 1st and 15th of the month,
$2 each time. Wear your rings 10 days. If you aren't com¬
pletely satisfied simply return for full refund. Every diamond
is unconditionally guaranteed to be genuine. Supply limited.
Mail coupon.

HERE'S HOW TO FIND OUT RING SIZE—Cut out chart below,

HOLLYWOOD DIAMOND RING CO., Depf. I-JJ
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California
Send genuine diamond ring or rings as checked below. I will deposit
down plus
C.O.D. postage thru postman on arrival on your guarantee I can return ring or
rings in 10 days for any reason whatsoever and you will refund my money.
0 DIAMOND SOLITAIRE, Total cost, $44.95, tax included. Down payment,
$14.98. Balance to be paid 1st and 15th of each month. $2 each time until fully
paid.
0 WEDDING RING. Total cost, $9.95, tax included. Pay in full on arrival.
□ Both Rings. Total cost, $49.50, tax included. By buying both rings you save
$5.40. Down payment $16.50. Balance to be paid 1st and 15th of each month.
$2 each time until fully paid.
0 Check here if you do not wish to use credit plan. We will send rings C.O.D. for
full amount and we will pay postage and insurance charges.

wrap it tightly around middle joint of ring finger. The num¬
ber that meets the end of the chart strip is your ring size. Be
sure to mark it down on Coupon. Or enclose string tied to size
of your ring finger.

0123456789 10

Ring Size_

_(or enclose string that has been tied around finger)

Name of Your Bank_
Where Employed (Name of Firm)_

Address

To Whom Ring Given (Name)-

-Address*

Please sign name (do not print)-

HOLLYWOOD DIAMOND RING CO., Dept. I-JJ
6253 Hollywood Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

ADDRESS

PRINT NAME HERE_
CITY_

ZONE

_STATE__
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This is a month when a lion goes to the
dogs. The dogs being Lassie and Laddie,
her canine offspring.
★

★

★

★

Offspring and into a Summer to be
made memorable by this attractive
M-G-M film. “Son of Lassie”.

JULY’,

DOllIS

1945

★

★

★

★

The story and screen play of “Son of
Lassie” were written by Jeanne Bartlett
and directed by S. Sylvan Simon. It
was produced by Samuel Marx.
★

★

★

★

It has a distinguished cast—Peter Lawford, Donald Crisp, starring. Also June
Lockhart, Nigel Bruce, William “Billy”
Severn, Leon Ames, Donald Curtis,
Nils Asther, Robert Lewis.
★

★

★

★

★

★

It is in Technicolor.
★

★

But the great star of the picture is that
most exciting of all collies—the beauti¬
ful, the adorable, the perfect Lassie.
★

★

★

★

We are offering an attractive 8” by 10”
color portrait of Lassie to those who
write to Lassie, Box ML, M-G-M, 1540
Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. The
painting was done by America’s fore¬
most painter of dogs—Paul Bransom.

Address

To cover mailing costs, please send
fifteen cents with your request. We
suggest that you write fast; the short¬
age of paper limits the number of prints.
★

★

★

★

As for the film—to paraphrase an old
Scottish Song—“you’ll love a Lassie”!
★

★

★

★

Those who have seen “National Velvet”
and “Meet Me in St. Louis”, “Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo” and “Without
Love”, may like to know that there are
many more M-G-M hits on the way.
★

★

★

★

Watch for “The Valley of Decision”,
and three mighty Technicolor musicals:
“Thrill of a Romance”,
“Ziegfeld Follies”, and
“Anchors Aweigh”.
★

STORIES

Miss-Adventure (Lynn) Bari
By Fredda Dudley 21
Latin From Manhattan (Arturo de Cordova)
By Ralph Huston 23
The Big Bad (Billy) DeWolfe
By Kay Proctor 25
June (Allyson) Moods
By Hyatt Downing 27
The Prince (William) Was a Pauper
By Mickell Novak 28
New Leading Man for Deanna (David Bruce)
By Dora Albert 33
The Hepburn I Know
By Emily Perkins 34
My Faith Is My Fortune (Robert Alda)
By Lou Ann Garrett 38
You, Too, Can Be Famous (Cass Daley)
By Katherine Lake 40
Lucky Jim (Brown)
By Alice L. Tildesley 43
Gone With the Glamour (Joan Crawford)
By Leslie Traine 45

★ PORTRAITS
John Dali.
19
Katharine Hepburn ...
June Allyson. 26
Robert Alda.
Jim Brown. 42

★

★

As for current events, it
looks like a MetroGoldwyn May.
—Jleo

35
38

★ FEATURES
Pal’s Puppetoons 30
Playground of the Stars By James Scott
This Was Hollywood 49
Those Glamorous Newcomers 50

Name ..

Editor

I

★

Those who loved “Lassie Come Home”
will respond to this one. The late Eric
Knight is not the author, but the new
story is based on some of his characters.

CLINE,

37

★ DEPARTMENTS
Inside Hollywood By Fredda Dudley 6
Pictures in Production 10
MOVIELAND’S Crossword Puzzle 12
MOVIELAND’S New Picture Guide 14
Summer Check-Up By Shirley Cook 16
Words of Music By Jill Warren 47
Your Problem and Mine By Jane Wyman 48
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BUT IN HER HEART SHE KNEW
MARRIAGE WAS NOT FOR THEM!
Her embittered father cursed
their romance ... a jealous
world tried to build a wall
between them .... time tore
at their hearts! But years of
denial only sharpened the
hunger of their longing!

M-G-M

has filmed—faithfully,

tenderly, vibrantly —Marcia
Davenport’s best-selling ro¬
mantic

novel!

With the

stars that you would have
chosen for the famous roles !
6REER GARSON as Mary Rafferty
GREGORY PECK as Paul Scott
OONAID CRISP as William Scott
LIONEL BARRYMORE as Pat Rafferty
PRESTON FOSTER as Jim Brennan
MARSHA HUNT as Constance Scott
GLADYS COOPER as Clarissa Scott
OAN OURYEA as William Scott Jr.
JESSICA TANDY as Louise Kane
•

GREER GARSON
GREGORY PECK
^Vaueif of Decision
DONALD CRISP • LIONEL BARRYMORE • PRESTON FOSTER • MARSHA HUNT
Gladys COOPER • Reginald OWEN • Dan DURYEA • Jessica TANDY • Barbara EVEREST • Marshall THOMPSON
Screen Play by John Meehan and Sonya Levien • Based on the Novel by Marcia Davenport • Directed by
TAY GARNETT • Produced by EDWIN H. KNOPF • A METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER PICTURE

Shirley Temple was dressing to go to a
luncheon at Westlake School For Girls. "If
you're going to keep your engagement a se¬
cret until your 17th birthday," her mother
said, "you'll have to leave your ring at
home."
Shirley thought it over. She isn't supersti¬
tious, but she felt the usual reluctance of a
girl in love to remove her engagement ring.
"I'll wear my gloves and simply remove the
right one only," she decided, thinking that
would solve the problem. She should have
known her classmates better.
They leapt on that gloved hand with its
suspicious bulge, like bobby soxers on Sina¬
tra. They demanded a full explanation and
a glimpse of the jewelry.
The ring is a 2 '/2-carat emerald cut dia¬
mond, and the donor is Sergeant John G.
Agar of the Army Air Forces. Two years
ago, when Shirley was 14 and John was 22,
they met at a party given by Ann Gallery,
daughter of Zasu Pitts, and a neighbor of
the Temples.
John promptly asked for a
date—Shirley's first official date. They have
been having dates ever since, when John
was in the vicinity of Hollywood.
On the night of April 6, John and Shirley
were driving out Sunset Boulevard around
nine-thirty. "Look, Red," said John . . . and
you may dream up your own proposal from
that point because Shirley and John are keep¬
ing the precise words a secret.
fhey have promised not to marry for two
years, but certain Hollywood wiseacres who
remember that Shirley has made statements

b

that she would like to be married before she
is 18, are crocheting place mats with the
initials ST and JA entwined.

Here on secret mission, Jean P. Aumont visits
Judy Garland on set of "The Harvey Girls."

THAT'S BACALL, BROTHER:
By the time you read this, Miss Bacall may
well be Mrs. Bogart. Currently she is wear¬
ing, on the third finger of her left hand, a
gorgeous moss green zircon, set in gold and
surrounded by diamonds.
Aside from her romantic life, her great in¬
terest at present is in her new cocker spaniel
puppy, the daughter of her original pooch.
The name of the newcomer in the Bacall
household—without further explanation—is
"Puddles."
CRADLE ROLL:
It was recently revealed that Ann Ruther¬
ford and David May took a little girl last
August, when she was but 18 hours old, and
are rearing her as their own. This was the
best-kept secret since what became of Charley
Ross.
Captain Ronald Reagan and his pert
brown-eyed wife, Jane, have taken a baby
boy to be brought up as a brother to Maureen,
their four-year-old daughter. Maureen, gaz¬
ing upon this new member of the family for
the first time, issued a cogent communique
about the entire institution of infants. "Well,
I guess a person gets used to a baby," she
said.
Jack Carson and Kay St. Germain parented
a nine-pound nine-ounce daughter to be
named Germain. Jack took one long, compre¬
hensive look at his new daughter and sighed.

"She's got the same heavy lids that I have,"
he groaned. "She, and Jackaboy and I are
going to have to go through life looking like
four o'clock in the morning. I had hoped
that this baby would look respectable—like
her mother."
Veronica Lake and Andre de Toth an¬
nounced happy expectations for November,
1945.
SPIRITED ADVENTURE:
Hurd Hatfield (his engagement to Virginia
Hunter just officially announced) had a con¬
tribution to make to a recent discussion of the
occult. Seems that when he first went to
England, some eight years ago, the castle in
which he and a group of earnest young
players were to receive their dramatic train¬
ing, was not far from an authentic haunted
ruin. The ruin had, itself, once been a castle,
but age and the financial reverses of its
owners had reduced it to a mass of wings
ending in rubble and towers standing alone
against the moon. Yet from its airy corridors
and stairways winding to the peopled sky,
there were rumored to arise groans and
shrieks, the rattling of chains and the howls
of the damned.
The group to which Hurd belonged de¬
cided to investigate, one spring night. Ap¬
proach to the vast pile of masonry was
through a small woods or private park.
Every bush rustled, every tree played tag

At Mocambo, femme fatale Andrea King "Shadow of a Woman"

Ethel Smith, Esther Williams and swoonster Van Johnson take time

(W.B.) holds hands with hubby Lt. (J.G.) Nat Willis of Coast Guard.

out for a jive session 'tween scenes of "Early to Wed"

(M-G-M).

They'll

Kill

Vou
FRED

It's hit or miss — what happens to Fred MacMurray
when he meets kiss-or-kill Bonnie of the Fleagle gang

MURRAY

— a hillbilly round-up of characters that puts Tobacco
Road in the shade-in a mystery comedy that’s
murderously funny!

Maw has bats
in

the belfry

— and coffins
in the cellar!

Elany's nuttier
than a Christmas

Gronmaw gets

Iruil cake!

lit

when

the

lights go out!

Ben'll smash you.
bash you and then
he'll crash you!

Bonnie's

the pin-up•

girl of the police de¬
portment and the only
thing that makes sense
to Fearless Fred I

with

Helen Walker - Marjorie Main
Jean Heather
Porter Hall • Peter Whitney
Mabel Paige • Barbara Pepper

GEORGE MARSHALL PRODUCTION

s

Directed by GEORGE MARSHALL • A Paramount Picture

Continued
from page 6

with its own shadow, furtive sounds grieved
at the heels of the shivering ghost-breakers.
They encountered no bona fide phantoms, no
headless spectres, but their experience was
not without a tag line.
The following day one of the students went
to a nearby village and quite by accident
overheard one villager complaining to the
other, "Got precious little sleep last night, that
I did, what with beatin' the bushes all night
to maintain the bloomin' tradition."

supply of Tampax with you
(Slip it in your purse)
Why not insure your vacation against
all those belt-and-pin troubles and incon¬
veniences that are so familiar? The Tam¬
pax form of monthly sanitary protection
liberates you completely from belts, pins
and external pads, and being worn
internally, it can cause no chafing, no
odor. Just imagine those advantages dur¬
ing hot summer days! You don’t even
need to use a sanitary deodorant!
WHIlLE TRAVELING you will appre¬
ciate the compactness of these neat,
dainty Tampax, made of pure surgical
cotton and each compressed into a
patented individual applicator. A whole
month’s supply will slip into a purse ...
Tampax can be changed quickly and
disposed of easily and inconspicuously.
WITH VARIOUS COSTUMES you will
find Tampax a real comfort and a help
to your morale. It causes no bulge or
ridge under a sheer evening gown or a
1945 swim suit. You cannot feel Tampax
when in place and you can wear it in
shower, pool or ocean. Invented by a
doctor. Sold at drug and notion coun¬
ters . Tampax I ncorporated, Palmer, Mass.

3 absorbencies
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KAPUT:
Cupid sustained his first black eye when
Marsha Hunt announced her separation from
Captain Jerry Hopper. Theirs had been a
delicious romance, developed when Jerry
met Marsha in 1937, when she was testing at
Paramount.
The second blow to the orb of Eros was suf¬
fered when Mrs. Ray Milland announced a
trial separation from Ray. However, every¬
one in Hollywood who knows the Millands
well is determinedly anticipating a patching
up of the trouble. Once before, in 1934, the
Millands separated and went through inter¬
locutory decree proceedings, but solved their
difficulties, invalidated the first decree, and
became parents of Master David in 1940.
Ray Milland is certainly not the easiest
man on earth with whom to maintain a
home, according to those who have worked
with him. He is mercurial, impatient, moody,
and a great and concentrated hobbyist. One
year he was mad about planes, the next his
great enthusiasm was boats. When war
broke out and rationing imposed, Ray became
the great chicken-raiser of San Fernando
Valley.
He bought scientific pens, read
poultry journals, imported a rooster; the
rooster made the morning hideous for Ray
when he didn't have to arise early to work,
so Ray tried to soundproof the coop. But he

had to leave a small window for purposes of
ventilation, so the rooster crowed through this
window. Ray sold the rooster, gradually lost
interest in fowl.
Then he became an enthusiast about all
things Mexican. He bought silver, glassware,
Mexican ceremonial garments, sent for posters
of bull fights and had his dressing room
decked out in a manner most South Of The
Border.
Currently he is intensely taken with the
subject of ballet dancing. The studio art
department has prepared ballet posters and
has substituted them for the deposed Mexican
art. It is said that, while he was in New
York, Mr. Milland took a more personal in¬
terest in the ballet.
But those who know and trust Ray are
positive that he has never loved any woman
excepting Mai, and that he never will. His
friends believe that his interest in ballet will
follow a trail blazed by discarded chickens
and forgotten bull fighters.
NIGHT FRIGHT:
Gene Tierney recently moved back to her
hillside-canyon home with her daughter,
Daria, a nurse and a maid. Because the
house seemed strange after the years Gene
has been away from it, she trembled on the
cliff-edge of sleep for several weeks. Climax
came one night when she awakened with the
positive persuasion that she had heard a
prowler fumbling at one of the living room
windows.
Trembling into a robe, she slipped cau¬
tiously to the kitchen and extracted a butcher
knife from the cutlery drawer. As the sound
was repeated in the living room, she
screamed in a voice that would have dis¬
turbed the peace of Jove, "If you don't leave
this instant, I'm going to shoot, and I'm go-

(Continued, on page 88)

REGULAR
SUPER
JUNIOR

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

Para. "Incendiary Blonde" Betty Hutton dishes
out chow at her party for heroes of Bastogne.

Fred Astaire and wife leave Mocambo.
do

his

famous

leaps

in

"Ziegfeld

He’ll

Follies".
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WARNERS
BRING YOU SUSPENSE, SUSPICION AND MAN-WOMAN MADNESS
-MORE EXCITINGLY THAN YOU CAN POSSIBLY IMAGINE!,
Co-starring

SYDNEY Cftt

ALEXIS SMITH-GREENSTHEET
The two mighty
men of menace f

Directed by CURTIS BERNHARDT
Screen Ploy by ARTHUR T. HORMAN ond
DWIGHT TAYLOR • Based on Originol Story by
Robert Siodmak and Alfred Neumann

P.oduced by WILLIAM JACOBS
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ORDER BY MAIL DIRECT FROM HOLLYWOOD
EXCITEMENT
FROM

^

HOLLYWOOD!

NAUMCAV
OMMPER
ADELE
MARA

(Note:
One year ago at this time
there were 46 pictures in production.
This year, because of the strike, there
are 30.)

BELLS OF
ROSITA"
A MPUtUC
PICTURE

NOW
AVAIlABlf'
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t Cobmitfcb
A >K YOU"
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AT COLUMBIA:
THE BANDIT OF SHERWOOD
FOREST is the current title for a
story previously called “The Son Of
Robin Hood,” starring Cornel Wilde,
Anita Louise, Edgar Buchanan, George
Macready, and Jill Esmond. A group
of girls entered Brittingham’s for
luncheon one noon and one of them
noticed Cornel at a nearby table. His
hair was curled, he wore doublet and
hose in the Sherwood Forest tradition,
topped by a tweed coat of his own for
pui’poses of being as inconspicuous
as possible on the street. “Look,”
whispered
the
bright-eyed
girl,
“there’s Chopin!”
“So it is,” answered one of the
other girls. “I didn’t recognize him
without his piano.”
RUSTY stars Ted Donaldson, Con¬
rad Nagel, and Margaret Lindsay.
Margaret Lindsay is the pretty dark¬
eyed girl who tried to break into pic¬
tures at the height of the British
vogue. She had no luck at all until
she adopted an Oxford accent, learned
to wear a monocle and tweeds, and
announced her birthplace as the north
of England. She was signed at once.
OUTLAWS OF THE ROCKIES is
the new pistol-packing-package for
Charles Starrett, Tex Harding, Carole
Mathews, and George Chesbro.

AT PARAMOUNT:

Two-tone harmony... glamour-plus tailor¬
ing! Smart nailhead trim. Two-toned idea,
slenderizing waistband make you look
slim as a reed! Sizes 10 to 18. $7.98, Si",’..,.

OUR HEARTS WERE GROWING
UP is in its second month of produc¬
tion, with Brian Donlevy, Gail Russell,
Diana Lynn, James Brown, Bill Ed¬
wards, Bill Demarest and Byron Barr.
It is a sequel to OUR HEARTS WERE
YOUNG AND GAY, and elucidates
the further adventures of Cornelia

Otis Skinner and Emily Kimbrough
during the ’20’s when Greenwich Vil¬
lage was the lair of quaint characters
and a bootlegger had to be a sideline
printer to get variety into his line of
wares.
THE BLUE DAHLIA is a murder
mystery, with Alan Ladd, Veronica
Lake, William Bendix, Howard da
Silva and Doris Dowling.

AT MGM:
YOLANDA AND THE THIEF is
now in its fourth month of shooting,
thereby keeping out of mischief Fred
Astaire, Lucille Bremer, Frank Mor¬
gan, Leon Ames, Mildred Natwick and
Mary Nash.
THE HARVEY GIRLS is also in its
fourth Technicolor month, with Judy
Garland, Angela Lansbury, John Hodiak, Ray Bolger, Virginia O’Brien,
Selena Royle, Marjorie Main, Preston
Foster, and Shirley Patterson. Early
reports indicate that Angela Lansbury
is doing a bang-up job, to wit: the
ease with which Margaret O’Brien
steals a picture is celebrated in Holly¬
wood, a fact that explains the crack
made recently in the Metro com¬
missary when Angela strolled in.
“There,” said this pundit, “goes the
Margaret O’Brien of THE HARVEY
GIRLS.”
EARLY TO WED in Technicolor is
now in its third month of production,
with Lucille Ball, Van Johnson,
Esther Williams, Keenan Wynn (who
is recovered from his motorcycle acci¬
dent), Carole Ramirez, Cecil Kellaway and Gladys Cooper.
FOR BETTER, FOR WORSE is a
light comedy romance with Robert
Walker, June Allyson, Audrey Totter,
Hume Cronyn, and Eddie Anderson.
As you probably kndW, each motion
picture—while in production—is pub¬
licized by one person in the praise
department. Dorothy Hass, well known
(Continued on page 86)

"Bow Blouse"—Flattering high neckcoquette bow! Long full sleeves! Rich
rayon fabric, in white only. Sizes 32 to
38. 3.98, SS.„__
SEND NO MONEY. WE MAIL C. O. D.
Or iov* C. O 0 chorgej by enclosing cashier's check or
money order plus 25c moiling chorge

Buy with confidence from Hollywood's
pioneer mail-order fashion house!

If you are not completely satisfied, we
will gladly refund your money!

BETTY CO-£V OF HOLLYWOOD, Dept 958
6253 Hollywood Blvd./ Hollywood 28/ Calif,
PROMPT

DELIVERY!

BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD, oeP. 9ss
6253 Hollywood Blvd./ Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please send "Nailhead Jumper", of $7.98, pias post.|t
Powder and I Creenondl Cold and. Red and I u*«rli t„ &
cho«#
Navy
Dl Brown □ | Brown Qj NavyQ| of color combinot-om.
Size:
10
12
14
Send "Bow Blouse"
Size:
32 34
36

ot

16
18
(Circle Iixe
$3.98/ plus pottoge
38
(white Only)

wonted)

(Please print name, etc plainly)
NAME
STREET
CITY
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ZONE

STATE

U.A. pays tribute to a United Nation in "Paris Underground," with CorfBie Bennett and Grade
Fields. Similar flags flew on April 25 at S.F., where the U.N. met to plan a better world.

The real-li
It’s E

SUSPENSE . . . Brave Men!
Those foot-weary, fun-loving
G. I. Joe's.

DRAMA . . . Soul-stirring! As
human as the beating of your
own heart!

UR 6.1, JOE!
war...

ACTION ...As only your
G. I. Joe's in the infantry
know it!

EXCITEMENT . . . Gallant
heroes in the greatest adven¬
ture of their lives!

COURAGE ... Youngsters!
Using every skill they can
master to stay alive!

HILARITY . . . Undimmed by
the dust, fear and the mud of
battle!

/

Released thru UNITED ARTISTS

THRILLS ... More sensational
— more dramatic because
they're real!

Directed by

WILLIAM A. WELLMAN
11

YOU'LL HAVE

LOVELIER HAIR
Convince yourself with one
application of this famous
3-VVAY MEDICINAL TREATMENT
Many of Hollywood’s most beautiful stars use this
overnight 3-Way Medicinal Treatment. You, too, can
make your hair look lovelier, more glamorous!
Glover's will accentuate the natural color-tones of
your hair with clear, sparkling highlights—freshened
radiance—the soft, subtle beauty of hair wellgroomed. Today—try all three of the famous
Glover’s preparations—Glover’s original Mange Med¬
icine— GLO-VER Beauty Shampoo—Glover’s Imperial
Hair Dress. Use separately, or in one complete
treatment. Ask for the regular sizes at any Drug
Store or Drug Counter—or mail the Coupon for all
three products in hermetically-sealed bottles, packed
in special carton with FREE booklet, “The Scien¬
tific Care of Scalp and Hair.”

I—Apply Glover's
Mange Medicine,
with massage, for
Dandruff, Annoy¬
ing Scalp and Ex¬
cessive Falling
Hair.

2—Wash hair
with
GLO-VER
Beauty Shampoo
(hard or soft
water). Makes
hair soft, lustrous,
manageable.

S—Use Glover's
Imperial Hair
Dress for scalp
and hair — it's
non-alcoholic and
antiseptic!

10. Me - - - - is a dentist in
“The Great Moment”
14. Faye Emerson in “The Very
Thought of You”
15. “Netta Longdon” in
“Hangover Square”
16. River in Yorkshire, Eng.
17. Month of the Jewish year
18. Vaudeville in a burlesque
show
19. "Delilah Donay” in
“Blonde Fever”
20. Hurd Hatfield
22. Sir Cedric in “The Keys of
the Kingdom”
24. Merle is.portrayer in
“A Song to Remember”
26. “Irish Eyes - - - Smiling”
27. “Evelyn Heath” in “Guest
in the House” (inits.)
29. “David” in “Thirty Sec¬
onds Over Tokyo”
31. Mr. Hamilton
32. “ 'Frisco-”
33. Japanese drama
34. Crude reed instrument
36. Ted in “A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn”
39. “The Fighting-”
41. Doctor in "Experiment
Perilous”
43. By
44. “Johannes Koenig" in
“Hotel Berlin”
45. “Crazy Mary” in “The Thin
Man Goes Home” (anag.)
46. Prefix meaning solid
48. Anagram for Don Barry
49. Anagram for Miss Raines
(inits.)
50. - - - Juana, Mex.

71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

DOWN
1. - - - - Award (abbr.)
2. Simple-minded person
(colloq.)
3. Moroccan sandarac trees
4. “Molly” in "Heavenly
Days”
5. Penny Singleton
6. Gypsy book
7. Blackbirds
8 Matinee - - - 9. Cavalry captain in “The
Big Bonanza” (inits.)
10 “Oliver” in “Here Come
the Co-Eds”
11 “Ann Proctor” in “Guest
in the House”
12 Prefix denoting within
13. Prefix denoting air
19. Division of geologic time
(var.)
21 Concerning

.

.
.
.

.

5
14

15

17

18

with massage
DANDRUFF,
NOYING SCALP
and EXCESSIVE
FALLING HAIR

i GLOVER’S, 101 W. 31stSt., Dept. 677, NewYork t,N.Y.
Send “Complete Trial Application" package in plain
wrapper, by return mail, containing Glover's Mange
Medicine, GLO-VER Beauty Shampoo and Glover's
Imperial Hair Dress, in hermetically-sealed bottles,
with informative FREE booklet. I enclose 25c.

i
• NAME
i
i
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67.
69.
70.

Dormouse
Thingumbob (colloq.)
Current
Charles’ wife in “The
Suspect”
Ignore
Andrews Sisters are one
Wac lieutenant in^ “Keep
Your Powder Dry”
Enmesh again
“Maisie Goes to - - - •”
(anagram)
“Dr. Vance” in “And Now
Tomorrow” (anag.)
“Murder, My.”
“Patty” in “Here Come the
Co-Eds”

My Co
28. A sculp
“Toget
29. “John”
Speakin
30. “Dr. O
Crime D
35. “- - - G
West P
37. “Belle
38. “Major
jective
40. One w
excessiv
42. “.V
44. Largest
46. “Dr. A
“Hango
47. Edward
“.
.”
51. Daught
(Myth.)
53. Ingrid
bound”
58. “Susan”
Serenad
59. “Mark
“Laura”
60. Halloo
61. Ginger
in “I ll
63. She is
tery”
64. “Dr. G
Waters”
65. Anagram
66 “Ted”
Over T
68 “Agnes

.
.

(For Solution See Page 90)

Your hair will be Lovelier with

!
J
J
i
*

57.
59.
62.
65.

iADDRESS
i □ Sent FREE to members of the Armed Forces on
J receipt of 10c to cover postage and packing.
/
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Lhe story of the singh
vagabond and the Sultan’s d(

... in glowing Technicoh

SPECTACULAR SLAVE GIRL AUCTIONS!

LUSCIOUS DANCING GIRLS!

COLUMBIA PICTURES presto
THE SULTAN'S HAREM!

Screen Ploy by Wilfrid M. Pettitt,
Richard Engliib, Jack Henley
Produced by SAMUEL BISCHOFf
Directed by ALFRED E. GREEN

THE GIANT WHO
PERFORMS MIRACLES!
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and corny—but really a riot of fun if
you’re in the right mood. Helen
Walker, Marjorie Main, Jean Heather,
Peter Whitney, and Mabel Paige de¬
serve special mention. And of course,
Fred MacMurray is the perfect be¬
fuddled, but win-through-against-allodds Trotter man.

catching

detail

of

contrasting

THRILL OF A ROMANCE (M-G-M)
classifies as “all this and Van Johnson,
too”! And on the level, it’s not dis¬
appointing in any department.
With Esther Williams turning in a
smooth, finished dramatic perform¬
ance as the pretty young bride left
waiting at the honeymoon. Married
to a “business before pleasure” rising
executive (Carleton G. Young) who
must dash off to complete an impor¬
tant big deal, she gives swimming
lessons to war-hero Major Thomas
Milvaine
(Van Johnson,
but
of
course). Comes love—and pleasant
hours at a Technicolorful mountain
resort where there’s beautiful scenery,
and sympathetic understanding and
final solution cooperation from Mr.
Nils Knudsen, opera singer (Lauritz
Melchior).
On the musical side, it’s a wellbalanced menu of Tommy Dorsey,
Melchior, and Jerry Scott—small boy
with a voice that’s big news and
terrific! Selections range from oper¬
atic favorites to popular ballads, with
the semi-classical sandwiched some¬
times in between.
Fact is, this formula is fine and
super-fine; as neat a job of combining
music spots with a story situation as
you’ve ever seen. And giving Frances
Gifford a chance for coming into her
screen-break own makes the whole
thing just about perfect.

side

stripes, belt and shoulder motif set it
apart. Kick pleat in front and back for
fullness.

The fabric . . . linen finish,

Rayon-reinforced-cotton in White, Lime,

Aqua or Melon with contrasting side
stripes.

Sizes 10 to 20.

$8.95 plus han¬

dling and mailing costs.

CLASSIC,
Rayon.
Light

BLOUSE

open-throat

Notched lapels.
Green,

Baby

of

White, Maize,

Pink.

$3.98

plus

handling and mailing costs.

SEND NO MONEY
man on arrival. Yes! On approval for

10-days’ Trial—money

refunded if not delighted. Order by mail from Hollywood
for guaranteed satisfaction.

[jANNE OF HOLLYWOOD

"j

I Dept. 4-HP, Hollywood Blvd. at Normandie, Hollywood, |
■ Calif.
| Please send

"Hit Parade" Jumper—

■ □ White □ Lime □ Aqua □ Melon (Mark 1st or 2nd
■ choice.)
■ Size 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 (circle size).
| Send Blouse—
I □ White □ Maize □ Green □ Pink
I Size 32, 34, 36, 38 (circle size).
I
| Name...
I Address.
I
I City.State

I--------------...-.-.

I
I

I

I
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MURDER. HE SAYS (Paramount)—and
here’s one picture calculated to make
you die—laughing. The setting: hill¬
billy. The action: reminiscent of the
Keystone Cops days. Special effects:
out of this world.
Fred MacMurray, as a Trotter Poll
man (just one pace behind the Gal¬
lup) becomes embroiled with the
Fleagle family and their efforts to lo¬
cate a stolen bank cache. Grandma
Fleagle, before passing on, gives the
secret—in code—to Fred. He’s to take
it to Bonnie (temporarily detained in
the State penitentiary), says Grand¬
ma, “because the money belongs to
her. She stole it.” But the rest of the
Fleagle clan have other ideas, and
by hook, crook, and a little softening
up of the skull process try to wrestle
the code from Fred.
Mysterious intruders, secret pas¬
sageways, and a deadly poison that
gives its victims a beautiful glow in
the dark make the picture slapstick

WONDER MAN (Samuel Goldwyn)—That
man’s here again! And this time he’s
twice as good—because he’s twins.
Danny Kaye is Edwin Dingle, book¬
worm. He’s also Buzzy Bellew, enter¬
tainer and twin brother of Dingle. But
Bellew “knows too much” to live long.
When he’s murdered one night, he be¬
gins getting Dingle into difficulties
by jumping in and out of his body,
willy nilly. This causes no end of
trouble with Virginia Mayo, Dingle’s
sweetheart, and Vera-Ellen, Bellew’s
fiancee. It also makes for a rather
precarious existence for Dingle, since
the villians (Allen Jenkins, Edward
Brophy, and Steve Cochran) are still
trying to bump off Bellew. Of course,
he’s Dingle, not Bellew. But how are
they to know?
Danny doesn’t have much oppor¬
tunity to show off his dancing (pos¬
sibly because he seriously injured his
ankle on set during the first few days
of shooting), but his songs and fast
patter are as super as only Danny
Kaye can make them. Vera-Ellen has
a solo dance number in which she’s
shown to advantage, and Virginia
Mayo is as lovely to look at as always.
VALLEY OF DECISION (M-G-M) brings
a new Greer Garson to the screen as
the young, intelligent, and utterly be¬
guiling extra maid in Marcia Daven¬
port’s best-selling novel. No wrinkles
and no gray haired wig this time—
but a fresh and lively Greer Garson
you’ve never seen before.
And starring with her is Gregory
Peck, handling his role, as the eldest
son in one of Pittsburgh’s first fam¬
ilies, sympathetically and with re¬
strained emotion.
The picture, running two hours,
gives us only a portion of the novel,
but the screen play is well knit and
complete. Excellently cast are Donald
Crisp as Peck’s father and owner of
the town’s largest steel mill, Lionel
Barrymore as his embittered ex(Continued on page 76)

jfrSw Could It Be Anything Else But

EAT...
'Because its story comesfrom the pen "of the
great John Steinbeck,?in collaboration •with
Jack Wagner—Because its script was
itten by-the man who helped put all
te delightful, deep-downjheart*appeal
“Going My Way”..vrFrank Butlerlike Barry Fitzgerald, in “Going
My Way,”^J. Carrol, Naish
makes ^screen history, in
a brilliant new
supporting
Because
two great
grow greater in bril¬
liant dramatic performances
—And because it has a theme
as unusual, a story as tenderly
moving as “Going My Way,*7/oze>
could it be anything else but Grjeat!

^ramount

presents

Dorothy

Arturo

LAMOUR

in

deCORDOVA

JOHN STEINBECK and Jack Wagner
with J. CARROL NAISH * Mikhail Rasumny - Fernando Alvarado
From the story by

Frank.McHugh • Directed by IRVING PICHEL.
Screen Play.by Frank Butler

By SHIRLEY COOK
BEAUTY EDITOR

BEAUTY
on the beach should be
unbleached. If, like starlet
Mona Freeman, featured in Para¬
mount’s “Out of This World,”
your sun sorties are limited by a
busy life, you must follow the
rules for unroasted loveliness.
Never venture out into the ele¬
ments without protecting your
sensitive skin with an application
of suntan oil or lotion. Time your
tanning and take it in small doses.
Renew your sunburn preventive
frequently—always after every
dip. Supplement sunning prepa¬
rations with nightly applications
of soothing emollient skin creams.

WORKING
weather?

all day in warm
That calls for spe¬
cial wiles. Keep your skin coated
with fragrant talcum, says Mona.
The perfect pick-up during the
day is a dash of toilet water on
wrists, forearms, and the nape of
the neck.
Make-up will last
longer and look lovelier if you
apply it over a powder base.
When oil or moisture appear on
the surface, blot them away with
a cotton pad which has been
wrung out of cooling skin fresh¬
ener. This leaves the basic color
of make-up undisturbed, ready
for an added fluff of powder.

A

How to stay sleek in¬
stead of sticky? Follow
Mona Freeman's own
summer charm chart.

DATE after dark? Then dress
up with dazzle! Mona makes
the most of her toast-toned tan
and emphasizes it with deeper,
darker powder. For the super
sparkle that matches her sequins,
she adds eye shadow and an extra
coat of mascara. She makes magic
with her mouth by brushing on
a film of real red lipstick—a true
red that stays bright under night
lights. To set off barer, briefer
dance frocks, she tends neck,
arms and shoulders with tender
care. Finally, she touches a favor¬
ite, flowery perfume behind her
ears and back of her hairline.

JAMES

CAGNEY
SYLVIA SIDNfY

WILLIAM CAGNEY
PRODUCTION

"Try that on for
size.. .you would-be
world conquerorI"

^ Lotus-lovely
Sylvia Sidneya woman of
mystery,
too beautiful
to be trusted.
Now. you can

see

battling Jimmy in the
mightiest fight of his
career — beating the
Japs at their own
jiu-jitsu game!

PORTER HALL • JOHN EMERY • ROBERT ARMSTRONG • WALLACE FORD • ROSEMARY DECAMP • JOHN HALLORAN
Directed by FRANK LLOYD

Released thru United Artists
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AS ANYTHING

EVER DREAMED! ALL ON

THE SCREEN! AND
'XA cross-century girl-hunt

YOU’RE NOT DREAMING!
Fred, G. Washington, C. Columbus and the U S. Marines hot

on the trail of joyous Joan and luscious June! ... .Laugh at its Gags! Marvel at its Magnificence!
Thrill to its Romance! Sing its Songs! . . . There’s Never Been
Anything Like It Before! The Funniest
Picture Ever Set to Musicl

jw M..MURRAY
LESLIE
ju**

HAVER

"Morale"
"If love Remains"
"All Al Once"
''Song of The Rhineland'
"Columbus"

20,1.
CENTURY-FOX
PICTURE

GENE SHELDON-ANTHONY QUINN-CARLOS RAMIREZ-ALAN MOWBRAY
FORTUNIO B0N0N0VA • HERMAN BING-HOWARD FREEMAN

GREGORY RATOFF Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG Screen Pley
P.ey by MORRIE RYSKINO
MORRIE RYSKIND end SIG HERZIG Lyric* end Music by Ire Gershwin end Kurt Weill Dences Sieged by Fenchoo ‘

Directed by
'story by

/

A dabbler in painting, writing and photography—can whittle, too!

•John Dali
No flash in the pan here, but a steady serious young actor, who’s after getting more meaty
parts like the one Warners’ gave him as the begrimed, untutored Morgan Evans in “The Corn
Is Green.” A native New Yorker, who studied engineering at Columbia Univ., his past includes
six years of stock, the part of Quizz West in “Eve of St. Mark,” which gave him his toehold for
a Warner contract, the completely lovable soldier in “Dear Ruth”—and in the realm of things
to come—back to Hollywood in a part in “Humoresque.” He won’t be typed because he’s
already proved he can be a Welsh miner and do a complete about-face with a harum-scarum
role. On the statistical side: He’s one inch over the 6 ft. mark, one year more than a
quarter of a century old—and he’s one young actor who’s hit his stride in one picture.
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By FREDDA DUDLEY

Miss-Adventure BARI

I

N THIS WORLD there are those who are born with poise, those
who achieve poise, and some who have poise thrust upon them.
There are others whose every move is poison.
Some there are who are fortune’s darlings: hating oysters, yet
being served with same at a banquet, do they get sick? They do
not. They find a pearl. Having to go horseback riding at a house
party, they are thrown from a horse. Do they suffer broken bones?
They do not. They incur minor bruises, fall in love with the hand¬
some doctor who attends them, and live happily ever after. Having
lost a maid and thus being forced to do their own laundering, do they
get dishpan hands? They do not. They think of a slogan for laundry
soap and win a lifetime endowment.
Yes, there ARE individuals like that. But Miss Lynn Bari arises
at this point to announce that she is not one of such. She is poisoned
by oysters, kicked by horses, and skidded (Continued on page 63)

She's the Angel of Adversity, the
Duchess of Dire Happenings; Lynn
proves conclusively that a girl's
best friend is her insurance agent
21
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Something new under the Hollywood sun!
By name, he's Billy DeWolfe; by reputa¬
tion, he's crazy like a fox—but by heck,
he's got what it takes and it "takes good"

T

HE name is Billy DeWolfe—a young man with an
engaging personality, an impish sense of humor, an
extraordinary talent for doing devastating impres¬
sions of his fellow human beings, and a fine flare
for freshly different screen comedy as proved in his
one released picture, “Dixie.”
In case you have forgotten “Dixie,” you soon will
have a chance to refresh your memory of Billy in “Miss
Susie Slagle” and “Duffy’s Tavern.” He scores solidly
in both.
The long lapse between “Dixie” and “Duffy’s” is
easily explained: he was working for Uncle Sam for
$76 a month as a petty officer 3/c at the Great Lakes
Naval Training Station, during (Continued on page 59)
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Her crinkly smile and froggy throat, plus a wholesome fresh personality, burst upon us in "Two Girls and a Sailor."

A happy girl? Yes—but with a sense of re¬
sponsibility that holds her spirit down. She's
full

of

contradictions,

and

you'd

know

what's meant if you knew—June Allyson!

Swimming put her on her feet long ago!
Lives in an apt. on Wilshire Blvd.
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J

UNE Allyson doesn’t know what makes her a
fine actress. Indeed, she doesn’t even think she is
a fine actress. “When I reach that point, producers
will start saying: ‘Oh, yes, June Allyson, but—’ And
people will begin staying away from my pictures
in droves,” June said, with that funny little smile which
is already causing the hearts of G.I. Joes to turn over
with the thump of an exploding mortar shell.
Perhaps it is this very unawareness of her own po¬
tentialities which is helping to send June skittering up
to the rarefied atmosphere on the peaks where the stars
burn most luminously. In some manner she has retained
a round-eyed wonder that the gods should have tapped
her on the shoulder in a race where so many are called
but so few, so very few, are chosen. “It’s like hearing
a lovely song come out of the ether on my car radio,”
she said. “I still don’t believe it.”
But believing it or not, June isn’t afraid of playing
the hand which life has dealt her, and playing it for
all it’s worth.
She doesn’t know much about poker,
but if she suddenly found herself in a high-stake game
with four aces, her own hard inner core of common
sense would indubitably tell (Continued on page 54)

Con it be Diclt Powell who's worrying me?

At the age‘of 21 she just reaches five feet onel
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This was in '39; the Bremen flew a Nazi flag.

ESPITE his name, William (“Destination Tokyo”)
Prince was a pauper for so long it almost be¬
came a habit. But with a morale-building gal
behind him, and with his own stubborn pursuit
of his goal, he finally made the grade, thereby
satisfying his fans, his studio and, incidentally,
himself.
It’s always a pleasant kind of shock to meet Bill
face to face. Tall, brown-haired, with a gentle look
about his not-quite-handsome face, he still never fails
to set you right back on your pretty pink heels when
he lets that baritone voice of his boom out of his defi¬
nitely tenor face.
But the boyish phizz is flagrantly misleading. For
ten years Bill’s been a benedict; and he loves it. He
tells you all about his wife and hauls out snapshots
of Jeremy (3%) and Liza Jane (8 months) at the
slightest drop of a hint.
As a matter of record, if Dorothy (wife) Prince
hadn’t been around, Bill would have unhitched his
wagon from that mess of stardust that surrounds
every stage-struck guy, and might have wound up
as an unsung and unloved (Continued on page 72)

Never too young! It's Bill's boy Jeremy.

A page from the family album: Dottie, Bill, and the two little Princes.
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BY MICKELL NOVAK

WAS A PAUPER

"It was a tough fight, Ma—"
But Bill Prince would never
admit that he was licked, and
the truth of it is: he never was
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PIIPPKTOONS

PAL’S

born, we have to go back to a city in
Prague several years ago when George
Pal demonstrated the old saying that
“necessity is the mother of invention.”
Shortly before our Prague incident,
Hungarian-born Pal had been living
and working in Berlin, as the super¬
visor of animated production for UFA
(largest cartoon company in Europe).
The Gestapo, however, didn’t like the
unsympathetic look that flashed across
Pal’s face when the Nazi cause was
mentioned, and gave him an animated
invitation to leave the country.
This, George did, but quick. Arriv¬
ing in Prague, he set himself up in the
animated cartoon business. But in all
Czechoslovakia, he couldn’t find a car¬
toon camera. And a cartoonist without
his camera is like a play without a cast.
Wandering through the Prague mu¬
seum one day, he suddenly conceived
the idea of using three-dimensional
models instead of drawings, so that he
could do his shooting with an ordinary
camera. No sooner thought than done,
George Pal went to work on his first
models—cigarettes (they were plenti¬
ful then). Later, he began using
wooden dummies. But by this time, the
Nazis were feeling their wild oats and
Pal began moving from country to
country, just ahead of the German

Manipulation of stops on exact scale trumpet
requires a helping hand from studio animator.

“

1-A-S-P-E-R! Jasper! Come here at
I once!” It’s Jasper’s mammy calling,
m I but Jasper doesn’t hear. Already he’s
listening to that prevaricating Scare¬
crow who will undoubtedly lead him
into a peck of trouble. His big brown eyes
will roll round in his head, and his body
quiver with fright, but George Pal will see
to it that he gets back to his mammy un¬
harmed.
For Jasper is George Pal’s pet puppet—
the studio star—and he must live for an¬
other picture. He’s that lovable little urchin
you saw in “Jasper’s Paradise,” “Hotlip
Jasper,” “Jasper Goes Hunting,” and many
other Technicolor puppetoons.
But if you’ve wondered, as we have, how
these riots of color with the delightful musi¬
cal backgrounds came to be, how they’re
actually made—then lend an ear, chillun,
for here’s the dope on Pal.
Puppetoons are just what the title sug¬
gests—performing puppets that look like
cartoons, with the added reality of the third
dimension.
To understand how Jasper came to be
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"Jasper Tell"—the Scarecrow and Jasper.

hordes.
Thanks to Hitler, he finally
came to Hollywood and Paramount
Studios.
Pal’s Puppetoons cost about $25,000
apiece to produce, and thousands of
man-and-woman hours go into the
making of each picture. A seven to tenminute short requires around 9,000
individual wooden figures and some
12,000 exposures.
The first step in making a puppetoon
is the sound track—the dialogue and
musical background. When this is com¬
pleted, the animation is fitted to the
track.
The figure and clothing of a particu-

"Jasper's

Minstrels"—carving

must

be

perfect.

lar puppet are worked out on paper, then
colored cartoons are made and filmed to test
the flow of movement. When this is satis¬
factory, a corps of woodcarvers go to work.
Unlike a Punch and Judy show, Pal’s
figures are not manipulated on strings. In¬
stead, the action is accomplished by carving
a series of puppets in the different positions
needed for a certain action, placing them
one after another on a miniature set, and
photographing the scenes at the rate of one
a minute. Sometimes as many as twentyfour separate puppets are made to illustrate
a single action. For instance, if you see
Jasper taking a stroll, a different figure is
carved for each movement of his body. In
order to make the action flow smoothly,
carving and coloring must be perfect.
Pal’s studios are veritable Santa Claus
workshops. Scores of men and women are
busy at lathes and with carving tools, form¬
ing the little people, animals, automobiles,
trucks, jeeps, and other figures. It is
precision work, incredibly painstaking.
The “performers” work on actual minia¬
ture sets, complete to the last detail. About
the studio are varied scenes, such as a Swiss
Alpine village, a Bowery tenement district,
London’s Mulberry Street, a futuristic air-.

"Hatful of Dreams"—arms are often detachable.

port with a model of a huge rocket plane of
eras to come, and an Egyptian oasis with a
caravan crossing the desert.
Musical backgrounds play an important
part in the puppetoons. They range from
symphony orchestras to pure, unadulterated

corn as only Spike Jones and His City
Slickers can dish out (“Cocktails for Two”
being a mighty fine “for example”).
Colors, too, are Pal’s important assets—
the brighter the better, and he uses them
lavishly.
Spread of the puppets’ popularity has
jumped production to the point that now
three pictures are simultaneously in pro¬
duction. Also in preparation is a world of
tomorrow series in which inhabitants of
other planets, stream-lined rocket ships,
undersea cities, and other Jules Verne-like
fantasies will be developed.
Who knows? The unpredictable Pal may
some day create synthetic Lana Turners
and Alan Ladds out of his ersatz material!
But the next something special—and this
is really news (fact is, the idea is still only
partially developed, and what we’re telling
you here is scooped up as advance infor-

George Pal added third
dimension

to

cartoons.

A simple blink may require fifteen heads.

mation not actually ready to be an¬
nounced)—a full-length Technicolor fea¬
ture, combining puppetoons with “live
action.”
Producer William LeBaron has been
talking it all over with Pal, and they’re
planning a big $3,000,000 production—per¬
haps it will be “Babes in Toyland,” with all
the original Victor Herbert tunes. Selec¬
tion of the story still isn’t definite, but most
any one would agree that nothing would
more exactly suit the purpose—so let’s go
along under the assumption that that’s it.
Meanwhile, too, there are casting choices
to be made. Star players will be needed,
in addition to the little characters with
wooden heads; we happen to know that
Claudette Colbert is under consideration
for the lead role.
The production date tentatively set for
this special feature is “sometime in Sep¬
tember.” Chances are, the* picture won’t
be finished and ready for release until early
next year. But puppetoon fans are tipped
off to be on the lookout for it, and moviewise students of what’s new and develop¬
ing in the motion picture medium, this is
for you too. Something new, something
never before attempted!
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EMEMBER the handsome blond lieutenant whom
Deanna Durbin planned to marry in “Can’t Help
Singing?”
That was David Bruce.
He lost the
girl in that picture—but Universal is making it up
to him, all right, all right. In “Salome—Where
She Danced” he wins Wottagirl Yvonne De Carlo, in
competition with four other men. And as if that weren’t
enough, he has the inside track on Deanna Durbin’s
heart in her latest picture, “Lady on a Train.”
When a fellow starts winning the girl in “A” pictures,
it’s a sure sign that he’s ticketed as an important white
hope at a studio. When the girl is the studio’s most
important feminine star (Deanna Durbin, in this case)
you can bet money on it.
So it’s time to stop, look at and listen to—David
Bruce! That’s no hardship. Dave is tall (6 feet 1%
inches) blonde and blue eyed.
He has a wonderful
sense of humor and an excellent disposition.
He was born Marden McBroom, in Kankakee, HI.,
which is also the birthplace of Fred MacMurray. They
never met in Kankakee, as Fred claims he spent only
about six hours there after his birth. However, they’ve
met since in Hollywood.
David was the second of four children. His father,
manager of a restaurant, was (Continued on page 66)

David Bruce is the new "big hope"
at Universal.

You don't have to take

anybody's word for it, just add up the
assets—and gee, how can the guy miss!

Katie and the author, whose screen name is Emily Massey. M-G-M has set
"The Damask Cheek" as Hepburn's next; but, first, she's going overseas.

[HEN did I first meet Katharine Hepburn? It was in 1932.
Oh yes, I remember it well. Except that the incident I
remember wasn’t exactly an official introduction.
It was at RKO, on the set of “Bill of Divorcement.”
“I should think you’d have better sense than to do a
thing like that,” I said disapprovingly to the young, red-headed
girl who, to escape the stuffy stale-air of the sound stage, had
strolled outside and was lying across the nearest grillwork,
getting the full blast of the ventilating system.
She gave me a quick, wry smile—but said nothing—and I
went on about my business, which was that of wardrobe
researcher and supervisor.
In my professional capacity, I was on the set frequently
after that first encounter. And one day Miss Hepburn asked
a studio employe, “Who is that (Continued on page 56)

They're

friends,

and

the

portrait

Rivera

did of Paulette Goddard is world-famous.

Mexico, the "Hollywood" of
Latin America . .. so-called
because to the film folk it’s
more than a land of guitars
and story-book Caballeros;
it's their special retreat

By JAMES SCOTT

Here's a toast to the host!
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Jack Oakie at Ciro's, with A. C. Blumenthal

B

So pointed, isn’t it!
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EFORE a certain little madman set all the
world aflame, Hollywood’s hard-working
players thought nothing of running over
to Paris for a few weeks of much-needed
recreation and relaxation. But when that
was no longer possible, they scouted around
for playgrounds nearer home and made full
use of Arrowhead Lake, Palm Springs, Santa
Barbara and Del Monte. Though gayety at
these places was at a minimum, and the acute
gasoline shortage soon made even them inac¬
cessible.
It remained for Jinx Falkenburg, however,
to venture a little farther afield and rediscover
the land of guitars, romance and manana.
Her trips to Mexico
increased in regulari¬
ty and awakened the
curiosity of other play¬
ers. Gossip whispered
that Jinx had found
a heart interest on the
other side of the Rio
Grande.
They
completly overlooked the
fact that below the
border lay a fertile
land rich in romance
and music and beauty,
lush in the enchant¬
ment of old world
ways—an anaesthesia
from the current strife
of the world.
Curiosity ran ramp¬
ant
in
the
movie
capital. Jinx’ frequent
visits to our nearest
Latin
neighbors
in¬
spired others to follow
suit. When Paulette
Goddard
made
her
So who?
George Brent.
widely heralded sojurn
and came back with
her portrait done by
the great Rivera, the

feeling of curiosity was definitely overcome.
If Paulette, with her exacting standards, could
find Mexico amusing, the place must be “all
as advertised.”
Errol Flynn became a regular commuter be¬
tween California and Acapulco—lured by the
swimming and fishing and boating, among other
things. He discovered, too, that our Mexican
neighbors are simple people; he liked their
charm and warmth and graciousness.
Ann Sheridan found Mexico City a treasuretrove for shopping; that she could get a gown
at Royer’s Towne Shop which evoked “ah’s”
and “oh’s” from the Adrians, the Rene Huberts
and the Bonnie Cashins. She found silver
trinkets that were skillfully executed by mas¬
ter craftsmen. She found that in Mexico there
was still laughter and fun and a respectful
admiration whenever her trim figure stepped
out on the Paseo de la Reforma for a morn¬
ing walk down the wide, tree-lined avenue
punctuated by its imposing statues.
Joan Fontaine, relaxing from the strain of
a severe schedule of picture-making, found
the altitude to be like a warm anodyne. But
she also discovered a hat designer who could
concoct a striking creation from a dust feather
and a wisp of veiling. She learned that Henri
de Chatillon, well-known in Paris before the
Nazis marched in, was borrowing from native
Mexican arts for his business of smart hat¬
making. It was this gifted young man who got
the idea of smartly adapting the lowly som¬
brero for the well-groomed woman.
The steady stream of visiting stars accumu¬
lated to greater and greater numbers. It seemed
incredible, but Hollywood had discovered a
playground—a second Paris—practically in its
own backyard. With vacations becoming a
matter of necessity, during these difficult
times, a player can now leave Hollywood in the
morning and be in Mexico the same evening.
When Rita Hayworth made her first trip to
the other side of the Rio Grande, she found a
new world waiting and welcome cheerfully
written on the faces of (Continued on page 62)
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• Robert Alda is no overnight actor who drove trucks or washed windows until a talent scout happened by.
His story is refreshing, inspiring—not of success alone, but of his devotion to things beyond the material
world. He tells that story, with sincerity, humility and conviction

By .LOU ANN GARRETT

MY FAITH
IS MY
FORTUNE
“^^URE, I realize what a big break I got—being introY" duced on the screen in a $3,000,000 picture, and
playing the lead at that! It is certainly the realizaRl tion of my dreams, after twelve years in show
business—in everything from burlesque to night¬
club routines—but it’s not the most important thing
that has ever happened to me and I can’t pretend that
it is!”
This is Robert Alda speaking, the actor who was
chosen to play the coveted role of George Gershwin in
the Warner Brothers’ all-out musical picture of the
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year, “Rhapsody in Blue.” This tall, dark and handsome
newcomer to Hollywood who, at first glance, will remind
you of Cary Grant, but after five minutes of his sure¬
fire personality and special brand of easy Latin charm
will remind you of no one except Robert Alda.
He was attempting to explain his nonchalant atti¬
tude toward Hollywood, which many deemed com¬
pletely unsuited to a newcomer. You may think that
his attitude about this “plum” that was dropped into
his lap (a part over which many a top actor spent
sleepless nights) is casual, to (Continued on page 81)
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Cow tried to hide buck teeth ot
first
good

Y

public
advice

appearance,
changed

but

on

her mind.

Here's

OU saw her in five Paramount pictures: “The
Fleet’s In,’’ “Ridin’ High,” “Star Spangled Rhythm,”
“Out Of This World,” and “Duffy’s Tavern.” Any
Thursday night that you dial the Maxwell House
Coffee Time, you will hear her exchanging banter
with Frank Morgan, and bringing down the house
with her songs.
She is important to every ambitious girl in the
world because CASS DALEY proves conclusively that
to win a high and lasting place in the entertainment
field, a girl must have just three things: talent, a con¬
suming determination to win, and ONE person who
believes wholeheartedly in her ability.
You have handicaps, you say? Tell that to Cass.
She has buck teeth which she has converted into a
comedy asset. She nearly lost a leg because of a sled¬
ding accident, and to this day she carries frightening
scars.
Cass ignores them.
She was so financially
strait-jacketed at the beginning of her career that

Her first job, wrapping candy.
star and featured
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in

Now she'* a

radio

Paramount's "Duffy's Tavern."

Cass

Daley's

story,

proving

she worked in stocking mills, knitting mills, et cetera.
But today she is not only an internationally famous
entertainer, but one of the sweetest, most delightful
girls in the world. The story goes like this:
Cass was born Catherine Daley, in Philadelphia, the
daughter of Bill Daley, who—after 41 years of service
—is still working as a street-car conductor. He will
undoubtedly carry this magazine around with him on
his route and show it to everyone who pays fare or
proffers a pass. As a matter of fact, there are currently
a good many local individuals who take Bill’s car un¬
necessarily, simply because they like to quiz Bill about
one of Philly’s more famous citizens.
Cass grew up thin, wiry, and dark-haired. She dis¬
covered, as soon as adolescence brought mirrors into
her life, that she was no beauty. Greatest handicap
was her teeth, which—although small and squareprotruded and were widely spaced.
She tried to
conceal this beauty bane by (Continued on page 82)

They re

a

team—Cass

He's the fellow who

and

gave

Frank

Kinsella,

encouragement,

husband-business
at the

manager.

start of her

career.

By KATHERINE LAKE
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that a career is where you make it; there are no such things as handicaps

A dream come true!
Frank
a

have

North

their

Cass and

first

Hollywood

home—

bungalow.
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By ALICE L. TILDESLEY
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LUCKY JIM
Lefty Brown, tennis oce; disappointed would-be

Maybe Luck hands them the key to a door
they've been hammering on, but Jim Brown
contends no actor can depend on lucky breaks

“■PHE WAY I figure,” Jim Brown said, smiling across
I our luncheon table, “you can’t lean on Luck. You
I get your chance and it’s up to you to go through
| with it. You’re on your own.
“Whenever friends of mine come to Paramount
Studios to make tests, I buzz along and try to tell them
what I’ve learned. My name isn’t so big that what I
have to say seems awfully important, and maybe some
of them think I have a nerve to open my mouth—but
I can’t shut up.
“ ‘Look,’ I say, ‘everything depends on your first
screen test. Maybe you won’t get a second chance, so
make the most of this one. Work hard. Don’t slide over
any scene thinking: “Oh well, (Continued on page 69)

pilot.
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OR some years, the Joan- Crawford you saw on the
screen was a sultry beauty with heavy lashes, lus¬
cious lips and broad Adrian shoulders, a glamorous
creature wearing expensive garments and moving
with a panther’s grace. A little earlier, the screen
Joan had seemed a restless, reckless, dancing daughter,
a younger, swifter-moving, more flamboyant edition of
the woman she was to become.
When she signed with Warner Brothers, producers
who did not know her personally expected to meet the
Joan they remembered from her films.
“We’re bringing Miss Crawford to see you,” read a
memorandum on office desks. Producer Jerry Wald
glanced at the memo and pushed it aside. “So what?”
was his'mental attitude. Wald doesn’t care for what he
terms the fluffy type of picture and takes no interest in
glamour girls. But when a studio envoy ushered the
•star through his doorway, he did a double-take. The
quiet, business-like young woman who came in, met
him and left without wasting his time or hers, took hold
of his imagination. He began to search for stories for
her, for the actress-Joan he felt that no one really knew.

“Years ago,” he told me, “I had read James Cain’s
story, ‘Double Indemnity,’ saw possibilities in it, but
couldn’t get anyone else interested. After Paramount
made a hit with that picture, I began to campaign for
Cain’s ‘Mildred Pierce’; again no one agreed with me
and I dropped it.”
Joan as Mildred Pierce intrigued him, and when he
heard she was having difficulty finding a suitable story,
he called on her.
“I have a book for you, Joan,” he said. “Nobody likes
it—the Hays’ Office won’t pass it—I stand alone in car¬
ing for it, but I see a great character there. I don’t want
you to bother reading the book unless you think you
could have confidence in me, because you’ll have to be¬
lieve in me before you can do it.”
,
Joan had read hundreds of scripts in her increasingly
desperate hunt for a picture. When she turned to page
one, she wasn’t especially hopeful. But as she read on
she became absorbed, and before she reached the last
page she knew her search was ended.
To play the role, they agreed, Joan must dispense
with the false eyelashes,
(Continued on page 74)
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By JILL WARREN

H

I, BOYS AND GIRLS! In spite of June being the
romance month, I trust you’re not too busy with
Cupid to devote a little attention to music news. And
there’s lots of it this time.
We’re going to be minus the talents of some of our
music makers for the summer months while they trek
overseas to entertain the G.I.’s.
Bing Crosby is planning a second U.S.O. tour, this
time to the South Pacific. Dinah Shore will probably
take The Groaner’s place on the Kraft Music Hall for a
few weeks. Frank Sinatra is also going to take his
special brand of croon to the fighting fronts; in fact he
may be overseas by the time you read this. (Can’t you
just see the WACS sighing and swooning?)
Dick Haymes is another who wants to make the jump.
And Martha Tilton will do a repeat with the Jack Benny

troupe, probably to the European area. Jack especially
requested Martha because she made such a hit with the
troops in the Pacific last summer.

HOLLYWOOD STUFF:
Alice Faye is finally going to make a picture for
Twentieth Century-Fox. Alice didn’t want to do any
more musicals and held out for a good dramatic role.
She’ll be starred in “Fallen Angel,’’ and won’t warble
a single note in the picture. Bruce Cabot will be her
leading man.
Bob Haymes has changed his name to Bob Stanton,
in order not to be confused with brother Dick. Columbia
loaned Bob to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for the singing
lead in “Abbott and Costello (Continued on page 51)

Jane signs up a

Wac recruit.

The Army is critically short

of hospital assistants for our wounded men. Can you serve?

Dear Jane:
I have a problem which I would like for
you to solve for me if you can. My wife
says that the allotment which she .gets
from me while in the service is not enough
to support her from one month to an¬
other. What must I do, give her a divorce,
or still continue to love her, or what?
Harold
Dear Harold:
You have me a bit concerned by giv¬
ing me the responsibility of telling you
whether you should continue to love
your wife or to give her a divorce. I
did not know that love could be turned
on and off like water in a faucet by
someone merely telling you whether to
love or not. But seriously, there arc
many wives in the same situation as
vours, and they have obtained a posi¬
tion to make the extra money they
need. There is such a scarcity of women
workers in the war industries that 1
should think your wife would get a posi¬
tion, and in that way, she would be
helping the war effort as well as help¬
ing herself. Why don't you suggest that
to her?
.Sincerely,
JANE WYMAN

v

Dear Miss Wyman:
I’ve been married for 8 years, I mar¬
ried when I was 15 and my husband was
29. He is settled down now and has been
for a long time. But I’m not satisfied with
his way of life. I’m still young and would
like to have a little fun out of life. I go
anywhere I please, but my husband doesn’t
go along. I don’t love my husband enough
to be contented just sitting at home. He
comes in at five, eats supper, bathes and
shaves, then listens to the radio. If I try
to get a word in, it’s just like talking to
my two cats. I hope you can help me.
Lottie
Dear Lottie:
Your husband may be settled down,
but it isn't, I am sure, from age, as you
intimate, for he is only 37 years old. It
is probably because he is tired from a
hard day’s work, and needs the quiet
and peace of home.
Why don’t you
have a talk with him, and see if you
cannot reach an agreement to go out
some place once a week or so. In the

Let Jane Wyman help solve
your problem. Write her c/o
Movieland, 9126 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles 46, California

meantime, you have your days in which
you can visit your friends, go to parties
and picture shows for relaxation. You
might also invite friends in to dinner
every once in a while. That would start
social contacts and bring return invita¬
tions which your husband would prob¬
ably enjoy.
Might 1 also add that if
you would store up some interesting
things each day to tell your husband,
you
might be competition
for that
radio?
It often happens that wives
want to pour out their troubles of the
day on their husbands when they come
home, and that isn’t particularly in¬
teresting—so find
some entertaining
news to talk about and see if that
doesn’t work.
Yours truly,
JANE WYMAN

Dear Jane:
1 am sixteen and my mother thinks I am
a bad girl. Mother let me go out very
often but I didn’t seem able To come back
at the time she set for me to be back.
She let me get away with it for a while
and I thought I was smart. Then she
caught up with me, and put me on trial,
but that didn’t bring me to my senses.
Now she has stopped letting me go out
at all, or having boys call on me. I do
very well in my dancing and mother tries
to encourage me to study, but I have
dropped it just to get back at her. My
stepfather tells me I am not hurting any¬
one but myself. What shall I do?
Harriett
Dear Harriett:
1
Deep down in your heart, don’t you
think you deserve the treatment your
mother is giving you?
You certainly
i took advantage of her, and I think she
was more than fair to allow you privi¬
leges as long as she did. Your best bet
now is to show her that you are trying
to restore her confidence in you, and
certainly your attitude of wanting “to
get back at her” as you say, will be no,
help in accomplishing this. Your step¬
father is perfectly right, for it has been
proved that when we act out of spite,
we hurt ourselves more than anyone
else.
Tr?
putting yourself in
your
mother’s place, and you will realize
how unfairly you are acting.
Yours trulv,
JANE WYMAN

Dear Jane Wyman:
I am in my second term at High School,
and study three or four hours a night, and
then on tests, I pass with a 75 or 80. I
dread going back to school on Mondays,
not that I don’t like school, but I hate the
feeling that I am going to fail that week.
Lately I went to see a picture, “National
Velvet;” and sat through it three times,
just thinking how nice it would be to live
as they did in the picture.
When I
walked out, I felt I was going back to a
boring life.
Please write and tell me that nobody
really lives as they lived in the picture,
and that everybody has their struggles in
this dizzy world. In that way I could feel
that it was just a dream, and everyone
lives the same as I do.
Harold
Dear Harold:
1 agree with you that in “National
Velvet,” Velvet’s family was a very un¬
usual family. However, you want to re¬
member that it is the unusual that
makes good story and play material.
But aren’t you a bit mixed up over
that family not having its struggles? 1
saw plenty of it in the picture, but the
mother had such a grand sense of hu¬
mor and such a wonderful philosophy,
that she was able to work them out more
successfully
than
the
average.
And
take the struggle of training Pie for
the races—it was work, real work—a
grinding job day after day. But never
for one moment, did Velvet do as you
do—start the week with a foreboding
sense of defeat. She always knew that
her horse was going to succeed, and was
willing to give every ounce of her
strength in training it to that end. In¬
stead of feeling discouraged because
your life seems boring compared to
that in the picture, why don’t you take
the lesson that it gave. Have faith in
yourself and know that you are going
to succeed in your studies. It is within
yourself to make your life interesting
or boring. You are not training horses,
but you are training yourself in the
race of life, and it takes work, faith in
yourself and a happy outlook to be
successful.
Sincerely,
JANE WYMAN

Dear Jane:
I am nineteen and a half years of age,
and the last time I was home was the first
time I had seen my'girl while in Navy
uniform. Well—I popped the question,
and we were married. We spent a couple
of precious weeks together, then I was
shipped out to combat area.
When I received liberty in good liberty
towns, I did not even talk with a girl, I
was so much in love with my wife. She
wrote me frequently and told me faith¬
fully that she was not going out with any¬
one. But!
A month ago, I received a
letter stating that we were going to have
a baby.
I was happy at first, then it finally
dawned upon me that it was quite impos¬
sible, as I had not been home in eighteen
months. Now I am at a standstill as to
what to do. Please advise me.
Joe

Ten yean ago today
Fredric March wore
chains in "Les Mise¬
rable*." Today he’s
helping the fight for
freedom as Major
Joppolo in the play,
"A Bell for Adano."

Dear Joe:
I have read your letter over several
times, trying to make up my mind
whether you are trying to pull my leg,
or whether it is your wife who is pull¬
ing yours!
The day of miracles is past, and
surely no wife wonld seriously write
such a letter under the circumstances.
I think you had better find out more
of the details before you get upset
about the matter, for it sounds to me
like a rib of some sort.
Sincerely,
Jane Wyman

Dear Jane:
I am working in a factory, as most young
girls are these days, and the girls seem
to talk about me quite a lot. Well, it all
started around Christmas. We were all
having a good time, and everyone was
kissing each other, so they dared me to
kiss our boss, whom they had already
kissed. So I did—and now they say we
are in love with each other.
This is not true, for I have a boy friend
overseas and my boss has a girl friend. It
is true that I tease him a lot and talk to
him, but I don’t see any harm in that.
Someone has told my boy friend’s mother
that I am going out with my boss, and if
she writes to my boy friend, I know it will
make trouble.
Please tell me what I
should do.
Elaine
Dear Elaine:
I find it amazing how often the old
sayings apply to the problems I receive.
In your case, I would say that the adage
—“To avoid evil talk, avoid all appear¬
ance of evil”—fits pretty well. Kissing
your boss as a joke and teasing him
may have been done by you with no
thought of wrong, but it is just the sort
of conduct that would give rise to talk.
I would advise you to act in a dignified
manner hereafter—be friendly, but stop
short of familiarities which might be
construed as constituting more thaii a
mere boss-employee relationship.
And it might be well for you to write
your boy friend a letter, putting no
important emphasis on the matter, but
just treating it as a joke, so that he
will be forewarned in case anyone else
writes him.
Jane Wyman

Dear Miss Wyman:
I am a war wife with a problem. I
am 27 years of age and have a little
girl 10 years old. I .have been married
twice and both my first and second hus¬
bands are in the service, my second
husband being overseas.

(Continued on page 50)

ONE YEAR AGO:
Judy Garland
was dating Peter Lawford . . . Alexis
Smith declared she and Craig Stevens
wouldn’t marry until end of war . . .
“Gaslight” and “The Hitler Gang”
competed for title of best picture of
the month . . . Ray Milland returned
from overseas jaunt... Veronica Lake
and Paul Nesse were a steady two¬
some . . . Linda Darnell was working
four hours a day at St. Johns Hos¬
pital to relieve nurse shortage . . .
Ava Gardner dating Howard Hughes
. . . Rita Hayworth and Orson Welles
announced expected baby . . . Elyse
Knox and Tommy Harmon married
. . . Clark Gable expected to marry
Kay Williams any day.
FIVE YEAS AGO: Hedy Lamarr Gene Markey divorce rumored, and
Hollywood was afraid adopted Jamie
would be sent back to orphanage . . .
Dottie Lamour going with Robert
Preston . . . Frances Farmer broke up
with Clifford Odets . . . Bob Stack
and Judy Garland dated four nights
in a row . . . Rita Hayworth with
natural black hair . . . Tom Lewis
found Loretta Young . . . Mary Mar¬
tin married Richard Halliday, Para¬
mount story editor . . . Lana Turner
suspended from Metro after her elope¬
ment with Artie Shaw . . . Eleanor
Powell engaged to Merrill Pyle, studio
art director, after being engaged to
1) Abe Lyman 2) Nelson Eddy 3)
John Payne . . . “Rebecca” best pic¬
ture of the month, with Joan Fontaine
and Laurence Olivier . . . Laraine Day
dating with Sidney Guilaroff, hair
stylist . . . Mary Anderson coupled
with Eddie Albert . . . former London
agent Fred Brisson had inside track
with Roz Russell . . . Freddie Bar¬
tholomew dating Judy Garland, June

Lockhart, Gloria and Peggy Lloyd
. . . daughter Daphne Fairbanks bom
to Mr. and Mrs. Doug. Junior.
TEN YEARS AGO: After Ann
Sothern turned him down, Maurice
Chevalier left Hollywood for Paris
. . . co-workers of Garbo forbidden
to speak of her after working hours
. . . America wondering if Charlie
Chaplin could make a comeback . . .
“Becky Sharp” first three-dimensional
Technicolor film; experts predicting
that within two years black and white
pictures would be obsolete . . . Laurel
and Hardy team split, made up again
. . . Junior Durkin and Jackie Coogan’s father killed in auto accident
. . . Von Sternberg told Dietrich he
would no longer direct her pictures;
Holly wood wondered if Marlene could
stay in the spotlight without his sup¬
port . . . Nelson Eddy heartthrob of
feminine half of nation . . . Arthur
Freed a songsmith at M-G-M . . .
Norman Foster and Sally Blane an
item . .-. Myrna Loy disappeared with¬
out notice into the mountains while
making “Masquerade” and the little
Viennese actress Luise Rainier, was
given her first film role to substitute
for Myrna . . . Buddy Rogers and
mother visit Mary Pickford at Pickfair . . . after birth of twins, Dixie
Lee returned to the screen . . . John
Barrymore-Dolores Costello marriage
rumored headed for rocks . . . Shirley
Temple wearing one false tooth,
awaiting growth of new onp . . . for
role of Captain Bligh in “Mutiny on
the Bounty,” Charles Laughton read
more than one hundred books about
Bligh . . . Bessie Love intending to
return to the screen . . . Ramon Novarro producing own pictures.

amorous s
Oculens ground and polished
sunglasses are eye savers with
style. Like regular specs, you
can choose them to suit your
type. Continental is a heavy
tortoise frame that’s fine for
the fragile, thin-faced girl.
The round-faced sunworshiper
might choose Captivators,
saucy upturned lenses that cut
plump lines. Aviatrix is de¬
signed for the square or oblong

shade that acts as an accent
for tanned or pale-toned skin.
This pretty pink is far from
pastel. Instead, it’s a deep and
glowing color that keeps its
courage under bright sunlight
or gala nightlight. The allmetal container is $1.
For beauty on the bronze
side, there’s a new Yardley
face powder. Rose Tan, they
tell us, is something different

Dear Martha:
You certainly have yourself in a bad
situation, the usual result of acting out
of spite. If your second husband were
a good husband to you and a kind
father to your little girl, I would say
—even though you did marry him out
of spite—that you should stick to your
bargain and be a good wife to him.
But, if, as you say, he is being un¬
true to you, the important thing to con¬
sider is the welfare of your child. You
should do what is to her best interest.
Again I say—and I want you to be
very sure that you are right about your
second husband's unfaithfulness—if he
is untrue to you, you might write him
telling him you know of his actions
with his cousin. Point out to him that
you feel, under these circumstances, a
home with him would be no place in
which to rear your daughter, and that
you want a separation.
To ask for a separation from a man
overseas fighting for his country, purely
for your own selfish ends, is a cruel
thing to do. But if things are as you
represent them to be, he may be as
glad as you to have a parting of the
ways. The welfare of your little girl,
and your own conscience, should guide
you in this matter.

A neat, new cold wave kit has just
been

introduced.

complete

and

It's Beauty Time,

compact,

holding

all

you need for a home permanent. 74c.

A

liquid

diet to

delight

the

skint

Krashi Facial Oil No. 89 is a rich
and fragrant cleanser, a light but ac¬
tive lubricant or powder base. $1.25.

face, while a lucky lass with an
oval outline might take to the
Sportser. From $2 up.From technicolor to you!
That’s the story of Westmore’s
new Overglo shade, Peach
Bluff. If your skin is darker
than average, a little too sal¬
low or a little too ruddy, this
is the tint that can tone it up
or down a bit and give a
peaches and cream coloring.
Four dots, spread evenly, will
do a fine cover-up job for
freckles and tiny blemishes.
$1.50.
Campana now has a lipstick.
And this Solitair lipstick has a
new and different twist in its
shiny black metal case. The
point is—the point is lip¬
shaped, planned that way be¬
cause so many women wear
their lipsticks down to one side
in a smoothly slanting curve.
In six clear shades, it’s $1.
With all the pinks prevail¬
ing, Tayton offers Pink Dyna¬
mite, a brilliant fuchsia-full

in suntan shades. It is blended
to light a sunkissed skin with
warmth and radiance—with¬
out leaving any dark dnd tell¬
tale streaks. $1.
Pond’s points with pride to
a new cake foundation, Make-

Best wishes,
JANE WYMAN

y
!

Latest product of the Ogilvie Sisters
is Communique.

Dear Jane:
I am almost fifteen and so miserable—
for I have two broken, twisted fingers on
my right hand. I rarely show them, espe¬
cially when there are boys around. Al¬
though I am not bad looking, I am so
afraid of showing them. Should I be?
Millicent

This fragrance is a

boon that banishes cooking odors or
peps up a

I am very much in love with my first
husband—true, we had a misunderstand¬
ing and separated, and then just for spite,
I married my second husband. Now my
first husband wants me to come back to
him. He is my child’s father, and I feel
we could raise my daughter to much bet¬
ter advantage if we were together again.
My second husband is going with his
cousin, and I don’t like it. I am expecting
trouble when he comes back, so please
tell me what you think I should do.
Martha

perspiring scalp.

$1.25.

up Pat. This base was form¬
ulated to solve several basic
problems so it’s a sheer filmy
veiling that goes on easily and
lasts lingeringly.

Dear Millicent:
When one is self-conscious of a hand¬
icap such as yours, and makes an
effort to hide it, usually it results in
attracting even more attention to it.
Those fingers do no detract one bit
from
your personality or character,
and I am sure that the friends who
know and love you do not even notice
them.
Do not let this assume such an im¬
portance in your eyes that it will mar
your happiness. Just act natural about
it, and if it will make you feel more
comfortable,
keep
your
right
hand
loosely clasped, but do not make an
issue of “trying to hide.”
Wonderful results are being accom¬
plished by plastic surgery. Perhaps if
you consult a good surgeon, something
could be done to straighten the fingers.
Best of luck,
Jane Wyman

WORDS OF MUSIC
tCONTINUED FROM PAGE 471

in Hollywood,” and when he returns
to his home lot they have big plans
for him.
The cutting room gossip at R.K.O.
has it that Gene Krupa is sensational
in “George White’s Scandals.” George
White wants Gene for a Broadway
musical next fall, but Krupa’s Chicago
draft board has placed him in 1A,
and he may get the call even before
he has a chance to play his Capitol
Theatre date in New York.
Lots of studios have been bidding
for Johnnie Johnston, including Para¬
mount, where he was once on the
payroll. Johnnie has signed his name
to a Metro contract, and his first pic¬
ture is scheduled to be “You Are
Beautiful,” with Gloria De Haven,
June Allyson and Jimmie Durante.
The picture will probably not start
until Fall, and in the meantime,
Johnnie will do his Capitol theatre
date in June and possibly a few more
personal appearances.
I’ve had many letters asking why
musical pictures which were made
ages ago haven’t been released—films
like “Rhapsody in Blue,” “Thrill Of A
Romance,” “Incendiary Blonde,” “Out
Of This World,” etc. The explanation
is simply that the studios have been
releasing their war films first. But
most of these movies should be shown
very soon now. And incidentally,
don’t miss “Out Of This World-.” I
saw a preview of this one a few weeks
ago, and it’s really very amusing.
Eddie Bracken plays a Sinatra-type
crooner, but when he sings it’s Bing
Crosby’s voice you hear. One of the
funniest scenes in the picture shows
the four Crosby children listening to
Bracken with puzzled expressions on
their faces. One of the kids turns to
the others and says, “I think I’ve
heard that voice before.” Speaking
of voices, when you hear Diana Lynn
sing (she plays opposite Bracken) and
you think you recognize the voice as
belonging to someone* else—you’ll be
right. It’s actually Liz Tilton, former
Jan Garber band vocalist. But don’t
tell Paramount I told you.

ON THE BEAM:
Judy Garland was all ready to sign
a contract for her own radio show
this fall, but M-G-M nixed the deaL
Now the same sponsor is trying to tie
up Betty Grable and Harry James and
his orchestra for a half-hour program.
Harry is set to take over the reins on
the Pabst Blue Ribbon show for the
summer, starting on June 9. The pro¬
gram will probably originate from
New York, at least while Harry plays
his Astor Hotel date. James has been
turning down all theatre offers, be¬
cause he doesn’t want to travel—which
doesn’t make Betty unhappy. She has
arranged her picture schedule so that
she can accompany her favorite trum¬
pet player east for his Astor engage¬
ment.
Spike Jones and Frances Langford
will be the stars of the Chase and
Sanborn summer program. Spike will
lead a large band, probably twentyfive men; and of course the City
Slickers will be present and accounted
for. The broadcast will come from
a different service hospital each week.
Incidentally, Frances may not return

to the Bob Hope program in the fall.
She wants to have her own show.
Monica Lewis has had her option
lifted by Chesterfield. Keep your eye
on this kid. She’s pretty as a picture
and I bet the movies will grab her
before long.

WHAT'S BRISK ON THE DISC:
Note: Because of war-time trans¬
portation difficulties, packing and
shipping problems, etc., release dates
occur at different times in different
parts of the country. Some of the
following records may already be in
your music store, and some of them
may not arrive for a few weeks.

CAPITOL:
Here’s a Johnnie Johnston platter
that’s sure to make his fans jump
with
Joy—the
sensational
tune,
“Laura,” backed up by the beautiful
new ballad, “There Must Be A Way,”
with Paul Baron’s orchestra and ar¬
rangements. Baron has done a master¬
ful arranging job on both times, espe¬
cially with strings, and I don’t -think
Johnnie has ever sung better.
Peggy Lee makes her debut as a
single on the Capitol label with “You
Was Right, Baby,” and “What More
Can A Woman Do?” accompanied by
Dave Barbour’s small combination.
(In private life, Peggy is Mrs. Bar¬
bour.) She does a swell job on both
sides, and incidentally, Peggy wrote
the music and lyrics for both tunes.
“Songs By The Dinning Sisters.”
That’s the name of a four-record al¬
bum which has been waxed by the
well-known radio sisters. The }unes
are all old favorites: “Just The Way
You Look Tonight,” “Brazil,” “Senti¬
mental Gentleman From Georgia,”
“Aunt Hagar’s Blues,” and others.

VICTOR:
Georgia Gibbs makes her bow on
the Victor label with two tunes from
the Twentieth
Century-Fox film,
DIAMOND HORSESHOE: “In Aca¬
pulco” and “The More I See You.”
Her nibs, Miss Gibbs, has built a big
following for herself on the Gary
Moore-Jimmy Durante air show, and
is scheduled to star on the Philco
program this summer.
If you laughed at Spike Jones’ ren¬
dition of “Cocktails For Two,” you’ll
roar at his new one, “Chloe.” It’s the
same arrangement he used in the
picture, “Bring On The Girls.” On
the reverse side we find a touching
little ballad entitled “Serenade To A
Jerk.”
Judy
Manners
does
the
serenading and Red Ingle is the
“jerk.”
Freddy Martin accompanies the
King Sisters on “Yah-Ta-Ta, YahTa-Ta” (Talk, Talk, Talk) and “Take
Me In Your Arms.” This is the first
of Victor’s two-in-one records. They
plan to double up different singers
and bands for some special discs. One
combination will be Lena Horne and
Duke Ellington, which ought to be
terrific. Just as long as they don’t
have Spike Jones play for Perry
Como.
Speaking of Como, he has waxed
“Temptation” and “I’ll Always Be
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With You.” Ted Steele, who conducts
the orchestra on Perry’s radio show,
handles the music. I think you’ll agree
with me that “Temptation” is abso¬
lutely the best record Perry has ever
made.
Erskine Hawkins has a very solid
platter in “Caldonia” and “I Hope To
Die” (If I Told A Lie). Ace Harris
sings “Caldonia,” and Carol Tucker
dittoes on “I Hope To,” etc.
“A Friend Of Yours” and “There’s
No You” are done well by Tommy
Dorsey and the band. “Friend” is the
hit song from the movie, “The Great
John L,” and is sung by Dorsey’s new
vocalist, Stuart Foster. Billy Usher
sings “There’s No You.”
The old favorite “I’ll See You In
My Dreams” is coupled with “I
Walked In,” for Vaughn Monroe’s
latest release. Vaughn sings the first
side alone and teams with the Norton
Sisters on the flipover.
Tony Pastor and his boys are repre¬
sented with “Five Salted Peanuts”
and “Bell Bottom Trousers.” Tony
does the vocal on “Peanuts,” and he
and Ruth McCullough share the hon¬
ors on the sailor song.
Carson Robison, one of Victor’s folk
singers, has an amusing new record.
The first side is “Hirohito’s Letter To
Hitler,” and on the back is “Hitler’s
Last Letter To Hirohito.”
Betty Jane Bonney makes her solo
platter debut with two ballads, “How
Little We Know” and “Memphis In
June.” Betty used to sing with Les
Brown and Frankie Carle.
“The Sweetest Trumpet In The
World,” alias Charlie Spivak, is front
and center with “You Belong To My
Heart” and “There Must Be A Way.”
Jimmy Saunders does a fine vocal job
on both tunes.

COLUMBIA:
Benny Goodman and his new band
have waxed “Sweetheart Of All My
Dreams,” with lyrics by Bob Hayden,
and “Ev’ry Time,” the Gordon Jen¬
kins composition, which is sung by
Jane Harvey.
The Charioteers, the quartet whom
you’ve heard on Bing’s air show, ap¬
pear on record for the first time since
the ban. They do “Don’t You Notice
Anything New?” and “It Doesn’t Cost
You Anything To Dream,” one of the

JAM NOTES:

songs from UP IN CENTRAL PARK.
Here’s an album by Rise Stevens.
She does eight of the most popular
Jerome Kern compositions, including
“Can’t Help Lovin’ Dat Man,” “Smoke
Gets In Your Eyes,” and “All The
Things You Are.”
Xavier Cugat offers two new sam¬
bas, “Good, Good, Good,” sung by
Del Camp and “Toca-Tu Samba,” with
a vocal by Nestor Amaral.
Two old standards have been chosen
by Ginny Simms for her newest re¬
lease—“Cuddle Up A Little Closer”
and Hoagy Carmichael’s immortal
“Stardust.”
Count Basie has added some strings
and a new vocalist, Lynne Sherman,
for his waxing of “This Heart Of
Mine” and “That Old Feeling.”
Harry James has picked two of the
DIAMOND HORSESHOE tunes, “I
Wish I Knew,” sung by Kitty Kallen,
and “The More I See You,” with a
Buddy Di Vito lyric.
The Modernaires make their first
appearance on the Columbia label
with “You Belong To My Heart” and
“There! I’ve Said It Again.” Mitchell
Ayres directs the orchestra.
And last, but certainly not least,'
Columbia gives us two releases by
Frank Sinatra. The first is the oldie,
“When Your Lover Has Gone” and
“I Should Care,” which was written
by Axel Stordahl, Sammy Cahn and
Paul Weston.
The second is the
Johnny Mercer tune, “Dream,” backed
up by “There’s No You.” Axel’s-or¬
chestra and arrangements as usual.

DECCA:

g2

Dick Haymes is well represented
this month with three releases. First
he sings two of the numbers he does
in his new picture, “The More I See
You” and “I Wish I Knew,” with Vic¬
tor Young’s orchestra. Then he and
Victor get together on “Laura” and
“The Night Is Young and You’re So
Beautiful.” And for his third platter
he and The Andrews Sisters, with Vic
Schoen’s orchestra, give out with
“Great Day” and
“Smile, Smile,
Smile!”
Dick’s singing partner on his radio
program, Helen Forrest, is her usual
melodic self on “He’s Home For A
Little While” and “Ev’ry Time.”
Fred Waring’s Pennsylvanians and
his Glee Club do “Sweetheart Of All
My Dreams” and “Let Us All Sing'
Auld Lang Syne.” Gordon Goodman

is the soloist on “Sweetheart.”
If it’s jazz you like, don’t miss
Lionel Hampton’s “Loose Wig” and
“Overtime.” Hamp plays a wonderful
vibraharp solo on the “Wig” side.
Jimmy is in for two discs. The first
is “El Rancho Vegas,” with vocal
duties divided between Teddy Walters
and Patti Palmer, and “Oh, What A
Beautiful Mornin’,” done as an instru¬
mental. The second has Teddy Wal¬
ters singing the lyrics to “Dream”
and “There! I’ve Said It Again.”
Louis Jordan and His Tympany
Five are socko on “Caldonia” and an
old blues, “Somebody Done Changed
The Lock On My Door.” Louis sings
both sides.
Skip Nelson pops up as the vocalist
with Glen Gray on the newest Casa
Loma record. The tunes are “I Walked
In” and “I Don’t Care Who Knows
It,” both from the movie NOB HILL.
Burl Ives, one of America’s greatest
interpreters of folk songs, sings “Rod¬
ger Young,” the Frank Loesser musi¬
cal tribute to the famous war hero.
On the back side is “Foggy, Foggy
Dew.”
Carmen Cavallaro’s piano and or¬
chestra are present and accounted for
with “The More I See You,” with a
Gloria Foster vocal, and “In Aca¬
pulco,” with lyrics by The Andy Love
Four.
Bing Crosby and Judy Garland have
made their first double record, and
it’s a goodie. The tunes are “YahTa-Ta, Yah-Ta-Ta” and “You’ve Got
Me Where You Want Me.” Joseph
Lilley’s orchestra.
Then Bing and Xavier Cugat join
forces to do a sensational job on the
two hit times from THE THREE
CABALLEROS, “You Belong To My
Heart” and “Baia.”
Here’s a new one by the Mills
Brothers, “Put Another Chair At The
Table” and “I Wish.” This is the boys’
first disc since their big hit, “You
Always Hurt The One You Love.”
UP IN CENTRAL PARK is Decca’s
newest show album. The wonderful
tubes from the musical comedy suc¬
cess are sung by Eileen Farrell,
Celeste Holm and two of the members
of the original cast, Wilbur Evans and
Betty Bruce.
Another
album,
CAN’T llELP
SINGING, finds Deanna Durbin doing
the numbers from her picture—“More
and More,”
“Californ-I-Ay,”
etc.
Robert Paige, who played with her in
the picture, helps out on the lyrics.

“Major Glenn Miller Day” will be
observed nationally in leading motion
picture theatres on June 5, in con¬
junction with the Seventh War Loan
Drive. Still no news from Glenn, but
everyone is hoping. Jimmy Dorsey’s
new vocalist
is
Jean Cromwell.
Though this is her first job with a
name band, Jean has worked with
various orchestras through the South.
Jimmy also has hired Nita Rosa to
sing Latin American tunes. Buddy
Schutz has left the band because of
illness. His doctor ordered him to
take a long rest. Marion Hutton will
forego movies for a while in favor
of radio. She landed the singing spot
on the “Romance, Rhythm and Rip¬
ley” program over C.B.S. . . . Bud
Freeman, famous tenor saxophonist,
is touring the Aleutian Islands with
an all G.I. musical show . . . Anita
Ellis has taken a vacation from her
Mutual Network show to spend two
months in Texas with her husband,
who has returned to the States after
twenty-one months overseas. Randy
Brooks is very happy over the success
of his new band. Randy, former Les
Brown trumpet star, underwrote the
initial cost of organizing himself. Les
had planned to back him, but felt that
Randy should wait until the war was
over . . . Lionel Hampton’s Carnegie
Hall Jazz concert in April was really
something. His band is one of the
most exciting I’ve ever heard, and
they just about tore the place apart.
Sully Mason has broken up his band
and may go on a theatre tour as a
single . . . Since Connie Haines had
her tonsils removed she can sing one
note higher and two notes lower . . .
When Sammy Kaye first started read¬
ing poetry on his “Sunday Serenade”
program over the Blue Network, all
his pals laughed at him and predicted
he’d be a flop at it. But Sammy has
the last laugh. So many requests were
received for copies of the poems, that
Kaye published a book of them—and
to date it has sold over fifty thousand
copies. Helen Forrest has been signed
for a vocal spot in the new Paramount
film, YOU CAME ALONG . . . When
Tommy Dorsey signed to emcee the
“Music America Loves Best” air show,
he was kept busy denying rumors that
he was breaking up his band. T.D. is
on a theatre tour, but will return to
New York each Sunday for the
program. Margaret O’Brien was re-»
cently contracted^ by Capitol Records
to wax a series of albums. She will
do dramatic skits and special material
aimed at the sub-bobby-sox age. The
baby Bernhardt is sporting a charm
bracelet which was given to her by
her boy friend, Frank Sinatra. The
bracelet is inscribed, “To A Lovely
Little Girl And A Fine Actress.”

Well, that’s it for this time.
Thanks for all your swell let¬
ters. And remember, if you
have any particular questions
on musical subjects, send them
along and I’ll try my best to
answer you. But please, not
too many questions, and don’t
forget
to
enclose
a
selfaddressed
stamped
envelope.
Just write to Jill Warren,
Movieland Magazine, 1476
Broadway, New York City 18,
New York.

BETTY HUTTON
STARRING IN PARAMOUNTS "INCENDIARY BLONDE"
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Most spectacular results in this field recently have been
racked up by Capitol Records. This young company is only
3 years old. Yet it has lined up more new talent than all
other record companies combined. Andy Russell (left)
and Paul Weston are just two in addition to Hutton.
Others below.

• • • doesn’t come
along very often

One of the reasons for Capitol's success is the tact that
the company is located in Hollywood—tolent pool of the
world. But even more important is the musical intuition of
Johnny Mercer, Capitol's president, and Buddy De Sylva,

There are 65 million females

in the United States. But only one of

chairman of the board. These two have an uncanny knack
for spotting talent and matching it with proper tunes.

them sings like Betty Hutton. No one paid any attention to her, as a
recording artist, until Capitol anticipated her talents and went out on the
limb to present her —for the first time —on wax.

23 SMASH HITS IN 3 YEARS
Ac-cen-tchu-ate The Positive
Dream * I Should Care
on a Star

*

*

*

The Trolley Song

*

I'll Walk Alone

*

G I Jive * Candy *

Amor * Strip Polka * Cow Cow Boogie * Mr. Five by Five * Swinging

I Lost My Sugar in Salt Lake City

*

I Dream of You

*

Besame Mucho

*

Straighten Up and FlyHight * Shoo-Shoo Baby * His Rocking Horse Ran Away * And Her Tears
Flowed Like Wine * Long Ago and Far Away * Elks'Parade ★ That Old Black Magic * My Ideal

Third reason is the technical skill of Capitol's recording
engineers. You can demonstrate this yourself by playing
several different makes of records at the same volume on
a phonograph. The Copifof records will sound stronger

RECORDS

and clearer.

Proof of the pudding: Capitol has turned out 23 smash
hits in 3 short years and skyrocketed right up among the
old, established leaders in the popular record field.
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her what to do with them. For, be¬
neath June’s naive young-girl exte¬
rior there is a cool little mind that
knows exactly what it wants—with a
pretty good inkling of how to get it.
June is no fluttering moth desiring the
stars. She’s a honey-haired sky rocket
with tremendous soaring capacity.
It is this very ability to keep her
young blue eyes steadily fixed on the
main chance that put a sharp period
to my querulous question when I
called the other day at her apartment
on Wilshire Boulevard. She was sit¬
ting cross-legged on a davenport
wearing pajamas and a dressing gown.
Her hair was drawn back tightly and
tied in a knot at the nape of her
neck, and her nose was shiny. She
crinkled her eyes at me and said in
that husky, curiously pleasing voice:
“Have some coffee?”
I said I -would and then turned to
her sternly: ‘‘Is this glamour?” .
She grinned impishly and said:
“There’s a young Naval Lieutenant
coming to see me after I get through
talking to you. And if you’ll stay till
he gets here you won’t have any com¬
plaints.”
See what I mean?
Shrewdly designing? No, I don’t
think so. Not any more than you or
I. She simply knows what she wants
and goes toward it by the most direct
path.
Talking to her I kept remembering
the first time I had ever seen this con¬
fident young woman. She was racing
across the patio of the pseudo-hotel in
which she was living, to answer a
whirring telephone in a public booth.
She told me afterward that she always
left the door of her apartment open
for fear someone at M.G.M. might call
her. “If M.G.M. had been running a
circus in those days, I’d have carried
water to the elephants,” she said, “just
for the chance to show them I was
the best little water carrier in the
business. And,” she added, frowning
soberly, “I could still do it if I had
to. Life has taught me that much. I
can take it.”
But being able to “take it” inevi¬
tably leaves its mark. It has touched
June’s appealing young face and, in
moments of repose, made it a little
sad. She knows now that nothing for
which you fight with all your heart
and every atom of your strength ever
turns out to be as headily intoxicating
as you dreamed it would be. She
came up the hard way and she harbors
no delusions that it may not get hard
again. “There’s always a hill,” she
says. “When you’ve climbed it there’s
one more, higher than any of. the
others, just ahead. And how do I
know that I won’t start up a hill
some day that I can’t quite manage?
How do I know there will always be
something inside me that will take
me over? Oh, I’m not tired now.
Gosh, no. But have you ever seen the
little look of drained weariness that
sometimes comes into the eyes of an
actress? Tm just beginning to under¬
stand what that look means and to
wonder about it. Maybe an artistic
success isn’t worth what it costs.
Maybe a woman’s normal life, being
married and having children, is better.
I don’t know.”
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“All right,” I said, “make up your
mind. What do you really want?”
“What do I want?” she asked
musingly. “I want to do a piece with
passionate sincerity and utter con¬
viction. I want to interpret a charac¬
ter with such intensity that I’ll break
my own heart doing it.” She stood up
suddenly and stretched her arms
above her head. “That’s what I want.
That’s what I want more than any¬
thing in the world.”
I laughed. “You don’t have to put
on an act for me, kid. After all—in
that bathrobe and those pajamas—”
She flopped down on the couch and
said sulkily: “Darn you, why do you
have to spoil everything?”
But it wasn’t an act. She meant it
with all the strength of her singletrack young mind. She thinks about
other channels into which her talents
might have been directed, but she
always comes back to her present
burning desire—to be the best actress
in Hollywood.
Talking to June when she is happy—
which is nearly always—and hearing
her laughter spill into the room like
bright, golden coins, one is tempted
to believe that behind that incredibly
expressive, pixyish little face there
lives no memory of the hard road
over which she has traveled. But that
would be a mistake.
“See those
checks?” she said, indicating a scatter
of yellow printed forms lying on a
low table. “Each one of them is
signed with my heart’s blood. Oh, it
isn’t that I’m a dollar-snatcher. I like
to spend money and give beautiful
presents to people I love. And noth¬
ing gives me quite the feeling of a
warm, inner glow as when I have
helped someone when the going is
rough. But I can look back to the time
when a dollar bill was as big as a
three sheet poster—and believe me,
there wasn’t anything warm or com¬
forting in those times. And they could
come again. I suppose that everyone
who didn’t have a fairy godmother
leading the way over the first steep
pitches of a career, has the same
memories. Look at him.” She picked
up a copy of the New Yorker and
pointed to a profile article about
Somerset Maugham. “Life certainly
wasn’t
a
bowl
of
cherries
for
Maugham. Not many people in the
world are strong enough to pay the
price he paid.”
If paying the price is a throughticket on the success highway, June
Allyson is already well along on her
journey. She is dedicated to the belief
that if you want something, all you
have to do is look at the price tag
and then make up your mind whether
the article is worth it. Good times,
lovely clothes, interesting friends, all
have the cost plainly attached.
“Yes,” I said. “But are you happy
in paying for these things?”
“Happy?” she asked wonderingly.
“Who is happy . . . really happy? I
think they are only the very young
or the very old. They haven’t learned
to care yet or are beyond caring. I
can honestly say that the only time
I’m happy is when I’m terribly un¬
happy about something.” She grinned
elfishly. “Sounds like the story of the
flea-bitten dog, doesn’t it? What I

mean is that I’ve got to have some¬
thing driving me. Every time I look
at one of my pictures I think: ‘Oh,
you could have done better—lots bet¬
ter.’ If I ever reach the point where
I can look at my work complacently
then I’ll know producers are. about
ready to lift their eyebrows when my
name comes up. And I don’t want
that to happen.”
I had, it appeared, found June in a
serious mood, a facet of that mercurial
young lady’s character that she rarely
permits a visitor to see. It has often
been said that the ability to laugh is
a gift bestowed upon Man by a be¬
nign providence to help him bear the
burdens which might otherwise be¬
come insupportable. If this is true,
June has been singularly blessed.
Laughter with her is usually as spon¬
taneous and illuminating as a burst¬
ing star-shell. It geysers up from
within her and comes out a husky,
warm, infectious sound that would
start a grin on the face of Anthony
Comstock himself. It spills into the
room and fills it with light and color.
She loves zany stories and the eager,
anticipatory expressions which flit
across her mobile young face would
make a first rate raconteur of the
dullest fellow. Her response to humor
is as instantaneous as an electric
current when a switch is thrown.
And by a blessed grace, she can laugh
best at herself.
“Once when I was posing for
fashion pictures,” she said, “I fell into
a pool and ruined my career as a
model. It served me right, too, be¬
cause I’d been looking at my reflection
in the water and thinking I was beau¬
tiful. Oh, what a mess I was!” She
laughed ruefully as „ the picture

flooded back into her mind. Then she
added soberly: “It might be a good
idea if I’d keep on falling into
figurative pools, if I ever get to
thinking I’m too important.”
Laughter with June is as necessary
as the California sunshine which she
has come to love. She laughs with the
grips or the waitress in the com¬
missary or with Joe Pasternak, her
producer. But she never laughs at
anyone. She remembers too clearly
the old times in New York when for
days on end she didn’t have thecourage to smile. |t is this memory
which now and again, as she talks,
prints a certain sombemess on her
young face.
Having compassion for others less
fortunate than she, June is able to
look at life realistically. Knowing
that existence in her world is a battle,
she has acquired a fine and discrimi¬
nating feeling of drama. Early in her
career, she made up her mind that if
she was to achieve her goal it must
be through the interpretation of hu¬
man emotions. In New York she had
sung in small parts, but she knew
even then that her voice would never
win the laurels she coveted. “I made
a try at singing in ‘Two Girls and a
Sailor,”’ she said, “but I felt pretty
suye in my own mind that it didn’t
come off very well. Oh, I can -put a
song over—but my voice will never
be anything to cheer about. So, when
‘Music for Millions’ came along I
really went to work. Please don’t
think I’m conceited enough to believe
I exhausted the possibilities of the
part. I know I didn’t. But I gave it
the best I had at that time. If I were
to do it over again now I think I

could do a better job. That’s the one
hopeful thing I keep before my eyes
all the time—the thought that some
day I really may become a good
actress.”
Currently June is working in a pic¬
ture called “Her Highness and the
Bellboy.”
After that will
come
“Brighton Beach,” and then either
“Peg O’ My Heart” or another “Two
Girls and a Sailor” thing. In between
times, she’s soaking up everything of
Maugham’s she can get her hands on.
“I like Maugham,” she says, “because
he hasn’t any illusions and because he
handles women with a scalpel. He
knows all our weaknesses and por¬
trays them pitilessly. He’s a pretty
good warning. The thing to do is to
try to be the kind of girl he doesn’t
seem to know.”
What worries June more than any¬
thing at the moment is time in its
flight. “Here I am twenty-one,” she
said tragically, “and I’ve only got my
feet started on the journey I’ve got to
travel. Pretty soon I’ll be an old
woman and my work not half done.”
“Do you think you can wedge in a
little date at the altar somewhere
along the way?” I asked.
‘-Maybe—sometime,” she said
dreamily. “‘Just now it doesn’t seem
too important.”
A few moments later the buzzer
sounded and the Naval Lieutenant
came in. He was very spit and polish,
and very handsome. June fled—but
in twenty minutes she was back, and
I gathered a quick impression that if
the Navy is pretty important so also
is June Ally son, especially to the
Navy.
The

End
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woman with the blonde hair?”
Then, having learned my name, she
made it a point to speak to me each
time she saw me, and later asked that
I be permanently assigned to her
picture.
Forgive me for beginning this story
with a personal experience, but the
incident serves perfectly to illustrate
an important side of Katharine’s char¬
acter: she likes and respects people
who speak their minds honestly, forth¬
rightly and on the moment.’ There are
two things that she cannot abide:
shilly-shallying and artificiality.
I know that Katharine had a goofl
deal of adverse publicity when she
first came to Hollywood, yet I think
the causes may be easily explained.
She is a terse, straightforward person;
she says what she thinks in the swift¬
est possible manner. This habit, which
is purely the result of concise think¬
ing and definite tastes, is sometimes
construed as abruptness. During those
early days a hairdresser once com¬
pleted what she felt was a beautiful
coiffeur, then turned Katharine to the
mirror to view the handiwork.
Katharine took in the full effect on
the instant. “It won’t do,” she said.
“I don’t like it.”
The girl was accustomed to the
temporizing answer of “Well, that
may be a very lovely arrangement on
someone else, but somehow on me it
seems—well, I don’t just know, but
I think that if we recomb this
strand . . .” Which is the manner
of many actresses, but Katharine
would have considered that timewasting. She said what she thought
and waited for a constructive sugges¬
tion. Instead, the girl burst into tears
and rushed from the dressing room.
She asked to be removed from the
picture, a wish that was granted.
When the affair was reported to Kath¬
arine, upon the arrival of a new hair¬
dresser, she was amazed. She had
intended no offense and was com¬
pletely nonplussed that offense had
been taken.
A writer, anxious to do an ana¬
lytical story on Katharine, once asked
me to remember every witchy thing
Katharine had ever done. I tried to
think of something really disagree¬
able, because I agree with Katharine
that an immaculate character is likely
to be pretty dull; however, I could
think of no deliberately malicious
thing she has ever done since I have
been closely associated with her.
Contrariwise, I can think of dozens
of charming things of which Kath¬
arine can be accused. One year I had
made reservations to go home to Eng¬
land to visit my relatives. I had made
my arrangements with Katharine,
thinking that she would be between
pictures (I had become her secretary
by that time) so she wouldn’t need me
as much as she does while making a
film. Please don’t think me presump¬
tuous when I say that an actress’
secretary can be very useful, indeed,
during the time a picture is in pro¬
duction. There are dozens of things
that need to be done.
It happened that the time for the
picture’s start was postponed again
and again. And it became apparent,
finally, that I would have to be away
during production, or I would have to

cancel my trip home. “I’ll give it up
and go next year,” I said.
“But your family will be terribly
disappointed, won’t they?” Katharine
asked
I admitted that they would, because
I had not been home for nine years,
and added that another year’s delay
would make little more difference, I
supposed. She closed the matter.
“You’re going, and that’s settled,” she
announced in her positive way. “And
I’m going to give you your traveling
suit. You have it tailored at once.”
This, of course, is a minor incident
that I have a right to tell because it
belongs in my own experience. I
could fill this entire magazine with
stories about the kindnesses she has
done other persons in New York and
Hollywood, but if I did that, Kath¬
arine would never forgive me. She
feels—and I agree with her—that
most good deeds somehow lose their
lustre when exposed to the public
light.
At present she rather shuns pub¬
licity because of her ingrained hu¬
mility. When she was told at the
studio that a writer wanted to inter¬
view her for a magazine story, she was
astonished. “But there’s nothing in¬
teresting about me. I’m not impor¬
tant. If I were driving a truck in
France—then I’d have a story to tell.
Then I’d be worth writing about,” she
insisted. She has a very strong sense
of values, does Miss Hepburn.
If I were asked to state Katharine’s
outstanding characteristic, aside from
her great dramatic talent and crafts¬
manship, I would say instantly that
it is her love of walking. How that
girl loves to walk! Her admiration
for the art of placing one foot ahead
of the other is so great that she will
gladly scissor off miles at any time,
any place, or in any sort of weather.
I think that, in some previous incar¬
nation, she was a wandering trouba¬
dour, so in her soul there is a convic¬
tion that acting goes with striding
the countryside. As we do things dif¬
ferently now, she travels between
commitments in conventional ways,
but keeps faith with that ancient
tradition by scurrying^ up and down
hillsides in her spare time.
One fall, when we were trying out
a play in an eastern city, Katharine
had her chauffeur drive us out into
the country. From the highway, she
and I set off cross-country at electric
speed. This was fine, for her, because
she was wearing her customary slacks.
But I was wearing a suit skirt. Even
so, we got along well enough, until we
came to a woven wire fence, topped
by several strands of barbed wire.
We had been striding along the cfest
of a rather high hill, and the fence
marked the railroad right-of-way.
Katharine climbed the wire and
swung her long legs over without the
least trouble, while I stood on the
opposite side, wailing that I’d never
be able to make it.
“Don’t be silly. I’ll get you over,”
she said, all business. She gave me
instructions, so I hauled myself up.
Just as I straddled the top wires,
catching the barbs nicely in my lin¬
gerie lace, a local passenger train came
puffing up the grade. It was moving
slowly enough to afford the delighted

passengers an excellent view of the
countryside, including me clinging to
both Katharine’s hands while the
fence clung to all of me. Katharine
laughed so hard that she was power¬
less to do much. All I could think of
was, “Little do those passengers
realize that they are watching Miss
Hepburn playing one of her best
comedy scenes.”
One day, while Katharine was
working in <<Dragon Seed” at MGM,
she and I were spending Sunday in¬
vestigating Bel Air on foot. Many of
the estates in this hilly locality seek
privacy with the device of an eight
to ten foot wall. I am the sort of
person who accepts these restrictions
with philosophy. Not Katharine. “I
wonder what sort of house and gar¬
dens are on the other side of this
wall?” she asked. And she shinnied
up the wall with the agility of a Tom
Sawyer. At the top she sat and ob¬
served the
establishment,
calling
down descriptions to me.
Emboldened by this initial human
fly trick, she did it repeatedly when
her imagination was piqued. So far
she has never scaled a wall to look
into the red eyes of a Great Dane.
But I’ll be surprised at nothing!
Speaking of dogs, while Katharine
and I were touring in the East with
“The Philadelphia Story,” she and I
and her three dogs went for a long
walk one day. It was warm, so the
dogs began to need a drink. As we
rounded a hillside we found a low
faucet, but no container of any sort
was visible for miles.
Katharine
glanced around, gave it up, and spon¬
taneously hit upon an adequate sub¬
stitute. Removing one of her shoes,
she filled it with water and offered
it to the poodle. When he had finished
drinking, she filled the shoe a second
time for one cocker spaniel, then for
the other. Then she shook the shoe
briskly and returned it to her foot.
I’ve read occasionally about persons
who made a practice of walking in the
rain, and I must admit that I have
given something less than credence
to some of the reports. But I can say
with great authority that Katharine
is a devoted companion of Jupiter
Pluvius. The reason I am so positive
is that I, too, get involved in these
damp excursions. We wear boots and
slickers over warm clothing, including

warm neck scarves, but we wear
nothing on our heads. I make it a
point to grumble. I say, “This is the
craziest thing I have ever caught us
doing; we should be inside before a
crackling fire. What possesses people
who walk in the rain!”
y
Katharine laughs. If the rain has
stopped, by some shocking misfortune,
she walks under bushes or low trees,
tips her head back, and shakes the
raindrops from the boughs onto her
face. I have also known this admirer
of the elements to awaken on a brisk
morning back East, don a bathing
suit, take a warm shower, then leap
into a pool upon which a skiff of ice
has formed during the night. After
having swum the length and back
again, she will return to the hot
shower. This fact should be vouch¬
safed those who think they can ex¬
haust Katharine at tennis.
Athletic as she is, she doesn’t expect
an equal virtuosity of those around
her, and she always keeps in mind the
handicaps of a person with whom
she is associated. When her sister’s
baby was born, Katharine telephoned
me (I was in New York and she, of
course, in Hartford at the time) say¬
ing that she had made arrangements
for me to fly up in the plane owned
by the private pilot who had taught
her to fly.
I went out to the airport and
climbed, with two pilots, into a light
four-seater plane. A 65-mile-an-hour
wind had sprung up, and to judge by
our antics, we sprang right back at it.
There was no flat air that day; it
consisted entirely of up drafts and
down drafts modified by typhoons and
whirlwinds. Since that day I have
never been able to look at a shuttle¬
cock without acute fellow feeling.
Contrary to myvconviction, we reached
Hartford; I viewed the new member
of a most fetching family, had lunchean, then learned that Katharine and
I were to return to New York in the
selfsame plane I had ridden that
morning. Not being given to dis¬
cussion of that sort of trip, I said
nothing to Katharine about air con¬
ditions.
If I thought the trip was rough
going north, it was only because I had
never taken the same trip south¬
bound. Katharine, in the front seat,
kept glancing from the window to
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Constance

me, in the back seat, and demanding,
“Are you all right?”
With my eyes tightly closed I as¬
sured her that I was fine. I never get
airsick, but I knew from Katharine’s
voice that, whereas I was saved by
closing my eyes, if she had closed hers
all would have been lost.
You’ve undoubtedly guessed that we
reached New York without mishap.
As we bounced to our lucky landing
(the landing gear had frozen in place
and the pilots, by opening the win¬
dows on alternate sides and kicking
violently, had freed it), Katharine
glanced back* at me with a hazy smile.
“All the time we were over Long
Island Sound,” she confided, “I kept
looking at that expanse of water and
thinking, ‘Poor Emmie, she can’t
swim.’ ”
As this will indicate, she has an
excellent sense of humor, perfectly
timed. Not only does she say funny
things, but she has an amusing way
of accepting direction. Of this, she
appears to be blissfully unconscious.
I remember that when she was work¬
ing in “Bringing Up Baby,” a comedy
with Cary Grant, she was required
to lose a heel from one shoe and get
tossed in jail. Concurrently, she was.
supposed to try to convince one of the
officers that she was a desperate char¬
acter. She asked the comedian work¬
ing in the picture to show her how
to walk lopsided in a laughable way.
He gave her about five minutes’ in¬
struction and she picked it up with
such perfection that everyone on the
set was laughing. Even though she was
deadly serious about the whole thing,
her burlesque was so good that the
technicians were holding their sides.
She didn’t see why the thing she was
doing seemed funny to bystanders.
She refused to see the rushes of that
day’s shooting because she felt thatthe scene would be painful. Yet, in
the finished picture, it was a tremen¬
dous laugh-getter.
I will never forget her rushing into
the wings on the opening night for
“Philadelphia Story,” wide-eyed, at
the end of the first act, and gasping
to me, “Good golly, the audience
thinks this is a comedy!”
Apparently she had expected this
very funny play to be considered
romantic drama. There is a line that
occurs after her admirers have all met
at the same place at the same time
that goes, “Well, why didn’t you sell
tickets?”
During rehearsal, Katharine tossed
the line away. She didn’t consider it

(Rep.)

Moore and

daughter Gina.

particularly funny. But there was
something about the way she said it
that brought down the house, opening
night—to her intense astonishment. It
continued to delight audiences during
the play’s run, but Katharine could
never agree that it merited such
laughter. She didn’t seem to realize
that it was her delivery that gave the
line such impact.
Poised as Katharine is, there are
times when she—like the rest of us—
struggles hopelessly in search of the
right word, the right gesture. She
was with me when I received word
that my only son was on his way to
Fort Dix. I realize, of course, that
there are millions of women who have
faced this same moment, but somehow
when tragedy happens to one, it seems
utterly unique. I trembled there with
the telegram in one hand, and thought
that I was going to wail aloud.
Katharine stood on one foot, then
the other. She rested an arm around
my shoulder and her face was a rare
potpourri of mingled emotions. Obvi¬
ously she didn’t know whether to
comfort me, to be impersonal, or to
be tough about it. I said, “It’s all
right, Katharine. No one ever knows
what to say—don’t even try.”
She went away disconsolately. But
that night as I made my entrance (I
was working with her in “Without
Love”) I thought I was going to go
to pieces. For ten full seconds I was
up in my lines, then I blinked away
my tears to meet Katharine’s gaze.
She was looking at me with the
solicitude of a mother, but there was
also something comradely, and just a
touch of teasing small-boyishness. If
the look could have spoken it would
have said, “Come on, old dear, you’re
in a tough spot, even though it’s not
new. But we have a play to do—
remember? Come on, let’s get into
it and give the customers a good
show.”
I was all right on the instant. I
have told this to illustrate a point I
want to make: many persons have
drawn
strength
from
Katharine,
sometimes without her being clearly
aware of it. She has this great, and I
think unconscious, gift.
I believe that this quality, combined
with her typical feminine sweetness—
a characteristic that hasn’t been no¬
table in most of her pictures—shines
forth in “Without Love.” Personally,
I like it the best of any picture she
has ever made. I think all her fans
will, too.
The

End

BILLY DE WOLFE
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25)

that interim; a job he was forced to
forfeit last May when the Navy
medicoes said a firm “Out!” How¬
ever much their verdict disappointed
Billy, though, it was good news both
to Hollywood and the nurses at the
hospital where he spent the last five
months of his service; his irrepressible
antics undoubtedly were good for the
morale of his fellow patients, but they
played havoc on the nerves of the
hospital staff.
There was the night, for example,
when one of the middle-aged and
primly proper nurses came walking
down the dimly-lit ward where Billy
was housed. Rounding a turn, she
came face to face with a monstrous
creature, arms upraised and face con¬
torted in a horrible grimace.
Her
blood-curdling screams, as she raced
for the door, could have been heard
in far-off Chicago!
The “monster,” of course, was Billy,
who had donned his peajacket back to
front and was playing Frankenstein
for the boys.
Upsetting things and people obvi¬
ously is a habit with Billy. He upset
tradition when he bounced into the
swank Rainbow Room, mecca for
night club entertainers as the Palace
Theater used to be for vaudevillians,
after his debut as an utterly unknown
quantity at one other New York night
spot, the small Raleigh Room at the
Warwick. He upset Navy doctors no
end when he failed to mention he had
spinal arthritis when enlisting, a pain¬
ful secret he kept for 18 months of
service.
He upset Sonny Tufts by
aping his unconscious gestures of
pushing back his hair over one ear
and clearing his throat with a loud
“Harrumph!” just before a take; now
everyone in the studio is doing it as
a gag. And he certainly upset all the
fine plans made for him when he first
arrived in Hollywood, back in 1942.
It’s quite a story, and typically DeWolfe.
I suppose it could be said that it
was all his mother’s fault. Prenatal
influence, you know.
Mrs. Jones—
Billy’s name actually is Bill Jones, a
fact he forgot with such embarrassing
frequency in the Navy that a com¬
mander one day finally yelled in ex¬
asperation “Good lord, man, don’t you
even know your own name?” to which
Billy replied, “No, sir, I do not.”—
was movie-mad. While Billy was on
the way, and when he was a babe
in arms, Mrs. Jones sat day after day
in the movies, avidly devouring the
heroics of Louise Glaum, Nita Naldi,
Bessie Barriscale and other sirens of
the early silent days.
“You might almost say I was born
in the theater,” Billy said.
“I still
don’t know how mother happened to
stay home that day.”
Actually the event took place in the
family home in Quincy, an industrial
suburb of Boston, Mass. Nine weeks
later the family returned to the
father’s native Pwhelli (pronounced
P-thw-elli), Wales. Nine years later
they came back to America, where the
future of Mr. Jones’ trade of book¬
binding seemed brighter. Both par¬
ents became citizens at the first op¬
portunity; Billy, of course, was an
American by birth.
Apparently inheriting his mother’s
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interest in the theater, Billy got a job
as usher and sweeper-outer at the
local vaudeville-movie theater in his
spare time after school for 50 cents
an hour. For actual services rendered,
he was overpaid; patrons had to find
their own seats while he watched the
show, and invariably he was in the
wings watching rehearsals when he
should have been pushing a broom in
the lobby. By watching the acrobatic
dancing acts in particular, and imitat¬
ing their routines on the mat in the
school gymnasium, he soon
had
worked out an eccentric dance routine
of his own.
About this time, too, he began to
take an active interest in the Meth¬
odist church near his home. When
he became the leader of the church’s
Christian Endeavor society, Mr. and
Mrs. Jones were sure he was headed
for the ministry.
“Frankly, it was only the ham
coming out in me,” Billy now admits.
“I loved to stand up there on the ros¬
trum with everybody watching me
and give out with the gestures. The
other fellows used to read their
speeches, but I always memorized
mine so I could strut up and down
like a young Hamlet!”
He was practising his dance rou¬
tine at the theater one Sunday when
he was spotted by the manager of one
of the acts, Jimmy Connor’s Band, who
mistook him for one of the acts on the
coming week’s bill. Reluctantly Billy
confessed he was only an usher. The
band signed him anyway, and $7.50 a
week Bill Jones became $50 a week
Billy DeWolfe. The new name was
donated by the theater manager, who
saw no future for an actor called Bill
Jones.
When the band completed its tour
in New York, Billy organized a danc¬
ing trio with two girls which was
billed as De Wolfe, Metcalf, and Ford.
The act played the New York Hippo¬
drome and was seen there by a famous
vaudeville impressario from England,
who offered them four weeks billing
in London. The four weeks stretched
into five years for Billy. He was mak¬
ing a hit, and more important to him,
he was having fun; so when the girls
became homesick and insisted upon
returning to the United States, Billy
revamped the act into a single and
continued on his way.
“I like to have fun, no matter what
I’m doing,” Billy explains. “In fact,
I’ve got to have fun or I don’t do it.
There’s no point in it.” Fun to Billy,
however, doesn’t necessarily mean
laughs; it means personal enjoyment
of his work, and a certain gay spirit
which has kept him from taking him¬
self too seriously. He has less conceit,
in proportion to his talent, than I
would have dreamed possible, and the
only malicious caricatures he draws
in his impersonations are those he
does on himself.
In revamping his act Billy switched
gradually from his former dance rou¬
tines to his hilarious “impressions” of
famous people and familiar types.
Originally he had done them only for
the amusement backstage of his fellow
actors, but incorporated into his act,
they soon became the talk of all
Europe.
Still the most popular is
“Mrs. Murgatroyd,” the august leader
of the W. C. T. U., who wanders into
a bar out of righteous curiosity and
proceeds to get gloriously swacked!
Many people still believe that Billy
is an accomplished linguist, probably
because the chatter part of his im¬

Mr. Bones, suh! May 1 have The next dance?
ParT of Billy DeWolfe’s act at Rainbow Room.

pressions always was given in the
native tongue of whatever country
he was playing at the time.
In
France he spoke French, German in
Berlin, Austrian in Vienna, and Hun¬
garian in Budapest. The truth is that
he speaks no foreign language, other
than a little Welsh, but laboriously
learned the necessary phrases by writ¬
ing them out phonetically and then
memorizing them. Only once did he
blunder.
That engagement was scheduled for
Oslo, Norway, and so he carefully
mastered his lines in that tricky lan¬
guage by the same phonetic method.
It was a tough job, as he remembers,
and he was set back on his heels,
therefore, when the theater manager
assured him it would not be neces¬
sary for him to speak Norwegian
while doing his act.
“But how will the audience know
what I’m talking about?” he said.
“The chatter is important to the act.”
The theater manager lifted one eye¬
brow.
“My dear fellow,” he said. “Every¬
one who comes to the theater knows
English. We learn it, you know, along
with arithmetic and spelling.”
When he returned to New York in
1938 Billy intended to make only a
brief visit and then go back to London.
Instead he spent the next two years
shuttling between Toronto, Montreal,
Boston and Philadelphia night clubs,
where he was in great demand as a
master of ceremonies. Next came a
winter in Miami Beach and thence to
New York. His first engagement at
the Raleigh Room paid him peanuts;
the manager gave him a try-out only
as a favor to a friend. Three weeks
later the Raleigh Room had to be
roped off to keep back the crowds!
Finally came the Rainbow Room at
Radio City and $1,500 a week—the
highest salary ever paid a single act
at that spot.
Visiting Hollywood big-wigs from
Paramount, M-G-M, and 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox took one gander at the sen¬
sational
young
entertainer
and
promptly offered him screen tests.
Disinterested at first because he didn’t
(and still doesn’t!) think he was the
“Hollywood type,” Billy finally made
a test for 20th-Fox, the first company
to have approached him.

The test—long since disappeared
and probably into somebody’s private
film library—was a riot. Believing he
didn’t stand a dog’s chance in the
movies, Billy proceeded to kid the
pants off Hollywood, its people and
its customs, in a deliriously funny and
informal monologue.
“Making a test is silly anyway,” he
chattered on.
“Why waste all this
time and money when it will be stuck
away on some shelf and no one will
look at it, maybe for years, maybe
forever? Everybody knows what hap¬
pens to Hollywood tests.” And unfunnily enough, he was right—for
that’s usually how it is.
Rather than make their own expen¬
sive test of him, Paramount borrowed
the 20th-Fox test for a quick look-see,
and then burned up the wires getting
in touch with Billy’s agent.
“Has Fox signed DeWolfe yet?”
they asked.
“Nope,” the agent answered.
“But are you sure he isn’t under
contract to them?” Paramount per¬
sisted.
“Sure I’m sure!” the agent an¬
swered. “They haven’t even looked at
the test yet!”
Billy signed with Paramount.
That was in 1941. Under the terms
of the contract Billy’s agent had the
right to approve or refuse roles for
him. For 18 months the studio sub¬
mitted little numbers like “Are You
a Mason,” and for 18 months the agent
fired them back.
Meanwhile Billy continued to make
financial hay at the Rainbow Room.
Finally the role of Mr. Bones, the
minstrel man partner of Crosby in
“Dixie,” was offered, and Billy called
it a deal. Enroute to Hollywood, how¬
ever, he stopped in Chicago to fulfill
a committment at the Empire Room
in the famous Palmer House.
Greeting him in Hollywood, Para¬
mount’s boss man, B. G. DeSylva, im¬
mediately launched into an enthusias¬
tic account of the studio’s plans for
one Billy DeWolfe. The second lead
in “Dixie,” and after that, bigger and
better things.
“In fact,” said DeSylva, “we’re
really going to shoot the works on
you! Already have a lot of things
under way. Yes sir, the works!”
Billy gulped. “I guess I better tell
you then that I’m in the Navy,” he
stammered.
“In the Navy?” DeSylva screamed.
“When? I thought you were IB. How
did it happen?”
“I’m in right now,” Billy confessed.
“I enlisted while I was in Chicago, and
I have to report as soon as I’ve finished
‘Dixie’.”
He had gone down to the postoffice
to buy some stamps and mail a letter,
it seems. Somehow he found himself
in a line of men waiting to sign up
for the Navy (the recruiting office
was in the postoffice) and decided he
wanted “in” too.
So he stayed in
line.
When the Navy said “Out!” last
May, Billy took a month’s rest in
Maine, played a couple of night club
engagements to pick up a little quick
change (he hadn’t exactly fattened
on $76 a month in lieu of $1500 a
week), and journeyed once more to
Hollywood to continue on his Para¬
mount contract. Now that he has
finished a comedy role in “Susie
Slagle” and a spot in “Duffy’s Tav¬
ern,” he is slated to do a comedy part
in “Our Hearts Were Growing Up.”
Offered his choice of two roles in the
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picture, Billy chose the smaller one,
because he liked the character’s name
—Roland de Bricabrac, a Greenwich
Village painter with a nose for beer.
At that, Hollywood almost didn’t
get Billy this time. Brock Pemberton,
the Broadway producer, approached
him about a play when he was pick¬
ing up some of that quick change at
the Embassy Room in Washington,
D. C. Billy explained he was expected
momentarily in Hollywood. How long,
Pemberton asked, before DeWolfe
would be free?
“I don’t know,” he said honestly.
“I’ve only got them for six months
but they’ve got me for seven years—
if they want me.”
Pemberton shook his head.
“Too
bad,” he said. “You would have been
perfect for the lead in this play.”
The play turned out to be “Harvey”
—the sensational smash hit now wow¬
ing Broadway.
Billy probably never won a Beauti¬
ful Baby contest, and he’s no killerdiller for looks now. Close to six feet
tall, he weighs a solid 180 pounds,
which he is trying to shave to around
170. Rather round of face, he has
sharp brown eyes, a black mustache,
and black hair.
Handsome or no, however, he has
a world of charm, an eager, friendly
manner, and a great knack for droll
conversation which invariably makes
him the center of attention in a crowd.
Home is a bachelor apartment in
which there is no telephone (he’s hop¬
ing, of course, like everyone else) and
he drives a light green convertible
coupe. His heart currently (and for
the past two years) belongs to Amy
Arnell, an actress-singer, and he may
be married by the time you read this.
Then again, he may not. Past ro¬
mances in London, Paris, Budapest et
al proved him none too reliable in
this department.
“The trouble was, I was always
traveling,” he explains it, “and I’d
lose touch because I never write
letters.”
Simple, what?
When he does
marry, however, I’ll bet it will be
for keeps.
In payment for some of the jolts he
has handed out, Hollywood has rocked
Billy a couple of times, he admits. It
staggered him, for instance, when he
discovered that a recent studio order
that everyone on the lot must take
dancing lessons every week definitely
included him, despite his background
of dancing fame.
And he still is
shaking his head over last Christmas
eve.
Enroute home rather late from a
Christmas party with Dorothy Lamour (whom he calls the swellest gal
in Hollywood for good and sufficient
reasons, including her friendly and
perspicacious help when he was a
greenhorn on “Dixie”) and her hus¬
band, their car ran out of gas. The
three stood on the street, discussing
what to do and how to move the car,
when suddenly a window was raised
to the house across the way.
“Merry Christmas!” a woman called
out.
Billy was amazed. “How charming,
how perfectly lovely,” he called back.
“Where else in the world would you
find a complete stranger calling
‘Merry Christmas!’ at this time of
night? Truly, Hollywood is an extra¬
ordinary place!”
“And SHUT UP!” the woman added
with a window bang.
As Billy said, can you imagine?
The

End
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the natives. A spirit of fun, frivolity
and freedom from worry made a
marked impression on her, to such an
extent that she and Orson Welles re¬
cently returned there. After the shock
of losing her mother, and then having
to go through the ordeal of mother¬
hood, Rita selected Mexico as the ideal
spot for a rest. Orson Welles, with his
understanding and feeling of “simpatico” for our friendly neighbors,
was interested in the conference of
Pan American nations which took
place there.
Two of the most popular younger
Hollywood players to visit Mexico
were Deanna Durbin and Van John¬
son. Their arrival was marked by
endless festivities and celebrations
and is still fondly remembered by the
natives. Their presence at the bull¬
fights, which take place at four in the
afternoon on Sundays, attracted al¬
most as much attention as that of the
matadqrs themselves. And in keep¬
ing with the traditions of the ring,
the matadors tossed their caps up to ,
the Hollywood visitors and bestowed
upon them the signal compliment of
dedicating the bulls in their honor.
The usual procedure for American
film stars is to make their headquar¬
ters in Mexico City, stopping at the
cosmopolitan Hotel Reforma or at the
elegant Hotel Geneve. At either of
these places one is apt to see Dolores
Del Rio, Claudette Colbert, Linda
Darnell, Mary Anderson, or a host of
other Hollywood celebrities.
Many of the stars at the first bienvenida are amazed at the size and
beauty of Mexico City. Some of the
most beautiful buildings in the world
line the broad modern streets and
avenues there, and the people filling
those streets range from smartly
groomed millionaires to poor peons
lugging huge crates and cargoes on
their backs. But in the evening, the
tempo of the city is relaxed. Every¬
one strolls leisurely past the shop
windows filled with merchandise un¬
obtainable (or nearly so) in the
States. Cigarettes, cigarette lighters,
fountain pens and cameras are plenti¬
ful. The restaurants are stocked with
steaks and butter and all the erst¬
while delicacies. Electrical equipment,
cars, radios, toasters can be had for
the price.
I asked A. C. Blumenthal, Mexico
City’s authority on social life, how the
stars amuse themselves when they
come there. Mr. Blumenthal, ownerproprietor of Ciro’s, was sitting on the
broad terrace outside his penthouse
atop the Reforma Hotel. He stretched
a well-tanned arm in a semi-circle,
indicating the surrounding mountains
bathed in a blue-gray haze.
“First, they all want to rest. The
climate is the best you can get—it’s
spring all year round. Naturally, it
makes people relax when they first
get here. Claudette Colbert likes to
catch up on her sleep before seeing
the sights. But Ann Sheridan and
Mary Anderson were anxious to go
shopping. Linda Darnell danced one
rhumba after another.”
It’s only three years since Ciro’s
was established, and Ciro’s changed
the whole night life of Mexico City.
Of course, there are other places—

Minuit, Sans Souci, El Patio, Casanova
and Morocco—but Ciro’s is still the
social gathering spot of Mexico.
It is open twenty-four hours a day,
and no curfew. Before Ciro’s, enter¬
tainment was always confined to the
home. Now one can see Mexico’s
aristocracy, the political figures and
Hollywood’s stars, directors, and pro¬
ducers rubbing shoulders in the beige
room of Ciro’s—the room decorated
with huge white vases of calla lilies,
carrying out the motif of the now
world-famous Rivera murals.
When Ciro’s successfully brought
the Mexican women out of the con¬
cealment of their drawing rooms,
other night spots sprang up and began
to flourish. Smart restaurants opened
up—such as La Vie Parisienne, Ambassadeurs and Rossignol. Night life
really starts at midnight and often
continues into the broad hours of
dawn.
Fifty miles outside of Mexico City
is the delightful resort town of Cuer¬
navaca, where the stars spend their
week-ends. Here one can see Countess
di Frasso driving through the quaint
narrow streets in her glittering RollsRoyce. In spacious homes replete with
swimming pools and beautiful
grounds, there is a social life remi¬
niscent of Cannes, the Riviera and
Palm Beach. Here, you might turn a
corner and bump into Hedy Lamarr
dressed in a dirndl (the native cos¬
tume of the town) with a straw bag
slung over her shoulder, shopping for
the native-made play shoes. Or you
might run into Sally Blaine, who has,
for the time being, adopted Mexico as
her permanent home.
Two hours drive along twisting
mountain roads and through the
most breathtakingly beautiful country
imaginable, lies the picturesque town
of Taxco, rich in silver but static in
change. Here, in the sight of an im¬
posing cathedral, Hollywood’s ac¬
tresses come to shop for the silver
earrings,
bracelets
and
necklaces
turned out by the village craftsmen.
Here, too, is the world-famous shop
of the Tillett’s, where Salvador Conde
originates personal prints for the stars.
In the charming little shop, where
Hedy Lamarr, Deanna Durbin, Jinx
Falkenburg and countless other ac¬
tresses talked to Conde while he was
studying them for inspiration, are
woolens, silks and cotton prints that
until now were available only to the
royal families of Europe. But with the
establishment of Tilletts in Taxco,
Hollywood actresses can now have
personal prints made up for their
exclusive use.
A hundred miles further west is the
seaside town of Acapulco, where Cary
Grant and Barbara Hutton used to go
to swim and fish and marvel at the
views. The sun is always warm at
Acapulco and the weather tropical.
It’s a spot comparable in every way
with the Lido and the Riviera and
Capri. Here at Hollywood’s backdoor
is a land of leisurely enchantment
with singers serenading the ladies far
into the hours of the night.
Taken literally, as lovely Mary An¬
derson explained one evening as she
sat in Ciro’s, wearing a Chatillon hat
made of gray vulture feathers, “This
is really the land of manana—in more
ways than one. After the war, it will
be seven and a half hours from Holly¬
wood by plane. It will be the place
where people from east and west will
come to relax and play. It will really
be the land of tomorrow.”
The End

MISS-ADVENTURE BARI
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ignominiously across bathroom floors
by innocent cakes of soap.
It all began when Lynn was too
small to recognize the malicious hand
of a practical-joking Fate, busily set¬
ting booby traps for her embarrass¬
ment.
At age six, she was scheduled to
wear paper wings and a long white
dress at a Christmas program.
So
accoutered, she was to sing “O Little
Town Of Bethlehem” in front of the
curtain, thus introducing the Sunday
School pageant. The day before her
debut as a featured singer, Miss Bari
shed both her central incisors (front
teeth to youse who haven’t seen your
dentist twice a year). As the letter
“s” and the diphthong “th” are most
difficult to pronounce under such a
circumstance, and as “Town of Beth¬
lehem” is noted for the two lines
reading, “How still we see thee lie,

Above thy deep and dreamless sleep,
the silent stars go by,” Miss Bari had
her linguistic problems.
However, fortified by the snowiness
of her robes and the impressive wingspread of her shoulder gear, she
marched out on the platform and
thang her thong with thweetneth and
thintherity.
Thlowly—er, that is—
slowly the curtain began to roll up as
it was cranked by an eager Christmas
worker in the rear. And as it rolled,
it caught the hem of Lynn’s angelic
robe and inexorably wound it, too.
As her clothing began to creep up¬
ward, Lynn crossed one foot over the
other, exerted hand pressure on the
fleeting garment to hold it down about
her gradually-being-revealed form,
and continued to thing luthtily. A
horrified
Sunday
School
teacher,
watching from the wings, managed to
halt the ascent of the curtain just as
it was threatening to twirl a levitated
Miss Bari heavenward in the most
spectacular aerial stunt since Little
Eva was wafted to Heaven, two per¬
formances a day. Ingratiated by the
thunderous laughter and applause
that arose as she finished her song,
lithping Lynn bowed again and again.
At length, retiring into the wings,
Miss
Bari told a contemporary,
“That’th funny. I thtill don’t think I
thing tho very well.”
Years later, she was still of the
opinion—despite her very handsome
set of permanent teeth—when she was
asked one day to appear on a radio
program in behalf of the Naval Aid
Auxiliary. All she had to do, she was
assured, was to wear her blue uni¬
form, arrive at the broadcasting sta¬
tion at the proper time, deliver a plea
for funds and depart with a sensation
of having fulfilled a patriotic duty.
Miss Lynn, happy to be of assistance,
followed all directions. But when she
walked upon the stage—beyond which
sat a huge and eager audience—she
learned that her appeal was to be
delivered just before a quiz program.
“And,” jubilated the announcer tri¬
umphantly, “Miss Bari will be our
final contestant.”
Miss Bari secretly prayed to be
seized with something as dire as it
was temporary. She thought of faint¬
ing, of developing an attack of gallop¬
ing hiccoughs. But before she could
perfect any subterfuge, she found her¬
self before a microphone. “We are
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going to play three musical selections,
Miss Bari,” went on her tormentor.
“If you can identify one of them you
will win a sum of money that will be
contributed to your cause.”
So the orchestra whipped through
a number. Miss Bari had never heard
it before, although the tumult from
the audience informed her that hers
was the only blank score in the house.
Swallowing hard, she asked for the
second song. There was something
vaguely familiar about the melody of
that one, but the words, the title, even
the picture in which it had been intro¬
duced were as vague to her as the
face of your waiter, at the spot where
you had New Year’s Eve dinner, is to
you.
“The third and last song,” said the
Announcer,
grinning helpfully at
Miss Wish-There-Was-a-Hole-in-TheFloor Bari.
But she was saved. The song was—
ah, example of erudition and savoir
faire—“Mairzy Doats.”
She fairly
screamed the title. And then she was
asked to sing the first four lines. She
did, but at what cost to her nervous
system no one will ever know. Some
of her best friends happened to hear
the program, so there is a nasty ru¬
mor throughout Hollywood that Lynn
will never be allowed to forget
“Mairzy Doats.” She hears occasional
snatches of the song on the set, but
can never loeate the singer; she an¬
swers the telephone rather regularly
to hear a few lyrical bars. Her re¬
sulting mental state may justly be
labeled Quiz Combat Fatigue.
Lynn Bari finished her High School
work in the 20th Century-Fox school¬
room, closely supervised. So when
she was sent on her first Personal
Appearance tour she positively perco¬
lated. Making her original stop at
Albany in connection with the release
of “Drums Along The Mohawk,” she
was met by the city dignitaries, re¬
porters, photographers, and mobs of
clamoring public. She was presented
with a massive bouquet of roses, and
—slightly moonstruck for all this adu¬
lation—walked off the top step of a
flight of stairs and fell the full length
of the cement ascent.
People ran down, exclaiming. Pho¬
tographers had an unexpected field
day.
Miss Bari’s agent, furiously
thinking that it was all a publicity
stunt—oh, publicity should come so
hard—muttered angrily, “Get up.
You should be ashamed to create such
a scene.”
Lynn, her complexion a weary
Camembert, arose dizzily. Her arm
was broken.
Not quite so tragic was the event
that took place in one of the Chicago
stations when Lynn was returning
from Washington in early 1943, after
having attended the President’s Birth¬
day Ball at the end of a hospital tour.
The weather was bitterly cold and
her train had been two hours late.
Consequently she had missed the
westbound train on which her orig¬
inal reservations had been made.
Travel conditions weren’t quite as
fearful at that time as they are now,
but the celebrated tortoise was mak¬
ing time equivalent to that chalked
by most transcontinental passengers
because of delays, shortage of reser¬
vations, et cetera, et cetera.
Lynn got in touch with certain 20th
Century-Fox officials in the station in
which she had arrived, and was told
to transfer at once to another station.
You know how the Chicago Trans¬
portation system is set up—by an ex¬

pert in mystic mazes. Lynn finally
found a porter and a cab, and whizzed
to the proper terminal.
All this time she had been carrying,
in addition to her heavy handbag, her
gloves, and three magazines, a twelveounce bottle of imported cologne.
The scent had been a gift from an
admirer who had brought it out of
France.
A gift both priceless and
irreplaceable.
As Lynn leaped through the depot,
the announcer called her train for the
last time. Miss Bari moved her per¬
sonal throttle forward, ducked her
head, and made a tank charge for the
grilled-iron gate. There was a fel¬
low traveler—male—with precisely
the same idea. The next sounds heard
were the cracking of skulls, and the
shattering of a twelve-ounce bottle
of magnificent cologne upon the con¬
crete floor. Lynn uttered a cry of
anguish, but did not slacken her speed.
Both she and a frantically apologizing
gentleman made the train . . . but the
conductor assured the man that his
reservations were for the following
day.
Then there was the Curious Case of
the Hotel Fire. In Washington, D. C.,
Miss Bari and her roommate, a fel¬
low employee of 20th Century-Fox,
were awakened at a brittle five a. m.
by the unmistakable odor of smoke.
Miss Bari leaped out of bed, slipped
into her robe and opened the corridor
door. At right angles to her suite was
another, at the corner of the building,
and standing in the open door was a
gentleman who was marinated to the
marrow.
“Your room’s on fire,” Lynn pointed
out.
“ ’Shall ri’—jush a lil ole fire—not
a thing to get ex-ex-excited about!”
And he waved a nonchalant hand
toward flaming draperies.
Lynn grabbed her fur coat, called
the desk, and awakened her com¬
panion simultaneously. Together they
scorched down eight flights of stairs
to the lobby. Each of the girls was
wearing her tomorrow’s curls in
bobby pins; neither face could be sus¬
pected of one iota of assistant color¬
ing; their nighties, showing beneath
fur coats, trembled with nervousness
and morning chill.
When the fire was extinguished,
along with the high spirits of its kindler, Lynn’s roommate casually took
the elevator back to the eighth floor.
But Lynn, a public figure, didn’t dare
to be seen in her pioneer state. She
had to climb the eight flights of ser¬
vice stairs to remain inconspicuous.
When she reached her room, her bunk
mate was already asleep again. Mut¬
tering something about the absurdity
of prominence, she pulled the covers
over her spiked head.
The average girl, living in Kansas
City or Kankakee, sometimes finds
herself attending The Party of The
Season in exactly the same dress as
her husband’s tiresome second cousin.
At such times she thinks fervently:
If I were an actress I could have
everything I owned exclusively mine,
no duplications.
Be comforted by the experience of
Miss Bari. Luckily she happened to
be deeply fond of the Other Girl in
the case. Lynn was invited to a very
swank affair, so decided to select a
trig afternoon suit from one of the
most famous of Hollywood coutourieres. Although this particular shop
offers a patron her choice from a
group of similar designs, at least the
patron’s choice of color is likely to be

distinctly her own.
Secure in this
thought, Lynn selected an exceed¬
ingly smart outfit.
Several days later, she and one of
her best friends—Virginia Gilmore—
went shopping for hats. Each had a
swatch of material from the suit she
was planning to wear to the fete. But,
since each dealt with a different per¬
son in the same millinery, neither saw
the swatch the other was attempting
to match.
Came the day of the affair, and
Lynn joined Virginia to attend. They
were gowned exactly alike.
Same
material, same design, same color
scheme. Only their hats were differ¬
ent—yet they, too, conformed to the
general color scheme.
Laughing, the girls went to the
party as twins, telling all inquiring
guests that individualism in dress was
passe; the new trend was regimenta¬
tion.
Some months later the girls met in
New York for luncheon—each still
wearing her celebrated suit. By that
time, however, Lynn had decided that
she didn’t much like her hat—that the
style Virginia had chosen would have
been better. Virginia, ditto. So they
swapped hats.
Nearly everyone has a story to tell
about his encounter with a stubborn
waiter. Lynn is no exception. She
and her husband, Sid Luft, were hav¬
ing dinner at Chez Roland (a small
club on Roosevelt Highway) one eve¬
ning when Lynn decided that she
wanted to play the juke box, a for¬
midable affair at this particular spot.
She cadged a fistful of nickels from
her husband and assailed the juke.
After tinkering with it for a few mo¬
ments, she came to the conclusion that
it needed a master hand to mesh the
gears; so she stopped a passing waiter.
“Can you play this for me?” she asked,
sweetly, appealingly.
“What you want to play?” de¬
manded the man.
“Accentuate The Positive,” reported
Miss Bari.
The waiter shook his head sorrow¬
fully. “You not want that seely stuff,”
he protested. “You play something
nice like ‘Viennese Waltz.’ So!” And
taking the nickel from Miss Bari’s
hand, the waiter pressed the lever of
his choice, touched a secret throttle
somewhere in the back of the ma¬
chine, and out swept—the ‘Viennese
Waltz!’
Somewhat nonplussed, Lynn sat
down. “I thought you were going to
play . .
Sid started to say.
“Next time,” promised Lynn, not
caring to go into the matter.
The next time she approached the
box, the same waiter came to her as¬
sistance. “This time, ‘Frenesi,’ ” he
nodded, snatching Lynn’s nickel and
repeating his previous manipulations.
During the hour she was there,
Lynn didn’t play ‘Accentuate The
Positive.’ She did play—by proxy—
every sweet selection on the card.
But however weird her luck in
other things has been, Lynn Bari’s
career is leaping forward on rab¬
bits’ feet. She is currently working
in “Captain Eddie,” the story of
Eddie Rickenbacker.
She portrays
Mrs. Rickenbacker, a plum part, to be
followed by even juicier roles. Of
course this doesn’t mean that Lynn
has permanently shed her gremlins.
They are merely having a sabbatical
leave. As soon as they return to the
job, we’ll report to you.
The End
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really a frustrated lawyer. For that
reason he didn’t try to make David
follow in his footsteps and become a
restaurant proprietor.
“Running a restaurant,” he said
categorically, “is the silliest business
in the world. The trouble is that the
customers take away what you sell
them.
A good business is one in
which your customers don’t take any¬
thing away.
Like a roller-skating
rink—you lend them skates, charge
them 35 cents, and at the end of the
evening you get your skates back.”
Mr. McBroom also approved of law
as a profession. If you’re a lawyer,
you don’t give anything away—not
even advice. Mr. McBroom, need we
add, is Scotch.
David himself had other ambitions.
While he was attending high school
he dreamed of being an orchestra
leader. He played violin and led the
high school band. His idol was Herbie
Kaye, and he thought that traveling
around with a band all over the
country, as Herbie did, was won¬
derful.
“But I’ve discovered since,” says
David, “that being a band leader is
no cinch. It’s really full of hard work
and plenty of headaches.”
By the time Dave was ready for
college, he had more than a sneaking
suspicion that he wanted to act. His
father was still bound and determined
that David was to become a lawyer.
But David enrolled at the North¬
western School of Speech.
“Why a school of speech?” his
father wanted to know. “Why not
law school?”
“Every lawyer,” argued David,
“must be able to make a good speech.”
And so he pulled the wool over his
dad’s eyes . . . for a while.
By the time he was in his senior
year, he was acting in so many plays,
and was so busy in the dramatic
society, that the wool slipped from
papa’s eyes. However, one day when
Mr. McBroom, David and the minister
of the Methodist Church had dinner
together, Mr. McBroom became recon¬
ciled to the fact that David was
headed for a career as an actor. The
Methodist minister had seen some of
David’s performances.
“You and I, my boy,” he said, “are
each accomplishing some good, each
in our own way. You are making
people laugh and I am trying to save
their souls. Both jobs are important.”
| Another important event happened
jin David’s senior year—although at
[the time he didn’t realize how im[portant it was. He met the girl who
^was later to be his inspiration, his
[wife, his everything.
’ “The dramatic director at college
was casting Henry IV and I was help¬
ing him out. I’d already been chosen
to play Hotspur. He was testing girls
for Kate. Several girls tried out . . .
and then in came Cynthia. She has
brown hair and blazing blue eyes.
She has small, charming features. She
has a figure that looks well in any¬
thing; she weighs 102 pounds today.
She was definitely the prettiest girl
who tried out for the part.
“So she played Kate to my Hotspur.
And we became good friends. Occa¬
sionally we went to dances together.

But we didn’t think at all about
romance. We were both too busy, I
with my plays, Cynthia with post¬
graduate work.
“We did think it was an odd coinci¬
dence that we were both born on the
same day, January 6th.
But even
that discovery didn’t give us any
romantic ideas. At the end of the
play we exchanged pictures. Under
my picture I wrote, ‘To Cynthia, the
grandest wife I ever had’, little
dreaming that one day she was really
going to be my wife. Actually, it was
six years before we were married.”
When David left school, he and
Cynthia parted. He began traveling
all over the country with stock com¬
panies, and Cynthia traveled every¬
where, teaching school. Each year
they exchanged birthday cards. But
they thought of each other just cas¬
ually, as friends do, not romantically,
as sweethearts do.
Shortly after his graduation, David
went to New York to try to get on
the stage. He started with a capital
of $65, and his fare. In New York he
rented a room on Sixth Avenue for
$3.50 a week. He saw every agent and
theatrical producer in town.
But
actors were a dime a dozen then—
particularly actors whose experience
was limited to college plays. None of
the producers was impressed. Finally,
David was down to his last nickel.
“What followed,” he says, “sounds
like the phoniest of stories, but
strangely enough it’s the truth. I had
a slight cough, so I spent my last
nickel for cough drops, and lived on
those for three days. This was just
a few days before Thanksgiving. At
the end of three days, a Railway Ex¬
press bundle arrived from my mother,
containing roast duck, corned beef
hash, candy and other Thanksgiving
delicacies. I feasted on my mother’s
cooking, and got a new lease on life.
Then I got a job playing the piano
for my dinners, in a restaurant on
Sixth Avenue.”
Shortly after that, David began to
work as a page boy at NBC for the
magnificent sum of $15 a week. And
then came a letter from Paramount.
While he had still been at college,
Oliver Hinsdell, then a talent scout
with Paramount, had seen him act in
a college play, and had sent his
photograph and an enthusiastic report
to the studio. But studios are some¬
times notoriously slow about making
up their minds. So time had been
a-wastin’ and a-wastin’, while Para¬
mount was deciding whether or not
to do anything about this young col¬
lege find. The letter said if he would
come to Hollywood for a movie test,
the studio would pay for the trip.
Since David had nothing to lose
but a $15 a week job, plus those free
dinners for playing the piano, he ac¬
cepted the offer, took the test and was
signed to a seven-year contract. But if
you’re a wise baby, you know that a
seven year contract doesn’t necessarily
mean you’ll ever get your face in
froht of a camera.
So it happened for David. He was
under contract, but nothing happened.
“At the end of six months, I was very
unhappy and I asked for my release.
The studio agreed to pay my way back

to New York.”
So New York again, and again
David didn’t get nearer Broadway
than running the elevator in the Nora
Bayes theatre. He did whatever work
he could to keep body and soul alive.
He even sold fertilizer on Long Island.
But in New York there was a young,
lovely girl named Phyllis Isley. She,
too, had acting ambitions. She told
David she was starting a stock com¬
pany in Oklahoma and asked him,
“Will you be my leading man?”
Of course he said yes .. . even today,
who can refuse Jennifer Jones? (Oh
yes—didn’t you remember? Phyllis
Isley is Jennifer’s real name.)
“We toured all summer in Okla¬
homa,” David explains, “and every¬
thing happened on that tour. Once
the villain was supposed to shoot,
with me as the target, and Phyllis
was supposed to rush in to protect
me. Naturally, when the gun goes off,
the gal gets shot. We had to find some
way to make it look as if blood had
spurted from Phyllis’ arm. ‘What’ll I
use to make it look that way?’ she
asked me. I got some rouge and cold
cream and placed them where they’d
be handy when needed, so that she
could quickly apply the rouge to her
arm. After the shot was fired, the
blood would appear to spread from
the wound.
“But one day the cylinder fell out
of the villain’s gun and it wouldn’t
go off. Jennifer already had the
rouge on her arm, and when she came
out, apparently bleeding, the audience
howled.”
On the company’s closing night in
Tulsa, David had chills and fever.
When the curtain rang down on the
third act, he passed out. The doctor
diagnosed it as malaria.
For several weeks he was very ill.
Then he received an invitation to join
the Peninsula Players, a company in
Wisconsin which he had helped found
during his college days. Although the
salary was only $20 a week plus his
food and board (he’d received about
$45 a week with Jennifer Jones’ com¬
pany) he accepted the offer. When he
arrived in Wisconsin, he heard that
a Hollywood actress was going to join
the company.
“She’ll probably be a stinker,” the
other actors said. “You know the way
those Hollywood people are. She’ll
probably upstage all of us.”
But came the day. Came the girl,
Jacqueline Wells (now known as Julie
Bishop). She didn’t upstage anyone.
She was swell. Came friendship. She
was David’s leading lady in “The
Circle.” Convinced that he could act,
she said so. She also added, “Why
don’t you try Hollywood?”
Came the reply, “Yuk, yuk, yuk, I’ve
been there! No thanks!”
“Well, anyway,” said Jacqueline,
“why don’t you come to Hollywood to
visit me? And if you wish, while
you’re there I’ll introduce you to my
agent.”
So David went out to Hollywood
again—only this time, he had to pay
his own fare. Consequently he trav¬
eled by bus. “There’s an art to travel¬
ing comfortably on a Greyhound
bus,” he says. “There is only one seat
in a bus you can lie down in, and I
appropriated that seat. Of course on
a crowded bus in wartime, my little
plan wouldn’t work. You’d be lucky
to get any seat. But in those days
there were plenty of empty seats, so
no one minded my luggage and coat
on the back seat—which by a not so
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odd coincidence is the one you can
lie down in.”
Incidentally, there was very little
luggage. For David’s wardrobe was
down to almost nothing at all. When
he learned that he had an appoint¬
ment with Henry Willson at Zeppo
Marx’s agency, he was frantic. He had
no suit to wear, since the only busi¬
ness suit he had was a threadbare
blue serge, decidedly on the shiny
side.
But David is a resourceful guy.
Wearing an old pair of white trousers
and a pair of tennis shoes, and carry¬
ing a borrowed tennis racket, he ar¬
rived to see Henry Willson. “I’m
sorry,” he said. “I didn’t have time
to change. Just off the tennis court,
you know, when I got word that you
wanted to see me.” Actually, of
course, he hadn’t been anywhere near
a tennis court!
In spite of the white trousers, how¬
ever—the tennis shoes and the bor¬
rowed racket—the Zeppo Marx agency
signed him. He tested at Warner
Brothers and was put under contract.
He was at Warner’s two years, during
which he made 17 pictures . . .
“Usually just behind Errol Flynn or
out of focus. Once I played a lead
with Brenda Marshall in ‘Singapore
Woman’. I got the role because Jeff¬
rey Lynn had turned down the script.
Smart boy, Jeffrey Lynn.”
When war came along, it made
David Bruce’s cavortings in front of
the camera seem pretty unimportant
to him. He asked Warners’ to release
him so he could enlist in the Navy
Air Corps.
He was accepted. Before he went
into the Navy, he had a week in which
to wind up his private business or
take a vacation. He took the vacation,
and decided to spend it in Palm
Springs.
On the way there he passed Clare¬
mont, California, where Cynthia was
teaching at Scripps College. He knew
her address because of those birthday
cards they were always exchanging,
and he decided to pay a call. This was
the first time in a couple of years that
he had seen her. And Cynthia was
lovelier than ever. But David didn’t
know love was just around the corner.
So he said hail and farewell and went
on to Palm Springs.
Now Palm Springs is one of the gay¬
est resorts in California. Few places
have brighter sunshine or more
beautiful girls. But to David, for
some unaccountable reason, the place
seemed unbearably dull.
Odd, how he hankered to see Cyn¬
thia. So he turned up in Claremont
again, found Cynthia at a dance, left
her escort on the dance floor looking
rather bewildered about the whole
thing and whisked the pretty maid
away. They went on a moonlight
ride.
During the rest of that week,
Cynthia and David went everywhere
together.
Then he went into the service, and
Cynthia came to St. Mary’s PreFlight School to see David.
David began to take it for granted
that some day he and Cynthia would
get married. In his letters he kept
saying, “After we’re married, we’ll do
thus and so.” Finally Cynthia wrote,
“You keep writing about what we’ll
do after we’re married. Well, I’m
from the South and kind of oldfashioned. What do you mean . . .
after we’re married? Do you realize
you’ve never asked me to marry you?”

This was a matter that had to be
remedied right away, so David took
Cynthia to a little club in Orinda,
California, bought a bottle of cham¬
pagne and popped the question.
He didn’t know it, but an honorable
discharge from the Navy was even
then just around the corner.
When David had enlisted, he had
forgotten to mention that he had a
chronic mastoid condition. Six months
later a routine physical check-up dis¬
closed same, and as David says, “The
Navy refused to take up my option.
I tried the Army and the Marine
Corps, but they wouldn’t have me
either. Then I tried Universal—and
they let me in.”
Meanwhile, he and Cynthia had
married. At first she continued teach¬
ing at Scripps College; and when
David had some free time he would
drive to Claremont, when she had
some free time she would drive to
Hollywood.
But such an arrangement is never
more than temporarily satisfactory, so
last December Cynthia resigned.
When they were first married,
Cynthia knew very little about cook¬
ing. At her wedding, a friend called
her into a private room and said, “I
have a wonderful wedding gift for
you. It’s the finest one you’ll ever get.
It’s a family recipe and you must
memorize it. Repeat after me. .
So Cynthia memorized the recipe for
Chicken Rosemary—chicken fried and
smothered in a secret rosemary sauce,
and even David doesn’t know how it’s
made. He is the salad man in the
Bruce kitchen. He makes wonderful
salads.
But don’t get the idea he isn’t
rugged. Because he is. And now he’s
more handsome than ever. When he
finished “Christmas Holiday,” David
weighed 185 pounds. Now he weighs
170—and he’s solid, Jackson, solid!
He lost fifteen pounds for the sake
of “Salome, Where She Danced.” At
first Wanger tested him for the role
of the heavy, the Prussian officer Von
Bohlen (later played by Albert Dekker). David took out a book on
dialects and studied Prussian dili¬
gently. After he had taken his test
in that role, Wanger got the idea of
casting him as a young American,
instead.
But Wanger was worried. “You’re
supposed to be a kid of 19 in this, and
you look 105. You’ve got too much
stuff around the chin, too much extra.
Can you lose 15 pounds in two
weeks?”
“I can do it in ten days,” said Dave.
And believe it or not, he did.
Cynthia was very pleased. When
she saw him in his Confederate uni¬
form for “Salome,” she was even
more pleased, for her heart is still
that of a normal Southern girl. She
had some color pictures of David taken
in his Confederate uniform and sent
them to her mother, to show her what
a handsome Southerner David might
have made—if he’d been born in the
South instead of in Illinois.
“Yes,” says David happily, “we’re
both nuts. We occasionally fight the
Civil War all over again. We also
argue over whether it’s possible for
two people, both of whom have blue
eyes, to have offspring with eyes that
are any other color. I say that our
children will have to be blue eyed.
Cynthia disagrees. There’s just one
way to settle the argument. And you
can bet on it—we will!”
The End

LUCKY JIM
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 431

they’ll make allowances. We have to
test without the right wardrobe or
the right sets, with some stooge read¬
ing the other parts—they can’t expect
a lot.” They do expect a lot and they
don’t make allowances. They think
it’s pretty darn white of them to give
you your chance—and it is!’ ”
The man who taught Jim, that is
Bill Russell, now directing “Our
Hearts Were Growing Up,” in which
the quartet of young players who
gained fame in “Our Hearts Were
Young and Gay” are repeating their
former roles.
Mr. Russell was Paramount coach
at the time, and he had two days in
which to get Jim ready for his first
test. According to Jim, his contract
was all Bill Russell’s doing.
The
young Texan entered the coach’s
studio, tense and worried.
In no
time flat he’d learned to work on
his role in such easy fashion that the
result on the screen, though attained
the hard way, seemed gay and spon¬
taneous.
“He taught me to like acting,” con¬
fided Jim. “Anyone can do a better
job if he likes what he’s doing. When
I was a kid, my father wanted me to
learn a trade and get a job, the
quicker the better.
But any job I
knew about looked deadly dull. My
father’s idea was that I should go
into the oil business—Texas is full
of opportunities in the oil fields—
and he thought I was wasting time
in high school playing football and
swinging a tennis racquet.
Fortu¬
nately, my mother encouraged me to
keep playing. I loved tennis. It took
me through two years of military
school at Schreiner Institute in Kerrville, Texas, and two years at Baylor
University in Waco, Texas. Normally
that would have cost $1000 a year,
and my mother could never have af¬
forded so much.
My parents had
separated and my mother was sup¬
porting three children.”
That seemingly idle racquet-swing¬
ing also brought Jim to Hollywood, in
1941.
His southpaw service and
smashing backhand drive had brought
him fame in tennis circles, and as
Lefty Brown he had a string of ten¬
nis titles to his credit. The Pacific
Southwest Tennis Tournament, one
of the nation’s top meets, is staged
annually in Los Angeles, and “just
for fun” as he says, Jim put his name
on the board.
As he waited to take his place on
the courts, he noticed an earnest
young man, immaculately dressed,
hands folded on an English-looking
cane, eyeing him intently from a seat
in the bleachers above. The bleachersitter’s gaze followed the bronzed
young Texan through the games, and
when in the fourth round Jim was
eliminated, the earnest young man
put away his cane and came to the
dressing rooms.
“Ever
thought
of
trying
the
movies?”
Jim laughed, thinking it was a gag,
and said he rather planned to tour
with Garwood Van’s orchestra as
first vocalist.
(He had already filled
engagements with the band in Okla¬
homa City and Houston.)
“I am Henry Willson, agent. I can
arrange a screen test for you.”
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Jim can’t remember what he re¬
plied to that, but he tried to explain
that he had never acted in his life,
that there wasn’t the remotest chance
of his being any good. Besides, he
had promised to go back to Baylor
for another term, motive tennis.
The agent pointed out that the
screen offers greater opportunities
than come from singing with a band
or playing in tennis tournaments.
Imperturbably, he demolished all
Jim’s arguments, and next thing he
knew the young athlete found him¬
self engaged to make a test for Para¬
mount.
That was when he met Bill Russell.
The studio liked the test. Jim was
signed to a contract and given leave
to return to Baylor for a short term.
“Go in for dramatics while you’re
down there,” advised his agent. “You
need experience and anything you do
will help.”
Jim said: “Okay!” and promptly
forgot the advice given. No one at
Baylor thought of Lefty Brown as an
actor. Then one evening the girl of
the moment suggested that he come
to the auditorium with her while she
tested for a part in the college play.
As Lefty lounged in the front row,
half asleep, the director called: “You
—down there! Want to read a part?”
Jim took his feet off the chair arm,
gasped and returned a startled “Not
me!” But ten minutes later, when
the girl came up on the stage for her
test, the director said: “Let’s have a
little co-operation around here. You
come up and read the man’s part
while this young lady tests.”
Jim
came up, obligingly, and read the
long scene through.
“Okay, you’re in!” said the direc¬
tor. “Rehearsal eight o’clock tomor¬
row night.”
“Hey—not me!” cried the be¬
wildered Jim.
“Yes, you—you’re in,” repeated the
director. And he was.
“It was a period play,” recalled the
actor. “I had to wear sideburns and
a little moustache and get off the
most frightful lines. The only way
I could imagine doing it was to ‘ham
it up’, and I did. We didn’t rehearse
with scenery or costumes, and on
opening night I found myself wear¬
ing a high collar so tight I couldn’t
turn my head, a pair of tight pants
that made it dangerous to bend, and
an enormous high hat. In our elope¬
ment scene, I had to pop up out of
a cellarway that was made for a fel¬
low half my size. When I made my
first entrance for this scene, the cel¬
larway wouldn’t admit all of me; I
caught my pants on something and
felt the seat go, so I tried to keep back
view away from the audience. It all
struck me as being so comical that I
couldn’t get my face straight. Be¬
sides that, my big hat hit an obstruc¬
tion and crushed down on my nose.
I never expected to live to the
curtain.”
Next day, Texas’ gift to Hollywood
read the newspaper notices. “As an
actor, Lefty Brown is still a fine ten¬
nis player,” was the consensus of
opinion.
The episode served to teach Jim
that he wasn’t ready for stardom. He
sweated through a few roles without
setting the Hollywoods on fire. He
hadn’t been at Paramount very long,
however, before coming to the atten¬
tion of John Farrow, then getting
ready to make “Wake Island.” The
director stopped at Jim’s table one
noon. “Think I can use you,” he said.

“Get your hair cut like mine, very
short, and report to my assistant.”
Jim rushed to the barber, who
practically shaved off his waving
brown locks. The young actor was
appalled at the result; his shorn head,
never too large, looked pitifully small
atop his long, lean six-foot-two.
“That part I’m getting,” he told his
reflection, “had better be worth it!”
He wasn’t important enough to ask
to read the script. Anyway, all they
had at that date was twenty pages.
The story was written as they went
along.
The company assembled on a desert
spot near Indio, California, where
sand storms blew night and day, dust
and grit was in the food, the beds and
everything they touched. Jim sat and
sat, and sat some more.
“No lines
for you yet,” the assistant answered
his daily query.
After two weeks,
Jim went to Mr. Farrow and asked
if he could go home now.
“Oh yes, you!” said Mr. Farrow, as
if he’d just remembered there was
such a person. “Sure, go home . . .
Or you can do a one-line speech to¬
morrow, if you like.”
Jim went home, feeling as if a par¬
ticularly brilliant bubble had burst.
“I was disappointed, inclined to
grouch about this experience and
think myself abused,” he confessed
with a grin. “Which just shows you
there’s a reason for everything, if
you have the patience to wait. Time
went on, my hair grew out in a regu¬
lar Texas thatch, standing up thick
and dark and stiff.
Henry Willson
looked at it one night and said in his
quiet way: ‘Warners are looking for
a guy with hair like that for “Air
Force”.’ And the next thing I knew
I was in that picture!”
It was Jim’s performance as Tex in
“Air Force” that set the maiden heart
of America to throbbing.
He con¬
tinued the
process in
“Corvette
K-225.” But by that time the heart¬
beats of one girl were all that
mattered.
While he was dashing about tennis
courts, winning honors and earning
his way through school, Jim had not
been blind to the charms of girls,
especially nice ones. He liked to take
them out, kid with them and have
fun. All the time, though, he had a
Dream Girl. He knew how she would
look, how she would walk and even

Divorce rumors continue, but tvlr. & Mrs. Errol
Flynn looked sooo happy at the:r recent party.

Shirley Temple and fianc6, Sgt. John Agar.
You'll see her soon in "Kiss and Tell" (Col.).

how she would smile. And suddenly,
one day as he sat in the studio com¬
missary, his Dream Girl walked in,
flesh and blood, and beautiful—yes,
just like that.
“I was shy then,” he recalled. “So
shy that I went out with a girl fifty
times before I even tried to hold her
hand. I met Verna (her name was
Verna Knopf) and almost at once I
was trying to put my arm around
her! I just couldn’t understand my¬
self.
I was in such a tizzy over
Verna I couldn’t breathe right until
I’d asked her to marry me. We were
married in three weeks ... I didn’t
know such things happened, except in
stories!”
Verna had been a Cover Girl. She
was
under
contract
to
Howard
Hughes when Jim met her, but in
spite of two years’ training had never
appeared on the screen.
“She saw Hughes only twice in all
that time,” marveled Jim. “He paid
for her lessons, as he paid for all
those of the girls under contract to
him, but he never got around to as¬
signing a part. Anyway, I owe him
thanks for bringing Verna out to me.”
Now there are two tiny daughters
in the Brown nursery: Beverly Jean,
aged two years and three months, and
Baby Carol Ann, aged eight months.
“We called Beverly Jean ‘Windy’
when she was very little, but the
name got changed to ‘Wendy’ some¬
how.
She was my baby from the
minute she was bom. I took care of
her, played with her, taught her to
talk and walk, couldn’t wait to get
home to her,” confessed her father.
“Carol Ann and I are just beginning
to get friendly. We’ve been more or
less formal up to now, but the ice is
breaking. I can see it melting a bit
more every day.”
Jim takes parenthood the hard way.
If his daughters fall down, cry, or
even give out with a slight cough, his
mental eyes see them with broken
necks, frightful cuts or double-pneu¬
monia. He can hardly bear it until
he’s sure they are safe and all right
again.
Yet he’s had his share of accidents.
When he was playing football at
school, he was kicked back of one
ear. It hurt considerably and he com¬
plained of earache when he got home,

but all he did about it was put a lit¬
tle oil on cotton in the offending
member. Presently he played another
game and came out with a cracked
knee and broken ear drum. As soon
as he was patched up, out he went
to the field again.
“It got so that when I was struck
during a game, I couldn’t get my
bearings,” he recalled. “I’d run into
the ground. So I had to stop playing
football and go in for tennis. In that
game, the ear bothered me only when
it was hurting, when an echo devel¬
oped that made it difficult to tell
when to expect the ball. I took up
trumpet-playing, also, but the air
used to come out of the bad ear so I
had to give that up.”
It was a great disappointment to
him when he discovered that the bad
ear would keep him from being a
pilot, a boyhood dream very close to
his heart. As a youngster, he had
built model planes, hung around fly¬
ing fields, picked up all he could learn
about aircraft. He was turned down
when he tried to join the Air Forces,
and even had to give up the notion
of becoming part of a ground crew.
He’s inclined to envy his younger
brother, Billy Joe, who is on his way
overseas.
“Talkirig about earache,” Jim re¬
marked, over his third cup of coffee,
“when we were making ‘Objective
Burma’, I had a bout of it. Roderick
Redwing, an Indian actor, said he’d
show me a cure. He took a piece of
cotton, wound it on a small stick, lit
it with a sulphur match, let it burn
briefly, blew out the flame, and thrust
the charred cotton into my ear. The
warmth entered the aching ear and
the pain left.
Indian magic, they
call it!”
The young actor declares he’s as
lazy as the next Texan, but no one
would gather so from his lively pro¬
gram. He’s working in “Our Hearts
Were Growing Up,” helping Verna
with household problems, spending
hours with his young daughters, play¬
ing tennis when he can find a spare
moment, and preparing earnestly for
the future. Right now the latter ac¬
tivity takes the form of making song
records.
“These Boy-Meets-Girl pictures are
all right,” he explained.
“No film
schedule would be good without them,
and I’m delighted to play my share
of light stuff. But I’d also like to get
my teeth into some tough roles—Alan
Ladd parts—and take a fling at mu¬
sical pictures. I can hardly go around
slugging people to prove I’m tough,
but I can get set for parts in films
with music.
“My mother and father used to sing
a lot when they were young—not
professionally, of course—and my sis¬
ter Ruth, Billy Joe and I were al¬
ways taking voice or giving out with
a melody. I was just about to go with
a band when Paramount signed me.
The records I’m making are a little
bulwark for Old Lady Luck. In case
a chance comes along with a male
singer—and Bing’s busy—I’ll have a
variety of records on hand to offer
producers who want to know if I can
sing.
“One of these days television will
suddenly sweep our surprised coun¬
try.
I’m going to be prepared for
that, too.
“If Luck has any keys to oppor¬
tunity for me, I hope I’ll be all set
to use them!”
The End
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photographer back in Nicholas (pop.
500), New York, where he was born
some thirty years ago.
But Dorothy was around, and when¬
ever the Princes’ luck got fouled up
behind the 8 ball, Dorothy sold a
little more of her inherited stock to
tide them over the too-frequent meat¬
less Tuesdays, or Wednesdays, or
Thursdays.
The whole thing started way back
in Bill’s high school days, when
glamour was brought into his erst¬
while dullish life via the rantings of
Walter Roberts, his public-speaking
teacher. Roberts had trod the boards
back in 1917 as a soldier entertainer
with Elsie Janis, and he’d been
through the labor pains of vaudeville.
His stories made good listening and, in
Bill’s case anyway, good inspiration.
Bill put his stage yearnings on t^e
inactive list for a few years, and con¬
tinued his grind as a Grade-A stu¬
dent. He survived three years of
Cornell University before he gave in
completely and had his name added
to the roster of those other actorstemporarily - between - jobs on the
WPA theatre group. He did what he
lovingly calls the subway circuit as
Lucentio in “The Taming of the
Shrew.”
Finally quitting theatrics on the
semi-pro time, Bill joined the Ed
(now “Archy”) Gardner troupe at
Whitestone, Flushing, New York.
Bill “paid” for his bit by doublingin-ulcers as assistant stage manager.
When this play folded its third-act
curtain not-too-silently, Bill, in pur¬
suit of happiness via regular eating
habits, grabbed off a two-week job
in the statistical department of a radio
network. (“I couldn’t even spell it,”
Bill says). When the temporary status
stretched into what looked like a full¬
time job, Bill took his future into
both hands, gulped a couple of times,
and asked Dorothy Hvass, a Manhat¬
tan publicist, to marry him. The ink
was barely dry on the marriage cer¬
tificate when the job came to an
abrupt halt and the Prince became a
pauper again.
For a while Bill and Dorothy lived
on laughs. Bill’s shoes wore through
their original soles and a couple of
half-sole jobs, and the rut he was
wearing in and out of disinterested
producers’ offices began assuming
abysmal proportions, when Dorothy
finally convinced him that he ought
to do a season at Virginia’s Barter
Theatre—just to keep his ham in, as
it were.
He had been studying with the Rus¬
sian coach and actress, Daykarhanova,
but Russia was never like this... at
the Barter Theatre Bill worked for
room, board and cigarette (remem¬
ber?) money. He ate turnip greens
three times a day and it came up
jaundice. After a season of yellowed
cheek and jaundiced eye, Bill trudged
wearily back to Broadway and became
one of ninety extras in the Max Rein¬
hardt spectacle, “The Eternal Road.”
“It was a terrific experience,” Bill
says. “I wore body make-up every
night and had to remove it with ice
water. No heat at all. I had twelve
changes of costume and played every¬
thing from one of the children being

led out of the wilderness to an Egyp¬
tian slave lugging an obelisk. I’ve
never worked so hard for fifteen
dollars a week in my life.”
When “The Road” closed because
of a topheavy budget, Bill wrangled
an appointment- with Maurice Evans
and read for him (the stage equiva¬
lent of a screen test). While the
Shakespearian actor-producer mulled
over Bill’s debits and credits, the
Prince invaded the jaundice belt again
for another Barter Theatre season.
Back in New York the pontifical
Shakespearian stamp of approval was
put on his talent, and he did a season
of the Bard in New York and another
on the road, being alternately a grave¬
digger and understudy to actor Arthur
Kennedy.
Dorothy, weary of being a parttime wife, and determined to keep
Bill by her side—for a few months,
anyway—hocked some more stock
and bought two third-class tickets to
Europe on the Bremen.
It was 1939. A hectic year at the
outset. A year that saw Americans
divided into factions: those who boy¬
cotted
German goods willy-nilly,
those who ostriched and screamed
“no foreign entanglements for us!”
and those who just shrugged off the
whole thing.
And yet slowly but surely the
Fates, or whatever you want to call
them, were guiding the nations’ des¬
tinies toward a holocaust that for
sheer horror was to make World War
I look like a sand-lot sham battle.
But Dorothy and Bill Prince were
in no mood for signs of the times,
and were off for a fling in an Old
World that was fast crumbling.
The Bremen flew the Nazi flag. She
was Germany-bound with a capacity
load of German-born American citi¬
zens who, according to them, were on
a holiday trip to the Fatherland. The
long arm of coincidence, they would
have Bill believe, had beckoned them
all at the same instant, until this float¬
ing palace of the Fatherland re¬
sembled a pleasure boat on the Rhine.
Bill knows now that their Fuehrer
had called them home for Der Tag!
The third day out was the Fourth
of July, and the “American citizenry”
had gathered in the Bremen’s dining
saloon to pay homage to Uncle Sam.
They stood silently while the band
whipped through the Star-Spangled
Banner like Sea Biscuit pounding in
toward the finish line. Then, without
missing a beat, the orchestra swung
into Deutschland Uber Alles, while the
crowd instantly snapped its arms into
the proper “heil” position.
“It was a numbing shock,” Bill says,
“to realize that a couple of thousand
‘loyal’ citizens were' living with you
aboard ship, practically sharpening
their swastikas under your nose. It
was a frightening experience.”
In England they experienced their
first-air-raid practice, felt the electric
current of war panic, although Cham¬
berlain was even then in Munich bar¬
gaining with Hitler. They went on to
Flensburg in Schleswig-Holstein, in
Germany, to visit Dorothy’s greataunts, and there met and lived with
the first real Nazi they ever met on
home-ground. And they could have

done without him very nicely, thanks.
They visited Cologne and got an even
better idea of how viciously the Nazi
poison philosophy works.
And about their trip to Nuremberg
. . . “On the train,” Bill says, “we
learned that Hitler’s annual speech
and troop review on ‘Party Day’ was
scheduled for the day of our arrival.
We really looked forward to seeing
the little ‘big’ man in person. The re¬
viewing stand was built, to show the
Nazis’ contempt, on the site of a razed
Hebrew Temple, and the streets were
lined with Nazi flags.
“But as we stepped off the train
the long-faced porter greeted us with:
‘Der Fuehrer’s speech has been can¬
celled, and you have just missed Herr
Von Ribbentrop! He left just ten min¬
utes ago!’
“‘Where did he go?’ I asked.
“ ‘He is flying to Russia,’ the porter
answered.
“In Munich, a couple of days later,
we witnessed a party of Nazi officers
toast the signing of the new non-ag¬
gression pact with Russia.”
In Switzerland, Bill and Dorothy
met a charming Swiss woman named
Helen Ikle. Through her they learned
that the French-German border had
been closed that morning, and that
communications between England and
Germany had been cut off. The war
drums were rolling in earnest. The
American consul at Berne advised
them to leave for home at once.
Today, Helen Ikle is an American
citizen, and the godmother of the
Prince scion, Jeremy, who was born
two years after their return to
America.
After the ordeal of the Atlantic
crossing (they sailed the day the
Athenia was torpedoed), Bill calmed
down enough to look for a job. So he
looked. A full year of unemployment
later, Bill did a season of stock at
Eaglesmere, Pa. Then, in order to
insure three diapers a day for his
new son, Bill took up his photographic
hobby in earnest and went to work
for a shutter-clicker in skirts.
“I did everything from mixing the
‘soup’ to asking wide-eyed kids to
watch the you-know-what. Then,
having served an apprenticeship of
sorts, my employer, bless her, put me
to work ringing doorbells and making
plain and fancy photographic por¬
traits of the neighborhood children.
“I left this job as soon as possible.

to become an announcer at WQXR,
the New York ‘Classical Music Sta¬
tion,’ and sandwiched in a few sum¬
mer stock jobs on the side. As an an¬
nouncer I was fine—I thought. I
worked a 7:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. shift,
and one night I was so darned tired
that when I began a newscast, I
muffed a line—and went right on muf¬
fing for the entire fifteen minute
show. I couldn’t get out of that build¬
ing fast enough. And I’ve never been
back. I just assumed I’d been fired.
“After that I had to buckle down
hard. Jeremy was growing fast and
his appetite was keeping pace. I
finally sat down and wrote a letter
to Eva Le Gallienne, who was cast¬
ing for the Theatre Guild’s produc¬
tion of “Ah, Wilderness.” The next
day she phoned me and I rushed over
to read for her. That was my big
break. I got the part of Richard. The
revival was a success, and I did two
more plays before ‘The Eve of St.
Mark’ came along.”
“St. Mark was the type of play he’d
been working all his life to get. As
Quizz West, Bill had every Hollywood
talent scout sitting on the edge of his
seat waiting for the third-act curtain,
and sprinting backstage to sign him
to that long, white legal paper.
Bill did sign—with Warner Bros.
In his first picture, “Destination
Tokyo,” he scored a great personal
success as the young Naval corpsman.
In his fifth, “Pillow to Post” with Ida
Lupino, he achieved stardom.
And in between he got feature bill¬
ing in “Cinderella Jones;” “Objective,
Burma;” and “Shadow of a Woman.”
Meanwhile, too, he found time to
pull two of the neatest tricks of the
year. (1) He drove home over wind¬
ing Laurel Canyon, after giving his
blood to the Red Cross once too often;
he blacked-out, hit another car headon, and stepped out of the wreck with¬
out a scratch; and (2) he remembered
his tin wedding anniversary and his
gal (with almost no hints at all) and
came trotting home with a shiny new
tin garbage pail filled with long-stem¬
med American beauty roses, under
which he’d hidden a full-length mink
coat . . . Dorothy’s well-earned reward
for ten years of devotion, loyalty,
financial and moral backing. And
Dot’s distinct pleasure was Bill’s re¬
ward for having stepped from pauper
to Prince to prove her faith in him.
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GONE WITH THE GLAMOUR
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 451

over-emphasized mouth and Adrian
shoulders which had been her trade¬
mark for years. This was the story
of a woman who lived in Glendale,
California—an American girl of justaverage looks, not' much education,
no taste in clothes, who worked very
hard and eventually made money,
but never had time to improve her¬
self. Both producer and star were
tremendously excited at the prospect.
Mr. Wald approached Michael Cur¬
tiz with a story outline and found
the director receptive.
“For Bar¬
bara Stanwyck, of course,” he said.
“No, for Joan Crawford.”
Mike Curtiz waved the producer
away, shuddering. “No-no-no! Not
a dancing doll! Not a Noel Coward
character! This woman is not Joan
Crawford!”
“Never mind. Meet her—talk with
her—you’ll see!”
The director met Joan, arched a
shoulder at her, belligerently, and
cried: “If you do Mildred, y’understand, we want no long eyelashes, no
funny mouth, no silly-foolish eye¬
brows, no shoulders to here!” Joan,
who had already agreed to this, pre¬
tended to be hearing it for the first
time, incredulously. The items be¬
came symbols between them. They
had a running gag in which every
time Joan appeared in a new outfit,
Mike would groan, hold his head and
mutter:
“Shoulders — TOO MUCH
SHOULDERS—fewer SHOULDERS!”
Until one day a uniformed messen¬
ger girl set an enormous box, beau¬
tifully wrapped and be-ribboned, be¬
fore him announcing: “From Miss
Crawford!”
Inside were two huge
shoulder-pads, a pair of three-inchlong eyelashes, a Stop Red lipstick
and a note from Joan reading:
“They’re all yours!”
At a luncheon celebrating the last
day’s shooting of what the whole
company fondly believes to be a good
picture, the director made a little
speech confessing that he had been
prejudiced against his star to begin
with, had been reluctant to think
himself wrong, but now admitted that
it had never been his pleasure to di¬
rect an actress so cooperative, so
hard-working, so determined to make
a good picture, never late, never lazy,
never too many shoulders!
The spirit of the picture was co¬
operation. No one had special favors;
there was no offstage music to put
temperamental actors “in the mood”,
no fancy service, just hours of hard
work. Problems that seemed impos¬
sible were eventually resolved, and
Ernest Haller, ace cameraman, and
three leading men—Jack Carson,
Zachary Scott and Bruce Bennett
(“Not a tired old face among ’em!”
exults Mike)—were lined up. Even
bit parts fell into such capable hands
as Eve Arden’s and George Tobias’.
The choice of a girl to play Joan’s
daughter Veda almost stumped them.
Hollywood
teems
with
talented
youngsters, and at first finding the
right girl seemed mere routine. But
they tested twenty-six before they
found her.
Girls read scenes day
after day, and nothing happened. At
last Mr. Wald telephoned Joan: “Will
you come down and stand in for tests

with a group of girls today?”
He was afraid Joan might consider
herself too important to work with
a young unknown, but she said “yes”
eagerly.
At first, girls in the group to be
tested were terrified at the idea of
trying out before a big star, and one
even broke down and cried, declar¬
ing she was too nervous to go on.
Joan took her into a corner. “Listen,
I know how you feel,” she said sooth¬
ingly.
“I’ve been through all this.
I know how tough it can be. You’ve
got nothing to worry about—if you
know you’re good—and of course you
know you are!
You can do this
scene.”
She helped each contestant through
her ordeal, but didn’t demand to help
decide on the girl to be chosen.
“That’s none of my business,” she
asserted to amazed executives who
couldn’t believe their ears. “My job
is acting and my hands are full with
my own part.”
Ann Blythe was finally signed.
Came time for Ann, as the rebellious
daughter, to slap Joan’s face. Ann
was afraid to do it. “Come on, put
your back into it,” urged Joan. “I’ll
pull my head out of the way in time.”
Ann was quicker than expected, how¬
ever, and the force of her blow
knocked Joan to the floor.
Then the action was reversed. This
time Joan must slap Ann, whereupon
the star burst into tears. “It looks
swell on the screen!” congratulated
Mr. Wald. Which seemingly makes
anything worthwhile.
Joan threw herself into the crea¬
tion of “Mildred Pierce.” That’s her
long-time habit.
My first glimpse
of her was when she was dancing
for a cup at Cocoanut Grove. At
that moment, nothing on earth mat¬
tered to Joan but winning that silver
trophy, which she triumphantly did.
She could always lose herself in what
she was doing. I remember coming
on her another time sitting under the
cameras dissolved in tears, earnestly
portraying the grief that should have
been expressed by the picture’s star
in her big scene. Joan was only a
featured player, but the director
thought her emotional example might
be catching. For some reason it was.
People say Joan created her own
career. In that, she was like “Mil¬
dred Pierce,” who brought herself up
out of poverty and despair. But she’s
unlike her screen character in her
relations with her family. Away from
the studio, wifehood and motherhood
absorb her. During one period that
seemed to stretch on for years but
was actually weeks, the Terrys had
no servants. Cook, nurse and maids
departed, leaving Joan to cope with
house and children.
“I was lucky my picture hadn’t
started,” she laughed.
“I had my
hands full, cooking, cleaning, making
beds, bathing babies and feeding them
—and once the Diaper Service had
a fire! But I got along, and actually
enjoyed it. I’ve always known how
to cook. I certainly didn’t try to do
the things Grace Moore does in a
kitchen—no fancy salad dressings, no
special soups or desserts—just simple,
nourishing, plain food.”

The day I called, the servant prob¬
lem had been adjusted. Joan, in wellcut black velvet, red-brown hair
curling softly about a face innocent
of make-up except for a light-toned
lipstick, busily knitted a slipover
sweater of coral wool. Come to think
of it, I’ve never seen Joan sit down
without some sort of handwork.
“I’m so excited!” she cried, bounc¬
ing a little in her low chair. “Chris¬
tina is playing in a recital Friday!
It’s her first recital and I’ve got stage
fright. Phil says I’ll be a ‘nervous
wretch’
before
it’s
over—but
I
wouldn’t miss it for the world!”
Christina, with her smooth fair
curls, heavy-lidded blue eyes, and
poise unusual in so young a child,
came in to play “Butterflies” for me.
Joan, listening on tenterhooks, de¬
clared she had never played it so
badly, but to me it was an impressive
performance
for
five years
old.
Mother and daughter discussed “Mid¬
dle C”, “Tumbledown D” and some¬
thing called “playing on the cracks”,
before Christina excused herself pret¬
tily to follow beaming brother Phil¬
lip, silver-blond two-year-old, from
the room.
Joan, it appears, is experiencing
childhood joys for the first time, as
she joins the children’s nursery.
“I never heard of things that are
routine to other youngsters,” she con¬
fided. “I began to work at nine, you
know, and before that I had no bed¬
time stories, no nursery games. I’m
getting a thrill out of discovering
Hans Christian Andersen, Grimm’s
Fairy Books, Mother Goose—even the
Mary Poppin
stories have their
charm. We read them together every
night.”
As soon as she can arrange it, Joan
intends to share Christina’s piano les¬
sons. Albert Dekker shares those of
his children. The piano teacher whose
pupils compose most of Brentwood’s
youngest set has a unique method of
instruction well worth any parent’s
while.
You can’t stop Joan, once she’s on
that dear subject: her family. Chris¬
tina is attending public school since
gas rationing, and at five is in kinder¬
garten though mentally much farther
advanced.
“But that’s right,” contends Joan.
“Ellin Berlin told me that she spent
an unhappy childhood because she
was always four years ahead of her
age group. She was too young to find
companions in her classes, and too
far advanced to become acquainted
with children of her own age. No
matter how brilliant my children may
be, they’ll stick with their contem¬
poraries.”
Phil Terry is taking his little fam¬
ily to Carmel for a brief holiday and
both young parents have plans for
every hour of every day while there.
For the first time, their children will
walk in the woods, gather wild flow¬
ers, play with tame deer and chip¬
munk, and these delights will be
shared by
a joyfully-anticipating
Joan.
Christina is learning to sew and
knit. She makes things for her dolls,
to whom she presents finished articles
carefully wrapped. Joan has always
loved handwork and wants her daugh¬
ter to share her pleasure in knitting
needles, crochet hooks, embroidery
hoops and weaving looms.
The children returned from their
early dinner to say goodnight to
“Motherdearest” (all one word), ask

"HOUYWOOD EXTRA"
THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
The stars’cleansing cream that
fits extra girls' budgets...Now
millions of smart women
everywhere agree...
"it’s foolish to
pay more ”

BIG 'A LB.
TIN or JAB
Sensibly Priced at

AT ALL 5-10-25* STORES
THE RABIN COMPANY, LOS ANGELES

25*

IN SANITARY NAPKINS!
Gives you so much
extra comfort!
When we say new—we mean really NEW!
SANAPAK is designed to give you the ut¬
most in comfort and sanitary protection.
Cotton-faced for extra comfort! Made
with three pink "safety layers’* for triple
protection! Tapered ends to fit without
bulging! All at no extra cost.
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Girls/
Do you suffer from

nervous

tension
On “CERTAIN DAYS” of the month?

Helps Build Up Resistance
Against Such Distress!
Do functional periodic disturbances
cause you to feel “nervous as a witch,”
so restless, jittery, highstrung, perhaps
tired, “dragged out”—at such times?
Then don't delay! Try this great med¬
icine—Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound to relieve such symptoms.
It’s one of the best known and most
effective medicines for this purpose.
Pinkham's Compound helps nature!
Taken regularly — it helps build up
resistance against such distress. A very
sensible thing to do! Positively no
harmful opiates or habit forming
drugs In Pinkham's Compound. Also a
grand stomachic tonic! Buy today! All
drug stores.

Jgdfa, £. (PinJthamti
VEGETABLE COMPOUND

Imagine!ONLY 7*A DAY

TO LEARN
MUSIC
Easy as A B C

ing music is expensive!
You can now learn to play your favorite instru¬
ment for ONLY 7c A DAY. And it takes an
amazingly short time this modern “Print and
Picture
way.
It’s real fun, too. Right from the start you
play real tunes by note. The printed lessons tell
you what to do . . . the pictures show you how
to do it.
FREE Print and Picture Sample

See how easy it is to learn music at home this
short-cut way. Mail coupon for Free Booklet and
“Print and Picture” Sample. Mention favorite
instrument. U. S. School of Music,
1587 Brunswick Bldg., New York
10. N. Y.
U. S. School Of Music, 1587 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y. 10, N.Y,
Please send me KreeJBooklet and Print and Picture Sample,
I would like to ploy (Name Instrument).
Have you
Instrument....Instrument?.
Nome....

eagerly about “the new tan book”,
greet their father, just in from his
studio, and “make their manners”
to me.
The Terrys are not ashamed to show
affection, to sign off telephone calls
with “I love you!”
“But love alone isn’t enough to
bring up children,” commented Joan.
“You must use discipline.
That’s
where Mildred Pierce failed.
She
wanted to give her child everything,
so she spoiled her, something I shall
never do with my children. If Mil¬
dred had taken her daughter across
her knee five or six times and given
her a sound walloping, she might have
turned out differently.”
It was the difference between her¬
self and her screen character that in¬
trigued Joan. Mildred had no clothes
problem when she was so poor she
had to save up $2.98 before she dared
invest it in a cotton dress. But when
she prospered and owned a chain of
restaurants, how about her ward¬
robe?
In not dissimilar circumstances, the
young actress had taught herself how
to dress effectively and in excellent
taste before she could afford mink,
chiffon velvet, gold lame, and Adrian.
But Mildred Pierce would never have
had time nor inclination to learn
about clothes. She’d be the kind of
woman who buys what the salesgirl
tells her “they” are wearing, and
never looks twice at her mirrored re¬
flection to see if it happens to become
her.
Oh yes, it was absorbing to work
out the character, down to her last
mannerism and shadow of expres¬
sion! But it all had to be worked out
Joan’s way.
“Helen Hayes was my first idol,”
she confessed. “I thought her gifted
beyond compare; I still do. Melvyn
Douglas used to say that Helen can
walk on a stage, do something to make
you laugh, as she enters, and before
she has crossed to the other side,
have you in tears. Helen and I are
friends now; she always comes out
here to spend at least a day with me
when she’s in town, and I think I
know her every mood. Yet when I
go to see her in the theater, playing
something I know so well I could re¬
cite it backward, I walk in swearing
to myself that this time I won’t cry,
and come out with three sopping
handkerchiefs.
“I love and admire Helen, but I
wouldn’t want to copy her if I could.
I was always a lone wolf when it
came to doing things in my own
fashion.”
From upstairs came muffled voices
of children wondering when “Motherdearest” was coming to read to them.
From the den telephone drifted Phil’s
baritone explaining that “Mrs. Terry
takes care of that!” Pupchen, elevenyear-old dachshund, waddled to her
chair demanding notice.
Joan may be a lone wolf. But is
she lonely? Not now—not this Joan
Crawford!
The End

BUY YOUR SEVENTH
WAR LOAN BONDS AT
YOUR FAVORITE MOTION
PICTURE THEATRE

(Please Print)
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employee and father of Miss Garson,
Marsha Hunt, Dan Duryea, and Mar¬
shall Thompson as Peck’s brothers
and sister, Gladys Cooper as his
mother, Preston Foster as Miss Garson’s silent admirer, and Jessica
Tandy as the girl across the street.

CONFLICT (Warner Bros.) with
Humphrey Bogart, Alexis Smith, Syd¬
ney Greenstreet and Rose Hobart in
the principal roles for what’s a psy¬
chological murder mystery.
Briefly, the situation is this: hus¬
band and wife quarrel on the eve of
celebrating their fifth wedding anni¬
versary. Accused of being in love
with wife’s sister (Alexis Smith),
husband Bogey refuses to deny the
charge.
There’s an auto accident, husband
suffers a leg injury. And it’s for a
psychologist to explain the strange
twist o’ mind which makes him pre¬
tend that he can’t walk, long after the
injury is healed and he’s completely,
good-as-ever recovered. The pretense
fits neatly into his plot for killing his
wife, however, and there’s no having
to guess who dunnit. The suspense
accumulates from wondering if the
crime will be discovered and how the
murderer will be forced into con¬
fessing—which in the end, of course,
he is.
GEORGE WHITE’S SCANDALS of 1945
(RKO)—For lots of laffs, gags, song and
dance routines, the Scandals are in
town again. And just like the circus,
it has all the ingredients for a musical
evening.
Among those on stage are Jqan
Davis, an old-time “Scandal” queen,
who is still shooting from the side of
her mouth all those quips and twangy
homilies. Jack Haley is her “fella”,
and they plan to get married after
Jack’s
spinster
sister,
Clarabelle
(Margaret Hamilton) gets married
first. The romantic leads are played
by Martha Holliday,- a beautiful gal
who sings, acts—and can she dance!—
opposite Phillip Terry (Joan Craw¬
ford’s spouse), here a dance director.
“Himself” is Gene Krupa who beats it
out on his drum, and famed swing
organist Ethel Smith helps with the
chords. George Smith gets double
credit as producer and actor, and Fritz
Feld plays~Montescu, a professional
Romeo who, for a price, removes the
spinster from the scene of action.

INCENDIARY BLONDE (Paramount)
with Betty Hutton, Arturo de Cor¬
dova and Barry Fitzgerald offering
three mighty good reasons why this
musical biography rates so much more
than expectedly must-seeworthy.
Fact is, it’s on the whole delightful.
Now; noisy and full of laughs, now
sentimental and moving—but that’s
the trick. You can’t tell for a minute
where the darned thing is going—
even if you know a thing or three (and
who doesn’t know at least a little

That’s ■what he’ll say when you spend the few
minutes needed to dress up your hair with

COLD WAVE
PERMANENT
★ Gives you all-time fascination.
★ A cold wave permanent equal to the finest a beauty
specialist can give. Home Kit with complete simple
instructions.
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IS SO EASY with Beauty Time. A few minutes at
home and you have a completely professional
looking permanent, leaving your hair soft, Uistrous,
absolutely beautiful. Beauty Time set includes
special cold wave solution, neutralizing lotion, curl¬
ers, and simple directions.
If your favorite store is temporarily out of
Time, send this coupon.

Beauty

BEAUTY TIME CO., Oept. H, 92 Tremont Street, Boston, Moss.

bit?) about the fabulous career of the
late “Texas” Guinan, musical comedy
star who, having always had a pre¬
monition that her life would be a
short one, hurried to make it full and
exciting.
One gets a feeling that the simi¬
larity between Betty Hutton and the
role she plays is not strictly coinci¬
dental—and that she made the pic¬
ture loving every minute of being the
girl who won $50 for staying atop a
bucking bronco for the required eight
seconds, and running away to be the
trick riding star in a traveling Wild
West show, and cavorting nonetheless
boisterously through the series of
Broadway productions which made
hers a “big name” in show business.
The dramatic-romantic situations
tend to slow up the pace every now
. and then, but always just before this
comment develops into a criticism,
the speed is regained and the whole
thing goes racing merrily, madly
along to being one of the best musical
dramas you’ll be seeing for a long
time to come.

SON OF LASSIE (M-G-M) is worth see¬
ing, if just for the magnificence of its
backgrounds (filmed in Wyoming)
and the beauty of its Grieg music.
However, “Son of Lassie” has more to
offer than that. There’s Lassie, of
CQurse, and her son, Laddie. They’re
both trained by the Army as war dogs,
but Laddie is incorrigible—flunks his
•tests. Comes the inevitable emer¬
gency, though, and Laddie shows his
blue blood breeding.
Up to their usual acting standards
are Peter Lawford, Nigel Bruce, June
Lockhart, Donald Crisp, and Elsa
Lanchester.
THAT’S THE SPIRIT (Universal) and
Jack Oakie’s it—the spirit, I mean.
Before passing into the beyond, how¬
ever, he marries June Vincent, who
subsequently gives birth to a baby
girl. The night Jack’s child is born,
Death beckons him in the form of a
beautiful woman. Upon reaching his
destination, he immediately lodges an

Send me.sets of Beauty Time Cold Wave Permanent,
price 74c (plus 10c Federal Tax) per set.
Send CO.D. (If check or money order is enclosed, there
will be no postage charges.)

.State.

QUEST
All-purpose DEODORANT
Use this positive deodorant powder on sanitary napkins

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS IN COLOR
It beauty thrills you—you will be fascinated by these photos of your
favorite MOVIE STARS, in beautiful LIFELIKE COLORS. These gor¬
geous photos are 8 x 10 and are ready to frame, put in scrap book or in
your movie album.
JOAN CRAWFORD—FRANK SINATRA—LAU REN BACALL—WILLIAM
POWELL—VAN
JOHNSON—JUNE A LL YSO N—G LO RIA
DEHAVEN—
LANA TURNER—SONJA H EN I E—LO R ETT A YOUNG—ALAN LADD—
BETTY GRABLE—ROY ROGERS—ALICE FAYE—PAULETTE GODDARD
—SMILEY BURNETTE—BOB HOPE—RAY M I LLA N D—JOH N N Y MACK
BROWN—GEORGE M 0 N T G 0 M E R Y—J AN ET BLAIR—DON "RED”
BARRY—RODDY McDOWALL— B R I A N DONLEVY—THE RANGE
BUSTERS—MARY MARTIN—BETTY HUTTON—BILL “HOPALONG”
BOYD—FRED MacMURRAY—VERONICA LAKE—BUSTER CRABBE—
CLAUDETTE COLBERT—JINX FALKENBU RG—BILL ELLIOTT.
These photos are printed on heavy coated paper, 8 x 10, in FULL COL¬
ORS. Your choice of any eight listed above for fifty cents—16 for $1.00—
entire set of 34 only $2.00.
DON'T WAIT.
Mail your order NOW.

Betty Grable

212 EAST 14 St.

IRVING KLAW
Dept. HH-7,

New York City 3. N. Y.

objection with the complaint depart¬
ment, headed by Buster Keaton, and
requests a permit to return to earth
to clear himself with his wife. Eight¬
een years of red tape go by before
Jack is granted permission. His daugh¬
ter, played by Peggy Ryan, is a grown
young lady now, whose stage career
is about to be thwarted by her Vic¬
torian grandfather, Gene Lockhart.
But Jack, whose presence can only be
heard (he has squeaky shoes), has
learned a few tricks in the other
world which he employs to advantage
in his daughter’s behalf.
A MEDAL FOR BENNY (Paramount)Once in a great while a small gem
of a picture comes, unheralded, simple
—but with a moral that unobtrusively
makes it point. There is no set formula
here, no Hollywood fanfare—just an
unadorned story of paisanos in the
small sleepy village of Pantera, on
the coast of California.
Adapted from a story by John
Steinbeck, and as directed by Irving
Pichel, there is a fine coordination of
realistic characterization and deft
handling of mood. We never see
Benny Martin—but his presence is
felt by every member of the cast. He
is the bad boy of the village who is
run out of town, leaving his old father,
Charley Martin (J. Carrol Naish) to
get along as best he can. What little
money the old man has is taken from
him on various pretexts by one Joe
Morales (Arturo de Cordova), an in¬
genious but lazy fellow. Joe loves
Benny’s girl, Lolita (Dorothy Lamour), who tries hard to be faithful
to the absent Benny, but just as Joe
extracts money from the unsuspecting
father, he manages to win the heart
of Benny’s girl too.
You’ll have to see the picture to find
out what happens—and you should—
because it has all the elements of an
important and heart-warming film.
Newcomer de Cordova will win you
with his rascality, and Lamour, minus
sarong and song, gives an honest and
effective performance. However, the
picture belongs to J. Carrol Naish for
the humility and great dignity he
gives to his role. Frank McHugh plays
the bombastic city boy, Grant Mitchell
is Mayor of Pantera, and Mikhail
Rasumny is very fine indeed as Char¬
ley Martin’s friend.
Beautifully designed by hand
in the hat, rose or butterfly;
finest filigree silver. Pr. $3.95
MONEY
REFUNDED
IF NOT
ENTIRELY
PLEASED

or 2 pr. $7.50; pay on de¬
livery

or

send

cash

with

order. State style desired.

Prices include Federal Tax

Mrs.Wacker’s Gift Shop
TEMPLE ,TEXAS.

THE SILVER FLEET (PRC release)The Scarlet Pimpernel rides again . . .
only this time it is Jaap van Leyden
(Ralph Richardson) who, working
undercover as “Piet Hien,” historical
Dutch hero, helps loyal submarine
workers in Nazi Holland outsmart
Germans so that submarines can be
taken to England. Googie Withers and
Willem Akkerman take parts - of
wife and son of this new Dutch
hero.
SCOTLAND YARD INVESTIGATES (Re¬
public) All the shooting takes place in
the National Art Gallery in London—
for no less a painting than the famed
Mona Lisa. Erich Von Stroheim (of
the cropped head, but minus monocle)
is once more stricken from a movie
on accounta he’s a bad one. The other
“baddies” are Forrester Harvey, Vic¬
tor Varconi and George Metaxa. Sir
Aubrey Smith is his usual stately self
as the director of the museum, and
Stephanie
Bachelor
and
Richard
Fraser team up to solve the mys¬
terious goings-on, and in the line of
duty—romance comes a’poppin!

BLOOD ON THE SUN (William Cagney
Production, released through UA)—A topi¬
cal drama starring James Cagney and
Sylvia Sidney. Based on a story by
Garrett Fort; the time is 1928. Gen¬
eral Tanaka is premier of Japan, and
in league with the war lords and in¬
dustrialists, he’s plotting world con¬
quest.
So states the article published by
Nick Condon (James Cagney) in the
Tokyo Chronicle, largest Englishlanguage paper in the Japanese capi¬
tal. The article quotes the Tanaka
Memorial, the paper addressed by the
premier to the Emperor.
The plot which develops therefrom
is full of intrigue, Imperial Secret
Police and judo fights . . . with a
message that’s informative, in a past
tense sort of way that sounds mean¬
ingful warnings, applied to the present
and future “situation.”
STORY OF G. I. JOE (Lester Cowan Pro¬
duction, released through UA)—Ernie Pyle,
America’s best known and best loved
war correspondent, has joined other
heroes in America’s Valhalla, but his
war stories of America’s fighting men
live on in this Lester Cowan Produc¬
tion—the story of America’s foot sol¬
diers, told in the Ernie Pyle way that
became so dear to millions of Amer¬
ican newspaper readers.
Returning from the European The¬
atre of Operations last year, Pyle was
on hand as production advisor for
this picture. Not seeking any sort of
fanfare for himself, he insisted that
the movie be a story of the men he
loved so well—the G.I. Joes—and it is.
Selected by Pyle to play the part,
Burgess Meredith turns in a laudable
performance as “the little man who
was there.” Other members of the
cast—you see, it’s strictly G.I. from
beginning to end—were given time
off from Army duties. They are Jack
Reilly, Billy Murphy, Tito Renaldo,
Freddie Steele and William Self.
LADY ON A TRAIN (Universal) Produced
by Felix Jackson (rumored to be
Deanna Durbin’s next husband), this
is a murder mystery, giving La Dur¬
bin another straight role. Here she
plays an amateur sleuth intent on
proving that a man she saw murdered
was murdered. An interesting new¬
comer by name of David Bruce, a
mystery story writer, tries to elude
the machinations of the wealthy Nicki

Collins (Deanna Durbin) to get him
involved in solving the whereabouts
of the dead man’s missing slippers.
Among those chasing the slippers are
George
Coulouris,
Allen Jenkins,
Ralph Bellamy and Dan Duryea.

T
ENLARGEMENT

ESCAPE IN THE DESERT (Warner Bros.)
is another in the series of war films
tailored to suit the increasing demand
for Helmut Dantine, who has become
a symbol of the enemy to movie audi¬
ences. The scene is Death Valley and
the action takes place when four
escaped Nazi war prisoners-—Helmut
Dantine, Kurt Kreuger, Hans Schumm
and Rudolph Anders — are appre¬
hended and brought to justice by
Philip Dorn, a Hollander who has felt
the iron fist of Nazism. Jean Sullivan
is the lovely “innocent” who plights
her troth with Philip Dorn, and Alan
Hale and Irene Manning inject a small
touch of humor in the grimness of
the desert and the action.

JUST TO GET ACQUAINTED! WE WILL MAKE
YOU A BEAUTIFUL 5 I 7 ENLARGEMENT OF ANY
SNAPSHOT. PHOTO. OR NEGATIVE ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Be sure to include color of hair, eyes and clothing, and get Our Bar¬
gain Offer for having your enlargement beautifully hand colored in
oil and mounted in a handsome frame. Limit 2 to a customer. Please
enclose 10c each for handling and mailing the enlargements. Orig¬
inals returned. Be sure to include all information. Act Now!
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THE MAGNIFICENT ROGUE (Republic)
is Joseph Schildkraut in the role of a
dissolute ex-matinee idol. Mr. and
Mrs. Pidgeon (Eugene Pallette and
Billie Burke) are a couple of wouldbe rich selfish people who are waiting
impatiently for their Uncle Henry to
die so that they can inherit his five
million dollars. He passes on to the
beyond but his money is left to an
unknown little girl (Ona Munson),
who is sought out by the unscrupu¬
lous pair and kept in ignorance of her
inheritance. Mr. M (Joseph Schild¬
kraut) appears on the scene and de¬
livers a tidy little lecture on the
“virtues,” so that what were once
selfish little people get religion and
confess their sin of omission to the gal.
In a spirit of sisterly love the dough
is divided among all the interested
parties and happiness reigns soopreme! Among the hangers-on to the
Pidgeon family are Raymond Walburn, Anne Gillis and Ruth Terry.

A THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS (Co¬
lumbia) latest in the series of four
and twenty fantasies baked in a
try: 1) to get away from war themes,
of which there have already been
more than too many, and 2) to write
“splendiferous” in big tall letters on
the screen script where it says “scen¬
ery required.”
With Cornel Wilde as Aladdin,
Evelyn Keyes as his genie, Phil Sil¬
vers as the light-fingered Abdullah,
Adele Jergens as the lovely princess,
attended by her maid Novira (Dusty
Anderson)—It’s Old Bagdad with
modern overtones; the romantic fair
tale of a thousand years ago, with a
shot of jive.
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New HOSPITAL & SURGICAL POLICY
Protects the Whole Family
Costs Only 3? a Day for Adults
Only Wit a Day for Children
Now ONE Family Hospital and Surgical
Expense Policy insures your whole family—
mother, father, and children! Issued for any¬
one in good health from 3 months to 65 years,
without medical examination. Provides cash
to help pay hospital and surgical bills for EACH
and EVERY person insured; pays benefits even
if you or others insured go to hospital several
times in any year. Pays $4.00 a day for 90 days
for hospital room; also pays surgical operation
benefits from $5.00 to $100.00; pays $10.00 for
operating room, $10.00 for anesthetic, $5.00 for
medicines, and cash for other expenses such as
X-rays and ambulance, up to a total of $50.00.
Yes! This Family Policy helps pay hospital and
surgical bills for ordinary or serious accidents
immediately; for sicknesses (after policy in
force 30 days); even for childbirth and female
disorders (after one year), and for many other

disabilities not covered by other policies. Ben¬
efits start, as provided, the first day you enter
hospital. You select your own doctor and hos¬
pital. This policy issued DIRECT at special
family rates by big, strong company with over
$2,000,000.00 surplus for policy holders. Send
no money. Mail coupon below now for details
— sent FREE. No agent will call. Act today!

I STERLING INSURANCE CO.
I

N 4143 Sterling Bldg., Chicago 11, III.
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let "Additional* Hair Pieces by Mme. lave
add charm and personality to your hair-do
Page Boy Falls
Long Curl Falls

CHARMING
CHIGNONS

$2500
AND UP

Easily attached.
Style at left fills in
back of ears, visi¬
ble from front.

BRAIDS
•
CURLS
TRANSFORMATIONS

$18.00 up

HOTS:
When ordering
hair goods,
please be sure
to send lock of
hair for match¬
ing.

BACK TO BATAAN (RKO-Radio)

with
John Wayne, Anthony Quinn, Fely
Franquelli, Beluah Bondi, Richard
Loo, Philip Ann, Ducky Louie and J.
Alex Havier.
As the title would suggest, it’s the
story of the Philippines. With the
daring raid by the American Rangers
on Cabanatuan serving as a prologue,
the picture then depicts the plight of
American officers and men left on
Corregidor, in those tragic days of
1942, their uniting with Filipino
guerrillas after the fall of Bataan and
their combined struggle of resistance
until the liberation of the Islands.
Many of the characters are based
on actual persons, and the events por¬
trayed are fact.
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THIS TYPE ONLY $7.50
May be worn sing¬
ly or made up in
double size, or os
"Figure 8". $8.50, 51
$10.50, $12.50, $15.00.

Your order by Mail will have the same atten¬
tion as if you personally visited our store

^lUadameJme
The ORIGINAL and ONLY Madame Love Shop

£pecialuid in otfcuA G'tecUiend a( the jjinedt type

) 31 E. MadisOfl St., Chicago 2, III. (Ground Flcor)
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IhnMnqlOrtt COLORING PHOTOS
Fascinating hobby and vocation

atHomih

quickly learned at home by average man or
woman who is artistically inclined. Work full
or spare time. Modern method brings out natural
life-like colors. Many have earned while learning.
FREE BOOKLET tells how to get started doing this
_ delightful home work for photog¬
easy to raphers, stores, individuals, and
friends. Send today for your
copy. No obligation.
NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
1315 S. Michigan Ave., Dept. 186-B, Chicago 5, I
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Try Dr. Barron’*
New Foot Cushion

Many with tired, aching feet have found happy
relief! So comfortable—LIKE WALKING ON A
PILLOW! Made of fine soft, spongy material,
leather covered. So light, flexible—cushions and
helps relieve your feet from heel to toes.
If
you suffer from metatarsal callouses, corns,
root pains or fallen arches, try Dr. Barron’s
Foot Cushion.
Wear In any shoes—helps make
walking a pleasure.
Doctor says: “I recom¬
mend Foot Cushions to foot sufferers.” Send
only $1.98 for A PAIR—or will ship C. O. D.,
plus postage. STATE SHOE SIZE AND IF MAN OR
WOMAN, 30 DAY TRIAL GUARANTEE. Money back
if you don’t get blossed relief! ORTHO COMPANY,
111 West 83rd St., Dept. WQ-1, New York City 24
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BLONDE FROM BROOKLYN (Columbia)
introduces Bob Haymes with a new
monicker. From now on it’s to be
Robert Stanton, to avoid trading on
brother Dick’s reputation. Song-andDance man Dixon Harper (Robert
Stanton) meets up with Susan Parker
(Lynn Merrick), a gal from juke box
headquarters. They get together in
an impromptu song routine at a night
club, which leads them to believe
they’d make a good team. To give the
team tone Colonel Hubert Fransworth
(Thurston Hall) suggests that Susan
Parker adopt the name of Susanna
Bellwithers, which belonged to an old
Southern spinster, now believed dead.
The holocaust comes in the form of
an inheritance for Susanna Bell¬
withers. The plot is un-mangled when
the rightful owner is found.
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AMAZING
“GLAMOR-FIGUR”
FORMULA HELPS YOU
GAIN SAFELY! EASILY!
MORE QUICKLY!
Men are always attracted by a glamorous figure
with appealing curves and not by a skinny, drab,
lifeless looking woman! Now at last you, too,
can try to help yourself put on enough weight
for a shapely figure as thousands of women have
by using this AMAZING SPECIAL FORMULA.
Poor appetite and lack of necessary vitamins
probably cause most cases of underweight. This
’’GLAMOR-FIGUR" FORMULA helps stimulate
your appetite to eat the proper amount of food
with enjoyment . . . ana gives you additional
vitamins to help you get the required daily adult
amount which contributes to your gaining the
normal weight. Remember, a shapely full figure
helps give you a more BEAUTIFUL BUSTLINE.
HELPS YOU LOOK AND FEEL BETTER, fills
out sunken cheeks, gives you more poise! Antoi¬
nette Donnelly, nationally known charm expert,
says: “19i5 styles are designed for curves; gone
from the fashion picture is the stringbean sil¬
houette." (from N. Y. Sunday News).

A FEW SATISFIED CUSTOMERS SAY:
(From Actual Unsolicited Letters)
GAINS 4 LBS. AT THE START

•*.../ have gained from your first order
lbs. . .

4

—Mrs. M. F., Los Angeles, Calil.
FEELS AND LOOKS BETTER

"My sister is taking your ‘ Glamor-Figur*
Formula, and I noticed how much better she
looks and feels . .
—Miss D. D., Bridgeport. Conn.
GAINED A LOT OF WEIGHT

. . / have tried one order—it was wonder ful. I have gained a lot of weight . .
—Miss C. E. W., Brooklyn. N. Y.

FREE

DOCTOR’S

MONEY!

c«Shptuh

?e°„Va

cent.
Try this Special
“GlamorFiRur*' Formula at our expense for 10
dav* and then fcee if he will notice
and admire your new more shapely
finure. Also FREE PERSONAL DIREC¬
TIONS.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
Delay is lost romance and health! Send
<-mnton NOW!
GUARANTEE SALES.
Dept.
C-1507,
20 Vesey St.. N. V. C.

I GUARANTEE SALES. Dept. C-1507
| 20 Vesey St.. N. Y. C. 7

with Vree
Personal Directions and Free Doctor’s Weight Gaining
Plan in plain wrapper. I will1 pay postman on delivery
98c plus postage.
If not satisfied
atisfii
within 10 days,
my money will be refunded.
□ Check, here if you wish 2 for only $1.69 with
11
offer

NAME...

Young Mother Delighted
With Writing Success
“After taking the N.I.A, course,
the first article submitted to a
top-flight
woman’s magazine,
resulted in its prompt accep¬
tance. Despite my domestic
duties, including the rearing
of a small daughter. I have
found time to write a dozen
stories, all of which have been
accepted. All potential writers
should sign up with N.I.A."—
Marcia Audrey Garden. 2302
West Main St.. Richmond 20
Va.

T

Writing Aptitude Test—FREE!

HE Newspaper Institute of America
offers a FREE Writing Aptitude Test.
Its object is to discover new recruits
for the army of men and women who add
to their income by fiction and article writ¬
ing. The Writing Aptitude Test is a simple
but expert analysis of your latent ability,
your powers of imagination, logic, etc. Not
all applicants pass this test. Those who do
are qualified to take the famous N. I. A.
course based on the practical training given
by big metropolitan dailies.
This is the New York City Copy Desk
Method which teaches you to write by
writing! You develop your individual style
instead of trying to copy that of others.
You “cover” actual assignments such as
metropolitan reporters get. Although you
work at home, on your own time, you are
constantly guided by experienced writers.
It is really fascinating work. Each week
you see new progress. In a matter of
months you can acquire the coveted “pro¬
fessional” touch. Then you’re ready for
market with greatly
improved chances of
making sales.
NOTICE TO

But the first step is to
take the Writing Apti¬
tude
Test.
It requires
but a few minutes and
costs nothing.
So mail
the coupon now.
Make
the first move towards
the most enjoyable and
profitable occupation—
writing for publication!
Newspaper
Institute
of
America, One Park Ave¬
nue, New York 16, N. Y.
(Founded 1925).

CANADIANS
Newspaper Insti¬
tute’s operations in
Canada have been
approved by the
Foreign Exchange
Control Board, and
to facilitate trans¬
actions, a special
permit has been
assigned to their
account with The
Canadian Bank
of
Commerce,
Montreal.

Newspaper Institute of America
One Park Ave., New York 16.N.Y.

f

Miss
Mrs.
Mr.

CITY.STATE.

D Check
ere il fcou wish to save postage by 6end.
mg only the price with coupon.
Same Money Back
| Guarantee.
Canada Orders—No C. O. D.
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“There is more room for new¬
comers in the writing field today
than ever before. Some of the
greatest of writing men and women
have passed from the scene in re¬
cent years. Who will take their
places? Who will be the new Rob¬
ert W. Chambers, Edgar Wallace,
Rudyard Kipling?
Fame, riches
and the happiness of achievement
await the new men and women of
power.”

§
Send me, without cost or obligation.
" your Writing Aptitude Test and further
information about writing for profit as promised
m Movieland, July.

ADDRESS..

I

Do you have that constant urge to write
but the fear that a beginner hasn’t a
chance? Then listen to what the editor
of Liberty, said on this subject:

*3#
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DON JUAN QUILLIGAN (20th CenturyFox)—Bill Bendix is in trouble—but
plenty! He’s the barge captain from
Brooklyn, Patrick Michael Quilligan,
and the moral of the story is that
marriage is a fine institution—BUT.
But being big-hearted is no excuse for
proposing to TWO girls (Joan Blondell and Mary Treen), and marrying
both of them isn’t exactly a logical
solution to the problem.
Advised by his pal Mac (Phil Sil¬
vers), Quilligan manages to get more
and more hopelessly involved, in
what’s the darnedest mess you’ve ever
seen. He invents a twin brother, writes
a suicide note, signs up for the Navy
only to discover that the Army wants
him, too—none of which works out as
expected, of course. Fact is, the pic¬
ture ends with Quilligan right back
where he started.

but can91 get started

Mail the Coupon
Note

A doctor's own plan for thin women . . . latest, safe,
scientific i lan is a marvelous ,ielp when used with the
“Glamor-Figur" Formula. Free if you ORDER NOW!
SEND NO

DIVORCE (Monogram) brings Kay
Francis back to the screen in the dual
role of star and co-producer. Not con¬
tent with the rapid acquisition and
disposition of four husbands, sophis¬
ticated Dianne Carter (Kay Francis)
tries to snag and buy the love of a
fifth—Bruce Cabot (his first picture
since his release from the Army).
Helen Mack, his wife, and mother of
his two children, finds out too late
that her husband has become the prey
of the “other woman.” An inter locutary decree is granted by Judge
Driscoll (Jerome Cowan). The “di¬
vorce” is averted when the husband
comes to his senses, and Kay Francis
departs from the town—alone at last!

To People
who wantto write

f
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Newspaper Institute of America

MY FAITH IS MY FORTUNE
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 381

say the least. But stick around and
see what kind of a guy he is, before
you make up your mind, and you
won’t be sorry.
In the first place, there are two
things more important to Alda than
this sudden good fortune: his family'
and his faith.
v
With a heritage of Latin geniality
and charm, Bob also inherited from
his Italian father a deep religious de¬
votion and a love for family that is
a delight to behold, particularly in
this day and age. His family is con¬
tinually appearing in his conversation
—his mother says this, or his father
advised that, his brother in the service
did this, and his sister who recently
married said that, and on and on,
without end.
“From my mother I believe I got a
sense of level-headedness and the de¬
sire to weigh things carefully before
making decisions, and from my father
a gregariousness and a yearning to
travel, which probably accounts for
my many show tours all over the
country.”
However, it speaks well for his
parents as well as for Bob that he
asks their advice and listens to it as
attentively at thirty as he did at
thirteen.
Of his own wife and son, Bob would
speak all day. She was his high school
sweetheart, and he lost his conserva¬
tive job in an architect’s office the day
after they were married. It has been
twelve years since then, and, according
to Bob, twelve years of having the
most courageously wonderful wife in
the world.
“Imagine foisting a burlesque career
upon an unsuspecting bride! Well,
whatever I did seemed all right with
Joan. As a matter of fact, she is the
‘one-in-a-million’ you read about.”
At this point, Alda was good for
another five hours on the subject of
Joan, and only the mention of his
nine-year-old son, Allie (short for
Alphonse, Bob’s real name) would
change the subject.
“Allie goes everywhere with me,
and has to pass judgment on all my
important decisions,” says Bob proud¬
ly. And he is very proud of the fact,
too, that Allie has now realized two
of his pet dreams—to have a pony
and a ranch.
For years Allie had spoken of the
pony he wanted. And about a year
ago, while the boy was negotiating
the purchase of a bicycle from a play¬
mate, Bob stalled off the barter by
asking Allie to wait until the next'
day before deciding.
“I’ll show you why this afternoon,”
he explained.
As soon as Bob finished work at the
studio, off they went to look at a
ranch Joan and Bob were consider¬
ing buying. Allie took one look at the
place, heard his father mention some¬
thing about ‘good grazing land for a
pony,’ and next day flatly announced
to the boy with the bike: “The deal’s
off!”
After the preview of the Gershwin
picture, Bob was anxious to get Allie’s
reactions.
“What did you think of it, Allie?”
he asked.
“All right, I guess.”

“Is that all you have to say?”
At this point, Allie, who is very,
very proud of his father-the-actor,
and most impressed with his fatheron-the-screen, stuck his hands in his
pockets, tossed his head to one side
and replied: “Whad d’you ’xpect me
to do, fer goshsakes—cry cuz it’s a sad
picture?”
There is a special tenderness in the
way Bob and Joan look at Allie
these days; for the greatest trial in
their lives, and the greatest test
of their faith, occurred with Allie’s
recent grave illness.
It was a year ago last Fall, during
the shooting of “Rhapsody in Blue,”
and the tension about the picture was
off and everyone in the cast was
feeling good. Bob was really warming
up to his part, and they were prepar¬
ing to shoot one of the Parisian
sequences, full of life and gayety—
when Bob was called to the ’phone.
It was Joan, a very worried Joan.
“Allie is ill!”
Everything went black for them,
for this was the one thing they always
feared. Their Allie had always been
filled with vitality and health, yet the
fear that something might happen to
him—it’s a fear most parents can
understand.
As the days went on, they learned
the bitter truth. Their son had been
stricken by the dreaded infantile
paralysis.
Truly their faith, which had always
been a guiding beacon for them, was
put to the acid test, in the months
that followed—seven long, uncertain
months when it seemed so terribly
wrong that a child so happy and so
beloved should be stricken by such a
terrible disease.
To both Bob and Joan it seemed
like the workings of a miracle that
little Allie was cured—so completely
cured that by April there was hardly
a trace of the illness left. (Actually,
the “miracle” was “assisted” by Sister
Kenny’s famous treatment.) Today,
he races about their new ranch at
Sunland (about 35 miles from the
Warner studio). Yes, and Allie has his
pony—thanks to Abbott and Costello,
who promised it to him as a reward
for “getting better.”
The Alda ranch is very near Dennis
Morgan’s place, except that there’s a
mountain separating the two proper¬
ties. Add note on that item: it’s the
current Hollywood joke that each
family is waiting for the other to dig
a tunnel for purposes of neighborly
communicating!
But the ranch has kept Bob busy
while anxiously awaiting release of
his first picture. (His next, “Cinderella
Jones,” is being held up to follow
“Rhapsody”.) Too, he has organized
a troupe of stock players and lesser
lights in the film world to play Holly¬
wood Canteen and camp shows for
thp
So “all’s well with Alda”, these
days—and that’s how it is that he
came to Hollywood, given the chance
of a lifetime, and was so thoroughly
able to take everything in stride.
Robert Alda learned the hard way—
and as he sees things, his faith, not
his success, is his fortune.
The End

NO DULL
DRAB HAIR
When You Use This Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
In one,simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 important things
to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:
1. Gives lustrous highlights.
2. Rinses away shampoo film.
3. Tints the hair as it rinses.
4. Helps keep hair neatly in place.
LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,
in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
At stores which sell toilet goods
25jS for 5 rinses
10(* for 2 rinses

California’s Newest

STARDOM
BLOUSES
|95 pius
POSTAGE
Each

You’ll love this smart sheer
or crepe Classic Blouse created
in glamorous Hollywood. Full
sleeves with ruffled cuff.
WHITE or BLACK. Sizes 32
to 38. $4.95 plus postage.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Sport Fiesta Blouse of lusci¬
ous rayon crepe, shantung and
other desirable materials.
Braided trim. Full puff sleeves.
WHITE, BLACK, GOLD,
AQUA. Sizes 32 to 38. $4.95
plus postage.

PROMPT DELIVERY
SEND NO MONEY
WE SHIP C. O. D.

(Or send money order or cashier’s
check plus 25c mailing fee to save
C.O.D. charges).

| STARDOM OF HOLLYWOOD Dept. H-7
I 303 West Pico, Los Angeles S, California

j Send

me CLASSIC BLOUSE at $4.95 plus postoge.

I Color-Sire| Send me STARDOM FIESTA BLOUSE ot $4.95 plus postage
I (Mark 1st and 2nd color choice)
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CASS DALEY
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 401

laughing only when her hand was
firmly placed across the lower part
of her face, a trick that only added
to her ungainliness.
When she was twelve she went
4 * l <)
i J M4
sledding one evening, turned over the
sled and gashed her leg open just
These are
above the knee. When a frantic Mrs.
often
symptoms of
Daley got Cass to the hospital, the
ATHLETE’S
young interne, alone on duty, blanched
FOOT!
and said the leg would have to be
removed. Cass’ mother, however, re¬
fused to sign the legal releases essen¬
tial to allow a physician to perform
such an operation. Young Dr. Chanley,
who, incidentally, is still practicing at
the Frankfort hospital, went to work
ATEX is the effective way to help
when gangrene set in, scrubbed the
relieve agonizing contagious fun¬
wound with alcohol, then excised the
gus foot infections!
putrefied flesh. He fought for days to
SIMPLE to use — no bathing — no
smearingl ATEX—a safe guicJc-acfsave that leg.
ing powder—produces desired re¬
Cass, lying gloomily in bed and
sults in a few days when used
scowling upon the dreary winter
according to
directions!
ATEX
landscape, promised herself that if
works while you walkI—Banishes
embarrassing foot odors too! Thou¬
she lost that leg and was excluded
sands say — "ATEX works like
from the play of her friends, she
magic."
would commit suicide. She became so
Send for full supply of ATEX to¬
interested in the violent and dramatic
day, only $1.00 post-paid—money
back guarantee if not entirely
means by which she would end her
satisfied.
life that she fell asleep. This caused
her fever to recede. Gradually the leg
began to heal. And there came a day
MEDICO DISTRIBUTORS, Inc., Dept H6-IO4I
when she stepped forth on her two
312 W. Randolph St, Chicago 6, III.
good legs, without even limping. She
I enclose $-for-cans of ATEX
carried a scar that to this day is
frightening to see. For a long time
Name_
she wouldn’t go swimming for fear
Address.
people would stare. She was cured
of that by a man who will appear in
City_
this story admirably and prominently
State_
a little later. He told her to wear a
bathing suit and to return the stares
of the rude. Make them ashamed of
themselves. So she did.
When she was 15, Cass decided that
it was high time for her to help the
family financially. The family was
small—only her mother, step-father
(the Daley parents had been divorced
and each partner had remarried), and
her older brother, but those were
Get a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme thi9 evening
depression years and the family in¬
—use as directed before going to bed—look for big im¬
provement in the morning. In a few days surface blem¬
come was sparse.
ishes, muddiness, freckles, even pimples of outward
Cass made arrangements to work
origin should be gone. A clearer, fairer, smoother looking
for a candy company. Her job con¬
skin. Sold on money back guarantee at all drug toiletry
counters. 30 million jars already used. Ask for Imperial
sisted of wrapping pieces of hard
size, or write for a generous Free Sample to Golden
candy in cellophane, and her pay was
Peacock Co., Inc., Paris, Tennessee.
gauged not by a count of the pieces
actually wrapped, but by a system of
CAN NOW HAVE weighing the cellophane wrappers
STUNNING EYELASHES issued. A stack of cellophane about
two inches high was credited to each
A Doctor’s Formula
For Easy Quick Treatment
girl for the princely sum of lc. (When
For Lovely Eyelashes
that stack was gone, they had earned
a penny!) The girls, in the im¬
memorial manner of the exploited
finding a way to lessen the exploita¬
tion, made frequent trips to the dress¬
ing room. Sometimes they stuffed the
papers into their blouses, but this was
an unreliable system because of their
forgetfulness when they untied their
tight aprons.
The girls reported at seven in the
morning and worked until five, yet
Cass was thrilled by the fact that she
Nothing gives you such a feeling of glamour as lovely,
silky lashes and bright sparkling eyes. Lovelier eye¬
earned $6.00 each and every week.
lashes spotlight your eyes. Make them more appealing
She took the check home to her
by the new easy SILKILASH method. All you do is rub
SILKILASH gently along the edges of the lids with the
mother with a small smile of pride.
brush that comes with your kit. Do this until the lashes
As she was under 16, state law re¬
reach the desired loveliness. Your choice of black,
brown or neutral. State shade desired. FREE instruc¬
quired Cass to continue her schooling
tions and treatise on eye beauty care with each order.
10 months’ supply, including Federal tax and postage
one day each week. Usually she chose
only $2 complete or $2.35 C.O.D. (Sorry, no samples.)
to attend on Friday because she was
If not delighted, money back. (No C.O.D. outside of
U. S.)
so tired by that time that any respite
AVALON LANE CO., Dept. B-75
was heavenly. Most of the kids she
220 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

PERSPIRE*

GET QUICK RELIEF!

^ATEX

Money Back
If Blackheads
Don’t Disappear

YOU
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No one need ever know about that ugly superfluous
hair on face or lips if you follow this amazing, different
Caress way. This thrilling, modern, scientific method
has helped thousands of otherwise lovely women from
Hollywood to Miami to new beauty. It is so new and
revolutionary, it has been granted a U. S. Patent. Just
a twist of the wrist every few days and you need never
see a superfluous hair on your face again. No smelly
liquid or possibly injurious wax or paste. No after
stubble—will not irritate the skin or stimulate hair growth.

Wonderful for arms and legs
Hair off legs, arms, face in 9 seconds or double your
money back. Send no money. Simply mail coupon below.
Comes in plain wrapper. On arrival, pay postman $1.49
plus postage for deluxe package. Pay no tax. If cash
accompanies order, we pay postage. Rush coupon today.
i-————— — — — ———— — — i

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Scott-Nelson Co., Box 109-B
116 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.
Please send me a CARESS Home Treatment for
superfluous hair. I’ll pay postman $1.49 plus
postage. If I am not satisfied after 7 days. I’ll
return it for refund of double my purchase price.
(If you send cash we pay postage.)
Name.
Address...
City.State..

j
j

L_

i a /Vu/&te
MAKE $25-$35 A WEEK

You can learn practical nursing at home
in spare time. Course endorsed by phy¬
sicians. Thousands of graduates. 46th
yr. One graduate has charge of 10-bed
hospital.
Another saved $400 while
learning.
Equipment included. Men,
women 18 to 60.
High School not
required. Easy tuition payments. Trial plan. Write today.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 457.
100 East Ohio Street. Chicago II. 111.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name__
City_State_

Smart Genuine

DIAMOND
Cc

QC

RINGS

each or
both for

CO QC

Y’ou will just love these beautiful
lO Karat Yellow Gold Engagement
and Wedding rings, set with spar¬
kling Genuine chip Diamonds, a
perfect reproduction of much more
expensive rings. SEND NO MONEY.
Just send name, address and ring
size. Pay Postman on delivery plus
postage and Federal tax.
Keep
rings 7 days on Money-back Guarantee.

CLARK RING CO.. Depf. 356. Box 5151, Chicago

MEET YOUP FAVORITE

WovieftaA
Finest Selection of Photos of all well known

MOVIE STARS
PINUP GALS
ALL ORIGINAL LATEST POSES.
ALSO SCENES FROM ALL RECENT FILMS.

|*Q FE Star and Pin-up Folder
■ iVlaC with each order.

PROMPT DELIVERY
from the world’s FOREMOST movie
Photo concern. Customers tell us
,
our photos are SUPER. You TOO A*",
will agree after your first
order. Beautiful glossy
photos for discriminating
. /.
fans. Size 8x10, 4
■ %
Tr
for $1. 12 for $2.50
*
— *
postpaid. Send
M.O. or U.S. 3c
stamps. Address
Dept. 622.

BRAM STUDIO
306 W. 44 th.ST.

NEW YORK 18,N.Y.

had known in school were doing the
same thing Cass was, so they were too
exhausted to learn much during their
single day of training—they merely
fraternized.
Two months of the candy factory
proved to be all Cass could stand. For
one thing, she would get so hungry
in mid-morning and mid-afternoon
that she would gorge candy, then she
would be ill most of the night. Clearly
it was a mug’s game.
Besides, she had heard about a girl
friend who had a much better deal.
The friend was working in a hosiery
mill, so Cass abandoned sweetmeats
to become a stocking trimmer and
tier. The nomenclature of the mill
fascinated her: there were leggers,
footers, toppers, loopers, seamers, fit¬
ters, and dyers. The loopers were her
heroines. They had extremely long
fingernails and with a few deft move¬
ments they could fan the stitches of
an entire stocking onto a new set of
needles.
Pay at the hosiery mill was muni¬
ficent in comparison to candy wages.
Cass earned II/2C for each dozen pairs
of hose she trimmed. So intense were
her efforts that, during a usual day,
she trimmed between 75 and 100
dozen pairs. When she had an accident
and snipped a stocking or two, she
saved them, took them home and
soaked them in tea until they had
reached a wearable hue. (Raw, un¬
dyed silk stockings range in color be¬
tween nauseous apricot to lavender.)
Twelve dollars a week from stock¬
ing-trimming seemed such swank
earnings that Cass remained there for
eight months. Moreover, she was hav¬
ing fun. Her fellow employees had
learned that Cass could mimic al¬
most anyone she had ever heard
or seen, with devastating accuracy.
At luncheon time, the girls would
munch sandwiches and beg Cass to
put on a floorshow for them. One noon
she was giving an hilarious imitation
of their foreman, when that gentle¬
man walked in.
So, the next week, Cass got a job
in a knitting mill. She and another
girl were stationed in the center of
a room about fifty feet long. Empty
spools of thread were carried on one
moving belt, and filled spools were
strung on the other. It was Cass’ job
to remove the empty spool with one
hand, and to replace it with a fresh
spool, using the other hand. The oper¬
ation could only be accomplished if
one adopted a primitive, jerking
rhythm . . . jerk, spool . . . one
two . . . jerk, spool . . . wait, wait
. . . jerk, spool . . . one, two.
Within a week Cass was eating her
meals according to this syncopation.
When she couldn’t stir a saucepan on
the stove without wanting to replace
it with the clock hanging near-by, she
decided that she had better quit. Such
things unstring one.
The following Saturday night, Cass,
her date, and a group of their friends
dropped into one of their hangouts,
The Red Mill. It was an informal spot
where members of the audience were
invited to provide the floor show.
Someone
in
Cass’
party
let
it
be known that they had a pretty
smooth singer and impersonator in
their group. Cass had coon-shouted
at neighborhood parties since school
days, but when she was asked to ap¬
pear in public for the first time she
almost went back to the candy factory.
She sang, of course, because there
was no way to get out of it, but it

HOW DID
SHE DO

IT?
SHE PUT ON 18 LBS.
IN 12 WEEKS
THIS SAFE, DOCTOR’S WAT!
A doctor has experience with the scientific use of tonics, and knows how they
work. Doctors know the easiest and best way for you to build yourself up, and
add attractive pounds to your form. Being skinny robs you of much of your
pleasure in wearing smarter styles and in enjoying yourself. Dr. Edward
Parrish M.D. will show you how to fill out your figure. The Doctor will show
you how you may gain from 8 to 24 lbs. by the doctor’s own proven method.
Dr. Edward Parrish M.D. is a well known doctor and a Specialist on nutrition.
Write to Dr. Parrish today. He will send you full easy directions on what you
should eat and on taking his Prescription B-7. You will usually begin to gain
from 2 to 3 ounces daily and your body will be fortified by the calcium, vitamins
and minerals in Dr. Parrish’s Prescription B-7. As you gain and your figure
appears more natural and lovely, you will also have more energy and pep.
Prescription B-7 contains calcium and many necessary vitamins and minerals
which you need to be more healthy and happy. Just follow the doctor’s easy direc¬
tions and you will join the thousands of women who have found the secret to a
better healthier figure with Dr. Parrish’s help. Write today.
Send no money. Send only your name and address. Pay $2
plus postage when you get Dr. Parrish’s advice and Dr.
Parrish’s Prescription B-7—or if you wish, you can save
postage and C.O.D. fee by mailing $2 with your letter.
Write -plainly and clearly. Address your letter to Dr. Edward
Parrish, c/o Edward Parrish Medicine Company, Inc., 17 East
48th Street, Dept. 236, New York 17, N. Y.
NOTE: Dr. Parrish’s Directions and his Prescription B-7
are guaranteed to help you or your money hack. It is guar¬
anteed to be safe. Dr. Parrish is a former County Health
Medical Officer of the State of New York.

%» ENLARGEMENT

Just to get acquainted, we will beautifully enlarge your favorite snap¬
shot, photo, Kodak picture, print or negative to 5x7
inches, if you enclose this ad with & 3c stamp for return
mailing.
Please include color of hair and eyes and get
our new Bargain Offer giving you your choice of handsome
frames with a second enlargement beautifully hand tinted
in natural lifelike colors and sent on approval. Your orig¬
inal returned with your enlargement.
Send today.
DEAN STUDIOS, Dept. 1241,

"W*

211 W. 7th St., Des Moines, Iowa

RING
IT V

STAMP
VAN JOHNSON
MGM Star

ENGAGEMENT^!
TEN
DAYS' TRIAL—
SEND NO MONEY
Introductory offer: With every
order for smart, new. Sterling
Silver Solitaire engagement
ring we will include with¬
out extra charge exquisite
wedding ring set with
eight imitation diamonds
matching in tire and bril¬
liance the beautiful imita¬
tion Diamond solitaire en¬
gagement ring (the perfect
bridal pair). Send no money
with order. Just name, address and
ring size. We ship both rings in lovely
gift box immediately and you make just 2
easy payments of $3 each, total only $6. We
trust you. No red tape as you make first pay¬
ment and 20% Federal tax to postman on
arrival then balance any time within 30 days
Money-back guarantee. War conditions make
supply limited- Act NOW.
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. T-12, Jefferson. Iowa

HOW
ONLY
12 for SI .00
I
i
!

Simply super! Newest
poses! Just list your
favorites and second
choices. Smallest orfler, 20c.

#
W\
# PoJi*b]e
# or

Jfr

.

DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE,

Dept. mIs
Box 953 Church St. Annex, N. Y. 8, N. Y.
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FORM-TABS contain Vitamins A, Bl, C. D,
and G (B2) plus calcium pantothenate, phos¬
phorus, and iron—which may be the vitamin
and mineral supplement you need for that
improved appetite and added weight that
often means added curves on your figure.
A well developed, shapely, normal figure
attracts, inspires, and often leads to love
and
romance.
Use
the BEAUTY FCRMMETHOD to help you gain normal weight,
thereby often transforming your figure into
adorable rounded curves.

F

l% p p with

K fc
t
■■

your

CHEST

every order:
Special
Brochure on HOW TO IMPROVE the appearance of
and FIGURE.

Order the BEAUTY FORM-METHOD today.
Only $2.00, postpaid if remittance accom¬
panies order, or C.O.D. plus postage.
Try it for 10 days
at our risk.
You must be satisfied or we guarantee to
refund your money.

BEAUTY AIDS
89 Flatbush Ave., Dept. 6-BM, Brooklyn 17, N. Y.

% VICTORY
PHOTO
PILLOW TOP
Preserve for all time your treas
ured favorite photos. Any photo i
or snapshot enlarged on fine,
grade
fabric
like
illustration,1
Size 18x18
symbolizing Freedom and DeOnly $1.98
mocracy. Will last life-time. Can
Postpaid
be washed. Guaranteed perma¬
nent. Mail photo and £1.98. Advise ordering at
©nee while materials are available.
Money back
guarantee; safe return of photo.

TEXTILE PHOTO CRAFTS
1448 N. Stanley Ave. Dept. H Hollywood 46, Calif.

Checked in a JIFFY

Relieve Itching caused by eczema, ath¬
lete’s foot, 8cabbies, pimples and other
Itching conditions. Use cooling, medi¬
cated D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves it—
or money back. Don’t suffer. Ask your
druggist today for D.D.D. Prescription.

SHORTHAND in
£ Weeks at Home
Famous Speedwriting system, no signs
or symbols. Easy to learn; easy to write
and transcribe. Fast preparation for a job. Surpris¬
ingly low cost. 100,000 taught by mail. Used in lead¬
ing offices and Civil Service. Write for free booklet to

BEAUTIFY CONTOURS,
EASILY, QUICKLY!
New, lovely proportions for your
legs: hips, thighs, calves, ankles,
etc.—in this healthful, new, as¬
tonishingly easy way. Only a few
minutes per day in your own home.
EFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS!
Used successfully by hundreds
of smart women everywhere.
WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!
Surprise everyone; get started now, without obligation,
by mailing coupon immediately to

ADRIENNE
915 SHREVE BLDG., Salon Q. SAN FRANCISCO,8, CAL
NAME..
ADDRESS....
CITY...STATE.
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Frank Kinsella, and gave Cass a fight
talk. “A good performer is one who
puts his audience at ease,” he said.
“You only make people uncomfort¬
able when you try to hide your teeth.
Walk out, show your teeth in a big
grin, and get that part of your intro¬
duction over. Say to them, in effect,
‘Folks, my teeth aren’t so hot, but I
don’t care, so don’t let it make a bit
of difference to you.’ Then give them
your song routine, and you’ll have
them in the palm of your hand.” He
closed the talk by giving her his card
and saying that if she ever came to
New York, or if she ever needed a
night club job, to get in touch with
him. He said he’d see what he could do.
To this day Cass isn’t sure why she
saved Frank Kinsella’s card that night.
She intended to get another hosiery
job on Monday, or go to work for
another knitting mill. But she saved
that card anyhow.
As she was leaving, the proprietor
of the Red Mill asked Cass if she’d
like to work for him. Not much of
a job, he explained. All she would
have to do would be as follows:
operate the spotlights during the
paid floor show; run the hat check
stand; sell cigarettes; sing a comedy
number each night. No salary, of
course, but she could have the earn¬
ings from the checking and tobacco
concessions, and she would be gain¬
ing “theatrical” experience.
Cass said that it sounded like a
restful job, and took it.
During her employment at the Red
Mill, Cass began to lay the basis for
her comedy singing routines. Notice
how the will-to-win comes into the
story at this point. She perfected a
song called “Lament Of A Laundry
Girl”—very clean, of course, but
sudsy as a barrel of beer. She still
sings it. She also began to lay the
foundation for her collection of
Daley’s Dozen, a series of medleys to
which she is still adding. You’ve heard
her sing many of these over the air.
When Cass and the Red Mill manager
clashed over the question: should a
girl have to work 17 hours a day,
Cass debated the negative side of the
case, and quit.
But she knew then that show busi¬
ness was her metier. She got a job at
a nearby Walkathon. (The walkathoners danced or walked for 45
minutes, then rested for 15 minutes;
during the rest period various enter¬
tainers amused the foregathered au¬
dience.) Cass was originally hired for
3 days, but she proved to be so popu¬
lar that she was invited to remain
an additional 3 days. She knew then
that she had “arrived,” because she
had been awarded her first holdover.
Working on the same bill with Cass
was a character of whom you may
have heard. Chap named Red Skelton.
Her booking closed successfully at
the Walkathon, Cass remembered the
card of that nice Mr. Kinsella. For a
week, Cass and her mother cooked up

make first payment and 20%
Federal Tax
to postman
on
arrival,
then
balance
any
time within 30 days. Money
back
guarantee.
Supply
limited.
Send name, ad¬
dress, ring size today.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.
Dept. T-18, Jefferson, Iowa
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hand finished, highly polished h
of delight that capture the heart
Exquisitely HAND ENGRAVED

Wear 10 days on MONEY
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and 20% Federal tax, or mail $1
tax. Supply is limited, so write

International Diamond Co., 2251 Calum

Plated with Pure STERLING SILVER
On Reinforced Nickel Plated Steel Base
You'll love this beautiful Tableware Set of exquisite grace
and design, life-long Quality, and sparkling beauty. A luxurious
treasure you’ll enjoy for years to come. You’ll be proud to
have this lovely Bet grace your table—proud to have your
friends see thie beautifully matched, perfectly balanced.
Tableware Set. Consists of 6 beautifully designed knives,
6 forks, 12 teaspoons, 6 soup spoons._

GIVEN

Beautiful 30-Piece Tableware Chest and
F. a Rogers Silver Polishing Cloth
_with Every Order_

SEND NO MONEY—10 Day Trial in Yow Own Homn
Y«1 we mean it. Examine the set for 10 full days. Upon
arrival, pay postman only $9.95 plus postage. Order now
before we are all sold out. You'll be delighted!
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK/
Great American Sale* Co., 2226 Silverton Way, Dept. 515,Chicago 16 IIL
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Make your shirts, handker¬
chiefs, blouses, linens, slips,
etc., personal—and add to
their attractiveness with these
new Stamp-On Initials. A
thrifty way
to assure
you
of
laundry
identification.
Just
press your initials on with a hot iron,
will not run. Suitable for any fabric.
All initials except Q, V, X, and Y.
Package containing 3 dozen sets of
initials, only $1.00 postpaid, or C.O.D.
'lus postage.
Be sure to state your
nitiafs. BEAUTY AIDS. Dept. 7-BH,
89 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn 17, N. Y.

f

INDIAN zw. MOCCASINS
HOUSE SLIPPERS — BEADED
INDIAN STYLE White Fur Trim¬
med.
Not
Rationed—for
Women
sizes 3 to 9—with Fur $4.00 pr.
Without Fur $3.00.
Remarkable
Value! Long wearing. Comfortable,
Attractive, Cozy.
Children’s sizes
available.
Satisfaction
GUARAN¬
TEED. Send Check, Money Order
or C.O.D. plus postage.

RADIO CITY GIFT SHOP
Box

79

G.

New York

C.

Annex

17, N. Y.

PICTURE
RING $1.

Exquisite Onyx-like Picture Ring—rnac.- ..—
any photo. Send Ho Money! Mai photo with paper
atrip for ring 6ize. Pay postman only $1.00 pins postre. Hand tinted 25c extra. Photo returned with ring.
oney back guarantee. Send photo and ring size now.

a

PORTRAIT RING CO., Dept. K-162. CINCINNATI, O.

As ail INTRODUCTORY OFFER
we will send you a beautiful
HAND COLORED Professional
Enlargement FREE with your
order of six BLACK & WHITE
ENLARGEMENTS.
Six 5x7 for
$2.94 or six 8x10 enlargements
for $2.64.
Single enlargement
5x7 costs 39© or 8x10 49c. Mail
your photo, snapshot or negative
(any sire) mother, father, sister,
soldier, group pictures, etc. Y our
original %elll he returned un¬
harmed.
color of eyes,
hair, and clothing.
MaiL Money Order or War
Stamps, or pay postman on arrival plusTt few cents
postage.

MAX CHIHKES.
1697 BrocKlway

Photographer (Dept. H)
New York 19, N. Y.

as exotic a group of dresses as ever
flashed across the stage at the Bijou,
then Cass packed her grip and went
to New York.
Just to make this story different,
may we tell you that Mr. Kinsella
had meant what he had said that night
in Philly, and he was actually GLAD
to see Cass! He booked her almost
immediately into a small night-club
in Tuckahoe. Before opening night he
said, “Let’s see what sort of clothing
you brought with you? Your opening
night outfit is pretty important, you
know.”
Cass gave him a style show. When
she appeared in a black dress,
resplendent with curled black ostrich
feathers around the neck, sleeves and
hem, Mr. Kinsella casually cut off the
plumes. Cass managed to hide her
horror. Then Frank provided a single,
handsome clip to be worn on her
shoulder.
“That’s the stuff,” he said. “You’re
the entertainer in this act, not your
dress.”
Cass was an instant success in
Tuckahoe. She was booked for two
years and Frank Kinsella became her
manager. From that moment, the up¬
ward climb was easy. She worked at
the Hollywood Restaurant and Inter¬
national Casino in New York, and
toured with Ozzie Nelson’s band. She
worked in The Follies with Fanny
Brice and Gypsy Rose Lee. She toured
the British Isles in 1938, and then re¬
turned to New York to co-star with
Joe Penner in “Yokel Boy.”
She married Frank Kinsella in the
midst of their joint success, and came
to Hollywood—that Valhalla where
good entertainers always go.
At present Cass and Frank live in
a charming seven-room bungalow in
North Hollywood. In their spare time,
both work on Frank’s coin and stamp
collection. When that becomes wear¬
ing, they work side by side in the
garden.
They are antique enthusiasts, and
on one occasion they bought THREE
old-fashioned pump organs. One they
decided to keep, and the other two
have been disposed of to covetous, ad¬
miring friends.
Cass is miserly about old curtains
and old pictures. Even when curtains
have reached the lattice stage, she has
them cleaned, then puts them away,
saying, “We might need them some¬
day.” Old pictures she saves in neat
stacks in the closet. Contrariwise, she
has her extravagances. She goes wild
in the perfume department of any
lush shop and buys like mad. She is
also unreasonable about the purchase
of handbags (currently owns about
30) and is continually troubled by
advertisements describing others that
appeal to her.
The nicest thing that ever happened
to her? Well, last Christmas, for the
first time in her adult life, Cass was
living in a home of her own. She sent
for her mother to join the Kinsella
couple, and they had a roaring holi¬
day. They actually had two huge
trees, royally decorated. And they
bought presents for everyone they
knew, out of sheer delight to be able
to spend without skinning the pennies.
To Cass, her success and her fame
seem like parts of an iridescent wak¬
ing dream. It doesn’t seem quite real.
Yet, hers is a story that proves that
you, and you, and you can win your
heart’s desire.
The End

Who Needs VITAMINS?
I DO YOU SUFFER FROM
THESI SYMPTOMS
1

YES

NO

WHEN DUE TO
VITAMIN DFFICIENCY
VITAMIN A aids
growth and prevents
certain infections.

Do you have frequent
colds and other simi»
lar infections?

Is your appetite poor?
Do you tire easily?

VITAMIN Bl oids in
building better appe¬
tite and good muscle
tone.

Are your gums firm
and heolthy?

VITAMIN C shown to
be of help in keep¬
ing gums and teeth
healthy.

Are your bones
healthy, sturdy and
good?

VITAMIN D is neces¬
sary for good bones
and teeth.

Are you depressed,
weary, underweight,
generally run-down?

VITAMIN G(B2) o
distinct aid in gener*
al well being.

The "check-chart” will enable you to see for
yourself just how you can use Vitamins for your
own benefit. See how you rate—then try PanoPlex All 8’s every day for year ’round results.
Pano-Plex is unlike ordinary single vitamins
since it includes full or more than full mini¬
mum daily requirements of all 8 Basic Vita¬
mins: A — Bi—B2 (G) — Be—C—D as well as
Niacin Amide and 10 milligrams of CALCIUM
PANTOTHENATE—important factors of the
B complex family. To all these is added a
daily capsule of Vitamin "E”.

YEAR’ROUND BUOYANT HEALTH
Often in Spring and Summer increased body
activity burns up more energy and is apt to
reduce res istance to colds and other infections.
For vibrant health and buoyant energy you
should have your daily minimum of vitamins
as provided by Pano-Plex All 8’s.

Is Something Missing from YOUR Vitamins?
Pano-Plex All 8’s
the d aily minimum
Vitamin "E” which
has caused so much
discussion among
obstetricians, gyne¬
cologists and other
medical men.

PA.Y0PLEX
« «*SIC VI!AMINS$
PIUS “I”

Ask for FREE Vitamin
Selector.T ells you what
vitaminsyoumay need.

ORDER TODAY
Try Pano-Plex All 8’s
for 10 days. If
not satisfied re*
turn balance of
box for full refund. Use cou¬
pon to ORDER
AT ONCE.
The Meltone Company, Dept. 1009-A
116 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, IllEnclosed find a money-order for which send me
Pano-Plex All 8 Vitamins checked below post¬
paid.
□ 21 days supply $1.79 □ 60 days supply $4.79
□ 6 months supply $9-58
□ Send me FREE Vitamin Selector
NAME..-.
ADDRESS..-..
CITY..-..STATE....- ,

BRUSH AWAY

GRAY
HAIR
|...AND LOOK IO
f YEARS YOUNGER
Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale _■
streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it—or your money back. Used tor 30 years by thou¬
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent Is
purely vegetable. Cannot aflect waving of hair. Lasting—
does not wash out. Just brush or comb it In. One applica¬
tion Imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
60c and *1.65 (5 times as much) at druggists on moneyback guarantee. Get BROWNATONE now. or send for
free test bottle. Mention natural color of your hair. Write
today-BRO WNATONE, Dept. 928, COVINGTON, KY-
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of the service. U.S.A.
States of America.

stands

for

Porter, and Warner Anderson.

United

Rem

SEND NO MONEY

AT 20TH CENTURY-FOX:

ay P

$3.60 for two, plus postage and 20% "Federal tax or. send
rice and tax and we’ll pay postage. PHOTO RETURNED
NHARMED WITH PIN.
Wear ^in 10 days, and if not
positively thrilled, return for
refund.

B

Photo Pin Jewelers

179 W. Washington St.
Dept. 103, Chicago 2. III.

Stunning Eyelashes
spell Attraction, Romance
Don’t let your eyes appear dull, drab, unattractive . . .
rob you of popularity.
Improve their beauty with LASHEEN, the new discovery that adds glorious, exciting
allurement in just a few seconds. LASHEEN is not a
mascara, but a scientific waterproof formula specially
prepared to promote graceful, luxuriant eyelashes.
Just
apply LASHEEN on your own eyelashes . . . you can
practically see them grow silkier, softer more appealing
. . see them sparkle with tantalizing new charm. Your
choice of black, brown, or neutral. State shade desired.
Full year’s supply, including Federal Tax and postage only
$2.00. (If C.O.D., $2.35.) No C.O.D. to Canada. Order
LASHEEN today—now—on our money-back guarantee.
LASHEEN. 220 Broadway. Dept. B-7. New York 7. N. Y.

TRAIN

Wo build, strengthen the vocal organs—
not with singing lessons—but by sound, sci¬
entifically correct silent and vocal exercises,
and absolutely guarantee complete satisfaction
with results. Write for Voice Book, FREE. Sent to no
one under 17 years old unless signed by parent.
PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 634-B, Kimball Hall Bldg., Chicago 4, III.

Your Photo on
250 Stamps
Use them on Letters,
Books, Greeting Cards
It’s new! It’s exciting! Your
favorite photo or snapshot re¬
produced on smart, exclusive
stamps. Large-sized (1%" x
1%") on fine gummed paperjust wet the back and apply.
That man of yours in service
will get a real thrill seeing
your picture in every letter.

Hundreds of Novel Uses
Photo Stamps can be used on
greeting cards, announcements,
business cards, job applica¬
tions, etc. Identify your books,
records, sheet music, etc.
PH0T0PLATE CO., Dept. 175
161 W. Harrison St., Chicago, S

THE DOLLY SISTERS, dancing in
Technicolor, is distinguished by the
work of Betty Grable, John Payne,
June Haver, S. Z. Sakall, Reginald
Gardiner, Frank Latimore, Trudy
Marshall, Sig Ruman and Colette
Lyons. Don’t miss this one—as if you
would!
DRAGONWYCK is the picturization of the novel about the fragile and
innocent girl who finds herself mar¬
ried to a Simon Legree-Heathcliff.
Gene Tierney, Glenn Langan, Vincent
Price (wait until you see him as the
French Ambassador in A ROYAL
SCANDAL before you select a pin¬
up boy for 1945), Ann Revere, Walter
Huston, Spring Byington, Jane Nigh
and Ruth Ford.
KITTEN ON THE KEYS is a
musical
in
Technical.
Maureen
O’Hara, Dick Haymes, Harry James,
Reginald Gardiner, Stanley Prager
and B. S. Pully guarantee a good pic¬
ture. Did you know that Zev Confrey,
who wrote “Kitten On The Keys,”
died recently?

FISK IND
-Fisk Building. 2

AT UNITED ARTISTS:

■
■

YOUNG WIDOW is the picture that
everyone said Ida Lupino wouldn't
make, but it is now in its third week
of production with Louis Hayward,
Marie McDonald (The Body), Penny
Singleton (too pretty to be tied to the
Blondie pictures forever), Spring By¬
ington, and Connie Gilchrist.

AT UNIVERSAL:

Send No Money
You don't risk on© cent —
simply send photo or snap¬
shot
(no
negatives).
On
arrival, pay postman $1.69
plus
C.O.D.
postage
on
MONEY-BACK GUARAN¬
TEE. If cash accompanies
order,
we
pay
postage.
Original
photo
returned.
Mail

your

order

462 Niagara St.,

TODAY!

SECRET AGENT X-9 is a continu¬
ation of the serial in which Jan Wiley,
Lloyd Bridges, Keye Luke, Samuel S.
Hinds, and Edmund Cobb appear over
the edge of a cliff, dangling from the
window of a burning building, or
being spurned by a ration board.
HEAR THAT TRUMPET TALK ac¬
centuates the reat beat with Noah
Beery, Jr., Danny Morton, Lois Collier,
John Litel, Steven Geray, and Cole¬
man Hawkins. Yowsah.
UNCLE HARRY is a thriller with
George Sanders (a full length story
about him will soon appear in this
magazine), Geraldine Fitzgerald, Ella
Raines, Moyna McGill and Sarah All¬
good.

mane
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AT WARNERS:

The radiance and beauty of this new style, lovely bracelet
will delight you. Completely set all around with large
sparkling, faceted stones in delicately crafted links. Beautiful
Gold color flbish. You’ll love this smart bracelet. Art istically
designed with YOUR OWN gorgeous simulated Birthstones.
Give birth month. A precious possession you’ll value for
years. Adorable matching Earrings lend glamour to your ears.

.

fib

SEND NO MONEY-Wear on 10 Day Trial

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back.
Pay postman
C.O.D. on arrival, plus postage and tax. SPECIAL PRICE:
Both Bracelet and Earrings only $2.79. You’ll be delighted.
International Diamond Co.,2251 Calumet Ave., Dept. 95. Chicago 16,111.

A STOLEN LIFE is now in its third
month of production, with Bette
Davis, Glenn Ford, Walter Brennan,
Charlie Ruggles, and Dane Clark. Be¬
cause Bette plays twins, the picture
has to be photographed through the
offices of a technical device known as
a split-screen. A scene will be shot,
showing Bette talking to her twin
sister, seated in a chair. That portion

Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugl
embarrassing scaly ski
disease Psoriasis App
non-staining Dermo

Thousands do for sc
spots on body or sca
Grateful users, often a
years of suffering, re
the scales have gone,
red patches gradually
they enjoyed the thril
is used by many docto
ment to give definite
funded without quest
generous trial bottle t
Test it yourself. Resu
your test bottle. Cauti
plainly. Don’t delay.
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1 Star
? - St a r
3 Star
4 Star
5 Star
6 Star

S1100
1

flag
flag
flag
flag
Flag
Flag

Here isthe most thrilling Service
Flag of all—a gorgeous, colorful
flag by day, and a shining, glowing
flag by night! Folkswho pass your
home on the darkest night can see
the star shine and glisten to tell
the world that your loved one is in
the service of his country! Made
of fine quality Celanese, in rich
red, white and blue colors, with a
gorgeous golden fringe, and
sturdy twisted cord for hanging.

-SI 00
-SI IS
-SI.25
-SI 35
-S' 45
-SI.55
x mi j
8end your name and address today, a postcardwill do, telling us if you want one, two, three
or more stars. Gold or Silver stars available at no extra
cost. Pay postman correct amount as listed above, plus post¬
age, when fla$ is delivered. Or save money by sending price of
Hag wanted with order and we pay al 1 postage. I f not delight ed
return in 6 days and your money wil 1 be refunded. Order today 1

SEND NO MONEY

GLOW-FLAGS
CO 179 W- Washington St.,
lLMUOVU.DeptW-77 Chicago 2, III.

\PERSOHAL STAT/ONW!\
Your Name & Address Elegantly
Printed on 40 Sheets Whippet Bond &
20 Matching Envelopes • • • only •••
We will elegantly print anyone'e
name and address, business or per¬
sonal style, on 40 sheets of crisp,
new Whippet Bond Stationery
(made by Hammermill),and on20
matching envelopes—all for only
26c f Or. if you send $1.00 for four
sets we’U include one extra set
FREE of any extra charge—or 5
sets in all postpaid I Same name, or
as many as 5 different names on sta¬
tionery. Money-Back Guaran¬
ty- 8upply limited. Order Now I
WESTERN STATIONERY CO.
Dept. 110-G
Topeka, Kansas

30

Quilt

var”s

pieces

Bargain Sale! Over 3M lbs.
(30 yards) of beautiful,
large, fast color, new prints.
Excellent quality. Bright,
colorful, gorgeous designs.
LOVELY INITIAL RING or
RAYON HOSIERY GIVEN
with every order. Also 20 beautiful
quilt patterns. Send No Money. Pay
postman only 1.98 plus postage.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money
Back. You’ll be more than delighted!
Give ring size and initial wanted.
Great American Sales Co„ 2226 Silverlon Way, Depl. 517, Chicags 16, III,

MAKE MONEY of HOME!
How to ESTABLISH and OPERATE a PROFITABLE mail
order business right in your own home. Tells FACTS, proved
by experience. Make your dre&ms of big-money success come
true. Let Uncle Sam’s postman work for YOU.

“MAIL ORDER BUSINESS”
This Course covers: How to Select a Product; How to Ad¬
vertise; How to Buy and Use Lists; How to Get Repeat
Orders; How to Sell Through Agents; How to Start With - »'
out Capital; and HUNDREDS of other money-making ideas, v
Get Started QUICK by writing for FREE 8uccess-Catalog.
Nelson Co- Dept. W-07. 321 8. Wabash. Chicago 4. Ill.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Whether you are interested in pho¬
tography
for
fun
or
as
a
sound
present and postwar career — find
out
how
N. Y. I.
can
qualify
you
for
success.
Home
study
or
resi¬
dent training.
Individual
instruction
by experts.
Free book gives details.
N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY,
Dept. 88,10 West 33 St., New York 1, N. Y.

MOVIE STARS
PHOTOS
|A HIGH GLOSS $|O0
shots
I
Individually posed, excit¬
ing super-gloss photos of
your favorite stars. Abso¬
lutely latest poses.

\JL

FREE

Catalog of
over 200 miniature photos
with each order. (To avoid
delay, state 2nd choice.)

Glamor-Tone Photo Semes
Dept. J-7, 1233 Sixth Ave
New York 19, N. Y.

of the picture recorded, Bette then
takes the place of the double who has
been in the chair, and the scene is
shot a second time. This makes it
necessary for six Bette Davis’s to be
on the set at all times. One real Bette
Davis, and her usual standin; two
doubles, one for each sister, and the
standins for the doubles—total, six.
THE TIME, THE PLACE AND THE
GIRL is a Technicolor musical with
Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson (show¬
ing off pictures of his new daughter),
Janis Paige, S. Z. Sakall, Carmen
Cavallaro and Martha Vickers. Keep
your eye on this Vickers—she’s set for
a Fabulous Future.
DANGER SIGNAL is Faye Emer¬
son’s first starring vehicle; photo¬
graphed by James Wong How, and
supplied with a cast consisting of
Zachary Scott, Rosemary DeCamp
Angela Greene and John Ridgely, this
should be an excellent picture. It has
progressed under the dark wing of
tragedy—first Ann Blyth was gravely
injured in a skiing accident, then Miss
Emerson was called East by bereave¬
ment.
JANIE GETS MARRIED is the
second in the Janie series, with Joan
Leslie taking over the role created
by Joyce Reynolds, but with Robert
Hutton, Edward Arnold, Ann Harding,
Robert Benchley, Hattie McDaniel,
Ann Gillis, and Dick Erdman still
carrying on. If the public interest in
Janie continues, we may anticipate
JANIE HAS A BABY, and eventually
GRANDMOTHER JANIE. Remember
the 4 Daughters series!

AT RKO:
THE BELLS OF ST. MARY’S, with
that blue ribbon cast, Bing Crosby,
Ingrid
Bergman,
Ruth
Donnelly,
Henry Travers, Joan Carroll and
Dickie Tyler, is being directed by that
Oscar-snagger, Leo McCarey. Al¬
though Ingrid Bergman appears as a
nun in the picture and Bing as a
priest, do not think that romance has
been foiled: Miss Bergman brought
her daughter, Pia, to visit the set one
day, and Pia promptly fell in love with
Dickie Tyler.
TOMORROW IS FOREVER is Clau¬
dette Colbert’s current picture with
Orson Welles, George Brent, Lucille
Watson, and Joyce MacKenzie. De¬
spite his work in this picture, Mr.
Welles finds time to record 15 minutes
of Bible reading each day. He has
already recorded the Songs of Solo¬
mon, thinks waxing the entire work,
with certain deletions, will require a
full year.
RADIO STARS ON PARADE is a
variety show with Wally Brown, Alan
Carney (gruesome beyond descrip¬
tion in a comedy sequence in which
they appear as female impersona¬
tors),
Frances
Langford,
Robert
Clarke, and Don Wilson.

An attractive full Bust Line is a short cut
to glamour, poise and more self-assur¬
ance. If your Bust Line makes you selfconscious, try the new (special up and
out) Peach Cupbra. Use it for a week.
If you are not delighted, send everything
back and your money will be refunded.
Write now. SEND NO MONEY.
Send
only your name and address and size
of your old brassiere.
(State whether
small, medium or heavy.) When you get
your Peach Cupbra with direction book¬
let. pay postman $1.98 (plus postage).
(Plain wrapper.)
Read your direction
booklet and wear your Peach Cupbra for
a week. If you are not absolutely de¬
lighted with your new lovelier figure,
send it back. It is positively guaranteed
to please you. Join the hundreds of wo¬
men who enjoy a lovelier figure with
Peach Cupbra. Please print name and
address clearly.
Write today to Porty
Peoch Co., Dept. 237. 72 5th Ave., N. Y. 11.
N. Y.

PROFESSIONAL

ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted we will send
you a beautiful 5x7 inch professional
enlargement made from your favorite
snapshot, picture, print or negative,
practically FREE! All we ask is 3c
for handling and mailing. This is a
genuine introductory offer by one of the most reliable
studios in the U. S.—over a million satisfied customers l
To receive your beautiful enlargement send snapshot,
picture, print or negative (negative pre- ■■■■■
ferred) with this ad. Your enlargement ■ J , ] J
returned together with your picture, a J I -I
Offer limited. Rush your order NOW!

E

receipt of your picture, print or negat
we’ll send—by return mail—a marvelous
photo folder which accommodates 8 snap*
shots! Supply limited. Act TODAY!

AMERICAN

Folder

STUDIOS. Box 216, LaCrosse, Wis.

WEDDING
ENGAGEMENT
A rare
offer ing of
a sentimental, Matched
Bridal pair set with
thrilling,
imitation
Diamonds that rival
genuine Diamonds
in sparkle, fire and
brilliance. Sterling
Silver Solitaire en¬
gagement ring has
large center stone
flanked by smaller
stones that match

AT REPUBLIC:
THE WEB has just started with
Nancy Kelly, John Loder (who will
be a new father by the time you read
this), Otto Kruger, Ruth Ford (re¬
member her brilliant work as the first
Mrs. Wilson?), J. Farrell MacDonald,
and Marjorie Manners. We’ll give you
further details on this picture next
month.
CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH is a
bang-banger with Wild Bill Elliott,
Bobby Blake, and Alice Fleming wad¬
ing knee deep through gun smoke.

Photo

the 5 imitation dia¬
monds in wedding
ring. Either ring
only $1.98 or both
for $3.89 plus 20%
Federal Tax.

fffSB
g.m

BACH
BOTH POP

M

SEND NO MONEY

tetnridaalys

Just write, giving ring size and name.
Pay on arrival. Wear on ten days money
back guarantee.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. 1-AN, Jefferson, lews

DIAMOND
RINGS
Enjoy
wearing
rich,

Matched
Bridal
Pair
Romance
D tiign
wedding
and
En¬
gagement
Rings*

sparkling genuine Diamond
Rings. Engagement ring set
with flashing Rose cut dia¬
mond solitaire.
10K yellow gold
wedding ring is
set with 3 genu¬
ine chip Dia¬
monds. Send for
both Rings to¬
day and accept
them on 10 days’
trial. Money re¬
funded if you
wish to return the
Rings.
BUT YOU
ARE TO KEEP THE
LOVELY REMEM¬
BRANCE LOCKET AS OUR GETACQUAINTED GIFT, in any event.

SEND NO MONEY with order,
just name and ring size.
Either ring only $6.50 °r both for
$9.95 plus postage and 20% Fed¬
eral Tax. Pay on arrival, then
wear rings 10 days on money back guarantee.

MPIRE DIAMOND COpJe^on^owa

Tired Kidneys
Often Bring
Sleepless Nights
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 miles of tiny
tubes or filters which help to purify the blood and
keep you healthy. When they get tired and don’t
work right in the daytime, many people have to get
up nights. Frequent or scanty passages with smart¬
ing and burning sometimes shows there is something
wrong with your kidneys or bladder. Don’t neglect
this condition and lose valuable, restful sleep..
When disorder of kidney function permits poison¬
ous matter to remain in your blood, it may also
cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains,
loss of pep and energy, swelling, puffiness under
the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years.
They give happy relief and will help the 15 miles
of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

Don’t Be Flat!
•

YOU CAN HAVE A GLAMOROUS
FIGURE—INSTANTLY

Flatter your figure with PYRAMID SNAP-ONS. These
dainty, lace-trimmed bust pads give you a lift where you
need it most. They give you those well-developed, beau¬
tifully soft curves men admire—making you proud of your
alluring, glamorous figure. Fit into the cup of anv bras¬
siere. Just snap them on—they stay put. Wear them in
complete comfort all day—they’re your own personal secret
of charm and poise. No need to be embarrassed. Order
PYRAMID SNAP-ONS by mail direct from us. Send $1.98
in full payment (or order C.O.D. plus postage). Shipped
promptly in plain wrapper. We GUARANTEE that you
must be delighted with this new aid to instant allurement,
or we will refund your money promptly. Write today
ARLESA MFG. CO., Dept. B-6, P.0. Box 3, Morris Hts.
Sta., New York 53, N. Y.

was dragging across the window with every
gust.
But Gene employed an armed night watch¬
man the following day so that she could
sleep without disturbance by any branch of
wrongdoers.
OUT OF CAST IN CAST:
The last snow of the season lay thick on
the heights above San Bernardino, so Ann
Blyth, her houseguest Joan McCarthy of
Long Island, and a group of friends decided
to drive to Snow Valley for some end-of-winter
tobogganing. As they shot down a steep,
rounding incline their toboggan struck a
boulder (rolled onto the course during a
period of melting) and tossed its riders. The
other two passengers weren't injured, but
Ann was rushed to San Bernardino where
Dr. Roger Vargas diagnosed a compressed
fracture of the back. She won't be able to
work until sometime in August, possibly
September.
PRESERVED IN OIL
One of the nicest recent parties was that
given by Captain Bob Longenecker and his
lovely wife, Ruth Hussey, in honor of Tino
Costa, celebrated portrait painter. In discus¬
sing his subject, Senor Costa observed, "Mrs.
Longenecker is that rarest of creatures—a
quiet woman." He painted Ruth wearing a
burgundy blouse with peplum over a full
white evening skirt, and her pose excited a
controversy as soon as the picture was un¬
veiled; everyone wanted to know whether
she was just leaving the room, or just enter¬
ing. Sencr Costa said he meant her to ap¬
pear to have entered the room, having softly
closed the door, and to be poised before
moving forward to greet guests.
Among the guests was Laraine Day, wear¬
ing a smart turquoise wool coat over a tur¬
quoise crepe dress, and a pair of red leather
earrings, acquired in New York.
Gail Patrick wore a simple black frock
and a huge black picture hat with a sheer
veil hanging down a few inches all the way
around, like an awning on a hot day.
•Loretta Young and her husband, Colonel
Tom Lewis, arrived late, but looking wonder¬
ful—both of them. Loretta's eyes remain the
most dramatic in town, and her personality
is one of the friendliest.
Charles Coburn was holding court in the
cozy den; we would have liked to listen for
hours to his reminiscences, but a reporter's
life demands circulating above all else.
THE LITTLE WOMAN:
Although Allan Jones hasn't made a pic¬
ture for some time, his fans remain unchang¬
ingly loyal; while on personal appearance
tour with his pretty wife, Irene Hervey. Allan
has become a swoonsation. As they moved
from city to city, it became evident that Sin¬
atra will have to be a busy boy in order
to keep up with the Jones.
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never believe that any hair ev
there before! Send for MOOR
PILATORY POWDER today.
plain wrapper. Pend $1, plus
with this “ad”. We pay post
C.O.D., you pay $1. tax and
HOUSE OF LECHLER, Dept.
560 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

AMERICA’S OUTSTAN

PEERLESS P58
$075
SEE YOUR
DEALER
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Magnified Setting! Will last
structible. Waterproof! Encl
for ring size. Pay postman
postage. If you send cash
[Photos Returned)
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PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO.,

do you W

Why worry and suffe
any longer if we can hel
you? Try a Brooks Pat¬
ented Air Cushion.' Thi
marvelous appliance fo
most forms of reducibl
rupture is GUARAN¬
TEED to bring YOU
heavenly comfort and
security—day and nigh
—at work and at play—
ING! Thousands happy.
hard pads or springs. Fo
dren. Durable, cheap. Se
Not sold in stores. Bew
for Free Book on Rupt
plan, and proof of resu
Confidential.

Brooks Company, 122 S

* Here’s So
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Of Your Loved O

Here’s an opportunity to se
a life-like FIGURF/TTE of
loved one in service or loved
at home or your pets. Just
any size negative, photo or
shot and we’ll reproduce a h
some
cutout
FIGURETTE
mounted on Moderne tempered
Maisonite. Truly a thing o
beauty! Makes attractive omament for table, radio desk o
dresser. This gorgeous FIGUR
your affection” so near to you
ways discovered by man. You
your life! AND WHAT A WON
GIFT IT MAKES! No wonder
three times our amazingly lo

SEND NO

FAST SERVICE. Just mall
snapshot. Deposit $2.69 for
postage with postman. Or send
YOUR PHOTO RETURNED WIT
days and if not delighted with
refund.

ALLIED PH
1145 N. Ashland Ave.,

D

vice. Also available: GOLD STAR Emblems, inscribed Son
killed in Action—Husband Died in Service. Limited quanti¬
ties due to war conditions. Order today to get yours! Only
$1.49 if you send money with order, or C.O.D. plus post¬
age. In'ordering, state inscription desired. GUARANTEED!
If not delighted purchase price refunded. EXETER HOUSE,
Dept. 27-AG, 37 East 19 St.. New York 3. N. Y.

Guaranteed Genuine Swiss Watches
(Men's or Ladies') $9.95
• Lovely Charm Bracelets Only 49c
• Genuine Sterling Silver Rings $1.98
• Beautiful Identification Bracelets $1.49
• 14K Gold Genuine Diamond Bridal Pair $9.95
Lovely EarringB, Ankleta. Costume Pins,
8weetneart Lockets, Pearls. Bracelets, Bill¬
folds. Charms. Hosiery,Compacts.etc. New
styles from Broadway and Hollywood.
Write for your Big Free Catalog today!

mTMNMIONM DIAMOND CO 2251 CALUMET AVE .DEPT 131 CHICAGO 16.111

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 Inches
on BOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for full length or
bust form, groups, or enlarge¬
ments of any part of group.
Original returned with your
enlargement.

57

$

3 for 51.25

SEND NO MONEY Jastmai,photo.
negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 67c plus postage—or send 69c with order
and we pay postage. Send your photos today.
Standard Art StudloS'lOOE.Ohio St., Dpt. 515-T Chicago 11,111.

Beaut/fuf Simu/ated

I |L I

stoneRING

GIVEN?*"

C^ty, Sterling Silver Ring set with
sparkling simulated Blrthstono cor¬
rect for your birth date—GIVEN

~

for selling only 5 boxes of 1 order of
Gold Crown Spot Remover and Cleaner
at 25c each. Send name and address to¬
day for order. - We trust you. Premium
supplies are limited. Don’t delay.

GOLD CROWN PRODUCTS, Dept. E-418, Jefferson, Iowa

ASTHMA
*£?NO-COST TRIAL OFFER!

IF YOU SUFFER FROM BRONCHIAL ASTHMA PAR¬
OXYSMS, from coughs, gasping wheezing — write quick
for daring NO-RISK, NO-COST TRIAL OFFER. In¬
quiries from so-called “hopeless” cases especially invited.
NACOR,1092-B State Life Bldg., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

LEARN

MILLINERY

DARK ANGEL:
When John Garfield's son, David, was
born, John told friends jubilantly, "Now I
have just about everything a man could de¬
sire: a wonderful wife, a beautiful and in¬
telligent daughter, and now a son."
This
statement indicated that John considered his
family to be of cardinal importance in his
life, but he could have added that he had
thousands of friends and a career that will
undoubtedly continue successfully as long
as he wishes.
Death is never easy to understand, but it
is a horrifying mystery when it reaches out
to touch a little girl; it is like lightning strik¬
ing a kitten—the crash of a horrible force
upon a pretty and innocent object. Katharine
Garfield was six, p.retty, full of laughter, the
darling of her father's heart.
Ere sin could blight or sorrow fade.
Death came with friendly care:
The opening bud to Heaven convey'd.
And bade it blossom there.
—Coleridge
FUTURES:
Lynn Bari and Sid Luft have announced
the debut of a starlet for late August or Sept.
People are saying that Cesar Romero and
Virginia Bruce will marry. It has never been
a secret from Cesar's friends that he was
totally taken by her charm.
NUN SUCH:
As you undoubtedly know, the hit show
currently running in New York is "Harvey",
the fable of a white rabbit somewhat over
six feet tall of amiable disposition.
As you also know, Ingrid Bergman, Bing
Crosby and Leo McCarey are currently ingrossed in the manufacture of a story called
"Bells Of St. Mary's," which will also be a hit.
Ingrid plays the part of a nun.
So, for Easter, she gave Leo McCarey a
huge white rabbit, dressed in nun's robes
and bearing a card that read, "Greetings of
the season from Sister Harvey."

new Easy Weight Reducer.
You “slim down” to your
own lovely figure. And listen!
You don't suffer a hungry
moment. So why delay?
Mail coupon below. Six to v
eight weeks from now, look *
in mirror and see the amaz¬
ing difference.
can
FREE TO TRY: You
try Easy
Weight Reducer without it
costing you a cent. Just
order with the coupon be¬
low, and if you find Easy
Weight Reducer does not
help you lose weight, re¬
turn it to us and we will
refund your money in full.
Nothing could be fairer.
So act now.

WE P

WEIGHT REDUCER CO., B-3

871 Broad Street, Newark 2; N.
Enclosed find SI.00 for a co
WEIGHT REDUCER to be se
wrapper, postage prepaid. If no
return it and my SI,00 will be re
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY.

MONEY-BACK GU

Be An

Trained Arti
Earning $30.
Learn to dra
Spare Time
Hobby and P
Careerl Stud

interesting W
Art, Designin
ONE com
vious art
hundreds
practical
since 1914.
FURNISH

FREE BOOK

WASHINGTON S

Studio 337P, 111
Washington 5. D.
Send your booklet
Name

AT HOME
Design and make exclusive
hats under personal direc¬
tion of one of America's
noted designers. Complete materials, blocks, etc.,
furnished. Every step illustrated. You make exclu¬
sive salable hats right from the start. We teach you
how to start a profitable business in spare time. Low
cost and easy terms. Expert milliners are in demand.
Free National Placement Dept. Send for free catalog,.
LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 N. Wabash Ave., Dept. 47
Chicago I, III.

SURROUND

YOURSELF

WITH

BEAUTY

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS and PINUPS

...

We have them all. Life
Like Photos, Glossy Prints'
size 8x10.
Choose your
favorite Star or Scene
from any Film Old or New
25c each, 5 for $1.00. Meet
your stars of yesterday, to¬
day and tomorrow in thrill¬
ing poses and scenes that
will take your breath away.
Finest collection of photos
in the world.

Prompt service
Send cash or money order.
Free cxtnt photo with every $1.00 order.
Paramount Bldg.
150! Broadway. N.Y.C. 18

“PIC" PHOTO STUDIOS

IN DUPLICATE:
While being fitted for some of the gowns
she wears in "The Dolly Sisters", June Haver
was telling the tragic-comic story of her first
formal. It was a dream frock, full of swish
and suavity; the material was blue-dotted
Swiss, the skirt was yards and yards wide,
and the sleeves were puffed. June, dressed
to the eyebrows, was to sing with the school
band. Just before her moment of triumph,
she spotted another girl at the party, dressed
in an exact duplicate of the Haver finery.
Desolated, she rushed to the nearest tele¬
phone and conferred, tearfully, with mama.
"Don't be so upset," said Mrs. Haver calm¬
ly.
"Simply sing so well that people will
notice your voice and your showmanship
instead of your dress."
June sang as she had never sung before,
and it must have had some result because
not one person commented upon- her involun¬
tary twinship.
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IN THE DARK

Truly E

New, exciting an
Dainty miniature
sensational at ni
darkness, caressin
gentle, flattering
treated plastic.
properties are en
Send $1 now. W
be delighted, or w
Large luminous
removable comb,
$1 postpaid.

THE LUMINOU
3 W. 42d St., New Y

LATIN FROM MANHATTAN
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23)

RINGS
10 KT. & 14 KT. Solid Yellow Gold Mounting

rf(otce ast„
{y ONLY
$074
M

A SET

It’s unheard of! A genuine diamond Bridal
Solitaire ring with a genuine diamond wed¬
ding ring to match, set in 14 Kt. or JO Ki.
solid yellow gold—both rings for only $9.74.
With genuine diamonds selling at such unbe¬
lievably low prices, why embarrass yourself by
wearing imitation stones set in cheap gold
plated metal. Mach of our rings is stamped
14 Kt. or 10* Kt. solid gold. Send in your
order today but send no money unless you
wish. Pay postman S9.74 plus C.O.D. and
postal charges. If you send cash or money
order for SlO we pay all postal charges.
Ctuaranlee: If not delighted with rings, return
within 10 days and get your money back. Mail
coupon now. Indicate by number which set
you prefer and also ring size. (For ring size
wrap piece of string or paper around finger
and send with coupon.)

BRIDAL SET
Style AA775
Solitaire
Genuine Diomond 14 Kt.
solid gold mounting
AND
3 genuine diamonds .14
Kt. solid gold matching
band.

BRIDAL SET
Style AA808
Solitaire
3 genuine diamonds 10
Kt. solid gold mounting

AND
3 genuine diamonds 10
Kt. solid gold matching
band.

BRIDAL SET
Style AA897
Solitaire
Genuine diamond 10 Kt.
solid gold mounting

AND
5 genuine diamonds
matching band set in
10 Kt. solid gold.

HAREM CO. 1House of Rings)
30 Church St., New York 7, N. Y. Dept. A A5f
HAREM CO.
30 Church St. N. Y. 7, N. Y. Dept. AA51
Send me the 2 genuine diamond solid gold
rings Style No.
I'll pay postman $?.74
plus postage and C.O.D. charges. Mark
ring size here. □
I am sending $10, you pay all postal
arges. If not satisfied I'll return rings
within 10 days for refund.

S

NAME....
Please Print
ADDRESS.
CITY.STATE.

he has “done best”—and not being
able to do his best annoys him.
Actually, he doesn’t want to be
known as a “great lover,” rules or no
rules.
“I want to be the good actor, and
the popular actor,” he said. “You
know, any foreign actor going to
Hollywood starts out with two strikes
against him. American men do not
like foreign actors. Maybe it goes back
to the Valentino tradition, when the
great Rudy swept his leading ladies
into his arms, and the women in the
audience swooned while the men
gnashed their teeth. I will bet you
that Charles Boyer won for himself
many American men fans when he
played a murderer in ‘Gaslight.’ I
would like to play a murderer my¬
self.”
Arturo doesn’t look any more like
a murderer than does Boyer—or Fred
MacMurray — although both actors
have played such parts. He has a neat
little white bungalow in the Valley,
completely surrounded by dogs, cats
and chickens. Every few minutes he
excuses himself from his guests to run
outside to see how his animals are
getting along.
He lives with his close friend and
coach, John Mari, but he associates
with Americans whenever possible.
“It is the accent I must lose,” he ex¬
plains. “Then the American men will
accept me. As long as I talk like a
Latin lover I will not be acceptable.
I must learn American. To do that I
must be with American people.”
Despite the fact that he does hail
from Manhattan, Arturo didn’t spend
much time there. Born in Yucatan,
Mexico, he was brought to this coun¬
try when he was five, and attended
public school in New York for some
seven years.
Later his father, who was a chicle
exporter, moved to the Argentine and
became interested in the dairy busi¬
ness.
“He sent me to Switzerland to learn
about dairies,” says Arturo, “but I
took up soccer and played all over
Europe for several years. When I re¬
turned to Buenos Aires I became a
swimmer and a boxer.
“It is funny about that swimming.
I was quite good. I was on a team
which won many championships. But
when I came to Hollywood I lived in
the Peyton Hall, which has a pool,
and which is owned by Miss Claudette
Colbert—and I never used the pool.
So when the studio wanted some
swimming pictures of me, and I had
moved out, I had to go to my agent
to borrow his apartment. Now that I
have no pool, I want to swim.”
De Cordova became an actor for
750 pesos, a suit of clothes and some
publicity.
“What a silly deal,” he explains,
“In South America I write sports for
the United Press. They want to send
me to Chile as a bureau head, but I
am in love with a beautiful dancer,
so I refuse to go. So they want to send
me to Uruguay, but I still refuse.
Finally they say I might be good on
the South American desk in New York
City. By this time the beautiful
dancer is going to marry a millionaire,
which I am not, so I accept.
“On my way, I stop ‘off at Merida,

Yucatan, my birthplace. They have a
new radio station and ask me to
handle the sports broadcasts. So I do.
Then Mexico City wants me to broad¬
cast. So I do. Then a friend of mine
asks me to work in a picture for him.
It is called ‘Jealousy.’
“I think this is very funny. In Mex¬
ico, then, the radio broadcasters are
the important people. Not the movie
actors. But I figure that maybe some
people will see the picture and then
will listen to my broadcasts. So I ac¬
cept—for the 750 pesos, plus the suit
I get to wear in the picture.
“I am doing pretty good, so I do
not need the 750 pesos, and I have five
suits in my closet and the one I get
in the picture is not too good, but who
cares. It is the publicity I want.
“Well,” says Arturo, “it is a very
bad picture. I am even worse. But six
months later they talk me into doing
another one, so from then on I am
an actor. I spend the 750 pesos, but
I never wear the suit.”
Arturo doesn’t mention it, but he
started his screen career in 1935. By
1940 three of his films had won Mexi¬
co’s counterpart of our Academy
Award. R.K.O. brought him to Holly¬
wood for some Spanish language
films; Paramount bought up his con¬
tract to use him in “For Whom the
Bell Tolls,” and has kept him hard at
work since in such films as “French¬
man’s Creek” (which cost almost $4,000,000
to
produce),
“Incendiary
Blonde” and “A Medal for Benny.”
Volatile and voluble, de Cordova
finds himself slightly amazed at his
own love for the quiet life.
“All the time up to now I have
traveled much,” he explains. “I like
to go from place to place, but I find
my little ranchita the finest thing I
have ever had. I have it, the Victory
Garden—which is great fun—and my
chicken, cats and dogs. I have my
friend Mari, who coaches me.
“There only is one fly in all this
milk and honey. I do not like the
‘great lover’ business. Either they let
me do it—as we do in Mexico—or
they cut it out.
“I do not understand,” says Arturo,
“why there is the difference in the
rules.”
P.S.—His ham and eggs are won¬
derful!
The End.

Answer to Puzzle on Page 12
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^nm...TRY THIS PROVEN EASY
SYSTEM ON YOUR HAIR
Helps Prevent Brittle Ends from Breaking Off
HERE IS THRILLING NEW HOPE if you want your

dry, lusterless, unruly, brittle and breaking off hair
more lovely . . . longer. Yes, hair may get longer—the
scalp and hair condition being otherwise normal—if the
breaking-off process of dry, brittle ends can be retarded.
That’s why The Juelene SYSTEM is such a natural way
to help your hair gain its normal beauty. You see, this
wonderful SYSTEM helps relieve hair dryness that is
caused by lack of natural oils. It helps soften harsh,
brittle ends, thus giving your hair a chance to get longer
once the breaking-off and the splitting ends have been
curbed. So if your hair is dry, rough and hard to keep
neat, try the easy Juelene SYSTEM for just 7 days.
See if Juelene’s tendency to soften harsh, difficult-tomanage hair can help your hair to become softer,
silkier, more lustrous than it has been before—in just
one short week! Truly you may win compliments from
both men and women who admire and envy your hair
in its new lovely beauty. Clip the coupon, now!

EASY

7-0 ^

‘TffcvweitQU&'ityetfr
FOR DRY, BRITTLE HAIR

^JUELENE (*7^
THRILLING RESULTS OR
YOUR MONEY BACK
Make the convincing Juelene test for 7
days and see for yourself if your brittle,
splitting, breaking-off hair can be soft¬
ened, made more sparkling and lovely.
Then if you aren’t absolutely amazed
with the glistening sheen ... if you aren’t
delighted with the ease in which you can
manage your hair, we will refund your
money. What could be fairer? So don't
wait. Mail the coupon right now. And like
thousands of others you may find new
beauty, be rightfully proud of your hair.
You run no risk because you have absolute
guarantee of thrilling results or your
money back. Send for it now!

CCIID NO mvrifc
MONEYI

JUST MAIL THE CONVENIENT
INTRODUCTORY COUPON!
Upon arrival of Juelene pay Postman 11.00 plus postage. Or if you prefer,
send a remittance with your order—wre will pay the postage. Then test
Juelene. Notice how much more silky and soft, dry, harsh hair may feel in
just seven short days. So take advantage of this INTRODUCTORY, GETACQUAINTED-OFFER today—NOW . . , you may know at last the happi¬
ness of possessing really lovelier—longer hair.

TRY JUELENE. Why be ashamed of unlovely,
dry hair when it may be so easy to make it beau¬
tiful? See how much more beautiful your hair may
be in just 7 short days, after the dry hair con¬
dition has been relieved. This introductory offer
gives you an opportune chance to prove to your¬
self that you, too, may overcome the handicaps of
dryness and have sparkling . . . longer hair! Be
convinced! Send for your Juelene NOW.

JUEL COMPANY, Dept. H-601
1930 Irving Park Road, Chicago 13, III.
I want easy-to-manage, longer hair. I will try the JUELENE SYSTEM
for 7 days. If ray mirror doesn’t show satisfactory results, I will ask
for ray money back.

( ) I am enclosing $1.00
( ) Send C.O.D. plus postage
NAME.
ADDRESS.
CITY_

.ZONE.

.STATE.

tarOur Customers Participate in Beauty Gifts
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Dull, drab-colored hair will never
special gleam of interest in

his

ey

girls everywhere are changing to

covery, Tintz Color Shampoo Ca

dirt, loosened dandruff, grease, as
smooth, colorful tint that glows

Gleaming Hair Without a

You .Vote Can Get Tints at Most
Drug and Cosmetic Counters
—or .Mail Convenient Coupon Today!

Each tiny, separate strand of hair seem
with just an added hint of natural-loo
Shampoo works gradually—each refr
your hair more colorful, lovelier, soft
Will not hurt permanents . . . and ne
film that most soap shampoos depo
natural lustre and beauty. Today, now
ing Tintz that gives fresh, glowing colo
safely! Seven lovely shades . . . one f
each or 2 for $1.20, tax included.

TINTZ COMPANY, Dept. 73 A. 203 N. Michi
Also Dept. 73A, 22 College St.. Toronto,

Send TINTZ COLOR SHAMPOO CAKE i
On arrival, I will deposit bOr plus postage w
tee if I’m not entirely satisfied I may return e
and you will refund my money.
□ 1 CAKE f»Oc Tax Included

□ 2 CAK

(If money with order, TINTZ p

NAME.q
(Print Plainly)

ADDRESS.

CITY.ZONE.STATE

* Price in Canada 50c or 2 for $1.00 Tax Pa

Exclusive Stories: MARY PICKFORD, ROBERT CUMMINGS, LORETTA YOUNG, JOSEPH COTTEN

Efevidanifl
'Kaye... cooking with gags

MAUREEN
O’HARA
By TOM KELLEY

only Drene with Hair Conditioning action
leaves your hair so lustrous yet so easy to manage
Make a Dale with Glamour! Right away . . .
don’t put it off. . . shampoo your hair the new
glamour way! Get the combination of beauty
benefits found only in Drene Shampoo with
Hair Conditioning action. ^ Extra lustre . . .
up to 33% more sheen than with any kind of
soap or soap shampoo! Because all soaps leave
a film on hair. This soap film dulls lustre, robs
hair of glamour! Drene is different! Itleaves

no chilling film, brings out all the lovely gleam.
r Such manageable hair . . . easy to comb
into smooth, shining neatness, right after
shampooing . . . because the new improved
Drene has a wonderful hair conditioning ac¬
tion.
' Complete removal of unsightly dan¬
druff, the very first time you use it. So insist
on Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioning
action, or ask your beauty shop to use it!

Another stunning topknot

hair-do ... with that sleek, smooth look which marks
all smart Parisian hair-dos. The hair is brought up
to the true crown of head and the ends rolled into
one big, fanned-out puff. For shining smoothness,
use Drene with Hair Conditioning action. No other
shampoo can make your hair look so lovely!

Here's Bettina Bolegard . . . glamorous
New York fashion model. Cover Girl and
Drene Girl'' . . . interpreting for you

To make sure you always get the last wore
lair-do news—from Paris as well as New York
Drene now has its own Paris correspond
Whenever there's big hair-do news from
anywhere. Drene will see that you get it!

The smartest Parisian hair-dos feature a topknot
arrangement of some sort. Here all hair is brushed
sleekly up and over to one side, held firmly with rub¬
ber band, then ends arranged in three big shining
puffs, tilted to one side. (The way you'd tilt a hat!)
The shining smoothness is due to Drene with Hair
Conditioning action. No other shampoo leaves hair
so lustrous, yet so easy to manage!

of smart rarisiai^
wear back hair down,
with a long, long look!
But the front hair is
pulled up sleekly off the
face. Here ends of front
hair form topknot puffs.
Remember that no sham¬
poo except Drene with
Hair Conditioning action
leaves hair so lustrous
yet so easy to manage!

tion

Guaranteed by

XSSim WITH HAIR CONDITIONING ACTION
Product of Procter & Gamble

removes the mysticism that has sur¬
rounded art for years. By reducing the
elements of drawing to its essence, it
teaches THE BEGINNER—to draw, and
to advance into more and more difficult
subjects. For the practiced artist, it is
a source book and veritable mine of in¬
formation. This book guides you from
the first stroke on paper to selling the
finished art work. Includes specific in¬
struction. advice, tricks, timesavers,
special effects, on:—Still Life. Animals,
Human Figure. Portraits, Lettering,
Layouts.
Color work, etc., etc.
In¬
cludes glossary of Art Terms, speciai
Supplies, Use of Such
Guides, Types of Work,
Mediums,
etc.,
etc.
Com¬
pletely illustrated.

tion and heartaches.
(In certain extreme
cases, the marriage itself may be wrecked by
this cause.)
In “YOU, TOO CAN HAVE A
BABY” Dr. Abner I. Weisman gives a de¬
tailed explanation of the factors that may
prevent normal reproductive functioning: he
offers simple and sound advice which often¬
times is all that is needed; also describes the
methods medical science uses today to re¬
move many of the obstacles to successful con¬
ception and childbirth. Other than in cases
of actual physical incapability, this book
should prove helpful.
Also explains the
anatomy and physiology of reproduction, how
to test pregnancy, what constitutes sterility,
how to test sterility of male and female, plan
for parenthood, etc. Often barrenness is due
to minor conditions which can
price
easily be cleared away.
Having a
baby is truly life’s greatest thrill. ^ 1

$100

YOUR HANDS

r
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2500 JOKES For All Occasions

A Practical Guide to Hand Analysis
By JOSEF RENALD

By Powers Moulton

Character analysis through
reading of the lines of the
hand is here presented in a
clear, interesting and easily
understandable style.
It
treats of the science in com¬
plete detail, yet is written
in a non-technical vein and
will prove invaluable to those
seeking more knowledge of
themselves, their loved ones
and friends.
In the training of children or
grown-ups, in the detection
of tendencies and talents
that otherwise could not have
been known—in the choice of
a suitable career. The signs
of marriage, fame, position.
wealth and other indications are also
seen thereon.
A Fascinating Hobby
ONLY

The best laughs from all over the worldcollected in a single entertaining and useful
volume. Tell these jokes at parties, entertain¬
ments, in after-dinner speeches—read them in
your spare moments of relaxation, or chuckle
over them with a friend. Grouped and indexed
under 21 separate classifications, such as about
lawyers, doctors—business or college jokes—
stories about Hollywood and sports—Jewish.
Negro. English, Scottish, etc.—even a special
section of limericks and another of comic
verse. The belly laugh, the sly retort, the
broad satire, the infinitely varied humor of the
American people—all are here in
this one volume. 480 pages—hard
cover, cloth bound—81,4*5 1/2 inches
big—a real big book. A FIND AT

$100

4V
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How To Write Good
SOCIAL LETTERS
Everyone wan*s to write letters that are
charming reflections of their own personality,
letters that are suited to their purpose, gay
and friendly, oi sympathetic, or simply cour¬
teous and correct replies, as the case may be.
She gives complete and authentic information
on the writing (and answering) of every type of
communication, telegrams, cable messages, greet¬
ing cards, formal invitations and replies, formal
letters, informal letters, and personal business
letters.
She
ells you how to put warmth,
character, distinction and charm into friendly
letters.
Besides the examples of the letters
themselves, there are chapters on punctuation,
capitalization and other points of gram¬
matical form. One of the most inter- SPECIAL
csting chapters of the book is that con_
taining letters of famous people, note- 5 m 0(1
worthy for their charm and expres■ ww
siveness.
^
Includes suggestions for writing to
“Your MAN in the Service.”

FORTUNE TELLING
For Fun and Popularity
This instructive and entertaining volume
shows you how you can tell people’s fortunes
from
their PALMS, from DREAMS, from
CARDS, from HAND-WRITING. Also how to
make prophecies from such intriguing devices
as magic tables, lucky charms, ouija boards,
crvstal gazing balls, etc. All these methods
are clearly described, illustrated and taught—
so that YOU can learn to use them. A special
chapter is devoted to the PSYCHOLOGY OF
FORTUNE TELLING, which will give you
many tips n *‘Professional” Secrets of For¬
tune Telling. Predicting the future is one of
the oldest and most universal of
^
sciences (or pastimes, depending on X m fill
how you look at it). 349 pages—
1
Special — with many illustrations.

U n \AI Trt nPnPR)
null IU U nutria
postage.

M

HOW TO DANCE
Here is the book you have been looking for—
a simple and authoritative guide that shows you
how you can teach yourself to become a good
dancer, easily and quickly. The authors give you
all the fundamentals—rhythm, posture, balance,
leading and following—and then take you step by
step by easily-understood text and illustrations,
through the various routines, until you can confi¬
dently and correctly dance the FOX TROT,
WALTZ, RUMBA, CONGA and SAMBA. Also di¬
rections for dancing the LINDY HOP, POLKA,
LAMBETH WALK and SPANISH WALTZ. At end
of book, there are “foot patterns” which you can
cut out and use on the floor while learning and
practicing the different steps., HOW TO DANCE is
invaluable for both men and women,
beginners or experienced dancers. It
is a complete and comprehensive
home-study course in social dancing.
Special for only—

$100

V

U

ETIQUETTE for Moderns
By Gloria Goddard
A complete guidebook to contemporary liv¬
ing, covering every possible problem. The
stvle of the book is gay and lively. The com¬
pleteness oi the book is indicated by partial
contents: The Homelike Home—Proper Ap¬
pointments—How to Make Introductions—
When to Rise, Shake Hands—How to LeaveNames and Titles—How to Enter a Room and
How to Sit—Table Manners—How to Eat
Difficult Foods—The Art of Conversation—The
Voice—Pronunciation—Slang — Manners in
Public—At the Theatre—In a RestaurantTraveling—Tips—Community and Neighbors
—Visiting—Clubs—Games and Sports—Social
Correspondence—Entertain ing—Formal, Buf¬
fet Meals. Luncheons—Breakfasts—Dances—
Receptions—Teas—Bridge P a r t i e s—General
Parties—House Parties and Guests—Showers
—Weddings—Anniversaries—Chri stenings—Funerals—What to Wear.
ONLY
Say, Do, on all these special
occasions—Good Manners in Busi¬
ness-Taste in Dress—Suggestions
About Food—etc.
A necessity in every home._

$100

Fill out the convenient coupon, check the titles of the books you want and mail the order,
If you send payment with order, we pay all delivery charges—If C. O. D., plus few cents.

riONEY BACK GUARANTEE:

All books full library size, beautifully printed and hard cover bound.
If,
for any reason, not completely satisfied, return books and get money back

once.

KNICKERBOCKER PUB. CO., 120 Greenwich St.,Dept.A20,NewYork6,N.Y.
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When Marcia Davenport wrote her
famous best-seller,
“The Valley of De¬
cision”, she created a
young Irish beauty
named Mary Rafferty.
★

★

★

★

Mary had quite a character. When she
loved, she loved all the way.
★
★
★
★
She wouldn’t let the world deny her the
right to romance with the son of a steel
king—just because she came from the
wrong side of the tracks!
★

★

★

★

M-G-M, like four million people who
read the book, was intrigued with that
red-haired beauty.
★

★

★

★

Greer Garson was intrigued
M-G-M offered her the part.
★

★

★

when

★

And you’ll be more than intrigued when
you see Greer Garson as Mary Rafferty,
and Gregory Peck, in M-G-M’s tumultu¬
ous love story, “The Valley of Decision”.
★

1945

AUGUST

★

★

★

You’ll like it even better than “Mrs.
Miniver” and “Mrs. Parkington”.

^

STORIES

To Have and To Hold (Bacall-Bogart)
By Nita Nida 21
Price (Vincent) Going Up!
By Rilla Page Palmborg 23
Cooking with Gags (Danny Kaye)
By Kay Proctor 25
One Mary (Pickford) in a Million
By Fredda Dudley 27
The Perils of Maureen (O’Hara)
By Bea Laird 28
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^

PORTRAITS

Bacall-Bogart . . . .
Mary Pickford
. . .
Joseph Cotten. .. .

^

Greer and Gregory are the most excit¬
ing lovers on the screen.
★

★

★

★

He’s a lot of man, and one fine actor.
★

★

★

★

You’ll go for Donald Crisp and Lionel
Barrymore—stalwart men.
★

★

★

★

You’ll go for Preston Foster, Marsha
Hunt, Gladys Cooper, Reginald Owen,
Dan Duryea, Jessica Tandy, Barbara
Everest, Marshall Thompson, and the
host of other supporting players.
★

★

★

★

You’ll remember lines from the screen
play by JohnMeehan and SonyaLevien.
★

★

★

★

You’ll want to shake hands with Tay
Garnett, the director, and Edwin H.
Knopf, the producer.
★

★

★

★

You’ll want to write us and thank us
for telling you about it.
★

★

★

★

You’ll want to see
“The Valley of Decision” several times.
★

★

★

★

Why don’t you?
We’ll meet you there.

—Jleo

/
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42
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"Please Don't Say
No, Say Maybe”—
just one of the Hit
Love Songs in spec¬
tacular settings!

FRANCES GIFFORD • HENRY TRAVERS • SPRING BYINGTON

Sw® LAURITZ MELCHIOR • TOMMY DORSEY

ORCHESTRA

Original Screen Play by Richard Connell and Gladys Lehman • A Metro-Geldwyn-Mayer Picture • Directed by Richard Thorpe • Produced by Joe Pasternak

BIG MAN:
If you know
aware

of the

your

Hollywood,

local malady

scribed as "star psychosis."

you

are

sometimes

de¬

It is a state in

which the principal is inclined to prefer a
royal distance between himself and others; in
which much waiting on is expected, and in
which fraternalism is an unknown state.
A few days ago a big man was seated
alone at the Director's Table
Commissary.

in the Metro

He waited for some time for

one of the meggers to appear, but when it
became

apparent that most sets

were • de¬

layed from their usual luncheon break, he
yelled over to the publicity table, "Say, any
objection if I join you guys?"
The guys said, gosh, to come on over.

In¬

stead of sending for a bus boy to help him
move, the big boy collected napkin, silver¬
ware, water glass, luncheon plate balanced
on coffee cup, and managed to get himself
installed at the more congenial table without

One afternoon not long ago a car drew up
to the curb; two boys, one 12 and one 11,
rampaged out of the back seat and darted to
the merry-go-round ticket window while their
grandparents smiled indulgently from the
automobile. Twenty minutes later the grand¬
mother said to her husband, "I've been
watching the merry-go-round, and I don't see
the boys. Where could they have gone?”
The grandfather climbed out and was in¬
stantly greeted by triumphant shouts. Look¬
ing upward, he descried a pair of slender
occupants rocking violently in the topmost
seat of the ferris wheel.
"You sit stilll" he shouted. "Don't rock
like that. Oh—if your dad knew where you
were!"
The two boys got off eventually, after heed¬
ing intense persuasion, were herded into the
car, and taken on a sedate trip to visit rela¬
tives-—but Gary and Denny Crosby had en¬
joyed to the fullest their unauthorized thrill.

mishap.
This was a trifling incident but it explains
why,

when

men

say,

"He's

really

a

big

SUCCOTASH:
Alight with

patriotism

and

sun-burned

man," they have reference not only to Clark

muscles, Dana Andrews

Gable's great frame, but to his splendid spirit

the wide, level garden spot behind his house.

as well.

In careful rows he planted beans, com, beets,

He's a star, but he'll never have

staritis.

busied himself in

lettuce, radishes and onions.

For two weeks,

from dawn to dusk, he bent an eager back

6

THRILL:

over his farming, taking infinite pains with

At the corner of La Cienega Avenue and
Beverly Boulevard in Los Angeles there is a
small carnival consisting of a miniature train,
some baseball booths, a merry-go-round and
a ferris wheel.

seedlings, seeds, glass jars, and neat markers
on sticks.

He paused only long enough to

straighten and gaze across the canyon that
descends from his back yard.
of being close to the land.

Indefatigable worker for many good causes, Bette Davis discusses
events with Paul and Lisl Henreid at Lewis Milestone party for Ind.
Citizens Com. of Arts and Sciences. "Stolen Life" next Davis pic.

Ah, the joys

The Ladd (with agent-wife Sue Carol) hits a
coke bottle at H’lyw’d Ice Capades opening.
One morning Mrs. Andrews said, "Dana,
it seems to me that every time I awakened
during the night, I could hear water running.
Do you suppose . . ."
Dana sprinted to the
properly,
hours

a

to

the

garden,

ex-garden.

flood had been

or

more

For about

pouring

30

over the

vegetables, washing them and tons of top soil
into the gulley far below.

Seems that Kathy,

Dana's 2 Vi-year-old daughter, had sought to
assist her dad's patriotic effort by attending
to the irrigating.
P.S.

After this

she will leave

the

hose

alone.
FUN AF FORD ED

It is a custom for star birthdays to be cele¬
brated with a cake and ice cream party on
the set, so when Glenn Ford's birth anniver¬
sary was imminent, Bette Davis made ar¬
rangements for the entire cast and crew of
"A Stolen Life" to help Glenn accentuate the
positive.
However, when the day arrived, Bette was
at home with a case of laryngitis induced by
the fog scenes in the picture. The second
day she still wasn't well enough to attend.
By that time the cake was still in delicious
condition, but a few more days would have
invited mummification, so Glenn and Eleanor
bundled up their pastry and drove to the
(Continued on page 8)

Col. Director Al Hall, with Randy Scott and Clark Gable, at his party
for Birmingham Hosp. patients recently returned from Jap prison
camps. Gable's first pic after army, "Strange Adventure" (MGM)
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Meet the New King of the
Bobby Socks!
him, they floor

They adore
him,

they

really go for him when they
see those clothes and hear
that voice singing new hits
by Mercer and Arlen!

HEAR BING’S
VOICE SING'Out Of This World'
’June Comes Around
Every Year"
"I'd Rather Be Me"
AND WAIT’LL YOU
SEE THOSE 4
CROSBY KIDS!

7

Continued
from page 6

... but you’re coming undone. Your
weak-kneed bob pins are slipping
and he’s pretending it doesn’t
matter ... Why not side-step such
Embarrassing Moments by using
DeLong Bob Pins

They have a stronger grip hold their

Hollywood Canteen where they cut the cake
and asked the several hundred service men
present to help celebrate. You could have
heard the rendition of "Happy Birthday" as
far north as Santa Barbara.
By the time you read this, the chances are
excellent that Bette Davis will either be in
Europe, or will be on her way there. She
has signed with the U. S. O. Hollywood Vic¬
tory Committee to enact, in an overseas com¬
pany, the Ann Harding-Katherine Hepburn
role in that timeless play "Holiday." News of
this type is certainly going to be welcome
to the men stuck in the Army of Occupation—
they're going to get a Holiday, one way or
another.
THE FUTURE:
The real estate agent showed his clients,
a man and a girl, through one of the few
available houses in Southern California. He
extolled the view, he recommended the floor
plan, he stressed the excellence of the hard¬
wood floors, steel sash, and multiplicity of
closets.
At length the girl said thoughtfully, "It's a
lovely house, really—but there's a catch.
There isn't one room that could be converted
into a nursery in the future, should a nursery
become an essential in our home."
So they decided not to buy the house.
Which is to say that Humphrey Bogart and
Lauren Bacall were still seeking home prop¬
erty as this flash went to press.
BEHIND THE BUSH:
A huge man descended from a taxi in a
tearing hurry. His secretary-valet, amid a
load of luggage, also cataracted out of the
conveyance and looked around for help.
Nearby there were two able seamen loung¬
ing. "Hey," yelled the big man, "how about
some help? I'm about to miss a train!"
The seamen collected themselves, and
two suitcases each, and trotted after the valet.

shape indefinitely and never slide

also laden with bags. Altogether they made
a most impressive cavalcade as they poured
down the aisles of the union station: first
strode the big man, impressive with his flow¬
ing hair, his heavy beard, his magnificent
shoulders, his coat streaming out behind his
speeding bulk. After him, like a comet’s trail,
followed the valet and the impressed mem¬
bers of Uncle Sam's Navy.
They got through the barrier, they
scorched down the long, resounding tunnel.
As the big man leaped on the rear steps of
his car, he thrust a five-dollar bill into the
hand of each amateur assistant and shouted
his intense gratitude.
As the train gathered speed, one sailor
said to the other, "Quite a guy. Who d'ya
s'pose was hiding behind that chin spinach?"
"Orson Welles, of course," beamed the
second, pocketing his five spot.
"Gosh—
what a town this is."
TERPSICHORUS:

Seldom is more than one rehearsal room in
Metro's dancing row occupied at any given
time, but recently all three were sending back
echoes from thumping feet. In No. 1, June
Allyson was learning a jitterbug routine for
her role in "For Better For Worse." She was
using a playback (i.e.. recorded music to be
used in the picture.)
In No. 2, Kathryn Grayson and Jimmie
Durante were perfecting a sample of what¬
ever was being danced in The Bowery in
1903. Their music was furnished by a piano
player who arrived one morning sporting a
huge handlebar mustache as an atmospheric
prop.
In No. 3, Van Johnson was laboriously
learning a pitchman's soft shoe routine for
"Early To Wed."
Mr. Gable, hearing of all this fast footwork,
shuddered, "Let no one mention 'Idiot's De¬
light' at this point," he cautioned.
(Continued on page 69)

out of your hair unexpectedly. You
can use one DeLong Bob Pin over
and over and it won’t ever let your
hair down, endangering your social
standingandyourall-importantpoise.

Stronger Grip
fWon’t Slip Out

Quality Manufacturers for Over
BOB PINS

HAIR PINS

SNAP FASTENERS

8

50

years

SAFETY PINS

STRAIGHT PINS

HOOKS & EYES
HOOK a EYE TAPES
SANITARY BELTS

Grown-up Shirley Temple at her 17th birthday

Irish born Brian Donlevy and Mrs. at Ciro’s.

party.

Fought with Lafayette Escadrille in last war.

Stars in "Kiss and Tell"

(Columbia).
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“CHRISTMAS IN CONNECTICUT” is the fun show that’s the one show
to see. Watch for it! Watch for it! Showings begin right away!
BARBARA STANWYCK • DENNIS MORGAN • SYDNEY GREENSTREET in
“CHRISTMAS IN CONNECTICUT"with Reginald Gardner -s.z.sakall* Robert shayne
Directed by PETER GODFREY* Produced by WILLIAM J ACOBS* Scron Ptay by Lk>n*l Housar and Adele Commandini

•From thiOriiinil Story by Ailaen Hamilton

The plot remains the same. “Uncle”
Harry Quincy (George Sanders) is a
devoted brother to his two old maid
sisters, Lettie (Geraldine Fitzgerald)
and Hester (Moyna McGill). He in¬
dulges their every whim and is ruled
by their iron hands. He loves and is
loved by Deborah (Ella Raines), but
is thwarted in his efforts to marry her
by the selfish hold his sisters have
on him. Deborah marries someone
else and “Uncle” Harry plots the
demise of the responsible sister. There
is a wonderful surprise ending, and
you will wait with bated breath as
the noose is tightened around the
throat of an innocent person.

OF COURSE YOU CAN...

CO IN SWIMMING...

WITH TAMPAX!
WHY ENVY OTHERS at that certain time
of the month? You can wear Tampax
in the water on sanitary-protection days
and no one will be the wiser! This
summer at any popular beach, you are
almost sure to find many women who go
in swimming on "those days”—wearing
Tampax without any hesitation what¬
ever. ... There is nothing about Tampax
in the slightest degree embarrassing (or
offending) under bathing suits wet or dry.
INTERNALLY, Tampax discards
belts, pins, outside pads — everything
that can possibly "show.” Perfected by a
doctor, Tampax is made of highly absorb¬
ent cotton compressed in modern appli¬
cators for dainty insertion. The hands
need never touch the Tampax. No odor
forms. There is no chafing with Tampax.
Changing is quick and disposal easy.
WORN

comes IN 3 SIZES
(Regular, Super,
Junior). Sold at drug stores and notion
counters in every part of the country—
because millions of women are now us¬
ing this newer type of monthly sanitary
protection. A whole month’s supply will
go into your purse. The Economy Box
holds four months’ supply (average).
Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

3 absorbencies
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REGULAR
SUPER
JUNIOR

Accepted for Advertising
_
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

A BELL FOR ADANO (20th Century-Fox)
comes to the screen with much ad¬
vance notice. First, written as a novel
by John Hersey, ’twas universally
acclaimed as one of the finest stories
to come out of World War II. Adapted
for the stage, it became “a Broadway
hit.”
So it was logical—yes, inevitable—
that the dramatic story of life in a
war-torn country
(namely, Italy;
and more specifically, an occupied
town in Sicily) should be told via
still another medium—the movies.
And it’s a good movie—for the
homely
philosophy
so
liberally
sprinkled through; for the fine char¬
acterizations drawn by John Hodiak
(as Major Joppolo), by Gene Tierney
(as Tina, the young Sicilian girl who
befriended the American officer), and
by William Bendix, the officer’s sym¬
pathetic aide; for the ever-appealing
thought that spiritual needs transcend
the physical.
The spiritual need of Adano hap¬
pens to be a bell, confiscated by the
Fascists. To the people of Adano, the
bell had symbolized their unity—for
they arose by it, they ate by it, they
went to church by it. Assigned to
administer to the physical needs of
these people, it was Major Joppolo’s
contention that to return their bell
was as important as providing them
with food and water. His was a de¬
termined, protocol-defying fight to
establish the democratic principal that
people are more important than
rules.
If there are faults to be found with
the picture, they should not be termed
comparative faults, having little or
nothing to do with the success or fail¬
ure of filming the story. They are the
criticisms inherited from the story
itself—that it insults the intelligence
of the Italian people, that it’s too often
a patronizing portrayal. And soundly
based or not—and some will dismiss
the criticisms as being irrelevant—
these objections have been made, and
the picture was screened with no
noticeable attempt to overcome them.
UNCLE HARRY (Universal) from the
stage play made famous by the team
of Joseph Schildkraut and Eva LeGallienne comes a screen version to
chill and thrill you by the superlative
performances of George Sanders and
Geraldine Fitzgerald in the same
roles.

MY REPUTATION (Warner Bros.)-gives
Barbara Stanwyck a change of pace
from “Double Indemnity.” A sym¬
pathetic role with beautiful clothes to
wear are things any star would want
—if she could get ’em. If you were a
young widow with two sons 'Scotty
Beckett and Bobby Cooper) and you
had a mother (Lucile Watson), who
insisted on meddling in your life, and
you had ceased to be an individual—
wouldn’t you rebel? Jessica Drum¬
mond (Barbara Stanwyck) does, and
falls in love with army engineer
George Brent (giving here his usual
polished performance). It’s a super
for the sophisticates who like romance
in evening clothes. With Eve Arden,
Warner Anderson, John Ridgely and
Jerome Cowan.
OUT OF THIS WORLD (Paramount) —
It’s Eddie Bracken’s picture, but the
guiding hand of Preston Sturges
(“Miracle of Morgan’s Creek” and
“Hail the Conquering Hero”) is sorely
missed. Compensating features, how¬
ever, are Diana Lynn, Veronica Lake,
Cass Daley, Parkyakarkus and the
voice of Bing Crosby out of the mouth
of Bracken.
It’s a wacky plot, being a take-off
on the Frank Sinatra-bobby sox
craze. Eddie is a messenger boy who
suddenly finds himself the swoon
king of the hep chicks, and conse¬
quently in the big dough. But there’s
a catch ... a little bit of double¬
dealing and a slight mathematical er¬
ror result in the sale of 125% of his
contract to the town-folk. No mat¬
ter how much Eddie makes, he’s still
(Continued on page 81)

ROADWAY’S HILARIOUS ROMANTIC
COMEDY NOW ON THE SCREEN!

So she picked up the • • • • marbles... and went
home to make love!
~
<?.

1 heirs the kind
of fun that makes
the world go round
...and round...and
round.. .until you ’re
dizzy with
laughter!

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents
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DUNNE
COBURN

KNOX
GTO

A SIDNEY BUCHMAN Production
Adapted from the play by Ruth Gordon • Screenplay by Sidney Buchman

Directed by CHARLES VIDOR

This picture has been
chosen for showing to our
Armed Forces

overseas.
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5.
10.
14.
15.

"This.All”
Ronald is one in "Kismet”
Wings
"Ann” in "Keep Your
Powder Dry”
16. To understand (slang)
17. "Dr. Lee” in '‘Between
Two Women”
18. Across (prefix)
19. Three
20. Faye .
22. Cary’s ma is.role in
"None but the Lonely
Heart”
24. "Citizen Kane”
27. "Dorothy” in "Utah”
(inits.)
28. Lynn Merrick in "A Guy,
a Gal and a Pal”
32. Intoxicated (slang)
34. "Maria-Veronica” in "The
Keys of the Kingdom”
38. Mischievous
39. "Col. Cooper” in "God is
My Co-Pilot”
42. "Henry Dupont” in "A
Song to Remember”
43. - - - Wynn
44. 27 across owns - - - X
Ranch in "Utah”
45. "Here Come the Co - - -”
46. Connie, Nina and Noel
(inits.)
47. India (poetic)
48. Gets most of the attention
in a movie
50. "The Master
51. "- - - - Lynne” (anag.)
53.
- - of the Road”
54. Beneficent ancestral spirits
(Rom. Reiig.)
55. Otto in "Earl Carroll Vani¬
ties” (inits.)
57. "J. N. Bates” in "Bring
On the Girls”

73. Vaudeville in a show
74. News
75. Anagram for Miss Barry¬
more
76. "Cliff” in "Destiny”
77. "Dr. Grover” in "Dark
Waters”
78. "Robert Jordan” is one of
.famous roles
79. Ginger in "I’ll Be Seeing
You”

DOWN
1. "Teddy” in "Bring On the
Girls”
2. Patron saint of sailors
(anag.)
3. Martha - - - 4. "Gladys” in "The Picture
of Dorian Gray” (anag.)
5. "Delilah Donay” in
"Blonde Fever”
6. "San Slade’/ in "Belle of
the Yukon”
7. - - - Massen
8. "Dr. Adams” in "Between
Two Women”
9. First word in Massachu¬
setts’ motto
10. "The Man in Half Moon
Street”
11. Highly distinctive
12. ’’Richard” in "The
Affairs of Susan”
13. Saloon keeper is - - - - role
in "Frisco Sal”
21. Tom is Wally’s - - - in
"This Man s Navy”
23. "Neeley” in "A Tree
Grows in Brooklyn” (inits.)
25. "In - - - Oklahoma”
26. "The Squire” in "The Corn
is Green”

31. "Specs” i
ger” (inits
33. Van is - "Thirty Se
Tokyo”
35. Ingrid rec
36. ".Yo
37. Wac Lieut
Your Pow
39. Estimate
i
40. "Anne”
Again” (in
41. She is in
Live Here
44. Mrs. Robe
49. Augment
50. Cavalry c
Big Bonan
52. Ginger’s c
Seeing Yo
54. "Paul Lun
and Every
56. "Paul Car
out Love”
58. Disorder
59. "Mrs. Wat
in "The C
60. A star of
61. Butter sub
62. ’’Edgar D
Thin Man
(anag.)
63. Party for m
65. Wander
66. "Mary Gre
Suspect”
67. "Rosalind”
and Every
68 Lester Alle
Flamarion
71. Did you se
wood Can
72. "Winged
epic of the

(For Solution See Page 85)

The new length...short...flattering...tailored
from genuine Parker-Wilder '‘Parksuede"...
100% pure Virgin wool... a soft, rich-looking
material that's right for summer and early fall!
Wear it anywhere, any season, with any out¬
fit! Deep pockets, shoulder pleats, pretty but¬
tons. Fully lined in fine rayon! Sizes 10 to 20.
Beige, Green, Blue, Gold, $19.98, plus postage.
Buy with confidence from Hollywood's
pioneer mail-order fashion house!

SEND NO MONEY... WE MAIL C. 0. D.
Now Available! Betty Co-Ed Cosmetics!
ASK YOUR DEALER

BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD
Dept 976, 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28y Calif.

PROMPT DELIVERY!

BETTY CO-ED of HOLLYWOOD,

Dept.975

J

6253 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California j
Please send me "Shorty"
Coat at $19.98
.
9
ploi poitoge
I
BEIGE □

GREEN □

BLUE □

GOLD □ |

(Mark »*t and 2nd color choice)

Sizes: 10 12 14 16 18 20

ccir«u *««• wanted)

I

NAME_____

J

ADDRESS.

-

|

CITY_

ZONE_STATE_I

(Please print name. etc. plainly)
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Side-splitting laughs...ear-tingling music..,
eye-dazzling girls! Here’s a SCANDALS to
make even Broadway raise its eyebrows! You, too!

ANN RUTHERFORD
glamorous Hollywood star featured in “Bed¬
side Manner,” an Andrew Stone Production

AT PARAMOUNT:

YOU’LL HAVE

LOVELIER HAIR
Convince yourself with one
application of this famous

3-WAY MEDICINAL TREATMENT
Many of Hollywood's most beautiful stars use this
overnight 3-Way Medicinal Treatment. You, too, can
make your hair look lovelier, more glamorous!
Glover’s will accentuate the natural color-tones of
your hair with clear, sparkling highlights—freshened
radiance—the soft, subtle beauty of hair wellgroomed. Today—try all three of the famous
Glover's preparations—Glover's original Mange Med¬
icine— GLO-VER Beauty Shampoo—Glover’s Imperial
Hair Dress. Use separately, or in one complete
treatment. Ask for the regular sizes at any Drug
Store or Drug Counter—or mail the Coupon for all
three products in hermetically-sealed bottles, packed
in special carton with FREE booklet, "The Scien¬
tific Care of Scalp and Hair.”

I—Apply Glover's
Mange Medicine,
with massage, for
Dandruff, Annoy¬
ing Scalp and Ex¬
cessive Falling
Hair.

2—Wash hair
With GLO-VER
Beauty Shampoo
(hard or soft
water). Makes
hair soft, lustrous,
manageable.

3—Use Glover's
Imperial Hair
Dress for scalp
and hair — it's
non-alcoholic and
antiseptic!

THE BLUE DAHLIA, murder mys¬
tery chiller, is now in its second
month. With Alan Ladd, Veronica
Lake, William Bendix, Howard da
Silva, and Doris Dowling.
THE STORK CLUB should be a
rendezvous for all of yous. The pic¬
ture deals with the experiences of a
hat-check girl (Betty Hutton) who
rescues a weary old millionaire
(Barry Fitzgerald) from drowning.
However, Betty doesn’t know that
Barry is a millionaire; she thinks he
is a destitute old man, so befriends
him and gets him a job as bus boy in
The Stork Club. Meanwhile, Barry
arranges to make life easier for Betty;
so through intermediaries, arranges
for her to take a very lavish apart¬
ment. Promptly, she insists that Barry
share her good fortune and move
in with her. At which point, her boy
friend comes back from overseas . . .
and I won’t spoil it for you by telling
you more.

AT WARNERS’: *
A STOLEN LIFE is in its third
month, with Bette Davis in the dual
role of twin sisters, both in love with
Glenn Ford. Walter Brennan, Charlie
Ruggles and Dane Clark assist with
the dramaturgy.
THE TIME, THE PLACE AND THE
GIRL is a Technicolor musical with
Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson, Janis
Paige, S. Z. Sakall, Carmen Cavallaro
and orchestra, Donald Woods, and one
of the brightest of rising meteors,
Martha Vickers.
DANGER SIGNAL is in its second
month, with Faye Emerson, Zachary
Scott, Rosemary DeCamp, Bruce Ben¬
nett, Mona Freeman (borrowed from
Paramount, who previously loaned
her to Columbia for her sensitive bit
in “Together Again”), and John
Ridgely.

JANIE GETS MARRIED—’nuff said
—Joan Leslie, Robert Hutton, Ed¬
ward Arnold, beautiful Ann Harding,
Robert Benchley, Hattie McDaniel,
Ann Gillis and Dick Erdman.
THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS is the
picture about one man’s woman trou¬
ble that will be interrupted long
enough for H. Bogart to marry Lau¬
ren Bacall. With Mr. Bogart in this
timely picture are Barbara Stanwyck,
Alexis Smith, Nigel Bruce, and Ann
Carter.

AT UNITED ARTISTS:*
YOUNG WIDOW, with Jane Rus¬
sell (her new pin-up pictures are out
of this world), Louis Hayward, Faith
Dorn, Penny Singleton, Connie Gil¬
christ,
Cora
Witherspoon,
Louise
Beaver and Peter Garey.
DUEL IN THE SUN is the Techni¬
color film version of Niven Busch’s
splendid novel, with Jennifer Jones,
Joseph Cotten, Gregory Peck. Lionel
Barrymore, Lillian Gish, Scott Mc¬
Kay, Butterfly McQueen (remember
her as Prissy in Gone With The
Wind?) Steve Dunhill, Victor Wong
and Charles Dingle.

AT REPUBLIC:
LOVE, HONOR, AND GOODBYE—
with Virginia Bruce, Victor McLaglen,
Edward Ashley, Helen Broderick,
Nils Asther, Veda Ann Borg, Vic¬
toria Horne, Jacqueline and Judith
Moore.

AT COLUMBIA:*
THE BANDIT OF SHERWOOD
FOREST in Technicolor
(Lincoln
Green) is now in its second month,
with Cornel Wilde, Anita Louise, Ed¬
gar Buchanan as Friar Tuck, George
Macready, Jill Esmond, Eva Moore,
and John Abbott. Scene is laid in
England in 1216, so the court shots
are magnificent. You musn’t miss it!

Your hair will be Lovelier with

with massage
DANDRUFF, A
NOYING SCALP
and EXCESSIVE
FALLING HAIR

i GLOVER’S, 101 W. 31stSt., Dept 678. NewYork I,N.Y.
i
•
|
i
J

Send "Complete Trial Application" package in plain
wrapper, by return mail, containing Glover's Mange
Medicine, GLO-VER Beauty Shampoo and Glover's
Imperial Hair Dress, in hermetically-sealed bottles,
with informative FREE booklet. I enclose 25c.

j ADDRESS.
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i □ Sent FREE to members of the Armed Forces on
J receipt of 10c to cover postage and packing.

Robin Hood rides again—as Cornel Wilde, Olympic fencing champion and logical inheritor
of Doug Fairbanks role.

He's 30 and married wife Pat when they were in same play in N. Y.

THE GAY SENORITA is a light,
merry little comedy with Jinx Falkenburg, Jim Bannon, Steve Cochran
and Corinna Mura.
PARDON MY PAST has Fred
MacMurray,
Marguerite
Chapman,
William Demarest, Akim Tamiroff,
Harry Davenport, Douglass Dumbrille, Charles Arnt, and Dewey
Robinson busy in a comedy, in which
Fred enacts his first dual role. A pair
of discharged merchant mariners,
Fred and Bill, arrive in New York,
collect their back pay—three thou¬
sand beautiful dollars—and plan to
go to Beaver Dam, Wisconsin (joke:
that’s really Fred’s home town) to
start a mink farm. Before they can
board a train, they are forcibly re¬
moved to the home of a gangster,
Akim Tamiroff, because of the mer¬
chant mariners’ resemblance to a local
man about town currently down on
his luck. In order to get his three
grand back, Fred goes to the home of
the man he so strongly resembles,
and from here on you have to pay
admission.
I LOVE A BANDLEADER is all
about a shy man named Phil Harris
who gets involved in a case of am¬
nesia. With Rochester, Leslie Brooks,
Walter Catlett, and Carole Mathews.
SOME CALL IT LOVE deals with
the problem of Rosalind Russell, Lee
Bowman, Adele Jergens, and Lewis
Russell. Roz is a psychoanalyst and
Lee Bowman is a light-hearted car¬
toonist; they find—on the train they
have boarded—that they have been
sold the same berth. They decide to
take turns sitting up in it all night,
whereupon Roz is able to save a girl,
Adele, from committing suicide. Now,
watch this because it gets tricky:
Adele was frightened by a comic val¬
entine or something as a child, so she
has a complex about love. If you can’t
see from here that vast complications
between Roz, Lee, and Adele are go¬
ing to arise instantly, you just haven’t
been reading your psychology lately.
*
*
*

AT MGM:
YOLANDA AND THE THIEF, in
Technicolor, is now in its fourth
month of shooting—what a picture!
Fred Astaire, Lucille Bremer, Frank
(Continued on page 71)

NEW...a CREAM DEODORANT
which Safely helps

STOP
.

1

under-arm

PERSPIRATION

Does not irritate skin. Does not rot
dresses and men’s shirts.

.

2 Prevents under-arm odor. Helps stop
perspiration safely.
3. A pure, white, antiseptic, stainless
vanishing cream.
4. No waiting to dry. Can be used right

after shaving.

.

5 Arrid has been awarded the Approval
Seal of the American Institute of
Laundering — harmless to fabric. Use
Arrid regularly.

39^

Plus Tax

(Also 590 size)
At any store which sells toilet goods
A

little

black

Allbritton.
(Univ.)

cat

doesn't

scare

Louise

ARRID

Stars in "Men in Her Diary"

with Jon

Hall

and

Peggy

Ryan.

MORE MEN AND WOMEN USE ARRID THAN ANY OTHER DEODORANT
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A second in the sun, for a single smiling
glance.

But quickly!

glasses to

Back go her sun¬

protect eyes from irritation.

Beauty Editor

T
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HERE’S one Eye-Oh-You (I.O.U.)
in every eyeful’s life. It’s the debt
she owes her eyes—and at no season
are eye care and eye make-up more
important than in summer. On the one
hand you have more grit and glare.
On the other you have a fashionable
facade that sports darker skin tones,
paler pastel lip lure and a wide-eyed
wondrous look.
You will, if you’re wise safeguard
your eyes. And the system is simple.
Get lots of sleep for lots of sparkle.
Then save that sparkle by sparing
eyes from strain. Wear glasses if you
need them; always wear sunglasses
for your outdoor life—you do need

them. Learn about eye lotion and use
a drop or two whenever your orbs
feel tired or look bloodshot.
For the super-glow that arouses a
“gleam,” cosmetics come to the fore
—eyeshadow, eyebrow pencil and
mascara—in that order and in this
manner.
Tinted shadow is blended up and
out from the center of the lid, just
above the lash line. Generally speak¬
ing, the color should be darkest
where natural shadows are deepest—
at the corners. Strictly speaking, it
should never be obvious but should
always “fade” out slightly below the
brows with no line of demarcation.

Pencil, to define the brows proper¬
ly, should be clean and sharply
pointed. It must be stroked on lightly
in short, hair-like marks right on the
brow hairs, right along the natural
arch. Two pencils, a brown one first,
then a black (once over lightly) make
for a more real effect.
Mascara, the magic-maker of lash
luxuriance is applied with a damp
brush, from base to tips. Work slowly
and cover each lash completely. After
the eyelashes have been evenly coated,
a dry brush should be used to sepa¬
rate them and remove any excess
mascara before a second and thin
coating makes them seem doubly thick.

THE BATTLE OF BATAAN
One of the spectacular
episodes reenacted for
the biggest story of
the Pacific war ... a
picture every American
is waiting to see!

starring

R K O
RADIO

with

ANTHONY QUINN
BEULAH BONDI-FELY FRANOUELLI-LEONARD STRONG
executive Producer ROBERT FELLOWS • Directed by EDWARD DMYTRYK
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EDGAR

Directed by

ntmu fiflinAnAi

• Produced by

ANUKt UAVtN ?

Screen Play by WandaTuchock and Norman Reilly Raine • From a Story by Eleanore Griffen
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joun lorring
“■•■HO’S THAT?” The whisper runs across the
theater when Joan Lorring, as Bessie Watty in
UU “The Corn Is Green, flounces into view. Before
her final close-up, the murmur changes to: “She’s
remarkable!”
You and I are not the first to say so. The great Chinese
actor, Dr. Mei Lang Fang, the late Douglas Fairbanks,
senior; Ronald Colman, Norman Corwin, Bette Davis
and Orson Welles have all cried: “Remarkable!” be¬
fore ever she appeared on the screen.

1111
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By LESLIE TRAINE

The real name of this bundle of talent is Dellie Ellis,
but “Joan Lorring” looks better in lights. Besides, it
works out to “3” according to numerology, and “3” is
Joan’s lucky number.
She was born in Hong Kong, Victoria, and spent most
of her childhood there and in Shanghai, cosmopolitan
cities then where people with every accent, dialect and
tongue were to be met. Her father is English, her
mother, Russian, their various amahs, Chinese. The
butterball babe that was to (Continued on page 72)

Wedding of 4-times married star to sensa¬
tional "Look" took 3 minutes. Bromfield farm
manager, George Hawkins, gave bride away.

Double ring ceremony was performed at
farm of novelist Louis Bromfield, who also
served as best man for the bridegroom.

So they got married!

You

thought the Bogart-Bacall romance
was a publicity agent's press-dream?

No honeymoon. Couple returned to Hollywood and Warner
assignments.
Bogey went back to complete "The Two
Mrs. Carrolls". Bacall grindstone was "Confidential Agent".

.

v

Bride wore a two-piece dress of beige doeskin with leather belt; brown
suede shoes completed outfit.
Bridal party included Mrs. Bacall, best
man L. Bromfield, Mrs. Bromfield, their daughters and novelist's mother.

W

HERE Vincent Price will be tomorrow, or what
he will be doing, is as unpredictable as the
weather. The only time anyone can be sure of
locating him is when he is working before the
camera at 20th Century-Fox, where he is under
contract.
His interests are as varied as they are extensive. His
energy is boundless and his zest for life so keen, that
it is impossible to keep up with him.
Artistic to his fingertips, collecting objects of art is a
passion. A Modigliani and a Goya are two outstanding
canvasses among his collection of paintings. His collec¬
tion of Olmecan Pre-Columbia figures dates back to B.C.
He goes into ecstasy over wood carving. Bronze, rare
books—all beautiful, skillful craftmanship intrigue and
fascinate him.
Himself an artist of note, Vincent works equally well
in oils and water colors. His sketches and caricatures
are prized possessions of friends fortunate enough to

own one. The Bible illustrations he is working on for
his five year old son Barrett, are delicately beautiful.
The gold settings for the matched topazes in the ear¬
rings, necklace, ring and bracelet he designed for his
wife Edith Barrett, are exquisite.
Those long, slender fingers of his can wield a hammer
and handle a saw and shovel as effectually as they
manipulate a pencil or paint brush. Proof lies in the
three-room beach cottage Vincent just finished build¬
ing. With an occasional few hours’ help from his standin, Vincent hauled the material—in the second-hand
truck which he often drives to work—mixed the cement
and sawed the lumber that went into the building.
“It is my dream cottage come to life,” says Vincent.
“A diminutive model of the main house that will be
built farther back on the property after the war. This
cottage then will be used for a guest house.
“I have had my eyes on these three acres for over five
years. Stretching out on the (Continued on page 59)

By RILLA PAGE PALMBORG

Gone

UP !

By
24

KAY

PROCTOR

COOKING WITH GAGS
1. Danny Kayes next pic, Goldwyn's "The Kid From Brooklyn", should
be a natural, because he is!

Like the famous "tree", the Quip-Kid grew

there, tool 2. Water may be cold but his movie fans are not! 3. Jumps
to greater glory in newly released "Wonder Man".
gram every Fri. eve., CBS.

show—and all Danny s lyrics.
7. This boy is

T

4. Has radio pro¬

5. Clever writer-wife, Sylvia Fine, helps write
6. In

next picture he's a

prizefighter.

sitting pretty" . . . and there is no doubt about that!

HE dropping of a five ton blockbuster could not
have had a more paralyzing effect. Everyone on the
set stood frozen in his tracks. The silence was the
terrible silence of the tomb. No one seemed to
breathe.
Judy Garland had been rehearsing a solo .scene for
“Meet Me In St. Louis,” and justifiably was well pleased
with the way things were going. Suddenly a voice had
rung out, scathing with sarcasm, from behind the camera
where Vincente Minnelli was holding the directorial
reins on the picture. Minnelli, whom Judy is engaged
to marry.
“Stop, stop, STOP!” the voice screamed. “In all my
life I have never seen anything (Continued on page 67)

Roxanne Rogers with Mama Mary.

While Lt. Rogers pilots planes for the USN, Mary minds their 2 children, is producing "One Touch of Venus.

Pickfair party for Mex. star Pedro Armendariz (here for UA
pic.).

On Mary's right is Mex. Ambassador Juan Aczarate.

By FREDDA DUDLEY
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F YOU were to ask Mary Pickford what she con¬
sidered the prime factor in screen success, she would
answer instantly and with conviction, “Magnetism.”
And she would add, “Of far greater importance than
physical perfection, is a certain dynamic quality of
personality, a projectable human warmth. The Orien¬
tals, upon completing a precise and superb work of
art, always marred it in some way so as to escape the
jealousy of the gods. Practically every human being
has some obvious flaw, but this flaw is put to use or
obliterated by the quality of magnetism.”

Miss Pickford has a perfect right to make this state¬
ment because there is probably no more magnetic
woman living and working in Hollywood today, than
she. Furthermore, she has maintained her prominence
over a period of years with no appreciable wear and
tear upon her physical attractiveness or upon her
dynamic spirit.
She has worked, over the past three decades, through
curly-topped girlhood to maturity, with some of the
most exciting personalities of this era. Valentino? Yes
—she knew him. But their (Continued on page 50)
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Bronwyn.

Dir. Gregory Ratoff made it known on set that
she

has acting

ability and technicolor looksl

(Right) With Fritz Leiber in "The Spanish Main."
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ER name is Mrs. Will Price. When movie fans ask
for her autograph it usually comes out “With every
kind wish, Maureen O’Hara.” Every time she makes
a picture her box office reports shoot sky high. In
the eyes of the armed services she can do no wrong.
In the eyes of her American public, with every family
touched one way or another by war, she is a welcome
relief, as she sweeps across the screen in high disdain
and full Technicolor.
Look at a photo of Maureen O’Hara and you’re look¬
ing at one of the most popular stars in Hollywood. You
think you’re looking at one picture; actually, you’re
looking at the picture of a professional who’s about four
persons in one. The last is the filrp star, the third is
Maureen FitzSimons, the second is young mother, and
first and foremost is Mrs. Will Price, wife of Marine
Lieutenant Will Price who’s stationed overseas.
She knows what she wants. What’s more, she always
gets it. Pretty strong words, those—but no stronger
than Maureen’s own, “You have to fight to get what
you want, and nothing is worthwhile having unless you
have to make some effort for it.”
Interviewed one afternoon in her home that’s a can¬
yon retreat, back of Beverly Hills, Maureen commented
interruptedly . . . between pouring tea, answering the
phone and tending to her (Continued on page 56)

BY BEA LAIRD

Tantamount to the kiss of death is the cry
no sex appeal! It made Maureen O'Hara
'Irish mad' when they said it about her!

She's
gives

too
the

cold?
lie

Four-in-one
to

this

O'Hara

blasphemy!
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By MICKELL NOVAK

ON’T LOOK now, but that guy who’s grinning at
you from across the page has the world by the
tail—and he doesn’t care who knows it!
If Bob Cummings had three good hands today,
instead of the usual number, he could count his
blessings off in one-two order!
Bob and Success had a touch-and-go time of it for
fifteen years, before Lady Luck finally capitulated com¬
pletely to the guy’s ability to hang on, and decided—
to everyone’s amazement—to give a sucker an even
break.
That break came this year, when the long road that
has no turning (and we do mean Mr. C’s career) finally
executed a neat hairpin curve, and sent his star rocket¬
ing up into- the celestial sector, where it promises to

anchor itself and become a permanent feature attraction.
The send-off for this mercurial flight, was the legal
document that producer Hal Wallis waved before the
Cummings orbs, in the way of a four-year contract
involving two pictures a year and the privilege of doing
outside films. “You Came Along” is Bob’s first starring
role for Paramount release, and it threatens to be sock
entertainment.
On location at Riverside, California’s famous Mission
Inn, Bob got one look at its Flyers’ Chapel, and an idea
was born. Two weeks later he grabbed actress Mary
Elliott’s hand, trotted her back to the spot, and married
the girl!
The events leading up to the great day were well¬
paced, to understate the case. (Continued on page 84)

Conceived in drama, dedicated to flattery—
Lucille Ball models hats that follow traditions
of elegance established by the Old Masters

STREAMLINED.

Lucille Ball's out-

sized, pointed black velvet beret
edged with bright green braid is
a

1945 version of the one pretty

Lady Jane Seymour wore. Note the
resemblance of the heavy jewelry.
Not necessary . . . but how it addsl
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EYECATCHER. Women of fashion in the nineteenth century went
in for the "flirty jobs", too.

Here the star of "Ziegfeld Follies" is

shown wearing a strawberry felt poke bonnet with a cascade of
pink feathers, much along the lines of the lady in this popular
painting.

The Eton collar on her sophisticatedly simple dress is

slightly smaller—but so much smarter for the ladies of today.

NEAT AND SWEET.

Puritan lady in this painting probably

made her own lace bonnet and collar.

This very charming

bonnet of white straw has a squared crown in the modern
mode and is trimmed with sweet sprays of forget-me-not.
Bright

PRETTY PARADOX.

All the flattery of a real hat with the casual

shining

of

hair charm

no

hat at

all!

Lucille's

little

companion

for those

smart

"little

black

sheers".

beret of

black felt studded with multi-colored sequins and worn off the
face to show her beautiful red

hair, is a take-off on the one

worn by a famous English philosopher of the 16th century.

(You

don't have to be a philosopher to look well in this little hat.)

LARCENOUS LOOK.

The candid look of this off-

the-face hat with a swooping side drop was "lifted"
from the painting of the Italian noblewoman who
was

inspiration

poems.

Hats designed by Beverly Devon of Hollywood.

Love",

Lucille
likes

it

for one
Ball,
in

a

of Shelley's

most

noted

now appearing in "Without
soft,

luscious

green

shade.

COTTEN

TALE

This man looks at life and finds it
great fun!

Lucky Guy ... for life seems

to feel the same about Joseph Cotten.

By DOROTHY DEERE

oC
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HAT would you rather be if you were not an
actor?”, an interviewer asked Joe Cotten.
“There’s no such thing as not being an actor,”
the interviewee replied pleasantly. “Scratch any
human being deep enough and you’ll find a layer
of actor-dermis somewhere. An ‘actor’, as the term is
used professionally, is merely someone who is allowed
to indulge in his acting.”
The interviewer was impressed. You would be, too.
Mr. Cotten has a trick voice, as you know, and he gives
off trick thoughts with it. His conversation crackles in
the same individual way his hair crinkles, although the
one has nothing to do with the other. The voice is from

an early case of whooping cough, the hair is from
handsomeness. He is twice as good looking in natural
color as on black and white, with very live blue eyes
and a California complexion. And he dresses in a way
to make some of those males in the Esquire fashion-fotos
look as if they had just tossed themselves together.
Also, he has been enabled to write an entire series of
checkbooks merely by his knowledge of histrionics,
which proves him an authority on the subject:
“Talk to anyone long enough,” he continued, “and
whether he’s an Elks Club president or a street-car
conductor, he’ll eventually get around to telling you
about the time he took part (Continued on page 65)
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"I'm

o firm

believer in

discipline..

If you

con't discipline yourself,

you're o failure," soys Dick Crane, appearing in "Captain Eddie" (-20th).

NCE upon a time it may have
been
true that
Hollywood’s
younger set was beautiful but
dumb. They are no less good
to look at today. Listen now,
and see if you think they’re dumb:
“Modern people don’t accept the
ideas of yesterday,” declares Bill
Eythe, of 20th Century-Fox. “They
don’t accept the ideas of today with¬
out examining them, either.
“In the past, love was thought of
as a troubadour playing a guitar un¬
der a veiled lady’s window, an illu¬
sion of romance with no reality. Love
was a wild agitation of the blood,
poetry, music and moonlight. When,
after marriage, the lovers discovered
each had married an ordinary mortal,
it must have been pretty bad.
“Today, the lady has taken off her
veil, the gentleman has lost his guitar.
You see them sitting down, discuss¬
ing their common problems—back¬
grounds, families, outlook, philoso¬
phy, eugenics. I don’t believe in very
young marriages, nor in comparative
strangers marrying. They must be
old enough to understand how to ad¬
just themselves, and whether or not
they can make a success of their
union.
“The old idea that the man should
be ‘boss’ is OUT. The one best in¬
formed or experienced in a certain
field should decide that problem. A
woman presumably knows best, about
household (Continued on page 88)

The old saw "youth should be seen
but not heard" is no more.

They

have a stake in the world a* com*
inq—and they'll have their say!

By ALICE L. TILDESLEY

Man from Mars (Penna.)—Bill Eythe voices his opinion thusly:

"I don't

believe in very young marriages, nor in comparative strangers marrying."

Lovely Jeanne Crain finds that "some people don't
need money to be happy—they have other resources."

“I like men.
They stride about—
Reach in their pockets and pull things out.
They look important.
They rock on their toes.
They lose all the buttons off their clothes.
They throw pipes away, but—
They find them again!
Men are queer creatures, but—
I like men.”

I

AM sorry to say that I don’t remember who wrote that
delicious bit of verse, bufc I do know that it expresses

the sentiment of most of the girls who have Jiad the
good luck to work in pictures with the very interesting,
exceptionally gallant, and generally worthwhile men
in Hollywood. I’ve had the luck, because I started in
this industry when I should have been (and would have
been but for my cunning escape) fuming over algebraic
equations, of appearing in pictures with many of the
most famous men in the world.
And, thanks to the unfailing assistance of producers,
directors, writers, technicians, and others, I hope to go
on with this fascinating work for many more years. Be¬
cause there is nothing quite as pleasant as remembering

"Along Come Jones" with me and Gary Cooper,
is

a

"westrun"

which

is

very

super

duperl

»,V<OvqrWi

J'v*
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the charming characteristics of one’s friends, I have
decided to share a few of the things I remember.
Of course, my two favorite men of all time are my
husband, Colonel Tom Lewis, and my lusty young son,
Christopher.
Also, I have just finished working with everyone’s
favorite man, Gary Cooper, in an enterprise that we, af¬
fectionately, dub a “westrun.” The correct title is “Along
Came Jones,” and it is Gary’s first independent pro¬
ducing job—a brilliant job, I would say. In this opry,
I wear my hair down my back to give me that outdoorsy expression, and aiding and abetting this effect

is a plaid shirt—but a big plaid!—and a divided skirt.
Gary is wearing his usual blue shirt, Stetson hat, and
tight brown riding breeches.
On him they not only
look good, but they are convincing. Gary, of course,
knows about all there is to know about horseflesh; he
is so assured that he can even kid about horsemanship.
The other day he was telling a visitor on the set,
“Shucks, steering a horse is just like steering an auto¬
mobile.” He described a steering-wheel circle, his left
hand at the bottom of the circle holding the reins, and
his right hand at the top. “Now, watch my right hand.”
So, manipulating that right (Continued on page 62)

Clark Gable, Ty Power, Don Ameche,
Alan Ladd, Ronald Colman, Gary Cooper,
Charles Boyer and Spencer Tracy.
Loretta likes ’em—who wouldn't!

When I was 14 . . . Nils Asther had to be a
hot fudge sundae so's he'd appeal to mel_
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In Technicolor

Virginia mayo
VERA-ELLEN
DONALD WOODS
S.Z.SAKALL
Allen Jenkins Edward Brophy
Otro Kruger Steve Cochran
Virginia Gilmore and

THE GOLDWYN GIRLS
Directed by Bruce Humberstone
Screen Ploy by Don Horlmon Melxille Shavdson and Pfcilip Ropp
Released trough RKO RADIO PICTURES INC.
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By KATE HOLLIDAY

THE

VANQUISHES

Being a producer is a man's racket, they
warned her.

But Missy Joan Harrison just

went ahead and did the job anyway ... but good!

D

ID YOU see a picture called “Phantom
Lady”? This is the movie now on record
as being a Hollywood precedent breaker
—on several counts.
In the first place, it was a good show.
Second, it made Franchot Tone, usually a
charming character, into a suspected murderer.
Third, and most important, it was the first
show in elephant’s years to be produced in
Hollywood by a woman. In fact, I think it’s
probably the first show ever to have a gal as
sole boss. And that’s news!
The lady in question is a small, blonde,
young, vital wench named Joan Harrison. She
is not one’s idea of a super-executive. She
doesn’t go in for heavy, sensible shoes, black¬
framed glasses, or a mannish hair-cut. Instead,
she cuts quite a swath with the stag-line in
dressmaker suits, a blithe, curly Victory bob,
and shoes that look like shoes. At a casual
meeting, she seems frivolous and a little shy.
But, when you talk to her for a few minutes,
you discover she has unleashed a brain that
is nothing to sneeze at. (Continued on page 70)
Cute, pert 'n smart!

She gets lots of cooperation from co-workers.
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ANN
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Barbara Britton changed from a quiet,
unobtrusive starlet—to one of Hollywood's
shining lights.

Here's how it happened

OULD this be Barbara Britton?
Two and a half years had passed since our first
meeting and the shy, terrified girl of that period
had been replaced by the woman of vivacious
charm and obvious intelligence who now sat across
the luncheon table from us. Watching Barbara exchange
quips with Joel McCrea an hour later on the set of
“The Virginian,” the change in this girl who, in the
past, deliberately avoided people seemed even more
radical.
What had happened to make her different? Vividly,
I recalled our first meeting; the day Barbara, with her
mother by her side, arrived at Paramount studios to
prepare for a screen test. Her beauty took your breath

away, but her shyness was painful to watch. She was
unlike any girl the studio had ever signed, and every¬
one was a little bewildered at what to do with this new
type of motion picture actress. Actually, it wasn’t until
Barbara—through one of those exciting flukes that occur
only in Hollywood—became the star of “Till We Meet
Again,” that the studio solved the riddle of an actress
who could act, but who just didn’t somehow fit into any
character a screen writer could dream up.
Just how Barbara emerged into a full-fledged screen
star and an exciting personality was revealed in the
story she told me.
“I was absolutely terrified at what had happened to
me that day of the screen test,” (Continued on page 75) •
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By JILL WARREN

REETINGS, individuals! Here it is July, with sum¬
mer, sun and stuff, and lots of items in the musical
notebook.
Gene Krupa has dropped the string section from
his orchestra and the band now sounds more like
it did a couple of years ago. Gene has also decided to
play more drums instead of concentrating on conducting,
as he has been doing. The G-Noters and Lillian Lane
are no longer with the band, but Buddy Stewart, who
sang with the quartet as well as doing solos, remains
to handle the ballad department. Anita O’Day, who
has been vacationing since leaving Stan Kenton, may
re-join her ex-boss. Krupa, who is still 1-A, hopes to
break his own record at the Capitol Theatre in New
York.
Tommy Dorsey is another leader who has dropped
strings, at least temporarily. Traveling difficulties being
what they are, Tommy decided it would be easier to
transport his band minus the fiddles, etc. Bonnie Lou
Williams has left Dorsey and.will probably return to
Hollywood, where she has several radio offers. Buddy
Rich’s contract with T.D. was up in May, and Buddy
wanted to leave to form his own band, but he had made
a verbal agreement with Dorsey to stay another year
and the Musicians’ Union made Buddy stick to it.
Tommy did such a good job of emceeing the R.C.A.
program that the sponsors have signed him on a long¬
term deal, and even moved the show to the coast for the
summer because Tommy had band engagements there.
The Dorsey Brothers’ picture, “My Brother Leads A
Band,” which was to have gone into production in the
early fall, has been postponed until after the first of
1946, due to the recent drop in film stock quotas for
independent producers.

HOLLYWOOD CHIT-CHAT:
Andy Russell will play a drum solo (“China Boy”) in
“The Stork Club,” in addition to his acting and singing
chores in the picture. Andy got his start in the music
business beating the hide for (Continued on page 52)

Maestro Paul Baron and singsation Harry Prime at CBS.

Tony Pastor welcomed David Street and Martha O'Driscoll at the Palladium.
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Exclusive snap of "Frankie Boy" faking surf-board paddle in front of bis home on Toluca Lake.

Paramount-backstage.

Will Bradley, Jill, Jo Stafford laugh over funnies.

Merry Macs, Virginia Rees on Philco Summer Show.
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She has talent, beauty, and rarest
of all—especially for a big star—
she's sincere.

I

Hollywood not only
admits all of this, but unanimously!

F THERE IS one sure-fire way to get the real low-down on
anyone in Hollywood it is to talk to that person’s fellowworkers. It never misses, for two reasons: first, working as
they do under the nerve-grating tension of making movies,
they see each other at their commendable best and at their
temperamental worst; and second, being uninhibited souls who
hash over one another’s intimate lives as casually as if discuss¬
ing the weather, they are quick to praise where praise is due,
and equally quick to rap where a rap has been earned.
With Lena Horne as the subject, however, the Situation
changes.
Try as you might—after all, no one is perfect and it is the
little human faults and frailties as well as the great virtues
which gives the well-rounded picture—you cannot collect a
crumb of comment other than that she (Continued on page 49)
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YOUR PROBLEM
and MINE
By

Let Jane Wyman help solve
your problem. Write her c/o
Movieland, 9126 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles 46, California

Verne Stephens gives Jane autograph for adopted son Michael Edward.

Dear Miss Wyman:
I have been married over six years, and
in that time have lost two children at
birth. My husband has been in the service
for the past two years, and we had agreed
that this was no time to be thinking of
raising a family again.
Conditions at home have changed since
he left; my father died, leaving the sup¬
port of my mother and sister to me. And
here is my problem.
During the time my husband has been
gone, he has changed his mind again, and
in every one of his letters, is emphatic
about starting to raise a family immedi¬
ately. He is due home in August, 1945,
and I have explained to him in my letters
why we shouldn’t have a baby now; my
inability to work during that time, my
wages being stopped, the extra expenses,
etc. He says he understands all that, but
he is insisting that I think as he does.
Either it’s his lonesomeness, or he is as¬
suming a domineering attitude, which I
dislike.
Knowing him as I thought I did, he
sounds like an entirely different man. He
was always so reasonable. I know things
may be cleared up when he comes home,
but I doubt it, as he never fails to make
an issue of it in his letters. We have
gotten along so remarkably well that this
may cause a rift between us, and I just
couldn’t bear that.
I have so much to contend with now,
that I feel I just cannot have an extra item
added. Foolish though this problem may
seem to others, it has become a major one
to me. I guess I’ve been thinking about
it so much that I cannot think clearly
anymore. What should I do?
Geneva
Dear Geneva:
To me, the fundamental reason for
•marriage is a family.
Children are
worth any sacrifice, and I somehow be¬
lieve that Providence takes a special
interest in babies, and if you have one,
you will find a way to take care of it.
However, in your case, I do not know
your
financial
condition,
nor
what
caused the death of your two children
at birth.
Both of these factors are
important in • your problem.
Evidently
your
husband
believes

your means are adequate to take this
step.
You say that he seems like a
changed person.
War changes men in
many ways, but it should not have
changed him so much that you cannot
talk this situation over on a reasonable
basis.
There are two other reasons than
those which you mention which may
account for his change of mind—one,
that he wants to leave a child to per¬
petuate his name in case he fails to re¬
turn, and two (which seems prevalent
with men in the service), that he thinks
a child will be a close bond between you
two and make him less fearful of losing
your love while he is away.
I feel that your worry about this is
completely futile, for nothing can be
accomplished by it—worry never has
solved a problem and only harms you.
Why don’t you put the entire matter
out of your mind until he comes home
and you both can talk things over frank¬
ly and completely? After all, nothing
can be settled until he does come home.
Then, if you cannot come to an agree¬
ment at that time, I suggest that you
both go to the doctor who attended you
at the birth of your other children and
ask him for advice in working this sit¬
uation out.
Sincerely,
JANE WYMAN

Dear Jane:
I married when I was 17 and my hus¬
band was 18. We were so very happy,
and h^d we had a child or two, our home
would have been complete.
Two years passed and our home was
without a child. Finally I went to a phy¬
sician who told me I could never have
any children. At first I decided to keep
it from my husband, but I knew that
wouldn’t be fair to let him keep hoping
for something that could never be.
After I told him, things went on as be¬
fore. He was never unkind to me nor
untrue, so far as I know. But I could tell
he was unhappy, and he finally told me he
wanted a divorce. He said he would al¬
ways love me, but that wasn’t enough,
he wanted a wife who could give him a
child.
He got the divorce and three
months later married another girl.

Now, here is my problem. I have met
a man 16 years older thap I, who has
asked me to marry him. I still love my
husband and I have told this man so. but
he says he will be so good to me, that he
will make me forget my husband. Jane,
will it be fair to marry this other man
knowing I do not love him? My former
husband lives in the next town from me,
and I see him quite often.
My doctor advises me to go far away
from here, and get a position taking care
of children, as they would take the place
of the children I could never have. I can
cook and give good references. Do you
think I could get a job in California?
Eileen
Dear Eileen:
What a fine, brave girl you are,
Eileen, not one word of self pity for
the tragic experience thrust upon you.
through
no
fault
of yours—just
a
straightforward statement of facts and
a sincere desire to work things out. 1
cannot express to you how I admire
your attitude.
It would not be unfair to this older
man to marry him, since you have told
him the facts, but it would be unfair to
yourself if you feel that you cannot
love him. Do you think you could love
this man if you were able to put your
former husband out of your heart? If
so, it might be a solution to your prob¬
lem to marry him and adopt a baby,
for that* would satisfy your yearning
for a child, and you would be doing a
wonderful deed as well. However, be
sure of your feeling toward this man
before making such a decision.
1 agree with your doctor that it
would be well for you to go where you
would not be running into your former
husband. Seeing him only adds salt to
your wounds. But I cannot recommend
that you come to California, for it is
overcrowded here now. Living quarters
are practically impossible to find, and
a stranger without local experience and
references, would probably have diffi¬
cult v in getting a position.
May you find the happiness that you
so richly deserve.
Sincerely,
JANE WYMAN

TOOTING

LENA'S

(CONTINUED FROM

is sweet; gracious, modest, consider¬
ate, gentle, wise, cooperative, and out
of this world in every respect. You
can talk to producers, directors, cam¬
eramen, vocal coaches and even hard¬
bitten publicity men, and the shock¬
ing worst that you could learn is that
she has an impish sense of humor at
times!
Not only i$ the girl excitingly beau¬
tiful, but apparently a paragon of
character to boot! Even her impish
sense of humor, it seems, has the re¬
deeming quality of great charm, espe¬
cially when the joke is on her.
For example, there was the day she
first met Hazel Scott, the famous
Broadway pianist with whom she
shared the spotlight in a big musical
number in “I Dood It.” The meeting
took place in the office of Kay Thomp¬
son, Metro’s vocal coach, and Hazel
was dressed to the teeth in black satin
and mink.
Feeling like a country
cousin in her own attire of brown
slacks and a slouch coat, Lena
squirmed inwardly under Hazel’s ap¬
praising glances.
The two met again the next day,
but this time Lena was armed for the
sartorial battle in purple sequins and
double mink. In walked Hazel wear¬
ing black slacks and a simple sport
coat. Lena froze in her tracks and
then grinned widely.
“Oops!” she laughed. “Looks like I
guessed wrong againP’
There was another occasion, a cer¬
tain studio official recalls, when Lena
did not guess wrong. It was on her
recent visit to the White House, and
as is the custom, Lena took flowers for
Mrs. Roosevelt when she went to call.
The studio official was insistent upon
orchids, but Lena refused to accede
to his choice. “I want something sim¬
pler,” she said quietly but firmly.
Obviously Mrs. Roosevelt was ex¬
pecting orchids, for as she began to
untie the box, she glanced ruefully at
the blouse she was wearing.
“I’m
afraid these may clash a little,” she
observed. Lena smiled confidently as
she watched the President’s wife
withdraw from the box an old-fash¬
ioned nosegay of violets and pale yel¬
low roses, a gift in perfect taste and
perfect for the wine-red background
of Mrs. Roosevelt’s blouse!
“You undoubtedly receive so many
orchids that I thought you might like
these for a change,” Lena told her.
The flowers spoke for themselves;
here was no newly-rich and newlyfamous actress bent on a flashy show,
but an unaffected woman bringing a
simple remembrance to a friend.
That same simplicity and instinc¬
tive good taste is the keynote of Lena’s
quiet private life, for all she has the
means now to indulge a more lavish
or ostentatious mode of living. She
dresses quietly in well-cut clothes in
soft-colors with a marked preference
for suits or tailored things.
Her
make-up is limited to a light dusting
of face powder and a discreet use of
lipstick, and she cares little for jew¬
elry of any kind. Her favorite piece,
and the one she usually wears, is a
star sapphire ring which was given
her by several grateful theater man¬
agers for whom she broke all box-
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office records on a recent personal
appearance and hospital tour.
Witlr her two children, Teddy, 4,
and Gail, 6, who were born of a mar¬
riage which ended in divorce, she
lives in one half of a modest twofamily dwelling, which she owns. She
has one medium-priced car which her
combination housekeeper-nurse drives
for her; Lena never has learned to
drive and admits she has a fear com¬
plex abort tackling it. Her one ex¬
travagance is a rare and costly collec¬
tion of phonograph records, which
range from complete symphonies
through early and out-of-print jazz
classics. Occasionally she goes with
friends to Hollywood’s famous restau¬
rants for dinner, but more often she
entertains at home, partly out of pref¬
erence for that setting and partly lest
outside prejudice and intolerance cre¬
ate an uncomfortable situation for her
guests.
In her taste for foods Lena lets her¬
self go.
She detests plain boiled
dishes but rhapsodizes over exotic and
highly seasoned Hungarian, Russian,
and East Indian recipes. A great bowl
of borscht with globs of sour cream
is a prime favorite, as much because
she loves the color as liking the taste.
In the kitchen she is an enthusiastic
putterer and delights in experiment¬
ing, especially with spices, but actu¬
ally she is no great shakes as a cook.
Like most entertainers, with whom
it is almost an occupational symptom,
she hopes some day to own a “spread
out” place in the country, complete
with cows, chickens and a potato
patch.
In sketching Lena’s private life it
is impossible to ignore her two chil¬
dren, for before she is a singer, an
actress, or a public figure, she is first
and foremost a mother both wise and
devoted. Conscious of their broken
home background, she is teaching
them to depend on each other for a
sense of security, especially since
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much of the time as the family bread¬
winner must necessarily be spent
away from home. Whenever she can
be with them, however, she gives unstintingly of herself. The story still
is told of her first interview with an
important writer, an interview which
would do much to advance her fame.
In the midst of their conversation
two-year-old Teddy came into the
room, complaining that his head hurt.
Many a star in a like situation has
been known to order the child from
the room. Lena gathered the baby
into her lap, quietly began to stroke
away his headache, and calmly went
on with the interview. •
“I hope you don’t mind,” she said
simply, “but Teddy’s head is impor¬
tant, too.”
Of all her champions on the M-G-M
lot, none is more loudly pro-Lena
than Arthur Freed, the producer of
such Horne-enhanced musicals as
“Panama Hattie,” “Cabin In Thfe
Sky,” “Thousands Cheer,” and the
new “Ziegfeld Follies.” And he still
shudders at how near he came to.
booting Metro’s chance to sign her!
It was shortly after Pearl Harbor,
and for weeks he had been pestered
by an agent clamoring for him to
audition “a great little singer” then
appearing at a Hollywood night club.
More to shut up the agent than from
wanting to hear the girl sing, he ad¬
mits, he finally agreed to listen to one
song “at 2:30 p.m. sharp!” At 4:30
p.m. he was still listening in una¬
bashed enthusiasm as song after song
poured from Lena’s throat. At 5 p.m.
he personally took her to the boss
man, Louis B. Mayer, for whom she
sang one song.
At 5:10 Lena and
Metro had made a deal.
“Lena is a great artist with a great
inner knowledge of how to handle
herself but an amazing lack of real¬
ization of how much she has to offer,”
Freed said. “Like Crosby and other
natural artists who come along so
rarely, she sings from the heart and
so moves the public emotionally with
her voice. Actually it isn’t the great¬
ness of her voice, but the greatness
of her own emotion while singing
which catches and holds your atten(Continued on page 58)
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MARY PICKFORD
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first meeting was memorable chiefly
because of its spontaneous character.
Mary and her mother were seated at
a table in a smart New York hotel
when a vividly dark man approached,
bowed, and said to Mrs. Pickford, “I
am Rudolph Valentino. I am a dancer.
Can you tell me, please, how I may
get into motion pictures?”
Mrs. Pickford considered. She said
slowly, after thought, that he should
have a series of portraits taken, and
he should continue to mail these to
producers and directors, specifying
his qualifications, experience, and age,
until some one took notice of him.
Signor Valentino absorbed this ad¬
vice, then said, his eygs eloquent,
that he was deeply grateful. Bowing,
he turned and walked swiftly away.
While this conversation had been
taking place, Mary had done her best
—in a well-behaved sort of way—to
remind her mother of her presence.
She squirmed; she cleared her throat;
she reached for the sugar. No re¬
sponse. After Valentino had left the
vicinity, Mary sighed.
“Well, why
didn’t you introduce him to me?” she
inquired.
With an equal mixture of Canadian
tact and New England primness, Mrs.
Pickford said, “Because I, myself,
hadn’t met him.”
A good many of you who read this
article may not have seen a Douglas
Fairbanks picture, but Mr. Fairbanks
was a perfect example of the magne¬
tism-virile-dynamic department. He
was so vital that he positively radi¬
ated glowing good spirits; he couldn't
understand illness of any sort and re¬
fused, ever, to give in to it. In one
of his cloak-and-dagger pictures, a
fellow player accidentally ran a ra¬
pier completely through Mr. Fair¬
banks’ lower thigh.
The following summer, he and
Mary were swimming one day when
she noticed the double scar and ex¬
claimed over it. “When did you do
that?”
He told her, offhandedly. “But you
didn’t even limp. You didn’t say a
word about it!” she protested.
“It was over and done. You couldn’t
have done anything about it, so I
kept it to myself, not wanting to de¬
press you,” he explained. This refusal
to countenance a bodily ill was part
of his driving propulsion toward
success. His desire for success was
so great, so perennial, so uninter¬
rupted that, when doodling with
pencil and pad during a telephone
conversation, he wrote and rewrote,
printed, scripted one word only:
Success.
Lieutenant Charles Rogers, whom
his family and friends call Buddy, is
another example of magnetism of a
specialized sort. His wife says of him
with immense pride, “He is and al¬
ways will be a charming farmer.” No
higher praise can be given any man.
Did you know that, despite box of¬
fice avalanches set tumbling by latterday singers, Buddy Rogers still holds
certain New York Theatre records?
Buddy was born in Olathe, Kan¬
sas, and his roots have never moved
westward.
One night he was ex¬
pected for dinner at six. Six-thirty,
seven, seven-thirty, and eight o’clock
rolled around before he came dashing
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in, breathless and calling out apol¬
ogies. Seems that a chap from Olathe
had misunderstood some traffic law
and had been fined a sum in excess
of his pocket change, but could not
give an out-of-state check. So he had
telephoned Buddy, who rushed down
to assist a fellow Kansan.
“A school friend of yours?” Mrs.
Rogers asked.
“No. I never really knew this fel¬
low. Friend of the family though.”
“Oh, I see. Your family knew his,
and you knew each other as children.”
“No. It was like this. At one time
my grandfather was stuck to get his
crop out. The grain would have been
ruined and my grandfather would
have gone broke if this fellow’s uncle
hadn’t turned over a span of mules
to do the harvesting. So I was just
repaying an old family debt,” he
clarified.
His wife thinks that this adherence
to the communal spirit, coming from
a man who has lived a certain period
of time in Hollywood, merits pleased,
if somewhat astonished, attention.
But for an example of sheer per¬
sonality, for a half-pint of pluperfect
power, no one needs look beyond Miss
Pickford’s perspicacious head.
Disregard that word “half-pint.”
As Miss Pickford has already said,
she believes that each one of us car¬
ries a thorn in his flesh. "With her,
the thistle has always been her height.
She is not, regardless of the manner
in which she appears screenwise, tiny.
She is sixty inches tall (that sounds
taller than five feet), which is to say
that she is about Veronica Lake’s size.
June Allyson is only slightly taller,
and June Haver is a mere sixty-two
inches from toe to topknot. Still, her
stature had always caused Mary vast
regret. When she was twelve and
thirteen, and most of her friends were
ascending a stepladder of inches, she
almost drove her mother to distrac¬
tion by standing as tall as possible
before her parent and demanding,
“Have I grown lately? Do you think
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I’ll be as tall as my cousin?”
Mrs. Pickford would study her
daughter’s hands (the fingers were
rather long and tapering) and nod
encouragingly. “I think you’ll grow
quite a bit yet,” she would say.
Mary says ruefully that her niece’s
child, a lusty of tot of 17 months, is
half as high as she is right now. She
laughs about it, however, indicating
that her diminutive stature has placed
no limit on her sense of humor.
Another trait she has never out¬
grown is her shyness. When travel¬
ing she is always accompanied by her
secretary who dines with her, shops
with her, lends psychic support when
Miss Pickford addresses Red Cross
Drive meetings or Bond rallies.
This shyness has nothing to do with
her canny business ability. Whereas
women producers are alleged to be
a novelty in Hollywood, Miss Pick¬
ford actually produced many of her
own pictures in the days when it was
believed that only a bearded jaw
could count to ten.
Through her
United Artists’ responsibilities she has
kept in intimate touch with the
changing Hollywood financial scene
so that nowadays she can roll a mil¬
lion dollar budget at the tip of her
tongue. She is now producing “One
Touch Of Venus” and it appears that
Clifton Webb, fresh from his conquest
of celluloid in “Laura,” will be in the
cast.
Incidentally, although Miss Pick¬
ford won’t appear in “One Touch Of
Venus,” a good many persons have
been encouraging her to return to the
screen. At present she has a script
under consideration, and may decide
to do it. She and one of her best
friends, Lillian Gish, were discussing
oldtime movies one evening and Miss
Pickford said that she really thought
all the old prints of her pictures
should be destroyed.
Miss Gish made the general sound
a P-51 taking off, and said through
the roar that such an act would be
vandalism. After all, Miss Pickford’s

work in “Coquette” won the Oscar
for 1932. “Time doesn’t really change
the value of great work’” protested
Miss Gish.
Miss Pickford still isn’t convinced.
She plans to turn the positives over
to the Academy, but with the stipu¬
lation that they be shown only to
students doing research, or those in¬
dividuals actively engaged in creating
motion pictures. She thinks that a
Fate Worse Than Death is having
one’s pictures shown long after death
as happened in the case of Rudolph
Valentino.
In addition to her professional life,
Miss Pickford’s home life is a highly
satisfactory and busy one.
In the
nursery wing of the Rogers home
there are two occupants: Roxanne,
aged 2Vz, and Ronie, aged 7.
(Act¬
ually, Ronnie is 8, but he isn’t grow¬
ing as fast as he would like, so he
always contradicts, with courtesy, his
mother’s statement that he is 8.)
To give you an idea of the imag¬
ination that Miss Pickford brings to
her job of motherhood, here is a yarn
involving Ronnie’s misbehavior on a
school bus. Seems he was running up
and down the aisles, generally creat¬
ing havoc. The driver reported him,
saying that he might—by inciting riot
—have caused an accident.
Mary took her young son on her lap
and held a conference. “You’re too
grown-up and too big for me to spank,
and your daddy is away, so how am I
to punish you? You’ll have to think
of something,” she informed him.
He blinked two fat tears and said
that he could remain indoors all day
Saturday. “That’s not quite enough,”
ruled his mother. “Think of one more
punishment.”
That
really
provoked
Niagara.
“Well, I could wear those old short
pants to school,” he said, giving him¬
self the haymaker. If there is any¬
thing on earth that he loathes, it is
short pants. He added, stressing the
extent of his self-immolation, “All
the kids will make fun of me-e-e-e.”
That word ended in a sob.
Mary sent him to bed. Then, with
a sternness characteristic of mothers,
she began to worry about a way to
punish her son without subjecting
him to the indignity of a royal razzing
from his school mates.
Getting out drawing pencil and pad,
she sketched an eight-year-old, no, a
seven-.year-old boy, with a mouth like
a tired fishworm hanging over a twig
—dropped no doubt by a careless bird.
Then she encased this sad son in the
short-pantsed suit.
T*he following morning she unveiled
her handiwork. “You see,” she ex¬
plained, “this little boy is your bad
self. His name is, well, let’s call him
Du-dee. Everyone has a Du-dee. My
Du-dee makes me do and say things
for which I’m sorry afterward. Your
Du-dee made you misbehave in the
bus. Now, we’ll punish Du-dee by
making him stay at home in your
short pants. Since I have him locked
up here, you’ll behave in the bus and
at school.”
P. S. It worked.
In addition to Du-dee, there are a
series of quaint, invisible characters
who move in and out of the Rogers
household. Anyone who speaks loudly
or who behaves boisterously is a
strugmullion. One who is a slow man
with a dollar or who could thatch a
roof with the moss from his pennies
is a Michael Feeney. A Lark Foot is
any ponderous-pedal person with an
ample heel development; the name

was originally applied to those who,
according to Miss Pickford, made a
habit of “trotting the bogs” bare¬
footed. Finally, a Fan Faye is any
jouncing jenny with a jive-jive.
Yes, Miss Pickford is of Irish blood
—about fifty percent.
As a toddler, she was taught a rich
brogue by her Irish Grandmother and
to this day, in moments of excitement
or stress, she drops casually into divil
a bit of County Cork.
Oddly enough, despite her wide
traveling, Mary has never visited Ire¬
land.
“It would be like going to
Heaven,” she once told a friend who
wanted to know why, akin as she is
to the ould sod, she has never seen
Eire. “I expect so much of it, I have
such dreams of it, that I’m almost
afraid to see it for fear of being dis¬
appointed.”
She has always wanted to go, more¬
over, without fanfare or public notice.
Just to slip away with Buddy and, as
miscellaneous Mr. and Mrs. Murphy
from Chicago, to prowl the quaint
streets and the glistening hills, to
picnic beside the lakes where ban¬
shees come to bathe and bleat. At
present, this is a post-war project.
Perhaps, when the time comes, both
Ronnie and Roxanne will be able to
accompany their parents. Roxanne,
according to her mother, will see
everything—remember it, and retell
her experiences with astounding ex¬
actness. She is already showing signs
of being meticulous.
She adores her daddy beyond de¬
scription, so each time a plane passes
over the house she is inclined to be¬
lieve that the pilot might be Buddy.
One morning a plane passed with a
roar, flying low because of a stratum
of fog, so Roxanne plunged into her
mother’s dressing gown and went fly¬
ing down the stairs and onto the lawn
like a small comet with a long trail.
Her nurse called up to Miss Pickford,
leaning out of the window, “I believe,
Madame, that it is really Mr. Rogers.”
Roxanne tugged at the nurse’s
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sleeve. “Not Mr. Rogers,” she cor¬
rected solemnly.
“Lieutenant Rog*ers.”
In private moments, when she is
trying to talk Buddy into doing some¬
thing she wishes, Roxanne addresses
him as “Daddy boy dear.”
This
phrase-making
quality
is
one she' may have picked up from
her mother, because Miss Pickford
has some stature as a writer. She has
published three books, and also has
the distinction of having done repertorial stints for a news syndicate. She
once did a series of interviews, one of
which involved talking to a murderess
and the woman’s parents. Mary, in
her column, described this defendant
—whom she found to be on the Ma¬
dame Defarge order—as a “squarejawed jane.” Whereupon, Miss Pick¬
ford received the hottest fan letter
of her career. Seems that the woman
didn’t object to being called a mur¬
deress; she exploded over the de¬
scription above. This was the only
genuinely furious fan letter Mary has
ever received.
Her congratulatory
and admiring letters, if they could be
assembled at this time, would solve
the paper shortage.
Our Army and Navy, an enterpris¬
ing group of men always alert for
loveliness, have been known to lean
out of a passing car—upon seeing
Mary walking along the street—and
whistle. Not once, not twice, but with
a double locomotive effect.
Remembering another war and an¬
other army of whistlers, Miss Pick¬
ford recently smiled and observed,
“Time goes by so fast!”
But it skips lightly over Miss Pick¬
ford. Her yellow head is still piled
high with curls, svelte is her figure,
and her legs are a pair of the trim¬
mest in town. This is undoubtedly
due to a number of different kinds
of love: love for her work, love for
friends, her husband, and her family.
“One Touch Of Venus” makes the
whole world kin.
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WORDS OF MUSIC
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 451
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Xavier Cugat draws one of his famous caricatures, of Jill, during

his engagement at New York's Copacabana. Did a stint in "Week-End at the Waldorf" (MGM).

such bands as Gus Arnheim, Johnny
Richards and Alvino Rey. . .
Harry James has a big acting role
in Twentieth Century-Fox “Kitten
On The Keys,” besides providing
most of the music for the film. Harry
worked fifty-two days out of the
sixty-day
shooting
schedule,
had
eighty-six scenes and two hundred
and forty-three lines of dialogue.
And he vies with his former vocalist,
Dick Haymes, for the affections of
the leading lady, Maureen O’Hara.
Pretty good, what?
Several servicemen were visiting
the set one day, and were introduced
to Harry. One of the boys, a soldier,
said kiddingly, “So you’re the guy
millions of G. I.’s hate like poison!”
With a startled expression. Harry
asked, “Why?” The boy replied, “For
taking our pin-up girl, Betty Grable,
away from us.” Harry laughed and
topped him with, “Well, they’d prob¬
ably hate me twice as much if they
knew I’m the guy who wakes them
up for reveille every morning!” A few
years ago when the army decided to
discontinue using live buglers, the
War Department asked Harry to
record the reveille call; and the James
horn has been waking up sleepy sol¬
diers ever since—in large camps both
in the United States and overseas.
When Johnnie Johnston goes to
Hollywood to make his first movie on
his new M.G.M. contract, his biggest
worry is where he’s going to live.
Johnnie gave up his house in the
valley when he came East last sum¬
mer, and can’t get it back. So he says
if worse comes to worse, he’ll move
his family into a trailer camp.

present and accounted for with “If I
Loved You,” sung by Buddy Di Vito,
and “Oh, Brother!” with a Kitty Kallen lyric.
Xavier Cugat, who’s been packing
them in at the Copacabana in New
York, rhumbas in with “Enlloro” and
“Adios Africa.” Del Campo sings the
first side and Miguelito Valdes does
the second.
Woody Herman has two goodies this
time, “Apple Honey,” an instrumen¬
tal, and “Out of This World,” sung
by Frances Wayne.
. With a title like “Leave Us Leap,”
you know just about what to expect
from Gene Krupa and the boys. On
the reverse side, the Krupa Jazz Trio
does “Dark Eyes,” with Gene on
drums, Charlie Venturo on tenor sax
and Teddy Napoleon on piano.
Kay Kyser and his orchestra offer
“Can’t You Read Between The Lines?”
with Dolly Mitchell asking the mu¬
sical question, and the novelty, “Bell
Bottom Trousers.”
All you Nelson Eddy Fans will be
happy with his new Columbia album,
“By Request.” There are eight sides,
including “Without A Song,” “Great
Day,” and “Strange Music.” Robert
Armbruster’s orchestra provides the
background.
Don’t miss Benny Goodman’s new
record of “Gotta Be This Or That.”
It’s done in two parts, featuring both
the band and the trio, and Benny does
one of his rare vocals on the first side.
This number was one of the most re¬
quested during B.G.’s engagement at
the 400 Club in New York.

WHAT'S BRISK ON THE DISC:
COLUMBIA:

Here’s Bing Crosby, with John
Scott Trotter’s orchestra, doing the
two hit tunes from “Out Of This
World”—the title song—and “June
Comes Around Every Year.” In the
picture you’ll see Eddie Bracken do
these numbers, but you’ll actually
hear The Groaner’s voice.
Bing also teams up with Louis Jor¬
dan and His Tympany Five for a little
jamming on “My Baby Said Yes,” and

Les Brown, whose records of “Sen¬
timental Journey” and “My breams
Are Getting Better All The Time”
have been sell-outs, comes up witlj
a new one, “I’ll Always Be With
You” and “’Tain’t Me.” Doris Day
does both vocals.
Harry James and his orchestra are

DECCA:

“Your Socks Don’t Match.”
“Can’t You Read Between The
Lines?” and “Negra Consentida” (My
Pet Brunette) are done by Jimmy
Dorsey and his orchestra. Jean Crom¬
well, Jimmy’s new vocalist, does the
first side, and she and Teddy Walters
share honors on the reverse.
Carmen Cavallaro and his orchestra
have recorded “Enlloro” and “Cho¬
pin’s Polonaise,” with Carmen doing
a piano solo on both. “Polonaise” was
the most popular of the Chopin se¬
lections in the picture, “Song To Re¬
member.”
Decca is releasing another album
in their Brunswick Collectors’ Series.
This time it’s “Louis Armstrong Jazz
Classics.” There are eight sides, in¬
cluding some of the historic record¬
ings of the twenties, with such bands
as Johnny Dodds’ Black Bottom
Stompers, Lill’s Hot Shots, Erskine
Tate’s Vendome Orchestra and the
Red Onion Jazz Babies.
The Merry Macs step forth with
“Sentimental Journey” and “Choo
Choo Polka.” The Macs have a new
girl in the group, Virginia Rees, who
formerly sang with Horace Heidt.
Marjorie Garland, the former canary,
left the Macs because she wanted to
try pictures.
The Mad Mab, Charlie Barnet, has
two new ones, “Any Old Time,” and
“There’s No You.”
Decca’s album of “The Snow Goose”
doesn’t come under the heading of
popular music by any manner of'
means, but it’s a beautiful thing, and
a set I’m sure you’ll want in your
collection. The Paul Gallico story has
been recorded by Herbert Marshall
and Joan Loring, with a fine support¬
ing cast, and a lovely musical score
composed and directed by Victor
Young.

VICTOR:
Artie Shaw and his orchestra have
two good instrumentals, “Little Jazz”
and “September Song,” the beautiful
tune from “Knickerbocker Holiday.”
“The More I See You” and “I Miss
Your Kiss” have been waxed by
Sammy Kaye and his Swing and Sway
boys. Sally Stuart sings the first side
and Billy Williams does the second.
Dinah Shore’s newest is “Along
The Navajo Trail” and “Counting The
Days,” with Albert Sack’s orchestra.
Tommy Dorsey and his band have
done “June Comes Around Every
Year” and “Out Of This World,” with
Stuart Foster doing both vocals.
“Mood To Be Wooed” and “Kissing
Bug” are the latest additions to Duke
Ellington’s disc list. Joya does the
singing on “Kissing Bug,” and Johnnie
Hodges plays his usual .fine brand of
alto sax on the “Mood” side—which
melody, incidentally, he wrote with
the Duke.
Martha Stewart has two ballads
this month, “There’s No You” and the
oldie, “She’s Funny That Way,” with
Lewis Martin’s orchestra.
Wayne King is back on wax with
his first record since his discharge
from the Navy—“My Mother’s Waltz”
sung by Nancy Evans, and “Remem¬
ber When,” with a vocal by George
Devron.
Vaughn Monroe steps forth with
“So-o-o In Love,” which he sings
with Rosemary Calvin, and “All At
Once,” which he does alone.
The King Sisters have combined
with Buddy Cole’s orchestra for
“Sweetheart Of All My Dreams” and
“A Tender World Wili Mend It All.”
(Continued on page 55)
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Learning Lyrics is a task all singers face, and Peggy
lee memorizes hers as she prepares to make a master.
Miss Lee's current hit disc is titled "You Was Right,
Baby."
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BLUE RIBBON WINNER OF
CALIFORNIA FASHION SHOW!
Bright little two-toned eye catcher! New, young,
wide wing shoulders—easy front kick-pleat! You'll
wear it anytime, anywhere—gather compliments
galore! Smoothly tailored of a rich, crush-resistant
all-year-round fabric— tebilized to guard against
wrinkles! Sires 10 to 18. Navy, Brown, Red,
Green (with contrasting trim).

TULIP TIME BLOUSE—Rippling long full sleeves
ruffled at the wrist for that "smart os a whip*
Hollywood look! In a lustrous, rich-looking rayon
fabric. White only. Sires 32 to 38. $3.98,

SEND NO MONEY-WE MAIL C. 0. 0.
Buy with confidence from Hollywood's
pioneer mail-order fashion house/
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BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD, Out. 176
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California

BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD, a.et 97S
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
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Editor’s Note: In answer to the
op, Julie—WB; Blaine, Vivian—20;
many, many Movieland reader re¬
Blair, Janet-—Col; Blondell, Joan—
20; Blyth, Ann—WB; Bogart, Hum¬
quests for addresses of this or that
phrey— WB; Bowman, Lee—Col;
fan favorite, it’s necessary to explain:
Boyer, Chas.—Col; Bracken, Eddie
sorry, no can do. We can’t hand out
— Par; Bremer, Lucille — MGM;
home addresses, or unlisted personal
Brent, Geo.—Int; Britton, Barbara
telephone numbers—don’t you wish
—Par; Brown, James—WB; Bruce,
we could!—but, we can “put you in
David—U; Bruce, Virginia—Rep;
touch,” through this star-studio
Burnett, Smiley-—Col.
directory.
C—Cagney, James—UA; Canova, Judy
The list given here, complete and
—Rep; Cardwell, James—UA; Caraccurate as it’s possible to make it,
roll, John —UA; Carson, Jack —
has been prepared “as of the present.”
WB; Clark, Dane—WB; Cobum,
We ask you to keep this in mind, be¬
Chas. — Col; Colbert, Claudette —
cause some of the player contracts
Int; Colman, Ronald—MGM; Con¬
are shared by more than one studio,
way, Tom—RKO; Cook, Donald—
others are signed for a single picture,
U; Cooper, Gary—Int; Cotten, Jo¬
and still others specifically reserve the
seph—DOS; Craig, James—MGM;
right to “free lance”, from one studio
Crain, Jeanne—20; Crawford, Joan
to another. Named here, in each case,
—WB; Crosby, Bing—Par; Cum¬
is the studio where mail should be
mings, Robt.—Par; Curtis, Alan—
addressed now.
U.
Col—-Columbia Pictures Corp.
D — Dantine, Helmut—WB; Darnell,
1438 North Gower
Linda—20; Davis, Bette—WB; Da¬
Hollywood 28, Calif.
vis, Joan—U; Day, Laraine—RKO;
DOS—David 0. Selznick Prod., Inc.
DeCarlo, Yvonne—U; DeCordova,
9336 West Washington Blvd.
Arturo—Par; DeHaven, Gloria —
Culver City, Calif.
MGM; DeHavilland, Olivia—Par;
Int—International Pictures
Donlevy, Brian—Par; Drake, Tom
1041 North Formosa Ave.
—MGM; Dunne, Irene—Col; Dur¬
Hollywood 46, Calif.
bin, Deanna—U.
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios
E—Edwards, Bill—Par; Emerson, Faye
Culver City
— WB; Errol, Leon—U; Evans,
California
Dale—Rep; Eythe, Wm.—20.
Mon—Monogram Pictures Corp.
F—Falkenburg, Jinx—Col; Faye, Alice
4376 Sunset Blvd.
— 20; Field, Betty — UA; Fields,
Hollywood 27, Calif.
Gracie—MGM; Fitzgerald, Barry—
Par—Paramount Pictures Corp.
Par; Fitzgerald, Geraldine-—U;
6451 Marathon
Flynn, Errol—WB; Fontaine, Joan
Hollywood 38, Calif.
—DOS; Ford, Glenn—Col; Foster,
RKO—RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.
Preston—20; Foster, Susanna—U;
780 North Gower
Francis,
Kay—Mon;
Freeman,
Hollywood 38, Calif.
Mona—Col.
Rep—Republic Studios
G—Gable, Clark—MGM; Garfield, John
4024 Radford Ave.
•
—WB; Garland, Judy—MGM; Gar¬
North Hollywood, Calif.
ner, Peggy Ann—20; Garson, Greer
SG—Samuel Goldwyn Studios
—M&M; Gifford, Frances—MGM;
1041 N. Formosa Ave.
Gish, Lillian—Par; Goddard, Pau¬
Hollywood 46, Calif.
lette -—Par; Grable, Betty — 20;
SL—Sol Lesser Prod.
Grant, Cary—RKO; Granville, Bo¬
9336 W. Washington Blvd.
nita—U; Grayson, Kathryn—MGM.
Culver City, Calif.
H—Hall, Jon—U; Harding, Ann—WB;
20—Twentieth Century-Fox Films
Harens, Dean—U; Hasso, Signe—
10201 West Pico Blvd.
MGM; Hatfield, Hurd—MGM; Ha¬
West Los Angeles 24, Calif.
ver, June—20; Hayward, Louis—
UA—United Artists Studio Corp.
UA; Hayward, Susan—Par; Hay¬
1041 N. Formosa Ave.
worth, Rita—Col; Heather, Jean—
Hollywood 46, Calif.
Par; Henie, Sonja—Int; Henreid,
U—Universal Pictures Co.
Universal City, Calif.
Paul—RKO; Hepburn, Katharine—
WB—Warner Bros. Studios
MGM; Hodiak, John—MGM; Hope,
Burbank, California
Bob — Par; Horne, Lena—MGM;
A—Abbott & Costello—U; Allbritton,
Hunt, Marsha — MGM;
Hussey,
Louise—U; Allyson, June—MGM;
Ruth — UA;
Huston,
Walter —
Ameche, Don—20; Anderson, Mary
MGM; Hutton, Betty—Par; Hut¬
—20; Andrews, Dana—20; Arden,
ton, Bob—War.
Eve—WB; Arthur, Jean—RKO;
J—James. Harry—20; Johnson, Van—
Astaire, Fred—MGM; Astor, Mary
MGM; Jones, Allan—U; Jones, Jen¬
—MGM; Autrey, Gene—Rep.
nifer—DOS; Joyce, Brenda—U.
B—Bacall, Lauren—WB; Bainter, Fay
K—Karloff, Boris—U; Kaye, Danny—
— MGM;
Ball,
Lucille —MGM;
SG; Keyes, Evelyn—Col; Knox,
Bankhead, Tallulah—20; Bari, Lynn
Alexander — Col; Kyser, Kay —
—20; Barnes, Binnie—RKO; Don
MGM.
(Red) Barry—Rep; Barrymore, Li¬
L—Ladd, Alan—Par; Lake, Veronica—
onel—MGM; Baxter, Anne—MGM;
Par; Lamarr, Hedy—RKO; LaBeery, Wallace — MGM; Bellamy,
mour, Dorothy—Par; Landis, Ca¬
Ralph—U; Bendix, Wm.—20; Ben¬
role — RKO; Langford, Frances —
nett, Bruce—WB; Bennett, Con¬
RKO; Lansbury, Angela — MGM;
stance— UA; Bennett, Joan — U;
Laughton, Charles — U; Lawford,
Benny, Jack—WB; Bergman, In¬
Peter—MGM; Leslie, Joan—WB;
grid—DOS; Bey, Turhan—U; Bish¬
(Continued on page 80)
*

(Continued from page 52)

CAPITOL:
The juke box queen, Jo Stafford,
has a swell new platter in “A Friend
Of Yours,” the ballad from the movie,
“The Great John L.,” and the old.
standard, “On The Sunny Side Of The
Street.” Paul Weston’s orchestra and
The Pied Pipers give musical assist¬
ance.
“My First, My Last, My Only” and
“There You Are” are the ballads
chosen by Andy Russell for his new
one.
Andy sings “My First,” etc.,
both in Spanish and English. Wes¬
ton’s band and arrangements.
Benny Carter’s waxing of •“Malibu”
and “I Surrender Dear” shows off his
versatility. Benny plays an alto sax
solo on the first side and a trumpet solo
on the second.
Here’s a new Capitol album, this
time entitled “Music For Dreaming.”
It features Paul Weston and his or¬
chestra, and the tunes are “If I Love
Again,” “My Blue Heaven,” “So Beats
My Heart,” “I Only Have Eyes For
You,” “Rain,” “Don’t Blame Me,” “I’m
In The Mood For Love,” and “Out of
Nowhere.”

JAM NOTES:
Randy Brooks’ orchestra is causing
plenty of talk in the trade. It’s one
of the best of the new bands, and un¬
less I miss my guess, Randy will climb
right to the top. Brooks first made
a name for himself in Les Brown’s
trumpet section.
Frank Sinatra should be overseas
'by the time you read this, doing his
swoon songs for the G.I.’s. Before he
left Frank was kept busy denying
rumors—(1) that he and Nancy were

divorcing, (2) that he and Nancy
were expecting another baby, and (3)
that he was going back on the Hit
Parade. While he’s gone, his pal and
arranger, Axel Stordahl, will take it
easy and spend as much time as pos¬
sible indulging in his favorite sport,
sailing.
Clyde McCoy is out of the Navy af¬
ter three years of service, and will
probably organize a band again. . . .
Perry Como is happy about his golf
score. He is now shooting in the low
eighties. ... Vic Mizzy and Mann
Curtis, the song writers whose “My
Dreams Are Getting Better All The
Time” has been one of the biggest hits
of the past season, are crossing their
fingers on their new tune, “Oh! She
Lied To Me.”
When Marion Hutton signed a con¬
tract with the “Romance, Rhythm and
Ripley” program, she leased a house
on Long Island. The landlord would
only let her have it for thirteen weeks
—the length of her radio deal—but
he promised her that if her option
was picked up on the air show, he
would also extend the rental time on
her house, so Marion is hoping her
option is renewed. . . . Charlie Spivak
didn’t make his second picture for
Twentieth Century-Fox, because they
had no script ready for him. But they
paid him twenty thousand dollars
anyway.
When Ethel Smith returned to the
Hit Parade program recently, her
contract called for thirty-five hundred
dollars a week. Just a year and a
half ago, when Ethel made her first
appearance on the Saturday night
show, she was paid three hundred and
fifty dollars a week. . . . It’s a safe bet
that Andy Russell will take the big

leap with Della Norelle when his di¬
vorce is final in October. Della and
Andy have been holding hands for a
long time now, and she' wears a beau¬
tiful diamond ring on the correct
finger, placed there by Andy.
Jack Owens, the cruising crooner
on the Breakfast Club show over the
Blue Network, is being considered for
the lead in the film version of “One
Touch of Venus.” The producer ol
the picture, Sam Coslow, was the first
song publisher to turn down Jack’s
tune, “The Hut Sut Song,” a few years
ago. Of course the song turned out
to be a big hit—but Jack is hoping
that Cpslow won’t turn him down this
time. . . . Carl Ravazza recently signed
a terrific deal with the Roxy Theatre
in New York. He will play there six
months a year for the next three
years. . . . Cootie Williams, the trum¬
pet man, has signed a record deal with
his band for Capitol. . . . Good news
for Joan Leslie fans is the announce¬
ment that Warner Bros, has signed
her to portray Marilyn Miller in their
new musical, “Silver Lining.” Story
is based on the life of the late musical
comedy star.
That brings us up to date for now.
I’ll see you all next month. In the
meantime, if you have any musical
queries, drop me a line and I’ll an¬
swer them for you, if they’re not
too involved. And remember, if
you have any ideas or suggestions
for the column, send them along
too. Just address JILL WARREN,
MOVIELAND MAGAZINE, 1476
Broadway, New York City 18,
New York.
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ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 281
eleven months old daughter, Bronwyn; for it was maid’s day out and
nurse’s day off, and Maureen’s day off
from the studio. She was being Mrs.
Price and mother to Bronwyn, in
action.
"I’ve had to fight, in the past few
months, as I never had to fight be¬
fore. In ways that I’d never thought
would be necessary for me. The rea¬
sons for my having to fight were my
own fault and negligence and lack of
thought. It will never happen again,
I can tell you. From here on the
‘perils of Maureen’ are over, and I’ll
watch my career, and what people say
about me, more carefully.
“Just call me ‘misunderstood An¬
nie/ In the past year I have heard
more fabulous things said about me.
O’Hara is cold. She always appears
in those costume pictures, because she
has bad legs. O’Hara is fat, O’Hara
is thin. O’Hara is going to leave the
screen.
O’Hara is going to have
another baby. She can’t act. She has
no sex appeal. She talks too much,
she doesn’t talk enough. That O’Hara
is too good to walk on the lot; she has
to drive her car. Who does she think
she is, Garbo?
“That last I admit to,” Maureen said,
grinning as she came to the end of
her recitation of all that’s been said
about her. “Not the Garbo part, but
the driving on the lot. I went to
work in December, and was quite ill,
and the doctor asked the studio if I
couldn’t drive my car on the lot be¬
cause he didn’t want me to have to
walk too much. The studio agreed,
naturally; for they wanted me to be
able to do my work and not hold up
production on the picture. Still, I
couldn’t explain the situation to
everyone. So, I said nothing.”
Maureen settled down then for a
good long chat on her misunderstood
cycle. Teacup firmly in hand and
Miss Bronwyn playing quietly in her
play pen, she carried on. “Do you
know what is cold death in Holly¬
wood?” she asked. “It’s to have some¬
one say you have no sex appeal! All
right, so you can act, but you have
no sex appeal. I didn’t have it. Never
had had, and never could have it.
Those pin-up pictures I had auto¬
graphed and sent out were my head
with another somebody’s body, I’m
sure. How else could I hide my
piano legs?
“I was going to have another baby.
That one I fought on. My husband
has been overseas for more than a
year, and it made me ‘Irish mad’ to
have anyone suggest more family. I
guess it’s about time that I tell you
that I didn’t just take those accusa¬
tions and let them ride. Not after
the baby story; that was the final
straw.
“Up to this point, I’d taken all of
the jibes at me, and said nothing. I’d
been six years getting to the position
I’m supposed to have now on the
screen. I had watched other actresses
hit that spot and had heard the idle
gossip about them. When it first
started to hit me, I thought: ‘Perhaps
I’m becoming more important. Im¬
portant enough for people to take
digs at me.’ A silly attitude, I say
now.
“Quite innocently, I’d gone to a
1 supper party one night, given for me

to celebrate a new dress. This .dress,
let it be explained, was actually the
first ‘personal wardrobe’ I had pur¬
chased in over two y^ars. All the time
I was carrying my baby I had just
three maternity costumes, all ex¬
tremely moderately priced. After the
baby came, I wore my regular ward¬
robe. Finally Will wrote me from
overseas and told me he thought I
should have a glamour dress to cele¬
brate his birthday, even if he weren’t
to be with me. I had Eddie Steven¬
son, fashion expert at RKO, design a
dress for me. My agents gave me a
party to celebrate the occasion.
“It was such fun, and I had a glori¬
ous time. Next day I asked the pho¬
tographers who had been to the
party to give me prints of the pic¬
tures they’d taken, to send to my hus¬
band. They did. A few weeks later
I began getting letters from people
all over the country saying I shouldn’t
have been out with men while my
husband was overseas. You see, I
had made the mistake of being pho¬
tographed with a man other than my
husband.
“The people were right. Although
the people at the party were all
friends of mine, and of fill’s, still
the published pictures gave the wrong
impression to many people who did
not know. In Hollywood, it gave more
justification to the gossip about me.
It was an indication to me that I must
conduct my life in an entirely differ¬
ent pattern, with an eye to keeping
in mind what other people think and
say.
“I realized that I had been off the
screen for a year. That although I
held one of the best contracts on the
Fox lot, hardly any of the producers
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—and it was a costume picture. One
day I caught myself in front of the
mirror looking at my legs. Now I
know my legs will never match Miss
Dietrich’s, but here I was looking at
what people called piano legs. I
called the publicity director and asked
him if I couldn’t go to the still gal¬
lery and have some pictures taken.
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“It has always been one of my rules
neyer to take ‘leg art.’ I come from a
strict Irish family and had always
felt they wouldn’t understand. Also,
I didn’t think it was exactly my type
of publicity. However, in this in¬
stance, not only was my career in¬
volved, but my confidence in myself.
We got the most attractive play suits
we could find and did a fashion lay¬
out. Johnny Miehle, the cameraman,
whistled when he saw the first cos¬
tume and shot about forty pictures.
My confidence was restored and the
resultant pictures justified my con¬
tention that my legs were not ‘piano.’
“Next I began to go to my own
studio. By that time I was preparing
for my role in ‘Kitten on the Keys.’
My confidence in myself was restored
when Mr. Ratoff, the director o^f the
picture, began to talk arouna the
studio about my acting ability. As I
lunched in the studio commissary the
producers I had hardly known began
to call me ‘Maureen’ instead of the
formal ‘Miss O’Hara.’ I realized then
that the gossip about me was founded
on the fact that hardly any of those
people knew me, and as a result,
couldn’t have had any confidence.
“Now Fox is planning to make all
my dreams come true. They are giv¬
ing me a real acting role in ‘Razor’s
Edge,’ one of their finest story prop¬
erties. All this to a girl whom they
were dubious about, just six months
ago. I had come out of my shell,
which I myself had built around me,
and was finding the world a pretty
nice place after all.”
I asked Maureen how she got into
this shell and what had caused it.
Sitting there in her favorite chair,
chatting in a friendly natural way,
she didn’t seem to be a girl who would
build walls around herself.
“I suppose I am not really a good
movie star or career woman,” she
explained, “for my home comes first
with me. My husband, baby and home
first, career last. This I know is
basically sound—at least for me—but
I went too far to one side. I had
naturally been with my husband as
long as he was in this country. This
the studio understood and made
every allowance for. I had had time
off to have Bronwyn and to be with
her when she was a very small baby.
After Will left I just stayed in my
small circle of friends. This is all right
for Miss Garbo—it’s her type—but I
don’t think it’s mine.
“Now everything is all right. My
husband is overseas, he is safe, I write
to him three times a day and hear
from him whenever he can, which is
quite often. Bronwyn is almost walk¬
ing, and will be, by the time Will
comes home, and my career is going
like sixty. Again I am a balanced
person and all is right with the world.
“I feel strongly that I am going to
be a better wife to Will now, for I
have learned the balance that all
career women must have, especially !
those who are married. Will likes my |
career, he is proud of my achieve¬
ments; but I know he disapproved of
my drawing in a shell. When he
comes home he will find that I have
progressed and have widened my
horizons, both mentally and mate¬
rially, just as he has—and this is what
he wanted for me. As for my career,
it is working on a firmer foundation,
for I am working with people who
know me and whom I know. I have j
learned a good lesson and am grate¬ 1
ful.”
The End

TOOTING LENA'S HORN
IContinued from page 491

tion. When she sings about love, that’s
love, and you’ve heard all about it!
“She is a lovely feminine creature,
simple and unaffected, and she endows
her songs with those same qualities.
Admittedly she has great physical
charm and sex appeal, yet oddly
enough, she rarely evokes whistles or
other demonstrations of masculine ap¬
proval despite her provocative allure.
The answer to that, I think, is that
she never flaunts her sex but handles
it rather with dignity and restraint;
you know there is dynamite there,
and you hear it in her songs, but you
never see it manifested through any
overt move on her part. It’s one rea¬
son why women like her so sincerely;
she doesn’t take advantage of an ob¬
vious advantage. She doesn’t press.
“The main thing Lena needed when
she first came to us was someone or
something to build her own confidence
in herself.
She had had so many
tough breaks, she was a licked girl in
her own mind.
Strangely enough,
some of that inferiority complex still
exists in her today, even after her
sensational success. Not long ago she
was aghast to see six violins in the
orchestra which was to accompany
one of her musical numbers.
“ ‘Six violins for me!’, she cried,
quite as if such a thing were beyond
belief and certainly undeserved. That,
I think, is one of her greatest qual¬
ities.
Many people prove they can
take failure, but few prove they know
how to take success. Lena does.”
Another ardent Horne fan is Wil¬
liam Spier, who handles all radio
matters at M-G-M and is the producer
of the radio thriller, “Suspense,” on
which Lena recently was starred. It
was an event of terrific importance to
Lena, for it was the first time a per¬
formance of hers was judged on merit
alone; she was announced only as the
star of the play, without reference to
her race. The response, incidentally,
was phenomenal.
It likewise was an event of great
importance to Spier, he said, for it
gave him a chance to know Lena bet¬
ter, to plumb depths he did not know
she possessed.
“Until we did the ‘Suspense’ show
my contact with Lena had been rather
superficial,” Spier said. “1 had met
her at the studio and my chief impression was of her terrific beauty
with tremendous life, power and mag¬
netism back of it. She reminded me
of a panther, with its strength all
sheathed. Onee I began to work with
her, however, I soon discovered that
added ingredient that makes you
aware, not what a beautiful colored
girl she is, but what a remarkable
woman. And that’s what came over
the air.
Just as Dietrich, Orson
Welles, or Charles Bpyer are sharply
profiled and different from the every¬
day hero or heroine, so Lena is differ¬
ent from the average, run-of-the-mill
artist. Even the cadence and heft of
her voice is highly personalized.
“She is an intelligent woman with
a quick mind which absorbs new
things readily and thoroughly, yet
with it she has almost a child-like
enthusiasm for every new discovery,
and a child-like belief in everything
(Continued on page 78)
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PRICE GOING UP
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23)

top of a high cliff, the sweep of ocean
in front is superb. We will have ideal
sui’f bathing as soon as I finish hewing
the steps down the side of the cliff to
the beach. With high rocks jutting out
on either side, we will be certain of
privacy.
“I feel rather proud of the paving
job in the patio. The brick, mellowed
and smooth from use and age, gives a
delightful effect.”
Like most of the material that went
into the house, the brick came from a
second hand dealer.
On the side of the house opposite
from the patio, Vincent prepared the
ground for “Edi’s flower bed.”
“We put a row of herbs as well as a
variety of vegetables along one side,”
said Vincent. “The seven foot red¬
wood planks set on end and, driven
into the ground around the garden,
make a solid wall.
“The cottage, built entirely of red¬
wood, called for simple furniture. Un¬
able to buy what I wanted, I hauled in
more redwood and made it myself.
Frames for springs and mattresses
provide three couches for the day and
beds at night. Shelves are decorative
and take the place of chests and cup¬
boards. A couple of tables, a few
benches and stools, and the furniture
was completed.
“The couch covers and pillows are
the one touch of elegance. When I
couldn’t buy the material I had in
mind, I ripped up a couple of Man¬
darin robes. The copper hued silk of
one and the deep sapphire blue of the
other make splashes of rich color.
Each sleeve, cut in two and sewed up
at either end, made four oversized
pillow covers.
“Located some twenty miles above
Malibu and back from the main high¬
way, we are beyond telephone and
power line wires.
Kerosene lamps hang from the ceil¬
ings. The cooking is done on an oil
burner stove.
“That stove is a honey,” beamed
Vincent who loves to cook. “Last Sun¬
day the chicken I roasted browned to
perfection.”
Edith and Vincent have a knack for
entertaining, whether it’s a formal
dinner in their attractive Beverly Hills
home, Sunday supper at the beach or
brunch at his studio apartment.
Vincent turned this two room apart¬
ment—built at the rear of a garage
located at the end of a dead end street
—into a comfortable workshop. A yel¬
low table, shaded by a matching um¬
brella, with canvas chairs, turn the
tiny patch of lawn into a patio. This
is his hide-away when absorbed in
studying a new part or working on a
painting.
In the pullman kitchen, with only a
couple of gas burners to cook over,
he prepares the delicious creamed
chicken that is passed to his friends in
the kettle it is cooked in.
It is Edith who plans the delicious
home dinners. When without a cook
she often goes into the kitchen and
prepares the meal.
Knowing Vincent’s taste for good
food, it was interesting to learn how
he went about losing the twenty
pounds the studio asked him to shed
before starting “Dragonwyck.”
“I like good eats too well to struggle
along on a skim milk and fruit juice

Are you in the know?

What tennis shot calls for speediest action?

How should she sign her name?

□ Volley

□ Sally Subdeb

□ Forehand Drive

□ Miss Sally Subdeb

□ Chop

You make it near the net, before the ball
bounces. You’ve got to be faster of foot
and eye, quicker with the racket, to master
the volley. And you’re quick to triumph
over difficult days—when you learn to keep
comfortable with Kotex. Actually, Kotex
is different from pads that just "feel” soft
at first touch, because Kotex is made to
stay soft while wearing. Built for lasting
comfort, this napkin doesn’t rope, doesn’t
wad up. So chafing just hasn’t a chance
when you choose Kotex sanitary napkins.

Tuck this under your flat-top: A gal should
never sign herself as Miss or Mrs.—except
in a hotel register. That’s so your name will
check with the way your mail will be ad¬
dressed. Avoid mixups ... at "those” times,
too, by never confusing Kotex with ordi¬
nary napkins. You see, Kotex is the nap¬
kin with the patented, flat tapered ends so
unlike thick, stubby pads. The flat pressed
ends of Kotex don’t show revealing lines
. . . and you get plus protection from that
special patented safety center!

You're sure the bonnet is becoming, if—
□ It's a love at first sight
□ It passes the long-mirror test
□ Your best friend tells you

So the hat’s a honey (from a chair’s-eyeview). But how does it look in a long
mirror? Before buying, consider all the
angles. And in buying sanitary napkins,
consider that Kotex now provides a new
safeguard for your daintiness.
Yes, there's a deodorant locked
inside each Kotex. A deodorant that can’t
shake out, because it is processed right into
each pad — not merely dusted on! Another
Kotex extra, at no extra cost!

More women choose

KOTEX* Than dll other
A DEODORANT
in every
Kotex napkin at
no extra cost

napkins put together
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diet,” he said. “Shrimps, I knew, were
low in calories and high in iodine. A
wonderful combination for anyone
trying to loose weight. Since I never
tire of shrimps, I ate them, curried or
cooked in tomato sauce, each day for
lunch. With a green salad, I had a per¬
fect meal. Crisp bacon, which I love,
with fruit and black coffee, made a
low calorie yet appetizing breakfast.
Dinner was easy. A chop, a steak, a
green cooked vegetable, a fresh green
salad and fruit.
“Although this diet took off twenty
pounds, I wouldn’t advise anyone else
to try it, unless they consulted a
doctor.”
Vincent’s new slenderness was set
off to advantage in the ruffled shirt,
close fitting long tailed coat and tight
trousers he wore as he came off the
set after he had finished his love scene
with Gene Tierney.
“I am happier and more contented
than I have ever been in my life,” he
said. “The widely divergent parts the
studio have given me have been stim¬
ulating and challenging.
“I loved playing the Imperial Pros¬
ecutor in the “Song of Bernadette.”
The soldier in “The Eve of St. Mark”
was an entirely new venture for me.
Although I had little to do, I thor¬
oughly enjoyed playing Mr. McAdoo
in “Wilson.” The part of the priest in
“Keys of the Kingdom” was intrigu¬
ing. And I had so much fun making
“Laura,” that it seemed a crime to
take money for it. There was never
a dull moment while we were mak¬
ing “A Royal Scandal” with Tallulah
Bankhead. And now, I am doing my
first romantic role in “Dragonwyck.”
“Ever since I can remember, I have
wanted to be an actor. Only love for
my parents and respect for their
wishes could have kept me in college
until I won my Bachelor’s degree at
Yale. But Dad knew I would never
settle down in St. Louis and carry on
with him in the candy business.
“My first job was singing coach and
apprentice teacher at the Riverdale
Country School in New York. My
spare time was spent making the
rounds of the theatrical agencies.
“After a year of ‘Come back and see
us when you have had some experi¬
ence,’ I decided I was wasting time.
It was then I decided to follow Dad’s
advice and go over to London for
special work in the London Univers¬
ity. There was a chance that I could
kill two birds with one stone. If un¬
known actors from London, coming to
the New York stage could become
overnight Broadway favorites—as I
had seen them do—why couldn’t I?”
Three months after his arrival in
London, Vincent was appearing in the
stage production of “Chicago”. When
the producer started casting for his
new show “Victoria Regina,” he chose
Vincent to play the part of Prince Al¬
bert. Later, when New York producer
Gilbert cast his Broadway version of
the same play starring Helen Hayes,
he sent for Vincent to play the part he
had been successful with on the Lon¬
don stage.
“I had the thrill of walking down
the gang plank of the boat that
brought me home, with the contract
for a Broadway show in my pocket,”
said Vincent.
After three years of the successful
run of that play, Vincent was an
established actor.
This good-looking, broad-shouldchap, who stands six feet, four inches,
has always been a favorite with the
ladies. Not until he met the charming
Edith Barrett, star of such Broadway

hits as “Mrs. Moonlight” and “Michael
And Mary,” did Vincent contemplate
matrimony. So deeply in love was he
with Edith, that he refused to consider
any of the tempting offers Hollywood
was holding out to him, until she con¬
sented to marry him and go with him.
“While both of us liked making pic¬
tures, we were not quite ready to give
up the New York stage,” said Vincent.
After one picture at Universal, they
returned to New York to appear to¬
gether in a Broadway show.
With Vincent’s love for change and
adventure, Mr. and Mrs. Price were
back in Hollywood the following year.
That was the year Barrett was born.
Motherhood now became far more im¬
portant to Edith than her career. Tal¬
ented actress that she was, she refused
to sign any contract. With domestic
help becoming more and more a prob¬
lem, she refused to leave her little son
alone with questionable supervision.
But the Price family was not yet
ready to settle down in California.
When the stage production of “Angel
Street,” in which Vincent had the
male lead, moved from Hollywood to
New York, Vincent found himself in
another Broadway hit. With the show
going into its second year, Vincent
leased a charming house overlooking
the Hudson River, furnishing it lav¬
ishly. Edith and Barrett came on from
their California beach home.
But it wasn’t long before Vincent’s
love of change again made him rest¬
less. He asked to be released from the
show and once more the Price family
was back in the film colony. Shortly
after their arrival, Vincent signed a
long term contract with 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox.
This week Vincent bought a home
in Benedict Canyon in Beverly Hills.
“Its an old, rambling, unique brick
house,” he beamed, “set in an acre of
ground. Both the house and the
grounds have been terribly neglected.
I intend to do the improvements my¬
self. Its going to be lots of fun.”
Already Vincent’s canyon neighbors
are familiar with the little, dark blue
Austin, from which the long-legged
blonde actor unfolds himself.
“I get fifty miles to the gallon from
my little car,” says Vincent. “Without
it I would be unable to run around the
way I do.”
It looks as though Vincent has found
work that holds his interest. That at
last he has found contentment and
happiness in making pictures and
establishing his home in southern Cal¬
ifornia.
The End
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Campbell of Louisville, Ky. "Imagine
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Charmaine’and looking likeTHIS! No
wonder,! was afraid of my job!”

"I was SO unhappy! My clothes looked
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I LIKE (THESE) MEN
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 391

hand through the air, he put his horse
through all manner of paces. Gary
specializes in such gentle jokes, mak¬
ing a day pass rapidly.
He has a very serious side, too. One
of his pet lecturing subjects is the
training of youngsters (and oldsters
if they haven’t learned earlier) how
properly to handle a gun. Gary has
handled guns of all types since he
was a nipper, and he believes vehem¬
ently that 97% of all gun accidents
could be prevented if those handling
firearms could be impressed with the
deadliness of such instruments, and if
they were drilled in the cautious use
of them at all times. This is the one
subject
on which
I have ever
heard calm, easygoing Gary become
vehement.
And now, to go away back in my
history, may I mention Nils Asther—
my first leading man—who grew
vehement on a different subject?
As 1 have already said, I wangled
my way into pictures in order to es¬
cape ordinary school. Had I known
that, when my true age was learned
I would promptly be enrolled in
studio school, I might not have been
so eager to become an actress.
Taking advantage of my sister’s
inability to accept a part, I went to
work. I told the studio officials that
I was eighteen. Nice going, I thought,
when no one appeared to doubt this
stretching of chronology. I was thir¬
teen at the time, and needed the year’s
coaching that was given me.
My initial effort as a leading woman
was applied, at the age of fourteen,
to my role in “Laugh, Clown, Laugh.”
In one scene I was to indicate ex¬
treme admiration for Mr. Asther. The
director was very graphic. “Now here
is the situation, Loretta,” he said
patiently. “You’re in love with this
man. You adore him. You are living
in the closest possible relationship
with him. I want to know, as an au¬
dience, your blinding love for him the
instant he steps into the room.”
Love! As far as I was concerned,
at fourteen, love was something of
which I had seen a picture on a maga¬
zine cover. But I tried. I gathered
that I should appear excited, and as
nearly as I could remember, excite¬
ment
always made
me
breathe
rapidly.
Well, the scene didn’t go so very
well, as you may imagine. Finally,
Nils drew me off the set for a brief
talk. And this is where vehemence
enters the story. “Look,” he said in
that last-gasp-of-patience voice one
hears from a long-suffering man,
“don’t heave. PLEASE! Don’t heave.
Just stand there and look at me as
if I were a hot fudge sundae with
pecans and glace pineapple. But
DON’T HEAVE.”
Er—so I didn’t heave. We finally
photographed the scene with me
thinking of an ice cream counter
delicacy. You can see why you musn’t
trust motion picture love scenes!
I believe that my next picture was
with that current naval nero, Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., who seemed—even at
that time—to be a most remarkable
person, because the instant we fin¬
ished a scene, he scorched to the
telephone. Either he had a crucial call

On

a

recent CBS broadcast. Loretta makes

a bobby of color photography in spare time.

to make, or someone had called him
and was holding the wire. This tele¬
phonic activity impressed me immeas¬
urably and I once asked him if any of
the calls were “long distance.” I don’t
recall the specific answer, but I do
remember that my naivete caused
him to ask me how old I was. Natur¬
ally, I said eighteen.
In the ensuing years, Doug and I
made several pictures together, but
eventually the truth of my actual age
had seeped out. By that time, how¬
ever, I actually WAS 18. So, in the
course of conversation on the set one
day, that fact was mentioned. Doug
gave me one of those looks one sees
in comic strips being bestowed upon
a fat lady who has just sat most
obesely upon a gentleman’s silk top¬
per. “And then your age stood still!”
he parodied. From that day to this,
I never see Doug without being
greeted as follows: “Well, hello, my
18-year-old beauty.” Nowadays this
causes me no pain.
“Ramona,” the first picture in which
I worked with Don Ameche, was
notable for two reasons. It was Don’s
first picture although he was a master
of radio technique. During our early
exceedingly difficult weeks I did all
in my power to help Don, who is a
very serious craftsman. I taught him
all I knew. Little did I imagine that
the time would come when Don would
return the favor with interest. When
I was signed for a radio spot several
years later, Don coached me.
The second remarkable thing about
the picture is that—for the only time
in either my personal or my picture
life—I antagonized a fellow player
beyond repair. If you saw the picture,
you will undoubtedly remember the
beautiful baby who took the part of
my child. (In the story the baby was
a girl, of course, but this male infant
was so adorable that we used him.)
I was quite maudlin about him, so—
between scenes one day—I went over,
leaned down, and started to pick him
up. I was wearing a wig distinguished

by two long, black braids; one of the
braids swung out and slapped the
baby squarely in the face. He uttered
a blast of protest that brought his in¬
dignant mother running. She quieted
the baby after a few moments—he
had been frightened, but certainly not
injured—but from that time on, it
was useless for me to try to work with
him. At the first sight of my wig he
would give a Comanche yell and cry
until I was out of sight. We had to
get a stand-in baby for him. (I
imagine that he will one day marry
a blonde without knowing where he
acquired his aversion to brunettes.)
After that I actually had an in¬
feriority complex about my charm
for babies until my adorable adopted
daughter, Judy, was placed in my
arms and paid me the compliment of
giving me*what I fondly translated as
a smile.
During that celebrated period be¬
tween my 13th and my 18th birthdays,
I was smacked into studio school. One
day, on location, when I was working
in a picture with Richard Barthelmess, I was struggling with my spell¬
ing lesson. To this day I can’t spell
catt without wondering if I have used
enough t’s, and the situation was even
worse in those days. Twisting and
squirming in my canvas chair, I was
in desperate hand-to-hand combat
with the noun “opportunity.”
In answer to the teacher’s require¬
ment, I was trying to turn it out in
accepted fashion. First I spelled it
“opor. . . .” Then I tried “opper. . .”
Dick (who, like Douglas is now do¬
ing a brilliant job in the Navy) hap¬
pened to pass at this moment. “Never
mind, honey,” he said. “You actually
don’t need to know how to spell it,
if you simply learn how to take ad¬
vantage of it.”
That was a bit of witty, offhand
advice that I have never forgotten.
Ronald Colman! Ah, Mr. Colman.
When I was ten, I was standing on a
street corner one Saturday afternoon
—waiting for the signal to change—
when Mr. Colman drew up to the
intersection in his car and stopped.
My lower jaw dropped—I couldn’t
collect it—and I stared. Frankly and
freely I admit it. A gaze as intent as
mine would have penetrated the dustbound consciousness of a mummy, so
it isn’t remarkable that Mr. Colman
turned to look at me. It would have
been impossible for anyone, particu¬
larly so sensitive a man as Mr. Col¬
man, to mistake my dazzled adoration.
Smiling, he lifted his hat. “Good
afternoon, my dear,” he said. And he
drove away, leaving me rooted to
the spot. When I finally regained par¬
tial consciousness, I marched out into
the street against the signal, was al¬
most run down by a truck, but at
length reached home in a state of
befuddled ecstasy. Ah, the glistening
idols of one’s terrific tenth year!
When I was cast in the first pic¬
ture in which I worked with Mr. Col¬
man. “The Devil To Pay,” I had not
entirely forgotten my case of junior
mesmerization. But, thank Heaven, I
was somewhat better able to disguise
my admiration.
Making the picture was fun be¬
cause Ronnie is one of the smoothest
craftsmen in the business. And after
the picture was finished, he sent me—
for Christmas—a black suede bag
decorated with marquisette. I regarded
it as the most important gift I had
ever received. But my best gift—even
surpassing that purse—was Ronnie’s
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response to my thanks for the gift.
“It is I who should thank you,” he
said. “Because I find it so pleasant to
send a gift to someone whom I really
admire.” Ah, kings are paupers, and
Helen of Troy was an ugly old wench!
Only a girl complimented by Mr. Colman is rich and lovely.
Spencer Tracy, with whom I worked
in “Man’s Castle” is a brilliant work¬
man. As you undoubtedly realize, he
plays everything down, he strives
constantly to keep a tone of verisimil¬
itude to everyday life in everything
he does. I think the nicest compli¬
ment that can be paid an actor, is the
one most frequently paid Spence:
“He’s always so natural.”
In “Man’s Castle,” he had to carry
the burden of the plot. About all I
had to do was to react to everything
he said, which is by way of explain¬
ing that there were dozens of closeups of me, just expressing, word¬
lessly, some emotion. Finally, one
afternoon, Spencer began to laugh.
“This picture,” he announced, “will
be famed for magnificent Young
closeups, while that Tracy guy tells
lines—to which no one will be pay¬
ing any attention—from the side¬
lines.” That was a pretty handsome
tribute when you realize that Tracy
is the best in his line, and that I
was just a kid, getting along. Won¬
derful person, that Tracy.
In “Suez” I worked with Tyrone
Power, one of many times. It was
always fun to be cast with Ty be¬
cause he is not only a gifted actor,
but a gentleman with an extremely
agile mind.
He is dynamic. He used to bounce
onto the set, eyes twinkling, grin
shining, his entire attitude alert. He
liked to play brain-busting word
games such as “Animal, Vegetable
& Mineral.” He was so good that
neither Anabella nor I had much
chance to win from him.
One night at home I decided that
I was going to stump the intellectual
Mr. Power the next day. I went
through my dictionary until I came
upon that beautiful word, “bauxite.”
It is the mineral, my dictionary said,
in which aluminum is contained.
Properly pronounced “beau-zite”, it
is frequently mispronounced.
Aha! I thought. I had you this
time, my friend. Even if you know
the word, chances are that you will
mispronounce it.
There is no point in making a long
story of it, because you’ve guessed
the finale. Ty hit upon my “valuable
mineral beginning with B” without
a second’s hesitation—pronounced it
correctly, too.
While I was working in “Shanghai”
with Charles Boyer, I was planning
a trip to Europe with my mother. I
couldn’t talk of anything else. Mrs.
Boyer, at Charles’ suggestion, pre¬
pared a letter of introduction to
Mainbocher, a gesture that nearly
thrilled me to death.
I was reading guide books on the
set, and extracting every bit of
French lore I could from everyone I
knew. Charles would spend hours
telling me about the romantic spots
of France. “Wait until you are actu¬
ally on the boat,” he would say.
The last day of shooting, as we all
said goodbye, Charles told me, “I’ll
get in touch with you at your hotel
in Paris. I’ll have them notify me as
soon as you register.”
I laughed, told him that would be
wonderful, and thought no more

about it, discounting his statement as
jest.
But, you can imagine the thrill
Mother and I had when Charles and
Pat actually arrived at our hotel the
first night we were in France, and
carried us off to dinner. He asked
where I wanted to go, and I said
proudly, “Escargot.” And there I ate
the item of food of which I had long
read: snails. Liked them, too. But
Charles, that true Frenchman,
wouldn’t join me. Said he had never
been able to stand them.
When I was working with Alan
Ladd in “China” I celebrated my
birthday. I had mentioned it casually
a day or so before the date when a
group of us were talking astrology,
but I hadn’t given it much thought.
Alan is a quiet, serious, hard-working
chap who always sees, hears, and un¬
derstands more than many of his
fellow players realize.
The afternoon of my birthday, a
wonderful cake—candles lit—was de¬
livered to the set and an impromptu
party, all of Alan’s arranging, devel¬
oped. You can imagine how surprised
and genuinely touched I was at such
thoughtfulness.
Well, just a year later, we hap¬
pened to be working together again
on “And Now Tomorrow,” but I had
learned my lesson, so said nothing of
the date. Yet, on the afternoon of
my birthday, here came a cake about
twice the size of the original. And
we had another celebration. Alan
hadn’t forgotten! No wonder every¬
one who knows Alan well, says that
Sue has one of the prize husbands in
Hollywood.
Sometimes I have noticed that the
things we do while making a picture
turn out to be prophecies about our
future. Take, for instance, that raw
morning in Washington State, when
our troupe was on location to make
“Call Of The Wild.” The rest of us
were all ready to go to work, but we
were waiting for Clark Gable. Finally
he appeared from his cabin at the
top of the hill. “What on earth kept
you so long?” demanded the director.
Clark looked surprised. “I had to
make my bed, didn’t I?” he asked
reasonably. I wonder if, when he was
making his army bed, he ever thought
of that location trip?
During that location the weather
was so bad. and it was so difficult to
get the necessary footage, that sev¬
eral of the men would occasionally
forget themselves and indulge in a
little pressure - relieving profanity.
Clark got a billy-club for me. “The
next time you hear anything offen¬
sive,” he said, “just tap the offender
on the head.”
A few days later something annoy¬
ing happened while Clark was making
a shot. He controlled himself mar¬
velously. He didn’t utter a syllable.
But. his eyes tossing sparks, he
inarched over to me and handed me
the club. “Hit me for what I’m think¬
ing,” he ordered.
I can honestly say that there is
no man with whom I have worked
who has ever needed to use a billyclub on me for what I was thinking
about my co-worker. I’m proud of
my list of fellow players, and I enjoy remembering our work together.
And. just to give this record a future,
111 be honest and admit that I hope
some day to work opposite Gregory
Peck, Cornel Wilde, and Alexander
Knox.
The End

COTTEN TALE
(CONTINUED

FROM

PAGE 34)

in the little sketch the boys were
putting on for Ladies’ Night or the
Union picnic. Encourage him and
he’ll even drag out pictures—a little
faded, but you can see why he
‘stopped the show.’
“Women are play-acting all the
time—consciously or subconsciously.
Every time a woman puts on a new
dress, or new make-up or gets a dif¬
ferent hair-do, she’s seeing herself in
a new role. Every female has her
stage, whether its her home or the
business world, and she does her best
to live up to it. It’s what keeps her
interesting and lovely.
“As for humans in general—well,
a person is acting every time he
crosses a room and tries not to look
self-conscious. Luckily there are only
a few of us weak enough to give in
to the urge as a steady thing.”
The views expressed by Mr. Cotten
are not necessarily those of this type¬
writer nor the magazine sponsoring
it. All that can be stated definitely is
that the “urge” for Mr. Cotten’s act¬
ing has long shown danger of becom¬
ing epidemic. That high breeze which
has sprung up periodically on the
West coast for the last four years or
so, is rumored to be vacuum created
by Joe rushing from one studio to
another, taking his pick of the various
roles offered him.
One reason for his success, no doubt,
is that this Beau from Broadway is
so entirely happy in his chosen pro¬
fession. Or at least, he used to be so
happy. . . .
“I never turn down a part just be¬
cause I don’t think I’ll like it,” he
formerly had a habit of saying. “How
can I be sure I don’t like it until I’ve
tried it? It takes away the fun if you
have too ' definite ideas of what
you will and won’t do. I’d rather let
the producers plan my schedule—you
get more surprises that way.”
Currently, it must be admitted, Joe
is not a conspicuously happy man. It
has to do with his role in “Duel In
the Sun,” a camera-chore which sur¬
prised him not so much as it stunned
him.
The usual method by which the
usual actor accepts or rejects his
roles, says he, is very simple. The
actor picks up the script, sees on the
first page it is a costume picture with
tight pants and such . . . sees on Page
15 where he has to grow a Van Dyke
. . . and on Page 40 where he must
fight a duel with three expert swords¬
men . . . and after hurriedly com¬
puting the time and trouble of cos¬
tume fittings, beard fittings and fenc¬
ing lessons, faces the producer sadly,
“Sorry, old man—I just can’t feel
myself in the part!”
Or, says he, the guy thumbs
through quickly, sees where the hero
wears one suit all through the picture,
that old blue sack suit of his will
do . . . notes on Page 36 where hero
hasn’t shaved for three days, and ex¬
citedly thumps the producer on the
back, “A great character! What writ¬
ing—what feeling! Confidentially, I
think I was made for it.”
That’s the ordinary thespian, mind
you, but not Joe, who has prided him¬
self on being more conscientious about
the thing. Since coming to pictures it
has been his practice to carefully read

each and every page of every script,
and sometimes twice.
“I have a terrible premonition,” he
oft explained, “I know some day I
will pick up a script and there, printed
clearly, will be a line of direction
saying, ‘At this point Harald comes
charging up on his horse.’ At this
point Cotten will drop the script and
run like mad. Any horse even half
as scared of me as I am of him
wouldn’t be able to charge a step.”
Everybody has their worries, and
most of them never happen, but Cot¬
ten was moving toward his destiny.
Already David Selznick had pur¬
chased Niven Busch’s best-selling
drama of hearts and hooves, and when
the time came, Joe found himself a
Western hero in the same inevitable
manner in which a great many
civilians have lately found themselves
Army men.
“It’s a great character,” said Direc¬
tor King Vidor, “interviewing” him
first, as a matter of courtesy. “What
writing!” Joe had never read the
book, but something about Mr. Vidor’s
opening made him wary.
“Do you ride?” asked Vidor.
“Yeah, my wife does the driving,”
answered Joe.
“Shoot?” asked Vidor.
“Not since I was sent home from
school for my skill with a rubber
band and a hunk of gum.”
“It’s a great part,” said Vidor,
“virile — red-blooded — out-doorish.
Uhh—what qualifications do you think
you might have?”
“I blow smoke-rings—” said Joe
slyly.
“You’re in!” yelled the director.
“Just the man we’ve been looking
for!”
’Way back in “The Magnificent Ambersons,” Joe had been required to
sit in a sleigh and handle the reins
for a brief moment. The scene was
made even briefer when it was dis¬
covered that the horse, under his
handling, would go in no direction but
’round and ’round—which was the
way the thing finally had to be filmed,
and left the reins-man very sick in¬
deed. The fact that the steed of “Duel
In the Sun” comes with buggy at¬
tached, makes the situation no less
horrifying. “If there’s anything worse
than a horse, it’s one with wheels—”
is the way he puts it. Moreover, in
this latest story, man and animal are
the greatest of pals, rarely leaving
the house without each other. . . .
His first scene was shot on location
in Arizona, seated in the buggy atop
a lonely knoll. He clambered into the
contraption, braced himself, picked
up the reins—and the horse started
’round and ’round. It was at this point,
it is claimed, that Cotten jumped.
The point is hotly disputed, because,
asks Joe, how can a paralyzed man
jump? At any rate, the animal was
only acting according to direction,
but no one had thought to explain the
intended action to his unwilling
driver.
It’s been this
way practically
through the whole shooting. The story
is that of two brothers, with Gregory
Peck in the other role. Peck is an ex¬
pert and even dare-devil horseman,
spending a good deal of time with
his mount’s front hoofs pointed to the
sky. Brother’s most frequent com¬
ment on his performances is “Showoff—!” There was one sequence in
which he had to sit and watch Greg
fight his rearing, snorting steed and
finally be bucked off, almost into his
lap. Peck was asked if he wouldn’t
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prefer to use a stunt-man for this
hazardous stuff, but refused. But bet¬
ter have a stunt man on call, he said
—they might need him to do Cotten’s
watching for him! Adversely, the ex¬
perience has given Joe a new interest
—Western music. After a deep re¬
search, he is currently overcome with
the wholesale melancholia of cowboy
crooners.
“Nobody ever loves them but their
horse—and maybe a few tired little
dogies,” he notes. “And regardless of
the cowpuncher’s age or state of
health, he is always expecting mo¬
mentarily to be buried on the lone
praar-ee, maybe before the last
chorus is over. Too bad those guys
never had to squeeze into a New York
subway or a Los Angeles bus. They’d
know the lone-er the praar-ee, the
healthier. . . .”
It’s easy to see this Cotten is a fel¬
low who has looked at life and found
it zestful, and life undoubtedly feels
the same about Cotten. If he wished,
he could establish himself as one of
the movie colony’s real intellectuals.
But waving a frail white hand and
tossing off pale purple truths is not
Joe’s idea of an exhilarating exis¬
tence. Instead, he is a connoisseur of
life’s little ironies—a fellow who’s
had his ups and downs and savored
them both with a wink.
His ambition to be an actor, or
rather, a person who’s “allowed to
indulge in it,” has been a sort of onetrack affair, running through most
of his life since his high-school days.
The child Cotten was forced to wear
curls and a velvet Fauntleroy suit to
church on Sundays. The school-kid
Cotten was dedicated to erasing the
memory of those velvet pants from
the minds of the unfortunate towns¬
people of Petersburg, Virginia, where
it all took place. It required no great
amount of parental persuasion, when
after high school he wished to transfer
his energies to the Hickman School
of Expression in Washington, D. C.
He speaks fondly of those days
when he tried hard to learn Yankee
talk, and to breathe correctly and
speak loudly. “The last part was the
easiest—we had to speak loudly to be
heard over the riveters next door.”
After a year’s workout of these
various talents, Joe felt he was ready
for Broadway, but it was to be several
years before Broadway returned the
sentiment. The details of the time be¬
tween is not too important now to his
film-fans, except to stress the several
times he came dangerously near to
being a success in occupations other
than acting.
There was a period when, due to
financial strain, he was forced into
becoming a whiz-bang paint salesman,
and he will appreciate it if biographers
will refrain from making this the
basis for snappy lines such as, “From
House Paint to Grease Paint.” (Well,
we tried!) Later, he made a trek to
Florida, struck Miami during its
golden era, and found himself being
a sort of junior Midas. “Those were
the days when you could pick up a
handful of money just by introducing
a real estate broker to a buyer, or
vice versa,” he recalls.
It was in Miami, too, that he went
into the potato salad business and
verged on making a fortune at it. He
was rescued from a life of mayon¬
naise only when the drug stores,
hotels et al suddenly discovered they
could cut up their own potatoes and
onions, and the Tip Top Salad Co.
retired from the field with 500,000
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wax containers as its sole asset.
All this time, it appears Joe was
just warming up for his most signifi¬
cant venture, the one which was to
prove that Florida had merely been
a detour to Broadway and Hollywood.
The project, when it got going, was
a sort of three-ring affair which he
started by organizing a little theater
group with players from the Uni¬
versity of Miami, assigning the leads
in the productions to himself, and
persuading the Miami Herald to let
him write the reviews:
“I’ve never yet found a better way
of insuring myself good notices,” he
insists.
When he left Florida he was richer
by (1) letters of introduction to
Burns Mantle and David Belasco, and
(2) the promise of lovely Lenore
Kipp, New York girl gone tem¬
porarily Floridian, to marry him. Both
turned out to be valid. Belasco gave
him that long-wanted start on Broad¬
way. Lenore came through with a no¬
option contract and signed it Mrs.
Cotten, which she is still happily using
as her signature today.
There was a period in which he
distinguished himself as being the
only understudy on record who
honestly prayed nothing indisposing
would happen to the stars he understudied. He dreaded taking over, be¬
cause. “After all, this was New York,
and someone besides myself would be
writing the reviews.”
When the notices finally came,
howe /er, he found the Manhattan
critics could say just as nice things
about him as he had himself. Among
his legitimate hits were “Absent
Father,” “Accent on Youth,” “The
Postman
Always
Rings
Twice,”
“Philadelphia Story,” and of course,
his fateful association in the Mercury
Theater with Orson Welles.
It was through this, however, that
he earned the distinction of being the
only established stage-romancer to
work his way into the screen’s heartthrob class backwards. He rode into
the film public’s ken in a wheel-chair,
playing a sly, cigar-snitching old in¬
valid, with a look of always being
about to pinch his nurse on her backpocket. He acted twice-his-years so
well, that in his second and third
films (“Lydia” and “Magnificent Ambersons”) he was up and able to

get about, but still wore collodion
wrinkles a part of the time. For the
rest of it, he wore a look of frustra¬
tion, since in neither story was he al¬
lowed to win his lady-love at an age
when it would spell romance.
In spite of this premature pensioning-off into the character-man class,
he began to have a definite following.
His presence, folks immediately dis¬
covered, had a way of staying with
them after the picture was ended—
always the measure of a fine actor.
Too, both men and women found
something pleasantly new in his
mind-over-muscle personality. Yet,
not until he’d been on the screen
more than two years was Joe allowed
to act his own age, which is in the
middle thirties. After five pictures,
the fans finally got a glimpse of what
had been going on under all that
make-up, and from then on you could
walk up to almost any lady and say,
“Cotten is going to be good this year,”
and find a ready-made customer.
Now in the comfortable flush of
success, but not too impressed with
it, he’s a sort of a Puck with a Park
Avenue polish. About his increased
status in life, he says:
“There’s not much difference. It’s
nice to have some money to spend—
but then, I always enjoyed spending
money, even when I didn’t have it.”
Today Cotten can also wet himself
down in his own swimming pool, and
he spends a lot of his spare time do¬
ing so. He’s an ace tennis player. His
Pacific Palisades home is a com¬
paratively modest one, but his ac¬
complishments as a householder are
not. For a time he turned carpenter
and currently he has just erected a
retaining wall for the pool, the like
of which has never been seen here¬
abouts. It has Mrs. Cotten’s entire
collection of costume jewelry em¬
bedded in the cement, giving off vari¬
colored sparkles in the sun, and
demonstrating not only his ingenuity,
but his wife’s good disposition.
He chooses his friends among peo¬
ple who can talk as well as he does.
He’s a charming host and enjoys
whipping up such ritualistic dishes as
Crepes Suzette and Cherries Jubilee.
The Cotten-Welles friendship is a
beautiful, jibing thing, and anyone
following them around, jotting down
their hot-off-the-griddle sentiments
would have something guaranteed to
curdle. Recently, when Orson wrote
Joe he was lunching with the Presi¬
dent at the White House on a Wednes¬
day, Joe wired back, “The war will
either be over—or worse—by Thurs¬
day!”
Too, there was the occasion of Joe’s
being best man at the Welles-Hayworth wedding, when the Cotten flair
for sartorial elegance almost stole the
show. Although the groom’s business
suit and pink sport shirt, and the
bride’s corsage-leSs state showed the
haste of the preparations, Joe was
something to see in a gray pin-stripe,
with boutonniere and gray gloves.
The current “Duel” between horse
and Cotten is being filmed in Techni¬
color. After Joe quits worrying how
the fans will like him pale green, he
is going to start having premonitions
about a musical:
“I used to fancy I could sing, until
they persuaded me to have a record
made of my voice. It was a desperate
measure, but it worked!”
Thus Joe dismisses the possibility
of competing with “The Voice”—but
the idea is there to haunt him, none¬
theless.

COOKING WITH GAGS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2SI

so terrible! You call that acting? Ye
gods, I call it mayhem! Why do these
things happen to me? Why do I have
to put up with it? Great balls of fire,
I quit! And Miss Garland, I suggest
you do the same, and right now!”
Thunderstruck at first, and then
white-faced and shaking with fury,
Judy strode towards the camera and
the small cluster of people hidden in
the darkness. Love or no love, there
was going to be a pay-off to that in¬
sult! As she reached the camera a
grinning face popped into view.
“Hello, Judy,” the voice said sweet¬
ly. “Wonderful scene!”
Judy stopped, and her mouth fell
open as she recognized her tormentor.
“You fool!” she yelled, and burst into
laughter.
“You crazy, wonderful
fool!”
The voice had been that of Danny
Kaye, who had sneaked onto the set
unseen and taken a place beside Minelli in the protecting shadow. The two
had cooked up the gag together.
Cooking up gags, usually on the
spur of the moment as opportunity
and his imagination dictates, is as nat¬
ural and necessary to Danny as draw¬
ing breath itself. He has to have fun,
and he takes it spontaneously where
he finds it, be the object of his gag a
visiting dignitary, an American presi¬
dent, or the corner bootblack.
There are two rules he meticulously
follows in his gag-making, however;
one is born of instinct and the other
he learned by experience. He is never
malicious in his fun; he may throw
people into confusion, momentarily
embarrass them, or even exasperate
them, but he never hurts them. That’s
cardinal with Kaye. And he never
pulls gags on his wife, Sylvia. That’s
cardinal too. He knows she is so in¬
tense about him and his work, that
no laugh would be worth the worry,
however brief, it would cause her.
“The name for that,” he admits, “is
Love.”
“Gags By Kaye” was a familiar leg¬
end along Broadway for many a moon
when Danny was the hit attraction of
the Club Martinique, and later in
“Let’s Face It,” the smash musical
which brought him to Hollywood’s in¬
terest and a picture contract. Always
impromptu, they struck like lightning
—unexpectedly, and never in the
same place twice.
There was the
time, for example, he dropped backstage one matinee of “Banjo Eyes” to
call on his old friend, Eddie Cantor.
Cantor was in something of a tizzy.
“Sorry, Danny, but we’re kind of
busy right now,” he brushed him off:
“One of the chorus boys failed to show
up and we’re trying to figure out what
we can do with the drill number with¬
out him.”
Danny was affably understanding.
“Sure, Pal,” he smiled. “I know how
it is.
See you later,” and drifted
away.
Came time for the drill number, and
Eddie nervously took his place on the
stage. Would the hastily revamped
number get over or bog down in a
mess of miscues? Suddenly a roar of
laughter came from the audience and
the musicians in the pit. Startled,
Eddie took a^ quick glance over his
shoulder to see what was amiss.
There was Danny in the chorus line,
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dressed in the ill-fitting uniform of
the missing chorus boy, hopelessly
(and deliberately) out of step! For
once the nimble-witted Cantor was
stopped cold for a topper; Danny was
the star of that performance.
Sometimes the Kay gags are sly
little moments of fun, known and ap¬
preciated only by himself and the ob¬
ject of his attentions. Thus it was
when Jack Benny and Mary Living¬
stone came to “Let’s Face It” one
night. The audience was confused,
the orchestra was baffled, and Mary
Jane Walsh, with whom Danny was
singing a tender love duet, kept hiss¬
ing “You’re off key!
Get back on
key!” Meanwhile, out front, Jack’s
loud guffaws were producing general
consternation and embarrassment.
Danny was off key in the song, no
doubt about it. The error was intententional, however, and committed
when he learned Jack was in the
audience. Jack, it seems, is driven
half-nuts by off-key singing, as Danny
had discovered when they made a
camp tour together!
It was strictly an entre nous gag
too, when he surprised Doris Stein,
the always chic and impeccably
groomed wife of Jules Stein, his agent
and head of the important Music Cor¬
poration of America, on a train en
route to Hollywood. Although he had
not yet seen her, Danny knew Mrs.
Stein was aboard. On the first morn¬
ing out of New York he happened
upon a waiter with a breakfast tray
outside the Stein drawing room. A
little fast talking, together with a
small piece of folding money, and it
was Danny who entered with the tray
carried high enough to shield his face.
Danny in a properly servile manner,
and clad in a starched white waiter’s
jacket.
“Thank you,” said Mrs. Stein with
the barest glance at “the waiter.”
“Please put it down here.”
“Okay, Toots, whatever you say,”
lipped Danny. Shocked, Mrs. Stein
looked up into Danny’s grinning face
and then let out a long and loud
“EEEEEEK!” Even worse than the
surprise was the fact he had caught
her with her hair up in pincurls, and
her face unglamorously bedaubed
with cold cream! Luckily for him,
Mrs. Stein has a sense of humor to
match her beauty and charm.
Twenty-three men in barber chairs
were the delighted witnesses to Dan¬
ny’s extemporaneous fun with Pro¬
ducer Mervyn LeRoy. On his recent
visit to New York, Danny went to the
Waldorf to look up LeRoy, who also
was visiting in New York. Event¬
ually he found him in a barber chair
in the Waldorf shop, his face swathed
in steaming towels. Quickly enlist¬
ing the cooperation of the LeRoy bar¬
ber and the silence of the other pa¬
trons, Danny slipped into the white
jacket of the barber and changed
places with him.
Slap! On went another hot towel
on LeRoy’s face. Then still another,
followed by a facial massage, any¬
thing but gentle. “Hey!” LeRoy pro¬
tested, starting to get up.
“Getta
back!” Danny barked in the Italian
accent of the barber he had sup¬
planted.
“Whoosa hurt a pan like
yours? Shuddup!”
Enough was enough.
Roaring,
“What the -!” LeRoy charged
from the chair, hot towels flying
“You!” he spluttered when he saw
Barber Dan. “You human in fiend
form!”
LeRoy, however, was one of elite

few to taste sweet revenge at Danny’s
expense. Calling LeRoy from his own
room at the Waldorf, Danny asked if
he would be in for awhile. “For a few
minutes,” LeRoy answered, “come on
over.” As it happened, Danny had
just stepped from a shower, but fear¬
ing to miss LeRoy, and since his room
was just down the corridor, he hastily
wrapped a bathtowel around his pink¬
skinned middle and dashed for Le¬
Roy’s door.
It was one “entrance” Danny will
never forget, for gathered in LeRoy’s
room were six sedate clubwomen who
had come to discuss the moral tone of
movies with a famous producer.
“Emily Post won’t even speak to
me!” Danny observed sadly in recall¬
ing that Waterloo. “She won’t even
nod!”
Patrons at the Club Martinique
won’t soon forget another night and
another Kaye gag. Neither will Pro¬
ducer-Director-Actor Gregory Ratoff,
he of the famously thick Russian ac¬
cent. It was Celebrity Night, and as
master of ceremonies, Danny launched
on a glowing introduction of Ratoff,
the most prominent guest of the eve¬
ning. It was flattering to the nth de¬
gree, a eulogy such as Ratoff never
before, or since, has heard. But—it
was all done in a perfect imitation of
Ratoff’s guttural broken English.
“There is only one thing,” Danny
concluded the introduction. “You will
notice, ladies and gentlemen, that the
rat has stolen my accent!”
The moment Ratoff opened his
mouth, of course, the crowd burst
into hilarious laughter, and he never
did get to finish his remarks.
Until he reads it here, Louis Mandel, the Kaye attorney, won’t know
that he did have the right number
those seven times he tried to tele¬
phone Danny recently. Each time he
dialed carefully, and each time he
found a strange voice—Italian, Rus¬
sian, Spanish, Chinese, Swedish, Ne¬
gro and German—answering him.
Finally, on the eighth call, Danny
answered in his natural voice, but by
that time Mandel was beyond coher¬
ent sneech.
“Jupiter’s tears!” he spluttered.
“Not even a lunatic could get that
many wrong numbers! It’s a plot!
It’s sabotage!”
“I think you’re right,” Danny sym¬
pathized. “I’d take it up with Wash¬
ington.”
Speaking of Washington—
Danny recently was a guest per¬
former at the annual shindig of the
White
House
Correspondents
in
Washington, and, by popular verdict,
registered the smash hit of all time
Everyone frankly was nuts about
him, and crowded around after the
affair to pour congratulations and
praise in unstinted measure.
“Thank you, but I was the one who
had fun,” Danny answered. “I always
have fun if you don’t fence me in.”
Fence him in? How can you fence
in a guy who, in one evening alone
can charm the Earl of Atherton into
scat singing, General Marshall into
giving out with hot licks, and the
late beloved FDR into an on-thebeam version of “Minnie-The-MoocheL” in the greatest jam session of
all time. The question answers itself
Meanwhile, Mrs. Kaye’s “Wonder
Man just goes his way having fun
and best of all, lets the public in
on his good time, too. Incidentally
be prepared to enjoy a “double dose”
of Danny in this Goldwyn release.
The End

DOG DEPARTMENT:
There is in town at this moment a broken¬
hearted guy, name of Mac, who deserves
your sympathy.
Mac, personally, weighs
165 pounds—but since it would be impos¬
sible to get both Mac and his heart on the
scales at the same time, no one knows how
big is his heart, nor how heavy at present.
Mac is a Great Dane, and like his country¬
men everywhere, he gives an unchanging
loyalty to those whom he loves, and Mac
happens to love his master, Lon McCallister,
most profoundly.
Twice in Mac's life, Lon has gone away—
abruptly and, to Mac, inexplicably. Lon has
tried to explain to Mac. "See, boy, I'm wear¬
ing a uniform now. You know the difference
between my uniform and my tired old dun¬
garees thgt I used to wear on the beach
when we played Surf Stick, don't you? Well,
as long as I'm wearing this uniform, I'll be
able to come home only on furlough. Then I
have to go out on duty again.
Get it,
Rugged?"
Mac didn't get it. Always before Lon man¬
aged to slip away before Mac realized that
his master was leaving. This stunt involved
sneaking grips into the car during the night,
relying on Mom to get the shaving kit
stowed, and several other subterfuges.
This time, Mac decided that he wasn't go¬
ing to let Lon out of his sight. He slept on
Lon’s bed until Lon nearly suffocated. "Look,
there simply isn't room for both of us. Bud,
and since you're about 15 pounds heavier
than I am, you're getting the most space.
Come on—sleep on the floor like a right guy!"
Mac would settle down, front paws
crossed, great head on the paws, eyes saying
eloquently, "Okay, but no funny business,
kid." Toward morning, Lon would awaken
to find Mac snoring cosily across the foot of

the bed, effectively pinning Lon in place.
Finally, Lon had to return to camp. He had
to tie Mac up (chain is the better explanation)
and he had to drive away fast. Mac figured
at first that Lon was going out on a date,
which was offensive enough, but when Lon
didn't come back with the rest of the family,
Mac knew that he had been abandoned
again. He sat back on despondent haunches
and confided his anguish to the indifferent
moon.
TAPS:

Mail Coupon Today
for FREE Samples

Do you remember the splendid acting job
done by Eriord Gage as the Nazi school
teacher in "Hitler's Children?" Erford Gage
died March 17 in an infantry attack on
Luzon, his epitaph may well be, "He lived
in honor; he died for decency."

Read this thrilling news!
You don’t , pay one penny
ever, for your choice of
gorgeous new dress in your
own favorite style, size
and color. Select your
dress from more than 100
newest Harford Frocks
styles—and it’s yours
just for sending orders
for only 3 dresses for your
friends, neighbors, or mem¬
bers of your family. That’s
all! Not one cent to pay now
or any other time—every¬
thing supplied without cost!

ALL THIS—AND THAT
Gail Russell has purchased a lot and her
parents have been given a construction
priority to build a one-storey house. The
plans have been drawn by a clever architect
who, when the war is over, will be able to
add a second storey to the building,
' At Paramount, there is a very timorous
girl hard at work in "Blue Skies,” the pic¬
ture planned on the pattern of "Holiday
Inn" by Mark Sandrich before his untimely
death. The gill is Joan Caulfield, who never
had a dancing lesson in her life, and she is
currently working with that gifted operator
of toe and torso, Paul Draper.
Phyllis Thaxter, the exquisite actress who
enacted the role of Mrs. Ted Lawson in
"Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo," has announced
that she and her husband. Captain James
T. Aubrey, Jr., currently in the Aleutians
with the Air Force, are exchanging letters
on the subject of a proper name for a young
Aubrey, due in the late fall.

Experiience Not Needed
—Use Spare Time
Imagine showing your friends and
neighbors a vast complete selection of
gorgeous, exquisitelydesigned Harford
Crocks—more than 100 styles, all
sizes, and scores of beautiful fabrics
in the season's latest colors and
patterns—as well as hosiery, lingerie,
sportswear, suits, coats, children s
wear etc. Your friends and neigh¬
bors will be eager to give you
their orders when they see the
beauty of the styles, the huge
selection, and learn the LOW
MONEY-SAVING PRICES. And
for sending orders, for only 3
dresses at the low regular prices.
YOU CAN SELECT YOUR OWN
DRESS TO BE SENT TO YOU
without paying one cent tor it!
And this thrilling plan does not
stop with only one dress! You
can go right on getting dress
after dress, until you have a
complete wardrobe!
Gorgeous
tion

Style Presenta¬
Sent FREE!

Mail Coupon Below
Yes—we
send
you
gorgeous
presentation showing scores of latest
fashions with actual sample fabrics
in dresses, lingerie, children’s wear,
sportswear, suits, coats, etc.
Due
to present conditions we may not be
able to send your Style Presentation
at once—but rush coupon below now
to place your name on our list and
be among the first to receive the new
Style Line when available. No money
needed. Don’t miss this opportunity
to get complete wardrobe for your¬
self—with chance to earn up to
$22.00 in a week cash besides.
Mail coupon now.

HARFORD FROCKS, INC.
Dept. L-27, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

HARFORD FROCKS.

INC.

I want to get a dress for myself
fdr ordering 3 dresses for friends, or members
of my family. Please rush me the new Harford
Frocks Style Presentation FREE as soon as
possible.
Name
Address

.
.

City.

"There they go," cries Randy Scott to his frau on opening day of the Santa Anita track.
A football star in college days, rose from the ranks in World War I and won commission.

State ...
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THE LADY VANQUISHES
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 411

It’s then you sit up and take notice.
Miss Harrison is in a man’s racket.
Producers are important people. It’s
they who hire the individuals who
make movies. They do the casting,
pick directors and writers, oversee
the sets and costumes, battle with the
front office about budgets, tell the
cutters and other technical men the
effects they want, and generally hold
a production together until it gets on
the screen. The job, as you can see,
demands vast experience in every
line of picture-making; courage, tact,
and a sure instinct towards what’s
best.
It’s a man’s job ordinarily, as I say.
Yet Joan is in the saddle and doing
very nicely, thank you.
One reason for this is that, with a
When You Use This Amazing
few minor exceptions, she has lived
in a man’s world for the better part of
her life. She didn’t plan it that way.
It just happened.
And now she’s
In one,simple, quick operation, LOVALON
grateful as all get-out.
will do all of these 4 important things
She came to this country in the late
to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:
1930’s as Alfred Hitchcock’s special
1. Gives lustrous highlights.
assistant and special writer.
That
2. Rinses away shampoo film.
should have been enough for any¬
3. Tints the hair as it rinses.
body.
During her association with
4 Helps keep hair neatly in place.
“Hitch,” she had worked on such in¬
LOVALON does not permanently dye
significant operas as “The Lady Van¬
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,
ishes,” “Jamaica Inn,” and “The Girl
in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
Was Young,” in England, and “Re¬
At stores which sell toilet goods
becca,” “Foreign Correspondent,” and
15t for 5 rinses
“Suspicion” over here. That should
have satisfied her, but it was not suf¬
ficient for small Joan. Perhaps you’ll
see why when we give you a bit of
her personal history.
She was born in a rural town out¬
side London. It was a conventional
place, slightly restricted and very
correct. Joan’s father owned the local
Be a HARPER METHOD paper, which she maintains was one
of the best medium-sized sheets in
Beautician
England. She had a younger sister
GOOD INCOME
and an older brother, and everything
LIFETIME OCCUPATION
was quite normal.
Ages 17 to 40
As a child, she was fascinated by
Harper Method operators in
the idea of writing. Not that any of
demand all over U. S. and
the stories she found in her head ever
Canada. Free Placement Serv-—
.ice. Qualified graduates assisted
got down on paper, you understand.
to ownership of own shops. Intensive, thorough course,
Instead, they served as a nightly treat
backed by 57 years experience. Schools in Rochester.
N. i., Madison, Wis., Seattle, Wash., Los Angeles, Calif.,
for her baby sister. Joan told what
Winnipeg, Canada. Prepare now for lifetime indepen¬
she calls “interminable serials which
dence and security. Hundreds of graduates now own
shops. Don’t delay. Write today.
were wildly dramatic,” to the young¬
ster who lay in bed and lapped them
J/utyJOt
BEAUTY SCHOOLS
up.
Dept. HG8# Rochester 9, N. Y.
She went through the usual school¬
ing—a day school, a private boarding
school, and so forth—and, at seven¬
teen and a half, had absolutely no
idea of what she wanted to be. Writ¬
ing was still attractive, but nothing
came of it. Then her father uttered
the revolutionary statement that he
believed women should be as welleducated as men.
In America, this idea is nothing
Make your body as free of hair as a new¬
new. To the British, especially those
born babe’s! Wash away unwanted hair
from under arms, less or any part of
of a few years ago, it was as much
W,lth. “OORISH DEPILATORY
POWDER.
Just apply—wait a few moof a bombshell as saying, Shakes¬
merits—let it dry, then shower off Removes hair completely, without razor
peare’s plays were written by Jimmy
1
nicks, burns or irritations.
Leaves no
stubby regrowth.
Durante in the back room of the Stork
MAKE THIS "MAGNIFYING GLASS TEST" Club.” Girls just didn’t go to college.
After using this unusual Hair Re¬
Not pretty girls, anyway. The few
mover. look at your skin through any
powerful magnifying glass. See how
who entered the sacred halls were
satin-smooth your skin is.
You’ll
never believe that any hair ever grew
middle-aged dames with screwed-up
before! Send for MOORISH DE¬
PILATORY POWDER today. Sent in
hair who were getting degrees so they
plain wraoner. ‘'end $1. plus 20c tax
with this “ad”. We pay postage Or*
could teach school. They were about
C.O.D. vou nav $|. tax and postage.
HOUSE OF LECHLER, Dept M-418
as exciting as a cold poached egg.
500 BROADWAY. NEW YORK* 12, N. Y*
Her father’s edict that she go to Ox¬
ford slightly horrified even Joan. A
HOUSE or 1ECHL
friend of hers was off to Paris to

NO DULL
DRAB HAIR

4 Purpose Rinse

.

SHOWER OFF
UNWANTED
HAIR!

study, she told her father, and that
seemed a much better idea.
Why
couldn’t she go, too?
A compromise was finally reached:
Joan would go to Paris for a year,
then return to Oxford for her degree.
So she went over to France, had a
magnificent dose of freedom, then
came home speaking French and sigh¬
ing over the Champs Elysees. Ox¬
ford, after Paris, seemed a frightful,
dreary, too-strict place—a horrible
spot.
The situation was brightened, how¬
ever, by the fact that her brother was
also at the university, and by the
amazing truth that men outnumbered
women on the campus 40-1.
Joan
suddenly discovered that she was
belle of any number of Balls. She
had three or four dates a night and
thoroughly
enjoyed herself.
She
found that, contrary to the usual con¬
ception of the stay-at-home English
girl, men were not strange creatures.
They were fun. So much fun, in fact,
that she only remembered in the nick
of time to get her degree.
After college, she again was faced
with the problem of what to be. She
decided to become a journalist. But
her father, who had shown great
breadth up to this point, was shocked.
Women reporters, he said, were hard¬
bitten hags. What Joan should do
was take a secretarial course, get a job
in an office, and wait for the right man
to marry.
Joan went through with the secre¬
tarial course. On graduation, she be¬
gan a series of chores which ranged
from typing manuscripts for a writer,
to selling dresses (after which she
hated all women) and scribbling copy
for an advertising firm. At long last,
when she was about to throw in the
sponge entirely, a friend wired her
that a motion picture director needed
a secretary and reader of scripts, and
that she should try for the position.
She went, found shoals of other fe¬
males with the same idea, told the
doorman a fabulous story about her
need to get home because her sister
(then actually fourteen) was having
a baby, and found herself in the mo¬
gul’s office. She saw before her a
large man who studied her solemnly
for a few moments, then said sud¬
denly, “Take off that hat!” meaning
a silly flowery thing she had tossed
on her skull that morning.
They
talked, she said she spoke French
well, without knowing that the job
specifically called for a knowledge of
German . . . and somehow, by some
stupendous miracle, she was hired
Her boss’ name was Alfred Hitchcock’
of course.
She had never been in a motion
picture studio before. But that didn’t
bother ‘Hitch”—nor Joan. She found
herself turning into a jill-of-alltrades. She sat in on story confer¬
ences, played script clerk, watched
pictures being cut, attended to pro¬
duction details, and managed every¬
thing else that came her way
The
secret of this was, naturally, that
Hitchcock s films were made differ¬
ently from those in this country. He
was absolute boss. His company was
his own.
His people—and there
werent many—had to do everything.
Thus Joan got an education in how
to make a movie which has seldom
been equalled.
one oegan writing (in collabora¬
tion) on “The Girl Was Young,” and
by and by it was a normal thing for
her to be one of the scripters on the
Hitchcock shows. This training stood

her in excellent stead when she made
her own picture, “Phantom Lady.”
For in that she was writer as well as
producer.
When her boss came to America,
Joan was the only one to accompany
him, beside his family. She first en¬
tered this country on a visitor’s per¬
mit. Then, seeing how great were the
opportunities here, she went down to
Mexico and came through again on
the quota. It was shortly after this
that it struck her that it might be a
good idea to break away from “Hitch.”
After all, she did have talent of her
own. But Hollywood was beginning
to say that she was “being carried by
Hitchcock.”
“Hitch” gave Joan his blessing and
she went forth by herself.
As a
writer and a collaborator, she had
lousy luck. Oh, she got jobs, all right.
At Columbia, Paramount, MGM, and
a few other places.
But somehow
every picture she worked on was sub¬
sequently put on the shelf.
Finally, she got fed up. Universal
had a story called “Phantom Lady.”
Joan was wanted as a writer. She
replied that they would either never
film the thing, or film it contrary to
her ideas. Nuts to them. Then Uni¬
versal made the astounding proposi¬
tion: “Maybe you’d like to do it
yourself.”
They gave her a completely free
production hand. She did the show,
and it was what is called in the trade
“a sleeper.” Suddenly, from a some¬
what minor picture, it turned into a
thing that set the critics crazy. And
Joan turned into an important per¬
sonality.
From then on it was smooth sailing.
For with the success of “Phantom
Lady” came a long-term contract to
produce more pictures for Universal
Studios. Before that went into ef¬
fect, however, she did “Dark Waters”
for General Service Studios.
Then
back to her home lot for “Uncle
Harry,” which is based on the stage
play of the same name.
Joan says that being a woman and
a producer is very strange—but won¬
derful—and the advantages far out¬
weigh the disadvantages.
The bad side includes the fact that
men can often settle their shooting
difficulties over a flock of drinks at
a bar. Joan can’t exactly do that.
Nor can she tell off a co-worker who
is acting up, as a man would.
On the credit side is the fact that,
as a woman, she can appeal to her
staff of technicians and actors for fair
play and hard work for the good of
the picture.
She can make female
stars happier about their clothes, for
she knows how a lady should look.
She thinks she pays more attention
to details than a man. She can see
male players, in particular, in new
ligfits and get them out of casting
ruts they’ve fallen into. (Remember
Tone in “Phantom Lady”?)
And,
most delightful, she gets flowers along
with the star on the first day of
shooting!
Being an attractive gal with a brain
makes for situations, however. And
Joan’s favorite occurred at Universal:
She had been working late one eve¬
ning, until after dark, and on her way
to her car passed a night gang setting
up flats on a stage. The boys, seeing
a blonde with a good figure prancing
by, whistled violently. Joan grinned
and went on. It wasn’t until the next
day that the gentlemen discovered she
was their boss!
The End

PICTURES IN PRODUCTION
ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 15)

Morgan, Leon Ames, Mildred Natwich, Mary Nash, and Charles La
Torre are the members of the cast.
THEY WERE EXPENDABLE, from
the magnificent book by W. L. White,
is working on a closed set with Robert
Montgomery,
John Wayne, Ward
Bond, Jack Holt, Leon Ames, Bruce
Kellogg, Jeff York, Tim Murdock,
Cameron Mitchell, Robert Barrat, Ted
Lundigan, and—to make it co-ed—
Donna Reed.
SHE WENT TO THE RACES is
a picture involving James Craig,
Frances Gifford, Edmund Gwenn,
Reginald Owen, Sig Ruman, Charles
Halton, and J. M. Kerrigan, As the
story went before the cameras on the
lucky day when the ban against rac¬
ing was revoked, Metro is now in
the same happy clan with Warner
Brothers who managed to get Casa¬
blanca and Hotel Berlin before the
the public at a psychological mo¬
ment.
ft

)|c

One of the greatest
advancements in

ever discovered!

£

AT 20TH CENTURY-FOX:
FALLEN ANGEL is the first pic¬
ture Alice Faye has made for two
years. Hailing this welcome return
are the combined populations of Hol¬
lywood and America, plus her fellowplayers, Dana Andrews, Linda Dar¬
nell, Charles Bickford, Bruce Cabot,
Percy Kilbride, and Anne Revere.
*

*

*

AT RKO:
BELLS OF ST. MARY’S is the
blue ribbon picture starring Bing
Crosby, Ingrid Bergman, Ruth Don¬
nelly, Henry Travers, Joan Carroll,
Dickie Tyler and Director Leo McCarey. You’ll see this, no matter how
the story is described here, so why
waste paper? Better write it down
on your calendar.
TOMORROW IS FOREVER is the
picture in which, were I an actress
instead of a writer, I would like to
work. Orson Welles spends every
spare moment away from the camera
showing magic tricks to George Brent,
Claudette Colbert, Lucile Watson,
Joyce MacKenzie, and Dick Long.
DEADLINE AT DAWN is the story
about a sailor, Bill Williams, who falls
for a taxi dancer, Susan Hayward,

AT MONOGRAM:
SUNBONNET SUE is a happy
opus with Phil Regan, Gale Storm,
George Cleveland, Alan Mowbray
and Charles D. Brown. The following
anecdote has nothing to do with this
particular picture, but a great to do
with Alan Mowbray, who is a very
sweet guy. One Saturday night not
so long ago, William Babb, 20, a mer¬
chant
mariner,
married
Rosalie
Bishop at the United Seamen’s Serv¬
ice Merchant Marine Club in San
Pedro. Jinx Falkenburg arranged to
have the club decorated; Fred MacMurray served as best man, Janice
Carter and
Adele Jergens were
bridesmaids, Alan Mowbray gave the
bride away, and Dame May Whitty
was matron of honor. Bill Babb had
been injured in New Guinea.
*

*

*

AT UNIVERSAL:
FRONTIER GAL, in Technicolor, is
keeping beautiful Yvonne deCarlo
busy, also Rod Cameron, Alan Curtis,
Andy Devine, and Fuzzy Knight.

You Can Now Enjoy Hours
of Continuous Medication

Here is a blessing for you exacting,
women who have long desired an
easier, daintier, and more convenient
method of intimate feminine cleanli¬
ness—ZONITORS.
|
1. Zonitors are snow-white, grease¬
less,stainless vaginal suppositories
which offer an easier, daintier and
more convenient method.
2. Powerfully germicidal yet so safe
to delicate tissues. Non-irritating,
non-poisonous, non-smarting.
3. When inserted—Zonitors quickly

begin to release their powerful
germicidal qualities. Yet they’re
not the type which quickly melt
away.
4. Zonitors are especially made to
afford continuous medication and
they keep on releasing their pre¬
cious properties for hours.
5. Zonitors immediately kill every
germ they touch. Of course it’s not
always possible to contact all
germs in the tract, but you can be
sure—Zonitors kill all reachable
living germs and keep them from
multiplying.
6. Zonitors destroy offending odor.
7. They never leave any sticky resi¬
due. Buy today—any drugstore.

FREE:

Mall this coupon for free
booklet sent In plain wrapper.
Reveals frank Intimate facts.
Zonitors, Dept. 9823, 370 Lexington
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
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JOAN LORRING
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19)

WOMEN wi|o«/t40s
Do fWe symptoms
betray your age?
Often many women between the ages of
38 and 52—are shocked to realize they
are In the class commonly known as
"middle-age” with its annoying symp¬
toms which so often betray their age.
So if you sufier from hot flashes, feel
weak, tired, nervous, restless, a bit blue
at times—due to the functional "middleage" period peculiar to women—try Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound to
relieve such symptoms.
This Great Medicine HELPS NATURE
For almost a century—Pinkham’s Com¬
pound has been famous to help great
numbers of women go “smiling thru”
such middle-age distress. Thousands
have reported remarkable benefits!
Pinkham’s Compound taken regularly
helps build up resistance against such
symptoms. This great medicine helps
nature and that’s the kind you should try.
INEXPENSIVE: Pinkham’s Compound
costs very little compared to some other
methods but this doesn’t detract from
Its eflectlveness.

Sy^&ftnklriWMfa
V VEGETABLE COMPOUND

SAVE as never before!
Genuine Fine-Cut

DIAMONDS
Not chips, but genuine,
fine-cut sparkling dia¬
monds poisedi n superbly
styled 14 kt. solid gold
settings! At amazingly
low prices made possible
only by our wholesale
diamond connections.
Diamond rings for women and men, $24 to $700
Diamond wedding rings, $16.75 to $72.50.
Write today for

FREE

illustrated booklet

BOND DIAMOND CO. Dept. HW 5

562

Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.
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DIAMOND

DEALERS

SINCE

1881

grow up to be Joan Lorring, used to
entertain herself by trying to imitate
them.
She was four when she began tak¬
ing ballet lessons from a young Rus¬
sian whose thick Slavic accent in¬
trigued her. Home from class, the
child’s life-study of her teacher made
her mother laugh long and heartily.
Pretty soon she was copying the
“wash amah,” a beautiful Chinese
girl who had a way of getting days
off more frequently than the other
amahs. Anyone beautiful could get
anything from Joan’s mother, very
handsome herself with her long, thick,
yellow braids and starry eyes. It took
the child’s shrewd imitation to open
her mother’s eyes.
One of Joan’s favorite sources at
that time was Frenchwoman, whose
extravagant gestures and quaint ar¬
rangement of words made amusing
material. The little girl garnered so
many laughs on this neighbor that
her conscience began to bother her.
Maybe it wasn’t right to take off her
mother’s friend. She went to her:
“Do you mind if I listen to you and
try to speak like you?” asked Joan.
The woman’s eyes widened. “But
I speak perfect the Eenglish!” she
cried, throwing out her hands. “The
same as you, I speak it! Where, I ask
you, where is different my Eenglish?”
Joan learned never to ask again.
At six, she made her first appear¬
ance at school, playing a doctor in a
top hat and her father’s old tails cut
’way
down.
Other
amateur and
charity appearances followed, attract¬
ing such attention that once Joan was
offered a stage role that would have
paid $350 a week in Chinese money.
Her father refused the offer; he ex¬
pected to provide for his family.
The threat of war threw its shadow
across the world. In 1939, Joan’s
father realized that conflict was in¬
evitable and sent his wife and daugh¬
ter to America. In 1940, he came over
for a brief visit; returning to Hong
Kong to wind up some business, he
was captured by the Japs, and at this
writing is still their prisoner.
Dr. Mei Lan Fang, a friend of the
family, at whose home Douglas Fair¬
banks, senior, used to stay while in
China, gave Joan a letter to the actor
as a parting gift. “Show him what
you can do,” he advised. Joah’s
thirteen-year-old heart leaped. She
saw herself, starring in Hollywood.
Arrived in San Francisco, mother
and daughter remained there for
months. To her dismay, Joan discov¬
ered that Hollywood is nearly five
hundred miles south, and Mr. Fair¬
banks as far out of reach as ever.
Across the street from their hotel
hung a sign reading:
“Dramatic
School.” As she went in and out, the
child looked at it. . . Here she was
thirteen—getting older every minute
and nothing was happening!
“Mother,” she coaxed, “let’s go over
and see what they say!”
The head of the school interviewed
them. Then she said: “Here are two
scripts. Before I enter you, let’s see
what you can do. Learn these and
come back tomorrow.”
One was a dramatic sketch con¬
cerning a boy and his dog. Joan did
this with tears raining down her
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• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale
streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does It—or your money back. Used for 30 years by thou¬
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone Is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent Is
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AT HOME
Design and make exclusive
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noted designers.
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furnished. Every step illustrated. You make exclu¬
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New 11-Minute
Home Shampoo
Washes Hair
Shades Lighter
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Specially made for Blondes
to help keep light hair
from darkening—brighten
faded hair. Called Blondex,
its rich cleansing lather in¬
stantly removes the dingy
film that makes hair dark,
old-looking. Takes only 11
minutes at home. Gives
hair lustrous highlights.
Safe for children. Get
Blondex at 10c, drug and
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Josephine Cottle was a choir singer in Texas.
Changed her name to Gale Storm and is
singing with Phil Regan in "Sunbonnet Sue."

cheeks. The other was a series of
dialects—Chinese, Cockney,
Negro,
German, Spanish, Irish, French.
The teacher listened. “I am not
going to enroll you in this school,”
she said, “and you must not go to any
other dramatic school. Keep on just
as you are—be natural—never act. A
director can take you and get what¬
ever he wants from you, but if you
try to study, you’ll ruin the remark¬
able thing you have.”
After that, what could they do but
go to Hollywood?
Arriving, the letter was despatched
to Mr. Fairbanks, who responded by
inviting them both to a party.
“I may call on you, if things get
dull,” Doug told Joan. Thrilled she
came equipped with costumes and
props, and sat in a corner tensely
watching Hollywood celebrities ar¬
rive. There was Doug, junior; Frank
Capra, Ronald Colman, all the glam¬
orous creatures she had watched on
the screen, only more devastatingly
lovely than she had imagined them.
Eventually, however, Mr. Fair¬
banks rose. “I’d like to present my
young protegee from China. I think
she’s remarkable.”
Since Doug had never seen her do
anything, this was quite an introduc¬
tion. Having made it, the thought
probably occurred to him, too, for he
began to creep quietly away. He
wasn’t out of earshot when he paused.
Joan was singing a little French song.
Then she did a Chinese dance. And,
finally imitations. Doug was leading
the applause long before the audience
let her go.
Next day he signed the child to a
personal contract, saying he had great
plans for her. Joan was on top of the
world! That night, Doug left for New
York; from New York he went
abroad. Upon his return in September,
there was a new flurry of plans which
were cut short by the actor’s death.
Joan’s contract was ended.
One of the enthusiastic guests at
the Fairbanks’ party had been Ron¬
ald Colman. Joan had watched him
with little-girl adoration, vowing to
herself: “I’ll play opposite you one
of these days, mister!” Now that
dream seemed unattainable. Joan

was nothing but a schoolgirl, forgot¬
ten and forlorn.
Just four years after the Fairbanks’
party, Joan stood at a radio micro¬
phone playing Frith in Paul Gallico’s
“Snow Goose” opposite Ronald Col¬
man, whose comment, after watching
her age from twelve to twenty-one
in their thirty minutes on the air,
was: “She’s so wonderful, I’m fear¬
ful!”
She was seventeen. Life was begin¬
ning to look brighter. Beside her
radio work, which had become in¬
creasingly important, she had signed
a contract with MGM and had a small
role with Robert Taylor in “Song of
Russia.”
“It only looked brighter,” sighed
Joan, shaking her crisp brown curls.
“They left most of my part on the
cutting room floor. I did a very good
little maid from a convent in “Bridge
of San Luis Rey,” but that was on
loan-out. I was terribly unhappy be¬
cause I had nothing to do. A year is
a big slice out of life when you are
young.”
Pictures then under way at MGM
called for glamour girls. Joan has a
gay and impudent face, her irregular
features and unusual eyes are inter¬
esting rather than breath-taking; she
was convinced that she never would
have a chance at that studio. The
only happy, thing during her stay
there was her graduation from high
school and release from formal edu¬
cation.
Free-lancing again, she did two
stage plays at Hollywood’s Geller
Workshop, in one of which she played
Charlotte Bronte at various ages.
Here she met Casey MacGregor who
was to become important to her.
“They need a cockney brat at War¬
ners’,” said her agent, one day in
1944’s springtime.
“Let’s go over.
Hal Wallis will see you.”
Joan went, telling herself that she
expected nothing.
Mr. Wallis, who
was to produce the picture, gave her
the script and said she’d be called for
a test. Three days later he left the
studio and the picture was shelved.
“There you see—I knew it!” cried
Joan, and burst into tears.
Jack Chertock took over the pic¬
ture, and Irving Rapper was appoint¬
ed director. Joan was not called for
a test, although she had studied her
script night and day, loving the part
more and more. “It was too good to
happen!” she wept.
And
then,
Casey
MacGregor—
(didn’t I tell you he’d be important?)
—on his way to Universal Studios,
was hailed by a hitchhiker whose car
had broken down.
The hitchhiker
was Rhys Williams from Warner
Brothers. It turned out that he was
working on “The Corn Is Green.” He
confided that they had tested prac¬
tically every girl in town and couldn’t
find a Bessie Watty.
“Why not test Joan Lorring?” in¬
quired Mr. MacGregor.
“She’s re¬
markable.”
Joan’s knees shook so she could
hardly get to the director’s office. Mr.
Rapper seemed pleased that she had
brought props—earrings, beads, a
funny hat—just to read for him. Her
characterization pleased him, too; he
gave her a screen test, and again
nothing happened.
Weeks went by.
“They’ve found
someone else,” thought Joan, nearly
dying of disappointment. She tried
affirming that the part was hers, de¬
claring that “they” had to let her do
it. Still nothing happened.
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June 5th, 1944, she was rehearsing
a radio play with Charles Laughton,
under the direction of Norman Cor¬
win. Between her scenes, she picked
up a trade sheet. Letters that seemed
written in fire leaped at her . . . Betty
Field is to do Bessie Watty. Joan
cried out, involuntarily. Mr. Laugh¬
ton, after hearing her story, tried to
console her. “There are other good
parts, my dear,” he said. “When you
are as old as I am, you’ll have learned
that better ones will come along, and
you will get your share.” But Joan
was not to be comforted.
Her mother was in San Francisco
on business, and a girlfriend was
sharing the apartment. The girl¬
friend, who had a car, was to pick up
the young actress after rehearsal. It
was nearing midnight. Joan sat in
the CBS lobby, tears for Bessie Watty
making tracks down her cheeks.
Suddenly: “Flash!” came from the
loudspeaker above her head. “This is
D-Day . . . Invasion has begun!” Joan
listened, electrified, to the breathless
accounts of troops fighting their way
ashore. But her tears still came.
Norman Corwin, emerging from an
elevator, stopped at the news, and sat
down beside Joan to listen. Between
broadcasts, he asked about the tears.
Heartbroken Joan told him. At in¬
tervals in her story, excited bursts
from the loudspeaker related tales of
what went on on the beaches of
France. When Joan had finished, Mr.
Corwin shook his head. “Yes,” he
said, sympathetically, “It’s dreadful—
Betty Field and Munich.”
“All at once I grew up,” said Joan,
remembering that night, “How could
I worry about a part—any part, no
matter how wonderful—on D-Day? I
realized at last, that it made no dif¬
ference if I never acted again. How
could I matter, when boys were
dying?”
She went home with a sense of re¬
lease, listened to her radio until 3:30
a. m., and went to sleep.
Six hours
later, her agent telephoned. “War¬
ners want to see you.”
“If it’s about Bessie Watty, I won’t
go. I’m sick of the thought of her!”
The wily agent assured her it was
something else. But he led her to
Mr. Rapper’s office. Joan stiffened.
“I said I won’t do Bessie Watty!”
“They want to say ‘Hello!’” The
agent patted her shoulder and pushed
her into the room.

“Inside,” related Joan, her eyes
glowing, “were Mr. Rapper, Mr.Uree land, Rhys Williams, and Goldie, the
prop man—a man of great talerrt, and
why he’s rustling props instead of
acting, I’ll never know!—they all
looked at me and beamed.
They
shouted: ‘It’s all yours!’ ”
Apparently,
the
picture
never
dropped from his high point.
Mr.
Rapper, according to Joan, was a very
Svengali of a director who could have
wrested five-star performances out of
blocks of wood.
“John Dali and I
were his Trilbys,” she grinned. “Don’t
tell anybody, but we owe everything
to him. Everything we don’t owe to
Bette Davis, I mean. She isn’t like
some stars, who sit down with the
script before each scene and say:
‘That’s a good line—who has it? Take
it out!’ She helped us both.”
To Joan, Bette Davis is beyond
compare. The young actress, through
bitter experience, had become con¬
vinced that she was ugly, undesirable.
“Don’t worry about beauty; people
get tired of the same old face, beau¬
tiful or not. What’s important to an
actress is to see that hers is not the
same,” she told Joan. “Often I am
hideous on purpose, and I play all
ages. No one can say of me: ‘Just
look—dear, dear, she’s falling apart,
she’s getting so old!’ because I’ve al¬
ways kept changing. When they’re
tired of me as an elderly woman, I’m
suddenly young again.”
The self-confidence Miss Davis had
given Joan helped her turn in an¬
other excellent performance in “Three
Strangers,” in which she plays a gunmoll opposite Peter Lorre.
You can’t forget Joan, once you’ve
seen her work. Two years ago she
did a brief role on an Orson Welles
radio program. It was her birth¬
day and someone produced a birthday
cake. Mr. Welles had nothing to do
with her at the time, but twentyfour months later he needed a girl for
another program. “I know the one I
want,” he asserted, “the girl with the
birthday. Who was she?”
“The part was only three lines
long,” recalled Joan, “but they gave
me credit on the air. Funny thing,
Mr. Welles didn’t know me when he
saw me, didn’t remember that again
it was my birthday. All he remem¬
bered was my work.”
Remarkable Joan!
The End
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Helmut Dentine is descended upon by his ever-increasing tans at Strand Theatre in N. Y.
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King
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THE GREAT BRITTON
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 43)

Barbara confessed. “Really you have
no idea of the hopes and fears that
were whirling around in my brain.
Everything happened so suddenly—
yet not suddenly enough for me to
stop thinking about it—to do a good
job.”
Hollywood had always been a magic
city to Barbara for as long as she
could
remember.
Born
in
Long
Beach, California, growing up with¬
out so much as a train ride out of the
state, Barbara was near and yet so
very far away from the center of her
childish dreams.
Barbara’s mother and father, Mr.
and Mrs. Adna Brantingham (Brantingham is Barbara’s real last name),
were staid members of a staid com¬
munity. For twenty years, Barbara’s
mother had taught in the same Sun¬
day School and her father was, and
still is, an official in the city govern¬
ment. An only child, Barbara was
brought up to enjoy the simple things
and to lead a thoroughly normal life,
protected at every turn by parents
who adored this beautiful child of
theirs.
That protection, so much a part of
her daily life, was suddenly snatched
away with the exciting advent of a
Hollywood agent, and the knowledge
that fame in this fantastic, wonderful
world of Hollywood might someday
be hers.
At six Barbara appeared in a
church play—her first dramatic ef¬
fort. Throughout grammar school and
high school Barbara was interested in
play-acting, but her parents treated
it as the normal interest of a normal
child. Acting was just one of the
things that Barbara did that was
equally as exciting as her clubs and
class work, but not more so. Barbara
took part in sports, was of average
intelligence in school, had the usual
number of crushes and the usual num¬
ber of boys paying tribute to a goodlooking girl. Then suddenly her world
of normalcy was turned all topsyturvey.
“It is all so funny the way things
happen,” Barbara said, giving that
quiet little laugh of hers. “Little pieces
of things happening and all fitting
together in a pattern that finally led
to all this.” Her gesture toward the
studio executives eating lunch near¬
by who now control her destiny, was
eloquently inclusive.
“I was majoring in English and
dramatics at Long Beach Junior Col¬
lege when it all came along,” Bar¬
bara continued. “Confidentially, the
dramatics major was only because it
was an easy way to make good grades.
I suppose once in a while I thought
rather idly of a career on the stage,
but no more than I thought of a dozen
other careers.”
The miraculous chain of events that
led Barbara to Movie fame started
with a picture taken of her at a Long
Beach charity fashion show. This led
to photographic modeling for a de¬
partment store, and then a place on
the Long Beach float in the lavish
Pasadena Tournament of Roses par¬
ade. There a newspaper photographer
snapped her picture, a city editor de¬
cided to publish it, and a Hollywood
agent—knowing beauty pays mone¬
tary dividends when -under studio
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Beginner Earns
$1,819.00
"Today I received a check for
$165 for a story. Another I sold
for $34. The other day I counted
up just how much I made pre¬
viously.
it amounted up
to
$1,620.00. Not bad for a begin¬
ner. is it?”—Mrs. L. L. Gray,
579 E. McHarg Ave., Stamford.
Texas.

How do you KNOW
you can’t WRITE?
Have you ever tried ?
Have you ever attempted even the least bit
of training, under competent guidance?
Or have you been sitting back, as it is so easy
to do, waiting for the day to come when you
will awaken, all of a sudden, to the discovery,
“I am a writer” ?
If the latter course is the one of your choos¬
ing, you probably never will write. Lawyers
must be law clerks. Doctors must be internes.
We all know that, in our time, the egg does
come before the chicken.
It is seldom that anyone becomes a writer
until he (or she) has been writing for some
time. That is why so many authors and writers
spring up out of the newspaper business. The
day-to-day necessity of writing—of gathering
material about which to write—develops their
talent, their insight, their background and their
confidence as nothing else could.
That is why the Newspaper Institute of
America bases its writing instruction on
journalism—continuous writing—the training
that has produced so many successful authors.

Learn to write by ivriting

N

EWSPAPER Institute training is based on
the New York Copy Desk Method. It starts
and keeps you writing in your own home, on your
own time. Week by week you receive actual assign¬
ments, just as if you were right at work on a great
metropolitan daily. Your writing is individually
corrected and constructively criticized. Thoroughly
experienced, practical, active writers are responsible
for this instruction.
Under such sympathetic
guidance, you will find that (instead of vainly
trying to copy someone else’s writing tricks) you
are rapidly developing your own distinctive, selfflavored style—undergoing an experience that has a
thrill to it and which at the same time develops in
you the power to make your feelings articulate.
Many people who should be writing become awe¬
struck by fabulous stories about millionaire authors,
and, therefore, give little thought to the $25, $50 and
$100 or more that can often be earned for material
that takes little time to write—stories, articles on
business, local and club activities, homemaking,
hobbies, decorating, etc.—things that can easily be
turned out in leisure hours, and often on the impulse
of the moment.

A chance to test yourself FREE!
Our unique Writing Ap¬
titude Test tells whether you
possess the fundamental
qualities necessary to suc¬
cessful writing — acute ob¬
servation, dramatic instinct,
creative
imagination, etc.
You’ll enjoy taking this test.
The coupon will bring it
without obligation.
News¬
paper Institute of America,
One Park Avenue, New York
16. N Y. (Founded 1925)

NOTICE TO
CANADIANS
Newspaper Insti¬
tute’s operations in
Canada have been
approved by the For¬
eign Exchange Con¬
trol Board and to
facilitate all finan¬
cial transactions, a
special permit has
been assigned to
their account with
The Canadian Bank
of Commerce. Mont¬
real.

I contract—-sought Barbara out.
“I assured him that motion pictures
would not be interested in me,” Bar¬
bara’s blue eyes twinkled in fun.
“Then feeling that I’d been rather
abrupt after all his trouble, I in¬
vited him to come and see me in a
play called ‘The Old Maid’ which the
school was putting on. I felt that he
could then judge for himself and not
waste more of his time.
“When he accepted the invitation,
and later called to tell me that a
Paramount talent scout would be
with him, I was terrified,” Barbara
continued. “I’ve never lived through
such a night. The play is a five-act
show and I didn’t come on until the
third act. I was alternately hoping
they’d be discouraged and leave after
the first two acts, without seeing me,
and burning with a fever of desire
that they’d wait until I came on and
perhaps—dream of all dreams—sign
me to a contract.”
They came, they saw, and Barbara
signed.
Within the next few days Barbara
made a screen test without quite
knowing which end of the camera re¬
layed her image to the film. She saw
the test and wept bitter tears of disap¬
pointment.
“On the screen I wasn’t what 1
thought a screen star should look
like,” Barbara wrinkled up her nose
in disgust. “I couldn’t understand
what I was doing here. However, the
studio said they had no intention of
having me commute between Long
Beach and Hollywood, so Mother and
I moved up to Hollywood. All day
long I was before the cameras—but
not acting. I was doing publicity pic¬
tures, modeling clothes, or else I’d
be scheduled to appear at Chamber of
Commerce luncheons, banquets and
the like. It seemed to me that a mo¬
tion picture camera was as far away
from my life as it had ever been.”
Intestinal fortitude is one thing that
Barbara definitely does not lack. So,
after six months of this her mother
returned to keep her home in Long
Beach and Barbara moved into the
Studio Club.
“I was one bewildered girl,” Bar¬
bara confided. “I was being paid a
salary for being an actress, but no
one seemed to think it odd that I
never acted.”
High glory was topped with bitter
disappointments day after day. There
was the time Barbara tested for a role
in “Secrets of the Wastelands” with
Bill Boyd. She was thrilled to death
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Each month you just
meekly endure pain.
Why

don’t

you

try

Chi-Ches-Ters Pills?
*

*

*

*

Yes,

they

really deaden simple

menstrual pain. And morel

One ingredient

tends to relax muscular tension usually asso¬
ciated with periodic pain. Chi-Ches-Ters con¬
tain iron, too. It tends to help build up your
blood. You’re apt to get better results if you
begin taking Chi-Ches-Ters three days before
your period. * * * * No, they’re not expen¬
sive. Only SOd a box at druggists’. * * * * Yes,
that’s the name. Chi-Ches-Ters Pills. * * * *

CHI-CHES-TERS PILLS
For relief from “periodic functional distress”

Waterproof, shockproof, radium dial and
hands, anti-magnetic, unbreakable crystal,
precision tested, sweep second hand.
No. TQ 121 — 15 jewels, stainless steel enn nr
No. TQ 331 —15 jewels, stainless steel
case..._........
No. TQ 328—17 jewels, SELF-WIND¬
ING, stainless steel case..
POSTPAID FED. TAX INCL.

*49.50
*59.75

VAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLED

Write for Free Illustrated Booklet "TQ”

BELL WATCH

COMPANY

Time and Life Bldg., Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N.Y,

PULVEX
FLEA POWDER
100% SATISFACTION
OR MONEY BACK

Be Your Own
MUSIC
Teacher

learn at home for
LESS THAN 7c A DAY

Play by note Piano. Violin.
Tenor Banjo. Guitar. Accor¬
dion. Saxophone or any other
instrument. Wonderful im¬
proved method.
Simple as
A-B-C. No ‘‘numbers" or
trick music. Costs less than 7c a day. Over 750,000 students
EDCC
DA AD Send coupon today for Free Booklet
rncc
o v u
and print and Picture Sample ex¬
plaining this method in detail. Men¬
tion favorite instrument.
U. S. School of Music. 1588 Brunswick Bldg.. New York 10. N. Y.

10.57V.

U.S.School of Music, 1588 Brunswick Bldg..New York
Please send me Free Print and Picture Sample. I would
like to play

(Name Instrument)

Name.
(Please Print)

Have You
Instr. ?.

Street
City..

State

For spouse's sake—Gloria DeHaven changed
to brownette.

John Payne likes it "natural."

because she had her first role in a
real motion picture.
“I wore horn-rimmed spectacles
and a horror hat,” Barbara said.
“Even my best friends couldn’t recog¬
nize me.”
Then followed role after role in
“Reap the Wild Wind,” “Louisiana
Purchase,” “Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab¬
bage Patch” and “Young and Willing.”
“But I was just a blur in the
camera’s eye,” was the way Barbara
put it.
The one big chance for a starring
role in all those two and a half long
years came when Barbara tested for
the part of Eileen in “Stage Door
Canteen.” She had to watch this plum
role go to another actress when her
studio said she must play a bit in “So
Proudly We Hail.” But Director
Frank Borzage, the man who made
the test of Barbara, was to remem¬
ber, and that test was to bring about
stardom and real hope to the girl who
didn’t know how to get fame for
herself.
Nearly a year late, the day so im¬
portant in Barbara’s life started as
many days had started since she came
to Paramount. She was told to be at
the studio at three o’clock in the
afternoon for a wardrobe fitting. No
one bothered to tell her what it was
all about. From wardrobe, she was
pushed in front of a camera in a nun’s
habit. She turned around twice while
the camera ground her image onto
film, and then was sent home.
At nine o’clock the next morning
the script of “’Till We Meet Again”
was thrust into her hand, and she
was told she had the role that was
destined to make her a star.
Again that mysterious chain of
events had linked, in a manner which
catapulted Barbara from obscurity to
fame. For six days, “’Till We Meet
Again” had
been shooting
with
Maureen O’Hara and Ray Milland as
its stars. Then came a sudden decision
on the part of Maureen’s doctor that
she might jeopardize her life and the
child she was carrying, if she con¬
tinued her picture work.
Director Frank Borzage remem¬
bered the girl he had wanted so badly
for “Stage Door Canteen.” He fought
a noble battle for Barbara at the front
office, for Paramount executives were
not happy about entrusting a million
dollar role to a starlet. Borzage won—
and another star was born. Barbara’s
next will be “The Virginian,” another
million dollar picture, this time in
technicolor.
On the verge of a nervous break¬
down after working on “’Till We Meet

Again,” she found the rest and quiet
of an apartment more to her taste
than the Studio Club with its in¬
numerable parties and girlish laugh¬
ter. In need of medical care, Barbara
sought the sei’vices of a doctor in the
same apartment building.
Young Doctor Eugene Czukor, just
released from two years service in
the Army Air Corps, was the doctor.
He saw to it that she took her vita¬
mins and that her lights were out at
nine o’clock. Once in a while, a dance
at the Jonathan Club and a night at
the Philharmonic were allowed—pro¬
vided her doctor was with her! The
professional attention developed into
romance, and a year and a half after
they had met, the young couple was
married. Barbara gets a big kick out
of telling her friends about it.
There was a time when Barbara
declared if she ever decided to marry,
it would be the end of her career in
pictures. She had decided she was
prepared to give up anything that
might interfere with a happy married
life. But since her marriage to Doctor
Czukor, that idea has changed some¬
what.
There can be no doubt that her hus¬
band is proud of Barbara’s talents and
the career she is making for herself;
just as Barbara is proud of his success
in the medical profession. Their com¬
plete accord on this usually contro¬
versial subject is the reason their
friends know that this marriage will
be a success. For the present, they are
still living in a small apartment, hop¬
ing to move into a house before long.
“But we are making our plans to
build a dream house in Laguna when
materials are more easily secured,”
Barbara says. “Meanwhile, we live
quietly.”
The last statement brought a new
thought, for she said: “Incidentally,
did you see that thing about me in a
recent magazine where they said, ‘She
doesn’t smoke, drink, go to night
clubs, use much make-up or play ginrummy’?”
I nodded that I had.
“That sounds very dull,” she said
emphatically. “You know, people al¬
ways ask me about my personal
habits as if I were some freak. Sure
I lead a quiet life because picture¬
making demands it. I don’t know how
to play gin-rummy because no one
has ever taught me, but I’m a whizz
at backgammon. The only reason I
don’t use make-up is that it makes
me look like the dickens.”
Barbara’s life is far from dull. Into
her private life as Mrs. Eugene
Czukor, and her career life as Bar¬
bara Britton, she pours an enthusiasm
that knows no equal. No wonder she
is now that exciting woman—the new
Barbara Britton of the screen!

Thrills... Fun... Earn...

comm photos
AT HOME

Fascinating new occupation and
hobby quickly learned by aver¬
age man or woman, who is
artistically
inclined.
Easy-tounderstand oil coloring method
makes it possible to bring out
natural,
life-like
colors.
Many earn while learning.
\

Easy to Lcorn

*..

pur practical

H
ins truction
shows you how to do beautiful work.
No previous
training is needed, nor is it necessary to do any
drawing or sketching. Find out how those with nat¬
ural talent can be trained to color their own photo¬
graphs and those of their friends and, when ex¬
perienced, seek work (or studios, stores and others.

Koehne Method Means Beautiful Work
Learn the “Koehne Method” of coloring photographs
and miniatures in oil.
It brings out the most
beautifu1
effects.
Originated in
the well-known
Koehne Studio that for many years catered to the
Gold Coast residents of Chicago.
This type of in¬
struction trains you
in
the
latest and
modern
method of coloring in vogue today.

FREE Booklet
If
if >you seek increased independence,
grea
, ?ater happiness, and a worth-while
hobb
lobby, and you feel you have artistic
talen .
write for this FREE booklet.
Find out more about this fascinating
work and the opportunities in a com*
oaratively uncrowded field. Send today
for free booklet, “A Fascinating
Hobby” and full particulars. Sent post¬
age prepaid, without obligation.
National Photo Coloring School
Dept. 186-C
'_—la^^S^MichjgarWXve^,
1315 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5^1
5, III,

\

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
1315 S. Michigan Ave., Dept. 186-C, Chicago 5,

III.

Please
-end
me,
without
obligation,
your FREE
Booklet. “A Fascinating Hobby” and full particulars.

City.. Zone.. State.,

The End
SNATCH:
Helmut Dantine was in a hurry. He
was driving to Ida Lupino's house, from
which point they were to motor to Union
Station because Helmut was leaving for
the East. First, however, he had to stop
at the Beverly Hills Hotel to leave a
script.
He parked, pulled on the emergency,
grabbed the ignition key, and vaulted
over the side of his convertible. Run¬
ning, he entered the lobby, left the manila envelope with the clerk, after hav¬
ing made brief explanation, then has¬
tened back to the spot in which he had
left his car some 90 seconds earlier. The
car had been stolen.

Smooth California tailoring in a feminine
casual shirt! Long sleeves... smart shoul¬
der detail. Rich rayon gabardine.
Sizes 32 to 38.
$3.98, plus postage.
LIME

POWDER

MELON

WHITE

AQUA

BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD
Dept. 977, 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California
PROMPT

DELIVERY

I BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD, Dept. 977
| 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

I
I

Pleat* tend me_"Gabardine Queen" ot $3.98 plut pottage.
Lime □

Powder Q

Melon

Q

White Q

Aqua □

(Mark It! & 2nd color choices)
Sizes:

32

34

36

38

(Circle size wanted)

I

NAME_

I

ADDRESS.
CITY_
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CAN NOW HAVE
STUNNING EYELASHES

YOU

A Doctor’s Formula
For Easy Quick Treatment
For Lovely Eyelashes

Remember Your Loved One/”

TOOTING LENA'S HORN
tCONTINUED FROM PAGE 58J

Wear This Genuine

STERLING
SILVER
PHOTO RING

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
she does. Watching her performance
Custom Made Design with Your
on the ‘Suspense’ show, it was diffi¬
Photo Hand Painted in Oil, Per¬
manently Sealed in Magnified Dome Crys¬
cult to credit that in her eagerness
tal.
WATER-PROOF—WILL NEVER FADE.
SEND NO MONEY! Simply mail a photo or*
to succeed, she was scared half to
clear snapshot which will be returned in A
good order. When your Photo Ring arrives.^
death. She seemed so poised, so sure
pay the postman $4.49 plus a few cents
postage.
LIFE-TIME GUARANTEE.
Mass
of herself and her every speech, so
production and direct sales to you make
this value possible.
S7.50 Value
business-like in her approach to the
Send
in a Paper Strip with your
x
ring finger measure for correct size.
axes,
inc.
role. Yet her hand, when she grabbed
FISK INDUSTRIES, Dept. H-8
mine for encouragement, was ice cold.
■Fisk Building, 250 West 57 St.. N. Y. C.—
Part of it stemmed from nervousness,
yes; every true artist is nervous about
a performance. Most of it, however,
came from her great anxiety to jus¬
Unbelievable but true!
Now you can
tify the chance which had been given
get 2 brand new dresses for the price of
?v?e‘
You II be thrilled when you see
her, and the faith we all had shown
these dresses.
“Economy” works hand
in hand with the manufacturer to bring
in her. She has real humility in the
-ofVforSesST5rt styles at the low Price
finest sense of the word.”
Colors galore
Styles galore
An equally revealing Horne trait
Sizes 12 to 20 and 38 to 44
was evidenced after the show, Spier
Don’t miss up on this remarkable
said. In celebration of the evening
oner.
Mail your order today,
en¬
closing 50c deposit, and on delivery
the entire cast had been invited to the
pay postman balance plus postage. Be
sure to state size and color desired.
Spier home. Lena deliberately was
Satisfaction guaranteed. Free Catalog.
over an hour late in arriving.
ECONOMY MAIL ORDER HOUSE
393 Grand St., Dpt. HM, New York 2, N. Y.
“I figured by this time the broad¬
cast would be forgotten and no one
would feel obliged to say ‘You were
wonderful!’ just to be polite,” Lena
said, explaining her tardy arrival.
Kay Thompson, the vocal coach
with whom Lena works in preparing
her songs for pictures, is enthusiastic
about Lena as a friend, an artist, and
a woman.
“As a friend she is trustworthy, ap¬
preciative, understanding, and gen¬
uinely affectionate and generous,”
Miss Thompson says. “Whatever she
says or does comes straight from the
heart, not from a sense of obligation
or because it might be ‘good busi¬
ness.’ As an artist she is a tireless
worker who loves what she is doing,
and far from havii.g a ‘big star com¬
plex,’ she invariably is quick to accept
criticism or advice. If she happens to
differ with that advice—and she has
a strong mind of her own!—she never
says a flat ‘No’ but always ‘Let’s try
it that way,’ and then really tries.
As a woman she is singularly lacking
in jealousy and guile, and scorns to
use petty wiles and ‘women’s tricks’ At twenty, thirty seems ancient.
to win her way. Sometimes her hon
At thirty, forty is distant middle age.
esty is a little startling, but you can
At forty, well, it’ll be a long time before you’re
always bank on her saying what she fifty.
means, and meaning exactly what she
says. As naturally friendly as a pup¬ The point is that ten years ahead always seems
a long time.
Yet, actually it passes “before
py, she sends out a liking for others like
you know it’’ . . . and you find yourself face to
and is eager to be liked in return. face with problems, opportunities, needs, that once
All in all, she is one of the few com¬ seemed very far in the future.
pletely real people in Hollywood.”
This is a good thing to remember today, when you
One of Miss Thompson’s favorite buy War Bonds to speed the winning of the war.
In ten years—only ten years—those bonds will
stories about Lena concerns the day
you back $4 for every $3 you put into them
they were working on a song and bring
today.
Lena protested she could not reach
Think of what that money may mean to you in
high C in a certain passage.
1955.
An education for your children ... a
“My voice isn’t that good,” she in¬ home
. . . maybe even retirement to the place
sisted. “Better put it down at least and the life of your heart’s desire.
one key.”
Miss Thompson agreed,
All this your War Bonds can mean to you . . .
and they ran through the music again. if you buy all you can today and hold them to
This time Lena hit the high note per¬ maturity.
fectly. “You see?” she said. “B-flat
It won’t be long till 1955. Not half as long
is my limit.”
as you think.
“I see,” Miss Thompson nodded
gravely, and then began to chuckle.
MOVIELAND
“For your information, I didn’t change
the key, and you can hit high C right
MAGAZINE
on the nose as long as you think it’s
B-flat!”
No less enthusiastic a Horne fan is
Vincente Minnelli, fiance of Judy Gar¬
This is an official U.S. Treasury advertisement
land, who has directed most of Lena’s —prepared under auspices of Treasury Department
pictures.
He calls her a director’s
and War Advertising Council
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MAKE YOU MORE ATTRACTIVE

Nothing gives you such a feeling of glamour as lovely,
silky lashes and bright sparkling eyes. Lovelier eye¬
lashes spotlight your eyes. Make them more appealing
by the new easy SILKILASH method. All you do is rub
SILKILASK gently along the edges of the lids with the
brush that comes with your kit. Do this until the lashes
reach the desired loveliness. Your choice of black,
brown or neutral. State shade desired. FREE instruc¬
tions and treatise on eye beauty care with each order.
10 months' supply, including Federal tax and postage
only $2 complete or $2.35 C.O.D. (Sorry, no samples )
If not delighted, money back. (No C.O.D. outside of
AVALON LANE CO„ Dept. B-85
220 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES
This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the
excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison¬
ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag¬
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some¬
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's Pills.

ft Women
Af DRUG COUNTERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Free Booklet. Marvel Co., 78 Host St., New Haven, Ct.

_ WEDDING
w ENGAGEMENT
k

RINGS*

ing of
a sentimental, Matched
Bridal Pair set with
thrilling,
imitation
Diamonds that rival
genuine Diamonds
in sparkle, fire and
brilliance. Sterling
Silver Solitaire en¬
gagement ring has
large center stone
flanked by smaller
stones that match
, the 5 imitation diaI monds in wedding
ring. Either ring
only $1.98 or both

P

T^JS-gC

2°%

SEND MO MONEY
Just write, giving ring size and name.
Pay on arrival. Wear on ten days money
back guarantee.
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EMPIRE DIAMOND CO. Dept. 5-AN. Jefferson, Iowa
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"Oh, she's OLD/
Almost thirty!"

dream come true—a wonderful dream!
“Lena has so many talents, so many
facets to her, that it is a sheer joy
to draw on them and arrange them
to your needs,” Minnelli said. “She
seems to understand almost intuitively
what you want, and responds with such
quick understanding that you can al¬
most direct her by sign language. Her
approach to each situation is simplicity
itself, and always she permits the
material to guide her, rather than try¬
ing to fit the material to her own
tricks or mannerisms as many of our
actresses are prone to do. Actually
Lena has no bag of tricks, or any one
identifiable mannerism, unless it could
be in the eloquent use of her hands
and shoulders. Watch her hands and
shoulders the next time you see her
on the screen, and observe what a
tremendous effect she can get with the
slighest lift of one shoulder, or a half
motion with one hand.
“Her greatest asset, however, great¬
er even than her versatility which
ranges from great emotion to light
comedy, is the great warmth and sin¬
cerity she gives to everything she
does. She believes in whatever she
is doing, and the audience in turn be¬
lieves with her. She rings true, and
so do her performances.”
Fellow actors like Lena because
she is a smart girl who understands
her craft and has a genuine respect
for the work of others. They like her
sense of humor and her intellectual
curiosity. And they like her because
she is a real trouper.
Not long ago, for example, she was
singing at the opening of a local USO,
when a sharp earthquake rocked the
building.
It was Lena’s first expe¬
rience of a quake, and in natural panic
she started to leave the stage to find
her baby daughter who was in the
audience of several hundred colored
servicemen and their girls. It was the
instinctive act of any mother whose
child was in danger. After a few
steps, however, she returned to the
microphone.
“We’ve got a lot of men here who
are trained to act in emergencies, so
I suggest we let them take over and
lead the rest of us out of the build¬
ing,” she said. “Okay with you sol¬
diers and sailors?”
The calm quality of her voice and
the quiet logic of her suggestion rooted
the milling crowd in its steps, and a
few minutes later everyone had been
led safely from the building. Not un¬
til then did she find her own daugh¬
ter who, it turned out, had been down¬
stairs all the time, guzzling an ice
cream soda instead of listening to
Mummy sing!
Lena is a forthright and intelligent
champion of her people. She is proud
of the strides they have made so far,
and constantly stumps for greater ed¬
ucational opportunity for them. Only
through education can their hopes for
a better heritage for their children
and their children’s children be real¬
ized, she firmly believes. That bet¬
ter heritage she defines as financial
security, economic equality, and a cul¬
tural background.
It is bias, however, to think of Lena
as a colored performer, rather than
as a performer who happens to be
colored, as Greer Garson happens to
be English, Bergman happens to be
Swedish, and Bernhardt happened to
be French. All who know her agree
on that.
The End

HOW DID
SHE DO

AT?
SHE PUT ON 18 LBS.
IN 12 WEEKS
THIS SAFE, DOCTOR’S WAY!
A doctor has experience with the scientific use of tonics, and knows how they
work. Doctors know the easiest and best way for you to build yourself up, and
add attractive pounds to your form. Being skinny robs you of much of your
pleasure in wearing smarter styles and in enjoying yourself. Dr. Edward
Parrish M.D. will show you how to fill out your figure. The Doctor will show
you how you may gain from 8 to 24 lbs. by the doctor’s own proven method.
Dr. Edward Parrish M.D. is a well known doctor and a Specialist on nutrition.
Write to Dr. Parrish today. He will send you full easy directions on what you
should eat and on taking his Prescription B-7. You will usually begin to gain
from 2 to 3 ounces daily and your body will be fortified by the calcium, vitamins
and minerals in Dr. Parrish’s Prescription B-7. As you gain and your figure
appears more natural and lovely, you will also have more energy and pep.
Prescription B-7 contains calcium and many necessary vitamins and minerals
which you need to be more healthy and happy. Just follow the doctor’s easy direc¬
tions and you will join the thousands of women who have found the secret to a
better healthier figure with Dr. Parrish’s help. Write today.
Send no money. Send only your name and address. Pay $2
plus postage when you get Dr. Parrish’s advice and Dr.
Parrish’s Prescription B-7—or if you wish, you can save
postage and C.O.D. fee by mailing $2 with your letter.
Write plainly and clearly. Address your letter to Dr. Edward
Parrish, c/o Edward Parrish Medicine Company, Inc., 17 East
48th Street, Dept. 237,
New York 17, N. Y.

NOTE: Dr. Parrish’s Directions and his Prescription B-7
are guaranteed to help you or your money back. It is guar¬
anteed to be safe. Dr. Parrish is a former County Health
Medical Officer of the State of New York.

%»

Dr. Edward Parrish

ENLARGEMENT

Just to get acquainted, we will beautifully enlarge your favorite snap¬
shot, photo, Kodak picture, print or negative to 5x7
inches, if you enclose this ad with a 3c stamp for return
mailing. Please include color of hair and eyes and get
our new Bargain Offer giving you your choice of handsome
frames with a second enlargement beautifully hand tinted
in natural lifelike colors and sent on approval. Your orig¬
inal returned with your enlargement. Send today.
DEAN STUDIOS, Dept. 1276, 211 W. 7th St., Pea Moines, Iowa

A LIFE-LIKE CUTOUT

STATUETTE

FROM ANY SIZE NEGATIVE
We create a beautiful Photo Statuette of wood. 8" tall, mounted on a
natural wood stand base.
An everlasting remembrance of your loved ones before you at all times,
in life-like de luxe statuette. Your favorite negative enlarged and
returned. ORDER NOW.
ONLY

ONE PERSON ON STATUETTE..

SI.95

$1.95

25 cents Extra for Each Additional Person
$1.00 EXTRA FOR STATUETTE MADE
FROM ANY PICTURE.

Enclose your favorite negative and $1.95
cash or money order. (No C.O.D.) Nega¬
tive and statuette returned prepaid.

DE LUXE SPECIALTY CO.—DEPT. N-42
356 So. Broadway, Los Angeles (13), Calif.

STAMP

Counsellor. Fascinating. FREE Selling Outfit
brings you profits first day. It’s easy. Wedeliver and collect. Earn EXTRA BONUSES,
too. Send for FREE OUTFIT . . . NOW!

_

Sheba Ann Frocks SeptfS^S^aiiaslTex!

SHEBA ANN FROCKS, Dept. G«17, Dallas

2,

Texas j

pdppj09 complete details on how I can make bigr money, earn
dresses, get bonuses taking orders for Sheba Ann Frocks.
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:GLOWS'/'/'/// n m\i\\vv\N
IN

THE DARK

Bewitching new glamour to enhance
your feminine charm. A lovely, per¬
fectly fashioned gardenia for day¬
time wear, it is truly sensational at
night. It actually glows in dark¬
ness. with a gentle, flattering radi¬
ance, entrancing to all who see it.
Wear it on your dress or hair for
that special date. He'll be fasci¬
nated and delighted! Of durable
material specially treated.
Mys¬
terious glowing properties are en¬
during. Removable comb.
--Send $1 now. We mail postpaid.
You'll be delighted, or we refund, of course. Luminous
gardenia earrings to match, also $1 postpaid.
THE LUMINOUS FLOWER SHOP
3 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.. Dept. 78

QUILT PIECES?"?.'
colorfast pieces. 3 lbs. (26 yds.)

only $1.49 plua postage. Sent C.O.D;

Money-Back Guarantee. FREE)—
one thousand (1.000) yards
good white thread FREE,
and 16 lovely quilt pat¬
terns FREE with order.
Send do money. Just mail a
card TODAY. Act NOW!
_ REMNANT SHOP
Desk H-218

Seiaer- Ill

20.
O—Oakie, Jack—U; Oberon, Merle—U;
O’Brien, Margaret—MGM; O’Brien,
Pat—U; O’Hara, Maureen—RKO;
O’Keefe, Dennis—Rep; O’Shea, Mi¬
chael—20.
P—Paige, Robt.—U; Parker, Jean—
—Par; Patrick, Gail—UA; Payne,
John—20; Peck, Gregory—MGM;
Peters, Susan — MGM; Pidgeon,
Walter — MGM; Powell, Dick —
RKO; Powell, Jane—MGM; Pow¬
ell, Wm.—MGM; Price, Vincent—
20.
R—Raft, George—RKO; Rains, Claude
—WB; Raines, Ella—U; Rathbone,
Basil — U; Reed, Donna — MGM;
Reynolds, Joyce —WB; Richards,
Ann — RKO;
Rogers,
Ginger —
RKO; Rogers, Roy—Rep; Russell,
Gail — Par; Russell, Rosalind —
RKO;
Rutherford,
Ann — UA;
Ryan, Peggy—U.
S—Sanders, Geo.—MGM; Scott, Ran¬
dolph—RKO; Scott, Zachary—WB;
Sheridan, Ann—WB; Shirley, Anne
— RKO; Shore, Dinah — Int; Si¬
natra, Frank — RKO; Singleton,
Penny—Col; Smith, Alexis—WB;
Sothern, Ann—MGM; Stanwyck,
Barbara —Par; Sullivan, Barry —
Par.
T—Taylor, Eliz.—MGM; Temple, Shir¬
ley— DOS; Tierney, Gene—20;
Tone, Franchot—UA; Tracy, Spen¬
cer—MGM; Trevor, Claire—RKO;
Tufts, Sonny—Par; Turner, Lana
—MGM.
w—Walker, Bob—MGM; Wayne, John
—Rep; Wilde, Cornel—Col; Wil¬
liams, Esther —MGM; Woolley,
Monty —MGM; Wright, Teresa —
SG; Wyman, Jane—WB.
Y—Youne. Loretta—Int; Young, Robt.
—MGM.
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SILVER PLATED TABLEWARE
You'll love this beautiful Tableware Set of exquisite grace

and design, life-long quality, and sparkling beauty. A luxurious
treasure you 11 onjoy for years to come. You’ll be proud to
nave this lovely 8et grace your table—proud to have your
friends see this beautifully matched, perfectly balanced,
tableware oet. Consists of 6 beautifully designed knives.
6 forks, 12 teaspoons. 6 eoup spoons.

GIVEN
80

Beautiful 30-Piece Tableware Chest and
F. B. Rogers Silver Polishing Cloth
with Every Order

SEND NO MONEY—II Day Tnal is Your Own Home
Yes! we mean it. Examine the set for 10 full days. Upon
arrival, pay postman only $9 95 plus postage. Order now
^ sold out. You 11 be delighted*
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK/
Great American Sales Co., 2226 Silver!## Way, Depl. ill.Chicago 16 I1L
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at the unheard of price of $5.95!
Don’t be confused by this
sensational Low Price. We
guarantee the elegance
and beauty of this Wed¬
ding Band will thrill you
beyond your fondest expecta¬
tions. We defy you to match this
YOURS
value anywhere else at this low price. If
TODAY!
after wearing and examining this Ring yotf
don’t feel it is positively the greatest value you’ve ever seen,
return it within 10 days and we’ll refund your money in full.
Cnin ilfl linilCVI Just name, address and ring size.
OtnlJ HU lYlUntl ! We’llshipC.O.D. Pay postman
only $5.95 plus postage and 20% Federal Tax. Rush order now!

ILLINOIS

MERCHANDISE

SOO N. Dearborn St,,

Dept. 7001-J,

MART

Chicago 10, III.

I PERSONAL SrAT/ON£RY.'\
Your Name & Address Elegantly
Printed on 40 Sheets Whippet Bond &
20 Matching Envelopes • • • only • • •
We will elegantly print anyone’s
name and address, business or per¬
sonal style, on 40 sheets of crisp,
new Whippet Bond Stationery
(made by HammermilD.andon 20
matching envelopes—all for only
25c! Or, if you send $1.00 for four
sets we’ll include one extra set
FREE of any extra charge—or 5
sets in all postpaid! Same name, or
as many as 5 different n-nies on sta¬
tionery. Money-Back Guaran¬
tee. 8upply limited. Order Now I

WESTERN STATIONERY CO.
Dept.H0-H,
Topeka, Kansas

Afair and Smiitifjal
Yards and Yards—three pounds f
or more, BARGAIN 1 Beautiful
prints, checks, stripes, solids. Fast
colors. ALL NEW! FREE illus¬
trated designs and patterns with order.
Only $1.39 plus postage. Sent C.O.
SEND NO MONEY. Jasta penny postcard
or letter. If not satisfied, return package
and your $1.39 will be refunded. Order
TODAY. THE COLONIAL SHOP,

Dept. HW-1 Zeigler, Illinois.

New Exoiic

GIVEN

Perfume that creates a new personality
in a rare, subtle odor in the new
solid form—GIVEN for selling only 5 boxes of 1
order of Gold Crown Spot Remover and Cleaner at
25c each.
Send your name and address today for
order and free gift circular. We trust you.

GOLD CROWN PRODUCTS,

Jefferson.

Iowa

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for full length or
bast form, groups, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarge¬
ments of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with your
enlargement.

SEND NO MONEY Ja8tDMnphoto.
negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 67c plus postage—or send 69c with order
and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing offer now. Send
your photos today.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
100 East Ohio Street

Dept.

PHOTOS

515.K,

OF YOUR
FAVORITE

Chicago (11). III.

STARS

Simply super! Newest poses! Just
list
your
favorites
and
second
choices. Minimum order, 20c.

NOW
4
ONLY
IUC
12 FOR $1

_

-

“

J

Maria Montez
Universal Star

K
DE LUXE PHOTO SERVICE
Dept. M61
Box 953 Church St. Annex, N. Y.>8, N. Y.

Noble, and Joe Reichman.
ANCHORS AWEIGH (MGM)_AU this
and
Sinatra
too!
With
Swooner
Frankie and Dancer Gene Kelly vieing for the love of pretty songstress
Kathryn Grayson.
Gene is a Navy “Wolf,” the envy
(hey, how's about this, gals!) of shy
fellow-gob Frankie. The situation,
briefly, is this:
A policeman seeks the boys' help
for returning a runaway youngster
to home base. After gaining the lad's
confidence, they take him home and
meet his aunt (Kathryn Grayson),
who's addicted to spending her spare
time on movie sets watching Jose
Iturbi conduct. Motive; to get her¬
self ‘‘discovered” so that she can have
a chance at a musical career.
But for all the real help she gets
from this pair of errant knights in
sailor suits! Well anyway, everything
ends in rosy fashion, with the two
boys going off to the high seas. And
who’s starred in the very next USO
show they see? You guessed it—Iturbi
and his new find, Auntie Kathryn.
NOB HILL (20th Century-Fox)—A supercolossal costume picture, in Techni¬
color, with George Raft as Tony
Angelo in a story about the rough 'n'
tumble Barbary Coast in Old San
Francisco.
Tony runs the famous “Gold Coast,”
where
Sally
Templeton
(Vivian
Blaine) sings for her supper—and for
being in love with her boss. Little
Katie Flanagan (Peggy Ann Gar¬
ner), just off the boat from Ireland,
comes expecting to find her Uncle
Pete. No Uncle Pete, and her big
little-girl wish to stay in San Fran¬
cisco notwithstanding, her chances
don’t look so good—till she sees the
beautiful Harriet Carruthers (Joan
Bennett), whom she'd met on the
boat coming over.
Harriet classifies as one of the Gold
City’s “Snob Hill” aristocrats. Her
interest in Tony Angelo develops as
genuine heart interest, however, and
she's resented by Sally, and Katie be¬
comes the innocent buffer-between.

ALONG

CAME

JONES

(International)

“Wish I had a sweetheart
I’d set her on the shelf
And every time she’d grin at me
I’d get up there myself.”
Gary Cooper’s a singing cowboy in
this one (look to your laurels, Mr.
Rogers). It’s the same tune all the
time, but there’s “over a hun’nerd
verses.” (See sample above.)
Singing, however, is not Melody
Jones’ main claim to fame. He’s bet¬
ter known as a double for the town’s
bad boy, Monty Jarrad, played by
Dan Duryea (the lad who’s been get¬
ting all the best skoonk parts lately).
And for a guy who can’t fire a gun
without having it fly right out of his
hand, looking like Monty is dangerous
business. Just as the law and order
boys are drawing a bead on Melody,
Cherry DeLongpre (Loretta Young)
finds it fittin’ to come to the rescue—
thinking if the sheriff and his boys

V o u r name
on
front —
His name
on back.

HO

A glistening chain of silver
or gold circles a slim ankle
THEIR G
... a gleaming strand peeps
through sheer hose. Worn by
LOVE
famous movie stars, you too
can thrill to an exciting per¬
sonalized anklet that enhances your ankle, d
Delicately wrought in beautiful sterling silv
plate on sterling silver, here is the modern
pagan slave anklet, a permanent symbol
Order now on this amazing offer I

rnrr

ftfCC E

Your anklet will
engraved FREE
with both your n
Print names clear
order now—while

SEND NO

Just fill out coup
On arrival pay p
plus postage and
$1.79 which inc
postage.
Moneytee. Rush coupon

MALI THIS COUPON N

United States Diamond Co., Dept. I-KK
225 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago I, Illinois

Please send merchandise as checked bel
pay postman C.O.D. charges plus postage
arrival with understanding I may retu
refund if not satisfied.
(Cash orders sen

Check l D Send Anklet at $1.49 plus post
one

(□

Send 2 chains at $2.79 plus pos

□ Sterling Silver

□ Gold plate on Ste

2 CHAINS MAKE A LOVELY WRIST AND

Print only first Named to be Engr

Name...

Address

City... Zone. St

New HOSPITAL
SURGICAL POL

Protects the Whole F
Costs Only 3c a Day for

Only 1 Vic a Day for Child

Now ONE Family Hospital and Surgic
Policy insures your whole family—mo
and children! Issued for anyone in good
3 months to 65 years, without medica
tion. Provides cash to help pay hospital
bills for EACH and EVERY person in
benefits even if you or others insured go
several times in any year. Pays $4.00 a day
as 90 days for hospital room in any one ye
benefits from $5.00 to $100.00 for surgica
performed in or out of hospital; pays $10
ating room, $10.00 for anesthetic, $5.00 fo
and cash for other expenses up to a total
these extra expenses for each hospitaliz
every insured person in your family ma
much as $510.00 in any one year. This poli
hospital and surgical bills for accidents i
for sicknesses (after policy in force 30 day
childbirth and female disorders (after o
the usual 10-day stay in hospital. Benef
first day you enter hospital. You selec
doctor and any hospital. This policy issu
at special family rates by big, strong co
over $2,000,000.00 surplus for policyhold
NO MONEY. Mail coupon for details,
No agent will call on you. ACT TODA
{ STERLING INSURANCE CO.,
I

N-4144 STERLING

I

Send me FREE INSPECTION Off
CO ST Family Group Plan for Hospital an
Insurance.

BLDG.,

CHICAGO

11,

! Name_I

J

Address_

p City_State_

“GET THIN
TO MUSIC”

well as acts), you might call this one
a grand horse op’ry.

with WALLACE

the name of a radio show born after
the Sullivans—Pop (Jack Oakie) and
his 18-year-old daughter Molly (Peg¬
gy Ryan)—have washed up with
vaudeville.
.
But let’s get this straight—Pop
doesn’t like radio! Fact is, he hates it.
Yet it seems that Molly’s maternal
grandfather (Otto Krueger) is presi¬
dent of a big broadcasting company.
And for all that Pop doesn’t budge
from the idea that radio isn’t really
here to stay, Grandfather finally con¬
vinces him that he is holding Molly
back from the good things of life. He
consents to having his daughter to go
to live with her better-able-to-provide senior relative. Phony advice
from friends makes her assume a
snobbish attitude about things in gen¬
eral—and her grandfather’s money,
in
particular—but
comes
Danny
(Johnny Coy), who is Molly’s love,
and who gets her straightened out
about a thing or three.
And Pop, meanwhile, has become a
radio fan, through a World Series
broadcast no less, and conceives an
air show to represent both old and
new talent. With Molly’s help, he
sells the idea to Grandpop, the new
program clicks—and so do Molly and
Danny. Happy ending:

Records5

It’s fun to reduce this
new,
easy way.
My
method
works
hand
in hand with nature.
That’s why it brings
such gratifying re¬
sults. You'll feel bet¬
ter the first day, and
thrill to noticeable re¬
sults the first week!
Here's my amazing
offer to you. I’ll take
all the risk if you’ll
make the test.

FREE on
7 days' trial

WALLACE
Creator of “Get
Thin to Music"
Radio Program

Don’t send a penny.
Simply mail coupon. By
return mail, postage pre¬
paid, I’ll send you my reducing Phono¬
graph record and lesson on 7 days’ FREE
trial. Sent in plain wrapper. No obliga¬
tion. This offer is open only to women over
18 years of age.
Address.
_

WALLACE Records, Suite 955
154 E.^rie^t^ Chicago 11, Ilk
WALLACE, Suite 955
154 E. Erie St., Chicago
Please send me free and postpaid the re¬
ducing record for 7 days’ free trial. This
does not obligate me in any way. I am
over 18.
Name
Address.
City-

Zone

.State

a

Afuaae

MAKE $25-$35 A WEEK

Practical nurses are needed in every
community . . . doctors rely on them . . .
patients appreciate their cheerful, ex¬
pert care.
You can learn practical
nursing at home in spare time. Course
endorsed by physicians. 46th yr. Earn
while learning. High School not re¬
quired. Men, women. 18 to 60. Trial plan
Write nowl
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 458, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago II, III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name —-—-----:City_.State-Aye-

ON STAGE EVERYBODY (Universal)—is

DANGEROUS

INTRUDER

mystery thriller involving mysterious
deaths and huge fortune is solved by
Jenny (Veda Ann Borg) while she
convalesces at home of Maxwell Ducane (Chas. Arnt). Aided by fiance
Curtis (Richard Powers) she saves
life of little girl (Jo Ann Marlowe)
and sees that murderer gets just
desserts.

JOHNNY ANGEL (RK0) Akin to the “To

Fascinating women know the secret of charming the man
they love. They depend on LASHLOOR, the WATER¬
PROOF formula that does wonders for drab, unattractive
eyes LASHLOOR emphasizes the beauty of your eyes and
eyelashes. Gives them new glamour, new silklness. Not a
mascara. Easy to apply in just a few seconds. Available
in brown, jet black, or neutral, in a convenient pancaketvne plastic compact you will treasure for years. Complete
with instructions only $2 00 postpaid if remittance ac¬
companies order (or $2.35 C.O.D.). We GUARANTEE
you must be delighted, or money back. Send for LASH¬
LOOR now, and enjoy the thrill of soft-as-silk eyelashes
that glow anew with tantalizing fascination. In ordering,
state shade desired.
_ ^
v
M v
LASHLOOR, Dept. B, 220 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.
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FIFTH A
545

Fifth

Have and Have Not” theme of in¬
trigue—with a smattering of romance
—this is a picture with similar wallop
for mystery fans. A strong cast,
headed by George Raft as Johnny
Angel, Claire Trevor as the inevitable
two-timing gal, Signe Hasso, a French
refugee, and Hoagy Carmichael (of
piano-tinkling fame), makes this a
sure-fit for all cinema-goers.
The plotting is taken up with John¬
ny Angel’s efforts to track down the
mutineers who were responsible for
his father’s death aboard his ship,

Avenue,

D

PICTUR

Most Precious

Mad

SEND

s PS

(PRC)—A

THREE IN THE SADDLE (PRC) The Tin
Cup Ranch out Texas-way is the set¬
ting for the fancy ridin’ and shootin’
of “The Texas Rangers” Tex Ritter
and Dave O’Brien. Panhandle Per¬
kins
(Guy Wilkerson)
assists in
evicting “Heavies” Charles King, Jr.,
and Edward Howard from the ranch
rightfuly owned by Peggy Barlow
(Lorraine Miller).

Make Him Say

with a GENUINE DI
Price of on

Don’t mistake eczem
for the stubborn, ugl
embarrassing scaly sk
disease Psoriasis. App
non-staining Dermo
Thousands do for sc
spots on body or sc
Grateful users, often
years of suffering, r
the scales have gone
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they enjoyed the thri
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ment to give definite
funded without ques
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Test it yourself. Res
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547, Northwestern S
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FOR ONLY

Specially posed glam
of your Hollywoo
Latest shots. High
lifelike appearance,
rnrr/ Catalog o
miniature
cluding 16 pages o
Paradise” sent free
order.
(To avoid
2nd choice.)

Exciting Pin-Up Photos—
ALPHA PHOTO

Dept. F-8, 1235 S
New York 19,

and the hijacking of eight million
dollars in gold bullion. With the as¬
sistance of prophetic and philosophi¬
cal
taxi-driver
Celestial
O’Brien
(Hoagy Carmichael), Johnny invades
the “Quarter,” a nest for spies and
thieves in New Orleans, to garner in¬
formation.
It takes two shootings to resolve the
mystery—but George Raft and Signe
Hasso emerge unscarred, and we bid
a fond farewell to them as they sail
for Free France—with the eight mil¬
lion dollars!

TWICE BLESSED (MGM)—meaning the
Wilde Twins, Lee and Lyn—and we
defy you tell one from the other! Even
their cinema mother and dad (Gail
Patrick and Preston Foster) are con¬
fused, when the twins decide to
change places. And thereby hangs the
tale.
One turns out to be a veritable Quiz
Kid, her sister emerges as the neigh¬
borhood’s slickest chick. And wouldn’t
you know it? Each thinks the other’s
life is best. So, they pull a switch—
with said transfer leading to any
number of situations, all amusing.
WITHIN THESE WALLS (20th Century.
Fox), stars Thomas Mitchell, playing
the role of a prison warden in an
escapist film having nothing whatever
to do with war. Mary Anderson is the
warden’s pretty daughter, in love
with Mark Stevens, one of the con¬
victs; Eddie Ryan is Mary’s erring
young brother, always in trouble and
finally—he’s an inmate in his father’s
prison, helps to pull a “big break.”
The story is reminiscent of others—
“The Big House” and “I Am a Fugi¬
tive,” to mention two—but lacking
stature to warrant being anticipated
as “the same as.”

BOSTON

BLACKIE'S

While Supply Lasts!

LOOK
At These Features
★ Takes Excellent Full Color
Pictures Indoors or Outdoors
★ Genuine Graf Lens
★ Extremely Simple To Operate
★ Level View Finder
★ Takes 16 Pictures On Any
Standard Number 127 Film
★ Fine Quality Precision Con*
struction

EXCITING NIGHT—(Pine-Thomas,
released through Para.)—is spent by Pete
Willis (Wm. Gargan) and Sue Gal¬
lagher (Ann Savage) when they try
to buck up against a ruthless diamond
thief (George Zucco) who holds life
cheaply enough but puts great value
on diamonds.
Pete and Sue are feuding reporters
on competitive newspapers and their
trials and antics in trying to trace the
murderer of long-wanted gangster
Joe Wells (George E. Stone) lead
them through amusing incidents that
start in a Wax Museum and end up
in the middle of nowhere ... on a
ferry!

NATIONAL NOVELTIES—Dept.C58
608 So. Dearborn St.—Chicago 5, 111.
Please ship my camera order as indicated below.

□

Send C.O.D. — I will
I
I Enclosed find $3.98 in full pay*
pay Postman $3.98 I
' ment including Free Carrying
plus postage.
Case as bonus for cash sale.
If you wont us to includo 4 rolls of high speed film (enough for
€4 shorp pictures) for only SI (includes all handling costs)
CHECK EITHER BOX BELOW
Include 4 Rolls of Film I
I Enclosed $4.98 for 4 rolls of
C.O.D.—I will pay Postman '—I Film and Camera. Include
$4.98 plus oostage.
Free Carrying Case as bonus.

□

RENDEZVOUS

ONE

Imagine getting a genuine Coronet Candid Camera for only
£3.98 in the face of one of the most drastic camera short¬
ages in our nation’s history! And please don't let our low
close-out price lead you to believe that this is "just another
cheap camera.” To the contrary, it’s a precision made in¬
strument created by one of the largest camera manufac¬
turers in the world. Yes our Coronet Candid Camera looks,
acts and performs like many cameras costing as high as ten
dollars in peace time, and possesses many features you have
to see to appreciate. We absolutely guarantee the Coronet
to take beautiful, clear, sharp pictures in either color or
black and white —- pictures that will thrill you or your
money back. All we ask is that you act quickly because the
quantity is limited and it’s "first come—first served.” So or¬
der at once and avoid disappointment later. DO IT NOW

SEND NO MONEY-RUSH COUPON TODAY
*Yes, you get this
handsomely tai*
lored, attractive
carrying
case
absolutely FREE
postpaid if you send
$3.98 with order.

rie*«* VrlntCIrxrly
Add r ms

(Columbia)—And a mighty close shave

it is, too, for Boston Blackie (Chester
Morris)! His life with crime episode
this time has to do with the escape
of James Cook (Steve Cochran),
homicidal maniac.
Intending to meet beauty contest
winner Sally Brown (Nina Foch), the
insane man, frustrated when he
doesn’t find Sally, kills her girlfriend.
And as usual, Boston Blackie and his
crime pal, The Runt (George E.
Stone), are found at the scene of the
murder and have to do a deal of
explaining for what’s such an in¬
criminating coincidence, to our old
chum Inspector Farraday (Richard
Lane).
But, their innocence at last estab¬
lished to the Inspector’s doubtful
satisfaction, Blackie goes through an
exciting game of hide-and-seek with
the maniac murder man, finally trap¬
ping him—but of course!

DON'T PASS UP THIS
SENSATIONAL SCOOP VALUE!

I
I
I
I
I

J

Here’s the most amazing jewelry offer we have made!
Now, for the first time, you can own this beautiful
matched set of lovely simulated Cameos in your own
birthstone color. Beautifully designed, delicately
colored, these simulated Cameos are
mounted on the finest 24K goldplated
rings and earrings money can buy.
Warranted for 10 years’ wear
against any form of tarnish or dis¬
coloration.

SPECIALLY FITTED RING
AND EARRINGS
The ring is specially designed to make
it instantly adjustable in size to any
finger. The delicately made screw-on-type
goldplated earrings cling to your ears with
the gentle “non-pinch” of fine jewelry. It’s
the kind of jewelry you’ll cherish for years
to come.

SEND NO MONEY!
You need not risk a cent. Just send the coupon
indicating your color choice. When the postman
delivers your set pay him only $1.98 plus postage
and 20% Federal Tax. The demand for this
jewelry makes it impossible for us to guarantee
supply. You must act now!

Annex
Send me my Cameo Ring and Earring Set at once.
Birth month or color.•
.....
□ Send C.O.D.
I’ll pay postman $1.98 plus postage
and 209b Federal Tax
□ I am enclosing $2.38. postage free._
□ Send two sets.
I’ll pay postman $3.50 plus postage
and 209b Federal Tax on arrival.

NAME.
ADDRESS.

.

CITY & ZONE. STATE.

look lovelier, smarter in latest
Californio fashions from Moraine'sl *C
Get our new Fashion Bulletin of
blouses, sweaters, other items.
Send 10c for moiling and han¬
dling; you get full credit
refund on first order.
5855 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28/ Calif.

1^
| Moraine’s-Hollywood, Dept. CH
I 5855 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
|

•

Send me o copy of your latest Foshion Bulletin. Enclosed is 10c
fcoin or stamps) to cover mailing ond handling.

I

NAME

ADDRESS
CITY.

SELL

ZONE.

STATE.

Personal

TAKE easy orders from friends,,
relatives, business people. Use
your lunch time, evenings, or full time to sell these Personal Christ¬
mas Cards with name imprinted
Show selections of 25 for $1 and 50
for $1. Make a handsome profit on
every $1 sale you make! No experience
necessary. We supply FREE samples
of our 1 atest designs... richly colored,

Quick

NEWEST BOX ASSORTMENTS for!945
You can make EXTRA money quick selling these
Christmas Card Assortments. Line includes Reli-

rnrr

SAMPLES of Personal Cards. Start on
lliLL this easy way to earn Extra Money now!

WETMORE & SUGDEN, Inc., Dept. 85-L
749 Monroe Avenue,

Rochester (2), N. Y.

a. you
YOURS
X*
act quickly—
THIS
■PEARLH
NECKLACE
*

"■SIMULATED

STERLING
SILVER CLASP

with

ONLY

FEDERAL TAX INCl.

Due to war time conditions simulated
Oriental Pearls are scarce — hard to get.
But if you act quickly you can become the
proud owner of this beautiful necklace. The
necklace is 17 inches long with perfectly
matched and graduated simulated pearls—
astened with sterling silver clasp. It’s a
■‘find” at $2.98 (Federal Tax included).
Also obtainable in double strand—$5.85 and
triple strand $8.75— (Federal Tax included).
SEND NO MONEY. Just name and ad¬
dress also state whether you wish single,
double or triple strand. When postman
delivers your pearls in attractive gift box
pay him price of pearls plus postage and
C. 0. D. charges. If you send check or
money order with order we pay all postal
charges.
But act now — supply is
limited. Compare our prices with
those of your own jeweler.

HHp Victoria Co.

84

w

"7 W. 48 St.. Dept. 4
New York 19

Y/JAJl'

as being Bob and Mary’s personal Dan
Cupid. Hesse played a hunch that the
two would hit it off, beer-and-skittlewise, and drove the lovely Miss E.
to Bob’s San Fernando Valley ranch
home one Sunday, presumably for a
swim. Bob, up to his imagination in
interviews at the time, made with a
quick though cordial “hello” and had
to let it go at that.
But one look was apparently all he
needed.
He managed to see Mary
every week after the initial hand¬
shake, and it wasn’t long before the
date was set for the Flyers’ Chapel.
A proud product of South Caro¬
lina, Mary is blonde in an unnaturally
(for Hollywood) natural sort of way.
She’s pretty, slim, and talented. She
was a radio, screen, and stage actress
until she promised Bob to make the
new Mrs. Cummings title mean a new
and exclusive career for her.
Hesse, elated over his match-mak¬
ing ability, turned over his photo¬
graphic studio on the Strip for the
elaborate wedding reception, and
everybody whose name means enough
to hit the columns regularly, turned
out for the event, gasped appropri¬
ately over the towering wedding cake,
and wrung out hearty congratulations
on the groom’s saluting hand.
The plans were perfect in every
detail except that Fate and Hal Wallis
got in the way of the honeymoon, and
the following Monday morning Bob
reported on the set at 9:00 a.m. sharp.
To stymie the hecklers who’d been
having a field day for weeks before
the Main Event, Bob had himself
rolled onto the set in a wheel chair!
Covered up to his chin in blankets,
he sported an ice bag on his head and
the Purple Heart was pinned conspic¬
uously to his buzzum! The jesters
admitted they’d been topped, and the
court rested.
Mary’s making her current head¬
quarters at the Van Nuys Cummings
manse, but she’s planning on going
to the Mira Loma Air Base with Bob
the day he reports back to the field
to resume his pilot instructor’s duties.
“Even the Chamber of Commerce
can’t find anything complimentary to
say about the weather at ‘Splinter
City’ where we instructors live,” Bob
says. “It’s definitely no place to take
a bride, but Mary insists on taking
over and running a home for me, and
I admit I’m not putting up too much
of an argument.”
As we said before, the CummingsElliott nuptials of March 3rd were
simple, sweet, and to the point. But
we can’t help wondering how Mrs.
Ruth Cummings (the groom’s mother,
an ordained minister) managed to
simplify the all-important query, “Do
you, Charles Clarence Robert Orville,
Blade Stanhope Conway, Brice Hutch¬
ens take Mary for your lawful wedded
wife?”
A lesser woman, we know, would
have collapsed from sheer exhaustion.
Although
the
Charles-to-Orville
half of the name is just as legal as
you can get, and right smack off the
Joplin, Missouri birth certificate, the
Blade-through-Hutchens part is an
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trust you. No red tape as you make first pay¬
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EXTRA MONEY, easy, showing

friends sensational 1945 “FEATURE" 21-Card
Christmas Assortment—only $1! Your profit 50c.
Other easy-selling Assortments — Oil-Chrome EtchReligious, Humorous. Attractive fund-raising
opportunity for organizations. Also big album
. De Luxe Personal Cards and America’s finest
LOW PRICED Personals-25 for $1.00 to 25
for $1.95. Write for FREE SAMPLES Personal
Cards — and 21-card “Feature” Assortment on
r approval. Write today. WALLACE BROWN. INC.,

*0&225 Fifth Ave., Dept. R-14S.

New York 10, N.Y.

WORRY?
Why worry and suffer
any longer if we can help
you? Try a Brooks Pat¬
ented Air Cushion, This
marvelous appliance for
most forms of reducible
rupture is GUARAN¬
TEED to bring YOU
heavenly comfort and
security—day and night
—at work and at play—or it costs you NOTH¬
ING! Thousands happy. Light, neat-fitting. No
hard pads or springs. For men, women, and chil¬
dren. Durable, cheap. Sent on trial to prove it.
Not sold in stores. Beware of imitations. Write
for Free Book on Rupture, no-risk trial order
plan, and proof of results. All Correspondence
Confidential.
Brooks Company, 122 State St., Marshall, Mich.

in stardust. I decided the only way
to break through the ranks of the un¬
employed was to satisfy the then
Broadway desire for English actors.”
He cashed in on a small insurance
policy and crossed the big pond for
a season of “accenting” his positive
baritone in the English countryside.
The big idea smacked him one after¬
noon, and it wasn’t too long before a
pound note slipped from Bob’s hand
into the hip pocket of a local theatre’s
porter, and that worthy began slip¬
ping the letters that spelled “Blade
Stanhope Conway” into the markee.
Bob hotfooted it to the local lensman
and had him immortalize the effect
for Broadway’s talent-mad producers.
The picture turned out magnifi¬
cently. There was no mistaking the
Cummings pan grinning beneath the
markee that shrieked you-know-what
name as star of Shaw’s “Candida.”
Bob, paternally proud of his brain¬
child, promptly shipped off prints of
the picture to New York’s showmen.
This ingenious device ultimately
landed our hero the romantic lead in
“Earl Carroll’s Vanities.” He shared
—and we use the word loosely—hon¬
ors with Milton Berle.
Nothing loath to brushing up his
newly-acquired stage technique, Bob
kept his eyes and ears open until he
had devoured, digested, and assim¬
ilated every trick of the trade. The
result was that he assumed a smooth
and finished revue style that landed
him right in the middle of the me¬
morial production of “Ziegfeld Fol¬
lies,” in which he cavorted through
a series of uproarious skits with Eve
Arden, Willie Howard, and Fannie
Brice. The training proved invalu¬
able and developed in him a magni¬
ficent timing and a Hope-esque type
of delivery that later panicked audi¬
ences throughout the country, when
he went on tour with one of Louella
Parsons’ personal appearance troupes.
But Broadway is fickle, and when
the “Follies” closed, Bob sat around
perfecting his method of cutting men¬
tal paper dolls.
Then his agent relayed the news
that King Vidor was looking for a
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At the Mira Loma Air Base (near
Lancaster, California) Bob went on
training men, while the California
courts brooded over a decision. That
he finally won his release and an un¬
compromising victory over the studio,
is now official.
It was because of the nature of
“You Came Along” (it involves the
War Bond tour of three wounded
combat pilots) that the AAF saw fit
to break a precedent and give Bob a
leave-of-absence. Now, at the end of
the last day’s shooting, when the reels
are all counted and canned, Bob goes
back to Mira Loma to train a new
batch of cadets.
His boys, incidentally, are a source
of pride with him. As of April 1st,
he had trained fifty-five young pilots
now flying in combat. He got a real
boot out of the news that one of his
cadets, a Texas kid, downed three
Nazi planes in his first five minutes
of combat. Another ex-student, now
in the Pacific theater, recently sent
him a ring made from the prop of a
Jap Zero he’d shot down.
Returning to the cameras after two
years left Bob shaky. “Frankly,” he
says, “I was scared stiff at the pros¬
pect of having to face a camera again.
During the 20-odd months I’ve been
flying for the government, I figured
I must have forgotten what little I
might ever have known about acting.
You know the business of preparing
cadets for the job of aerial combat
doesn’t afford much time for extra¬
curricular activities, like practicing
how to be an actor. But after the
initial shot was over, it was a leadpipe cinch.”
At 37 Bob still looks like a college
kid. His grin falls into the “infec¬
tious” category. He’s informal as a
“T” shirt. A comely gent.
The timing he taught himself dur¬
ing his stage years has stuck. It is
evident in his screen roles and in his
private life. Today, while most peo¬
ple idly discuss their post-war plans,
Bob can haul out the blueprints and
scale model of the new home he’ll put
up on his San Fernando Valley acre¬
age.
Because he is a graduate engineer,
he’s devised a solar heating system,
hydraulic lifts, and a helicopter land¬
ing field on the roof. Orchards on the
land prevent him installing a regula¬
tion field, but Bob has been convinced
of the practicability of a roof landing
for the windmill-type plane that
threatens to replace the suburban
family coupe.
From our vantage point behind this
mechanized eight-ball, we point with
pride to Bob Cummings; pilot in¬
structor, husband (new wife), and
actor (new contract). The world by
the tail? Heck, he’s got it in his vest
pocket!
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enlargement! Act now!
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NEW MOVIE STAR PHOTOS

Sell America’s Most Complete

Direct from Hollywood
West Coast's biggest dealer in movie
photos is FIRST with all the latest
Stars and Poses.
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REAL PHOTOGRAPHS

MAKE EASY EXTRA MONEY

List decorated with MOVIE STARS
mailed FREE with each photo. Send
name of your FAVORITE with fif¬
teen cents to cover handling and
mailing.

Good pay for your spare or full time. Show
friends and others amazing variety of gor¬
geous Christmas Assortments. Big cash prof¬
its. Newest21 Christmas Card Assortment,
Gift Wrappings, Everyday Cards, and many
others. No experience needed. Sales arequick
and easy. Get Samples on approval Now!
ARTISTIC CARD CO.. 970 Way, Elmira, N.Y
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Exquisite Jewelry
Latest styles from N. Y. and Holly¬
wood. Buy now at our low prices. Join
our thousands of satisfied customers.
Send No Money—10 Day Trial
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money
Back. Order today. Simply pay post¬
man C.O.D. on arrival, plus postage
and tax. You’ll be delighted! Supply is
limited, so write quick.
INTERNATIONAL DIAMOND CO.
2251 Calumet Ave. Dept. 97, Chicago IS, III.

10K Gold Bridal Pair
4 Genuine chip dia-j
monds.
Gold
heart
mounting.
Gift box.
No. J-l... Price $5.96
Both for.$9.95
Sparkling Earrings
14 dazzling simulated
rhinestones. Gold color.
No. J-3.Price 98c

14K Gold Bridal Pair
8 Guaranteed genuine
chip diamonds.
Gift
box.
No J-2.. Price $6.85
IJlAVu
for.$11.75
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Hoop Earrings
Vampish! Gold
color. Screw back.
No. J-4 . Price 98c

The End

REAL STORIES FROM
REAL LIFE
Fifteen minutes of gripping radio
drama is yours for the flick of a
dial every evening, Monday
through Friday, from 9:15 to
9:30 P.M., EWT, over WOR or
your Mutual Network when "Real
Stories from Real Life" bring to
the air thrilling, true experiences
of people just like you, your
family, friends and neighbors.

Lustrous Simulated Pearls
No. J-14 Single. Price $1.98
No. J-15 Double. Price S3.98

10K Gold Dinner King
5 Genuine chip diamonds.
No. J-l2.Price $9.95

Anklet
^
or Bracelet
Sterling Silver. Twin hearts
Love design. Suitable for en¬
graving names or initials.
No. J-9.Price SI.39

Sparkling Large Stone Ring
Gold plated Sterling Silver.
No. J-l7.Price S2.98

Genuine
Leather

Bracelet & Earrings

Billfold
4 partitions
space. N o. J-10.

Large sparkling stones
—topaz,
aqua,
ruby
colors. Gold color finish.
No. J-7 Bracelet. $1.98
No. J-8 Earrings... .98

Remembrance Locket

Barrette—Names Engraved Free
Rich and shimmering. Beau¬
tiful Silver Plated.
No. J-6.98c (2 for $1.75)

Identification Bracelet
Lady or mens. Engraved Free.
No, J-13
"
*
Price
§1.98

Friendshipv

v

Bracelet

Any 6 names engraved Free.
No. J-ll.Price 98o

Space for 2 pictures and
initials. Gold color.
No. J-5.Price $1.95
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lined by following the advice, secrets, and tricks
of these Paris physicians.
Learn the truth about REDUCING. Get valu¬
able information from my manuscript “Reduc¬
ing Secrets Learned From Paris Physicians”.
$2.00 postpaid.

Baron Franz
Dept. 18, 104 W. 76th St.
New York 23. N. Y.
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NEW HAIR GLAMOUR TREATMENT
Men love u woman'B long wavy, beautiful hair—one of
woman’s secrets in winning love. Now you. too can
use this NEW AMAZING "HAIR-GLAMOUR”
TREATMENT. Its SECRET FORMULA helps retard
dry brittle hair from breaking off. Therefore, this
formula may help HAIR GROW LONGER if other hair,
scalp conditions are normal. And if you like HAIR
WAVY, beautiful and soft, try this new treatment!
READ WHAT A FEW SATISFIED USERS SAY:*. . . It u good. My hair really looks better and has more life than before . . .
Mrs. M. L. S. Williamsport. Pa. "... I can’t thank you
enough. It did my hair so much good . . ."—Mrs. R. M.. Carlsbad. New
Mexico.
... It really worked wonders for me . . ."—R. C.. New York
N. Yl
FREE 10 DAY TRIAL! SEND NO MONEY!
‘
Try this HAIRGLAMOUR"TREATMENT atour expense for lOdavsand
and
to your new hair glamour. Also FREE PER¬
SONAL DIRECTIONS. Just deposit on delivery 98c plus postage, or send
onxT iL •
we pay P°8t»Ke- 2 treatments SI.69. MONEY BACK GUAREvery daV you delay—romance passes you by!
W KI I hi

NOW !

CDrC
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“HOW TO SET YOUR HAIR in
LATEST STYLES by YOURSELF”

This new hair improvement guide is vours free WITH ORDER of "Hair
Glamour” Treatment. Contains many latest hair styles—some used by
movie stars. Each style has simple step by step illustrations instructing
you how to set your own hair beautifully, quickly and professional like!
Hair styles that help you appear glamorous, sophisticated, casual, demure,
etc.
Remember. LONGER. SOFTER HAIR is easier to manage when
setting your hair. Limited copies. ORDER NOW.
GUARANTEE SALES. 20 Vesey St., Dept. H-1508, N. Y. C. 7

mCK CASH

FOR YOU

Chnsrmas Cards!&
MAKE MONEY—lots of it—between now and Christ¬
mas.
Amazing values in PERSONAL IMPRINTED
CARDS including 25 for $1. Also fast-selling BOXES
including our outstanding “BLUE RIBBON’’ ASSORT¬
MENT.
Exceptional gift wrappings, etchings.
Re¬
ligious Assortments.
Samples sent on approval.
No
experience necessary.
CHAS. A. BEL2 CO., Dept. K, 1711 Walnut St..
Philadelphia, Pa.

amnf perfume
An enchanting perfume of irre¬
sistible charm, clinging for hours
like lovers loath to part. Just a
tiny drop is enough. Full size
bottle 98c prepaid or $1.32
C. O. D. Directions free. One
bottle FREE if two are ordered.
Box 124
Dept. 342
Huntington Station, N. Y.
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of your husband?”
Differences in religion used to be
an insurmountable obstacle to mar¬
riage, but young Mr. Eythe is sure
this is true no longer. The Eythes are
Catholic, yet both Bill’s sister and
brother have married Protestants and
are happy. It’s a matter of increas¬
ing tolerance.
The idea now being advanced that
subsidies should be arranged, either
by parents or government, so that
young people may marry early and
start having families, meets with no
great favor from Bill.
‘‘We should take our own risks,” he
asserts. “Living on a slim budget
could be fun; there’d be a triumph
about each advance, a sharing not
possible to the comfortably financed.
The only exception might be where
two people were at college when they
fell in love and couldn’t resist the
urge to marry. It would be all right
then for parents to finance the rest of
their education, if their aim were a
profession that would make them selfsupporting. I think they should pay
this advance back.”
Careers, thinks Bill, are important
now because there’s so much to be
done that we must all keep busy.
Plenty to do saves the crise de nerf of
war.
“Later, it’s up to the individual to
decide about careers. I’d hate to have
my wife give up her career and throw
it in my teeth afterward. A career
is a hard master, demanding to be put
first, and if there are children, the
marriage may go on the rocks. Before
making rules, the particular girl must
be considered, for some girls would
be frantic without important work. I
hope I wouldn’t resent my wife’s
career, if it made her happy.”
That nagging problem of the wife
who loves her job and the hus¬
band who enjoys running a home can
be weathered temporarily, Bill be¬
lieves.
“If circumstances make it necessary,
and both work hard at their marriage,
the situation can be handled. But
in the long run it puts the wife on
the defensive before her friends, who
never approve of her earning the liv¬
ing, and the implied criticism he sees
in every casual remark makes the
man difficult to live with. In the end,
cr-rash goes marriage.”
Audrey Long, RKO’s lovely young
lead in “The Most Dangerous Game,”
believes the most important thing
youth has to learn is to live NOW.
“You can’t put off living until after
the war. You must do all the work,
have all the fun, give all the pleasure
possible every day,” she insists. “I
believe in budgeting. War bonds are
the best of boons because everyone
saves. But after-war bonds are bought
and current expenses paid, something
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PHOTO MOVETTE

DRAWforMONEY!
Be An Artist!
Trained Artists are Capable of
Earning $30. $50. $75 a Week
It’s
pleasant
and
Interesting
to
study Art the W.S.A. way.
COM¬
MERCIAL
ART,
DESIGNING,
CAR¬
TOONING
all
in
ONE
complete
home
study
course.
No
previous
Art
experience
necessary—hundreds
have profited by our practical meth¬
ods since
1914.
TWO ART OUT¬
FITS
furnished.
Full
information
in FREE BOOK.
"Art for Pleasure
and Profit.” Write today. State age.

FREE BOOK qives details
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART,
Studio 338P, 1115 15th St., N. W.
Washington 5. D. C.
Name .

J
J
I

Age .

|

State.
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PICK OP THE PIN-UPS
Your favorite stars in latest portrait or
pin-up poses. Make your collection the
envy of your friends.
BEAUTIFUL HI-GLOSS PHOTOS
FREE: with each order, list of photos and
how to join FAN FOTO CLUB.
★Send 10c for photo of your favorite star
or $1 for 12 different photos. State sec¬
ond choice.

PANEL'S PHOTO SERVICE

las Angeles M, Calif., Dept. A
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Bogue Unit Method for scientific
correction of stammering and stuttering — successful for 44 years.
Free—no obligation,
Benjamin N. Bogue, Dept. 3369, Circle
Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ina.

R^^SILL I HtSt GORGEOUS CHRISTMAS CARDS
It's easy to take orders for these delightful Hand Processed
Christmas Assortment, Religious ana Everyday Cards. No
experience needed. You just show them to friends, relatives,
business people in your spare time ... or in full time. Make
splendid profits. Also show 25 for$l Name-Imprinted Christ¬
mas Caras. Make spare-time cash. Send for samples today.
Am n>j| ■ |

CTIinmO

IMP

COLONIAL STUDIOS, INL.

FREE

642 South Summer Street,
Dept. SS-C, Holyoke. Mass.

— ENGRAVING—
NAME or INITIALS on

NEW
1945

14k Gold Finish
FRIENDSHIP

PIN
Send 42 cents, plus 8c
Federal Tax. in Coin,
Stamps or Money Order.
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For
Catalog

TASH NOVELTY ENGRAVING CO.
1301
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Dept.

165-W,

BROOKLYN
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You
you will adore.
GIVEN for selling
only 5 boxes of
1 order of Gold
Crown Spot Remover and Cleaner at 25c each.
Send
name and address today for order and free gift circular.

GOLD CROWN PRODUCTS,

Je&Ti‘owa

Your Photo on.a69
250 Stamps *1—
Use them on Letters,
Books, Greeting Cards
It’s new! It’s exciting 1 Tour
favorite photo or snapshot re¬
produced on smart, exclusive
stamps. Large-sized (1%" X
]%") on tine gummed paper—
just wet the back and apply.
That inan of yours in service
will get a real thrill seeing
your picture in every letter.
Hundreds of Novel Uses
Photo Stamps can be used on
greeting cards, announcements,
business cards, job applica¬
tions, etc. Identify your books,
records, sheet music, etc.
PHOTOPLATE CO., Dept. 185
161 W. Harrison St., Chicago, 5

Send No Money
You don't risk one cent —
simply send photo or snap¬
shot
(no
negatives).
On
arrival, pay postman $1.69
plus C. O. D. postage on
MONEY-BACK GUARAN¬
TEE. If cash accompanies
order,
we
pay
postage.
Original
photo
returned.
Mail

your order

TODAY!

should be laid aside for luxuries and'
fun. What’s the use of being young
if you haven’t something pretty for
an important date? Or never giving
a party, if you like parties? You can’t
put off dancing until you have arth¬
ritis, or wait for a fur coat until you
have no beauty to set off with it
THIS MOMENT is important.
“If you’d asked me about subsidies
for young-marrieds before the war,
I’d have said NEVER! Struggle is a
bond of matrimony, and sacrifice for
each other draws people closer. But
since I’ve been visiting Birmingham
Hospital, where servicemen are re¬
habilitated, and have seen their in¬
credible courage under suffering, their
wonderful spirit, I believe nothing that
can be done for them is too much.
If a subsidy enables them to marry
earlier and live normal lives, then
let’s give them subsidies! It’s a debt
to them, not a favor!”
If it’s modern to believe that a bad
marriage should be broken, then Au¬
drey is strictly modern.
Audrey’s father was a chaplain in
the navy. A chaplain’s family learns
to make the most of very little money,
and Audrey’s best times were not ex¬
pensive dates.
“Pick out the right
companion, and a hike through the
woods or a beach picnic can be won¬
derful,” she says.
That question of subsidies intrigues
Hollywood’s younger set.
“I think the younger generation has
a pretty soft time, except for those
directly connected with the war,” de¬
clares Diana Lynn. “It wouldn’t hurt
any of us to struggle for a living. It
would help our characters.
But I
won’t shrug it off. If two people know
that eventually they will inherit
money, why not a marriage-settle¬
ment, if their people can afford it?
Why should they wait till they are 65
before enjoying a fortune?
They’d
probably get a persecution-complex,
run up debts and develop into a couple
of meanies
“Most marriages break up over
money. Education might make it pos¬
sible for the man to earn a decent
living, so I couldn’t say ‘No’ to a
fund that would help him there.
“Education is almost a phobia with
me. I want to go to college. If I
have a daughter, she’ll go—if she
knows what she wants to be. I’m ap¬
palled to learn that some of my former
schoolmates now in college have no
idea what they want to do. I went
to a good private school, then attended
high school at Paramount Studios. It
wasn’t as much fun as real high school,
but my compensation was that I was
doing what I most wanted to do. Now,
if I could go to college—!”
Being in pictures, Diana believes,
has taught her tolerance. Not that she
has mastered that virtue, but she un¬
derstands its value.
“Since people
gossip about everyone in this business,
I realize they gossip about me,” she
observes. “I know that what they say
of me is seldom so, therefore what
they say of others must also rarely
be true. I live and let live—or at
any rate, I hope so ”
Diana’s views on advanced inherit¬
ances are echoed by Jeanne Crain
(20th
Century-Fox),
but
Jeanne
doubts the value of subsidies which
must be paid back.
“If we expect no future inheritance,
we should consider if we are the kind
of people who can take poverty,” she
says. “Some people don’t need money
to be happy—they have other re¬
sources, know how to make a little go

PERSONALIZED
PURSE ACCESSORIES

Glamourize
your purse with
these matched ac¬
cessories; round cos¬
metic bag, wallet
with built-in change
purse, cigarette
case. Luxurious
leather, smartly
hand-stitched.
All
with zippers. Your
first name or initials
appliqued in con¬
trasting color. Black
with red trim,
brown with green,
red with black,
green with red.
3-piece set $7.50. We pay fed. tax & postage
Mail orders tilled. Send check or money order.

CROWN CRAFT PRODUCTS
246 Fifth Ave. (Dept. 158) New York 1. N, Y.

genuine

DIAMOND
RINGS ss;
genuine Diamond Kings. Dia¬
mond prices have gone up and
up. so this special offer
of genuine Diamond
Rings is all the more
amazing. Engagement
ring set with flash¬
ing Rose cut dia¬
mond solitaire. 10K
yellow gold wedding
ring is set with 3
genuine chip Dia¬
monds. Send for both
Rings today and ac¬
cept them on 10 days’
trial.
Money refunded
if you wish to return the
Rings.

Matched
Bridal
Pair
Wedding
gagement
Rings.

SEND NO MONEYS
and ring size. Either ring only $5.95
or both for $9.95 plus postage and
20% Federal Tax. Pay on arrival,
then wear rings 10 days on money
back guarantee.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.

Dept. 27-DS
Jefferson. Iowa

AMERICA’S OUTSTANDING

VALUE

PEERLESS P58
JPett V SPentx/

75
taurnfeed
FOR ALWAYS

PEERLESS PEN CO.mhk.
14 W. 17th ST, NtW YORK 11, N. Y.

Scratchinq
Mosquito-Other Insect Bites
5
*r-

S?

Relieve the itching caused by insect
bites, athlete’s foot—other itching
troubles. Use cooling, medicated
D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless, stain¬
less. Quiets itching fast. 35c trial
bottle proves it—or money back. Ask
your druggist for D.D.D. Prescription.

TRUE TO LIFE HAND-COLORED
PHOTO STATUETTES
.. From Your Favorite Snapthot!

m

Our Statuettes f
are so life-likeT
they will thrill
you! Made from
your favorite picture, print,
negative, or snapshot, they’re
gorgeously hand-colored,
mounted on wood-base and
carved from wood with a
three-dimensional colorful
real-life effect! 714 inches
jnds
j tall. Permanent, easily
cleaned with damp cloth.
Ideal for those in Service, or Mother. Father.
Sister. Brother. Only $1.00 postpaid for picture
of ONE person, pet or object. For each additional
person add 10c each. For example, Statuette of
two persons cost $1.10; three persons, $1.20, etc.
Send money TODAY with picture or negative and
coloring instructions. Or order C.O.D. Pay mail¬
man. Fast service! MONEY BACK guarantee!
Supply limited. Order NOW! A perfect gift for
those in Service or the folks at home.
American Studios, Dept. 281-S, La Crosse,Wisconsin
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minutes per day in your own home.
EFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS!
Used successfully by hundreds
of smart women everywhere.
WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!
Surprise everyone.* get started now, without obligation,
by mailing coupon immediately to

ADRIENNE
915 SHREVE BLDG., Salon Q.SAN FRANCISCO,8, CAL
NAME........
ADDRESS._
CITY.STATE.

THIS BEAUTIFUL NEW

SERVICE FLAG
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Here is the most thrilling Service
Flag of all—a gorgeous, colorful
flag by day, and a shining, glowing
flagbynight! Folks who pass your
home on the darkest night can see
the star shine and glisten to tell
the world that your loved one is in
the service of his country! Made
of fine quality Celanese, in rich
red, white and blue colors, with a
gorgeous golden fringe, and
sturdy twisted cord for hanging.

.muiimiiiiiniiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiK

Only’p

1 -Star Flag-Si 00
2-Star Flag-Sl 15
3 Star Flag-SI 25
4 Star Flag -S1.35
5- Star Flag-Si 45
6- Star Flag-SI.55
--——— Just send your name and address to¬
day, a postcard will do, telling us if you want one, two, three
or more stars. Gold or Silver stars available at no extra
cost. Pay postman correct amount as listed above, plus post¬
age, when flag is delivered. Or save money by sending price of
flag wanted with order and we pay all postage. If not delighted
return in 5 days and your money will be refunded. Order today 1

SEND NO MONEY

GLOW-FLAGS CO.
WEDDINGano engagement

RING

EASY PAYMENTS
1TMrL^S^St!Li>Cl

Introductory offer:—With
every order for smart.
Sterling Silver Solitaire en¬
gagement ring we will include,
without extra charge, exquisite
wedding ring set with eight simu¬
lated diamonds matching in bril
liance the beautiful Imitation Dia¬
mond solitaire engagement ring
(the

perfect

bridal

pair).

SEND NO MONEY
10 DAYS' TRIAL.
We ship both
rings in gift box and you make
just 2 easy payments of $3
each, total only $6.
We trust
you.
No
red
tape
as
you
make first payment and 20<7b
Federal Tax to postman on
arrival, then balance any
time within 30 days. Money
back guarantee.
Supply
limited.
Send name, ad¬
dress, ring size today.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.
Dept. T-25, Jefferson,

Iowa

Why Be SKINNY?
When You, Too, May

GAIN WEIGHT
/

and Perhaps Have Those Full
Glamorous Curves Men Admire
Are you thin, gawky, underweight due to
lack of sufficient vitamins? Don’t be!
Let
added weight help to round out your curves
as Nature intended them to be. Men admire
well developed, beautifully moulded women.
Poor appetite and lack of necessary vita¬
mins probably cause many underweight con¬
ditions.
You may eat three meals a day,
yet be vitamin and mineral starved. BEAUTY
FORM-TABS contain Vitamins A. Bl. C. D,
and G (B2) plus calcium pantothenate, phos¬
phorus. and iron—which may be the vitamin
and mineral supplement you need for that
improved appetite and added weight that
often means added curves on your figure.
A well developed, shapely, normal figure
attracts, inspires, and often leads to love
and
romance.
Use the BEAUTY FORMMETHOD to help you gain normal weight,
thereby often transforming your figure into
adorable rounded curves.

FREE
your CHEST

with every order: Special
Brochure on HOW TO IM¬
PROVE the appearance of
and FIGURE.

Order the BEAUTY FORM-METHOD today.
Only $2.00. postpaid if remittance accom¬
panies order, or C.O.D. plus postage.
Try it for 10 days
at our risk.
Yovi must be satisfied or we guarantee to
refund your money.

90

BEAUTY AIDS
89 Flatbush Ave., Dept. 8-BM, Brooklyn 17, N. Y.

taught to seem helpless in order to
appeal to men; our mothers revolted
and became too independent. No girl
is modern if she doesn’t know how to
run things when necessary, but she
won’t be a successful wife unless she
conveys the idea that her man can do
it much, much better.
“People in Hollywood,” observes
Jeanne, “like to play at romance
when cast as lovers in a picture. But
the minute the last scene has been
made, they forget all about it,” she
marvels.
“Subsidy of any kind is definitely
wrong,” says Richard Crane, of “Cap¬
tain Eddie.”
“I’ve provided against ever letting
my wife (Kay Morley is his bride of
a few months) support me,” he con¬
fides.
“I have insurance so that if
I’m ill or incapacitated, a set sum will
come in. We’ll live on that.”
No one should rush into matrimony,
he believes. Let them know each other
for years, see each other in every
mood, understand what makes each
one tick, and once they take their
vows, let nothing break them. “I’ll
make my marriage work. If it seems
headed for the rocks, I’ll salvage it—
because I’m determined not to fail.
Mona Freeman, whose performance
in “Together Again” (Columbia) has
rocketed her to stardom, does not be¬
lieve young marriages are wise.
“The years between 14 and 21
should be for youthful fun,” says the
18-year-old, seriously. “We’re not fit
for responsibilities of marriage until
we’ve finished growing up.
Mona has earned money since she
was 14 and believes that no girl should
consider marrying unless she’s learned
to handle her own funds. “I’d rather
have a woman handle my money than
a man,” she announces. “He is apt to
be extravagant, spending on things
that make a show, while a woman sees
underneath, knows what’s actually
necessary and what can wait.”
If Mona were to become a top star,
drawing fantastic money, she’d still
hope to marry for love. Money should
not take a falsely prominent place in
anyone’s life, she thinks. “I’d choose
a man who had other assets more val¬
uable than riches. I hope he wouldn’t
be too proud to let me set him up in
whatever business or profession inter¬
ested him. I’d keep the rest of my
money in my own name, as I’m sure
he’d approve.”
Paramount’s genius-girl, Gail Rus¬
sell, has known the lack of money and
found it nothing to laugh off. She’s in
favor of a fund to help educate ambi¬
tious youth, whether or not they
marry young.
Modern youth isn’t ready to solve all
life’s problems, says Gail, who believes
only a few of our grandmothers could
afford to faint when crises occurred.
Most of them were pioneers.
“Its hard for an independent girl
to keep from becoming opinionated,”
she observes. “It’s better to say:
‘What do you think?’ to a man, and
let him tell you, or ask him to show
you how to do something, if you think
he’d like to.”
The
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DRESSES without a
I NVESTIGATE this wonderful opportunity to use your
spare hours to make money easily and quickly. And,
through our liberal bonus plan, you can also get you*
own dresses without a penny of cost. Our extensive adver¬
tising has so increased the demand for famous Fashion
Frocks that we need more women to show and take orders
for these lovely dresses in the most charming styles and
at surprisingly low prices. You will find it interesting and
pleasant work and the possibility of making up to $15,
$18, $20 and $25 in a week for just spare time. You need
no experience and no money is required. Rush your
name and address on coupon for further information.

Fashion Frocks are Known to Millions
For many years Fashion Frocks have been extensively advertised to
millions of American women and are recognized as fine quality,
highly styled, popular priced dresses. They have the approval of
leading fashion editors and prominent stars of stage and screen.
And these lovely dresses were worn by the famous Powers Models
at a Television Style Show. When you represent Fashion Frocks
you show dresses that are well-known and in demand because every
month the Fashion Frocks advertisements are seen by millions of
women throughout the country.

Send No Money—Everything Furnished FREE
The elaborate Style Presentation Portfolio, featuring over 120 of
the last-minute dresses, will be sent you absolutely FREE. Included
will be our special plans to help you make a brilliant success—like
these exceptional average weekly earnings of $28.84 made this
year by Mrs. Claude Burnett, Alabama, or $27.10 made by Marie
Patton, Illinois—we will show you how you, too, can make money
this easy way. Coupon below brings you all the details. Fill it in,
and paste on a post-card; then rush it to us by return mail. There
is no obligation whatever. Act today:
jnm ^

Start at Home —No Canvassing Required
Just show your friends and neighbors your gorgeous portfolio of
new Fall and Winter Fashion Frocks which we furnish you FREE.
The smart, original styles, the beautiful fabrics and colors, plus the
astonishing values, will prove so irresistible that these women will
gladly give you their orders season after season. We deliver and
collect and you get paid immediately. It’s like having a permanent
dress business of your own, without investing a penny.

Fashion Frocks, Inc., Desk 12173, Cincinnati 25,0.

THE FAMOUS, NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

Send for FREE
Portfolio of
ADVANCED %

Fashion endorses
checks for a
smart wool suit!
Colors: Green
and
Brown
Check; Copen
and Red

Waistline inter¬
est! An elasticized midriff dra¬
matizes a wool
jersey classic!
Colors: Ash
Blond; Festive
Rose.

A pure wool
cardigan suit is
newest and
smartest for fall!
Colors: Fiesta
Red; Yan kee
Gold.

Fashion Frocks, Inc.
Desk 12173, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

#Yes—I am interested in your opportunity to make money in
spare time and get my own dresses without a penny of cost.
Send me full information, without obligation.
Name
Address
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Evelyn — and her Magic Violin, featured
with Phil Spitalny's All Girl Orchestra
on the radio program, “The Hour of Charm.”

Photo by PAUL HESSE—-Hollywood

Jovieland
IF I HAD A
SECOND CHANCE

ESTHER
WILLIAMS
By Nicholas Mvray

StcCuaive
BILL WILLIAMS
RODDY McDOWALL
KEENAN WYNN
LIZABETH SCOTT
GEORGE SANDERS

these exciting young hair-dos!
On this page Drene brings you, through its
Paris correspondent, news of how smart
young Parisians are wearing their hair!

Lovely Madelon Mason . . . one
of New York’s top-flight fashion models,
a Cover Girl and a “Drene Girl”
. . . posed for all three photographs.
For this perky up-swept arrange¬
ment her hair was parted down middle
from forehead to nape of neck,
pulled up toward each side and tied
firmly with narrow ribbon. The
lustrous smoothness of Madelon’s hair
is due to Drene Shampoo with Hair
Conditioning action, which Madelon
always uses.

No other shampoo

leaves hair so lustrous yet
so easy to manage.

only Drene with Hair Condition
(Left) — Huge Ribbon Bows, one at each side, are the
fashion feature of this lovely centerpart hair-do!
Back hair set as for a page boy, combed to each
side, from center, and held firmly with rubber
bands. Ends arranged in big, smooth curls. Bows
attached with bobby pins. Madelon’s hair illus¬
trates the wonderful combination of sheen and
smoothness found only in Drene Shampoo with
1
Hair Conditioning action.

leaves your liuir so lustroi
so easy to manage!
Make a Date with Glamour! Now . . . sha
the new glamour way!

Get the com bin;

benefits found only in Drene Shampoo '
ditioning action.

y Extra lustre . . , u)

sheen than with any kind of soap or soap

(Below)—New Parisian Page-boy! No¬
tice the covered ear . . . and how the hair
slants sharply down from above the ear to
a long, long back! Notice, too, the smooth
sleek look, the shining beauty, due to
Drene with Hair Conditioning action.

WITH HAIR CONDITIONING ACTION
Product of Procter & Gamble
Guaranteed by *<>
Good Housekeeping

*
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UNTIL LOVE TAMED HER!

S

HE wanted desperately to be loved, ad¬
mired, respected; but she behaved like a
fool—and earned nothing but the contempt
of the very ones she cared for most. Twice she
was jilted—then to hide her shame, fastened
herself upon a nerve-shattered Veteran—and
used him as a pawn in her selfish game. He
knew what a fool she had been—what a fool
she was making of him—but he pitied her
until, at the right moment, he tamed her with
the whiplash of truth—the truth which others
had feared to tell her! And instead of disaster
they found peace and happiness!

BOOTH TARKINGTON’S

As the Philadelphia Inquirer says, "'Image
of Josephine’ adds a notable figure to Tarkington’s gallery of feminine portraits that al¬
ready includes the unforgettable Alice Adams,
Kate Fennigate, and Claire Ambler. It is one
of his best books.” In 'Image of Josephine’
you will thrill to the regeneration of a selfish,
misguided woman; you will cheer the cour¬
ageous Lieutenant; and at last you will love
them both, as they loved each other. Read
'Image of Josephine’—a copy will be sent to
you free if you join the Literary Guild Book
Club now.

“Image ofJosephine
The Literary Guild Book Club is proud to
have selected in recent months such books
as 'Leave Her to Heaven,’ 'Green Dolphin
Street,’ 'Earth and High Heaven,’ 'Captain
from Castile,’ 'Great Son,’ and 'The Razor’s
Edge’—all of which were, and still are, sen¬
sational best sellers all over the country.
Our members received their copies of these
books long before the book-buying public
appreciated their outstanding merit—and at
a considerable saving over the publishers’
regular price. Now comes 'Image of Jose¬
phine’ by Booth Tarkington—another smash
hit—which is offered to you FREE as an ex¬
ample of the kind of reading entertainment
you will receive as a member.

TO NEW MEMBERS OF
THE LITERARY GUILD BOOK CLUB

"Feminine malice de¬
picted with a master hand
• . . when the women get
together and let fly, the
veteran’s touch is sure.”
—New York Sun.

GUILD MEMBERSHIP COSTS NOTHING
T

HE extraordinary savings which you make on
new books alone make Literary Guild mem¬
bership worth while. There are no dues or fees.
There is no obligation on your part to accept a
book every month after you have joined. Your
sole obligation as a Guild subscriber is to accept,
at $2.00 each, four Guild selections in the course
of a full year, and this means any four selected
by you from the Guild list of more than a dozen
best-seller selections. These selections are brandnew books, full-sized, cloth-bound new works by
outstanding modern authors. Each month’s selec¬
tion is chosen by our Editorial Staff from proofs
submitted by the publishers long in advance of
their publication date. Every selection is printed
at the same time as the publisher’s edition which
is on sale simultaneously at retail for not less
than $2.50 and often for as much as $4.00.

Save 50% on New Books
The Guild manufactures for its subscribers such
a large edition of the book chosen by the Editorial
Staff that great savings in cost can be effected.
The savings are passed on to subscribers in the
form of lower prices, and in still another way:
The Literary Guild gives each subscriber a FREE
Bonus Book as soon as four Guild selections have
been purchased at only $2.00 each. This FREE
book is always a popular new title, selling at re¬
tail for $2.50 to $4.00. The cash savings, plus
bonus books given during the year, save you at
least 50% on the selections you decide to purchase.

Brochure "WINGS" Free
As a Guild member you receive FREE each month
the famous Guild Brochure, “Wings,” which con¬

tains illustrated articles about the current selec¬
tion and its author. “Wings” is sent to subscribers
one month in advance so that it describes the book
selected for the following month. If you feel you
do not want to examine the book, merely return
the accompanying form, which notifies the Guild
not to send it when the time comes. On the other
hand, if the selection sounds interesting, you let it
come automatically for your approval. “Wings” is
also an invaluable guide to all important current
reading, for each month it keeps you informed of
new publications by reviewing about 30 other
new books.

Send No Money —Just Mail Coupon
Guild service will start and your free copy of
“Image of Josephine” will be sent you imme¬
diately upon acceptance of your free membership.
As a new member you can now buy any of the
following recent Guild selections for only $2.00
each. See coupon.

MAIL THIS
COUPON

FREE: Image of Josephine
Literary Guild of America, Inc., Publishers
Dept. 9HWG, Garden City, N. Y.
Please enroll me as a subscriber of the
Literary Guild and send me “Image of
Josephine” absolutely FREE. I am also to
receive free each month the Guild Bro¬
chure, “Wings,” and all other membership
privileges, including bonus books. In con¬
sideration of this, I agree to purchase a
minimum of four selections of my choice
at only $2.00 each (regardless of higher
retail prices of the publishers’ edition)
within a year.
If you wish, you may have as your fust
selection any one of the following books
lor only $2.00. Just check the box pre¬
ceding the title.

□Earth and High Heaven □ Green Dolphin Street

Captain from Castile, By Samuel Shellabarger.
(Publisher's Price, $3.00)
Green Dolphin Street, By Elizabeth Goudge.
(Publisher's Price, $3.00)
leave Her to Heaven, By Ben Ames Williams.
(Publisher's Price, $2.50)
Earth and High Heaven, By Gwethalyn Graham.
(Publisher's Price, $2.50)

□Captain from Castile 0163X6 Her to Heaven

Guild membership is your answer to “What’s
good to read?” and your guarantee of purchasing
only NEW best sellers of your choice at a saving
of at least 50%. Mail coupon now.

Age, if
Occupation.Under 21....

LITERARY GUILD OF AMERICA, Inc., Publishers, Garden City, New York

Mr.
Mrs...
Miss
(Please Print)
Street and No.
City.

Price,
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Zone No.
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... .State.
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Toronto 2, Ont.
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The greatest
star ot the
screen!

We’ve just composed a two-word defv
nition of good motion
picture entertainment.
It’s “Anchors Aweigh”,
the title of M-G-M’s
big Technicolor musical
salute with a full com¬
plement of 21 show¬
stopping numbers.
★

★

SEPTEMBER,

1945

★ STORIES
To Martha (Vickers), With Love and Hisses
By Joan Michaels 21
The Imperturbable (Walter) Pidgeon
By Dorothy Deere 22
Accidentally Yours (Dennis O’Keefe)
By Sonia Lee 27
If I Had a Second Chance
By Betty Grable 30

★

Here’s the picture with everything:
Stars, a good story, gifted direction,
music, dancing, and that certain some¬
thing to make you completely content.

This Is Myself
By Esther Williams 33
The Brain (George Sanders)
By Fredda Dudley 36
I Know a Secret
First for the stars. “Anchors Aweigh”
has Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson,
Gene Kelly, and Jose Iturbi.
★

★

★

By Mickell Novak
What’s With (Keenan)
By Leslie Traine
How Did She Get That Way?
By G. B. Shallin

★

From frank sinatra you get four
numbers, duets with other principals,
and—shiver our timbers!—some fancy
footwork as a bonus! From honeythroated KATHRYN GRAYSON you get
the title song, a Spanish number, six
popular arias, and that smash song,
“All of a Sudden My Heart Sings”!
★

★

★

PORTRAITS
Martha Vickers. . .
Walter Pidgeon . . . . . .
Betty Grable. . .

★

From gene kelly you get plenty of
the dazzle-dancing you expect—only it’s
more dazzling—plus duets with Frankie
and Kathryn, and a dance number with
—we swear it!—an animated mouse!
★

★

★

★

★

★

Tasty Dish

k

★

★

56

departments

Inside Hollywood By Fredda Dudley

★

DORIS CLINE, Editor
PEG NICHOLS, Assistant Editor
BOB BECKER, Art Editor

★

—Mea

33
37
38

6

MOVIELAND’S New Picture Guide 10
MOVIELAND’S Crossword Puzzle 12
Pictures in Production 14
It Sounds Wonderful! By Shirley Cook 16
Words of Music By Jill Warren 44
Your Problem and Mine By Jane Wyman 54

Technicolor enhances
the beauty, gaiety, and
charm of it all.
★

Esther Williams . . . . . .
George Sanders .... ..
June Haver. ..

Swim Session 24
Who’s New By Alice L. Tildesley 28
The Bells of St. Mary’s By Avery Carroll 47
Shooting Stars 48

Isobel Lennart’s screen play provides
many a gay situation which George Sid¬
ney’s direction and Joe
—
Pasternak’s production
turn into sheer delight.

It doesn’t take a
prophet to forecast the
success of “Anchors
Aweigh”. It’s a nauti¬
cal nifty from M-G-M’s
top musical drawer.

20
23
31

FEATURES

From the three you get romantic es¬
capades with complications of hilarity.
From JOSE iturbi you get music—by a
100-piece band, a symphony orchestra,
a Hollywood Bowlful of 18 grand pianos!
★
★
★
★
From these four—and from Dean Stockwell, Pamela Britton, “Rags” Ragland,
Billy Gilbert, Henry O’Neill—you get
the merry musical story of two sailors
on leave in Hollywood with nothing on
their minds but what you’d expect.
★

39
Wynn?
41
(Rosalind Ivan)
43

I

HELEN LIMKE, Hollywood Editor
BILL DUDAS, Staff Photographer
ROBERT CROSSETT, Ass’t Art Ed.
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DEAN STOCKWELL • PAMELA BRITTON • “RAGS” RAGLAND • BILLY GILBERT "HTNRY O’NEILL
Screen Ploy by Nobel lennort

•

Directed by GEORGE SIDNEY

•
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Produced by JOE PASTERNAK

•

A

METRO-GOIDWYN-MAYER Picture
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ZING WENT MY HEART STRINGS:
June lived up to its reputation in Holly¬
wood, to wit:
Judy Garland entered the office of her
great friend and employer, L. B. Mayer, and
said regretfully that she wished he were
going to be in New York for her marriage
to director Vincent Minnelli—it seemed a
shame that he couldn't be present at the
ceremony.
Said Mr. Mayer, "If you'd get married
here. I'd be there. I'd even give you away."
So Judy decided instantly that she would
be married in Hollywood and made arrange¬
ments. The ceremony was performed by Dr.
William E. Roberts of the Beverly Hills Com¬
munity Church; Betty Asher, Judy's long-time
buddy, was maid of honor, and best man
was Ira Gershwin.
From the Garlcmd-Minnelli wedding. Dr.
Roberts drove hurriedly to the home of Donna
Reed, where he married Donna and Tony
Owen, her agent. Donna's bridesmaid was
her sister, Lavonne Mullenger, and the best
man was Walter Van Pelt.
Both the newlywed Minnellis and the
newlywed Owens left on the same honey¬
moon train, Judy and Vincent bound for New
York and Canada, and Tony and Donna on
their way to Dennison, Iowa.
MR JINK (no relation to
' Brenda Starr, Reporter.")

the

comic

strip

In 1941 Jinx Falkenburg was in New York
on a personal appearance tour and met a
newspaper man named Tex McCrary.

He

was tall, personable, charming; he was in¬
stantly taken with vivacious Jinx and gave

&

her a handsome ring.

But he was convinced

that the U. S. was going to get into the war;
he and Jinx decided to wait for marriage.
So,

four

years

later,

after

Lt.

Colonel

Col. star Jinx Falkenburg flew to N. Y. to wed
Lt. Col. Tex McCrary, just back From overseas.

Reagan McCrary had returned from his tour
of duty with the 8th Fighter Command in
England, Jinx met him in New York.

They

were married in a double ring ceremony by
Supreme Court Justice Ferdinand Pecora at
his home.

Jinx wore a light blue sheer wool

dress and her hair was bound with a halo
of

pink,

red

and

white

carnations.

Her

matron of honor was her mother, Mrs. Mar¬
guerite Falkenburg, and Tex' best man was
Jinx

first mature-problem picture, "Christmas Holi¬
day." Gist: "You are too young for this man;
you are too sweet to marry a man who has
already had three wives."
Apparently it didn't occur to these dis¬
senters that a man Deanna would choose to
marry must possess the attributes she most
admires: Intellect, knowledge of the arts,
charm, and true spiritual quality.

19-year-old brother, Bob Falkenburg.

After
overseas

their

honeymoon

entertainment

Jinx

*

an

*

*

SHORTAGE DEPARTMENT:

Colonel

When Lee Bowman moved to Santa Monica,
he couldn't—natch—get a telephone. He was

*

and

for

McCrary left to join the B-29 Command staff
in the Pacific.
*

tour,

left

*

LUCKY NUMBER:
Deanna Durbin signed her first film con¬
tract on the 13th of the month, and there are
13 letters in her legal name: Edna May
Durbin. She has always made it a point
to start her pictures on the 13th, and in many
other ways she has paid spiritual tribute to
the number that she considers lucky.
Latest bow toward numerology was the
selection of June 13th for her marriage to her
producer, Felix Jackson. Deanna's matron
of honor was her sister. Mrs. Clarence Heck¬
man, and Mr. Heckman was best man. The
ceremony was performed in Las Vegas,
Nevada.
First reaction of fans: No! No! No! The
letters began to pour in in much the same
fashion they did after the release of Deanna's

Gene Raymond, Jeanette McDonald and Jimmy Durante at Jose
Iturbi’s party for Jean Dalrymple. The Raymonds are 8 years married.

needed on the set at Columbia one morning
at 7 A.M. instead of 9, his regular call, so
someone at the studio, knowing Lee couldn't
be reached by telephone, sent him a tele¬
gram. Lee arrived happily at 9 at the studio;
the telegram was delivered at noon by an
octogenarian.
Whether the practice is elegantly emilypost
or not, Rosalind Russell has always chewed
gum between scenes while making a picture
because it seems to reduce her nervous ten¬
sion.

The other day, between shots of "She

Wouldn't

Say

Yes"

someone

noticed

Russell's jaws working suspiciously.

Miss

"Where

did you get that gum?" demanded someone.
Said Miss Russell, "Are you kidding? Where
would I get gum?

It's just an old rubber

band."
John Garfield and his wife, unable to get
competent help, have taken over the running

Jack H. Skirball

m$M

presents

y£|RoN MAECHE
BP* . * *'w

CUMDtm CBlBtW-fJ

It all began with a little kibble,*
and then she had a husband in
the barroom, a husband in the
bedroom and house detectives
in her hair in the merriest mixup
since love began!
* Kibbling is romantic hocus-pocus by an

^ 1

experienced peculator.

with Charles Dingle • Grant Mitchell • Wilma Francis • Chester Clute • Irving Bacon • Hal K. Dawson ♦ Edward Fielding • Original Screen¬
play by BRUCE MANNING and JOHN KLORER • Produced by JACK H. SKIRBALL • Directed by SAM WOOD • Released thru United Artists
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f Continued
from page 6]

of their house.

Among other things, one of

persed.

After that a series of four-engine

doing

the

family

jobs shook the sky.

leaving

the

studio

by the approach of an innocent water vendor

where he is working in "The Postman Always

whose tin cart clinked merrily into the mike.

Rings Twice," John scanned the list of pur¬

Another scene had to be re-recorded because

John's

responsibilities

marketing.

Just

is

before

One take was spoiled

chases prepared by his wife.

He stopped a

a bandsaw in the nearby woodworking shop

workman to place a question.

"What in the

was turned on; after that, the track was agi¬

world

is

Romaine.
Tables

this

stuff?"

he

asked.

"Look:—

in

good

tated by the distant rumble of someone mov¬
ing furniture.

What's that?"
restaurants

are

just

as

scarce as diamond-bearing dewberry bushes.

A courier had to be dispatched

to secure silence.
Finally, everything was quiet.

The camera

Loretta Young, sitting alone at a table be¬

rolled, the mike recorded.

cause her luncheon companion was late in

three mockingbirds, who had been observing

arriving,

noticed

a

Naval

Lieutenant-Com¬

mander and his mother looking disconsolate

At which point

Bing's behavior from a high branch, burst
into a frenzy of conversation.

over being told that there were no tables

Bing cut his lines, rested his hands on his

available that noon, nor would there be even

hips, sighed upward with the reproachful re¬

if the visiting pair waited. Miss Young leaned

mark, "Oh gosh, fellas!

out, called, "Please join me, I'm anxious for
some company."

So, if a charming member

*

You, too?"

*

*

OUT OF THE MOUTHS OF BABES:

of your Minnesota bridge club came home

Jeremy Prince, the small son of Bill Prince,

from a visit with her Naval officer son with

is an analytical character. Told by his mother

the story that she had luncheon with Loretta

to pull on a sweater before going outdoors,

Young—it's true.

he asked that perennial juvenile
"Why?"

*

*

*

PROFESSIONAL JEALOUSY:
Probably you saw, at your neighborhood
theatre, the war bond short made by Bing and
his four boys.

Your Inside Hollywood re¬

porter had the fun of watching the short being
photographed on the grassy quadrangle at
RKO.
Making a sound sequence in the open air
is a tedious and nerve-shattering task. Shoot¬
ing on this particular short started at nine

"So you won't catch cold," said his mother.
"Does a person ALWAYS get a cold if he
doesn't
Prince.

wear

Reasons for the delays were many: early
that morning a flight of the new P-8 Is went
over.

Naturally, all recording had to stop

until the planes had disappeared and the
mechanical thunder of their motors had dis¬

a

sweater?"

asked

Master

His mother is still trying to be a logical
parent.

"Not always, Jeremy," she admitted.

"One must be chilled, AND there must be a
germ present to cause a cold."
Jeremy mulled this over. "Why don't the
germs wear sweaters then?" he said.

one morning, yet the completed film, brief as
you know it was, was not in the cans until
noon.

question,

*

*

*

BASSINET BLURBS:
Hedy Lamarr's beautiful new daughter is
to be called Denise.
Gloria

de

Haven

and

John

Payne

are

expecting Santa Claus and the stork at the
same time.

(Continued on page 77)

GIRDLES, PANTIES, BRAS

f*3’

veneert

for the girl with the young, junior figure
who needs a light foundation. FORTUNAS
are artfully designed to flatter, to mould
lightly, to allow freedom of action. At
better stores everywhere.

5.00

Up to *

When Shirley Temple graduated from Westlake School For Girls (above), her gifts included a

8

WOLFE & LANG, INC., 35 W. 32nd St., New York

diamond studded wrist watch from her parents and a number of items for her new hope chest.

WITH SHINING PRIDE

WARMER BRos.
WILL SOON PRESENT

JOHN

GARFIELD
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antics. Mona Freeman is the slightly
elder sister before whom marches a
procession of youthful swains in var¬
ious states of adolescence. Among the
shy, stuttering, brash and likeable
youths are William Frambes, Ray
Klinge, Mickey Titus, and Eddy Hud¬
son. Through the connivance of Judy
and her “very close friend” Fuffy, a
romance is dreamed up between Mi¬
chael Dunne and Faye Marlowe.
Luckily for the plot, they learn to
love each other in short order.
It is a well-cast picture, rife with
riotous gags, fast pace and sparkling
witticisms.

CHRISTMAS IN CONNECTICUT (Warner

WEEK-END AT THE WALDORF (M-G-M)

right now

You'll love it

for late

vacations and cool evenings!

And

later it will fit perfectly into your
Fall wardrobe.

wool

in

100% pure virgin

a slim cardigan style. In

pastel shades, with black yoke and
skirt.

Fully

lined! Sizes

10 to 20.

Gold, Lime, Grey, American
Beauty Red (with black yoke and skirt)

SEND NO MONEY...WE MAIL C.O.D.
Buy With Confidence From Hollywood's
Pioneer Mail-Order Fashion House!

BETTY CO-ED

of

HOLLYWOOD

Dept. 306, 62 53 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD, Dept. 306
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood

28, Calif.

Please send me "Hollywood Preview" suit
at $26.98 plus postage.
Gold 3 LimeO Grey Q American Beauty Red Q
(Mark 1st and 2nd color choice)
Size:

10

12

14

16

18

20

(circle size wanted)

(Pledse prni name, etc. plainly
Name_
Address_

City,

10

Zone_

-State-

starts, as Robert Benchley is there
to tell you, on an ordinary Friday
afternoon at the New York hostelry
of the same name (or an amazingly
like movie-set facsimile thereof).
With Ginger Rogers, Lana Turner,
Walter Pidgeon, Van Johnson, Ed¬
ward Arnold, Phyllis Thaxter, Kee¬
nan Wynn; directed by Robert Z.
Leonard, produced by Arthur Hornblow, Jr., suggested by a Vicki Baum
play.
To comment that the whole idea is
reminiscent of “Grand Hotel” would
be obvious—and besides, not original
with this commentator. The script
writers thought of it first! To be sur¬
prised that there’s such a big cast of
big names . . . check that one off, too;
because it’s offering one couple for
comedy, another twosome for ro¬
mantic boy and girl heart tugs, and
a lot of other people for reasons that
don’t need to classify exactly, simply
because there always are a lot of
people at a place like the Waldorf.
But in any case, more important
than any of these several threads of
tied-together story is the fact that
Walter Pidgeon proves being a good
comedian without being a Mr. (i.e.
without all this he’s had such a series
of, and Greer Garson too). And item
No. 2—not necessarily to be con¬
sidered in this order, which is mere
coincidence; that Phyllis Thaxter is
star-stuff, enthusiastically so-rated by
this reviewer. And furthermore . . .
it’s a good picture! Music by Xavier
Cougat and his orchestra.

JUNIOR MISS (20th Century-Fox) —
Adapted from the stage play, which
was based on the Sally Benson stor¬
ies, comes a sprightly comedy of the
mishaps of an average family with
growing children.
Judy Graves (Peggy Ann Garner)
takes the lead in making life alter¬
nately miserable and happy for her
parents and others. Like all adoles¬
cents, she has a “very close friend”
—Fuffy (Barbara Whiting). Between
the two they hatch all kinds of plots
(situations to them have their count¬
erpart in a movie they’ve seen, and
all people have to do to resolve their
problems is pattern themselves on a
movie star). Allyn Joslyn plays the
harried father and has the right
amount of resignation to keep him
out of the booby hatch at his child’s

Bros.), based on an original story by
Aileen Hamilton, is all that the title
implies—with tinsel on it!
It’s Barbara Stanwyck caught in a
series of hilariously funny situations
(not funny to her!), as the sophisti¬
cated city gal writer of a good food
and happy home magazine feature.
She’s Mrs. Elizabeth Lane, a content¬
ed wife and mother; she lives on a
farm in Connecticut, and when she
suggests recipes they’re her own
favorites, tried first in her own little
kitchen ... so goes the illusion cre¬
ated in the minds of her adoring
readers, and to her publisher (Sydney
Greenstreet) that spells “good cir¬
culation.”
But what happens, when the de¬
ceived publisher plans a Christmas
which he thinks will please those
harmlessly deceived readers, and is¬
sues a big boss directive for enter¬
taining a hungry, homeloving, rescued
from many days at sea in a lifeboat
sailor (Dennis Morgan) . . . only
there’s no Mrs. Lane (not really) and
no farm in Connecticut (except if
she agrees to marry a farm-owning
architect, Reggy Gardiner, for pur¬
poses of filling this rush-order re¬
quest for home with husband), and
no baby for her to be a mother of
(except an assorted daily-different,
all sexes, collected from defense¬
working mothers in the neighbor¬
hood) ???
Honest, you wouldn’t believe us if
we told you! With a milk cow in the
kitchen, and a parson in the parlor
waiting to perform the marriage
service for a couple everyone as(Continued on page 82)

when each
kiss may be

The TRUE story
of two daring
women In Paris!

the last...

Each
Kiss
Counts!

UNITED ARTISTS presents

CONSTANCE

GRACIE

with

George Rigaud - Kurt Kreuger
by GREGORY RATOFF

Directed
Based on the Story by ETTA SHIBER
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
Over 30,000.000 thrilled to Etta
Shiber's great best-seller in Reader's
Digest and os a Book-of-the-Month
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I PUZZLE
ACROSS

T

he discovery of Tampax (for
monthly sanitary protection) is
always worth a letter to a girl’s best
friend and confidante . . . Tampax
brightens up your life in several ways.
It frees you from that weary routine of
belts, pins and external pads. Being worn
internally, it can cause no odor, which
eliminates another worry. And because
it’s so compact, you can always keep an
"advance supply” in your purse or desk
or locker—so inconspicuously!
Perfected by a doctor, Tampax is made
of pure surgical cotton throughout. It
comes to you in neat, slender applicators,
making insertion quick and easy. Your
hands need not even touch the Tampax.
. . . No belts or pins. No chafing. No
bulges to show through clothing. Easy
to dispose of. . . .Join the millions now
using Tampax regularly. (Especially
popular in the big women’s colleges.)
You can wear Tampax in tub or
shower—or while swimming. Sold at
drug and notion counters in 3 absorb¬
ency-sizes. A month’s average supply
slips in your purse! Tampax Incorpo¬
rated, .Palmer, Mass.

3 absorbencies

REGULAR
SUPER
JUNIOR
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Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

1. Croon
4. Star in the "China Sky”
9. They are in "Keep Your
Powder Dry”
13. Indonesians of Mindanao
15. "Tex Donnelly” in "Earl
Carroll Vanities”
16. - - - - Nazimova
17. Branches
18. Laughing
19. M. G. M. trade-mark
20. They are in "The Un¬
invited”
22. "Chis” and "Don” - - - • •
in "It’s a Pleasure"
23. - - - - Kelly
24. "Carolina.”
26. "Claire” in "Billy Rose’s
Diamond Horseshoe”
29. "Archie Dexter” in "The
Horn Blows at Midnight”
(inits.)
30. "Mary” in "The Valley of
Decision”
31. Star of "Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington” (inits.)
33. Stanley Clements in "Salty
O’Rourke”
35. Feminine name
36. Spencer in "Without Love”
37. Anne Baxter in "Guest in
the House”
39. Yvonne DeCarlo
42. Wallace Beery in "This
Man’s Navy”
43. Dinah sings "Like Some
- - - in Love” in "Belle
of the Yukon”
45. "Mrs. Buzz Fletcher” in
"It’s a Pleasure"
46. "Jess Weever” in "This
Man’s Navy” (inits.)
47. "Fran”
in "The Horn
Blows at Midnight”
49. With Gregory in "Spell¬
bound” (inits.)

50. Van in "Thirty Seconds
over Tokyo”
51. Maria is "Naila” in
52. British Navy service wo¬
man
54. "Lettie Candless” in "Belle
of the Yukon”
56. "Edna” in "The Doughgirls”
60. "Hold Autumn in Your
61. Laugh maker in "It’s in
the Bag”
63. Priscilla ....
64. French equivalent
of
Elijah
65. Watered silk
66. Cabbage salad
67. Having a wing
68. Rages
69. "Prof. Wanley” is - - role in "The Woman in
the Window”

DOWN
1. Mr. Marx is a - - - - player
2. State made famous by Roy
and Trigger
3. Rita is Roddy’s - - - - in
"Tunderhead-Son
of
Flicka”
4. "Song of the.”
5. "Having Wonderful - - - -”
6. Harem rooms
7. "• - - Gentlemen from
West Point”
8. Explosive
9. "Corp. Joe Allen” in "The
Clock”
10. Chester."Boston
Blackie”
11. Rounded lump
12. Acting rationally
14. Ginger Rogers doesn’t in
"I’ll Be Seeing You”

21. "Dan”

in "Pan-Ameri¬
cana”
22. Mrs. Alan Ladd
24. Undergarment (colloq.)
25. "Eddie Carter” is - - - - role
in "Betrayal From the
East”
26. "Roger” in "The Affairs
of Susan”
27. Provided with projecting
rims
28. Made a hole in one (Golf)
30. "The Corn is.”
31. Katherine in "Without
Love”
in
"Bells
of
32. Tigger
Rosarita”
34. - - Brendel
36. "The - - - - of Forty
Thieves”
38. Myrna in "The Thin Man
Goes Home”
40. "Forever -----”
41. Anagram for Mr. Jolson
44. - - - Wynn
47. "The Unseen” is about
48. Lyric
49. "Anne” is - - - - - role in
"Together Again”
51. Feminine name
52. "Salome, ----- She
Danced”
53. "The Man in Half Moon
Street”
54. O’ - - - - is "Joe Reynolds”
in
"Circumstantial Evi¬
dence”
55. "Merab” in 51 across
56. Robt. Hutton in "Holly¬
wood Canteen”
57. "Sue Farnum” in "Bells
of Rosarita”
58. Anagram for Mr. Andrews
59. Screen - - - 61. Avid movie fan (abbr.)
62. He’s on a boat in "The
Naughty Nineties"

(For Solution See Page 87)
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A full tide of adventure
romance and lustful
seeking after gold

A

presents

and women...the private

ROWLAND V. LEE

life of the pirate
.rogue. Captain Kidd!

production

Starring
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john carradine • john qualen
HENRY DANIELL • GILBERT ROLAND • SHELDON LEONARD • ABNER BIBERMAN;
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• Produced by BENEDICT BOGEAUST
Directed by ROWLAND V. LEE'

.Original Story by Robert N. LEE • Screenplay by Norman Reijly Raine • Released thru United Artist*
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2 Piece
JUMPER
SUIT

There s flattering harmony in this two piece
Jumper Suit of Weskit and Skirt for shopping, office or afternoon parties. Sleek skirt
in Hollywood-inspired, "rabbit ears" waist
band (see sketch) has two front pleats for
fullness. Heather tweed in j/j wool and 1/2
rayon, in latest fall colors of Powder Blue,
Olive Green. Beige, and Maize. Casual
Weskit in same material and color gives that
smart jumper slenderness. Sizes 10 to 20.
Weskit and Skirt $10.85 plus mailing costs.
BOW BLOUSE—bow tie and high neck line
. . . . long, full sleeves .... Rayon cloth in
White, Maize, Green and Baby Pink. $4.98
plus mailing costs.

AT METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER:
EARLY TO WED, in Technicolor, is
in its third month of production with
Lucille Ball, Van Johnson, Esther
Williams, Keenan Wynn, Carlo Ra¬
mirez, Ben Blue, Cecil Kellaway,
Gladys Cooper and June Lockhart. A
wonderful thing happened on this set
the other day. A Los Angeles police
officer strolled up to Keenan Wynn,
grinning, and shook hands. In the Air
Corps he had been Lt. Chet Walsh
and had flown Keenan over China and
Burma when Keenan was on his over¬
seas entertainment trip. When Keenan
told Lt. Walsh goodbye at Kwajelein,
he had said, "When you get to Holly¬
wood, look me up.”
So, when it developed in conversa¬
tion that Lt. Walsh had been out of
the army for several months, Keenan
said, “Fine thing! Why didn’t you look
me up before this?”
Said Lt. Welch, “The first thing I
did after I changed from army uni¬
form to police uniform was to pick
you up after your motorcycle acci¬
dent. You weren’t in good condition
for social conversation at the time,
so I waited until now to check up on
you.”
SHE WENT TO THE RACES is
keeping James Craig busy; also
Frances Gifford, Edmund Gwenn,
Reginald Owen, Sig Ruman, and J.
M. Kerrigan.
THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS
TWICE is the cinema version of James
M. Cain’s thumping story of romantic
madness and murder, with Lana Turn¬
er, John Garfield, Cecil Kellaway
(brilliant as the husband), Leon
Ames, Hume Cronyn, and Jeff York.
THIS STRANGE ADVENTURE, as
you remember from last month, is the
story of a merchant seaman who falls
in love with a librarian. The seago¬
ing gentleman is Clark Gable and the
librarian is Greer Garson. Also in¬
cluded in the excitement are Joan
Blondell, Tommy Mitchell, John Qualen, Larry Burke, and Esther Howard.

A LETTER FROM EVIE is the
story of a romantic girl (Marsha
Hunt) who works in a shirt factory.
She slips a note into a size 16%, going
to the army. This shirt is received by
John Carroll who is already knee
deep in dames, so he tosses it aside.
The note is picked up by Hume Cro¬
nyn, a sweet, sincere little guy, who
answers it. This starts a terrific cor¬
respondence
between
Hume
and
Marsha, who mails Hume her picture.
Carroll, seeing the picture, decides
that This Is Merchandise For Him,
and follows Hume to Marsha’s home.
Pamela Britton as The Other Girl
helps to solve the problems presented
by the above situation.
*

*

*

AT UNITED ARTISTS:
YOUNG WIDOW is Jane Russell’s
second picture.
The first was The
Outlaw which was shown in only a
few places, because of violent censor
trouble. Opposite Jane is Louis Hay¬
ward, and included in the cast are
Kent Taylor, Penny Singleton, Connie
Gilchrist, Marie Wilson, Louise Beav¬
er, and Betty Newling.
DUEL IN THE SUN, in Technicolor,
is under way again after long delay.
Jennifer Jones plays the madcap hoy¬
den, loved equally by Joseph Cotten
and Gregory Peck. Also in the cast:
Lillian Gish, Lionel Barrymore, Scott
McKay, Butterfly McQueen, and Steve
Dunhill.
GETTING GERTIE’S GARTER is
an Edward Small Production with
Dennis O’Keefe, Marie McDonald,
Barry Sullivan (who was excused
from army duty because he had just
passed the 30 mark), Binnie Barnes,
Sheila Ryan, and Jerome Cowan.
*

*

«

AT RKO:
DEADLINE AT DAWN is a recount
of the adventures of a sailor (Bill
Williams) who buys ten dollars worth
of tickets at a taxi dance hall in order
to spend his shore leave hours with
the hostess of his choice (Susan Hay-

SEND NO MONEY.

Mail coupon and pay post¬
man on arrival. Yes! 10 days’ examination privilege. Money
refunded if not delighted. Send to Hollywood for guaranteed
satisfaction.

JANNE OF HOLLYWOOD
Dept. 32-R, 5071 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Please send “Hollywood Rhapsody" 2-piece Jumper
□ Powder Blue □ Olive Green □ Beige □ Maize
(Mark 1st or 2nd choice)
Size 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 (circle size)
Send Bow Blouse—
White
□ Maize
□ Green
□ Pink
Size 32, 34, 36, 38 (circle size)
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ward). He becomes involved in mur¬
der, a crime that must be solved in
time for him to return to his ship.
Also lurking through the shadows are
Paul Lukas, Osa Massen, Joseph Calleia, Lola Lane, Marvin Miller and
Joseph Sawyer.
DICK TRACY in the person of
Morgan Conway, Anne Jeffreys as
Tess Truehart, and various other
characters such as Mike Mazurki,
Mickey Kuhn, Edmund Glover, and
Jane Greer are scorching up and
down Gower Street.
THE KID FROM BROOKLYN (a
Samuel Goldwyn Production) is go¬
ing to be one of the MUSTS for the
top of your entertainment list. Danny
Kaye in Technicolor is surrounded by
Virginia Mayo, Vera-Ellen,
Steve
Cochran, Walter Abel, Eve Arden,
Lionel Stander, Clarence Kolb and
Charles Cane.
*

*

THE BRIGHT LIGHTS
BLINDED HER
TO ROMANCE . . . BU

SHE FOUND IT AGAIN
IN THE FLAME
OF HIS LOVE

$

AT 20TH CENTURY-FOX:
KITTEN ON THE KEYS, in Techni¬
color, is now in its third month of
production. Story of a plain girl who
becomes beautiful through love, etc.,
etc., etc. (Formula No. IB), but you
may count upon it to be good by rea¬
son of the presence of Dick Haymes,
Maureen O’Hara, Harry James and his
Music Makers (who will be in New
York when you read this), Reginald
Gardiner, Stanley Prager, Paul Har¬
vey and Almira Sessions.
NOW IT CAN BE TOLD is dis¬
tinguished by William Eythe, Lloyd
Nolan, June Lockhart, Leo G. Carroll
and Rene Carson.
THE SPIDER is in its first month
of production with brilliant Richard
Conte, Faye Marlowe, Martin Kosleck, Harry Seymour and Charles
Tanne.
THE ENCHANTED VOYAGE, in
Technicolor, was shot principally in
New Orleans. John Payne, June Hav¬
er, handsome Charles Russell, Char¬
lotte Greenwood, Connie Marshall,
Clem Bevans, John Ireland (getting
a studio buildup) and Irving Bacon
are being directed by Lloyd Bacon.
FALLEN ANGEL is Alice Faye’s
first picture in two years. She sings
only one song in this one, “SLOWLY”
by the man who wrote “LAURA”,
but it is so good that it will undoubt¬
edly score on the Hit Parade. Also in
the picture are Dana Andrews, Linda
Darnell,
Charles
Bickford,
Bruce
Cabot, Percy Kilbride and Anne
Revere.
(Continued on page 78)
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The screen's
great love story

starring

VIRGINIA BRUCE
featuring
with

Faye

returns to films for

a

dramatic

role in “Fallen Angel," with Dana Andrews.

EDWARD ASHLEY

VICTOR McLAGLEN

NILS ASTHER • HELEN BRODERICK

JACQUELINE MOORE
Alice

•

•

ROBERT CREIG

Associate Producer, HARRY GREY

•

•

• and veda ann boro

Directed by ALBERT S. ROGELL

A REPUBLIC PICTURE
15

Emphasis
Silo

on

Ccrdoy

control

os

ennunciotion!
concenfrotes

she

reads

the

Sidled
on

voice

script

for

her next RKO pic "West of the Pecos".

WONDERFUL!
By SHIRLEY COOK
BEAUTY

L

For perfect posture, pull
in tummy to try to touch
bockbonel

Chest will now

hove enough room to al¬
low for

deep

breathing.

You con wollt to a win if
you

hold that line!

Step

out on a store-lined street.
Windows actihg os mirrors

u

to guide the perfect gait.

EDITOR

ILLIAN ALBERTSON, RKO’s brilliant dramatic coach,
teaches beauty. And we’ve been sharing Rita Corday’s
invisible charm course!
Make-up and hairstyling have no part in our mentor’s
mandates. Her domain has to do with “put and take.”—put¬
ting a lilt in'blonde and blooming Rita’s voice—taking out
her international accent. For Rita’s problem is a special one.
Although a Swiss citizen she was born in Papeite, Tahiti,
and her background includes French, Spanish and Italian
ancestry. Here, in short form are some hints which have
helped her. They should help you too, because while voice
control and perfect speech are necessities to an actress, they
are also invaluable assets to amateur allure.
Practice Pointers Rita masters manuscripts by reading them
aloud with so much expression that her listener is not aware
of the printed words, only of the story. Get a sympathetic
audience for this control caper and try it yourself!
Rita reads the ads, for everything from face cream to foot
aids. She reads them slowly, then quickly. She says them
sadly, gaily, with boredom and with animation. For you,
ten minutes a day of this type of training. Exaggerate, over¬
stress and over act as you read. Only a suggestion of this
exaggeration will remain to give your ordinary speech more
color.
Listening In No one is tone-deaf. Listen to your own voice
and consciously try to correct its faults. Listen to the radio
and to your favorite actresses. Imitation brings about im¬
mense improvement. Listen intently, to every conversational
companion. True interest is the truest form of flattery. Your
alert awareness makes you a much more attractive audience.

FILMED FROM BROADWAY’S
GREAT STAGE HIT!

COLUMBIA PICTURES
presents

9 w

Flay

A GEORGE ABBOTT PRODUCTION
and Screenplay by F. HUGH HERBERT

- ^SHIRIEY TEMP18
Corliss Archer

WALTERABEL ROBERTBENCHLEY
PORTER HALL TOM TULLY
Produced by

SOL C. SIEGEL* Directed by RICHARD WALLACE

^ :

WINNER OF SIX ACADEMY AWARDS...
WINNER OF A NATION’S PRAISE...
WINNER OF A WORLD’S HEART...

For The
First Time
at

POPULAR
PRICES!

Winner of Academy
Awards for Best
Screenplay, Color,
Sound, Settings, Art
Direction and Edit¬
ing for 1944!

with

ALEXANDER KNOX • CHARLES COBURN
GERALDINE FITZGERALD • THOMAS MITCHELL
RUTH NELSON • SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE
VINCENT PRICE • WILLIAM EYTHE • MARY ANDERSON
AND A HUGE CAST OF 12,000
200
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SPECTACULAR

SCENES

A SCORE OF 87 HEART-STIRRING SONGS!

N

Paramount is having a birthday!
Congratulations

from

Movieland

OTHING new under the sun?
Applied to Paramount Pictures,
after a third of a century, we’re
tempted to make it, “There’s
nothing in motion picture mak¬
ing that Paramount hasmt done!”
Anyway, to tell you why August 26
to September 29 is being celebrated as
“Paramount Month” . . . it’s observing
achievements dating back to 1912,
even before that date; for the story
really begins when the boy Adolph
Zukor ( who founded Paramount, and
today serves as chairman of its Board
of Directors) was an orphan in the
village of Risce, Hungary, apprenticed
to Herman Blau, owner of the general
store. When he had saved $40 from his
meagre earnings, Adolph embarked
for the United States. He encountered
many ups and downs-as an uphol¬
sterer, amateur boxer and baseball
player-before he became a partner
in a fur manufacturing concern.
Adolph Zukor soon was regarded as
a success, with a fortune of between
one and two hundred thousand dol¬
lars, when he became interested in the
Penny Arcade. Getting a 20% profit
on his investment in the Arcade,
Zukor had a peep at the possibilities
of the amusement business—which
was what prompted his forming a
partnership with William A. Brady,
one of the best-known men in the
theatrical world at that time (1905),
for starting a chain of motion picture
theaters. Zukor combined his chain
with one owned by Marcus Loew, in
1910.
And when finding pictures
roved to be their major problem,
ukor and Loew took the unprece¬
dented step of importing from France
a four-reel film, “Queen Elizabeth,”
which Sarah Bernhardt had made.
So, one thing led to another, as you
can see . . . and Zukor formed the
Famous Players Company and signed
an impressive group of Broadway
stars.
The history of Paramount as we
know it today, however, takes “The
Squaw Man” as a starting point. With
Jesse L. Lasky, Cecil B. DeMille and
Dustin Farnum (the first two had been
successful stage producers, Farnum
had been the star of “The Squaw Man”
in New York), Zukor went out to the
sleepy little suburb of Hollywood;
they leased an old barn at the corner
of Vine Street and Selma Avenue, and
they were in business.
Since then, of course, much has hap¬
pened — expansions, new develop¬
ments, a long record of progress and
improvement antedating the list of
current offerings: “Incendiary Blond,”
“A Medal for Benny,” “Out of This
World,” “You Came Along,” “Duffy’s
Tavern,” “Love Letters,” “Kitty,”
and “Two Years Before the Mast.”
We say it’s an enviable record, and
are glad for this anniversary occasion
to pay tribute, together with at least
two generations of movie fans, for all
that Paramount Pictures have con¬
tributed.

Editor
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By JOAN MICHAELS

Paints and plays like her artist-father and pianist-

Getting set for "The Big Slee;p" (WB).

mother—but prefers football with brother Jimmy.

ence ’tween Bacall and Bogart.

Runs interfer-

A former model, too!

Zo Mwtka, With Cove and Misses
ARTHA VICKERS is the only gal in town
who honestly hopes she’ll be hated!
Actually loathing a kid like her is a
darned big assignment, because the
Vickers shapely five-feet-four form is
topped off with a face full of as sweet a set of
features as you’ve seen in a month of Sun¬
days. And the face is fetchingly framed with
light-brown hair that might have been swiped
right off of Jeannie-with-the.
But just let the sweet-looking Martha make
a pass at her personal copy of “The Big Sleep”
script, and you’ll have to dive for the nearest
fox-hole for protection. As “Carmen” in that
superwhodunit with Humphrey Bogart and
“the Look” that’s known as Bacall, Martha
is the nastiest gal to hit the screen in ages,
with prevarication, dope-addiction, epilepsy,

Here’s a gal who wants to be hated!

acute alcoholism and murder just sort of inci¬
dental music to the characterization.
Martha’s fate—and we do mean acting—was
inevitable, despite her concert pianist-mother's
efforts in a musical behalf, and her artist-busi¬
ness man-father’s desire to have her become a
famous land and/or seascapist. Her inclina¬
tion toward emotion for pay cropped up at the
questionable age of five, when she began prac¬
ticing hand movements before a mirror.
From then on it was a lead-pipe cinch. The
gal’s ambitions grew through a series of cities
that sound like the answer to a train-caller’s
prayer: Fort Lauderdale, Miami, St. Peters¬
burg, Detroit, Dallas, Long Beach, and Los
Angeles. And with the growing came experi¬
ence—Beth in a high school rendition (try the
literal sense on this (Continued on page 80)

Not as the real Martha Vickers—tomboy and regular

girl—but as the vicious female menace, Carmen, her first supporting role for Warner Bros.
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Pidgeon's
claims

no

Pidge

pigeon.
is

But

Ted

Hollywood s

Saucier

sharpest

of

the

"bird"

Waldorf-Astoria
at

Backgammon.

HE most uncommon name . . . the most imposing
feet . . . the most imperturbable charm in Holly¬
wood . . . all these belong to Walter Pidgeon.
The name, punning to the contrary, bears no
relation to that other Hollywood bird, the ginrummy addict. It was inherited from his merchant dad,
Caleb Pidgeon, and before that, from a long line of
sea-faring ancestors who docked their schooners in
his native port of St. John, New Brunswick.
All long-standing jokes, bon mots or just plain brightsayings on the name business can be neatly finished
off right in these first paragraphs simply by registering
the recent remark of a young lady in M-G-M’s prop¬
erty department who, every day for a week, typed out
an order for “a crate of Pidgeons” to be used in a
farm scene.
“I’m sorry,” she said with a blush when corrected,
“I—I didn’t know it was spelled any other way!”
The feet are size 13 and give credence to the foul
rumor that Garbo quit pictures because she couldn’t
hope to equal Pidgeon’s standing. For anyone interested
in knowing just what it means to have so much turned
up at the bottom, it might be said that some of the

Week-end At The Waldorf"
Ginger

Rogers

is

the

(MGM)

leading

lady.

is a modern role for Walter.
Robert

Z.

Leonard

directs

swankest hotel towel racks in the country have been
decorated with Walter’s socks, which must be specially
woven, and which he lovingly rinses out each night in
the nearest washbowl. On location he does the same,
and sleeps with one eye open to thwart the unkind
souls who would borrow one for a muffler.
The foot subject, too, can be given a quick wind-up
by echoing a statement which has become a sort of
college yell at Metro. It started one day when a retake
of the star was needed, and since it was a back view,
someone suggested they save Walter a trip to the studio
and use a stand-in for the shot.
The director shook
his head. “Nobody can fill Pidge’s shoes,” he said firmly.
It spread around the lot, and when they use it these
days they’re not kidding—both ways!
The charm, also congenital, is a subject not so easily
dismissed—even if anybody wanted to. Among its com¬
ponents is an ubiquitous sense of humor and an un¬
failing choice of the right words for the right occasion,
both of which he had with him the day “Mrs. Parkington” finished shooting:
When the camera stopped turning on the last “take”
it left him perched half-way (Continued on page 53)

THE IMPERTURBABLE PIDGE
He's not new . . . but he's different!

Doesn't know

what type he is; doesn't have an acting style. . . .
All he asks for are parts he’s "at home in"
Bv DOROTHY DEERE

G

of

the

true

sophisticates

of

filmdom.

he gets a hand . . . from Lana Turner,

Vital

statistics:

Hair,

black.

Height,

Eyes,

blue.

6'3".

Weight

195

lbs.

Along with stardom on

Broadway, Walter has managed two screen careers.

Water battles are a favorite sport. Runs in the family?
Roddy's father is an officer in British Merchant Marine

Roddy made a big splash in pictures when he came to
USA from London. Current movie is "Molly And Me

Looks
and
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as

if

it

might

Mary Anderson.

be

a

pleasure

to

walk, the

plank

But who wouldn't go overboard

for

Barbara

for these two

Lawrence
lovelies7

Girls had a head start, but guess who won?

Yep, those manly shoulders

had little trouble in outdistancing the determined (but delicate) gals.

D

Most Hollywood starlets get an early start in

the dramatic biz,

but Roddy's training began in London, at the tender age of eight.

Pulchritude

was

furnished

by

Eliz.

Taylor,

REAM of a lifetime (16 years!) came true when
20th Century’s Roddy McDowall heard of a
swimming pool with vacant house attached and
convinced his family they should take over. After
the mad rush of getting settled. Roddy’s gang—
Elizabeth Taylor, Mary Anderson, Barbara Whit¬
ing, Hazel Dawn, Adina Goodman, Lorraine Ben¬
dix (Bill’s daughter), Barbara Lawrence, Eddie
Ryan, Jimmy Cardwell, Cpl. John Ralles, and Lt.
James Mason—descended on the McDowall clan
for a favorite Hollywood pastime—a swim session!
Roddy and sister Virginia were host and hostess,
but it was Mrs. McDowall who saw to it that there
were no casualties and that everyone had plenty
to eat. (How those kids can put it away!)
Always in the swim, MOVIELAND was on hand
to click a lens over the frolic.

Lorraine

Bendix, Barb. Lawrence, Virginia, and Mary Anderson.

Swim

sessions

were

temporarily

halted

when

Roddy

left for p. a. and war bond tour throughout the east.
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Juliet Ann and Jimmy are riding high with Pop
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(Offered 10 yr. contract by Rep.)

Have you seen Dennis in 1 Affairs of Susan" (Para.)

Accidentally YOURS
i

<

D

ENNIS O’KEEFE'S rise to star¬
dom is in the American tradi¬
tion, that if a man has ability,
works hard enough and has
sufficient patience, success will
inevitably be his reward!
In Hollywood, the usual pattern is
obscurity today and fame tomorrow.
But it took Dennis O’Keefe precisely
fourteen years to cross that intangible
line.
For seven years he was an extra.
The succeeding years were marked
by gradual, and at times imper¬
ceptible, progress.
But with his

superb performance as Arkansas in
"The Story-of Dr. Wassell,” and his
brilliant farce characterization in
"Abroad With Two Yanks,” his versa¬
tile talents could no longer be ques¬
tioned or overlooked by Hollywood
producers. Today, he is in the envi¬
able position of having moreJeading
roles offered him than he can possibly
accept.
Since sound came in, the transition
from extra to star has been made by
less than half a dozen players. As a
result, fables arise around those for¬
tunate few. (Continued on page 70)

Versatile Dennis O'Keefe . . . was a magazine writer, stunt man, vodvil player before Hollywood smiled

H

OLLYWOOD’S full of them—beautiful,
strong, hopeful, talented young people—all
eager for a, future which will bring stardom,
wealth and fame. They think.
Most of those now thronging the boule¬
vards will never get one foot inside a studio. Many
of those who sign on dotted lines will be some¬
where else, doing something different, three years
from now. A very few will be famous.
Here are half a dozen youngsters—Lizabeth
Scott, Audrey Totter, Janis Page, Charles Drake,
Don DeFore, Bill Williams—all of whom have
made their first fine impressions on Hollywood
pages.
Lizabeth Scott was discovered by Hollywood in
the same fashion as was 1944’s sensation, Lauren
Bacall. And I mean fashion. (Each of them was
a model. Remember?)
In Lizabeth’s case, what her discoverer didn’t
know was that she was already an accomplished
actress, with experience on Broadway. She had
been Tallulah Bankhead’s understudy in “Skin
of our Teeth.”
Giving up hope of Tallulah’s
breaking a leg or her neck, Lizabeth resigned.
One month later, an agitated manager telephoned
her at 7:45 one night. Miss Bankhead couldn’t
go on, her understudy was capable of playing the
role: for crying out loud, would Miss Scott come
over and act? The house was sold out; it might
be Lizabeth’s Big Chance. (Continued on page 62)
AUDREY TOTTER came to

Hollywood via soap bo* operas.

LIZABETH SCOTT and DON DEFORE both had N. Y. stage experience first.
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By ALICE

L. TILDESLEY

/

JANIS PAGE ignored screen offer
while working in a California store.

BILL WILLIAMS, former swim champ; in vodvil before pictures.

MOVIELAND predicts: that these six young
'comers in the Hollywood new-personality
parade will deliver as "People With Promise"

Jackie Coogan and I were kids when we married.

A

LL of us, smart or dumb, have one
very human trait in common: when¬
ever we start thinking back over our
past lives, we invariably promise
ourselves: “If I had a second chance,
I wouldn’t make that mistake again!”
Probably so. Given that second chance,
plus the knowledge of the outcome, most
of us would choose different turnings
along the paths of our lives.
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After my divorce, George

(Raft)

was my 'steady'."

At the risk of sounding insufferably
smug, however, I'm frank to admit that
there isn’t one phase of my life I would
change if a could!
I’ve made mistakes along the way, of
course, and some of them have been
pretty costly ones, both to my career and
my personal happiness. No one knows it
better than I. But—the past always must
be reconciled in (Continued on, page 60)

"At the risk of sounding insufferably smug—there
isn't one phase of my life I would change if I could"

Hr BETTY (.llAHI.i:
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Future

Bathing

started

after

Beauty"

starring

in

at

6 yrs.

Billy

Rose's

Film

career

Aquacade.

.. • esther williams

I

Has fitst serious role in M-G-M's "Hoodlum Saint".

-

.

......

...

Result ... a dramatic actress!

LOVE
Life;
To eat;
To sleep;
Angie, my cocker spaniel;
Trying new things;
California weather;
Water. My family used to say I
was part fish; when I was little,
I’d sit in the bath-tub to Study
my lessons.

I CANT BEAR
Overcooked or highly
foods;
Stuffy rooms;
Tight clothes;
Stiff hairdoes;
Liprouge on teeth;
Garlic;
Hats.

seasoned

I LIKE ABOUT MYSELF
My health;
My disposition;
That I’m so happy;
That I enjoy almost everybody and
everything.
I DISLIKE ABOUT MYSELF
My thoughtlessness. I tell myself
it’s immaturity, but I’ll have to
grow up sometime.
That I say the wrong things to
people who should be handled
carefully.
That I never learned anything
about Arithmetic.
I WASN’T GOOD AT
Algebra or geometry. I didn’t try
to study them. I was elected to
a good many offices in high
school and was so busy presid¬
ing at meetings, being on com¬
mittees, and making speeches,
that I never made sense out of
mathematics. I’d explain to my
teachers how good it was for
my personality development to
engage in all those activities,
and how little time I had to
study. But they still gave me
D in algebra and geometry.
THE FIRST THING I REMEMBER
Is being put on a table in Sunday
School, where I recited the
Prayer of Faith. I was two.
WHEN I WAS A CHILD
My family was not well off, so far
as money goes. One winter we
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The girl with the poije on the cover was
born with the same name she uses now,
on August 8th, daughter of Lou and Bulo
Williams, one of five children. Educated in
public schools, Los Angeles City College, and
the Univ. of Southern California. She swam
in school to the tune of many medals, and
would have been in the Olympic games if they
hadn't been called off. She's five feet seven
inches, weighs 123 pounds. Her haiel eyes are
wide open and frank, and she wears her hair
long except when she's swimming. Learned the
neat trick of oiling her hair before going into
the water so that she doesn't have to use a
bathing cap and emerges from pool or ocean
completely unruffled.
Divorced from Dr. Leonard Kovner, whom
she married in 1940. Loves children—and lots
of 'em. Feels the most important person in her
life is her mother, a former Iowa schoolteacher
who is now teaching psychology classes at
UCLA.
Swam to success after career of modeling
clothes. M-G-M scout discovered her at the
San Francisco Fair, and she's been wearing
her bathing suit for them ever since.

lived on a sack of beans about table-high that my
father brought home. My mother fixed them in all
kinds of different ways, so successfully that I still
like beans.
I’M NOT EXTRAVAGANT ABOUT
Anything that costs a lot. It’s probably my early
training. I can’t bring myself to buy a mink coat—
though I’d adore one. I can always think of better
things to do with the money, when I have any. I
put it into real estate, good pieces of furniture, items
that may increase in value, or at least can be sold
easily if necessary. I suppose I don’t quite trust
motion picture money and expect it to vanish any
minute.
I AM EXTRAVAGANT ABOUT
Toy fish—anything in fish-shape: earrings, compacts,
purses, pins, clips. No matter how many I may
-have, if something looks like a fish, I buy it.
Cologne;
Buying baby things for new babies.
THE FIRST THING I NOTICE
About a man—is how tall he is. I like them tall.
About a woman—is her vitality.
I LIKE
Nightgowns, nice white ones of batiste, lightweight
rayon or very soft fabric. I never spend much
money on them, though.
Comic strips, especially “Terry and the Pirates’’ and
“Dick Tracy.”
Chocolate:
Fragrant, colorful garden flowers
Lying in the sun;
Bacon and eggs, lightly scrambled:
People who make me laugh.
I DON’T LIKE
Make-up, mice, moody people.
I’M GUILTY OF
Teasing. Sometimes I tease the wrong people and
there’s TROUBLE.
Ripping seams and popping buttons. I hate tight
things and if I wear them, I twist and turn until
I have them wrecked.
Using everything in -the kitchen when I cook; not
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cleaning up as 1 go; never putting tops on cans or
cans back on shelves. But my table always looks
beautiful and the food I put on it is delicious. You
have to clear up in the end, so why not do it
all at once?
Being late for appointments. Time escapes me—I
don’t know how it slips away. I’ll start out on time,
but maybe I’ll see a cute dress in a window, or
a new kind of flower growing, or a person I haven’t
seen lately; I’ll stop to look or to talk, and pretty
soon I’m an hour and a half late.
I

KNOW
I must correct this fault because studios must click
along on time. My excuse to myself has been that
I don’t mind when others are late. I can use the
waiting period to catch up on telephone calls, read
something, or think—I never get time to think!
But I know that’s no excuse, really.

THE MOST IMPORTANT PERSON IN MY LIFE
Is my mother. She was an Iowa schoolteacher before
she married. After she came to California and had
a family of five children, she interested herself in
Parent-Teacher work, took some degrees at the Uni¬
versity. conducted classes in adult education, is
especially interested in Applied Psychology, and has
collected material for a book.
My father is an artist and a dreamer, so my mother
had to be practical.
She was never ambitious for her children, except that
she wanted us all to be happy, normal, healthy peo¬
ple with open minds and hearts.
I took her to her first nightclub after we attended the
Academy Awards this year. She sat at a little table
watching the glamorous stars crowding into the
place, pushing each other. Chairs jamming against
chairs, waiters wriggling their way through, no
room to dance, hardly room to breathe, the noise
of everyone trying to be heard above the almost
deafening music. She looked around, shook her head
and said: “Oh those poor rich people!”
I LIKE TO
Paint furniture, design swim suits, play with children,
knit, listen to forum programs, take part in dis¬
cussions about current problems like juvenile de¬
linquency.
(Continued on page 90)

She was the
;t sucker
of them 'all!

Paramount presents

Back in the hooch-happy
days of the Terrific Twen¬
ties Texas Guinan greeted
the mob at her famous night
club with her famous shout
of "Hello Suckers" ,. . but
she was the biggest sucker
of them all, for she was des¬
perately, hopelessly in love
with a man ... gambler and
racketeer... she could never
marry.

Texas was famous for
another expression,
“Give this lit¬
tle girl a great
big hand" an
pression that she would use
again today if she could see
Betty Hutton as Texas
Guinan in “INCENDI¬
ARY BLONDE.” Betty is
slightly more than terrific
as the great Guinan . .. she
has to be for Texas was a
fabulous personality, rodeo
queen, Ziegfeld girl, Holly¬
wood star, and owner of her
own night club, teilihgoff the
gun-toting gangsters who
tried to muscle in on her.
•
Paramount has filmed Texas
Guinan’s exciting story in a
riot of color, with a caval¬
cade of great hit tunes, and
at a mile a minute pace.
The picture is so good that
Paramount has chosen it to
mark its Third of a Century
of Entertaining the World.

starring

Betty Huttor
ARTURO

de Cordova
CHARLES RUGGIES • ALBERT DEKKER
BARRY FITZGERALD
ora Mary Phillips ■ Bill Goodwin • Edward C
The Maxellos • Maurice
Directed by GEORGE MAR!
Ofigmcl Screen Ploy by
Ooude Bmyon ond Frank

Paramount — Entertaining the World for One Third of a Century!

British—with vangeanca—he's got a sharp wit and tongue to match!

Currently a candidate tor—the lead in "Forever Amber."

A

Invented
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the telescope

in

use on

Universal

set.

FRIEND of George Sanders said to him one day,
. “I maintain that you are a paradox. You have had
shockingly few sympathetic roles in your screen
career, aside from the ‘Saint’ and ‘Falcon’ series.
When you have been given a sympathetic role,
it has always been tinged with shades of socially colored
brutality. You were a beast in ‘Moon and Sixpence,’ a
cad in ‘Summer Storm’ and a poltroon in ‘This Land
Is Mine.’ But no matter what you do, your fan mail
increases in volume and fluttering feminine voices all
over this broad land inquire after the release date of
your next picture.”
Mr. Sanders gave this situation some scientific
thought, and came up with an explanation. “I think
it is because women in this country have been pampered
and made to assume a position of emancipated respon¬
sibility. Although they like to have their freedom, they
also long for the old position of respectful submission.
When they see a man on the screen who gives the
impression of being able to enforce his viewpoint, and
no nonsense tolerated, they are intrigued.”
However intrigued feminine theatregoers may be by
the celluloid suggestion of George Sanders’ male author¬
ity, it can not be said that the feminine press in Holly¬
wood has been caught by his charm—which is a pity.
There is scarcely a woman reporter who doesn’t have
a favorite Sanders-interview story, and these anec¬
dotes range from the absurd (Continued on page 86)

By FREDDA DUDLEY

THE BRAIN
He's got a-heod, and he's using it!
George Sanders, super smooth 'n suave,
the most misunderstood man in Hollywood

Has an ear for music—and plays it that way.

Admits to a wife at long lastl

(At top) Co-star Geraldine Fitzgerald plays malevolent sister in "Uncle Harry."
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By MICKE

Eavesdropping on film femmes while they're
letting down their back hair—a neat trick
if you can turn it, and confidentially

. .

.

R

EMEMBER the time you put the dime in the collec¬
tion plate and pulled out a nickel and five pennies
in change? Or the day you told that whopper to
get that vacation job? Or started saving your pin
money so you could study voice?
Well, leave us face it—nearly everybody can crow,
“I know a see-crut!” But a secret is interesting only
in that it is a secret, and we offer selected samples
herewith:
In the two years Lauren (Has Anybody Got a Match?)
Bacall was looking for the opening in the curtain that
separated her from the stage, she changed—because she
had to—from a naive young girl into a kind of fresh kid.
“It was an external change,” Lauren says. “Nothing
inside changed at all. The ‘fresh kid’ act I was accused
of was just a pose, and nothing (Continued on page 55)
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By

LESLIE

TRAINE

His full name is Francis Xavier
Aloysius James Jeremiah
Keenan Wynn. He’s the grand¬
son of that distinguished stage
an .
- ,
favorite, the late Frank Keenan,
and the son of famous comedian, Ed Wynn. Acting is
in his blood. But he loves engines, every coil, screw
piece or part that makes up a machine that will go far
and fast.
°
Now he wants to buy a boat. In the east, he always
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b£3tS' HeJ
Lt0, ,win races and break records
with them, and still holds the world’s record for cir¬
cumnavigation of Manhattan Island in a speedboat in

39 minutes flat. As soon as he, Esther Williams and
Van Johnson finish shooting “Early To Wed,” Keenan
will rush back to see the boatbuilders who used to con¬
struct his crafts in the old days.
His boat will be a hobby or plaything, to be moored
perhaps in the proposed yacht harbor near Santa
Monica, though it won’t be a sailing vessel. His wife,
Evie, and small sons, Ned and Tracy, will go out on it,
too. As the boys grow older, he’ll teach them how to
handle her and care for her engine, while Evie looks
on. She can’t so much as disconnect a horn, knows
nothing about motors and hasn’t the slightest intention
of finding out.

Airplanes were Keenan’s first loves. At 14, he was a
licensed pilot, and flying would have been his chosen
career if Father Ed Wynn had been willing. As it was,
Keenan owned several planes as he grew older, and
cracked up in them three times, escaping with no more
than broken ankles.
“I suppose I got to thinking I had a charmed life,” he
said, thoughtfully, “but I found out I was wrong. One
day I took up a borrowed plane, an old crate hung to¬
gether with baling wire; something went wrong with
the oil line and the plane caught fire.”
Keenan had a passenger, but there was absolutely
nothing either man could do; (Continued on page 50)
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Me Mu/eMMe Seven Seas
...until this Wildcat crossed his path!
Captive bride . . . lovely . . . dangerous! She
whipped him, wanted to kill him, then loved him
as no woman ever loved a man. Thrill-packed
days of adventure... intimate nights of romance!

i..y

starring

PAUL

MAUREEN

WALTER

HENREID • O’HARA • SLEZAK
with BINNIE BARNES • JOHN EMERY

■d

FRANK BORZAGE

production

...s/7 G/or/ov* T£Cf/A//CO£OR
Executive Producer ROBERT FELLOWS . Associate Producer STEPHEN AMES . Directed by FRANK BORZAGE
tureen Play by GEORGE WORTHING YATES and HERMAN J. MANKIEWICZ
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By G. B. SHALLIN

A shrew she was—in "The Suspect" with C. Laughton.

As Mrs. Watty in "The Corn is Green" (WB)

HOW DID SHE
GET THAT WAY?
When is an actor not an actor?

When parts

are people, says Rosalind Ivan . . . she lives
every

role,

instead

of merely playing

it

.
Piano prodigy at 10 in her native London.

W

HEN Rosalind Ivan made her screen bow in “The Suspect” as Cora.
Charles Laughton’s hateful, nagging wife, she jolted the customers into
such an enthusiastic hatred that during her screen tantrums, many
audiences gave out with hisses and boos. So terrific was the impact of
her characterization that nobody blamed Laughton at all when, finally
driven beyond the limits of human control, he finished her off. Yet even after
we had watched Cora’s funeral services (with a feeling of guilty relief), her
personality continued to dominate the story clear to the end.
That’s the kind of acting that takes a bit of doing, but it’s nothing new to
Rosalind Ivan, who’s equipped by both instinct and training for playing to the
hilt every part she gets.
(Continued on page 66)
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By JILL WARREN

Hi, CHUMS, how’s your tan coming along? Grab a
** coke and settle down for a few minutes and let’s see
what’s going on in the music world.
The big news of the month is that Metro-GoldwynMayer is going into the record business. Actual record¬
ing won’t start for a few months because of the diffi¬
culties in obtaining equipment, etc., but before too long
a time, their label will be making its appearance. It’s
a safe bet that their talent roster will include such peo¬
ple as Gloria De Haven, June Allyson, Carlos Ramirez,
Tommy Dix and any other musical lights on the M-G-M
payroll. Also, those of their stars who now have out¬
side recording deals, like Judy Garland and Johnnie
Johnston, will probably sign with Metro when their
contracts expire.
Several new bands have been showing up on the
orchestral scene.
Since the outbreak of the war, no
new band has come along to create any sort of a sensa¬
tion. I mean there hasn’t been another Goodman, Miller
or James. But Randy Brooks seems destined for the
name band classification. Randy, you’ll remember, was
Les Brown’s trumpet star before he decided to take
up the baton. He is making good in a hurry, and his
arrangements, built around hot horn, have caused a
lot of talk in the trade.
Decca has grabbed young
Brooks, the first band they’ve signed since the war, and
on his initial discs they are going to team him with
Marion Hutton.
Shorty Cherok, another trumpet man, also has a new
outfit, which has the financial assistance of Shorty’s ex¬
boss, Horace Heidt.
George Paxton, who organized his orchestra about
a year ago, is beginning to click solidly in New York and
will probably be making his way across the country soon.
Jess Stacy has left Tommy Dorsey and once again he
is rumored to be contemplating having a band’of his
own. Maybe he’ll really go through with it this time.
Speaking of Dorsey, he decided not to drop all his strings
after all, and is using a few on his radio shows.
Corky Corcoran, of Harry (Continued on page 51)
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Crooner Dick Brown and Nancy Norman, Sammy
Kaye's vocalist, are singing love songs—really!

Dick Haymes and Diana Lynn perform for the NBC global
half

hour

musical

program—"Everything

for

the

Boys."

When Glenn Miller alumni got together recently in N. Y. for Moj. Miller Bond show—
(I. to r.) Ralph Brewster, Marion Hutton, Tex Beneke, Paula Kelly and Hal Dickenson

Jack Owens, the cruising crooner on the Breakfost Club
show, gives out with some early morning stuff for Jill

The rumor seems right re: Avo Gardner and Artie Show, at El Morocco.
Avo hails from the South—was former model and first Mrs. M. Rooney.
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THE BELLS OF
If you'd been a guest on the RKO lot
when three Academy Award winners
were at work, all in.one picture . . .

Going

the

same

Crosby & Sons:

way:

Bergman,

McCarey

and

Bing.

Gary. Dennis, Phil, Lindsay.

"That's my old school room!" say amaied visitors when they see this set.

“THE Bells Of St. Mary’s” is not a sequel to “Going
I My Way.” Actually, it was a mental forerunner of
I that Academy Award snatcher.
Long before Leo McCarey had perfected his plans
for “Going,” he was doing creative gymnastics with
another idea. His aunt was one of the founders of the
Order of the Immaculate Heart and she frequently
regaled him, as a youngster, with stories of the merry
life lived by the nuns. Their gentle happiness, their
sisterly baiting of the new priests in the parish, and
their overall devotion to their ideals of helpfulness and
loving kindness, struck Mr. McCarey as representing
the basis for a fine, warm, very human story.
“Someday,” he told a friend, “I’m going to make an
•entertaining, humorous, constructive picture about a
young priest who is neck deep in nuns.” His early view
of this story represented the young priest as an athletic
character much in the position of a rugged boy brought
up by a family of fond aunts, surrounded by a group of
girl cousins and sisters.
Somehow the idea didn’t jell as satisfactorily as he had
hoped, so Mr. McCarey switched to the “Going” theme.
But, having established the character of Father O’Malley,
he was set. Here was his made-to-order young priest
in the intelligent and sensitive acting technique of Bing
Crosby.
And so, on the RKO-Pathe lot in Culver City, on
one of the largest sound stages in Hollywood, fifteen
different sets were prepared; one of them a brick
parochial school.
Father John Devlin of St. • Victor’s
Church in Los Angeles was persuaded to act as Technical
Director and so acute was his conception that, when
a visitor from New York was brought on the set, she
exclaimed, “Heavens, that school is a replica of the
one I attended in upstate New York—I even sat at that
desk! It should have my initials carved in the upper
left hand corner.”
Two days later a visitor from Texas said laughingly,
“Why, that’s where I went to school!”
Then there was the corporal from Pittsburgh who
said the school room reminded him of his grade school
defeat at the hands of arithmetic; and a Yeoman 1/c
from Seattle said the room had instantly restored to
memory the poems he had to recite on Friday afternoons.
Having had all these facts presented, any sensible jury
in the land, at this point, would convict Father Devlin
of accuracy in the first degree. A lovely—and rather
rare—crime in Hollywood.
Incidentally, to conform with story line, there is one
wing of the building that is supposed to be dangerous—
actually condemned—and the corridors in this section
give off a hollow echo to answer the flat sound of foot¬
steps. In what is represented (Continued on page 73)
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Brigadier General and Mrs. Elliott Roosevelt (Faye Emerson), at the Stork.
They went to New York, trom Washington, for big Eisenhower Reception

Judy Garland. Director Vincent Minelli . . . married
since

Fanny Brice ond Spencer Tracy, at Ciro's.

Spence

may go to Broadway next season for a Sherwood play
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June.

Its

her

second

marriage,

his

first.

Jhe Dennis Morgans, picking horses at Santa Anita.
sailor in

"Christmas in Conn."

He's the

"The Hasty Heart" will be his next.

Elizabeth Taylor, at lunch in the MGM commissary.
Did you know—she has a trained coloratura voice?

Newlyweds!

Peter Lorre and Karen Verne.

just about the time of his marriage;

Lorre's book was published

the title,

"Sweet and

Bitter."

Jimmy Durante, Mr. and Mrs. Franchot Tone (see the Inside
Hollywood Item about them, in this issue), ot Iturbi's party.

Norma Shearer (more than three yrs. since her
last movie), with husband Lt. Martin Arrouge.
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WHAT S WITH WYNN
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 411

they sat there in the flames, hurtling
through space. The young actor’s hel¬
met ignited, melted and ran down his
cheeks. That’s the origin of the tiny
pock marks on his face. The other
man was scarred. Just why both
weren’t killed remains a mystery. It
was then that Keenan lost his taste
for flying.
Last year, he was a prominent mem¬
ber of the first Hollywood troupe to
fly to China, Burma and way points
to entertain U. S. servicemen. Enough
time had elapsed to dim the memory
of his narrow escape from death, but
he could understand the pilot he saw
at an airport office enroute, who took
off his wings, laid them on the desk
and groaned: “I’m through. Do what
you please with me—I can’t go on!”
‘‘They call it flight-fright now,”
Keenan explained. “It’s like nervous
breakdown—once you get it, you can’t
go up. The only cure is to stay on
the ground till it passes ”
After his accident grounded him.
Keenan went in for cars. Both the
Wynns were in Van Johnson’s car the
night that popular young star was all
but fatally injured.
“In one split second,” related Evie.
afterward, “we saw the other car,
knew it was going to hit us and that
there was no escape; yet Keenan
thought fast enough to put his arm
around me and say, quietly: ‘Relax—
just relax!’ He didn’t seem frightened,
so I relaxed and neither of us was
seriously hurt. Poor Van stiffened up,
fought the wheel of the car, and was
nearly scalped.
“After the crash, I lay under the
car with dirt pouring into my eyes.
I thought it was glass and that I’d be
blind all the rest of my life. I kept
moaning: ‘It’s glass!’ Keenan leaned
under the car and examined my eyes,
as quietly as if we’d just stopped on
the street during a walk to look for a
cinder. ‘Don’t worry, dear, it’s just
dirt,’ he told me. I don’t know how
he could have been so calm. He took
care of both Van and me, telephoned
Whitey Hendry, Chief of Police at
MGM, got a doctor, did everything
with no lost motion and without los¬
ing his nerve.”
Motorcycles
succeeded
cars
as
Keenan’s cherished hobby. He had a
light one for daytime driving, a heavy
model for night travel. He used to
love to take the machines apart and
put them together again, assisted by
four-year-old Ned, who stood by
eagerly holding tools and rags. The
studio wasn’t too happy about the
dangerous sport, but Keenan refused
to give it up.
The day that Evie was returning
from the hospital with their new son
Tracy, Keenan was coming home on
his motorbike to put welcoming
flowers in every room of the Brent¬
wood home.
Connie and Johnny
Maschio, close friends of the Wynns,
were following him in their car,
when suddenly a driver ahead made
a U-turn, apparently without a signal,
and Keenan ran full into the car with
such force that he broke the door with
his head. Death, fortunately, was on
a holiday.
His ambulance, with Van Johnson
riding beside him, passed the one
carrying Evie and the baby on Sunset

Boulevard
though none of them
knew it at the time.
Arrived at the house, Evie asked
the ambulance attendants to wait a
few’ minutes before carrying her into
the house. “My husband wants to
take movies of me coming home, as
he did when I brought home our first
son,” she told them. They waited.
She thought they seemed uneasy, but
she supposed Keenan was still in the
garden gathering flowers and hadn’t
heard the ambulance. In the end, she
had to agree to be carried upstairs and
put to bed.
There she waited a long time. No
Keenan appeared. An infection that
had developed since the birth of the
baby required sedatives, which was
fortunate, for Evie kept sinking into
oblivion and time passed unnoticed.
Night came, and with it Johnny and
Connie Maschio, who didn’t know how
to break the bad news. In their fear
for Evie, they tried to make light of
the accident, saying in effect: “Oh—
the funniest thing happened—Keenan
fell off his motorbike!”
“Keenan couldn’t do that, he’s too
careful!” cried Evie.
They soothed her, saying he was
quite all right but the hospital was
keeping him overnight to take X-rays.
This made sense to Evie, and she re¬
laxed. “I think I’ll turn on the radio,”
she said, reaching for the switch.
They tried to stop her, but diverted
her for too few moments. A familiar
voice came over the airwaves: “Folks,
I have bad news for you tonight.
Keenan Wynn, that grand comedian,
lies at the point of death . . .”
“For heaven’s sake!” cried Keenan’s
wife, “Why can’t they get their facts
right? They really should check before
they say a thing like that!”
The Maschios weakly agreed. But
later commentators expanded the

news, the telephone began to ring, and
kept on ringing, with messages of
condolence, inquiry, and offers of help.
Merciful sedatives, subtly increased,
worked their magic that night, but
Evie had to know in the morning.
It was a long pull, but Keenan made
it. The Wynn garages no longer house
motorcycles. Van Johnson sold his.
which had been parked there, too—
and now the library is strewn with
books about boats.
When Ed Wynn refused to permit
his teen-age son to enter aviation.
Keenan announced that he’d be an
actor.
“You’ll have to learn something
first,” suggested his parent.
Keenan shrugged. “I was practi¬
cally born in the theater. I know all
about acting,” he declared.
“So?” gasped Ed Wynn. Then he
sent his son to study dancing with
Ned Wayburn.
At graduation exercises, however.
Wayburn’s other students danced
while Keenan gave a dramatic read¬
ing of a Claude Rains speech in “They
Shall Not Die”. In the audience, look ¬
ing for musical talent for a show hi
intended to produce, was Melville
Burke, director of Lakewood Summei
Theater at Skowhegan, Maine. He
came backstage to see Keenan, in¬
stead of gathering up dancers.
“That was very bad. that thing you
did,” he told the boy. “Do you want
to be an actor?”
Privately, Keenan thought little of
the Burke opinion—he believed he’d
been tremendous—but he said yes, hi
intended to act. As it turned out.
Burke’s offer was that he be prop boy
at Skowhegan with a chance to play
a few bits. Keenan accepted it for the
succeeding summer, and for six years
he worked at Skowhegan’s theater
every summer, spending winters on
Broadway or on tour. The last sum¬
mer, Evie was with him.
For this fact, Evie insists on taking
all the bows.
“The moment I set eyes on Keenan.
I said to myself: ‘That’s for me!’ ” she

?iettei_,DMViS' Aj MocLeish- Edward G. Robinson (standing). Bette left for N. Y. just afte;
th.s Hollywood party, enroute to London. It's rumored she'll appear in an Enqlish play.

laughed. “All that remained was to
make up his mind, which I’m happy
to say I promptly did!”
Evie—programs read “Eve Abbott”
—was in New York playing with
Katharine Cornell and Guthrie McClintock, when Tom Lewis (who has
since married Loretta Young) invited
her to see a play. A boy they both
knew had a role in it, and they went
backstage afterwards to see him.
“He was dressing with Keenan,”
recalled Evie. “Keenan had a small
part, but was doing wonders with it.
I told him so, and he liked my telling
him. I knew then that he was for me.
The name of the play was ‘Hitch Your
Wagon’—and I did!”
Keenan is tall artd dark, with broad
shoulders and erect carriage. Evie is
slender and blonde, with laughing
green eyes. She looks something like
Joan Blondell—when Joan first came
to Hollywood—if you can imagine an
ethereal Blondell. Several picture
offers are now in the talking stage,
and before long you’ll see what I
mean.
Before he entered pictures, Keenan
had played 96 roles on the stage. Some
of the plays were flops, but his notices
were uniformly excellent. After his
first Broadway appearance in “Re¬
member The Day,” Metro-Gold wynMayer Studios offered him a screen
test, which he refused. Several sea¬
sons later, they again asked him to
come to Hollywood.
“Come out and we’ll give you a
test,” they urged.
“You bring me out,” he returned,
“and I’ll take your tired old test. I’m
looking for two weeks’ vacation.”
Keenan didn’t believe anything
would happen and wasn’t surprised
to be offered a small salary. But the
Wynns had fallen in love with Cali¬
fornia by that time, so he agreed to
remain. His first three screen roles
were unimportant; he was discouraged.
When Lindsay and Crouse offered him
a part in “Strip For Action,” he left
for New York without the formality
of asking permission.
He’d hardly reached -the big city,
when he was called for a picture.
Naturally, the studio was upset to
discover that he was 3000 miles away,
but they grew calmer when they
heard about the play. Keenan’s hilari¬
ous antics in it brought him home
with a new contract, to play the
gangster in “Lost Angel.”
“I knew quite a few members of
gangs in New York. You see them at
night clubs,” the actor recalled. “The
modern gangster hasn’t a broken nose
or a cauliflower ear. He’s an average¬
looking' guy, except that he’s a little
unsure of himself in society; selfconscious about his table manners, and
afraid people are criticising him. I
tried to get that idea over.”
Audiences got it—they became rabid
Keenan Wynn fans.
Whether he is
playing a brief bit, as he did in
“Marriage Is A Private Affair,” or a
sustained comedy role, as in “Without
Love” and “The Clock,” his name on
a credit sheet will draw the discrimin¬
ating into any theater.
“Keenan has integrity,” said Evie,
proudly, “He won’t do a part, no mat¬
ter how long or important, unless he
thinks he is right for it. But he’ll do
any tiny scene if he can see a way to
make it mean something.
“To me, Keenan’s father, Ed Wynn,
is the funniest comedian on the stage;
offstage, he’s serious and rather quiet.
Keenan’s mother, Hilda Keenan Wynn,

was the wittiest woman 1 have ever
met. I’ve frequently listened to Noel
Coward,
Tallulah
Bankhead,
and
others who are famous as interna¬
tional wits, but none of them could
touch Keenan’s mother.
She could
size up anyone with an epigram in
two words that would have you in
spasms. ‘That’s so true—why couldn’t
I have said it?’ you’d think. She was
funny around the house, and Keenan
gets that from her. His timing and
stage presence are from his dad.
“He never argues with me. . Once
in a while I lose my temper and say
something to him, but he never flares
up. He rises from the table in the
most dignified manner—and goes out
of the room on his knees.
I can’t
stay mad—I laugh. He’s glorious fun
at home. It’s not so much what he
says, as the way he says it. He keeps
me laughing.”
Keenan isn’t always clowning. He
takes great pains with young Edmund
Keenan Wynn, known as Ned, teach¬
ing him to enjoy fine music.
He
began his son’s training by buying a
recording of “Peter and the Wolf”
which has verses telling the story.
“Here comes the wolf!” the young
father would say, acting the wolf’s
role. Soon Ned could tell exactly what
the wolf was doing, no matter what
music was played first. Then came
“Bambi,” “Dumbo,” the “Nutcracker
Suite.” Now Ned is beginning to de¬
mand “great big records” of sym¬
phonies.
Tracy, when he is old enough, will
have the same training. But Ned will
assist. “I’ll teach that baby to blow
his nose and brush his teeth first,” he
says, earnestly, “As soon as he has
teeth, he’ll talk, won’t he?” Ned talked
when he was nine months old.
The boys will be painlessly exposed
to art as well as music, in good time.
Keenan knows at a glance who paint¬
ed
picture, and can discuss fore¬
grounds, color, perspective, and why
the result is good or bad. Evie thinks
it’s fun to go gallery-visiting with
him.
“He reads all the time,” she told
me, “not only current best sellers,
but Dickens, Thackeray, Carl Sand¬
burg.
I gave him Sandburg’s four
big books about Lincoln, and do you
know, he’s read them three times?”
Keenan’s next assignment after
“Early To Wed” is to resume the role
of Mulvihill in “What Next, Corporal
Hargrove?” When the first Hargrove
picture was released, Evie was hailed
in shopping centers as “Mrs. Mulvi¬
hill,” which made her furious. The
character, you will recall, was always
“trying all the angles.”
“Don’t call me that,” she begs, “Mul¬
vihill had nqthing in common with
Keenan. My husband is the sort of
guy who would give you six onedollar bills for a five!”
While the actor was away on his
three months’ tour of war zones, he
used to visit with servicemen every¬
where, look at their home snapshots,
and show them his.
“This is my wife,” he’d say, “Write
to her, Will you, boy? Tell her. you
saw me and I was okay.”
Evie has received more than fifty
letters from farflung battle fronts,
some containing pictures of her hus¬
band taken with the writers, each
letter to her is touching and wonder¬
ful.
“The gist of them is that Keenan’s
a great guy,” she smiled. “That’s no
news to me—but it’s always welcome!”
The End

WORDS OF MUSIC
(CONTINUED FROM RAGE 44)
James’ saxophone section, wants to
be a leader man. And if he does, it’s
possible that Harry will supply the
moola. James did sensational business
at the Astor Roof, with the hotel
turning away on the average of two
thousand customers a night.
Johnnie Johnston is going to take
Perry Como’s place on the Chester¬
field Supper Club program for six
weeks in August, while Perry plays
some theatres and does a little vaca¬
tioning. Then Johnnie has to report
to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer on his new
contract, and Perry is due in Holly¬
wood to make his second picture for
Twentieth Century-Fox. He may ap¬
pear in “Doll Face,” opposite Carole
Landis.
The stork is scheduled to
make an appearance at the Johnston
home this fall. Both Johnnie and his
wife, Dorothy, are hoping for a little
boy.

WHAT'S BRISK ON THE DISC:
VICTOR:
Dinah Shore’s newest platter couples
“I Fall In Love Too Easily,” from
“Anchors Aweigh” and the popular
“Can’t You Read Between The Lines.”
Another one of Victor’s double fea¬
ture discs combines Duke Ellington,
with Tommy Dorsey’s orchestra, on
Sy Oliver’s tune, “The Minor Goes
Muggin’,” and on the reverse side
T. D., with the Duke’s band, get to¬
gether on “Tonight I Shall Sleep.”
Tommy, with his own band, does
two of the tunes from the new Metro
musical, “The Harvey Girls”—“On
The Atcheson, Topeka and Santa
Fe,” sung by the Sentimentalists and
“In The Valley,” with a Stuart Foster
vocal. “On the Atcheson,” etc., looks
like another Chattanooga Choo Choo.”
Betty Jane Bonney makes her sec¬
ond solo appearance on wax with the
old Gershwin song, “They Can’t Take
That Away From Me,” and “While
You’re Away.”
Here’s another two-in-one record—
Lena Horne and the Phil Moore Four
doing “I Want A Little Doggie” and
“How Long Has This Been Going
On?”
David Street, the singing star on the
Sealtest air show, makes his debut on
the Victor label with “I Don’t Care
Who Knows It,” and “Nevada,” Frank
De Vol’s orchestra and arrangements.
Hal McIntyre and his boys do *“I’l)
Buy That Dream” and “I’d Do It All
Over Again,” with his new vocalist.
Frank Lester, handling the lyrics. The
McIntyre band should be back from
overseas soon.

DECCA:
Bing Crosby, with the Six Hits and
a Miss and John Scott Trotter’s or¬
chestra have waxed “On The Atche¬
son, Topeka and Santa Fe," and “I’d
Rather Be Me,” from “Out Of This
World.” Then Bing solos it on “If I
Loved You,” the lovely tune from the
Broadway musical, “Carousel,” and
“Close As Pages In A Book.”
Helen Forrest does another song
from Carousel, “What’s The Use of
Wond’rin’ ” and “Anywhere,” with
Victor Young's orchestra.
“While You’re Away” and “Gotta
Be This Or That” are the two numbers
chosen by Glen Gray and the Casa
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Hark!

Hark! . . . not to the lark, but an off-the-air recording of the Philco Summer Show, Making

with an enthusiastic listen-to are Jill, Maestro Paul Whiteman and Radio Singer Georgia Gibbs.

Loma Band for their new one. Skip
Nelson sings the first side and “Fats”
Daniels the second.
Ethel Smith, first lady of the Elec¬
tric organ, swings out on two old
goodies, “Liza” and '“I Got Rhythm.”
Ella Fitzgerald and The Delta
Rhythm Boys get together for “It’s
Only A Paper Moon” and “Cry You
Out Of My Heart.”
Fred Waring has recorded an album
called “Songs of Devotion.” The selec¬
tions include “Ave Maria,” “Nobody
Knows The Trouble I’ve Seen,” “On¬
ward,
Christian Soldiers,” “Battle
Hymn Of The Republic” and others.
Jane Wilson, Gordon Goodman and
the Glee Club are featured.
Connie Boswell hasn’t been heard
on records for a while, but her new
one is so good it sort of makes up for
her absence. She does “There Must
Be A Way,” with The Paulette Sisters
and “Who’ll Lend Me A Rainbow”
with the Satisfiers.
Eddie Heywood’s piano and orches¬
tra are heard on “Please Don’t Talk
About Me When I’m Gone” and “Blue
Lou.”
Decca has some good things coming
up in the future, among which is a
Gershwin jazz album by Eddie Con¬
don. Also, John Hodiak has recorded
a couple of the tunes from “The Har¬
vey Girls” with Judy Garland. The
combination should prove interesting.
And there’s a rumor afloat that Alan
Ladd will make a tune or so for Decca.

CAPITOL:
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Freddie Slack, the boogie woogie
man, has a new platter, but it’s not
boogie woogie this time. He does “A
Kiss Goodnight” with Liza Morrow
on the vocal, and “Gee Chi Love
Song,” featuring a clarinet solo by
Barney Bigard.
For his first Capitol disc, Coleman
Hawkins offers “It’s The Talk Of The
Town,” with a dreamy Hawkin’s tenor
sax solo, and a jump instrumental,
“Stuffy.”
Jerry Colonna, the mustacheman,
does “Bell Bottom Trousers” and “I
Cried For You," in his “inimitable”
style. “I Cried” is particularly amus¬
ing, with the whole band breaking
down in tears.

Here’s an all-Gershwin album by
Billy Butterfield and his orchestra.
The vocalists are Johnny Mercer, Liza
Morrow, Sue Allen, Margaret Whiting
and Tommy Taylor; and the numbers
include “It Ain’t Necessarily So,”
“Nice Work If You Can Get It,”
“Someone
To Watch
Over Me,”
“Somebody Loves Me,” and others.
Stan Kenton, whose band is be¬
coming more popular all the time, has
two new ones—“Tampico,” sung by
June Christy and the Glee Club, and
a rhythm instrumental, “Southern
Scandal.”

COLUMBIA:
Frank Sinatra can’t make too many
records to suit his followers, and
this platter should more than please
his fan-atics. It’s “If You Are But A
Dream,” adapted from Rubinstein’s
“Romance,” and Frank’s radio theme
song, “Put Your Dreams Away.”
Cab Calloway and his orchestra are
heard on “All At Once,” with a Callo¬
way vocal, and “Dawn Time.”
Woody Herman and the Herd give
us “A Kiss Goodnight,” which Woody
sings, and “Goosey Gander.”
The Benny Goodman Sextet, who
always rate a front place on the rec¬
ord shelf, have two new originals
“Oomph Fah Fah” and “Slipped Disc.”
Benny has just signed Dottie Reid to
sing with his band.
Xavier Cugat has waxed a bolero,
Say It Over Again,” and a conga,
“Chupa-Chupa.” Del Campo sings the
first side and Miguelito Valdes and the
Cugat Chorus handle the second.
Gene Krupa’s new instrumental is
“That Drummer’s Band,” and it’s just
what the title implies, with a hide solo
by Gene.
On the flipover we find
What s This?” which is sung by
David Lambert and Buddy Stewart.
Columbia has an album which I
think everybody should own.
It’s
Norman Corwin’s complete radio show
which he wrote in tribute to V-E
day, “On A Note Of Triumph. Lud
Gluskin conducts the fine score, which
was written by Bernard Herrman.

JAM NOTES:
The Major Glenn Miller band, which
has been led by Sgt. Ray McKinley

since Glenn’s disappearance last De¬
cember, may be back in the United
States by September.
Johnny Des¬
mond, who sings with the band, has
had dozens of post-war offers for
radio, films and recordings.
He’s
been so popular with the servicemen
that they’ve dubbed him “The G. I.
Sinatra” . . . Kitty Kallen has been
taking flying lessons and hopes to solo
soon. Incidentally, Kitty certainly
rates a bow as one of the best dressed
band singers in the business.
And
she doesn’t make the mistake so many
vocalists do, that of wearing too much
jewelry . . . Andy Russell has been
doing very well on his theatre tour
with the Pied Pipers.
He may get
the singing spot with Joan Davis on
her new fall radio show . . . The An¬
drews Sisters will probably be over¬
seas by the time you read this. The
girls wanted to go last year, but
didn’t pass the physical at that time.
Maxine and her husband, Lou Levy,
have adopted a two-month-old baby
girl . . . Skip Farrell, the popular
Chicago singer, has been signed to
record for Capitol . . . Eugenie Baird,
Bing Crosby’s singing partner on. the
Kraft Music Hall, may sign with
Paramount. It is rumored that The
Groaner won’t return to radio after
his overseas trip, but then those
rumors start every year when Bing
goes off the air for the summer, and he
always winds up at his regular Thurs¬
day night spot . . Dave Raskin, who
wrote the sensational tune, “Laura,”
has composed a new one called
“Slowly.” It will be the only number
Alice Faye will sing in “Fallen Angel.”
Dick Haymes and Helen Forrest
are due for a personal appearance at
the Roxy Theatre in New York about
the end of July, which will make their
eastern fans happy.
They haven’t
been in the big town for quite a spell.
Dick will have Celeste Holm as his
leading lady in his next film, “The
Bandwagon.” . . . Frank Sinatra sold
his house in Hasbrouck Heights, New
Jersey, so it looks like he plans 'to
spend most of his time on the West
Coast in the future . . . Marilyn Max¬
well has been signed for a leading role
in “Nellie Bly,” a musical comedy
which will open on Broadway about
September. Jimmy Van Huesen and
Johnny Burke are writing the music.
. . . Ginny Simms will have a new
radio sponsor this fall. She is switch¬
ing from Philip Morris to Borden’s
Milk . . . Jo Stafford and her manager,
Mike Nidorf, have been holding hands.
And Buddy Rich and June Hutton, of
the Pied Pipers, also have that ro¬
mantic gleam in their eyes . . . Jane
Harvey, whose first professional sing¬
ing job was with Benny Goodman, is
set for a big solo build-up with
Columbia Records . . . Louis Prima is
breaking records everywhere he ap¬
pears. He’s a terrific showman and
nis popularity is growing by leaps and
bounds . . . Judy Garland and Deanna
Durbin, who started together at Metro
several years ago, were married with¬
in a few days of each other, each for
the second time—Judy to her director,
Vincent Minelli, and Deanna to her
producer, Felix Jackson. Judy’s ex,
David Rose, received a medical dis¬
charge from the Army.
That wraps it up for now Play¬
mates. Don’t forget, if you have any
musical questions, drop me a card or
a letter, and I ll answer them for you,
if I can. Just address Jill Warren.
Movieland Magazine, 1476 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.
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LILTIN' MARTHA Tilton is
another Capitol first. Just
back from an overseas tour
with Jack Benny, she hit the
jackpot
with
"I'll
Walk
Alone" and "I Should Care."
HE CAN PICK 'EM, as anyone
can plainly see! Johnny Mercer
discovered ond was first to record
young Lois Butler, whose first disc
will soon be released. Mercer, as
president of Capitol, has an un¬
canny ability to pick unknowns
and make them stars. Miss Butler,
only 14, is Mercer's latest selection.
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First with the Best — thot's
Capitol's way of recording.
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YOUR PROBLEM
and MINE
fjfane fyfruman
Let Jane Wyman help solve
your problem. Write her c/o
Movieland, 9126 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles, 46, California
Jane

believes

in

teaching

'em

while they're young,

daughter Maureen, age 4, studies Spanish and

Dear Jane:
This to you may seem very unimportant,
but to me it is important and I am sure
you can help me.
Last year I went steady with a girl
whom I loved very much. She jilted me
for my best friend, Jack. We are now
dating again, and she swears that she loves
me and will be true to me. But I am
afraid.
She hurt me once and I do not want to
be hurt again. Should I trust her? Please
help me if you can.
Anthony
Dear' Anthony:
Where the heart is involved, it is
difficult to look facts squarely in the
face, hut that is what you will have to
do in this case.
I do not know all the circumstances,
so can give you only this advice: find
out what has caused this girl’s changed
attitude.
If she came back to you because
Jack lost interest in her, then you will
be wise not to take her seriously. If,
on the other hand, she found, after
going with Jack, how much she liked
you, and came back for that reason,
you probably can believe her.
lie sure you Find out the truth in this
matter before making your decision.
Jane Wyman

Dear Miss Wyman:
My problem is loneliness. You see, I
am away from home, resting in Arizona
for my health. My mother sent me with
a friend of hers. I am 17 and old enough
to have dates. But the woman who is
responsible for me just won’t trust me to
go out.
I don’t want to disobey her, so I have
been staying home every day and night.
Some times when I am alone, I cry—I
cry so hard it hurts inside.
The doctor has told me I shouldn’t get
upset, but here I am always crying and
getting sick again. Please help me.
Joyce

lack of trust that makes this friend
forbid you to go out, but concern over
your getting well. You say you are in
Arizona to rest, and that is what you
should do.
You are young yet and have plenty
of time to go out on dates, and the im¬
portant thing for you to do now, is
concentrate on getting well so that you
can enjoy them later.
If I were you, I would arrange to
have a talk with my doctor, at which
I would have this friend present. Ask
him if it would hurt you to go out,
and tell him the situation. If he says
you should completely rest, then be a
brave girl, stop your crying, read good
books or do anything else that interests
you. and devote all your efforts to
getting well.
Your future health depends on the
care you give yourself now, so do your
best.
All good wishes to you for a
speedy recovery.
Jane

Wyman

Dear Jane:
Seeing you have helped other girls with
their problems, we are hoping you help us
with ours.
For a long time we have been wanting
to work on a Dude Ranch somewhere in
the western states: work around the ranch
house such as getting meals, waiting tables
and cleaning. But we don’t know where
to get that sort'of a job and we are hoping
you can advise us. We’ll be watching
for your answer.
Pam and Kit
Dear Pam and Kit:
I suggest that you go to one of the
travel bureaus and get the names and
addresses of ranches that appeal to you
from
their
advertising
folders,
and
write to those ranches, giving your
qualifications
and
experience.
You
should be able to get such jobs during
the vacation season when the ranches
need help. Best of luck to you.
Jane Wyman

Dear Joyce:
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Loneliness is an unhappy thing to
bear, but not nearly so hard as a long
sickness.
It apparently has not oc¬
curred to you that perhaps it is not

Dear Miss Wyman:
I am seventeen years of age and a
mother of a child. My husband is over¬
seas, somewhere in Germany. He is very .

so

French.

fond of the baby, and me. I live with my
in-laws and they, too, are very fond of
us both. My mother-in-law won’t let me
do anything for the baby, and thinks it is
her own. I feel very hurt because I be¬
lieve it is my duty to bring up my own
child.
We had an argument over this
situation, and she said she would take
the baby away from me.
I wrote my husband and told him about
this matter. He felt very upset to think
his own mother would take this attitude,
and told me to leave and go on my own.
I know I’m very young to take this
problem into my own hands. So would
you please give me some advice?
Marianne
Dear Marianne:
For a girl of your age, you have
taken a very mature attitude in regard
to your problem, and I am sure you
are going to be able to work it out
sensibly.
You are entirely right that it is your
privilege to take care of your baby. You
are the baby’s mother and should have
the joy of looking after him.
Being
young, you also need the advice of your
mother-in-law, but that doesn’t mean
that she should usurp your place.
And
if you are a good mother, 1 see no
grounds upon which she can take the
baby away from you.
I would have a frank talk with her,
telling her just how you feel.
If she
does not change her attitude, show her
your husband’s letter and insist that un¬
less she does let you have charge of the
baby, you will have to do as he says.
Let her understand that you do not
want to leave and that you need her
advice and help-that you want her to
enjoy the baby too; that if she persists
in acting as she has done, she will force
you to take the baby away.
If you
handle this tactfully, I am sure you can
work it out.
I. too, believe you are a bit young to
go on your own with the responsibility
of a baby, and unless you have some
relatives to whom you can go, you
should hesitate to take this step until
you have exhausted all other methods
to remedy this situation.
Jane Wyman

I KNOW A SECRET
ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 391

more. A means to an end. It helped
me brazen through moments when I
actually felt like running away and
hiding. It was something I fyad to do
in order to get ahead.
“I got so tired of that patronizing
I’m so sorry, but Mr. X isn’t seeing
anyone today,’ from producers’ secre¬
taries, that I built up a skin-deep
poise and assurance—almost an in¬
solence—that got me into offices which
otherwise would have remained closed
to me.
“One particular instance—and I
shall use John Golden as an example,
although he was one of the few pro¬
ducers I didn’t try it on—I walked
into an office and up to the secretary.
“Mr. Golden, please,” I said in my
best hauteur.
“This poise sort of threw the secre¬
tary for a minute, because she looked
around frantically on her desk for the
appointment pad.
You
had
an
appointment
of
course?” she asked.
“ ‘Of course,’ I said.
“Then I felt kind of sorry for her.
She smiled in a tentative sort of
way. ‘I’m afraid I’ve mislaid your
name, Miss—er—Miss
’
“Miss Bacall.”
“She rushed into Mr. Golden’s office,
only half-closing the door. I heard
her announce me and when he pro¬
tested that he didn’t remember the
appointment, she insisted that she had
written it down carefully for him.
Then she ushered me inside. As soon
as the door closed behind her, I sort
of folded up.
“You’re right, Mr. Golden,” I said.
“I didn’t have an appointment. But
this is the only way I could get in to
see you—about a job. I need one. And
I want one. And I know I can act!”
“And occasionally it worked. But
it has always seemed strange to me
that you have to connive and brazen
your way through things, just to prove
that you can deliver. But if that’s the
way things are, then you have to meet
the challenge by conniving like a
fool and turning into that fresh kid
that was the stage-bound me.
“It’s not much of a confession, I
guess,” she said, “but it’s been my
private secret for a long time.”
Veronica Lake took time out from
“The Blue Dahlia” to talk about her
secret hate—her own posture. Ron¬
nie’s always wanted to do a real shud¬
der whenever she spotted herself in
a full-length mirror.
“Look at that!” she used to yelp.
“Just look at that posture! I’m sup¬
posed to be a glamour girl, but I
stand like a capital S!”
Ronnie wasn’t satisfied with her¬
self “as was,” so she went out to
change her posture status from quo to
queenly. She enrolled in a dancing
class under Anton Dolin’s fine Rus¬
sian ballet hand, and studied hard to
master the pedal positions. She had
just reached the entre-chat when her
impending motherhood called a halt
to the proceedings.
But Ronnie is smart. Besides loving
dancing in every form, and hoping to
be a ballet dancer, she realized that
the dancing technique would improve
her posture and add grace to her walk.
Now that her baby is no longer in
the infant brigade, Ronnie is stitch¬

ing new ribbon on her toe shoes and
has re-enrolled in Dolin’s class.
Self-improvement is a wonderful
thing. But the Lake lady has more
than just that on her mind.
“I’ll cut you in on a secret,” she
says. “Someday I’m going to do a
ballet in a picture!”
So don’t say we didn’t warn you.
It seems that in order to get ahead
in Hollywood you have to pretend to
be completely disinterested in and
bored by whatever it is you ulti¬
mately want to achieve, or you don’t
get anywhere at all. If this,confuses
you, pax vobiscum. It is confusing even
to Hollywood’s habitues!
, Take the case of Marsha Hunt, who
arrived in this town of flashy films
with much fanfare by the local press.
This was back a few years, when a
Powers, model (which Marsha was)
actually meant a girl who worked as
a model for John Robert Powers, and
not just any kid with a pretty face who
trained in from New York.
Marsha disembarked the train and
was swallowed up in a wave of press
boys who fired questions at her in
every conceivable dialect, including
the Brooklynese.
“Say, Marsha,” ran the reportorial
theme, “are you out here to try pic¬
tures?”
Miss H. drew herself up to her full
height, looked down her turned-up
nose (neatest trick of the year) and
hissed, “Certainly not!”
The following week she signed (but
quickly) one of the more promising of
the umteen studio contracts that were
passed before her goggling eyes.
Today Marsha lets out her secret
and confesses it was all an act. “Who
doesn’t come to Hollywood looking
for a job in pictures?” she wants to
know. “I just figured that the nega¬
tive approach was ‘different’ and quite
intriguing. And I must have figured
right.”
“Now take me,” says Betty Hutton
generously. “I guess it’s time I told
it. I hate to be alone. Why, even that
song ‘I’ll Walk Alone’ gives me the
horrors. I used to think it was some¬
thing to be ashamed of—this two’s
company business. But I’ve discovered
that almost everybody has some kind
of secret phobia like^ that, so I guess
it’s kinda silly hiding my particular
blight under a bushel.”
The Hutton, it seems, was what you
might call a homely kid. Sort of pie¬
faced and gawky. And she had a
frightening scar on one of those ala¬
baster cheeks of hers, dating back to
the time she’d torn her face on a rusty
hunk of barbed wire fence.
Her sister was a knockout, and
Betty kept noticing all the attention
Sis got from the male of the species.
It made her feel ugly and shabby and
completely alone and unwanted. So
she got to making friends with all the
attractive girls in school. No matter
where she went—across the campus,
to the malt shop, or to the book store—
she’d drag one of those cute babes
along, and the boys would always stop
and chat. It made her feel less lonely.
“But that feeling is still with me,”
Betty confesses. “Even today I grab
up anybody that’s handy to walk
across the Paramount lot with me. I

(Continued on page 57)

Teach your friends
how to tell FIBS!

GIRLS who prefer
tampons find two
excellent reasons
to prefer FIBS!
First, those
smooth, gently
rounded ends. Any¬
body can see, at a single glance, that FIBS
must be easy to insert. And your first
experience with FIBS proves it’s true!
Second, FIBS are “quilted”-a fea¬
ture fastidious women are quick to ap¬
preciate. This “quilting” prevents cotton
particles from clinging to delicate in¬
ternal membranes.
Also, this quilting contributes directly
to your comfort—keeps Fibs from fluff¬
ing up to an uncomfortable size, which
might cause pressure, irritation, difficult
removal. No other tampon is quilted!
Next time you buy tampons
be sure to ask for FIBS* I
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INCE the outbreak of the war, Gail Patrick
has entertained between four and five hun¬
dred boys of all ranks and nationalities, in
her charming colonial home. During this
time, one dish the boys ask for over and
over, she says, is the homemade ice cream she
makes herself. Topped with a yummy concoc¬
tion that Gail calls “Flaming Delight au Rhum,”
you’ll see that five hundred soldiers can’t be
wrong! The recipe is one you can try yourself,
so here goes!
1 pt. Milk and 1 pt. Cream
(if you can't get cream, use 1 can
condensed milk with '/j pt. milk)
Sugar

2 Eggs
1 Tsp. Vanilla
Pinch of Salt

Beat eggs until light. Add salt. Put in milk mix¬
ture, add sugar and vanilla. Beat until thor¬
oughly mixed.
Put in freezer. Freeze with 1
part salt and 3 parts ice. Turn rapidly for 4
minutes, then slowly for 3 minutes. Pack in
rock salt for hour after freezing.
When ice cream is ready to serve (test by
pulling plunger out of (Continued on page 79)
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One tasty dish deserves another . . . says
Gail Patrick, and she recommends home-made
ice cream with Rhum sauce for a summer dessert
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won’t eat alone. Or drive. Or go to
the dentist's solo. I suppose it’s silly,
but I find I really enjoy good comoany
now, so I wouldn’t think of changing.
That’s the way I am. That’s me.
“Say, I left my keys in the dressing
room. Wanna walk over with me to
get them? It’ll only take a jiffy.”
“It’s no secret that I’ve got ants in
my plants,” says Eve Arden. “Let
this be.a warning, though. I’m horti¬
culture-happy, and if you go leaving
an old shoe around my house, you’re
likely to end up with posies on your
pedal extremities.”
Eve, the gal who did such a bang-up
job in “The Doughgirls” as the Russian
sniper, is currently featured in “My
Reputation.” She is also the gal whose
house looks like a nicely run Ye
Florist Shoppe. Green things hang
from the rafters, drip from the drainboards. sprout from the shelves. Philo¬
dendron, baby ivy, lucky plants—
whatever is green and growing strikes
the Arden fancy.
“Yes, I’ll tell you my secret,” Eve
says. “A friend of mine had picked
up a pair of high buttoned shoes,
vintage 1896, a while back. She was
going to wear them to a masquerade
that evening. But she left my home
in a hurry, and forgot the shoes. I
just couldn’t bring myself to return
them, somehow, so I had them planted
and set them in the entrance hall.
They’re quite chic.
“When my friend came over the
next day to pick them up, she let out
a shriek at the sight of the ‘garden’
blooming from her shoes. After the
first shock wore off, she was so amused
she let me keep them. It cost me a
young fortune to replace the shoes—
how did I know they’d once belonged
to Lillian Russell? But I still had a
pair of unique plant containers, and
they’ve brought nothing but joy into
my life.”
About the friendliest gal in town is
June Allyson. But this same twinklyeyed gal once had the‘reputation for
being quite snooty. And there was a
good reason for it. June kept it secret
for a great many years.
“Whea I was nine,” she says, “I had
an accident that sent me to the hospi¬
tal for months. When I was finally
allowed to go back to school, I had to
wear an uncomfortable and ugly brace
to
help
me
walk.
Luckily
the
brace was hidden beneath my dress,
but I was always in terror that the
other kids would find out about it and
tease me. So I began shying away
from them.
“Finally everyone began to avoid
me, to leave me completely alone. I
got the reputation of being cold and
unfriendly. Now, of course, I don’t
blame the kids. They didn’t know
my reason for being aloof, and I cer¬
tainly did nothing to stimulate their
interest in me, nor to make them like
me.
“If I had only known then, as I do
now, that friendship—sincere friend¬
ship—has nothing to do with the
physical, I would have avoided two of
the unhappiest years of my life.”
Ella Raines’ secret is more in line
with “secret weapon,” you might say—
for the thing she’s kept to herself for
so long is the fact that she uses eye
appeal to lend sincerity to her acting.
“Most people pull the curtains down
on their eyes,” she declares. “As. a
result, their real feelings don’t show.”
The Raines method of expressing
emotion through the eyes is most
effective in her starring role with

Charles Korvin in “Enter Arsene
Lupin.” While making this picture,
Charles Korvin told her, “Ella, your
eyes bother me. I have a queer feel¬
ing when you look directly at me.”
• “That’s because we establish contact,” she told him. “It’s a good sign.
When that happens the audience is
aware of it, too, and the scene packs
wallop.”
This does not apply only to acting,
the actress warns. “Friends as well as
business contacts respond to eye ex¬
pressions too. So, when you talk to
people, you’ll be doing a good deed if
you use eye appeal.
Speaking of good deeds, it’s nice to
hear of a good turn that paid Ella
dividends.
Driving to work one a.m. at 5:45
for an early call in “Uncle Harry”,
she stopped to pick up five sailors on
their way to San Francisco. There was
a blowout.
The sailors alighted,
changed the tire in exactly two and a
half minutes, and Ella arrived at the
studio all as scheduled. She repaid
the gallant sailormen by taking them
to breakfast in the studio commissary.
So it’s eye appeal, is it? Sounds
like a secret worth knowing!
Disputing the legend that blondes
are beautiful but dumb, June Haver,
20th Century-Fox starlet, was gradu¬
ated from high school in 1944, “with
honors”. But that isn’t her big secret.
Ever since she was a little girl,
June had dreamed of the day when
she would have three things: a car of
her own, a home for her family and
herself . . . and a mink coat! When
she signed her film contract, she ac¬
quired the car—a convertible sedan.
Later she got a home in Cheviot Hills,
not far from the studio. But now she
thinks that she will let her husband
give her tfie mink coat.
. “Not that I have any marrying
plans,” she said quickly. “I haven’t
had time yet for any serious romance
rumors.”
Maybe so, but it is generally ac¬
cepted that June’s big romance is an
Army Flier. The news came to light
with the return of Lt. Robert Vallier,
navigator in the Army Air Forces,
who has completed several dozen
missions over Europe.
Lt. Vallier and the young blonde
star were former schoolmates and
spent much time together before he
became a flier and she a screen star.
Before leaving Hollywood for a per¬
sonal appearance tour that started in
New York City, Andrea King, con¬
fessed that her secret is worry . . .
worrying about weight. Unlike most
glamour girls, this actress has to watch
her diet so that no precious poundage
will disappear.
This worry was aggravated some¬
what, when she spent a morning going
up and down a long stairway for re¬
hearsals and takes for a scene in War¬
ner Bros. “Shadow Of A Woman.”
When Director Joseph Santley fin¬
ally called “lunch”, Andrea sank down
on the step where she stodd.
“Whew!” she sighed with reliei.
“Much more of that, and I’d have
been just a shadow of a woman.”
In spite of all this, however, Andrea
recently was voted “the gal with the
best looking legs in Hollywood”, by
the Hosiery Designers of America, who
ought to know whereof they speak!
For the statistically minded, here’s
how she measures up: ankle 8%; calf,
121/2; thigh, 19%. She nosed out such
competitors as Marlene Dietrich and
Betty Grable—and that’s no secret!
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THE IMPERTURBABLE PIDGE
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up a stage wall, clinging to a vine
which, it said in the script, led to
Greer Garson’s boudoir window.
A
member of the stage crew had com¬
posed a poetic tribute, and in order
that he might more fully enjoy the
reading thereof, someone had removed
Others Have Performed "Miracles"
the ladder with which he started the
Yes, thousands of "just average” girls and I climb.
women have made the decision facing you
Neat but not sticky, the offered
now. And, today, they know what miracles the
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simple, easy Powers beauty secrets have ac¬
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“Here’s to Walter—what a pal,
Friendly as the dickens with each
boy and gal,
As ‘Gus’ you did a might fine job,
Just as you always do—corn on
the cob.”
Unaccustomed as he was to perched
speaking, their hero was not caugtit
without suitable response.
Ripe off
the vine he gave them a lofty bit of
oratory, complete with daringly onehanded gestures.
“Where did you get the speech?”
asked someone who heard of the in¬
cident.
“Stole it,” he said contentedly, “from
Romeo. There was a guy who made
a habit of getting caught under bal¬
conies!”
People who never guessed how well
Pidgeon could have played Rhett
Butler, if Scarlett’s dream-boy hadn’t
been so well played by Gable, were
surprised by the dash he gave to Gus
Parkington.
As a matter of fact,
Walter was a little surprised, himself.
His ego being of the comfortable sort
which never weighs him down but can
be thrown into the balance when
needed, he at first tried to sell a couple
of other fellows for the role.
“I just couldn’t see myself as a
swashbuckler. ‘Take Ward Bond,’ I
told them. ‘Let him do a lusty, vital
thing like he did as John L. in Gen¬
tleman Jim. Just change him from a
beer-drinker to a champagne-lifter,
and he’ll be terrific!”
What for, said the producer, when
Walter already had the champagne
manner? The deal was cinched by a
Gay 90’s cutaway, tailored to his
measure, and a brace of handsome
mustachios.
“I took one look at myself,” he
admits, “and yelled, ‘Hey, that’s the
guy—I’m for Gus. Let Bond go get
his own cutaway!’ ”
In “Week-end at the Waldorf”Pidgeon makes several departures. For
one thing, he plays it bare-faced. This,
in itself, will cause not half as much
commotion as Metro’s publicists are
undoubtedly hoping. More important,
however, will be the fact that not
only is his role a modern one, but one
in which he again has use for his
nicely-caged animal magnetism. Gin¬
ger Rogers is the lady in the picture
whom, as a romantically inclined war
correspondent, he loves—and leaves.
For Rogers fans we might point out
that if one must be left, the Waldorf
is one of the best places. For Pidgeon
fans this should be a small gain, at
least, in the campaign which, now
that national politics are settled for
another four years, Metro will be
hearing from again.
Although not so loud as other par¬
ties, the Pidgeonites are much more
lucid. Their platform is simply and
stubbornly, “A‘Mr.’picture for Pidge!”

A few radicals add an extra board by
insisting not only is it time their favor¬
ite got an occasional opportunity to
wear the top-billing in the "dis¬
tinguish series of Garson-Pidgeon do¬
mestic dramas, but maybe, even the
widower’s weeds. Since in three of
their four matings he has made a
mid-picture demise, it seems not un¬
reasonable that just once, at least, he
should be given a chance to lay the
gorgeously indestructible Greer ten¬
derly to rest, and stick around for tiu
last close-up himself.
Be that as it may, the person least
perturbed about whether the cam¬
paign ever gets beyond the whispering
stage or not, is Walter.
He is un¬
doubtedly the only actor in the busi¬
ness who could have espoused the
electric redhead through a quartette
of films and allowed her to be the
better-half in title only, and it is
quite likely that he knows it.
There is a story—unconfirmed by
either principal—that
during
the
making of “Minniver,” Greer asked to
have the script changed so that Rich¬
ard Ney would be, not her son, but
Walter’s by a former marriage. And
that Pidge, hearing of her request,
took a placid pull on his pipe and said,
“It’s okay with me—even 'if they make
Greer my daughter!”
One thing certain, audiences like
them together so well that when Greer
soon afterwards became the real-life
bride of Ney, their entire public (with
the exception of Mrs. Pidgeon, of
course) felt they had been done in
“Aw gee,” they moaned, “We wanted
her to marry Walter!”
Sitting with him on his sun-washed
patio in Beverly Hills on a Saturday
morning—when, if it weren’t for you
and your silly questions, he’d be half¬
way through a golf game—you find it
hard to believe Walter could have
been the winner of the Hollywood
Women’s Press Club’s title of “Most
Un-Cooperative Actor” of thfe year. It
is a fact, however, and therefore
should be included- in any up-to-date
story on him.
The titles, bestowed by the ladv
reporters in commemoration of each
season inside Hollywood without gun
or Gunther, are by majority vote. But
it is also a fact that each year the
minority, every one a little put out
because her own candidates for co¬
operative or un-cooperative actor
and actresses went unelected, spendsthe next eleven months wondering
how it could have happened. True to
form, this press-clubber now rises to
wonder—unless, it could be, the
gentleman in question will be inter¬
viewed either too little or too late.
Otherwise, for the perfect example
of smoke without fire, we must give
you Pidge and his pipe, comfortablv
over-filling an arm-chair, or leaving
it briefly to pour you another cup of
fresh-made coffee. Betraying neither
by huff nor puff that it is no time to
talk about business, but Saturday
morning—of which everyone knows
there is only one in a week.
Like his home-setting, Pidgeon is
picturesque: The patio’s flagstones are
informally laid around the bases of
two large and lovely trees, with
flowers ringing their roots, and other
flowers optimistically trying to climb

the house walls to the roof. The host
has on an open-necked white shirt,
with a swatch of braided raffia hitch¬
ing up his tweeds, and is colorfully
shod in what is, no doubt, the most
expensive pair of huraches ever to be
lugged across the Mexican border.
He has one boast which he applies
equally to his private or public life:
“I’m the laziest guy in the world,”
he says happily. The brag is accom¬
panied by an over-all stretch of his
six-foot-three which, if nothing else,
proves that where other people may
have laziness, they don’t have so much
of it.
“Those fellows who are always ach¬
ing to play Hamlet or Cyrano de
Bergerac, or something, make me
tired just thinking about them. I don’t
know what ‘type’ I am, or what my
acting ‘style’ is, and I’d just as soon
not find out. This way, I can enjoy
doing any role I don’t have to act.
The one thing I ask of a picture part
is that I can feel at home in it—the
one thing I never want to be is an
act-er.”
Just how “at home” he can feel
in the right role is best illustrated
by again harking back to “Minniver.”
One of the best beloved touches in
the film, and we’re not punning, was
the slap delivered by Mr. to the delec¬
table derriere of Mrs., in one of their
boudoir scenes. This little informality
was entirely his own idea, occurring
when reaching for a bedroom slipper
with his foot. He missed, and never
a man to lose his balance, ad libbed a
bit of action with his hand instead.
Greer, completely surprised, sprawled
face forward on the bed just as any
back-slapped victim would do—and
Willie Wyler, just as any good di¬
rector would do, insisted it stay in
the script.
“Leave it in,” he said.
“It’s de¬
lightful. I’ll let the critics think it’s
‘one of those Willie Wyler touches!’ ”
And although there are those who
bemoan the fact that Walter’s brilliant
baritone, which made him a musical
comedy star, is heard no more, he is
not among them:
“I don’t get fun out of singing any¬
more, except in the bathroom,” he
says. “I insist that’s where my finest
vocal achievements always occurred,
anyhow—under the shower.”
The truth is, Pidgeon is that rarity,
an accomplished thespian who arrived
at his art almost entirely without
“suffering,” and he doesn’t see any
reason to start letting it pain him
now.
He has had two. Hollywood careers,
neatly divided by a two-year return to
the stage.
His first six months in
Hollywood were spent off-screen but
on salary—a nice way of not working,
if you can get it.
“There was a catch in it though,”
he added. “They finally decided I’d
have to earn it.”
His first was “Mannequin,” with
Dolores Costello, in which he was an
instant success, and which was fol¬
lowed by other screen musicals, and
then, the aforementioned return to
Broadway where
he
again dis¬
tinguished himself.
Screen career No. 2 had some low
moments to begin with, during which
lady movie critics of the land suffered
excruciatingly at such waste as Walter
playing a villainous sheriff in “Girl
of the Golden West,” totin’ two. guns
and mustaches designed like a long¬
horn’s headpiece.
Pidge, himself,
(Continued on page 86)
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feeding program
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V
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Well-fed—
I know all about that!
It’s just natural for Gerber babies to look well-fed and healthy! For Gerber’s Baby
Foods bring babies these four advantages: (1) Cooked the Gerber way by steam, to
retain precious minerals and vitamins. (2) Famous for smooth, uniform texture.
(3) Made to taste extra good. (4) Laboratory-checked at every step.
Your baby, like millions of other American babies, will do well on Gerber’s!

Baby cereals with precious iron
Many babies, three months or more after
birth, are apt to be short of precious iron.
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Strained Oatmeal are especially made for
babies and, for that reason, have generous

amounts of added iron and vitamins of
the B complex as a help to baby’s well¬
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—both are pre-cooked, ready-to-serve with
milk or formula, hot or cold.
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IF I HAD A SECOND CHANCE
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 301

... but you're coming undone. Your
weak-kneed bob pins are slipping
and he’s pretending it doesn't
matter... Why not side-step such
Embarrassing Moments by using
DeLong Bob Pins?

They have a stronger grip hold their
shape indefinitely and never slide
out of your hair unexpectedly. You
can use one DeLong Bob Pin over
and over and it won't ever let your
hair down, endangering your social
standingandyourall-importantpoise.

Stronger Grip
rWon’t Slip Out

Quality Manufacturers for Over 50 years
BOB PINS

HAIR PINS

SNAP FASTENERS
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SAFETY PINS

STRAIGHT PINS

HOOKS & EYES
HOOK a EYE TAPES
SANITARY BELTS

terms of the present and, had I done
differently, I would not have now the
perfect happiness I know. That happi¬
ness naturally includes my success on
the screen, but basically it is measured
in terms of two other human beings—
my husband and my baby! My whole
world revolves around them—and
them only.
Let’s suppose, for example, that my
childhood had been different through
choice or obstinacy on my part. For I
could have changed it, either through
active rebellion or passive resistance
to my mother’s determined ambitions
for me. Mother had her heart set on
either me or my sister becoming a
dancer, possibly because it was a
secret unfulfilled ambition for her¬
self. Because I seemed to show more
talent along those lines than sister,
I was elected. That meant that every
day, after regular school, I would
spend several hours in dancing school.
Looking back, I suppose there were
times when I wanted to be out play¬
ing like the other kids instead of prac¬
tising taps and toestands. Frankly, I
don’t remember, and I don’t believe,
as adults, we can tell what we wanted
or did not want as children. Obviously,
however, my regrets could not have
been too keen or I would have cir¬
cumvented the program by emulating
my sister’s lack of these particular
talents which could spell a career.
The point today is this: dancing led
to singing, singing led to my interest
in music, and that interest led me
straight to Harry James and our little
Vicky. A plus B equals the world with
a fence around it!
But going back to my marriage to
Jackie Coogan in 1937. Many people,
I expect, would anticipate my saying
that was a mistake, and that given a
second chance, I would not make the
same decision. Those people are
wrong; I have no regrets of that mar¬
riage, even though it ended unhappily,
for from it I gained a great deal and
learned much that is contributing to
my happiness today.
Jackie and I were just kids when
we married. Neither of us had any
sense of responsibility or the real
significance of a marriage partnership.
We had fun together, great fun, but
inevitably we learned, as of course
we had to learn, that a successful
marriage must be based on a firmer
foundation than just fun. I realize now,
among other things, that I was dis¬
astrously selfish with Jackie, and he
undoubtedly realizes now that he let
me get away with murder. Both of us
were sorry it did not work out, but
both of us knew to, its very failure had
prepared each of us to be better part¬
ners in a better marriage in the future.
Likewise, I knew it was best that I
did not have a baby when I was
younger, even though Vicky has
brought me greater joy than I
dreamed was possible. Filled with rap¬
ture over her as I am, I do some¬
times begrudge the empty years I did
not have her, the extra time she could
have been mine. Still, she would not
have been Harry’s baby then, and
that’s what makes her doubly perfect.
Too, my career would not be where
it is today if I had had a child earlier
in my life. The demands on the time
of a rising young actress are neverending; she must run all over the

country, forever at the beck and call
of those who are guiding her career.
In my case it would have spelled
“finis” to my career, because I’m not
the kind of a mother who can leave
her baby for any length of time, con¬
tent to have some other woman care
for her.
Not that I ever cared about star¬
dom as such. I still don’t. Everyone is
for you when you are the underdog,
fighting your way up; once you are
up there, however, it’s a different
story, and many often are at your
throat. What I mean is that had I had
to choose between stardom and a
baby, I would have tossed away star¬
dom without batting an eye. As it
worked out, now I have both, with
no choice necessary. And don’t think
I don’t know how lucky I am!
Then this business of my being a
“one-man woman,” which my friends
and family seemed to deplore (before
marriage, of course) and brand as a
fatal mistake. It cut me off, they said,
from lots of beaus and lots of parties,
which are the romantic birthright of
every girl. Devoting my interest over
a long time to George Raft exclusively
for instance, was supposed to have
cost me the friendship of many at¬
tractive men and a gay, gay whirl as
a bachelor girl.
It’s perfectly true, I always have
been a “one-man girl” as long as I
can remember. I’ve never “played the
field,” preferring rather to concentrate
my time and attentions on one man
at a time. Jackie was my first and
only beau when I reached a dating
age. After our divorce in 1940, George
became my “steady,” although we
never contemplated marriage as so
many of our friends took for granted.
Then I met Harry in 1942, during the
making of “Springtime In the Rockies”
and eventually it was he alone who
held my interest, even if it was some
time before we became serious about
each other.
Put it down to a quirk in my nature,
but variety never has been the spice
of life to me. When I like a person,
I am perfectly content to go just with
him. Besides, I never have cared for
night life and “rounding,” so I’ve
never needed a lot of beaus to escort
me here and there. I don’t like parties
—people in large groups terrify me!
—and I’d rather not go out at all than
go out just to be seen. No, I want no
second chance to change that phase of
my life.
And now about my career. What
would I do differently if I were start¬
ing from scratch again?
To be perfectly honest, not a thing!
I came up the hard way, true, and it
took me 12 long years to be ready to
handle what I have now. But the point
is, I’m ready for it. I don’t have to
learn to dance when a picture calls for
dancing, or scramble around learning
to sing if a picture calls for a song. I’ve
learned to act and handle dialogue
through slow and painstaking work in
small roles. It’s that—my versatility
—which makes me of value today in
pictures like “The Dolly Sisters,” my
latest for 20th Century Fox. I know
I’m not a great dancer, or a great
singer, or a great actress, and prob¬
ably never will be. But I am fairly
competent in all three lines, which is
as much as any picture usually de-
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mands of one persons, and I have my
years in the chorus, vaudeville, and
singing with bands to thank for it.
Sometimes I think perhaps I should
have been a little more aggressive in
forging my career in Hollywood. Ag¬
gressive tactics on Mother’s part cer¬
tainly worked a miracle when I was
playing in “DuBarry Was a Lady” on
the New York stage. Being young and
inexperienced, it never occurred to me
to complain of my small role, unbe¬
coming costumes, and a general pushing-around. Mother, however, spoke
right up in meeting, and overnight I
had new costumes, a new dancing
partner, and a role almost as important
as Ethel Merman’s!
Sometimes, too, I think I should
have been less honest and forthright
in my dealings with people; all hon¬
esty ever got me was a load of grief,
while dissembling, flattery and a
phony line often seems to pay off
nicely. Perhaps I should have taken
myself more seriously and made im¬
pressive demands about my stories,
clothes, photography, and leading
men, instead of tending to my own
knitting and leaving those things in
the hands of the people responsible.
Yes, I might have reached the top
sooner that way—and I’d probably
be on my way down right now!
There are little things, of course, I’d
like a second chance to do over. I’d
go to the dentist regularly, as anyone
should do rather than sort of save up
those visits, which almost anyone
needs to make regularly, and then
have to spend half of a much-needed
vacation having fillings attended to,
as I had to recently. I’d keep up my
study of ballet, too, rather than let it
drop as I did when I began to do the
type of dancing required in picture¬
making. I’d skip a picture like “Pin¬
up Girl” if I had to take a suspension
for it, and I’ve never seen a rush of
a scene I’ve done that I didn’t think
I could do it better on another try.
And finally, I wouldn’t go on a tour
with Harry and his band as I did last
summer. That was a mistake, and a
costly one with my fans. I didn’t
think of myself as Betty Grable, the
movie star, when I went with them.
I was just Mrs. Harry James, a girl
who wanted to be with her husband
on his tour, the same as any other
girl in love with her husband. I was
tired and didn’t feel my best. I also
was a little overweight after the birth
of the baby and didn’t look my best.
Traveling in hot, dusty busses for long
hours at a stretch didn’t help matters
either. Most important, I felt the
limelight should be all Harry’s.
What I failed to consider was that
fans along the way didn’t realize all
this. They were antagonized and re¬
sentful, therefore, when I would re¬
fuse to make appearances or greet
them when we stopped at various
towns, because I looked and felt so
badly. Now that they know the truth
I hope they will forgive me. I want
their good will and their loyalty. Cer¬
tainly I have asked for it and worked
for it all these years, and would not
now throw it lightly aside in a whim
of temperament.
Yes, it was a mistake, that tour, but
I might as well be honest. I have a
sneaking hunch that all Harry will
have to say is “Ready to come with
me on this next tour?” and I’ll shout
“Let’s go!” Guess I’m just plain in
love with the man.
But next time it won’t be a mistake.
I’ll see to that.
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WHO'S NEW
fCONTINUED FROM PAGE 28)

Lizabeth, tall, slim and tawny
brown, strolled onto the stage. The
audience liked her appearance. They
loved her voice, deep and low, with
a harpstring quality. It’s a natural
voice, though no one believes it at
first. She’s a naturally dramatic per¬
son, too, and might have been born
on the stage instead of in Scranton,
Penna. New York critics nodded ap¬
proval. When the company moved to
Boston, Lizabeth went with them, to
play the full engagement.
Lizabeth had played in stock and
toured on the road before she ap¬
peared on Broadway. Her photograph
attracted Hollywood’s attention, and
Producer Hal Wallis signed her to a
contract as soon as he heard her voice.
Nothing makes Lizabeth more furi¬
ous than to be called a second Bacall,
perhaps because they are strangely
similar at moments. But Lauren is
first of all a personality, and Lizabeth
yearns to be a great actress—like
Ethel Barrymore, Helen Hayes or
Tallulah Bankhead—one who can go
on starring to the end of life.
“I believe in Fate,” she declared, her
deep voice striking chords on empha¬
sized words. “You are meant to have
a thing, or you are not. All your
struggles are in vain, if you aren’t
meant to have success; nothing can
keep you from it, if it’s yours. That
doesn’t mean you won’t have to
struggle.
You probably will, but
you’ll always rise after being beaten
down, crying: ‘I will do it, I WILL!’
I once knew a first-rate secretary
who wanted to act but had no talent.
She’d work in an office a few years,
save money, then take a year off and
devote herself to trying to get on the
stage. She was never able to do it,
but she kept trying. For all I know,
she’s still trying. That shows persist¬
ence won’t do it alone.”
If would-be stars follow Lizabeth’s
advice, they won’t go to dramatic
schools. Except for learning to get up
before an audience, her experience
was unfortunate. “They didn’t like
my voice,” she confided. They kept
at me to raise it and I came out speak¬
ing ’way up here.” (squeak) “Because
they were fiends for diction, I bit off
my words and pronounced them so
precisely it was torture to hear me.
When I lost all my friends, I came to.
“There’s no use—no use at all—com¬
ing to Hollywood for a career! Go to
New York, try for the Stage, or ease
yourself into a play somewhere until
you have experience. Then don’t come
to Hollywood, let it come after you!”
Two of Hal Wallis’ contract players
nodded agreement—Lizabeth’s fellow
actors in “You Came Along,” Charles
Drake and Don DeFore.
“Go to New York,” advised Don.
“Twelve years ago I attended Pasa¬
dena Playhouse courses; whatever
may be going on now, we learned a
lot then. But when I was graduated,
I visited Hollywood and had no luck.
If I could get an agent, he couldn’t
land me a part.
Every deal fell
through. Finally, a man at Warners’
told me I could never get into pictures
because I had too many chins.
“I looked in my mirror hopelessly
and decided he was right. So I went
to New York. For two years I played
in ‘The Male Animal’, then Warners’
brought me back to Hollywood. When

my agent got the word, he didn’t be¬
lieve it. He called them back. ‘Sure
you can use him? Hasn’t he too many
chins?’ They resented that. ‘No, he
has a square jaw!’ they said, coldly.
And I came back.
“Frankly I think a boy or girl who
wants to act must have either a back¬
log of money to live on while waiting,
or something else to do on the side.
And it’s hard to do another job and
still have energy to work hard at act¬
ing. I starved' for quite a while in
New York. I remember all too well
the 25c spaghetti dinners I ate at an
Italian cafe.”
If you can’t get a job on the stage,
Don thinks it’s a good idea to go
places where actors gather.
Watch
them eat, sit near them, get the at¬
mosphere of acting.
Don’s seven-year contract with Mr.
Wallis didn’t come about as easily as
it sounds. The six-foot-two, Cedar
Rapids basketball player was studying
to be a lawyer when Little Theater
parts gave him the acting urge. He
checked out of the University of Iowa
to enter Pasadena Playhouse. His
first Hollywood career was disap¬
pointing and he returned to Broad¬
way to play the lead in “Sailor
Beware.” This brought him back to
Hollywood for “Human Comedy ”
After several good roles, Don was
packing for Broadway when he was
signed for “Affairs of Susan,” leading
to his contract.
Charles Drake was Charles Ruppert,
radio actor and advertising model in
New York City in 1938, when he
entered into what he supposed was
a contract with a film company that
called for screen tests. Reaching the
coast, he discovered it was all a mis¬
take, and he was on his own.
“I went the rounds of casting dir¬
ectors,” he recalled, “but once they
have seen you and told you they have
nothing today, all you can do is go
around again; by that time they’re
tired of you. You’re like an old coat
ana they don’t care if they ever see
you again. If you can’t get to New
York, get into a play somewhere, or
enter a contest.”
Charles entered the “Gateway to
Hollywood” contest, after he’d given
up the struggle in the film city and
returned to Manhattan. The contest
resulted in an RKO contract, suc¬
ceeded by one with Warner Brothers
Perhaps you remember him best in
Air Force” and “Now, Voyager.”
Then came his “Greetings from Uncle
Sam,” a term of service in the Army,
and finally a medical discharge.
'
He is tall and well-built, looks like
an ex-college athlete, and is one.
Has curly hair and that helpless-male
appearance that is always an asset
to romance, if a man is tall enough.
Persistence in pursuing an ambi¬
tion that’s not for you is wrong, says
Charles. “Stop and take stock if
you’ve tried for stage and screen for
too long, in vain, or you’ll wake up
one day to realize you’re thirty-five
and still an extra. That’s a lazy man’s
job m the long run. You’re likely to
feel that success is just around the
corner and give it another week, but
don’t drag on forever.”
What to do to attract attention is
another question.
“Girls may be able to stage an off-

stage show, and that may be wise,”
said Charles. “I’ve heard of girls’
losing glamour roles in pictures be¬
cause they slopped around in slacks.
But I doubt if a man can do anything
spectacular and get away with it.
He’d be put down as a show-off.
“It’s true that many parts are cast
in studio commissaries. A producer
may need an actor for a particular
role. He looks over actors as they
enter, sees one and thinks: ‘Why
wouldn’t he do?’ But that’s accident.
I’ve done a lot of things I’ve been told
to do to catch someone’s eye, but none
of them ever worked.
“The first time I ever saw a girl try
the spectacular stuff,” put in Don,
“was in Pasadena. She came to class
in a purple outfit cut like a nun’s
habit, a coin pasted in the center of
her forehead. The class ignored her.
But the gal was beautiful and I broke
down and asked why she did it. ‘To
attract attention,’ she confessed. Well,
she did that all right! But I think it
can work the wrong way, and people
will take a violent dislike to you that
will prevent your getting on.”
Bill Williams, who made a smash
hit in RKO’s “Those Endearing Young
Charms,” thinks there may be some¬
thing in Fate, but you can’t afford to
sit around and wait for it.
“Once a kid is inside a studio,” he
asserts, “he should try to stand out
from the crowd. The way to do that
is not to be spectacular—that’s old
stuff in Hollywood, where experts
have driven the streets in silver cars
with twin monkeys in red suits. No,
the way to stand out is not to look
the same all the time. If an actor
comes in every day looking like
something out of Esquire, who is going
to think of him for a honey of a part
as a rough diamond? Barbara Hale,
for example, comes in sometimes look¬
ing like a million dollars; next day,
she wears tailored slacks with a rib¬
bon in her hair. Sometimes she’s
sophisticated; sometimes naive. Di¬
rectors can see her in any role.”
Bill, who burst on audiences like
the sun coming up in China ’cross the
bay, is no amateur. He comes from
Brooklyn, his real name is William
Katt, and he studied to be a construc¬
tion engineer. Because he enjoyed
swimming, he became Junior National
Champion in 1934 and 1935, in the
220 and 440 swimming events. Upon
leaving school, he swam for the New
York Athletic Club, Park Central,
Dragon and other swimming clubs.
While he was doing exhibition swim¬
ming at Sands Point Beach Club, the
idea of a theatrical career dawned on
him.
In 1936, after exercising his nice
baritone voice for two seasons with
St. Louis’ Municipal Opera Company,
Bill organized the Stuart Morgan
Dancers, and toured Europe and this
country, playing a year at the Palla¬
dium in London.
“Actually our act was acrobatic,”
said Bill. “We couldn’t call ourselves
the Muscle Men, but that’s what we
were, three blond boys with mag¬
nificent bodies, displayed in brief
trunks, tossing a 95-pound girl around.
People ate it up. We did a Command
Performance for England’s King and
Queen, and they autographed a parch¬
ment for me.”
War broke up the act. Because Bill
had injured his back in a fall from a
horse during his European sojourn,
he couldn’t walk or stand for long at
a time. When he realized we were
going to fight, he studied navigation
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and radio, hoping to be of use, and
early in 1943 took a job as shuttle
pilot for Consolidated, going back and
w1d"
forth to Pearl Harbor.
“Sometimes I made as much as
$1300 a month,” remembered Bill.
“Then they reduced our planes from
litTY CO-tO'S
nine to six, and dismissed three crews,
mine among them. I joined the Army,
but couldn’t get through boot camp
on account of my back, and after
ninety days I had a medical discharge.
“I felt pretty low because they
wouldn’t let me teach navigation,
which I thought I could do, and I
couldn’t reassemble my act because
the girl had married one of the men;
they’d bought a ranch and settled
down. A girl I met suggested pic¬
tures. I didn’t think I’d like them
much, but it wouldn’t- hurt to see.
An agent got me a few parts, and a
year ago I signed with RKO. I worked
in everything on the lot, and finally
my big chance came. I was lucky.
Ann Harding, Laraine Day and Bob
Young helped me. I kept my eyes
and ears open and my mouth shut
and I learned a lot.”
As for advice to young actors, Bill
thinks first of all you must be sincere.
“Gladhanding around with everyone
on the lot gets you nowhere, unless
you mean it. You must really like
people and cooperate. They’ll know if
you’re faking.”
Audrey Totter, MGM’s promising
daughter, was a “Who’s that?” girl,
plus
her first day on the lot. This was due
postage
to her red-blonde, blue-eyed beauty,
radiant health and bubbling vitality,
rather than anything she did. In the
year she has been under contract, she’s
done seven characterizations in the
same number of pictures, and is now
essaying a Rumanian siren in “For
Better, For Worse.”
Born in Joliet, Illinois, it was na¬
tural that stage-struck Audrey, after
high-school and stock company tri¬
umphs in Ibsen and Shakespeare,
gravitated to Chicago.
Here she
played with Ian Keith in “The Copper¬
head,” and went on tour with “My
Sister Eileen.” Touring is the ideal
experience, she believes, because you
face new audiences and must adjust
your performance to each one.
If
New, beautifully designed, figure-flat¬
you can’t get to New York, worm your
tering! Tailored in rich rayon gabardine
way into a show on tour. Or try for
radio.
(a “MAJER' fabric); becoming low round
Chicago is a great radio city. If
neckline; contrasting bows at neck and
you want an audition, you apply for
waist. Skirt shirred for slim waist and
one, and sooner or later, get it. One
smart front drape. Sizes 10 to 20. Lime,
audition is enough, for once you pass
Aqua, Powder. Melon Red, Black,
you’re automatically entered on lists
Beige. $8.98, plus postage.
of NBC, CBS and all agencies. Else¬
where, you audition separately each
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
time.
If you are not completely satisfied, wo
Audrey, coming up for her first
will gladly make refunds or exchanges.
audition, decided to make an impres¬
sion. She wrote her own material.
She came out dressed as an ingenue,
red-blonde hair flowing, and began
by doing an old hag. This startled
Km CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD
her audience. Quickly she switched
Dept 307, 6253 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood 21. California
to a very young girl, then spoke in
dialects, winding up with a tragic
PROMPT DELIVERY
tale of old Vienna, borrowing her
She was an instant
| BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD, Dept. 307 • father’s accent.
success.
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
!
After a career in soap operas, she
. Pleoie lend “Corefrt# Cosuol" ot $8.98, piv» ponogo *
repeated her success in New York.
. Lime □ Aqua □ Powder □ Black □ Beige Q J
Her throaty voice intrigued an MGM
I Melon Red Q (Mark 1st and 2nd choice of coloO 1
talent scout, whose job it was to
I Size: 10 12 14 16 18 20 circle size wanted) a
listen to programs. He sent a repre¬
J (Heatc prim name. e»c plainly)
sentative to watch her from the con¬
I
Nimt_
trol room one day, and presently
I
-I Audrey had an offer.
I Stud!
I
“I went for a reading, took a screen
J
lonm
Stotw _
|
test; but when I saw it, was sure I’d
never do. I forgot the whole thing
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and concentrated on radio. It usually
takes thirty days to approve a test,
upon which you go to Hollywood, and
I wasn’t surprised when I heard noth¬
ing. The last day, a Friday, I lunched
with a radio producer who wanted me
for a role in a new serial.
“ ‘Stop in my office and sign for
the part,’ he told me. His office was
in the same building as my agent’s and
I stopped there on my way, to be met
by three frantic people crying: ‘Where
were you? We’ve tried every place!
You’re going to Hollywood!”’
And she did.
The first five promising young
people earnestly assured me that
never, never must a screen aspirant
come to Hollywood until sent for.
The sixth one came.
Janis Paige, who doffed the name
Donna Mae Jaden in tribute to Elsie
Janis, was born in Tacoma, Washing¬
ton, a real home town where nobody
dreams of getting into pictures.
“People’s lives are laid out for them;
they grow up, marry, settle down and
raise families,” said Janis. “Mother
had a nice voice and wanted to be a
singer, but her rut was too deep; she
married, settled down, raised my sis¬
ter and me. When it seemed I had a
voice, and encouraging things were
said of it at two high school operettes,
she agreed with me that I must study
for grand opera. ,
“I studied in Tacoma, but as soon
as I was graduated, we knew I was
wasting time there. New York was
too far and too expensive, so we
packed our stuff into the car, and the
three of us came to Hollywood where
there are excellent voice teachers and
living is cheap. My father had died
some years earlier. My mother got a
job in a bank and I went to work in
a department store to pay for my
voice lessons.”
It’s hooey that you knock in vain in
Hollywood, thinks Janis, for a talent
scout stopped at the store and begged
her to take a screen test. “I’d been
taught to pay no attention to such
things, thought he meant no good, and
refused. But it just shows!”
Her teacher sent her to sing at
Hollywood Canteen one night, and
before she sang her second number a
talent scout had asked her to report
to MGM next day. She remained there
a year, doing nothing, not even a
screen test, just drawing her weekly
check and suffering. No sooner had
she left MGM than Warners’ signed
her, and next day she got her role
in “Hollywood Canteen.”
“After my first false start, I was
always the little girl who was right
there,” glowed Janis. “Another girl
was to have played in ‘Canteen,’ but
she couldn’t finish her picture in time;
they needed someone and there I was.
Then the girl who was to have done
my role in ‘Of Human Bondage’ was
stuck in New York when cameras
were ready to roll, and I was on hand.
So I got that. Jane Wyman was ill
when ‘The Time, The Place and The
Girl’ came along, and I was right
under their noses.”
If you have talent and cultivate it,
it’s bound to be recognized, Janis is
convinced. Go to New York or to
Hollywood, but they’ll find you. Only
bring enough money to live on, or
take a job while you wait.
There
they
are—six
promising
young people.
How many of them will be big
names in Hollywood in the next three
years?
The End

Loses 40 Pounds

WITHOUT RESORTING TO STARVATION
DIETS OR HARMFUL DRUGS
Give me 7 days—just one week, and I’ll prove to you
free of cost that I can help you take off 10, 20—yes, 40
or 50 pounds of excess weight. I’ll show you how easy
it is to banish a spare tire waist line, and reduce bulging
hips to normal size. You’ll weigh less, you’ll feel and
lock better in a week, that’s my promise. I’ll show
you how to reproportion your figure to lovely, slender,
attractive lines. And, when you are reduced, you can
wear clothes, sizes smaller and again invite the
admiration and praise of your family and friends.
Yes—you’ll enjoy carefree days, exciting nights—
and what’s more, your date book will again be filled.
It’s easy, it’s fun to

WALLACE, Creator of “Get
Thin to Music” Coast to
Coast Radio Program
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Read These Joyous
Letters of Praise
Never Felt Better
“In 3 months I lost 40 pounds.
Now I weigh 125 pounds, lve
never felt better in my life.”
Betty Blazek, Chicago.

Yes—it is fun to reduce this new, easy way. My method works hand in hand with
Nature. That’s why it brings such natural, gratifying, almost amazing results. Your
circulation will be stimulated by natural means—no wonder you’ll look and feel
better so quickly. Thousands of women, of all ages, are overjoyed with a new feel¬
ing of buoyant health and glowing vivaciousness by my method. If you want to
regain a slender attractive figure—if you want to look your best, read my sensational
offer. I’ll guarantee you’ll

Mother Thrilled
“I can never repay y°u °r..‘llank(
you enough. I am the iIotker °,
two little girls. When I started
with your method I weighed lbi,
now I weigh 112 poumls;, Everyone
says I look wonderful.
Mrs. b.
Wilton, Connecticut.
Follows Doctor’s Advice
“For fifteen years I had taken a
certain remedy every day.
My
doctor advised me to follow you
method. After four months, I do
not have to take anything.
1
want to thank you, for you are
Mrs.
T.
really doing wonders.
Lee, Detroit.

WEIGH LESS—FEEL BETTER—in a week
Yes, that’s my promise to you. Mrs. P. Hawks, of
Washington, D. C.—has recently written: “I’ve had
the trial record only one week and have lost 5 pounds.
I’m so pleased.” Others report equally gratifying results.
There’s no mystery to my method—there’s no magic.
I show you how to take off pounds of excess weight, by
a new, easy and safe way. I’ll take all the risk, if
you’ll make the test.

Nosv Wears Size 16
“I formerly wore a size 20 dress,
now I wear 16, and I am so
thankful to you.
My daughter
who is 22, recently lost^22 pounds
in 6 weeks.” Mrs. S'. Nobles,
Texas.

FREE for 7 Days' Trial
Don’t send a penny. Simply fill in and send coupon.
By return mail, postage prepaid, I’ll send you a
WALLACE reducing phonograph record and lesson
to try for 7 days FREE, in your own home. Sent
in plain wrapper. No obligation. This offer open
only to women over 18. Address
Wallace Records, Suite 956
154 E. Erie St., Chicago 11, III.

These are snapshots of Mrs. A.
Peterson of New York, who re¬
ports she lost 40 pounds.

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR 7 DAYS TRIAL

Grandmother Sings Praise
“I am a grandmother. I feel swell
and folks tell me I look younger
every day.” Mrs. J. Nadwormk,
Mich.

•
Business Woman Thrilled
“It isn’t only that you make us
sylphlike, but we feel so K00" an“
our health is improved.
W. «Seiffert, Cal.

WALLACE, Suite 956
154 E. Erie St.. Chicago 11. III.

Please send me FREE and POSTPAID your reducing record
and lesson for 7 days’ FREE TRIAL. This does not obligate me
in any way. I am over 18.
NAME.

Regains Waistline
“I even have a waistline again.
My friends marvel at my figure
and I tell them I owe it all to Wal¬
lace ” Mrs. N. Taylor, Illinois.

ADDRESS.
CITY.ZONE.STATE.

Weigh Less
Look Better
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Now, thrill to the joy of a cool,
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harmful chemicals. Bleached, dyed or gray hair takes a
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plete, yet the results are guaranteed to please as well
os any $10.00 professional permanent or money back
on request. Ideal, too, for children, positively cannot
harm their soft, fine hair.

Easy as Putting Your Hair
Up in Curlers
Yes, Charm-Kurl is sheer hair magic. If you
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can comb your hair you can give yourself a

M.

contains Permanent Wave Solution, 50 Curl¬

luxurious Charm-Kurl Permanent. Each Kit
ers, Shampoo, end tissues, wave set, rinse
end complete illustrated instructions.

t

fafoutPeafaid.
Charm-Kurl is for sale at department stores,
drug stores and 5c and 10c stores. Get a

SAVE as never before!
Genuine Fine-Cut

DIAMONDS
Not chips, bat genuine,
fine-cut sparkling dia¬
monds poisedi n superbly
styled 14 kt. solid gold
settings 1 At amazingly
low prices made possible
only by our wholesale
diamond connections.

Diamond rings for women and men, $24 to $700
Diamond wedding rings, $16.75 to $72.50.
Write today for FREE illustrated booklet

BOND DIAMOND CO. Dept.
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562 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.
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While Rosalind is new to pictures,
she’s far from new to acting, and she
got her training and experience with
some of the finest playwrights and
actors the theater has ever produced.
Names that are only remote celebri¬
ties to most of us—such as George
Bernard Shaw, John Masefield, John
Drinkwater, John and Ethel Barry¬
more, and Ina Claire—have been
Rosalind’s friends, teachers, and co¬
workers. Which partially explains
that sure touch with which she makes
her characters come alive and stay
in our memories like people we have
known.
So completely did she become Cora
in that first picture that when she
turned up in “The Corn Is Green”
as Bette Davis’ Cockney housekeeper,
looking so hale and hearty and jovial,
it was downright confusing, since we
had a distinct feeling that Cora was
dead and buried—and good riddance!
That, we think, is a high, if slightly
grim compliment to Rosalind’s art.
Remembering Cora, and still winc¬
ing from her sharpness, you might
expect to meet a sharp-faced female
who would keep you constantly dodg¬
ing verbal darts and shafts. A rather
unpleasant experience you’d be look¬
ing forward to. Or, remembering Mrs.
Watty, that loyal, honest soul, so
staunchly devoted to the Militant
Righteous Corps
(and no fancy
French pronunciation, please!) which
had reformed her “light fingers,” you
might expect—oh, practically any¬
thing.
Well, what you find when you meet
Miss Ivan is a charming, intelligent,
smartly dressed lady, whose bright,
expressive eyes are quick to note the
minutest details of human behavior.
Her keen observation and humorous
slant on life make her an unusually
interested and animated talker. She
finds endless subjects for her imita¬
tive powers in daily life. Everybody
who crosses her path is grist for her
mill, and her conversation is high¬
lighted with the most amusing imper¬
sonations of every character she men¬
tions.
Asked how she goes about making
her roles so intensely convincing, she
says, “I’m quite mediumistic about a
part. I think myself into it until I am
that person. I’m not a quick study—
I have to do an awful lot of studying,
getting lines, positions, and so forth.
When I’m doing a serious part, for
the time being, it does absorb me. I
can’t talk to people or think of other
things. It really takes an awful lot
out of me. It’s like being possessed
by another person.
“And after I’m out of character, I
can’t do the same things that go with
that character—such as shrieking or
loud laughter. When I see myself on
the screen, I can’t possibly imagine
how I ever did such things!
“Charles Laughton works much the
same way, getting into a character.
Before shooting started on ‘The Sus¬
pect,’ I went to his house and we
worked those scenes over and over,
until by the time we went to work!
we actually were that married couple,’
living at swords’ points, and having
a most terrible row.
Incidentally, Laughton tells about
going on the set one morning when
one of the electricians stopped him

Heres a SENS/BIEway
to relieve distress of
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(Also a Grand Stomachic Tonic)
Have you at such times noticed
yourself feeling nervous, irritable,
so tired, a bit blue-due to female
functional periodic disturbances?
Then don’t delay! Try this great
medicine-Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege¬
table Compound-to relieve such
symptoms. It’s so effective because
it has a soothing effect on one of
woman’s most important organs.
Important To Know!

Pinkham’s Compound does more
than relieve such monthly cramps,
headache, backache. It also relieves
accompanying tired, nervous, irri¬
table feelings-due to this cause.
Taken regularly-it helps build up
resistance against such distress.
Pinkham’s Compound helps nature.
Also grand stomachic tonic.
DIRECTIONS: Take one table¬
spoonful 4 times a day before
meals and at bedtime.

oC<fduiC.(PimkhanCd
VEGETABLE COMPOUND

Try a Free Sample of Dr.
Guild’s GREEN MOUN¬
TAIN ASTHMATIC COM¬
POUND and discover why it
has been a trusted asthmatic
aid for 76 years. Cigarettes,
only 50*. Powder, 25* and $1.00
at nearly all drug stores. Write
today for Free Sample. J. H.
Guild Co., Dept.Hl 7, Rupert,
Vt. Use only as directed.

and asked, “Mr. Laughton, are you
going to work with Miss Ivan today’”
‘Yes,” replied Laughton. “Why?”
, Ji,’ brother!” groaned the man.
That s tough on us! We catch it at
home ourselves, and then we come to
work and have to listen to you catch¬
ing it!”
But to get back to Rosalind, she
admits it’s no snap to get that way.
“I’m often very bad at rehearsals,”
says she. When we did ‘The Suspect’
on the radio, I didn’t do at all well
at rehearsals—I couldn’t seem to get
into it. And I could see them giving
each other a look as if to say, ‘What’s
the matter? She’s not going to be as
good as we thought!’ But always, at
a certain point, comes that click, and
suddenly I become the person I’m try¬
ing to be, and everything’s all right.”
Until she played Mrs. Watty on the
New York stage, Rosalind had never
considered herself a dialect actress.
The only other Cockney role she’d
ever had was in the west coast pro¬
duction of “Kind Lady,” with May
Robson.
“I got my Cockney accent,” says she,
“by shutting my ears to every other
intonation and thinking back to Cock¬
ney women I had known. It’s per¬
fectly true that as a child I used to
imitate the Cockney servants in my
mother’s home, for which I used to
be greatly scolded! But it’s stood me
in good stead since.
“I don’t care what type of part I
play, just so it’s a good part. That’s
the whole thing. I don’t want to be
typed. I’ve had quite a nice variety
on the screen so far—melodrama, in
‘Pillow of Death’ with Lon Chaney;
low comedy in ‘Corn Is Green,’ and
high comedy in ‘Three Strangers.’
“In ‘Pillow of Death’—no, I’m not
the pillow! I’m the poor relation; a
grasping, proud woman. I try to
asphyxiate people (but I don’t suc¬
ceed!). I go into trances, and all that
sort of thing.
“It was in smart comedy parts that
I made my reputation in New York;
plays like Gilbert Miller’s production
of ‘Tovarich’ and ‘Once Is Enough’
with Ina Claire. That’s a type of com¬
edy I greatly prefer. I’m not crazy
about kitchen parts: Give me any¬
thing but the kitchen! But I do like
variety, and I’ve played everything
from queens to tramps.”
Her gift for acting was strictly her
own, for Rosalind did not come from
a theatrical family. Her father had
his own firm of chartered accountants,
an uncle was British Consul-General
in China, a cousin was master at Har¬
row, another a Don at Cambridge.
Still others held commissions in the
Army and Navy, all very convention¬
al and respectable.
But she can’t remember when she
didn’t want to act.
“My first encounters with the thea¬
ter came at the age of four, when I
saw the lovely children’s plays—
‘Snowdrop,’ ‘Alice in Wonderland,’
and Kingsley’s ‘Water Babies’—which
were done at Christmas time. Then
when I was a little older, they began
taking me to see all the best things in
the theater, including foreign stars
like Lucien Guitry, Rejane, and
Duse.”
All this, however, was intended as
a purely cultural activity, for Rosa¬
lind’s education as a child was in
music. At ten years of age, she gave
a piano recital in London, at which
she played Chopin’s “Scherzo in B
Minor,” and the “Moonlight Sonata.”
Today she is a pianist of concert
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calibre, though she denies it herself,
not having time to keep up regular
practice. But friends who can per¬
suade her to play in their homes will
tell you that Rosalind out of practice
is better at the piano than most in¬
dustrious students at their best.
At fourteen, she was sent to board¬
ing school in Germany to continue
her musical studies. Then, due to
financial reverses, and the sudden
death of her father, she found her¬
self completely on her own at sixteen.
With characteristic directness, she
decided then and there to become an
actress.
She got an introduction to George
Grossmith, and entertained him for
two hours with scenes from Shakes¬
peare. He was so impressed with the
young girl’s ability that he sent her
to Sir George Alexander, who gave
her her first engagement.
After a few parts in London, she
joined Miss Horniman’s repertory
company at Manchester, where one of
her roles was “Candida” in the play
by George Bernard Shaw, of whom
she says:
“Bernard Shaw was kindness it¬
self to me always. Where do people
get the idea that he’s cruel? At re¬
hearsals, if he had any criticism to
make, he would take the actor or
actress aside and talk it over quietly.
My acquaintance with the Shaws cov¬
ered several years. His cousin, who
was his secretary, was a friend of
mine, and we went often to the Shaw
home in London.” (Which slant on the
great G. B. S. might come as a sur¬
prise to some who are still smarting
from the memory t>f his visit to Holly¬
wood some years back, when he left
wounded egos all over the place.)
While still fairly new to the theater,
she went with an English-speaking
company to Berlin, where she starred
in Masefield’s tragedy, “Nan,” creat¬
ing an immensely favorable impres¬
sion among the critics there. For her
success in this one, she credits John
Masefield. “He worked with me on
the part. He knew all Nan’s moods,
and that was what helped me. But he
couldn’t read the lines, even though
he had written them.”
After that, Rosalind went into Ibsen
and other Scandinavian plays which
finally brought her to New York in
Strindberg’s play, “The Father,” with
Warner Oland. “The critics said a lot
of nice things about me,” she says.
“It was wonderful, or so I thought,
till I found the catch to it. My part
was the wife—a wicked, cruel crea¬
ture—and the better the job I did, the
surer directors were that I couldn’t
do anything else. That surprised me,
for it was the only unpleasant part
I had ever played. I just had to keep
on being a menace, and my next part
was a rag, a bone, and a hank of hair
in ‘A Fool There Was,’ also with War¬
ner Oland.”
They went on tour with that, play¬
ing to packed houses. After this play
Warner Oland left for Hollywood to
become Charlie Chan on the screen,
and Rosalind returned to New York
where she did Gorky’s “A Night’s
Lodging,” and played Queen Mar¬
garet in “Richard III” opposite John
Barrymore. She returned to England
then to play the Chronicler in John
Drinkwater’s “Abraham Lincoln.”
“And that was the last play I did
in my first career, before I retired
from the stage,” she says.
A little inquiry into that surpris¬
ing statement brings out the fact that
following “Abraham Lincoln,” she
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The Flynns, at the birthday party Bruce Cabot
gave for Errol. Lili Damita was invited, too!

came back to the United States and
spent a few years translating foreign
plays and writing book reviews for
The New York Times. One of her big¬
gest jobs at this time was working
with Jacques Copeau on his French
adaptation of the Dostoievski novel
“Brothers Karamazov,” which she
then translated and sold to the Thea¬
ter Guild. It was produced with an
all-star cast including the Lunts, Ed¬
ward G. Robinson, Dudley Digges,
Henry Travers, and Morris Carnovsky.
In 1939 Rosalind returned to the
stage as guest star at the Mohawk
Drama Festival to
star opposite
Charles Coburn in “The Bourgeois
Gentleman.” Then came a series of
lighter roles in New York, and finally
Mrs. Watty in “The Corn Is Green,”
which proved to be her springboard
to Hollywood.
Unlike so many stage actors, Rosa¬
lind Ivan has no patronizing attitude
toward movies. She says she’s always
enjoyed seeing pictures, and now she
frankly enjoys making them.
“And I have found the motion pic¬
ture
directors
much
easier
and
pleasanter to work with than stage
directors. “The exception to that rule,
in my experience, however, was Oscar
Hammerstein. We had a failure in
‘Knights of Song,’ but nothing ruffled
him. He was kindness and good tem¬
per to the end. He is the great excep¬
tion on Broadway. There is nobody
in the theater, or out of it, as charming
as he.”
Rosalind’s favorite diversion is at¬
tending symphony concerts, and she
seldom misses one when not working.
But music isn’t all she gets out of a
concert, by any means. And if some
eccentric people in the audience knew
they were being watched by someone
who is a regular blotter for picking
up impressions of human foibles, they
would be more careful how they act.
She can give you the most hilarious
imitations of her neighbors in the
audience.
And without taking anything away
from her love of music, this proves
that the actress is dominant in her
at all times and in all places. It’s
clear then why, with all her talents,
it was acting that won out. For Rosa¬
lind Ivan can no more help acting
than she can help breathing.
The End
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1. Does not irritate skin. Does not rot
dresses and men’s shirts.
2. Prevents under-arm odor. Helps stop
perspiration safely.
3. A pure, white, antiseptic, stainless

vanishing cream.
4. No waiting to dry. Can be used right

after shaving.
5. Arrid has been awarded the Approval
Seal of the American Institute of
Laundering — harmless to fabric. Use
Arrid regularly.
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(Alio 590 size)
At any store which sells toilet goods
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ACCIDENTALLY YOURS
ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 27)

A

Problem
in Multiplication

The
accepted
tale
of
Dennis
O’Keefe’s break is that Jack Conway,
directing Jean Harlow’s last picture
“Saratoga”, needed a husky, goodlooking lad in a hurry for a written-in
bit. Because Dennis’ six feet plus
dwarfed the other extras, he is pre¬
sumed to have caught the directorial
eye, been given a chance at the part
—and so another potential star was
born.
The fable is generally believed, be¬
cause anything can happen in Holly¬
wood.
But the facts are far more dramatic
than the fiction.
Dennis, then known as Bud Flana¬
I ake the case of John Smith, aver¬
gan, answered a call for extras at
age American:
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. The
picture for which he was scheduled
For over three years now, he’s been
was suspended due to the illness of buying War Bonds through the Payroll
Hollywood's favorite blouse! Pretty, feminine,
the star, and he was sent over to the
Savings Plan. He’s been putting away a
tailored of soft, fine WHITE cotton with dainty
Conway set.
eyelet trim . . . black ribbon bows. Low neck,
good chunk of his earnings regularly—
Crowd scenes at a horse auction
full sleeves. Sizes 32 to 38. White only.
week in, week out.
were scheduled for the cameras that
day. A pivotal bit of action was the
He's accumulating money—maybe
BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD
spirited bidding for a certain horse
for
the first time in his life. He’s building
Dept. 308, 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
between Clark Gable and Walter
up a reserve. He’s taking advantage of
Pidgeon, co-starring with Harlow. It
, BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD, Dept. 308 •
was essential that audiences realize
higher wages to put himself in a solid
i 6253 Hollywood Boulevard. Hollywood 28, California *
I Pleose tend me “Cover Girl" Blouse ot $3.98, plus postoge J that the price bid was out of all pro¬
financial position.
| $i*esj
32
34
36
38
(Circle site wonted) |
portion to the value of the horse. The
Now suppose everybody in the Payroll
| (Please prim name, etc plainly)
I
director, the stars, the writers went
Plan—everybody who’s earning more
into a huddle, and decided that a few
| NAME_I
lines of dialogue by someone in the
than he or she needs to five on—does
! ADDRESS_
•
I
I crowd would clarify the story. The
what
John Smith is doing. In other words,
I
I writers went off to their typewriters.
J CITY_-ZONE_STATE_ |
suppose
you multiply John Smith by 26
Perhaps it was intuition. Perhaps it
was the fated hour. Bud suddenly million.
What do you get?
went over to Tommy Andre, the as¬
sistant director, and said:
Why—you get a whole country that’s
“Will you ask Conway if he’ll let
me do that bit? I know I can play it.” just like John Smith! A solid, strong,
healthy, prosperous America where every¬
Conway was dubious. Dennis would
have to play the scene opposite
body can work and earn and live in peace
Pidgeon, and the director felt the part and comfort when this war is done.
called for someone more mature.
Fora country can't help being, as a whole,
But Gable and Harlow, who also
had come up the hard way, urged just what its people are individually!
Conway to give the boy a chance.
If enough John Smiths are sound_
Pidgeon did even more. He lied.
their country’s got to be!
“Oh, he’s not too young,” he assured
new
The kind of future that America will
Conway. “I’ve done lots of bits with
cowboy Charms to enhance
have—that you and your family will
him in other pictures, and he can do
this in a romp.”
have—is in your hands.
your loveliness. Chain and
The most persuasive argument of
ten unique western talis¬
Right now, you have a grip on a won¬
all was that giving the bit to Dennis
mans are of sterling silver.
derful
future. Don’t let loose of it for a
would save production delay, since
second.
You'll be delighted and
no suitable bit player was immediately
available. Still skeptical, Conway gave
proud to wear your cap¬
in to the pressure.
tivating cowboy Charm
Walter Pidgeon pulled Dennis aside.
Bracelet, $12.50.
Hang onto
Carefully he explained the story and
the special sequence.
Price is post paid and taxyour War Bonds!
Within ten minutes they had im¬
paid anywhere in U. S.
provised dialogue and action. The
No C. O. D.'s please. Send
writers in their offices were forgotten.
check or money order.
The cameras turned.
Twice the scene was shot. Conway’s
Money back guarantee.
eyes gleamed with satisfaction.
Dennis was paid fifty dollars and
as an additional bonus was given an
extra day of work, although his acting
stint was completed.
240 San Francisco St..
The events of the following day are
El Paso, Texas.
sharp and clear in Dennis’ mind, and
Please send Cowboy
the years will probably never dim
Charm Bracelet, for which
their luster or importance.
check (money-order) is
He was sitting on a trunk shortly
enclosed, to:
after lunch when Conway strolled
over to him.
Name.
Whathahell are you doing playing
Address
extra?” he asked bluntly.
Dennis made the obvious answer.
This is an official XJ. S. Treasury advertisement—pre¬
“I can’t get anything else and I have
pared under auspices of Treasury Department
to eat,” he said.
and War Advertising Council

Ax 26,000,000 = ?

Wear tieWest on your

arm -m CHARMS!

BUY ALL THE BONDS YOU CAN

winger's

KEEP ALL THE BONDS YOU BUY
MOVIELAND

Conway is astute, discerning. He has
a sixth sense for latent talent. In his
mind there had been no question about
this lad the moment he saw the rushes
the night before.
Currently Metro was engaged in
one of those periodical drives for new
talent, which is part of every studio
program. The next noon, with Dennis
in tow, Conway marched into the
private studio dining room where all
the executives were lunching. He in¬
troduced him. Dennis was asked a few
casual questions.
Forty-eight hours later there was no
longer a Bud Flanagan on the extra
lists. There was a young player, re¬
named Dennis O’Keefe, under con¬
tract to MGM.
Dennis’ first picture on the lot was
as the romantic lead in a Wallace
Beery picture. He jogged along for
three years, but no part and no in¬
cident individualized him. He did
establish a flattering reputation as a
one-take actor, which means that he
never blew his lines or muffed the
accompanying action.
However, in the first five years he
was Dennis O’Keefe, he did not ap¬
pear in a single hit picture. It was not
until he was cast opposite Martha Scott
in “Hi Diddle Diddle” that he attract¬
ed any attention on which he could
capitalize.
From here on the sledding was
smooth. Good pictures followed rapid¬
ly. He was starred in “Up In Mabel’s
Room” in which he revealed his apti¬
tude for farce comedy. This finally
achieved stardom was the payoff for
his patience and self-confidence.
Dennis has authority in his acting
because his background is rich and
varied. His adventures in living have
given him the emotional maturity
necessary for vivid and vital and be¬
lievable interpretation of his roles.
Dennis was born into show business.
His father was James Edward Flana¬
gan, half of that famous “On again,
Off again” Flanagan and Edwards
vaudeville team. But the steadiness
and purpose which is an integral part
of his personality may be traced to
his early boyhood in Ft. Madison,
Iowa, his birthplace. There he ac¬
quired his sense of values. And there,
from the men of the soil, the virtue of
patience.
While Dennis was still in grammar
school, his family moved East, and
along with his credits from school, the
boy took along his spirit of hustle. He
peddled newspapers, ran errands for
the neighborhood grocery store and
did odd jobs to earn spending change.
Then Bud’s father was called to
Hollywood to appear in the original

BEAUTIFUL DREAMER:
Selznick Studio was recently in receipt
of a letter from a nun who had been one
of Jennifer Jones' teachers when Jennifer
was a convent student. The letter said,
“I have read about the preparations
being made for the filming of a picture
to be called ‘Duel In The Sun’ and I
understand that Miss Jennifer Jones,
the star, is to ride a horse. Will you
please guard her very carefully, as she
is a dreamer, forgets what precautions
should be taken, and may easily injure
herself. When she was a student with
us, we teachers kept a constant eye on
her—especially when she was crossing
a busy street—because her powers of
concentration on some mental object
were so great that she became oblivious
to her surroundings."

1mJl-Jmti Gi/il
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Remodels her figure, wins national
achievement award and praises
of beauty experts.
Such thrilling days and nights in the magic city
might well have turned the head of any 24-yearold girl. But not Lodema Peninger’s. She came
up from her home town of Salisbury, North
Carolina, and took New York in her stride...
posing before the color camera of a famous pho¬
tographer, telling her own success story on a
radio broadcast. It was all the result of a small¬
town girl’s decision to regain her slender figure,
make the most of herself. Following the DuBarry
Success Course at home, she lost 26 pounds, be¬
came expert in skin care, hair
styling and make-up, emerged a
petite blonde beauty. For her im¬
provement in face, figure and fas¬
cination, she won the coveted
award—an exciting week in New
York, where beauty experts
hailed her achievement.

Tta §tobj EelmJ. WL
Mrs. Peninger, only 5 feet IY2
inches tall, had worn a size 9
when she was married. After her
baby was born she went to 138
pounds! Heavy hips and thick
waist above slim legs made her
look all out of proportion. One
day her husband reminded her
how slim she used to be. That de¬
cided her. She enrolled for the
DuBarry Success Course, lost 7
pounds the first week, kept on
until she lost 26. Now with 6
inches gone from her waist, 8
from her abdomen, 7 from her
hips, she wears size 9 again. Her
skin and hair are lovelier than
ever before. “I cannot praise the
DuBarry Success Course
enough,” says Mrs. Peninger. “It
has shown me how to be healthier
and happier than I had thought
it possible to be.”

After

For this true-to-life camera por¬
trait Mrs. Peninger wore a glam¬
orous evening gown created by
the famous designer Kiviette.

HOW ABOUT YOU?

Wouldn’t you like to be
slender again, wear more youthful styles, hear the com¬
pliments of friends? The DuBarry Success Course can
help you. It brings you an analysis of your needs, then
shows you how to adjust your weight to normal; re¬
model your figure; care for your skin; style your hair
becomingly; use make-up for glamour. You follow at
home the methods taught by Ann Delafield at the fa¬
mous Richard Hudnut Salon, New York.
Why not use the convenient coupon to
find out what this Course can do for you?
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RICHARD HUDNUT SALON
NEW

Ann Delafield, Directing

YORK

Aaaptad lor advartlslng In publications
of too American Medical Association

j Richard Hudnut Salon,

I Dept. SW-54, 693 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. /^Gu0ranw»d by^\
I Please send the booklet telling all about the v°<>d..,!?“A«k“piI!?^
| DuBarry Home Success Course.
I
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With your Course, you receive a Chest
containing a generous supply of Du Barry
Beauty and Make-up Preparations.
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D ARKENER

To keep lashes and brows bewitchingly dark
and alluring . .. even after swimming, crying
or perspiring, use "Dark-Eyes”. This indelible
darkener never runs, smarts or smudges. One
application lasts 4 to 5 weeks ... thus ending
daily eye make-up bother. Caution: Use only
as directed on the label.Try it! Get a package
of "Dark-Eyes” today!
$1.00 (plus tax') at leading drug and department stores. If your favorite dealer does not
yet carry "Dark-Eyes”, mail coupon today!
’Dark-Eyes”, Dept. AI-5
218 S. Wabash Ave., Chica; ;o 4, Illinois
I enclose $1.20 (tax included) for regular size I
packaged Dark-Eyes", and directions.
Check shades: □ Black □ Brown
Name

Addrtu
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Creme Shampoo
Makes Old Hair Look
Young Again
Just brush on then shampoo with
this amazing new 22 minute home
trial—TINTZ Creme Shampoo
Hair Coloring. It instantly recolors
gray, graying, burnt, off color hair
to any of six glorious, youthful natural
appearing shades and leaves hair lustrous, soft,
easy to manage. No dyed look. Caution:—Use
only as directed. Full Satisfaction guaranteed. SI
plus tax at many drug or dep’t stores or send (
Tintz, Dept. 72-A, 205 N Michigan, Chicago 1.
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Hallroom Boys Comedies. Bud entered
Hollywood High School, and later
went to the University of Southern
California.
But a formal education wasn’t all
Bud was acquiring during these years.
He tried his hand at various studio
chores. He was only seventeen when
he was hired by Hal Roach to write
Our Gang comedies. In turn he was
film processor, assistant director on
Poverty Row pictures, laborer and
occasional actor.
He even doubled for beautiful hero¬
ines who were thrown over cliffs.
When his father died suddenly, Bud
left school and started hunting a job.
But jobs were scarce. He managed to
pick up a few dollars writing bloodand-thunder stories for pulp maga¬
zines, and he sold three originals to
the studios. But all of this still didn’t
add up to a job nor enough money for
regular rent payments.
He finally contrived a vaudeville
act called ‘‘Lesson in Golf,” and ap¬
peared in it on the Orpheum circuit
for several months. But Hollywood
was a magnet and vaudeville was on
its last legs—so he headed West.
On arrival he found nothing quickly
available, and registered for extra
work. His break came 7 years later.
Dennis is an easy-going lad with
everyone except himself. He sets goals
for himself. His final ambition is to
become a director.
“Then you have a chance to really
capitalize on what you’ve learned,”
he declares.
Because of his ambition he interests
himself in every phase of picture¬
making. He discusses sets with the
art director; shooting angles with the
camera-man; tone reproduction with
the sound man.
He is infallible in his evaluation of
dialogue and action. Frequently I have
seen him knotting his forehead over a
scene, trying to figure out why it
seemed false to him, why he felt
emotionally uncertain in it.
Directors take kindly to his sugges¬
tions, for they are invariably the re¬
sult of long and processed thinking.
His is a three-pronged talent. He
writes fluently—and of recent years
writers have been singularly success¬
ful as motion picture directors. He
understands the mechanics of picture¬
making. And he has the emotional
flexibility essential in directing actors.
Dennis is married to Steffi Duna and
has two children.
Remember this name — Dennis
O’Keefe. You will undoubtedly see it
on theater marquees for a long time.
The

End

JUMBLED GENERATION:
News was recently received in Holly¬
wood of the marriage of Pamela Hambro,
daughter of one of the directors of the
Bank of England, to Lieutenant Robin
Loew, of the Royal Grenadier Guards,
and son of John Loder. As the wedding
took place in the spring, Hedy Lamarr be¬
came a mother-in-law before she became
a mother.
ANGEL TAKES A HOLIDAY:
Remember Michael St. Angel, the lead¬
ing man who outwitted John Loder in
"The Brighton Strangler"? He recently
married Marjorie Holliday, who is under
contract to 20th Century-Fox. Mike and
Marjorie were introduced by Walter Winchell, who served as best man at the wed¬
ding performed by Superior Judge Edward
R. Brand.
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G<omo«ovi flat «l
f«H (ontN't, Hollywood

Give yourself the cold wave that Hollywo.od beauties have praised since 1932.
Just follow the easy instructions in the
complete Endura Kit and prestol..Soft,
luxurious, natural looking curls are the
result. Endura, Hollywood's original home
permanent is guaranteed to satisfy.
Buy Endura at your
favorite dealer or:

ORDER BY MAIL FROM HOLLYWOOD
IF YOUR DEALER DOESN'T STOCK, SEND
$1.00 TO ENDURA, DEPT. M2, 1707 N.
KENMORE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 27, CALIF.
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Veta Mae takes unwanted hair out,
not off, quickly and easily. This new,
different and dainty preparation is
applied cold, directly from the jar. No
odor, no mixing, no mess. No harmful
chemicals-safe enough to eat. Veta Mae is
scientifically compounded from natural in¬
gredients by a woman, for women all over
America. Send for full details. No obligation.

VETA MAC
■ ■IM I IAL

2162 Sunset Blvd., Dept. A
Los Angeles 26, California
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Do you long for the
thrills of being beautiful,
slender, self-confident . .
3 triumph of poise and
allure? Now at last you
can
develop
exciting
curves and a fascinating per¬
sonality . . . add glamor to
your posture, hair, face, voice,
your life itself!
Thousands
have won new happiness and
charm, have lost or gained
weight exactly where wanted,
developed a stunning figure
and discovered new health,
popularity and love this easy
thrilling way. Easy to follow,
home methods given in the ex¬
citing illustrated glamor guide,
“YOU CAN BE BEAUTI¬
FUL.” Proven successful by
thousands of women and girls
from 16 to 60. If not satisfied,
return within ten days and
money will be refunded.
SEND NO MONEY!
Benefit by present extraordi¬
nary offer of this complete
Guide to Glamor, now only $2.
Don’t be ashamed of being overweight or unattra
tive. Order now, C.O.D. plus postage. Pay postms
on arrival. To save postage send $2 with order an
wc ship prepaid in plain wrapper.
LAMONT SUCCESS STUDIOS, Department 7.
(07 N. CHARLES STREET. BALTIMORE-1. MD.

BELLS OF ST. MARY'S
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 471

to be the new portion of the school,
the floors ring with the satisfyingly
solid sound of granite.
For this elegant bit of verisimili¬
tude, and many others, Art Director
Bill Flannery was responsible.
The walks, eloquent of generations
of eroding feet, were cracked con¬
crete; the playground (and this is all
within a concrete and frame sound
stage, remember) w.as made of 6 inch
deep gravel. The fences around the
school were real grilled iron, in case
one of the youngsters should take it
into his head to kick same in the at¬
tentive presence of the sound track.
And, morning and night, for the 64
days of actual production (not includ¬
ing Sundays, holidays, and days taken
off because of the commitments to
radio of various members of the cast)
a choir of canaries sang lustily from
the prop department trees, leafed by
prop department branches.
Into this masterpiece of architec¬
tural make-believe, an equally bril¬
liant Dudley Nichols script was intro¬
duced.
Because every picture must
have conflict, hence a villain, the
heavy in “Bells of St. Mary’s” is a
modem office building owned by
Henry Travers who enacts the role of
a greedy, childhating, old grubbichops. He covets the school’s athletic
field for a parking lot to be used by
the vehicles of his 300 employees.
At this point he collides headon with
Father O’Malley, Sister Ingrid Berg¬
man, and 85 resourceful pupils en¬
rolled in the the school.
During the development of the plot,
Bing sings no new songs, but turns
out four oldies in the unimpeachable
Crosby style: “Bells Of St. Mary’s,”
“Adeste Fidelis,” “In The Land Of Be¬
ginning Again,” and “O, Sanctissima.”
Even Miss Bergman bursts into a
merry little folk song, sung in Swed¬
ish.
Someone on the set, hearing the
number recorded, observed: “If ‘Bie
Mir Bist Du Schon’ and ‘Mairzy
Doats’ can make the Hit Parade, I
don’t see why that ditty in Swedish
couldn’t become the ‘Swingin’ On A
Star’ of this picture.” No one paid any
attention.
But it was a good idea for anyone
on the “Bells” set to keep a sharp eye
on operations, because there was al¬
ways something doing. Right in the
midst of production, the Academy
Award banquet was held, with results
of which you are already well aware.
For weeks before that Oscarized
night, however, the Crosby boys—
having taken Leo McCarey into their
confidence—were very busy indeed.
They didn’t think Bing had much
chance to get the award; they had seen
“Wilson” as well as “Going My Way,”
and their conviction was that Alex¬
ander Knox was likely to show their
dad a clean pair of heels in the stretch.
So, borrowing a picture of an Oscar
from the studio, they got busy with
clay. It was a fair reproduction of the
gleaming statuette; although perhaps
the tummy was a trifle too contented
and the arms were distinguished more
by baseball biceps than by an airy
reaching into ozone for inspiration.
On the afternoon before the Acad¬
emy Award affair, the quartet pre¬
sented their father with the “Crosby
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Send Coupon for all three products
In hermetically-sealed bottles, with
complete instructions for Glover's
3-Way Treatment, and useful FREE
booklet. “The Scientific Care of
Scalp and Hair."
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Award” in a brief, but hilarious cere¬
mony. As soon as the modeling clay
is thoroughly dry, Bing is going to
have it baked. Chances are four to
one that it will blow up in the process,
but he figures it’s worth a try. If it
remains intact, he will stand it honor¬
ably beside the real Award. On the
ground that it is easier to be a hero to
the distant multitude than to those
who see you stymied by a leaky faucet,
Bing probably holds his Crosby Award
in equal esteem with his Oscar.
Do you have that constant urge to write but
the fear that a beginner hasn’t a chance?
The morning following the Award
Then listen to what the editor of Liberty
presentation, Leo McCarey was the
said on this subject:
first to arrive on the set. As he came
through the double doors, he stepped
“There is more room for newcomers in the
onto a red velvet carpet that auto¬
writing; field today than ever before. Some
matically unrolled in flattering gran¬
of the greatest of writing men and women
have passed from the scene in recent years.
deur all the way to his throne set up
Who will take their places? Who will be
by joyous co-workers on a hastily
the new Robert W. Chambers, Edgar Wal¬
prepared dais. When Mr. McCarey
lace Rudyard Kipling? Fame, riches and
was seated in the grand and golden
the happiness of achievement await the
new men and women of power.”
chair (prop department, castle divi¬
sion) he noted that there was a similar
Service Wife Secures
chair to right and left. Within a few
Reporter’s Job Through
moments, Bing was seated in one, Ing¬
N.I.A. Training
rid in the other, at which point the
"I had just finished N.I.A.
Training
when I saw an adver¬
cast and crew of “Bells” gave them
tisement in our daily paper for
an ovation.
a woman reporter! I answered
the ad, was called in and given
One member of this cast was Eva
the job. Financial arrange¬
Novak, who enacts the part of one of
ments were adequate, and I
was
darned proud.
With my
the nuns. Twenty-one years ago, she
husband in the Navy. I am
played the lead in the first picture Leo
helping keep our home and
family intact.”—Mrs. Mary L.
McCarey directed, a delicious little
Herring, 628 E. Center Street,
number entitled, “Society Secrets.”
Marion, Ohio.
When he was casting “Bells,” he
mulled over the part of one nun,
W riting Aptitude Test—FREE!
finally came up with the idea that Eva
EWSPAPER Institute of America
Novak would be just right for it. He
offers a free Writing Aptitude Test.
telephoned her; said in a peremptory
Its object is to discover new recruits
manner, “Eva, this is Leo. I’ve just
for the army of men and women who add
gone oyer the rushes and come to the
to their income by fiction and article writ¬
conclusion that we are going to have
ing. The Writing Aptitude Test is a simple
to do some retakes on ‘Society Secrets.’
but expert analysis of your latent ability,
How soon could you get to the studio?”
your powers of imagination, logic, etc. Not
Another member of the cast is Bill
all applicants pass this test. Those who
Gargan, who enacts the role of Joan
do are qualified to take the famous N. I. A.
Carroll’s father. It has been one of
course based on the practical training given
Bill’s prime ambitions for years to
by big metropolitan dailies.
work in a Leo McCarey picture. In
Hollywood, working with Leo is tanta¬
This is the New York Copy Desk Method
mount to working under the super¬
which teaches you to write by writing!
vision of Toscanini, if one is a musi¬
You develop your individual style instead
cian; or under the tutelage of Grant
of trying to copy that of others.
You
Wood, if one is an artist. Bill said to
“cover” actual assignments such as metro¬
Leo, when he met him in a local res¬
politan reporters get. Although you work at
taurant one night, “I want to work for
home, on your own time, you are constant¬
you, Leo, if I only get to cross the
ly guided by experienced writers.
It is
stage once, carrying a spear.”
really fascinating work. Each week you
When he answered Leo’s call to
see new progress. In a matter of months
come to work, he demanded eagerly,
you can acquire the coveted “professional”
“Shall I bring my own spear?”
touch. Then you’re ready for market with
greatly improved chances of making sales.
Whenever there was a spare moment
on the set (while lights were being
adjusted or a new camera angle being
Mail the Coupon Now
set up) Leo McCarey settled himself
But the first step is to take the Writing Aptitude
before the piano and knuckled out
Test. It requires but a
some fine old tunes. Incidentally, Mr.
few minutes and costs
NOTICE TO
nothing. So mail the cou¬
McCarey is the perennial bridesmaid
CANADIANS
pon now. Make the first
Newspaper Institute’s
of the song writing business: he has
operations in Canada
move toward the most
turned out many a runner-up tune
have been approved
enjoyable and profitable
by the Foreign Ex¬
but has yet to be the bride with a
occupation — writing for
change Control Board,
sensational hit.
publication! Newspaper
and to facilitate all
financial transac¬
The instant he set himself before
Institute of America, One
tions, a special per¬
Park Ave., New York 16,
the black and whites, he would be
mit has been assign¬
N. Y. (Founded 1925)
ed to their account
surrounded by the ten actresses
with The Canadian
garbed as nuns, and everybody would
Bank of Commerce,
Montreal.
limber the larynx. One afternoon Leo
rattled into an old minstrel number,
“Roll Dem Bones,” that enchanted
Newspaper Institute of America
Miss Bergman. She wanted to learn
e Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
id me, without cost or obligation,
the melody, and that accomplished,
.
your Writing Aptitude Test and further
Leo had to write out the lyrics for
information about writing for profit as promised
her. Fascinated, she leaned over his
in Movieland, September.
shoulder, watching the pencil shape
Miss )
Mrs. V.
each letter. When the words were
Mr. 1
.
finished she carefully folded the paper,
Address.... t
then looked for a place in her nun’s
(All correspondence confidential. No 'salesman' wili call
habit that would serve as a pocket.
on y°u->
__49-P-665
With a little shrug, she tucked the
Copyright 1945, Newspaper Institute of America

To People

who want to write

but can H get started

LINNEA PERFUME
“A Breath of Old Sweden”
$3.50

For Sale

in

Gift

Shops,

Drug

and

Department

Stores

Linnea Perfume brings you the refreshing fraranee of Scandinavian woodlands. Discovered
y the world’s greatest naturalist, Karl Von Linne,
who named and classified 12,000 flowers and
shrubs; the quaint fragance of a little Swedish
woodland flower so entranced Linne that he gave
the flower his own name. Linnea Perfume brings
to you the fragrance of the Linnea flower.
That Movieland readers may enjoy the thrill
knowing this lovely fragrance, we have pre¬
pared a “Get Acquainted’’ package, prepaid to
you for only 25c. This package not sold in any
store. Mail coupon now for yourself and friends.

§

Please send ..
“Get Acquainted”
Packages.
Name.
Address.

Enclosed find $
LINNEA. INC.
200

West

Ohio

Street,

Dept.

28,

Chicago

10,

Illinois

An attractive full Bust Line is a short cut
to glamour, poise and more self-assur¬
ance. If your Bust Line makes you selfconscious, try the new (special up and
out) Peach Cupbra. Use it for a week.
If you are not delighted, send everything
back and your money will be refunded.
Write now. SEND NO MONEY. Send
only your name and address and size
of your old brassiere.
(State whether
small, medium or heavy.) When you get
your Peach Cupbra with direction book¬
let, pay postman $1.98 (plus postage).
(Plain wrapper.)
Read your direction
booklet and wear your Peach Cupbra for
a week. If you are not absolutely de¬
lighted with your new lovelier figure,
send it back. It is positively guaranteed
to please you. Join the hundreds of wo¬
men who enjoy a lovelier figure with
Peach Cupbra. Please print name and
address clearly.
Write today to Party
Peach Co., Dept. 239, 72 5th Ave., N. Y. 11.
N. Y.

N

IMPOVERISHED
One afternoon, during the Santa Anita
Race Meet, a group of girls were getting
up a solid financial proposition in the
Sixth Race (the San Pasqual Handicap).
Louis B. Mayer had entered Thumbs Up
with Jockey J. Longden at the reins, and
Fred Astaire had entered Triplicate under
Jockey Turk. The girls, pooling their bets,
had decided to take a $2.00 show ticket
on Thumbs Up, and were confronted with
the quandary: to bet or not to bet on Trip¬
licate. "If he's as nimble-footed as Fred"
... one of the girls was saying tentatively,
just as Mr. Astaire passed the group.
Fred was wearing a pair of tired brown
shoes, grey wool sox, his blue trousers
rolled up to a spot known in haberdash¬
ery circles as the high water mark, his
blue shirt somewhat faded, his grey
fedora eloquent of many nervous alterca¬
tions of brim and crown.
The eyes of the girls turned from Mr.
Astaire to one another.
Slowly they
shook their heads. "He doesn't look very
prosperous," one summed up their atti¬
tude. "I don't think his horse has been
doing much for him. Let's skip Tripli¬
cate."
P.S. Thumbs Up won the race, paying
the girls $2.80 for their $2.00 ticket. Tripli¬
cate ran a good remote fifth.

MAGIC
. and if works a minor-miracle for everything I wear!

It's true! Fastidious groom¬
ing ... sleek, soft hair, radi¬
ant with health and regular
care . . . will help most when
you want to be fashionperfect. Ogilvie Sisters Hair
Beauty Aids wiil help in mak¬
ing your hair gloriously beau¬
tiful ... in keeping it lustrous
and manageable,

hair

booklet ON REQUEST.

care

Ogilvie Sisters,

604 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.
note into her sleeve, an action that
brought forth from Leo the delightful
comment, “Never in my life did I
expect to see a nun secrete the words
to ‘Roll Dem Bones’ in the recesses of
her sleeve!”
One afternoon the camera was tak¬
ing in only the forward part of the
chapel and the altar at which Miss
Bergman as the Sister Superior was
making her devotions. The pews of
the church gradually filled with un¬
occupied craftsmen, people from the
publicity department, and several
dozen service men and miscellaneous
other visitors.
When the assistant
called “Cut,” Sister Superior, retain¬
ing her solemn air of gentle aloofness
and piety, picked up the nearby col¬
lection plate and moved into the
church. There she handed the plate
to the person in the first pew, and
with a sweetly serious gesture indi¬
cated that she expected him to con¬
tribute, then pass the plate to his
seat-mate.
Ingrid passed that tray to everyone
in the pews and lounging on the set,
and, at completion of her mission, had
accumulated $6.55, which she turned
over to Father Devlin for his charity
fund. It was all done so beautifully,
with such obvious sincerity of pur¬
pose, that there were few people in the
chapel who realized that the action
was not a part of the picture.
Studio employees and extra talent
look upon assignment to a Bergman
picture with anticipatory delight. Dur¬
ing the shooting period, Missy Ingrid
gave about a dozen ice cream and
cake parties: she employed every
possible excuse. One day the party
honored the birthday of an electri¬
cian; on another occasion the Satur¬
day before Easter was celebrated;
and naturally she had to give a party
in honor of her distinguished co¬
workers who had won Academy
awards. One afternoon a member of
RKO’s publicity department came on
the set only to be hailed into an ice
cream and cake circle. Quick-fast he
went over a list of holidays, birthdays,
and other possible reasons for the
festivity, but offhand could think of

JUMBO HAIR PENCIL:
For blotting out grey
wisps; moisten tip and
apply. Six natural
shades. $1.00 plustax.
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NO DULL
DRAB HAIR
When You Use This Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
In one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 important things
to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:
1* Gives lustrous highlights.
2. Rinses away shampoo film.
3* Tints the hair as it rinses.
4* Helps keep hair neatly in place.
LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,
in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
At stores which sell toilet goods
25£ for 5 rinses
10^ for 2 rinses

LOVALON
H A ‘

I'

r. t n S £

Good Housekeeping
‘

-
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VALUE

AMERICA’S OUTSTANDING

PEERLESS P58
SPenvii
75
fQua%an teed
SEE YOUR

FOR

DEALER

ALWAYS

PEERLESS PEN CO. mfrs.
14 W. 17th ST, HEW YORK 11, N. Y.

SHORTHAND
"|IN 6 WEEKSC
Write 120 words per
minute. Easy for
adults.

Secures Fine Posi¬
tion after Completing
Speedwriting Course
“I
completed
my
Speedwriting
Course
in 6 weeks.
Shortly
afterwards I was em¬
ployed as Secretary in
the Manager’s office
of one of New York's
largest hotels. Now I
am in charge of the
Banquet Dept, in the
evenings, although
less than a year ago I
had never typed or
taken
dictation.” —
Lucille L. Mealor. 49
Claremont Ave., N. Y.

AT HOME
Famous Speedwriting sys¬
tem. No signs or symbols.
Uses ABCs. Fast prepa¬
ration for a well-paid posi¬
tion, and a sound postwar
future. Nationally used in
leading offices and Civil
Service; also by execu¬
tives, writers, speakers,
lawyers, scientists, stu¬
dents at college. Over
100,000 taught by mail.
The very low cost will
surprise you. 23rd Year.

Write for FREE Booklet to

be given to Dixie and Grandmother
Crosby. The pictures were made by
John Miehle, one of the most brilliant
still photographers in the business.
Speaking of moppets, one of the
best scenes in the picture is that in
which the youngsters stage their own
Nativity play. “Joseph” is a solemn
character with his sweater tied
around his waist; a local stable horse
was assembled by means of a saw
horse, a long thin bucket for a head,
and a mop for a tail; the Bambino
created a good deal of havoc by in¬
sisting upon setting up a loud wail
of protest every time he was stashed
away in the improvised crib. Some of
the dialogue is priceless as prepared
by the kids. Joseph and Mary arrive
at the Inn, knock, ask, “Have you
got a room?” Innkeeper: “You got a
reservation?” J. & M.: “No.” Inn¬
keeper: “Then we don’t have any
place for you.” Slam goes the door,
with dramatic finality..
You will see this in, perhaps, a
modified form, as several versions
were shot. At no time during this
episode were the children (none of
them professionals) given a script
to memorize. The full story was told
to them, then they were allowed to
enact the drama in their own words.
The result is both moving and instrinsically reverent.
On the last day of the picture’s
shooting, the crew gave Bing a three¬
fold, pocket-size, silver picture frame
in which he can carry snaps of his
family when he goes overseas on en¬
tertainment tours.
When the picture started, Bing and
Leo gave Ingrid a gold charm bracelet
on which there were 5 golden Bells
of St. Mary’s. The crew added a sixth
golden bell to this collection. (Some¬
day this will belong to Pia, the lucky
little girl.)
Then a large, square, very impor¬
tant box was handed to Leo McCarey.
He grinned, began to tear off wrap¬
pings, remove covers, and toss aside
excelsior packing. When he had
peeled the parcel he found a highly
polished oblong box. “Oh—for ciga¬
rettes!” he said. Someone said this
was scarcely a time for a present like
that, considering the fact that ciga¬
rettes are now worth about 4 pairs of
nylons. But Leo wagged his head
and looked pleased.
Then he lifted the lid and a con¬
cealed music box began to tinkle out
the tender tune, “Bells of St. Mary’s.”
Leo McCarey, the man who has been
everywhere and seen everything,
looked at his musical cigarette box
and slowly tears suffused his eyes
and coursed down his cheeks. There
was nothing he could say.
Everyone who has seen the early
version, says that the picture “Bells
of St. Mary’s” is just such a prize sur¬
prise package for audiences as Leo’s
cigarette box was for him.
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SOUTHERN GREETING C

If You Can

You can learn to play

Yes, if you follow our c
for only a half hour each
ing simple melodies.
E
scales. You learn to play
the start! Study any ins
7c a day I If interested
Print and Picture sample
music at home without
Mention your favorite
U. S. School
Bldg.. N. Y.

of Music, 15
10, N. Y.

U. S. School of Music, 1589
Please send me Free Bookl
I would like to play (Nam

Instrument..
Name.

(Ple

55 W. 42 Street, New York 18, N. Y.

The End

Address.

INSIDE HOLLYWOOD
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 81

By the time you read this, Franchot Tone
and his wife will be parents of a second child.
Monica Henreid, the blonde and dimpled
daughter of Paul and Lisle Henreid, is cur¬
rently overwhelmed with admiration for her
newly adopted sister, Mimi Maria, aged 4
months.
*

*

*

LOCAL BEARD:

Orson Welles grew a luxuriant Volga
Boatman beard for certain scenes in his forth¬
coming picture with Claudette Colbert and
George Brent, "Tomorrow Is Forever," and
was stalking around behind this elegant
foliage when he went to San Francisco to at¬
tend portions of the Conference.
One noon, when he was having luncheon
with Rita Hayworth and some friends, he was
talking loudly and earnestly about Russia,
only to be interrupted by a rosy-cheeked
sailor who asked for an autograph.
While Orson was signing, the sailor said
to Rita, "Are you Russian, too?"
Rita was so stunned that she simply stared
at the boy, trying to make out whether he
was ribbing her or not. The sailor repeated
his question, forming each syllable, each
word very clearly, "Are you Russian, too?"
"No," Rita managed to say, "I'm Spanish."
The sailor nodded, handed her the paper
already signed by her husband.
A few moments later the flabbergasted sea¬
man came back and peered into the faces of
his ersatz Russian and Spaniard.
"Gosh,
you sure are!" he breathed. "You're not
kidding—you're really Orson Welles and
Rita Hayworth ... all the way up here from
Hollywood."
*

*

You’ll fit right into the Western picture and be
a hit in your home town with these glamorous
Ranch Togs .. .The 'Bolero, Slacks and Shirt
feature expert tailoring, figure-flattering lines,
colorful fringe trim—everything smart girls
demand for leisure-wear everywhere. Order
separately or as a complete Western outfit!

Rancho Bolero .... $3.95
Partner Shirt.$7.95
Partner Slacks.... $5.95
(Plus Postage)

/t/occytwoD
6272 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

*

RUMORS FROM ROBERTS:
Two gentlemen from Hollywood are current¬
ly stationed at Camp Roberts in northern Cali¬
fornia.

One, private Turhan Selahettin (billed

The New
Rancho Bolero^
Sensation

on marquees as Turhan Bey), appears to be
very well liked.

This writer recently picked

up two G.I.s who had come south on week¬
end pass, so secured some first-hand informa¬
tion.

Turhan has been quiet, unassuming,

serious about his training.

When someone

saw him clomping around in army shoes,
dressed in a weary pair of G.I. fatigues, and
asked him how things went, he said with a
grin, "I hope I can make the grade as a good
soldier."
However, what my two G.I.s said about
the other man from Hollywood Jon Hall, can¬
not be repeated in a family magazine. .
*

*

*

WORK IN PROGRESS:

Leslie Brooks, whose husband was recently
discharged, medically and honorably, from
the Army, will become a mother this winter.
Dorothy Lamour, wife of Major William
Ross Howard III, hopes to christen William
Ross Howard IV in December, 1945.
*

*

RANCH TOGS OF HOLLYWOOD
Dept.287,6272 Hollywood Blvd.,Hollywood 28,Calif.
Please send me_Partner Shirts $7.95 (plus postage)
_Slacks to match $5.95 (plus postage)

Sizes:

*

Colors:

AT LAST. LORRE:
Peter Lorre, specialist in cinematic murder,
got

the

girl at last—and

not by shooting,

stabbing, poison, or other miscellaneous man¬
ner of mayhem. He married her.
Kaaren Verne.

The place:

Her name:

Las Vegas.

The

12

14

16

18

□ Gold with Brown
□ Red with Navy

(circle size)
□ Green with Brown
□ Aqua with Brown

_ Rancho Bolero $3.95 (plus postage)

Sizes: Small Medium Large (circle size)
Colors: □ Green D Red Q Brown □ Black
Name_

prerequisites Miss Verne's dviorce from Ar¬
thur Young, British bandleader.
It

started

happily

with

the

The future:

Lorres

having

Address_
City_

Zone

-State_

dinner at a local resort with the Bogarts, and
discussing the

new homes they've bought.
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PICTURES IN PRODUCTION
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE IS I

LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN is the
picturization of Ben Ames Williams’
brilliant story of a woman so jealous
that she reached back from the grave
to destroy the man she loved. Gene
Tierney has this plum part, Jeanne
Crain is the sister, Cornel Wilde the
man, Vincent Price a vindictive dis¬
trict attorney, and others in the cast
are Ray Collins, Ruth Nelson, Darryl
Hickman, Mary Philips and Reed
Hadley. Don’t miss this one.
*

*

*

AT WARNER BROTHERS:
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT is an ICE
PIE special. (Okay, make it I Spy, if
you wish.) With Charles Boyer, Laur¬
en Bacall, Katina Paxinou, Peter
Lorre, Dan Seymour and Victor
Francen.
NIGHT AND DAY is the Cole
Porter story with Cary Grant, Alexis
Smith, Jane Wyman, Monty Woolley,
Henry Stephenson, Donald Woods and
Selena Royale (who is well known at
all nearby government hospitals be¬
cause of her extensive Red Cross
work).
*

*

TAX
FREE

SILVER PLATED TABLEWARE
You'll love this beautiful Tableware Set of exquisite grace
and design, life-long quality, and sparkling beauty. A luxurious
treasure you 11 enjoy for years to come. You’ll be proud to
have this lovely Set grace your table—proud to have your
friends see this beautifully matched, perfectly balanced.
Tableware Set. Consists of 6 beautifully designed knives.
6 forks, 12 teaspoons. 6 soup spoons.

GIVEN

Beautiful 30-Piece Tableware Chest and
F. B. Rogers Silver Polishing Cloth
_with Every Order_

SEND NO MONEY—II Day Trill ia Ysar Ooa Homs
Ye»! we mean it. Examine the eet for 10 full day,. Upon
arrival, pay poetman only *9 95 plua poetaae. Order now
before we are all sold out. You 11 be delignted!
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACKf
Great American Sales Co„ 2226 Siberian Way, Dept. 111. Chicago 16 UL

*

AT UNIVERSAL:

NewHOSPmLanil
SURGICAL POLICY
Protects Whole Family
a Day for Children

HERE! The new Family Hospital and Sur¬
real Expense Policy you need and want! One
policy insures whole family — mother, father,
children, anyone in good health,age 3 months to
erfn
medlcal examination. Provides up
to jfOtu.OO in any one year for EACH and EVERY
person insured; CASH to help pay hospital and
surgical bills for sicknesses, accidents, operafeinale disorders and many other dis¬
abilities not covered by other policies. Special
provisions for childbirth. You select your own
doctor and hospital. This broad-coverage Family
Hospital and Surgical Policy issued DIRECT to
you at special family rates by strong company
with over $2:,000,000.00surplus for policyholders,
investigate! _ Send no money, but mail the cou¬
pon below quick for 10-day Free Inspection Offer.
No agent will calL No obligation. Act today!

N-4145

STERLING

BLDG.,

CHICAGO

11,

ILL.

I

I OPF^Rd<rfV°"Dc7 FREE INSPECTION I
I F^Uy Plan L°W*Coat Hosp,t<U and Surgical

_
Address_
| City.Name

I
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IO YEARS YOUNGER
• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale
streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest
b£nde to darkest black. Br^wnatone and a sm“ll bnSh
does It or your money back. Used for 30 years by thou¬
sands of women (men. too)—Brownatone la guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent Is
purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting—
not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One applica¬
tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
gw 'to Prove by tinting a test lock “your hl?r
money-back^uarantw.

LEARN

MILLINERY

*

THE TROUBLE WITH WOMEN is
Ray Milland’s new picture. Local
wags, pointing out Ray’s recent sep¬
aration from his lovely wife, have a
good deal to say about the title of
this cinematic venture. Also at work
with the troublesome women are
Teresa Wright and Brian Donlevy.

AT HOME
Design and make exclusive
hats under personal direcnn., , . -— , tion of one of America’s
noted designers.
Complete materials, blocks, etc.,
furnished. Every step illustrated. You make exclu¬
sive salable hats right from the start. We teach you
how to start a profitable business in spare time. Low
cost and easy terms. Expert milliners are in demand.
Free National Placement Dept. Send for free catalog.

99^°mU,5/ M!LLEr SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 N. Wabash Ave., Dept. 49
Chicago I, III

AT REPUBLIC:
MEXICANA is being made by Con¬
stance Moore, Tito Guizar, Leo Carrilo, Jean Stevens, Estrelita, Steve
Geray and Guy Zannette.
SUNSET IN EL DORADO is the
latest Roy Rogers picture with Dale
Evans, Gabby Hayes, sedate Margaret
DuMont and the Sons of the Pioneers.

I

-State_ |

GREGORY is the picture that is
causing Monogramed headaches. So
far, three endings have been shot,
each of which resulted in the death of
Edmund Lowe, but he is a man who
takes a lot of killing so someone is
trying to think up a fpurth finale. Al¬
so involved in this triple termination
are Jean Rogers, Don Douglas and
Marjorie Hoshelle.

°„?

Write for FREE TEST BOTTLE

DRAWforMONEY
TO
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Be An Artist!
Trained Artists are Capable of
Earning $30, $50, $75 a Week
Learn to draw at home In Your Spare
Time for a Fascinating Hobby and
Profitable Post-War Career! Study
Art the pleasant and interesting
WSA way.
Commercial Art. De¬
signing. Cartooning all in ONE com¬
plete course.
No previous art
experience necessary — hundreds
have profited by our practical
step-by-step methods since 1914.
TWO ART OUTFITS FUR¬
NISHED.
Mail coupon NOW.

AT MONOGRAM:

| STERLING INSURANCE CO.
I

*

%BSS

AT PARAMOUNT:

Costs Only 3c a Day for Adults
Only

ALIBI IN ERMINE is a wonderful
comedy (check it on your calendar
for future reference) with Charles
Coburn, Ginny Simms, Robert Paige,
Jess Barker (who has been one of
the most faithful stars in town to
work at the Hollywood Canteen),
Martha O’Driscoll, Kathleen Howard,
and Billy Green.
ONCE UPON A DREAM is a ro¬
mantic and tuneful comedy with
Franchot
Tone,
Susanna
Foster,
Louise Allbritton, David Bruce, Bust¬
er Keaton, Irene Ryan, Jaqueline deWit, and Barbara Sears.
AS IT WAS BEFORE is the pic¬
turization of a novel by Lucien Bal¬
lard, who will marry the star of the
picture, Merle Oberon, as soon as the
film is completed. Working with Miss
Oberon are Charles Korvin and Jess
Barker.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART

j

StudiO 339P. 1115 15th
Washington 5. D. C.

W.

I

particulars
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... Age.
State.
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ALLOTMENT WIVES tips its story
in its title; collecting the checks are
Kay Francis, Paul Kelly, Otto Kruger,
Evelyn Eaton, and Marcelle Corday.
*
*
*

AT COLUMBIA:
SHE WOULDN’T SAY YES is now
in its second month of production
with Rosalind Russell, Lee Bowman,
Charles Winninger, Adele Jergens and
Lewis Russell. Incidentally, Adele
Jergens’ fan mail has begun to work
the Columbia mail clerks roundshouldered.
THE KANSAN, in Technicolor, is
Columbia’s new western with Evelyn
Keyes (how about her work in 1001
NIGHTS????), Willard Parker (his
first picture after his discharge from
the army), Larry Parks, Edgar Bu¬
chanan, Jim Bannon, and Forest
Tucker.
SNAFU is a harmless little comedy
with Nanette Parks, Jimmy Lloyd,
Conrad Janis, Robert Benchley, and
Enid Markey. The title, incidentally
is derived from the army term “Sit¬
uation Normal—All Fouled Up.” Those
who have seen the rushes say that
Mr. Benchley, the gentleman with the
Cointreau voice, is even better than
usual.
THE PAPER DOLL MURDERS has
gone into its first week of production
with Warner Baxter (his first picture
in a long, long time), Dusty Ander¬
son, John Litel, and John Abbott. As
this goes to press, Mr. Baxter’s huge
Palm Springs holding is for sale at a
nice fat figure. A land boom was re¬
cently touched off in the desert by
an announcement that certain par¬
cels of land were available at $5.00
per acre. Wisenheimers, instantly cal¬
culating upon the thousands of dol¬
lars to be made by buying up some
of this space, constructing motels and
other resort buildings thereon, stood
four deep for hours in the Los Angeles
Federal Building in an effort to sign
up for purchase. Not until the clerk
explained, after the hours of waiting,
that the land was entirely without im¬
provement (the piping charges for
sewer connections and water connec¬
tions would have been staggering)
did the fast thinkers become dis¬
couraged. However, a good many sin¬
cere people who actually want to
live on the desert for two or three
months each year, bought up the land
anyhow.

JUST TO GET ACQUAINTED! WE
WILL MAKE YOU A BEAUTIFUL
5x7 ENLARGEMENT OF ANY
SNAPSHOT, PHOTO, OR NEGA¬
TIVE ABSOLUTELY FREE!

Just send us your most cherished snapshot or photo (either actual
picture or negative) and you will receive FREE a beautiful pro¬
fessional Hollywood Studio enlargement! Send baby’s picture,
that boy in service, mother’s, dad’s, yourself. You’ll be thrilled
when you see it enlarged! Act NOW!
IMPORTANT - Be sure to include color of hair, eyes and clothing
and get our BARGAIN OFFER for having your enlargement
beautifully hand colored in oil —and mounted in your choice of
handsome frames. Limit 2 to a customer. Please enclose 10c to
cover cost of handling and mailing each enlargement. Artistic
hand coloring adds character, beauty and personality to the en¬
largement! Your original will be returned with your FREE 5x7
enlargement! Act now!

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD* HOLLYWOOD (38)»CALIFORN!A

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS,
7021

Enclosed find_snapshot or negative.
(specify number, limit 2]
Please make_
-free enlargements.
(specify number, limit 2)

Dept. 740

Fill out description
below.
Mark back of
picture 1 and 2.
COLOR - Picture No. 1
Hair_

Handling 6 Mailing charge of 10cea. is enclosed.
Clothing_
COLOR - Picture No. 2
Hair_
City_

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS IN COLOR
If beauty thrills you—you will be fascinated by these photos of
your favorite MOVIE STARS, in beautiful LIFELIKE COLORS.
These gorgeous photos are 8 x 10 and are ready to frame, put in
scrap book or in your movie album.
TOM DRAKE—JANE RUSSELL—GREG O R Y PECK—JUDY GAR¬
LAND—ROBERT WALKER—VERA
HRUBA
RALSTON—JEANNE
CRAINE—DANA ANDREWS—INGRID BERGMAN—JOHN HODIAK
—GENE TIERNEY—FRANK SINATRA—VAN JOHNSON—JUNE
ALLYSON—ALAN LADD—LANA TURNER—ROY ROGERS—BETTY
GRABLE—ALICE FAYE—SONJA HEN IE—PAULETTE GODDARD—
JOAN CRAWFORD—WILLIAM POWELL—GLORIA DeHAVEN—
SHIRLEY TEMPLE—WILLIAM EYTHE—BOB HUTTON—LON MC¬
ALLISTER—BING CROSBY—CLARK GABLE—BETTY HUTTON—
LAUREN BACALL—GREER GARSON—MARGARET O'BRIEN.
These photos are printed on heavy coated paper, 8 x 10, in FULL
COLORS. Your choice of any eight listed above for fifty cents—•
16 for $1.00—entire set of 34 only $2.00. DON’T WAIT. Mail
your order NOW.
Betty

TASTY DISH

Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Grable

IRVING KLAW
Dept. JJ-9

:

212 EAST 14 ST.
New York City 3. N. Y.

(CONTINUED FORM PAGE 561

MATHEMATICIANS!
container), the icy confection should
come out like a frozen cloud.
For coffee flavor, place one-half cup
of coffee grounds in a cheesecloth bag
and bring to boil in one half of milk
called for in recipe. Press liquid out
and combine with rest of ingredients.
“It is really the Au Rhum sauce
which lends the maitre de touch to
the ice cream at the table, however,”
says Gail Patrick. Here she shares
her recipe with you.
Vi oi. heavy dark rum for each person
Vi lb. jam fo each quart of ice cream

Heat rum and jam together in
chafing dish until thoroughly blended.
Gail adds Peach Conserve, her favor¬
ite, to the flaming sauce for ice cream.
Just before serving, she lights the
sauce atop each dish and it burns
with the blue flame so dear to the
hearts of French maitres de cuisine.

Did you solve the problem in

Multiplication on page 70?

Doctors Fast

FOOT RELIEF

Comforts Feet and Toes Wherever Shoes Painfully
Rub or Pinch. Helps Prevent “Breaking-In" Torture
For quick relief from corns, sore toes, callouses, bunions,
chafed heels, tender spots and instep ridges—use Dr. Scholl’s
Kurotex. This downy-soft, soothing, cushioning, protective,
flesh color foot plaster instantly stops tormenting shoe fric¬
tion; lifts painful pressure. Helps prevent blisters and "break¬
ing-in” discomfort of new or tight shoes.
Cut Dr. Scholl's Kuratex to any shape or size and apply it. Does not come off in the
bath. This superior type of moleskin is also splendid for preventing blisters on hands
of Golfers, Tennis and Baseball players. Economical! At Drug, Shoe, Department
and 101 Stores. FREE sample—write Dr. Scholl’s, Inc., Dept. K, Chicago.

Dr Scholls KUROTEX

■det '%im See 'tyou
4ctter

Svery

^PHnm

Made from
Your Favorite
PHOTO or SNAPSHOT
Your picture in every letter! Im¬
agine what a thrill that would be
to that man of yours in service—especially if he’s fight¬
ing on some foreign shore. Why, it would be almost as if
you had stepped right out of the envelope for a brief visit
with him. As a morale builder, there's nothing like it!
That’s what makes PHOTO STAMPS such a wonderful
new idea—they make your letters come to life.

MANY OTHER NOVEL USES
Besides letters, PHOTO STAMPS can be used to per¬
sonalize your greeting cards, gift cards, books, invita¬
tions, etc. They are ideal-for pasting in autograph books,
or for exchanging with pen pals. They identifv your
personal possessions. You will find many other clever and
novel uses for PHOTO STAMPS.

SEND NO MONEY
Yes, for only SI.69 you get 250 large-sized (1)^" x 1%*)
ready-gummed PHOTO STAMPS, individually cut and
ready to use. Send no money—just mail us your photo
(no negatives). When stamps arrive pay postman SI.69
plus C.O.D. postage. If cash accompanies order we ship
postage paid. Original photo returned intact. MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE. Send your photo TODAY!

THE PHOTOPLATE COMPANY DEPT. 195
161 W. HARRISON STREET • CHICAGO 5, lit.

HOWTO WRITEPROFIT

Most famous authors come from ordinary walks of
life. Many others could have succeeded had they used
this proved, modern short-cut method of training en¬
dorsed by such famous writers as Gertrude Atherton
Rupert Hughes.
Hundreds of
successful graduates. You, too.
may learn right in your own
Art of Writing1
home to Write fiction, newspaper
features, magazine articles, radio
Shries
; 1 Sa/ahle
Sa>
scripts. FREE illustrated book¬
let explains how. Write today

f

*
*=FREE;
....
-Uhl

PALMER

INSTITUTE

OF

AUTHORSHIP

6362 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Cal., Dept. CT-95

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★-A-

MOVIE STARS PHOTOS

Latest shots of your
Hollywood
favorites. .I2forS|00
“ High gloss gives life- 1
like appearance.
Catalog of over 250 miniature
CuC C photos including 16 pages of
‘ pin-up paradise” sent with order. (To
avoid delay, state 2nd choice.)
ALPHA

PHOTO

SERVICE

Dept. F.9, 1235 Sixth Ave.
New York 19. N. Y.

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★a-

BLONDES
New Shampoo Washes Hair'
Shades Lighter Safely
Made specially for blondes, this new sham¬
poo helps keep light hair from darkening—
brightens faded hair. Called Blondex, its rich
cleansing lather instantly removes the dingy
film that makes hair dark, old-looking. Takes
only 11 minutes at home. Gives hair lustrous
highlights. Safe for children. Get Blondex
at 10c, drug and department stores.

TO MARTHA WITH LOVE AND HISSES
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 211

word and you’ll get what we mean)
of “Little Women,” a series of skits in
grammar and junior high schools
throughout the U. S., and finally, a
fling at betinselled Hollywood itself.
The great trek began back in Ann
Arbor, Michigan, on May 28th of 1925
when the MacVicars’ family doctor
delivered the first official smack to her
three-cornered-pants area, and Mar¬
tha read her first official line—“Yeeeow!” She continued to squawk for
the next five years in and around
Evanston and Chicago, until that
same family medico told father Ted
MacVicars to go South, young man—
for your health! The company for
which he worked thoughtfully trans¬
ferred him to Fort Lauderdale, Flor¬
ida, and the entire family, including
Martha’s younger brother and two
gravel-throated Persian cats, chugged
down to the land of sunshine, Steve
Hannagan,
and
California
mud¬
slingers.
It was here that Martha started
school and became aware of the social
graces. After experimenting a little
she decided the graces were fine, in
their place, but that football and base¬
ball were much more exciting.
Then Mr. MacV. packed the car
again and they moved to Miami, then
on to St. Petersburg (where Martha
appeared as an angel in her first
theatrical encounter and scandalized
the family by appearing on the school
stage complete with halo, wings, and
an obviously football-battered nose),
and still on—to Detroit.
Martha was ten, and life was full
of a lot of wonderful things. Books,
for instance. She’d never gone to one
school for more than a year, and she’d
made few friends her own age, so she
buried her impudent nose (healed
now, but still freckled) in Shakes¬
peare and lesser playwrights’ efforts.
In odd moments she fought with her
brother Jimmy until he let her play
quarterback on the corner football
team.
In Dallas, when she was fourteen,
she outgrew the grossness of physical
endeavor for a while, and landed her
first date. It was a giddy and sensa¬
tional thing. Her escort arrived in a
c-a-r! Nondescript, perhaps, but roll¬
ing. And it upped her prestige tre¬
mendously with Jimmy and the neigh¬
bor kids.
“It was a swimming party,” Martha
recalls, “and I was awfully done-up
about it. I was so afraid I’d dampen
my glamor that I refused to go in the
water, and turned out to be the wet
blanket of the day. I never had an¬
other date with that boy. And, gee,
he was cute!”
By the time Martha had managed
to assimilate that provocative Texas
drawl, father MacVickers was trans¬
ferred to Long Beach, California, and
the Persian cats got another free ride.
Long Beach was different. It was a
half hour trip from Hollywood. The
studios and the weather were things
Florida people dreamed about but
seldom encountered at home. Martha
went to school again and began to
make friends.
“And then I was sixteen,” she says.
“You know the way kids are, awfully
grown up. And I remember sitting
in Daddy’s car in a drive-in with a

mouthful of hamburger when IT hap¬
pened.”
“It” was the thing that all of us
wait for—some of us until we’re too
old to really care anymore. But to
Martha it came early, and we hope it
sticks around a long time.
“It” came in the form of photog¬
rapher Mary Meade, who popped the
question not too subtly with a breath¬
less, “How would you like a job?”
Martha’s eyebrows merged with her
hairline and Mrs. Meade clinched the
deal. “Of course, you’ve got freckles,”
she observed, “and we’ll have to cap
your teeth, and change your hair-do,
but you’re the girl!”
So Martha went to work for Mary
Meade and her husband, and became
—as her first gesture of relief to an
eye-weary public— a Valentine cover
for a national magazine.
She was so successful in this first
venture that her calls became more
and more frequent. In desperation her
mother and brother rented a house in
Laguna Beach where the photo¬
grapher’s studio was flourishing, just
so Martha could get a home-cooked
meal and a little rest.
Not content with posing swoonily
before just one portrait camera, Mar¬
tha broadened her talent to pose for
more photographers. Things went
along quietly until one of these shut¬
ter-clickers wrote an article for a Los
Angeles paper, and one of Martha’s
pictures was used to illustrate it.
The all-seeing eye of producer
David O. Selznick got one gander at
the delectable Vickers’ pan and
promptly called the photog for infor¬
mation as to the little lady’s identity.
But the still-man got fussed, thought
he was talking to Myron Selznick,
and shrieked into the phone: “But
she’s just a child! She doesn’t want
an agent!” And promptly hung up.
However, he reckoned without the
bloodhound instinct of all movie pro¬
ducers. Selznick wangled Martha’s
home number from somewhere, and
it was just the next day that the fam¬
ily chariot toted Mama and Papa and
Martha up to his residence, where
they all solemnly affixed their signa¬
tures to a nice, new contract.
“Imagine!” Martha says, “I was a
movie actress, and I’d never even been
inside a studio!”
She remained in that outside-lookmg-in condition for a couple of
months until they finally hauled her
in and gave her diction lessons. “But ”
ordered the order, “don’t direct her
reading! Let her read her lines the
way she wants to!”
So Martha continued with voice
and diction, and remained Selznick
chattel for twelve months. On the
first day of the thirteenth month the
contract was terminated. Our gal be¬
gan decorating magazine covers again,
and was quite happy about the whole
thing, thank you.
But fortune reared its tantalizing
head again when an agent took her
by the hand and trotted her over to
RKO Studios, where the big hunt
was on for a girl for “Marine Raid¬
ers.” Martha sat in producer Bill
Sisk’s office and read for him—cold
Ten minutes later she scrawled her
name below that of her mother’s
and the contract became legal

“For the second time,” says Martha,
“I was an actress who had never seen
a movie camera, much less acted in
front of one. You see, I’d never even
had a test!”
The part she won was a goodly
hunk of script pages. But on the
screen it came out just one brief but
potent scene in a telephone booth!
LOST:
Somewhere
between
the
sound stage and the theater, one
•promising career!
“And me with eleven friends at the
preview!” Martha moans. “I could
have cried for a week, except that it
struck me so darned funny!”
Next came a minor whodunit called
“The Falcon In Mexico.” Before the
murder would out at the preview,
the studio let Martha’s option drop
gently but definitely, with that alltoo-familiar thud. But she was young
and bounce-proof, and was back smil¬
ing into the portrait lens again, when
the reviews of the epic came out mak¬
ing fools of the studio heads, and
handing Martha a big red apple for
her performance.
During photographic lulls, Martha
pursued her water colors via sea¬
scapes of every inch of Pacific be¬
tween Laguna Beach and Santa
Monica. She played desultory scales
on the pianp, but interest in music
had waned.’
She rode horseback
twice a week and gave her leggy
brother rhumba lessons. She played
ping-pong with friends, and had Sat¬
urday night dancing dates at Mocambo.
Then
producer-director
Howard
Hawks gave his good friend, Movieland’s photographer, Tom Kelley, a
phone call and Kelley gave his model
a wink, and the next day Hawks was

interviewing Martha for “The Big
Sleep.”
“I don’t quite know how it hap¬
pened,” Martha says. “But I guess
Mr. Hawks had such good luck with
Lauren Bacall that he figured he’d
take a chance on another photo¬
grapher’s model.”
Martha had her name changed to
just
plain Vickers,
worked
and
studied like a gal possessed, and then
played the fiendish “Carm” to the
hilt. But she kept her fingers crossed
and kept muttering, “I hope I’ll be
hated! Because if the audience gets
up when the picture is released and
says, ‘My, what a sweet girl!’ I’m a
dead duck!”
But her performance did click and
Warners promptly handed her an¬
other lead, surrounding her with
Dennis Morgan, Jane Wyman, and
Jack Carson. This is a pretty reliable
team to lean on when a young actress
gets weary.
She was elated about the whole
thing until she read the script and
found out she had to sing and dance.
“And me without a time step up my
sleeve!” she yelped.
Having no sense of rhythm at all,
Martha sat down and listened to the
score for “The Time, The Place, and
The Girl,” and beat out the rhythm
painstakingly with her hands on the
top of the piano. After two days she
got it down pat. Then came her big
test. She had to strut her stuff along
with thirty chorus girls who were
weaned on a “one, two, three, kick!”
Her knees shook and she got out of
step.
But LeRoy Prinz, the dance
director, said he thought she could
do it, and she’s been doing it ever
since!.

Martha’s rolling along merrily now,
with a full-fledged lead in her fourth
picture. She doesn’t have to practice
her hand exercises in front of the
mirror any more, she does them nat¬
urally, like they just grew on her.
Actually, her success hasn’t changed
her or her modus operandi in the
slightest.
She still lives at home,
collects glass cat figurines, keeps up
her Tyrone Power scrapbooks, cleans
her own room, washes the dishes,
battles with Jimmy to get him to
wield the dish towel, and makes her
own hats.
As a matter of record, she is wildly
proud of the fact that she can whip
up chic chapeaux out of a handful of
thumbtacks, a couple of phony posies,
a strip of veiling, and a bit of Scotch
tape. They’re elaborate and awesome
creations.
“The only catch,” Martha says, “is
that I haven’t the nerve to wear
them.”
She wasn’t wearing any hat the
night she was General “Hap” Ar¬
nold’s dinner partner at Howard
Hawks’ house. She maintains it was
the biggest thrill of her life when he
dismissed his Army car and let her
drive him back to his hotel.
Really the biggest thrill is yet to
come. And that is her planned (but
still fairly nebulous) trip to New
York City. Then she wants to settle
down on her own ranch (not too far
from Hollywood) and raise horses
and Persian cats, to do one picture
after another, to marry a guy she
hasn’t yet met, and to raise a modest
family of two boys and a girl.
Love and hisses to Martha? You’re
kidding, of course!
The End

^ENLARGEMENT
Just To Get Acquainted, We Will Make You a
Beautiful, New 5x7 Inch Enlargement From Your
Favorite Snapshot, Photo or Kodak Picture If You
Enclose the Coupon and a 3 Cent Stamp for Return Mailing!
Everyone admires pictures in natural colors because the surroundings and loved
ones are so true to life, just the way they looked when the pictures were taken, so
we want you to know also about our gorgeous colored enlargements. Think of having
that small snapshot of mother, father, sister or
brother, children or others near and dear to you,
enlarged to 5x7 inch size so that the details and
features you love are more lifelike and natural.
You are now given a wonderful opportunity to
receive a beautiful enlargement. Look over
your pictures now and send us your favorite snap¬
shot, photo or Kodak picture to be enlarged. Please
include the color of hair and eyes and get our new
bargain offer giving you your choice of handsome
frames with a second enlargement beautifully hand
tinted in natural lifelike oil colors and sent on ap¬
proval. Your original is returned with your en¬
largement. This amazing enlargement offer is our
way of getting acquainted and letting you know
the quality of our work.’ Send today as supplies
are limited.
Enclose this coupon with your favorite snapshot, H
picture or negative and send to DEAN STUDIOS,
Dept. 1300, 211 W. 7th St.. Des Moines, Iowa.

Forgotten Snapshot
Makes Treasured
Enlargement

Name...

Over a million men and wo¬
men have sent us their cher¬
ished snapshots and pictures
for enlarging.
DEAN STUDIOS

City....

211

W.

7th

Dept. 1300
St.. Des Moines,

Iowa

Color of Hair

Address.
Color of Eyes

State.
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NEW PICTURE GUIDE
IContinued from page 101

PAYS accumulated

6000.00
2400.00

ACCIDENT BENEFITS
for Accidental Loss of Life,
Limb, or Sight up to ... •

For LOSS OF TIME!

Accident Disability Benefits
up to $100 a month for as
long as 24 months, or ... .

■'100.00;:

HOSPITAL EXPENSES

650.00

for Sickness or Accident, in¬
cluding $5.00 a day for hos¬
pital room, up to . • • . . .

'

cue COlXUUu£ PROTECTION!

. • • Acci¬
dents happen to 20 persons every minute of every day;
and sickness strikes when least expected. So why take
chances? NOW you can have all-around insurance pro¬
tection, backed by an old-line LEGAL RESERVE Com¬
pany for less than $1 a month. Policy pays for ALL acci¬
dents, ALL the common sicknesses, even for minor in¬
juries; and disability benefits start from very first day.
I

NO MEDICAL EXAMINATION

required!
No red tape! Policy issued BY MAIL at
BIG SAVINGS. Ages 15 to 69. Actual Pol*
icy sent for 10 Days’ FREE Examination.
ACT NOiy! Write for it today. No cost. No
1 obligation. No salesman will call.

FftCE 10-Day Inspection Coupon
■ THE SERVICE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
J 482-F Service Life Bldg.
Omaha, Nebr.
■ Without cost or obligation, send your GOLD SEAL
a Sl-A-MONTH Policy for 10 DAYS’ FREE INSPECTION.
? Name

ACTUAL
SI2E

8" TO 10I6H

secure
Here’s an opportunity to se
life-like FIGURETTE of your
loved one in service or loved ones
at home or your pets.
Just send
any size negative, photo or snap¬
shot and we’ll reproduce a hand¬
some
cutout
FIGURETTE
mounted on Modeme tempered
Maisonite.
Truly a thing of
beauty! Makes attractive orna¬
ment for table, radio desk or
your affection’” so near to you in one of the most realistic
ways discovered by man.
You’ll prize and treasure it all
your life! AND WHAT A WONDERFUL AND APPRECIATED
GIFT IT MAKES!
No wonder many places charge two to
three times our amazingly low introductory price.

SEND NO MONEY
FAST SERVICE.
Just mail any size negative, photo or
snapshot.
Deposit $2.69 for one or $4.95 for two, plus
postage with postman. Or send price and we’ll pay postage.
YOUR PHOTO RETURNED WITH FIGURETTE. Keep for 10
days and if not delighted with FIGURETTE. return for full
refund.
Special
oil
coloring
$1.00
extra
per
person.
Specify colors.

'

SICKNESS BENEFITS
For Loss of Time due to
Sickness, a maximum
Monthly Income of.

sumes to be many years wed . . . with
the homesick sailor getting lovesick,
and his fiance whom he wishes wasn’t
his fiancee arriving unexpectedly
on the scene, to explain that she can’t
keep her nuptial promise after all,
because she’s a beaming bride but he’s
not the bridegroom. It all sounds
crazy, and it is . . . only it isn’t. (See
how easy it is to catch doubletalk
trouble? This “Christmas in Con¬
necticut nonsense . . . it’s contagious!)
Add Christmas carols sung by Mor¬
gan, and a horse-drawn sleigh scene
that’s guaranteed, genuine sentiment¬
al .. . and it all adds up to being
“good for the whole family.” (What’s
too adult, the kiddies won’t catch.)

_

Address.
City

_ Age_

.State.

^ Beneficiary..

Amazing New P/an!

DRESSforYOU
FOR ORDERING J
THRILLING new plant Your choice of
Gorgeous New Dress or Suit, in your
favorite style, size and color, given to
you for sending orders for only three
dresses for your friends, neighbors, or
members of your own family. That’s
all. Notonecenttopay. Everything
supplied without cost.

Experience Unnecessary
Spare Time Will Dol
Famous Harford Frocks will send
you their big. new Style Line show¬
ing scores or latest fashions, with
actual fabrics,in dresses, lingerie,
children’s wear, etc.r at sensa¬
tional low, money-saving prices.
Also SPORTSWEAR, slacks, suits
and coats. Show styles and fabrics
to your friends, neighbors, and
family — send in only 3 orders— ;
and get dress or suit. You can get \
your complete wardrobe easily, >
quickly and without cost, and
also earn good money for \
spare time work if you wish.

BE FIRST IN
YOUR TOWNS
Write today for big Style
Presentation. Due to to¬
day’s conditions we may not be
able to send it at once—but rush
your name and address to be
placed on our list and be among
the first to receive the new Style
Line when available. Write today.

HARFORD FROCKS
D*pt. M-27. Cincinnati 25, Ohio

CAPTAIN EDDIE (20th Century-Fox) —
Now comes to the screen another in¬
spiring true-life tale—the story of
Captain Eddie Rickenbacker, World
War I ace and World War II survivor
of 22 days on an open lifeboat with¬
out food or water. You’ll probably
recall the almost miraculous survival
of Captain Rickenbacker and most
of the members of the crew, when
they were forced down into the Pa¬
cific ocean several years ago.
Our story begins with that crash,
takes us back to Eddie’s first flight
through the air off the barn roof, on
a home-made buggy and borrowed
umbrella. It takes us through his
courtship and marriage, his automo¬
bile racing days, into World War I,
and finally to World War II, all the
while cutting back to the scene on
the three lifeboats listlessly drifting
at sea. Through it all, we are given
a liberal dose of the Rickenbacker
philosophy which has carried him
through an eventful and dangerous
life.
Fred MacMurray, as Captain Rick¬
enbacker, gives a fine and sensitive
performance. Lynn Bari plays his
wife, Adelaide. Others in the cast are
Charles Bickford, Thomas Mitchell,
Lloyd Nolan, James Gleason, Mary
Phillips, and Darryl Hickman.
WEST OF THE PECOS (RKO) is a dry
and dusty picture of the great out¬
doors. When Colonel Lambeth (Thur¬
ston Hall) is informed by Dr. Howard
(Bryant Washburn) that his health
would improve considerably if he
moved from Chicago to his ranch in
Texas, he rebels. His beautiful and
outspoken daughter, Rill (Barbara
Hale) prevails, and the Lambeth
family and their French maid Suz¬
anne (Rita Corday) venture into the
great wilderness—alone and afraid.
Their fears are not in vain, because
their stagecoach is held up by a law¬
less mob led by Sam Sawtelle (Perc
Launders). To the rescue come Chito
Rafferty (Richard Martin) and his
friend Pecos (Robert Mitchum). The
boys are given jobs on the Lambeth
ranch and Rill takes to and is taken
up by Pecos.
Richard Martin suffers under and
from a Spanish accent. Bill Williams’
part is small as he is killed off at the
outset of the picture. The honors be¬
long exclusively to Barbara Hale, who
gives the only credible and competent
performance. She plays a tomboy with
lots of verve and kick. But don’t let
us stop you—if sagebrush is your
dish!

ALLIED PHOTO CO.
7243 W.

Lake St.

Dept. 57

Oak Park,

III.

ASTHMA
"o'?N0-C0ST TRIAL OFFER!
!Fv^,?woSyFKER FR°M BRONCHIAL ASTHMA PARUAYbrab, from coughs, gasping wheezing—write quick
for daring NO-RISK. NO-COST TRIAL OFFER. In¬
quiries from so-called "hopeless” cases especially invited
NACOR, 1092-D State Life Bldg., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

FREE enlargement

■ ■■ ■■
Just to get acquainted with
pew customers, we will beautifully enlarge
your favorite print or negative, photo or pic¬
ture to 8x10 inches — FREE — if you enclose
this ad. (Pictures should be clear and sharp;
negatives give best results). Information on
hand tinting in natural colors sent immediate¬
ly. Your original returned with your free en¬
largement. Send today. I-imir I to a customer.
GEPPERT STUDIOS, Dept 921, Des Moines 2, Iowa

NEW MOVIE STAR PHOTOS
Direct from Hollywood

West Coast's biggest dealer in movie
Photos Is FIRST with all the latest
Stars and Poses.
REAL PHOTOGRAPHS
List decorated with MOVIE STARS
mailed FREE with each photo. Send
name of your FAVORITE with fif¬
teen cents to cover handling and
mailing.
Hollywood Screen Exchange
Box 1150—Dept. 3
Hollywood 28. Calif. U.S.A.
/fffl

If SOMETHING NEW AND SENSATIONAL IN

CHRISTMAS CARDS
MAKE

AMAZING “0ILETTE” CARDS]

Like costly oil paintings. Designs f
never before offered. Gets orders r
fast. Gorgeous Christmas Cards
—
.
-- with name, 25 for$l, up. 9 other profit Assort¬
ments. New features . . . clever ideas. Up to 100% profit.
Start at once! Write today for Samples on approval!

MONEY

FAST

PURO CO., 3041 Locust, Dept 401, St Louis, Mo.

SUFFERERS

PSORIASIS
ISCOLV

MAKE THE ONE

SPOT
TEST

\
i

SKIN

TROUBLE)

DGRmOIL
Prove it yourself no matter
how long you have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psoria¬
sis and Derm oil with
amazing, true photo,
graphic proof of result*
“""it FREE. Write for4t.

Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis Apply
non-staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
ears of suffering, report
scales have gone, the
—
m w m
red patches gradually disappeared and
ii
i?e1LednJh3;e51the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
anj? 18 backed by
moni L ii..
y a ^ toris
. ““V*
oy a positive agreejP®®* to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is
Is rere¬
funded without question.
funded
Send 10c (stamps or coin) for
generous
enerous trials
trial bottle to make our
our-famous
-famous “One Soot
Spot Test”
Test”.
M ‘t y°urself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
o?^Vr.itestR>bot;t*
9aut,on; Use only as directed. Print name
SOl£ by
and Walgreen Drug
txT I,her leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES.
547, Northwestern Station, Dept. 2930, Detroit 4, Mich.
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BEWITCHED (M-G-M), taken from Arch
Oboler’s original radio script, “Alter
Ego,” is based on the idea that a
person can be born with two different
mind systems. In this case, two en¬
tirely different personalities inhabit
the body of one girl. One is a nicetype, quiet girl, the other a lustful,
wicked creature who strives to take
possession of the one body. A murder,
a trial, and the discovery (by hyp¬
nosis) of the two personalities in one
make for an intriguing plot, but the
scenes drag and much of the original
power of the script is lost by a switch
in the ending to the more usual movie
formula.
Highlight of the picture is Phyllis
Thaxter’s excellent portrayal of the
girl with the two personalities. Others
in the cast are Hank Daniels, Horace
McNally, and Edmund Gwenn.

AFTER

"I feeV like a new person
since taking the Bonomo
Home Course,”
says BETTYE HOWELL
of Albany, Cal.

BEFORE

GUEST WIFE (Jack Skirball Production,
released through U.A.)—When Chris Price
(Dick Foran) and Joe Parker (Don
Ameche) were on the college football
team, Chris ran interference while
Joe carried the ball. And after grad¬
uation, it’s the same story, with the
. “interference” taking the form of
money orders dispatched to far-dis¬
tant corners of the earth, where Joe
was brilliantly carrying the ball as a
newspaper man.
Claudette Colbert is the third prin¬
ciple, married to Chris and contriving
a scheme whereby he will snatch the
ball from Joe, for once in his life,
and emerge the hero of the game. She
succeeds, and Chris comes through
triumphant.
OVER 21 (Columbia), from the Broad¬
way comedy of the same name,
brought to the screen with even more
laughs. With Alexander
(Wilson)
Knox as Max Wharton, the 30-yearold editor who resigns from his news¬
paper to join the Army and get the
serviceman’s views on the post-war
world; with Irene Dunne as his wife,
Polly, Hollywood
novelist turned
ghost-writer for editorials promised
her husband’s old boss (Charles Co¬
burn). She writes ’em and delivers
’em, that is . . . but signs ’em Max
Wharton. And that’s when complica¬
tions begin to set in. Polly’s good in¬
tentions seem gone very much wrong,
when hubby suspects intrigue—but
in terms of another man!
NIGHT IN PARADISE (Universal) reaches
back to the year 580. B.C., and travels
to Greece for a costume piece in
Technicolor. Aesop (Turhan Bey) is
a lad of no small fame as a sage in
his native Samos—and that’s no fable!
When money-bags Croesus (Thomas
Gomez), King of Lydia, theatens war
on little Samos, all the boys in town
get together and elect Aesop as their
emissary to soft-soap the money-mad
King into accepting wisdom instead
of tribute, so that he wouldn’t make
no war on ’em. Croesus has a girl
friend, Princess Delarai (Merle Oberon)—but not for long. Not only does
the disguised, bearded Bey get by
the bon mots he buzzes in the King’s
ear—but he manages to talk his way
into the Princess’ chamber, minus the
false whiskers, and makes her realize
what a smart, and handsome, boy
he is.
It’s a tongue-in-cheek extravaganza
—and among the Greeks wearing their
talents in technicolor are: Ray Col¬
lins, Gale Sondergaard, Pedro De
Cordova and George Dolenz.

LOSES 20 POUNDS
IN 6 WEEKS
Gains New Charm and Confidence
as she learns New Beauty Secrets
“I’m so very, very happy,” writes Bettye Howell. "Me!
Strutting around, showing off. What a wonderful world
this is now—dates, parties ... I just can’t believe all this
is happening to me.”
The old story over again. In 6 short weeks a lonesome
discouraged girl becomes a new, attractive, sought after,
streamlined beauty.

SUCCESS THROUGH BEAUTY
Right at home, thousands daily are learning new
short cuts to beauty through the famous Bonomo
Culture Institute Home Course. Women of all ages
are learning quickly, easily—How to streamline their
figures—make up the Hollywood way—wear the
latest hair styles—dress better inexpensively. How
to be charming, graceful—how to develop a fashion¬
able bust contour and many other important beauty
hints.

WHY NOT YOU
Mr. Joe Bonomo, founder and director, with over 20
years experience in Hollywood and New York opens
the way to a new happiness for you through his in¬
expensive home course. You’ll soon see that what
others have done, you can do, in so short a time it
will amaze you. So why not take advantage of this
opportunity to greater popularity by mailing the
coupon below on Mr. Bonomo’s generous terms.*
You’ll bless the day you did!

Complete
Home
Course

$295
This course extends
through 160 pages with
over 300 how-to-do-it
photos and Illustra¬
tions.

A few features of the

BONOMO CULTURE INSTITUTE
HOME COURSE
Joe Bonomo
world famous beauty author¬
ity and publisher of . . .
“Your Figure” Publications,
your Guide to Grace, Beauty
and Charm . ♦ . at all news¬
stands.
YOUR FIGURE —How to
streamline your figure with
easy, healthful positive ex¬
ercises. Have a figure you’ll
be proud of.
YOUR HAIR—How to se¬
lect the styles moLt becom¬
ing to you. Learn to have a
healthy scalp and glowing
hair.
YOUR MAKE-UP—How to
select and apply cosmetics in
a professional manner. See
what It means to have a
clean-cut, natural-like com¬
plexion.
YOUR BUST CONTOUR—
How to develop a firm, round

fashionable line , . . how to
select your bra.
YOUR DIET—Simple charts
to aid you in reducing or
gaining in a healthful way.
YOUR CLOTHES—How to
wear smart but inexpensive
clothing gracefully . . . con¬
fidently.
YOUR POSTURE—How to
stand, walk, sit for grace
and charm.
YOUR INDIVIDUAL PERSONALITY — How to find
and develop that which is
you—your real self.

BEFORE

AFTER

Joe Bonomo, Personal
BONOMO CULTURE INSTITUTE, Dept.329
1341 Broadway, New York 23, N. Y.
•Send me in plain wrapper. Complete Bonomo Institute
Home Course in Success through Beauty of Face and
Form. I'll deposit with postman $2.95 plus postage. If
not delighted. I may return Course in 10 days and my
money will be refunded.
Name.

Address.
City.Zone.State.
Check here if you enclose $2.95 for delivery postpaid.
(Canada and Foreign $3.50 with order.)
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No one need evef know about that ugly superfluous
hair on face or lips if you follow this amazing, different
Caress way. This thrilling, modern, scientific method
has helped thousands of otherwise lovely women from
Hollywood to Miami to new beauty. It is so new and
revolutionary, it has been granted a U. S. Patent. Just
a twist of the wrist every few days and you need never
see a superfluous hair on your face again. No smelly
liquid or possibly injurious wax or paste. No after
stubble—will not irritate the skin or stimulate hair growth.
Wonderful for arms and legs
Hair off legs, arms, face in 9 seconds or double your
money back. Send no money. Simply mail coupon below.
Games in plain wrapper. On arrival, pay postman <1.49
plus postage for deluxe package. Pay no tax. If cash
accompanies order, we pay postage. Rush coupon today.

Scott-Nelson Co., Box 109C
116 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.

I
I

Please send me a CARESS Home Treatment for
superfluous hair. I’ll pay postman $1.49 plus
postage. If I am not satisfied after 7 days. I'll
return it for refund of double my purchase price.
(If you send cash we pay postage.)

I
I

Name.
Address.
City

State

L

I
I
I
I
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— _ .
yourself that you can
have NATURAL-looking blonde
hair,
soft
and
lustrous,
with
stunning sheen.
Try this amazing Lightener Sham,
poo—Lechler’s famous
“569”—
and be convinced by the results!
You will have gorgeous, beauti¬
ful hair,
and that’s important
because Blondes get the dates!
Now you can be alluring, too!
Be Blonde quickly or gradual¬
ly. as you prefer!
Safe and
harmless—no
streaking—no
“dark scalp”!
Obtainable at
Drug
or Dept.
Stores.
Or—
send the Coupon right now.
We ship in plain wrapper by
return mail. If not delighted,
your money back on request.
Profusely illustrated book in¬
cluded Free! (We accept stamps
or coins.)

BOOK!
Amazing
care of hair
and skin for
BLONDES.

1
S

5
;
•
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;
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HOUSE OF LECHLER, ‘ Dept. 419
560 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.
Send “569” Lightener Shampoo.
If not delighted
with results you will refund my money.
Include
FREE booklet.
I enclose $1.20—ship all charges prepaid.
Send
C.O.D. I will pay postman $1.00 plus 20c tax and
few cents postage.
Name.
Address.

Amazing v3T0Tes in PERSONAL IMPRINTED
CARDS including 25 for $1. Also fast-selling BOXES
including our outstanding “BLUE RIBBON” ASSORT¬
MENT.
Exceptional gift wrappings, etchings.
—
ligious Assortments.
Samples; sent
.— * on approval.
experience necessary.
CHAS. A. BELZ CO.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Dept.

K-2,

1711

Walnut St..

ANY PHOTO
Size 8 x 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for full length or
bust form, groups, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarge¬
ments of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with your
enlargement.

Or

3t0r$l.Z5

SEND NO MONEY 3mtmBvboto_

negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 67c plus postage—or send 69c with order
advanta*e ot 11118 amazing offer now. Sen
STANDARD ART STUDIOS

you^photostoc/ay Tak°

_ .

100 East Ohio Street

Dept. S1S-L,

Chicago (11), I

PRIDE OF THE MARINES (Warner Bros.)
is the true story of Marine hero, A1
Schmid, who lost his sight on Guad¬
alcanal; and of the tender under¬
standing of “the girl back home”
whose love was able to light up a
life destined for darkness.
While defending a salient against
a Jap onslaught on Guadalcanal, A1
Schmid (John Garfield) is left to op¬
erate his battle station alone when
Johnny Rivers
(Tony Caruso) is
killed and Lee Diamond (Dane Clark)
is wounded. This he manages to do,
until a Jap sneaks into the barricade
and hurls a grenade into the nest.
A1 is blinded.
His struggles against despair and
bitterness, and how they were over¬
come by the courage and love of
fiancee Ruth Hartley (Eleanor Park¬
er) and gentle Red Cross Medical
Corps worker Virginia Pfeiffer (Rose¬
mary DeCamp), are told understand¬
ing^.
This sensitive and timely story
doesn’t belong entirely to A1 Schmid
and Ruth Hartley (now Mrs. A1
Schmid). It could well be a portrayal
of events in general that will confront
many families when their wounded
come back home.
PARIS UNDERGROUND (United Artists)
adds Constance Bennett’s name to the
increasing list of women producers.
Directed by Gregory Ratoff, and based
on Etta Shiber’s best-selling novel,
the story goes back to 1940, the time
of the German occupation of Paris.
Kitty de Mornay (Constance Ben¬
nett) is a seemingly scatter-brained
American woman married to French¬
man Andre de Mornay (George Rigaud). Her constant companion and
helper-outer is English Emmy Quayle
(Gracie Fields). Unable to escape
from Paris before the Germans ar¬
rive, they manage to evade arrest,
but are burdened with an RAF flier
who had been shot down, was in hid¬
ing, and trying to get back to Eng¬
land. When Kitty contacts the French
underground and is able to get the
flier safely back to his home base,
she hits on the idea of helping other
Allied men who are in hiding all over
Paris. Before she and Emmy are
caught, and imprisoned in a concen¬
tration camp, they manage the escape
of 200 men from Occupied Paris.
Kurt Kreuger makes a fine Nazi
menace—he has an authentic German
accent, and is in turn gracious and
gallant to the pretty Kitty. When her
true identity is revealed, he gives her
several good wallops across the jaw
in true Nazi style.
For all that the plot misses doing
full justice to the cause portrayed,
the movie deserves special comment
—if only by reason of the fact that
it pitched Kurt Kreuger directly into
a good 20th Century-Fox contract.
And we say ’tis high time somebody
launched this lad on the high road
—he’s ready and rating it!
HITCHHIKE TO HAPPINESS (Republic)
marks return of A1 Pearce, better
known as radio’s lovable jerk, Elmer
Blurp of “I hope, I hope, I hope”
fame—along with more airways per¬
sonalities: canary Dale Evans, Arlene
Frances
(Radio Chatterbox)
and
Brad Taylor.
. “Kippy” (A1 Pearce) is a waiter
in a Broadway restaurant patronized
by theatre folks. Within him burns
an ambition to be part of the drama
scene; so he writes the great American
play (he thinks!). Being of good na-

BEAUTIFY CONTOURS,
EASILY, QUICKLY!
New, lovely proportions for your
legs: hips, thighs, calves, ankles,
etc.—in this healthful, new, as| tonishingly easy way. Only i lew
minutes per day in year •«■ home.
EFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS!

Used successfully by hundreds
of smart women everywhere.
WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!
Surprise everyone: get started now, without obligation,
by mailing coupon immediately to

ADRIENNE
915 SHREVE BLDG., Salon Q, SAN FRANCISC0.8, CAL
NAME.......
ADDRESS..

CITY.STATE...

OF YOUR
%
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Valuabl CAlA

With order.
Van Johnson—MGM

DE LUXE PHOTO SERVICE

Dept. M70
Box 953 Church St. Annex. N. Y. 8. N. Y.

LINCOLN AND INDIAN HEAD

PENNIES WANTED
WILL
PAY

si 012 EACH

FOR CERTAIN
LINCOLN PENNIES

Indian Head Cents $50.00; Nickels $500.00; Dimes
$1,000.00. All rare coins, bills, stamps wanted. Send
10c for Illustrated Catalogue and other information.

Federal Coin Exchange 3-HWG. Columbus 5, Ohio

AMAZING NEW FIT SERVICE JESMSSte
receive complete FREE outfit for taking orders for Yourstruly Hosiery— including; NYLONS—as
soon as ready. Sensational Indi vidualCustomer Fit Service . . . your true fit pat¬
tern for every type leg: BhorLlong, extra
long,slim, 6tout,average. Earn money
L.
of your own. Prepare now for future—
» write AMERICAN HOSIERY MILLS.

Dept. L-209 . Indianapolis 7, Ind.
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OPPORTUNITIES
Ttniivij
MYou can qualify for fascinat’ ing NV<>rk, good pay and a
sound, substantial postwar
.
future.
Home study or resident courses. Individual trainuig by experts.
Free booklet.
NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 94. 10 W. 33 St., New York 1. N. Y.
(Founded 1910)

\pFrS0ML SrAT/0tfERY'\
Your Name & Address Elegantly
Printed on 40 Sheets Whippet Bond &
20 Matching Envelopes • • • only •••
We will elegantly print anyone’s T
name and address, business or per¬
sonal style, on 40 sheets of orisp,
new Whippet Bond Stationery
(made by Hammermill),andon20
matching envelopes—all for only
25c! Or, if you send $1.00 for four
sets we'll include one extra set
FREE of any extra charge—or 5
sets in all postpaid t Same name, or
as many as 5 different l. ies on eta- J
tionery. Money-Back Guaran- I
tee. Supply limited. Order Now I /
WESTERN STATIONERY CO.4,
Dept. llu-J.
Topeka, Kansaa

Don’t Stop
Saving Paper

NOW!

IN

PAPER

SALVAGE

DRIVE

FOR

DURATION

—These Paper Troopers won’t stop col¬
lecting waste paper till the last Jap sur¬
renders. Huge quantities of waste paper
are still required to make or pack the
thousands of items our Armed Forces must
have! Send every scrap of paper to war!

ture with a corny sense of humor,
“Kippy” doesn’t realize he’s being
taken on a theatrical buggy ride, when
Sandy Hill
(Wm. Frawley)
and
Dennis Colby (Irving Bacon) per¬
suade the Hungarian producer, Prenska (Willy Trenck) to buy Kippy’s
brain-child. Prenska buys, all right
. . . and then it’s either Kippy’s shirt
or neck, until songstress Mary Kelly
(Dale Evans) and not-yet-successful
songwriter Joe Mitchell (Brad Taylor)
put the show across.
Misunderstandings occur all over
the place when it turns out that Mary
Kelly really is famous singer Alice
Chase . . . but difficulties are ironed
out in true musical comedy style, with
Joe’s song writing talents emerging
from under the proverbial bushel and
true love conquering all.
THE GAY SENORITA (Columbia) is Jinx
Falkenburg (now Mrs. Tex McCrary
in real life) as the granddaughter of
Senora Dona Maria Sandoval (Marguerita Sylva), leader of the Mexican
people in a district known as San¬
doval Lane. It has always been the
Senora’s wish that this section of the
Mexican quarter be rebuilt with shops
and cafes, gay music and dancing.
However, J. J. Prentis (Thurston
Hall), a wealthy contractor, plans to
tear down the houses on the block and
build a warehouse. He enlists the aid
of his architect nephew, Phil (Jim
Bannon) to see if he can get the ladies
to sell. Instead, they get him to re¬
build the block as they planned it.
Amid the merriment that ensues at
the fiesta in celebration of the event,
Jim gets Jinx and the Senora gets
her Sandoval Lane.
EASY TO LOOK AT (Universal)—A
pleasant little film embracing the
talents of Gloria Jean. Art student
Judith Dawson (Gloria Jean) arrives
in New York from her New England
home seeking a job as a dress de¬
signer. When wealthy Bruce Tyler
(Kirby Grant) hires her as a stock
clerk in his organization, she works
(on sketches) after hours with the
nightwatchman (J. Edward Brom¬
berg), who used to be a designer
himself. Of course, her ideas are ac¬
cepted by an important client (Eric
Blore), instead of those of Tyler’s
head designer, Antonio (George Dolenz). The boss falls prey to the
“designs” of his pretty little em¬
ployee, and all the threads are tied
together in one large love knot.

HELP WOUNDED VETERANS, TOO!-Many local
organizations collecting waste paper are channel¬
ing part of their waste paper funds to buy extra
comforts for wounded, sick and disabled veterans.
Such things as radios, head sets, cameras, photo¬
graphic supplies, small tool work sets and free
phone calls home are always welcome, and provide
another big reason for saving waste paper.

Separate and tie in bundles: 1. Wastebasket
scraps. 2. Corrugated boxes, brown paper and
bogs. 3. Magazines and books. 4. Newspapers.
This advertisement
prepared by the
War Advertising
Council in coopera¬
tion with the War
Production Board
and the Office of
War Information.
Space contributed
to Double V Waste
Paper Program by
this publication.

STEPPIN’ IN SOCIETY (Republic) seems
to infer the Blue Book ... so con¬
scientious Judge Avery Webster (Ed¬
ward Everett Horton) would have
said. But that was before he and
hare-brained Mrs. Webster (Gladys
George), seeking shelter from a storm,
find refuge in that den of iniquity, the
Jungle Club!
The Gang, a whimsical group of
petty lawbreakers, decide the Judge
is a big-shot racketeer and invite his
guidance, as head of their group!
He’s willing . . . but wait! . . . only as
a reform measure. (This they don’t
know). And from then on there is
mad confusion.
The riotous antics will have you
wondering
which side will win.
Enough to say that the Gang^Lola
Forrest (Ruth Terry), Montana (Rob¬
ert Livingston), Bow Tie (Jack LaRue), the Duchess (Lola Lane) and
Jenny the Juke (Isabel Jewell)—are
good guys . . . even when they take
you for a ride!

from your fa¬
vorite picture, print, negative;
or snapshot, they’re gorgeously
hand-colored, mounted on woodbase and carved from wood with
a three-dimensional colorful reallife effectl 7>4 inches tall. Permanent, easily cleaned with
J damp cloth. Ideal for those
Service, or Mother, Father, Sister. Brother. Only
SI.00 postpaid for picture of ONE person, pet or object.
For each additional person add 10c each. For example:
Statuette of two persons costs $1.10: three persons. $1.20,
He. Send money TODAY with picture or negative and
coloring Instructions. Or order C.O.D. Pay mailman.
Fast service! MONEY-BACK guarantee! Supply lim¬
ited. Order NOW! A perfect gift for those In Service
or the folks at home.

AMERICAN STUDIOS
Dept. 281-S_LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN

Money Back
If Blackheads
Don’t Disappear
Get a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme this evening
—use as directed before going to bed—look for big im¬
provement in the morning. In a few days surface blem¬
ishes, muddiness, freckles, even pimples of outward
origin should be gone. A clearer, fairer, smoother looking
skin. Sold on money back guarantee at all drug toiletry
counters. 30 million jars already used. Ask for Imperial
size, or write for a generous Free Sample to Golden
Peacock Co., Inc., Paris, Tennessee.

COLOR
YOUR

HA IR

shampoo and color your
hair at the same time, any shade, yourself
at home, the entire head or the new growth.
Learn how you can

THE
MODERN
WAY

Thousands, women and men use SHAMP0K0L0R and enjoy beautiful colored natural
looking hair: no streaks and overlap. Will
not rub off. Permits permanent wave. Simple. Caution: use
only as directed on label. Free Book. Valligny Products,
Inc., Dept. 43-R. 254 West 31st Street, New York, N. Y.

PICK OF THE PIN-UPS
Your favorite stars in latest portrait or
pin-up poses. Make your collection the
envy of your friends.

BEAUTIFUL HI-GLOSS PHOTOS
FREE: with each order, list of photos end
how to join FAN FOTO CLUB.
★Send 10c for photo of your favorite star
or $1 for 12 different photos. State sec¬
ond choice.
v
CCDtflfC Box 1816WilshirelaBreaSfo.
3CK V I vL Los Angeles 36, Calif., Dept. A

MAKE *25
SELL

FIFTY

$1

XMAS

CASH

CARD

ASSORTMENTS

Amazing! 25 embossed Xmas cards with
name imprinted $1. DeLuxe 21 for $1 as¬
sortment, your profit up to 50c. Complete
line. Send for samples and selling plan
today.
MERIT, 1 Clinton St., Dept. 14
Newark 2, N. J.

Now She Shops
“Cash And Carry
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Without Painful Backache

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly;
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the
excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison¬
ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag¬
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some¬
times snows there ia something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan’8 Pills.

Mr. & Mrs. Walter Pidgeon, at the Mocambo.

(Continued from page 59)
stayed relaxed and waited for the
inescapable day when he would be
put into somthing like “It’s a Date,”
and thousands of frenzied femme fans
would scream, “Well, okay—let’s get
going!”
Another truth about Pidgeon is that
he is one of the few true sophisticates
of the film town—a true sophisticate
being a fellow who doesn’t go around
knocking himself out to prove he is
one.
He’s wise to all the worldly
pleasures, and in favor of them, but
prefers to reduce them to their
simplest forms—good
food,
good
music, good friends, good conversa¬
tion. Lazy maybe, but a guy with a
great energy for enjoyment, and one
who sees no reason to spend his time
trying, as some souls do, to find a
counter-irritant for Life.
Like most big men, he is easily
touched by small bits of beauty—
eloquent wordage, patient emotions,
elusive fragrances. One thing could
really give him a feeling of futility,
to have to work with a badly written
script. Looking back for one of those
brush-strokes which unconsciously
color our characters, he remembers
being bedded alongside a professorish
Major in a military hospital, long be¬
fore his acting days:
“I’d lied about my age to get into
the Canadian army, and I was a pretty
bitter kid when just as we were to
sail for France, I was caught between
two gun-carriages and almost crushed
to death. I laid in the hospital for 17
months, until after the Armistice, and
the Major was there almost as long.”
“He used to recite Shakespeare out
loud, great long passages of it. He’d
read most of the old Bard’s plays over
and over, and found the lines so en¬
trancing he couldn’t remember a
single plot. I think it was then I be¬
came sensitive to the power and move¬
ment of words.”
The bit of real-life emotion he will
never forget came to him when, as
one of a party of celebrities, he was
being escorted through the famous
floating gardens of Acapulco:
“It was an experience ‘out of this
world,’ anyhow.
The gardens are
eerily beautiful, the party was a dis¬
tinguished one, the boats were deco¬
rated with colored lights and flowers.
We leaned back on our cushions, re¬
plete with fine food and wine, listen¬
ing to the guitars and songs of the
musicians standing in the prows.”

•Then I happened to look up and
see an Indian family on the bank. The
THE BRAIN
mother, a perfect Madonna of a
woman, had one child at her breast
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 361
and nine others grouped around her.
Her giant of a husband stood in back
of them and the setting sun gave their
to the infuriating. However, his
dark skins a kind of bronze glow.
friends and the erudite men with
Their feet, and the man’s hat, were
whom he has worked insist that
gray with dust.
They had trudged
George has been—and he may have
miles through the heat, all day prob¬
used this excuse himself for more
ably, to stand stolidly on the bank,
exotic reasons—misunderstood.
silently appreciating as much of our
Basically George is not an actor.
music and flowers and richness as they
That he has great talent, a magnifi¬
could get. I’ve never forgotten them.”
cent physique, superb diction, and
A fragrance that moved him might¬
complete mastery of any plot idea
ily came as he was standing, several
yet contained in a script, cannot be
years ago, on a busy Boston street
denied. But he has none of the “side”
corner:
of the true harlequin.
“I stood there, disturbed by a sud¬
For years, uncomfortable over the
den inexplainable nostalgia, until I
possibility that he might be asked for
realized it was caused by a whiff I
a home” story, Mr. Sanders refused
had caught from a flower-woman’s
to say whether he was married or not.
basket as she passed me by. I fol¬
Finally, when the income tax delowed her to her stand and sure
auction plan went into effect, he was
enough—Mayflowers, the kind that
forced to fill out a form making ex¬
grew in pale pink blankets in the
plicit his marital status. He admitted
New Brunswick woods when I was
to a wife. When queried about her he
a kid. I bought all she had left. Hours
said, with as much of a grin as a man
later, people were looking askance at
of so sedate a mind can allow himself,
a big lunk wandering around with a
that her eyes were medium blue, her
bunch of fading pink posies in his
hair was medium brown, she was me¬
nst, but I still couldn’t bear to throw
dium tall, and she excelled in all the
them away. I finally got on a train and
truly feminine virtues. He declined to
took them out to an aunt in the
go into further detail about his do¬
suburbs.”
mestic affairs.
The lady who rules the PidgeonWhen he was talking to a group of
cote, his wife Ruth, fits well into his
actors on the Universal set of “Uncle
preference for quiet loveliness.
He
Harry,” one day, one of them said,
doesn’t remember what particular
‘Since you shrink from being inter¬
quality first caught his heart, or moved
viewed, you never allow a studio to
him to the proposal stage:
make a home photographic sitting
“Just fell head over heels for the
you never attend first nights, nor fre¬
whole ensemble, I guess.”
quent smart night clubs, and in genThe whole ensemble still pleases
eral you hate the off-hour activity of
him—although he “never would be
most theatrical people, how come
crazy enough to tell a woman what
you’re an actor instead of a professor
she can or can’t do.” Mrs. Pidgeon
of mathematics or astronomy in some
doesn’t like slacks either, which makes
university?”
it fine. On the whole, however, femi¬
Because I like the things money
nine foibles tickle him, being “a part
will buy,” said Mr. Sanders without
of the charming difference between
hesitation. “University faculties are
the sexes.”
notoriously underpaid. As I have
Among friends, Pidge likes to tell
planned it, I imagine that the motion
dialect stories, enjoying them as much
picture public will be thoroughly
as the listeners. He is not, he says,
sick of my face in another five years or
“a belly laugher.”
so, at which time I will retire. Then
I will be able to devote myself to
“I’d feel sorry for comedians if they
the things that really interest me.”
had to depend on me as an audience.
Whereas other men carry around in
I only remember laughing out loud
their wallets snapshots of pin-up girls
in a theater twice in my life—once
papooses or pretty relatives, George
at Mickey Rooney’s cigar-smoking
Sanders carries around two excellent
scene in one of the early Hardys, and
views of a small telescope he has
recently, in ‘Miracle of Morgan’s
made. His enthusiasm over this archi¬
Creek,’ when Demarest missed a kick
tectural triumph is roughly equal to
at Eddie Bracken, and fell on his
the gratification of a Marine sergeant
pants-seat. If you want me to laugh,
dated for six successive days with Ann
you’ll have to make it pretty unsubtle.”
Sheridan,
Deanna
Durbin,
Peggy
Ryan, Ann Blythe, June Haver and
He smoked a pipe, even before
Helen of Troy.
photogs discovered his profile was
Not only did George build his tele¬
built for it, but likes cigarettes as
scope, which is constructed on the
well.
He’ll eat anything well-pre¬
same principle as the stupendous tele¬
pared, with the exception of liver
scope being built on Mt. Palomar, but
and other “organs.”
he accumulated the necessary mate¬
Some day, when he’s “well-heeled
rial from friends. “Sometimes the
enough,” he will do “a dab of garden¬
friends were there at the time,” is
ing, a dab of golfing, a dab of horse¬
his description of his methods.
back riding—and a large portion of
The following sentence is not going
nothing.”
to mean much to you, but if you are
Meantime, he has one hidden im¬
to respect George Sanders to the
pulse:
fullest, and make an attempt to un¬
“I’d love to get me one of those halfderstand him, you will have to read it
a-top limousines with chauffeur, lean
to wit: “All the non-trivial zeros of
back on the cushions, and be driven
the zeta function of s, a complex
all over town.”
variable, lie on the line where sigma
His friends say that this impulse
is V2 (sigma being the real part of s).”
will remain in hiding, because he is
This gem is known as the Riemann
one person in the Hollywood scene
hypothesis, and it lies at the very
who hates swank!
foundation of Einstein’s theory of
The End
relativity.

This is the sort of reading that en¬
gages George’s spare moments. He
studies mathematics hour upon hour,
pencil and paper at hand. When
his mind wearies with the complexity
of such material, he relaxes with a
few quick volumes of astronomy.
A man with an intellect like that is
not likely to want to tell Sidney
Skolsky—one of Hollywood’s more
humorous
journalists—whether
he
sleeps in the top or the lower echelon
of his pajamas. Nor will such a man
remember his wife’s birthday, or their
wedding anniversary. Nor will he
ever be known to romp home behind
a bunch of begonias, bearing a beribboned box of candy. Because he
is of British blood, and the British
regard Christmas as the supreme holi¬
day, he usually rushes around on the
23rd or 24th—having held frenzied
consultation with his calendar—and
buys some magnificent bit of jewelry.
Last year he gave his wife a wrist
watch set with rubies and diamonds.
In one respect, he himself is senti¬
mental. Several months ago, a fan
sent George an impressive gold ciga¬
rette case on the back of which were
engraved a motto and the titles and
ratings of eleven of his pictures.
George carries this and shows it reluc¬
tantly to those who note that it is
unusual and make inquiry.
The engraving reads: “Give full
growth to that which still doth grow.”
Intellectual as George Sanders’ ap¬
proach is to life in general, he has
an impressive sense of humor. Where¬
as a good deal of his time is taken up
in a cerebral, as contrasted to the more
ordinary emotional, attempt to grow
more familiar with the universe in
which we live, there also is going on
at the same time, a drama that might
be called “George Sanders’ Combat
Against The Unscientific.”
The first time he saw a man coming
down a hillside on a pair of skis,
George decided that the antic was not
very bright, considering the equip¬
ment used. He went out to buy a pair
of skis and was further horrified to
learn the manner in which the flying
bed slats are fitted: one stands as
erect as possible, extending one’s
arms in the air. A ski the proper
length should reach from floor to the
tip of one’s upraised fingers. George
is well over six feet and he has gener¬
ous arms, so his skis were longer
than a stuttering deacon’s lenten
prayer.
However tall a man, his ankle bones
are no more rugged than those of a
moderately small man, but every
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Here’s a compact you’ll treasure and proudly carry with you
always because the heauty it holds for you at your finger tips is
bound to win you second glances from admiring males and the
beauty it holds for others is sure to bring you more than a second
look from women who will envy its silvery-satin splendor. "Stun*
ningt Exquisite! Flattering!’’ are just a few of the complimentary
remarks both you and your compact will inspire.

THE LIGHTER—Where There’s Smoke — Sure-Fire!
It’s a Lite-o-Lite! Round-faced in design with all the charm of a
dainty watch to serve as a fitting companion to the matching
exquisite Jumbo Compact. Yours for a shining light.

With a rich
Black and Silver

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR COMPACT AND LIGHTER

MONOGRAMMED
INITIAL
of your own choice
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NATIONAL NOVELTIES—Dept. J-10
608 South Dearborn St.—Chicago 5, I1L
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$3.98
for
Compact end Lighter personslized with initial printed in
box at right.
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and Lighter C.O.D.
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$3.98
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Piute Print Clearly.

Yo« {<1 BOTH
compact and lirhter lor only $3.98
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While Supply Lasts!

The Ideal Gift
for Mother. Dad, Sis
or Brother
★

Sold On Money-Back
"No Bisk" Guarantee
of Satisfaction

LOOK
At These Features
★ Takes Excellent Full Color
Pictures Indoors or Outdoors
★ Genuine Graf Lens
★ Extremely Simple To Operate
★ Level View Finder
★ Takes 16 Pictures On Any
Standard Number 127 Film
★ Fine Quality Precision Con¬
struction

DON’T PASS UP THIS
SENSATIONAL SCOOP VALUE!
Imagine getting a genuine Coronet Candid Camera for only
£3.98 in the face of one of the most drastic camera short*
ages in our nation’s history! And please don't let our low
close-out price lead you to believe that this is "just another
cheap camera.” To the contrary, it’s a precision made in¬
strument created by one of the largest camera manufao
turers in the world. Yes our Coronet Candid Camera looks,
acts and performs like many cameras costing as high as ten
dollars in peace time, and possesses many features you have
to see to appreciate. We absolutely guarantee the Coronet
to take beautiful, clear, sharp pictures in either color or
black and white — pictures that will thrill you or your
money back. All we ask is that you act quickly because the
quantity is limited and it’s "first come—first served.” So or.
der at once and avoid disappointment later. DO IT NOW

SEND NO MONEY-RUSH COUPON TODAY

I

Answer to Puzzle on Page 12

•Yes, yon get this
handsomely tai*
lored, attractiva
carrying case
absolutely FREE
postpaid if you send
£3.98 with order.

NATIONAL NOVELTIES—Dept. 068
608 So. Dearborn Sr.—Chicago 5, liL
Please chip my camera order as indicated below.
Send COD. — I will
I—I Enclosed find $3.98 in full pay*
pay Postman £3.98
I—• ment including Free Carrying
plus postage.
Case as bonus for cash tale.
If yoa wont « roll of Government termination surplus film
(enough for IA thorp pictures) for ooly 27e Unclad** all
tiandlinf costs) CHICK BOX BELOW.
Include 1 Roll of Film I | Enclosed $4-23 for 1 Roll of
CO.D.—I will pay Postman ‘—'Film and Camera. Include
£4.2$ plus postage.
Free Carrying Casa as bonus.

□
□
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“PIC” PHOTO STUDIOS

Paramount Bldg.
1501 Broadway. N.Y.C. 18

ToUuteuA ATHLETE’S FOOT
After years of nagging suffering, I was provi¬
dentially relieved. No more odorous, perspiring
feet. Simple remedies are available everywhere.
$1.00 for the information on how I helped myself.
Box 15, 920 Fern wood Ave., Plainfield, N. J.

High School Course
at Home

Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work—prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H.S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if de¬
sired. High school education is very important for advancement in
business and industry and socially. Don’t be handicapped all your
life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now. Free
Bulletin on request. No obligation.

American School.0epi.H-671.Dre :el at 58thChicago3

BOXES Of*OUR

SUPER-CRAFT

iChristmas Assortment
Show friends and others delight¬
ful NEW 21-Card Christmas!
Assortment. Taking orders for
60 boxes brings you $26 CASH.
Also make money selling our
Name - Imprinted Christmas
Cards. 25 for $1. FREE SAMPLES: 21-Card Assortment!
sent on Approval. Write today ! 1

PHILLIPS CARD CO.
371 Hunt St., Newton, Mass.

21

Christmas
Folders
for

® y[

Free Booklet. Marvel Co., 79 East St., New Haven, Ct.

BEAUTIFUL LEGS
are essential to feminine loveliness!
The Young Course in Contour Control
will help you to make—and keep—your legs
attractive, your hips slim, your stomach flat,
and your waistline slender.
Full details gladly sent upon request.
WANDA YOUNG.
SENDl

if possible.
George has set up in the garage,
behind his Beverly Hills house, a
fairly comprehensive workshop. He
and his older brother, Tom Conway,
made sketches and perfected a new
type of ski. The theory and design is
still secret . . . and may remain so.
Came at last the day when the in¬
vention was ready to be tried. The
Conway and the Sanders clan went
to Yosemite, where a magnificent early
fall of snow made a scientific test
feasible. Tom Conway rubbed his
hands together in the blue air and
beamed at his brother. “Okay, George.
Get set. Let’s check results.”
The crimson that flooded Inventor
Sanders’ face had little to do with the
weather. “I—er—apparently I forgot
to bring the device that fastens the
ski to the boot.”
So he rented a pair of skis and
careened unscientifically down the
chuckling hills.
Discussing it later with friends, he
was persuaded by conservative old
ski enthusiasts, that the whole point
of the procedure was to use equipment
of dazzling impracticality, so that the
feat of keeping one’s balance at all,
represented a major triumph over
gravity.
Another collision between George
and natural forces is represented by
the fact that, although he doesn’t be¬
lieve in them, he has a ghost in his
house. “After having lived in Russia,
in England, and in several other coun¬
tries, I had to come to Hollywood to
be plagued by the supernatural,” he
grinned in describing the phenomenon
to a friend.
Seems that this is an impish,
friendly spook with no bad habits ex-
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Beautiful
new prints
QUILT
PIECES
colorfast pieces. 3 lbs. (26 yd
only $1.49 plus postage. Sent C.O.

Money-Back Guarantee. FREE
one thousand (1.000) yar
good white thread FRE
and 16 lovely quilt pi
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FREE—GRAY HAIR ANALYSIS!
Send name and address with a few strands of
your hair for FREE confidential color analysis
and expert advice.
(CAUTION: Use only as directed on label)
RAP-I-DOL DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
151 West 46th Street Dept.519, New York 19. N.Y.

★
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Phil Silvers and Frankie. This picture was taken
just before they took off on their trip overseas.

If you suffer with
Asthma when it is ho
and general muggine
choke as if each gasp
last; if restful sleep is
struggle to breathe;
slowly wearing your li
at once to the Fronti
trial of a remarkable
you live or whether y
remedy under the Sun
If you have suffered fo
thing you could learn
you are utterly discour
but send today for th
you nothing. Address
fjontler Asthma Co.
4f>2 Niagara St.

THIS BEAUTIFUL NEW

SERVICE FLAG

mm
1 -Star
? Star
3 Star
4 Star
5-Star
6 Star

Flag-SI 00
Flag - SI 15
Flag-SI 25
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Flag-SI 45
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Here isthe most thrilling Service
Flag of all—a gorgeous, colorful
flag by day, andashining.glowing
flagbynight! Folks who pass your
home on the darkest night can see
the star shine and glisten to tell
the world that your loved one is in
the service of his country! Made
of fine quality Celanese, in rich
red, white and blue colors, with a
gorgeous golden fringe, and
sturdy twisted cord for hanging.

SEND NO MONEY

Just send your name and address to¬
day, a postcard will do, telling os if you want one, two, three
or more stars. Gold or Silver stars available at no extra
cost. Pay postman correct amount as listed above, plus post¬
age, when flag is delivered. Or save money by sending price of
flag wanted with order and we pay all postage. If not delighted
return in 6 days and your money will be refunded. Order today I

GLOW-FLAGS CO.

EVERYBODY NEEDS
En^el "j^rtCorners
For mounting photos, cards, clippings,
stamps, etc., in albums, where they can
be enjoyed for years to come.
Variety
of styles gives artistic
effects.
New
POC-KETS are especially neat and versa¬
tile. Ask your dealer for genuine Engel
Art Corners—or send 30c for 3
packages & interesting samples.

Engel Art Corners Mfg. Co.
Dept. 45-W, 4709 N. Clark St., Chicago 40

Sr Rhodiu* _
S Perfumes

Send only 25c and
5c tax f6r dainty.
, purse - size sample collec, tion of 5 GENEROUS SIZE
, VIALS EXPENSIVE RHODI-^
, US PERFUMES. Find*
, YOUR type perfume
, by actual test. Mail 30c
, stamps or coin. Write tnrtau

__
0 QA

► H. U. RHODIUS, Perlumes^rpLJsst
^2440 Perfume Bldg. • San Antonio 6. Tex.

TAX

\tmSTMAS
CARDsmmd
Just show this gorgeous line of Personal
ChristmasCards—with nameimprinted.
Customers have choiceof 25 for$1 or 60 for
$1. They sell on sightl Youmake excellent
profit on each sale. No experience re¬
quired. Get FREE samples created es¬
pecially for this season, and take easy
orders from friends, relatives and busi¬
ness people—either spare or full time!

SEXTRA MONEY Assortments

Christmas
Card
Assortment

Sell newest$1 Assortments—Religious,
Christmas, Everyday Cards, others.
Easy — dignified work —Quick Sales—_
Extra Cash. Splendid money-making
plan for Churches, Clubs, Lodges. SEND
WETMORE & SUGDEN.INC. FOR
749 Monroe Ave., Dept. 85-M, Rochester C2) , N. Y. r
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$1

Samples

REAL STORIES FROM
REAL LIFE
Fifteen minutes of gripping radio
drama is yours for the flick of a
dial every evening, Monday
through Friday, from 9:15 to
9:30 P.M., EWT, over WOR or
your Mutual Network when "Real
Stories from Real Life" bring to
the air thrilling, true experiences
of people just like you, your
family, friends and neighbors.

cepting the gradual opening of firmly
closed doors. George has never met
this representative of the Department
of Eternal Revenants, but the cook
has. She hurried into the darkened
dining room one night and caught the
old boy stealthily opening the opposite
door. She let out a shriek that opened
all the rest of the doors in the house by
natural means—everyone came run¬
ning.
Several nights later the Sanders’
were having a dinner party. As the
dessert was being served, the huge,
heavy dining room door slowly
opened. “There’s your ghost,” laughed
one of the guests.
The cook, who was serving, set
down a dish emphatically. “No, I
think not,” she said. “This is some¬
body else, because it’s too early in
the evening for our regular.”
In the evening, after one of those
pleasantly haunted dinner parties,
George sometimes plays the piano—
by ear.
If he could have one wish granted,
toute de suite, and no questions asked,
he would wish to be more acute men¬
tally, with the subsidiary wish that
he wouldn’t ever need sleep. In days
gone by one of the most astounding
facts about George was his predeliction for slumber; he admitted to a
weakness for 48 hours of Van Winkle
without interruption. During the past
two years, however, he has become
acclimated to the somnolent Califor¬
nia weather and gets along fairly well
on seven to eight hours per night.
Aside from being distressed by an
inability to work around the clock,
he has one additional problem: his
closest friends occasionally accuse
him of rudeness, a rudeness not so
much of what he does do, as of what
he fails to do.
He passed a very important man on
the street in Beverly Hills one day,
and failed to speak. Well, it wasn’t
quite as blunt as that. George saw this
man coming, decided that he couldn’t
think of anything particularly inter¬
esting or important to discuss with the
gentleman rapidly bearing down from
the south, so George stopped before a
store window and stared fixedly.
He made only one mistake; the dis¬
play into which he gazed happened to
be that of a knit shop and the Very
Important Man had a sneaking sus¬
picion that George wasn’t really in¬
terested in yarn.
When this man cited the incident
brusquely to a friend of George’s, and
the friend carried the message, George
undertook to explain. “In England,
if a fellow sees a man whom he knows,
but with whom he has no particular
reason for talking, he simply dodges
the issue by pretending not to see the
chap. Now the other chap knows ex¬
actly what is going on, but nine
times out of ten, he shares the sen¬
sation of there being a temporary
vacuum between them, so he, too, pre¬
tends to be fascinated by something
in the opposite direction from his
friend. Now, in America, if you see a
man you know, you have to hail him
like a long lost brother and carry on
some sort of stupid conversation, even
if you have had dinner with him the
night before, and said everything to
one another at that time that you will
want to say for a year. If you try the
window scheme, you’re going to hurt
someone’s feelings. So lately I’ve
made it a practice to go around, grin¬
ning like an idiot, and waving madly
at everyone I know.”
The End

How To Gain
BEAUTY,
CHARM and SELF-CONFIDENCE
No more self-conscious feeling for you!
Now you can
have more poise, personality . . . popularity. And you
can have it so easily, you'll be astonished!
This re¬
markable book, SELF-CONFIDENCE—YOUR KEY TO
SUCCESS, tells you everything you need to know to make
yourself more glamorous, more lovable.
Consists of 11
chapters, each one a fascinating step on the road to new
charm. Written by Victor Lawson, world-famous authority
on beauty and physical culture. Contains enlightening in¬
formation and instructions on such vital subjects as proper
methods of make-up, acquiring a shapely figure, proper
grooming habits, how to reduce in the right places . . .
and many other important facts that you want to know.
Send for this book today, follow the instructions carefully,
then watch yourself develop into a more gorgeous, more
stunning, more alluring woman. And remember—you do
all this in the privacy of your home l

Money Back if You're Not Thrilled
We are certain that SELF-CONFIDENCE—YOUR KEY
TO SUCCESS will help you to acquire a new personality.
We want you to examine it and see for yourself what it
may do for you. Send for the book and look it over for a
full week. Then, if you don’t think it's worth more than
11, send it back and we'll return your purchase price with¬
out any question. Mail coupon today. Book sent in un¬
marked wrapper.

NEW YORK PUB. CO., DEPT. C-399
600 Lincoln Rd. Building
Miami Beach 39, Florida
Please send SELF-CONFIDENCE—YOUR KEY TO SUC¬
CESS in unmarked wrapper.
If I’m not completely
satisfied. I may return book within a week and get
my $ 1 back.
□ I enclose $1. You pay all postage.
□ Send C.O.D. I’ll pay postman $1 plus postage.
Name.
Address.
City. Zone. State.
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Bogue Unit Method for scientific
correction of stammering and stuttering — successful for 44 years.
Free —no obligation.
Benjamin N. Bogue, Dept.3370, Circle
Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ina.

PULVEX
FLEA POWDER

FREE

ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted, we will beautifully
enlarge your favorite snapshot, photo, kodak
picture, print or negative to 5 x 7 inches
absolutely FREE if you enclose this ad. Please
include color of hair and eyes and get our new
Bargain Offer, giving you your choice of hand¬
some frames with a second enlargement beauti¬
fully hand tinted in natural lifelike colors and
sent on approval. Your original returned with
your enlargement.
Send today.
DEAN

STUDIOS, Dept. 762, 118 N. 15th St., Omaha,
Nebraska.
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THIS IS MYSELF—ESTHER WILLIAMS
Preserve for all time your treas¬
ured favorite photos. Any photo
or
snapshot
enlarged
on
fine
grade
fabric
like
illustration,-—symbolizing Freedom and
DeSize 18x18
mocracy. Will last life-time. Can
0n,y
be washed. Guaranteed permaPostpaid
nent. Mail photo and £1.98. Advise ordering at
once while materials are available.
Money back
guarantee; safe return of photo.

TEXTILE PHOTO CRAFTS

1446 N. Stanley Ave.

Dept. H

ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 34)
I HATE
Hooks and eyes; getting up early—
but once I’m up, I love it! Going
to bed—but once there it’s so
wonderful I can’t think why I
didn’t want to go!

Hollywood 46, Calif.

I ENJOY
^

X\

EARN
j MONEY
SHOWING
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I It EE FABRICS

Write me, and I’ll send you this big package of
actual sample fabrics and styles ABSOLUTELY
FREE. You’ll see gorgeous, newest style
dresses — lovely
lingerie — hosiery —
men’s shirts and socks—all at LOW
PRICES. Take orders from friends
and make money in spare time.
Get FREE Samples! Send no
money for this big-profit
line of sample fabrics and
styles. It’s yours. ABSO¬
LUTELY FREE. Rush name
and address now
-

,

THE M ELVILLE CO., Dept. 4026, CINCINNATI 3, OHIO

■SliSilTCH

I Misery of

I Relieve itching caused by eczema,
athlete’s foot, pimples—other itch¬
ing troubles. Use cooling, medicated
O.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless, stain¬
less. Quiets itching fast. 35c trial bot¬
tle proves it—or money back. Ask
your druggist for D.O.D. Prescription.

MOVIE STARS
PHOTOS
I
nn

Hundreds of thrilling.UU ly posed glossy photos
of your favorite Holly¬
wood stars. Complete
new selection.
C D C C | Catalog
chock
full
of
r l» ■ t . miniature
photos
with
each order.
(To avoid delay, state
second choice).

li/for* |

GLAMOR-TONE PHOTO SERVICE
Dept. J-9, 1233 Sixth Ave.,
New York 19, N. Y.

CORNS

also Callouses; Ingrown
Nails relieved. Quick, easy.
Just rub on. Jars, 30^, 50^.
At your druggist. Money
refunded if not satisfied•
Moss Co., Rochester, N. Y.

removed by

M0SC0

FOR YOU! With Gorgeous
PERSONAL CHRISTMAS CARDS
EARN MONEY I Show friends big album, gorgeous
DeLuxe Personal Christmas Cards, Stationery.
Also vastselectiop LOW PRICED Personal Cards, 2S
for SI-00 to 25 for $1.95. Box Assortments too.
1945 "Feature” 21-Card Assortment only $1.00
—yoor profit 50c. Also Oil-Chrome Etching', Religi¬
ons, Humorous Assortments. Attractive fund-raising
opportunity for organizations. Write today for FREE
SAMPLES Personal Cards, and 21-Card "Feature’’
yjrishnas Assortment sent on approval. SEND NO
now
WALLACE BROWN, INC.,
225 Fifth Avenue. Dept, s-145, New York 10. N.Y.

A far and

I’M HAPPY
That the studio is letting me try
new things. In “Early To Wed,”
instead
of
spectacular
swim
scenes, I’m doing song and dance
numbers. One song is Portuguese.
I DON’T WANT
To live over any day of my life.
My mother says I have a pull-tothe-future complex. I’m so in¬
terested in what may happen next
that I couldn’t waste time living
over anything that’s already hap¬
pened.
I’M FOND OF
Inglewood, California—where I was
horn;
All children;
Going to auctions, picking up odd
items at junky antique shops;
Fixing up houses—not decorating
them, but making a home of a
house.
SOME DAY
I’d like to write a book to help chil¬
dren learn to swim. It should be
humorous so they’d enjoy read¬
ing it, and have lots of pictures
so they’ll see how simple swim¬
ming is, and what fun!

mum,

Yards and Yards—three pounds '
or more. BARGAIN I Beautiful
prints,checks, stripes, solids. Fast
colons. ALL NEW! FREE illus¬
trated designs and patterns with ora
Only $1.39 plus postage. Sent C.O.
SEND NO MONEY. Just apenny postcard
or letter. If not satisfied, return package
and your $1.39 will be refunded. Order
TODAY. THE COLONIAL SHOP,

MY FIRST CRUSH

®*Pt-17-B,Zeigler, Illinois.

Was a boy in the tenth grade. He’s
now in the Air Force and I
haven’t seen him for years. He
said only about thirteen words to
me in all, but once he cut in on
one of my dances and I nearly
fainted.

Do You Want ■ ■ ■ ■ It

LONGER

Inventing one-dish dinners;
Edgar Allan Poe; Rupert Brooke . . ,
I think I enjoy these two because
I know about their lives—as I
read their stories or poems I could
appreciate what life had done to
them up to the time they wrote
a particular thing; how they felt
when they began to write, how
they developed, why a certain Poe
tale is so morbid or a certain piece
of Brooke poetry so moving. I
feel the same way about com¬
posers. How can you enjoy a
man’s music unless you know
about the man? Bach, Beethoven,
Gershwin, Chopin, Irving Berlin
—their music is much more inter¬
esting when you’ve read about
their lives.
Big family reunions, holiday gath¬
erings when we’re all together.
Traveling.

HA ID

Just try thi 9 System B BB^BB H
on your Hair 7 days
and see if you are really enjoying the
pleasure of Attractive Hair that so
often captures Love and Romance.

HAIR MAY GET LONGER
When SCALP and HAIR conditions are
normal and the dry brittle, breaking off
hair can be retarded i t has a chance to get
longer and much more beautiful. Just try
the JUELENE System7 days and let your
nurror prove results. Send SI.00 orC.O.D.
Plus postage. Fully guaranteed. Money
back if you are not delighted. Write to

I ADMIRE
George Sidney, who directed “Bath¬
ing Beauty.” He’s only 28, but
I think he’s a genius.
Joan Crawford, Clark Gable, Jimmy
Stewart—stars who have done
good jobs; and young stars like
June Allyson who have such tre¬
mendous promise.
I HOPE
To stay young in mind, like my
mother;
To go on a USO tour overseas,
visiting hospitals and boys who sit
in the rubble of bombed cities
with nothing to do;
To be a good actress some day;
To marry and have a big family.
I’M STILL SURPRISED
To find I’m on the screen. I didn’t
think I could ever act, but they’re
giving me really good roles and
I’m eager to do a good job.
I’LL NEVER FORGET
The dress I designed for my gradu¬
ation from grammar school—
peach organdy with ruffles. It
was a great success, but I wasn’t.
I recited “Christ of the Andes,”
and was carried away with the
description of how they gathered
up and carried in the materials to
build the Christ. But when they
were ready to build it—I couldn’t
remember another thing!
MY MOST WONDERFUL DAY
Was at the Women’s National
Swimming Meet in Des Moines in
1939, when I won all my races
and my team won the champion¬
ship. My cup was full when they
told us we could compete in the
Olympic Games in Finland the
next summer. (The war pre¬
vented the Games.)
There may
be top moments in a picture
career, like winning an Oscar,
but that would be for myself.
When you’re swimming, you do it
for the love of it and for your
team.
MY IDEA OF RECREATION
Is to go to the desert, get up early,
take a brisk ride and watch the
sun come up; then have a won¬
derful breakfast, lie in the sun by
a pool and bake the kinks out,
just falling into the pool when
I’m too hot; talking to people who
interest me but who can be silent
for long spaces without feeling
uncomfortable; have a light salad
for lunch, play tennis and sun
some more. In the evening, dine
outdoors on a patio with people I
enjoy, go to a movie and see an
old movie and a brand new one;
then go to bed around ten-thirty
and simply melt into the sheets.
MY LIFE

I LIKE

—

JOEL CO., 1930 Irving Park Rd.,DeptG-801, Chicago 13, IH.

Men who can sing. Sinatra can still
“send me.”
California houses set on hills; cute,
inexpensive ones, bright with
flowers.

Has been a sort of stairway. When
the time comes for me to take the
next step. I’m ready to take it.
There’s always that urge to go
forward and up.
The End
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Dinner dress designed especially for Chen Yu by Joseph Halpert

Look at this sparkling procession of new and different nail lacquer
and lipstick shades—yours to choose from—and each one a gen¬
uine chen yu "original!’ Right here on this page, in this collec¬
tion of fashion right colors, you are sure to find the shade that
will bring your nails and lips exquisite, new and steadfast
beauty. You may get them at your favorite store and beauty
salon—the nail lacquer 75c—the lipstick $1 (tax extra). Or,
here is your chance to try two shades! Send the coupon from
this announcement and you will receive two chip-repellent
chen YU lacquer shades and a bottle of CHEN YU Lacquerol
Base. Each trial bottle gives you many luxury manicures—
months of startling new beauty. You can get trial size
matching lipsticks too. Mark coupon. Send it today.

CHjN YU lnc.r 200 E. Illinois Street, Dept. HWG-9, Chicago (11) 111.
□ SEASHELL
□ PINK SAPPHIRE
□ WISTARIA

□ Send me two sample size flacons (shades checked here)
of Chen Yu Nail Lacquer and a bottle of Lacquerol base.
I enclose twenty-five cents to cover cost of packing, mailing and Government Tax.

□ FLOWERING PLUM

□ BURMA RED

□ BLACK CHERRY

□ ORIENTAL SAPPHIRE

□ BLACK SAPPHIRE

□ DRAGON’S BLOOD

Street

□ MANDARIN RED

□ TEMPLE FIRE

City

□ CANTON RED

□ FROZEN FIRE

□ For an addition
I will receive two
Lipsticks to match
I have checked.

Name

St

Made in U. S. A.
1

(This Offer Good in U.S.A. O

AS GOOD AS THEY ARE GOOD LOOKING
A glance proves the striking "good looks” of the new, re-designed Sheaffer
Pens and Pencils. But only the most sensitive micrometer can measure the
split-hair accuracy of their inside parts—only a microscope reveals the
precision-plus workmanship which Sheaffer craftsmen acquired in engi¬
neering some of the war’s most delicate instruments. You’ll appreciate the
difference when you first take one of the new Sheaffer’s in your hand
— feel the perfect balance, experience the absolute, utterly-relaxed
writing freedom, discover the effortless, velvet-smooth action which dis¬
tinguishes Sheaffer’s newest pen and pencil creations.
W. A. SHEAFFER PEN CO., Fort Madison, la.; Toronto, Can.
CREST "TRIUMPH" pen, $15; pencil, $6; complete set, $21.
Other sets, $3.95 to $150. Other pens, $2.75 to $100. Colors:
Golden Brown, Marine Green, Carmine, Grey
Pearl and Black. Federal excise taxes additional

SheafferiS

These are the pens and pencils that are going to the men
and women in the Services overseas. Quantities available for
civilians are very limited.

TRIUMPH"Pent
THE

WHITE

DOT

THE

ON

3

SH EAKK liK'S

.fry.

.

THE

LIFETIME*

PEN

IDENTIFIES

POINT

1

11?
CopyrUhl, IMS. W. A. Shelter Pen Co.
♦Trademark Re*. U. S. Pat. Off.

LISTEN EVERY SUNDAY to SHEAFFER’S WORLD PakADE-NBC

Complete

Network,

3

P.M. E.W.T.; 2 P.M. C.W.T.; 1 P.M. M.W.T.; 12 P.M. P.W.T.

Movieland

OCTOBER
15 CENTS

S^cicc^iae
Stonier
FRANK SINATRA
ALICE FAYE
KURT KREU6ER
PHYLLIS THAXTER

©y 6 Q $ $ § H &
A

00
Ivawes your hair so lustrous,
yet so easw to manage !

Only Drone Shampoo with lluir Conditioning action gives you

this wonderful combination of beauty benefits!

t/ Extra

lustre . . . up to 33% more sheen than with any kind of soap or

soap shampoo! Because all soaps leave a film on hair which
dulls lustre, robs your hair of glamour! Drene leaves no dull¬
ing film, brings out all the lovely gleam. / Such manageable
liair . . . easy to comb into smooth, shining neatness, right
after shampooing . . . due to the fact that the new improved
Drene has a wonderful hair conditioning action. / Complete
removal of unsightly dandruff, the very first time you use
this wonderful improved shampoo. So insist on Drene with
liair Conditioning action, or ask your beauty shop to use it!

for After-Dark Glamour
Dramatize the beauty of your hair, focus attention on your
smart hair-do! For evening occasions, wear jewels in your hair!
Lisa Fonssagrives

. . . glamorous New York fashion model.

Cover Girl and '’Drene Girl"’ . . . shows you, on this page, three
smart hair-dos dramatized with jewels!

1 ms turquoise tiara certainly calls attention to Lisa’s shin¬
ing topknot of puffs! A twisted double strand of pearls or a
string of large gold beads would also look lovely encircling the
puffs! But you’ll not get the maximum combination of lustre
and manageability from your shampoos unless you use Drene
Shampoo with Hair Conditioning action, as I.isa always does!

A cold BR ACELET was used
by Lisa for this stunning
back arrangement. Ends of
hair are drawn through
bracelet, then pulled up¬
ward. That extra shiningsmooth look is due to Drene
Shampoo with Hair Condi¬
tioning action.

Wear large combs set with brilliant stones
or pearls, on either side of this double-puff
topknot arrangement! But first, wash your
hair in Drene Shampoo with Hair Condition¬
ing action. No other shampoo leaves hair so
lustrous, yet so easy to manage!

WITH HAIR CONDITIONING ACTION
Product of Procter & Gamble
^ Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping
«0IHC?lVtOt
‘OvtBflllO
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The RAZOR’S EDGE
By W. Somerset Maugham

HUNGRY HILL
By Daphne du Maurier

NEITHER WEALTH NOR LOVE COULD LURE HI
woman in Larry Darrell’s life did everything to br
happiness. Yet he turned down love, riches, care
what was he seeking? And why did he become so fa
by drunken Sophie, plaything of Paris?
Over 1,000,000 copies published! You will thrill
worldly-wise novel—by the master story-teller who g
“Rain,” “Of Human Bondage,” “The Moon and Six

HER PLAYTHINGS WERE . . . MONEY AND MEN!
Rosa was only 17—yet her green eyes flashed a chall
man could resist!
Impish, teasing, devil-may-ca
tossed men’s fortunes to the winds; robbed them of
women!
Here is a gorgeous, turbulent, swift-moving book!
du Maurier, who gave you REBECCA, has surpass
self in this story of “wild love and wilder killings”

JAND!
ACte One
TALES FROM

THE DECAMERON
By Boccaccio

WAR AND PEACE
By Tolstoy

This extraordinary offer to new
members is the greatest in the en¬
tire history of “America’s Biggest
Bargain Book Club”! YOURS AB¬
SOLUTELY FREE — any one of
FOUR sensational modernbestsellers shown at the top of this
page . . . and, in addition, any
one of FOUR time-tested master¬
pieces shown at right! TWO FREE
BOOKS—Best of the Old and Best
of the New—both fine library vol¬
umes you’ll be eager to read and
to own! Choose YOUR two books
NOW!

WHICH

THE DECLINE AND
FALL OF THE
ROMAN EMPIRE
By Edward Gibbon

SHORT STORIES OF

DeMAUPASSANT

*76ede tyieevt "TUe

TEEMING WITH RIOTOUS LIFE AND LAUGHTER
roistering tales are as fresh and earthy as the d
were written over six centuries ago. They teem w
loud laughter, riotous entertainment—of men in l
women who pretend they are, of sinning “saint
saintly sinners!
Each story is told with all the daring skill tha
Boccaccio as one of the most robust and gleeful talet
all literature!

DESIGNED TO BE READ AS A MODERN NOVE
book the world has called “the greatest novel ever w
Here is love at its most passionate, war at its most
man in his noblest and basest moments, woman
tender est.
Through War and Peace walks every type of hu
high and low, during one of history’s epic hours—
vasion of Russia by Napoleon. Reading this boo
fascinating, life-time experience!

THE GREATEST BOOK ABOUT HISTORY’S GRE
ERA. Great history; great literature!—and desig
modern reading. To read, in these turbulent times
fall of Rome is to open your eyes. Because history
itself, and the fate of former world conquerors is a
today. Because again the barbarians are marchin
because this masterpiece best tells, for all time, wh
pens to a civilization grown fat and foolish and
minded!

50 TALES OF LOVE AND PASSION! Contains over
of love, hate, intrigue, passion and madness—all c
and unexpurgated, the frankest stories of their ki
written!
Read, in Ball-of-Fat, of the buxom girl of easy virt
what she did! Read Love. Mademoiselle Fifi, Sto
Farm Girl. Bed No. 29—and all the best works th
made De Maupassant “father of the modern short

2 DO YOU WANT

TVfOW is the most opportune moment of all
^ to begin your membership in the Book
League of America! Because NOW — New
Members are entitled to a FREE COPY of
any one of FOUR widely acclaimed best¬
sellers (at top of page), and at the same time,
ALSO A FREE COPY of any one of FOUR
recognized world masterpieces (shown direct¬
ly above). TWO BOOKS FREE—just for
joining “America’s Biggest Bargain Book
Club”!

The Best of the New—AND of the Old
Each month ONE of the Book League’s selec¬
tions is a modern best-seller by a famous author
like John Steinbeck, Somerset Maugham, Ernest
Hemingway, Ben Ames Williams, or Ilka Chase—
a book selling for $2.50 and up in the publisher’s
edition.
The OTHER book is a masterpiece of immortal
literature. These volumes of the world’s classics
are uniformly bound in durable cloth. They grow
into a handsome, lifetime matched library. The
great authors in this series include Shakespeare,
Poe, Oscar Wilde, etc. (Since they are great classics

|

Send

me—FREE—these

2

boo

.(Choose one from best-s

which you will always cherish in your lifetime
library you may pref : the beautiful DeLuxe Edi¬
tion bound in simula.^d leather with silver stamp¬
ing. Just take your choice.)
This is the ONLY club that builds for you a
librarv containing the best of the new best-sellers
AND the best of the older masterpieces! The
TWO books sent you each month are valued at
$3.50 to $4 in the publisher’s edition. But you can
get BOTH for only $1.39!

.(Choose one from classic

Within 5 days I may retu
cost or ob'igation.
Otherwise
and
continue
to receive fo
selections for a year—at only $
for BOTH books.

h)

MR
MRS
MISS

5-DAY TRIAL—No Obligation
Send the coupon without money. Simply write
on the coupon your choice from EACH of the two
groups of books shown above. Read the modern
BEST-SELLER you have chosen AND read the
CLASSIC you have chosen—for five days. If these
two books do not convince you that this IS “Amer¬
ica’s Biggest Bargain Book Club.” simply return
them: pay nothing. But if these volumes DO
demonstrate that subscribing to the Book League
is the wisest move a reader can make today, then
keep them as a gift; your subscription will begin
with next month’s double-selection. Mail coupon
for your TWO FREE BOOKS NOW!
BOOK
LEAGUE OF AMERICA, Dept HWG10, Garden
City, N. Y.

B0
BOOK LEAGUE OF AMER
Dept. HWG10, Garden City, N

(Please pri

ADDRESS.

CITY.(

□
■

STATE. O
HANDSOME DE LUXE BIN
your masterpieces (one ea
er, silver stamped, for only
then send you, in this same
the
the classic you choose.
Slightly hiaher in Canada. Ad

L
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Published in
this space
every month

The greatest
star of the
screen I

How’s your tan? Summer
working out nicely? We
have a suggestion to top
itoff—a“ Week-end At The
Waldorf”.
★
★
★
★
Forsake the vales and hills,
the rills and lakes. Try the
Great Indoors. Pleasure

★

★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
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20

By Jessica Ryan

25

Accent on Helmut (Dantine)
By Eve Lyn

LANA

Ginger plays Irene Mal¬
vern, the movie star.
Walter plays Chip
Collyer, the war corres¬
pondent. Lana plays
Bunny Smith, the hotel
stenog. And Van plays
Captain Hollis, who’s in
a bad way.
WAlTER
★
*
★
*
Anything can happen in
a big hotel. Well, any¬
thing does happen. And
it all happens adroitly,
amusingly, excitingly.
★
★
★
★
It’s a picture charged
with intrigue. It excites.
It has hearty laughter.
VAN
There’s also music pro¬
vided by Xavier Cugat. We like all of it.

★
★
★
★
You may go so far as to think “Week-end
At The Waldorf” is the best picture of
the year. We know it’s first class.

27

Van Heflin, Civilian
By Maxine Arnold

33

Everything’s Going Her Way (Rita Hayworth)
By Dorothy Deere

34

Yes, My Darling Daughter!
By Phyllis Schuyler Thaxter

39

The Happy Harris Family (Alice Faye)
By Fredda Dudley

44

★ PORTRAITS
Kurt Kreuger.. ..

19

Frank Sinatra.. . .

21

Jean Sullivan. . . .
Phyllis Thaxter. . . . . . .

40

Rita Hayworth

35

Guy Madison.. . .

42

. .

48

It May Surprise You

54

This Was Hollywood

56

60

★ DEPARTMENTS
Inside Hollywood By Fredda Dudley

6

MOVIELAND’S New Picture Guide
MOVIELAND’S Crossword Puzzle
Pictures in Production

10
12

14

Dyeing With Delight By Shirley Cook
Words of Music By Jill Warren

16

46

Your Problem and Mine By Jane Wyman
It’s a big “Week-end”. Thank Robert
Z. Leonard, the director. Thank Sam
and Bella Spewack,
screen playwrights,
who took an idea from
a play by Vicki Baum.
Thank Guy Bolton
who made the adap¬
tation. Thank Arthur
Hornblow, Jr. who
produced it all.
★

★

★

★

37

★ FEATURES

Address, Please
Along with those other big stars you
meet Edward Arnold, who plays a ty¬
coon; Phyllis Thaxter, a worried bride;
Keenan Wynn, a cub reporter; Robert
Benchley, a columnist; Leon Ames, a
father; Lina Romay, a hot tamale;
Samuel Hinds, an oil magnate.

31

They Say By Leslie Traine

Roy Rogers’ Rodeo

And thank

19

This Is Myself
By Frank Sinatra

★
★
★

Who’s New (Kurt Kreuger) By Alice L. Tildesley

Frankly Forty (Ann Harding)

★

★
★

1945

★ STORIES

Of course the hunting is
the Boy-Chases-Girl
variety, but that’s good
too. Especially when it’s
Walter Pidgeon after
Ginger Rogers and Van
Johnson after Lana
Turner.

★
★

★
★
★

OCTOUER,

DORIS CLINE, Editor
PEG NICHOLS, Assistant Editor
BOB BECKER, Art Editor

43

HELEN LIMKE, Hollywood Editor
BILL DUDAS, Staff Photographer
ROBERT CROSSETT, Ass’t Art Ed.

MOV IELAND, published monthly by Movieland, Inc., at Dunellen
N
J
Advertising editorial offices, 1476 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y
Holly¬
wood editorial office: 9126 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles 46
California
Chicago advertising office: 33,3 No. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.’ Vol. 3 No
9, October 1945. Entered as second class matter December 15 194ff at the
post office at Dunellen, N. ]/., under the Act of March 3, 1879. Price lie’ a copy
Subscription price $1.80
the United States and $1.80 in Canada. ''Copyright
1945 by Movieland, Inc. n he publishers accept no responsibility for unsolicited
manuscripts, and all manuscripts should be accompanied by a stamped selfaddressed envelope.
Printed in the United States of America. Price 15c a
copy in Canada.

MEMBER AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS

on curves

fresh from, adventure—and plenty fresh!

A'

invites you

*

k

m

to come on

J

|jH

an exciting
and romantic

EDWARD ARNOLD - PHYLLIS THAXTER - KEENAN WYNN • RORERT BENCHLEY
LEON AMES • LINA ROMAY • SAMUEL S. HINDS

and XAVIER CDGAT and his ORCHESTRA • A ROBERT Z. LEONARD PRODUCTION
Screen Play by Sam and Bella Spewack. Adaptation by Guy Bolton. Suggested by a Play by Vicki Baum. Diiected by ROBERT Z. LEONARD. Produced by ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR. A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Picture

FOUB LANES:
Have you, on occasion, wondered what
has ever become of the Lane Sisters, Lola,
Priscilla, Rosemary and Leota? Well, Lola
has just finished "Deadline At Dawn" at
RKO—her first picture in several years.
Priscilla is the contented wife of Captain
Joseph Howard, Army Air Forces, and is
living in Clovis, New Mexico. Rosemary, the
wife of Buddy Westmore, will be a mother
by the time you read this. Leota is a ser¬
geant in the WAC and is stationed at Colo¬
rado Springs. And Gail Paige, who was a
Lane sister in the Warner series ("Four
Daughters," "Four Mothers," etc.) is the
wife of Count de Soliel and the mother of
two children. She is very active in radio.
*
*
*

By FREDDA DUDLEY

PROPHET WITHOUT HONOR:
The Ray Millands have a gem of a cook,
a woman who is intelligent, charming, and
capable. In the course of her normal duties
around the house she has seen all the fa¬
mous persons \yho make up the coterie of
Milland friends; at no time has she been
impressed.
Recently, however, she decided to brush up
on her fancy cooking so enrolled in a widely
praised night course. After her first evening
of instruction she returned to the Milland
home, breathless with impressive news.
"You'll never guess whom I saw," she an¬
nounced. "Right in my class. Learning to
cook right along with the rest of us! JOAN
BLONDELL.”

Mrs. Edward G. Robinson, Constance Collier and Ethel Barrymore.

Miss B. has signed a 4-yr.

contract with Vanguard Films. First pic scheduled is mystery "Some Must Watch" (UA release).

SCORE TWO:
Loretta Young, one of the great ladies of
Hollywood, is now the mother of two sons:
Christopher, born August 1, 1944, and Peter,
born July 15, 1945. Loretta and her husband,
Colonel Thomas Lewis, plan to have six
children—a scheme that delights 9-year-old
Judy, Loretta's adopted daughter.
*

♦

*

BALL & CHAIN OF CIRCUMSTANCE:
Bob Hutton felt very much like a prisoner
of coincidence on the day of the announce¬
ment of his "friendly" separation from his
wife. The news was in the morning papers;
by noon, a widely read and ordinarily ac¬
curate national magazine was on the stands

Diana Lynn and Loren Tindall at the Mocambo.
She was piano accompanist—atthe age of ten!

containing a story about the blissful Hutton
homelife—this compounded the confusion
and nearly rang the bell off Bob's telephone.
Matters certainty weren't helped materially
when Bob had to insist again and again
that the newspapers were correct—he was
a blitzed benedict. The next thing that oc¬
curred was the topper: having been 4F
since his first physical. Bob was summoned,
regardless of previous record, for induction.
Another physical was almost more than
the exhausted Mr. Hutton could negotiate.
*

*

*

HOLLYWOOD HEARTBREAK:
After a foggy morning, the lackadaisical
California summer sun came out to glint
softly on the hills. A company from Univer¬
sal was working on THE ROYAL MOUNTED
RIDES AGAIN; it was the second day of
shooting. The scene being recorded showed
Addison Randall, called Jack by his friends,
whipping toward the camera at breakneck
speed. The first take was not satisfactory.
As Jack Randall spurred his horse to a gal¬
lop, a brisk breeze caught his hat and
twirled it away; Jack leaped toward the hat,
lost a stirrup, and was snapped against a
tree. He died instantly.
In any circumstance, this would have been
a tragic event; when viewed with the
realization that Mr. Randall and Barbara
Bennett had been married in June, 1941
(after her divorce from Morton Downey be¬
came final) in Mexico, then had been mar¬
ried again in February of 1942 because "we
wanted to be sure our marriage at Ensenada
was legal," it assumes shattering poignancy.
The deepest sympathy of everyone in Holly¬
wood went out to stricken Barbara Bennett
Randall.

Brenda Marshall (with husband Lt. Bill Holden)
stars in W. Wilder's "You'll Remember Me."

FAN MAN:
Peggy Ann Garner came carolling into the
20th Century-Fox Commissary, hugging a
menu. Proudly she displayed her trophy to
friends and explained: she had caught sight
of Captain Ronald Reagan—on the Fox lot
on business—and had approached him in the
matter of an autograph. "I was very care¬
ful not to be bold nor forward," she con¬
fided. "I said, 'Excuse me please. Captain
Reagan.
I'm Peggy Ann Gamer—I work
here at the studio. Would it be possible for
you to sign my menu?' "
Captain Reagan had obliged by writing,
"To Peggy Ann Garner, who gave a terrific
performance in 'A Tree Grows In Brooklyn,'—
Ronald Reagan."
Incidentally, Peggy Ann will become a big
sister in December.

"Here’s to the four of us...Bottoms upr
... and here’s to this gay and tender love story paced
to the fast-moving tempo of our times!

Four wonderful kids—
living the great love
Hubba!

Hubba!

Robert^,Cummings • Lizabeth Scott
Don DeFore
in HAL WALLIS9 Production

iP*
with CHARLES DRAKE • JULIE BISHOP ♦ Kim Hunter • Helen Forrest
Directed

by John Farrow •

Screen Play

by Robert Smiib and A>n Rand • A Paramount Picture

Paramount - Entertaining the World for One Third of a Century!
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(Continued
from page 61

KING ARTHUR:
Arthur, longtime associate of Mickey
Rooney, was king for a day recently, and
passed out cigars in honor of his happiness.
As you know, Mickey Rooney and his wife,
the former Betty Jane Rase of Birmingham,
became parents of a seven-pound, six-ounce
son, to be christened Joe Yule, III.
Said
Arthur, "Mrs. Rooney and the nipper are
coming back to Hollywood soon. Then I'll
have my hands full with Young Mickey."
s

Wherever he is, he'll welcome
this Gay Nineties Rum and
Brandy Fruit Cake with the
rich, luscious flavor of that
lavish era! It brings the hopes

*

*

TEALICIOUS:
Glenn Ford, Eleanor Powell Ford, and
young Peter Ford now have their first Holly¬
wood home. The house is not new and the
furniture is conglomerate, but the Fords feel
munificent enough to be Cadillacs anyway.
Recently they entertained their first dinner
guests and one item on the menu is worth
copying: The night before the dinner, Ellie
made iced tea, placed it in the refrigerator
after having inserted a huge bunch of
cleaned mint leaves in the liquid. Just be¬
fore serving time, she removed the mint,
filled very tall glasses half full of the mintflavored tea, then filled the glass with
chilled sparkling water. This brought forth
guest raves.

of Christmases to come with
you . . . laughter, firelight,
jingle bells! Two pound cake
in festive all metal container
mjUoverseas
carton, abouti
ffly$2.10. At quality
^^aepartmenf and drug stores .
from the ovens of
Stirling Bakers, New York, N. Y

Remember,

overseas

Christmas

GOOD NEIGHBOR:
The picture "Meet Me In St. Louis" was
based on the experiences of author Sally
Benson during her childhood. When Judy
Garland was selected to star in the play,
Hugh Martin and Ralph Blaine wrote the hit
song. "The Boy Next Door."
Recently, Judy received a letter from a
G.I. in the South Pacific, assuring her that
he had actually lived next door to the Benson
house in St. Louis, hence he was the person
to whom she must be singing. The letter
was couched in the elaborately gallant
phrases considered proper in the 1900's. "If
you will not deem it too bold, may I venture
to beg of you the gift of a daguerreotype.
Your obedient servant . .
The boy next door got his daguerreotype
by (anachronistically) air mail.
*

*

*

HANGOUT:
The latest rendezvous for- those really in the
know in the picture colony is the Madelon, a
restaurant distinguished by excellent food at
moderate prices in an atmospheric room.
In six or eight months it will have been
spoiled; people will be standing in line to
get in, and the picture crowd will have
gone on to some newer hideaway, but right
now it is fun. The boothes are small, the
tables are placed close together; at one
end of the room there is a minute dance
square, and on a slightly raised platform
there are three world-weary musicians. There
is a singer who emerges from time to time,
to confide intensely sentimental songs, in
French, to a mike. In order for a patron to
adjourn to the Little Boys' or the Little
Girls', one must cross this dance square—avoiding, if possible, the mike lines and the
lady singing. Also one must dodge waiters
coming from the opposite direction with
loaded trays. In the Madelon it is nothing
at all to hear the singer rendering a torchy

(.Continued on page 76)

gifts

must be mailed by October 15th.

Dana Andrews, Bill Eythe, Mary Anderson.
Dana's been in pics since '39—did you know?
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RAGE:
If you were working at present as a secre¬
tary, messenger girl, or starlet in one of the
studios, you would be wearing a long braid,
extending to your waistline, down the middle
of your back. This pigtail hairdo is achieved
by wearing a Lily Dache’ net drawn snugly
over your own back hair; a thick plait is
constructed of yarn in red, yellow, green,
black, brown, or whatever color matches your
outfit, and fastened inside the net to go
schoolgirling down your spine. Little mad,
but pretty.

Mr. and Mrs. Phil Terry. Joan has important
part in Hal Wallis' "The Searching Wind."

BING
CROSBY

BETTY
HUTTON

DOROTHY
IAMOUR
PAULETTE
GODDARD

V

•

SONNY
TUFTS

EDDIE
BRACKEN

BARRY
FITZGERALD

ERONICA
LAKE

r

and
(Himself)
ED GARDNER

i Archie

ARTUR#
de CORDOVA

VICTOR
MOORE

32 wonderful stars! The fun¬
BARRY
SULLIVAN

CASS
DALEY

BRIAN
DONLEVY

niest scenes evers filmed!
Terrific songs

and

satire!

Gorgeous girls, riotous laughs
—as Paramount brings radio’s
.riot show to the screen at last!
MARJORIE
REYNOLDS

DIANA
LYNN

Starring Bing Crosby, Betty Hutton, Paulette Goddard, Alan Ladd, Dorothy Lamour, Eddie
Bracken, Brian Donlevy, Sonny Tufts, Veronica Lake, Arturo de Cordova, Barry Fitzgerald,
Cass Daley, Diana Lynn, Victor Moore, Marjorie Reynolds, Barry Sullivan and Archie (Himself)
Ed Gardner with Charles Cantor Eddie Green, Ann Thomas and Robert Benchley, William
Demarest, Howard da Silva, Billy De Wolfe, Walter Abel, Johnny Coy, Miriam Franklin,
Olga San Juan, Gary, Philip, Dennis and Lin Crosby • Based on Characters created by Ed Gardner
Directed by

HAL WALKER

A Paramount Picture

' ^
\

survive. Highlight of the whole cour¬
age ’n power drama is the tempestuous
romance between the captain and
the noble Spanish lady (Maureen
O’Hara), whom he captures and weds
—against her will.
ONCE UPON A DREAM
(Universal)—
There was a voung girl (Susanna
Foster) who wanted to be a singer,
but couldn’t get any farther than
slinging hash in Johnny’s Diner.
David Bruce is Johnny, Franchot
Tone is a stage producer name of Paul
Renaud; Jacqueline DeWitt, alias
Blossom Drake, his former wife; and
Louise Allbritton, occupation: Secre¬
tary.

9

LOVE LETTERS (Hal Wallis, Para, release)
—Tender love story of two passionate¬
ly idealistic people, incorporating a
murder in what’s a psychological sus¬
pense drama . . . the best since Re¬
becca.
Jennifer Jones’ performance as
Victoria Morland (the girl shocked
into losing her memory and fighting
to regain it so that she can come back
into the world as a complete person)
transcends anything she’s ever done—
and this reviewer won’t except “Ber¬
nadette.” Joseph Cotten—as the seri¬
ous, poetic Alan Quinton who wrote
the letters that brought love, hate,
murder and fear into the lives of five
people—turns in his usual polished,
restrained, superior job of acting. And
excellent, too, are Cecil Kellaway,
Ann Richards, Gladys Cooper and
Anita Louise.

f

*#*«#<*
V'"s"

Hair-dos that spark
comment — such as
“Wasn’t she especially
attractive— have

STATE, FAIR (20th Century-Fox)—Phil
Strong’s novel of the same name,
made into a Technicolor-musical, with
Hammerstein
lyrics
for
Rodgers
melodies crooned by Dick Haymes.
The setting: rural Iowa. The story:
farm family spends four days at the
Fair. And in addition to Haymes, it
gives Jeanne Craine, Dana Andrews
and Vivian Blaine, supported by
Charles Winniger, Fay Bainter, Frank
McHugh and Donald Meek.
OUR

VINES

HAVE TENDER GRAPES
on the novel by
George Victor Martin, and starring
Margaret O’Brien. A tender story of
good and simple people living in
harmony in a Norwegian farm com¬
munity, in Wisconsin.
Edward G. Robinson gives a heart¬
warming performance as the farmer,
who dreams of having a new barn
someday. Jackie “Butch” Jenkins,
still classifying as cute little tough
guy, with freckles; also James Craig,
Frances Gifford, Agnes Moorehead,
Morris Carnovsky and Sara Haden—
the “good people” who’re kind to
their neighbors.
(M-G-M)—Based

been set with Victory
Hair and Bobbie* Pins
ever since 1871.
‘

X.'

'r
♦

VICTORY SITS THI HEADLINES OF THE WORLD
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SPANISH MAIN (RKO)—A Technicolor¬
ful pirate plot, with adventures based
on historical fact. Laurent Van Horn
(Paul Heinreid) is a Dutch Merchant
captain, who starts out with the idea
of colonizing the New World but is
forced to become a pirate in order to

AND THEN THERE WERE NONE (20th
Century-Fox) — Agatha Christie’s
thriller-chiller (“Ten Little Indians”)
transferred smoothly from Broadway.
Entertaining whodunit about an oddly
assorted collection of guests invited
by an unknown—and unseen—host to
spend a week-end on a mysterious
island off the coast of England. The
guests and “other members of the
cast: ” Barry Fitzgerald, Walter Hus¬
ton, Louis Hayward, Roland Young,
June Duprez, C. Aubrey Smith,
Judith Anderson, Mischa Auer, Rich¬
ard Haydn and Queenie Leonard.
I LOVE A BANDLEADER (Columbia)—
Featuring Phil Harris as the leader
of the band, this is a musical with a
touch of amnesia. The necessary
read of story is set in the Club
onterey and involves Phil Harris
as the man who forgot his past (when
he was a scenic painter) by becoming
a baton wielder. Aiding in the search
for his true identity are Eddie “Ro¬
chester” Anderson, Leslie Brooks and
Walter Catlett.

S

“CAPTAIN KIDD” (Benedict Bogeaus, re¬
leased by U.A.j, with Charles Laughton
in the title role. A “period” story hap¬
pening just at the turn of the 18th
century. Colorful, romantic, daringdeed adventure stuff, complete with
Kidd’s buried treasure, plundered
galleons, and a plot that unites Ran¬
dolph Scott and Barbara Britton in
the hero-heroine roles.
(Continued on page 81)
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ADELE JERGENS • CHARLES WINNINGER
HARRY DAVENPORT • SARA HADEN

Screenplay by Virginia Van Upp, John Jacoby and Sarett Tobias
Produced by

Directed by

VIRGINIA VAN UPP • ALEXANDER HALL

lill PUZZLE
49. "Those

ACROSS

.

1 Geo. Gershwin’s portrayer
5. "Christine Gilbert" in
"Rhapsody in Blue”
10 Chic
14. German title
15. "Here Come the.”
16. "Jean Howard” is - - - role in "Pillow to Post”
17. Babylonian sky-god (var.)
18. "Quincy Crawford” in
"The Naughty Nineties”
19. "A Bell for.”
20. "Elephant Boy”
21 - - - Wynn
22. "Bedside.”
23. Having a mottled grain
25. "Johnny Petach" in "God
is My Co-Pilot”
26. .Power
29. Peggy's pa is.role in
"Junior Miss”
32. "Guest in the.”
33. Extras in "The Fighting
Lady”
34. Fermented liquor
36. "Sebastian" in "The
Naughty Nineties” (anag.)
37. (See No. 37 down)
38. "Our Hearts Were Young
and - - -”
39. Screen News Editor (abbr.)
40. "Anton" in "Son of
Lassie”
41. Peter Whitney in "Bring
On the Girls”
43. Monty’s housekeeper is
- - - - role in "Molly and
Me”
46. Meadows
47. Morton Gould and - - - - is
in "Delightfully Danger¬
ous”
48. "Morgan Evans” in "The
Corn is Green”

.

.

Endearing -Young

52. Edit a movie
53. "Dianne Carter” is - - • role in "Divorce”
57. Pleasure boat
58. Antonym for screen antics
of Ole and Chic.
59. Fencing weapon
60. - - - - Basquette
61. French river
62. "Bonita Farrell” in "The
Naughty Nineties”
63. Provoked to anger
64. Virginia Mayo in "Wonder
Man”
65. Insolent language (slang)

DOWN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
19.

Exclamations
- - - - Horne
Dull and monotonous
"Joe Morales” is - - - role in "A Medal for
Benny”
Sung by A1 in "Rhapsody
in Blue”
Large archipelago
"Mrs. Watty" in "The
Corn is Green”
"- - - Cents a Dance”
She plays in "Rhapsody in
Blue” (inits.)
"Iris Hilliard” in "Blood
on the Sun”
Anagram for Mr. Andrews
Vicky • - - - is an ape
woman in "Jungle Cap¬
tive”
"Kathryn Mason” in "Con¬
flict" (anag.)
"Valerie” in "Keep Your
Powder Dry” (anag.)

22. Stroke in billiards
24. "A Thousand and - - Nights”
25. "Mrs. Graham” in "Molly
and Me”
26. Portrayer of Jos. Tumulty
in "Wilson” (abbr.)
27. She is with Gary in "Along
Came Jones”
28. Straightedge
29. "Nick Condon” in "Blood
on the Sun”
30. Conrad - - - - 31. Bob Burns in "Belle of the
Yukon”
33. Subdued
35. "Through Your - - is
sung in "Delightfully
Dangerous”
37. No. 37 across is.
role in "Murder, He Says”
41. Screen Writers’ League
(abbr.)
42. "Corp. Joe Allen” is - - - role in "The Clock”
44. ".With Two Yanks”
45. "You - - - - Along”
46. Cotton fabric
48. "Uncle Willis” in "Junior
Miss”
49. 251
50. Lizabeth Scott has golden
51. "Suzanne” in No. 49
across
52. "Paul Carrell” in "With¬
out Love”
54. Samoan seaport
55. Volutid gastropods
56. Locale of "The Fighting
Lady”
58. "Frisco - - -”
61. "I’d Rather Be - -” is sung
in "Out of This World”

(For Solution See Page 74)

TRADE MARK REC

GIRDLES, PANTIES, BRAS

For you who ore proud of your slim,
young figure! FORTUNA foundations
are especially designed to emphasize
young charms with a light, firm con¬
trol along with a comfortable ease of
movement. At better stores everywhere.

Up to <5.00
WOLFE & LANG, INC., 35 W. 32nd St., New York.

ALEXIS SMITH
os Christine Gilbert

CHARLES COBURN
os Mo* Dreyfus

JULIE BISHOP
os Lee Gershwin

ALBERT BASSERMAN
as Professor Frank

MORRIS CARNOVSKY

^

as Mr Gershwin

ROSEMARY DE CAMP
os Mrs. Gershwin

ft

HERBERT RUDLEY
os Ira Gershwin

EDDIE MARR
as Buddy De Sylvo

OSCAR LORAINE
os Ravel

HUGO KIRCHHOFFER
os Walter Damrosch
AS THEMSELVES

AL JOLSON
OSCAR LEVANT
PAUL WHITEMAN
GEORGE WHITE
HAZEL SCOTT
ANNE BROWN
TOM PATRICOLA
THE WARNER
CHORAL SINGERS
fOR THE PRODUCTION
Produced by

JESSE L. LASKY
Oirected by

IRVING RAPPER
Original Story by

SONYA LEVIEN
Screen Play by

A

HOWARD KOCH 1
ELLIOT PAUL
f
Dances created and
directed by

LE ROY PRINZ
Orchestral arrange*
ments by

RAY HEINDORF

'K'Buant *x

ORDER BY MAIL FROM HOLLYWOOD

AT WARNERS:
A STOLEN LIFE, the Bette Davis
produced and starred story about
twins in love with the same man, is
now in its fourth month, keeping very
busy Glenn Ford. Walter Brennan,
Charlie Ruggles, Dane Clark, Peggy
Knudsen, Esther Dale, Mary Servoss
and Joan Winfield.
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT is the
Charles Boyer, Lauren Bacall picture
with Katina Paxinou, Peter Lorre,
Dan Seymour, Victor Francen and
Lynne Baggett.
NIGHT AND DAY, in Technicolor,
is the musical in which Cary Grant
sings, you lucky people. With him in
the chorus are Alexis Smith, Jane
Wyman, Monty Woolley, Henry Steph¬
enson, Donald Woods, Selena Royle,
Virginia Sale and Jane Harker.
*

*

*

AT PARAMOUNT:
THE TROUBLE WITH WOMEN is
a picture that has run into plenty of
trouble. Planned as a typically suave
comedy of manners, the type of thing
that Ray Milland does so well, the
script ran into trouble because Teresa
Wright—a superb dramatic actress—
has had no previous comedy experi¬
ence. She gave her all, but director
Sidney Lanfield and other studio
officials decided to rewrite much of the
script. Brian Donlevy is the third
arm of the triangle, turning in his
usual brilliant performance.
CALCUTTA is the new Alan Ladd
adventure with Gail Russell, William
Bendix, June Duprez, Edith King,
Lowell Gilmore, and John Whitney.
This is the story of two buddies, Alan
and Bill, who discover, when a pal is
murdered, that Gail Russell is in¬
volved in a jewel smuggling ring, and
all the time they had thought she was
such a nice girl. This is an excite¬
ment-maker.
TO EACH HIS OWN (a bad title,
incidentally) is a very unusual motion
picture; it deals with the reunion of a
mother and her son in London, but the
background is such that the incident

Beautifully tailored skirt and
jacket in a rich, ALL-SEASON
rayon fabric! A smart Hollywood
fashion to wear everywhere.
Jacket has new boxy lines.
Skirt is slim, pleated front and
back. Sizes 10 to 20. Black,

has high dramatic value. Olivia de
Havilland plays the role of an Amer¬
ican woman executive during the
blitz. John Lund, Mary Anderson,
Philip Terry, Bill Goodwin, and Dick
Winslow are also bumping into each
other in the blackout.
THE BRIDE WORE BOOTS will be
covered more thoroughly in next
month’s
Movieland
because
this
month it has been shooting only one
day as we go to press. Barbara Stan¬
wyck, Robert Cummings, Diana Lynn,
and Patric Knowles make up a very
juicy cast.
:}:

«jt

;j.

AT 20TH CENTURY-FOX:
THE ENCHANTED VOYAGE, in
Technicolor, is the picture shot main¬
ly in New Orleans starring John
Payne, June Haver, Charlotte Green¬
wood,
Connie
Marshall,
brilliant
Charlie Russell, Clem Bevans, John
Ireland and Irving Bacon.
LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN, also in
Technicolor, is the cinematic version
of Ben Ames Williams’ great book
about a woman’s jealousy so great
that it reached back from the grave to
be revenged. Cornel Wilde is the hus¬
band, Gene Tierney the wife, Jeanne
Crain her sister, and others in the
incandescent cast are Vincent Price
(as the D.A.), Ray Collins (the fa¬
ther), Ruth Nelson (the mother) and
Darryl Hickman as the crippled
younger brother of Cornel.
*

SMOKY is
duction with
Baxter, Burl
Russell, and

*

*

in its first week of pro¬
Fred MacMurray, Anne
Ives, Esther Dale, Brad
Jay Farrol MacDonald.

AT UNITED ARTISTS:*
DUEL IN THE SUN in Technicolor
is being filmed on a set so closed that
even the rumors have to seep out
under the auspices of osmosis. One of
the best rumors to date is that the
love scenes between Gregory Peck as
the bad, bad bandit and Jennifer
Jones are so torrid that the Hays
office plans to screen them in a cold
(Continued on page 80)
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TO SPEED DELIVERY — Encjose

cashier's check or
money order for $12.23, which includes mail¬
ing charge. If you wish, WE WILL MAIL C. 0 0.
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Rod Cameron looks with favor on "Frontier Gal" Yvonne DeCarlo. 'Though Universal suspended
Maria Montez for refusing fo do this pic, she's back now and may get a role in "Tangiers."

#£0 organs woman!
Soft,evil,alluring...can make some guy
crazy enough to kill for HER. That's the
kind of woman Captain Angel is searching
for...in the"Quarter”of New Orleans!
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Blair

has

a

flair—for

changes!

Here's

the

is turn-about for tresses.

Take a dark gold tint for a smooth topknot

new hair shade in Columbia's "Tars and Spars".

and

I

F you’re not in harmony with your
hair, as is, your dissatisfaction might
be due to a question of color. If you
were in movieland, where glamor
grows, you’d simply change to a hap¬
pier hue. As you’ve probably noticed,
Columbia’s lovely star Janet Blair
changes her hair shade frequently.
Many of the most attractive girls
among the film folk do!
But if you’ve ever considered the
complexities that might make a color
change complicated, you are probably
curbing those innermost impulses.
In one sense of the word, anything
that changes the color of your hair
might be called a dye. We, however,
prefer to classify hair colorings as
permanent or temporary and break
them down into types in these cate¬
gories.
Quick but temporary color for the
tiniest tint can be had by means of
prepared rinses or special shampoos.
These are made of pure vegetable
coloring and are as easy to use as they
are
effective.
The after-shampoo
rinses, particularly, come in many
stunning shades. According to your
wishes, they can add warmer high¬
lights, tone down too-bright or brassy
effects—or even help to blend gray
streaks. Such temporary treatments
must be renewed with each shampoo.
. There are also permanent vegetable
colorings which stain the hair to any
of a number of desired shades.

.»

Right about face

Janet that once was. Watch for our heroine's

Quite a different proposition is the
coal-tar derivative or amine type of
hair coloring. Such dyes penetrate the
hair and permanently stain the inside
of each shaft. While it is true that
they are among the most aesthetically
pleasing because of their superior
range of shades and natural appear¬
ance, it is also true that they must be
used with care. Here’s why.
These dyes are, to the certain
minority who are allergic to them,
extremely irritating. It is absolutely
necessary that a “patch” test be given
before every single application. The
best manufacturers want you to have
this protection. The Federal Govern¬
ment, while admitting the beautiful
color results of amine dyes, insists
upon it. You won’t have to worry
about whether a hair coloring belongs
to this particular group. All such
dyes are required to carry a standard

“Caution” warning regarding the
“patch” test. This is what it consists
of:
The test area of skin should be
about an inch square. It is generally
taken behind the ear and close to the
scalp. This is washed with soap and
water, rinsed and dryed. The dye
solution is swabbed on this clean patch
of skin and allowed to remain for 24,
or preferably 48, hours. If no redness
or irritation is appareftt on this small
section of skin after the required time
has elapsed, the “patch” test can be
considered negative. If there is any
resulting irritation whatsoever, the
dye should not be applied to the hair.
As we told you, this test is not a
single-time, conclusive one. To be
absolutely safe, you must be abso¬
lutely sure that a negative “patch”
test result is obtained before each
and every tinting and retouching. To
ignore the “Caution” label on a hair
dye might result in severe external or
internal irritations.
We find still another kind of lasting
or “permanent” hair coloring—the
metallic salts group. Such dyes gen¬
erally act slowly, but after several
applications, they leave a thin deposit
on the hair which changes its color.
They do not permit a wide choice of
shade and they do coat the outside of
the hair which coarsens its texture
somewhat. These dyes must be used
strictly according to directions, of
course, but a “patch” test before ap¬
plication is not necessary.
«

No matter what you apply, or have
applied, to bring about a permanent
change in the color of your hair, re¬
member that it is a dye. There are not
only different types, but different
combinations of these types. They
must all be used with care. There is
always a possibility of resulting irri¬
tation due to the chemical reaction of
each individual to any given sub¬
stance or combination of substances.
Bleaches,
by themselves,
bring
about a changed effect by removing
color. Usually, they are a mixture of
peroxide and ammonia. In some cases,
they may make the hair seem redder
as well as more blonde. This is be¬
cause there is normally a large amount

you

get

a

delightfully

different Janet.

of red pigment present in the hair of
some individuals and this becomes
more noticeable when the hair is
lightened. A too-red or too-harsh
shade can often be overcome by choos¬
ing a corrective shade of after¬
shampoo hair rinse or by using a mild
dye solution in combination with the
bleach.
There are several things to keep in
mind when you make up your mind
to dye—
Dyed or bleached hair need not
look artificial—not if the tint is cor¬
rectly applied and not if the shade
blends with your natural coloring. Be
faithful, though, in having the roots
touched up as often as the normal
rate of growth demands. This will be
every three to five weeks. Between
touch-ups, you can cover up the new
growth at the roots with a special
pencil. These crayon-like sticks come
in a variety of hair shades and per¬
form a' fine service of temporary
touch-up. .
Dyeing or bleaching your hair is
often apt to be drying. To help coun¬
teract this condition, take to frequent
hot oil treatments.
When you use
such a lubricant, part the hair, from
back to front, in half-inch sections.
As you make each part, rub the length
of it with cotton saturated in oil.
After the entire scalp has been cov¬
ered with conditioner wrap the head
in steaming towels for ten or fifteen
minutes. Be generous daily with po¬
made, brilliantine or one of the new
lanolin-rich greaseless hair dressings,
particularly on the ends which are
more porous and usually more brittle.
Have one (or preferably two) test
curls made before each permanent.
Dyed and bleached hair can be beau¬
tifully waved when it is given the
proper attention.
You may feel that dyeing your hair
would result in a lovelier and more
exciting you. Well so it might! Should
you wish to cover up gray streaks or
put life and liveliness into faded drab
hair, no one need ever know. On the
other hand, a new and obviously dif¬
ferent hair shade is completely up to
you, too. The time has long passed
when people attached any social sig¬
nificance to artificially tinted tresses.
Hair dyes, like lipsticks, are really
just color accents to natural beauty!

"I was UNCERTAIN! Now I’m SURE!"
"Talk About Working Won¬
ders—my Eden 'Photo-

Revise' taught me to
make the most of my¬
self—gave me price¬
less make-up helps!”

"Yes, I Am A Blonde — BUT that

wasn’t enough!” says Doris
Bertel of New York, N. Y.
"Besides, I'd always been shy
—never felt at ease except
right with my own friends!”

"It's A Reol Thrill to be able

to wear a smart bathing
suit!” says Doris. And you
can see for yourself that
she CAN wear one! Would
you look as good? Want
to? Then do like Doris!

"Now My Friends Soy I'm More Attractive,” says happy Doris. "Girls NEED self-confidence. They

need to know that they are attractive in Face-Figure-Hair-Voice-Clothes! Through the
Powers Home Course I have gained all of that! Now I KNOW I look and am really tight!”

Powers’ Proved Beauty Course Offers YOU, TOO,
NEW SELF-CONFIDENCE-A "MODEL" FIGURE!
"So many people have complimented me
upon my NEW appearance that I think all
girls should have the opportunities your
training offers!” Those are Doris Bertel’s
own words. Yes, Doris learned how easy it
is to be gracious, instead of self-conscious,
happy instead of sad—when you are admired!

that have given figure-perfection, style,
grace and loveliness to thousands of "just
average” girls . . . made them known as
the much admired, envied "Powers Girls,”

InspiringGraceEden!

The Powers Home Course can give YOU:

Quick Results! Through the Powers Home
Course, in as little as the first 7 days, you
can see the REAL YOU begin to emerge
from your mirror... A new and lovelier you!

Low Cost! Why deny yourself the happi¬
ness, the beauty, the admiration this famous
Powers Training can win for YOU so easily,
so inexpensively? You owe it to yourself!
Planned Just for You! Let the Powers
HomeCoursehelpj'o# reveal yourREALglamorous self. In the privacy of your own home,
you discover the personalized beauty secrets
Mail this Coupon NOW!

mous Powers Models. Con¬
motion

r —FREE!

COMPLETE, CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION-1

Dear Mr. Powers: Yes, I'd like to learn the “Powers
Girl” beauty secrets. I’m really interested. Please
send me details of your Home Course, including free,
illustrated booklet and confidential questionnaire.

today. Creator of the fa¬

of

Exclusive Advantages of "Powers Girl" Training
60 individualized features! Including the famous
Eden "Photo-Revise” personally worked out by
Grace Eden and her staff of experts just for
YOU! Help on your Figure! Make-up! Groom¬
ing! Styling! Your Voice! How to walk grace¬
fully! The famous "Powers Girl” formula foi
charm and magnetism is one that really works!

John Robert Powers Home Course
247 Park Ave., Suite K-225, New York 17, N. Y.

Write John Robert Powers

fidant

.a**?
Grace Eden, Director

Confidential faculty ad¬
vice, plus close attention
from sympathetic Grace
Eden, noted Powers
Course Director, has
helped thousands find
their real hidden beauty.

picture

stars. For 23 years teach¬

Name.

er of the Powers Way to
beauty, self-confidence,
happiness. He has helped
thousands, |ust like you.

Get this free booklet and your confidential questionnaire

"POWERS GIRL"
Creator

City

(PLEASE PRINT)
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CENTURY-FOX RELEASE

A

POPULAR PICTURES, INC,
PRODUCTION

Roland Young - June Duprez • Sir C. Aubrey
Mischa Auer-Judith Anderson • Richard
Queenie Leonard • Harry Thurston

Directed and Produced by Rene Clair • Executive Producer Harry M
Screenplay by Dudley Nichols • From the Story by Agatha Christ
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.. . KURT KREEGER

By ALICE L. TILDESLEY

Tall, slim, fair and impeccably dressed—Kurt Kreuger sat in the
back row of Inglewood’s preview theater nervously watching “Paris
Underground” unreel on the screen. Next to him was his pretty girl guest;
farther along the row were Constance Bennett, star and producer of the film, with
ler representative; nearby, sat Gracie Fields and George Rigaud, both prominent in
the cast, with their guests.
The audience laughed when they were supposed to laugh; and sat
tensely on the edges of their seats, holding their combined breaths and
exhaling in relief at the proper moments—most gratifyingly.
They liked the picture, they liked the whole cast and they
showed it.
But most of all—they liked Kurt Kreuger.
Their approval was so overwhelmingly evident that
the young actor was embarrassed. Almost before the lights
came on, Kurt rose, turning his back on the screen
and shading his face with his, cast sheets.
“Come on, let’s run!” he whispered. (Continued on page 57)
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MY VERY FIRST MEMORY
Is th& ocean, wild and restless, and my
mother leaning over me, trying to per¬
suade me to go in. ... I was about three
and a half. We were on the beach, with
sand all around us. The waves leaping
high terrified me. I kept crying: “No!
No!” but my mother laughed. I can still
feel that cold fright that choked me when
she ducked me under the water.
UNTIL I WAS NINE
That underlying fear of water followed me.
By that time I was going with other boys
who had fun in the ocean. I felt I must
do what they did. I still hated going in,
but I went. The dread was with me for
weeks, but I wouldn’t let anyone know.
I'LL NEVER FORGET
The day I was free of that fear. I could
swim and dive and play in water like the
other kids.
It was wonderful.
I THINK
That experience gave me a taste for over¬
coming obstacles. I can not bear to let
anything lick me. If it’s hard—if I dread
it—I can’t rest until I’ve made myself
go through with it.
I LIKE
Candles on dinner tables, Coney Island,
driftwood fires, books bound in limp
leather, the bobby sox set, music with
my meals, music any time and any place.
I WISH I KNEW
How to read music;
How to play the piano. I could have had
lessons when I was a kid, but I was too
impatient.
“Heck, sit on a piano stool
for an hour every day? Nothing doing!”
I had time to study then, but I wouldn’t.
I could kick myself when I remember.
MY FIRST AMBITION
Was to be an engineer; a civil engineer
or an electrical engineer, I wasn’t sure
which. My dad wanted me to study en¬
gineering, so perhaps I took it for granted
that it was my ambition. I was always
singing and I loved it, but it didn’t occur
to me that music could be a career.
So I went through high school with the
engineering idea.
I studied it for six
months and discovered that I never had
a night to myself. “That’s not for me!”
I decider, and walked away from it.
WHEN I WAS A KID
I was crazy about group singing; a quartet,
three men in a barbershop, any bunch of
people tuning up together got my atten¬
tion.
In high school, I found out about Glee Clubs
and joined. Pretty soon I was in there
suggesting new ideas for group singing.
I’d say: “Look—I’ve got an angle!” So
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By

FRANK

SINATRA

THIS IS MYSELF Continued

they started calling me “Angles”
I went through
high school under that name.
I USED TO
Book bands to play at our high school. The school
could pay for them, but nobody else wanted to
take the trouble to book them. So when I signed
a band, I’d say: “I’ll sing with you!” And I did.
I LOVE TO REMEMBER
The summer I was fifteen.
That was the year I
met Nancy and we fell in love.
I saw her on
and off for the next four or five years, then we
married. But that summer was the beginning of
our romance.
I can still remember the way the
moon shone on those little crimped wet rims on
the sand where waves had made a pattern, and
that salty smell of the sea when I’d leap down
the wooden steps to meet her in the early morning.
THE TURNING POINT OF MY LIFE
Was the day I married Nancy.
MY MOST EXCITING MOMENT
Was the day we got married. If any man’s not ex¬
cited on his wedding day, he’s crazy!
I ENJOY
Prize fights, boogie-woogie, playing golf, a glass of
milk and a piece of pie; playing with my babies
and buying pretty things for my wife.
I’M GUILTY OF
Flying off the handle^—and being sorry I flew. I like
capable people, and it drives me mad when those
who work for me forget or neglect simple tasks.
1 get in a jam, somebody’s hurt, and I’m furious.
I’m over it in a minute—but there it is!
I LIKE
Basket ball, bowling, organizing things;
Those fans who have been faithful to me for years,
long before November, 1942, when my publicity
first began;
Pantomime. I know I can get a point over quicker
with pantomime than with words. I use it on the
screen and on the stage in personal appearances.
I even use it on broadcasts, for my own amuse¬
ment. I use it on hospital tours, army camp shows,
overseas entertainments.
I AGREE
With John Galsworthy than an accidental move can
change your life. I was singing at a road house
in New Jersey in 1939 for $25 a week. I usually
had Monday night off, while the girl singer took
her night off on Tuesday.
One week she asked
me to change nights—she had a date. I said “Okay!”
So I was there that Monday night when Harry
James walked in. He had organized a band and
was looking for a boy to sing. He took me. If
I hadn’t changed nights, I’d never have met him.
I’LL NEVER FORGET
The time legal proceedings temporarily curtailed the
band’s salaries. We were in California, we had no
savings, knew nobody there, and our first baby
was on her way. Nancy had developed an appetite
for ham sandwiches and apple pie, and asked for
them one night when I hadn’t a cent in my pockets.
I gathered up and cashed in all the empty pop
bottles in the building to satisfy her.
I’M MAD ABOUT
Music. I have five or six hundred albums filled with
records. My favorites are Debussy, Ravel, Rach¬
maninoff and Wagner.
I’m a rabid concert fan.
I love ballet. I love all the arts and I’m envious
of people who excel in any of them.
I PLAN TO
Expose my children to a (Continued on page 49)
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Lectures to youth groups throughout U. S. on "Tolerance".
a book on it, too.
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Above, with Toots Shor at a CBS broadcast.
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By JESSICA RYAN

»

FRANKLY FORTY
Most women are beset by the bugaboo of
passing years.

Not Ann Harding!

She's

content to look her age—and act it

Her blonde beauty ensnared Fredric March in "Paris Bound."

Harry Bannister snarls at the heroine in Vitaphone's "Girl of the Golden West."

"Holiday," with Mary Astor and the late Robt. Ames.

Co-starred with Laurence Olivier in "Westward Passage.

A

NN HARDING ... Say it once
over slowly, and comes quickly
the memory of the girl with
long golden hair and a voice—
what a voice! Many have said
it’s the most beautiful ever recorded
on screen-track.
But the lady wants no truck with
nostalgic recollections. She’s much
too busy focusing on the Now, with
only the briefest glance toward
all
those
past successes—“Paris
Bound,” “Holiday,” “Devotion,” and
“East Lynne.” Started now on her
second screen career, Ann Harding
prefers to let the lavender onceupon-a-time mellow naturally, un¬
disturbed by any will on her part
to intrude the Past Perfect on her
new Present Indicative.
All the same, she couldn’t help be¬
ing touched—and more than a little
bit—by the all-out reception which
marked her return to RKO.
It was “coming home” . . . back to
the lot where she’d been “top star,”
eight years before. And when she
walked onto the set for the first
day’s shooting it was almost as if
she’d never been away. There had
been changes, to be sure. Still, such
a number of familiar faces—Sound¬
man Dick Van Hessen, Assistant Di¬
rector Nate Slott, and the prop man
with the canvas chair marked Ann
Harding, saved all these years
against her return.
Same people to welcome her back
to RKO, and the same Ann Harding.
Looking lovely as ever, Ann has lost
none of the old charm and quiet
humor—but she makes no bones
about the passing years. She says
frankly: “I am 42 years old . . .
and don’t mind at all!”
Which brings us to explaining that
her return to pictures created some¬
thing of a stir at RKO studio, be¬
cause she was scheduled to play
Laraine Day’s mother in “Those En¬
dearing Young Charms”—and it was
a part she almost didn’t get.
“She’ll probably think the part’s
too old,” was the comment when
casting selections were first being
discussed. (Continued on page 68)
She plays mother roles in "Those Endearing Young Charms" and "Janie Sets Married."
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His pet pastimes: reading, listening to music, long walks in the country.

Transplanted from Vienna in

1938; he'd started a consular career.

HELMUT
By

EVE

LYN

T

ALL AND TRIM, Helmut Dantine is also young, handsome and vigorous.
Underneath this “young appeal” (and he does have an appealing look of
boyishness), he’s idealistic, intelligent and capable.
There’s nothing vague or wishy-washy about this Viennese-born movie
Romeo; he is decisive rather than confused, when faced with important
decisions.
He has good features and merry gray eyes with a serious purpose behind
their gaiety. There’s a warmth to his smile, and it’s not merely a trick that
he’s learned to charm women—it’s sincere!
His maner is composed and friendly without being effusive. He is humble
without being whining; he is good-humored without being flip. He has a
good voice, which is deep but very pleasantly modulated, and speaks with a
throaty “Charles Boyer accent.”
Helmut Dantine is really his name. The family originally spelled it D’Antin,
and there’s a Rue D’Antin in Paris'today—a street named for one of his

The real Helmut Dantine—27 years old,
smiles readily and warmly, likes American girls,
believes in Fate, lives alone, has no extravagances
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great (how many times great, he doesn’t know) grand¬
fathers, who was chief cook in the royal court. of
Louis XIV.
He reads a great deal, this son of a forefather who fled
from France at the time of the Huguenot persecution;
tries to plan a schedule for his reading. Likes best¬
sellers—fiction and political books. Bought the Harvard
Classics because he wants to familiarize himself with
English and American literature. Enjoys Oscar Wilde’s
works. Is now reading Shakespeare—had previously
read it in German.
He thinks American girls are beautiful dancers, that
they have “an excellent sense of rhythm.” Is quite a
hand himself at the tango and rhumba, and (being Con¬
tinental) is most proficient at waltzes.
Provided they can manage to separate their careers
from their home lives, Helmut doesn’t object to working
wives. However, if a career conflicts with home or chil¬
dren, one or the other is likely to suffer. “Career girls
in Hollywood,” he adds, “are often unhappy because
their jobs take too much out of them. Physically tired
from their work, they’re handicapped for being success¬
ful wives and mothers.” For this reason, he’d rather not
marry an actress, if he marries again. Considering him¬
self an average man, Helmut realizes that there are too

Art for his own so kel

many odds against such a marriage working out.
He doesn’t have any ideal dream girl. If it’s to go
dancing, he’ll choose a good dancing partner; attending
a concert, his companion would be a more sophisticated
girl; for horseback riding or swimming, his date would
be a gal who is definitely interested in sports. Looks
is the least important factor, though the girl must make
a good appearance
And will he ever find just one girl with all these at¬
tributes? He doesn’t expect to. When the “right girl”
comes along he knows “it will be a thing”; there will be
a current of understanding flowing strongly between the
two of them and they’ll know it’s love.
Helmut doesn't like overdressed girls nor young ladies
with hairdo’s. Likes hair simply dressed, hanging with
abandon. He prefers tailored suits, or frocks designed
along simple lines; doesn’t object to black if it’s accented
with simple jewelry or a thin strand of pearls. His
favorite clothes for himself are along tweedy lines. Very
rarely dons a hat. Wears open sport shirts for comfort.
In “Shadow of a Woman”—for the first time in his screen
career—the studio made him a half a dozen suits.
The majority of his friends are people not connected
with the movie industry; he feels that continuous shop
talk can wear anybody down. (Continued on page 53)

In the music dept., Helmut likes classics dnd light operettas.
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VAN HEFLIN,

Land and Live in the Jungle," AAF training
film, was made under actual jungle conditions.

By MAXINE ARNOLD

ORDEt*.V

You don't take off years of Army life,
along with a uniform; it takes time,
to be rehabilitated—for actors, too!

AN HEFLIN stood by the camera watching
June Allyson and Peter Lawford rehearse a
scene for “Two Sisters from Boston.” It was
his first time on an MGM sound stage in
nearly three years—since he’d finished “Pre¬
senting Lily Mars” and left to present beginning
cannoneers to their howitzers, for Uncle Sam.
Three years is a doggone long time, he was
thinking. A lot longer than three years. At least
it seemed so to him.
His home beat. But it all seemed so strange.
Strange stars, strange new audiences, producers,
directors. Things were the same, but different.
There was the same chattering of extras moving
up and down the studio streets; the same red
lights over stage doors; buzzers ringing; familiar
faces, together with new ones, looking out from
behind cameras, down from cat walks. Familiar
words: “Lights, camera, (Continued on page 94)
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"Tomorrow Is Here" (RKO) stars
Barbara

Hale and

Bill Williams.
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Dr. and Mrs. Francis Griffin (Irene Dunne). Their
Lupino family tree has sprouted actors
for 300 yrs.

Ida started in pix at 15.

daughter Mary made her debut as a pianist.

By LESLIE TRAINE

G

OSSIP often makes Hollywood’s wheels go round.
You’d be surprised how- many things have hap¬
pened, and are always happening—just because
Someone’s column or Someone’s broadcast began
with: They say . . .
There was that evening, not too long ago, when a
popular young singing star urged throughout a fivecourse dinner that his beautiful blonde companion marry
him. With the arrival of dessert it looked as if she
might say “yes.”
Suddenly, the cashier’s radio tuned in on a famous
high voice: “That sweet little Mary B. has just shown
me an enormous sapphire diamond ring. Yes, friends,
it means what you think it means. It comes from the
man you think it came from. Mary and Dick will be
married in March!”

“Dick” was the young man who had been trying to
marry his blonde, whose name isn’t Mary. The real
Mary may or may not have had a sapphire diamond, but
Dick had nothing to do with it. The rumor, however,
was too much for the blonde. She said “No!”
But gossip isn’t always a drawback. When Gene
Tierney first came to Hollywood, she thought no onewould ever realize it. Studio bigwigs were too busy
to notice her. She talked of going back to New York.
A widely read columnist mistook another girl for Gene
and observed that 20th Century’s new find was “that
way” about Rudy Vallee, who wasn’t married at the
time. Gossip writers took it up; Gene was bewildered
to learn that she and Rudy had been seen at the races,
the Brown Derby, the Victor Hugo. He was only a
voice on the radio to her.
(Continued on page 72)
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Gene Tierney beats off all comers for
title of Hollywood's best dressed gal.

Hollywood gossip . . . "they say"
items have made careers, caused
marriages, divorces, broken hearts
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GOING HER WA17
Sweet and lovely—Rita Hayworth, wife
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HIS is a story having to do with the spectacularly
beautiful girl—and the spectacularly brainy young
man—who, not so long ago, eloped with a spectacular
suddenness that rocked the romance fans of a
nation.
It’s a current report on young Mr. and Mrs. Orson
Welles, who now dwell spectacularly atop a canyon, in
a mansion with so many pastel-carpeted rooms, and
gleamingly-tiled bathrooms, and many-mirrored man¬
tels they really haven’t gotten around to counting them
all as yet; who take their morning dip in a turquoise-
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and mother; cited by the fighting men
for contributing most to their morale

tinted pool so large it accommodates not only a couple
of rowboats, but an island with palm trees in the center,
and who have so many rolling greenswards descending
from their front porch, a “garden party” can run into
three orchestras and four hundred guests.
Paradoxically, it also has much to do with a couple
of kids who, when no one is around, stand back and view
their many-winged and many-terraced manse and make
awed cracks like “wonder what time it takes off?” Or,
showing close friends around their rented acres, grin and
say, “A little crowded—but there’s a housing shortage.

you know!” Who, whenever they can find a vacant
week-end, sneak down to a small, two-bedroomed cot¬
tage at Carmel, to splatter paint and drape chintz after
ideas strictly their own, with results sometimes won¬
drous, sometimes fearsome. And who secretly cherish
a conviction that the most fun of all would be some
day to junk the whole business of being fabulous, and
steer a tramp steamer around the world.
But before and beyond any of these items—even be¬
fore we can report on the something new that’s been
added, the super production known as Miss Rebecca
Welles—it is essentially the story, or a part of the
story, of Rita Hayworth, herself. The Rita who stood
on a platform at the Walter Reed Hospital recently and
listened gravely to the words read by a boy in khaki
from a plaque in his hand:
“For sheer loveliness—and because of her willingness
to share that loveliness—she has contributed immeasur¬
ably to the morale of the fighting men—”
An inscription carved by a fellow who wouldn’t leave
his hospital bed for months to come, presented by a
boy whose two arms would never be completely straight
or strong again, and applauded by thousands of wounded
veterans sitting out front. A citation to Rita Hayworth
from the fighting men in eight different theaters of
war: “—Who see in her the beauty of that American
womanhood for whom they fight.”
Nothing is quite so perpetual as the Yank’s enthusiasm

The dog
rookies
nickname

for nicknaming everything from his jeeps to his generals,
and most of all for choosing “The girls he’d rather—”
Yet, if all the snappy titles awarded to all the screen
queens were laid end to end, they still would not quite
reach up to this '“certificate of feminine loveliness.”
That puts into one small phrase' the whole of the quality
that is particularly Hayworth’s.
Rita is glamorous and gam-orous, both of these at¬
tributes being standard equipment in the movie star
business.
But that “sheer loveliness” of hers, the
quality that can be shared with others in all the barren
and bloody spots of the world, is something which can
also be shared with an audience of one. It’s something
you find on a dance rehearsal stage, when the flamecolored Hayworth hair is entirely hidden under a tight
bandanna, and plain dark slacks and sweater cover the
rest of the “glam” right up to her chin.
Something
ordinary, like the Hayworth “thank you” to a makeup
man who’s merely doing his job. Or something extraor¬
dinary, like the day you saw the Hayworth hand rest¬
ing on the arm of a chair, and after a prop man had
taken the chair from under it, the hand still rested
where it had been, in long-fingered, totally unconscious
grace.
A little less than two years ago, Rita sat in her
portable dressing room with the satin folds of a bridal
gown spreading like white foam around her slim ankles.
The dressing room walls were of pale green brocade,
the gown had sprays of seed pearls clustering
all the way up to her white shoulders, and a
bridal bouquet of white orchids languished
on her dressing table.
Through the door, the bridal setting for
“Cover Girl” loomed colossal and glittering.
Bridesmaids in tulle and Technicolor, guests
in gala groups, a softly-stringed orchestra,
a groom in tails and pearl studs—all of which
was to be expected, for this is the manner
of movie star weddings.
It was by mere coincidence that the “I do’s”
were a repeat—the second ceremony in
twenty-four hours. Just the day before, in
a bare-walled and stuffy office, standing be¬
fore a Santa Monica justice, Rita had become
Mrs. Orson Welles. The bride wore a plain
tan suit, no flowers, and a hint of tears in her
eyes. The guests—the uninvited, perspiring,
scoop-chasing press, who stood atop desk and
chairs and filing cabinets—crowded best man
Joe Cotten clear out into the hall. The groom
was in pink shirt and business suit, and when
he kissed her -to a chorus of “Give it more
cheese-cake, kids,” whispered “I’m sorry,
dear ” in her ear. For this, too, is sometimes
the manner of movie star weddings.
And now, between scenes of her reel ro¬
mance, Rita sat trying to convince a movie
reporter that she’d rather not make any fancy
statements about that real, and more im¬
portant, romance.
“Why not?” asked the scribe. “What have
you got to lose by giving me a few statements
on it?”
“I—I just rather not. Not right now, any¬
how. Sometimes there just aren’t any words
—especially for something that means so
much to you.”
“Why not?” A reporter needs a sharp pen¬
cil to do a good job, and then again there’s
the kind of reporter who mistakes her pencil
f°r a pick-axe. “Why does it mean so much
answers to
to you? Just what do you hope to get out
.. . Orson's
of your marriage?”
as a child.
(Continued on page 91)

YES, MY l>\IMI\G DAUGHTER
Phyllis Thaxter—her life story, told here by
her mother, who used to be an actress, too!

BY
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1* Phyllis Thaxter’s her real name.
Dad’s a Judge of Maine’s Supreme
Court. Brother Sid (now U. S. Navy), sister Hildy, Mother and Phyllis.
«*• Mrs. T. gave up stage but encouraged Phyllis to have career. 4* Born in
Portland, Me. Sisters (left and right) Hildy and Marie. 5. Hollywood “dis¬
covered” her in stage “Claudia.” *• Left for stage training with Mother’s O.K.

I

T TOOK three generations to make Phyllis an actress. First there
was her grandmother, Marie-Louise Nelson, who wanted to be an
actress. Then there was I—her mother, Phyllis Schuyler. I was an
actress for a little while but gave it up when a promised part in a
New York play didn’t materialize. When I went to sign my contract I
found they had changed their minds and had given the role to someone
else. Elizabeth Patterson, now a very fine character actress in the
movies, was waiting for me outside the building where the producers’
offices were. When I came out—my hopes completely dashed—she said:
“Well, did you sign your contract?”
“No, Patty,” I answered. “They didn’t want me.”
It was Christmas week. A light snow was falling. Chimes were
playing Christmas carols. Salvation Army Santa Clauses were on every
corner. I turned to Patty and made a statement that was to change
my whole life.
“Patty, it’s Christmas—I’m going home.”
Right here that mysterious force—Fate or Providence—took a hand.
If I hadn’t lost the part and gone to Portland, Maine—where' my clergy¬
man father had just gone to be Canon Missioner at St. Luke’s Episcopal
Cathedral—I never would have met my husband. It is this sort of
thing that has made Phyllis and us believe that our lives are pre¬
arranged in a sort of pattern. We don’t always understand at the time
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YES. MY DAHLIA G DAUGHTER
(Continued)

why things happen as they do, but we know the way
they happen is right for our particular design for living.
I arrived in Portland in December; met my husband
in January; was engaged in March; and married in
June. Like the Princess in the fairy tale. I lived happily
ever after.
Phyllis was my third child.
I wanted to call her
Angelica Schuyler, because that is a family name. Her
father said it was a perfectly terrible name and her
nickname certainly would be “Jelly." I answered that
it would be “Angel”—because that was what she was.
He said she looked just like a football player because her
hair stuck up all over her head like a crew cut. We
finally called her Phyllis, for me—and St. Felix, for her
father whose name is Sidney St. Felix Thaxter. Since

she has been acting she has dropped the St. Felix be¬
cause it is too long.
Phyllis grew up in an average, happy, gay American
home. My husband and I loved each other and loved
our four children. He was trying to make his way as a
young lawyer but there was always enough money and
we had lots of fun.
I could never quite get the theatre out of my blood.
Grease paint to me was like the smell of sawdust to a
circus horse. There were stock companies in Portland
in those days; resident theatrical companies that stayed
for months at a time. Inevitably we became friends
of the actors and invited them to our house. We also
lent them things.
It was not at all unusual for my
husband to come home at night and find the theatre had

borrowed our living room furniture; and that for a week
the Thaxters would have to sit on the floor.
When the children were old enough they went to
see the plays.
Sometimes I was in them—then tney
came back-stage to watch me make-up and perhaps see
the performance from the wings. Generally they sat in
the front row with their father—and beamed at me.
They never failed to send me a large bouquet of flowers
that was passed up over the footlights at the final
curtain. There were times—unfortunately quite often—
one or two of them came down with mumps or measles
on the opening night.
Portland, Maine, is a lovely place to grow up in. Be¬
cause our house had four children in it, it was the Mecca
of all the neighbors’ children. (Continued on page 62)
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HERE'S been a hue and cry for this particular ‘‘Guy” ever since he played the small part of Hal.
the sailor in “Since You Went Away.” Born in Bakersfield, California, twenty-two years ago.
he’s still single and blessed with sea-blue eyes and a physique that makes him as athletic, as he
looks. Prefers the unusual sports of hunting with how and arrow, surf-riding and diving for lobster
and abalone. He wore his sailor suit in and out of his one and only picture (for l nited Artists I.
as he's been attached to the Coast Guard Reserve for the past two years and is stationed at North
Island. San Diego. Used to climb telephone poles a« a lineman for the telephone company, before the
Coast Guard reserved him for their exclusive use. It s a safe-bet sure thing that he'll be climbing way
up after the war—but next time it won't be telephone poles!

M A » 1 Si O M

YOUR PROBLEM
and MINE
By

fawie Oilman

Let Jane Wyman help solve
your problem.
Write -her c/o
Movieland, 9126 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles 46, California

Jane stars with Ray Milland in "The Lost Week-End," based on C. Jackson's best-seller.

Dear Miss Wyman
I am a boy of 20 and have a wife of 18.
We have a baby girl 6 months old. I know
we were quite foolish to marry so young,,
but we don’t regret it. I have not been
in the service on account of a heart con¬
dition, so worked in another way to help
the war effort. I have a boyhood friend
whom I’ve known all my life, and we are
as close as brothers. He recently got his
discharge and is now practically one of
the family.
Recently I was in an automobile acci¬
dent, and smashed up my left leg, so my
friend (at my suggestion) has been show¬
ing my wife a good time. About a week
ago, he told me he was in love with her
and shouldn’t stay around any more. I
made him promise to stay until I got out
of the hospital. Now I And I won’t be
able to walk again. My problem is this:
What sort of a life would I be giving my
wife with both a baby and an invalid to
take care of? My friend, being in love with
my wife, could give her happiness and
life, while I can give her nothing but bur¬
dens and worry. I know my wife would
never consent to a divorce, so the only
thing I can do is to tell her I don’t love her
any more. She would then be free to marry
a man who could take care of her and
the baby. Do you think I am right in
doing this? I would be happy knowing
she would be happy the rest of her life.
She’s only a kid and could forget me easily
enough in the years to come. I haven’t
told her that I won’t be able to walk again,
for I am afraid she will stick to me out of
pityRoger
Dear Roger:
In your purported desire to place
your wife’s happiness above your own,
you have lost sight of several factors.
I see no reason why you will be un¬
able to walk again. You say your left
leg was smashed, so I take it that the
right one is uninjured.
With all the
new appliances being made for wounded
soldiers, there should be one that would
fit your case and give you the ability to

get around without too much difficulty.
Then there is your effort to take away
from your wife her privilege of deci¬
sion.
How do you know she would
marry your friend if you were out of
the picture, and how can you be sure
that he is the one to give her happiness?
Have you considered what effect your
announcement, out of a clear sky, that
you no longer love your wife, will have
on her; the bewilderment, disillusion¬
ment, heartbreak and bitter loss of
faith it will cause her?
Do you realize
your selfishness in asking your friend
to continue to see your wife under the
circumstances?
In sifting this down,
Roger, 1 have a feeling that you are
trying to dodge reality; you are afraid
to face the future and your responsi¬
bilities. Keep your chin up, give your
wife a chance to make her own deci¬
sion and be sure that when she decides
to stick with you, as 1 am definite she
will, it is out of love and not pity. But
above all, do not be content to settle
yourself in an invalid’s chair; you are
young and have a good life ahead of
you if you just have the determination
to make it so. That is the obligation
you owe your wife and child.
Sincerely,
Jane

Wyman

Dear Jane:
I have quite a serious problem that
worries me constantly. I met my hus¬
band’s older brother' six months ago. He
had just returned from three years over¬
seas, and we started going out together
because I was lonely, and this innocent
companionship developed into love. I am
very fond of my husband, but we were too
young when we were married to realize
what true love was, and I now realize that
we have nothing in common on which
to build a life together. I have written my
husband and tried to explain the situation
to him, but he doesn’t even try to under¬
stand.
My mother-in-law refuses to speak to
either of us. I understand her feelings.

but it hurts me to see John’s unhappiness
He loves his mother so.
A divorce is impossible because of my
husband’s religion.
John and I have
stopped seeing each other, but it didn’t
help. Loving John as I do, I could never
live with my husband again.
There must be some way that John and
I can have our happiness together without
doing wrong. We have thought and talked
about a solution to our problem without
avail, so we are now seeking impersopal
assistance.
Martha
Dear Martha:
I am afraid that 1 am going to be
unable to give you the advice which
you want, for I can sec no happiness
for you and John.
Blood is thicker
than water, and even if your husband
would consent to a divorce and you
married John, the knowledge that he
had betrayed his brother and cut him;
self off from his family would gnaw at
his conscience to such an extent that
there could be no happiness for either
of you. You already have an example
of that in his hurt over his mother’s
attitude.
1 am wondering whether your car¬
ing for John arose, from his resem¬
blance to your husband. Absence plays
queer tricks on us, and it may be that
when your husband returns, you will
find that your fondness for John is
just a reflection of your love for your
husband—a
shadow instead of sub¬
stance.
Before you met John, you
apparently were satisfied
with your
husband and fond of him, so do not
close your mind to a life -with him again
until you see him once more. Play fair
with him, give him the advantage of
being with you in person before you
make any decision. I feel certain that
you will find more happiness in your
present marriage than in one with John
under the circumstances.
Sincerely,
Jane

Wyman

(Continued, on page 85)

My Sister and I" . . . Alice Jr., age 3; Phyllis, age I.

'Fallen Angel"

dramatic role wooed Alice

back to movies.

This Junior Miss (Harris) gets her own fan mail!

G

REAT is the excitement, not to mention
jubilation, at Bagdad-On-The-Hill, bet¬
ter known nationally as 20th CenturyFox Studios. Alice Faye is back, work¬
ing in a picture that has the working
title of “Fallen Angel” but which may be re¬
leased under another name.
(Seems the
Hays office or some other deep thinker—
forgetting Lucifer—has taken exception to
the suggestion that an angel can fall.)
The first question asked of Alice (at least
one quatrillion times) has been: “Well, well,
and what has our beauteous blonde been
doing during the two years she has been
away from the cameras?”
Answer:
plenty. Item:
two engaging
young daughters, Alice, Jr., aged 3, and
Phyllis, aged 1, have kept her too busy to
miss picture-making.
Phyllis is still too young to travel, but
when Phil and Alice made a bond trip and
hospital tour with the Benny troupe early
last spring, they decided that Junior was a
big girl now and (Continued on page 64)

Studio dressing room has a kitchen; now the children lunch
on the set.

Ri£hi: Alice Jr.,

Phil, Alice Sr., and

Phyllis.

By FREDDA DUDLEY

HARRIS FAMILY
The Femme Faye-tale of Hollywood—

S

ALUTATIONS, Citizens! I know you're busy shak¬
ing vacation out of your hair and getting ready to
go back to work and back to school, but I’m sure
you can take off a few minutes to see what!s doing
in the music world.
Our name band leaders have a big problem at the
moment—transportation. Of course it’s always been a
problem, because packing a band around the country,
with instruments, library, and equipment, is tough, even
in peace time. But now, with the strict rules for civilian
trgvel which have been set down by the Office of De¬
fense Transportation, leaders are faced with a bigger
headache, especially those who have large organizations,
like Harry James and Tommy Dorsey. You can be sure
there will be fewer one-night stands from now on, too,
at least until the situation eases up.

Of course Harry James doesn’t like to travel anyway,
and it looks as if he’ll be spending most of his time on
the West Coast, which won’t make Betty Grable un¬
happy. Harry is rumored to be set for a radio commer¬
cial this fall, with a cigarette sponsor footing the bills,
and he’ll probably make another picture before long.
Well, Frankie Boy now has thousands of new fans, but
not the bobby-sox variety. The G.I.s overseas went for
the Sinatra brand of swoon in a big way. Here’s an ex¬
cerpt from a story which appeared in one of the Army
papers, which more or less sums up the way the boys
felt about Frank: “Most of us went to see Sinatra, unde¬
cided as to whether we were going to jeer or cheer.
However, after watching the fine performance that he
and the rest of the troupe put on, there was no longer
any question. In the opinion (Continued on page 50)
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Eugenie

Baird

(der Bingle's protege and

singer on his show), with Peter Lawford

Sensational trumpeter Randy Brooks' new band has been signed by Decca.

Johnny Mercer on Jill's "Sat. Senior Sw

Jack Smith

rehearses a

song

before the "Family

Hour"

broadcast.

By
JILL WARREN
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ROY ROGERS
80,000 people whooped it up for charity
at the Second Annual Roy Rogers Rodeo
held at the Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum

Virginia Mayo and Mike O'Shea.

Peter Lawford, Pat Kirkwood, Van, the Keenan Wynns.
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Dick Haymes and the Mrs. give son Skipper a. look-see!

I AM PROUD OF
My association with his cause, and
of the autographed picture he
gave me.

THIS IS MYSELF—FRANK SINATRA
I CONTINUED FROM FAGE 221
sound musical training.
take.

Maybe it’ll

in untidy heaps. I’m an automatic
straighten-upper.

I ADMIRE
John Charles Thomas, because he’s
a great singer;
Orson Welles, because he has tre¬
mendous imagination. I think he’s
a genius;
Bing Crosby, because he’s a swell
person besides being a swell
singer;
Nancy—she’s beautiful and sweet,
and besides, she’s the ideal home¬
maker. She cooks all our meals.
The other day, I brought in a new
sort of bow tie I’d found in New
York, and inside half an hour
Nancy had copied it for me in
different material.

I ENJOY RIBBING
On “Anchors Aweigh,” the first day
on the set, I found a sign on my
dressing room door: “Bing Cros¬
by.” I suspected Gene Kelly, so
changed his sign to read: “Pat
Rooney.” The first, time we saw
each other, we emerged from our
rooms and came face to face un¬
der our fake signs. What a laugh.

OUR HOUSE IN CALIFORNIA
Could have been a mistake, if it
hadn’t been for Nancy. She was
in the east when I bought it. I
chose it chiefly because it was on
Toluca Lake, where the family
could enjoy the water. I thought
I’d have fun teaching Nancy
Sandra, aged five, and Frank,
junior,
flow
eighteen months
old, to swim. The house wasn’t
ideal, but there was a housing
shortage.
Nancy was appalled when she first
walked in, and I saw it then
through
her
eyes — depressing
with its dark beams and dark
walls, its cold, slippery tiled
floors and stairs, with their danger
to the children; the light shut out
by heavy dark velvet draperies.
I was away part of the time, so
most of the credit goes to Nancy
for
transforming
that
dismal
house into a lovely, cheerful, in¬
viting spot.
Nancy had holes
drilled into the tile to fasten
down soft green carpets over
floors and stairs, so the children
wouldn’t fall as they ran. She
had ceilings and walls painted in
light creams and pastels, gay flow¬
ered chintz hung at the windows,
and furniture upholstered in
warm bright shades. She couldn’t
use much of the furniture from
our eastern home, because the
formality of heavy old mahogany
didn’t fit the bright informality
of California.

GENE KELLY TAUGHT ME
To dance for our picture. Routines
were so strenuous that I lost four
pounds in our first rehearsals,
and my sailor uniform hung on
me. Wardrobe took it in, neatly.
I drank six malted milks a day
for two weeks and gained back
eight pounds.
Then I couldn’t
get into my uniform!
AMONG MY FAVORITE MEM¬
ORIES ARE
That night in Hollywood Bowl
when I sang before 10,000 people.
There had been quite a contro¬
versy about my singing- in the
Bowl, and I was a little nervous
and a little worried; then when
I got there, it was SO wonderful.
That day I met our late great Presi¬
dent Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
and had tea at the White House.
When I neared, him in the line,
he cried: “Look, who’s here!”
and when we shook hands, he
laughed in his unforgettable way
and whispered:
“How’s about
telling me what’s first on the
‘Hit Parade’ this week? I won’t
tell anybody!”
THE FIRST THING I NOTICE
About a person is whether he has
warmth. I shy away from aloof
people. I don’t understand them.
You see, I go overboard to make
friends with everyone—so I like
warmth.
MY GREATEST HERO
Is FDR.

MY BEST ADVICE
Came from Mervyn LeRoy. Return¬
ing from New York this year, he,
Frank Ross and I fell into con¬
versation. I had been traveling
around giving lectures before
high school and other groups on
my favorite subject, “Tolerance,”
and we discussed that. “You’re
wasting your time,” Mr. LeRoy
told me. “You could reach a
thousand times more people if
you told your story on the screen.”
The three of us decided to make a
short, each contributing his ser¬
vices: Mr. Ross as producer, Mr.
LeRoy as director, and myself as
actor. Albert Maltz, who wrote
“The Cross In The Arrow” wrote
the script. Our short, “The House
I Live In,” is now ready for re¬
lease.
I HAVE FUN
Making odd pieces of furniture; I’ve
finished a few of the many items
I plan to make for the house;
Painting, I’ve painted the boat, my
little landing and my float on the
lake;
Planning a Musical Scholarship
Award Idea, whereby four-year
musical
scholarships
will
be
awarded annually to deserving
students. Such a thing would
have meant the world to me once,
and I hope some day it will help
other kids on their way up.
I CAN’T
Seem to hang onto money. The
more money I earn, the more
ways I see to spend it to make
long-cherished ideas come true.
I get so enthusiastic, I forget
what ideas cost.
SOME DAY
I’ll write a book, which I’ll inscribe:
“All That I Have, I Owe Period.”
The

End

CHRISTMAS IS COMING!
Moil your overseas Christmas gifts from
September 15th to October 15th. Christmas
cards can be sent anytime, but seal them and
mail first class.

I’VE BEEN INTERESTED
In fighters all my life. My father
fought under the name of Marty
O’Brien and my uncle was wellknown as Babe Segar. I own a
chunk of heavyweight fighter,
Tami Mauriello. And my favorite
exercise is boxing.
I’D LIKE TO
See my daughter, Nancy Sandra,
acknowledged as a great harpist.
She’s only five, and I don’t know
if she’ll care about a harp—but
that’s one of my dreams.
I LOVE
Children—mine and other people’s.
For kids, I’m a pushover.
I CAN’T STAND
Bureau
drawers
slightly
open,
knives and forks out of line, books
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Leading Lady smashes the headlines with America's No. 1
year-round beauties, made and acclaimed in Hollywood for
all America. Smooth as your latest Juke box tune, bright and
smart. The "Down-Beat" skirt is terriAeally different. Full
cut with 3 large ' Juke-Box" pleats front and back. Tricky
pleats running from stitched waistband accentuate the
positive streamlined flare. Convenient side tipper. Side but¬
ton flap for waistband adjustment can be regulated (4 to *4
of an inch. Crush resisting rayon. Trim-fit waistline. What
value at $4.99! Order on 5dav shopping comparison. Return
without cost if you don't agree this is America's finest skirt
value. The Serenade Blouse is a perfect complement. Man¬
nish tailored with the exclusive Bobby Bane long wing
collar; large roomy shoulders. Smart pearl buttons, tricky
cigarette pocket, unique stitching. Fashioned from expen¬
sive material originated in men's fine shirts. Hit the style
headlines with these year-round beauties. Even more excit¬
ing when seen than these sketches from actual stock.

of the G.I.’s in this outfit, he’s an O.K.
guy.”
And everyplace he appeared, Frank
was received in the same way. He has
several picture deals pending, but he
wants to go to the Pacific before he
makes another movie. And his new
one, “Anchors Aweigh,” is so good
that it will probably play for months
and months.
Johnnie Johnston has been a busy
lad, doing five shows a day at the
Capitol Theatre in New York and ten
broadcasts a week, subbing for Perry
Como on the Chesterfield Supper Club
program. He’s due’to arrive in Holly¬
wood some time in October, to start
his picture contract with MetroGoldwyn-Mayer.
The housing shortage is no longer
worrying Johnnie, thanks to the
thoughtfulness of a former landlady,
from whom he once rented a house
in the Hollywood hills. She heard he
was looking for a place to live and
wired him that she was going to sell
her home and would give him first
crack at it. Johnnie wired “Yes” in
a hurry, and then arranged the whole
deal by long-distance telephone.

WHAT'S BRISK ON THE DISC:
LEADING LADY
OF HOLLYWOOD
| 1480 Vine. Hollywood 28, Califf Dept. 724 |
Please send the following. I’ll pay the Postman the
advertised price plus postage with the understanding I
that I may return for a full refund if not satisfied ■
by 5-day shopping comparison.
□ Down-Beat Skirt . $4.99 (M*t 1st aid !n4 tVw «f to!.*,)
NavyQ Red Q Brown □ AquaQ Kelly □ GoldQ
Size: 24
26
28
30 (tlta*tlrdt dw)
Q Serenade Blouse . . . $2 99. White only
Size: 32

34

36

38

(Mrs* tuck siir)

»wt So an, sf «<* its* m *UR is hr* Horn et kft.

MUM NAME ..

, CITY___
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CAPITOL:
Here’s a Freddie Slack album called
“Slack’s Boogie Woogie,” which is all¬
instrumental, and features Freddie’s
piano. And get a load of the tune
titles: “Rib Joint,” “Behind The Eight
Beat,” “Blackout Boogie,” “Southpaw
Serenade,” “Kitten On the Keys,”
“Bashful Baby.” “Strange Cargo,”
and “A Cat’s Ninth Life.”
The King Cole Trio’s latest com¬
bines ‘Tm A Shy Guy,” and “I
Thought You Ought To Know,” both
with King’s vocals.
Carlos Molinas makes his Capitol
debut with “Noctumo” and “Koki-

Koka.” The first is a slow rhumba and
the second is a pregon, whatever that
is. Bobby Rivera does the singing.
The Pied Pipers can always be
counted on for something solid, and
their new one is no exception. It’s
“Lily Belle” and “We’ll Be Together
Again,” with Paul Weston’s orchestra.
Skip Farrell and The Dinning Sis¬
ters have joined talents for “Love
Letters” and “Homesick, That’s All.”

COLUMBIA:
You can take your pick from two
Harry James’ platters this month,
but you’ll probably want both of
them. The first is “Carnival,” an in¬
strumental, backed up by “11:60
P.M.,” sung by Kitty Kallen. Then
there’s “I’ll Buy That Dream,” with
Kitty Kallen again, and “Memphis in
June.”
If you like Phil Spitalny’s all-girl
orchestra, you’ll want their album.
“Favorite Melodies From The Hour of
Charm.” The selections include “The
Rosary,” “Love’s Old Sweet Song,”
‘The Lost Chord,” “Onward Chris¬
tian Soldiers,” “The Lord’s Prayer,”
and others. Ray Noble pops up with “The Wish
That I Wish Tonight” and “So-o-o-o
In Love,” with both vocal choruses
by Trudy Irwin. (Remember her with
Bing Crosby on the Kraft Music
Hall?)
Two of the most beautiful songs
from the Theatre Guild musical.
“Carousel,” have been recorded by
Frank Sinatra, and he does a great
job on both, “If I Loved You” and
“You’ll Never Walk Alone.” Axel
Stordahl’s orchestra and the Ken Lane
singers.
Kate Smith, with the “Four Chicks
and Chuck,” do “On The Atcheson.
Topeka and the Santa Fe,” backed by
Kate’s solo “Johnny’s Got a Date With
a Gal In New York.”

*

*

(food NEWS
FROM C7yo&yuxxxt

Jo Stafford waxes
'Gee, It's Good to Hold You'
Ever since she became a single, Jo Stafford has
climbed up high-and fast! Her latest, 'Gee, It’s Good
to Hold You,’ promises to keep Jo’s fan mail pouring
in. Picture shows her with Johnny Mercer, Capitol’s
president, the man with the sixth sense for turning
unknowns into headliners. This, plus a canny selec
tion of hits, tireless rehearsing and slick engineering,
is the reason for the tremendous popularity of not
only Jo but all the other great Capitol stars.

Carlos Molina now
Capitol exclusive
Master of Latin rhythms is Carlos
Molina (shown with his fiddle).
Leading his orchestra through fast
rumba-numbas, Maestro Molina has
built up muchos aficionados. And
now Carlos Molina is the latest Cap¬
itol "first”-having just been signed
to an exclusive Capitol contract.

Quick Quiz!

Here’s a list of outstanding

artists who have one thing in common. Can you

Tex Ritter
started something!
The big yen today for cowboy songs
is due in no small part to Tex Ritter,

guess what it is?
KING COLE TRIO

JOHNNY MERCER

DINNING SISTERS
GILDERSLEEVE

PIED PIPERS
ANDY RUSSELL

BETTY HUTTON
STAN KENTON

FREDDIE SLACK
COOTIE WILLIAMS

America’s most beloved Western
star. His Capitol recordings of ’Green

You guessed it—they’re all exclusive Capitol artists!

Grow the Lilacs,’ 'There’s a New

Want the inside dope about music and musicians?

Moon Over My Shoulder’ and 'Jingle-

Then don’t miss a single copy of "The Capitol,” the

Jangle’ have been hailed as hits by

free Hollywood Magazine, edited by Dave Dexter,

millions. It’s no wonder Tex is an

Jr. Ask your dealer.

exclusive Capitol artist. For Capitol
picks only the "firsts"—the top-rank
ing talent and the top-notch tunes.

CORDS
SUNSET AND VINE, HOLLYWOOD 28
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Order by Mail from California
We mail C. O. D. — Money back guarantee

‘‘Till The End Of Time” and “He’ll
Have To Cross The Atlantic,” are done
by Les Brown and his orchestra, with
lyrics for both sung by Doris Day.
The first tune is based on Chopin’s
“Polonaise,” and was featured in “A
Song To Remember.” The second is
the latest Sammy Kahn-Jule Styne
composition, and looks like a big hit.
It’s Tommy Tucker Time with “On
The Atcheson, Topeka and the Santa
Fe” and “Welcome Home.” Don Brown
and The Three Two Timers handle
the lyrics.
Woody Herman is in for “June
Comes Around Every Year,” with a
Herman vocal, and “Northwest Pas¬
sage,” an instrumental.
Here’s an album which should
please all the Eddy Duchin fans. It’s
“Eddy Duchin Reminisces,” and in¬
cludes such tunes as “April Showers,”
“I’ll See You In My Dreams,” “If
I Could Be With You,” “Sometimes
I’m Happy,” “Can’t We Talk It Over,”
and “It Had To Be You.” Of course
these were all recorded before Eddy
went into the service.
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Jess Stacy finally did organize his
band, and it was only about a week
old when Victor signed Jess to a con¬
tract. His first record shows great
promise. It’s “Daybreak Serenade”
and “It’s Only A Paper Moon,” with
3 terrific vocal by Lee Wiley (Mrs.
Jess Stacy).
Tony Pastor’s “Five Salted Peanuts”
was such a hit that he has followed
it up with two more novelties, “Jose
Gonzalez” and “Please No Squeeza
Da Banana.”
“Bedford Drive” and “Tabu” have
been waxed by Artie Shaw and his
orchestra. They are- both instru¬
mentals, with lots of the Shaw clarinet
on the first side.
Larry Stevens, who sings on Jack
Benny’s program, makes his Victor
debut with “Stars In Your Eyes” and
“I Don’t Want To Be Loved” (By
Anyone Else But You).
Vaughn Monroe steps in with “No
More Toujours L’Amour,” which he
sings with the Norton Sisters, and “A
Story Of Two Cigarettes,” which he
sings alone. This latter tune is the
one which was banned from the air
when it was first published, but which
was later introduced by Johnnie
Johnston on his program.
The Duke has a new one: “Otto,
Make That Riff Staccato,” sung by
Ray Nance, and “Everything But
You,” with a vocal by Joya Sherrill.
Perry Como has recorded “Till The
End of Time” and “That Feeling In
The Moonlight.” Perry will be in Hol¬
lywood for a few weeks, making his
second picture for Fox, “Doll-Face.”
His leading lady will be Vivian Blaine
instead of Carole Landis.
Freddy Martin offers “Lily Belle,”
with Gene Conklin and the Martin
Men handling the lyrics, and one of
the tunes from “Weekend At The
Waldorf,” “And There You Are”—
sung by Artie Wayne.
Tommy Dorsey does “Nevada” and
“That’s It.” Stuart Foster and the
Sentimentalists vocalize “Nevada,”
which was published a few years ago
but never became popular, until re¬
cently.
Before Hal McIntyre went overseas
he recorded “Autumn Serenade” and
“Some Sunday Morning.” Frank Les¬
ter and the Quintet take care of the
vocals.

DECCA:
Glen Gray and the Casa Loma Or¬
chestra are represented with “Count¬
ing the Days,” with Skip Nelson do¬
ing the musical counting, and “All
By Myself,” which is an almost com¬
plete vocal disc, with Eugenie Baird.
This one was waxed before Eugenie
cut out from the Casa Lomans to
join Bing’s radio show.
Hazel Scott is featured on “The
Man
I
Love”
and
“Fascinating
Rhythm.” She sings and plays piano
solos on both sides.#
Decca has done a great job on their
album of “Carousel.” As is usual with
their show albums, the original cast,
chorus and orchestra from Broadway
production to the numbers, which in¬
clude “June Is Bustin’ Out All Over,”
“If I Loved You,” “This Was A Real
Nice Clambake,” etc. The dialogue is
cleverly woven into the recordings so
that you’ll know what it’s about, even
if you didn’t see the show.
Dick Haymes and Helen Forrest
have joined their voices for “Some
Sunday Morning” and “I’ll Buy That
Dream.” Victor Young’s orchestra
and arrangements. Helen goes it alone
on “Strange As It Seems” and “From
Out of Nowhere.” She sang the latter
tune in the picture “You Came Along,”
but she got the worst end of it,
photographically.
One of the best Guy Lombardo re¬
cordings in a long time is “Stars In
Your Eyes,” done as a beguine, and
“Small World.” Jimmy Brown does
both vocals.
Johnny Green, the well-known
composer and musical director for
Metro, has done “From Out of No¬
where,” and an oldie, “Steam Is On
The Beam.” Ralph Blane, who, with
Hugh Martin, wrote “The Trolley
Song,” sings the “Nowhere” side, and
the lyrics for “Steam Is On The
Beam,” are done by Kay Thompson
and Her Singers. Kay arranges and
directs most of the vocal work you
hear in Metro musicals.
Randy Brooks’ first record for
Decca is “I’d Do It All Over Again,”,
with a Billy Usher vocal, and .“Land
Of The Loon.” Decca is planning big
things for Randy’s band, and right¬
fully so—because Randy plays a lot
of trumpet, and his band, though only
a few months old, clicked fast.
(Continued on page 90)

ACCENT ON HELMUT
(CONTINUED

FROM

His best friend is Peter Skipper, whom
he met while he was attending
U.C.L.A. He does have casual ac¬
quaintances amongst the film folk,
however; speaks very highly, for in¬
stance, of Humphrey Bogart, attesting
that it’s a delight to work with Bogie
. . . he’s “a man’s man.”
Helmut enjoys doing nice things for
friends. Buying them little tokens of
esteem isn’t an extravagance, as he
sees it, because he feels that friends
are one of the few nice things you
have in life.
Speaking of extravagances, he has
none. He’s practical, not a spend¬
thrift.
He is definitely aware of
budgets, abiding by one himself.
Realizing that a Hollywood career is
not always a long one, and that every
actor should save for a rainy day, he
puts half his check into a savings ac¬
count and lives within the remainder.
He is a fatalist. But he heartily dis¬
approves of sitting back and letting
fate take its course. His theory is that
there are two fates—the “big” fate,
which is lined up for you, and the
“little” fate, which depends on you.
You have to go out and do your best.
How it will work out depends on God,
but you have to contribute your share.
He likes American cooking—it’s
simple, healthy and tasty.
But he
hasn’t as yet acquired a taste for sweet
potatoes. When he first came to this
country, he couldn’t eat avocadoes and
celery. Living in a small bachelor
apartment, he has very limited fa¬
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cilities for cooking—just a heating
plate. However, very often he does
fix his own breakfast, and always
keeps some food in the ice box for
cold suppers. Has been living in the
same apartment ever since he first
came to Hollywood; took it then be¬
cause the rent’s low and he’s saving a
lot of money that way.
He doesn’t mind being alone at
times; says being on a constant merrygo-round is a superficial impression
some people have gained of Holly¬
wood, not necessarily true. He likes
to play chess; is a frequent visitor,
too, at the Hollywood Athletic Club,
where he engages in many fencing
matches. Once in a while he enjoys
a movie.
Helmut recently learned to play
golf, his teacher being his stand-in.
Traditional in Hollywood are the
stories of help and career-coaching
that motion picture stars give their
stand-ins. Here is a stand-in who has
successfully coached his star!
Art Stewart, professional golfer,
began giving the actor lessons in, the
game when the pair worked together
in “Hotel Berlin.” Dantine proved
himself an apt pupil, and by the time
their next picture (“Shadow Of A
Woman”) was completed, he was
playing the 18 holes of Lakeside Golf
Course with a score in thex middle
90’s, which is slightly over par.
Making his first personal appear¬
ance junket since he became a motion
picture star three years ago, Helmut

went East last May; was booked only
for appearances in New York, but
his p.a. proved so successful and cre¬
ated such a stir with the fans that
his engagement was extended to in¬
clude Philadelphia and Washington.
He was away from Hollywood for
nearly two months; didn’t mind the
tough grind, fact is he enjoyed every
minute of it, though it meant doing
four and five shows a day, and inter¬
views and photographic sittings in be¬
tween stage bows.
His first-night ovation in Washing¬
ton was terrific. And he was moved—
he really was—by all the niceties he
received from those enthusiastic fans,
and remembrances listing as handrolled handkerchiefs, sport shirts, at¬
tractive ties, candy, delectable fruits,
rare delicacies, even celery and olives.
In the past five months, Helmut has
jumped to one of the leading spots in
the fan mail department at Warners.
He had the great honor of meeting
President Truman, in Washington, and
of attending a session of Congress.
(Also something memorable: he slept
in the President’s bed—the one Tru¬
man occupied at -Hotel Statler before
entering the White House.) His first
trip to the capital, he visited Mount
Vernon, Lincoln’s Memorial, Washing¬
ton’s Monument, The White House.
Helmut thinks America is wonder¬
ful. Will he return to Europe? If so,
only for a visit—to see his parents,
who’re still in Vienna. The last letter
he had from them was nearly a year
ago, in November, through the Red
Cross. In June, however, he was asked
to make an OWI broadcast (In French,
German and Italian), and was allowed
to add a personal message to his fam(Continued on page 55)
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Used after shampooing — your
hair is not dry, unruly.
Instantly gives the soft, lovely
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vigorous brushings . . . plus a
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GOLDEN GLINT
BUT cream rouge is easier to apply

SEAL-COTE
POLISH PROTECTION

Makes

MANICURES
LAST LONGER
Brush over nails daijy
Only 25e and 350
Everywhere
ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE
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than dry rouge. That’s because it
can be controlled more readily. Dot
on sparingly, then smooth and blend
evenly with your fingertips:
BUT nails need never smear after
they’ve been freshly manicured. A
new type of oily sealer can be applied
over the top coat of polish to harden
it immediately.

eyebrow pencil looks more natural
than either used separately. Feather
stroke brows with brown pencil, then
go over them very lightly with black.
BUT your skin lotion will go further
and have full-strength effectiveness if
you avoid waste by moistening a cot-ton Dad thoroughly with water first,
then with astringent or skin freshener.

BUT hand lotion is just as good a
cleanser as it is a softener. Pour
several drops into a palm, massage
hands together and wipe off all sur¬
face soil on a clean towel.

BUT white flakes on dark shoulders
do not alv. ays indicate dandruff. They
may be the result of excessively dry
scalp. If so, massage, brisk brushings
and frequent oil treatments are in
order.

BUT eyeshadow’s chief function is
structural. ' Shadow in inner corners
makes eyes seem wider apart. A touch
of color on the center lids of pro¬
truding eyes creates hollows.

BUT a fever blister may be the result
of nervousness or indigestion. Any in¬
ternal upset can cause a sudden change
of temperature and bad health habits
contribute to mouth irritation.

BUT dry shampoo is a year round
hair helper. Without disturbing a
wave, it remoyes all oil and dust.
Such a cleanup takes only ten minutes
in hot or cold-causing climates.
BUT anti-perspirants do a better job
of checking perspiration if they are
used at bedtime when there is no
activity to cause moisture and inter¬
fere with their action.
BUT a combination of brown and black

BUT cake make-up can be the filmiest *
kind of powder base as well as a com¬
plete make-up. For smooth flattery,
apply it with a soaking wet sponge or
cotton, blend quickly and blot dry.
BUT time of day makes no difference
in the benefits of exercise. Some peo¬
ple find that early morning hours do
not suit their setting-up stunts. For
them, an evening workout is just as
beneficial for necessary contour control.

(Continued from page 53)
ily. Arrangements were afterward I
made for beaming the program to |
Vienna, and his family was notified
when the program would be heard.
Delivering a serious but impas¬
sioned discourse on the advantages of
“being an American,”—and he will,
given, the merest suggestion of an in¬
vitation—Helmut has lots to say about
Freedom, in ways most Americans
never stop to consider . . . ‘‘Freedom to
travel about, without all the redtape
of crossing boundary lines; different
languages, different money and com¬
plicated rates of exchange. No pass¬
port problems here. And more im¬
portant, the Freedom of Opportunity.
“In Europe,” he points out, “you’re
a cobbler or a professor or whatever,
not just because you want to be . . .
it’s because you have no choice. And
once started on that career, what
European would ever think of chang¬
ing to something else?
Never! It’s
unheard of! While in this country,
there are no insurmountable problems
or limitations; what you want to be,
you can be. And if you start out in
one thing, and decide later you’d like
to try something else instead . . .
well, that’s possible, too. I think of
that in terms of my own future; it’s
a comfortable feeling knowing that if
ever I tire of movies, or they tire of
me, I can change careers. If I decide
I want to sell real estate, or go into
the poultry business or whatever,
there’s no reason I can’t.”
Helmut would like to spend about
six months of every year in New York
and six months in California. That
failing, he’d like to make sure of
getting back East at least once a year.
Katharine Cornell was playing in
“The Barretts Of Wimpole Street,”
while he was having his p.a. at the
Strand in New York; they met, being
just next door to one another (though
in separate theaters), and from that
meeting stems the possibility that Hel¬
mut will be cast for one of the leading
parts in a play which Miss Cornell
expects to open, the end of this year.
Ambitious as well as eager, Dantine
hopes in time to direct pictures. Has
already had a stab at producing; in
July h£ was sole producer of “To Hell
We March,” a play written by Peter
Brooks, which concerns Allied soldiers
in their tense as well as lighter mo¬
ments during the occupation of Ber¬
lin.
The Volunteer Army Canteen
Service benefited from the entire
proceeds. Helmut paid all production
costs, as his personal contribution to
the V.A.C.S. cause.
His rise to stardom hasn’t been an
easy one. He started from scratch
and he’s had to work hard for every¬
thing he’s achieved.
While he was studying at the Pas¬
adena
Community
Playhouse, he
opened two gasoline filling stations to
help defray his expenses. In order to
stimulate business, he bought auto¬
graphed pictures of movie stars and
gave them to his customers.
There’s a recognizable and unmis¬
takable power in this young man. His
innate enthusiasm is that of a typical
American who enjoys life. He has
his feet on the ground and no wool in
his eyes. He makes no extravagant
gestures, no unnecessary remarks—
yet he’s the kind who makes adjec¬
tives you’ve known all your life sud¬
denly come alive: gracious, charming,
captivating. He’s top-drawer; or, in
straight Americanese—a swell guy!
The End
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For carefree confidence, choose
Meds internal protectioncomfortable, convenient, and
doubly sure because of Meds’
exclusive "SAFETY - WELL”!
• Meds are made of real COTTON—soft
and super-absorbent for extra comfort.
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designed for your extra protection.
• Med’s easy-to-use APPLICATORS are
dainty, efficient, and disposable.
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absorbs so much more, so much
faster! Extra protection for you!
*
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Meds’ fine soft COTTON can
absorb up to three' times its own
weight in moisture! The scien¬
tifically-shaped insorber expands
gently and comfortably—adapting
itself to individual requirements.
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EYELASH DARKENER
To keep lashes and brows bewitchingly dark
and alluring . .. even after swimming, crying
or perspiring, use "Dark-Eyes". This indelible
darkener never runs, smarts or smudges. One
application lasts 4 to 5 weeks .... thus ending
daily eye make-up bother. Caution : Use only
as directed on the label. Try it! Get a package
of "Dark-Eyes" today!
$1.00 (plus tax) at leading drug and depart¬
ment stores. If your favorite dealer does not
yet tarry "Dark-Eyes'mail coupon today!
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How nany
of these
do you
own?
If you look underyour car, you’ll
probably find a
couple of gadgets
something like
this one.
They’re shock
absorbers.
They take the
sting out of sud¬
den bumps and
jolts. They make
a rough road
smoother.

And if you’re wise, somewhere in your
desk, or bureau drawer, or safe deposit box,
you have a lot more shock absorbers. Paper
ones. War Bonds
If, in the days to come, bad luck strikes
at you through illness, accident, or loss of
job, your War Bonds can soften the blow.
If there are some financial rough spots
in the road ahead, your War Bonds can
help smooth them out for you.

Buy all the War Bonds you can. Hang
on to them. Because it’s such good sense,
and because there’s a bitter, bloody, deadly
war still on.

BUY ALL THE BONDS YOU CAN
KEEP ALL THE BONDS YOU BUY
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This is an official U. S. Treasury advertise¬
ment—prepared under auspices of Treasury
Department and War Advertising Council

First version: "Of Human
Bondage”

with

Leslie

Howard and Bette Davis.

ONE
YEAR AGO: Bette Davis
spending her weekends with
Lieut. Bob William . . . Judy Garland
with “that look” in her eyes for
Peter Lawford . . . “Going My Way”
breaking all box office records . . .
Ginny Simms and Pat Nearney cre¬
ating marriage rumors . . . Betty
Grable reported back to work after
ten months’ absence . . . Ava Gard¬
ner and Howard Hughes a combina¬
tion . . . Ida Lupino and Louis Hay¬
ward agreed to disagree . . . Jess
Barker and Susan Hayward honey¬
mooning in Palm Springs . . . Betty
Hutton crazy for Mervyn LeRoy and
vice versa ... June Allyson and
Dick Powell a steady twosome . . .
Dinah Shore and George Montgom¬
ery back from belated Montana
honeymoon .. . Mildred Harris, silent
screen star and first wife of Charlie
Chaplin, passed away . . . Susan
Peters off work due to illness . . .
“Strange Adventure” rumored as
Clark Gable’s return to the screen
vehicle ... Errol Flynn and Nora Ed¬
dington nightclubbing . . . Gypsy
Rose Lee and Alexander Kirkland
decided to call the whole thing off.

FIVE YEARS AGO: David Selznick, exhilarated by the success of
“Gone with the Wind” and “Re¬
becca,” discussing plans for million
dollar production of “Joan of Arc”
. . . Fred Brisson first on Roz Rus¬
sell’s list . . . Ray Milland gave
out story to a fan magazine entitled
“How to Win Back a Wife” . . . Anne
Shirley and Johnny Payne expecting
visit from stork . . . Clark Gable and
Carole Lombard, one of the happiest
couples in Hollywood . . . “Our
Town” best picture of the month,
with Martha Scott, Frank Craven,
and William Holden . . . Wedding
rumors flying thick and fast around
Olivia de Havilland and Jimmy
Stewart . . . Laurence Olivier and
Vivien Leigh most exciting romance
in Hollywood.
TEN YEARS AGO: Bing Crosby
scolded by a Hollywood columnist
because of weighty waistline. Said
columnist predicted that Bing
wouldn’t retain his popularity with
the fair sex unless this condition was
remedied . . . Dick Powell said he
was tired of singing—preferred to
act.

WHO'S NEW—KURT KREUGER
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 191
Eyes of preview fans are sharp. A
concerted roar of “Kurt!—It’s Kurt!—
Kurt Kreugert” arose from a dozen
throats. Bands of adolescents—mostly
feminine—surrounded him, shrieking.
“Sign my book!”
“Gimme an autograph!”
“This is mine . . .”
“Say something on this, willya?”
Swarms of fans pressed about him,
jostling and pushing. Screaming with
excitement they swept him into the
lobby, thrust autograph books, straw
hats, white coats, bits of paper and
assorted oddments at him. In a be¬
wildered daze he signed whatever he
could reach.
A tide of fans had surged around
Connie, Gracie and George in turn,
but it ebbed away again, politely—
and they reached their cars without
too much delay. Police had to rescue
Kurt at long last, escort him to a taxi
that took a roundabout way to his
parked car, and guard him until he
was safely on a boulevard. Then he
discovered that his pretty girl friend
had vanished.
Even overpowering success brings
elation, but Kurt’s was dimmed with
worry over his young friend. He
scoured the streets of Inglewood; de¬
cided that one of the cast must have
given her a lift, and raced home to
a telephone. No one had seen her.
It was well into the early morning
when he reached her. His guest—
sensible as well as lovely—had calmly
ridden two street cars and a bus to

her own door. She was neither angry
nor hurt.
“After all,” she observed, reassur¬
ingly, “it was your night!”
Kurt’s telephone began ringing be¬
fore he was out of bed. 20th CenturyFox, RKO and Selznick Studios were
among studios eager to sign the actor
who had taken Inglewood by storm.
It was wonderful to be able to pick
and choose; to have agents calling up
and calling back; finally, with the
feeling that the favor was all on his
side, to sign a lucrative contract with
20th Century-Fox Studios.
The only Swiss star in Hollywood
had attracted attention in other pic¬
tures before his performance in “Paris
Underground” made Hollywood • his¬
tory. In “Sahara,” his portrayal of
the German flier shot down in the
desert brought sacks of fan mail.
Theater audiences went out asking:
“Who is Kurt Kreuger?'” and next
day RKO signed him to play opposite
Simone Simon in a delightful little
period picture called “Mile. Fifi.” It
was his work in this film that con¬
vinced director Gregory Ratoff that
Kurt must be-the Nordic menace in
the Bennett production. Between the
two pictures, he played “Major Kauder” in Warner Brothers’ “Hotel
Berlin.”
The first World. War was raging
when Kurt was bom in St. Moritz,
Switzerland, July 23, 1917. His father
was a large landowner in Germany,
but his mother, a Swiss, had returned
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to her native land for the event. Be¬
cause of the Allied blockade and the
increasing shortage of food in Ger¬
many, mother and child remained in
St. Moritz for the duration, and the
little family continued to live there
until Kurt was eight.
Frau Kreuger’s death changed his
plan of life. His father removed Kurt
from the St. Moritz school and took
him to one of his farms, where a
young girl cousin and a tutor for both
children joined him. The tutor had a
girl, at a neighborhood farm; Kreuger,
senior, was frequently away on busi¬
ness; and Kurt recalls with pleasure
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a year of glorious freedom seldom per¬
mitted European youngsters.
“Schools in Europe are strict, and
scholastic standards are high. You
work hard all the time,” he said,
thoughtfully. “I should like to have
gone to school over here—you have
such fun!”
Maybe the tutor married his girl;
maybe Herr Kreuger found out and
dismissed him. At any rate, presently
Kurt was in St. Moritz again at a
preparatory school from which he
graduated into the University of Lau¬
sanne. Later on, he spent a year in
England at the University of London’s
School of Economics. It was here
I that he picked up his clipped British
accent.
In 1934, Hitler announced that all
German land must be put to use.
Those farms not under intensive cul¬
tivation would be rented from their
owners. The Kreuger farms in North¬
ern Germany and Silesia were taken
over under this order. Rent was paid
for a few months, then all payment
stopped. Nothing could be done about
it, of course; in those days no one
talked back to the little man with
the moustache. The Kreugers con¬
"ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN" tinued to reside abroad.
Since becoming an American citi¬
. . . a specially prepared condensation
zen, the actor has filed claims for his
inheritance, but the possibility of re¬
of the hilarious best-selling book by
gaining possession seems slight.
George and Helen Papashvily.
While still in his teens, Kurt be¬
came amateur ski champion. So it
was natural that when he came to
WALTER WINCHELL
America in 1937 he should visit Sun
Valley. There on the snowy slopes
. . . Earl Wilson's “Things I Never Knew
he met his first film stars, Norma
Till Now'' portrait of the nation’s lead¬ • Shearer, Claudette Colbert and Ray
Milland, a glamorous trio.
ing commentator.
“You look like a movie star your¬
self,” observed a fellow guest one day,
when Kurt, glowing with exercise and
THERE'S ONLY ONE
high spirits, came striding into the
WAY TO REDUCE
lodge. “Why not try pictures?”
The guest, it turned out, was a
. . . a safe, scientific way to take off
talent scout. Kurt didn’t take his sug¬
gestion seriously. He was mad about
excess weight, authoritatively de¬
travel, and presently was off again to
scribed by Francis Sill Wickware.
New York.
At a cocktail party in Manhattan, he
met a woman who seemed to have
been everywhere.
They discussed
trips they had made, cafes they had
discovered in out-of-the-way places,
the cuisine of various Continental
hotels. Before they parted she said:
“Why not go into partnership with
CONCUBINES OF CHINA
me, if you’ve nothing better in mind?
I run a Travel Bureau.”
by Emily Hahn
“The idea intrigued me,” said Kurt,
“I felt I was fitted for it. I’d lived in
HOPE FOR THE CHILDLESS HOME
Amsterdam, London, Paris, Berlin,
New York and Switzerland. Europe
by Wm. A. Lydgate
isn’t very big. In normal times you
can drive all over it in a matter of
HOW TO DRESS FOR MEN
a few days or weeks. While I was at
school, I had made holiday tours in
by Veronica Dengel
Italy, Belgium, the Balkans, France
and Austria. I speak French, English,
German and a little Italian. It was
Plus picture stories such as these—
my hobby to know where to find good
hunting, fishing, ski-ing, to remember
SOLDIER'S RETURN
where they served the finest food,
how to get to interesting spots, where
the best hotels were located.”
PAGEANT OF HOLLYWOOD
The Travel Bureau was a great suc¬
cess.- Kurt used to plan economical
PHOTOGRAPHER OF WOMEN
trips for schoolteachers with $500 to
spend, who wanted the most for their
money. He also worked out luxury
Get your October copy of
tours for men with $10,000 to cover
the cost of taking wives or families
abroad.
“I’d take roses to the boat for the
women, when I went to see them off,”
on sale no w—25c
he recalled.
Then his blue eyes
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Mr. and

Mrs. Joe

E. Brown celebrate their

anniversgry—an evening at "The Blackouts."

twinkled wickedly. “And often I’d
take wealthy oil men from Texas to
one side and tell them what they
ought NOT to see in Paris. This made
me very popular.”
This congenial occupation ended
abruptly September 1st, 1939—when
the Germans marched into Poland.
Kurt, sitting at his lonely desk amid
cancelled tickets and now obsolete
travel folders, suddenly remembered
the words of the talent scout. Maybe
it would be fun to be a movie star!
For weeks he sought advice from
actors he’d met in New York. All
agreed that it was foolish for an un¬
known to try to crash Hollywood. “Get
some experience,” they urged. The
summer of 1940 saw him in Provincetown, R. I. in summer stock. Before
the year was over, he’d played sup¬
porting roles in “Liliom,” “Boy Meets
Girl” and “Cradle Song.”
All this seemed to be leading ex¬
actly nowhere, so one morning Kurt
climbed into his car and set out for
a tour of the United States and
Canada, winding up in Hollywood.
The trip was exciting, but the film
city failed to break out with banners
at sight of him. All he was offered
were bits in “B” pictures.
The combination of sophistication
and charm in the blonde young man
attracted the attention of a couple
who happened to be his neighbors in
Hollywood. They were helping to cast
plays for New York’s Theater Guild
and they spoke to Kurt about his
plans.
“It had been impressed on me that
you can’t tell the truth in this busi¬
ness,” confided Kurt. “I believed it
then, though I doubt it now. I in¬
formed them that I’d had stage ex¬
perience—which was true; but I laid
my experience in Switzerland—which
wasn’t.”
“You’re just the type for the Ger¬
man in Helen Hayes’ new play,” they
said, and let him see the script of
“Candle In The Wind.”
The story enchanted Kurt.
He
rushed back to New York, under the
impression that he was to do the role
if he could satisfy director Alfred
Lunt. He didn’t realize that neither
his name nor his experience were of
sufficient importance for a Broadway
production; all the way across the
country he enthusiastically studied the

lines he thought were his. At the first
rehearsal, what was his fury and
amazement to find another actor read¬
ing the role? Kurt merely was un¬
derstudy to him, with a brief bit in
the play.
All was for the best, however. Kurt
played the part in Pittsburgh when
the other man was ill, scoring a hit
and getting good reviews. A year with
Helen Hayes gave him prestige when
he returned once more to Hollywood.
Almost at once he stepped into “Sa¬
hara” and onto the pathway to fame.
It wasn’t quite so easy as it sounds.
Zoltan Korda, producer of “Sahara,”
had made many tests for the role of
German flier, and was discouraged
when Andre DeToth (then assistant
to Alexander Korda) suggested that
Kurt might do. Andre had known
Kurt in Europe, when both were
boys. A test was arranged, after
which Korda shook hands graciously,
and said: “I’ll let you know.”
Those fatal words usually mean:
“Don’t hold your breath till you hear.”
For more than a week, nothing hap¬
pened. Kurt had given up hope and
was packing his things when Korda
himself telephoned. He was much
pleased with the test and would give
Kurt feature billing. All of which
led you know where!
Twice since Pearl Harbor, Kurt has
been on the threshold of induction
into the army, but has been defeated
by the combination of: bad heart,
near-sight, and a tricky cartilage in
one knee. When they refused him the
first time, he took comfort from the
fact that they hadn’t classified him as
4-F. That must mean that they’d
make room for him later. When the
second induction notice came, he took
it for granted that he was in.
“My imagination leaped ahead,” he
recalled. “I saw myself sitting at a
long desk, dressed in uniform, getting
information out of German prisoners.
I thought I’d know exactly what to
ask, since I’d lived over there and
knew the countries so well. I was
having a wonderful dream when they
handed me a little slip. “Rejected,” it
read. I was terribly downhearted un¬
til I heard that again they were tak¬
ing only perfect specimens, guaran¬
teed to stand up under anything.”
Kurt has an attractive little house
set high in the Hollywood hills, next
door to the DeToths. He’s building a
swimming pool beyond the terrace
that overhangs a cliff. He has a library
and owns two police dogs. So far he
hasn’t a wife.
“I’m not in love. I hope I shan’t
fall in love soon, for I realize that
when it happens to you—you’re help¬
less. I watch Hollywood people rush¬
ing to marriage license bureaus to get
themselves bound to each other:
presently rushing to Las Vegas or
Reno to have those bonds cut.”
So until some beautiful young
American girl breaks down his resis¬
tance (when he’ll probably over¬
whelm her with a headlong court¬
ship), Hollywood’s newest find will
pursue his career on the screen, be¬
ginning at once with the title role
in “The Spider.”
On the side, he’ll study singing;
read his favorite authors, Stefan
Zweig and Somerset Maugham, plus
whatever best sellers his studio may
acquire; entertain his circle of writer,
painter and actor friends, and have—
as he’s always had—a PERFECTLY
WONDERFUL TIME!
The End
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Do this often, if you’re addicted to —
□ Tantrums

To use silver correctly, would you —
□ Start from the outside

□ Booking blues

□ Start from the inside

□ Hickey trouble

□ Catch as catch can

You can drown all three sorrows (above)—
in your daily tub! For a warm bath relaxes;
improves the disposition. And a clean,
scrubbed skin discourages hickeys . . .
boosts your date bookings. Don’t neglect
bathing on problem days when it’s more
important than ever. To help you stay sweet
and dainty, Kotex now contains a deodorant.
A deodorant that can’t shake out because
it is processed right into each Kotex
napkin—locked in, not merely dusted on.
It’s a new Kotex "extra”!

Fumble for the right fork or spoon? Not
if you follow this simple rule: Start from
the outside, work in toward your plate.
You’re fluster-proof when you can skip
social errors. And you’ll make no mistake
on "trying days”, when you choose the
poise-preserving sanitary napkin . . . Kotex.
Truth is, Kotex gives you confidence through
comfort. Because Kotex is made to stay soft
while wearing ... so different from pads
that just "feel” soft at first touch. There’s
no roping, no wadding up, with Kotex.

If he stood you up last night —
□ Should you blow your fop
□ Be a tearful earful
□ Bide your time

Tears or temper won’t teach him. Bide your
time ’til he calls again, then give out with
the brush-off. Keeping calm wins many a
victory . . . over "calendar” jitters, too.
With Kotex, see how serenely you can sail
through difficult days! For you’re sure the
fat tapered ends of Kotex don’t show. Un¬
like thick, blunt napkins, those patented
flat pressed ends don’t cause revealing out¬
lines...and you’ll feel secure with the extra
protection of Kotex’ special safety center!

A DEODORANT
in every Kotex napkin
at no extra cost

More women choose

KOTEX*

Than dll

other
sanitary napkins put together
*T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Youve dreamed of the perfect ro¬
mance—and now you have it!
You've dreamed of the perfect
diamond to symbolize that love—
and now you can be sure of that per¬
fection by selecting a Bluebird Dia¬
mond Ring. For every

Bluebird is

guaranteed perfect!
Send for your free copy of “The
Book That Lovers Love." Complete
details of judging diamonds. Mail
coupon.

FAMOUS

MAIL COUPON NOW
BLUEBIRD DIAMOND SYNDICATE, Depf.l-MM
55 East Washington St., Chicago 2, III.
Please send your FREE booklet, "The Book Thot
lovers love."
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Editor’s Note: In answer to the
many, many Movieland reader re¬
quests for addresses of this or that
fan favorite, it’s necessary to explain:
sorry, no can do. We can’t hand out
home addresses, or unlisted personal
' telephone numbers—don’t you wish
we could!—but, we can “put you in
touch,” through this star directory.
The list given here, complete and
accurate as it’s possible to make it,
has been prepared “as of the present.”
We ask you to keep this in mind, be¬
cause some of the player contracts
are shared by more than one studio,
others are signed for a single picture,
and still others specifically reserve the
right to “free lance.”
Col—Columbia Pictures Corp.
1438 North Gower
Hollywood 28, Calif.
DOS—David 0. Selznick Prod., Inc.
9336 West Washington Blvd.
Culver City, Calif.
Int—International Pictures
1041 North Formosa Ave.
Hollywood 46, Calif.
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios
Culver City
California
Mon—Monogram Pictures Corp.
4376 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood 27, Calif.
Par—Paramount Pictures Corp.
5451 Marathon
Hollywood 38, Calif.
RKO—RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.
780 North Gower
Hollywood 38, Calif.
Rep—Republic Studios
4024 Radford Ave.
North Hollywood, Calif.
SG—Samuel Goldwyn Studios
1041 N. Formosa Ave.
Hollywood 46, Calif.
SL—Sol Lesser Prod.
9336 W. Washington Blvd.
Culver City, Calif.
20—Twentieth Century-Fox Films
10201 West Pico Blvd.
West Los Angeles 24, Calif.
UA—United Artists Studio Corp.
1041 N. Formosa Ave.
Hollywood 46, Calif.
U—Universal Pictures Co.
Universal City, Calif.
WB—Warner Bros. Studios
Burbank, California
A—Abbott & Costello—U; Allbritton,
Louise—U; Allyson, June—MGM;
Ameche, Don—20; Anderson, Mary
—20; Andrews, Dana—20; Ai’den,
Eve—WB; Arthur, Jean—RKO;
Astaire, Fred—MGM; Astor, Mary
—MGM; Autrey, Gene—Rep.
B—Bacall, Lauren—WB; Bainter, Fay
— MGM;
Ball,
Lucille — MGM;
Bankhead, Tallulah—20; Bari. Lynn
—20; Barnes, Binnie—RKO; Don
(Red) Barry—Rep; Barrymore, Li¬
onel—MGM; Baxter, Anne—MGM;
Beery, Wallace—MGM; Bellamy,
Ralph—U; Bendix, Wm.—20; Ben¬
nett, Bruce—WB; Bennett, Con¬
stance—UA; Bennett, Joan—U;
Benny, Jack—WB; Bergman, In¬
grid—DOS; Bey, Turban—U; Bish¬
op, Julie—WB; Blaine, Vivian—20;
Blair, Janet —Col; Blondell, Joan—

20; Blyth, Ann—WB; Bogart, Hum¬
phrey—WB; Bowman, Lee—Col;
Boyer, Chas.—Col; Bracken, Eddie
—Par;
Bi'emer,
Lucille—MGM;
Brent, Geo.—Int; Britton, Barbara
—Par; Brown, James—WB; Bruce,
David—U; Bruce, Virginia—Rep;
Burnett, Smiley—Col.
C—Cagney, James—UA; Canova, Judy
—Rep; Cardwell, James—UA; Carroll, John—UA; Carson, Jack—
WB; Clark, Dane—WB; Cobum,
Chas.—Col; Colbert, Claudette—
Int; Colman, Ronald—MGM; Con¬
way, Tom—RKO; Cook, Donald—
U; Cooper, Gary—Int; Cotten, Jo¬
seph—DOS; Craig, James—MGM;
Crain, Jeanne—20; Crawford, Joan
—WB; Crosby, Bing—Par; Cum¬
mings, Robt.—Par; Curtis, Alan—
D—Dantine, Helmut — WB;
Darnell
Linda—20; Davis, Bette—WB; Da¬
vis, Joan—U; Day, Laraine—RKO;
DeCarlo, Yvonne—U; DeCordova,
Arturo—Par; DeHaven, Gloria—
MGM; DeHavilland, Olivia—Par;
DeWolfe, Billy—Par; Donlevy;
Brian—Par; Drake, Tom—MGM;
Dunne, Irene—Col; Durbin, Deanna
U.
E—Edwards, Bill—Par; Emerson, Faye
—WB; Errol, Leon—U; Evans,
Dale—Rep; Eythe, Wm.—20.
F—Falkenburg, Jinx—Col; Faye, Alice
—20; Field, Betty—UA; Fields,
Grade—-MGM; Fitzgerald, Barry—
Par; Fitzgerald, Geraldine — U;
Flynn, Errol—WB; Fontaine, Joan
—DOS; Ford, Glenn—Col; Foster,
Preston—20; Foster, Susanna—U;
Francis,
Kay — Mon;
Freeman,
Mona—Col.
G—Gable, Clark—MGM; Garfield, John
—WB; Garland, Judy—MGM; Garner, Peggy Ann—20; Garson, Greer
—MGM; Gifford, Frances—MGM;
Gish, Lillian—Par; Goddard, Pau¬
lette — Par; Grable, Betty — 20;
Grant, Cary—RKO; Granville, Bo¬
nita—U; Grayson, Kathryn—MGM.
H—Hall, Jon—U; Harding, Ann—WB;
Harens, Dean—U; Hasso, Signe—
MGM; Hatfield, Hurd—MGM; Ha¬
ver, June—20; Hayward, Louis—
UA; Hayward, Susan—Par; Hay¬
worth, Rita—Col; Heather, Jean—
Par; Henie, Sonja—Int; Henreid,
Paul—RKO; Hepburn, Katharine—
MGM; Hodiak, John—MGM; Hope,
Bob—Par; Horne, Lena—MGM;
Hunt,
Marsha—MGM;
Hussey,
Ruth — UA;
Huston,
Walter —
MGM; Hutton, Betty—Par; Hut¬
ton, Bob—WB.
J—James, Harry—20; Johnson, Van—
MGM; Jones, Allan—U; Jones, Jen¬
nifer—DOS; Joyce, Brenda—U.
K—Karloff, Boris—U; Kaye, Danny—
SG; Keyes, Evelyn—Col; Knox,
Alexander — Col; Kyser, Kay —
MGM.
L—Ladd, Alan—Par; Lake, Veronica—
Par; Lamarr, Hedy—RKO; Lamour, Dorothy—Par; Landis, Ca¬
role—RKO; Langford, Frances—
RKO; Lansbury, Angela—MGM;
Laughton, Charles—U; Lawford,
Peter—MGM; Leslie, Joan—WB;

Loder, John—RKO; Loy, Myrna—
MGM; Lukas, Paul—RKO; Lupino,
Ida—WB; Lynn, Diana—Par.
M—MacMurray, Fred—20; Marshal,
Alan—RKO; Mayo, Virginia—SG;
McAllister, Lon—20; McCrea, Joel
—Par; McDonald, Marie—Int; McDowall, Roddy—MGM; Maguire,
Dorothy—RKO;
Milland,
Ray—
Par; Miranda, Carmen—20; Montez, Maria—U; Montgomery, Robt.
—MGM;
Moran,
Dolores—WB;
Morgan,
Dennis — WB;
Morris,
. Chester—Par; Muni, Paul—Col;
Murphy, George—RKO.
N—Neal, Tom—RKO; Nolan, Lloyd—
20.
O—Oakie, Jack—U; Oberon, Merle—U;
O’Brien, Margaret—MGM; O’Brien,
Pat—U; O’Hara, Maureen—RKO;
O’Keefe, Dennis—Rep; O’Shea, Mi¬
chael—20.
P—Paige, Robt.—U; Parker, Jean—
—Par; Patrick, Gail—UA; Payne,
John—-20; Peck, Gregory—MGM;
Peters,
Susan—MGM;
Pidgeon,
Walter—MGM;
Powell,
Dick—
RKO; Powell, Jane—MGM; Pow¬
ell, Wm.—MGM; Price, Vincent—
20.
R—Raft, George—RKO; Rains, Claude
—WB; Raines, Ella—U; Rathbone,
Basil—U;
Reed,
Donna—MGM;
Reynolds, Joyce—WB; Richards,
Ann — RKO;
Rogers.
Ginger —
RKO; Rogers, Roy—Rep; Russell,
Gail — Par; Russell, Rosalind —
RKO;
Rutherford,
Ann — UA;
Ryan, Peggy—U.
S—Sanders, Geo.—MGM; Scott, Ran¬
dolph—RKO; Scott, Zachary—WB;
Sheridan, Ann—WB; Shirley, Anne
—RKO; Shore, Dinah—Int; Si¬
natra,
Frank—RKO;
Singleton,
Penny—Col; Smith, Alexis—WB;
Sothern, Ann—MGM; Stanwyck,
Barbara—Par; Sullivan, Barry—
Par.
T—Taylor, Eliz.—MGM; Temple, Shir¬
ley— DOS; Tierney, Gene — 20;
Tone, Franchot—UA; Tracy, Spen¬
cer—MGM; Trevor, Claire—RKO;
Tufts, Sonny—Par; Turner, Lana
—MGM.
W—'Walker, Bob—MGM; Wayne, John
—Rep; Wilde, Cornel—Col; Wil¬
liams,
Esther—MGM;
Woolley,
Monty—MGM; Wright, Teresa—
SG; Wyman, Jane—WB.
Y—Young, Loretta—Int; Young, Robt.
—MGM.
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NEW...a CREAM DEODORANT
which SAFELY

STOPS

under-arm

PERSPIRATION

1. Does not irritate skin. Does not rot
dresses and men’s shirts.

.

2 Prevents under-arm odor. Stops per¬
spiration safely.

.

3 A pure, white, antiseptic, stainless
vanishing cream.

.

4 No waiting to dry. Can be used right
after shaving.
5. Arrid has been awarded the Approval
Seal of the American Institute of
Laundering — harmless to fabric. Use
Arrid regularly.
MORE MEN AND WOMEN USE
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At any store which sells toilet goods
Major ond Mrs. Wm. Ross Howard III (Dorothy
Lamour), they're to be parents in December.
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Send Direct to HOLLYWOOD

YES, MY DARLING DAUGHTER
fCONTINUED FROM PAGE 41)

heir. Youthful wide shoulders with gatheredin waist effect to give the look of slimness and
grace. And oh, so comfortable with clever
tie-belt adjustment and button-down-the-front
ease. Gracefully concealing lines and that
smartly feminine look. Tailored for that Star
event in crease-resistant Rayon Faille. Sizes,
10 to 20. Maize, Light Blue, Pink and Melon.
6.95 plus h andling and mailing costs.

$

SEND NO MONEY j.„ moil
and pay postman on arrival. Ten days' Exam¬
ination privilege (money refunded if not de¬
lighted).

Order direct from

Hollywood

for

guaranteed satisfaction.

JANNE OF HOLLYWOOD,

Dept. 38.M

5071 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Please send "Heir Minded” Dress.
□ Maize □ Light Blue □ Melon Q Pink (give 1st and
2nd choice). Size 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 (circle size).
(Order size you would normally wear)

Name.
Address.
City.State.

I saved all my old evening dresses for
the children to dress up in. My eldest
child, Sidney was a great fan of Doug¬
las Fairbanks, Sr., so I had copies
made of Fairbanks’ “Robin Hood” and
“Mark of Zorro” costumes for him.
Sometimes, when I came home from
an afternoon party, I would find
“Robin Hood” sitting on the front
fence and a play going on inside the
house, with the children dressed in
everything from the dining room cur¬
tains to my new Easter hat.
I think the first play with a grown¬
up audience that the children were
in, was an adaptation of A. A. Milne’s
Poems “When We Were Very Young.”
Sidney was a guard at Buckingham
Palace in a very snappy uniform, with
my old muff strapped on his head for
a busby. I remember he said, “Well,
Mum—once an actor, always an
actor.” Phyllis distinguished herself
in the part of Mary Jane in the poem
called “Rice Pudding.” The first verse
goes:
“What is the matter with Mary
Jane
She’s crying with all her might
and main
And she woji’t eat her dinner—
rice pudding again—
What is the matter with Mary
Jane?”
Phyllis was a natural for this part
because she loved to cry.
Phyllis was seven when she told me
of her decision to be an actress when
she grew up. I told her that if she
really wanted to be one, she probably
would be; and I would do all in my
power to help her. I think the reason
for her decision at this time was that
she had just been in a play called
“Joseph and his Brethren.” I don’t
remember whether she was Joseph or
one of the brothers. I do remember
that there was a stage wait when one
of the characters failed to appear in
answer to his cue. With perfect stage
presence, Phyllis filled in with a long
speech, made up entirely out Of her
own head. It kept the audience en¬
tertained until the missing actor was
found.
The next few years were spent just
in growing up. There were boys, of
course. I have always laughed about
her first boy friend—he is still a good
friend. After school she skated at a
place called Deerings Oaks. One day
she came home furious. “That old
Lloyd . . .” she said, “Every time I
skate by him he trips me up.” She
was so upset I became angry, too, and
telephoned Lloyd’s mother.
“Mrs. Thaxter,” she laughed, “Lloyd
is perfectly crazy about Phyllis and
the only way he can get her to pay any
attention to him, is to knock her
down!”
These cave man tactics evidently
worked, because Lloyd was the boy
friend for a long time.
We live in Portland only in the win¬
ter. In the summer, we move to a
cottage on Cushing’s Island in Casco
Bay. I have to tell you about the
island because it is one of the things
that has made Phyllis the outdoor
person she is. It was there she learned
to swim, ride, play tennis and sail.
Each summer, the day that the
Thaxters moved from one house to
the other was quite a sight for the

neighbors. My husband’s hobby was
raising incubator chicks in the cellar,
so we had several crates of chickens
to move. We had a cow, so the chil¬
dren would have fresh milk; and in
winter kephit in a shed in the back¬
yard with the kids’ pony—Dickie. Of
course there was a dog and sometihies
a canary. You can imagine the excite¬
ment the day we moved. We had to
round up the children, who were al¬
ways somewhere
else when we
wanted them; get one man to lead the
cow through the streets and another
the pony.
Somehow or other, we
never failed to make it.
Phyllis began her career in earnest
at seventeen when she became an ap¬
prentice at the Ogunquit Summer
Theatre. The story of her career until
she played Ellen Lawson in “Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo” has appeared
before in Movieland.
Her ambition
now is to be a really good moving
picture actress.
Here are some of the things that
I told her out of my own experience
that I thought would help her in her
career.
1. No one should embark on a
theatrical career who has not
plenty of courage—what the boys
call “guts.” You are not always
on top of the heap. There will be
lots of hard times coming to you
and you will need to be brave and
believe in yourself to take them.
2. There are only two kinds of
people in the world—good people
and bad people. They are in every
profession, the church, society, the
theatre and in business. Learn to
discriminate between the good
and the bad. Seek out the good;
avoid the bad.
3. Drinking and acting do not go
together. No actress who drank
ever got anywhere.
4. Work hard on the parts you
hate. The parts you love will take
care of themselves.
5. No producer wants anything
from you but the knowledge that
you will make money for him.
You are part of an industry. If
the public will buy what you have
to sell, that is all he cares about.
6. If you put yourself in the pub¬
lic eye—as you do if you are a
motion picture actress—you must
be willing to accept the public’s
criticism as well as their praise.
Last November Phyllis married the
man of her dreams, Capt. James
Thomas Aubrey, Jr. of the Army Air
Force. He is everything any girl or
any parents could desire: handsome,
clever, good and sweet. His back¬
ground is very much the same as hers.
He is one of four brothers from a
happy, fine American home. At Ex¬
eter and Princeton he was one of the
stars of the football team. Jim wants
Phyllis to keep on with her work. He
believes they can fit their lives into
their business—not their business
into their lives.
At present she is on suspension from
M-G-M because in December their
child will be born. She believes she
can be a successful wife and mother
and a successful movie star. With
Jimmie’s love and help, I think she
can be both!
The End

ADVICE

FOR

ABUSED SKIN
DON'T BE AFRAID AND STOP WORRYING NOW ABOUT EXTERNAL
SKIN TROUBLES. FOLLOW THESE EASY DIRECTIONS.

By Betty.

Me+nyxluA.

Have you ever stopped to reaTize that the leading screen stars that you
admire, as well as the beautiful models who have lovely, soft white skin, were
all born just like you with a lovely smooth skin?
Almost everyone can have a natural, healthy, normal complexion which is in
itself beauty. All you must do is follow a few simple rules. Models and screen
stars must give their skin special attention. So should you, because everyone
looks at your face. Your social success may depend upon your being good
looking, because a lovely skin may be a short cut to success in love and busi¬
double Viderm treatment may mean
ness. Your pleasure is worth it; and you owe it to yourself to give your
the difference between enjoying the
complexion a chance to be healthy and beautiful.
confidence a fine skin gives you or
Medical science gives us the truth about a lovely skin. There are small
the embarrassment of an ugly abused
specks of dust in the air all the time.
skin. The double Viderm treatment
When these little specks, which are
\
/,
is a formula prescribed by a doctor.
in the air get into an open pore in
Wztr ^and costs
only a few cents
your skin, they can in time cause the
•
daily. This treatment consists of two
pore to become larger and more sus¬
m
iars- ®ne ■'ar contains Viderm Skin
ceptible to dust and infection. These
:
B. . ‘
Cleanser, a jelly-like formula which
open pores begin to form blackheads
fg
wBEk,
.^^B
penetrates and acts as an antiseptic
which become infected and bring you
ti ^^^BBra c/H
upon your pores. After you use this
the misery of pimples, irritations or
^^B
special Viderm Skin Cleanser, apply
blemishes. When you neglect your
I
die Viderm Fortified Medicated Skin
skin by not giving it the necessary
.»
Cream. You rub this in. leaving an
care it requires, you leave yourself
■r
^^^B
almost invisible protective covering
wide open for external skin miseries.
Br
jj*
for the surface of your skin.
When you know that your skin is
i
This double treatment has worked
smooth, white and fine, you have
wonders for so many cases of abused
more confidence and it helps im¬
^^^B
skin, it must help you. too, or your
prove your personality, and it helps
Wg
money will be refunded. Use it for
improve your entire well being. A
^Pm
ten days. You have everything to
flawless skin is priceless, yet it costs
f
gam and nothing to lose. It is a
you only a few pennies daily to keep
BBj^H
guaranteed treatment. Enjoy it.
it normal, natural, healthy and love¬
[
J ^^^B
Use your double Viderm treatment
ly. Many women never realize or
^^^B
every day until your skin is as
even suspect that the difference be¬
H^^B
smooth and clear as you may want
tween a glamorous complexion and
I
^Bfl
it. Then, use it only once a week
an ordinary one may be caused by
to remove stale make-up and dust
having blackheads and pimples.
specks that infect your pores and to aid in healing external irritations. When
The proper attention with the
you prevent blackheads, you prevent externally caused skin miseries and pim¬
ples. While your two jars and the doctor’s directions are on the way to you, be
sure to give your face enough attention and wash it as often as is necessary.
Wash with warm water and then cleanse with water as cold as you can stand,
in order to freshen, stimulate and help close your pores. After you receive
everything, read your directions carefully, and then go right to it with these
two fine formulas.
Just mail your name and address to Betty Memphis, care of The New York
Skin Laboratory, 206 Division Street, Dept. 23J, New York City 2, New York.
By return mail you will receive both of the Viderm formulas, with full direc¬
tions for using Viderm Skin Cleanser and Viderm Fortified Medicated Skin
Cream. The doctor’s directions and both jars are packed in a sealed carton,
safety sealed. On delivery, pay two dollars plus postage. If you wish, you can
save the postage fee by mailing your two dollars with your letter. If you are
in any way dissatisfied, your money will be cheerfully refunded. Both of the
formulas you use have been fully tested and proven, and are reliable for you.
They must help you or your treatments cost nothing. After you have received
your Viderm, if you have any questions to ask concerning abused skin, just
send them in.—ADV.
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THE HAPPY HARRIS FAMILY
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 441
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yours, all yours, for the evening ...
or for life. You can have fun, you
can look and act your best.
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that same sweet feeling of security.
They’re true to you through thick
and thin, always keeping your hair¬
do neat and lovely, because DeLong
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could accompany her parents as far
as Chicago. Fronj Chicago onward,
the itinerary involved a series of ar¬
duous one-night stands, but they de¬
cided that Young A. would enjoy at
least that much railroading.
They had been in their Chicago
Hotel something like five hours when
it became apparent that Miss Alice
Harris knew every bellboy, every
maid, most of the waitresses in the
dining room, and the housekeeper on
terms of mutual admiration. Current¬
ly, a good many of these people keep
up a steady correspondence with
Alice, Jr.
On the day the curly-headed young¬
ster was to leave her father and
mother and proceed westward with
her nurse, Alice and Phil took Junior
to the station. They had assured her
that they would be in the next draw¬
ing room, so she was content to settle
down for a nap “until the train pulled
out.”
Both of them knew that their
daughter was in expert hands; they
realized that they would see her with¬
in two months’ time; she was in per¬
fect health, they were in perfect
health—there was no reason for even
so much as a moment’s qualm.
But as Mr. and Mrs. Harris hur¬
ried down the platform, away from
the train and toward their car, they
suddenly turned to one another and,
swallowing, tried to say something
. . . anything. Both of them had to
blink back hot tears before Phil said,
“We’re a couple of sentimental saps.
Here . . .” and he handed Alice his
handkerchief. But he used it himself
before he restored it to his pocket.
As for the cause of this dissolving:
she awakened refreshed from her nap,
asked where Mommy and Daddy were,
was told that they had to stay in
Chicago, but that she was to have the
fun of going on, like a big girl, to
California. Accepting this explanation
with sunny composure, she wriggled
into her clothing and went for a tour
of the train. The door .of the drawing
room down the hall from her own ac¬
commodations was standing open, so
Miss Harris strolled in, chubby hands
behind back, dimpled face tipped up¬
ward so she could study the nice lady
who was reading a book.
“Where’s your man?” asked Alice,
Jr. without preamble.
The lady put down her book,
chuckled, and said that—much as she
regretted the fact—she didn’t have a
man.
Alice, Jr. shook her head in con¬
dolence. “Well, then,” she pursued,
“where’s your baby?”
The lady, rapidly developing an in¬
feriority complex, was forced to ad¬
mit that she had no baby either.
“Well, I'll come back again some
time,” said Alice, withdrawing with
the air of having stumbled upon a
creature totally different from anyone
she had ever met.
In a nearby roomette, Miss Harris
made friends with a man. “Where is
your lady?” she wanted to know. He
said his lady was in Los Angeles with
his boy and his girl.
“You’re NICE!” beamed the pintsized Emily Post, delighted to meet
such a proper gentleman.
These brief conversations clearly
reveal Alice Jr’s concept of an ordered

Allan Jones finished successful p.a. four then
he and Mrs. J. left for USO overseas trouping.

universe: it consists of a family in
which there is a man, a lady, oneself,
and a baby. In applying her rule of
thumb to the passengers, each one of
whom she met or tried to meet before
the trip was over, she found that most
of them fell into this satisfactory cat¬
egory. To this day, a great many of
her train acquaintances still write to
Alice. As things stand now, her
daughter’s social committments are
keeping Alice, Sr. in such close as¬
sociation with a pen, that writer’s
cramp threatens.
In the evening, Alice, Jr. encour¬
ages her mother—when there are no
letters to be answered—to indulge in
a session of nursery rhymes. This has
been going on for almost two years
now, because demi-Alice is keenly
intelligent and she has been learning
jingles ever since she learned to talk.
She has now reached the jocular
state. When called upon to recite some
of the traditional favorites, she stops
her family in their tracks by adding
modern improvements, to wit:
“Tom, Tom the Piper’s son,
stole a pig and away did run.
Fee, Fie, Fo, Fun! I smell the
blood of an EnglishMUN!”
or
“Little Jack Horner sat in a
corner, Eating his curds and whey.
Leave them alone and they’ll
come home, Never no more to
stray.”
And then her round cheeks grow
rosy with laughter.
Someone on the set asked Alice, Sr.
if she had heard a certain quizz pro¬
gram. “I live with a quizz program,”
she smiled. “I can’t take them on the
radio, too.”
No matter what anyone tells Alice,
Jr., she is at that stage of develop¬
ment in which her instant reaction is
“Why?” Why do birds sing? Why does
grass grow? Why is fire hot?
“Why is the refrigerator cold?” she
demanded of the cook one morning.
“Because cold is good for things—it
keeps them fresh so they don’t spoil,”
said the cook, a patient soul.
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k Nurse Needs to be SLIM.”
—

says Miss Louise Boor oj Martinsburg, W. Va.

“—and with the DuBarry Success Course I
changed from a size 20 to a size 12!”
Look closely at these two photographs of Miss Louise
Boor, registered nurse, and you can see why she
writes, “I can’t tell you how much happiness and vital¬
ity I have gained since taking the DuBarry Success
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Before
After
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An hour later she found the follow¬
ing items ensconced in the refrigera¬
tor, chilled against spoiling: one egg
beater, a pair of salt & pepper shakers,
two second-hand grapefruit shells, one
tired orange from the dooryard grove,
and a doll.
Shortly before demi-Alice’s third
birthday, which took place May 19,
she let it be known that she was
deeply interested in two gifts: a tri¬
cycle and a blackboard. Her local
friends, she said, owned and operated
these possessions as recreational items,
and she felt that it was high time she
was placed on neighborhood . par.
These were not her exact words, of
course, but the meaning was there.
Incidentally she speaks no baby talk
aside from struggling determinedly
with the sound of “th.” She is in¬
clined to pronounce this sound “s.”
Sample conversation: “I sink sat man
is sinner san sat oser man.”
So, for her birthday she received
several little dresses, a bathing suit
(large enough to blindfold a Peking¬
ese), a blackboard, and a tricycle.
Phyllis, her running mate, was al¬
ready the ardent owner of a scooter,
so the sisters promptly staged a series
of races. For a time, any adult attempt to cross the living room, dining
room, or kitchen was fraught with
peril.
Miss Alice, herself, took several bad
tumbles. Riding up and down the
driveway, she decided to use the space
sidewards instead of lengthwise, and
overshot the field, landing in a cul¬
vert. She sat still for a long time while
her mother watched ruefully from a
convenient
window.
Then
Missy
struggled to her feet, brushed hferself
off, spoke a few eloquent words to the
tricycle, and returned it to the drive¬
way. She apparently was unwilling
to cry for fear the tricycle would be
taken away.
Alice, Jr.’s interests are hot entirely
athletic. When she was extremely
small, her mother began to teach her
the value of money. She was allowed
to hold her own pennies when making
a minor purchase, and when she set
up an outcry for some inappropriate
object, Alice, Sr. explained that the
object cost so-and-so number of pen¬
nies. The sum was usually so astronomical that sub-deb Alice instantly
withdrew into a mathematical trance,
ignoring the erstwhile object of her
interest. While she has a penny bank
that jingles satisfactorily when shaken
by a junior financier, Miss Alice is
not one to put trust in a single in¬
vestment medium.
One day when Alice, Sr. was run¬
ning the vacuum she heard an odd
metallic sound flick into the nozzle.
7nS^?ti§ati°n revealed three pennies.
Phil must have dropped them from
his pocket,” she surmised.
“Oh no,” corrected her elder daugh¬
ter, those are mine. I hid them under
the nxg”. On occasion she also has
hidden coins under the paper covering
of closet shelves, behind cushions on
the lounge, and under the chest of
drawers.
The little lady recently discovered
the feminine delight of cosmetics. She
was so taken with her mother’s lip¬
stick that Alice, Sr. bought a stick of
colorless pomade—explaining that this
was made especially for little girls—
and installed it in demi-Alice’s purse.
Also in the purse is a diminutive com¬
pact boasting as large a powder puff
as space will permit. When this small
package of feminine vanity goes shop¬
ping with her mother and her younger

M

sister (not yet interested), Alice may
be seen to open her compact, scru¬
tinize herself critically, then apply
pomade and a generous slapping of a
powderless puff.
Her use of cologne is phenomenal.
One afternoon she came sailing into
the room where Alice, Sr. was length¬
ening a junior dress, and sat down
with a great sigh. Within a few min¬
utes, there was more fragrance in the
room than there was air. “Darling,
have
you
been
using
Mother’s
cologne?” asked Mrs. Harris.
“Just a dash,” said her daughter.
“A teeny dash.”
Her
other depredation in
her
mother’s room consists of trying on
Alice, Sr.’s high-heeled slippers. The
small lady already has learned to
balance herself and will stroll around
by the hour—making wooden shoe
sounds—but feeling very elegant in¬
deed.
Alice and Phil are both excellent
swimmers; they go in every day, of
the year, rain or shine, and last sum¬
mer young Alice was allowed to join
them. She rode on Phil’s back, and
Alice taught her to float. When the
two older members of the family
were ready to leave the pool, Miss H.
wasn’t inclined toward a towel at all.
On several occasions she set up a
masterly howl.
This year she will be big enough to
learn to swim, and Phil intends to
employ a professional to coach his
aquatic daughter. Most little girls
love their daddies, naturally, but the
way Junior feels about her daddy is
the way Scotch tape feels about a
book page, which is to say that she
really sticks to him. She sits on his
lap when he reads; she follows him
when he fusses around the car or
attends to some household chore; when
she sees him coming home at night,
she stands at the window yelling,
“That’s my Daddy. Here comes my
Daddy! OH, MY DADDY!”
Since babyhood she has listened to
Phil talk to her on the telephone when
he called Alice; for one of the holi¬
days, a fan of Alice’s sent little Alice
a rather efficient toy telephone, com¬
plete with movable dial. Not so long
ago, Alice, Sr. overheard her daughter
carrying on a pseudo-conversation
with the grocery. “I’ll have some po¬
tatoes, and a loaf of bread, and a
pound of butter, and a roast. What!
You have no roast today. Oh, dear!
Now, what shall I cook?”
As soon as the war is over (and by
that time Phyllis will probably be old
enough to participate, too) Alice and
Phil plan to go horesbacking in a
family group.
They own several
horses at present, but the mounts are
all out in pasture. The army long
ago took over the area through which
the nearest bridle paths to the Harris
home ran, and the problem was com¬
plicated by the fact that it was im¬
possible to get help to care for the
horses. But when the bridle paths are
open again and competent grooms are
available, the Harris family will go
cantering through the calendulas.
In Hollywood, there is a photo¬
graphic organization that contracts to
prepare a dosier of the childhood of
a family’s progeny. Once a year an
ace still cameraman comes to the home
and spends an entire day with the
children. He snaps them before they
have awakened in the morning; he
takes candids while they brush their
teeth and dress themselves. He catches
them in typical poses while they are
having breakfast, and afterward when
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they are playing, entertaining them¬
selves.
He was jubilant over the most re¬
cent series he made of the Misses
Harris. “So natural, so unaffected,”
he said. About that time Missy Alice
sidled up, giving him a vivid smile.
“Do you want me to change my dress
once more?” she inquired.
The fact that Baby Alice and her
small sister are two of the most in¬
gratiating children in Hollywood is
easily understood when one knows
how wise and perceptive their mother
is. Sometimes it is easier to gauge a
girl’s maternal virtues by observing
her with other children rather than
with her own.
During the making of “Fallen
Angel,” the troupe spent one Sunday
working in a Hollywood bank vault;
when the needed scenes had been
stowed in the cans, Dana said to Alice,
“I wish you’d come out to my place
for as long as you can spare from
your own youngsters. I’d like to have
you meet David” (his son by a
previous marriage who is eight) “and
Kathy.” Kathy is only a few months
younger than Alice, Jr.
When Alice, Sr. arrived, Kathy was
still upstairs, being dressed after her
nap, but David was there and made
friends instantly. Alice was seated
on the lounge, her arm around David’s
waist and David’s arm around her
neck when Kathy appeared at the
door.
She took in the scene with a small,
furious glance. Her beloved David
was,in the arms of a strange woman.
It was more than a devoted heart
could stand. Striding across the room
in hot, quick steps she planted herself
before Alice. “Go home,” she ordered.
Kathy’s mother and Dana almost
lost their chins in amazement. As they
were collecting themselves, preparing
to improve the manners of their small
daughter with dire methods, Alice
said quickly in an adult aside, “I was
mad about my own brothers. I think
someone was shocked by my pose
with someone’s brother.” To David
she said, “Is this Kathy, your little
sister who is so pretty?”
David didn’t get the play, but he
swallowed—glad in man-like fashion
to
see
the
situation
eased—and
nodded. By that time Kathy had been
whisked into the hallway and chided
for being so naughty. “Come back,
Kathy, and let me tell you about my
brothers,” called Alice.
A small, tear-streaked face moved
around the door like a sad moon slid¬
ing over a dark hill. David, she no¬
ticed, was sitting across the room
from the strange lady, and the lady
was motioning to Kathy. Apparently
the lady wasn’t mad. Slowly she
lagged across the carpet, a lower lip
preceding her by almost an inch.
But when she stood before Alice,
and Alice smiled down at her with
comradely understanding, Kathy said
between two sobs, “I’m sorry. I’m a
good girl now. You stay.”
Alice stayed—to hold Kathy on her
lap and to tell the penitent Miss An¬
drews all about her soon-to-be friends,
Alice Jr. and Phyllis Harris.
But then, Alice Faye Harris is such
a happy chappy that she spreads glow
everywhere.
The End

CHRISTMAS IS COMING!
Mail Christmas Overseas packages
from September 15 to October 15.

FRANKLY FORTY
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25)
“Too old?” was Ann Harding’s an¬
swer. “I have a daughter of my own
who is almost grown up!”
And this frankness is so consistent
with the story told now about how it
was that she walked out of the studio,
eight years ago—billing: “screen star,
retired.”
It was when she was entering what
Ann calls “the second awkward stage
for actresses”—the first, of course,
being adolescence, when the actress is
no longer a child yet not quite a
young lady. “It’s the same kind of an
adjustment when an actress is getting
into her thirties,” Miss Harding de¬
clares. “She’s too old—or at least she
should be—to play romantic young
things; but too young to play middleaged parts and mothers. Hollywood
just doesn’t seem to realize these inbetween women exist.”
Ann’s studio had wanted her to con¬
tinue to play romantic young things.
She thought it was ridiculous to do
so. They argued. She rebelled. They
remained adamant, so she quit and
went to England to do “Camille.”
Just at this point, however, MGM
announced they were going to do
“Camille,” with Greta Garbo. And
that ended that!
Ann could have demanded her
salary and refused to make a picture,
since the British studio was at fault
for not staking claim to the camellia
lady. But Ann Harding doesn’t do
things that way. She made another
picture instead, one which she thought
would be a completely routine job.
“Love From a Stranger” was the
title, and it turned out a sleeper—
i.e. a surprise hit.
With that finished, Ann had no
further Business in London. It just so
happened, however, that she had met a
young musician by the name of Wer¬
ner Janssen, world-famous symphony
conductor and rated the foremost in¬
terpreter of Sibelius. This meeting is
pertinent and mentionable, in that it
explains her wanting to prolong her
stay in England, and being interested
when an English theatrical producer
approached her to play Bernard
Shaw’s “Candida.” She was inter¬
ested, that is, until one morning when
she was reading the London Times—
with a critical review therein- written
by Charles Morgan, novelist and
critic-authority, tearing a foreign ac¬
tress to shreds with uncomplimentary
verbiage for having dared to play
Shakespeare’s “Anthony and Cleo¬
patra,” the night before. Reading the
brutally witty description of the wo¬
man’s accent, Ann muttered, “They
aren’t going to do that to me!” She
wasn’t going to lay herself open to
attack as an American actress with
an American accent, playing Shaw in
his own bailiwick.
So she commenced searching for
an American play. She was consider¬
ing the possibility of reviving “Holi¬
day”—and considering it with some
misgivings, let us add, for the troubles
of the rich seemed singularly unim¬
portant and badly timed, with war
clouds already collecting over Europe.
It was at this point, however, that
she met the critical Charles Morgan.
“What is a British accent?” she
asked, taking a conversational oppor¬
tunity at a dinner party. “What is
typical? There are six well-educated
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English men and women sitting around
this table, and no two of you speak
in the same way!”
To this, Mr. Morgan had no answer.
And before the evening was over, it
was the mighty critic himself who
was urging Ann to accept the “Can¬
dida” offer.
“You’ll be perfect for it,” he in¬
sisted. And with the assurance that
she had nothing to fear from the
London Times notices, Ann went into
rehearsal.
“They were wonderful, those re¬
hearsals!” she says. Shaw, himself,
came and played all the parts, as he
always does at rehearsals of his plays.
And when the director remonstrated
that the actors could not play as he
did—because it would be too hammy
—Shaw replied: “That’s what’s wrong
with the theater today! Not enough
ham!”
“Candida” toured the provinces, and
Ann wondered at the stories she had
heard of British reserve. “The gen¬
eral public is well-behaved,” she says,
“but the press endangers life, limb
and sanity!”
She found the English “wonderful
people,” and loved them. (She loved
Mr. Janssen, too, and married him—
between performances at Edinburgh
and Brighton.)
“While on the stage in England,”
Ann tells now, “I was careful to pro¬
nounce all the words in the British
way, when there was a definite vari¬
ance from the American pronuncia¬
tion.” But on Eugene, the young poet
in the play, she met a snag. Two
thirds of the cast said the accent
should be on the first syllable, one
third voted on the last. Ann took the
majority opinion and said “Eugene.”
The play had a brilliantly success¬
ful opening in London. The follow¬
ing morning the critics’ enthusiasm
for Miss Harding’s performance went
beyond all bounds. And the only ref¬
erence made to her American accent
was that she mispronounced the poet’s
name. It should have been “Eugene”!
While the play was still at the peak
of its long run, Ann turned Candida
over to Diana Wynward, and made a
honeymoon to Finland. Mr. Janssen
conducted the symphony orchestra of
Helsingfors—with Sibelius in the audi¬
ence. And from then on, for the next
few years, Ann’s life was entirely
devoted to her husband and music.
She accompanied Mr. Janssen on
tours of the United States and South
America, and Hollywood was the
thing farthest from her mind. Until
this country went to war.
Then Mr. Janssen decided to settle
in Los Angeles, where he has his own
orchestra, and Ann Harding returned
to the screen. She returned clothed
in the aura of a woman who has found
her life, her marriage, and her daugh¬
ter, eminently satisfying and complete.
And why not? There’s contentment
and work, “with all the old strain
of being a star left out!”
There’s a glow that comes into her
face when she speaks of her husband.
There’s the constant contact with
music he has brought into her life;
and music is food and drink to Ann,
who has played the piano since she
was a child. “But never in front of
anyone!” she exclaims. “I get the most
terrible stage fright if I try to.” Let
it be known, however, that on maid’s
day out, when there’s no one within
yelling distance of the house, Ann
Harding plays everything under the
sun, just for herself, and has a thor¬
oughly enjoyable time.

There’s the clearly apparent plea¬
sure it gives Ann to be able to say
that because of her own knowledge
of music, “I seem to have been able
to help my husband in many ways.”
There’s the completely informal
life that the Janssens mutually en¬
joy, for Ann has never been one for
chi-chi, or pomp and circumstance.
Even when it comes to clothes, she
says, “I’ve never been interested. I
have always just delivered the body,
and let the studio designers cover it
any way they wish.”
And then there’s Janie! Not a Joyce
Reynolds, fictional Janie; but a Janie
of flesh and blood—Ann’s own lovely
daughter. “And Janie would make it
impossible for me to lie about my
age, even if I wanted to,” Ann laughs,
“since she’s now in her last year of
high school, and towers over me at
five feet seven!”
In that laugh you can hear the plea¬
sure, amusement, devotion, and oc¬
casional exasperation of all intelli¬
gent mothers of adolescent girls. The
mothers who sometimes wonder if
girls that age all live in a state of
semi-coma, and who find it necessary,
from time to. time, to lay down the
law. “I did, last summer,” says Ann.
She approached her attractive and
definitely non-swooning daughter
with parental sternness. “There’s go¬
ing to be no lying in bed until noon
this vacation,” she warned. “And no
going to movies every afternoon.
You’re going to get a job! I don’t care
what it is, just so it’s something that
you have to do every day of the week”.
Ann told Janie how she’d heard
over the radio that the telephone
company was badly in need of opera¬
tors; or she could go to work as a
salesgirl at one of the department
stores.
So, Janie went to work. But she
took none of her mother’s suggestions,
proving herself to be an extremely
independent young lady. She studied
to be a Volunteer Nurse’s Aide, and
then worked for five days each week
at the Good Samaritan Hospital in
Los Angeles. When she came home
at night she would fall on her bed
with all her clothes on, completely ex¬
hausted. “I could hardly bear to wake
her for dinner,” her mother says. And
when Ann suggested to Janie that
she take a holiday for the week before
she went back to school, Janie refused.
Ann’s great pride is surely pardon¬
able!
Janie isn’t sure what she wants to
do, and at the moment is without a
definite, ambition. Ann finds this
somewhat bewildering, since she her¬
self was always certain that she
wanted to be an actress. She worked
for this with clear sighted purpose
from the days of her first acting les¬
sons at Bryn Mawr, and on into parts
at the Provincetown and Hedgerow
Theaters that led directly to Broad¬
way and success. But Janie has no
interest at all in acting. Her attitude
has undoubtedly been conditioned by
her lifelong contact with the theater
and pictures, and the people thereof.
The life contains none of the glamour
it held for her mother, who grew up
in the Army, and whose father, the
late General George Grandt Gatley,
threatened to disown her if she em¬
braced such & disgraceful profession.
Ann thought perhaps Janie would
decide to be a nurse, after her work
as a Nurse’s Aide, but Janie brushed
that off with the remark that nurs¬
ing had no future. “And then!” her
mother laughs, “she turned around

and announced maybe she’d be a
model!
“Of course, there’s a great future in
that!” was Ann’s comment. “Espe¬
cially with your awful slouch! Stand
up straight!” And a gentle whack on
the back apparently wrote finis to
that ambition. But in spite of worry¬
ing from time to time about her
daughter’s
non-existent
ambition,
she’s inclined to agree with Janie
that some of the girls who want to
be things like physicists and electrical
engineers are “awful drips”.
Janie is in boarding school this
year—the Douglas School at Pebble
Beach, California. Ann finds it rather
embarrassing to report that now she’s
away from home, Janie’s grades are
better than ever before; the reason
being, Ann is convinced, that in
Pebble Beach it is no longer possible
to carry on three-hour telephone con¬
versations with her girl friends each
and every night!
Besides Ann’s activities as a wife,
actress and mother, she has a “hob¬
by” which is the most unique in the
whole of Hollywood—namely, Book¬
keeping! And if you feel inclined to
yelp with pain at the very thought,
Ann goes off into such an ecstacy of
enthusiasm for the pastime, she al¬
most convinces you.
“People just don’t understand,” she
says. “Numbers are wonderful!
They’re just like Bach. They always
come out right. And,” she adds, still
more fervently, “there is something
really beautiful about a double entry!”
As a result of this remarkable pas¬
sion, Ann handles all the business
affairs of the Janssen household. Once
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much spending in that direction.”
But as for carrying her mania fur¬
ther, and making out her own in¬
come tax returns . . . “No!” she shud¬
ders, “I’m pretty good at figures—but
after all, I’m not a genius!”
The End
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Rudy sang at a big Hollywood fiesta.
Gene sat at the far end of the room,
regarding him with interest. When
he finished, he sauntered down the
applauding room. “I really must—”
he laughed—“meet the woman I’m so
mad about!” He indicated Gene.
It was a pretty scene. Sid Skolsky
and other writers, remarking it, wrote
some readable paragraphs about it.
Seeing Gene in a spotlight, her studio
hurriedly cast her in a big production
and her career began to zoom. No
romance, understand. The two are
now married to two other people.
Once upon a time, Josef von Stern¬
berg, then a mere nobody trying to
get a start, had an idea for a picture
and no money. He canvassed the in¬
dustry for a loan, and wound up,
after many disappointments, with
thirty or forty thousand dollars from
the late Doug Fairbanks, Sr., and
Charles Chaplin.
That’s not much
money to make a picture, but it’s a
lot to lose, and both genial money¬
lenders woke up next day and won¬
dered what had got into them to
lend it.
“How do we know he can make a
picture?” they worried.
The more
they thought of it, the worse they felt.
A Bright Lad in the Fairbanks’ office
said: “Leave it to me.”
Like a wind rising in the night,
a whispering campaign went the
rounds: This new chap, Sternberg, or
whatever his name is, is a genius!
His little picture is going to be a
masterpiece! It’s hot! It’s new! It’s
better than good! I wish I had a piece
of it. It’ll make millions!
It didn’t make millions, but it didn’t
lose money. The backers got their
money back and Josef von Sternberg
was labeled Genius.
Two decades ago, Ronald Colman
came to Hollywood. Close-mouthed
then, as now, he didn’t say he was
married—in fact, he didn’t say any¬
thing—and Hollywood took him for
a very desirable bachelor. Invited to
big parties as escort for this star or
that, his name was linked with theirs
in newspapers and fan magazines.
Ronald was escorting Lois Wilson
to a box-party at a local theater, when
a woman astounded the audience by
pointing him out and crying: “That’s
my husband!” Jack Holt took Lois
home; Ronald vanished. The woman
was actually Mrs. Colman, from whom
the actor had long been separated.
Gossip items in fan magazines had
brought her across a sea and a con¬
tinent to try to make up their differ¬
ences. She chose the wrong method
and years later they were divorced.
Barbara Hale, RKO lovely, was as¬
signed as one of the young hostesses
for a producer’s party. She found
herself at a table with a wealthy vis¬
iting fireman. A columnist, thinking
to do her a favor, rumored that the
two were “excited” about one another.
Barbara’s fiance, fighting in the
South Pacific, received the paper with
the item by airmail. His next letter
observed that other men had told him
how quickly girls forget, that “a
woman’s a two-face, a worrisome
thing,” but he’d never thought Bar¬
bara was like that! Barbara was in
anguish for weeks before things could
be set right.
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Lupe Velez’ temperamental out¬
bursts and wild romances kept her
name in print even when she wasn’t
on the screen.
At her death she
thanked the press for being so good
to her. But the rumors that dogged
Mabel Normand and Mary Miles Minter after the murder of William Des¬
mond Taylor wrecked their careers.
Top stars of the time, they slid down
the ladder of fame overnight. Their
innocence made no difference.
Gossip has a thousand tongues.
“They said” something was wrong
with Tony Gaudio’s eyes. Tony is one
of our finest cameramen and that
rumor wasn’t good. It did him plenty
of harm before he scotched it. His
sight is keen and he’s still in the top
bracket.
Chatter, chatter, chatter . . . Were
Paulette Goddard and Charlie Chap¬
lin married or not? That was good for
years, in fact up to the time Paulette
filed suit for divorce.
Talk, talk, talk . . . “Barbara Stan¬
wyck doesn’t like Bob Taylor to fly;
she doesn’t like him to wear a mous¬
tache; she doesn’t like this, or that,
she wants to handle his career.”
Barbara, newly married, was fright¬
ened; Bob took it lightly. “How’s the
old henpecker?” he’d laugh. Barbara
couldn’t laugh. Scared to death, but
gallant, she went flying with Bob;
she never criticised him, even in fun;
she told everyone she met that her
own career was trouble enough with¬
out trying to handle his. In the end,
she had to let the gossip die of its
own accord.
It was deep depression when some¬
one figured out that Connie Bennett
was making $30,000 a week. The item
got her name in the papers, but the
public resented her vast earnings
when so many fathers of families
couldn’t bring home bacon and beans.
Charges that Jimmy Cagney was
independent with producers helped
him with his many fans who de¬
manded his triumphant return to the
screen.
Women were intrigued with George
Sanders’ reputation for woman-hat¬
ing. It was a let-down when they
discovered the woman-hater was
married. George survived that, for
next time he was interviewed he
hated everything and everybody.
“He’s bitter,” wrote a fan. “Maybe
his wife doesn’t understand him.”
Maybe she does.
Whether or not the woman-hating
angle was George’s idea, Victor Ma¬
ture claims credit for being a heel
in print. He gloried in keeping pro¬
ducers and directors waiting, forget¬
ting dates with important people,
pretending to be conceited, to run
away from women, etc.
He never
was rude to weaker or less important
people and he got in all the papers.
Now he’s in the Coastguard, where
the Beautiful Hunk of Man is making
good. To suggestions that it might
be time for him to have a leave to
make a picture, he replies: “Yeah,
Bo, AFTER the war. I’m busy till
then, see?”
’Way back before Pearl Harbor, a
new and attractive boy-friend asked
Ginger Rogers for a date.
“I can’t go out Tuesday night,” she
regretted. “I’m dancing all day. I’ll
only have strength to fall into bed.”
Someone at the Mocambo found
that Tuesday dull and enlivened his
copy by observing that Ginger Rogers
and Jimmy Stewart were cheek-tocheeking. The new b.f. telephoned

mn cr4
In the Black and Gold jars ■
35<f • 60tf • $1.00 sizes*
*Plus tax
Ask for the free
Sofskin demonstration
at your beauty salon
or cosmetic counter

Does the beauty of your hands prompt his most
tender sentiments? Be sure of his admiration —
make Sofskin a daily part of your beauty routine.
Sofskin keeps hands and skin soft, smooth, lovely
— guards wrists, elbows, and ankles as well as
hands against dryness. Get your jar of Sofskin
today —you’ll be devoted to it ever after!

SOKKin CRtITK
SOFSKIN COMPANY • FINDLAY, OHIO

Your s I o r I u s trou s h a lr...

with Kay Daumit s
amazing new creme
shampoo discovery

| ms
a creme shampoo rich in lanolin,
unveils

hidden

highlights in your hair

A fingertip-full of this miracle creme instantly whips
into luxurious lather. No lemon or vinegar after-rinse
necessary.

Lustre - Creme

silken, easy to

leaves

your

hair radiant,

manage. At fine cosmetic counters

everywhere .. . one dollar.
Mail twenty-five cents for
a generous size trial jar.
Sorry... only one jar to
each family.

AW/HU^ The Name In Quality Cosmetics
540 North Michigan Avenue
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derpinnings.
For seven years, her
passing on the lot had not raised an
eyelid, but now practically every im¬
portant executive went out of his way
to welcome her, his eyes riveted below
her knees.
They called her “Gam
Girl,” “Dietrich Junior,” and “Legs
Laraine.” RKO, the studio that start¬
ed the whole thing, fell victim to its
own publicity and bought a $150,000
picture to star her. In “Those En¬
dearing Young Charms,” however,
Laraine’s legs don’t show.
June Allyson missed the item that
had her married to Van Johnson. Its
publication synchronized with the pre¬
view of “Two Girls and a Sailor,”
wherein June made a smash hit. She
was puzzling over a message from her
mother in New York, which read:
“Why not tell your mother these
things?” when friends telephoned con¬
gratulations.
Thinking they meant
her picture, she beamed.
“Where’s Van—let us talk to him?”
the friends went on.
June’s baffled denial of knowledge
of Van, of quarreling with him, and
finally of marrying him was scarcely
believed. She had hung up and was
working on a message to calm her
agitated parent, when the telephone
rang again, with more congratulations.
“It’s not true, you know,” she replied,
warily.
“Weren’t you in the picture?”
gasped the caller.
“I could have
sworn . . .”
“You can’t win,” murmured June,
“I mean, thank you very much.”
Whisper,
whisper, whisper . . .
Whenever Ida Lupino had a head¬
ache, she was critically ill; if she
sneezed, she was headed for a sanitorium; if she coughed, it was laryn¬
gitis, strep throat, bronchial pneu¬
monia. It sounded as if she had one
foot in the grave all the time.
No sickly star has appeal and Ida
had to campaign vigorously against
the whispers. She went in for outdoor
sports, took on a full-time program of
war work, made pin-up pictures to
show her plump curves. No invalid

Glamour coat for rain or shine!
Tailored of Mountain Cloth, a
cotton gabardine that's waterrepellant because it's treated
with Aridex. Sizes 10 to 18.

Answer to Puzzle on Page 12
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Send no money! We All all C. O. D. orders prompt*
ly*. Or, if you prefer, enclose check, cash or money
order for $10 plus 10c postage and save C. O. D.
charges. In Missouri add 2% sales tax.
SALLE ANN,BX100,1409 Washington, St. Louis 3, MoSend your "Rain Beau" raincoat $10 each plus
10c postage. Ring your size: 10, 12, 14, 16, 18.

SENSATIONAL LOW PR
A BEAUTIFUL ANTI-TA

Here's the Silver plated tableware
Graceful design. Long-life quality
It’s hard to find its equal anywher
at our low price of only $9.95.
any sort of entertainment and fe
lovely set grace your table. 24 be
fectly-balanced pieces.
Each piec
overall and unconditionally guaran
lute satisfaction or your money ba
set is one you'll adore on sight a
marvelous value at only $9.95 in
anti-tarnish case shown.

HURRY! SILVERWARE
HAS BEEN SHARPLY

The production of all types of silve
cut due to War needs. This offer
drawn when our present supply is
virtually no sets to be had. Yet
continues stronger than ever. So i
don’t delay. Here’s your chance
piece set of quality Silver Plated
tional saving. But hurry before our

EXAMINE FUR 10 DAYS

So confident are we that you’ll be
delighted with the Jean Pattern
seeT u
m
SEND NO MONEY. Just fill ou
coupon below today. As soon as
vve’ll immediately ship you the com
the anti-tarnish case as shown. U
man only $9.95 plus few cents
charges. Then examine set for 10
your family. Compare its quality a
owned by your friends.
If then
Jean Pattern is the loveliest set o
ever seen for so little money, retu
we 11 refund every penny you’ve de
man. That's fair enough, isn't it?
today before our limited supply is go

I
I
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SEND NO MONEY—RUSH

^

500 N. Dearborn St., Chicag
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I

•rpiate including An
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could stand up to her strenuous sched¬
ule, and at last the rumors died.
The repeated stories that Jeanette
MacDonald was giving up her career
to follow her husband into the army
resulted disastrously for her. At the
time, major studios were negotiating
with the singing star. Believing her
services soon would not be available,
no contract was signed.
Jeanette’s
concert tours, army camp shows, opera
debut keep her busy, but fans clamour
for her screen return.
Joan Bennett and sister Constance
used to read that they were jealous of
each other, almost every time they
picked up a magazine.
Joan was
worried at first, wondering what she
could have said to give such an idea,
but veteran Connie laughed. “Darling,
when you’re furious with me, just
throw a dish at me. You’ll soon know
about it, if I ever get mad at you. Until
then, we’re friends.
Let them say
what they please.” No dishes have
yet been thrown.
The “let them talk” school is also
followed by Irene Dunne. Her coastto-coast marriage to Dr. Francis Grif¬
fin, whose practice kept him in New
York for years while her film career
anchored her in Hollywood, survived
all the rumors that might have sep¬
arated a less well adjusted couple.
Ruth Hussey won her Ph.D. in col¬
lege and sometimes she wishes she
hadn’t. Adjectives like “intelligent,”
“well-read,” “brilliant” were used to
describe her when she arrived in
Hollywood, and she was regarded as
a
somewhat chilly blue-stocking.
Please don’t listen to such talk! Ruth
assures me she’s neither cold nor
brainy.
Victor
McLaughlin’s
Lighthorse
Troop became an international item
when someone called it a Fascist or¬
ganization. This broke Vic’s heart,
for he had organized the troop because
he wanted to enjoy the sport of his
old cavalry days and thought other
horse-lovers might enjoy this special
type of relaxation. The story flew
over the country. The organization
aligned with the Los Angeles Police
Force and worked under that force
in floods, earthquakes, fires and so on.
The “relaxation” idea was ended.
“Paul and Lisl Henreid are tilting,”
ran the column in front of the actor
one morning. He read it again. What
on earth was “tilting?” He found an
English dictionary, in which was a
picture of two knights in armor cross¬
ing swords.
“That can’t be,” said Paul, survey¬
ing it. “Lisl could never wear armor.”
He called to his wife to ask if she
had ever fenced.
“As a little girl, I took it up in
Vienna,” admitted Lisl.
“I felt that we mustn’t make a liar
out of a famous columnist,” related
the actor, smiling, “so Lisl and I had
our pictures taken in fencing costume,
each armed with a foil. I sent it to
the writer with a little note. ‘Lisl and
I,’ I said, ‘are really tilting!’”
The End

DON'T SEND AN OVERSEAS
PACKAGE . . .
if your soldier is on his way home,
or about to come back home.
if it weighs more than 5 lbs.
if it is more than 15" long or 36"
in length plus girth.
This year send only one package.

"HOUYWOOD EXTRA"
THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
The stars’cleansing cream that
fits extra girls’budgels...Now
millions of smart women
everywhere agree...
"it’s foolish to
pay more.
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• Yes, it’s a great pastime learning
music this short-cut. Print and Pic¬
ture way, right at home without a
private teacher. That's because you
learn to play by playing real tunes
by note with the very first lesson.
No matter which instrument you
are learning, once you begin a U. S.
School Course you look forward to
the time you can spend on your les¬
sons. No boresome exercises. No
lengthy, baffling explanations. In¬
stead of hard work, learning to play
becomes a genuine pleasure. You
progress as quickly as you want to.
You start with simple melodies. As
you improve, you take up more diffi¬
cult pieces. And sooner than you
ever expected you’re amazed to find
that you can pick up many popular
tunes and play them right off.
Costs Only 7c A Day
And that’s not all. You can take up
any instrument this easy, homestudy way for only 7c a day. That covers
everything,
valuable
sheet
music,
printed instructions, diagrams, and our
Personal Advisory Service.
So if you really want to learn music,
to win new friends, new popularity,
send coupon at right for our Free Booklet.
PLAYS ON RADIO . . .
‘‘As a proud student
I can’t keep from
telling you that as a
result of my course I
have a good position
playing from KTHS
every morning.
* J. S. Heavonor, Okla.

It’s easy as A-B-C!
Yet it's from that stirring
favorite of the South, "Dixie"

Diagrams like this
explain everything
Follow the dotted
lines from the
notes to the piano
keyboard and be¬
fore you know
you’re playing the
famous “Dixie”.

and Print and Picture Sample which explain all.
U. S. School of Music, 15810 Brunswick Bldg., New
York 10, N. Y.

FREE !

Print and Picture Sample

1I U. S. School of Music, 15810 Brunswick Bldg.,N. Y.IO.N.Y.
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I am interested in music study, particularly in the instrument indicated below. Please send me your free booklet,
“How to Learn Music at Home” and your Print and Picture
Samnlp.
(Do vou have instrument....)
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Violin
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Street

Piano Accordion
Saxophone
Trumpet. Cornet

Reed
Organ
Clarinet
Tenor
Banjo Trombone
Other Instruments
Ukulele

1
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□ Check here if under 16 years of age.
SAVE 2c—Stick coupon on penny postcard
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INSIDE HOLLYWOOD
ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 8)
version of "Lili Marlene" only to be inter¬
rupted by a waiter grumbling "Pardon me"
and sweeping a plate of French fried and
a steals past the singer's left ear. It is
nothing at all for a stimulated citizen to
join the singer at the mike for a few hilarious
stanzas. In a rigidly conventional town, al¬
ways on its good behavior in public (with a
very few notorious exceptions), it is delightful
to find a truly Bohemian spot for a change.
Long-ago favorites like Alice Terry and Rex
Ingram are seen there frequently; beautiful
Dolores Moran and her escort of the eve¬
ning like to drop in; Richard Cromwell and
Angela Lansbury have a favorite corner
table. Which is to say that the Madelon is
sort of a night club schwabadero.

Brand new Hollywood peasant style! Big
puffed sleeves and rows of red ric*rac on
crisp WHITE cotton. Sizes 32 to 38.

BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD
Dept.

324.

62S3

Hollywood

8lvd.,

Hollywood

28,

Collf.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
J BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD. Dept. 324
j 6253 Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood 28. Calif,

j

Please send me "Rk-Rac" Blouse at $3.98 plus
I postage. (WkH» out,)
I Sizes: 32
34
36
38 (Circle size wanted)
| Nam*| Addreu_

*
*
*
IMPOVERISHED:
Mr. Cornel Wilde, probably the greatest
current sensation in Hollywood, was cast as
Dick Harland, the writing hero of Ben Ames
Williams fascinating book, "Leave Her To
Heaven," and was asked to appear in some
of his own clothes for a wardrobe test.
When the studio officials saw the success¬
ful Mr. Wilde, wearing the best his suit
hangers had to offer, they shook their heads.
"We'll have to have something tailored for
you," they said apologetically. "You see, as
you are you don't look like a wealthy author."
Impoverished actor Wilde intends to buy
the wealthy writer's suit when the picture is
finished.

1 City_Zon*_Stat*_

-when it’s so easy to keep cuticle trim with Trimal!

The safe, gentle way to remove cuticle is the
same method used by professional manicur¬
ists. Simply wrap cotton around manicure stick
and apply Trimal. Then watch dead, loose
cuticle soften. Wipe it away with a towel.
You’ll be amazed and delighted with results!
Ask for the 10c or 25c size now (manicure
stick and cotton included)—at drug, depart¬
ment or 10c stores.
NEGLECTED
CUTICLE

keeps cuticle trim without cutting
WELL-MANICURED
CUTICLE
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Hume Cronyn and wife Jessica Tandy. His next
pic "For Better, For Worse," with June Allyson.
BOBBY SOCKO:
Joan Leslie was called into the Warner
Brothers front office for a solemn high con¬
clave. She was told that it was time she
became more sophisticated, more mature,
more poised. She must overcome her natural
school girl levity and assume a more adult
attitude as her screen portrayals from now
on would require assurance.
Joan, eager to please, decided that one of
the first steps toward developing a soignee'
personality would be the purchase of an
Adrian gown. She selected an elegant ma¬
terial and a svelte mode—this, she decided,
she would wear to the premiere of "Rhap¬
sody In Blue."
Quick-fast, with true Hollywood rapidity,
came a change in Warner orders: (1) Milo
Anderson, ace Warner designer, was to de¬
sign for Joan a Rhapsody-In-Blue dress which
she was to wear to the premiere willy-nilly;
(2) she was to retain her youthful attitude
because Joyce Reynolds was retiring from
the screen, so Joan was to be cast in "Janie
Gets Married."
And Janie must be the
epitome of teenish hoydenism.
Quoth Miss Leslie, "I'm confoozed."
*

*

*

BACALL CALL:
Bogey now has a whistle on his watch
chain, larger but similar to that which
Lauren Bacall wears on her bracelet; they
toot at each other, according to Hollywood
legend, when they are in different parts of
their new house, when they are across
the lot from one another at the studio, or
when they are on the boat.
Added note: their monogram on all their
spruce new linen is attractive: B. & B.
Added note No. 2: A startled Warner
Brothers Publicity Department employee
couldn't believe his ears when he heard
Bogey telling him over the telephone, "I
want you people to kill that 'Baby' busi¬
ness."
The harried employee performed mental
somersaults, to wit: had some press story
announced a blessed event for the Bogarts
in error? Or were Miss Bacall's enthusiastic

insistences that she wanted a large family,
so

might

have

to

relinquish

her

picture

career, to be deleted from copy hereafter?
Bogey went on, "I've never called Betty
anything
Sluggy.

except

Betty,

Slim,

Charlie,

HER FASHION PICTURE IS

or

I referred to her only once as 'The

COMPLETE...BECAUSE

Baby' . . . but the thing is getting out of
hand.

I wish you'd do something about it."

Sighing with relief, the employee said he
would do something. Afterward, he wasn't

HER
MAKE-UP IS PERFECT!

certain just what steps to take. The 'Baby'
nom-de-Bacall appears

to have

sunk

deep

into the consciousness of press and public
alike.
*

*

*

31 e knows that soft, lovely, man¬

MOUTHS OF BABES:

Virginia Van Upp is one of the most im¬
portant women in Hollywood, although
theatre-goers, for the most part, are un¬
familiar with her name. She is a dynamo
with magnificent red hair, sense of humor
to match, and the peachbloom complexion
that goes with such coloring. She has written
some of the best scripts to be produced in
Hollywood, and was recently made execu¬
tive producer at Columbia. No other woman
in town holds a similar post, although both
Harriet Parsons and Joan Harrison are
meteors in their own right.
On the day the news was announced,
Miss Van Upp's niece was visiting her. The
telephone began to ring as her friends by
tens and twenties offered congratulations; a
special delivery note or two arrived; West¬
ern Union messenger "bo^s" limped up the
stairs and peered at Miss Van Upp from
beneath their Civil War hats as she signed
for their messages.
In the midst of all this todo and hulla¬
baloo, Miss Van Upp's small niece fixed the
flustered one with a pinioning eye. "What's
this all about?"
Miss Van Upp attempted to combine
modesty with the facts of the case.
At the close of her aunt's speech, the
small critic shrugged. "Well, you STILL didn't
produce 'Going My Way,' did you?" she
squelched.
*

#

ageable hair is the key to her
costume . . . the glorifying touch
to a truly charming appearance.
To keep her hair at its shining best
she follows Ogilvie Sisters' simple,
day-by-day hair care routine ... .
using the specialized hair prep¬
arations created and made
famous by Ogilvie Sisters. Start using them yourself .
You'll

(senior

John

did!

HAIR

CARE

BOOKLET
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BEAUTY

TO

PUT
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CAPTIVATING
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Qanoi StewGSii
WHOSE REFRESHING YOUTH AND
LOVELINESS INSPIRED THIS NEW
MATCHED DIAMOND DUETTE SET

Howard

luf Qq

Pre¬

vious to this assignment he had participated
in a series of naval operations to the notable
awarded

REQUEST.

HAIR
PREPARATIONS
at leading drug, dept, stores, salons

was recently ordered to Cornell University

extent of having been

ON

use

Coxe, famed in Hollywood as John Howard,
to serve as an instructor for the Navy.

you

CREME-SET: to
keep hair shiny
—fastidiously
neat!
1.25
plus tax

*

grade)

glad

Ogilvie Sisters, 604 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.

SUCCESS:
Lieutenant

be

LUMBIA

DIAMOND RINGS
Jpx X. atfxj (ZwWucX

the Navy

Cross.
While at Cornell, John also served as di¬
rector for the annual play—which happened
to be "The Drunkard."

The night of the pre¬

sentation, the villain fell ill, there was no
understudy, so John was persuaded by the

*

rest of the cast to enact the evil squire.
Commenting upon the results of his per¬
formance

in

a

letter

to

his

mother,

John

wrote, "Apparently I haven't entirely forgot¬
ten all I ever knew about acting, because I
was so convincing as the scoundrel that I got
hissed off the stage!"
The cast, having high regard for a good
bad man, presented John with a wrist watch.
*

*

*

No matter how much orliow

REBUTTAL:

little you spend on

At this moment, Paulette Goddard is sick
and tired of having people who don't know
the situation, saying that her hair has been
blondined as a publicity stunt.
Nothing
could be more removed from the fact of the
matter.
Miss Goddard's next picture is to be
"Diary of a Chambermaid," and it is to be
directed by Jean Renoir, son of the cele-

bia

diamond

a Colum¬

matched

en¬

gagement and wedding ring
set, you're definitely certain
of

individuality

in

styling

and superior quality of dia¬

Buy
a bigger
War Bond
1
and a
smaller
diamond.

monds... That’s a Columbia
tradition.
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AFTER
“I feel like a new person
since taking the Bonomo
Home Course,”
says BETTYE HOWELL
of Albany, Cal.

brated French painter. In accordance with
his father's enthusiasm for models with
honey-titian hair, M. Renoir wanted Paulette
to assume that hairtone lor the picture.
*

*

•*

BOARD WITH IT ALL:
Perhaps you read about it in your local
paper, but even so you may not have given
it enough thought.

Those of our philosophers

who like to contemplate the depravity of in¬
animate objects (a fountain pen always drops
BEFORE

ink on one's new suit, a shoe lace always
breaks on the dance floor, a tire always goes
flat seven blocks from the railway station),
are quietly chuckling over the latest revolt
of mankind's servitors, i.e.:
Edgar Bergen put his partner on a west¬
bound plane recently, calm in his belief that,
although
ways

Charlie is one character who al¬

carries

a

chip

on

his

shoulder,

the

world's most famous blockhead would pro¬
ceed obediently to Los Angeles,
He didn't.

He went to San Francisco in¬

stead, an activity that gave Bergen, TWA,
certain pilots, and the general public a few
astounded moments.

LOSES 20 POUNDS

Gagsters have supplied the following ex¬
planations of Charlie's unexpected trip:

IN 6 WEEKS

ship to the tree growing there.

Gains New Charm and Confidence
as she learns New Beauty Secrets

He was in search of a boat for which he
could be the 'elmsman.
He simply grew board with it all.

“I’m so very, very happy,” writes Bettye Howell. “Me!
Strutting around, showing off. What a wonderful world
this is now—dates, parties ... I just can’t believe all this
is happening to me.”
The old story over again. In 6 short weeks a lonesome
discouraged girl becomes a new, attractive, sought after,
streamlined beauty.

*

WHY NOT YOU
Mr. Joe Bonomo, founder and director, with over 20
years experience in Hollywood and New York opens
the way to a new happiness for you through his in¬
expensive home course. You’ll soon see that what
others have done, you can do, in so short a time it
will amaze you. So why not take advantage of this
opportunity to greater popularity by mailing the
coupon below on Mr. Bonomo’s generous terms.*
You’ll bless the day you did!

*

*

DRIZZLE PUSS:

Unhappiest margin the state of California
in June was Mr. Tommy Dorsey. He had
been scheduled to take his band into the
Hollywood Bowl for a concert, an innovation
in Bowl concerts that represented a high
compliment to Mr. Dorsey.
''It was the
dream of my life," said a despondent maestro
when the concert had to be cancelled.
It rained. In June. In Los Angeles. Mobs
formed with the intention of lynching local
meteorologists, and it is rumored that the
Chamber of Commerce threatened to com¬
mit hara-kiri. Incidentally, June is always
the most putrid month of the year in South¬
ern California, abounding in all sorts of
freak weather—100% bad.

SUCCESS THROUGH BEAUTY
Right at home, thousands daily are learning new
short cuts to beauty through the famous Bonomc
Culture Institute Home Course. Women of all ages
are learning quickly, easily—How to streamline their
figures—make up the Hollywood way—wear the
latest hair styles—dress better inexpensively. How
to be charming, graceful—how to develop a fashion¬
able bust contour and many other important beauty
hints.

He

was on his way to Brooklyn to establish kin¬

Complete
Home
Course

$095
This course extends
through 160 pages with
over 300 how-to-do-it
photos and illustra¬
tions.

*

*

*

TIMELESS TUNE:
Veronica

Lake

and her husband,

Andre

De Toth, went to an auction recently, just for
the fun of it.

The exploit became serious

when Veronica espied an antique music box
250 years old, constructed of inlaid, handcarved woods gathered from a dozen coun¬

A few features of the
BONOMO CULTURE INSTITUTE
HOME COURSE

tries and fashioned with the skill and love
oi an artist.
Breathlessly, she said to Bondi, "I've got
to have that ... no matter how much it costs
—I've GOT to have it.

Joe Bonomo

tatoes and oatmeal.

world famous beauty author¬
ity and publisher of . . .
“Your Figure” Publications,
your Guide to Grace, Beauty
and Charm ... at all news¬
stands.
YOUR FIGURE —How to
streamline your figure with
easy, healthful positive ex¬
ercises. Have a figure you'll
be proud of.
YOUR HAIR—How to se¬
lect the styles molt becom¬
ing to you. Learn to have a
healthy scalp and glowing
hair.
YOUR MAKE-UP—How to
select and apply cosmetics -in
a professional manner. See
what it means to have a
clean-cut, natural-like com¬
plexion.
YOUR BUST CONTOUR—
How to develop a firm, round

for light, but I've got to have that music box."
Bondi won it for $500.

YOUR CLOTHES—How to
wear smart but inexpensive
clothing gracefully . . . con¬
fidently.
YOUR POSTURE—How to
stand, walk, sit for grace
and charm.
YOUR INDIVIDUAL PER¬
SONALITY— How to find
and develop that which is
you—your real self.

an

A week later it was

appraised

by

expert

thousand.

It has ten discs, each of which

at

plays six different melodies.

fashionable line . . . how to
select your bra.
YOUR DIET—Simple charts
to aid you in reducing or
gaining in a healthful way.

We can live on po¬

We can burn candles

AFTER

BEFORE
PLEASE

PRINT

PLAINLY .

Joe Bonomo. Personal

BONOMO CULTURE INSTITUTE, Dept. 3210
1841 Broadway, New York 23, N. Y.
* Send me in plain wrapper. Complete Bonomo Institute
Home Course in Success through Beauty of Face and
Form. I ll deposit with postman $2.95 plus postage. If
not delighted. I may return Course in 10 days and my
money will be refunded.
Name.

B

three

A lid can be

lifted to reveal the glass-enclosed mechanism
that operates the instrument, and a delighted
Veronica can sit for hours, watching small
clappers ringing tiny bells, minute cymbals
chiming, and slender percussion sticks heal¬
ing a model drum.
Veronica

remained

up

until

3

A.M.

the

morning after she had acquired the instru¬
ment, oiling it under the expert guidance of a
connoisseur of music boxes

City. Zone.State.
Check here if you enclose $2.95 for delivery postpaid.
(Canada and Foreign $3.50 with order.)

nearly

works in Long Beach.

who lives and

He has promised to

keep an eye on it, so that its performance
will continue perfectly.

SILVERWARE SHOWER:

When June Haver was singing with vari¬
ous dance bands, and was touring the coun¬
try, supervised by her mother, the supervision
was never stringent enough to forestall June's
appropriation of souvenir silver. Whenever
Mrs. Haver packed or unpacked a bag, she
exclaimed with horror over June's gradually
increasing hoard of items engraved with
hotel and railroad names.
"No one will ever know," said the souvenir
hunter, and blithely continued to add to her
collection. Finally, in desperation, Mrs. Haver
purchased a small suitcase and ordered Miss
June to pack all her ill-gotten gains in that
one container, and to carry it personally.
Came the frantic day when the band, June
and her mother, were to catch a train leaving
the Dallas station.
Everything had gone
wrong; the packing had been done in frenzy,
the trip to the station had been made in
jumbled confusion. And ... as June scorched
through the station, the clasp on her trophy
pack gave up the fight and collapsed, scat¬
tering illicit silverware for yards.
Every individual who stooped to assist the
blushing blonde knew, after one glance at
the strewed contents, just what and how Miss
Haver collected. For five full hours, after she
and her mother were installed safely and
more or less intact in their drawing room,
June refused to face the senior Haver eye.
Finally, still staring morosely at the scamper¬
ing landscape, June muttered, "Never again."
3s

3c

Ami Dvorak

3:

INCOMPARABLE BETTE:
By the time you read this, Bette Davis will

• «

be somewhere in the European Theatre of
Operations, giving shows for the boys who
are

sweating

States.

out

their

trip

back

to

The

Those who see her touring produc¬

tion of "The Little Foxes" will have no idea
of the difficulties Bette encountered in plan¬
ning the show.
When she first offered her overseas ser¬
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, Treatment
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vices to the War Department, she suggested
that her vehicle be "The Letter."

It was a

dramatic sketch, it was interesting to me, it
was easily costumed and could be done with
one backdrop.

No, said the War Department,

the theme of the play was infidelity, a prob¬
lem which should not be brought to the at¬
tention of men away from home.
The next suggestion made by Bette was
"Voice

Of

The

Turtle,"

a

happy

thuF7Z^'

;?»v= .»>* °??0i»«k-

,a\ Treatment.

tnore ft\anwi-

1 , uair look lovelier,
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No, said the War Department, too

suggestive

t
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comedy

dealing with the intention of a boy to wolf
a girl.

VcaU0n.

U
; h an overnight apt
- V.J\\ accentuate the ™■
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Your Huir mil be c

our

armed forces.
Miss Davis placed the burden of proof on
the War Department.

What play would they

like her to produce?

After months of wait¬

ing,

back

turtled

the

Christopher Bean!"
middle-aged

answer:

"The

Late

This is the story of a

woman's

reminiscences

about

COUPON tODAr*

MAU.

her departed husband and his interest in art
—wonderful theatrical fare for G.I.'s, if you
want them to walk out on you.
When

Bette

rejected

alternate was offered:

this

suggestion,

an

"Mr. and Mrs. North,"

a bit of fluff in which Gracie Allen originally
appeared, but which was certainly not fitted
to Bette's talents.
But Miss Davis is a patient and a deter¬
mined woman.

Finally she persuaded the

War Department to allow her to take over¬
seas a somewhat softened version of "The
Little Foxes."

But by that successful time

she felt like the Spartan boy who, you may
recall, had some little fox trouble of his own.

FREE!
Send Coupon for all three products
in hermetically-sealed bottles, with
complete instructions for Glover's
3-Way Treatment, and useful FREE
booklet. "The Scientific Care of
Scalp and Hair."

GLOVER’S, 101 W. 31st St.,Dept.6710,New York I.N.Y.
Send Free Trial Application package in plain wrap¬
per by return mail, containing Glover’9 Mango
Medicine, GLO-VER Beauty Shampoo and Glover’s
Imperial Hair Dress, in three hermetically-sealed
bottles, with informative FREE booklet. I enclose
10c to cover cost of packaging and postage.
Name..
Address.-,

City—

-Zone

PICTURES IN PRODUCTION

HERE’S A SENSIBLE WAY
TO RELIEVE

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 141

headache
backache
Of “CERTAIN DAYS” of the month

Helps Build Up Resistance
Against Such Distress!

storage vault. Others in the cast are
Joseph Cotten, Lionel Barrymore,
Lillian Gish, Walter Huston, Harry
Carey, Scott McKay, Butterfly Mc¬
Queen, Steve Dunhill, and Victor
Wong. All this and Selznick too.
WHISTLE STOP is Ava Gardner’s
first big part; George Raft, Victor McLaglen, Tom Conway, Florence Bates,
and Charles Drake (remember him
as
“Handsome”
in
YOU
CAME
ALONG?) are also cast.
DIARY OF A CHAMBERMAID
won’t be as frightening a picture as
the title would indicate. It is actually
a continental farce and costume pic¬
ture with Paulette Goddard, Hurd
Hatfield, Judith Anderson, Reginald
Owen, Irene Ryan and Burgess Mere¬
dith.
ABILENE, in honor of the Texas
city, is keeping Randolph Scott, Ann
Dvorak, Edgar Buchanan, Rhonda
Fleming and Lloyd Bridges busy.
*

*

*

AT MGM:

If you suffer this way due to female
functional periodic disturbances, try
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com¬
pound to relieve such symptoms. Tills
famous liquid formula does more than
relieve such monthly pain. This great
medicine also relieves tired, cranky,
nervous, blue feelings of such days—
when due to this cause.
Taken regularly — Pinkham’s Com¬
pound helps build up resistance against
such symptoms, a very sensible thing

to do!
helps nature: There are positively
no harmful opiates or habit forming
drugs in Pinkham’s. This medicine
helps nature. It’s one of the most effec¬
tive and best known medicines of its
kind. Also a grand stomachic tonic!

inexpensive!

Jjjdia, £. (PbtkhovrCa
VEGETABLE COMPOUND

THE YEARLING is the cinema ver¬
sion of Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
great book, starring Gregory Peck,
Jacqueline White, and Claude Jarman,
Jr. The cast and company spent two
months in Florida, filming exteriors;
Greta Peck spent the time with her
husband, and the stories they have
brought back indicate that the picture
will be one of the year’s best.
THIS
STRANGE
ADVENTURE
marks Clark Gable’s return to the
screen as a merchant seaman who falls
in love with librarian, Greer Garson.
Joan Blondell, Thomas Mitchell, John
Qualen, Larry Burke and Esther How¬
ard are also appearing in this picture
that wild horses wouldn’t make you
miss.
THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS
TWICE is the dramatic murder mys¬
tery derived from the hard-hitting
novel by James M. Cain. Lana Turner
is the wife of the restaurant owner,
Cecil Kellaway, and John Garfield is
the man who happened along one day.
Leon Ames, Hume Cronyn and Jeff
York are doing brilliant additional
parts.
(.Continued on page 83)

BRAIDS and ROUND CHIGNONS
AT THESE AMAZING PRICES

BRAID is 20 inches long
and 2 inches wide.

$195
omit ■ -

CHIGNON is 5 inches in
diameter, can be worn on
top of head or nape of neck...
BY MAIL, S2.05.

$195

)NIT ■ -

Send Check or M. 0. (No

C. 0. D.)

These lovely braids ond chignons ore mode of artificial hoir, so expertly
they look as noturol os your own. Colors: Block, and brown,light, medium
or dork.

Send generous hoir sample:

We will match closely os possible.

I he ORIGINAL end ONLY Medeme love Shop )

31 E. Madison St.
Chicago 2, Illinois

‘Water Can’t Hurt
'askable IMPERIAL Reversible
1
WINDOW

SHADES"

"111HEY'RE so easy
I them all over the 1
easy to hang, too."
roller into the "h
mounting (exclusive ’

hope for — perfect for every kind of
party. The sort

of decorative

that

you

will

earn

touch

Window Shades). No

"dever-hostess”

tacking. They hang
straight and won't pul. ““

honors. All illustrated and described

.2 Style* Bom

in a new 48 page catalog.

Write for your
Emkay

Candles

Dept. M5_SYRACUSE 1, N. Y,

Reversible for Double bfe.

T Was
Ljioir
A, 5c end 10c or Noborhood Store.

Danny Kaye gets some tips from trainer John
Indrisano for role in "The Kid From Brooklyn."

IMPERIAL PRODUCTS.

^

Complete OUuAbiated REFERENCE BIBLE

NEW PICTURE GUIDE
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 101

adorned with a GORGEOUS 24K. GOLD-ILLUMINATED COVER
and Sallman's World-Famous Multicolor

THE HIDDEN EYE (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
—The Far East loses some mystery
when your old favorite, the blind de¬
tective Captain Duncan Maclain (Ed¬
ward Arnold), his seeing-eye dog
Friday, and body-guard Marty Cor¬
bett (Wm, Phillips) put the bead on
the murderer determined to wipe out
Sumatra Tin King Arthur Hampton
(Raymond Largay) and his family.
The murderer has been doing a good
job (three gone and two to go!) when
Jean Hampton (Frances Rafferty)
asks the help of the master detective
to prove the innocence of fiance
Barry Gifford (Paul Langton), ac¬
cused of doing the dirty deeds. Cap¬
tain Maclain goes at the case with his
usual suave vigor, but even he isn’t
prepared when the ruthless killer
turns ... on him! It all comes out
o.k.—in a breathless sort of way!
DUFFY’S TAVERN (Paramount), modeled
after the radio program of the same
name and starring Ed Gardner (since
given an audience by the Pope, when
he was in Rome entertaining troops),
as Archie.
With-Charles Cantor as Finnegan,
Eddie Green as Eddie, and Ann
Thomas as Miss Duffy . . . and just
about everyone else on the Para¬
mount lot, including the four sons o’
Crosby.
It’s with lots of laughs—Archie’s
special brand, already familiar to his
radio audiences, and added contribu¬
tions in the fun department from
Robert Benchley, Eddie Bracken,
William Demarest, Victor Moore and
The Bing.

CHRIST HEAD PORTRAIT
including a

Gallery o( 24 Masterful Reproductions
ol Biblical Art in Full Color
REMARKABLY^LOW PRICE
OU must see this truly fine Bible to appre¬
ciate the resplendent beauty of its lavishly
decorated cover, illuminated with genuine
24 K. gold leaf. Covers of comparable radiance
and gorgeous ornamentation are found only on
precious Pulpit Bibles. You can’t help but admire
Sallman's masterly Christ Head Portrait, ac¬
claimed by all as a truly inspiring representation
of our Savior.
in ideal Gift for Promotion Day, Graduation,
Birthday, Church and Sunday School
Attendance —for the Pulpit—or the Bride —
to be treasured forever.
LARGE. EASY.TO-READ,

WORDS of CHRIST in RED
•

Over 1600 Pages

Approved by Eye-Specialists
FILL OUT AND MAIL COUPON TODAY

Atiiotr the joy of owning or giving thin Master Edition; it has
everything you could possibly desire in a Lifetime Bible!

• Contains 180 pages of Concordance

Authorised
KING JAMES

• 60,000 Center-column References.
•

Version

KNOW YOUR BIBLE CO., Dopt. B-3 Cincinnati 2. Ohio
Ptc«*« lend me tKe 24 K. goW-tHummefed Cover COMPLETE
REFERENCE BIBLE. I «m enclosing $8.50. H h agreed I may
return it within 5 day* H not completely pleated with it and I
receive my money bad.
Check Enclosed |

[

Money Order f

1

Send it C. O. D. I

1

160 pages of Bible Study Dictionary.

• Presentation Page in Color-Family Register.
•

M Multicolor Maps - Self-pronouncing Text.

• Beautifully hand-bound in Genuine Leather.

FIRST MAN IN TOKYO (RKO)— It’s the
old “American plans captured by
Japanese—we got to get ’em back”
idea . . . but something new has been
added. Tom Neal is the American
Army pilot who gets to Tokyo. Bar¬
bara Hale, Marc Cramer and Keye
Luke are on our side in this one, with
Richard Loo bidding to be voted
“most insidious son of a Nip.”

Ad drew.........—

City....Stete.....
[ 1 Juit mail FREE 5-Colof Bible Broadside

Just to Get Acquainted, We Will
Make You a Beautiful, New 5x7
Inch Enlargement from your Fa¬
vorite Snapshot, Photo or Kodak
Picture If You Enclose the Coupon and a 3 Cent Stamp
for Return Mailingl
Everyone admires pictures in natural colors be¬
cause the surroundings and loved ones are so true
to life, just the way they looked when the pic¬
tures were taken, so we

LOVE, HONOR AND GOODBYE (Republic)
—A comedy that travels from the
home of the wealthy Baxters (Edward
Ashley and Virginia Bruce) to the
theater, where Virginia is trying to
become an actress, to the Penny Ar¬
cade, where they find adorable, threeyear-old and orphaned Jacqueline
Moore—also a tattoo artist (Victor
McLaglen) and Veda Ann Borg.
WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME (PRC) isn’t
always a mystery . . . but in this case
it is! When news reporter Chris Wil¬
liams (Sheldon Leonard) dragged
Diana Leslie (Pamela Blake) out of
the river, he didn’t realize he .was
making a date with murder—several
of ’em, in fact—for he’s sure Diana
was pushed into the water, not an
attempted suicide as a note specified.
From then on, Chris’ nose for news
(plus interest in the pretty gal) lead
him on an exciting chase. He exposes
a huge gambling ring run by Lola
Lane and Paul Guilfoyle, and finally
catches up with the villains, who live
long enough to regret having made
his acquaintance.

•

CLEAR BLACK-PACE TYPE

want you to know also about our
gorgeous, colored enlargements.
Think of having that small snap¬
shot of mother, father, sister or
brother, children or others near
and dear to you enlarged to 5x7
inch size so that the details and
features you love are more life¬
like and natural.

You are now given a won¬
derful opportunity to re¬
ceive a beautiful enlarge¬
ment. Look over your pic¬

Over a million men
and women have
sent us their cher¬
ished snapshots
and

pictures

for enlarging
K-----i
Enclose this coupon with vour favorite snapshot, picture or nega¬
tive and send to DEAN STUDIOS, Dept. 1335, 211 W. <th St., Des
Moines, Iowa.
_ .
•

Color of Han
Name.

DEAN

Address.
City...

tures now and send us your
favorite snapshot, photo or Ko¬
dak picture to be enlarged.
Please include the color of hair
and eyes and get our new bar¬
gain offer giving you your choice
of handsome frames with a sec¬
ond enlargement beautifully
hand tinted in natural lifelike
oil colors and sent on approval.
Your original is returned with
your enlargement. This amazing
enlargement offer is our way of
getting acquainted and letting
you know the quality of our
work. Send today as supplies
are limited.

Color of Eyes

State.

STUDIOS

Dept. 1335
211 W. 7th St., Des Moines, Iowa

THIS

NEW

DRY WAY

TAKES ONLY 10 MINUTES
• QUICK — No loop, no rinsing,

YOU CAME ALONG (Hal Wallis production,
released through Para.)—Originally titled
“Don’t Ever Grieve Me.” Robert
Smith and Ayn Rand did the screen
play, John Farrow directed.
With Robert Cummings (his first
picture since he’s been in the Army,
and he still is), plus a trio of new¬
comers—Lizabeth Scott, Don DeFore
and Charles Drake. The boys do more
than all right, as returned Army fliers
selling bonds for Uncle Sam; Missy
Scott doesn’t very often get fair
breaks on camera angles, and she’s
handicapped with having to be “an
other Lauren Bacall”—but, given a
chance, she promises much!
More than half way through, the
script is gay, witty, runs at a lively
pace. Then the story gets in the way,
and the whole thing goes off on a
tangent of sentimentality which isn’t
sentiment.
The large cast includes Julie Bishop,
Kim Hunter, Helen Forrest and Rhys
Williams.

no drying with Minipoo.

• EFFICIENT—cleanses the hair
of dirt, grime, oil and odor.
• BEAUTIFYING — enhances
wave, leaves hair soft, lovely.

• SAFE—Minipoo is safe in all
weather. Ideal for sick room.

30

1

Shampoos with mitten applicator ®®'“
plus tax

HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY
(M-G-M)—Identifying from left to
right: Hedy Lamarr is a beautiful
princess (which seems logical!); Rob¬
ert Walker is the bellboy.
Alas, the princess, who lived in a
far-off country, is very sad—because
her true love (Warner Anderson) has
returned to America, to write a daily
column for a New York newspaper.
The bellboy had a pal, Albert
(“Rags” Ragland, to us), and they
both had a little crippled friend,
Leslie (June Allyson).
Fantastically delightful, if not pro¬
found.

■

---- _
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glamour, poise and self-assurance. If your Bust
Line makes you self-conscious, try the new
(special up and out) Peach Cupbra. Use it for
a week. If you are not delighted, send every¬
thing back and your money will be refunded.
Write now. SEND NO MONEY. Send only
your name and address and size of your old
brassiere. (State whether small, medium or
heavy.) When you get your Peach Cupbra with
direction booklet, pay postman $1.98 (plus few
cents postage). (Plain wrapper.) If you wish
to save postage, send Two Dollars now and we
pay postage. Read your direction booklet and
wear your Peach Cupbra for a week. If you are
not absolutely delighted with your new lovelier
figure, send it back. It is positively guaranteed
to please you. Join the hundreds of women who
enjoy a lovelier figure with Peach Cupbra.
Please print name and address clearly.
Write today to Party Peach Co., Dept. 2310
72 5th Ave., New York 11, N. Y.

COSMETIC DISTRIBUTORS. INC.. NEW YORK 17. N. Y.

SHADY LADY (Universal) is a comedy
where in jovial card-sharpster “Col¬
onel” Appleby (Chas. Coburn) tries
valiantly to stay on the Primrose
Path for the sake of his niece, Lee
(Ginny Simms). He doesn’t fare too
well after he meets gambler Marty
Martin (Alan Curtis) and his cohorts
. . . and then finds Lee’s love in Bob
Wendell
(Robert
Paige),
deputy
State’s Attorney. He manages to outdeal them—but, of course!
THE HOUSE ON 92nd ST. (20th CenturyFox) was the German embassy, head¬
quarters for the intricate German
espionage system in the U. S. It’s a
true story, taken directly from the
FBI files and reenacted as and where
the happenings originally took place.
Lloyd Nolan is cast as FBI Inspec¬
tor Briggs, Bill Eythe is the Ameri¬
can counter-spy, and they’re sup¬
ported by Signe Hasso, Leo G. Carroll,
Lydia St. Clair and Renee Carson.

Your Blouse Sets The Mood. A blouse to set the mood of
your suit, your skirt ... or your entire day! Tailored in soft
rayon jersey with flattering fullness at the yoke and fetching
bow tie. Stripes of sea-foam green, geranium red, royal blue
or brown alternating with white. Sizes 32 to 38. $4.95
plus mailing costs.

SEND NO llivnil
MONEY man
Moil oncoupon
and poy
pos,‘
arrival.Yes!
10 days’

U1.I1U I1U
examination privilege.

Money refunded if not delighted

) JANNE OF HOLLYWOOD
I Dept. 52-P, 5071 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Please send '‘Hollywood Candy" Blouse.
| □ Sea-foam Green □ Geranium Bed □ Royal Blue
j □ Brown
(Mark 1st or 2nd choice of colors)

| Size 32, 34, 36, 38

(circle size)

Name. . .
Address.
. . .

State.

I

MAN FROM OKLAHOMA (Republic)—
That King of the Cowboys, Roy
Rogers, in an exciting outdoor ex¬
travaganza highlighting a HatfieldMcCoy feud—only this time it’s the
Whittakers (Gabby Hayes) and the
Lanes (Maude Eburne). Dale Evans
makes her ninth consecutive appear¬
ance as Roy’s leading lady; Roger
Pryor is the villain.
ADVENTURES OF RUSTY (Col.)—A
boy-meets-dog story that spells nice
family entertainment. Ace, the Won¬
der (Rusty in this picture) manages
to catch some German spies, also to
reconcile the relations of young Danny
(Ted Donaldson) and his step-mother
(Margaret Lindsay) and the man of
the house, Conrad Nagel.

PICK OP THE PIN-UPS

Your favorite stars in latest portrait or
pin-up poses. Make your collection the
envy of your friends.
BEAUTIFUL HI-GLOSS PHOTOS
FREE: with each order, list of photos and
how to join FAN FOTO CLUB.
★Send 1 Oc for photo of your favorite star
or $1 for 12 different photos. State sec¬
ond choice.
s*

DANEL’S PH010 SERVICE

los Angeles 34, Calif., Dept. A

Listen, Our
Readers. ..

A

and

you

shall

hear “Real Stories
from Real Life,”
broadcast every
night, Monday
through

Friday

inclusive, from
9:15 to 9:30 p.m.
E.W.T. Tune in
on

your

local

Mutual station
for these stirring
dramatizations of
the problems of
everyday life—
problems which
you, yourself,
may
be
facing
tomorrow.

PICTURES IN PRODUCTION

A HONEYMOON
NEED NEVER
END

fCONTINUED FROM PAGE 801
TWO SISTERS FROM BOSTON is
the musical dream starring Kathryn
Grayson, June Allyson, Jimmy Dur¬
ante, Lauritz Melchior and Peter Lawford.
THE HOODLUM SAINT is a de¬
licious comedy drama with William
Powell, Esther Williams, Angela Lansbury, and James Gleason.
*

*

*

AT MONOGRAM:
FRONTIER FEUD is another whoppin’, gun-totin’, rootin’ tootin’ western
with Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Riley Hill, Ed Parker, Steve
Clark and Dick Dickinson.
SUSPENSE is in its first week of
shooting, a murder mystery with War¬
ren William and Peter Cookson cast
thus far.
*

*

*

AT COLUMBIA:
RENEGADES is the Technicolor
picture formerly called THE KAN¬
SANS.. The stars are Evelyn Keyes
(unbelievably beautiful in bodice
dresses with long sleeves and graceful
flowing skirts), Willard Parker (one
of our biggest stars-to-be, and that
means in every respect, since the altitudinous Willard is something like
6'4"), Larry Parks, Edgar Buchanan,
Jim Bannon, and Forest Tucker.
SNAFU is a comedy (the title is
derived from the army statement
Situation Normal, All Fouled Up)
starring Robert Benchley, Barbara Jo
Allen, Conrad Janis, Enid Markey, and
Marcia Mae Jones.
SONG OF THE PRAIRIE is another
westrun with Ken Curtis, June Storey,
the Hoosier Hot Shots, Jeff Donnell,
and Robert Scott.
*

*

Jf.
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It is so easy to preserve the bridal loveliness that he adores and retain that
lustrous, pulse-stirring look, by the faithful and constant use of Formula 301,
Applied as a powder base—the most important step to a well-blended complexion
—it conceals tiny lines and minor blemishes . . . lends an appearance of flowerfresh, flawless beauty.
Use Formula 301 to look your loveliest . . . keep the breathless charm that brings
lavish adoration and enjoy an endless honeymoon.
Trial-tested by millions of women , , , now unchanged in their loyalty of use,
On Safe at All Drug and

j|L

If unavailable in your locality,
order from us.

Department Stores

39c • SI. • $1.50 ]Ot
ItBl

10c □ 20c □ 39c □ $1.00 □ $1.50 □
(Add 20% Tax)
Name.
Address.

At All 10c Stores
LIBERAL TRIAL SIZES 10c and 20e

KAY PREPARATIONS CO., INC.,

City and State.

522 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 18

*

AT REPUBLIC:
YOU’LL REMEMBER ME stars
Brenda Marshall, William Gargan,
Ruth Ford, Hilary Brooke, H. B.
Warner, Lyle Talbot, Mary Treen
(remember her in “I Married A
Soldier”?), and Gay Forrester.
SHERIFF OF REDWOOD VAL¬
LEY is the latest chapter in the
leather adventures of Bill Elliot, Alice
Fleming, Bobby Blake, Bob Steele,
and Peggy Stewart.
DON’T FENCE ME IN, from the
song of the same name, is occupying
the time of Roy Rogers, Dale Evans,
George Hayes, and Trigger.
*

*

*

AT RKO:
THE KID FROM BROOKLYN is
Danny Kaye’s latest Technicolor tri¬
umph. You won’t miss this one, and it
would be impossible to describe the
plot anyhow. Fellow players to the
kinetic Mr. Kaye are Virginia Mayo,
Vera-Ellen, Steve Cochran, Walter
Abel, Eve Arden, Lionel Stander,
Clarence Kilb and Charles Cane.
RIVERBOAT RHTHYM is a tuneful
new picture having to do with ad¬
ventures on a Mississippi showboat,
starring Jean Newton, Glenn Vernon,
Jonathan Hale.
HEARTBEAT is the first picture
to be made by Jean Pierre Aumont
after his return from France. Ginger
Rogers is working opposite him, as
are a brilliant cast composed of
Adolphe Menjou, Basil Rathbone, and
Melville Cooper.

New-Design Sanitary
Napkin Gives You

^And SANAPAK Gives You

tfcwjjbzZ, too!
BOTH THESE BIG "EXTRAS’
-AT NO EXTRA COST!
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To People
who want to write
but can ’t get started
Do you have that constant urge to write
but the fear that a beginner hasn’t a chance ?
Then listen to what the editor of Liberty
said on this subject:
“There is more room for newcomers in the writing
field today than ever before. Some of the greatest
of writing men and women have passed from the
scene in recent years. Who will take their places?
Who will be the new Robert W. Chambers. Edgar
Wallace. Rudyard Kipling? Fame, riches and the
happiness of achievement await the new men and
women of power.”

Army Wife Wins Writ¬
ing Success After Two
Months' Training
"After only two months of N.I.A.
training I became a reporter on
the Columbus Enquirer. In four
months, I have had two raises.
Also I have over 75 ‘by-lines’ to
my credit, and the prospects of
becoming City Editor look very
promising."—Mrs. Marion M.
Blondel, Columbus, Georgia.

Writing Aptitude Test—FREE!

N

EWSPAPER Institute of America
offers a free Writing Aptitude Test.
Its object is to discover new recruits
for the army of men and women who add
to their income by fiction and article writ¬
ing. The Writing Aptitude Test is a simple
but expert analysis of your latent ability,
your powers of imagination, logic, etc. Not
all applicants pass this test. Those who do
are qualified to take the famous N. I. A.
course based on the practical training given
by big metropolitan dailies.
This is the New York Copy Desk Method
which teaches you to write by writing! You
develop your individual style instead of try¬
ing to copy that of others. You “cover”
actual assignments such as metropolitan re¬
porters get. Although you work at home,
on your own time, you are constantly guided
by experienced writers. It is really fascinat¬
ing work. Each week you see new progress.
In a matter of months you can acquire the
coveted “professional” touch. Then you’re
ready for market with greatly improved
chances of making sales.

CORNERED is another hard-boiled
drama with Dick Powell, Walter
Slezak, Micheline Cheirel (who was
once Mrs. John Loder), Ann Hunter
and Jack LeRue. The day your re¬
porter visited the set, big Mike Mazurki was also a visitor. It had been
bruited about in the studio that he
was shortly to become a bridegroom.
During a brief silence in the scene,
immediately before a take, Dick
Powell said softly, “Once there was
a lousy prizefighter.” Said Jack LaRme, picking up the cue very fast,
“Who became a lousy actor.” Said
Director Edward Dmytryk, “So de¬
cided to get married and become a
lousy
husband.”
Then
everyone
howled at visitor Mike Mazurki’s ex¬
pense. Thus are motion pictures hap¬
pily made.
THE LIE DETECTOR is a whodun-it with Bonita Granville (whose
engagement was announced one day,
denied the next), Morgan Conway,
Rita Corday and Edward Norris.
Apropos of nothing at all, did you
know that whenever Eddie Norris and
Pat Knowles have a day off from their
respective studios, they hop on their
motorcycles and tour small inland
towns in search of antiques? The
studios protest because they consider
motorbike riding during picture pro¬
duction an act of tweaking the beard
of Father Fate himself.
if
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Don’t be a
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We Will Prove
That This Book
Can Bring YOU

N eu>

popu larity
Or It Won’t
Cost You
ONE CENT
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AT UNIVERSAL:
FRONTIER GAL, the Technicolor
spectacle, is in its third month of
production with Yvonne DeCarlo, Rod
Cameron, Andy Devine, Fuzzy Knight,
Sheldon Leonard.
AS IT WAS BEFORE is likely to
be one of the pictures of the year;
the story of the mixup in the life of
a young man and his beautiful wife,
this picture is the second to be
made by handsome, intense Charles
Korvin. Merle Oberon plays the wife’s
role, and others in the cast are Claude
Rains, Jess Barker, Ann Codee, Doris
Merrick and Sue England.
THE ROYAL MOUNTED RIDES
AGAIN, bang-bang, William Ken¬
nedy, George Dolenz, Milburn Stone,
Daun (how about that spelling?)
Kennedy and Robert Armstrong.

Mail the Coupon Now
But the first step is to take the Writing
Aptitude Test. It requires but a few minutes
and costs nothing. So mail the coupon now.
Make the first move
NOTICE TO
toward the most en¬
CANADIANS
joyable and profitable Newspaper
Institute’s
occupation — writing operations in Canada
been approved
for publication! News¬ have
by the Foreign Ex¬
Control Board,
paper Institute of change
and to facilitate all
America, One Park financial transactions,
a special permit has
Ave., New York 16,
been assigned to their
account with The Ca¬
N.Y. (Founded 1925)

A Few Highlights From
“A GOLDEN TREASURY of the
WORLD’S WIT and WISDOM"
Reflections of LaRoche-foucauld
Oscarianna (Oscar Wilde) — Con
fessions — Rousseau — Ramblings
of Josh Billings—Wit of Joubert
—Wisdom of Schopenhauer—An
ticipations of Samuel Butler Meditations of Thoreau — Wis¬
dom of Nietzsche — Erotic Ob¬
servations of Stendhal — Beaudelaire’s Forebodings — Irony

Some peo¬
ple are born
/ with ability to
¥ illustrate a
I
point with a
witty saying—
or delight their
listeners with an
apt anecdote or
comment.
But
YOU can acquire
it — right at
home, in a few
short hours —
once you have
‘ ‘A Golden
Treasury of the
World’s Wit and
Wisdom” to help
you.
Now An Amazing
New Book That
Can Help You Win
Popularity

How can any book do
all this for you? Once
you see — and use —
"A Golden Treasury
of the World's Wit
and Wisdom’’ you
will know the answer.
In its joyous pages is a complete anthology of humor¬
ous. witty and apt things to say at any time or for
any occasion ... a veritable treasury of wit and wis¬
dom, gathered from the writings and sayings of
famous people.
Furthermore, there is a unique subject-index that en¬
ables you to quickly find the exact comment or remark
for every purpose.
of Ambrose Bierce—Panuloxc*
of George Bernard Shaw; etc.

Your Money Back—
IF YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED!
Make this test—at our risk! Order your copy of “A
Golden Treasury of the World's Wit and Wisdom'’
TODAY I
When it arrives—show yourself a good
time by poring through its 585 pages of Joy.
Then,
actually put it to use at a party, in a twosome, at your
office or some other occasion important to you. Prove
to yourself that "A Golden Treasury” can really open
up new paths to popularity for you—give you more
confidence in your ability to say the right thing. If
it doesn't do all that—and MORE—return it and we
will refund EVERY CENT YOU HAVE PAID FOR IT!
MAIL THE COUPON TODAY!

nadian Bank of Com¬
merce, Montreal.

•1#

HERALD PUBLISHING COMPANY

Newspaper Institute of America
One Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
*
One
Send me, without cost or obligation, your Writing
Aptitude Test and further information about writ¬
ing for profit as promised in Movieland, October.

Dept. 1708, 45 East 17th St., New York 3. N. Y.
Herald Publishing Company
Dept. 1708. 45 East 17th Street
New York 3. New York
Gentlemen:
Rush me a copy of “A Golden Treasury of the World’s
Wit and Wisdom”. If it does not open up new paths
of popularity to me. I may return It within five days
and you will refund every cent that I have paid.

Miss )
Mrs. >•.
Mr.

)

□ I enclose $1.95 in full payment. Send postpaid.
□ Send C.O.D.
I will pay postman $1.95 plus
postage.

Address .
(All correspondence confidential. No salesman will call
on you.)
49-S-665

Zachary Scott got a B.A. degree -from Texas U.

Copyright 1945. Newspaper Institute of America

before turning actor. (Above, with Mrs. Scott).

GLORIOUS GLAMOUR AT A THRILLING SAVING!

YOUR

PROBLEM

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 43)

8-PIECE VANITY SET

Dear Miss Wyman:
I am a sailor nineteen years of age. I
have a very bad handicap which almost
makes me have a nervous breakdown. I
have been a stutterer almost all my life.
I am so self-conscious of my stuttering
that I don’t know what to do. I joined
the Navy because I thought that every¬
thing new would help me overcome my
self-consciousness, but I find that it has
hindered more than it has helped. How
can I overcome my handicap?
'Jack
Dear Jack:
If you could overcome your self-con¬
sciousness, it would be a great stride in
helping you get over your habit of
stuttering.
However, the medical pro¬
fession has done wonders in helping
victims of this habit overcome it, so
if you will consult with one of the doc¬
tors at the base where you are sta¬
tioned, I know he can give you advice
on the matter.
I do not know the names of any doc¬
tors who have specialized in this line,
but you should be able to obtain the
name of one from your medical ad¬
viser.
Jane Wyman

Dear Miss Wyman:
We have a problem which we hope you
can solve for us. It has been quite some
time now since we have seen any women,
and we are about to enter that great
civilized place, the United States, so could
you give us a few pointers about the
women back there? Do they want us to
be the same as when we left? We want to
know how to go about approaching a
woman without frightening her to death.
We’re not the wolves that we are reputed
to be, but anything can happen unless we
get someone’s advice. Will you help us?
Lee and Sandy
Dear Lee and Sandy:
Wanna make a bet?
Bet you two
will know just what to do and how to
act without the benefit of anyone’s ad¬
vice! And what do you mean—“fright¬
ening them to death”? The man short¬
age is pretty bad, but the species is
not so extinct that the sight of two
young fellows will inspire terror in the
hearts of our maidens and cause them
to flee. I rather believe that you two
will do the running from an excess of
attention. How right you are about the
girls wanting you to be the same as
when you left; the prayer and hope of
thousands of girls is that their men
will come back to them unchanged.
Seriously, you will find the young
women of these United States the same
fine women they have always been, per¬
haps a bit more adept in handling
wolves from repeated experience, but
since you disclaim any relationship to
that breed, you will have nothing to

It’s All Yours!
★ 2 Exquisite Perfume
Betties end Stoppers
★ z-riece
*
2-Piece Powder
rowaer Bowl
bowl

-

*LargeMlrroranJTray

A jewel is only as lovely as its setting. That’s
why it’s often been said that a woman is only
as fascinating as her boudoir. That’s why the
boudoits of so many stars of the stage and
screen are a joy to behold. Yes, surround
yourself with charm and glamour in the room
where you start your day, and you’ll carry
just the right touch of alluring fascination

with you all the time! You can make the right
beginning now by acquiring this sparking
vanity set of rare exquisite beauty. Lovely as
it looks pictured above, its picture doesn’t do
it justice. You have to see it to really appre¬
ciate it. And when you do—when you see what
it does for your boudoir—what is does for you
—you’ll thank your lucky stars for having orderd it. Do it now! Start enjoying the allur¬
ing "I-Appeal” of Hollywood Stars todoyl

NATIONAL NOVELTIES—Dept. V8
60S South Dearborn St.—Chicago 5, 11L
Please ship my exquisite 8-piece Vanity Set as indicated below. Indnde
2-bottle gift package of Duchess D’Andre Perfume Free of extra cost.
Money refunded if not delighted.

|

FREE

P Enclosed find #3.98 in full
'
payment. Send my Vanity
.Set and Perfume PoadihI.

(“1 Send my Vanity Set and
Perfume C.OJX I will pay
poatman #3.98 plus postage.

Mli» Prlol Clear Is.

OF IXTRA COST
WITH THIS OFFCt
one H ox. vanity
bottle and one handy
purse size flacou.

The Camera Bargain of a Lifetime

POST PAID
The Ideal Gift
For Mother. Dad, Sit
Or Brother
k

Sold On Money-Back
"No Risk" Guarantee
Of Satisfaction

LOOK
AT THESE FEATURES
k Genuine Simpson Ground Pitch
Polished Lons
★ Extremely Simple, Foolproof
Operation
★ Tokos IS pieturos on any
Standard No. 127 Film
★ Also Takes Excellent Pictures in
Full Color
★ Levoi Viow Finder

A TRULY
SENSATIONAL SCOOP VALUE!
Imagine getting a genuine Photo Master for only
$3.98 in the face of one of the most drastic camera
shortages in our nation’s history!

Yes, not ’’just

another cheap camera” but a precision made Photo
Master that looks, acts, and performs like many
cameras costing as much as $10. A real photo¬
graphic instrument we guarantee to take beautiful,
clear, sharp pictures in either color or black and
white—pictures that will thrill you or your money
back. All we ask is that you act quickly because our
quantity is limited and it’s ’’first come—first served.”

MAIL THIS coupon FOR CAMERA

worry about.

| NATIONAL NOVELTIES—Dept. PC13
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Jane Wyman

Dear Jane:
I’ve gathered all the facts, examined
them carefully and come to the conclu¬
sion that I’m physically and mentally a
woman—emotionally immature.
It probably started when I was a tom¬
boy. I refused to act as other girls my
age did and I just didn’t “give a darn.” To
tell the truth, I’m glad I had the experi-

Yas. you gat ana
of that# hand¬
somely tailored
carrying cases
worth 75c for
only 2c with every
Camera ordered.

So. Dearborn St.—Chicago 5, III.

| Please rush my Photo Master Camera at $3.98 and include

j Carrying

Case foe only 2c extra.

Satisfaction guaranteed or

| money back if returned within 10 days.

CHECK ONE
Q I am enclosing #4 for payment in full.
Postpaid.

Send Camera and Casa

| □ Send Camera and Case C.O.D. I will pay postman #4 plus portage.

I

Namepi,... Prim n*»fix
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ence. I’ve always been fat and that has a
great deal to do with it. “It” is my lack
of interest in boys, dates, clothes and other
frills and doodads that thrilled other
girls. I go through the same phases as
other girls—eventually. For instance, I
should have worn lipstick when I was in
the eighth grade. I started when I was
finishing high school, and I still don’t like
it. I should have had a movie idol when
I was fifteen; I’m nineteen and a persist¬
ently devoted admirer of a star.
My mother thinks it’s silly and most
other friends tell me that I should dance
and have a romantic interest in boys. I’d
much rather ride a horse or row a boat.
My problem?
Should I try to force
myself to do these things which don’t
appeal to me, or should I just go my “silly”
way and wait ’til I grow up?
Serina

RADIO GIRL
LENDS AN
UNSEEN ENCHANTMENT!
intriguing fragrance
whispers romance . . .
as its delicate perfume
weaves a spell of sheer
feminine loveliness. So
exquisite... so appealing
... so flattering.

This

10C-25C
AT BEAUTY

NEW MOVIE STAR PHOTOS
Direct

from

Hollywood

All the Latest Stars and Poses
Get Yours Now

REAL PHOTOGRAPHS
List decorated with MOVIE STARS
mailed FREE with each photo. Send
name of your FAVORITE with fifteen
cents to cover handling and mailing.
HOLLYWOOD SCREEN EXCHANGE
Box 1150—Dept. 3
Hollywood 28, Calif. U. S. A.

BLONDES
14'mA Hair Hhade-L

Ju)hm

SAFELY!

USiimLs
W
IN THE DARK
Day or Night...
Gay New Glamor for
Your Hair or Costume
More lovely than any
brooch or hair orna. ment, these amazingly
^ lifelike flowers are a
marvelous bargain. By
day they excite envi¬
es
ous comment. By night
they glow with a soft,
r magic light. No wonr der smart women are
passing up cheap-look¬
ing pins for these gor¬
geous flowers.

Dear Serina:
With your ability to analyze logically
and think .out clearly your situation, I
see no reason why you need advice, ex¬
cept that perhaps you have been get¬
ting too much of it and are a bit con¬
fused. Happiness is the goal for which
we all are striving, and if you find hap¬
piness in, as you say, going your “silly”
way, why not do it? But there is one
warning I must give you, and that is
not to carry this tomboy attitude to
such an extreme as to cause you to lose
your femininity, which might be a
natural result of your trying to flaunt
your independence against those at¬
tempting to force you into a mold that
does not appeal to you at the moment.
I believe you have developed this
attitude as a defense mechanism against
fear of lack of admiration on account
of your weight, and when you do meet
with a romantic interest, you will real¬
ize that love of sports cannot compete
successfully with romantic love, and
your problem will be solved.
Jane Wyman

%

Actual
Size

Nothing has yet been created so enticing as this
exquisite simulated Gardenia for your hair, dress or
coat. By day it makes heads turn your way. At night
it makes folks exclaim in admiration as it glows in
thedark.Not S5,noteven 12,but only $1.
Mail on-approval coupon today.

m/H_

^ TEA ROSE
%CLUSTER
A Actual Size pasj^on dictates a delicate clus¬
ter of three soft-colored "cuddly” Tea Roses for
certain moods. A rose, a pink and a yellow almost
full blown. Bewitching by day, glowing .softly at
night with strange new allure. Examine on approval
.. . and if not ut terly delighted, pay nothing. Check
Tea Roses on coupon and mail order today.

Dear Miss Wyman:
I am seventeen and four feet, eleven
inches tall.
Could you suggest a few
exercises or other means for me to grow a
few inches.
Cheryl
Dear Cheryl:
I know of no exercise which will
actually cause you to add a few inches,
but you might try this one to give you
that tall feeling: Grasp the top of a
door with both hands and lift feet from
the floor. You will get a stretch through
your whole body. Then kick one leg
backward, stretching it all the while,
after which kick the other leg. This
should be done four or five times with
each leg.
Even if you are short, you can give
an illusion of height by your posture
and dress. Carry your shoulders back
and your head high. As I said above,
give yourself that tall feeling.
Plat¬
form soles should help, as well as
straightline skirts. The same color com¬
bination should be chosen in costume
and accessories, and keep everything
to your size; small bag, small hat, etc.
Avoid horizontal lines and contrasting
belts, for they cut down height.

ORDER TODAY

SINGLE TEA
ROSE
WITH YOUR ORDER
This delicately alluring Tea Rose that
flows in the dark will be sent FREE of
extra co6t as your reward for prompt¬
ness with any order. So act now!

SEND NO MONEY

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAYI
CHARMS & CAIN, Dept. I-MM
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5» III.
..Glowing: Tea Rose Clusters (In addition to Free
Single Tea Rose).Glowing: Orchids.
Glowing Gardenias. (Indicate above how many of each you
desire.) NOTE: You may select any flower shown, or any as¬
sortment. Be sure to mark quantity.
.. 1 Glowing Flower $1.00
.. 3 at one time S2.SO
.. 2 at one time
$1.70
.. 7 at one time $5.00
(There is no tax on Glowing Flowers) FREE with any order 1
Glow in the Dark Single Tea Rose, for prompt action. Upon
delivery I will pay postman the proper amount plus a few
cents postage and C. O. D. charges.

Jane Wyman

New Home Shampoo Helps Keep
Blonde Hair From Darkening
Made specially for blondes, this new shampoo
helps keep light hair from darkening—bright¬
ens faded hair. Called Blondex, its rich cleans¬
ing lather instantly removes the dingy film
that makes hair dark, old-looking. Takes only
11 minutes at home. Gives hair lustrous high¬
lights. Safe for children. Get Blondex at 10c,
drug and department stores.
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Dear Miss Wyman:
I have been married for three years and
I love my wife very much. We have a
little girl who is 18 months old. At present
I am in the Navy which makes my situa¬
tion more difficult. My wife thinks she is
in love with Turhan Bey and nothing I do
seems to please her. She lives here with
me, and our little apartment is filled with
pictures of Mr. Bey. It is getting to the

This gorgeous, life¬
like Orchid glows in
the dark ... is a senV sation wherever you
^ go. So much like exact
y color, look, feel of
A costliest orchids, it
^ actually seems real.
Helps beautify your
every costume. And
the price . . . unbeliev¬
ably low . . . only $1
when you send coupon.

Name...

I

City.Zone.State . . . .
(Postage Prepaid if Cash or Money Order Is Enclosed)

point where my wife is neglecting our
child to see pictures in which he appears.
My problem is how can I win my wife’s
love and affection again and wake her out
of this ridiculous dream. I do hope you
can help me as you have helped many
others.
Henry
My dear Henry:
Crushes, such as your wife’s, are
usually confined to unmarried adoles¬
cents, and they get over them when a
real interest comes along to take the
place of their dream hero. In your case,
the problem becomes more difficult,
since you must reawaken her interest.
Suppose you try a complete change
of character. You say nothing you do
seems to please her, so turn the tables
and let the pleasing be on her side.
You are the head of the family, tell
her you are tired of her foolishness,
throw the pictures out, and demand
that she be a good mother to your child.
In other words, be a man and not a
mouse, and see if that does not intrigue
her again. If this treatment does not
seem applicable, the only other course
I can suggest is that you develop a
fictitious infatuation for a female star,
such as Lana Turner, and carry it to
even more ridiculous lengths than she.
Ridicule is a potent weapon if handled
correctly, and may be your solution.
Jane Wyman
Dear Miss Wyman:
I am ashamed to write anyone about my
problems, but an outsider sometimes can
give one peace of mind.
I am 33 and have been married 13 years.
I have never been satisfied but believed
in sticking; besides I now have three boys.
My husband has never let me handle the
money or run the affairs of the home. This
has caused trouble. He buys the groceries
and all the children’s clothes. They have
them almost worn out before he will buy
any more and growls about the way they
wear things out. He refuses to give me an
allowance to take care of expenses.
I worked in a defense plant at one time
and made good money.
I kept myself
dressed and paid someone to care for my
children, and managed to save a little but
had to use it for necessities. My husband
nagged me all the time I worked and said
I was neglecting the children. He prom¬
ised to give me an allowance but broke
this promise after a few months. If I work,
he nags—if I don’t, I am in rags. Tell me,
should I work, or stay around until the
children are grown.
Lucille
Dear Lucille:
I can imagine no more humiliating
thing than a wife who has to beg
money from her husband with which
to run the home. It is a man’s obli¬
gation to support his family in as much
comfort as his income permits, and it
is the wife’s obligation to see that the
money provided for such purpose is
spent wisely and within reason.
I would have a talk with my hus¬
band, if I were you, giving him the
choice of providing for you and your
family in a decent way, or of letting
you work without nagging. Be firm
about it, and impress upon him that it
is he who is causing this decision to
have to be made; that you much prefer
to stay home and care for the children,
but under the circumstances you can¬
not go on having to fight for the neces¬
sities the children need.
You do not say how old the children
are, and of course, an important con-

HOSPITAL and DOCTOR
BILLS

HOSPITALIZATION PLAN
COVERS SICKNESS or ACCIDENT

O Do you know that an average of one person out of every
ten becomes a hospital patient each year? More than
35,000 patients enter hospitals daily. You, or one of
your family might be next! Don’t go into debt or bankrupt
your savings when Sickness or Accident strikes. Be
prepared — protect yourself NOW!
PAYS BENEFITS FROM FIRST DAY
This dependable Hospitalization Plan PAYS YOUR
BILLS FROM THE VERY FIRST DAY of Hospitaliza.
tion, exactly as provided. Do not confuse this policy with
the others that skip paying benefits for the first 7 of 14 days.
PAYS FOR LOSS OF INCOME!
In addition to Hospital and Doctor Benefits cash payment will be
made for LOSS of TIME from work, due to accident disability,
at the rate of $25 a week up to a total of 1300.00, as stated in the
liberal -Loss of Time provision of the contract.

ISSUED TO INDIVIDUALS or FAMILIES
You or members of your family raa’y be protected against Hospital¬
ization resulting from Sickness or Accident. Everyone, in good
health, from 6 months to 70 years of age can apply for policy.

CHOOSE YOUR OWN HOSPITAL and DOCTOR
Any recognized Hospital and any Doctor in the United States or
Canada may be selected by you. You are not required to enter
any particular Hospital under this liberal Hospitalization plan.

No Medical Examination—No Red Tape—No Agents
No medical examination is required. If you are in good health
we take your word for it. Red tape as well as agents eliminated!
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sideration is getting the proper per¬
son to take care of them while you
work, but I am sure you will see to
that.
You should act for the best interests
of your children, and if your husband,
after you have given him a chance,
refuses to cooperate, then his feelings
in the matter should receive little con¬
sideration.
Jane Wyman

tiny black and white checks! Flattering
bow.. .short sleeves... pearl buttons. Sizes
32 to 38. Black & white only. $3.98
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Dear Miss Wyman:
I have been married three times and
every time I ended up in divorce. I was
married for the first time at the age of
twenty—I am now 26 and as you can see,
I did not stay married very long to each
of my husbands.
The cause of- these divorces has been
my disagreeable temper which would be
very hard to cure. I divorced my third
husband last June, and in August I met a
very handsome man three years my senior.
We both love each other very much, and
he has asked me to marry him, but I have
been putting him off. I haven’t told him
of my past and he thinks I have been put¬
ting him off because I don’t love him. But
I do, very much. Should I tell him of my
past? I am all mixed up. If I marry him
now, it may end up in another divorce. I
love him very much but am afraid of my
horrible temper. Please help me.
Elizabeth

6253 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 2$, California
Please send me_"Glamour Checks'* Blouses at $3.98, plus
postoge (Black A White only)
Sixes i
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(Circle size wonted)
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Dear Elizabeth:
Your letter has left me with mixed
emotions and practically at a loss for
words. I cannot conceive of anyone ad¬
mitting to having tossed three marriages
into the discard so nonchalantly within
six years and brazenly blaming it on
her bad temper. You are an adult, and
after one unhappy experience, I should
think you would have taken steps to
curb that temper, instead of pamper¬
ing it and bragging about it as though
it were something to be proud of. You
also must hold love lightly to have
fallen in love with four men within six
years.
Until you have learned to control
your temper and know what real love
is, I suggest that you steer clear of
matrimony, for the boy’s sake. It cer¬
tainly would not be fair to marry this
man without telling him of your past
experiences, and if you do tell him,
he would be more than brave to chance
marriage with you until you have put
a control on that temper of yours.
Jane Wyman
Dear Jane:
Just recently I received a letter from a
friend of mine in the air corps, asking me
for advice. I don’t know what to tell him,
so please see if you can help me in answer¬
ing his request. The trouble is his mother.
He is one of two children, both in the
service. His brother is a prisoner of war.
The mother is continually worrying about
my friend getting injured, or worse than
that, not coming back at all. Instead of
keeping these fears to herself, she tells him
about them in her letters to him.
He will be leaving for overseas soon and
he dreads to leave his mother in such a
state of mind. What can he say to her to
assure her in some way so that she will be
comforted?
Please tell me what to write him to make
him feel he has gotten the right kind of
advice.
Mary
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Dear Mary:
Your friend’s mother is very selfish
to voice her fears and upset him so

306 W. 44tk ST.
NEW YORK 18, N Y.

QUEST

of the young wife whom I know, whose
husband was a prisoner of war for so
long that his whole family gave him
up for dead, but not so his wife—her
faith never waivered, she knew he was
coming back to her, and went about her
duties bravely, planning his return in
the face of no word from him for
months. When Germany fell, he was
liberated and is now home with her,
and I am confident it was her complete
faith that brought him back.

All-purpose DEODORANT

The positive deodorant powder that destroys all body od

In case your friend for some reason
does not want to adopt this plan, let
him write his mother along this line,
using a bit of psychology and putting
her on her mettle, by telling her how
proud he is going to be of her because
he knows she will be brave over his
going. I hope this suggestion will be
of some help and my wishes for the best
of luck go out to this boy.
Jane Wyman

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS IN COL

If beauty thrills you—you will be fascinated by these
your favorite MOVIE STARS, in beautiful LIFELIKE
These gorgeous photos are 8 x 10 and are ready to fram
scrap book or in your movie album.
TOM DRAKE—JANE RUSSELL—G R E G O RY PECK—JUD
LAND—ROBERT WALKER—VERA HRUBA RALSTON—
CRAINE—DANA ANDREWS—INGRID BERGMAN—JOHN
—GENE TIERNEY—FRANK SINATRA—VAN JOHNSO
ALLYSON—ALAN LADD—LANA TURNER—ROY ROGERS
GRABLE—ALICE FAYE—SONJA HENIE—PAULETTE GO
JOAN CRAWFORD—WILLIAM POWELL—GLORIA De
SHIRLEY TEMPLE—WILLIAM EYTHE—BOB HUTTON—L
CALLISTER—BING CROSBY—CLARK GABLE—BETTY H
LAUREN BACALL—GREER GARSON—MARGARET O'BRIE
These photos are printed on heavy coated paper, 8 x 10,
COLORS. Your choice of any eight listed above for fift
16 tor $1.00—entire set of 34 only $2.00. DON’T WA
your order NOW.

Dear Jane Wyman:
I have an eight-year-old sister-in-law
who is one of the worst spoiled children I
have ever come into contact with.
When this child comes to visit me alone,
she is very well behaved and stays only a
short while. When she comes with her
mother, she is into everything. She tries
out all the things on my dressing table,
tries on my best shoes, and if I refuse them,
she screams and kicks while her mother
looks calmly on and remarks “But, dar¬
ling, you shouldn’t act that way.” When
her mother suggests leaving, this calls for
another tantrum, so another hour of tor¬
ture follows. When they do finally drag
her away, you can imagine how it feels to
try to remove scratches from furniture
you treasure.
Should I be hateful and perfectly frank
with her mother and tell her, or just what
would you suggest.
My mother-in-law
and I get along nicely, and I want to keep
peace in the family without letting my
home be completely torn from under me.
Sheila

IRVING KLAW
Dept. EE-1

A LIFE-LIKE CUT-OUT

212 EAST 14 ST
New York City

STATUETTE

FROM ANY SIZE NEGATIVE
We create a beautiful Photo Statuette of wood.
natural wood stand base.

8" tall, mounted on a

An everlasting remembrance of your loved ones before you at all times,
in life-like de luxe statuette. Your favorite negative enlarged and
returned. ORDER NOW.
ONLY

ONE

PERSON

ON

STATUETTE.$1.95

25 cents Extra for Each Additional Person
Enclose your favorite negative and $1.95
cash or money order. (No C.O.D.) Nega¬
tive and statuette returned prepaid.

$1.00 EXTRA FOR STATUETTE MADE
FROM ANY PICTURE.

DE LUXE SPECIALTY CO.—DEPT. N-57
356 So. Broadway, Los Angeles (13), Calif.

Dear Sheila:
You certainly have a trying situation
with which to contend, and it will need
tact to work it out amicably. I would
suggest that you talk this over with your
husband. After all. it is his house and
furniture that are being hurt, and have
him take the matter into his own hands.
It will be a lot easier for him to talk
to his mother about his sister; his
mother will take it from him more
gracefully than from you, and you will
be saved any hard feelings on her part.
If this doesn’t work, you will have
to decide which is dearer to you, the
friendship of his mother, or your things,
for I am sure if you take the matter
upon your own shoulders, it is going
to be a hard job to keep out hurt feelings.
I doubt if a talk with the child some
day when you have her alone will ac¬
complish much, since she is so spoiled,
bul it might be worth a try. If she likes
you and you handle her properly, this
might be the solution.
Jane Wyman
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When reducing
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Yes . . .
even these days
there are bargains in
hard-to-get jewelry! Distinctive,
new, handsome — renowned for
accurate time-keeping. Modernistic
in style — finer quality.
Built by
Swiss craftsmen, noted for their
outstanding excellence in materials
and workmanship. Smart adjustable
band sets off attractive chrome case
to excellent advantage.
You’ll be
thrilled with this beautiful sturdy
Precision GUARANTEED Swiss One
Jewel Pin Lever movement. Easy to
read dial. Beautiful gift box.

X

Send No Money—Wear at Our Risk
Menfs or Ladies9 Watch only 9.95 each
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Simply send name,
address and which watch wanted. Pay postman C. O. D. 9.95
plus few cents postage and 10% Federal Tax. Supply is limit¬
ed, so order today. Immediate delivery.
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This physician tells a
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WOMEN

Judy Garland and the Merry Macs,
with Lynn Murray’s orchestra, have
a solid platter in “On The Atcheson,
Topeka and the Santa- Fe,” and “If
I Had You.”

who

DRIVE

JAM NOTES:

Let Them SEE You
in Every
Letter with

IOC PRACTICAL.
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Buddy Rich finally took the big
leap and eloped to Las Vegas, Nevada,
with Jean Sutherland, a non-profes¬
that will help you to get
sional. Buddy surprised everybody,
including a couple of girls who had
better gas mileage romantic feelings toward him. . . .
Jinny Garland, Judy’s sister, has
1W longer tire life
been singing in nightclubs in the east
the name of Miss Dorothy. . . .
1W better performance under
Sgt. Jack Leonard, who won fame
years ago with Tommy Dor¬
lower upkeep costs several
sey’s band, is back in the United
States after sixteen months overseas,
Also valuable hints on how to care
in action in the European theatre. . . .
for upholstery and exterior finish.
Duke Ellington has established a
scholarship fund for a period of three
Get a FREE COPY from any General
years at the Julliard School of Music,
Motors dealer, or use coupon below.
in New York City. Three promising
Customer Research Dept., Room 1850
students will be chosen each year,
the selection to be made by a specially
GENERAL MOTORS, DETROIT 2, MICH.
appointed board of judges. . . . Claude
Please send FREE COPY of new edition 64-page
Thornhill is reported much improved
"Automobile User's Guide"—containing 196
after a serious ear and sinus infec¬
practical suggestions on wartime operation.
tion. He has been in a Naval hospital
in Tarawa, and received a hundred
Mr.
Mrs..
and twenty-five shots of penicillin.
please print
Miss
. . . Another new disc company has
Address.
been formed, under the name of Cos¬
please print
mopolitan Records. They have signed
City.
Joan Edwards, Jerry Wayne, Henry
Zone
State
Busse, Barry Wood, Coleman Haw¬
Make of car
now owned....
kins, The Four Chicks and Chuck and
10
year model
Gertrude Niesen. . . . Betty Jane
Bonney almost missed her first show
LEARN
when she made her debut as a single
in Baltimore. She got locked in her
dressing room and had to be taken
out through a window. . . . Jack
AT HOME
Smith, the vocal lad on the “Pru¬
Design and make exclusive
dential Family Hour” and other shows,
hats under personal direc¬
has been signed for his own program
tion of one of America's
noted designers.
Complete materials, blocks, etc.,
this fall, five nights a week, over
furnished. Every step illustrated. You make exclu¬
sive salable hats right from the start. We teach you
C.B.S. . . . Phil Brito has been chosen
how to start a profitable business in spare time. Low
as the pin-up boy of the girl em¬
cost and easy terms. Expert milliners are in demand.
Free National Placement Dept. Send for free catalog.
ployees at the defense plant in New¬
LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
ark, N. J., where Phil puts in a daily
225 N. Wabash Ave., Dept. 410
Chicago I, III.
eight-hour shift as a lathe worker.
He gets off early twice a week to do
his Mutual broadcasts. . . . Nancy
Norman may cut out from the Sammy
Kaye band when she weds crooner
Dick Brown in September. . . . Andy
Russell has been definitely set for the
vocal spot on the new Joan Davis
Qb 0 filth
program over C.B.S. . . . Harry James
is the latest name leader to form his
own music publishing company, to be
called “The Music Makers.” . . . The
Glenn Miller Band is due back in
this country any day now. . . . Private
Ray Eberle has finished his basic
training at Camp Lee, Virginia. . . .
Try to catch the “Saturday Senior
'
. Make-up, of course,
Swing” air show over the Ameri¬
’
high-lights your best features... but remember,
can Broadcasting Network (formerly
your home spot-lights your personality.
Blue) every Saturday afternoon at
Perhaps right now you’re planning your dream home
three o’clock Eastern War Time.
• • or maybe just going to do over a single room . . .
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MILLINERY

whichever, why not be sure you’re going about it right.
Personality Decorators, Inc., will tell you how to
choose colors and furnishings that are most becoming
to you.
Send one dollar with a complete description of your¬
self — your age, height, weight, color of hair, eyes,
complexion; work and hobbies; whether you’re the out¬
door type; do you like to entertain? Do you read a lot?
Do you prefer modern or traditional furniture? Are you
married, single or engaged?
Expert decorators will analyze this data and advise
what colors you should choose in selecting rugs, draper¬
ies, wallpaper and furniture, together with suggestions
for decorating your home to fit your personality.

ERSONALITY DECORATORS, INC.
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P. O. Box 222
Dept. A

Springfield
Massachusetts

Made front your favorite
SNAPSHOT or PH01U

,

. '

Large, Colorful, Lifelike
PHOTO STAMPS are faithful reproductions
of your favorite photo, printed on high gloss
gummed stock. Large-sized—about twice the
size of the prdinary postage stamp—individ¬
ually cut, with smooth edge. Simply moisten
the back and apply. Adheres smoothly and
evenly to any surface, giving the appearance
Of having actually been printed on.

Jfauuf

7tovel Tided

4/M

Besides letters, PHOTO STAMPS can be used
to personalize your greeting cards, gift cards,
books, invitations, etc. They are ideal for
pasting in your friends’ albums and autograph
books, or for exchanging with pen pals. They
identify your personal possessions, such as
books, sheet music, etc. You will find many
novel and clever uses for PHOTO STAMPS.

ersonalizes Your
PHOTO STAMPS will
add a distinctive, personal
touch to your Christmas
greeting card that will be
the envy of your friends.
Be sure to get your order
in early.

O

MONEY

Yes, for the amazingly low price of SI.69—
a little more than l/jj cent each—you can have
your favorite photo reproduced on 250
PHOTO STAMPS. Send no money—just mail
photo (no negatives). When stamps arrive, pay
postman SI.69 plus C.O.D. postage. If cash
accompanies order, we ship postpaid. Original
photo returned intact.
MONEY

That does it for now. Remem¬
ber, if you have any little ques¬
tions which are bothering you
—musical ones, I mean—drop
me a line and I’ll answer you.
But not too many questions,
and be sure to enclose a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope.
Just write Jill Warren, Movieland Magazine, 1476 Broadway,
New York City 18, New York.

250 for

Just imagine the thrill
atf ^ M 4%
your friends and loved
ones will get, seeing
^ a
your picture in every
v
letter. Why, it would be
■
almost as if you had
stepped right out of the
envelope for a brief visit. With PHOTO
STAMPS your letters become warm, human
things—alive with your personality.

B AC K

GUARANTEE!

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
The PHOTOPIATE CO. Dept. 1105
161 W. Harrison St., Chicago 5, III.
Please send me 250 Photo Stamps of the enclosed
pnoto
□ I will pay postman $1.69, plus C.O.D. postage.
□ I am enclosing my remittance herewith..
<lf cash accompanies order, we ship postpaid.)

Name_
Address.
City_

. State.

It is understood that if I am not completely satistied, I can return them and receive a refund.

JJ

RITA HAYWORTH
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“Why don't you do something about that
monthly functional pain? You could try
Chi-Ches-Ters Pills. They work wonders for
thousands of women!”
Chi-Ches-Ters do more than merely deaden
simple menstrual pain. One ingredient tends
to help relax muscular tension usually associ¬
ated with periodic pain. An iron factor tends
to help build up your blood. Best results are
usually obtained if you begin taking Chi-ChesTers three days before your period. Get a 50£
box from your druggist today.

CHI-CHES-TERS PILLS
For relief from "periodic functional distress"
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PERSONALIZED
PURSE ACCESSORIES

Glamourize
your
purse with these

matched accessories ;
round cosmetic bog. wal¬
let with built-in change
purse, cigarette case.
Luxurious leather,
smartly hand - stitched.
All with zippers. Your
first name or initials
appliqued in contrasting
color. Black with red
trim, brown with green,
red with black, green
with red.
Heart-shaped zipper
change purse may be
substituted tor ciga¬
rette case.
3-plece set $7.50. We pay ted. tax 6 postage
Mail orders tilled. Send check or money order.

CROWN CRAFT PRODUCTS
246 Fifth Ave. (Dept. 1510) New York 1, N. Y.

SHOWER OFF
UNWANTED
HAIR!

Make your body as free of hair as a new.
born babe’s! wash away unwanted hair
from under arms, legs or any part of
your body with MOORISH DEPILATORY
POWDER.
Just apply—wait a few mo¬
ments—let it dry, then shower off. Re¬
moves hair completely, without razor
nicks, bums or irritations.
Leaves no
stubby regrowth.

MAKE THIS "MAGNIFYING GLASS TEST"
After using this unusual Hair Re¬
mover. look at your skin through any
powerful magnifying glass. See how
satin-smooth your skin
is.
You’ll
never believe that any hair ever grew
there before! Send for MOORISH DEPTLATORY POWDER today. Sent in
plain wrapper. Send $1, plus 20c tax
with this “ad”. We pay postage. Or,
C.O.D. you pay SI. tax and postage.
HOUSE OF LECHLER. Dept. M-4110,
560 BROADWAY. NEW YORK 12. N. Y.
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BOB PINS

NEVER LET YOUR HAIR DOWN

• The pins with

• Smooth finish

“I hope to get what anyone wants
out of their marriage,” said Rita, with
her face gone a little white and her
voice very low. “I hope to get hap¬
piness.”
You think back to that scene, these
days, when you sit listening and
laughing with Mrs. Orson Welles. You
realize with surprise that this is the
very first time you, at least, have ever
heard Rita tell a gay story on her¬
self, seen her throw back her head
and really laugh. The Cover Girl with
the closed pages—the public beauty
with the private poignancy—is gone.
There’s a new Rita, with a new mind
and manner.
Because today, as Mrs.
Orson
Welles, she’s the wife of a man who
married her not only for himself, but
for herself—for her opinions, her
humor, her humanness. Who doesn’t
give a darn if her sequins are on
straight, but would rather sit with her
in crumpled slacks, munching a
charred chop from their own barbecue,
batting everything around from the
Peace Treaty to Leon Henderson’s
rhumba.
She learned about the Henderson
rhumba one week-end in the con¬
ference city: “He’s an expert—more
rhythm than he has cigars,” she re¬
ports. And one day, when Orson was
busy broadcasting, she learned about
Molotov:
“I couldn’t stand it—everybody was
talking, or wondering about Molotov,
the Mystery-man of the town. Finally,
I got a wild idea and borrowed a
press card. I didn’t think I could
really crash the conference, and when
I got a look at those great big deter¬
mined looking guards at his door, I
was sure of it. I waited until they
were busy talking to someone, flashed
the card at them in a hurry, and they
let me go by! Inside, I felt that if I
was going to go to jail any minute I
wanted it to be worthwhile, so I
pushed right up near Mr. Molotov.
“I think he has more inner humor
than anyone I ever saw—the kind you
see in his eyes. I listened to people
asking him questions—some of them
were such stupid questions I was
ashamed to hear them. He answered
every one of them so politely—in very
serious tones, but you could see what
he’d rather say, something funny,
twinkling in his eyes.”
There’s no doubt, of course, that
Miss Rebecca Welles, now almost a
year old, has a great deal to do with
the metamorphosis of her beautiful
Mom. She is obviously determined to
live up to her out-of-this-world herit¬
age by scorning the tactics of most
humans her own age, refusing to do
anything but coo and smile—not a cry
in a crib-load. She looks like Orson
done in miniature, which caused her
Dad’s much-repeated commentary:
“Of course—all babies look like me!”
Smiling up at a bunch of strange
cameramen, Rebecca displays a con¬
genital “stage-presence”—which isn’t
at all odd, under the circumstances.
The nicest thing about her, however,
is that sitting on her mother’s lap, or
pulling at her daddy’s beard, she
doesn’t know or care whether the
family has a scrap of glamor, or
public clamor, to its name.
“The beard intrigues her, “says

NO DULL
DRAB HAIR
When You Use This Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
In one,simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 important things
to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:
1. Gives lustrous highlights.
2. Rinses away shampoo film.
3. Tints the hair as It rinses.
4 Helps keep hair neatly in place.

.

LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,
in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
At stores which sell toilet goods
25ji for 5 rinses
10fi for 2 rinses

VALUE

AMERICA’S OUTSTANDING

PEERLESS P58
Petr V TPenot/ fFefo
>75
(@Ua*a*tteeel
FOR ALWAYS

PEERLESS PEN CO. mtts.
14 W. 17th ST, NEW YORK 11, N. Y.

Relieve TEETHING Pains

When Baby's Cry
Rips Off The Roof
Rub NUNI-ZIT On
That Coming Tooth
This new, modem formula relieves teething
pains quickly. Just rub a few drops on sore
gums. Effective! Non-injurious!
No dosing. Does not upset baby’s
stomach. Costs little. Buy it at
your drug store.
American Druggists' Syndicate, N. Y.

NUM-ZIT
TEETHING LOTION
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thrills of being beautiful,
slender, self-confident . .
a triumph of poise and
allure? Now at last you
can
develop
exciting
curves and a fascinating per¬
sonality . . . add glamor to
your posture, hair, face, voice,
your life itself! Thousands
have won new happiness and
chcrm, have lost or gained
weight exactly where wanted,
developed a stunning figure
and discovered new health,
popularity and love this easy
thrilling way. Easy to follow,
home methods given in the ex¬
citing illustrated glamor guide,
“YOU CAN BE BEAUTI¬
FUL.*' Proven successful by
thousands of women and girls
from 16 to 60. If not satisfied,
return within ten days and
money will be refunded.
SEND NO MONEY!
Benefit by present extraordi¬
nary offer of this complete
Guide to Glamor, now only $2.
Don’t be ashamed of being overweight or unattrac¬
tive. Order now, C.O.D. plus postage. Pay postman
on arrival. To save postage send $2 with order and
we ship prepaid in plain wrapper.
LAMONT SUCCESS STUDIOS, Department 7.
507 N. CHARLES STREET. BALTIMORE™ MD. 9

GRAY
HAIR

... AND LOOK
IO YEARS YOUNGER

Li

• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale
streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does It—or your money back. Used for 30 years by thou¬
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent is
purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting—
does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One applica¬
tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
60c and $1.65 (5 times as much) at druggists on moneyback guarantee. Get BROWNATONE now, or send for
free test bottle. Mention natural color of your hair. Write
today-BROWNATONE, Dept. 982, COVINGTON, K Y.
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MAKE $25-$35 A WEEK

iou can learn practical nursing at home
in spare time. Course endorsed by phy¬
sicians. Thousands of graduates. 46th
yr. One graduate has charge of 10-bed
L,
hospital.
Another saved $400 while
Mk*y
learning. Equipment included. Men.
™Br
women 18 to 60.
High School not
required. Easy tuition payments. Trial plan. Write today
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 4510, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago II, III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name.
City.State.
Age..

PRINT ANY PHOTO
ON PAPER. CLOTH. LEATHER OR W000

SIMPLE, EASY TO USE
Magic liquid takes only 2 minutes to
reproduce any snapshot on to station¬
ery, handkerchiefs, ties, scarfs, etc.
Use same picture over and over again
if you wish. Won’t wash off. Won’t
harm negative or fabric it’s used on.
Personalize your belongings! An ideal
^ gift. Complete outfit with full
colors included, enough for
100 photos—only $1.00 post¬
paid. SentC.O.D. for $1.21.

CHRISTY PHOTO SUPPLY
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Dept. 424 , 2835 N. Central, Chicago 34. III.

The junior Welles was named after
the heroine of “Ivanhoe,” and con¬
sidering her parentage, no one will
be surprised if she starts rewriting
the thing at the age of three or four.
But just what bent her talents take,
or even if she doesn’t have any, is
unimportant to her Mom and Pop.
“We’ll Tel her pick out her own
ambition, and then back her up in it—
whether she wants to be a housewife,
a doctor, or President!”
Rita is sorry for only one thing,
that Becky won’t be able to be raised
at the famous Todd School for Boys
in Woodstock, Illinois, where most of
her Dad’s childhood was spent. She’ll
make sure that she has plenty of
travel, learns to love the smell of
train-smoke as Rita did in her childhood. As one of three generations of
the dancing Cansinos, and more spe¬
cifically as dancing partner for her
father, Rita knew the excitement of
changing towns and changing faces.
“I finally out-grew Daddy—got too
tall to dance with him. But to this
day I love to get on a train and go
someplace—even if it’s only as far as
San Diego.”
Both she and Orson love odd little
towns, places with individuality and
with funny, crooked little streets—
especially if there’s a rickety trolley
they can board and ride to the end
of the line. Whenever they can, they
run down to Mexico. One of the times
they remember was their first evening
in Vera Cruz:
“We ate at an outdoor restaurant,
across from the public square where
the young people of the town take
their weekly promenade. It’s an old
Vera Cruz custom—the boys walk in
one direction, round and round the
square, and the girls with their
chaperones in the other. They’re very
sedate about it, and because of the
chaperone, what the sweethearts have
to say to each other must be said
mostly with the eyes.
“Orson and I sat there watching
them—the girls with flowers in their
hair, and the boys with their brightest
shirts on. The square was strung with
orange lights, the same color as the
Mexican moon. We watched until we
couldn’t sit still any longer, and then
got up and joined them. It was really
a lot of fun—we walked around and
round as they did, bowing stiffly every
time we passed each other and saying
a polite “Howdy—<!o.”
They both love music, any kind,
any time. Which is why, when they
gave a party at their canyon-top
castle, they had three orchestras.
Mexican music, Gypsy music and
plain Harlem jazz—with food and
drink native to all three, offering re¬
freshment all over the hillside. It was
a good party, because it was the first
and only one they’ve had. Aside from
this one splurge of doing things up
right, they run to small groups of
PUNISHMENT:
Do you know how Robert Young and
his wife punish their small daughters
Carol Anne and Barbara Queen, when
the ladies need discipline? They FOR¬
BID them to practice their music lessons.

;
:

Don’t Be F

YOU CAN HAVE A GL
BUSTLINE—Insta

Flatter your figure with PYRAMID S
dainty, lace-trimmed bust pads give yo
need it most They give you those we
tifully soft curves men admire—making
alluring, glamorous figure. Fit into the
siere. Just snap them on—they stay pu
complete comfort all day—they're your o
of charm and poise. No need to be em
PYRAMID SNAP-ONS by mail direct fr
in full payment (or order C.O.D. plus
promptly in plain wrapper. We GUAR
must be delighted with this new aid to i
or we will refund your money promptly
ARLESA MFG. CO., Dept. B-10, Bo
Sta.. New York 53, N. Y.

Stunning Eyela

spell Attraction, Ro

Don't let rour eyes appear dull, drab,
rob you of popularity. Improve their
SHEEN, .he new discovery that adds
allurement in just a few seconds. LAS
mascara, but a scientific waterproof f
prepared to promote graceful, luxuriant
apply LASHEEN on your own eyelashe
practically see them grow silkier, softer
. . . see them sparkle with tantalizing n
choice of black, brown, or neutral. Sta
Full year’s supply, including Federal Tax
82.00. (If C.O.D., $2.35.) No C.O.D. t
LASHEEN today—now—on our money-b
LASHEEN. 220 Broadway. Dept. B-10. N
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M This new 128-page book, “S
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Its Cause and Correction/* de
■
Bogue Unit Method for scien
■
correction of stammering and s
■
tering — successful for 44 ye
•
Free —no obligation,
Benjamin N. Bogue. Dept.3371, Ci
Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind.
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CHRISTMAS

Make big profits. Show am
ing Personal Christmas Ca
to friends, others. At 25 fo
with customer's name imprin
they sell fast. No experienc
needed. Send for FREE Perso
Samples, details Special Offer
Christmas Card Box Assortmen
also Personal Stationery. Write

SOUTHERN GREETING CARD COMPA
McCall Bldg.,

Dept. D-50

Memphis 3, Te

Lovely House Dresses
for
only

$369

Yes, lovely dresses that are so hard t
find at this time. Colorful cottons . .
easy to wash, easy to iron! Comfortable
youthful,
easy-to-slip-into!
Spaciou
pockets! You'll fall in love with thes
dresses. But the big surprise is the price
Yes, 2 dresses for only $3.69—far les
tha.n Z?u
thought possible. Size
14 to 20 and 40 to 46. In ordering, stat
size desired. Enclose $1.00 deposit, bal
ance C.O.D. plus postage. We GUAR
ANTEE you must be delighted or we wi
refund the purchase price

L & S TRADING CO., Dept. H-10
P.O. Box 35, Station Y, Brooklyn 4. N. V

sands of lovely women. Nadinola is a 4-way
treatment cream that acts to lighten and
brighten dark, dull skin—clear up externally
caused pimples—fade freckles—loosen and
remove blackheads. Its special medicated
ingredients help to clear and freshen your
skin—make it creamy-white, satin-smooth.
Buy Nadinola Cream today and use only as
directed. A single treatment-size jar is posi¬
tively guaranteed to improve your complexion
or your money back! Costs only 55ff, trial
size 10£. Also—
• SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET*
NADINOLA, Dept. 70, Paris, Tennessee
Send me free and postpaid your new deluxe edi¬
tion Beauty Booklet, richly printed in full color,
with actual photographs and sworn proof of the
wonderful results from just one jar of Nadinola.
Name..
Address.
City.. . .

State
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ADD CHARM

with Modame Love 'additional" hair pieces to match your
exact hair shade and personality.

CHARMING CHIGNONS
easily attached. Style at left fills in back .of
ears, visible from front. Adds chic $ | A O O
and ollure to any type of face.
I Q »„4

THIS STYLE•.
May be worn singly or made up in
double sire, or as "Figure 8" $8.50,
$10.50, $12.50, $15.00.

ONlY

W

Long Curl Falls j $25°°
Page Boy Falls
j

• nd

BRAIDS...CURLS..,
TRANSFORMATIONS

(

NOTE: When ordering hoir goods, be sure lo
•end a lock of hair from front or back, as case
moy require, for matching.

^llladameJove
Ike ORIGINAL and ONLY Madame love Shop

31 E. Madistjn St.

}

Chicago 2, Illinois

.CHRISTMAS CARDS

im Earn
EXTRA

MONEY FOR YOU/

Extra Money—easy-showing friends
A neighbors thrilling new 1945 “Feature” 21M Card Christmas Box Assortment. Sells
on sight at only $1—your profit 60c. Also fast selling Oil-Chrome Etching, Humorous, Religious
V Assortments. Attractive fund - raising opportunity u
for organizations. More money with Dig album De"
■ Luxe Personal Cards. Stationery, and vast selection

V LOWEST PRICE PERSONAL CARDS - 25 for $1.00
fto 25 for $1.95. Write for FREE SAMPLES Personal
f Cards, and a 21-Card Box Assortment sent on approval.
'SENDkO MONEY. Write now. WALLACE BROWN. INC.,
225 Fifth Ave.,
Dept. T-145,
New York 10, N. Y.

FEET HURT?

Try Dr. Barron’s
New Foot Cushion

Many with tired, aching feet have found happy
relief! So comfortable—LIKE WALKING ON A
PILLOW! Made of fine soft, spongy material,
leather covered. So light, flexible—cushions and
helps relieve your feet from heel to toes.
If
you suffer from metatarsal callouses, corns,
foot pains or fallen arches, try Dr. Barron’s
Foot Cushion.
Wear in any shoes—helps make
walking a pleasure.
Doctor says: “I recom¬
mend Foot Cushions to foot sufferers.” Send
only $1.98 for A PAIR—or will ship C. O. D.,
plus postage. STATE SHOE SIZE AND IF MAN OR
WOMAN, 30 DAY TRIAL GUARANTEE. Money back
if you don’t get blessed relief! ORTHO COMPANY,
111 West 83rd St., Dept. 37-M, New York City 24

Pflff /Tx7 HAND COLORED

rKtt

PHOTO

The End

ENLARGMENT

As an INTRODUCTORY OFFER
we will send you a beautiful
HAND COLORED Professional
Enlargement FREE with your
order of six BLACH & WHITE
ENLARGEMENTS. Six 5x7 for
$2.04 or six 8x10 enlargements
for $2.64.
Single enlargement
5x7 costs 39c or 8x10 49c. Mail
your photo, snapshot or negative
(any size) mother, father, sister,
soldier, group pictures, etc. Your
original will be returned un¬
harmed.
State color of eyes,
hair, and clothing.
Mail Money Order or War
Stamps, or pay postman on arrival plus a few cents
postage.

MAX CHINKES,
1697 Broadway

likes to run the vacuum cleaner over
her reams and reams of carpeting,
when she needs the exercise, but
otherwise prefers to confine her house¬
wifely instincts to pouncing triumph¬
antly on a dust-curl skipped by the
maid. Orson paints—not chicken coops,
but canvases with macabre charac¬
ters. His study is hung with a collec¬
tion by a forgotten Mexican artist who
ran to political satire, which might
have been dull except that the politi¬
cians go about their work as grinning
skeletons.
You are more apt to find the Mr.
and Mrs. in their spare moments,
when they have any, engaging in a
bull-fighting session on their front
terrace. And watching Rita, the wide¬
spread red-and-gold cape in her hand
not nearly as colorful as she is, lithely
side-stepping a horned contraption
rushed at her complete with bellows
from her famous-voiced husband, you
are apt to decide it’s too bad other
householders don’t go in for more of
this sort of thing.
Someday Rita may set the world’s
most graceful bull-fight to music on
the screen, because even though she
is currently doing an entirely dra¬
matic role with Glenn Ford in Co¬
lumbia’s “Gilda,” she is not apt to
give up her dancing. Decades ago, her
great-grandad danced all over South
America, traveling by stage-coach
from Brazil to Peru, doing the tradi¬
tional Spanish dances. She is not
likely to stop while there is still some¬
thing colorful to be done with music
and motion . . . which is nice for the
rest of us to think about.
Meantime, that’s the current report
on the dream-girl and the wonderboy. Still being fabulous—and having
more and more fun at it.
Marriage, anywhere, is something
to come marked “Fragile” along with
the wedding gifts. In Hollywood, it
should also be marked “Explosive”—
or maybe, “Handle at your own risk!”
Both Orson and Rita had learned
about that, the hard way, long before
they stood together for the second
marriage for each of them, holding
each other’s hands to keep them from
shaking. We’re not making any highflown predictions either, except this
one:
The pre-Welles Rita, who because
she had nothing but graciousness and
kindness within her, was a girl with
no defenses against disillusionment or
hurt. That happiness she hoped for,
once known, is a lasting armor. It’s
the secret of the new Rita—even more
vivid, and not nearly so vulnerable!

Photographer (Dept. H)
New York 19, N. Y.
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WELCOME STORK:
There

was

Hollywood

universal

when

Mr.

rejoicing

and

Mrs.

in

lohn

Garfield announced that they will have
another child in January.

Their son,

David, is nearly 3. You remember, of
course, the tragedy that took their
daughter, Katherine, in March, 1945.

RECORD RENDEZVOUS

300 PROSPECT AVE. • CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
Please rush to:
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
I enclose

STATE
□ CHECK

□ MONEY ORDER
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HAIR.
,.v>t OFF

^ and never on again
when Caress is used
this new, safe,
easy way

No one need ever know about that ugly superfluous
hair on face or lips if you follow this amazing, different
Caress way. This thrilling, modern, scientific method
has helped thousands of otherwise lovely women from
Hollywood to Miami to new beauty. It is so new and
revolutionary, it has been granted a U. S. Patent. Just
a twist of the wrist every few days and you need never
see a superfluous hair on your face again. No smelly
liquid or possibly injurious wax or paste. No after
stubble—will not irritate the skin or stimulate hair growth.

Wonderful for arms and legs
Hair off legs, arms, face in 9 seconds or double your
money back. Send no money. Simply mail coupon below.
Comes in plain wrapper. On arrival, pay postman $1.49
plus postage for deluxe package. Pay no tax. If cash
accompanies order, we pay postage. Kush coupon today,

Scott-Nelson Co., Box 109-D
116 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.
|

{

Please send me a CARESS Home Treatment for
superfluous hair. I’ll pay postman $1.49 plus
postage. If I am not satisfied after 1 days, I’ll
return it for refund of double my purchase price.
(If you send cash we pay postage.)
Name.
Address.
City.State.

VAN HEFLIN, CIVILIAN
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 311
BEAUTIFY CONTOURS*
action! Roll ’em!” All familiar, yet
EASILY, QUICKLY!
strange.
New, lovely proportions for your
What was it going to be like, any¬
legs: hips, thighs, calves, ankles,
way—back home, making movies
etc.—in this healthful, new, as¬
again?
tonishingly easy way. Only a lew
minutes per day in your own home.
It occurred to him that rehabilita¬
EFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS!
tion is a mighty fancy word, no matter
Used successfully by hundreds
how you look at it. Too bad you
of smart women everywhere.
couldn t take tablets three times a day
WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!
for it; treat it with sulfa, penicillin
Surprise everyone: get started now, without obligation,
by mailing coupon immediately to
or atabrine. Probably it would sur¬
prise some people, that a motion pic¬
ADRIENNE
ture star can use a little rehabilitating
915 SHREVE BLDG., Salon Q. SAN FRANCISC0.8, CAL
too—just like Joe Doaks down the
NAME.
street, who’s going back to his old
ADDRESS. .
job at the grocery. For an actor, as
.STATE.. L
for all the others coming back, it’s a
too-abrupt change—the same strange¬
ness that got you, as you went into
Army life, smacked you in the face
again on the return trip.
Yes, the transition from Civilian to
Army three years ago had been a big
BRILLIANT
one—but no more so than that of
FLOWERS
coming out of the Service and back
BLOOM IN
into motion pictures again.
Van had absolute confidence in his
02fnrak^y to begin where he’d left
HOMPQ IN DCAIITirill
A Finn An
COMES
IN BEAUTIFUL 4-COLOR
off. He was eager, restless to get back
WATERPROOF PERMANENT BOX
into familiar grooves. He knew that,
Imagine, complete with striking window
garden box. 10 healthy Cactus plants—all
fundamentally, he hadn’t changed.
different varieties, all bloom—can now be
But it would take some levelling off_
sold direct to you at this amazing low price
^
because ol shipping difficulties to stores! Order
a lot of levelling off! You don’t shed
now ... save on this opportunity!
experiences and habits of living over¬
FUFF Lovely hand-painted Mexican pot for window
night. It would take time.
In
wlth, columnar grower Lace Cactus blooms
?r,pJL k' red and1 yellow flowers. Gift to prompt
What he didn’t know, as he stood
orders! Hurry—send today. SEND NO MONEY_OR¬
DER NOW—PAY LATER. Or mail Si.69 with order, we
there that day, watching June Allyson
pay postage. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back Send
and Peter Lawford run through their
name and address to PAN AMERICAN CACTUS CO. Dept
S-1408. 148 Monroe Ave.. N.W., Grand Rapids 2.' Mich.
lines before the take, was that Lawford was impressed as all get-out
over Van’s being on the ring-side.
After all, no less an actor than Lionel
Barrymore, seconded by other greats,
had tagged Van Heflin as ‘'one of the
most natural, most capable actors”
he d ever seen. He didn’t know Heflin
personally, but Lawford well remem¬
bered comments of Clark Gable, SpenJust to get acquainted, we will beautifully
enlargeyour favorite snapshot, photo,kodak
cer Tracy, Mervyn Leroy, Barrymore
picture, print or negative to 5 x 7 inches
and others. He recalled how Barry¬
absolutely FREE if you enclose this ad. Please
more, once when stressing that experi¬
include color of hair and eyes and get our new
ence in living is the best teacher for
Bargain Offer, giving you your choice of handsome frames with a second enlargement beautian actor, had remarked that Van Heflin
fully
hand tinted in natural lifelike colors and
was a young man who’d spent more
sent on approval. Your original returned with
time living life than talking about it,
£S^™a^gement- Send todaydean
STUDIOS, Dept. 768, 118 N. 15th St., Omaha,
and therefore was able to bring far
Nebraska.
more to a role. He had praised Heflin’s
performance as the philosophical dere¬
lict in ‘‘Johnny Eager” and as Andrew
Johnson in “Tennessee Johnson” and
said, I think I’ve seen Van Heflin win
his spurs. Peter wondered if he were
Write for Outfit and Stocking FREE!
winning his.
nHoS°H&^
SrowD8re f°r "tmD °f
Nor could Van Heflin know that
from friends for
lur Tru-Frt
■ ru-rii Rayon
wayon Hosiery.
Sensational
Service provides
>ensational Customer-Fit
Customer-FitServiceprovides
June Allyson, looking at the tanned
xact legr-pattern for every type customer,
our personal hose FREE as sales bonus.
actor with the crinkly reddish-blonde
Outfit and sample stocking FREE. Write
AMERICAN HOSIERY MILLS
hair, was remembering when she’d
DEPT. M 209, INDIANAPOLIS 7, IND.
been hoofing in the line of a Broad¬
way nightclub, watching Van Heflin
from afar when he was starring with
Katharine Hepburn in “Philadelphia
Story.” “Gosh!” said June to herself,
the actor’s actor!” That’s what they
If you suffer with those terrible attacks of
called him on Broadway and in Holly¬
Asthma when it is hot and sultry; if heat, dust
wood—the actor’s actor.
and general mugginess make you wheeze and
choke as if each gasp for breath was the very
“Lights, camera, action! Roll ’em!”
last; if restful sleep is impossible because of the
said the director. Walking onto the
struggle to breathe; if you feel the disease is
set that day we could see Van keep
slowly wearing your life away, don't fail to send
at
once to the Frontier Asthma Co. for a free
“rolling ’em” in his own mind; flash¬
trial of a remarkable method. No matter where
ing back. Some place he’d been. Some
you live or whether you have any faith in any
guy he’d met. Jagged incidents, like remedy under the Sun, send for this free trial
a movie montage.
A script that If V°u . have suffered for a lifetime and tried
everything you could learn of without reliefjumped back and forth. The scenes even
if you are utterly discouraged, do not
kept dissolving.
abandon hope but send today for this free trial.
He looked at a grizzled grip work¬ It will cost you nothing. Address
Asthma Co.
1008-R Frontier Bldg.
ing with a kleig, and the grip dissolved lYontier
463 Niagara St.
Buffalo 1, N Y
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BABY SHOE KEEPSAKES
Have them made into beautiful
Book End*. Shoe* finished in Blue
Pearl, Pink Pearl or White Pearl.
SEND NO MONEY! Simply
mail Baby Shoe* and state col*
or desired. Pay $4.95 plus
postage on arrival for Com*
plete Set of Book Ends.

WILFRA PRODUCTS, PeptMl ierwyn, llT

Free for Asthma
During Summer

As a special introductory offer, the reli¬
able Western Stationery Company will
print — absolutely FREE of charge or
obligation—your own full name on 25 fine-quality beauti¬
ful name cards. Or, you may have TWO sets of 25 cards
each, one with your name, the second set with another
name! Limit of two sets of name cards to one person
Please enclose I Oc per set for handling and mailing Your
orders filled promptly. NO IIOLD-UP. This is a good¬
will offer to make new friends. If you are not entirely
pleased with the cards, just tell us so and we'll cheerfully
refund your money, but you keep the cards. They're yours,
absolutely FREE of charge or obligation. Offer strictly
■r'A'n
, Send 10c and one name or 20c and two names,
TODAY! Please hand-print names you want us to print
on cards.
Send your order NOW! You'll be proud to
have your Personal NAME CARDS!

94

WESTERN STATIONERY CO.
Dept. 259-K, 110 E. 6th
TOPEKA. KANSAS

• xxaS^L^^oee latest "Prize”
1>>i>^i|l* |sensation—21 Christmas
cards for $1! Also Religious
and Humorous Christmas,
Gift Wrappings and Everyday

50
Personal
Christmas
folders
Bell for

assortments. New! Delightful!

CHILTON GREETINGS CO.
Dept. 100K, 147 Essex St., Boston 11, Mass.

Bewitching new glamour to enhance
your feminine charm. A lovely, per¬
fectly fashioned gardenia for day¬
time wear, it is truly sensational at
night. It actually glows in dark¬
ness, with a gentle, flattering radi¬
ance, entrancing to all who see it.
Wear it on your dress or hair for
that special date. He’ll be fasci¬
nated and delighted! Of durable
material specially treated.
Mys¬
terious glowing properties are en¬
during. Removable comb.
Send $1 now. We mail postpaid.
You'll be delighted, or we refund, of course. Luminous
gardenia earrings to match, also $1 postpaid.
THE LUMINOUS FLOWER SHOP
3 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. Dept. 70

Afar and Srmitikil

E

U/LTPIECES

Yards and Yards—three pounds r
or more, BARGAIN I Beautiful
prints, checks, stripes, solids. Fast
colors. ALL NEW! FREE illus¬
trated designs and patterns with order.
Only $1.39 plus postage. Sent C.O.'M
SEND NO MONEY. Jasta penny postcard

or letter. If not satisfied, return package
and your $1.39 will be refunded. Order
TODAY. THE COLONIAL SHOP,
Dept-17-B, Zeigler, Illinois.

HOW TO WRITE b PROFIT
Many a former clerk, soldier, housewife, mechanic, teacher
is now writing for profit. Why not you ? You can learn and
start making money right in your home...under the unique,
practical methods of Palmer training .. . for writing fiction,
newspaper features, magazine articles, radio scripts. To find
out if you have writing ability, send for our “Talent Finder’*
Return it for our frank, confidential analysis and advice.
No cost or obligation. It may start you on an ideal career.

PALMER INSTITUTE OF AUTHORSHIP
6362 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif., Dept. TT10S

DRAWforMONEY
Be An Artist!
Trained Artists are Capable of
Earning $30, $50, $75 a Week
Learn to draw at home In Your Spare
Time for a Fascinating Hobby and
Profitable Post-War Career! Study
Art the pleasant and interesting
WSA way.
Commercial Art, De¬
signing, Cartooning all in ONE com¬
plete course.
No previous art
experience necessary — hundreds
have profited by our practical
step-by-step methods since 1914.
TWO ART OUTFITS FUR¬
NISHED. Write today.
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■SSn, FREE BOOK gives details!
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
Studio 3310P, HIS 15th St..
Washington 5, D. C.
"send

your

booklet

and
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summed up Van Heflin in his books.
It was a four-bell review. He was a
good ’un.
When the GI’s at Camp Roberts
heard they had a motion picture star
on the arrivals due list, they’d spat
on their howitzers and wondered sadly
what the field artillery was coming to,
when it took a movie star to help
them keep those caissons rolling. On
top of which, Van had just won the
Academy Award for the best support¬
ing performance for an actor, in
“Johnny Eager,” and the attendant
publicity only made a bad thing worse,
to the men of his cadre.
Yep, he’d started off with many
stripes against him. But Pappy, re¬
porting later, had said, “He’s doing
the dirty work and no kicking. He
likes artillery and he’s making the
new boys like it, too.”
Van’s Commanding Officer, Captain
Hoghaug of Devil’s Lake, North Da¬
kota—a big, powerful artillery officer
—seconded Pappy’s motion. “He could
’ve turned it down . . . the field
artillery, you know,” he told us.
“Could ’ve had a higher rank in a
soft job.” And he fairly spat the
“soft” out. “We admire him for pick¬
ing a hardworking, hardfighting out¬
fit.”
It was a motley assortment, Van’s
cadre. Included an ex-duck hunter, a
cowhand, a Hollywood plumber, a
Chinese crooner and a mutt dog, the
mascot of the 53rd—a canine cannon¬
eer named “Butch.”
“Come to report on Lt. Heflin?” said
the ex-plumber. “He’s doin’ okay.
I’ve been a plumber around Holly¬
wood for a long time . . . and I’ve
been into a lot of those movie guys’
houses,” he said, adding that as far
as he was concerned most of them
could go down the drain. He’d been
prepared not to like Van Heflin. “But
he’s okay,” he said.
Yeah, Lt. Heflin was okay. But he
needed and used his ability as an
actor, Van did—to inspire enthusiasm
in the new recruits handling the blis¬
tering gun pieces in that 120-degree
summer heat. At nights, he boned up
on field artillery manuals, or maybe
obliged at Camp parties with a
throaty rendition of “When your gold
bars have turned to silver, I’ll love
you just the same.”
His own gold bars didn’t turn to
silver. He was all set, ready to go back
to Fort Sill, Oklahoma, for a brush-up
course in field artillery, and probably
get a raised commission and then go
overseas with his own battery com¬
mand. But rough and tough as he
seemed to the other cannoneers, the
Army doctor knew better. An old back
injury that he’s had for years fouled
things up, just at the wrong time. No
overseas duty for Van, the Army doc¬
tor said. Limited service, maybe. It
was a disappointed Lt. Heflin who saw
the caissons roll on without him.
The next time I saw Van he had
changed branches of the Service,
switching to a camera unit in the
AAF. “It’s the only combat job I’m

SICKNESS

BENEFITS!

Polity pays for loss of time due
to sickness, a regular monthly
income for as long as 3
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ACCIDENT BENEFITS!
Policy pays for accident dis¬
ability at rate up to $100 per
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ACCUMULATED CASH!
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560 Broadway, New York 12, N
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FREE booklr-t.
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physically qualified for,” he said.
“LIGHTS!” Another grip overhead
PHOTOS
switched on a powerful kleig, and Van
Of YOUR
was thinking how simple it was there
STARS,
. . . and what a dickens of a time
they’d had, lighting a jungle in
UforS!.00or'0=ea;
Panama.
FADE IN: A jungle in Central
America, where Van and the AAF
rom your fa¬
camera unit crew were on location
vorite picture, print, negative,
Y°'
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or snapshot, they’re gorgeously
making a training film, “Land and
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a three-dimensional colorful realvival in jungle areas—what to do and
life effect! I'A inches tali. Per¬
not to do, to stay alive if forced to
manent, easily cleaned with
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damp cloth. Ideal for those
with order.
bail out into dense wilderness. Van
In Service, or Mother, Father, Sister, Brother. Only
SI.00 postpaid for picture of ONE person, pet or object.
portrayed a cocky Army pilot who
Van Johnson—MGM Star
For each additional person add 10c each. For example:
parachuted down into the jungle
Statuette of two persons costs $1.10; three persons, $1.20,
DE LUXE PHOTO SERVICE
Dept. M79
etc. Send money TODAY with picture or negative and
growth, got separated from his own
coloring instructions. Or order C.O.D.
Pay mailman
Box 953 Church St. Annex, N. Y. 8, N. Y.
Fast service! MONEY-BACK guarantee! Supply lim¬
crew, forgot the rules in the manual
ited. Order NOW! A perfect gift for those In Service
and did everything the wrong way,
or the folks at home.
almost dying of starvation and malaria
AMERICAN STUD IOS
before he was found.
Dept, 281-S_LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN
They spent two months on location
a wild spot selected by aerial re¬
Accountants who know their work
THIS BEAUTIFUL NEW in
command responsible positions and
connaissance for its authentic fruits,
good incomes. And the need for
vegetables and animal life. The in¬ trained
accountants is growing.
tense heat, the smothering density,
About 20,000 Certified Public Ac¬
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primitive animal life, and the way countants in U. S. and many thou¬
more executive accountants.
their clothes mildewed made it a little sands
Many earn $2,000 to $10,000. We train
mm» IGHT i
too real for comfort. It rained every you thoroughly at home in spare time
Here is the most thrilling Service
C. P. A. or executive accounting
Flag of all—a gorgeous, colorful
day. If they didn’t get the shot by for
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flag by day, and ashining, glowing
edgeunnecessary-we prepare you from noon, they didn’t get it. For then the ground
up. Our training personally «... _ _ _ _ .
flag by night! Folks who passyour
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given by staB of C. P. A.’s. Low cost J"1* CD CC |
home on the darkest night can see
—
easy terms. Write for valuable 48- Book ■ IwfcSr ■
the star shine and glisten to tell
paulins over the cameras and tried to
page book describing opportunities in accounting and
the world that your loved one is in
keep the reflectors from mildewing. telling how you may enter lt successfully.
the service of his country! Made
A crew strung cables into the jungle
LASALLE Extension University, 417 So. Dearborn SL
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of fine quality Celanese, in rich
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A Correspondence Institution Dept.H-HI
Chicago 5 III.
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gorgeous golden fringe, and
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sturdy twisted cord for hanging.
of sunlight in, but it was like lighting
5- Star Flag-SI 45
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up a black room. And all the animals
,----—Jast send yoar name and address to¬
and bugs took their screen roles very
day, a postcard will do, telling us if you want one, two, three
or more stars. Gold or Silver stars available at no extra
seriously. Insects buzzed overtime,
cost, ray postman correct amount as listed above, plus postage, when nag is delivered. Or save money by sending price of
big lumbering Central American sloths
Relieve Itching caused by eczema, ath¬
Hag wanted with order and we pay all postage. If not delighted
lete’s foot, scabbles, pimples and other
wandered on and off the set. Every¬
return in 5 days and your money will be refunded. Order today 1
Itching conditions. Use cooling, medi¬
wanted to get into the act.
cated D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless,
CLow-FtAGSCo.ajt.s-aag-.fiii: body
stainless.
Soothes, comforts and checks
When they got back to the States,
Itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves lt—
or money back. Don’t suffer. Ask your
IT’S EAST TO IV II | T r Van was assigned to a 16 mm combat
druggist today for P.D. P. Prescription#
LEARN TO
»W K I I E camera unit going overseas. “I asked
for it,” he told us. “If I’m in the
The Magazine Institute, a private school owned, oper¬
ated, and staffed by successful writers and editors, offers
Army, I want to be in the Army.”
an up-to-the-minute course in writing for magazines,
But it was starting all over again. No
which makes it easy for beginners to get started in this
Pof-^-Xct/\rt Cornersrich field. You work in spare time at home. You may
J The Real Thing lor mourning Snapshots. C*rds. Stamps,
advance in rank. “I don’t want rank
concentrate on either fiction or non-fiction.
Send today
eic. No pusif needed. Pocket Gummed Inside tor
on it,” he said. “I’m not qualified for
holding prints tight or loose. Neat. Quick and
for the FREE CATALOG describing the Magazine In¬
Artistic too. Sold at photo supply and album
stitute method. No obligation.
anything else.”
counters or send 10c today for pkg. of 100
THE MAGAZINE INSTITUTE, INC., Dept. 6010-C
l and Free Samples to See and Try them.
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Montage.
Eng¬
50 Rockefeller Plaza, Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y.
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Engel Art Corners Mfg. Co.,
land . . . France . . . Germany.
Dept. 45-x ft7i7 N. Clark Chicago40 111.
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gium and Holland, photographing
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ground and air activities that kept our
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PURO CO., 3041 Locust, Dept 402, St Louis, Mo.
day, near the front lines at Luxem¬
Box4040. Merchandise*^
bourg, he was hailed loudly from off
FRA MED 9'/j* x 714'
Dept. 184,
the road. “Hey, Lt. Heflin,” came a
AND COLORED
voice from the woods. “See you got
PHOTO ENLARGEMENT
over!” Van recognized the grimy-faced
A
$1.98 VALUE FOR ONLY
artilleryman as one trained by his
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snapsho
snapshot.
No extra charges.
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him a big thrill just thinking, “That’s
SIMS PORTRAITS. Dept.K-2,P.O.Box 164
Grand Central. New York 22. N. Y.
my gang” made him feel very proud.
He collected a lot of pictures, too—
IF YOU HAVE
Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
pictures that weren’t made in the
Flush Out Poisonous Waste
If you have an excess of acids in your blood, your 13
wings of those planes; pictures that
miles of kidney tubes may be over-worked. These tiny
stay deep down inside a man’s heart.
filters and tubes are working day and night to help
Of the men in his own outfit, who
Nature rid your system of excess acids and poisonous
waste.
hailed from Oshkosh to Kalamazoo;
When disorder of kidney function permits poison¬
and DON’T LIKE
fellows like his roommate, Major Rex
ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag¬
MESSY MIXTURES....
Alcorn . . . “Rex by name, George Raft
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
by looks, and a godsend to me,” Van
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
then write today for my
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
wrote his wife Frances, at home. “He’s
scanty passages with smarting and burning some¬
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a lovable guy from Texas . . . some¬
NO tablets, powders or mixing. Is NOT a messy mix¬
times shows there ia something wrong with your
ture so can t leave stains. Amazingly KASY to use. Just
body you’d like.”
kidneys or bladder.
comb or rub a few drops into the hair. Each application
Kidneys may need help the same as bowels, so ask
Pictures of lonely hours shared and
deepens the color. Works gradually ... the gray hair
your druggist for Doan’s Pills, used successfully by
Blowly becomes a darker,softer, more attractiveshade. No
brightened by these men. Van’s a ??A'!^?tTneede.d’Must
millions for over 40 years. They give happy relief and
delight you or no cost. Wonderfully
will help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison¬
rugged individualist sort of person k-Sli ’ 1 ,wa'AV?,c?n.X!nce >ou b>’ sending my FREE trial
bottle and BOOK All About Your Hair.”
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.
who’s always believed that one’s perARTHUR A. RHODES. Specialist, Dept. Ill, # LOWELL, MASS.
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Learn how you can shampoo and color _
hair at the same time, any shade, yourself]
at home, the entire head or the new growth.
Thousands, women and men use SHAMPOKOLOR and enjoy beautiful colored natural
looking hair; no streaks and overlap. Will
not rub off. Permits permanent wave. Simple. Caution: use
only as directed on label. Free Book. Valligny Products,
Inc., Dept. 43-R. 254 West 31st Street, New York, N. Y.

High School Course
at Home

Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work—prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H.S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if de¬
sired. High school education is very important for advancement in
business and indostry and socially. Don’t be handicapped all your
life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now. Free
Bulletin on request. No obligation.

I American School,0ept.H-77t.Drexef at 58thChlcago3

MAKE
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FIFTY

$1

*25
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XMAS CARD

ASSORTMENTS

Amazing! 25 embossed Xmas cards with
name imprinted $1. DeLuxe 21 for $1 as¬
sortment, your profit up to 50c. Complete
line. Send for samples and selling plan
today.
MERIT, 1 Clinton St., Dept. 14
Newark 2, N. J.

ENLARGEMENTS
DELUXE
QUALITY
PROFESSIONAL
ENLARGEMENTS—
Pictures that thrill you with their breath-taking natural
ren fition.
Made from any negative or photo you send.
Skillfully colored by experts. 5x7 size $1.25; 3 for $3;
5 for $4.50. 8x10 size $2.25—like photographer’s $20 job;
3 for $5.50; 5 for $7.95.
Camera News mailed FREE.
p
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prints 24c;....16 prints 40c

Reprints 4c;

lO,

35c;

35.

$1.00

OVERNIGHT STUDIO, 56 PLUM. ALBANY, WISC.

PHOTOGRAPHY
For

(opportunities:

Nationwide opportunities,
sound postwar career waiting.
Qualify through resident or home
study courses. Start now. Write
for FREE catalog.

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
10 W. 33 St., Dept. 94, New York 1, N. Y.
DFVF10P THE POWERFUL INFLUENCE
NGER Method Guaranteed
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DO IT YOURSELF AT HOME
ClJrfte for'the Voict
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Sent only to those over l7yrsof age\

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE
STUDiO 6347

64

E. LAKE ST.

CHICAGO l.
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LEARN AT HOME-SPARE TIME
I Fascinating field. Design own wardrobe at consid*►*3? erable saving. Gain experience designing forothers. It may lead tothrillingcareer—evenashopof
your own some day. Basic “learn-by-doing”course
under guidance of qualified teachers provides exfvitkik
cellent starting point for a career. Send for
free booklet,"ACareer in Dress Designing.’*

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF DRESS DESIGN
1315 So. Michigan Ave.
Dept. 1867
Chicago 5, III.
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STANDAR
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The Sarge was right. Little Red
WIN ROM
was all over the place, all right, when
Van got home.
FADE IN: Interior Van Heflin’s
apartment.
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apartment. And Van was happy. For
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I PERSONAL STATIOf/£RY.'\
Your Name & Address Elegantly
Printed on 40 Sheets Whippet Bond &
20 Matching Envelopes• • only •••
We will elegantly print anyone’s
name and address, business or per¬
sonal style, on 40 sheets of crisp,
new Whippet Bond Stationery
(made by Hammermill) and on 20
matching envelopes all for only
25cl Or. it you send SI.00 for four
sets we’ll include one extra set
FREE of auy extra charge—or 5
sets in all postpaid! Same name, or
as many as 5 different names on sta¬
tionery. Money-Back-Guarantce. Supply limited. Order NOW!
WESTERN STATIONERY CO.
Dept. 110-K
Topeka, Kansas
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VIALS EXPENSIVE RHODIUS PERFUMES. Find/
YOUR type perfume
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[ H. U. RHODIUS. Perfumes
2500Per!ume Bldg. - San Antonio 6. Tex.

Little Vanna, of the red-gold curly
hair, had the most embarrassing habit
of toddling up to Van in the presence
of company, handing him one of the
books, and asking “What does it say,
Preserve for all time your treas¬
Daddy?” Van, who can’t speak a word ured favorite photos. Any photo
of French, would cover up as best he or snapshot enlarged on fine
grade
fabric
like
illustration,-could.
symbolizing Freedom
and
De5.,z.e L,!?
DISSOLVE TO: Van Heflin in
mocracy. Will last life-time. On
vi
Civvys.
be washed. Guaranteed permaPostpaid
They moved to a modest little cot¬ nent. Mail photo and £1.98. Advise ordering at
while materials are available.
Money back
tage in Westwood, with a front yard once
guarantee; safe return of photo.
for Little Red to play in. Van’s old
TEXTILE PHOTO CRAFTS
C.O. gave the youngster a Sealyham
1446 N. Stanley Ave. Dept. H Hollywood 46, Calif,
pup, solid white with one black ear,
Do You Want ■■■ |f%
named “Penny”—to replace the errant
Harvey, who remained AWOL. And
her parents enrolled her in a nursery Just try this System ■ ||1| ||
school . . . “Because there aren’t any on your Hair 7 days mmmmmmmammr "
ana see if vou are really enjoying the
children in our neighborhood for Little pleasure
or Attractive Hair that so
often captures Love and Romance.
Red to grow up with,” Van explains.
“I want her always to have neighbors;
to work and play with them.”
When SCALP and HAIR conditions are
and the dry. brittle, breaking off i
If you were to ask Van what motion normal
hair can be retarded i t has a chance to get^
picture role he’d like most to play,
longer and much more beautiful. Just try
the JUELENE System 7 days and let your
you’d get a decisive answer: the hard¬
mirror prove results. Send $1.00 orC.O.D.
hitting young architect in “The Foun¬
plus postage. Fully guaranteed. Money
——
tainhead.” He’s received hundreds of back if you are not delighted. Write to
JUEL CO., 1930 Irving Park Rd.,Dept 6411, Chicago 13, III.
letters from fans saying they can’t
see anyone else in the role, and Van
would love playing it.
Certainly no actor could play it
YARDS
more realistically than Van Heflin—
Sale! Over 3K lbs.
that part of the individualistic young Bargain
<30 yards) ol beautiful,
fast color, new prints.
architect who fought for the creative barge,
Excellent quality. Bright,
rights of human beings, and who al¬ colorful, gorgeous designs.
GIVEN Big Sewing Outfit
ways built as he believed to be right,
,
' and 20 Quilt Patterns
allowing no person or persons to fit
every order. Pay postman only SEND NO MONEY!
1.98 plus postage. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back.
him into a set pattern or groove. Per¬
Great American Sales Co.. 2226 Silrerton Way, Dept. 511. Chicago 16. III.
fect for Van who, in real life, has
never dodged any one-way street,
LINCOLN AND INDIAN HEAD
when it looked like the right way.
But when you come down to it,
he’d like “any part that’s real.” He
says, “Experience makes you a better
PAY- $|A 00 CSAll
FOR CERT"
human being. Very often we actors
PAY
IU- CAvll LINCOLN PENNIES
lose sight of the fact that we’re human
nnadAnenls $50-00i Nickels $500.00; Dimes
iOo°fo;°M.
W £°*ns* kills, stamps wanted. Send
Oc for Illustrated Catalogue and other information.
beings. We get stylized and phony.
Federal Com Exchange, 9-HWG, Columbus 5,Ohio
There’s not a part I’ve ever played
that I couldn’t play better now.
There’s not a part that any of us
. Learn Profitable Profession
who’ve been mixed up in this thing
n
in 90 days at Home
have ever played that we couldn’t
Women and Men. 18 to 50
play better now.”
-li1!'1 V Swedish Massage graduates make .so
*7J> °r. ev,en mor® PO? wcek. Larle ful! timi
DISSOLVE TO: Interior Metrofrom doctors, hospitals
sanatoriums^elubsor private practice, others make
Goldwyn-Mayer Sound Stage.
SrtS3 ,9?,?ney *n spare time. You can
win independence and prepare for
A tanned Van Heflin in civvy
future security by trailing at
home and qualifying for Diploma
tweeds that had been brought out of
•> Anatomy Charts and 32-page
storage after three years, and cleaned,
- ’ lA’L?“T3
Bo.ok
FREE-now!
*the Colleoe of Swedish Massage
stood watching June Allyson and
Dpt.S41-M,100 E.Oh io St.,Chicago 11
Peter Lawford finish a scene.
“Cut!” said the director.
“Hello, Mr. Heflin. Say, this is
STOP SUFFERING from foot pains,
something! You watching me!” said
corns, callouses, bunions, fallen arches.
Junie.
Relief GUARANTEED. New, Origi¬
nal, Scientific FOOTTEST
“I’ve looked forward to meeting you,
ends guesswork. RUSH
Van,” said Peter.
NAME AND ADDRESS
TODAY FOR
The make-up man came over to
BELL FOOT AIDS
shake hands. “Swell having you back.
1205—6th Ave..Dept.4-9, N.Y.C.
Van.” The sound man came to find
out what it was like to Van, being
back home. “Say, I’ve got a kid
brother over there some place around
Cologne. Wonder if you could’ve run
into him . .
Two grips leaned over the cat walk
and waved down to him. “Hi, Van . . .
S,UFFER FROM BRONCHIAL ASTHMA PARUAYbMb, from coughs, gasping wheezing — write quick
when you coming back to work?”
for daring IO- DAY TRIAL OFFER. Inquiries from socalled hopeless cases especially invited.
one of them yelled.
NACOR, 1093,E, State Life Bldg., Indianapolis 4, Ind.
The non-coms of the Metro lot kept
crowding around. The work men;
generals without rank. And it made
him feel mighty proud to pass their
inspection.
Gradually, Ex-Second Lt. Van Hef¬
lin began to feel “back to normal.”
The readjustment that doesn’t come
out of pills began to take hold. As
was his beat; his job, his gang. And
it was nice to be back. Three years
didn’t seem so long, after all.
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SHORTHAND in
A Weeks at Home
Famous Speedwriting system. No signs
or symbols; uses ABC’s. Easy to learn;
easy to write and transcribe. Fast preparation for
a job. Surprisingly low cost. 100,000 taught by mail.
Used in leading offices and Civil Service. Write
for free booklet to
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PULVEX
FLEA POWDER
100% SATISFACTION
OR MONEY BACK

PIECESBeautitul
New Prints
Large colorful pieces. 3 lbs. (18 to
22 yds.) only SI.49 plus postage.
^Sent C. O. D. Money-Back
^Guarantee. FREE—16
I lovely quilt patterns all
_
I sent free to anyone. If not
_l-V'v TtflJWill perfectly satisfied, just reanqone ;T/r,///l turn quilt pieces (keeping
16 LOVELY p.
. FREE quilt patterns for
I PATTERNS l8S3s.Viif iggySa your trouble) and we will
— - —■■■Hum
refund your $1.49 plus all
postage spent both ways. Send no money. Just mall a
Dostcard todayl ACT NOW!
REMNANT SHOP. Box K-295. SESSER. ILLINOIS

y

FREE enlargement

® ■■ ■ ■ Just to get acquainted with
new customers, we will beautifully enlarge
your favorite print or negative, photo or pic¬
ture to 8x10 inches — FREE — if you enclose
this ad. (Pictures should be clear and sharp;
negatives give best results). Information on
hand tinting in natural colors sent immediate¬
ly. Your original returned with your free en¬
largement. Send today. Limit 1 to a customer.

GEPPERT STUDIOS, DepLIOH. DesMoines2, Iowa

FEET

__
HURT?

ASTHMA
','.1' 10-DAY TRIAL OFFER!
INVEST TODAY IN

FREE—GRAY HAIR ANALYSIS!
Send name and address with a few strands of
your hair for FREE confidential color analysis
and expert advice.
(CAUTION: Use only as directed on label)
RAP-I-DOL DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
151 West 46th Street Dept. 5110. New York 19, N.Y.
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WAR BONDS

The End

TO HELP SPEED THEDA Y
OF VICTORY!

Throbbing
Startling
Utterly New

Daring! Different!
Charge lips with glistening color drama,
ignite every costume with this new
fluorescent lipstick miracle, containing
shimmery Florium.* See hi-lights by day
at night, a glow like burning embers.
Unrivalled smoothness and indelibility plus
non-chap emollient give you for the first
time radiated color . . . imperishable
lip allure all in one! It’s germ-free, too.
So new—try it now —send for trial sizes.
*Ftnriiim adds soft irloii’
Only $1
Plus Tax
In Beautiful
All Metal
Swivel Case

Floress, Dept.

ORDINARY LIPS

J-M, 215 N.

*In Canada:

LIPS WITH FLORESS

Michigan,Chicago

Floress,

Dept.

1-M,

1,

III. MAIL COUPON NOW

22 College St., Toronto

Send me two trial sizes of the amazing new Floress, the fluorescent lipstick, in shades checked
below. I enclose 25c in coin to cover all charges, including tax. Check here O if you wish all 5 shades for 50c.
Check here for

□ REGULAR $1 SIZE
in beautiful oil metal swivel cate.
|

| I enclose $1.20 fa* included.

□ Send C. O. D. $1.20 Plui Polios'Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

Check Shades:
NAME

_

-

Q Pink Passion
|

ADDRESS_

| Red Ember

f~l Scarlet Sequin
CITY_

ZONE

STATE

•In Canada: Large Size is $1.50—C.O. D.'s Accepted

_

O Twilight Fuchsia
FI Blue Flame

LEAVES

YOUR

HAIR

ITS

SOFTEST, MOST

LUSTROUS.

EASIEST

TO

MANAGE

D

"nil. drab-colored hair will never help you

kindle that special gleam of interest in his eves.
I hat’s why smart girls everywhere are changing to
this remarkable discovery, Tintz Color Shampoo
Cake, that washes out dirt, loosened dandruff,
grease, as it safely gives hair a smooth, colorful
tint that glows with life and lustre as it shampoos!

(gleaming -f~la.it Wit lout an
T.x.tta ?dinie!
Don t put up with faded, dull, off-color hair a minute
longer, for Tintz Color Shampoo works gradually—
each refreshing shampoo leaves your hair more color¬
ful, lovelier, softer and easier to manage. No dyed
look . . . always bright, smoothly natural-looking!

Tdlampooinq T>pteadi Tint TvenLyJ
Each tiny, separate strand of hair seems to leap to
radiant life with just an added hint of natural-looking
color! Will not hurt permanents . . . and never leaves
the dull soap film on your hair to steal its natural
lustre and beauty. Today, now' . . . get richer lather¬
ing Tintz that gives fresh, glowing color to your
hair so easily, safely! Seven lovely shades. Only 50c
or 2 for $ 1.00 plus tax.

SPARKLING, GLAMOROUS HAIR
Achieved with a Whisper of HENNA

. . . helps you make the most of those
dramatic moments when a first im¬
pression means temptation! TINTZ’
new shade Henna for all shades of hair.

You Now Can Get Tintz at Most
Drug and Cosmetic Counters—or
Mail Convenient Coupon Today/

TINTZ COMPANY, Dept. 74-A, 205 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1 III
Dept.74-A, 22 College St., Toronto, Canada

Also

Creme Shampoo Instantly Makes OLD Hair Look YOUNG Again
Youthful, natural appearing hair can now be yours in
New 22 minute home trial. Tintz Creme Shampoo Hair
Coloring instantly re-colors gray, graying, burnt, off-color
hair to any of six beautiful shades—leaves hair lustrous,
soft, easy to manage. No dyed look. Caution: Use only
as directed on label. Satisfaction guaranteed. $1.00 plus
tax at drug or department stores or use convenient coupon.

D Send TINTZ COLOR Shampoo Cake in shade checked below:
□ 1 cake 60c (inch tax)

□ 2 cakes $1.20 (inch tax)

□ Send 1'INTZ Creme Shampoo Hair Coloring for $1.20
(inch tax) in shade checked below.
On arrival, I will deposit amount ordered plus postage with postman, on guarantee if I’m not entirely
satisfied 1 may return empty carton in 7 days and you
will refund my money.
(If money with order TINTZ pays postage)

< iheok shade.

Name.

□ Auburn

(Print Plainly)

□ Henna

Address. . .

CREMB

Soix!r!n0g0

□ Medium Brown
City.

HAIR
I

□ Dark Brown

..

. . □ Black

p

2 1 1945
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leaves ^our hair so lustrous*
yet so easy to manage !
Only Dretie Shampoo with Hair Conditioning action
gives you tliis wonderful combination of beauty
benefits!' Extra lustre ... up to 33% more sheen
than with any kind of soap or soap shampoo!
Because all soaps leave a film on hair which dulls
lustre, rohs your hair of glamour! Drene leaves
no dulling film, brings out all the ’ovely gleam.
Such manageable hair . . . easy to comb into
smooth, shining neatness, right after shampooing
. . . due to the fact that the new improved Drene
has a wonderful hair conditioning action.^ Com¬
plete removal of unsightly dandruff, the very first
time you use this wonderful improved shampoo.
So insist on Drene with Hair Conditioning action,
or ask y'our beauty shop to use it!

from the girls who km

Here’s Lovely Norma Richter

. .. one of New York’s top-flight
fashion models. Cover Girl
and "Drene Girl’’! On this page she
shows you three stunning
hair-dos, keyed to the kind of
simple clothes smart girls will
wear this fall and winter!

To

BRING NEW ENCHANTMENT to

your profile . . . this unusual new "up”
hair-do, with its lovely sculptured lines.
That wonderful polished look of Norma’s hair

g

* * * that sleek, lustrous smoothness are due to
Drene with Hair Conditioning action.

No other

shampoo leaves hair so lustrous, yet so easy to
manage!

For hatless occasions, on windy win¬
ter days, tie a small silk scarf around your
head. Sweep hair up and arrange ends in
big puffs, right over forehead.
of scarf through puffs.

Slip ends

But make sure

your hair has the lustrous smoothness
which

only

Drene with

Hair Condi-

tioning action can reveal!

V.

MM

* Guaranteed by *'
Good Housekeeping
It OHICTIVI 0«
JOviaill

* .

s

Multi-colored plastic combs add a perky
touch to the classic simplicity of this smooth
page-boy and complement the colors of the
gay sleeveless jacket.

Norma says no sham¬

ac¬
so shining, yet so smooth!

poo except Drene with Hair Conditioning
tion leaves her hair

Are you in the know ?

Too bad she doesn’t care about—

A long face loveth a—

Which would you use?

□ Her competition

□ Scoop neckline

□ Boogie-Woogie

□ Turtleneck

□ The Turkish towels

□ The Three D's

□ Crossed surplice

□ The end of your slip

Men never make passes at untidy lasses
—droons who ignore the three D’s.
(Daintiness, deodorants, dress shields.)
Warm wool frocks will tattle on such
charmlessness. So, take cafe! Busy per¬
spiration glands are always with us . . .
working time-and-a-half on problem days,
moreover! Let Kotex help you outsmart
them. You see, now there’s a deodorant
in Kotex. It’s locked inside each Kotex
and can’t shake out—because it is
processed right into each pad, not
merely dusted on. Try Kotex with
deodorant for daintiness — next time!

Be it a blouse, dress, coat—the voice of
the turtle is heard in the neckline! It’s
The Look—the turtleneck. And if yours
is a long or oval face, it’s swoonderful:
high necklines flatter you. Appraise a
style for the "plus” it gives you. Like¬
wise, when shopping for sanitary nap¬
kins, consider the plus protection you
get with Kotex—thanks to that patented
safety center. By keeping moisture from
the sides of the pad, the special safety
center of Kotex offers extra security.
A "bonus” that helps build confidence
when it means so much to you.

□ The guest towels

Freshening up at a friend’s house?
Let’s pray those dripping little paws
will reach for the guest towels—not
the family’s! Even if they look unap¬
proachably lovely, use them. Spare your¬
self needless puzzlement, too, over which
sanitary protection to choose on diffi¬
cult days. Kotex, of course! For it’s
Kotex that has the different kind of
softness that doesn’t just "feel” soft at
first touch. You’re cushioned-in-comfort
for hours and hours, because Kotex is
made to stay soft while wearing. And no
bunching or roping to plague you!

Can you be picture-perfect—
□ With a shiny nose
□ Without benefit of bangles
□ In winter pastels

Si, si to all 3. Copy this chick for whom
the camera clicks, spurning heavy
makeup (a slight shine helps model the
face). Forsake all bangles, "posey”
clothes. Skip sweaters, slacks. Simple
winter pastels photograph best. You can
be at your best even on trying days—
with the self-assurance Kotex gives.
The flat tapered ends of Kotex free you
from worrisome "outline” fears, for
the flat pressed ends of Kotex don’t
show—don’t cause revealing outlines.
You’re the picture of poise, with Kotex!

A DEODORANT
in every
Kotex napkin at
no extra cost

More women choose KOTEX’ than all
other sanitary napkins put together
*T. M. Reg. U. S. P»t Off.

*
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Published in
this space
every month

The greatest
star of the
screen I

Sometimes we get to thinking about
titles like “Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes”. Why do authors choose ’em?
★

★

★

★

Take a recent M-G-M picture—“The
Clock”, for example. That was about a
soldier on a 48-hour pass. So the title
was quite logical.
★

★

★

★

Now try to figure out
“Our Vines Have Ten¬
der Grapes” and what
does that tell you? Well,
plenty if you’ve seen the
picture, and love it as
much as we do.
★

★

★

★

G. V. Martin, author
of the best-selling
novel, took his title
from “The Song of Solomon”: “Take us
the foxes, the little foxes, that spoil the
vines; for our vines have tender grapes”.
We guess the author meant it to say:
when you’ve helped a wonderful thing
to grow, you’ve got to watch over it.
★
★
★
★
That’s why it’s a great title—and a great
picture! It reaches straight down to
your heart—without pretense or sham.
★

★

★

★

And it’s brought touch¬
ingly to life by the finest
performers it has ever
been our pleasure to
watch: delightful, wist¬
ful little Margaret
O’Brien; granite-faced,
golden-hearted Edward
G. Robinson, hardboiled
MARGARET
and hilarious little
O'BRIEN
“Butch” Jenkins. What
wonderful contrast of character.
★

★

★

★

★

★

A great vintage, with screen play by
Dalton Trumbo, direction by Roy
Rowland, production by Robert Sisk.
★

★

★

^ STORIES
“The Lost Week-End” (Ray Milland)
By Kate Holliday 21
Model-G Ford (Glenn Ford)
By Mickell Novak 23
Blessings in Disguise
By Alice L. Tildesley 25
The Flying Frenchman (Jean Pierre Aumont)
By Gertrude Shanklin 34
Strangers with Children (Bob Hope)
By Katherine Lake 37
Big Bill (Edwards)
By Kay Proctor 38
June Bride (Allyson-Powell)*
By Jane Wilkie 41
Charles Korvin ... as he is
By Jan Wilson 43
Time is Telling (Jennifer Jones)
By Rae Pickett 47
^ PORTRAITS
Ray Milland. . . .
Ava Gardner. . . .
Phillip Terry . . .
Jennifer
.

★

Like a promising young vine herself,
Margaret O ’Brien grew beautifully past
“Meet Me In St. Louis” and “Music
For Millions”. Now, in “Our Vines Have
Tender Grapes” she
matches her brilliant
talent with the rough,
earthy greatness of
Edward G. Robinson.
★
★
★
★
Yes, a truly fine wine
has come from these
grapes: a taste of ro¬
mance with James
Craig and Frances Gif¬
ford—flavor from Morris Camovsky and
Agnes Moorehead—and a bit of tang
.from “Butch” Jenkins—the belligerent
brat you loved in “National Velvet”.
★

NOVEMBER, 1945

★

This fine motion
auC
picturehad its World sT 2
Premiere at Radio
City Music Hall.
\^>
★
★
★
★
We urge you to see
it as soon as you can.

_
si/

21
24
26
Jones

Tamara Toumanova. . .
Jean Pierre Aumont. .
Charles Korvin..
. 46

33
35
42
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• The screen’s tough guy in an

• Never greater! She wins your

• The hard-boiled hilarious brat,

absorbing new role!

laughter and tears!

"Butch" himself!

EDWARD G. ROBINSON • MARGARET O’BRIEN

On r Vines Haw
Tender Grapes
JAMES CRAIG • FRANCES GIFFORD
AGNES MOOREHEAD • MORRIS CARNOVSKY
and

**

JACKIE
”vlK

BUTCH

JENKINS

Screen Ploy by Dolton Trumbo • Based on the Book, "For Our Vines Hove
Tender Gropes," by George Victor Martin • Directed by ROY ROWLAND
Produced by ROBERT SISK

-
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So Proudly We Hail
Thu is the first in a series of special features dedicated
to Hollywood's war veterans and men still in service. Some are
stars, many might have been by now if their careers hadn't been
interrupted.

Albert Morin, before December, 1941, was definitely on
his way “up” in movieland. You’ll remember him as Mary
Anderson’s husband in “Gone With the Wind,” the camera¬
man in “Too Hot to Handle,” and the impetuous French
officer shot in Humphrey Bogart’s “Casablanca” bar. For
four years now, Albert has been dodging real bullets in the
Army Air Corps.
Entering the Army as a buck private, he worked himself
up to a master sergeant, and upon discharge, Albert had to
buy a special duffie bag to haul away his medals—the Purple
Heart, the Soldiers’ Medal, the Good Conduct Medal, the
African Combat Medal, the Croix de Guerre, and the Silver
Star. Wheel Anyone hefty enough to tote all those around
deserves one more medal—for strength.
But Albert doesn’t display his medals. In fact, he rarely
talks about them. He fought the good fight, and now he’s
back in Hollywood ready to take up his screen career where
he left off. He hasn’t been assigned a part yet, but Movieland Magazine is pulling for him, and we’re sure that you
are too.
Another guy we’re proud of right now is Jim Davis Re¬
member him in “Swing Shift Maizie,” “Presenting Lily Mars”
and “White Cargo”? Jim’s a six foot three-er, with dark
brown hair and blue eyes. Before coming to Hollywood, he
had an odd assortment of jobs, such as circus roustabout
elephant tender, rock crusher, and oil salesman.
In 1943 he enlisted in the Coast Guard, trained on Catalina
Island, and was off to the South Pacific for more than a year
Now Jim has his medical discharge, has taken off his Coast
Guard uniform just in time to hop into an olive drab_but
for picture purposes only. Jim (Continued on page 76)

..‘n

1. Maureen O'Hara and husband
Lt. Will Price

(USMC), who has

returned after 18 mos. in Pacific.
2. Atwater

Kent,

Greer

Garson

and husband Lt. Richard Ney have
themselves a time atthe Mocambo.

HOUSE of IMPERIALE RUSSE
New York
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3. Mrs. Alan Gordon,
Coogan

and

Helen

Lt. Jackie

Forrest.

The

"Kid" wears Presidential Citation.

THOSE

THOSE

THOSE

BOLLY SISTERS!

DOLLY SISTERS!

DOLLY SISTERS

THEIR LIVES AND LOVES...
IN THE GREATEST MUSICAL STORY EVER

Thrilling as they are beau¬
tiful! Glorious as they are
gay! Dazzlinga world with
the songs they sing and
the things they do!
A picture spectacular as
their own flamboyant)
drama!

Starring

you'll be singing,
"I Can’t Begin To Tell You"
"Don’t Be Too Old Fashioned"
By Mach Cordon th Jama* Monaco

IfftUfAr you'll remember(
I'm Always Chasing Rainbows*"Dark Town Strutters Ball"
"The Sidewalks of New York”
“Give Me The Moonlight,
Give Me The Girl”
"Carolina In The Morning”
“The Vamp”

dy

vmg GUI1111111150 * Produced by UCUIgt
Original Screen Pfay by John Larkin and Marian Spitzer
Dances Staged by Seymour Felix

CENTURY-FOX
PICTURE

ORDER BY MAIL FROM HOLLYWOOD

ISLE OF THE DEAD (RKO) isn’t Boris
Karloff’s hide-out, for a change. In
this
chiller-diller,
the
bogeyman
busies himself trying to prove there’s
a vampire responsible for the deaths
on the island off the Greek Mainland.
(This is not an easy task, when Kar¬
loff is in a picture.) However, not
even the threat of additional vampire
murders can stop romance: Ellen
Drew and Marc Cramer handle this
department.
THE STRANGE MR. GREGORY (Mono¬
gram) is your old friend Edmund Lowe,
turned professional magician with
tricks of mysticism to set the tempo
for murder. Jean Rogers, Don Doug¬
las, Frank Reicher are part of this
“now you sed" him . . . now you don’t”
flicker, but it takes Marjorie Hoshelle
to find the answer to whodunit.

100% VIRGIN WOOL

A perfect all-season, all-occasion suit! Beau¬
tiful 100% wool fabric—fully lined jacket, with
three pockets. Two kick-pleats in skirt. Sizes
10 to 20. Navy, Green, Grey, Gold,

Powder.
"Smart-Suiter” Blouse-High neck;
short sleeves. Smooth white rayon. Sizes
32 to 38 . . . $2.98 plus postage.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
If you ore not completely satisfied, we
will gladly make exchanges or refunds.

serry co-eo of

Hollywood

Dept. 340, 6253 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.

SEND NO MONEY-WE MAIL C.O.
BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD, Dept. 340
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Collf.
Please send me Cardigan Suit at $19.98
plus postage.
NavyD Green □ Grey □ Gold □ Powder □
(Mark 1 st and 2nd color choice)
Sizes: 10 12 14 16 18 20 (Circle size wanted)
Please send "S■or^Seiter'• Blouse ot J2.9* plus postage.
Sizes: 32 34 36 33 (Circle size wanted) (white only)
Name____
Address_
City_

Zone

Stote

MILDRED PIERCE (W.B .)
was ambi¬
tious, mainly for the sake of her chil¬
dren. Determined to see that they
have a life of ease to compensate for
privation and misery she endured,
Joan Crawford as Mildred Pierce,
tells the story of her start in the busi¬
ness world as a waitress, her evolvement to a restaurant owner, finally
attaining wealth and success only to
bring ruin, unhappiness and murder
within her midst before the scales
start to balance again. Ann Blyth is
Mildred’s neurotic daughter; Jack
Carson, Zachary Scott, Eve Arden and
Bruce Bennett are part of a substan¬
tial cast.
BLITHE SPIRIT (Two Cities, released thru
U.A.) Noel Coward’s scintillating stage
success turned into a fast-moving
British film. It’s that amusing version
of the eternal triahgle; the third party
being an ectoplasmic former wife
whose startling appearance for a “re¬
turn visit” keeps her one-time hus¬
band and his second wife frantic try¬
ing to devise ways to send their
“spirited” guest back. Rex Harri¬
son, Constance Cummings, Margaret
Rutherford are part of the cast that
takes part in this verbal and visual
’‘frolic. ■
THE LOST WEEKEND (Para.) — The
much-talked-about novel by Charles
R. Jackson comes to the screen as
both an artistic venture and an ob¬
ject lesson. The film loses none of the
hard punch of the novel . . . and Ray
Milland’s sensitive portrayal of Don
Birnam, the “alcoholic hero,” beset
by the tortures of alcoholism and
subjected to the agonies of the
damned, without sympathy from a
supposedly medical-wise society, has
earned him a new place in the halls
of the acting profession. Jane Wyman,
as the sympathetic fiancee, and Phil
Terry’s patient “good brother” are
but two of the more than adequate
characterizations to be found in this
screen venture that cannot help but
impress every movie-goer.
BUD ABBOTT AND LOU COSTELLO IN
HOLLYWOOD (MGM)—Making with the
funny fates and chasing each other
on a Hollywood set, the fat boy and
his crying partner are at it again. Cute
Frances Rafferty, Carleton Young,
Donald McBride, Jean Porter and
Warner Anderson are incidentals to
the slap-dash shenanigans of these
two favorite pie-slingers.

SHE WOULDN’T SAY YES (Col.) Rosa¬
lind Russell as a brilliant psychiatrist
is tossed for a loop by her own
neurosis: High professional standards
seem to bar any love in her life. The
antics of cartoonist Lee Bowman al4 most overcome the fixation, but its
really the understanding of medical
papa Charles Winninger, plus a little
help from the green-eyed monster
(lusciously exemplified as Adele Jergens) that finally straightens out all
psychoses and makes for ROMANCE.
ORDERS FROM TOKYO (W.B.) is a
Technicolor attempt to mirror the en¬
tire story of the war in the Philip¬
pines. Marine Corps Capt. David C.
Griffin makes the production a per¬
sonal narrative of the Manila he
knew, and in shot after shot brings
home the brutality and terror of war.
Jap atrocities are recorded with rage
and passionate hatred. Brig. Gen. Car¬
los P. Romulo prefaces the film with
an indictment of the Jap War Lord
. . . and Griffin’s camera provides the
evidence.
DANGEROUS PARTNERS (MGM) —Four
identical wills, each for a million dol¬
lars and all naming one person as
beneficiary, seems slightly illegal . . .
but interesting. So James Craig and
Signe Hasso discover (almost to their
regret) when they investigate and
uncover an international plot. Audrey
Totter, Edmund Gwenn and John
Warburton all are dangerous partners
in this set-up.
(Continued on page 72)
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Original stay by Patterson McNutt and Hailan Ware
Screenplay by tart Felton end Karl Kamb

Harry Davenport« Douglass Dumbrille
MUTUAL
Production
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Dear Jane:
I am supposed to be engaged to a soldier
who is now overseas. At one time I thought
I was in love with him and so, of course,
when he asked me to marry him, I said
yes. I now find myself not in love with
him any longer.
My problem is that my mother will not
allow me to stop writing to him while he
is overseas. She insists on my telling him
I still love him and all. I am very much
in love with a sailor and do not want to
keep pretending that I am engaged to the
soldier.
Would you advise me to keep writing
until he comes back, as my mother wishes,
or should I break my engagement im¬
mediately. I would appreciate any advice
you can give.

Eloise
Dear Eloise:
If you could hear the stories of those
who have returned from overseas about
boys who have been let down—as you
propose to let your fiance down—and
the demoralizing effect it has on them,
you would think twice before you in¬
flicted the hurt.
\ our friend went away’ believing you
loved him—-you had told him so—and
has been living for, dreaming of and
depending upon that love. Though I do
not believe in deceiving a person, I
think you owe it to him to keep writing
and not to disillusion him until he re¬
turns.
As I wrote once before, I do not think
love can be turned on and off like a
faucet. If you loved him once, you mav
find this new interest is a mere fill-in
because you are lonely, and when your
friend returns, the old love will be re¬
kindled. Memories have a way of be¬
coming wraithlike and dim during ab¬
sence, but with the return of the loved
one, they take on substance and warmth,
and become living things again. So I
hope it will be with your love for this
man.

SMJTH

Jane Wyman
KOr s 8Ats. rr.‘t,j,„t
»»l14t. U.\r„ Y„.t

VICTORY SETS THE HEAOLINESOF THE WORLD
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Dear Miss Wyman:
Three years ago when I was seventeen,
I met a man twenty years my senior. We
married a month later. Lenny, my hus¬
band, went away on a business trip; met
and married a young girl of nineteen,
without divorcing me.

Angeles

46,

Calif.

My baby was born several months after
he returned. Now he and this other
woman have a child. My child is ill and
Lenny will not give me funds for a doc¬
tor’s care.
I am expecting a child in January. I
am living in a shabby home with my one
child and no one to support us. Since I
am still young, I would like to marry a
young soldier who has long been my
childhood sweetheart. Lenny refuses a
divorce.
What should I do?
Carol
Dear Carol:
What a mixed-up situation you are in
—in fact so mixed-up that I cannot
straighten out all the angles. Evidently
you are still living with your husband,
eyen though he has married another
girl without benefit of divorce, since
you say you are expecting another child
in January.
Since your husband will not support
you and your child, and since he has
broken the law in marrying a second
time without a divorce, it seems to me
that you need legal help to unscramble
your problem, and I suggest that you
consult an attorney for advice.
Jane Wyman

Dear Miss Wyman:
I am in love with a man 16 years older
than I, and my mother won’t let me see
him. I am only 15, you see.
George loves me, and tries to see or
phone me, but mother tells him he can’t
see me any more.
I managed to see him last Sunday and
we planned an elopement. I need your
advice. Should I elope with him or should
I listen to my mother. She says he is
much too old, but I’ll never forget him
because I love him very much.
Jeannette
Dear

Jeannette:

I agree with your mother, not only
because of the disparity in your ages,
but also because you are much too
young to get married. A man who is
double your age should realize this and
be willing to wait until you are old
enough to know your own mind.
Elopements sound exciting and ro¬
mantic, but under these circumstances,
for your friend to plan to elope with

(Continued, on page 66)

Leading
To Murder
Hiding
Exquisite
Blissi

A man’s love letters to
a girl he didn’t know
... Letters of ten¬
derness and longing
that set her heart
afire —and
kindled murder.

ones
Joseph Gotten
„ Hal Wallis’
Production

looue ioetters
with

ANN RICHARDS and
Based on the Novel of Suspense

Cecil Kellaway
Gladys Cooper-Anita Louise-Robert Sully
Directed by WILLIAM DIETERLE • A Paramount Picture

find Mystery hy Chris Massie
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SAVE MONEY ON
FINE DIAMONDS

IflUR CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

l.

53. Angered
55. Affliction

Berate

5. ’’Johnny Petach” in "God
is My Co-Pilot”
10. ■i__ Dick”
u •- •
"-t-u tv
w
14. He
is in The Thin Man
Goes Home”
15.

PIeasure”'nden'”
"It’S “
JT , ,
16. Unicorn fish
17. Eat sparingly
18. Decree of a Mohammedan
19.

20.

.

22
24.
25.
26.

“Suy *Doicctf

29.
30.

HI - HONORED
DIAMONDS
ore
genuine diamonds of high quality,
supremely brilliant and beautiful, as
only fine diamonds can be.
Hi-Honored Diamonds have been
sold exclusively by fine jewelers for
many
years.
They ore
offered
DIRECT now for the first time at
GREAT SAVINGS. You save the
middleman's profit. Now you can
have the fine diamond you have
dreamed of at a price you can con¬
veniently pay.
Consider the amazing value of the
Wellesley pictured here. A radiantly
beautiful
Brilliant
Cut
genuine
Hi-Honored Diamond, in a finely
carved 14K. Gold solitaire setting at
only $39.50, including tax.

ft

ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE

A \
v*

Hi-Honored Diamonds ore
offered under an absolute
guarantee. Your money back
in full within 30 days if you are not
completely satisfied. This guarantee
is made to you in good faith under
the exacting requirements of United
States Post Office regulations.

Orders filled as received. ORDER YOUR
HI-HONORED DIAMOND RING TODAY.

35.
36.
38.
39.
40.
41.
43.
44.
46.
48.
49.
51.
52.

1

lb

4+

SPECIFY CORRECT RING SIZE. Ring
Size Measuring Card Sent on Request.
PRefktered U.S. Patent Office
3-B
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Movie fade-outs
Harem room
Emperor
"Emily” in "Our Hearts
Were Young and Gay”
"Paul Carrell” in "With¬
out Love” (inits.)
"Charley Martin” is - - • role in "A Medal for
Benny”
"Shoulder - - - .”
Bulldog in "Since You
Went Away”
"Jamie Rowan” in "With¬
out Love”
A Negro people in Liberia
Ever (poet.)
"Gabby" in "I’ll Tell the
World”
"In - - - Oklahoma”
Near to a center
• Had Four Sons”
"Geo. Gershwin" in "The
Rhapsody in Blue”
"Caroline” in "Can’t Help
Singing”
Mr. Asther in short (anag.)
Gallagher and . . - . -
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Hi-Horiored Diamond Company
29 Court St.. Binghamton, N. Y.
Please send me by insured mail, immedi¬
ately, one Wellesley Hi-Honored Diamond
Engagement Ring ot $39.50, subject to
your unconditional guarantee.

City.Stote._
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Address.
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□ My check or money order for $39.50 is
enclosed.
(OR)
□ I will pay $39.50, plus postage and in¬
surance charges on delivery.

n .

.

(For Solution See Page 84)
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26. "Lt. Jim Perry” in "The
Way Ahead”
56. Edward.is in "The 27. "Lora Tedder” in "Escape
in the Desert”
„
...
60.
Nils Knudsen in Thrill 28. Character in the "Arabian
Nights”
a ®omance”
29. Faye Emerson in "The Very
64. "Maisie Goes to - - i„„i,
• •
,
Thought of You”
Jack
is in Take
31. "Wilma" in "It’s a Plea¬
sure” (inits.)
67 Jane^Ball in "The Keys of
the Kingdom’
32. Ecclesiastical vestment
68. .<The-Major..
33. .Spong
69. -Re.in France34. Automobile
70 "A Yank at - - 36. "Capt. Jack Ross” i
71.-Daley
"Pillow to Post” (inits.)
- ■ -A 'W In 37. "Cbas. Rodman” in "See
My Lawyer”
». Gratify
*, fall
40. "The Story of GI Joe” is an
- - - Pyle movie
42. Miss Merman in short
DOWN
45. Mr. Norris in short
47. Monty is Roddy’s - - 1. "Salty O’Rourke"
"Molly and Me”
2. Locale of 5 down
3. Nurse in "Three Russian 48. "Henry Pepper” is - role in "What a Woman!’
Girls”
4. Most of - - - - roles are 50. "Janie Anderson” in "The
Impatient
Years”
Westerns
52. French coin
5. ".Sky"
6 Movie short (anag.)
54. Hero who rode on an
eagle (Myth.)
7. Anecdotes about Holly¬
wood
55. "Duke Fergus” in "Flame
of Barbary Coast”
8. Roy.in "Bells of
Rosarita”
56. John Hodiak in "Sunday
Dinner for a Soldier”
9. "The Drunk” in "The
Clock”
57. Skater in "Lake Placid
Serenade”
10. "Alexei Kulkov” in
"Counter-Attack”
58. Son of Seth
11 River in Asiatic Russia
59. "King of the Beggars” is
12 Oscar winner
- - - - role in "Kismet”
60. "Mulligan” in "She Gets
13. Affirmative votes
Her
Man”
21. "Jean Howard" in "Pillow
61. Very small quantity
to Post”
23. "Jess Weever” in "This 62. Jog
Man’s Navy"
63. - - - - Grey, author of
Westerns
25. The Pal in "A Guy, a Gal
and a Pal”
66. 52 (Rom. Num.)

49
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The screen’s glorious new love-match!

MERLE OBERON
TIRHAM BEY
THOMAS GOMEZ • GALE SONDERGAARD • RAY COLLINS • ERNEST TRUEX • GEORGE DOLENZ • JEROME COWAN
Directed by ARTHUR LUBIN • Produced by WALTER WANGER • Associate Producer: Alexander Golitzen
From the Novel “Peacock's Feather" by George S. Heilman • Screenplay: Ernest Pascal • Adaptation; Emmet Lavery
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AT COLUMBIA:

Fetching HOUND S TOOTH CHECK makes this suit of Vest ’u
Slocks so charming you’ll be the center of attention. SLACKS
ore deftly tailored to fit the hipline with deep pleats In front
for ease and darts to smooth the back. Vest is trimly molded
to slenderize the waistline. Hip slimming. Dashing in style.
Two handy pockets. A darling for fall days in rayon rein¬
forced wool (65% wool) and a choice of black-and-white,
brown-and-white or green-and-white checks. Sizes 10 to 18.
Slacks, $5.95. Vest $3.95 (plus mailing costs).

BOW BLOUSE—bow tie and high neckline—long, full sleeves
. . . Rayon cloth In White, $3.98, Maize, Green or Light
Blue, $4.98 (plus mailing costs).

SEND NO MONEY

Mail coupon and pay post¬

ays’ examination privilege.

Money refunded if not de-

man

ghted.

on

arrival.

Yes!

10

Send to Hollywood for guaranteed satisfaction.

JANNE OF HOLLYWOOD
Dept. 64-CV
5071 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California

j

Please send "Hound’s Tooth Limited" □ Slacks □ Vest

J

□ Black-and-white

□ Brown-and-white

O Green- |

and-white. Size 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

I
I

Send Bow Blouse—
0 White

□ Maize

Q Green

0 Light Blue

I

Size 32, 34, 36, 38

>

Name.

I

I

Address...

.... (I

City.State.'

BAD BASCOMB is the story of a
JUNGLE RAIDERS is exactly what
sentimental brigand, Wallace Beery,
the title indicates, starring Kane Rich¬
who is putty in the hands of Margaret
mond, Eddie Quillan, Veda Ann Borg,
O’Brien,
Marjorie
Main,
Frances
Janet Shaw and Carol Hughes.
Rafferty, Marshall Thompson, J. Car¬
TARS AND SPARS is the musical
rol Naish, Connie Gilchrist, and War¬
ner Anderson.
Coast Guard show that would have
been started three months ago, had it
UP GOES MAISIE is the first pic¬
not been for the studio strike. Janet
ture Ann Sothern has made since she
Blair, brilliant Marc Platt, Alfred
became a mother and everyone in
Drake, Jeff Donnell, and Sidney
Hollywood is raving about her in¬
Caesar s 1/c, make up the cast.
creased beauty and her superb figure.
SONG OF BROADWAY is a Big
George Murphy and Hillary Brooke
are also winners.
Town story giving Marjorie Reynolds
her first breath of Columbia air. (She
*
*
*
AT RKO:
is a Paramountie.) Also in the cast
are Fred Brady and Jinx Falkenburg
THE KID FROM BROOKLYN is a
who regaled the company with stories
Samuel Goldwyn Production in Tech¬
about her overseas entertainment tour.
nicolor. One day last week they were
In Capri, she met her bridgegroom,
shooting a prize fight scene in which
Tex McCrary; the mercury stood at
several thousand extras were em¬
120,- but Jinx and Tex swam, rode
ployed. Practically the entire press
horseback and jeeped themselves a
turned out as well. Danny Kaye, as
good coffee brown.
a Caspar Milquetoast type, managed
PRISON SHIP is in its first week.
to kayo the woild’s champion—almost
So far only Robert Lowery and Nina
without striking a blow. It is too
Foch are working.
funny to explain in full, thus spoiling
HIT THE HAY is the Judy Canova
your enjoyment of the picture—but
starrer with a calico flavor. Ross Hun¬
don t miss it. Danny Kaye, Virginia
ter plays opposite.
Mayo, Vera-Ellen, Steve Cochran,
HAIL THE CHIEF is a whodunit
Valter Abel, Eve Arden, Lionel
with Chester Morris, Willard Parker,
Stander, Clarence Kilb and Charles
Marguerite Chapman and Janice Car¬
Cane are drawing acting checks for
ter.
this picture, in addition to having a
wonderful time.
CORNERED is the Dick Powell
AT METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER:
mystery-thriller with Walter Slezak,
THE YEARLING is the Technicolor
Micheline Cheirel, Ann Hunter, and
dramatization of Marjorie Kinnan
Jack LaRue.
Rawlings’ great novel of Florida two
HEARTBEAT is the Hakim-Wood
generations ago, with Gregory Peck,
production that you won’t want to
Jacqueline White, and Claude Jarman,
miss. Ginger Rogers and Jean Pierre
Jr., as well as Florida natives re¬
Aumont are starring, and the magcruited on the spot.
nificent
supporting
cast
includes
THIS STRANGE ADVENTURE is
Adoiphe Menjou, Basil Rathbone,
in its third month of production with
Melville Cooper and Mikhail RaClark Gable, Greer Garson, Joan Blonsummy.
dell, Thomas Mitchell, John Qualen,
A TALE OF BEDLAM is a delicious
Larry Burke, and Esther Howard.
little number that will exhaust your
THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS
hair from long standing on end. Bed¬
TWICE is being made from James M.
lam, which you probably remember
Cain’s hard-hitting story about a
from your history, was the celebrated
waitress and the itinerant with whom
British booby hatch through which
she falls in love. Lana Turner, John
tourists were taken for a small fee.
Garfield, Cecil Kellaway, Leon Amers,
Shivering through the proceedings are
Hume Cronyn and Jeff York.
Boris Karloff, Anna Lee, Richard
TWO SISTERS FROM BOSTON is
Fraser, Joan Newton and Billy House.
in its second month of shooting with
* NARZAN AND THE LEOPARD
Kathryn Grayson, June Allyson, Jim¬
MEN is running Johnny Weissmuller
my Durante, Lauritz Melchior, and
around in short skins again. Also
Peter Lawford.
Brenda Joyce, Johnny Sheffield, AcTHE HOODLUM SAINT is straight
quanetta, Tommy Cook, Edgar Barrier
drama, the first Bill Powell has done
and Iris Flores.
in years. Esther Williams, Angela
THE FALCON’S ALIBI is another
Lansbury, James Gleason, and Louis
in the series with Tom Conway, Rita
Jean Heydt are also cast.
Corday, Jane Greer (who used to be
NEXT, CORPORAL HAR¬
Bettijane Greer and Mrs. Rudy ValGROVE? is a sequel to the first Har¬
lee), and Vince Barnett.
grove yarn from the author of the
same name.
You will notice that
AT 20TH CENTURY-FOX:
Robert Walker now has two chevrons
THE ENCHANTED VOYAGE, in
on his sleeve, Keenan Wynn still on
Technicolor, is the picture photo¬
his neck, and Jean Porter, Chill Wills
graphed—for the most part—in New
Cameron Mitchell and Arthur Walsh
OrJeans
John Payne, June Haver,
to add to the merriment.
Charlotte Greenwood, Connie Mar¬
BOY’S RANCH is the current James
shall, Charles Russell (new swoon
Craig picture with Butch Jenkins,
rage), Clem Bevans, John Ireland,
Skippy Homeier (the little Nazi in
and Irving Bacon make up the cast.
“The Master Race”), Dorothy Patrick
LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN, also in
Sharon McManus, Ray Collins and
Technicolor, is the moving dramatiza¬
Darryl Hickman.
tion of Ben Ames Williams’ great book

ONE-MAN

/ufizacen,/
One lone Yank secretly
embarks on a dangerous
mission . . . infiltrates
the heart of Japan
. . . lives the war’s
most exciting
adventure!

TOM NEAL • BARBARA HALE
MARC CRAMER MICHAEL ST. ANGEL
LEONARD STRONG • RICHARD LOO
KEYE LUKE
RADIO
in and Produced by J. ROBERT BREN
Directed by GORDON DOUGLAS

1

HOLLYWOOD STARS YOU KNOW

/?

USE Westmores

on the theme of a woman’s jealousy.
Gene Tierney, Jeanne Crain, Cornel
Wilde, Vincent Price, Ray Collins,
Ruth Nelson, Gene Lockhart, Darryl
Hickman, Mary Phillips and Reed
Hadley are turning in superb per¬
formances.
SMOKY, in Technicolor, is the Fred
MacMurray picture with Anne Baxter,
Burl Ives, Bruce Cabot, Esther Dale
and Jay Farrol MacDonald.
DOLL FACE is keeping Carmen
Miranda, Dennis O’Keefe, Perry Como,
Vivian Blaine, Michael Dunne (re¬
member him in “Junior Miss”) and
Reed Hadley busy. On V-J Day, in¬
cidentally, Miss Miranda, riding down
Hollywood Boulevard, delighted the
frantic roisterers by standing on the
back of her convertible and perform¬
ing a victory rumba.
*

*

*

AT UNITED ARTISTS:

Starring in the Warner Uroj. Picture

"RHAPSODY IN BLUE"

I 1
'

.

.

FROM HOLLYWOOD ... WESTMORE’S SENSATIONAL
NEW LIQUID-CREAM FOUNDATION MAKE-UP
NOT A CAKE... NOT A CREAM

F

DOES NOT CAUSE DRY

SKIN

OR the flawless-looking complexion of the stars
... one drop ofOverglo .. . and presto! Quickly;

evenly applied with your fingertips, this new
liquid-cream foundation of the Westmores camou¬
flages large pores aud little lines. Adds youthful
smoothness under powder and rouge. Keeps make¬
up fresh all day. Never gives a masked appearance.
Perc Westmore, Direc•
tor of Make-up at Warner
Bros. Studios in Holly•
wood, using Overglo to
make up Joan Leslie.

Non-drying, definitely! Its emollient lanolin and oil
base helps defy dust and weather, too. One bottle
lasts for months. Seven flattering shades. $ 1.50 plus tax

DUEL IN THE SUN is the vivid
story being filmed from Niven Busch’s
titanic novel. The Jennifer JonesGregory Peck love scenes are said to
be among the most torrid ever re¬
corded. Also adding to the caloric
value are Joseph Cotten, Lionel Barry¬
more, Lillian Gish, Walter Huston,
Harry Carey, Butterfly McQueen,
Steve Dunhill, and Charles Dingle.
(Maybe now that the war is over,
Steve Dunhill will get some relief
from those eager beavers who thought
he belonged to the lighter family, and
wanted him to get them just one little
lighter for grandmother’s birthday.)
DIARY OF A CHAMBERMAID is
the nineteenth century story of a co¬
quette. Turning in beautiful per¬
formances under the direction of Jean
Renoir are Paulette Goddard, Burgess
Meredith,
Hurd
Hatfield,
Francis
Lederer, Judith Anderson, Reginald
Owen, Irene Ryan, Florence Bates and
Almira Sessions. Make a note of this
one—you won’t want to miss it.
TOM BRENEMAN’S BREAKFAST
IN HOLLYWOOD is something that
no
early
morning
tuner-inner
throughout this broad land will want
to miss.
Tom Breneman, complete
with hats, plays Uncle Corny; also
cast are Bonita Granville, Edward
Ryan, Beulah Bondi, Raymond Walburn, Billie Burke, Zasu Pitts, Lois
January, Margaret Early, Spike Jones
and his City Slickers, and the King
Cole Trio.
5

AT REPUBLIC:
DAKOTA is the new John Wayne
western with Vera Hruba Ralston,
Walter Brennan. Ward Bond (hooray
for him) and Mike Mazurki.
THE PHANTOM RIDER is another
bang-bang with Robert Kent, Peggy
Stewart, George Lewis, Kenne Dun¬
can, and Hal Taliaferro (pronounced
Toliver.)
CONCERTO is a picture you won’t
want to miss. Frank Borzage is pro¬
ducer-director and the picture is being
photographed by Tony Gaudio. Stars
are Maria Ouspenskaya, Philip Dorn
Bill Carter (war hero), Catherine Mc¬
Leod, Felix Bressart and Fritz Feld.

AT UNIVERSAL:
NEW * • • OVERGLO FACE POWDER •••ONE SHADE FOR

EVERY COMPLEXION

A make-up discovery! Overglo Face Powder . . . completely
different... one practically colorless shade perfect for every
foundation-tinted, complexion. Permits your foundationtinted skin to glow through with natural youthful beauty.
A face powder specially created for use with Overglo or any
tinted cake, cream or liquid foundation.
$1 plus tax.
PRODUCTS

OF

THE

HOUSE

OF

fVESTMORB

AS IT WAS BEFORE is the second
picture for that brilliant actor, Charles
Korvin. Playing opposite him is Merle
Oberon, and the cast includes Claude
Rains, Jess Barker, Ann Codee and
Doris Merrick.
SCARLET
STREET is
another
thriller with Edward G. Robinson,
Joan Bennett and Dan Duryea (the
sterling trio who made “Woman In
(Continued on page 70)

THE KIND OF WOMAN
MOST MEN WA1VT -

r«;
>
if

WARNERS daringly bring to the screen
the daring novel by dames M.Cain!
With

DIRECTED BY

PRODUCED BY

EVE ARDEN • ANN BLYTH • BRUCE BENNETT - MICHAEL CURTIZ- JERRY WALD
Screen Play by Ranald MacDougall • Based on the Novel by James M. Cain • Music by Max Steiner
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The daily use of dental floss re¬
moves wedged-in food which
helps to cause decay.

Brisk brush, bright girll Pret¬
tier, firmer teeth and healthier,
happier gums will result.
"Let's see a nice big smile" is old stuff to Jan Clayton who has smiled
her way to stardom for MGM. Sounds simple, too, the way she explains itl

By SHIRLEY COOK
BEAUTY EDITOR

A

POPULARITY poll or a reputation for raising spirits do not
usually rest on rapier-like wit. The girls who are nicest to
be near are those who smile easily—and prettily. So if you’re
not rating as many dates as you might, look to your lipline
And beyond it! Look, for instance, at lovely Jan Clayton whom
you can see in MGM’s “Jennie Was a Lady,” and follow her
hard and fast rules for the smile with a sparkle.
According to Jan, a dentist is one of the most important
men in your life so the professional part of your plan for a
prettier mouth must include these things. Your dentist should
clean your teeth to remove stains and tartar. He should make
minor repairs as they are needed before extensive and noticeable damage can cause pain—to you and to your pride.
For the personal part of mouth hygiene, you can do no
better than follow Jan’s own program. She allows ten minutes
each and every morning and night to give her teeth and
gums their proper cleansing.' Strong silken dental floss, held
firmly and drawn gently into all crevices removes the more
difficult to reach particles of food. Her toothbrush (and she
has at least two to assure a firm one for each cleansing)
polishes and cleanses the surfaces; stimulates the gums too
when the brush is drawn down and over the top jaw, up and
over the lower. Finally, she 'swishes away all debris with
a fragrant antiseptic mouthwash.
Bows, Missy Clayton, it’s not only what you say—it’s the way
that you say it!

n
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Pleasanter proximity for her
friends when she puts this
mouth wash on her program.

Color with curve control adds
the final touch to freshness
for the finest mouth appeal.

ow do you buy

your favorite beauty aids?
By their brand names
no doubt. That's right.
It’s the only safe
smart way to shop ...
to make sure you get exactly
what you want.
More and more women
are now discovering
it's also the best way
to choose a permanent wave.
If it's manageable,
lustrous curls you want,
curls with spring and softness,
natural looking from the start,
ask for a Helene Curtis Cold Wave.
Remember the name.
The whole name .. .

precious if. wets

COLD WAVES
FROM $10 TO $50 . . . REMEMBER, HELENE CURTIS IS THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF PRODUCTS FOR THE BEAUTY SHOP

Look for this emblem.
Only skilled hairdressers can join the
Helene Curtis Guild
of Professional Beauticians.
(S

k£...
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Dear Miss Cline:
What do English fans like best
about American movies? I don’t
think I could speak for the older
people, but most of us in the
’teens are all in agreement about
one thing: we like to see young
film actors and actresses as much
or more than the older, wellestablished stars.
Of the pictures I have seen
lately I liked “Home in Indiana”
and “Meet Me In St. Louis”
best of all. Musicals are always
great favourites over here, and
I can honestly say I have never
heard anyone say he didn’t like
Donald O’Connor. He is a uni¬
versal favourite.
I thought that “Laura” and
“The Woman In the Window”
were the best murder films, and
most people rush to see a Bette
Davis film.
Sincerely,
Margaret Bunyan
Aylesbury, Bucks, Eng.

-t

Tliank!>,
Margaret
Bunyan.
^our
letter
was
written
some
time ago, I note. Meanwhile, be¬
ing a fan for musicals, we hope
you’ve seen “Anchors Aweigh,”
with Gene Kelly, Frank Sinatra
and Kathryn Grayson.

witli one application of this Famous
3-WAY MEDICINAL TREATMENT
Ann Dvorak, lovely Hollywood star,
uses the famous Glover’s overnight
3-Way Treatment . . . and now you can
give your hair new loveliness, new
glamour! Prove it with your first over¬
night application. Glover’s will brighten
the natural color-tone of your hair—
give it fresh, sparkling highlights—a
new, soft, shining beauty! Today—try
all three of these easy-to-use Glover
preparations—Glover’s original Mange
Medicine—GLO-VER Beauty Shampoo

— Glover’s Imperial Hair Dress. Use
separately, or in one complete treat¬
ment. Ask for the regular sizes at any
Drug Store or Drug Counter—or mail
the Coupon.
FitEE TRIAL SIZE-Send today for
all three products in hermetically-sealed
bottles, with complete instructions for
* , Hover’s 3-Way Treatment, and useful ! REE booklet, “The Scientific Care
of Scalp and Hair.”
I our Hair trill be Lovelier with

0loiwCs
with inossage for DANDRUFF, ANNOYING
SCALP

ond

posi»«e-

Address
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city

EXCESSIVE

FALLING

HAIR
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Editor, Movieland:
Please have a story of Roddy
McDowall.
There’ve been so
few stories that I’d never have
known him if I hadn’t had the
pleasure of meeting him in per¬
son recently.
Mercedes Demers
Worcester, Mass.
Weren’t you the lucky one,
though!
Guess by now you’ve
seen the “Swim Session’’ picture
spread of Roddy in Septembe.
MOVIELAND. And wait—there’s
more coming! A full-length story,
in a near-future issue. Watch for
it!

Dear Miss Cline:
In your July issue you men¬
tion the 20th Century-Fox pic¬
ture, “Kitten on the Keys.”
Your final sentence reads: “Did
you know that Zez Confrey, who
wrote ‘Kitten on the Keys,’ died
recently?”
Many thanks for being con¬
cerned enough to write my
obituary, but I assure you that
I still feel pretty much alive.
It was my brother, James, who
passed away recently and the
newspapers got matters mixed.
Cordially yours,
Zez Confrey
Elmhurst, N. Y.
This is one time we’re really
glad to he corrected on an error.
Sorry to have added to the con¬
fusion, hut happy to find you are
still with us.

weekend*

I

F YOU have any preconceived notions about the sort
of guy Ray Milland is, I’d suggest you set about
instantly getting rid of them. Throw them away!
For you are about to see Ray, the erstwhile Bright
Young Man of motion pictures, as Don Birnam, the
alcoholic in “The Lost Weekend.”
Before we go any further, the shock I must prepare
you for will in no sense arise from the picture itself. I’ve
seen the film twice and I know. It is one of the truest,
most powerful pieces of drama Hollywood has ever put
upon a screen, and one which you definitely should see.
The shock will come from the fact that Ray, in this
role, is so completely different from anything you have
ever dreamed him in, that you’ll find it hard to believe
he’s the same guy. And he is superb.
The whole business began, Ray tells me, when he
started seeing copies of the novel by Charles Jackson
in his friends’ houses. It was on a table at Cary Grant’s.
It was in a bookcase on a boat of George Brent’s. He
had heard of the tome, of course, and naturally figured
that his pals were reading it because they were to do
it on the screen. And then he spotted it on the desk
of Billy Wilder, who, with Charles Brackett, has writ¬

BY

KATE

HOLLIDAY

ten and produced and directed some of the finest pic¬
tures in recent years. The pair of them did “Double
Indemnity,” among other things. And that was no
slouch!
Well, anyway, when Ray saw that Wilder was meta¬
phorically clutching “The Lost Weekend” to his bosom,
he began asking questions. It developed that the firm
of B. & W. was considering doing the story, and Wilder
suggested Ray take the book home and read it. This
he did—with the result that he was still awake, hanging
onto the volume for dear life, when four o’clock boomed
through the morning air. And the next day, when
Messrs. Brackett and Wilder inquired delicately whether
or not he would be interested in playing Don, he an¬
swered in such a resounding affirmative that the walls
of Paramount are still shaking.
Because of its subject matter, Hollywood (and Milland) wondered how on earth the picture was ever
going to be made. There was, you know, the Hays
Office to consider. But Mr. Brackett tells me that the
censors were extraordinarily kind. They not only agreed
that the film could be made, but declared that the script
submitted to them was a gem (Continued on page 99)
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By ALICE

L. TILOESLEY

It s an ill wind that blows no good . . .
Many stars have found that yesterday's
tragedies are tomorrow's blessings

W

Ava Gardner's big hope
was to sing with a band.

HAT are YOU crying about?
Dry those tears! More than likely your tragedy
will prove to be the springboard to a greater
blessing. So wipe your eyes, open them wide—
and come with me.
Look, here’s Greer Garson. When she was a little
girl, she was ill so often that her nightgowns got more
wear than her dresses. Was that bad?
She thought
so then, but later on she realized that it was the
omnivorous reading she did in bed that won her a
scholarship before she was eight.
Illness taught her
to concentrate so well that she could overcome almost
any handicap.
That’s Marlene Dietrich over there. She meant to
be a violinist, but just as she was ready to appear in
concert, she broke her wrist.
Musical career gone,
Marlene turned to stage and screen. A song she sang
in “Blue Angel,” and a pair of incomparable legs, drew
Hollywood’s attention—and what was a wrist and a
violin?
Before Van Johnson’s near-fatal accident, he was
just another juvenile around the lot who had done a
few films without getting much notice. The accident
put him in headlines; for Irene Dunne, Spencer Tracy
and Victor Fleming were so concerned about him that
they stopped making “A Guy Named Joe” until Van
recovered, and then staged a big welcome for him.
Van’s mail began before he (Continued on page 57)

i :sM
Phil Terry
He lives the quiet life with actress
wife Joan Crawford and Christina
and Phillip; their five and three yearold “junior members.” New additions
to this happy quartet are two black
French poodles, who are almost as
photogenic as the rest of the family.
Likes to putter around his lovely
home . . . latest “puttering” ambition
being to put up a brick wall around
the place, which proved to be more
of a project than he’d counted on . . .
so he gave up, after a few days, and
called in an expert! Claims climbing
ladders makes him nervous because
heights bother him . . . Looks as if
he’ll have to get accustomed to the
view from ’way up thar since doing
the part of the “good brother” of Ray
Milland’s alcoholic hero, in “Lost
Weekend.” Is excited about his
next role ... a dramatic one in Para¬
mount’s “To Each His Own” . . . and
with Olivia DeHavilland!

SUBSIXTEEN

T

By JAMES SCOTT
HE theatrical profession can boast
of scores of comedians, from clowns
up to and including Bert Lahr, Bob
Hope, Phil Silvers and Danny Kaye.
But comediennes don’t come in
droves, which is the reason why Char¬
lotte Greenwood, Carmen Miranda, Joan
Davis or Betty Hutton and a few others
can practically write their own tickets
at the studios.
Until now, whatever child actresses
existed usually were confined to the
tiny, pretty type—mostly on the ob¬
noxious side and dubbed by the film
folk as “the little heavy.”
But Barbara Whiting, moppet of thir¬
teen, who plays the straight comedy
role of Fuffy Adams in “Junior Miss,”
is strictly from hilarity—and no mis¬
take. Her next is MGM’s “Home Sweet
Homicide.”
Producer
William
Perlberg
and
George Seaton snagged her away from
the sacred precincts of Beverly Hills’
fashionable Westlake School because
she happened (Continued on page 98)

More minx than moppet—13-yr.-old
Barbara Whiting, the bobby sock
sophisticate in "Junior Miss"

She wanted glamour, but in the role of
Fuffy her only ornament was—a plastic skunk!

Lauren Bacall Bogart, avec
Charles Boyer on the set of
"Confidential Agent." (With
Katina Paxinou, Peter Lorre.)

By
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FREDDA

DUDLEY

LATTER DAY ADAM: While the company making "Leave Her To
Heaven" was on location in Oakcreek Canyon, a scenic spot 37 miles
outside of Flagstaff, Arizona, in Cocinino County, Cornel Wilde and
Gene Tierney decided, one afternoon, to take a quick dip in a nearby
lake. Neither was to be needed while a set-up was being changed,
so they hurried to their respective portable dressing rooms and hopped
into swim togs.

Teresa Wright, off-screen
since "Casanova Brown" (Int);
but she's at Paramount now
for "The Trouble With Women."

Gene was ready first, so plunged in. Suddenly she noticed that she
was not alone in the lake: a fine large snake was- circling around,
planning—as Gene viewed his behavior—the most strategic moment
at which to attack. She wasted no time; she began to scream at the
top of her lungs.
Cornel, reaching the bank on the double, plunged in, swam to
Gene, and laughed heartily at her cry of "Snake." Lightning fast, he

grasped the snake and flung it, with his best pitching technique,
onto the distant bank. He said to Gene, "Aren't you ashamed!
Making all that noise over a harmless little water snake."
Called the sheriff from the bank, "We've just killed your WATER
MOCASSIN!"
Cornel and Gene emerged from the lake, far too weak to swim.
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Joel McCrea and hi* missus (whom
you know as Frances Dee), with
Joel's manager, Frank Vincent.

They used to be married, but not any
longer. It's Alan Curtis at La Rue's
with his lovely ex-wife, Ilona Massey.

WELL DEVELOPED IDEA:

in publicizing children, no matter

Peggy Ryan recently received a

how lovely they may be.

letter from her brother, who is in

Donald

Germany. Having served 125 days
in the line without a change

on

shoes, he suffered a serious case

During his convalescence, his thoughts turned to commercial

possibilities along these lines:
Germany was filled with G.I/s not allowed (at that time) to frat¬
They were bored.

They were writing many letters home.

They were eager to purchase souvenirs. So, as soon as young Ryan
was out of the hospital, he and a buddy set up a photographic studio.
Business, he reported, was terrific.
If you have a relative sweating out transportation home, and if you
have received a picture of this chap recently, it may have been taken
by Tenderfoot Photographer Ryan.
NET RESULT:

Guess who took up the first afternoon of Lt. Richard Ney's recent
leave. Katharine Hepburn!
It happened like this: Greer Garson knew that her husband would
arrive sometime during a given week, but naturally he was unable
to mention the specific day. He arrived at noon on a day on which
Greer was scheduled to enact a series of important scenes, so she
couldn't leave the studio until 6 P.M. As Greer and Katie have
become very good friends (they are eager to do a picture together)
Katie came to the rescue and gave the lieutenant a terrific workout
on the tennis court.
•

•

of

shows

for

WACs.

He

an

encamp¬

wrote

to

a

many hours wearing out the boards
of various stages, but this is the first time that I've built the stage
from scratch."
The Charles Korvins have a delightful member of the household
named "Piglet."

He is a ragdoll pig with a nose like a tapir, and

Piglet

responsible

alone

is

for

all

domestic

Korvin

problems.

If

someone forgot to deliver Gaza's suits to the cleaners'—Piglet's fault.
If Gaza burns a hole in the best tablecloth—Piglet's fault.
burns the roast

Piglet s to blame.

If Helana

Very handy household gismo.

CONJUGAL:

The production schedule at Universal is currently distinguished by
three husband and wife teams: Walter Wanger is producing "Scarlet
Street," starring his wife and Edward G. Robinson; Deanna Durbin is
appearing in "Lady On a Train," produced by her husband, Felix
Jackson; Merle Oberonis starring in "As It Was Before" with Charles
Korvin, and is being photographed in the role by her husband,
Lucien Ballard.
•

*

*

It may be rather late for a Bogart-Bacall wedding anecdote, but
this one is worth repeating.

Seems that the day before Bogart left

for Mansfield with Miss BacalL to be married at Louis Bromfield's
part in "The Two Mrs. Carrolls."

Vivian Bfaine is quietly losing her mind.

By some accident her

home address was acquired by a group of Los Angeles bobby-soxers,
It has been impossible for her to get any

sleep recently, because the thoughtless fans drive past her apart¬
ment at all hours of the day and night, and honk like a terrified
flock of operatic geese. She'd move—haha—if
vainest hope of a local householder.

that

weren't

the

Cheryl Christine Crane celebrated her second birthday recently.
It was painted red, and equipped with wheels making it easy to
move; the sand was a white, especially-screened variety that Steve
secured from the beach at La Jolla. Lana had a party for her daughter,
inviting eight moppets of Cherry's age to attend.

A photographer

secured some of the dreamiest pictures to be taken in Hollywood for
months, but they won't be released because Lana does not believe

He made a dozen trips

to the

telephone to complete last minute arrangements; he scribbled notes
on weary envelopes carried in his breast pocket;
moments staring into space.

he spent spare

He had, in short, the jitters.

Barbara Stanwyck (working opposite him) noted the perturbation
of the thrice-previously-married Mr. Bogart, and observed in honeyed
tones, "I understand how nervous you are. Bogie.

After all. when

a man is about to become a bridegroom for the first time . . ."
Retorted Mr. Bogart wryly, "That's what I like about you, Stanny.
You're so sensitive!"

Her dad had ordered a handmade sand table for her, six feet square.
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currently

ranch, he was having a terrible time trying to deliver fines for his

•

SHORTIES:

who spread the news.

is

Hollywood friend, "I've spent many,

miserable weeks in an army hos¬

ernize.

radio

ment

of trench foot and spent several
pital.

O'Connor

stationed in Atlantic City, putting

of

•

•

•

BACK TO THE LAND:

Mr. Gable gave the problem a good deal of thought, to wit: he had
worked every single day for 65 working days; he was driving a long
distance from his ranch to the studio each day; surely it would be
more sensible to find a small, casual house near the studio, than live
so far away; ergo: he should sell his ranch. (Continued on page 66)

EYELASH

DARKENER

To keep lashes and brows bewitchingly dark and alluring . . . even after
swimming, crying or perspiring, use "Dark-EyesThis indelible
darkener never runs, smarts or smudges. One application lasts 4 to 5 weeks . .
thus ending daily eye make-up bother. CAUTION: Use only as
directed on the label. Try it! Get a package of "Dark-Eyes" today!

• Si.00 (plus tax) at
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LL over this broad land there are gazelle-ish young
men who, finishing a pas de chat before the im¬
perturbable practice room mirrors, have said to
themselves: “Astaire? Who is he?’’
And, when Miss Ginger Rogers expressed her¬
self as desiring only dramatic roles in future, agile
Annies throughout the country moved themselves up
one rung on their mental ladders of success.
At present, in Hollywood, there are three vivid new¬
comers—two men and a girl—who are adding impres¬
sive footnotes to the paragraphs already tapped out by
Astaire, Rogers & Company. And the amazing fact about
all three is that not one of them set out originally with
the leaping purpose of becoming a dancer. Each fell
into the profession; landing, naturally with a tour j’ete,
by accident. One protested the accident forcibly, but
Johnny Coy’s mother had a persuasive hand.
So we introduce to you the new toe and torso torna¬
does, Vera-Ellen, Johnny Coy, and Marc Platt.
You saw Vera-Ellen for the first time in “Wonder
Man”—when she did, among other things, “Bali-Boogie”
with Danny Kaye. You will (Continued on page 671

Marc Platt and Tamara Toumanova; before their
picture
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careers,

both

were

Ballet

Russe

stars.

Twice wounded and twice decorated. He would
like to be a director, is already a short story writer.

Maria Montez, his wife. And his leading lady?
Maybe they'll make a picture together someday.

The Flying Frenchman
By GERTRUDE SHANKLIN

Jean Pierre Aumont—one of the first to get
into the war. overseas 18 months, and what

B

a welcome when he returned to Hollywood!

EFORE Jean Pierre Aumont arrived for his lunch¬
eon appointment at the Beverly-Wilshire, a friend
of his at the table said, “He’ll come rushing in
here any minute now, so sorry to be late, and so
charming about it! He’s always late—he just can’t
help it.”
And that’s just the .way it was. Suddenly he appeared
in the doorway, looked anxiously about the room until
he located the table, then came hurrying over, mingling
his greetings with apologies, and radiating more charm
than any one man has a right to have.
“I don’t know why it is,” he said regretfully, as he sat
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down.
I can never be quite on time. I just never am.”
“No one expects you to, really, Jean Pierre,” teased
his friend.
I always try to be, you know,” he protested,
with that engaging smile. “When I first came to America,
people said to me, ‘Now, look, young man, this is not
Europe. You cannot be late to everything. You must
learn to be on time.’ And I made up my mind that I
would be. And always I try, but something happens at
the last minute: a phone call just as I’m leaving the
house, or the traffic lights. . . . That is one trouble—
there are too many red lights!” (Continued on page 63)

By

KATHERINE LAKE

Strangers with Children

Bob Hope ... a Yankee Doodle

who really went to town!

The guy who chalked up more

than 300,000 miles of travel,

Testimony to popularity "over there"—10.000 troops of Allied Nations jam-packed
London s Albert Hall from floor to ceiling to see him: thousands were turned away.

entertaining Allied troops

all over the war-torn world

Where there's Hope . . . there's a crowdl
a
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reproduction

of himself

in

Madame

Recipient of many honors. Bob's latest is
Tussaud's famous

London

wax

museum.

Once again teamed with Lamour and Crosby in laff-provoker "Road to
Utopia" (Para.). Above, Mrs. Hope and Linda. Tony (5) stayed home.

OB HOPE recently met a friend on the Paramount
Studio'lot, where he was working in a picture titled
“The Road To Utopia.”
“Howdy,” said the friend. “I saw that pretty
wife of yours on the golf course yesterday after¬
noon.”
“How was she?” asked Bob.
The friend hesitated. “Do you mean how was her
score?”
“How did she look? What did she say?” amplified
Bob sagely. “If I’d known you were going to see her, I
would have had you tell her ‘hello’ for me. Do you real¬
ize that it’s reached the point where Dolores awakens
toward morning, leans over and stares at my nearby
form, quivering in nervous slumber. ‘That,’ she whispers,
‘must be my husband.’ We are, you might say, strangers
with children.”
This was not entirely a comedian’s exaggeration. Mr.
Hope is a whirling dervish with wings, a supercharged
engine, and a pogo stick. He works long hours at the
studio, extended by long hours at the broadcasting sta¬
tion. (In addition to his regular show, he has been
known to give three or four additional broadcasts a
week.) His Sundays are taken up by charity golf
matches, appearances at bond rallies, or entertainment

tours of army and navy establishments or hospitals. An
observer, bearing in mind that Bob is British-born, once
said in admiration, “Anyone who has ever seen how
much Bob Hope can do, in a week, can understand how
an entire nation made up of such men could have won
the Battle of Britain.”
Bob Hope, as a public personality, is so well established
in the minds of the world, that he is seldom regarded as
an individual with an ordinary man’s desire to withdraw
from the spotlight and relax at home with his wife and
children.
When the golf course conversation was reported to
Mrs. Hope, she smiled ruefully. “Only yesterday I re¬
ceived a letter from a school chum of mine who is now
living in the East. One of her paragraphs began, ‘How
does it feel to be married to a famous man?’ I answered
her by admitting that there had been a time in my life,
not too long ago, when I had yearned to be the wife of a
banker, an attorney a plumber or a farmer. Such a wife
can plan an orderly life. Conversely, the wife of a man
in Bob’s position never knows at what time dinner .will
be served to a complete family, if it is served at all. She
never knows in the morning where she will be that night.
Yet I’ve grown so accustomed to the breathless pace,
to the spontaneous character (Continued on page 92)
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ILL EDWARDS is the tallest guy in pictures. But
I warn you, don’t say “How’s the air up there?”
if you want to stay on speaking terms with him.
Not only is he justifiably tired of the corny crack,
but for some strange reason he is sensitive about his
height of 6'6", as if it were something freakish or astro¬
nomical, and no one apparently can convince him that
most of Hollywood’s leading men would give a good
right eye to approximate it.
Sonny Tufts, for example, is a tidy 6'5", yet I happen
to know that Sonny actually wore “lifts” in his shoes
for his scenes with Bill in “Miss Susie Slagle'” That

ought to prove something to the “big guy,” but doesn’t.
Likewise I would suggest you never flick cigarette
ashes on his mother’s rugs, or the floor of his Indian tan
convertible coupe, The careless habit gripes the bejeepers out of him, and cost one young glamour girl
I know the chance to be Mrs. Bill Edwards.
Not many people in Hollywood, even at his own studio.
Paramount, know Bill. Really know him, I mean.
Everyone is well aware of his face and name, of course,
and that his performance in “Susie Slagle” (his first
real chance) has earmarked him for top roles in im¬
portant pictures henceforth. (Continued on page 52)

By KAY

PROCTOR

Six cents plus a sense of humor were all Mama May and son had, not so long ago!
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Her

By

JUNE BRIDE
.

T

O RECORD this romance between
June and Dick is like writing a
history of the Bedlam Asylum. It
must have had its sweeter mo¬
ments, but if so, they were in the
minority, and incidental to the wacky
goings-on between the two.
For instance, June—the incorrigible
sentimentalist—hasn’t yet gleaned a
sentimental moment.
For years she
dreamed of the day the man in her life
would slip the engagement ring on her
finger. And it happened this way:
Dick picked her up at her dentist’s
office, drove to a quiet spot and stopped
the car. He fished in his pocket, drew
out a small box and opened it, to dis¬
close a star sapphire, set in gold and
surrounded by diamonds. June’s eyes
were misty—until he put the ring on
the fourth finger of her right hand.
“Please,” said June, “let’s get the
right hand. That is to say, the left.”
The correction made, Dick leaned
over to kiss her, and was startled when

JANE

WILKIE

/ ^

.dgi

1

jbB

she drew away.
He made a firmer
approach, and drew away himself, even
more startled.
“What is the matter with your
mouth?” he said. “It—it slips all over
the place.”
“Novocaine,” replied June sadly.
“The dentist gave me novocaine and
I’m out of control.”
But to begin at the beginning. One
starry night Dick Powell was driving
home from his studio. He didn’t par¬
ticularly want to go home; there was
no one there and nothing to do. When
he passed June’s apartment he noticed
the windows ablaze with light. He had
met June on the set of “Meet The Peo¬
ple” and she had seemed a nice kid.
So Mr. Powell made a quick U-turn
and parked his car in her driveway.
He found the apartment straining
its seams with June’s crowd from the
studio, and spent an hour stowed in a
corner with the hostess’s housekeepercompanion, (Continued on page 98)
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They met at the Stage Door Canteen and 'twas love at first sight.
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An expert cameraman, too.

HARLES KORVIN just missed being born in
America. His parents were packed and ready
to leave Hungary, when his uncles returned
—having been in this country—and pursuaded them to stay where they were.
So they did, and two months later Charles
Korvin put in his appearance.
It is difficult to picture what kind of man
Korvin might have been, were he New York Cityborn, instead of in the village of Pastyen. One
thing is certain, however: that his having lived
such a gypsy life in so many countries gives him
a personality that’s thoroughly saturated with
“continental atmosphere.”
In addition to which—yes, he’s one of the hand¬
somest men to hit Hollywood in a long time. Six
feet tall, on the button.
One hundred and
seventy-five pounds, dark hair streaked with
iron gray, hazel eyes—he even has a dimple in
his chin! And he has a quick sense of humor, is
a delightful conversationalist . . . with an accent
reminiscent of Boyer’s, a decade ago. He’s a nice
guy, Charles Korvin. And girls, listen J;o this!
He prefers American girls! He thinks they are by
far the best dressed, that they have “the courage
of color.” French women, he says, always look as
if they are going to a wake, swathed in dead black
from head to toe.
And that brings us to tell of his marriage; the
story which began about five o’clock one fine
spring afternoon, in 1941. Helena Fredricks,
actress, was making coffee at the Stage Door Can-,
teen. Mr. Korvin, entering the kitchen on a new
shift of busboys, spied the cute blonde wrestling
wearily with the coffee urn, sneaked up behind her
and whispered, “Hi, beautiful.”
Helena swung with her towel; she thought he
was fresh, and she said so. The Canteen cemented
the friendship, however. And as Charles later
told her mother, in phrasing that’s characteristic:
“Helena is one of the beautiful ones.”
So they were married. They live now in a small,,
tastefully decorated apartment in Hollywood. One
entire wall of the living room is lined with record
albums, and the kitchen is well-stocked with
strange spices and herbs—all necessary for Korvin’s expert meddling in things culinary; he has
a special dish for every country he’s lived in,
which adds up to quite a few dishes!
To start with, there was Hungary—although
the. town where he was born has been within the
boundaries'of Czechoslovakia since 1919. Korvin’s
father had only two years of formal schooling,
but he made and lost three fortunes in his life¬
time. The family moved about considerably—
from Postyen to Budapest, where the elder Kor¬
vin owned a cafe, then to Lake Balaton for a ship¬
building project. There Charles learned to love
ships, and everything about them; but after his
mother’s death, in 1926, the family moved back
to Budapest.
Charles got his first job, in Budapest—in the
Ministry of Economics, where he was required to
wear black-striped (Continued on page 81)

Here, with Ella Raines.

Born

in

Hungary;

traveled

writer James Hilton

3

"As

It Was

Mrs.

Korvin

Before"

all

over

Europe

'til

persuaded him to try Calif.
(Univ.)

was stage

is his next

actress

Helena

picture.

Fredricks.
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Rooms of improvement and homes with
a future . . . what the movie decorators
predict for post-war planned interiors

By KOLMA FLAKE

MODERNIZE OR NOT may be your question. There is something contributory to
hospitality about the

genuinely

wholesome

look of colonial

furniture.

An

ex¬

ample ... the up-to-date New England farmhouse in RKO's "The Passionate Ghost".
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FORESHADOWING YOUR HOME

STREAMLINED EFFICIENCY is another accepted contri¬

PROCLAIMING

bution to modern living, popularized by "movie set" homes.

linoleum

patterns

This modern kitchen is tor "Be It Ever So Humble" (Univ.).

forecast

in

COMFORT PLUS CHI-CHI.
indicative
"Stork

of

Club”

the
is

in

this

and
foyer.

Glass, plastics, original

interesting
("Stork

door
Club".

effects

are

Paramount).

Significant of the present

future . .
accord

I HE FUTURE.

. this

with

living

most

room

post-war

from
homes.

W

ITH all this talk of the home of the
future—talk which glitters with push¬
button living, outside-inside rooms, dis¬
appearing walls and ad flabbergastium
—it seems pertinent to query the men
who create homes for the motion picture
screen.
Phony though these homes may be, they
have caused more human beings to sigh for
home improvements than almost any other
medium. Long ago a smart linoleum pro¬
moter sold studio art directors and interior
decorators on presenting stylized linoleum in
entry halls, nurseries, recreation rooms and
even drawing rooms. (Continued on page 78)
PREDICTION

OF

THINGS

TO

COME.

Upholstery

and

draperies

of

glass,

practically everlasting, will be a must! (Above, farmhouse in "Christmas in Conn.")
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HEN Jennifer Jones was awarded the Academy Oscar
in 1944 for her portrayal of the little peasant saint in
“The Song of Bernadette,” Hollywood split up into a
dozen camps expressing all shades of opinion between
the two opposite views (a) that Jennifer definitely did,
and (b) that she definitely did not deserve the Oscar.
Jennifer herself was among the latter. On the night she
received the award, as she walked back to her seat, carrying the
Oscar, she stopped to say to Ingrid Bergman (who had also been
a candidate for her Maria, in “For Whom the Bell Tolls”): “I’m
sorry. You should have had it.” Ingrid smiled and shook her
head, saying, “No, Jennifer, your Bernadette was greater than
my Maria.” Afterwards, Jennifer always maintained that she
had won the award on other people’s work. She gave all the
credit to Henry King, who had directed her in “Bernadette,”
and to others connected with the production.
Granting that no award ever satisfies everybody, this one to
Jennifer stirred up more of a hornet’s nest than usual. Nobody
denied the beauty of her performance, but the theme of the
oppositionists ran something like this: “The Academy Award
is supposed to be for the best performance. And how do we
know that -‘Bernadette’ was a performance? Jones may be just
a natural type for the part. Until we see her in other parts, it’s
impossible to tell whether she’s an actress or just being herself.
Only time will tell.’’
On the other hand, it was argued that the Academy award
was based on quality alone, apart from all considerations of
length of experience. On that basis, a girl who could begin her
screen career with such a portrayal had as much right to the
award as anyone else. Time would tell, they also said, that
Jennifer had it in her to give many award-calibre performances;
so let her win as many Oscars as she could, and more power
to her!
Jennifer’s right—or non-right—to the Oscar for that per¬
formance has been a popular gossip topic ever since, though the
line-up as to who thinks what is constantly changing. Mean¬
while, Jennifer goes serenely on her way, giving one outstanding
performance after another, in roles as widely varied as opinions
about her ability. And as everybody said it would, time is telling.
But the experts didn’t have to wait for time. They recognized
Jennifer’s potentialities early in the game. For instance, Direc¬
tor Henry King, who’s in a position to know, had this to say:
“Jennifer Jones definitely is an actress, a very rare kind of ac¬
tress. She had to be, to play the role of Bernadette. Nobody could
have injected Bernadette into her. Bernadette had to come out
of her. She is like a very sensitive musical instrument which,
with very careful manipulation, will produce wonderful effects.
Contrary to popular belief, she was not selected because she was
an unknown. She was selected because she was the
best actress we could find for the part.”
Those who predicted a quick fade-out for Jennifer
after “Bernadette” (remembering Betty Bronson’s
eclipse after ‘ Peter Pan” and Charlotte Henry’s after
“Alice in Wonderland,”) reckoned without the shrewd
management of David O. Selznick. To prove that
Jennifer was neither a flash in the pan nor a natural
Bernadette-type, he cast her, immediately after that,
as Jane, a swee't, wholesome girl in these United
States during this World War II, in “Since You Went
Away.” This picture brought her back from the re¬
mote and hallowed niche she had carved for herself
as Bernadette, and established her as “the girl next
door.”
Next came “Love Letters.” Producer Hal Wallis
borrowed Jennifer to play the part of'an idealistic girl,
who, as a result of severe emotional shock, becomes a
victim of amnesia. An intensely exacting role this
was, and handled with such skill you could not re¬
member, while seeing the picture, that here was act¬
ing being done. It was even difficult to believe that
this was the same girl whom you had seen in the two
previous pictures.
When asked why he selected Jennifer (Continued on page 59)

Did Jennifer Jones really
deserve the Oscar for her Bernadette?
That was the question . .. now we know!
3y

Off-screen,

Jennifer

is

RAC PICKETT

shy,

somewhat naive, but very gay.
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REETINGS, boys and girls! Lots of music
news this month, so let us be off!
Guy Lombardo and his band have started
work on Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s new musical,
“No Leave, No Love.” Though the picture stars
Van Johnson, the story is really centered around
the life of the Lombardo family, so Guy and his
brothers will have some acting to do, with
plenty of dialogue, in addition to their musical
duties.
Walt Disney has signed some big musical per¬
sonalities for his next production, “Make Mine
Music.” The picture will be in technicolor, and
all-cartoon, with a voice or a band behind every
number.
And the cartoon characters will be
new ones.
So far, Disney has nabbed Dinah
Shore, Nelson Eddy, Benny Goodman, Cozy Cole,
Sid Weiss, and Teddy Wilson, with more big
names to come.
Tom Breneman’s “Breakfast In Hollywood,”
which has been one of the most popular daytime
radio shows, is being made into a movie, and
will be released ^y United Artists. They say the
film, though based on the program, will be more
of a variety musical. The rhythmic chores will
be handled by Andy Russell, The King Cole Trio
and Spike Jones And The City Slickers.
Frankie Carle and his orchestra will have five
numbers in R.K.O.’s “Riverboat Rhythm,” in¬
cluding his famous “Sunrise Serenade.”
Harry James told me just before he left New
York that he hopes his next picture will be
“Young Man With A Horn.” The screenplay of
the famous novel formerly owned by Paramount,
at one time was to have starred Burgess Mere¬
dith. An independent producer, Bruce Manning,
now has the rights to the story, and Harry says
he and Manning may make a deal. Of course
James still owes Twentieth Century-Fox two
pictures on his contract with them.

WHAT'S BRISK ON THE DISC:
COLUMBIA:
Well,

here’s

the

(Continued

on

page 50)

Jill and "The Horn" (H. James) rehearse for "Saturday Senior Swing".

By

JILL

WARREN
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Once you’ve used
FIBS, there are two
special advantages
that you’ll always
remember:
FIRST, those
smoothly tapered,
gently rounded ends that assure easy
insertion. You can tell at a glance that
FIBS must be easy to use.

.record you Sinatra-atics have been
waiting for, and it’s a goodie. Frank
and Xavier Cugat’s orchestra together
on “My Shawl” and “Stars In Your
Eyes.” Now, don’t rush, kids. On sec¬
ond thought, maybe you’d better.
If they’re all gone, maybe you’ll
settle for “Cugat’s Favorite Rhumbas,”
an album of Cugie’s pet Latin-American dities, including “Begin The Beguine,” “Green Eyes,” “Besame
Mucho,” and others; eight sides in all.
Then there’s a single Cugat disc,
“No Can Do,” and “You Forgotcha
Guitar.” Both vocals are sung by radio
singer Leah Ray, who got her start
in the music business several years
ago as Phil Harris’ singer.
The Modernaires, with Paula Kelly,
have done their usual good job on
“The Night Is Young And You’re So
Beautiful,” and “Jog Along,” with
Mitchell Ayres’ orchestra.
“I’m Gonna Love That Guy,” and
“Till The End Of Time,” are the songs
Ginny Simms has chosen for her new¬
est record; and the titles are timely,
inasmuch as Ginny is a brand new
bride.
Count Basie jumps in with two in¬
strumentals, “Feather Merchant” and
“Ain’t It The Truth.”
“Along The Navajo Trail,” and “A
Tender Word Will Mend It All” have
been waxed by Gene Krupa and his
band, with Buddy Stewart in for the
lyrics. You’ll hear some of Charlie
Venturo’s tenor sax on both tunes.
Benny Goodman offers “It’s Only
A Paper Moon,” and “I’m Gonna Love
That Guy,” with vocals by Dottie Reid.
Dottie has since left the band.
Harry James’ “11:60 P. M.” has been
a big hit, but his new one is going to
furnish some competition. It’s “Au¬
tumn Serenade,” and “It’s Been A
Long, Long Time,” with a Kitty Kallen vocal.
A new recording star on the Colum¬
bia label is a young lady by the name

of Pearl Bailey, and her first record is
“Tired,” and “Fifteen Years” (And
I’m Still Serving Time). I’m sure most
of you have never heard of her, but
unless I miss my bet, you will. I pre¬
dict she’ll be the next vocal sensation.
Her style is completely unlike anyone
eise’s.

DECCA:
If you like Gershwin music, (aijd
who doesn’t?) you’ll want the album,
“Porgy and Bess,” with the Los An¬
geles Philharmonic Orchestra under
the direction of Alfred Wallenstein.
Dick Haymes has recorded two of
the tunes he sings in his latest pic¬
ture, “State Fair.” They’re “That’s For
Me,” and “It Might As Well Be
Spring,” with Victor Young’s orches¬
tra. (Music and lyrics by the famous
Hammerstein-Rodgers team.)
Russ Morgan and his “Music In The
Morgan Manner” are represented with
“Remember When,” with a vocal by
Marjorie Lee; and “The Wish That
I Wish Tonight,” from the picture
“Christmas In Connecticut.” Russ
sings this one himself.
Les Paul and His Trio are heard
on “Begin The Beguine” and “Dream
Dust.” This is one of the very best
trios, consisting of two guitars and
bass fiddle, with piano accompani¬
ment.
Eugenie Baird and Mel Torme and
his orchestra have a pleasing duo in
“Am I Blue?” and “I Fall In Love Too
Easily.”
The Andrews Sisters’ latest platter
should bring plenty of nickels into the
nation’s juke boxes. It’s “The Blond
Sailor,” and “Lily Belle.” The “Sailor”
tune is an adaptation of an old Bavar¬
ian melody, and sounds like it will
ring the hit bell.
Randy Brooks has Marian Hutton
as the vocal lass on his second record
for Decca. The tunes are “I’m Gonna
Love That Guy,” and “No More Toujours L'Amour.” The latter tune is the
(Continued on page 53)

SECOND, the “quilting” that prevents
cotton particles from clinging to delicate
internal membranes. It’s a feature fas¬
tidious women are quick to appreciate.
FIBS quilting also contributes directly
to your comfort... keeps Fibs from fluff¬
ing up to an uncomfortable size, which
might cause pressure, irritation, difficult
removal. No other tampon is quilted!
Next time you buy tampons
be sure to ask for FIBS*!
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V^ian Blaine will tour with Tommy Dorsey
,ared with the T. Dorsey Band on a recent Sunday NBC broadcast
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TELLS HER
See her in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s
"OUR VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES"

V*.

For the first time, the inspired artistry of lovely little
Margaret O’Brien is available on phonograph records.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s beloved star tells "Two Stories
for Children,” with delightful musical accompaniment.
Three full size records in a colorful album that will
make a treasured gift. At your favorite
record store.
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They know he is exceedingly hand¬
some in a clean blond way, friendly
enough on the surface, and a thor¬
ough-going gentleman given to the
habit of drawling “We-e-11, I don’t
know-o-w!” so frequently that it has
! become his trademark around the
studio.
Few people, however, know what
makes him tick as a person, and the
fault is entirely his own. Almost pain¬
fully reticent by nature, he refuses to
lower his ■ guard until he knows you
well and believes you like him. This
trait, naturally, is somewhat baffling
to those many souls given to calling
everyone “Darling!” within 10 minutes
of a casual introduction, and hence
often is misinterpreted as conceit on
his part. Actually Bill has surpris¬
ingly little conceit, especially in view
of his youth, good looks, and great
appeal to women, who have a tendency
to throw themselves at him. when
that happens, I might add, Edwards
has a tendency to run!
Once his guard is down, the stiffly
polite and reserved Bill turns into a
fun-loving young man with a grand
sense of humor and unexpected wit,
excellent company, and a devoted and
thoughtful friend. Like everyone else,
I had to discover that the hard way;
when I first met him I honestly
thought he was a stuffy stupe! So did
his fellow actor, sophisticated Billy
DeWolfe, who now is his closest friend
and biggest booster. Billy, inciden¬
tally, has done much towards giving
Bill a certain poise, suavity and selfconfidence he badly lacked.'
One of the things I like best about
Bill is the way he is neither selfconscious nor (praise be!) noble now
about all the tough raps he has taken
from life in getting where he is. Some
of those raps were heartbreakers, be¬
lieve me, and for years it was nip and
tuck just to keep eating. On one oc¬
casion, when he and his mother were
returning from an ill-fated trip West,
they drove straight through, day and
night; their limited funds made it
necessary to choose between eating
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and the price of lodgings for the night.
They chose to eat.
Another thing I like is the lack of
Hollywood ham in him. He never
struts or poses, in or out of public, and
actually is embarrassed when some
little incident draws attention to him.
Even at home base, the studio, where
“gestures” of various sorts are the ex¬
pected thing, Bill bends over back¬
ward to escape being thought actor¬
ish. The other day, for example, we
were walking to the commissary for
lunch, and a boy from the fan mail de¬
partment thrust a large package of the
week’s fan letters into his hands. As if
they were hot potatoes, Bill dumped
them in my arms.
“Please, for Pete’s sake, will you
carry ’em?” he asked, blushing guilt¬
ily. “Somebody might think I was
trying to show I was good enough to
get fan mail!”
Shades of Hollywood! And the guy
really meant it!
Perhaps best of all I like Bill’s quiet,
selfless devotion to his mother, May.
That devotion comes straight from the
heart, not from any sense of filial
duty; they have faced the world to¬
gether since he was a kid of 7, and
together took whatever hard knocks
came their way.
Incidentally, someone recently wrote
that you “either want to neck Bill or
mother him”. Baloney! Even May
doesn't mother him in the conven¬
tional sense. They are. rather, the
greatest of pals, who love each other,
understand each other, and because
laughter helped them over many a bad
break, rib each other in good-natured
fun. Recently, among Bill’s fan letters
was one effusive bit of mush about his
eyes “like deep pools of sapphires”, his
teeth, “like stars”, and his (wow!)
“3 ft. wide shoulders and wavy hair!”
“What a dream boat,” May sighed,
“and to think you’re all mine!”
Mother Edwards is no slouch her¬
self when it comes to good looks and
charm. Alongside of Bill she looks
tinier than she is, and is friendly and
(Continued on page 54)
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Home to Bill Edwards and his mom is a modest apt. in a middle-class section of Hollywood
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latest composition of one Hoagy Car¬
michael.
Here’s another fine album from the
Brunswick Collector’s Series. It’s the
“Frank Teschemacher Jazz Album,”
and includes such old goodies as “I’ve
Found A New Baby,” “There’ll Be
Some Changes Made,” with such art¬
ists as Eddie Condon, Red McKenzie,
and “Wingy Manone.” If you’re a jazz
fan, this will be a must on your list.

VICTOR:
Freddy Martin and His Orchestra
have two new ones, “Lily Belle,” sung
by Gene Conklin and the Martin Men,
and “And There You Are,” with an
Artie Wayne vocal.
“Stephen Foster Favorites.” That’s
the name of the first solo album Sam¬
my Kaye has made. The “Swing and
Sway” maestro, with Billy Williams
and the Five Kaydets, have recorded
some of the best loved Foster melo¬
dies. There are ten sides in all, with
such favorites as “Old Kentucky
Home,” “Swannee River,” “Old Black
Joe,” and “I Dream of Jeanie With
The Light Brown Hair.”
Sammy is also in with a single plat¬
ter, “Promises,” sung by Billy Wil¬
liams; and “I’ll Be Walkin’ With My
Honey” (Soon, Soon, Soon) with Billy
and Nancy Norman dividing the vocal
honors.
Vaughn Monroe has done the novel¬
ty tune, “Down In Chi-Chi Hotcha
Watchee,” backed up by “Something
Sentimental.” Vaughn and The Nor¬
ton Sisters capably handle the lyric
department on both sides.
“That’s For Me,” and “Yolanda” are
the numbers selected by Artie Shaw
for his new one. They’re both ballads
with vocals by Hal Stevens.
Tommy Dorsey’s ever popular “Boo¬
gie Woogie,” has been re-issued on his
latest platter, backed up by “There
You Go,” with Stuart Foster on the
chorus.

CAPITOL:
Lots of good things from the Capitol
Corner this month. First off we find
Jo Stafford’s “That’s For Me,” and
“Gee, It’s Good To Hold You,” with a
beautiful trumpet chorus by Billy
Butterfield, now Private B.B., of the
U. S. Army.
Betty Hutton bounces forth with a
coupling that is sure to be popular
with her fans. She does “What Do
You Want To Make Those Eyes At Me
For?” from her recent picture, “In¬
cendiary Blonde.” On the flipover she
whips through “Doin’ It The Hard
Way,” which she does in the forth¬
coming “Duffy’s Tavern.” This one is
a worthy successor to her sensational
“Rocking Horse.”
Cootie Williams and his Orchestra
make their bow on the Capitol label
with two powerful instrumentals,
“House of Joy,” and “Everything But
You.” And Cootie’s trumpet is very
much in evidence.
Margaret Whiting and Paul Weston
have joined forces for “How Deep Is
The Ocean,” (which is being revived
in the movie “Blue Skies,”) and “It
Might As Well Be Spring.”
Capitol has a fine series of albums
entitled, “The History Of Jazz.” There
are four volumes, “The Solid South,”
“The Golden Era,” “Then Came
Swing,” and “The Modern Age.”
Many of the all-time greats in the
jazz field are represented with their
recorded work; such artists as Zutty
Singleton. Rex Stewart, Eddie Miller,
Coleman Hawkins, Benny Carter, Jack
Teagarden, Red Nichols and others.

Johnnie Johnston’s waxing of “Wait
and See,” and “Autumn Serenade”
certainly will not make his fans un¬
happy. Paul Weston did the fine ar¬
rangements and Carl Kress handled
the baton.

JAM NOTES:
Carl Ravazza is a clickeroo at the
Roxy Theatre in New York, where he
has been signed for six months as a
vocal soloist and M.C. Carl gave up
his dance band and sold his library to
Harry Cool, who decided to become a
leader instead of a radio singer. Of
course Harry is handling some of the
vocals with his band, and has been
very successful at the Blackhawk in
Chicago. A neat trade that has worked
out O.K.
. . . Moe Zudicoff, well-known trom¬
bonist, formerly with Jimmy Dorsey,
is planning his own band, and will
call himself Buddy Morrow . . . Mar¬
jorie Hyams has left Woody Herman
. . . The head man of the Herd may
land a big radio commercial soon. . . .
When the Hotel New Yorker in the
big city signed Chuck Foster, it
marked the first time in over five
years that they had featured a sweet
band. . . . Monica Lewis, who became
Mrs. Bob Thiele during the summer,
may record for her husband’s com¬
pany, “Signature.”
. . . Bob Chester is reorganizing a
band styled somewhat like the old
Glenn Miller outfit, which wouldn’t be
bad, at all, at all. . . . Speaking of
Miller, when his Army Air Forces
Orchestra returned to the States, they
were all given a thirty-day furlough,
but before being processed, they were
guests at a special show at Camp
Shanks, N. Y., and their old friend,
Marion Hutton, was the surprise star.
... It looks like Frank Sinatra said
“So Long, Max Factor,” and “Hello,
Old Gold,” in a quick switch of radio
sponsors, which was all very amiable.
. . . Jane Froman and Hal McIntyre
have extended their overseas tours.
. . . Eileen Barton is the happiest girl
in New York because she is being
starred on her own program, “Teen
Timers Canteen.” . . . Carlos Ramirez
has been breaking all kinds of records
in his concert tour through South
America. . . . Ella Mae Morse landed
a part in P.R.C.’s mew movie, “How
Do You Do?”
. . . Martha Tilton will soon make
her third starring picture for the same
company. . . . Johnny Bothwell, out¬
standing alto saxophonist with Boyd
Raeburn’s band, has left Raeburn, and
may front his own group. . . . Nancy
Norman swears she will retire from
the Sammy Kaye aggregation as soon
as she becomes the bride of crooner
Dick Brown. Funny thing about this
romance, it started out as a publicity
gag, but became the real thing. Good
luck, kids.
. . . Rumor Department: (And I’m
only asking!) Is Buddy Stewart go¬
ing to leave Gene Krupa? Will Joan
Edwards do a fade from the “Hit Par¬
ade” program soon?
Well, Kiddies, that does it for
now. See you next month. In the
meantime, if you have any little
musical puzzlers, send them along,
and I’ll do my best to answer you.
But please, not too many questions,
and be sure to enclose a SELF-AD¬
DRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE.
Just write Jill Warren, Movieland
Magazine, 1476 Broadway, New
York City 18, N. Y.

"7n,c RECORDS
(ORDER FROM US AND BE SATISFIED)
□ Boogie Woogie; There You Go—Tommy Dorsey
—53c
Q Confessin'; East Town Boogie—Lil Armstrong
and All Stars—12" $1.58
□ Night and Day; Lamplighter's Serenade—Frank
Sinatra—53c
□ Bring Another Drink: If You Can’t Smile and
Say Yes—King Cole Trio—53c
□ Lily Belle: And There You Are—Freddy Martin
—53c
□ Georgia Gal; That’s A Gasser—Wingy Manone
—79c
□ Soothe Me; Wrap It Up and Put It Away—
Ernie Andrews—$1.05
□ Uptown Boogie; Throw It Out Your Mind—
Illinois Jacquet—$1.05
□ 'Til The End Of Time; That Feeling In The
Moonlight—53c
□ I Was A Fool To Let You Go; Thinking—The
Red Caps—79c
□ Boogie Express: Erin Go B oo g i e— Deryck
Sampson—79c
.
.
□ A Cottage For Sale; I Love The Rhythm of A
Riff—Billy Eckstein—$1.05
□ The Man I Love; King Perry Blues—King
Perry—$1.05
□ You’re Not The Only Apple: When Will I
Know—Dick Kuhn—79c
□ That’s What I Like About The South: Brazen
Little Raisin—Phil Harris—89c
□ Close As Pages In A Book—Frances Langford
—-89c
□ Save It Pretty Mama; Peach Tree Street—Sir
Walter Thomas All Stars—79c
□ Piano Cocktail; Sat. Night Twist—Erskin Butterfleld—79c
□ Warsaw Concerto—Los Angeles Philharm. Orch.
—$1.05
□ That's It: Nevada—T. Dorsey—53c
□ Don’t Fool Around Me Anymore; At Mail Call
Today—Ozzie Waters—89c
□ Shame On You; If Our Hand Could Reach
Across The Ocean—Walter Shrum—89c
□ Chloe: Serenade To a Jerk—Spike Jones—53e
□ Hong Kong Blues; How Little We Know—
Hoagy Carmichael—89c
□ Along The Navajo Trail; Counting The Days—
Dinah Shore—53c
□ On The Bean; Recollections—Coleman Hawkins
79c
□ I Can’t Get Started; Prisoner Song — Bunny
Berri gan—12"—79c
□ Sing Sing Sing—B. Goodman—12"—79c
□ Concerto For Clarinet—Artie Shaw—12"—79c
□ Honeysuckle Rose; Blue Turning Grey Over
You—"Fats” Waller—12"—79c
□ For You; Swing Low—T. Dorsey—12"—79c
□ I’ll Be Walking With My Honey (Soon-SoonSoon) ; Promises—S. Kaye—53c
□ Broke But Happy; Blues On The Delta—W.
Thomas All Stars—79c
□ Flyin' Hawk; Drifting On A Reed—Coleman
Hawkins—79c
□ The Sad Sack; Grabtown Grapple—Artie Shaw
—53c
□ Remember When; My Mother's Waltz—Wayne
King—53c
□ Little Jazz; September Song — A. Shaw. Roy
Eldridge—53c
□ On A Little Street In Singapore; Basket Weaver
Man—Glenn Miller—53c
□ Perdido; Raincheck—Duke Ellington—53c
□ Love Sends A Little Gift Of Roses^-T. Dorsey
—53c
□ China Stomp: Rhythm—Lionel Hampton—53e
□ A Jam Session At Victor—All Stars—53c
□ I’m Lost; Shy Little Witch—H. D’Amico. Don
Byas Sextet—$1.05
□ Topsy; Soft Winds—Art Tatum—12"—$1.58
□ Kansas City Caboose: Sleepy Baboon—Sonny
Greer. Rex Stewart Sextet—SI.05
□ This Heart Of Mine; Everytime—Teddy Wilson
Quintet—79c

Hard-To-Get Albums
□ Rhapsody In Blue—Oscar Levant—$2.83
□ Carousel Alb. Original N. Y. Cast—$5.78
Glenn Miller Album—$2.63
C. Hawkins NEW Alb.—$2.89
W. King Alb.—$2.63
S. Kaye Alb.—$2.63

We will ship 3 or more records C-O.D.
express, insured. All orders shipped same
days as receipt of order. Special atten¬
tion to orders with money in advance.
Please add 25c for packing

One of the largest Popular, Hot Jan,
Boogie Woogie and Classical Record
Stocks in the entire U.S.A.

53 Clinton Ave., So.

Rochester 4, N. Y.
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Beautifully designed by Mexican ar¬
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• Silver charms.$2.00

• Felt, Texas Cowboy Suits for
boys or girls, sizes 2 to 10. . $8.50

• Men’s Heavy solid silver Iden¬
tification Bracelets_$12.50

• Men’s genuine leather handtooled Belts, all sizes.. $5.50

• Ladies’

finest

handtooled

leather Bags.$42.50

• Ladies’ Mexican handmade
Fancy Coats,
small,

(90% Wool),

medium

or

large

$29.50

sizes .

• 10 growing Cactus, with direc¬
tions, in box .. .. .$2.50

Prices include tax.
pay the postman.

Postpaid.

Send cash or

All high quality merchan¬

dise. Money refunded if not entirely pleased.

Mrs.Wacker's
Gift Shop
TEMPLE ,TEXAS.
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Hollywood, did he learn the injury in
easy to know. My favorite story about
reality was a broken back! Properly
the two of them dates back to Bill’s
treated and braced, the fracture finally
early days in Hollywood when the
mended, but it made any military
going was tough and the future looked
service impossible. Bill still is super¬
anything but promising.
sensitive about that too. The Red
Once a week it was their custom to
Cross Blood Bank, by the way, knows
treat themselves to a movie on Holly¬
him as a regular donor.
wood Boulevard. They always rode
The two injuries discouraged him
the bus to the theater in order to get
from further exhibition riding, and he
in before the evening price change, but
turned his ambitions toward an oddly
walked the 4 miles back to their small
contrasting field, art. Although none
apartment. Enroute home they always
of his forebears had been artists, ex¬
stopped at a drive-in for a cup of
cept one aunt whom Bill says “painted
coffee and, being on foot, naturally had
flowers on teapots”, he had liked art
to sit at the inside counter. Sipping
from the time he was a kid, and altheir coffee, they would watch with
was had been good at it in school. By
envy as people drove up, beeped their
l939^16 had finished his studies at the
horns, and were served in their cars.
Art Students League in New York and
Gosh,” they would say longingly,
was trying to establish himself as a
do you suppose we’ll ever be able to
commercial artist in that city.
do that?”
Bill was, and is, a good artist, which
You can guess, therefore, where they
|ives him a sound second string to his
went first on the day Bill acquired his
fiddle in case his Hollywood career
first car—a second hand jalopy.
should hit an unexpected slump, but it
Straight as an arrow they drove to
always is difficult for a newcomer to
that same drive-in, and believe me
get started. To supplement his rather
it was a good loud beep they sounded
meager earnings from occasional book
on the horn. No coffee ever tasted bet¬
covers, magazine illustrations, and
ter, either, they still agree.
diawings for ads, Bill took whatever
Bill was born in Closter, New Jer¬
jobs he could get—clerking in John
sey, shortly before the end of World
Wanamakers, office boy for an adver¬
War I, and spent his early youth in
tising company (May was receptionist
3 succession of smsll New Jersey
at the same company for a time, and
towns, graduating at 16 from the
together they earned $30 a week)
Englewood, New Jersey high school.
Sififie
the World’s Fair, barker for
Worses were his consuming passion
the Heinz 57 and Swift Hams exhibits
trom the time he was a sprout in knee
and model for several illustrators and
pants, and therefore May was not as
photographers.
taken aback as she might have been
It sounds easy enough in the telling,
when he acquired his first one, Bessie,
<^d I m sure neither of thorn over
at the ripe old age of 10. Bessie be¬
thought their lot was to be pitied, but
came his property via the trade of a
thl^re litendly were times when Bill
.$12, his lifetime savings.
and May did not know where their
After Bessie, also via the sharp trade
next meal was coming from There
route, came Star, an ex-circus horse;
was one time when they had exactly
bniPPy> who was a glutton for carrots;
6 cents and their faith left; everything
and Mona, a polo pony of questionable
else had been hocked. May had been
merit.
contemplating borrowing $1 against
“Then we went broke,” Bill explains
her next week’s salary in order to
tne end of his horse-owning days.
buy their dinner that night, and had
Currently Bill’s hobby is tropical
decided against it when Bill telehsh (if you re a fish fancier you’ll
phoned. He had gone to their drab
know the varieties he has, and if
little furnished room (with its two
you re not, you don’t care about the
aaybeds and a gas ring for a stove)
names anyway), and it seemed a
on the off chance that maybe a miracle
harmless enough interest until the
had taken place and one of his drawother day. May returned at that time
mgs had sold.
to hnd their apartment swarming with
“Maybe it was a miracle at that, but
mosquitos. Bill, it developed, had
there in the mail was a check for $10
bought a lot of mosquito larvae for fish
for a picture of a typewriter I had
rood, and the whole darned mess sud¬
drawn weeks before,” Bill recounted
denly had hatched! At that it wasn’t
To celebrate we had the $.60 dinner
quite as disconcerting as a little habit
that night!
of Snippy s; after Bill had watered her
It was one of the magazine art layeach morning, Snippy would open the
outs for which he posed that led Bill
back door with her teeth, and walk
to Hollywood, and even that event
right in looking for carrots!
seemed destined at first to prove a
During his high school days Bill
dud. The layout was an advertisement
earned a few dollars now and then by
for an island resort, and with the
exercising a string of polo ponies be¬
lovely blond model, Kay Williams, he
longing to a townsman. This experi¬
illustrated the theme of “Love On An
ence, coupled with a summer spent
Island. ’ Some time after its publica¬
working as a wrangler and guide for
tion Bill was dining in style at the
hunting parties on a ranch near Cody,
swank Copacobana; the photographer
Wyoming, resulted in his becoming an
who had shot the pictures was enter¬
excellent horseman. Therefore, when
taining an out-of-town client, and the
he was faced with the necessity of
client had a daughter, so Bill got a
earning a living upon being graduated
hurry-up call to play escort. Joe Pin¬
from high school, he joined the- Hertz
cus. N. Y. talent scout for 20th Cen¬
sPent 3 year with it on tour.
tury. happened to be there that same
A bad spill from a bucking bronc re¬
night and spotted Bill.
sulted in a broken leg for Bill, but
“Ever thought of being in pictures?”
wheji it was
he again joined a
Pincus asked after an introduction had
Wild West troupe. Just as he was be¬
been arranged.
ginning to win something of a name in
Yes and no,” Bill answered hon¬
rodeo circles, a second spill again
estly.
Ive never thought of it, but
sent him to the hospital, this time with
the man at the corner drug store, and
a broken arm, several cracked ribs
the lady in the delicatessen on 58th
and what he thought at the time was
keep saying I ought to go to Holly¬
only a wrenched back. Not until 5
wood.
J
years later, shortly after his advent in
1 think so too,- Pincus replied.
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specially posed pictures of cur¬
rent starlets Hollywood experts
consider most likely to reach star¬
dom. "Hot Bets of Hollywood"—
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her master creations especially
adapted for youthful figures.

THE VITAMIN OF MOTHER
LOVE . . . Aiken Welch's startling
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densation of Dr. Howard Riley
Raper's dramatic forthcoming
book on the development of
anaesthesia.
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“Come around and we’ll make a test.”
The test was made but nothing hap¬
pened except Pincus advised Bill to
“get more experience” (at what?) and
they would make another test in 6
months. Unperturbed, Bill went back
to his old jobs, art work, and prob¬
lematical meals.
Fortunately, Agent Buster Collier in
Hollywood had seen the same maga¬
zine layout, and offered to take the
completely unknown young Edwards
on as a client. The Collier wired offer
arrived at a time when the family
finances had hit a new low, so Bill and
May decided t<? gamble. They hocked
the last of their respective hockables,
caught a free ride across country in a
friend’s car, and arrived in Holly¬
wood with the grand total of $35.
“Fools rush in, etc.” May observed,
looking back at that time. “I shudder
now at our audacity.”
The $35 stood up, however, for Bill
was steered at once into a minor role
in “The Bugle Sounds” with Wallace
Beery, for which he got $100 a week
for 6 weeks. After that nothing hap¬
pened, and in great quantities. The
On screen ( Our Hearts Were Growing Up"),
question of eating again was becoming
or off—Diana and Bill are a good team.
a pressing problem, when Warners
signed him to a stock contract at the
regular figure of $50 a week to start.
in this respect in others always shocks
He spent almost a year there, doing
him. His theory on this is the reverse
tests and walk-ons for the most part.
of the old one about a criminal never
In “Air Force,” for example, he had
trusting another criminal; Bill takes it
just one line to speak, and then that
for granted a friend can always trust
was cut from the finished version. Bill
another friend.
thereupon decided it was mo way for
To May, his outstanding trait is his
a young man to get ahead, and asked
absolute honesty; from the time he
for his release.
was able to talk, a lie has been ab¬
It was early in 1943 that Paramount
horrent to him. “Even as a child,
tested Bill, liked the test and signed
when I asked him something he didn’t
him to a 7-year contract. It was 8 full
want to answer, he would not lie
months, however, before he was asked
about it. He’d just stand and look
to step foot in front of a camera, and
at me. He still uses the same tactics,
the-old gag about the studio gateman
I might add, but now there’s a twinkle
not recognizing him as a member of
in his eye,” May revealed. He has his
the studio’s family really was true
faults, of course. Procrastination is
“Oh boy, here I go again,” Bill
one of them. Leaving the bathroom
thought as the months dragged by.
in an unholy mess after a shower is
Then action started with a bang. He
another. And he refuses to plan
was given the interest-catching role
ahead, which means he sometimes gets
of the home town stuffed shirt in
left in the matter of dates. And does
“Hail The Conquering Hero,” and be¬
it burn whatever lady fair he is pur¬
fore it was completed, started work
suing at the time!
as the romantic lead in “Our Hearts
As you might expect, Bill has some
Were Young and Gay.” Not too long
pretty definite ideas about girls and
after that came his first chance at a
marriage. He likes his girls to have
real acting part, the famous doctor’s
that scrubbed look, and be sparing in
son in “Miss Susie Slagle,” and hard
their use of makeup, but he doesn’t
on its heels, the role of the city slicker
give a darn if they are beautiful or
in the new version of “The Virginian.”
not. He doesn’t like moody women or
(Most recent was another romantic
the clinging vine type. He wants to
role in “Our Hearts Were Growing
marry and have a couple of kids, but
Up” and slated next is a fat part in
not until he is financially able to guar¬
the technicolor biggie, “California.”)
antee they won’t have the struggle
Incidentally, it is mostly because of
as he did. As for a wife, he doesn’t
his Hollywood experiences that Bill
think an actress is a very good bet.
is so sensitive about his height. He
Twice in his life he was on the verge
has lost chances, many of them, at
of marriage, but each time that old
good roles because his height tends
bugaboo, careers, wrote finis to love’s
to make other men in the picture look
sweet dream.
too much shorter by comparison. Alan
“A girl who is an actress won’t
Ladd, for example, isn’t exactly a
place you first in her life,” he ob¬
midget, but he looks short alongside
served. “And when you take her out,
of Bill. Therefore Bill didn’t get a
she wants to go places just to be seen,
good role in the forthcoming “Cal¬
not to have fun.”
cutta.” The same thing happened on
Plenty of young ladies, actresses in¬
a prospective Errol Flynn picture. Tall
cluded, are jingling the Edwards tele¬
leading women, of course, adore to
phone these days but May always an¬
play opposite him, but even they pre¬
swers the phone. Bill, it seems, gets a
sent a disadvantage to Bill.
bit flustered at such times, whereas
“They have to look up to me, which
May has exactly the right touch, sym¬
gives them a good firm chin line,” he
pathetic, charming, and firm.
observed. “I have to look down to
The first time such a call came
them, and that gives me a fine double
through, Bill was almost aghast.
chin!”
“Shucks,” he bumbled, “what could
Oh well, as he says, he can always
she want from me?”
see a parade!
May eyed her son in disbelief. “Are
To his friends, Bill’s outstanding
you kidding?” she said.
trait is his sincerity, and a defection
The End

BLESSINGS IN DISGUISE
lCONTINUED FROM PAGE 251
left the hospital, and now tops every¬
body’s at MGM—or maybe anywhere
else.
Not that I recommend accidents.
Take your Red Cross courses and
learn how Not to have one. Still and
all, look at Frances Rafferty, now
making a place for herself at the same
studio. .
Frances studied for eleven years to
be a ballet dancer.
A mere baby
When she enrolled at Edith Jayne’s
School of the Dance, she was1 star
pupil when she graduated into roles
with the Los Angeles Civic Opera.
Then she became understudy to Zor¬
ina, who was starring in ballet at the
Hollywood Bowl.
One day at re¬
hearsal, Frances was clowning around
between numbers, doing some highly
original leaps, when she. came down
hard and her knee went out of joint.
It was a trick knee; always before
Frances or a pal could rotate it back
into position, but this time the injury
was serious, and the young dancer
was directed to stop all exercise for
eighteen months.
The young redhead had always kept
herself in top form by dancing, and
now she began to go to pieces. Ru¬
mors of her plunge into black despair
reached Alexis Smith, who had been
star pupil at Jayne’s the year ahead
of Frances. Alexis stopped by to see
the invalid.
“Pull yourself together,” she rec¬
ommended. “I’m not doing sb badly,
am I? Why not study drama until
you can dance again?
Audiences
don’t storm in to see ancient bal¬
lerinas, but they put up S.R.O. signs
when Ethel Barrymore comes to
town.”
Frances studied drama with Ma¬
dame Ouspenskaya. The next thing
you know, she had a contract with
MGM and was being given critical
attention for her work as the tragic
young Chinese wife in “Dragon Seed.”.
Maybe it’s a natural handicap that
has you worried. Come on, look over
here. . . This glamour girl is Betty
Hutton, who used to be a very homely
little thing with freckles, thin hair
and a scar on one cheek where she
once hung from a pier on a rusty nail.
To crown it all, Betty had a beautiful
sister Marion, with lovely skin, thick
blonde hair and wonderful eyes.
Boys flocked after Marion in throngs,
while girls (let alone boys) had noth¬
ing to do with Betty.
The homely child longed for friends,
and finally decided she’d have to earn
them. People like to be entertained,
said she to her best audience—her¬
self. So she learned to sing, developed
that odd comedy style, and got a job
with a band. Once she had arrived,
she discovered what to do about hair,
skin and scar; but looks didn’t matter
so much by that time.
To Ingrid Bergman, it was deep
tragedy to have to live with uncon¬
genial relatives after her parents
died. The silver lining was a dream
world into which the little girl re¬
treated. Ingrid used to shut herself
in her room, put loud records on her
small victrola, and act out big dra¬
matic scenes. Ultimately, the silver
lining burst through the outer cloud
and revealed her as a great actress.

But don’t retreat too far from life,
or you’re likely to miss something.
Take Irene Dunne. . . As a newcomer
to New York, she was so earnest about
her career that she vowed nothing
should interfere with the French les¬
sons she took every Thursday night.
One day, a nice boy asked her to go
to a special party on June 25th, and
she accepted.
A little later, Irene
looked at her calendar; the 25th was
a Thursday! She telephoned to breakher date.
“You said you’d go! Just this one
time! Oh please, please!” He was so
disappointed and so insistent that
Irene gave in.
Wasn’t it a good thing she did?
That’s. where she met Dr. Francis
Griffin, the man she married. If she
hadn’t* gone to that particular party,
their paths might never have crossed*
for they knew none of the same
people!
Scan those party invitations carfefully before you make up your mind
not to accept them. Here we have
Tom Conway, who swore he was too
tired to go to Seymour Nebenzal’s
party after a hard day as the “Fal¬
con.” However, Mrs. Conway had a
new hair-do which she didn’t intend
to waste, so she dragged Tom out.
He had to go, but he didn’t have to
like it. Tom imbibed cocktails and
found himself relaxing.
He didn’t
know his host, so wasn’t aware that
the fellow whose name he hadn’t
caught was Nebenzal, the producer.
They had a marvelous time together.
Next day, the gentleman telephoned
to say he had exactly the right role
for Tom in his big production, “Whis¬
tle Stop.”
Let’s look around Mr. Nebenzal’s
sets a minute. Here’s George Raft,
who was born in Hell’s Kitchen,
where • gangsters thrived in prohibi¬
tion days. George grew up the hard
way, rubbing elbows with crime.
Pretty grim, yes; but it paid out, for
George’s screen gangsters were so
true to life that he has been a star
for ten years and is still going strong.
There’s Ava Gardner, the leading
lady in “Whistle Stop.”
Ava visited her sister in New York
the Easter she was fifteen, and was
taken to her first night club. A band
leader noticed her, and came to their
table to ask if she sang. Ava’s sister
replied for her, since Ava was too
overcome to utter a sound, with a
brief: “No, thank you.”
The b. 1.
suggested that Ava come for an audi¬
tion next day, as he was looking for
a singer to go on tour with the band.
Ava took the audition, trembling all
over. He told her she hadn’t a great
voice, but perhaps she could learn to
put songs over.
“I had to go home to school,” re¬
called Ava, “but he wrote to me and
sent me songs to learn. My mother
objected to the whole idea, but I kept
dreaming. Finally I managed to get
back to New York. I was so excited
about my career, and my sister and
I spent hours getting me prettied up
to go to see him. He brushed us off,
like that! He already had a girl!
“I thought I’d die of a broken heart.
Which shows how silly I was, for
right away MGM tested me and sent
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No belts to bind or pads to chafe—with
Meds modern internal protection!
"Next time”, ask for Meds to assure the
extra comfort of Meds’ shorter length
and the extra protection of .Meds’
' SAFETY-WELL”!
• Meds are made of real COTTON — soft
and super-absorbent for extra comfort.
• Meds alone have the “SAFETY-WELL”—
designed for your extra protection.
• Meds’ easy-to-use APPLICATORS aro
dainty, efficient, and disposable.

Med s
FOR 10 IN APPLICATORS

• Meds “SAFETYWELL” absorbs'
so much more
so much fasterl
• Meds’ fine soft
COTTON insorber
adapts comfortably
to individual needs.

because ot these dainty, carefully designed
applicators, Meds insorbers are easy-to-usel
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YOUNG MOTHER
DELIGHTED WITH WRITING
SUCCESS
"After taking the N.I.A. course,
the first article submitted to a
top-ttight woman's magazine,
lesulted in its prompt acceptance.
Despite my domestic duties, in¬
cluding the rearing of a small
daughter, I have found time to
write a dozen stories, all of which
have been accepted. All potential
writers should sign up * with
N.I.A."—Marcia Audrey Garden.
2302 West Main St., Richmond
20, Va

Why Can’t
You Write?
It's much simpler
than you think!
CO many people with the “germ” of writ^ ing in them simply can't get started.
They suffer from inertia. Or they set up
imaginary barriers to taking the first step.
Many are convinced the field is confined
to persons gifted with a genius for writing.
Few realize that the great bulk of com¬
mercial writing is done by so-called “un¬
knowns.”
Not-only do these thousands of men and
women, produce most of the fiction pub¬
lished, but countless articles on social mat¬
ters, budgets, household affairs, hobbies,
human interest stories, local, club and
church activities, etc., as well.
Such material is in constant demand.
Every week thousands of checks for $25, $50
and $100- go out to writers whose latent
ability was perhaps no greater than yours.

The Practical Method
Newspaper work demonstrates that the way tc
learn to write is by writing! Newspaper copy desk
editors waste no time on theories or ancient classics
■he story is the thing.
Every copy “cub” goes
through the course of practical criticism—a train
mg that turns out more successful authors than
any other experience.
That is why Newspaper Institute of America
x2seu Jts Twrltlng instruction on the Copy Desk
Method. It starts and keeps you writing in your
own home, on your own time. And upon the very
same kind of actual assignments given daily to met¬
ropolitan reporters. Thus you learn by doing, not
by studying the individual styles of model authors
Each week your work is analyzed constructively
by practical writers. Gradually they help to clarify
your own distinctive style. Writing soon becomes
easy absorbing.
Profitable, too. as you gain the
professional
touch that gets your material ac¬
cepted by editors. Above all,
you can see constant progress
week by week as your faults
are corrected and your writ
ing ability grows.
NOTICE TO
CANADIANS

Have You
Natural Ability?
Our Writing Aptitude Test
will reveal whether or not
you have natural talent for
writing. It will analyze your
powers of observation, your
imagination and dramatic
instinct.
You’ll enjoy tak¬
ing this test.
There is no
cost or obligation.
Simply
mail the coupon below, to¬
day. Newspaper Institue of
America, One Park Avenue,
New York 16, N. Y. (Found¬
ed 1925).

Newspaper Insti¬
tute's operations
in Canada have
been approved by
the Foreinn Ex¬
chan fl e Control
Board, and to fa¬
cilitate all finan¬
cial transactions, a
special permit has
been assigned to
their account with
The Canadian
Bank of Com¬
merce,
Montreal.

Newspaper Institute of America
One Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
™e> . without cost or obligation, your
Writing Aptitude Test and further information
wnit wri
about
writing for profit.
Mr.
fr.
)
M,
Irs. [ .
Miss
f iss )
Address.
(All correspondence confidential. No salesman
.will call on you.)
85-T-595
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me to Hollywood with a contract. If
was given the script a few days before
he had accepted me. I’d have been on
the play was to open.
He put his
tour when MGM’s scout came along.”
whole heart into the part during re¬
Well, if there isn’t Victor McLaglen!
hearsals, working frightfully hard;
Vic’s disguised blessing is one of the
and then, half an hour before curtain
more dramatic. Vic has a huge ranch
time, the first actor recovered and
up north, where he raises food, and
came back! Bob could have cut his
he was in a rush to get up there to
throat.
help with the harvest. Was he fur¬
Don’t go around cutting throats—
ious when, after packing his station
your own or anybody’s—because if
wagon with urgently needed supplies
Bob had had that part he wouldn’t
for the ranch, came a call for retakes
have been available for Rennie in
on his picture!
“White Oaks” opposite Ethel Barry¬
“You go on ahead,” he instructed
more. That play ran eighteen months
his chauffeur. “I’ll get up the best
and established Bob as a dramatic
way I can.”
actor.
The chauffeur drove off; up in the
Did I tell you about George Mur¬
mountains he must have taken a
phy? He’s the boy who won a Co¬
wrong turning, for over a cliff he
lumbia contract after creating a
went, car and all. If Vic had been with
dancing sensation in the musical “Ol
him, he might have been killed, too.
Thee I Sing.”
In these days of housing shortages,
Once on the Coast, Murph was put
maybe you, like Ruth Hussey, have
into dramatic films instead of mu¬
shed tears at losing a home. Ruth
sicals, and—let’s face it—he was pret¬
and husband Captain Bob Longety awful. Then Columbia loaned him
necker rented a little honeymoon
to another company, who allowed
house. They were so happy in it that
him to sing and dance and be hailed
when their landlady said she was of¬
as a smash hit. Harry Cohn sent for
fering it for sale, they wanted to buy
him. “Why did you hold out on me?”
the house. The price seemed high,
he wailed.
though, and while they thought it
But what we started to say was that
over, someone else paid cash.
all that dramatic experience he ac¬
“We were so upset, we were all but
quired at Columbia while he was
inconsolable,” remembers Ruth. “But
kicking and growling turned out to
all was for the best, thank heaven.
be a blessing to Murph, for now MGM
Two weeks later, by a miracle, we
lets him do any type of picture. And
found another house, less expensive
when musicals go out, as they have
and much larger, with plenty of room
a nasty habit of doing, Murph won’t
to accommodate the family we hope
go out with them!
to have!”
If Gregory Peck hadn’t had to work
Ida
Lupino
was
just
getting
his way through college, he’d now bo
launched on her film career when she
an ornament of the medical profes¬
was stricken with infantile paralysis.
sion, and probably would never have
The black disaster overwhelmed her
set foot on any stage. Besides the
for a time.
Then she looked for
actual medical courses he was taking.
something to relieve the long days,
Greg needed additional credits in or¬
discovered that she had a gift for
der to graduate.
His outside jobs
composing music, found she could put
took up a great deal of time, so he
words to the music, and came out of
looked around for an easy way of
her illness with a hobby that has
winning through.
proved invaluable on army camp and
“Take
dramatics,” recommended
hospital tours.
One of her more
another student.
“You can walk
ambitious compositions was played in
through that without’studying, and it
Hollywood Bowl.
gives you heaps of credits. Maybe
And see Constance Moore and June
you can even catch up on your sleep.”
Clyde! Both of them lost roles that
Greg didn’t catch up on his sleep,
seemed at the time the only way out
because he became so interested in
of tough luck.
Connie had been
acting that he decided to give up the
having a bad time when Paramount
medical profession.
offered her a good role in a “B” pic¬
The End
ture. And what did Connie have but
a case of hives! While she sat at
home, gently cursing her spots, a call
came from New York for the play
“By Jupiter,” which proved a big
success and elevated Connie to star¬
dom.
June’s experience was different.
The
part
she
wanted
was
in
“Whoopee,” Eddie Cantor’s 1930 suc¬
cess, which started so many girls on
the way up. Director Thornton Freeling made tests for the picture. He
came to June after he had seen hers.
“Little girl,” he said gently, ‘I’m
afraid you just aren’t suited to the
part.”
Little Girl burst into tears. Mr.
Freeling comforted her. Six months
later, she married him.
Losing roles seems one way to
showers of blessings. Here’s Robert
Shayne, whom you’ve probably seen
in “Mr. Skeffington” and “Christmas
in Connecticut.” Bob had a desperate
time in New York when he began his
acting career. The big opportunity
came: because of illness, another
actor had to give up an important
Allyson-Powell nuptials took place at home
role in “Many Mansions,” and Bob
of Johnny Green. Above, with Bunny Waters.
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for this role, Mr. Wallis said, “The
picture, and all the people connected j
part of Singleton in ‘Love Letters’
with it, contribute to one’s develop- I
called for a girl of keen sensitivity, a
ment. It’s just like practicing the
strange and quiet beauty, together
piano. If you keep on doing all the
with strong dramatic ability—and as
exercises they tell you to, you eventu¬
I read the story, I kept thinking that
ally develop to the point where you
the girl should be played only by
can play the things you want to. You
Jennifer Jones.”
can’t say which exercise has helped
Following that, she went into “Duel
the most, but you know that each one
in the Sun,” again under the Selznick
is extremely valuable.”
banner, in which she plays a halfBut if you want the real lowdown
breed Indian girl who comes to a
on how Jennifer works and what she
tragic end. Her director, King Vidor,
thinks, the person to talk to is Anita
has this to say of Jennifer’s perform¬
Colby, who is probably her closest
ance in “Duel”: “Since the day we
friend. Anita is a veritable gold mine
made the first tests on this picture, I
of information on Jennifer.
have been constantly amazed and
“Jennifer realizes,” says Anita, “that
highly pleased at the strength and
her success has come to her very
beauty she has given to her perform¬
young, and that because of her youth,
ance. It seems incredible that an ac¬
she has to work all the harder to de¬
tress who so convincingly played
serve it. Success to her is not any¬
Bernadette in ‘Song of Bernadette’
thing to be conceited about: it’s some¬
and Jane in ‘Since You Went Away’
thing to earn. She has great respect
could portray the wild excitement and
for her success, feels that she has a
brooding temperament called for by
great responsibility toward it.
the part of Pearl Chavez in ‘Duel in
“She’s very serious about her work,
the Sun.’ ”
gives her best to everything she does,
With just barely time to catch her
and is never satisfied with anything
breath after that heavy role, she went
she does. In preparing for her roles,
back to Twentieth Century, where she
she’s amazingly thorough. Before be¬
turns comedienne in the acting plum
ginning ‘Duel in the Sun’ she spent
of the season, the name role in “Cluny
two weeks studying how to walk like
Brown” for Ernst Lubitsch. Any top
the Indian girl, until she got it down
actress in Hollywood would have given
to perfection. She took dancing les¬
her eye teeth for such an opportunity.
sons to prepare for the dance she does
Mr. Lubitsch, who knows what he
in the picture, and voice lessons to ac¬
wants and has a way of getting it,
quire that low-pitched, sexy voice she
also knows why he wants it. Said he,
uses. She worked hours on end every
of his choice of Jennifer for this role:
day to perfect every motion, manner¬
“The role of Cluny Brown requires
ism, and inflection she could possibly
great, deep humor, not just a technical
need.
humor, not routine comedy with
“She has terrific drive and concen¬
double-takes that the audience knows
tration when she’s working—so much
are coming three steps ahead. Jennifer
that people who don’t know her find
Jones is capable of this rare humor,
it hard to understand her sometimes.
and that’s why she will play Cluny
Her mind is absolutely one-track, and
Brown. I welcome the fact that this
when she’s absorbed in her work,
will be Miss Jones’ first comedy role,
she’s likely to be oblivious to other
for it will provide a fresh perform¬
people, or do absent-minded things,
ance.” If you’ve read the book, you
such as passing by somebody she
know what a departure this part will
knows without speaking. Being very
be from any other that Jennifer has
thoughtful of others by nature, she’s
done—but then so was every other!
always disturbed and sorry when she
But Jennifer, not half so concerned
realizes she’s done anything that seems
with awards for excellence as she is
thoughtless.
“But those who have worked with
with achieving the excellence, is con¬
stantly working and studying, striving
her, and understand her, simply adore
for the perfection of that dramatic
Jennifer. She’s natural and sweet to¬
ward everybody on the set, and so
urge which has been the strongest
force in her life from childhood. She
thoughtful. At the close of a picture,
can’t remember not wanting to be an
she always has gifts for all her co¬
workers. She goes to a lot of trouble
actress, and a good one.
Jennifer’s own feeling about the J.o find out what would really please
each person, and then selects the gifts
success that has come to her can just
personally if she can, or if time doesn’t
about be put into one word: gi-atitude.
permit, gets her mother to do it for
“I feel I’m a very lucky girl,” says
her.
she, “to have had the opportunity to
“While we were in Tucson, she
play such distinct and varied person¬
heard the wardrobe girl talking one
alities in the four pictures I’ve made,
day about a bracelet she had admired
and this variety has widened my scope
in a shop window the night before.
tremendously. Also, the research for
Jennifer listened closely, and later
each picture has given me many new
asked her hairdresser to find out
ideas. In ‘Love Letters,’ for instance,
where the shop was, then sent her
I play a girl who has lost her mem¬
mother to buy the bracelet and gave
ory. In order to do that, I had to find
it to the girl. And while I was in the
out what the reactions of such a per¬
hospital there with pneumonia, she
son would be to new situations, so I
kept bringing me gifts—nighties, per¬
talked with a psychiatrist. I found it
fume, books—and spent a lot of her
would be as if you were a child. Hav¬
spare time visiting with . me. She’s
ing had no experience with the bad
always doing thoughtful and kind
part of people, you’d be always happy,
things for people who are ill or in any
and frightfully honest.
kind of trouble. She really spends
“There are so many things that go
more than she should on other people,
into picture making that I can’t put
but she wants everybody to share in
my finger on any one particular thing
her good fortune. She’s often said, ‘If
that’s outstandingly helpful. But each

Get your free copy of this
fascinating booklet of lat¬
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• Two “Get Acquainted” Bargains
Here’s your chance to see for yourself what values
and style you can enjoy when you buy by mail from
Moraine’s — Hollywood.
The blouse is mannish tailored, with perky rein¬
forced shoulders. Crystal white rayon. It’s very smart.
The Hound’s Tooth checked skirt has a single kick
pleat front and back, genuine Talon slide fastener.
It’s a real value.
Send money order with order
for prompt delivery . . . save
C.O.D. charges.
5SS5 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood 31, California
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Got a FREE COPY from any General
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EARN MONEY IN SPARE TIME

I had a dollar, I’d live on it. If I had
a million, I’d live on that.’
“She has a shyness that’s refresh¬
ing, but there’s a lot of gayety within
her. She loves to be around gay peo¬
ple; ^he needs gay people to draw her
out. When she came back from the
.Arizona location, the crew at the
studio fixed lip her dressing room with
all sorts of gag gifts, and signs like
Poll, youse is a great goil!’—and she
simply adorer! it.
“She’s absolutely hungry for learn¬
ing of all kinds, and is always study¬
ing something. We’re taking French
lessons together now, three times a
week. And then, she absorbs from
everybody she talks to. You see, Jen¬
nifer knows that she hasn’t the sophis¬
tication that comes from meeting all
kinds of people, and from travel and
study. Those things normally come to
a person before success does; but with
her work, her early marriage, and her
children, Jennifer hasn’t had much
time nor opportunity to branch out in
that way.
“She’s just like a younger sister to
me, and it’s been fascinating to me to
watch her development. I get such a
kick out of being with her. She’s cute,
she’s fun, she makes me giggle inside.
She always has a lot of things to tell
me—about where she’s been, whom
she’s seen, what she’s been doing. I
always ask her a lot of questions,
tease her, treat her like an imp—and
she loves it.
“She’s trying very hard to acquire
everything she feels she lacks. When
I tell her stories about my pals—peo¬
ple like Hemingway, Quentin Rey¬
nolds—she listens wide-eyed. And
when we’ve been in New York to¬
gether, and she’s met those people at
parties, she simply hangs on every
word they say.
“She’s very naive in a way, and yet
in many ways she has wisdom far
beyond her years; a tolerance and
breadth of vision that you don’t ex¬
pect in such a young person. I remem¬
ber one time when we had just heard
news of some fresh horror in Europe
and I said, ‘They ought to take those
Nazis and kill off every one of them!’
she looked at me and said quietjy,
‘Oh, no, Colby—we can’t do that. The
whole world can’t be Nazis.’
“Jennifer’s greatly in demand by
hostesses here, though she doesn’t
have time to attend many parties; But
she’s a delightful guest, and when¬
ever we’ve gone to parties together,
I ve had a lot of phone calls the next
day from people who want to tell me
how charming they think she is, and
ask for her phone number.
“Once at a party at Cobina Wright’s,
she met Lucille Leimert, who has a
society column. And afterwards Lu¬
cille wrote that Jennifer was one of
the most charming and ' polite girls
she’d ever met. She expressed it some¬
thing like this: ‘While talking to me,
instead of looking longingly over my
shoulder at somebody she’d rather
talk to, Jennifer looked me straight in
the eye and gave me her complete at¬
tention, as though I were the only
person in the room.’ It’s that interest
in other people that makes her such
a good guest.
“Between doing one picture prac¬
tically on the heels of another, her
work as a Nurses Aide, and her chil¬
dren, Jennifer is a very busy girl,
though she never gives you that im¬
pression, She always seems to have
all the time in the world. That’s be¬
cause she has her life worked out so
that there’s order and ease in what¬

His performance in "Lott Weekend" is tops.
The Millands, Mrs. Cooper (Gary’s mother).

ever she’s doing. By eliminating con¬
fusion and weeding out unimportant
details, she has everything under con¬
trol at all times—her home and chil¬
dren, her work, her whole life. It’s
truly remarkable!
“She’s that way about her clothes.
She’s very interested in clothes, but
she doesn’t like clothes to be a prob¬
lem or phobia. What she'likes to do
is buy a full wardrobe at one time, so
that she’ll have every occasion pro¬
vided for, and not have to be' bother¬
ing about clothes all the time. There’s
never any need for her to go dashing
out at the last minute to buy a dress
for some party; no frantic running
around, all out of breath, that comes
from
that
‘got-to-get-a-new-dress’
feeling. Of course, if she happens to
see something she likes, she’ll get it,
but never under pressure. She’s never
in a mad scramble about things, as
most of us are—and as would be more
expected than not, in the case of a
movie star.
“Because she is reluctant to talk
about herself and refuses to exagger¬
ate for the sake of good copy, she is the
despair of publicity people. Lots of
times after we’ve been somewhere to¬
gether and I start telling about it
afterwards, if I get too enthusiastic
she stops me with, ‘Oh, no, Colby, it
wasn’t that way!’ ' She plays down
everything she does and likes to stick
right to the facts.
“One thing about Jennifer that you
can say about very few women—she’s
very close-mouthed, and you can ab¬
solutely trust her with any confidence.
She appreciates a confidence, and will
never betray it.
“And I’ll tell you something else,”
added Anita. “With all Jennifer’s in¬
tense desire to be a good actress, and
her constant striving for improve¬
ment, don’t let that fool you. Her first
and paramount interest in life is her
children. One time we were talking,
and I said tp heir, ‘How about this
the-show-must-go-on” business. Sup¬
pose it came to a showdown—your
children were sick or for some reason
needed you at the same time your
work needed you. Would the show go
on?
&
“She laughed and shook her head.
No, she said, ‘in a case like that, I
would have no choice. My children
would come first.’”
The End

EVERLASTING

FRIENDSHIP

BRACELET

The newest and most popular friendship bracelet . . . starts
on a dainty black ribbon and when finished is a lovely Sterling
Silver Friendship Bracelet.
The nation’s newest craze. A sentimental note in Jewelry. You
start with one “Forget-me-not” link, and your friends, family
and sweethearts add to it! Exchange links with your girl friends.
When you have 9 “Forget-me-not” links, store will join them
together with Sterling Silver connecting links, into a beautiful,
solid Sterling Silver “Forget-me-not” Bracelet.

STERLING SILVER
This sentimental note in Jewelry can be ob¬
tained atthefollowing leading dept, stores:

*'?<nyet-7Jte - Tiot"
LINKS

Abraham & Straus.Brooklyn, N. Y.
Auerbach Co.Salt Lake City, Utah
L. S. Ayres Co.Indianaoolis, Ind.
Gus Blass Co.Little Rock, Ark.
Block & Kuhl Co...Illinois
The Bon Marche.Seattle, Wash.
The Boston Store.Milwaukee, Wis.
Burdine's, Inc.Miami, Fla.
Carl Company.Schenectady, N. Y.
Denver Dry Goods Co.Denver, Colo.
Dey Bros. & Co.Syracuse, N. Y.
The Emporium.San Francisco, Calif.
The Fair Store.Chicago, III.
Famous Barr Co.St. Louis, Mo.
G. Fox & Co.Hartford, Conn.
Gebhart Gushard Co.Decatur, III.
B. Gertz, Inc.Jamaica, N. Y.
Gold & Co.Lincoln, Nebr.
The Golden Rule.St. Paul, Minn
Wm. Hengerer Co.Buffalo, N. Y
Hess Brothers.Allentown, Pa
The Hecht Co.Washington, D. C.
Joseph Horne Co.Pittsburgh, Pa.
J. L. Hudson Co..Detroit, Mich.
Hutzler Bros. Co.Baltimore, Md.
Jordon, Marsh Co.Boston Mass.
Kahn Dept. Stores, Inc.Oakland, Calif.
Kresge Dept. Store.Newark, N. J.
La Salle Koch Co.
Toledo, Ohio
F. & R. Lazarus Co.Columbus, Ohio
Mandel Bros.Chicago, III
T. S. Martin Co.Sioux City, la
Th® May Company.Los Angeles, Calif
John G. Myers Co.Albany, N. Y
Myers Bros. . Springfield, III
Olds Wortman & King.Portland, Oregon
M. O’Neil Co.Akron, Ohio
Pomeroy’s Inc.Pennsylvania
Powers Drug Goods Co.Minneapolis, Minn.
Rhodes Bros.Tacoma, Wash.
Rike Kumler Co.Dayton, Ohio
Robertson Bros.South Bend, Ind.
Leo S. Schear Co.Evansville, Ind.
John Shillito Co.Cincinnati, Ohio
Spokane Dry Goods Co...>.Spokane, Wash.
Stewart Dry Goods Co.Louisville, Ky.
Strauss Hirshberg Co.Youngstown, Ohio
Wm. Taylor Son & Co.Cleveland, Ohio
Thalhimer Bros.Richmond, Va.
Wolf & Des auer Co.Fort Wayne, Ind.
Younker Bros.Des Moines, la.
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and many other dept, stores together with

“Message” bracelet . . . same as “Forget-me-not" name

many leading jewelers from coast to coast.

bracelet, but you choose the message ... 9 words . . ,

251
Plus 20%
Excise Tax

STERLING SILVER CLASPS 35c
It becomes an everlasting remembrance of family,
friends and sweethearts. You'll want several of them
. . . it’s smart to wear 3 or 4 complete bracelets. Just
add "Forget-me-not” links and your friends are linked
together forever. Start yours TODAY—the dealer
carrying “Forget-me-not” Sterling Silver Friendship
Bracelets in your town is listed at the left.

$2.60 complete plus tax.
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rlim...TRY THIS PROVEN EASY
SYSTEM ON YOUR HAIR
Helps Prevent Brittle Ends from Breaking

Off

HERE IS THRILLING NEW HOPE
if
-you
want youi
dry, lusterless, unruly, brittle and breaking off hair
more lovely . . . longer. Yes, hair may get longer—the
scalp and hair condition being otherwise normal—if the
breaking-off process of dry. brittle ends can be retarded.
That s why The Juelene SYSTEM is such a natural way
to help your hair gain its normal beauty. You see, this
wonderful SY STEM helps relieve hair dryness that is
caused by lack of natural oils. It helps soften harsh,
brittle ends, thus giving your hair a chance to get longer
once the breaking-off and the splitting ends have been
curbed. So if your hair is dry, rough and hard to keep
neat, try the easy Juelene SYSTEM for just 7 days
See if Juelene’s tendency to soften harsh, difficult-tomanage hair can help your hair to become softer,
silkier, more lustrous than it has been before—in just
one short week! Truly you may win compliments from
both men and women who admire and envy your hair
in its new lovely beauty. Clip the coupon, now'

easy

FOR DRY, BRITTLE HAIR
jttl JUELENE. Why be ashamed of unlovely,
?tyi?olr
n
ma-v 1x5 80 easy to make it beautilul .* bee how much more beautiful your hair may
be m just 7 short days, after the dry hair con¬
dition has been relieved. This introductory offer
e-esyou an opportune chance to prove to yoursell that you, too, may overcome the handicaps of
dryness and have sparkling . . . longer hair! Be
convinced! Send for your Juelene NOW.

THRILLING RESULTS OR
YOUR MONEY BACK
Make the convincing Juelene test for 7
days and see for yourself if your brittle
splitting, breaking-off hair can be soft¬
ened, made more sparkling and lovely
Then if you aren’t absolutely amazed
with the glistening sheen ... if you aren’t
delighted with the ease in which you can
manage your hair, we will refund your
money. What could be fairer? So don’t
wait. Mail the coupon right now. And like
thousands of others you may find new
beauty, be rightfully proud of your hair,
i ou run no risk because you have absolute
guarantee of thrilling results or your
money back. Send for it now!

COUPON

JUEL COMPANY, Dept, j-601
1930 Irving Park Road, Chicago 13, |||.
!*a7n jeasy",t?'mana?e- longer hair. I will try the JUELENE SYSTEM
for my nioney ^clT™ "o'9"'' sh°w “tiafa^ 'K I will ask

( ) I am enclosing $1.00
( ) Send C.O.D. plus postage

ADDRESS.

JUSL CO./ 1930 Irving Park Road/ Dept. 1601, Chicago 13/111.

CITY.

-ZONE.

-STATE.
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THE FLYING FRENCHMAN
fCONTINUED FROM PAGE 341

The next picture set for Jean Pierre will be
"Heartbeat".
Co-star is Ginger Rogers.

It’s hard to get the attractiveness
of Jean Pierre Aumont down on pa¬
per. So much of it depends upon his
warm friendliness, his rapidly chang¬
ing facial expressions, the inflections
in his voice, the grace of his hands.
Perhaps most important of all is the
whole-hearted attention he gives to
each person he talks to. He makes
you feel that you’re exactly the per¬
son he wants to talk to at this mo¬
ment. There ought to be a special
word for what all this adds up to.
The Greeks probably had one, but as
for us, we’ll just have to stick to
"charm” until a better word comes
along.
Luncheon ordered, Jean Pierre ex¬
claimed, “My father is here, did you
know?
No, no, not here—in New
York. He called me last night. He
wanted to come out to see me, but
he cannot get transportation, and so
he said, ‘Well, it is too bad, but I will
just have to see you the next time I
come.’ I said, ‘How can you be so
calm about it? You haven’t seen me
for two years, and now you say, ‘Well,
I will just have to see you the next
time I come!’ But, of course, it can’t
be helped. I was so excited I forgot
to ask him what his plans are, how
long he will be here. I will have to
call him again tonight!”
As you listen to this effervescent
young man, it’s hard to think of him
as one who has known first-hand, the
bitterness of war and the difficulties
of readjustment. Yet he has made the
change from civilian to military life,
and from military back to civilian life
not only once, but twice.
He was
fighting with the French tank corps
when the Germans invaded France in
June, 1940. Escaping to unoccupied
territory just ahead of them, he grad¬
ually made his way to New York by
a roundabout route which led him
first to Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, and
Lisbon.
After several stage appearances in
this country (one opposite Katharine
Cornell in “Rose Burke”) and two

motion pictures (“Assignment in Brit¬
tany” and “The Cross of Lorraine”),
and shortly after his marriage to Ma¬
ria Montez in July, 1943, duty called
again, and Jean Pierre sailed to join
the Fightine French Forces, as a lieu¬
tenant.
A few months ago, the French gov¬
ernment sent him back to the United
States on a military mission. Maria,
knowing that he was coming—though
not the date of his arrival—went to
New York and waited for him. They
came back to California together, and
Aumont went on to San Francisco and
Montreal to accomplish his mission.
Then, just as he was preparing to re¬
turn to France, Germany surrendered,
and he was notified that it was un¬
necessary for him to return.
His
honorable discharge papers were for¬
warded to him here, and as suddenly
as that, the way was cleared for con¬
tinuing with his career in movies.
Most people have to really work
at it to accept such radical changes in
their lives.
But not Jean Pierre.
He’s blessed with a remarkable flexi¬
bility in his nature which enables him
to adjust to new conditions with the
greatest of ease. Another thing that
helps him is his intense interest in
immediate surroundings.
Curiosity,
he calls it.
“I am very curious about every¬
thing,” he said. “Maria always asks
me, ‘Why do you ask so many things
to people?’ Well, I do that because
I am very much interested in every
little thing about people.”
Asked whether he felt any home¬
sickness for the theater when he first
joined the French Army, he shook his
head.
“When I am in the Army, I forget
all about the theater and am a soldier;
and when I am out of the Army, I
forget all about the military things
and am an actor again,” he explained.
“I am not a military man, you know.
It would never occur to me to be a
soldier, except when war comes and
it is necessary. I am not a tactician
by nature, but I became greatly in¬
terested in military things and all that
was going on. In the^war, I learned
much that fascinatediinevj Especially
I enjoyed coming>in. contact with all
sorts of men that I never would have
known without that opportunity.
“I think it is better,” he added
thoughtfully, “if you find yourself in
any situation that doesn’t seem quite
natural, to be interested in things. It’s
just easier to make the best of things
than to be bored, or to moan and say,
‘Oh, gosh! How can I stand this!’ ”
This gift of being completely ab¬
sorbed with the here and now is worth
cultivating, you realize when you see
how gracefully Jean Pierre Aumont
has taken the hurdles. No trouble with
unhappy memories for him nor wor¬
ries about the future, because what’s
done is done, and what’s about to be, is
assumed to be pleasant until proved
otherwise.
What a million dollar
philosophy!
All this, and modesty, too. When
Jean Pierre returned from France, he
wanted to go to the studio to see his
old friends. Fearing they wouldn’t
remember him after so long an ab¬
sence, he phoned a friend at the studio
and asked her to meet him at the front
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Mother!
Trouble-Saving, Time-Saving Tip
From Other Busy Mothers
Best-known home remedy you
can use to relieve miseries of colds
—is to rub warming, soothing
Vicks VapoRub on throat, chest
and back at bedtime. Results are
so good because VapoRub
Penetrates to cold-irritated
upper bronchial tubes with spe¬
cial, soothing medicinal vapors.
Stimulates chest and back sur¬
faces like a warming poultice.
Then For Hours VapoRub’s
special action keeps on working.
Invites restful sleep. Often by
morning most of the misery of
the cold is gone!
Only VapoRub gives you this
special penetrating-stimulating
action. So be sure you get the one
and only VICKS VAPORUB.
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gate. This she did and gladly, but she
picture business, and this is the way
was soon lost in the shuffle, for every¬
things go. You’ll just have to learn
body, from gateman to top executives,
to wait.’ ”
fell on his neck and greeted him with
Jean Pierre cannot remember the
a joyous shout, “Jean Pierre!” His
time when he didn’t want to act. His
trip around the lot looked like a re¬
great-uncle
being
the
celebrated
hearsal for “The Pied Piper.”
In
Georges Gerr, of the Comedie Franthe comparatively short period that
paise, Aumont's family was already
he had worked at Metro-Goldwynconditioned to having an actor in the
Mayer, Jean Pierre Aumont had built
family, so his theatrical ambitions did
genuine friendships with all classes of
not meet with any parental opposition.
people on the lot; and as he went
He studied at the National School of
around that first day, renewing ac¬
Dramatic Art in Paris for two years,
quaintances, everybody, from the most
and then was engaged by Louis
enthusiastic to the most cynical, kept
Jouvet, a producer, to be in one of his
saying, “What a sweet guy!”
plays. That was the beginning of a
His soldier days being over, Jean
busy career on the French stage and
Pierre immediately put his attention
screen._
Besides starring in more
back to peacetime pursuits; the first
than 15 films, he appeared in French
thing being to buy a home in Beverly
adaptations of many American plays
Hills large enough to accommodate his
including
“Romance,”
“Outward
increased family.
For during his
Bound,”
“Her
Cardboard Lover,”
absence, Maria brought her three
“White Cargo,” “Design for Living,”
young sisters (aged 16, 17, and 18)
as well as classics like “Oedipus” and
from Santo Domingo to make their
“As You Like It.”
home with her. Jean Pierre had never
To a question about his countrymen,
met the girls till his return from
Charles Boyer and Jean Gabin, he re¬
France.
But he’s delighted to have
plied, “No, I never worked with
them here, and they adore him.
Charles Boyer in France, but in 1934,
“They are charming girls,” he
when he was making ‘Caravan’ in this
smiles. “They wait on me hand and
country, he kept cabling me, ‘You
foot; they are my slaves, if you can
ought to come over and be in this pic¬
imagine that!” (Easily.)
ture.’ But I was playing in ‘Oedipus’
His friends love to kid him about
at that time and I couldn’t get away.
his “harem.” And it’s a sight to make
Of course, I always admired his work
folks stop, look, and whistle when
on the screen very much, and always
handsome Jean Pierre and the gor¬
he was very nice to me.
geous Maria step out of an evening,
“But I did make two pictures with
accompanied by the three young
Jean Gabin in France.
One called
beauties.
‘The Messenger’ was a wonderful
The new house provides ample
story. I’d like to do it again. It would
quarters for the family as is, and for
be a wonderful story for Spencer
any future additions. Jean Pierre and
Tracy and Katharine Hepburn.
It’s
Maria both want babies—lots of
about two men working in the mines
babies. The more the merrier.
The older one talks all the time about
With the housing problem settled,
his wife, and the youngest, from hear¬
the next thing was to get to work
ing about her through the other man,
again, and Jean Pierre’s first assign¬
becomes in love with the wife without
ment was opposite Ginger Rogers in
knowing her. He gets under the spell
“Heartbeat” for which Metro loaned
of the other man’s love for his wife.
him to RKO. He said of the picture,
Then because he is sick, he goes back
“It’s a charming romantic comedy; the
to Paris, and goes to see the wife. And
sort of thing Gary Grant, Robert
she starts being in love with him; not
Montgomery, Irene Dunne have made.
on account of him, but because of what
In this story, Ginger Rogers is a little
he tells her about her husband, for
thief, and I am a young diplomat. I
she is very much in love with her
won’t tell you the whole story, but we
husband.
meet, we fall in love, and little by
“Then the husband comes back and
little, she becomes an honest girl.”
he feels something in the atmosphere
“Heartbeat” will be his first light
in some way senses the situation. But
romantic comedy in this country. Both
one day the wife comes to him and
“Assignment vim Brittany” and “The
says to him, ‘You need not be troubled
Cross of Lorrairi^lfuiere%iade when
any more.’ And that is because I (as
the time wadarighttifcB-rwar stories, and
the other man) have killed myself and
both had a very serious tone.
left a note saying, ‘I know that I was
“I like light romantic parts,” he
only a link between you.’
added. “That’s what I played all the
“It would be a wonderful story for
time on the stage, but it’s funny, I
spencer Tracy. I would like to do it
never did that on the screen. Always
with him.” The more he thought of
I played in the serious roles.”
this, the better he liked the idea. “Yes
It’s not likely that Jean Pierre
I think I will talk to somebody about
Aumont will ever be issuing ultima¬
that. I think I will talk to Tracy about
tums as to what type of role he will
it very soon.”
or will not do on the screen, because
Mr. Aumont has found no great dif¬
he’s interested in all types, and fully
ference between American and French
understands the importance of variety.
audiences.
Just so he’s busy, that’s the main thing.
expected there would be some
With all his animation and enthusi¬
difference when I first came here,” he
asm, his friends all agree that Jean
said, “but I was amazed to find the
Pierre is not moody, is not a worrier,
leactions of audiences here so much
has no strong likes or dislikes, never
the same. When I was appearing with
gets terribly unhappy nor bored.
Katharine Cornell in San Francisco,
“Oh, but there was one time when
1 noticed that they laughed at the
I was bored,”_ he insists, “and I was
same kind of things they had in
a bore, too. It was when they were
ru-ance’
were moved at the same
getting ready to start ‘The Cross of
things. The most wonderful thing for
Lorraine’ and I was so eager to get to
an actor is when you feel that great
work. Every day I would come to the
silence
and you know you have them
studio and say, ‘When are they going
with you.
to start the picture? When are they
The main difference, of course, is
going to start?’ And they would smile
in the size of the theatres; your theaand tell me, ‘Jean Pierre, this is the
ties are so much bigger than ours.

That doesn’t seem to affect the pub¬
lic’s reactions, but an actor has to
think of reaching the people in the
last row as well as those in the first
row.”
When asked if he had any ambitions
toward producing or directing, he said,
“Not producing—I have not the neces¬
sary business ability for that—but I
would love to direct. I directed a few
stage plays in France, and there are
one or two French classical plays
I would like to put on here.
The
French public is well acquainted with
Shakespeare, Sheridan, and many
English playwrights. I would like to
do some of the French classics for the
American audiences. Maybe that idea
wouldn’t succeed—maybe it doesn’t
have the required quality—but I think
it is worth trying.
“And I’d love to write. I wrote a
great deal the last two or three years.
Not plays, but novels and short stories.
I haven’t tried to get anything pub¬
lished yet. Every time I read over
something I wrote, I think, ‘Oh, this is
rotten!’ and then I put it away again.”
Such modesty doesn’t grow on every
bush in Hollywood or anywhere else,
and it’s a refreshing trait, especially
when accompanied by Jean Pierre’s
gay humor.
Another thing he hopes to do some
day is to make a picture with his wife,
Maria Montez; though there is no
immediate prospect of it, what with
Maria under contract to Universal and
Jean Pierre to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
“The play I would like very much
to do with Maria,” he explained, “is
‘The Pirate.’ The girl in that play is
from Santo Domingo, which is Maria’s
birthplace. But there is also a senti¬
mental reason. You see, the first time
Maria and I ever met in New York,
we went to see that play together.”
All these plans he regards as pleas¬
ant possibilities for the future, but
he’s not eating his heart out about any
of them.
His contract with MetroGoldwyn-Mayer has four years to go,
so for that period, he feels his career
is in their hands. Unless the studio
should send him, he doesn’t expect to
return to France to make pictures,
though he would like to go over for a
visit sometime.
•
Jean Pierre is too absorbed with the
present to be very much concerned
with the future. Anyway, whatever
happens is bound to be interesting.
The End
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ICQNTINUED FROM PAGE 701
you, shows that he has not the commonsense and stability to insure your fu¬
ture happiness, and I am sure you
would regret it in a short time.
Listen to your mother in this case,
she is,absolutely right.
Jane Wyman

You can relax when you know he’s
yours, all yours, for the evening...
or for life. You can have fun, you
can look and act your best.
DeLong Bob Pins, too, give you
that same sweet feeling of security.
They’re true to you through thick
and thin, always keeping your hair¬
do neat and lovely, because DeLong
Bob Pins, on the pretty blue card,
honestly do have the

Stronger Grip
'Won’t Slip Out
They're made to stick by you, made
to be faithfully yours.

Dear Miss Wyman:
To you this may seem a trivial prob¬
lem, but to me it’s the stake to my future
happiness.
I am a young woman of 29 who has been
married and divorced. I have an adorable
little girl of 3.
Six weeks ago, I put my child in a home
and started to work in the PX of a nearby
Army Camp. Since I have been there, I
have fallen madly in love with an 18-yearold fellow. He has asked me to marry
him immediately. Even though I think
the world and all of him, do you think
it wise lor us to marry now, or should we
wait until he is at least 21? He expects to
be moved to another camp soon, and
would like to have me with him. What
should I do? And what about my little
girl?
Please send me your advice, I’m in
desperate need of it.
Rilla
Dear Rilla:
So far as I can see, Rilla, if you
would use a bit of common sense and
think out your problem, you would find
that you had none.
First, an acquaintanceship of less
than six weeks, regardless of age, is
surely not enough upon which to base
a marriage.
Second, a woman of 29
should think twice before loading the
responsibilities of marriage and the
care of a three year old child upon the
shoulders of an 18 year old.
Jane Wyman

Dear Jane:
I’ll soon be fourteen. My parents want
to get a divorce and I know if they do,
I'll have to go with one of them. But I
don’t want to live with one, I want to live
with both of them.
Jane, can you please tell me what to do
about this problem? My parents are both
good, lovable and kind to me. Please
help me.
Rusty
I am afraid that there is little you
can do to solve your problem, since the
decision is completely out of your hands.
When parents reach the point of
separation, they seem so saturated in
their own grievances against one an¬
other. that the responsibility they owe
the child they brought into the world
seems completely crowded out.
They forget that the happiness and
welfare of this child should be para¬
mount; and fail to take into considera¬
tion what the effect of a broken home,
the division of loyalty, the loss of the
companionship of one parent, and the
heartbreak of divorce will be on such
happiness and welfare.

BOB PINS

HAIR PINS

SNAP FASTENERS
HOOKS a EYES

SAFETY PINS

STRAIGHT PINS
HOOK a EYE TAPES

SANITARY BELTS

So he advertised it, and was instantly de¬
luged by such a flood of letters that his real
estate agent, the studio, and even the im¬
pressive physique of The Moose himself
could have been buried under the flood of
envelopes.
Mr. Gable studied the para¬
graphs of those who wanted to buy his ranch
and came to two conclusions: he was sole
owner of a treasure in the first place, and
it was going to be a ghastly job to sort out
prospective purchasers in search of the right
one, in the second. So he withdrew the
property from the market and continued, hap¬
pily, to drive from Encino to Culver City
each day.
P.S. He may sell off four acres.
AS TIME GOES BY:
When Peggy Ann Gamer, the 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox sub-deb, went East on a personal
appearance

tour,

she

took

with

her

two

huge pictures of Lon McCallister, who is the
No. 1 Garner dream man.
Discussing her enthusiasm with a friend,
Peggy Ann explained in an analytical tone,

Dear Rusty:

Quality Manufacturers for Over 50 years
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lour parents might better under¬
stand if they could read your touching
letter; it certainly would not be com¬
forting to them to know that their con¬
templated action had wrung such an
urgent plea for help from you. Why
don’t you let them see the letter you
wrote me, then explain to them what it
means to you. It may cause them to
consider before taking a final step.
My sincerest wishes that you keep
your home as you want it to lie, Rusty!
Jane Wyman

"There is a great difference in our ages at
present . . . I'm 13 and Lon's 21.

But when

I m 18, Lon will only be 26—and a glance
at the list of marriage licenses issued any
day in Los Angeles will indicate that there
are plenty of men 26 years old who are mar¬
rying girls of 18."
GOLDURNED MODERN CONTRAPTIONS:

Gregory Peck, home from two months
spent in Florida on location for Metro's film
version of the Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
novel, "The Yearling," is regaling his friends
with a series of fascinating stories.
One goes like this: seems that an elderly
farmer, living deep in the Florida scrub,
heard about the motion picture company that
was employing local gentry to work as at¬
mospheric background. The project appealed
to our hero as an honest method for an enter¬
prising landsman to pick up a left soft dimes,
so he hiked many, many miles to the loca¬
tion spot to offer his services.
He was billeted in a small, modem room
behind an auto court where the rest of the
Hollywood company were living. The first
morning at work, the twinkling character
admitted that motion picture work struck him
as being rather easy, and he knew he
shouldn t be tired—but he hadn't slept very
well the previous night.
No one questioned him about this state¬
ment, but the following morning, the little
man was standing on the veranda as Greg¬
ory went by. He beckoned . . . "Excuse me, '
son," he murmured, "but I'd appreciate some
help from you. How does a man put out
them lights?"
The electric lights had burned in his cabin
for approximately 40 hours.
Gregory explained about wall switches.
POW WOW:
Barbara Stanwyck's young son Tony (nee
Dion) dashed into the room where his mother
was

reading and

shouted,

"Look

at me!"

With a razor he had shaved his pate, leaving
nothing but a scalp lock.
His imperturable mother lifted an eyebrow.
"Working in a remake of 'The Last Of The
Mohicans', I presume," she said.

fCONTINUED ON PAGE 73)

TOE AND TORSO
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Those spectacular routines Universal's Johnny Coy does are his own. Above, with Peggy Ryan.

see her again with the same kinetic
Mr. Kaye in “The Kid From Brook¬
lyn,” in which she again dances with
impressive agility.
Vera-Ellen, legally Mrs. Robert
Hightower, is wife of Lt. Hightower
who is currently flying a P-38 in the
South Pacific. But she was born VeraEllen Rohe (pronounced Roe), daugh¬
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Rohe of
Cincinnati. Her childhood friends call
her Bunny.
She is 5 feet 4% inches tall, weighs
111 pounds, has maple-sugar blonde
hair and brown eyes. She is utterly
without artifice and filled with good
common sense. If you met Vera-Ellen
without knowing anything about her,
it would riever occur to you that she
was an actress. Your appraisal would
be, “What a swell girl—simple, nat¬
ural, sincere. That Hightower is a
lucky character.”
Vera-Ellen’s dad was a piano-tuner,
when she was a youngster, so it
seemed like a good idea for her to
take piano lessons. Meanwhile, she
was maintaining a straight A average
in school, so her mother decided that
she should have physical exercise.
“Sitting at a piano for two hours a
day, practicing, isn’t giving you mus¬
cles and rosy cheeks,” she opined.
“Let me see . . . how about some danc¬
ing lessons?”
That did it. By the time she was
ready to enter her senior year in High
School, Vera-Ellen had danced before
practically every available audience
in Cincinnati. Mrs. Rohe heard one
sentence over and over again until
she could spot the first syllables at
eighty yards: “You should take your
daughter to New York or Hollywood
—she’s so talented.” Mrs. Rohe de¬
cided on New York.
In those days Major Bowes’ ama¬
teurs were hot stuff. In New York
Vera-Ellen appeared on the radio on
“Cincinnati night.”
She and her
mother had warned everyone in Cin¬
cinnati exactly at what hour, over
what station the program was to be
heard.
In discussing it afterward,
Vera-Ellen grinned, “Everybody in
Cincinnati wrote in, voting for me, so
naturally I got a job.”
The job was a spot at $50 per week
in a Major Bowes unit, set to open in

Cincinnati. Local girl comes home.
Local girl gets ovation. That’s what
Vera-Ellen thought; only it didn’t
happen that way. The Ohio River,
never letting anyone steal a scene
from it, arose in one of the worst
floods in history and the Major Bowes
performance couldn’t be held.
An
ovation-less Miss Rohe had to move
on to St. Louis with the show. As a
result, Vera-Ellen has never appeared
in her home town. She hopes, how¬
ever, that Mr. Goldwyn, her contractholder, will decide at some time to
have Cincinnati premiere a picture in
which she dances.
When the Bowes unit completed its
tour, Vera-Ellen enrolled in New
York in the Sonia Serova Dancing
School.
Her mother took a secre¬
tarial job in the same organization.
One day a telephone message arrived
for Ted Lewis—who happened to be
auditioning in the building—so VeraEllen, who happened to be passing
with her Fairy Godmother sitting on
her shoulder, was sent to the audi¬
tioning room to deliver the message.
She stayed to become a member of
his road show, doing a tap and toe
number called “Estrellita.”
Little
star, to you, with augmentation about
to set in.
After that tour closed, she danced
in the Paradise Restaurant, Interna¬
tional Casino, and for Billy Rose in
the Casa Manana; then had a line in
“Very Warm For May.” Her meet¬
ing with Mr. Rose is notable. It hap¬
pened the day after she was 18, hence
was eligible to work in a night club.
Mr. Rose had asked a huge group of
girls to try out. They were doing a
time step and a high kick for him,
being catalogued and dismissed. It
was the first try-out Miss Vera-Ellen
had ever attended and the entire pro¬
ceeding struck her as being highly lax
and inefficient. How could a man tell
about a girl’s ability from so small a
demonstration of it? To this day she
swears that, had she known the rou¬
tine followed in try-outs, she wouldn’t
have spoken up. Which fact illus¬
trates the advantage of being a novice!
When it was her turn to perform
the simple formula, she spoke up—
loud and clear—to wit: “I don’t see
how you can judge a girl’s ability by
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so little demonstration. I don’t want
to be in the line; I want to do a spe¬
cialty.”
Said Mr. Rose drily, “It has been
our good fortune in the past to have
the specialties done by people like
Zorina, Paul Draper, and Eleanor
Powell. But if you wish to be seated
and dance for me later, you may.”
She got the job.
When Vera-Ellen went to work in
“Higher And Higher,” she noticed,
during morning rehearsal, an active
gentleman who was turning cart¬
wheels across the stage. “Hmm,” she
thought, “what a character!
Who
does he think he’s impressing?”
This pinwheeler, limbering himself
but not seeking to impress anyone,
scrutinized the haughty profile of Miss
Rohe and thought, “Well, well, hail
the ka-ween! Wonder who crowned
her?”
This should have been a warning to
both of them. A year later, during
the run of “Panama Hattie,” they
were married.
After that she worked in “By Jupi¬
ter,” dancing with Ray Bolger^ then
she signed to dance in “The Connec¬
ticut Yankee.” Goldwyn saw her on
opening night, signed her without a
screen test, and expects to see the
name Vera-Ellen blazing in star-sized
letters on every marquee in America.
Incidentally, her engagement and
wedding rings are interesting. The
solitaire is mounted in a heart-shaped
setting, and the wedding band con¬
sists of a circlet of tiny hearts, with
a perfect blue-white diamond in the
center of each. The heart is VeraEllen’s motif: her dressing room mir¬
ror is a heart, her comb and brush set
are heart-shaped, the decorations on
many of her dresses are hearts. Don’t
be astonished if she dances her way
into your heart.
Marc Platt was born Maurice Leplat in Pasadena, California, the son
of the late Maurice Leplat, concert
violinist; and Henrietta Lemuth Le¬
plat. When his father passed away,
Marc and his mother were in Seattle,
where they settled. His mother was
working and 12-year-old Marc was

suspected of being a candidate for
mischief. Mrs. Leplat had a friend
who was running a dancing school,
and this friend (Mary Ann Wells)
suggested that the tall, lightning¬
eyed, blonde youngster be employed
as a messenger boy.
This was to keep him busy after
school, and to give him a chance to
earn some pocket money. For several
days he dashed around, paying light
bills, buying bring-in sandwiches,
buying music, and. otherwise making
himself useful. During idle moments
he lounged around the studio, watch¬
ing a chorus of industrious little girls
going through the initial flexings of
the ballet. There was one little girl
with personality heretofore unsuspec¬
ted by Marc in the feminine gender.
He said to Miss Wells one day, “When
you don’t have anything for me to do,
could I dance with the pupils?”
Once again this proves the power
of love, actual or incipient: it can
lead to anything.
In the case of
jouhg Leplat it led to an unexpected
interest in the ballet. He discovered
aimost at once that he could do any¬
thing that the rest of the pupils could
do; but he could do more of it, faster,
higher, with greater elan. “This is
for me,” quoth Marc. He began to
assist in the teaching.
But all the time, in his secret heart,
he planned to combine acting with
pirouettes, so at 13 he got a job with
the Henry Duffy players. From that
stint he went into stock in Seattle
with the Repertory Playhouse, doing
some radio work on the side.
When Colonel de Basil’s Ballet
Russe played Seattle, our enterprising
hero went backstage and asked for
an audition. He got it, was accepted
as a member of the troupe, and was
re-baptized. Because everyone in the
troupe' was supposed to be Russian,
and since the American public be¬
lieved that no one trained west of the
Muscovite border was capable of any¬
thing more agile than the waltz, his
name was changed to Marc Platoff.
People soon were taking their hats off
to Platoff.
Three years later he joined the Bal-

Glamour galore! Hard-to-find white COTTON!
Lacy eyelet trim, spiced with black ribbon. Perky
bow . . . pretty pearl buttons. A grand buy!
Sizes 32 to 38.

Berry
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Ingrid Bergman finished "Spellbound" for U.A., then rushed off to catch up to the Jack Benny
U.S.O. overseas troupe to help entertain servicemen.

Above, with Martha Tilton, Larry Adler.

let Russe de Monte Carlo, with Leo¬
nide Massine, and his experience on
lour established some sort of rhythm
for his life. For instance, the troupe
was in Barcelona during the big strike
that preceded the outbreak of the
Spanish Civil War. They were unable
to find housing, but a tip from a hazylooking character on the street sent
them to a remote hotel. They were
admitted in the good old “Shh ... I
know Louie” style, and learned after¬
ward that, had the situation been dis¬
covered, a flock of people would have
died of lead poisoning.
That was his first experience with
strikes.
The second occurred in
Hollywood, that rendezvous of world
mishaps.
Marc was all set for his
second picture.
His first was the
Technicolor triumph, “Tonight And
Every Night” with Rita Hayworth.
His second was to be “Tars & Spars,”
the Coast Guard Show. When a hot
first picture is followed by a caloric
second, a dancer like Marc is set.
But really set!
Just at this time the set designers’
strike was called. Since so lavish a
production as “Tars & Spars” can’t be
filmed without extensive new sets,
the picture was delayed.
The Barcelona episode was Marc’s
first experience with war. His second
was not long delayed. He was in
Monte Carlo when Germany invaded
Poland in 1939. Because he was a
citizen of a neutral nation, he was
allowed—after appropriate delays—to
leave. Certain other members of the
troupe had to be smuggled out.
His next professional step was a
flier on Broadway, distinguished by
three near misses and a hit: “Okla¬
homa.” During rehearsal of this play,
Marc sprained his foot so badly that
indications were he wouldn’t be able
to go on opening night. “I’m going
to dance the premiere if it kills me,”
said Mr. Determined Platoff . . . er,
Platt. So a physician anesthetized the
foot and Mark danced; chancing with
each step the breaking of his leg. He
finished the performance, then was
out of the theatrical cast for three
weeks, and into a plaster one.
After a year in “Oklahoma,” he was
signed by Columbia and brought to
Hollywood.
He is married to the
former Eleanor Marra, whom he met
while they were dancing in the Ballet
Russe. They have a son, Marc, Jr.,
who was born on February 29, 1944.
Remember the sailor in “Bring On
The Girls” who leaped over grand
pianos, did time steps around mop
buckets, and generally reduced audi¬
ences to a rhythmic tizzy? That was
Johnny Coy, born John Ogilvie in
Montreal. He took the name Coy be¬
cause he knew it would be easier to
spell and more convenient on the
theatre marquees he hoped one day
to populate with the letters of his
label. Coy is a shortened version of
McCoy, the name of a family of danc¬
ers much admired by John Ogilvie.
Johnny’s career was not only an
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Rhonda Fleming, feature

•

‘

Alfred Hitchcock'a

Bergman and

TsZi^nternatlonal Picture
Gre*0rV

Vt..A through United Artists.

FLASH NEWS!
Rumor has it that, by the time you read
this the Henry Fondas will have been sev¬
ered.
Ruth Warrick, mother of a daughter,
Karen, 4, a son. Ion, 3, filed suit for di¬
vorce from Erik Rolf whom she married in
New York in 1938.

Lynette Perfumes, 741 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
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PICTURES IN PRODUCTION

'%«<—Hail Rinse
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tamely
The Window”) and Jess Barker, Mar¬
garet Lindsay, and Samuel S. Hinds.
THE FUGITIVE is another Sherlock
Holmes story with Basil Rathbone,
Nigel Bruce, and Marjorie Riordan.
(Perhaps this will be a good-luck part
for Marjorie, who has had trouble
since
her
Warner
option
was
dropped.)
OUTLAWS OF TWIN FORKS is
the current Universal equine saga,
with Kirby Grant, Fuzzy Knight, Poni
Adams and John Kelly.
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LOTION

Cory Grant, keeps ’em all guessing these days.
Above, with Kay Williams of N. Y. model fame.

accident, but in its early stages his
greatest burden. The only boy in a
family of seven children, Mr. Johnny
was earmarked to carry on the family
Highland tradition.
First he was
taught to play the bagpipes, then to
dance the Highland Fling, the Sword
Dance, and other ceremonial antics.
All this complete with kilts.
Half-a-thought will tell you what
would happen to an American youth,
aged nine to 13, who appeared on the
streets in kilts.
Conditions are no
different in Canada, which explains
why it would be a bad idea to insult
Mr. Coy.
While defending his fistic honor,
Johnny was also winning other com¬
petitions. In his first three contests,
Johnny won three gold medals, wind¬
ing up in New York as the winner of
the North American Highland Fling
championship.
It had been a hard
battle, bitterly fought and bitterly
won. Johnny’s mother suggested that
he make a choice: he could return to
Montreal and enter college, or he
could continue his dancing studies in
New York.
Johnny, regarding his callouses and
his trophies, decided that he had
served
one
apprenticeship;
why
chance another?
He clid a stint in
vaudeville, then was booked into the
Copa. There Mary Martin saw him,
signed him .for “Dancing In The
Streets.” Despite the talent in the
musical, the book was bad; so DITS
played for only three weeks. During
that time, however, Johnny was seen
and snapped up by Paramount, which
promptly cast M’sieu Coy as a Brook¬
lyn sailor in “Bring On The Girls.”
After that he did a part in “Duffy’s
Tavern,” and currently there is great
talk of boosting Johnny to stardom.
It couldn’t happen to a nicer human
being. Johnny is five feet five inches
tall, weighs around 150 pounds of fat¬
less muscle. His hair is chestnut and
curly; his eyes are something to swoon
over. He isn’t married, dates Olga
San Juan occasionally.
Of the three new dancers enchant¬
ing Hollywood, Johnny is the only one
who plans his own dances, perfecting
every step, every routine. But, like
the other two, he has every needed
attribute for success:
experience,
ability, personality and charm.
The End

CONFIDENTIAL AGENT is the
Charles Boyer-Lauren Bacall picture
for which you will stand in line for
hours and hours and hours. Also cast:
Katina Paxinou (remember her bril¬
liant Pilar in “For Whom The Bell
Tolls”), Peter Lorre, Dan Seymour,
Victor
Francen,
Wanda
Hendrix,
George Coulouris, and Miles Mander.
NIGHT AND DAY is being shot in
Technicolor with Cary Grant, Alexis
Smith, Jane Wyman, Monty Woolley,
Henry Stephenson, Donald Woods,
Selena Royle, Eve Arden, Sig Ruman
and Alan Hale.
NEVER SAY GOODBYE is Errol
Flynn’s present vehicle, with Eleanor
Parker, Lucille Watson, Hattie Mc¬
Daniel and S. Z. Sakall.
THE MAN I LOVE is the Ida Lupino starrer with Robert Alda (the
first picture he has made since “Gersh¬
win”) Andrea King, Martha Vickers,
Dolores Moran, John Ridgely, and
Monte Blue.
HER KIND OF MAN is a gay
comedy with Zachary Scott, Janis
Paige, Faye Emerson, Dane Clark, and
George Tobias.
*

*

*

AT PARAMOUNT:
CALCUTTA is the adventure story
starring Alan Ladd, Gail Russell, Bill
Bendix, June Duprez, Edith King,
Lowell Gilmore and John Whitney.
TO EACH HIS OWN (bad title) is
the story of one Miss Josephine Norris
in bombed-and-blasted London. There
are five men in her life, which is nice
work for Olivia de Havilland, John
Lund, Mary Anderson, Philip Terry,
Bill Goodwin, Alma Macrorie, and
Frank Faylen.
THE BRIDE WORE BOOTS is a zany
comedy about a girl who adores horses
(Barbara Stanwyck) and a man who
abhors them
(Robert Cummings).
Assisting in administering the wellknown horse laugh are Diana Lynn
and Patric Knowles.
BLUE SKIES is the Technicolor
picture hung on the framework of
Irving Berlin songs that have been
popular during the past quarter cen¬
tury. Bing sings, Paul Draper dances,
Joan Caulfield looks beautiful, and the
cast is further enhanced by the pres¬
ence of Olga San Juan (our next Rita
Hayworth) and Billy De Wolfe.

AT MONOGRAM:
SWING PARADE is in its first
month with Gale Storm, Phil Reagan,
Connee Boswell, the Three Stooges
and Louis Armstrong.
BORDER BANDITS is the Johnny
Mack Brown picture with Raymond
Hatton, Rosa del Rosario, Riley Hill
and Charlis Stevens.

0
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THREE STRANGERS

(W.B.) is still an¬
other mystery in the “Maltese Falcon”
tradition. Fans who are chilled by the
mesmeristic antics of Sydney Greenstreet and Peter Lorre will cringe at
this one. The air-tight plot revolves
around a sweepstakes ticket which is
the clue in a murder involving three
strangers; namely, the two foregoing
menaces and Geraldine Fitzgerald.
Among those adding to the mystery
are: Peter Whitney, Alan Napier,
Joan Lorring and Rosalind Ivan.

'“It’s EASY
and it’s FUN!”
— says Mrs. Lois Clarke of St. Paul, Minn.
Wife and mother tells how she lost 53

THE CRIME DOCTOR’S WARNING (Co¬
lumbia) The cxime doctor series goes

pounds and “that middle-aged look.”

on apace—with Warner Baxter as Dr.
Ordway, part crime doctor and part
psychiatrist. Artists’ models get mur¬
dered—but not for Art’s sake! Among
those mayhemmed—or about to com¬
mit it—are: Dusty Anderson, Alma
Kruger and Miles Mander.

“If only I had known how easily I could become
slender,” says Mrs. Lois Clarke, “and what fun it
would be, I could have saved myself years of un¬
happiness. I read again and again about women
who had taken the DuBarry Success Course, but I
felt that somehow they must be different. So I went
on—tired, irritable, overweight. Self-conscious about
my looks, I dropped out of the Parent-Teachers As¬
sociation and the Red Cross—just stayed home.
v“At last, finding myself so
out of proportion that I had
to buy matronly dresses in
size 42,1 desperately decided
to do something. That was
when my mother, worried
about my health, gave me the
DuBarry Success Course.
With her encouragement
and my husband’s tongue-incheek approval, I sailed in—
went through the Course
twice. Results: Down from
181 pounds to 128. Down
from size 42 to size 14. That
“middle-aged look” is gone.
My skin is fine and clear,
and my hair, once so stringy,
is now truly lovely. As for
the Success Course, I want
,,
,
to say that Ann Delafield
0j MrSm Clarke when
should have an extra-special
starting her Course.
star in her crown for bringAt right, the lovely
ing health and beauty to so
fp^ar^e °f tQday,
„
looking tar younger
many women.
than her 35 years.

SENORITA FROM THE WEST (Universal)
is a bid for the Brooklyn vote by
virtue of having Allan Jones as the
male lead. He sings over the radio
through the tonsils of Jess Barker,
who gets all the credit and the gal
(Bonita Granville)—until the truth
outs and the Eddie Bracken-Bing
Crosby gag (Remember “Out of This
World?”) takes a turn for the Brook¬
lyn thrush, and fame—and the gal—
descend upon him. Ouch!

SUNSET IN EL DORADO (Rep.)—Roy
Rogers and El Dorado have a lot of
appeal for Lucille Wiley (Dale Evans)
... or so she discovers after she takes
a trip to see if what the travel folders
say about the West is true. While
she’s finding out, there are eight new
songs sung by Roy, Dale, and the Sons
of the Pioneers. Gabby Hayes and
Trigger are on hand, too.
FIGHTING BILL CARSON (PRC) — A
Western epic with Buster Crabbe and
A1 St. John outsmarting a band of
outlaws that has made off with the
town’s bank funds. With Stan Jolley,
Kermit Maynard, Bob Cason, John
Buster and Bud Osborne.

an analysis of your needs, a goal to work
for and a plan for attaining it. Then you
follow right at home the same methods
taught by Ann Delafield at the famous
Richard Hudnut Salon, New York.

HOW ABOUT YOU?
Wouldn’t you like to be slender again,
wear more youthful styles, hear the com¬
pliments of friends? The DuBarry Success
Course can help you, just as it helped Mrs.
Clarke and more than 225,000 others to
find a way to beauty and vitality. You get

When this Course has meant so much to
so

many, why not

I
Ann Delafield,
Accepted for idvertisine in publications
•f tha American Medical Association

use

the convenient

coupon to find out what it can do for you?

RICHARD HUDNUT SALON

Directing

NEW

YORK

Richard Hudnut Salon,

Dept. SY-54,693 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
Please send the booklet telling all about the
DuBarry Home Success Course.
Miss
Mrs.

With your Court, you receive a Cheat
containing a generous supply of DuBarry
Beauty and Make-up Preparations.
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THE TRUE GLORY (Col. release), pro¬
duced jointly by the governments of
the U. S. and Great Britain, reveals
the strategy of the American and
British armies in liberating France
and defeating Germany. An 84-min¬
ute feature, introduced by General
“Ike” Eisenhower; co-directed by
Garson
Kanin
and
Carol
Reed.
The best-scripted, best-directed, bestedited documentary-with-significance
ever attempted!
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BURNED UP:

Plenty browned off is Pat O'Brien, whose
patio playroom adjoining the swimming pool
was recently gutted by fire caused by some¬
one's carelessly neglected cigarette. Ruined
beyond repair was a cottage piano papered
with theatre programs saved from each play
in which Pat had appeared. Also destroyed
were most of the caricatures in Pat’s gallery
of motion picture great—pastels done by Don
Barclay, who is now serving with the Navy.
Replacement of the pastels will be Don's first
discharge-paper assignment.
VITAL STATISTICS:
Genesis:
Cobina

Jr.

Wright,

and

her

husband.

Palmer Beaudette, announced the arrival of
a baby boy, who has an older brother born
October 2, 1943, named Palmer, Jr.
Katherine

de

Mille

and

Anthony

Quinn

welcomed a young gentleman named Dun¬
can

Christopher,

who

pounds, 101/2 ounces.

weighed

in

at

8

He has two older sis¬

ters.
Oona

O'Neill Chaplin

and

her

husband

announced that a second child is due in the
spring.

This

youngster-to-be

has

a

now a year old.

O for thazardous°cmtrngCUt,C*e’ eli”i"alin8

Deanna Durbin and Felix Jackson will be
singing lullabies next March.
It is also rumored that Merle Oberon and
her husband,
similar

Lucien

Ballard,

announcement

to

will have

make

about

a

the

spring.
Exodus:
Lina Romay has filed suit for divorce from
Seaman

1st

ct.bmss.~5

sister

Class

John

Lawrence

o
0
3

TLfii-**. - **- of
ctd;Se SteiTy.'™' in

Ur-

siving

TR™ «Kl beamiM

Adams,

using her legal name Elena R. Adams.

They

had been married a year and a half.
Johnny Weissmuller was sued by divorce
by

his

wife,

the

former

Beryl

Scott:

this

makes the third suit filed, since the previous
two were dropped, one in 1940 and one in
1943.

Tarzan has three children.

HEARTBREAK:

The news ruined the day for a great many
employees of 20th Century-Fox, where Lynn
Bari has long been the favorite actress of
literally hundreds of fellow workers.
She
was taken to the hospital three weeks before
her child was due, and delivered of a daugh¬
ter, but the child lived only a few hours.
Despite her ordeal, Lynn came through okay.

FINGERNAIL
BEAUTY

GIFT OF THE MAGI:
Glenn Langan has acquitted himself with
honors in a

number of little

parts

around

Hollywood, and has now completed the plum
part of the doctor in "Dragonwyck."
heimers

around

Glenn's

future

town

looks

are

like

Wisen-

predicting

night on

that

Honshu

Island—which is to say. incandescent.
'Tenny rate, he and his wife recently cele¬
brated

their seventh

wedding

anniversary.

CUTICLE REMOVER

The Langans aren't yet in the big money;
as a matter of fact, they have been known
to wonder, not long ago, how many meals
may be derived from ten miles of spaghetti.
But this

anniversary

was to be a turning

point; Glenn and hi3 wife each determined
to

buy

the

other

some

item

for

preference had been expressed.

which

ot all drug and cosmetic counters

a

Something

imaginative, something of permanent value.

TRIMAL LABORATORIES, LOS ANOELES 34. CALIFORNIA, TRIMAl DISTRIBUTING COMPANY. HAMILTON

ONTARIO,

CANADA

On their anniversary morning, each indi¬
cated to the other a rather large, certainly

73

impressive, very heavy package.
the

partners

stripped

off

the

Eagerly |

wrappings.

Then they fell into one another's arms and
screamed with laughter.

Each had bought a

second-hand set (new editions are not cur¬
rently available)
annica.

of

the

Encyclopedia

Brit-

Yes, they were able to return one set.
LITTLE GRASS SHACKS:

Betty Hutton is breathlessly enthusiastic
about her new home. It isn’t at all moviestarish, having only two modest bedrooms
and six additional rooms, and it will not be
entirely furnished until the war is over, of
course.
Because there were two garages
on the property, Betty is converting one into
a playroom. Three walls will be paneled
with knotty pine, or some such material—
but the other is to be smooth white plaster
and is to be used as a gigantic guest book.

NO DULL
DRAB HAIR

KEELED OVER
The instant Gene Kelly joined the Navy as
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that the Navy needed him, since he is the
photogenic type, for the purpose of makingtraining

films.

transfer blank

Every
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for months, he

saw

filled
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with the same pleat let me see some action.
Finally, after making as much fuss as a man
dares. Gene won his point: he was given

to the

orders to take a crew to Okinawa, there to

SUPER, Genuine, (
Glossy Photos, direct
I
from Hollywood, of
|
about 400 World-Fa'
mous
Movie
Stars.
From the oldest and
foremost fan photo
studio. Send M.O. or Wf
U. S. stamps. FREE T
Star Folder with first \|
order. Immediate I
delivery, postpaid.
I
WriteDepartment647.
i

join up with a battle fleet in order to photo¬

On the morning of August 10, he reported
final

office of

Captain

instructions.

He

Gene

Markey for

discovered

that

his

orders had been cancelled the day before,
pending outcome of peace negotiations.
LIFE WITH MIKE:

BRAM

If you saw "Junior Miss," you need no
further introduction to Michael Dunne, who
enacted the part of the returned uncle, sus¬
pected by an impressionable Peggy Ann
Garner of having served a penitentiary
sentence.
While Mike was making the picture, his
small son took a tremendous interest in the
paternal excitement clearly evidenced. Every
evening he listened to Mike's recital of the
day's events on the set of "Junior Miss."
Every morning he kissed his dad goodbye
and heard his mother say, "Lots of luck with
Junior Miss today, dear."

bracelets are twisted and hand-wrought of

dians of New Mexico to accent your lovely
hands and be the admiration and envy of
your friends.
gifts.

They also make wonderful

Two are even better than one—and

we will send both for only $8.93.

Your

money back if not completely satisfied.

Finally, Mr. Dunne, Junior, asked his
mother, "What's a Junior Miss?"
"A girl," said his mother. "Not exactly a
little girl—-a medium-sized girl."
Obviously this worried our small hero.
Finally he asked his mother, "Does the
Junior Miss like Daddy?"

GALLUP, NEW MEX.

Why not be patriotic and smart at the
same time? Buy extra bonds in the
great VICTORY LOAN!
★★★★★★★★★★★**★*************

A lew months ago, Ginny Simms secured
from

Leo,

the

Lion's

den.

A

EASILY... «
QUICKLY.7*

few

months later she became Mrs. Dehn by marry¬
ing Hyatt R. Dehn.
Angeles socialite.

New

York

and

Los

Vela Mae takes unwanted hair out,
not off, quickly and easily. This new,

The wedding ceremony was performed in
the

Beverly

Church

ATRADIN4 <0.

QUILT PIECES
My big bargain package beautiful fast color quilt
pieces includes giant spool thread, free, 18
selected quilt patterns, plus enough assorted
colorful goods to make over 1200 quilt patches;
special $1.49 C.O.D. plus postage. 100% satis¬
faction money back guarantee. Send no money
Pay postman. Mary Caldwell. Craft Remnant Co.,
Dept. 36-A, Bloomington, III. Free! for prompt
action—latest rail Blazers' Almanac. Clip this.

her release from her Metro contract, thus es¬

Roberts.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

STUDIO
306 W. 44th.ST
NEW YORK 18, N Y.

FROM DEN TO DEHN:

caping

by

Hills
the

Community
reverend

Dr.

different and dainty preparation is

Presbyterian
William

applied cold, directly from the jor. No
odor, no mixing, no mess. No harmful

E.

Ginny's maid of honor was Mar¬

chemicals—safe enough to eat. Veto Mae is
scientifically compounded from natural in¬
gredients by a woman, for women all over

jorie Davies, and the best man was Captain
John Rogers.

America. Send for full details. No obligation.

As the bridegroom is head of the local Defense Housing Corporation, so is stationed in
Los Angeles, Ginny will continue her career.
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25c for 5 rinses
1 Or for 2 rinses

heavy sterling silver wire by the Zuni In¬

Mail 4 °*- 1,01110

MA&yEL LIQUID-CREAM

I

j

it out

graph certain phases of the Japanese inva¬
sion.

Illustrated 2/3 actual size, these beautiful

4 oz. bottle mailed Postpaid
for $1.00, plus 20c Federal Tax.

His application was rejected on the ground

4 Helps keep hair neatly in place.
LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,
in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
At stores which sell toilet goods

' Guaranteed by 'A
Good Housekeeping ,

After a few days you can See
and Feel the difference. Your skin
will actually appear ‘‘alive-lookmg . Just use a few drops on each
hand
MARVEL is very eco«
nomical. If not entirely satisfied
after a two-weeks’ test, your money
will be refunded. Noteold in store*.

«■--1

an enlisted man, he applied for sea duty.

4 Purpose Rinse

Made from
ezctuaive, entirely new formula by o»« of the forcmn.t.
chemato m the United St»t«, Marvel Liquid-Cream hoi been prrWdct-r. me. without oneMion. its effectivenee. in m.kin* hands
C'smorously smooth, soft, tresh and lovely. MARVEL LIQUIDL H£A \1, because of its special, scientifically blended ingredients, smooths
face, neck, anklea and elbow, too. Tense dry shin is
soitened away, quickly, easily. Bnd without leaving onv ere.idv ir
sticky feeling. MARVEL guards the skin’s moisture while refining
g
eya .J
the pores. No longer need your
J
L U/JIO
hands and other parte of your body
' [OiT • ^
have that coarse, too-old look.
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2°4S W. Washington
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Blvd.

California

GUEST WIFE'S GUESTS:

If you haven't yet seen the Claudette Colbert-Don Ameche-Dick Foran picture "Guest
Wife," locate it, and spend an evening hold¬
ing your sides. It is an exquisitely funny
farce comedy in which Claudette delivers one
of her socko performances. Ameche is flexi¬
bly brilliant, and Dick Foran's career should
zoom after producers have observed his
comedy technique.
Here is one of the reasons for the delight
many of us take in being Hollywood writers:
International planned a day-long junket for
100 of us, preparatory to previewing the pic¬
ture. We boarded three chartered buses at
the studio at nine one Wednesday morning.
Yvonne de Carlo, Mona Freeman and about
a dozen starlets were in our party, and we
were joined later by Mr. and Mrs. Ameche,
Mr. 'and Mrs. Pat O'Brien, Carmen Miranda
and her sister, Aurora.
When we boarded the buses, we were
handed Guest Wife envelopes; each con¬
tained an identifying badge (similar to a
State Fair blue ribbon), a program of the
day's events, several gold drink checks good
at the Del Mar bar and several white beer
checks for the same location, and two crisp
one dollar bills for use in backing our judg¬
ment on the speed of some enterprising
equine.
We reached the Del Mar Hotel (a charm¬
ing spot surrounded by pine trees, but lying
not more than a hundred feet from Pacific
breakers) in time for luncheon. From there
we went to the track and remained for four
races. Here occurred a really memorable
event. A representative of the Associated
Press, a charming grey-haired woman who
is a grandmother and boasts about it, rushed
to the betting window with a five#dollar bill,
intending to place $2.00 on Horse No. 6. Con¬
fused by her bill, she said "Two on No. 5."
Then she realized her error, but bravely
strolled away, saying nothing.
Naturally,
No. 5 came in and paid $27.60. This is known
as the luck of the Associated Press. A horse
named Star Actress, heavily backed by the
superstitious scribes, horrified the entire
thespic profession by coming in a good re¬
mote last.
From the track we drove to Camp Pendle¬
ton, the enormous Marine base, there we
were the dinner guests of General Howland
M. Smith, a crisp, dapper, grey-haired man
who became instantly and permanently in¬
stalled in Hollywood's _ Favorite Person file.
After dinner we drove to the camp amphi¬
theatre where Don Ameche, Pat O'Brien, the
starlets, Yvonne de Carlo, and the Mirandas
put on an excellent show. This was followed
by the press preview of "Guest Wife." The
marines loved it. So did we.
This was the most successful publicity
junket most of us had attended, and for its
precise timing, its thoughtful arrangements,
and its skillful management throughout, a
friendly gentleman named George Glass
was responsible.

ONE MOTHER TO ANOTHER
Two improvements in baby-feeding are showing up in
healthier American children. More mothers are dis¬
covering the advantages of prepared baby foods, and
babies now begin taking strained foods at an earlier
age than was thought possible some years ago.

No wonder they fence me in...
When it’s feeding time, and Gerber’s is coming up!
Babies just love Gerber’s Strained Foods because
of these four advantages: (1) Extra good taste,
(2) Cooked the Gerber way by steam t® retain pre¬
cious minerals and vitamins, (3) Uniform, smooth
texture, (4) Every step laboratory-checked. Do as so
many mothers do, get Gerber’s with "America’s
Best-Known Baby" on every package!

2 Cereals That Babies Like
Your doctor will tell you that most babies need
extra iron after the age of three months, or more.
Gerber’s Cereal Food and Gerber’s Strained Oat¬
meal have generous amounts of added iron and
Vitamin Bi. Both these cereals are extra tasty. Both
are pre-cooked —and ready-to-serve.

Remember, it is always wise to check your
baby's feeding program with your doctor

TAPS:
FREMONT. MICH.

One of the best beloved character actors

OAKLAND, CAL

in Hollywood was George Barbier, who re¬
cently died at the age of 80, in Hollywood.

sa^nptre

Having made a career of playing earnest
but bumbling business men, and kindly but
astonished

fathers,

Mr.

Barbier

closed

his

life with a gesture: he set aside, in his will,

a sum sufficient to provide lifetime care for

Strained Foods

Chopped Foods

© 1045. O. 1*. C.

Address: Gerber Products Co., Dept. ML11-5, Fremont, Michigan
My baby is now. months
old. Please send me free samples
of Gerber's Cereal Food and
Gerber's Strained Oatmeal.

his dog, Skippy.
The End

Cereals

/ 5 kinds of Strmined
Foods, 8 kinds of
Chopped Foods, 2
special Baby Cereals.

Address.

Name

City and State.
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STARLIGHT/wa * *
Stepping up in Hollywood smartness and comfort
is this ration-free Pump, a "Footnote" to your
smartest suit or most glamorous party frock. Open
back and toe, sling-pump heel of eye-catching,
ever-wearing gabardine with grosgrain edging the
platform sole and forming the gayest bow imagin¬
able since it's set with rows of sparkling brass¬
like nailheads. Colors are black, brown, green
and red. Narrow sices 5’/2 to 9. Medium sizes
3 to 9. $4.95 plus mailing costs. No shoe stamp
is needed.

Albert Morin is reedy to resume his promising
acting career. Remember him in "Casablanca"?

David Niven appeared in "The Way Ahead" for
Two Cities, but his next will be for Goldwyn.

SEND NO MONEY JKLSrUiMS! Cl

10 days examination privilege.
if not delighted.

Money refunded,

! JANNE OF HOLLYWOOD
|

ICONTINUED FROM PAGE b)

Dept. NV-72,

I 5071 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California
| Please send "Starlight” Shoes. (Give 2 choices in
| colors.)
□ Black

□ Brown

□ Green

□ Red

[ Regular shoe size.Width ,
| Name.
* Address... . .
I City.State

I.---------------....,

NEW

THIS
DRY WAY
TAKES ONLY 10 MINUTES
• QUICK — No soap, no rinsing,
no drying with Minipoo.
• EFFICIENT—cleanses the hair
of dirt, grime, oil and odor.
• BEAUTIFYING —enhances"
wave, leaves hair soft, lovely.
• SAFE— Minipoo is safe in all
weather. Ideal for sick room.

30

Shampoos with mitten applicator

l00'

*plu* lax

MINI POO
DRY SHAMPOO POWDER
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landed himself a part in MGM’s “What Next, Cpl. Hargrove”
with Robert Walker and Keenan Wynn.
Kent Smith is another whose movie career came to a tem¬
porary standstill when he joined the Army Air Corps a couple
of years ago. Remember the American schoolmaster in “Hit¬
ler’s Children,” the young saboteur in “This Land is Mine”,
the serviceman who returned from war to solve his home¬
town’s juvenile delinquency problem in “Youth Runs Wild”?
That was Kent Smith, and he’s just won a role in Dore
Schary’s new picture, “Some Mttet Watch,” with Dorothy
McGuire and Ethel Barrymore.
Kent, who is a Harvard graduate by the way, is used to
working with famous names; during his stage career, he was
cast with “big names” like Katherine Cornell, Jane Cowl, and
Margaret Sullavan.
We’re all rooting for you, Kent. Best of luck!
BEMEDALING—Well, here’s what we call a medal record.
Our favorite “Elephant Boy,” Sabu, who has completed 42
missions and 427 combat hours as a ball turret gunner on a
B-24 Liberator in the Pacific, has won the D.F.C. He also has
the Presidential Unit Citation, Philippines liberation ribbon,
and the air medal with three oak leaf clusters.
Lt. Henry Fonda has been awarded the Bronze Star medal
with a citation for meritorious service as an assistant opera¬
tions officer and air combat intelligence officer in the Marianas.
By the time you read this, Lt. Fonda will probably be in the
United States emceeing a Navy radio program. Also in the ’
offing is a deal with the Navy Department to allow Henry to
play the lead in “Boomerang,” true story of the capture of
a Jap destroyer.
HOME FROM THE WARS—Cpl. Bill Lundigari is being seen
around again in Hollywood, between jaunts to the hospital for
treatments on an old back injury . . . Bill has been a Marine
combat motion picture photographer, overseas for more than
a year. He recently married Rena Morgan (Helen’s daughter).
David Niven, who left in 1939 to join the British Army, will
be in Hollywood come December, with a new seven-year
Samuel Goldwyn contract. His first picture for that company
will be “The Bishop’s Wife,” with Teresa Wright.
Cesar Romero is coming out of the Coast Guard and goes
back to 20th to take up his contract there. His first picture—
“Three Little Girls in Blue.”
Lt. Jackie Coogan returns to civilian life with commercial
airfields on his mind. He and a local publicist are buying one.
Jackie’s also to do a part in “Task Force,” for Warners.
Gig Young has been released from the Navy and is back
on the Warner lot.
We hear tell that Lew Ayres is planning to do a religious
film for MGM as soon as he gets his Army release.

ABUSED SKIN
DON'T BE AFRAID AND STOP WORRYING NOW ABOUT EXTERNAL
SKIN TROUBLES. FOLLOW THESE EASY DIRECTIONS.
By

Betty MesvuptuA.

Have you ever stopped to realize that the leading screen stars that you
admire, as well as the beautiful models who have lovely, soft white skin, were
all born just like you with a lovely smooth skin?
Almost everyone can have a natural, healthy, normal complexion which is in
itself beauty. All you must do is follow a few simple rules. Models and screen
stars must give their skin special attention. So should you, because everyone
looks at your face. Your social success may depend upon your being good
looking, because a lovely skin may be a short cut to success in love and busi¬
double Viderm treatment may mean
ness. Your pleasure is worth it; and you owe it to yourself to give your
the difference between enjoying the
complexion a chance to be healthy and beautiful.
confidence a fine skin gives you or
Medical science gives us the truth about a lovely skin. There are small
the embarrassment of an ugly abused
specks of dust in the air all the time.
skin. The double Viderm treatment
When these little specks, which are
' V 7:.«V-:r :
'■
is a formula prescribed b\ a doctor,
in the air get into an open pore in
.> Wgtff
and costs you only a few cents
your skin, they can in time cause the
daily. This treatment consists of two
pore to become larger and more sus¬
7
jars. One jar contains Viderm Skin
ceptible to dust and infection. These
- B
Cleanser, a jelly-like formula which
open pores begin to form blackheads
. B ,,.J
penetrates and acts as an antiseptic
which become infected and bring you
y 'BF
upon your pores. After you use this
the misery of pimples, irritations or
'■-V
special Viderm Skin Cleanser, apply
blemishes. When you neglect your
rS^li^wtet
m^B
the Viderm Fortified Medicated Skin
skin by not giving it the necessary
Cream. You rub this in, leaving an
care it requires, you leave yourself
Wr
almost invisible protective covering
wide open for external skin miseries.
IY
Xvli^BBL.
for the surface of your skin.
When you know that your skin is
K
This double treatment has worked
smooth, white and fine, you have
wonders for so many cases of abused
more confidence and it helps • im¬
:
^^^B
skin, it must help you, too. or your
prove your personality, and it helps
H
a^^B|
money will be refunded. Use it for
improve your entire well being. A
B
ten days. You have everything to
flawless skin is priceless, yet it costs
f
li$jjj|§pv^ i>
gam and nothing to lose. It is a
you only a few pennies daily to keep
F Jp
/ ^^B
guaranteed treatment. Enjoy it.
it normal, natural, healthy and love¬
j ^^^B
Use your double Viderm treatment
ly. Many women never realize or
^^^B
every day until your skin is as
even suspect that the difference be¬
I
L
smooth and clear as you may want
tween a glamorous complexion and
I ’■Kalb’
■■
it. Then, use it only once a week
an ordinary one may be caused by
to remove stale make-up and dust
having blackheads and pimples.
specks that infect your pores and to aid in healing external irritations. When
The proper attention with the
you prevent blackheads, you prevent externally caused skin miseries and pim¬
ples. While your two jars and the doctor’s directions are on the way to you, be
sure to give your face enough attention and wash it as often as is necessary.
Wash with warm water and then cleanse with water as cold as you can stand,
in order to freshen, stimulate and help close your pores. After you receive
everything, read your directions carefully, and then go right to it with these
two fine formulas.
Just mail your name and address to Betty Memphis, care of The New York
Skin Laboratory, 206 Division Street, Dept. 23-K, New York City 2, New York.
By return mail you will receive both of the Viderm formulas, with full direc¬
tions for using Viderm Skin Cleanser and Viderm Fortified Medicated Skin
Cream. The doctor’s directions and both jars are packed in a sealed carton,
safety sealed. On delivery, pay two dollars plus postage. If you wish, you can
save the postage fee by mailing your two dollars with your letter. If you are
in any way dissatisfied, your money will be cheerfully refunded. Both of the
formulas you use have been fully tested and proven, and are reliable for you.
They must help you or your treatments cost nothing. After you have received
your Viderm, if you have any questions to ask concerning abused skin, just
send them in.—ADV.
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LEARN
PIANO
AT

HOME
POPULAR
MUSIC AT ONCE
• No previous knowledge, of music
required to play piano by note or ear
— with both hands. No tiresome prac¬
ticing, no tedious exercises. You start
to play music at once and you learn by
playing music. Soon you can play any
music written. Surprise and delight
your family and friends. Send $2.00
(cash, money order or check) and
"PIANO — Self Taught" is yours
-postpaid. Endorsed by Paramount
Hollywood Studios Music Director.
Unconditionally guaranteed or money
refunded. Mail your order today.

MILES PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. 2 • 1709 West 8th Street
Los Angeles 14, California

Pretty soon carpet manufacturers
were tearing their hair over their de¬
creased sales. Getting smart, they too
offered their newest products and
ideas to motion picture studios. Count¬
less manufacturers followed suit and
Hollywood is dotted with manufac¬
turers’ representatives who earn their
salaries by making their product pass
screen-tests.
Combined bedroom-sitting rooms,
all white rooms, structural glass brick,
streamlined kitchens and countless
other accepted contributions to mod¬
ern living were popularized by mo¬
tion picture homes.
Even as you and I, the studio
decorators have been pretty restrict¬
ed on what they can do in creating
homes for the screen today. But they,
too, have ideas for the future.
Hans Dreier, Paramount’s author¬
ity, says, “We shall see many radical
changes in factories, shops, offices,
hospitals and apartment houses. Being
functional buildings, they will utilize
all the new functional materials.
There will be light shafts in the
center of apartment buildings to elim¬
inate the now dark hallways. Drapery
and upholstery materials will be made
of glass: fireproof, easily cleaned,
fadeproof and practically everlasting.
New plywoods and plastics will re¬
place natural wood.
“But,” he cautions, “homes which
families select for permanence will
not be too different from what we
have now. No family living room can
be strictly functional. People and
their characters are not streamlined
yet. They will not throw overboard
the charming heritage of such per¬
iods as Georgian Colonial. The kitch¬
en, bathroom, laundry room and
other such purposeful rooms will take
every advantage of streamlined ef¬
ficiency, but other rooms will continue
to reflect the personality and back¬
ground of their owners.”
John Goodman of Universal Studios
concurs with Dreier. His own office is
a perfect example of efficient mod¬
ernity, with warmth and color. Yet
his home is definitely of the Federal
period of the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth century in America.
“A home is a woman’s province,” he
philosophizes, “and most men want it
that way. They want to come from
the efficiency of an office into the
distinct personality of a home.”
Ed Willis of Metro-Goldyn-Mayer
concedes Goodman’s point. He con¬
tinues, “Women don’t care for the
modern feeling in their homes. They
consider it too harsh a background
for them. As a whole they prefer
houses such as those shown in ‘Heav¬
enly Body’ or ‘Come Live With Me’.
Interiors are like women’s clothes.
They should do something for the
occupant of the home, just as clothes
do something for a woman.”
“Fifteen years ago, we presented a
combined sitting room-bedroom in the
first version of ‘When Ladies Meet’.
We know it had a definite influence.
The women’s magazines played it up
because it provided a new and flat¬
tering background for women. Even
very modest homes now feature bed¬
rooms as something more to sleep
and dress in.”

IF YOUR DEALER DOESN'T STOCK, SEND
$1.00 TO ENDURA, DEPT. M4, 1707 N.
KENMORE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 27, CALIF.
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PEERLESS PEN CO. mhk.
14 W. 17th SI, NEW YORK II, N. Y.

FREE enlargement

■
■■ ™ Just to get acquainted with
new customers, we will beautifully enlarge
your favorite print or negative, photo or pic¬
ture to 8x10 inches — FREE — if you enclose
this a.d. (Pictures should be clear and sharp;
negatives give best results). Information on
hand tinting in natural colors sent immediate¬
ly. Your original returned with your free en¬
largement. Send today. Limit X to a customer.
GEPPERT STUDIOS, Dept. 1121, DesMoines2, Iowa

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS
Direct from Hollywood
Real Portraits—Guaranteed
of Your Favorite Stars

LARGE SIZE (5x7)
20 cents each
6 for $1.00
3 for $ .50
32 for
5.00
Postpaid
FREE — I additional photo — FREE
with each $2.00 order
VAN

iOHNSON

HOLLYWOOD SCREEN EXCHANGE
DRAWER 11SO. Dept. 3
HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIF. U.S.A.

CONFIDENTIAL
For Movie Fans!
The private home addresses of
more than 400 top Hollywood
motion picture stars in this ex¬
clusive directory. Send for it now!
Enclose $1 in currency or money
order.

Movie Star Directory
1922-D N. Highland Ave.
Hollywood (28) Calif.

“For the future, I see many changes.
But they will not be all that the post¬
war planners rave about. True enough
plastics, glass cloth, lucite, processed
woods, plastic floor-coverings and
other such processes are already prac¬
tical and can be made in quantity
when peace returns. All of them can
make a home more practical, more
easily maintained and permanent. But
that will offer no particular attrac¬
tion 'to most women. Women like to
refurbish a house every so often. They
like change. But they are sufficiently
practical that they need the excuse
of shabbiness before they feel justi¬
fied in spending the money. Draperies
and slipcovers offer a reasonably in¬
expensive way to redecorate a home,
yet retain its original character. The
durability of glass drapery and up¬
holstery material will remove the ex¬
cuse. There is no more durable and
practical upholstery material than
leather, yet with few exceptions wo¬
men delegate it to men’s chairs and
recreation rooms.”
“However, there will be many
changes. With servants and part-time
household help practically non-exist¬
ent today, women are more conscious
of the actual functional needs of their
work-rooms. As a result, they will
demand and get more mechanical help
such as electric dishwashers, garbage
disposal units, deep-freezing units
permitting
storage
of pre-cooked
foods, more storage space and more
effective arrangement of it. Buffet
dinners have largely replaced more
formal dining; as a result dining
rooms may well disappear from the
home of the future. This is but one of
the indications toward greater sim¬
plicity of living and of homes.”
Goodman enlarges upon the matter
of more storage space. “There will be
out of sight places for card-tables,
games and such. Linen closets as we
know them today will be de-centralized. Towels will be stored in
bathrooms;
table-linens in dining
rooms; sheets, pillow cases, blankets
and comforters in bedrooms; teatowels in the kitchen.”
He also prognosticates a new kind
of room—a room built almost en¬
tirely of glass for day-time living.
However, he doesn’t hold with those
who say we will be living in all glass
houses. “One room will provide
enough of that,” he explains, “be¬
cause people do like privacy and
semi-light a good part of the time.”
Tom Little of 20th Century-Fox
Studios, responsible for the “Claudia”
house of the screen, advises women to
continue to dig up furnishings out of
attics and to modernize them and
blend them with more modern living.
He considers modern furniture alone
too impersonal for a home. Although
he points to the Gene Tierney apart¬
ment in “Laura” as a beautiful ex¬
ample of modern, he calls attention
to the fact that English Victorian
Baroque is used to give character and
warmth to the apartment.”
Tom Douglas, who created the Hil¬
ton home in “Since You Went
Away”, says that one cannot make a
mistake choosing strictly modern, be¬
cause it has no defined character as
yet. For this reason, he recommends
it to the person who hasn’t time to
devote to studying a home and its
furnishings.
D’Agastino of RKO Studios pre¬
dicts that, rather than a complete
about-face, home-owners will work
out details such as placing a work
surface beside the refrigerator, inter-

Nr.W...a CREAM DEODORANT
which

SAFELY

STOPS under-arm PERSPIRATION
1. Does not irritate skin. Does not rot
dresses and men’s shirts.
2. Prevents under-arm odor. Stops per¬
spiration safely.
3. A pure, white, antiseptic, stainless
vanishing cream.

.

4 No waiting to dry. Can be used right
after shaving.
5.

Arrid has been awarded the Approval
Seal of the American Institute of
Laundering — harmless to fabric. Use
Arrid regularly.

39^

Plus Tax

(Also 590 size)
A» ony store which sells toilet goods

ARRID
THAN ANY OTHER DEODORANT

RADIO GIRL

A rare, captivating
perfume that bespeaks
romance. Its delicate
fragrance is so completely
feminine, so appealing,
it will tempt his heart.
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An attractive full Bust Line is a short cut to
glamour, poise and self-assurance. If your Bust
Line makes you self-conscious, try the new
(special up and out) Peach Cupbra. Use it for
a week. If you are not delighted, send everything back and your money will be refunded.
Write now. SEND NO MONEY. Send only
your name and address and size of your old
brassiere. (State whether small, medium or
heavy.) When you get your Peach Cupbra with
direction booklet, pay postman $1.98 (plus few
cents postage). (Plain wrapper.) If you wish
to save postage, send Two Dollars now and we
pay postage. Read your direction booklet and
wear your Peach Cupbra for a week. If you are
2“*'?*,solutely delighted with your new lovelier
figure, send it back. It is positively guaranteed
to please you. Join the hundreds of women who
enjoy a lovelier figure with Peach Cupbra.
Please print name and address clearly.
^ristA.tTlar
P*rt>, p«ch Co., Dept. 23-K
72 5th Ave., New York II, N. Y.

[ esting doorways, admitting more light,
increasing use of snack bars rather
than dining rooms and more outdoor
living.
“Bringing Up Baby”, the Katherine
Hepburn-Cary Grant picture of sev¬
eral years ago, and “Bride By Mis¬
take”, the recent Laraine Day picture,
featured homes which caught the
fancy of fans. We get letters still about
both of them. We used to co-operate
in sending photographs and drawings
to the serious writers. Now, however,
with the shortage of material and
help, it is impossible to do so. Both
homes were of a definitely informal
type. However, I feel that glass will
play a most important part in homes
of the future because glass is still
in its infancy and we haven’t yet ex¬
plored many of its possibilities.” D’Agastino offers one piece of advice,
“I recommend heartily that every
prospective home-builder go to a good
architect with all their ideas. Usually
you’ll find that you have ideas which
cost twice as much as you want to
pay, but if you figure your costs at
approximately $6.00 a square foot,
you can expect to have a fairly good
house.”
Leo Kuter of Warner Bros, believes
that pre-fabricated houses will come,
but that they will create new homeowners of many who have not felt
sufficiently permanently situated to
spend much time, money or thought
on a home as we know it today. Cre¬
ator of the backgrounds for “Holly¬
wood Canteen”, Kuter feels sure there
will spring up replicas of the night¬
club seen in the picture. But of homes
as we know them today, he says, “The
great bulk of American people will
quite readily go for as many new de¬
velopments in housing as facilities
will permit.
“Price, however, will be of definite
consideration. For that reason, the
change cannot be too radical because
too many have furniture even if they
don’t have a home. To take full ad¬
vantage of the new developments, they
would have to throw all their furni¬
ture away. Instead, they will com¬
promise.”
So there you are. Not one of them
has said that the air age will drive
us all underground to avoid jitterbug
pilots overhead. Not one has said that
the old homestead is going to be com¬
pletely passe. Truly, it will be a
gradual conversion, not a revolution,
as some extremists might have you
believe.
The sum and substance seems to be
that home will still be home, and that
the screen will continue to depict
homes as such. There will still be
room for Grandma’s Haviland China,
for Grandpa’s moustache cup, for
Uncle Willie’s trophies. There’s just
going to be a lot more light on them
and there’s going to be someplace to
stow away Aunt Hattie’s gosh-awful
wedding gift. Living is going to be
simpler than it was in “the good old
days.”
So, war-bond buyers, go ahead and
gloat over .that Welsh cabinet and
chintz divan you have your eyes on
They will still build the kind of
houses you want to put them in.
But, sister, that kitchen! Great¬
grandmother may have cooked over
an open fire beside a covered wagon
a hundred years ago, but you’re go¬
ing to be cooking over a gem, placed
right in the midst of the brightest,
shiniest servants you ever dreamed
of having.
The End
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CHARLES KORVIN
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 431
trousers, a black coat and a stiff collar.
The directors were all professional
diplomats who went about clicking
their heels, and making Charles click
his. He hated it—as much as he’d
hated school, and for the same reason.
He disliked, and still does, regimen¬
tation of any sort.
Under force, he had completed
twelve years of school (having run
away twice, but neither time with
successful results). In Hungary, such
an educational preparation entitled a
man to an apprenticeship in a trade.
So he left the Ministry and was ap¬
prenticed to an optician. The choice
was not out of a love for eyeglasses,
but for cameras and lenses. He “bor¬
rowed” a camera on weekends, went
hiking and skiing, and always came
home with about fifty photographic
gems. To this day, he has a special
passion for cameras—although he now
has so many it would be difficult to
fathom which is the favorite.
His evenings were very frequently
spent at the National Theatre Acad¬
emy. Ask him why, and he’ll say, “Oh,
just a natural curiosity, I guess.” He
had done a few plays in school and
already the bug had bitten him, though
he was yet to be aware of it.
Then he saw Paul Lukas, idol of
twenty years ago; it was in a National
Theatre production of “Catherine the
Great.” That did it. Charles wangled
r .ontract with the theatre and studied
with a Lukas colleague.
Came then a wire from his brother
in England: “I’m going to America.
Come with me.” And not three days
later, Charles had quit his job with
the optician, left the theatre, said
goodbye to the rest of his family, and
was on his way—to England. '
In London, he found he could not
obtain a visa, as he was only a visitor
in the country. His brother sailed for
the States, leaving Charles with just
one pound to his name and the addi¬
tional handicap of not knowing the
English language.
But ever-resourceful, and using an
English-Hungarian dictionary (also a
German-Hungarian dictionary, but
under cover), he taught English chil¬
dren how to speak German, thereby
picking up a few shillings—and, a
little English.
He traveled to the coast, and through
sign language and a few words pulled
from what was still a very meagre
English vocabulary, got a job at the
docks, hauling hundred pound loads
on his back. His income was aug¬
mented with giving German lessons to
an English night watchman, he was
happy to be working around ships,
and he stayed on the dock job until
he had saved eleven pounds for a
camera.
Then from the docks he went di¬
rectly to two Hungarian brothers, who
ran a news picture agency. Armed
with his camera, he got a job taking
“the continental type of news picture,”
which Korvin describes with the ex¬
ample of “the Minister of Health kiss¬
ing a chorus cutie.” Such a picture
was probably never taken; but if it
was, Korvin took it.
In between all this, he sandwiched
in some extra work in a film starring
Herbert Marshall. The picture was
being made some forty miles outside
London, and very often he got home
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at dawn, just in time to report to the
agency office.
All the while, however, the thought
of America was bouncing around in
his head. After almost a year in Eng¬
land, he returned to Hungary to get
his visa—making the trip via Paris,
where he borrowed 200 francs from a
friend. Quite by coincidence, it was
with the same capital—and 25 francs
extra—that he arrived back in Paris,
shortly afterward.
The return to
Hungary was a mistake, where Charles
was concerned. For after sniffing the
fresh air of freedom in other coun¬
tries, he was stifled by the militarism
and regimentation of his native land.
The visa attempt failed, so he hocked
his camera to get as far as Munich;
and at Munich, he loaded railroad cars
for the additional fare to get back to
France.
His friend pulled strings for getting
him a job as a cleaner in a Parisian
hotel. Charles liked this new job, and
promptly made friends with all the
hotel guests—among whom was a trio
of vaudevillians from the States, who
did a fascinating act on roller skates.
This chapter in his life was a brief
one, though. Korvin had four suits, all
well-tailored; his fellow-employees
were jealous, and when they found he
was working without a permit they
quickly saw to it that the hotel was
less one cleaner.
Nothing daunted, Korvin went over
to the Louvre Museum to see about a
job as a guide. He’d been brushing up
on his French—not only with his fel¬
low cleaners, but in his spare time he’d
been listening to classes at the Sorbonne. He had, in fact, taken a public
course on art at the Ecole de Louvre,
so that he knew his way around the
buildings.
All of which prepared him for the
guide job, and he got it.
When he had his fill of the Louvre,
he decided he wanted to see Fontaine¬
bleau. From the library he obtained
several books on the subject, then
applied to a travel agency for a posi¬
tion—again, as a guide. Charles likes
this guide business, you see; he de¬
cided to see France that way, and he
did, very successfully, too.
He worked at Napoleon’s tomb,
where he occasionally mis-labeled a
body and was gently corrected by
monocled Englishmen. He was a guide
through the Eiffel Tower, where one
day two American women, gazing up¬
ward at the ancient edifice, turned
to M. Korvin and complained: “It
don’t lean.”
Korvin, realizing that his charges
had confused Parts with Pisa, and re¬
membering the principles of optical
illusion, said tactfully: “If you ladies
will walk to the base of the tower and
then look up, I’m sure it will lean.”
It did. They beamed and tipped him
generously.
To augment the Korvin tours,
Charles had nightclub concessions in
chocolates and fruit glaces. But he
only did these odd jobs when he
needed money for a definite purpose;
when he had enough money to live
for awhile, he stopped working and
enjoyed life. He made 50 francs, then
took an excursion boat down the river,
went on long walks through the
countryside, fed the birds. When his
money ran out, he worked again until
the financial situation was once more
temporarily relieved.
Sometimes things didn’t go so easily.
Like the day he was so hungry that
he ate the breadcrumbs he’d carefully
collected for the many birds in the
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famous Luxembourg Gardens.
After that, he sold unbreakable
combs. He went into a tavern, a trayfull of combs suspended from a strap
around his neck. When he had spotted
an amorous looking couple, he thrust
his arm between them and banged a
comb on the table.
“Regardez,” he said loudly. “Breakproof.” The escort always bought a
comb to get rid of him.
Then he bumped into a painter who
sold landscape postcards. The painter
wanted a photographer to take pic¬
tures throughout France, after which
they were hand-colored. Charles was
his man. He traveled through France
for three months; then one night
found himself in Marseilles, flat broke
and no money coming in from the
painter.
He spent the night in a shelter, and
prayed aloud with his 200 derelict
roommates, before he was assigned a
bed of hay. Next day, he unloaded the
orange boats which came from Spain
to Marseilles; and after 10 hours’ toil,
had wine and a good dinner at a
tavern.
There he met two Italian truckers,
who were driving to Paris with a load
of eggs and almonds. They agreed to
take him on as a rider.
Back in Paris, Korvin met Dr. Nor¬
man Bethune, who was doing blood
transfusion experiments. He wanted
a photographer to make a newsreel
of the work he was planning to do in
Spain.
“Can you do it?” he asked Charles.
“Certainly,” Korvin replied confi¬
dently, never having had a motion
picture camera in his hands before.
“I’ll give you $50 a week.”
Korvin’s eyes glazed over; he threw
out his hands, helplessly. “That’s too
much,” he protested. “I’ll do it for
twenty-five.”
Dr. Bethune hired him, and gave
him 10,000 francs to buy equipment.
Charles stumbled around at first, but
learned fast. They were in Spain only
three months—and Korvin learned to
speak Spanish.
On their return to Paris, Dr. Bethune
announced that he was leaving for the
United States in a few days, and asked
Korvin to join him.
“Just get my entry visa and I’m
ready,” said Charles.
The visa was obtained, with pres¬
sure from the press, and 24 hours later
Korvin found himself, with one valise
and one suit, watching the lights of
France slip away over the sea.
The last day on the boat, in third
class, Korvin was snapping pictures
up on the first class deck. There was a
woman standing at the rail, with a
bored air.
“Look at those rich people,” said
Korvin. “They don’t have half as
much fun as we do.”
But just as he snapped the shutter,
the woman saw him, and a look of
recognition crossed her face.
She
caught at the arm of the man next
to her and said: “Jimmy—look! It’s
Charles Korvin!”
‘Jimmy’ was James Hilton. Korvin
had met Hilton and his wife, in Eng¬
land; and once you’ve met Korvin, you
don’t forget him. They are “best
friends,” to this day. As a matter of
fact, it was the Hiltons who persuaded
Charles to go to California. Korvin
had to stay in Mexico a month before
he could get his formal entrance pa¬
pers for coming to the United States,
and it was the Hiltons who drove
down to the Mexican border, laden
with shirts and socks for their immi- |
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and almost ready to give up.
He attended Robert Porterfield’s
Barter Theatre, in Virginia, and dur¬
ing the dress rehearsal of his first play
in ten years, he fainted dead away.
He did radio work in New York the
following winter, was inducted into
the army and rejected. He went back
to the Barter Theatre and did five
plays, directing one. (Some of his
confreres, during this period, were
Gregory Peck, Hume Cronyn and
Jeffrey Lynn.)
His first Broadway play was “Win¬
ter Soldiers,” and although the play
itself was ill-fated, Korvin got good
notices and went directly into the lead
of “Dark Eyes,” which ran 11 months
in New York and then went on the
road.
By that time, as usual, Hollywood
wanted him. He married Helena in
New York, brought her to Hollywood,
and signed a contract with Universal
Studios.
You saw him in “Enter Arsene
Lupin”? His next will be “As It Was
Before,” in which he is starred op¬
posite Merle Oberon. His first really
big picture, and Korvin’s mighty ex¬
cited about it. It’s his claim, however,
that a man will get anything he wants,,
if he has the patience and persever¬
ance to wait for it.
He wanted a camera—he got it.
He wanted to travel—and he did. He
wanted to come to America—and he
did. He set his heart on the first Capehart he ever saw wanting to own one
—and that very Capehart now dec¬
orates his living room. He wanted
Helena to be Mrs. Charles Korvin—
and she is. He wanted a dog that
looked like Mr. Asta—and he has it,
except that “Mr. Asta’s” name is
Mrs. Millmoss, in honor of their
favorite Thurber cartoon.
So that’s Charles Korvin ... as he
is, and as he was before. And we
repeat, he’s really “a nice guy.”
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MODEL G—FORD
ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 231

“My most constant friend has been
Harold Clifton, director of the Santa
Monica (California) Players. Harold
worked with me, wept over me,
shouted at me, bullied me, suffered
with me, encouraged me, and finally
just collapsed from sheer exhaustion
and relief when I made the grade.”
With an impressive stage back¬
ground, Clifton began organization
of the Santa Monica Community
Playhouse some years back and dis¬
covered talent in the leggy, gangling,
fifteen-year-old high school student
with
the
strange
Welsh
name.
Gwyllyn Ford was enchanted with
the theatre. He haunted the Play¬
house, earning his right to hang
around by sweeping out the place
twice a day, working the light board,
manipulating the curtain, and shoving
around
scenery
with
adolescent
agility.
To make worthwhile the great af¬
fection young Glenn (he changed his
name, of course) showered on his
brain-child, Clifton began giving him
a few small parts. He kept fanning
that tiny spark that set Glenn apart
ffom the other tyros, and it wasn’t
long before he began coaching the
boy personally. All of which led to
sessions of talks about dramatics in
general, Staniskavski in particular,
and the vast and uncharted future
of the budding actor.
This idyll lasted about three years,
after which Glenn tucked his high
school diploma under his arm and
went out to look for a job. Simul¬
taneously Santa Monica support of
the Playhouse lagged and soon died
of sheer boredom. Out of the void
arose another group, The Mummers,
and Glenn turned his attention in
that direction.
He went to work and was, in turn,
hot dog hawker, bus driver, reporter
and delivery boy for the Santa Monica
Evening Outlook, manager of a paint
store, window glass installer, mirror
maker, pool man for the Edgewater
Beach Club, photographer’s model,
plane valet at Metropolitan Airport,
and car lube expert—and he lived
in constant fear that the hydraulic
equipment would fail and he’d be
crushed dramatically beneath the car
he was working on.
During this period he set himself a
weekly savings goal of sixty cents,
which sum represented the cost of a
round-trip ticket, via public convey¬
ance, to the local metropolis of Los
Angeles, where he wore a path be¬
tween the car station and the Curran
Theatre.
Once there, he sat around in the
lobby hoping that Homer Curran, the
manager, would get a good look at
him, clasp his hands in sheer delight
and make him a star overnight. What
actually happened was that Mr. C.
got so weary of tripping over Glenn’s
outstretched legs that he finally sent
him backstage to relieve the lobby
clutter.
At the stage door Glenn wangled
from director Herman Shumlin the
job of stage manager for “The Chil¬
dren’s Hour.” It was a job he’d been
trained for by Clifton, who believed
in knowing “theatre” from the back of
the house on out to the box-office. But
the smell of greasepaint got Glenn
down and he began badgering Shum-
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lin for a part in the play. More to
keep him quiet than to give him a
break, Shumlin let him romp through
as the grocer’s boy, in the execution of
which Glenn had three immortal lines
—1) “Here are the things;” 2) “A
car’s coming;” and 3) “Goodbye.”—
delivered with such vigor and feeling
that the audience was spellbound. Or
so Glenn likes to think.
During this professional episode he
continued commuting to the beach
town, and when Clifton began organi¬
zation of the new Santa Monica
Players, Glenn became one of the
charter members.
New York: — It is announced that
His “success” on the legitimate stage
Helen Valentine, now editor of the sen¬
gave him an air of confidence, and as
he continued to appear in more of sationally successful magazine "Seven¬
teen is the co-author of a remarkable
Clifton’s productions, this experienced
atmosphere extended itself well over
guide m charm which recently was made
the footlights and impressed Oliver
available to women of all ages The
Hinsdell, then an MGM talent scout,
volume is called "Better Than Beauty"
whom Clifton had almost dragged
because it reveals the secrets of charm
bodily into the theatre. Glenn was
summarily summoned for an inter¬
which are even more effective in gain
view.
ing popularity than natural beauty
He stood across the desk from the
scout and made with that disarmingly
Better Than Beauty
is designed to
wide Welsh grin. Hinsdell surveyed
help every woman, no matter what her
him at close range.
age, bring out her most attractive per¬
“You’re a good actor, Ford,” he said
finally, “but you’re certainly no pretty
sonality through proper use of make-up,
boy, are you?”
clothes, social and business manners
Glenn gulped frantically.
One of the important features of the
“Sorry, son, but we’re looking for
leading men, not characters.”
book is its simplicity, for it shows easy,
Despite the criticism, Hinsdell went
inexpensive ways that every woman can
to bat for Glenn, and when he moved
use to make herself more attractive
headquarters from Metro to Para¬
Some who have already benefited by the
mount, he wangled a part for him on
advice in Better Than Beauty" say that
the new lot in a short called “Night
In Manhattan.”
just one simple fact in the book helps
The twenty-five dollar paycheck
them change from " wallflowers” to
from the stint went right out again
popular, sought-after women.
for the tux he rented for the part. And
the only interest shown in Glenn’s
Among the hundreds of different popu¬
screen self was by Producer Ted
Lesser, who offered him a small and
larity "Tricks" revealed in "Better Than
uninspired stock contract. Glenn gave
Beauty" are: Professional make-up se¬
his agent, Marty Martyn, a hurry call.
crets; how to have a good time at a
“Don’t sign!” was the verdict, and
party;
how' to walk gracefully, how to
Glenn turned thumbs down on the
offer. This caused an immediate rift
appear shorter if too tall, or taller if too
with Lesser, who on subsequent meet¬
short; how' to add charm to your voice,
ings on the lot glared and snarled,
how to overcome shyness; and many,
“Hullo, Ford. Slumming?”
many others. The volume is illustrated
Glenn took it pretty hard. He wasn’t
throughout with intriguing line draw¬
yet used to the devious machinations
of Hollywood. But he learned quickly.
ings
In the next few months S. Sylvan
Simon at Universal said discour The publishers will send a copy on ap¬
agingly that he wasn’t the “type” Max
proval to any woman mailing in the
Amo, then casting director at Warner
attached coupon. The price of the book
Bros., said he wasn’t picture material.
Studio-shunned, Ford felt defeat.
is now only $i though it was formerly
But Clifton snapped him out of this
Published at $2.
deadly mood with one of his infallible
fight talks. Glenn gave it the stiff
To get your copy of
upper lip and returned to do a bit in
“Golden Boy” for Curran. After that
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he went back to Santa Monica, and it
mail this coupon to:
was while he was doing the title role
there in “Parnell” that talent scout
HERALD PUBLISHING CO., Dept.CA-6011
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45 East 17th St., New York 3, N. Y.
him and arranged an interview at
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Twentieth Century-Fox.
BEAUTY.” On arrival I will pay post¬
Moore figured that while Glenn
man SI. If I am not completely satisfied,
wasn’t exactly collar ad material, his
I may return the book and you will
superb acting ability more than made
immediately refund my money.
up for the dearth of classic features.
He trotted him over and introduced
him to Lou Schreiber, Darryl Zanuck’s
Name
assistant. Schreiber cast a baleful
glance at Glenn, asked him to leave
the room, and spent the next ten min¬
| Address. .
utes reading the riot act to Moore for
wasting the studio’s time.
| City.Zone.State.
Bloody but unbowed, Moore per¬
sisted in his efforts to give Glenn a
ID Check here ,j you aie enclosing SI with
order, in uhich case IX'E pay postage.
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“It was horrible,” Glenn says. “I
wore top hat and tails, my hair was
slicked back and my makeup was
slathered on an inch thick. I looked
like a dyspeptic gigolo.”
When Schreiber got a look at the
test, Moore was close to being fired.
The test was so rank it justified every¬
thing Schreiber said. And he said
plenty. But Moore’s faith in Glenn’s
ability was unshakable, and he bided
his time for another attempt at put¬
ting the Ford face on film.
“Naturally I was disappointed about
flopping the test” Glenn says, “but it
turned out to be just one of a series
of things that hurt but helped me
grow—both mentally and emotion¬
ally. It was heartbreaking, being de¬
feated at every turn, but the knowl¬
edge that even just two people had
faith in me gave me a certain sense
of security.”
“Then my agent, Marty, threw in
the towel, and I thought the bottom
had dropped out of everything for
me. I remember what he said. It was,
‘Listen.
I know you’ve got some¬
thing. But I can’t sell it!’ That was
the well-known straw. I left for New
York within the week as stage mana¬
ger of ‘Soliloquy,’ and under-study
to John Beal, the star.”
Thanks to the critics, the opus
folded the night after opening and
Glenn found himself scouting jobs
along the Great White Way.
Not averse to a little sight-seeing on
the town, he took in Radio City Music
Hall and came face to face (from the
nineteenth row) with a very talented
and personable young dancer named'
Eleanor Powell. The impact was ter¬
rific. He left the theatre tripping
headily on a series of small, white
clouds.
He’d just landed a role in Tallulah
Bankhead’s “The Little Foxes-,” when
the devoted Clifton wired that he’d
convinced Curran our boy was the
perfect lead for the Los Angeles pro¬
duction of “Our Town.”
Glenn threw over the Bankhead
play and arrived in L. A., to learn
that Curran had changed his mind
and had booked in the Chicago “Our
Town” company. Glenn found himself
back at the old stand with Clifton,
who still wouldn’t give up hope.
After a long period of thumbtwiddling, and a West Coast tour with
Irene Rich in “A Broom for The
Bride.”
Tom Moore came through
with his third bid.
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“This time it’s a cinch,” Moox-e said.
“The studio’s in a spot. They have
to find a juvenile character right
away.”
“Not interested,” Glenn said. “I’m
packing to go back to New York.”
Moore protested. Glenn countered,
finally capitulated. He made the test
wearing a day’s growth of beard, a
leather jacket, and some dirty dun¬
garees. Three hours later the studio
waved a contract in front of his nose.
“Seven years?”
Glenn
howled.
“Don’t be silly! I’ll do this one pic¬
ture and then make tracks for Broad¬
way, as planned.”
So “Heaven With a Barbed Wire
Fence,” his first venture into feature
length celluloid, finally got under
way. And when that was finished,
Glenn began packing for his trek East.
But Moore stepped in again. “Look,”
he said, “you haven’t got an agent.
Give Gummo Marx ten days to set
you somewhere. If he doesn’t swing
it, go on to New York—and good
luck to you.”
It was a fair proposition and Glenn
agreed to sit it out. Three days later
he signed his name to a Columbia
contract and proceeded to hypo his
box-office appeal until he enlisted in
the Marine Corps in December of
1943, he was one of the top leading
men in town.”
Despite a sizable list of film suc¬
cesses like “Destroyer” with Edward
G. Robinson and “So Ends Our Night,”
with Margaret Sullavan, he is down¬
right sentimental over “Flight Lieu¬
tenant,” which he made with Pat
O’Brien. It was during production of
this particular picture that O’Brien
introduced him to Eleanor Powell,
the girl he’d lost his heart to from
nineteen rows back in the Music
Hall. Those silly clouds scudded back
under his feet and he walked around
moon-eyed for a couple of years until,
dazzled by his Marine dress blues—
and incidentally, by him—Eleanor
became Mrs. Ford.
Ellie and Glgnn took a tiny apart¬
ment in La Jolla, near the San Diego
Marine Base, and found that happiness
did grow on trees, after all. Then,
on Pearl Harbor Day in 1944, Glenn
returned to Hollywood and his fa¬
miliar tweeds and fastened his dis¬
charge pin in his left lapel.
He took time out to look over the
local scene and try to get the feel of
the place again. It wasn’t easy. Star
names, unfamiliar two years before,
flashed from every theatre marquee
in town. It was pretty discouraging.
Then he met Bette Davis. One look
was enough to convince her that Glenn
was tailor made for “A Stolen Life,”
her first producing stint for Warner’s.
But there was studio trouble over
Glenn’s loan-out that dragged on for
endless weeks. It looked like another
losing battle for Glenn.
Down, but
not out, he found the ever-present
helping hand when the star, declaring
herself a staunch new friend, went to
bat for him and won hands down,
against all odds. Glenn quickly slip¬
ped into the role that is certain to
put him right back on top of the heap
where he was before his enlistment.
“It’s not a case of luck, at all,”
Glenn says. “In everyone’s life it’s
friends like Bette Davis, Tom Moore
and Harold Clifton who are respon¬
sible for your success. Their trust and
faith and strength are vital; without
them you’re licked. Lady Luck? Let
her go whistle for kudos—she won’t
get them from me!”
The End
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it's THE 'SPARKLING PERSONALITY OF

JUNE BRIDE
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 411

Bees Van Dyke. As he talked, he
noticed that June was the only one
who wasn’t vibrating the apartment
with jitterbug routines. As a matter of
fact, she was sitting rather quietly
. . . and he noticed that in moments or
repose, her face had a sad, wistful
expression.
So he asked her to have dinner with
him one night. He took her to a night¬
club, figuring that would be her
choice. He discovered that night that
June didn’t like to jitterbug, that
she didn’t like nightclubs, that she
had a sense of humor, liked books and
Chinese food. June found that Dick
was averse to nightclubs, that he was
fun to be with, and that he liked
books and Chinese food. In short, they
each found a friend.
Dick was more taken with the small
blonde than he liked to admit. He had
just gone through a divorce, and an¬
other marriage was the farthest thing
from his mind. He decided to invite
June to while away a day on his boat.
For Dick, this was an ultimatum. His
boat is the only place he feels really
free and happy. And as a rule, women
make fools of themselves on boats. He
was sure June would step on the
varnish and smear the brass and com¬
plain about the spray and the windi¬
ness of it all. Or maybe she’d jabber
endlessly about port and tacking and
starboard and hawsers, misusing every
term with neat Malapropism.
When he called for her, she was
wearing an old sweater, rolled up blue
jeans and a pair of sneakers that
looked as though they had trod the
decks of the Santa Maria. On the
boat, June examined exerything in
open-mouthed wonder, listened pa¬
tiently to Dick’s explanations and con¬
fessed she didn’t understand a word
of it. Would he please just sail the
boat and could she lie down on the
deck and not talk for a while?
Mr. Powell didn’t know it at the
time, but he was a dead duck.
It went on like that, always fun.
Sometimes it was quiet fun, like the
evenings they spent at home, their
immersion in books broken only by
an occasional smile at each other.
Or noisy, quite noisy. June has the
incurable habit of learning for her¬
self, inevitably winding up with dis¬
aster and an abashed grin. She grew
bold enough at the harbor to ask Dick
one day if she could take the small
speedboat for a ride.
Dick agreed,
on the condition that she let him put
it back in the slip when she was
finished.
“Sure,” said June, and away she
went.
An hour of gleefully missing every
boat in the bay, and she slowed up
alongside Dick’s yacht. He wasn’t in
sight.
Maybe she’d put this small
plaything into the slip herself. What
the heck? She made a wide turn with
the throttle full out, and headed for
the slip. Except that she forgot to
put it into reverse gear. The “play¬
thing” zoomed hellbent toward the
row of shining boats bobbing peace¬
fully on the quiet water.
Even lying full across the bow, and
grabbing wildly at passing boats,
didn’t stop her. After removing the
paint from several skiffs, June’s water
chariot came to rest, half on the dock,
half in the harbor. She opened one
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eye cautiously, spied Dick standing on
the deck of his own boat. He was
passing one hand slowly over his face
in what is known in Hollywood as a
slow burn. She grinned sheepishly—and when June grins there isn’t any¬
thing to do but grin, too. By the time
Dick had jumped across the bows of
a dozen boats to rescue her, they were
both doubled up with laughter.
Their companionship had reached a
point where marriage seemed the
next, the inevitable step. But Dick
was reluctant about popping the ques¬
tion. He wasn’t free to marry until
July, and he thought it only fair to
June to wait.
Then June collected a small group
of cold germs and landed in bed. She
was propped up on pillows one eve¬
ning, wearing a pale yellow bedjacket
and a yellow hair ribbon. The table
beside her bed was loaded down with
a vase of red roses, sent her by the
studio. In back of the roses was a
large picture of June and Van John¬
son, which a fan had just left for
June’s autograph.
When Dick walked in, he saw the
yellow bedjacket and hair ribbon and
the sad blue eyes, and he melted. Then
he saw the picture—and the roses—
and his heart did a quick freeze. The
time had come.
Five minutes later my phone rang.
It was Dick, his voice one pitch higher
in excitement.
“I would like you to talk to the
future Mrs. Powell,” he said.
I picked up the phone again, and
June’s voice came over the wire, half
laughter, half tears. I don’t remem¬
ber what she said, and it’s a cinch she
doesn’t.
They have both changed in recent
months. June has become less sensi¬
tive and more practical, and Dick has
grown more sentimental and more
thoughtful. At this writing, the two
of them blend like the sea and the
sky, and are as inseparable.
Any
evening about six-thirty, before they
were Mr. and Mrs., Dick Powell could
be seen driving along Melrose Avenue,
headed for dinner with June, and
looking as though speed laws were
invented by the devil. If June fin¬
ished at her studio earlier than usual,

BLONDES

New Home Shampoo Helps Keep
Blonde Hair From Darkening
Made specially for blondes, this new shampoo
helps keep light hair from darkening—bright¬
ens faded hair. Called Blondex, its rich cleans¬
ing lather instantly removes the dingy film
that makes hair dark, old-looking. Takes only
11 minutes at home. Gives hair lustrous high¬
lights. Safe for children. Get Blondex at 10c,
drug and department stores.

Waterproof, shockproof, anti-magnetic, ra¬
dium dial and hands, unbreakable crystal,
precision tested, sweep second hand.
No. UG 121
15 jewels, stainless steel back.
No. UG 2!2
17 jewels, stainless steel back
No. UG 330
17 jewels, all stainless steel case
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Mail Orders Promptly Filled. Postpaid. Fed. Tax Inel.
Write for Free Illustrated Booklet "UG"

BELL WATCH

COMPANY

lime and life Bldg., Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N.Y.

You will love

and his growing hair
In millionaires* mansions and
cottage kitchens, you’ll find
PADDY O'HAIR - the most be¬
loved, amusing novelty ever
created.
Shure—*tls magic! Fill
with water; spread special seed
—watch the miracle!
PADDY
grows thick crop of bright green hair, eyebrows,
and sideburns.
You can give him haircuts; the
grass will grow for months; can be planted
again and again. Head is durable pottery; rich
suntan color; 5 inches tall.
Thousands buy PADDY for
themselves then reorder
for gifts.
Sent complete
with special seed and in¬
structions. $1 postpaid,
money back guarantee.
Avoid disappointment; or¬
der full supply of this ideal
Christmas gifl NOW. Send
SI with order and we pay
postage; or will ship C.O.D.
and - -

SILVER PLATED TABLEWARE
You'll love this beautiful Tableware Set of exquisite grace

and design, life-long quality, and sparkling beauty. A luxurious
treasure you’ll enjoy for years to come. You’ll be proud to
have this lovely Set grace your table—proud to have your
friends see thw beautifully matched, perfectly balanced.
Tableware Set. Consists of 6 beautifully designed knives,
6 forks, 12 teaspoons, 6 soup spoons.

GIVEN

Beautiful 30-Piece Tableware Chest and
F. B. Rogers Silver Polishing Cloth
_with Every Order

SEND NO MONEY-IO Day Trial ia Your Own Home

90

Yes! we mean it. Examine the set for 10 full days. Upon
arrival, pay postman only $9.95 plus postage. Order now
before we are all sold out. You’ll be delighted!
SATISFACTION
' CANTEED Oil MONEY BACK/
Crest American Si... i .. ZUi Silverlon Way, Depl. 514, Chicago 16 I1L

PADDY NOVELTY CO.

Ginny Simms and new hubby, millionaire
executive, Hyatt R. Dehn. (NBC photo).

340

Washington Avenue
Goliad, Texas

sands of lovely women. Nadinola is a 4-way
treatment cream that helps to lighten and
brighten dark, dull skin—clear up externally
caused pimples—fade freckles—loosen and
remove blackheads. Its special medicated
ingredients help to clear and freshen your
skin—to make it feel softer, look smoother.
Buy Nadinola Cream today and use as di¬
rected. A single treatment-size jar is posi¬
tively guaranteed to improve your complexion
or your money back! Only 55c at drug and
toilet counters; trial size 10c. Also—

• SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET*
NADINOLA, Dept. 70, Pans Tennessee
Send me free and postpaid your new deluxe edi¬
tion Beauty Booklet, richly printed in full color,
with actual photographs and sworn proof of the
wonderful results from just one jar of Nadinola.
Name. .
Address
City. . .

State

- JS GARDEN

COMES IN BEAUTIFUL 4-COLOR
WATERPROOF PERMANENT BOX

Imagine, complete with striking window
garden box. 10 healthy Cactus plants—all
different varieties, all bloom—can now be
sold direct to you at this amazing low price
because of shipping difficulties to stores I Order
now .. . save on this opportunity!
rpPff Lovely hand-painted Mexican pot for window
■
sin with columnar grower Lace Cactus blooms
In purple, pink, red and yellow flowers. Gift to prompt
orders! Hurry—send today. SEND NO MONEY—OR¬
DER NOW—PAY LATER. Or mail $1.69 with order, we
pay postage. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Send
name and address to PAN AMERICAN CACTUS CO.,Dept.
5*1408,

148

Monroe

Ave.,

N.W.,

Grand

Rapids

2,

Mich.

fthodtus
Perfumes'

FSend only 25c and
>
Sc tax for dainty,
. purse-size sample collec> tion of 5 GENEROUS SIZE
> VIALS EXPENSIVE RHODI>US PERFUMES. Find^
> YOUR type perfume
> by actual test. Mail 30c ™
► stamps or coin.tVr/>e

> H. U. RHODIUS. Perfumes
* 2600 Perfume Bldg. - San Antonio 6,

PLUS5<
TAX

Scoop! ELECTRIC HOT PLATE

Hot Plates arc back! Be the first
to get this useful, sturdy, compact
electric hot plate. It measures 6 Vfe"
in diameter. It’s extremely well
mado and has a thousand and one
uses. Looks well on the breakfast
table or for regular cooking use.
Works on AC or DC current. Comes
complete with 7 ft. electric cord for
only $2.69.

OPA
Price. .
Cord. .

...84c

Total. .

$269

$185

living since their marriage. Designed
by an architect whose idea of infinity
was a broom closet, the house needed
considerable re-doing. The process
of removing walls was supposed to
have begun a week preceding the
night Dick flopped wearily into a chair
in June’s apartment.
“How’s the house going?” June
asked.
Dick sat bolt upright, his face rigid.
“How’s it going? How’s it going?
I’ll tell you how it’s going! Not a
thing’s been touched.
Not a nail
ripped out. I was out there today and
that contractor hasn’t as . much as
opened the front door.” He swept the
phone off the table. “I’m going to
call him up right now and give him a
piece of my mind!”
He dialed a number in swift jerks.
“Hello . . . Mr. Brown? Powell
speaking. Listen, I was out at the
house today and not a thing’s been
started. What do you think I hired
you . . . Huh? . . . Oh . . . Well, yes.
All right, old man . . . Yes, tomorrow.”
He hung up and looked at June
through his fingers.
“What’s the matter?” she asked.
“I guess I- forgot to tell him to
start,” said Dick.
He had to pound June on the back
to prevent her choking to death.
The house has been a source of de¬
light to June. It’s the first real home
she has ever had, and she is going
through the chinaware-linens-silver
troubles of every present-day bride.
The same day she wangled a dozen
turkish towels, one-sixteenth of an
inch thick, she was called into the
front office of a studio bigwig. He told
her to sit down, and for a half hour
flung compliments at her, congratulat¬
ing her on her work. He made it
Posie-For-Allyson Day in general.
June looked up at him dreamily.
“Towels,” she said. “I got a dozen
towels.”
There is not a trace of professional
jealousy between them—only pride in
each other’s work. When Dick made
a personal appearance tour for “Mur¬
der, My Sweet,” he stopped in one
Eastern city where his picture was
playing across the street from “Music
For Millions.”
“After you’ve seen this one,” he
told his audience, “go across the street
and see a good picture. June Allyson’s in it.”
They’re in love, all right. I once
pulled a lowly feminine trick on Dick.
To get his reaction, I casually let drop
the phrase, “June’s faults.” Mr. Pow¬
ell stiffened as though he had just
been harpooned.
“June,” he said, “has no faults.”
I credit myself with more sense than
to question June’s feelings for Dick.
She’s so happily, so completely Mrs.
Richard Ewing Powell—and liking it.
The End

SEND NO MONEY—RUSH THIS COUPON!
. ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART, Dept. 868
| 500 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 10. III.
Gentlemen: Please send me the Electric Hot Plato
I and Cord c.o.d. for only $2.69, plus postage and c.o.d.
charges.

I

| Name...
| Address.

PENNY-WISE:
Said Pat O'Brien, wheedling his son, Sean,
into spending a few minutes on an errand,
"How about doing this for a shiny new
penny." Said Sean matter-of-factly, "My
terms for the job are a dirty old dime.

SICKNESS 5ENEFITS!
Polity pays for loss of time due
to sickness, a regular monthly
income for as long as 3
months, up to.

ACCIDENT BENEFITS!
Policy pays for accident dis¬
ability at rate up to $100 per
month, for as long as 24
months, or .

ACCUMULATED CASH!
Policy pays for accidental loss
of life, limb or sight up to
$4,000, accumulated to.

plusMSwrMMrm*
Pays $5 per day and other hospital ex* J
penses. For maternity up to»S50. Sick¬
ness and accident, as specified, to over.

Added millions can now afford all-round insura
tion! This policy, issued by an old-line, LEGAL
company, costs but 81-a-montli; yet it prov
amounts of QUICK CASH when sickness or acci
... to replace lost income, pay hospital bills, etc
and alt accidents, alt the common sicknesses.]
NO waiting period for benefits!
NO

MEDICAL

EXAMINATION

required! INo red tape! Policy issued BY MAIL
at BIG SAVINGS. Apes IS to 69. Actual Policy
sent for 10 days’ FKEE Examination. ACT
NOW! Write for it today. INo cost. No obliga¬
tion. No salesman will call.

FREE 10

Day Inspection C

THE SERVICE LIFE INSURANCE CO
Omaha
482-H Service Life Building

Without cost or obligation, send your GOL
$l-A-MONTH Policy for 10 DAYS' FREE INS

Name
Address_
City ■
*

■_

A

.State.

Beneficiary_
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Fascinating
En/oy Your Work!
lositions in hotels as Hostess,
positi
ixecutive Housekeeper, Manager,
Social or Food Director. Grade school
plus Lewis Training qualifies you. Lewi
Placement Service Free of extra charge
dent writes: "Business Manager and
Fraternity House.
Have attractive
addition to salary, thanks to Lewis
Write for Free Book.
LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOL ^/V
JIB
Sta. DW-9301, Washington 7, D. C.

PERSONALIZE

PURSE ACCES

Glamourize
your
purse with these

matched accessories ;
round cosmetic bag. wal¬
let with built-in change
purse, cigarette case.
Luxurious leather,
smartly hand - stitched.
All with zippers. Your
first name or initials
appliqued in contrasting
color. Black with red
trim, brown with green,
red with black, green
with red.
Heart-shaped zipper
chanqe purse may be
substituted for ciga¬
rette case.
3-piece set $7.50. We pay fed. tax &
Mail orders tilled. Send check or mo

CROWN CRAFT PRODU

246 Fifth Ave. (Dept. 1511) New Yor

PAZO RELIEVES THE
TORTURE OF SIMPLE PILES

STRANGERS WITH
CHILDREN

HOW TO WRITE
FOR PROFIT

fCONTINUED FROM PAGE 37)
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/l’M SO THANKFUL PAZO
BROUGHT RELIEF FROM PAIN

Don’t just suffer the agonizing pain,
torture, itching of simple piles. Re¬
member, for over thirty years amazing
PAZO ointment has given prompt,
comforting relief to millions. It gives
you soothing, welcome palliative relief.

HOW PAZO OINTMENT WORKS
1. Soothes inflamed areas—relieves pain
and itching. 2. Lubricates hardened,
dried parts, helps prevent cracking and
soreness. 3. Tends to reduce swelling
and check minor bleeding. 4. Provides
quick and easy method of application.

SPECIAL PILE PIPE FOR
EASY APPLICATION
Pazo ointment tube has a specially de¬
signed, perforated Pile Pipe, making
application simple and thorough. Ask
your doctor about wonderful Pazo oint¬
ment and the soothing, blessed relief
it gives for simple piles.

PAZO SUPPOSITORIES TOO!
Some persons, and many doctors, pre¬
fer to use suppositories. So Pazo is also
made in handy suppositories. Same
soothing relief! Get Pazo in the form
you prefer, at your druggists today.
A Product of

THE GROVE LABORATORIES INC. • Sf. Louis, Mo.

Be a HARPER METHOD
Beautician
GOOD INCOME
LIFETIME OCCUPATION
Ages 17 lo 40
Harper Method operators In
demand all over U. S. and
Canada. Free Placement Serv_
.—-- , lce Qualified graduates assisted
to ownership of own shops. Intensive, thorough course
hacked by S7 years experience. Schools In Rochester.
N Y Madison. Wis., Seattle, Wash., Los Angeles. Calif
Winnipeg. Canada. Prepare now for lifetime Indepen¬
dence and security. Hundreds of graduates now own
shops. Don’t delay. Write today.
■7/&i/Wb'Wf££/uMt

BEAUTY SCHOOLS

Dept. HG11, Rochester 9, N. Y.

Creme Shampoo
Makes Old Hair Look
Young Again

^
V b

Just brush on then shampoo with

% ,

this amazing new 22 minute home
trial—TINTZ Creme Shampoo
\ _3$i
Wair Coloring. It instantly recolors
gray, graying, burnt, off color hair
w
to any of six glorious, youthful natural
appearing shades and leaves hair lustrous, soft,
easy to manage. No dyed look. Caution:—Use
only as directed. Full Satisfaction guaranteed. $1
plus tax at many drug or dep’t stores or send
Tintz, Dept. 72-B, 205 N Michigan, Chicago 1.

of our life together, that I’m afraid
I d be bored by the very routine which
I think I covet.”
Mrs. Bob Hope was born Dolores De
Frna, in New York City, the daughter
of an Italian father and an Irish
mother whose maiden name was
Kelly.
She attended Holy Spirit
grammar school and Evander Childs
High School, then adopted the professional name Dolores Reade, and
began to sing in the better Manhattan
night clubs.
Her voice was a low contralto, rich
and throaty, and won for her an
instant success.
Into the Vogue Club one December
evening walked a long-time friend
of Dolores Reade, namely George
Murphy. He was accompanied by
another gentleman whose appearance
was distinguished by what he de¬
scribed as a ski-slide nose. When
Dolores had finished her number, she
joined the two men at their table and
the friend of Mr. Murphy was intro¬
duced. Mr. Bob Hope.
Miss Reade was, as all theatrical
people are, a walking encyclopedia of
important local names. That of Bob
Hope awakened no cross-index in her
mind; yet, despite his obscurity, she
was aware of a certain aura of success.
Mr. Murphy excused himself to go
table hopping; so Miss Reade, being
an assured young woman whose sug¬
gestions were customarily accepted
with alacrity by any escort, said to
this Mr. Hope, “Would you like to
dance?”
Mr. Hope’s profile scarcely turned
in her direction. “No, thank you,” he
replied with dignity. “I’m tired.”
Those five words rendered him
unique. In her experience to that
moment, no man had previously re¬
fused one of Miss Reade’s requests.
Conversation languished; Mr. Murphy,
returning from a round robin of the
room, swept Miss Reade away to
dance. The band was playing “Did
You Ever See A Dream Walking?”
They had circled the room three or
four times when Mr. Hope cut in.
I ve changed my mind,” he an¬
nounced casually.
The band played “Smoke Gets In
Your Eyes ” They danced. The band
played “It’s only a paper moon, shin¬
ing over a cardboard sea; but it
wouldn’t be make-believe, if you believed in me.” The dancing continued.
Bob escorted Dolores
(it
had
reached first name status) home that
mght. They sat, oblivious to sub-zero
weather, in Bob’s car and talked until
dawn After saying goodnight at sunrise, Dolores floated upstairs on that
palpable vapor of ethereal roman¬
ticism induced by fatigue,
cold,
hunger, and bliss, and awakened her
mother.
“I’ve just met the man I’m going to
marry, she announced, sighing.
Mrs. De Fina refrained from openmg her eyes. “What does he do for
a living?”
“I didn’t exactly ask, but I think
u s xua ^ ch°rus boy in ‘Roberta’,”
breathed Dolores.
“You i_are out °f your mind,”
groaned her mother. <‘Go to bed ”
The following day George Murphy
sent Dolores tickets to see “Roberta/’
the show in which he, too, was ap-

Free Offer Points the Way

"With pleasure
and profit l
have studied
the Palmer
course. You are
proving ours is
a profession
calling for such
sound, sane,
constructive
training as you
offer," Ruth
Comfort Mit¬
chell.

Most famous authors were once
just ordinary people — with an
urge to write. Joseph Conrad
couldn’t even read or write Eng¬
lish at 20. Gertrude Atherton
was once a housewife, Conan Doyle
a doctor, Jack London a sailor.
Most of them learned the slow,
hard way, by trial and error.
But you need not take that long
route to a writing career.
Now there's a direct road to
success—Palmer Institute’s home
study training—endorsed by such
famous writers as Ruth Comfort
Mitchell, Rupert Hughes, Gertrude
Atherton.
Katherine

Newlin

Burt

said,

“I’d have started ten years sooner
on a literary career.
But there
was no Palmer Institute then.”

There have been hundreds of
successful graduates—new as well
as established writers—in our 25
years—fiction, newspaper features,
magazine articles, radio scripts.
Many a former
clerk, soldier, housewife, mechanic, teacher, is
now writing for profit. Why not you? Enjoy an
ideal career—money, travel, independence, public
recognition.

To find out how you too may succeed, send to
Pa mer Institute of Authorship, Hollywood 28,
California, for our “Talent Finder.” Simply an¬
swer the questions and return it for our frank
confidential analysis and advice.
No cost or
obligation. Mail it today.

|---,
I
|
1

PALMER INSTITUTE OF AUTHORSHIP
6362 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California
Dept. TT-115
Please send me free "Talent Finder” to determine
my latent writing ability.
I understand tliis request
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pearing as a star. Dolores attended the
matinee. Before the curtain went up,
she examined the back of her pro¬
gram minutely, risking blindness in
an attempt to find the magic name
Hope. He was not listed among the
chorus boys.
The house lights blinked out and
the footlights glowed. As the show
opened, Miss Reade discovered the
reason for Mr. Hope’s name having
been omitted from the list of chorus
boys. He was one of the stars of the
show and his name was printed in
bold type in the front section of the
program.
After final curtain, Miss Reade went
back stage for the ostensible purpose
of thanking Mr. Murphy for the
tickets and congratulating him upon
his performance.
In those days, according to Bob, he
kept a trained dog just outside his
dressing room to assay the charms of
passersby. If the lady was ordinary,
he growled; if she was superior, he
yelped; if she was a refugee from a
sultan’s dream, he howled.
When
Dolores went by, he howled.
Bob was having a suit fitted at the
time, so he thrust out his head and
asked her to give an opinion as to its
style and cut. She said the suit was
extremely smart; but afterward she
didn’t recognize it the first time Bob
wore it, so her attention must have
wavered. She half expected him to
ask her for a date that night, but he
was so engrossed in the garment, the
show, and a new routine he was plan¬
ning to introduce, that he had no time
for social amenities.
Hot-cheeked,
Miss Reade excused herself, escaped
to George Murphy’s dressing room,
thanked him for the tickets, then hur¬
ried away to do her Christmas shop¬
ping.
The following night, Bob telephoned
her at the club and asked for a date.
She counted to ten, then said with
reserve that she would be glad to see
him.
His arrival at the club strongly re¬
sembled a scene from a Hope-Crosby
picture: upon his arm clung a fragile
and lovely blonde whom Dolores had
never met. Dolores, singing at the
moment, nodded a chill in his direc¬
tion while Bob, with the aid of a nap¬
kin and gestures, tried to convey some
sort of message. Miss Reade was not
interested. After her song she re¬
turned to her dressing room to brood
upon the perfidy of mankind.
Not until the evening was practi¬
cally ruined did the gentleman ap¬
pear for whom Bob had been convoy¬
ing the beauty. Bob rushed back to ex¬
plain to Dolores, who promptly met
the girl and found her to be charming.
So it was a foursome who did the
town that brisk December night, cli¬
maxing their gaiety appropriately
enough at the “Ha Ha Club.” It was
there that Mr. Hope, in character,
asked Miss Reade to marry him.
There was a slight delay in plans.
Dolores had to leave New York
January 14th to appear in the Em¬
bassy Club in Miami with whose
management she had a four-week
contract, followed by an optional
added four weeks. She dropped the
option at the end of the month’s ap¬
pearance, rushed back to New York
and collected her protesting mother,
who for twenty-eight days had been
reiterating her distaste for Mr. Hope
as a son-in-law. “You should marry
a nice Irish boy,” she insisted. “Who
is this Englisher?”
The play “Roberta” was then show-

ENLARGEMENT
OF

YOUR

FAVORITE

PHOTO

IUST TO GET ACQUAINTED! WE WILL MAKE
YOU A BEAUTIFUL 5 x 7 ENLARGEMENT OF ANY
SNAPSHOT. PHOTO. OR NEGATIVE ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Be sure to include color of hair, eyes and clothing, and get Our Bar¬
gain Offer for having your enlargement beautifully hand colored in
oil and mounted in a handsome frame. Limit 2 to a customer. Please
enclose 10c each for handling and mailing the enlargements. Orig¬
inals returned. Be sure to include all information. Act Now!

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS • 7021 Sants Monica lift., HallywanW 31, Calif.

holTywo ocmfTlm’ TtUdiosT TeTtTsTl
Dept.
Fill out description botow.
Mark back of picture 1 & 2
COLOR - Picture No. 1
Please make__free enlargements. Hair_
[specify number, limit 2]
Eyes_
Handling and Mailing charge of 10c each is enclosed
Clothing_
COLOR - Picture No. 2
Hair_.
Eyes.
City-sut*- Clothing__ I
7021 Santa Monica Btvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Enclosed find_

.snapshot or negative.

[specify number, limit 21
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DON’T DYE GRAY HAIR

. . . until you try the new
color-control method of
Mary T. Goldman’s! Then
watch your hair take on the
beautiful, natural - looking
color you desire, quickly—
or so gradually your friends
won't guess.
Simply do this: Buy a
bottle Mary T. Goldman’s
... just comb it through your
gray, bleached, or faded hair. See how this
new scientific color-control gives you the
youthful hair shade you want. Pronounced
harmless by competent medical authorities
(no skin test needed). Will not harm your
wave or change the smooth, soft texture of
’your hair. It's inexpensive and easy to apply,
too. For over SO years millions have found new

hair beauty by using Mary T. Goldman’s in
the privacy of their homes.
So help yourself to beautiful hair—today!
Buy a bottle of Mary T. Goldman’s at your
drug or department store on money-back
guarantee. Or, if you’d rather try it first,
mail coupon below for free test kit.

^Mary T. Goldman Co., 690 Goldman Bldg.
I St. Paul 2, Minn. Send free sample. Check color |
| □ Black
□ Dark Brown
Q light Brown I
| □ Medium Brown
□ Blonde
□ Auburn !
| Name. j
| Address.
•
J^Cify.Stale.^

don't FORCE sleep!
TRY DR. MILES NERVINE

O

the harder you try to get to sleep, the longer J
you stay awake. Dr. Miles Nervine (Liquid or Ef¬
fervescent Tablets) helps to relieve nervous tension, to
permit refreshing sleep.Why don’t you try it when you
are Nervous, Cranky, Restless? Get it at your drug
store. Liquid, 25c and $1.00; Effervescent Tablets,
35c and 75c. Caution;read directions and use only as
directed. Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.
ften

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS IN COLOR
If beauty thrills you—you will be fascinated by these photos of your
favorite MOVIE STAR, in beautiful LIFELIKE COLORS. These
gorgeous photos are 8 x 10 and are ready to frame, put in scrap
book or in your movie album.
TOM DRAKE—JANE RUSSELL—GREGORY PECK—JUDY GARLAND—
ROBERT WALKER—VERA HRUBA RALSTON—JEANNE CRAIN—DANA
ANDREWS—INGRID BERGMAN—JOHN HODIAK—GENE TIERNEYFRANK SINATRA—VAN JOHNSON—JUNE ALLYSON—ALAN LADD—
LANA TURNER—ROY ROGERS—BETTY GRABLE—ALICE FAYE—
SONJA HENIE—PAULETTE GODDARD—JOAN CRAWFORD—WILLIAM
POWELL—GLORIA DeHAVEN—SHIRLEY TEMPLE—WILLIAM EYTHE—
BOB HUTTON—LON McCALLISTER—BING CROSBY—CLARK GABLE—
BETTY HUTTON—LAUREN BACALL—GREER GARSON—MARGARET
O’BRIEN.
These photos are printed on heavy coated paper, 8 x 10, in FULL
COLORS. You choice of any eight listed above for fifty cents—
16 for $1.00—entire set of 34 only $2.00. DON’T WAIT. Mail your
order NOW.

IRVING KLAW
Dept. EE-2

212 EAST 14 ST.
New York City 3, N. Y.
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slender, self-confident . .
a triumph of poise and
aljure? Now at last you
can
develop
exciting
curves and a fascinating per¬
sonality . . . add glamor to
your posture, hair, face, voice,
your life itself!
Thousands
have won new happiness and
charm, have lost or gained
weight exactly where wanted,
developed a stunning figure
and discovered new health,
popularity and love this easy
thrilling way. Easy to follow,
home methods given in the ex¬
citing illustrated glamor guide,
“‘YOU CAN BE BEAUTI¬
FUL.** Proven successful by
thousands of women and girls
from 16 to 60. If not satisfied,
return within ten days and
money will be refunded.

SEND NO MONEY!
Benefit by present extraordi¬
nary offer of this complete
Guide to Glamor, now only $2.
Don’t be ashamed of being overweight or unattrac¬
tive. Order now, C.O.D. plus postage. Pay postman
on arrival. To save postage send $2 with order and
we ship prepaid in plain wrapper.

LAMONT SUCCESS STUDIOS, Department 7,
507 N. CHARLES STREET. BALTIMORE-1. MD.

Bewitching new glamour to enhance
your feminine charm. A lovely, per¬
fectly fashioned gardenia for day¬
time wear, it is truly sensational at
night. It actually glows in dark¬
ness, with a gentle, flattering radi¬
ance, entrancing to all who see it.
Wear it on your dress or hair for
that special date. He’ll be fasci¬
nated and delighted! Of durable
material specially treated.
Mys¬
terious glowing properties are en¬
during. Removable comb.
Send $1 now. We mail postpaid.
You ll be delighted, or we refund, of course. Luminous
gardenia earrings to match, also $1 postpaid.

THE LUMINOUS FLOWER SHOP
3 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. Dept. 66

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 Inches
or DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for fall length or
bast form, groups, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarge¬
ments of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with your
enlargement.

3 for $1.25
SEND NO MONEY JtMtma„photo

negative or snapshot (any size) and receive yoar
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 67c plus postage—or send 69c with order
and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing offer now. Send
your photos today.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
100 East Ohio Street

Dept.

515-P.

Chicago (11). III.

YOU WANT A JOB
BUSINESS?
Mew performers needed. . . . Chance o! a lifetime
lor AMATEURS. Oaiuers, Singers. Magicians. CornedSkaters. Musicians. This book shows you HOW
TO MAKE BIG MONEY in SHOW BUSINESS. Radio, Stage.
Pictures, Night Clubs, Revues. Tells you WHAT TO DO
... HOW TO DO IT... WHO TO SEE. ... WHAT TO
... HOW TO OVERCOME STAGE FRIGHT. Book
contains Theatrical Dictionary. BIGGEST DOLLAR’S
ever ottered lo beginners. Send loday lor
"HIDDEN TALENTS—WEDGE TO SUCCESS." Send name,
address and ($1) One Dollar (cash or money order) lo
PROMPTERS, DEPT. B-16, 6411 HOLLYWOOD BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 21. CALIFORNIA
H «ot doubly satisfied, return in 5 days for full refund.

rnrr

with your purchase il you hurry... a complete DIRECTORY ol AGENTS
■ VIL C pod BOOKERS all over ll.S.A. Over 900 names and addresses ol theatre,
stage and dub booking agents. Regularly sells lor SI. limited edition, so hurry.

for Dolores to sing a verse, a chorus,
and repeat the chorus, whereupon Bob
was to emerge from the wings and
toss off a comedy routine.
Although the new Mrs. Hope was
thoroughly conversant with nightclub
singing technique, this was her initial
experience on the stage. However, it
hadn’t occurred to her that there
would be the slightest difference in
her attitude toward the two media.
She emerged from the wings, aglow
with confidence, and sang the first
verse and chorus. During this time
she became aware of the polka-dotted
darkness beyond the footlights. A
nightclub audience was near and
friendly; this was distant and dismay¬
ing. It was a sea of ink in which
floated the white bellies of fish.
She parted her lips and tried to join
the orchestra in the second chorus.
No sound came forth. The orchestra
repeated the opening phrase in an
effort to encourage the fainting voice.
No success. Bob sauntered from the
wings and, in his inimitable manner,
asked the leader to repeat the phrase.
He listened attentively.
“Again, please,” he said.
The leader complied.
“Just the same FOUR times,” ob¬
served Bob, beaming upon his wife.
“How many times do you let them
stutter before you interrupt?”
The gag was so successful that, even
when Mrs. Hope’s stage fright had
vanished, they continued to use it.
From time to time the routine was
changed. As a team, they had to ob¬
serve but one rule: Bob had to remain
out of Dolores’ line of vision while
she was singing or otherwise carrying
the act, or he broke her up and she
fell to laughing.
“I don’t mean to break you up,”
Bob apologized one night.
“I know you don’t,” said his wife.
“But you are a very funny man. Every
time I look at you, you make me
laugh.”
Bob spread his arms and looked to¬
ward heaven. “What have I ever done
to deserve such a wife?” he demanded.
“I should lock you up and keep you
secret, or every comedian on earth
will try to steal you.”
Bob Hope is still the funniest man
in the world to his wife. She listens,
bright-eyed, to every broadcast. As
soon as Bob is off the air, he tele¬
phones home—from wherever he is in
the United States—and asks, “How
was it?”
Although Bob maintains that Dol¬
ores is his severest critic, she always
answers, “Fine.” The intonation of
her voice tells him whether she con¬
siders the show superior, sub-superior,
or simply good. There are no lower
gradations in her analysis of her hus¬
band’s comedy.
Although Bob appears to be totally
unconscious of her presence, associates
agree that he usually puts on his best
shows, ad libs with surpassing bril¬
liance, and reaches the zenith of hairtrigger wit when Mrs. Hope is some¬
where in the audience. He encourages
her to accompany him whenever she
can conscientiously leave the children.
The Hope children are Linda, now

ing . . . real tunes from real
notes . . . this amazing noteacher way. Easy as A-B-C,
no matter what instrument
you select. Costs only 7c a

day!

Send coupon today for Free
Booklet and Print and Pic¬
ture Sample. See for your¬
self how clear and simple it
all is to learn right at home.
U.
School of Music. 15811 Brunswick Bld
New York 10, N. Y.

U. S. School of Music, 15811 Brunswick
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High School C
at Home

Many Fini

yotir
equivalent to resident
lident school work—
entrance exams. Standard H.S. texts

Credit for H. S. subjects already completed
sired. High school education is very import
business and industry and socially. Don’t b
ttf®. Be a High School graduate. Start yo
Bulletin on request. No obligation.

i American School,Oept. n-«7i. Drexe

ASTHM

10-DAY TRIA

IF YOU SUFFER FROM BRONCHI
OXYSMS, from coughs, gasping whee
for daring lO- DAY TRIAL OFFER.
called “hopeless” cases especially invit
NACOR, 1093-F. State Life Bldg., In
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DO IT YOURSELF

Write for the V
Sent only to those

PERFECT VOICE I

3268, 910 KIMBALL HALL BL

LOWH FREE CATALO

PP|£CC Buy direct from one of
reliable wholesale
organizations. The latest styles, qual
furs. Sizes 10 to 46, In a wide a
varied selection to choose from: Silv
Foxes, Muskrats, Skunks, Ponies, K
skins,
Raccoons,
Coneys.
Plus
Ma
Other Furs. Satisfaction guaranteed
money refunded. Jaat send a penny po
card for complete details and free
Illustrated catalog. H. M. J. ,FUR C
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2Bth St., New York J, N.

eliminate crow’s feet, wrinkles,
double chin and to make face and
neck muscles firm. No straps! No
massages! Many women say they
look 10 years younger. Proved suc¬
cessful by over 36,000 women since 1912.

SEND NO MONEY
Write today for your FREE BOOKLET. Only
3 limited number on hand, so hurry. No obli¬
gation—no salesman will call.
KATHRYN MURRAY, Inc.
Suite 1115, 8 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 3

TODAY’S GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR

WOMEN....

EXPERT BOOKKEEPING

Never, except during'the first World War, has there been
such opportunity for women in bookkeeping. New plants,
expanded factories, arsenals, ship yards—new regulatory
and taxing laws—all calling for accountants, cost and
statistical clerks, bookkeepers, record keepers, etc.
Women can fill the need splendidly. With short prepa¬
ration -in spare time, at home—theycan qualify for these
thousands of good paying jobs in government or private
industry. From these they can, if they wish, develop into
executive accounting careers.
If you are ambitious, and like figures, investigate this
opportunity. Ask for information about our practical
training in Modem Bookkeeping. It’s short, low in cost,
interesting. Write today.

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
A Correspondence Institution
417 S. Dearborn St., Dept. H-208, Chicago 5, III.

Hair

OFF Face
Lips...Arms...Legs

NOW Happy •

i had ugly superfluous hair... was
unloved .. .discouraged. Tried many things... even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed
a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It has helped
thousands win beauty, love, happiness. My FREE
book. “Howto Overcome Superfluous Hair Problem”
explains method. Mailed in plain envelope. Also
trial offer. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette, P.O.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 202, Chicago 64, Ill.

%^yOOTffACHE£
GET QUICK relief with Dent’s Tooth Gum or
Dent’s Tooth Drops! “Cavity Toothache" frequently
strikes at night. Be prepared. Buy either package
from your druggist today. Keep it handy for
children and adults. Follow easy directions.
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1 Star Flag-Sl 00
r Star Flag -Si lb
3 Star Flag-Sl ?S
4 Star Flag-Sl 3b
5- Star Flag-Sl 4b
6- Star Flag-Sl.b5

Here is the most thrilling Service
Flag of all—a gorgeous, colorful
flag by day, and a shining, glowing
flag by night! Folks who pass your
home on the darkest night can see
the star shine and glisten to tell
the world that your loved one is in
the service of his country I Made
of fine quality Celanese, in rich
red. white and blue colors, with a
gorgeous golden fringe, and
sturdy twisted cord for hanging.

SEND NO MONEY

Just send your name and address to¬
day, a postcard will do, telling us if you want one, two, three
or more stars. Gold or Sliver stars available at no extra
coat. Pay postman correct amount as listed above, plus post¬
age, when flag is delivered. Or save money by sending price of
flag wanted with order and we pay all postage. 1 f not delighted
return in 6 days and your money will be refunded. Order today I

GLOW-FLAGS CO.

fear-haunted, blacked-out ship as it
inched its way through the ominous
North Atlantic. His mind was filled
with war and the threat of even more
wide-spread war. When Mrs. Hope,
who had been talking adoption for
several years, said, “Bob, I think we
should stop at The Cradle and sign
a petition for adoption,” he stared at
her incredulously.
‘*This is no time to start a family,”
he protested.
“During a war, the family is the
most important thing on earth,” said
his wife. “In times of great change,
it is the one value that remains
changeless.”
So they stopped at The Cradle. As
Bob later reported it to friends, “The
attendants stuffed me into one of these
rear-entrance zoot suits and a surgical
Santa Claus Beard. Then they marched
me into a glass cage and exhibited me
to a series of little characters who
went wild about me. At least they
clawed the air and screamed.”
Because of certain formalities, Linda
was not available for two weeks, so
the Hopes continued to California.
There, Mrs. Hope employed a nurse
and returned with her to Chicago to
claim their daughter.
Naturally, each of the newspaper
and syndicate services was eager to
photograph the event, but Mrs. Hope
had established a set of rules for her¬
self as a mother and No. 1 on the list
was “No pictures.” The nurse smug¬
gled the baby out of the hotel via the
freight elevator, while Mrs. Hope
walked through a lobby clicking with
cameras.
When Mrs. Hope boarded the train,
the nurse and baby were already es¬
tablished in a drawing room. Dolores’
mother had joined her in Chicago for
a few days, but was returning to New
York instead of continuing to Cali¬
fornia; so she was standing on the
platform, waving goodbye. Abruptly
she began to make frantic gestures
just as the train began to move, indi¬
cating that something unusual was
happening in the drawing room ad¬
joining that occupied by the Hope
family. Dolores couldn’t understand,
of course, but jumped to the heart¬
stopping conclusion that something
was wrong.
“Kidnappers!” she
thought.
The train was rattling westward,
gaining speed to match the momentum
of Mrs. Hope’s apprehension, when an
obviously male fist hammered on the
door. “Who’s there?” quavered Dol¬
ores.
“Open up and see,” said a familiar
voice.
With a cry of sheerest relief, the
apprentice mother unlocked the door
to admit Bing Crosby, veteran father
and Pythias to Bob Hope’s Damon.
He sensed Mrs. Hope’s perturba¬
tion at once. “Settle down,” he ad¬
vised comfortably, inspecting Linda.
“An old hand like myself can assure
you that babies are practically inde¬
structible. But if you need advice,
Betty and Bob Montgomery are in the
third drawing room in this car, and
Betty has brought up a colt and a filly.

GRAY
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AND LOOK IO YEARS

• Now, at home, you can quickly and easil
streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and
does It—or your money back. Used for 30 y
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone
harmless. No skin test needed, active colo
purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of h
does not wash out. Just brush or comb it In.
tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock
Retain your youthful charm. Get BROWNA
60c at all drug stores—on a money-back gu

FREE TEST B

The Kenton PharmacalCo.
983 Brownatone Bldg., Covington, Ken
Without obligation, please send me, f
paid. Test Bottle of BROWNATONE a
illustrated booklet. Check shade wanted
□ Blonde to Medium Brown

□ Dark
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' Here's Something

You 11 Prize All Your L

ity to secure
TE
of
your
life-like
FIGURETT
loved one in service or loved ones
at home or your pets. Just send any
size negative, photo or snapshot
and we’ll reproduce a handsome
cutout FIGURETTE mounted
on Modeme tempered Maisonite. Truly a thing of beauty!
Makes attractive ornament for
table, radio, desk or dresser.
This gorgeous FIGURETTE brings
___
_
‘the
object
fection” so near to you in one of the most re
discovered by man. You’ll prize and treasure
life! AND WHAT A WONDERFUL AND APPREC
IT MAKES!
No wonder many places charge t
times our amazingly low introductory price.
S
appreciated personal Xmas gift.
Order now.

a

SEND NO MONEY

FAST SERVICE. Just mail any size negativ
snapshot.
Deposit $2.69 for one or $4.95 fo
postage with postman. Or send price and we’ll
YOUR PHOTO RETURNED WITH FIGURETTE.
days and if not delighted with FIGURETTE, re
refund.
Special
oil
coloring
$1 OO extra
Specify colors.

ALLIED PHOTO CO.
7243 W. Lake St.

Dept. 62
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# Yes, here is a new national plan that will p
surgical, doctor and nurse bills for your en
all In one policy, with one premium, no age
cost so low that you’ll hardly believe It . . .
cents a day.
It pays up to $525.00 for each and every pe
in any one year for hospital board and room,
$200.00 for doctor expense for accident includ
operation, pays up to $5.00 per day for nur
furnishes cash for childbirth, emergency aid,
and Identification service all as provided in p
No medical examination is required and yo
doctor and hospital. Safe. Sound. Policy Iss
38 year old National Travelers Casualty C
non-assessable. Pays from very first day of c

Send No Money—Ju»t Name and Addr

FREE lO-DAY INSPECTION O

No obligation! No Cost! There are no salesm
to bother you. Details sent by mail. Write: N
Insurance Service, Dept. 1-PP,Aurora, Ill.
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A DAY • EACH ADULT
I Vie A DAY • EACH CHILD
FOR SICKNESS OR ACCIDENT
Hospital Expenses paid, up to . . .
$540.00
(beginning with the first day)
FOR ACCIDENT
Doctor Expense paid, up to
...
$135.00
Loss of Wages reimbursed up to . .
$300.00
Loss of Life by Accident.$1000.00
WAR COVERAGE and EXTRA BENEFITS
Childbirth Expense paid, up to
. .
$60.00
Sickness or accident can easily wipe out, in a
few weeks, savings it may have taken years to
accumulate. Don’t let this happen to you. With
a Family Mutual Hospitalization Policy, you'll
be able to pay vour hospital bills. In case of
accident, you will be reimbursed for your doctor
expenses and for loss of time from work. Your
Family Mutual catd admits you to any hospital
in the United States and your own family
doctor may attend you. Benefits applying to
children are 50* of those paid adults.
MAIL COUPON TODAY— No Agint Will Bother You
rXMHV MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.. WILMINGTON 99, DEL.

Family Mutual Life Insurance Co.
hw-s
601 Shipley St., Wilmington 99, Del.
Please send me. without obligation, complete informa¬
tion on pour Economical Hospita.ization Plan.
NAME_
ADDRESS_
CITY_STATE_

PHOTO OK,

CARDS

20

Send any size Photo, Negative or snapshot and receive
20 beautiful Christmas Cards with envelopes to match.
Like offering your Christmas Greetings in person. Each
PHOTO IS AN ACTUAL HIGH GLOSS PHOTOGRAPH.
All originals returned unharmed.
Send only SI.
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PLANTS!

LIVES ON AIR ALONE

Truly>
the most amazing
leaf you’ve ever seen!

Called the “Leaf of Life,” this
tropical wonder leaf grows on
air alone, pinned to curtain or
wall.
Most important, each
leaf produces delicate plants
which, cut and planted in pots,
will grow plants 2 feet high,
with brilliant, multi-colored
pend ulus flowers. Then cut
each leaf from new plant, pin
on curtain and start cycle over
again! For homes, apartments, rooms, offices, etc. Be
the envy of your friends and neighbors with these un¬
usual leaves. Order now at this remarkable intro¬
ductory bargain price!

SEND NO MONEY — Rush your order to¬
day . . . see how amazingly simple it is to turn your
house curtains into sensational growing gardens! In
all the world nothing more thrilling or more unusual!
Pay only $1.00 plus postage on arrival. CASH ORDERS
SENT PREPAID. Money back guarantee. Order Good
Luck Leaf and mail order to

MICHIGAN BULB CO.( Dept. W-1408
148 Monroe Avenue, N. W., Grond Rapids 2, Mich.

And now if you’ll excuse me . .
He secured a telegraph blank and
dispatched a wire to Bob reading,
“Fine thing. Me walking the floor
coast to coast with your haby. She is
very cute/. Regards, Bing.” And Mr.
Montgomery wired, “Been up all night
with a certain Miss Linda Hope. Is
she any relation of yours? Robert
Montgomery, JUNIOR.”
When Linda was fourteen months
old, her parents were notified by The
Cradle that a baby boy, who satisfied
all the requirements, was ready for
the Hopes’ inspection. On one of his
hurried trips East, Bob stopped in
Chicago, telephoned friends and in¬
duced them to drive him out to The
Cradle. And back there again, Bob
repeated the performance of putting
on surgical mask and sterile gown,
and inspected a male infant who
obligingly turned his profile. Chuck¬
ling, Bob went downstairs and re¬
ported, “That little character with the
ski-slide nose—that’s for me.”
He wired his decision to Mrs. Hope,
who, more blase with her second ac¬
quisition, boarded a plane, collected
her son and flew back to Hollywood
with him.
It is an interesting commentary on
the selective powers of the great¬
hearted woman who manages The
Cradle that both the Hope children
resemble Bob. In the case of Tony,
the likeness is phenomenal.
When he is between pictures, Mr.
Hope contrives to spend whatever
time he can arrange with the children
in their play room, coaching them
along certain lines. He tells them
jokes tailored to fit their small years
and teaches them to give and. take
good-natured
raillery.
Sometimes
their budding humor serves a private
purpose of his own.
Recently, Mrs. Hope appeared—to
her husband, at least—to have added
perhaps a trifle too much weight here
and there. Bob has always been in¬
tensely proud of his neat and pretty
wife and he had no intention of allow¬
ing her to sacrifice any of her charm
to the comfort of avoirdupois. He took
measures.
The following morning, when Mi's.
Hope entered the nursery, two whiteclad figures arose solemnly from trun¬
dle beds and bowed in her direction.
“Hello, Fatty,” they chirped.
According to Bob, “She promptly
took off five pounds.”
In other matters, Bob takes the
oblique manner of expressing his
opinion. When Mrs. Hope descends to
the living room, dressed her best to
accompany Bob to a broadcast, or to
fulfill a social engagement, her hus¬
band customarily bestows a swift but
comprehensive glance. In case he is
pleased, he simply beams. In the case
of a trick hat or an annual color
scheme of which he is dubious, he is
likely to observe—partisanship elo¬
quent in his tones—“No matter what
anyone says, you wear that hat if you
like it.”
But being wife to the famed fre¬
quently involves embarrassments
other than those of wardrobe. Mrs.
Hope was called to the telephone one
night by a voice which introduced its
owner as a representative of a promi¬
nent newspaper syndicate. “Are you
and Mr. Hope separated?” the woman
asked.
Completely nonplussed, Mrs. Hope
stammered, “Why on earth do you
ask?”
“I have a report that Mr. Hope was
seen dancing at a night club Tuesday,”

SAVE TIME—MONEY—WORK
USE THE MODERN PLASTIC HANDLED
Handiest
'Sg’s.
^
^
kitchen
BEEIED
time saver vJvSX
ever offered
• SLICER
Self sharpening
• SHREDDER
blade works either
left or right handed.
Peels,slices, shreds and
saves. Insist on the genu¬
ine DeVault with colored
heat resistant plastic handle,

CHAIN and 5 & 10c STORES
MFC. BY JOHNSON PRODUCTS CO., INC.

HOLLYWOOD 27, CALIFORNIA

SAVE as never before!
Genuine Fine-lut

DIAMONDS
Not chips, bat genuine,
fine-cut sparkling dia¬
monds poisedin superbly
styled 14 kt. solid gold
settings! At amazingly
low prices made possible
only by our wholesale
diamond connections.
Diamond rings for women and men, $24 to $700
Diamond wedding rings, $16.75 to $72.50.
Write today for FREE illustrated booklet

BOND DIAMOND CO. Dept. HW

5

562 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.
WH01E5ALE

DIAMOND

DIALERS

SINCE

1881

Splendid Income, new social contacts, and they
satisfaction of serving humanity can be yours
as a Trained Practical Nurse. Ages 18 to 60.
High School not necessary. Training plan welcomed hy
)hysicians. Prepare in spare time. Many earn while
earning. Nurse's Outfit and placement service included
FREE of extra cost. Write now lor facts and fascinating
FREE sample lesson pages.

f

WAYNE SCHOOL of PRACTICAL NURSING, Inc.
2301 N. Wayne Ave., Dept. *,), Chicago 14, Illinois

Checked in a JIFFY
Relieve Itching caused by eczema, ath¬
lete’s foot, scabbles, pimples and other
Itching conditions. Use cooling, medi¬
cated D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
Itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves It—
or money back. Don’t suffer. Ask your
druggist today for O.D. D. Prescription.

DRAWforMONEY
A n ARTIST!
Trained Artists Are Capable
of Earning

$30-$50-$75 A WEEK
Use

pare

your spare time to pre¬
tor a profitable Art

career!
It’s interesting and pleasant to
study Art the W.S.A. way. COM¬
MERCIAL ART, DESIGNING.
CARTOONING all in ONE com¬
plete home study course. No
previous Art experience neces¬
sary—hundreds have profited by
our practical method since 1914.
TWO ART OUTFITS furnished.
Full information in FREE
BOOK. “Art for Pleasure and
Profit” — tells all about our
course, service — and commer¬
cial opportunities for you in
Art. Mail coupon today.

FREE BOOK gives details!
WASHINGTON

SCHOOL OF ART, I

Studio 331 XP, 1115-15th
Washington (5), D. C.
Send your free catalog,
” and full particulars.

St.,

N.W.,

“Art for Pleasure

I
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minutes per day
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your own home.
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M EFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS!
Used successfully by hundreds I
of smart women everywhere.
I

WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!

- Surprise everyone: get started now, without obligation, ■
j by mailing coupon immediately to

ADRIENNE
■ 915 SHREVE BLDG., Salon Q. SAN FRANCISCO,8, CAL ■

I NAME...

I

■ ADDRESS.

J

i CITY.STATE. I

BACKACHE,
LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER
SIGN
Of Tired Kidneys
If backache and leg pains are making you miser¬
able, don’t just complain and do nothing about them.
Nature may be warning you that your kidneys need
attention.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking excess
acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
If tne 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don’t
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheu¬
matic pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting
up nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes, head¬
aches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty passages with
smarting and burning sometimes show's there is some¬
thing wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonouo wa§te from the blood. Get
Doan’s Pills.

STAMMER?
1
M
fl
M

W

This new 128-page book, “Stammering,
Its Cause and Correction,” describes the
Bogue Unit Method for scientific
correction of stammering and stut¬
tering — successful for 44 years.

Free—no obligation.
Benjamin N. Bogue, Dept. 3372, Circle
Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind.
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Prove it yourself no matter
how long you have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psoria¬
sis and Dermoil with
amazing, true photo,
graphic proof of results
sent!FREE. Write for it.

Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
•mbarrassing scaly skir
disease. Psoriasis. Apply
■ton-staining Dermoil
Thousands do for scaly
■pots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
<ars of suffering, report
the
e scales have gone, the
A W ^
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red patches gradually disappeared and
‘"i la*
they enjoyea the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agree¬
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is re¬
funded without question.
Send 10c (stamps or coin) for
generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot Test '.
Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
plainly. Don’t delav. So d by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES.
547.

Northwestern Station, Dept.

3130,

Detroit 4.

Mich.

The first time
this
happened,
Dolores was furious. The second time,
she was angry. The third time she
was bored. After that the denials be¬
came routine. The fact remains, how¬
ever, that the wife of a celebrity is
constantly asked, even by close friends,
“Aren’t you jealous of the lovely girls
with whom your husband comes in
contact, of necessity, in his work?”
Her answer has always been prompt
and fearless: “Every woman’s hus¬
band is attractive to some other
woman. I have tried to do the only
thing any woman can do: I have kept
busy, striven to remain interesting,
and clung to my small conceits. When
doubt has troubled me, as it must
every wife, I have thought, ‘But why
shouldn’t he love me in preference to
anyone else?”
The Hope marriage has been com¬
plicated by Bob’s absence on long
trips and by the odd hours his pro¬
fession forces him to keep. When he
is working in a picture, he must arise
around six. Mrs. Hope usually pre¬
pares the fruit juice and coffee that he
enjoys for breakfast, then she attends
to the children.
When Bob isn’t working on a pic¬
ture he sleeps until noon, a luxury
impossible for his wife because of her
responsibilities. On such an afternoon
he is likely to decide, if he has no
broadcast for which to prepare, to
drive to a nearby town for dinner, or
to play golf. He has more energy than
Niagara.
Convivial as Bob is, however, he has
the usual husbandly aversion to din¬
ner engagements made without his
consent. “Dolores,” Bob confided to
his friend, Mr. Crosby, “has a genius
for making friends. She meets and
makes pals of more people than any
other woman alive. And they all ask
her to dinner. Once we get there—
although I’m supposed to be the
public figure in the family—she’s the
one who keeps everyone laughing.
What a routine that gal has!”
And Mrs. Hope usually adds, with
a reminiscent smile, “But a good laugh
is probably the finest type of marriage
insurance.”
An insurance, naturally, which she
never lacks. She and Bob were driv¬
ing along one day when she asked
him, as a woman will, “Do you really
love me?”
Mr. Hope rolled his eyes skyward in
an effort to think. “Yes,” he decided.
“Why?” pursued his wife, voicing
a question popularized, no doubt, by
Eve.
He turned briefly to regard one of
the handsomest women in Hollywood.
“The only reason I can think of,” he
said firmly, “is that you are kind to
my children.”
The End

The was is over but the duration goes on
for millions of service men who crowd USO
clubs and Camp Shows ... for starving relief-

Try theRONOLA METH¬
OD of Hair Care for 1 week,
and see if the enjoyment of
really attractive hair can
be yours, lovely hair that
so often means Love and
Romance. In many cases,
short hair may be due to
splitting and breaking-off
of the hair, and to dryness
of the hair and scalp.

HAIR MAY GET LONGER

Often in many cases. Hair may get longer
when hair and scalp are in a normal,
healthy condition and dry, brittle, break¬
ing-off ends can be retarded to give the
hair a chance to grow. That’s why you
should try the RONOLA METHOD at
once, because it helps to soften tough,
brittle ends caused by hair dryness due
to lack of natural oils. So if dry, tough,
hard-to-manage hair is your trouble, lose
no time in trying the RONOLA METHOD for
and see for yourself what a difference it mak

ENJOY NEW HAIR ST

When your hair Is softer,
more easy to manage you c
in many of the new and
styles that will improve yo
ance and help you becom
tractive to the opposite sex
out in Love, Romance and
when it is so easy to enjoy
Beauty.

MAKE THIS 7-DAY TE

Just try the RONOLA METHOD for 7 da
for yourself what it may do for you. Just foll
easy directions and if you are not absolute
in every way, your money will be promptly
Mail your order today.
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RONALD CO. Dept. 54
6605 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago 37, II
Yes. I want to enjoy longer, easy-to-dre
Please send me RONOLA METHOD as
below:
□ I enclose $1.20
(Fed. tax inc.)

□ Send C.O.D. I
Postman $1.20
cents postage.
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DIFFICULT DAYS
Made Easier

WHEN you suffer from Headache,
Neuralgia or Functional Monthly
take

dependent Europe and China . . . for merchant

DR. MILES ANTI-PAIN P

seamen berthing in United Seamen’s Service

Get Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills at yo
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directions and use only as directed
Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, India
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Don't forget our men and our allies

in Victory.

Give to the National War Fund

through your local community fund.

able protection. Policy
provides full benefits for
as little as 5c a week! 10c
a week pays double bene¬
fits; 15c pays triple bene¬
fits, etc. So economical,
so easy to own, you and
every member of the fam¬
ily can afford an indi¬
vidual Pioneer Life In¬
surance Policy! No Red
Tape—NO MEDICAL EX¬
AMINATION! No agent
will call. Get complete de¬
tails FREE! Write today.

Policy Provides
DEATH BENEFITS
Due to Sickness or Natural
Causes

DOUBLE INDEMNITY
For Accidental Death

TOTAL DISABILITY
CASH SURRENDER
VALUE
EXTENDED INSURANCE
Other Liberal Benefits

PIONEER
LIFE
INSURANCE
COMPANY
1156 Pioneer Building
•
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COMPOUND
Dr. Guild’s GREEN MOUN¬
TAIN ASTHMATIC COM¬
POUND has relieved thousands
from dreaded asthmatic attacks
for 76 years. Write J. H. Guild Co.,
Dept. H-18, Rupert, Vt., for Free
Sample. Cigarettes, only 50£
Powder, 25^ and $1.00 at nearly all
drug stores. Use only as directed
on package.
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FREE—GRAY HAIR ANALYSIS!
Send name and address with a few strands of
your hair for FREE confidential color analysis
andv expert advice.
(CAUTION: Use only as directed on label)
RAP-I-DOL DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
151 West 46th Street, Dept 51II. New York 19, N.Y.
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* PERSONAL JjWm£M[\
Your Name & Address Elegantly
Printed on 40 Sheets Whippet Bond &
20 Matching Envelopes • • • only •••
We will elegantly print anyone's
name and address, business or per¬
sonal style, on 40 sheets of crisp,
new Whippet Bond Stationery
(made by Hammermill) and on 20
matching envelopes all for only
26c! Or. if you send $1.00 for four
sets we’U include one extra set
FREE of any extra charge—or 6
sots in all postpaid! Same name, or
as many ss 6 different names on sta¬
tionery Money-Back-Guarantae. Supply limited. Order NOW

WESTERN STATIONERY CO.
Dept. II0-M
Topeka, Kansas

powered agents, immediately took
her under his wing, and now Holly¬
wood bigwigs agree that she’s des¬
tined for a unique career in pictures.
Because Barbara can supplement
lines with neat little twirps and fan¬
cies of her own, she colors a script
with more imagination than some of
the top script writers. These accom¬
plishments also include some fancy
faces that are almost as horrifying as
they are mirth-provoking. Yet, when
it comes to being interviewed she has
the poise of a veteran of long-stand¬
ing. Nothing ruffles her. Nothing ex¬
cites her. She has an answer for
every question.
For instance, she says quite freely,
“If Peggy Ann Garner is the Junior
Miss of this outfit, and they tell me
she is because Twentieth CenturyFox bought the play for her to star
in, then I’m simply the Junior Mess.
They won’t let me have a decent
hair-do. I’m either wound up in rag
curlers like an old topsy doll or just
coming indoors out of a high wind.
And you know what a girl looks like
in that condition!”
Maybe it’s the current condition of
things, maybe the war, or maybe it’s
simply that the younger generation
is growing up much more quickly than
we did. But today, a young lady at
thirteen has problems and thoughts
not exclusively devoted to Sinatra,
Van Johnson or Robert Walker.
There’s time for swing and jitterbugging but there’s also a time and
place for serious considerations—such
as one’s future and career.
At least these are the candid opin¬
ions of young Barbara Whiting,
Hollywood’s newest career woman.
The “Junior Miss” company and
crew call her “the kid you’d love to
touch—with a cat o’nine tails.”
But this is only because evidence of
her prodigious talent is so realistic,
even to hardened studio workers
watching her do her stuff before the
cameras. She makes them feel she’s
actually a brat.
Twentieth
Century-Fox
signed
Miss Whiting to a long-term contract
which totals up to some fifty thou¬
sands of dollars. She’s.being heralded
far and wide as the first really sensa¬
tional comedy find since Jane Withers
bang-banged her way across the
screen.
Barbara—and she’s not the type you
can call “Babs” either—is a solid
youngster; a lumpy little gal who
uses her head for other purposes than
effecting new and fetching hair¬
styles. Fundamentally, she’s really a
swell kid, quick on the trigger when
it comes to straight-from-the-shoulder talk, and A-plus when it comes
to classroom. She comes by her tal¬
ents honestly. Her pa was the late
Dick Whiting, composer of some two
hundred song hits. Her sister Mar¬
garet is a radio star in her own right.
And Barbara herself has been yam¬
mering to get her fingers on a studio
contract ever since she was gypped
out of the song, “The Good Ship
Lollypop,” which her father wrote
for her but which, because she was too
(Continued on page 102)
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and gave their O.K. for the shooting
to start.
The point was, you see, that B. & W.
considered Don Birnam a sick man,
as Brackett told me “a man with an
illness which wasn’t accepted by so¬
ciety but condemned by it.” Birnam
was not a guy who enjoyed drinking.
He drank because he had to because
there was something in him which
made liquor his only escape. He suf¬
fered, he fought the world and him¬
self; he went through agony while
the weekend was in progress. But he
could not help himself. He was there¬
fore a tragic character, completely ac¬
ceptable to the censorial powers.
And Ray, who was to put Don on
the screen, felt that about him, and
more.
“Birnam was a defeated romanti¬
cist,” he told me. “In the past, he had
created his own world, his own con¬
ception of what life should be. He
had done it idealistically. And then
he’d had the props knocked out from
under him when he discovered that
living could never come up to his
expectations.
“He was a guy who was born many
years too late—after knighthood had
flowered and died. And he couldn’t
adjust himself to the century in which
he lived.
“Other men have had the same diffi¬
culty. Some have reacted one way,
some another. Birnam’s solution was
to drink himself into a stupor.”
When Ray was telling me his own
ideas of the man he portrayed so mag¬
nificently on the screen, I had the
screaming meemies. For, six months
ago, when I was talking to him about
what sort of a guy he was himself, he
had used almost the same words.
“I am a romanticist,” Ray had said
then, “who has learned to reconcile
myself to the fact that life is never
as magnificent as I would want it.”
Ray, in other words, believes him¬
self inwardly the sort of man Cortez
was: a colorful figure in shining armor
who sailed towards a New World and
conquered it. Or, he is Leonardo da
Vinci, to whom all art, all science, all
mankind was an adventure. Or he is
Johann Strauss, writing waltzes to
which the earth made love.
This is the type man Ray would like
to have been, and probably would
have been, in another era. This was
the motivation for his entering the
service of the English king, donning a
flamboyant uniform, recapturing for
a few years the splendor of chivalry.
And, though there was in Ray (and
still is to a certain extent) a wide,
painful streak of shyness and inferi¬
ority, brought on by his fantastic
height when he was a child and by
his self-comparison with his three
unbelievably beautiful sisters, it -was
this romanticism which led him into
acting, into the playing of parts which,
in many cases, were completely in¬
credible compared to normal living.
He didn’t enjoy making “The Lost
Weekend.” No one would have; no
one with any sensitivity, that is. For
Don was too tortured, too desperate
for comfort. And Ray, because he
knew in himself so much of the pain
in Don’s make-up—because he, too, is
a romantic, because he, too, has fought
against a sense of inferiority in the
past—felt more deeply about Don
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LIMITED QUANTITY

Yes, even these days there are bargains in hard-to-get jewelry!
Distinctive, new, handsome—renowned for accurate time¬
keeping. Modernistic in style—finer quality. Built by Swiss
craftsmen, noted for their outstanding excellence in materials
and workmanship. Smart adjustable band sets off attractive
chrome case to excellent advantage. You'll be thrilled with
this beautiful sturdy Precision GUARANTEED Swiss One
Jewel Pin Lever movement. Easy to read dial. Beautiful
gift box.
Send Mo Money— Wear at Our Risk!

Written Guarantee With Every Watch
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back. Price of men’s
sturdy, dependable wrist watch only $8.45. Price of Ladies
exquisitely dainty wrist watch only $9.95. Simply send name,
address, and tell us which watch is wanted. Pay postman
C.O.D. plus a few cents postage and 10% Federal Tax. The
supply is limited, so order today. Immediate delivery.
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STATUETTE

A LIFE-LIKE CUTOUT
FROM ANY SIZE NEGATIVE

We create a beautiful Photo Statuette of wood. 8" tall, mounted on a
natural wood stand base.
An everlasting remembrance of your loved ones before you at all times,
in life-like de luxe statuette. Your favorite negative enlarged and
returned. ORDER NOW.

ONE PERSON ON STATUETTE.$1.95
25c extra for more than one person on Statuette.$2.20
$1.00 extra from any picture if no negative.$2.95
Enclose your favorite negative and $1.95 cash or money order.
and statuette returned prepaid.
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ENLARGEMENT

Just to get acquainted, we will beautifully enlarge your favorite snap¬
shot, photo, Kodak picture, print or negative to 5x7
inches, if you enclose this ad with a 3c stamp for return
mailing. Please include color of hair and eyes and get
our new Bargain Offer giving you your choice of handsome
frames with a second enlargement beautifully hand tinted
in natural lifelike colors and sent on approval. Your orig¬
inal returned with your enlargement. Send today.
DEAN STUDIOS, Dept.
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the air. Exciting . . . dramatic . . .
beautifully tender stories of people
who had the courage to tell the inci¬
dents which were most important in
their lives. Hear them broadcast every
night, Monday through Friday, over
your Mutual station from 9:15 to 9:30
Eastern Peace Time. Make “Real Stories
from Real Life” a listening habit.
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from your fa¬
vorite picture, print, negative,
or snapshot, they’re gorgeously
hand-colored, mounted on woodbase and carved from wood with
a three-dimensional colorful real• ffe effect! 7 A Inches tall. Per¬
manent, easily cleaned with
__
damp cloth. Ideal for those
In Service, or Mother. Father, Sister, Brother. Only
$ 1.00 postpaid for picture of ONE person, pet or object.
For each additional person add 10c each. For example:
Statuette of two persons costs $1.10; three persons, $1.20.
etc. Send money TODAY with picture or negative and
coloring instructions. Or order C.O.D.
Pay mailman
Fast service! MONEY-BACK guarantee! Supply lim¬
ited. Order NOW! A perfect gift for those in Service
or the folks at home.
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LEARN

MILLINERY
AT HOME
Design and make exclusive
hats under personal direc¬
tion of one of America's
noted designers.
Complete materials, blocks, etc.,
furnished. Every step illustrated. You make exclu¬
sive salable hats right from the start. We teach you
how to start a profitable business in spare time. Low
cost and easy terms. Expert milliners are in demand.
Free National Placement Dept. Send for free catalog.
LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 N. Wabash Ave., Dept. 411
Chicago I, III.

QUILT PIECES
je colorful pieces. 3 lbs. (18 to
22 yds.) only $1.49 plus postage.
Sent C. O. D. Money-Back
Guarantee. FREE—16
lovely quilt patterns all
sent free to anyone. If not
perfectly satisfied, just re¬
turn quilt pieces (keeping
FREE quilt patterns for
your trouble) and we will
_ _ _ _
_
refund your $1.49 plus all
postage spent both ways. Send no money. Just mail a
postcard today! ACT NOW!
REMNANT SHOP, BOX M-295, SESSER, ILLINOIS

FEET HURT?

Try Dr. Barron’s
New Foot Cushion

Many with tired, aching feet have found happy
relief! So comfortable—LIKE WALKING ON A
PILLOW! Made of fine soft, spongy material,
leather covered. So light, flexible—cushions ana
helps relieve your feet from heel to toes.
If
you suffer from metatarsal callouses, corns,
root pains or fallen arches, try Dr. Barron’s
Foot Cushion.
Wear in any shoes—helps make
walking a pleasure.
Doctor says: “I recom¬
mend Foot Cushions to foot sufferers.” Send
only 31.98 for a PAIR-or will ship C. O. D„
stATE shoe size and if man or
WOMAN, 30 DAY TRIAL GUARANTEE. Money back
./.Oli..don tg:et blessed relief! ORTHO COMPANY,
111 West 83rd St., Dept. 37-N, New York City 24

10 x 8 HAND COLORED
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Original returned unharmed.
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SEND NO MONEY
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man 98c plus small postage charge or
send cash with order and we will pay
postage.
SIMS PORTRAITS, Dept. 7
P. O. Box 164, Grand Central
New York 22. N. Y.

Beautiful Excerpts from Holy Bible
Printed on 40 Sheets Whippet Bond A.
20 Matching Envelopes, only 25c.
Or for $1.00 you get one set FREE of
extra charge — or 5 wonderful sets (200
sheets Scripture Stationery and 100
envelopes) in all! Biblical excerpts attrac¬
tively printed on each sheet! Up to 8
different excerpts in each package.
FREEI EXTRA I—With $1.00 order
you receive a beautiful religious picture ready for framing!
Money-back guarantee. Order NOW I Supply limited.
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than any other actor could have. The
part got him down. He seemed to be
that figure stumbling around the
streets of New York. And, since much
of the film was actually shot in the
locations Jackson had written about,
Ray really was at times reeling up
Third Avenue and getting thrown out
of night clubs in Greenwich Village
thus he knew the embarrassment and
shrinking of soul which Birnam knew
those three terrible days.
The result was, as Ray said, “I got
so irritable, so grim, that it was im¬
possible to live with me.”
There were some amusing incidents,
of course, most of which arose out of
the fact that Billy Wilder, who was
directing the picture and who did a
masterpiece of a job on it, insisted that
realism could only be achieved by
shooting the exterior scenes in New
York itself. Therefore, the cameras
and Ray were sent East, with the re¬
sult that dozens of Manhattanites are
going to be amazed to see themselves
in the movies.
“They didn’t know we were shoot¬
ing, you see,” Ray told me. “We hid
the cameras in trucks, in packing
cases, and in the second story win¬
dows of buildings. Then I went out
and did my stuff.”
“Were you recognized?” I asked.
“Sometimes. People would think
perhaps it was I and then decide it
couldn’t be. Most of the time I looked
too horrible for them to believe it.”
It was because he looked like that,
that some of the fun came. For friends
began writing letters to Ray’s wife,
telling her they had seen him on the
street, unshaven, his clothes a fright,
seemingly in the last stages of drunk¬
enness.
“I think you ought to talk to him,”
the letters would say, “before it is too
late!”
And there was the episode in the
Waldorf-Astoria elevator to contend
with.
Ray has been staying at the Waldorf
on his vacations for eleven years. He
has had the same suite each time, and
has naturally gotten to know the older
employees like brothers. The night
elevator man was his especial pal.
One morning at six, when Wilder
was going to shoot some dawn scenes,
Ray stepped into the guy’s car with a
friend. He was a sight. But frighten¬
ing! The sequence they were about
to make took place when Don had

•
just escaped from the alcoholic ward
of the city hospital, on the last day
of his binge. His eyes had larger bags
under them than Fred Allen’s. He had
half an inch of beard. His hair was
standing on end. His whole face was
drawn and sick-looking. And he was
wearing a pair of pyjamas, a cotton
lounging robe, and an overcoat. His
feet were bare.
To make conversation going down
to the street, Ray said to his late chum
running the elevator, “Don’t you think
I look bad?”
“I wouldn’t worry, Mr. Milland,”
the guy replied. “I’ve seen you look
worse!”
The thing was complicated further
by the fact that Wilder wouldn’t let
Ray eat while the picture was being
made. He wanted him to “look thin,”
and would follow Ray into the com¬
missary at Paramount or into a New
York restaurant with full instructions
on what the waitress could bring his
star. And Ray, above everything,
loves food, beautiful, out-of-the-ordinary food. The kind of food you can
get in New York. It was murder.
As far as Ray was concerned, how¬
ever, the low point came when he at¬
tended his initial First Night in New
York—“Bloomer Girl,” it was—with a
week’s growth of beard.
“Everyone who was anyone was sit¬
ting right around me,” he told me,
dismally. “It was awful.”
But now “The Lost Weekend” is
finished. It will be released soon. And
in it you will see Milland do a job
which you never expected he could
do. He has always been a good actor.
In this picture he ranks with the very
best. He turns in a performance which
is powerful, poignant, and practically
perfect. It will increase his stature
not only with the industry but with
the public as a whole.
He wants to make more films like it.
Not about alcoholics, necessarily, but
films with depth and thought to them.
He says he will still do comedy when
a good one comes along, and he will
still enjoy dashing about in costume
pieces, but he also intends to go seri¬
ous on occasion.
He should. Hollywood has wasted
his talents up to now.
“The Lost Weekend” and Ray Milland will win the Academy Award.
Don’t say I didn’t warn you!
The End

tions.

this cause.)
In "YOU. TOO CAN HAVE A
BABY” Dr. Abner I. Weisman gives a de¬
tailed explanation of the factors that may
prevent normal reproductive functioning; he
offers simple and sound advice which often¬
times is ail that is needed; also describes the
methods medical science uses today to re¬
move many of the obstacles to successful con¬
ception and childbirth.
Other than in cases
of
actual
physical
incapability,
this
book
should
prove
helpful.
Also
explains
the
anatomy and physiology of reproduction, how
to test pregnancy, what constitutes sterility,
how to test sterility of male and female, plan
for parenthood, etc. Often barren¬
PRICE
ness is due to minor conditions
which can easily be cleared away.
Having a baby is truly life’s great¬
est thrill.

Complete Only $1.00.

Anyone who has learned to write, can
learn to drawl
“It’s Fun to Draw"
removes the mysticism that has sur¬
rounded art for years. By reducing the
elements of drawing to its essence, it
teaches THE BEGINNER—to draw, and
to advance into more and more difficult
subjects. For the practiced artist, it is
a source book and veritable mine of in¬
formation.
This book guides you from
the first stroke on paper to selling the
finished art work.
Includes specific in¬
struction.
advice,
tricks,
timesavers,
special effects, on:—Still Life, Animals,
Human Figure, Portraits, Lettering,
Layouts.
Color work, etc.,
etc.
Ineludes glossary of Art Terms.
SPECIAL
Supplies.
Use
of
Such
Guides, Types of Work,
Mediums,
etc.,
etc.
Com¬
pletely illustrated.

$198
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THE COMPLETE BOOK OF THE "S
OCCULT AND FORTUNE TELLING

This is the most comprehensive one-volume work
available in English treating of all supernatural
phenomena, esoteric beliefs, inner knowledge, and
metaphysical sciences.
You can read your char¬
acter. fate and fortune and those of your friends
as interpreted by the scientists and students of the
hidden arts—in the stars, in the palms of your
hands, and the head, as well as from dreams
cards, handwriting and other media.
The sub
jects treated include explanations of Astrology
Palmistry, Physiognomy, Phrenology, Numerology
Oracles, Omens. Dreams and their Revelations
Graphology Card Reading, and the SECRET EM
FIRE OF MAGIC, comprising Sorcery and Witch
craft. Luck and Talismans, Kabbalah, Symbolism
Alchemy,
Hypnotism,
Magnetism,
Spiritism, etc.
special
Simple to read and understand: visual.
C#%AA
ized by charts, tables and illustrations.
* <UU
An encyclopedia of the entire field of
^premonition and fortune telling!

THE BEDSIDE TALES
A Gay Selection with an Introduction
by Peter Arno
Have you ever been lonesome at night?
You
needn't be any longer! Here’s a luscious pack¬
age of over 500 exciting, pleasure-laden pages
of the best stories, sketches and humorous
articles by the finest writers of our day—all
carefully selected and arranged to form an
opulent bedside reader that’s one of the best
ever published.
You will find, in this gay
collection, something for almost every con¬
ceivable bedtime mood: stories that tickle
your risibilities or send you into roars of
uninhibited
laughter;
intriguing
stories of
love and women; gems 'of serious literature;
. . . or, if you’re in a more desperate mood,
stories to make your teeth chatter and your
skin crawl.
There are nights,
of course,
when a book wouldn’t do you any
ONLY
good whatever.
But if it’s a book
you want tonight, this is the one.
The Pin-Uo Book of the Year—54
stories—576 Pages.

J

HOW TO DANCE

$200

THE ROOSEVELT ALBUM
Edited by A.

J.

Ezickson

OVER 200 SELECTED PHOTOGRAPHS covering
the life and work of Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Pic¬
tures of himself, family, friends and associates in
personal and public life.
Includes those historyrecording photographs of his Presidential years—
Election—Depression—New Deal—Social Legislation
—War Years—Momentous Conferences—
Planning a New World. Also a complete
c ONLY
section containing the outstanding ad5
dresses, papers and acts of his Admini¬
strations. 8V2 x 11 inches—128 pages.

M
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V
FORTUNE TELLING
For Fun and Popularity
This instructive and entertaining volume
shows you how you can tell people’s fortunes
from their PALMS, from DREAMS, from
CARDS, from HAND-WRITING.
Also how to
make prophecies from such intriguing devices
as magic tables,, lucky charms, ouija boards,
crystal gazing balls, etc.
All these methods
are clearly described, illustrated and taught—
so that YOU can learn to use them. A special
chapter is devoted to the PSYCHOLOGY OF
FORTUNE TELLING,
which
will give you
many tips on "Professional" Secrets of For¬
tune Telling.
Predicting the future i9 one of
the oldest and most universal of
- ^
sciences (or pastimes, depending on
J ^ llll
how you look at it).
349 pages—
A

Special — with many illustrations.
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Here *s the book you have been looking for—
a simple and authoritative guide that shows you
how you can teach yourself to become a good
dancer, easily and quickly. The authors give you
all the fundamentals—rhythm, posture, balance,
leading and following—and then take you step by
step by easily-understood text and illustrations,
through the various routines, until you can confi¬
dently and correctly dance the FOX TROT.
WALTZ, RUMBA. CONGA and SAMBA. Also di¬
rections for dancing the LINDY HOP, POLKA.
LAMBETH WALK and SPANISH WALTZ. At end
of book, there are "foot patterns" which you can
cut out and use on the floor while learning and
practicing the different steps. HOW TO DANCE is
invaluable for both men and women,
beginners or experienced dancers. It
is a complete and comprehensive
100
home-study course in social dancing.
Special for only—
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ETIQUETTE

for
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Moderns

A complete guidebook to contemporary liv¬
ing, covering every possible problem.
The
style of the book is gay and lively. The com¬
pleteness of the book is indicated by partial
contents:
The
Homelike Home—Proper
Ap¬
pointments— How
to
Make
Introductions —
When to Rise. Shake Hands—How to LeaveNames and Titles—How to Enter a Room and
How
to
Sit—Table
Manners—How
to
Eat
Difficult Foods—The Art of Conversation—The
Voice — Pronunciation — Slang — Manners in
Public—At
the
Theatre—In
a
Restaurant—
Traveling — Tips — Community and Neighbors
—Visiting—Clubs—Games and S por t s — Social
Correspondence — Entertaining — Formal, Buflet
Meals, Luncheons—Breakfasts—Dances — Recep¬
tions—Teas—Bridge Parties—General Parties—
House Parties and Guests—Showers—Weddings
— Anniversaries — Christenings —
Funerals—What to Wear, Say, Do.
ONLY
on all these special occasions—Good
Manners in Business—Taste in Dress
—Suggestions About Food—etc.

A necessity in every home.

$100

Fill out the convenient coupon, check the titles of the books you want and mail the order
If you send payment with order, we pay all delivery charges—If C. O. D., plus few cent

postage.
Li o 11 r V

MUrlb I
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All A n AMTCCi All books full library size, beautifully printed and hard cover bound.
I
reason, not completely satisfied, return books and get money bac

DAvfc llUAnAFlILCa for any

at once.

KNICKERBOCKER PUB.COm 120 Greenwich St.,Dept.A-22,NewYork6,N.Y

Free for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma so ter¬
rible you choke and gasp for breath, if restful
sleep is impossible because of the struggle to
breathe, if you feel the disease is slowly wear¬
ing your life away*, don't fail to send at once
to the Frontier Asthma Co. for
remarkable method.

a free trial of a

No matter where you live

or whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun, send for this free trial.

If you

have suffered for a lifetime and tried every¬
thing you could learn of without relief; even
if you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon
hope but send today for this free trial. It will
cost you nothing.

Address

Frontier Asthma Co.
1024-R Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara St._Buffalo 1, N. Y.

SAY GOODBYE TO

GRAXAlR
I Guarantee Results — Or Money Back!

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
Want to overcome telltale Gray Hair? My
color tmparter changes Gray and streaked
hair to a perfectly even shade that aproaches your original hair coloration.
Imply comb Into hair as directed. No
messy, sticky mixtures to use. Color stays
in. Will not stain skin or clothes. Thousands
of satisfied users for 40 years. Send now for
FREE TRIAL BOTTLE and book. All
About Gray Hair.

§

ARTHUR RHODES. Hair Color Expert, Dept. 113, LOWELL, MASS,

☆ SOOVuMfo1 LABELS
Only
COMPLETE NAME AND ADDRESS
PRINTED ON EACH!

500 Personal Labels, only 50c Postpaid!
Two-colors—handsome blue printing of
your complete name and address on at¬
tractive white gummed label paper! Use
on letters, envelopes, postcards, checks,
hooks, tools, egg cases, etc. HUNDREDS
OF USES! Wonderful for those in Ser¬
vice!
Order today! FAST SERVICE.
Limited supply. Money-back Guarantee.

50t

WESTERN STATIONERY CO..'Dept. 269-LII. Topeka, Kan.

cfllan
WHIRLING SPRAY >

, SYRINGE
—*■""

^

•<

^HWomen

At DRUG COUNTERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Free Booklet. Marvel Co., 711 East St., New Haven, Ct.

Little tell-tale wrinkles often appear
in the danger areas where the skin
is thinnest, as around the eyes,
mouth, and throat . . . especially when
the skin is deficient in natural oils. To
help lubricate the skin and make those
little tell-tale wrinkles temporarily less
apparent, use the new improved ESTROBALM >
with massage.
Makes the skin appear softer, smoother,
more youthful.
Contains real Turtle Oil with the new
scientific discovery Estrogenic Hormones and other in¬
gredients readily absorbed by the skin, and recognized by
many beauty experts as excellent skin aids.
No wonder
thousands of happy users throughout the country recommend
Estrobalm.
Order Estrobalm today. Complete with Instruction Booklet,
2-oz. jar $2.00.
6-oz. jar $5.00.
1-pound jar $10.00.
iPostage additional on C.O.D. orders.)
Satisfaction guar¬
anteed or purchase price refunded.

VITAMIN SALES CO.
79 Pe Kolb Ave.. Dept. 611-P. Brooklyn 17, N. Y.

FREE

ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted, we will beautifully
enlarge your favorite snapshot, photo, kodak
picture, print or negative to 5 x 7 inches
absolutely FREE if you enclose this ad. Please
include color of hair and eyes and get our new
Bargain Offer, giving you your choice of hand¬
some frames with a second enlargement beauti¬
fully hand tinted in natural lifelike colors and
sent on approval. Your original returned with
your enlargement.
Send today. DEAN
STUDIOS, Dept. 774, 118 N. 15th St., Omaha,
Nebraska.
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 981

small to sing at the time, was given
to Shirley Temple for a picture ren¬
dition.
“That song was really for me,”
Barbara says in a manner that plainly
shows she’s determined to hit the
mark set by Shirley during her hey¬
day. .
When William Perlberg signed Bar¬
bara for “Junior Miss,” the youngster
seemed to take it with far more as¬
surance and aplomb than is custom¬
ary—particularly since this was the
realization of thirteen incessant years
of hoping and praying, and even
sometimes worrying that she was get¬
ting too old to start on her career.
“Now,” she decided with a definite
finality, “I’ll never go back to school.
I can get all the education I’ll need
right on the studio lot. And four hours
of schooling is enough for a growing
girl. Furthermore,” she adds, wrin¬
kling her brow in deep thought, “it’s
no easy job mixing education with a
career.”
Quite obviously, the blue-eyed,
dark-haired young miss is taking her¬
self very seriously these days. It’s as
though she had suddenly grown up
overnight and felt that she was
carrying the weight of the world on
her young shoulders.
“Careers,” she goes on to say with
that knowing conviction of the very
young, “are the only things in life
that matter. When my father was
alive, I’d listen to the songs he used
to write for Shirley, and I’d just sit
there and grind my teeth with rage. I
wanted him to write things for me.
Now Peggy—she’s my older sister—
sings my father’s songs on the radio
and makes recordings. She’s doing
things. I hope I get another part
right away when this one’s finished.
I want to keep on working. And I
don’t want to go back to school and
be a ‘square’ all the rest of my days.”
(A square, in Barbara’s own lan¬
guage, is the tag the Whiting family
applied to people who couldn’t flip a
comedy line with dexterity or use
their hands with the sophisticated
flair of a veteran actor.)
Barbara never bothered getting in¬
volved in school entertainments. “No,
I was never a cloud nor a lion nor
even an angel in a Christmas play.
That’s kid stuff. It never gets you the
notice of a talent scout. And will you
tell me when producers or directors
ever get around to seeing any of
them? Why, you’re liable never to
be discovered, if you go in for that
kind of stuff! It simply ain’t profes¬
sional.”
At the same time, young Miss
Whiting has never, in the company of
her mother or without, sat outside a
casting director’s dismal office in the
hope that she might be the very one
he was looking for. But there was a
formula that was responsible for her
breaking into pictures. “I told my
mother when I was six,” she relates
wistfully, “that I wanted to get out
and earn my own liying. There was
Shirley Temple with "a limousine and
a maid of her own. Well, that was
enough to spur any girl on.”
Keeping this envious barb fixed in
her mind for the next seven long
years, Barbara was patiently on- the
lookout for opportunity. She was one
young lady who was determined to
fling open the door once she heard
the knock. And it was at a party
next door to her own home that she
fulfilled her resolve.

Director George Seaton knew noth¬
ing of this burning ambition of Bar¬
bara’s to support herself in a manner
she had never been accustomed to.
While he and his wife were chaperon¬
ing a party, someone slapped him
heartily on the back and called out,
“How’s about a dance, Jack?”
What could a gentleman do under
the circumstances? He had to accept.
But that dance turned out to be any¬
thing but the wild jitterbug orgy
filled with the bodily contortions and
mad face-making he expected it to be.
The next day Seaton confided his
discovery to William Perlberg. Perl¬
berg had known the Whitings for
many years, but like the man who
travels all over the world eventually
to discover gold in his own back
yard, he had looked far and wide for
a young girl to play Fuffy in “Junior
Miss,” and here she was practically
under his nose all the time!
When the contract was signed, Bar¬
bara turned proudly to her mother
and said. “See, didn’t I always tell
you I believed in marketing my tal¬
ent, not throwing it around?”
With her first appearance before
the cameras, the young comedienne
bids fair to become one of Holly¬
wood’s most colorful personalities.
Each day since her first arrival at
Twentieth Century-Fox, she sur¬
prised the members of the cast with
some other new accomplishment.
Most recent of her abilities is her
piano playing, which easily tops her
already steep record of minx, moppet,
quiz kid and natural comedienne. One
day she sat down at a piano on the
set and played Debussy, with a tech¬
nique and interpretation worthy of
an accomplished adult. Until that
time, she was always clowning and
kept her endeavors strictly along
comedy lines.
“I like to write verse with laughs
in it,” she candidly admits, “because
most people write poetic slush and
sad things. Up to recently I’ve been
playing
boogie-woogie,
stuff
like
this . . .” and she broke off to go into
a bit of boogie worthy of Hazel Scott.
“But just lately, I’ve taken to serious
things in music. You know, you can’t
be funny all the time. It simply wears
you down.”
In her role of Fuffy, she takes it on >
the chin firmly and squarely, par- *
ticularly where glamour is concerned.
Clothes are designed to make her look
squat and lumpy and the only orna¬
ments for her practical costume is a
plastic pin on her sweater—in the
form of so unpalatable an animal as
a skunk.
“I guess you could call that an in¬
dication of my character in this pic¬
ture,” she explains, with all the sin¬
cerity of a frank and outspoken
youngster devoid of even a meager
suggestion of affectation. “All the
way through the picture, they delib¬
erately make me look ugly. Guess the
G.I.’s won’t be asking for pin-ups of
me! My hair is in rag curlers most of
the time and my clothes are strictly
sloppy joe, not Hattie Carnegie. But
right in the middle of the last scene
I wow ’em with a low-cut formal.
Hot ziggety! Won’t that open up their
eyes. It’s white and a pastel plaid
taffeta—but real grown-up. Sophisti¬
cated as Park Avenue on Easter Sun¬
day.
“You know, I’m sorta glad I get a
chance to be pretty even for one little
shot. I want the customers to know
the curlers and ugly stuff was all
acting.”
The End

"Suave" for the elite

"Pelife" for children

"Glamour" for 'feen agert
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SUPREME

COLD WAVE
CONTAINING "KIUILIUIV1”*

LOOK FOR
THIS
PACKAGE

Yes!—with the new Charm-Kurl Supreme Cold Wave
kit it’s done in 2 to 3 hours at home! Contains the
same ingredients used by beauty salons giving
COLD WAVES costing up to $ 10.00, $ 1 5.00 or
more. The result will be luxurious curls and waves
that are natural looking and easy to manage.

!)ti £ady ad. Qamlupu^ ifoud Jlaid!
•
•
•
•
•

Perfect comfort—no machines, no heat
"Takes" on fine or coarse hair
Ideal, too, for children's hair
Your permanent will last months and months
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back

The new Charm-Kurl SUPREME COLD
WAVE Home Kit is for sale at Depart¬
ment Stores, Drug Stores, 5c-l0c Stores.
Get one today — thrill to new-found
glamorous hair beauty by tonight.
Each kit contains a 3-ounce bottle of salon-type COLD
WAVE solution with "Kurlium,”* 60 curlers, 60 end tis¬
sues, cotton applicator, neutralizer and easy-to-follow
instructions. It's complete, there's nothing else to buy.

# Only Charm-Kurl contains "Kurlium,”*
the quick working hair beautifier. It** the
nation's biggest Home COLD WAVE valuel

Plus 14c Tax

Kurlium*’ is U. S. Registered. No one
else can make this statement.
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LOVELY LOIS COLLIER, Universal Star, shows how important
it is to use flattering Maybelline eye make-up in bright daylight
as well as in the softer lights of evening. Keep your eyes as lovely
at all times, and in any light, with wonderfully beautifying
Maybelline Mascara, Eye Shadow, and Eyebrow Pencil. For the
finest in eye make-up—insist on Maybelline!
Maybelline Mascara
makes lashes look nat¬
urally darker, longer
and more luxuriant.
Cake or Cream Form in
Black, Brown or Blue.

Maybelline smooth¬
marking Eyebrow Pencil
with fine point that
forms expressive, grace¬
fully tapered brows.
Black or Brown.

Maybelline Eye Shadow
to subtly accent the
color and highlights of
your eyes. Blue, Brown,
Blue-gray, Green, Violet
and Gray.

At All Cosmetic Counters

WORLD’S

FAVORITE

EYE

MAKE-UP
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leaves wonr hair so lustrous*
%«■§ so easy to manage !
Only Drene Shampoo with Hair Condi¬
tioning action gives you this wonder¬

ful combination of beauty benefits!
^ Extra lustre, up to 33% more
sheen than with any kind of soap or
soap shampoo! Because all soaps leave
a film on hair which dulls lustre, robs
your hair of glamour! Drene leaves no
dulling film, brings out all the lovely
gleam. / Such manageable hair . . .
easy to comb into smooth, shining neat¬
ness, right after shampooing . . . due to
the fact that the new improved Drene
has a wonderful hair conditioning ac¬
tion. C Complete removal of unsightly
dandruff, the very first time you use
this wonderful improved shampoo. So
insist on Drene with Hair Conditioning
action, or ask your beauty shop to use it!

■\4cuJv-io6
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for gala occasions

Here s Francine Counihan, lovely fashion model, cover
girl and Drene Girl. You see her dining and dancing at New
York's smartest clubs. All eyes focus on her at glittering
parties. Francine shows you three hair-dos to go with the
exciting clothes she'll be wearing this Holiday season.

Butterfly bow topknot ... for a drama¬
tic entrance. Sleek contrast to the quaint
puff sleeves. Francine achieves this intri¬
guing style by forming her Drene-lovely
hair into big twin upright puffs. Center
front hair forms knot of bow and is held
with small combs. Francine’s sleek shiny
hair reveals the wonderful combination of
lustre and smoothness found in no shampoo
except Drene with HairConditioningaction.

. . . delectable
looking, newer and smarter than
braids! Here Francine’s trick is to
start the twist at right of crown.
Small pearl-studded combs, placed
upright, finish off sides. No sham¬
poo except Drene with Ilair Con¬
ditioning action could make Fran¬
cine’s hair look so lovely!
The "taffy twist”

Cluster of rom antic

at nape of her
neck, accents the
lovely lines of Fran¬
cine’s low -backed eve¬
ning dress. Her soft,
lustrous hair is a shin¬
ing example of what
Drene Shampoo with
Hair Conditioning ac¬
tion can do for you.
No other shampoo can
leave your hair so lus¬
trous yet so easy to
manage.
CURLS,

turn
Vr “* Sis
*■' Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping
iLrWMTOWUft

m\\j oo

WITH HAIR CONDITIONING ACTION
Product of Procter & Gamble

TO NEW MEMBERS

^ Any One of These New Best-Sellers
(0 Any One of These Great Masterpieces

N

THE STRANGE WOMAN
By Ben Ames Williams
Angel or Devil—Which Was
She? To New England, an

angel. But to 8 men — her
father, husbands, sons, lovers
—this Maine Cleopatra was a
shameless she-devil! 500,000
readers have gasped at this
daring story.

HUNGRY HILL
By Daphne du Maurier
Her Playthings — Men and
Money! Only 17 .. yet Fanny

Rosa's eyes flashed a challenge
no man could resist! Impish¬
ly, she robbed men of for¬
tunes, faith in women. "Wild
love and wilder killings" by
author of REBECCA.

OW is the most opportune mo¬
ment of all to begin your
membership in the Book
League of America! Because NOW
New Members are entitled to a
FREE COPY of any one of THREE
widely acclaimed best-sellers (at left
of page), and at the same time,
ALSO A FREE COPY of any one
of THREE recognized world master¬
pieces (at right of page). TWO
BOOKS FREE — just for joining
“America’s Biggest Bargain Book
Club”!

SHORT STORIES OF

DE MAUPASSANT
50 Tales of Love and Pas¬
sion! Complete, unexpur¬

gated, frankest of their
kind ever written. Read
Ball-of-Fat, about a bux¬
om girl of easy virtue—
and what she did! Read
Love, Mademoiselle Fifi,
Bed No 29—all best works

of "father of the modern
shori story ’’
TALES FROM

THE DECAMERON

The Best of the New—AND of the Old

By Bocaccio
Teeming With Riotous Life
and Laughter! Roisterous

Each month ONE of the Book
League’s selections is a modern best¬
seller by a famous author like John
Steinbeck,
Somerset Maugham,
Ernest Hemingway, Ben Ames Wil¬
liams, or Ilka Chase—a book selling
for $2.50 and up in the publisher’s
edition.

tales as fresh and earthy
as day they were written
over 6 centuries ago. Men
in love, women who pre¬
tend they are; sinning
"saints," saintly sinners—
told with daring skill of
one of literature's most
gleeful taletellers!

The OTHER book is a master¬
piece of immortal literature. These
volumes of the world’s classics are
uniformly bound in durable cloth.
They grow into a handsome, life¬
time matched library. The great
authors in this series include Shake¬
speare, Poe, Oscar Wilde, etc. (Since
they are great classics which you
will always cherish in your lifetime
library, you may prefer the beautiful
DeLuxe Edition bound in simulated
leather with silver stamping. Just
take your choice.)

JANE EYRE
By Charlotte Bronte
What Terrible Secret
Cursed Their Love? Most

banned book .of 19th Cen¬
tury. Story of a jnan seek¬
ing perfect love in a wife
driven mad, a French
dancing girl, Viennese
milliner, Neopolitan coun¬
tess—and at last a girl
barely more than a child'
What terrible secret torei
them apart?

This is the ONLY club that builds
for you a library containing the best
of the new best-sellers AND the best
of the older masterpieces! The TWO
books sent you each month are
valued at $3.50 to $4 in the pub¬
lisher’s edition. But you can get
BOTH for only $1.39!

BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA
Dept. HWGI2, Garden City, N.Y.

(Choose one from

5-DAY TRIAL—No Obligation

H & HIGH HEAVEN
By Gwethalyn Graham
The Story They Said Was
"DYNAMITE!" Can Love and

Religion
mix?
What
if
YOUR love was endangered
by prejudice? Marc and Erica
give you THEIR answers in
this great and daring new
t-seller

Send the coupon without money. Simply
write on the coupon your choice from
EACH of the two groups of books shown
above. Read the modern BEST-SELLER
you have chosen AND read the CLASSIC
you have chosen—for five days. If these
two books do not convince you that this
IS “America’s Biggest Bargain Book Club,”
simply return them; pay nothing. But if
these volumes DO demonstrate that sub¬
scribing to the Book League is the wisest
move a reader can make today, then keep
them as a gift; your subscription will begin
with next month’s double-selection. Mail
coupon for your TWO FREE BOOKS
NOW! BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA,
Dept. HWG12, Garden City, N. Y.

best-sellers at

left of

page)

(Choose one from classics shown directly above)
Within 5 days I may return them if I wish, without
cost or obligation.
Otherwise I will keep them as
a gift and continue to receive forthcoming monthly
double-selections for a year—at only $1.39, plus
few cents postage, for BOTH books.

MR.
(Please

CITY.

print

plainly)’

Zone No.
(if any)..

□
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I

HANDSOME DE LUXE BINDING: Check box if
you wish your masterpieces (one each month) in
simulated leather, silver stamped, for only 50c
extra monthly. We will then send you, in this same
binding, your FREE copy of the classic you choose.
snnnii
Slinhtly higher in Canada.
Address 105 Bond St..
Toront
Toronto 2.
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Isn’t it the truth that one movie gives
you one kind of feeling, and another
another? ^
^
We’re recommending a dancing-onclouds, falling-in-love feeling—

The feeling you get from M-G-M’s
wonderful, spectacular new Technicolor
musical, “Yolanda and the Thief”.
★

★

★

★

★
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You met Fred before,
but never more dash¬
ing or debonair.
★
★
★
★
You met lovely Lucille
in “St. Louis ’', clanging
along in that well-

★

k

★

And the feeling you get from those ex¬
perts in make-love-while-you-dance,
Fred Astaire and Lucille Bremer.

★
★
★
★

★
★
★

S '

How are you feeling?

★
★

9

11

The greatest
star of the
screen I

Published In
this space
every month

k

★

*

No.

known trolley car. And you’ll see plenty
more of her from now on.
★ ★ ★ ★
No matter what the dictionary' says
about “extravaganza”, you’ll find more
of it in “Yolanda and the Thief”.
★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

The good provider of fun is Frank
Morgan—aided by Mildred Natwick
(of Broadway fame), Mary Nash, and
Leon Ames. Jacques Thery and Ludwig
Bemelmans wrote the story and Irving
Brecher fashioned it to the screen.
★

★

★

★

Director Vincente Minnelli brings his
M-G-Magic touch to “Yolanda”.Arthur
Freed felt so good about producing it
that he helped write the songs.
★

★

★

How do we feel
about it? Oops
... there we go!
We’ve got that
dancing-onclouds, fallingin-love feeling
again!
—Jiao
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Songs by Arthur Freed and Harry Warren . Directed by VINCENTE MINNELLI • Produced by
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So Proudly Wo Hail
This is the second in a series of special features dedi¬
cated to Hollywood’s war veterans and men still in service
—keeping up with the stars who’ve been away, and report¬
ing on the many who might have been stars by now if their
careers hadn’t been interrupted.

Hubba, hubba—Jimmy's back! Returned
to the States on the Queen Elizabeth.
Louis Hayward (lower left) is set for
two Edward Small pictures; Bill Holden
awaits an assignment from Col. or Para.

EDWARD ASHLEY, Australian born, blue-eyed six footer be¬
came an American citizen the fast way: by enlisting in the U S
Army Air Forces!
'
Before the War, Edward had been identified with a series of
smallish parts—he was Mr. Wickham, for example, in “Pride and
Prejudice.
But discharged from service, he went directly into
the lead of Republic’s “Love, Honor, and Goodbye.” And all the
result of a lucky accident, you might say.
While on a routine flight in the Ferry Command, Edward
crushed an ankle, hospitalizing him for months. It was special
duty for him after that, and when “Winged Victory” came along
he was given the role of Captain Payne. Finally, when even
stage work proved too much for the weakened ankle, he was
honorably discharged. And just in time for the plum role at
Republic, in the picture with Virginia Bruce. His first big break
and take it from us: he’s made the most of it!
*

1.50
2.00

3.75
plus tax
smart shop* from coast to coast

HOUSE of IMPERIALE RUSSE
New York

*

*

And remember BILL HOLDEN? Bill’s pictures before the
war—he s been away from moviemaking more than three years
now—included things strictly memorable like “Golden Boy ” “Our
Town and “I Wanted Wings.” By the time he made “The Fleet’s
lnL-,^vith P°rothy Lamour, he’d graduated to leads.
Bill heeded the call to arms in April of ’42, and it wasn’t long
before the powers that be picked him as “officer material ” So it
X®?. n° J?nJ>er Bill Holden, movie actor, but Lt. Holden, of the
United States Air Corps.
When the point system was instituted. Bill was one of the first
to qualify for discharge. He came home to Hollywood, and “home”
means a little Valley cottage and glamorous movie actress
hniHnda- Marshall. Right now Paramount and Columbia (they
hold a joint contract) are competing to get Bill first, for his first
post-service assignment.

ALBERT DEKKER
and WILLIE BEST
Produced by Paul Jones
Directed by George Marshall

A Paramount Picture

Veronica’s got what it

tables with some tak¬
ing ways of her own!

his fingers

L -

for beautiful blondes,
ond when his ears twitch

.4

it till she turned the

k.-1-A

takes, so Bracken took
He’s got a Kleptomania

itch — from

then on nothing is safe
in the merriest comedy
you’ve ever seen!
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Hollywood was especially glad to welcome home HARRY
LEWIS; for when Harry speaks of his “little gray home in the
West,” he really means it! He’s one of the very select few who
was actually born in Hollywood.
Three years ago, Harry was right on the threshold of a bright
movie career. You probably remember him as one of Errol
Flynn’s crew in “Desperate Journey,” and as the dying soldier
in “One Foot in Heaven.” Fortunately, Harry’s real-life soldier
role ended less tragically, and now his future looks brighter than
ever. In fact he already has a very “sweet” part in “Her Kind
of Man” (Warner Bros.), which stars Faye Emerson and Zachary
Scott. Harry plays the role of a baby-faced killer called “Candy.”
•{;

£

From private to Colonel is a long haul, and JIMMIE STEWART
(the first big star to enlist in the Army) made it strictly on his
own! Jimmie is home from the wars now, and ’tis rumored that
MGM has “High Barbaree” picked for his first picture—it’s the
story of a young flyer. Others say “Jimmie won’t do a war
picture”; he wants to find a good comedy. But be it comedy or
drama or whatever, if it’s Jimmie Stewart it’ll be good!
*

*

*

Jane Wyman and Ann Sothern are two of the happiest lassies
in town, these days; for it’s no longer CAPT. RONALD REAGAN
and LT. BOB STERLING—just Ronnie and Bob, on the Warner
and Metro lots. Both returnees will probably have their first
pictures set, any day now.
#

*

#

LT. WAYNE MORRIS has been honorably discharged and is
back at Warner’s. His first job? One of the more important
roles in “Task Force.”
*

*

*

MAJOR GENE RAYMOND is reading scripts submitted hope¬
fully by RKO. Always one of the most entertaining of Hollywood
raconteurs, he is now terrific. His yarns range from experiences
in England to quaint occurrences on the California desert—all
screamingly funny, as he tells them.
LT. COMMANDER DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, who has the Dis¬
tinguished Service Cross and the French Legion of Honor, is
expected to be out of the Navy in January, and back in Hollywood.
You’ve been reading lately about MAJOR ALLEN MARTINI,
but not in your favorite movie column. Major Martini, the
pilot of the Flying Fortress in “Dry Martini,” holds the world
record for shooting down German planes—15 in 22 minutes! Back
in civvies now, he’s been signed by RKO to play the part of an
officer in “The Bamboo Blonde,” starring Frances Langford and
Russell Wade.

Edward Ashley and the Moore twins,
Jackie and Judy, who doubled tor one
another in "Love, Honor and Good¬
bye."

(Lower lett)

civvies.
Adams
contract

Coast

has the first
ever

Harry

Lewis,

Guardsman
postwar

negotiated.

in

Chris
movie

(Selznick

signed him 2 yrs. ago, for Vanguard.)

Hollywood glamour and feminine flattery
for you! New, ruffled "Angel Wing'
shoulders; double kick-pleats in skirt; slim,
fitted waist, and contrasting embroidery!
Navy, Brown, Powder, Red, Green.
Sizes 10 to 20. $5.98, plus postage.

Photographed with him here is Shirley
Temple—Mrs.
of

Blouse Beauty—High, round neck...
ruffled ’cuffs. Smooth rayon in white
only. Sizes 32 to 38. $3.98, plus postage.
WE MAIL C. O. D.-However, you can speed
delivery and save C. O. D. charges by enclos¬
ing check or money order, plus 25c postage.

BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD
Dept. 361, 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California

PROMPT DELIVERY
!* BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD, o*P. 3ei "]
J

6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
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Please send "Angel Wing" Jumper ot $5.98,
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WATCH HER UPS ANSWER THE CALL...

WHEN

A<ywt
KATINA PAXINOU-PETER LORRE-VICTOR FRAMCEM-GEORGE COUEOURIS
DIRECTED BY HERMAN SHUMLIN • SCREEN PLAY & PRODUCED BY ROBERT BUCKNER • MUSIC BY FRANZ WAXMAN
From a nove, by Graham Greene

F.N.SH THE JOB! BUY YOUR V.CTORY BONDS AT YOUR MOVE THEATRES.

AS BEAUTIFUL AS A
DISNEY FEATURE COME TO LIFE!

KITTY (Para.)—Stars Paulette God¬
dard in the title role, and she’s terrific'
Except that Darrell Ware and Kari
Tunberg based their screen play on
the Rosamond Marshall novel, you
might suspect that Goddard had the
part written just to her order.
The story is romantic, and in cos¬
tumes appropriate to 18th Century
England, when Tom Gainsborough
was the fashion in celebrated painters.
Ray Milland, as Sir Hugh Marcy, is
the titled but penniless hero respon¬
sible for transforming Kitty, the gut¬
tersnipe, into Kitty, the grand lady.
That as the Duchess of Malmunster
she sometimes slips off into speaking
like the lowborn Cockney she really
is—well, that’s to mention but one of
many phases of the situation making
for amusing incidents. For in addition
to being good comedy, it’s witty satire
■ ■ and rating acting honors for Patric
Knowles, Reginald Owen, Cecil Kalla¬
way Constance Collier, Sara Allgood
and Eric Blore, as well as the princi¬
pals. Mitchell Leisen directed.

Utit/l

EDMUND LOWE - BRENDA JOYCE
BILLY SEVERN • HARRY DAVENPORT
fOHN LITEL • CLANCY COOPER
AND A CAST OF LIVE, LOVABLE ANIMALS
HEADED BY

BLACKIE • • • Jim the crow
Produced by

Associate Director

Directed by

JACK SCHWARTZ • LOU BROCK • LEW LANDERS

The Company That Will Bring You
"WIFE OF MONTE CRISTO"

SCARLET STREET (Universal)—When
better psychological dramas are made
Fultz L?ng -wil1 Pr°duce and direct
them! And it’s no coincidence, we’re
sure, that “Scarlet Street” is the best
of its kind since “Woman in the
Window.” Fact is, the lineup is the
same—Edward G. Robinson. Joan Ben¬
nett and Dan Duryea—with Rosalind
Ivan added. (And Sam Hinds, too.)
DEADLINE AT DAWN (RKO)— is not a
war story, although the central char¬
acter is a sailor (Bill Williams) who
finds himself in the midst of a murder
mystery a few hours before termina¬
tion of his leave . . . with suspicion
directed right at him! But comes love
disguised as a taxi-dancer (Susan
Hayward), and a new-found friend
(Paul Lukas), and the murder finally
is solved.
“Deadline” marks the first starring
picture for white-hope Bill Williams
and it looks as if he’s here to stay
Supporting cast: Joseph Calleia, Lola
Lane, Jerome Cowan, Marvin Miller.
DOLLY SISTERS (20th Century-Fox), with
Betty Grable and June Haver in the
sister roles—and looking so nearlyldentical that they might be twins!
Its Johnny Payne’s return to the
screen (he plays Harry Fox, song(Continued on page 55)

TVie hilarious

tolay...Now on the screen!

The story of a returned boy hero whose family still thinks hefs a baby!

u

f\

COLUMBIA PICTURES

A GEORGE ABBOTT PRODUCTION

ROBERT BENCHLEY-VERA VAGUE• CONRAD JANIS• NANETTE PARKS
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BELOW

Stunning New

"Hollywood Jumper”

23. "Celestial O'Brien”
"Johnny Angel"

49. "Without

ACROSS

51. "The.Main’
1. .... Roraay is in "Week¬
end at the Waldorf"
5. She's in "Johnny Angel”
10. Disable
14. .... bomb
15. "Margy” in "State Fair”
16. --- - Sten
17. "The - --- is Green”
(anag.)
18. Barbara Hale in "West of
the Pecos”
19. She loves Gregory in "The
Valley of Decision”
20. "Captain Kidd”
22. "Corliss Archer" in "Kiss
and Tell"
24. Bert ....
26. Anagram for Mr. Rogers
27. He's in "A Thousand and
One Nights”
31. "The .... Front"
33. Dana Andrews in "State
Fair”
36. Lend assistance again
37. "And the Angels - - - (anag.)
38. Max ....
39. He's in "Duffy's Tavern”
(anag.)
40. "The Adventures of .... .”
41. "Razor's - . . .”
42. .... Gwyn
43. "Young --- -s”
44. "Mrs. Buzz Fletcher” in
"It’s a Pleasure”
45. Dane Clark in "Pride of
the Marines" (anag.)
46. .... Author of "Blithe
Spirit”
47. Sally -.
48. Movie studio term

25. Roz.

55. He's in 51 across

27. "Paula Wharton” in "Over
21”

60. Danger
61. Of a grandparent

28. Anagram

63. One opposed
64. Eagerly expecting

29. Remember him in "Some¬
where I’ll Find You!”

65. Wing-shaped

30. Moroccan silver coin

66. "Ministry of - - - -”
67. Locale
Lady”

of

"The

Fighting

Please send me the following items:
HOLLYWOOD JUMPER at $8.95 plus postage
SEND SIZE: 12 □

14 □

16 0

18 □

20 □

SEND COLOR: Indicate first and second choice
□
MeJon

□□□□□
Brown
Red
Block
Green
Powder
Blue

A|

I BLOUSE (No. 8621 at $3.95 plus postage

”1—1

(Ai illustrated with jumper.) COLORt White only

SEND SIZE: 32 □
|n

34 □

36 □

38 □

40 □

send free copy of FASHION BULLETIN

PRINT
NAME___
ADDRESSCITY—

TO SAVE C.O.D. PIE

ond speed delivery, send cashier's check
or money order, adding 25c for moiling and hondling. In
Californio, add 2 % % slate soles tax.

MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED

for

Miss

Drew

32. "Suzanne” in "West of the
Pecos"
33. Priest

68. French author (1823-1892)

34. Teutonic sea-god

69. Movie audition

35. B. S. Pully sells them in
"A.T.G.I.B.”
37. Bare

DOWN

38. Anagram for Mr. Lugosi

1. Anagram for Mr. Esmond

40. Bobby-soxers sometimes
cause them

2. Restless hankering

44. "This

3. Betty Field in "The South¬
erner”

46. - - - - Hamilton
(anag.)

4. Roman cupid

47. Genie in "A Thousand and
One Nights”

5. "...... in the Night”

Land

is

-

-

-

-”

48. Fragments

6. Don McGuire in "Pride of
the Marines”

50. She's in 51 across

7. "A Guy, a - - - - and a
Pal"

52. Fred in "Murder, He Says"

8. He’s a "Love, Honor and
Goodbye"
9. Mr. Norris in short
10. Fred and Lynn - - - - in
"Captain Eddie”

51. Health resorts
53. Nelson Eddy’s specialty
54. Alan - - - 56. "Johnny Angel”
57. Eneas (French)

11. Barbara in "Christmas in
Connecticut” (anag.)

58. Greenland Eskimos

12. Bantu arrow poison

59. Eddie is a - - - - farmer in
"Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes"

13. Helen Broderick in "Love,
Honor and Goodbye”
19. "Cover - - - -”
21. "Morgan Evans”
across (anag.)

in

17

62. Purple
Heart
hero
in
"Week-end at the Waldorf"
65. "Dilly Carson”
Letters” (inits.)

(For Solution See Page 60)

MORAINE’S-HOLLYWOOD, Dept. 310 H
5855 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
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"Love

?fEVEN NOW SHE STOOD BETWEEN US...
THE TAUNT OF HER SMILE
LIKE A BLACK CURSE
ON OUR LOVE!”

In his arms, a girl of glorious love ... In his mind, a
girl of terrible fascination!
SCREEN'S MOST GRIPPING DRAMA

OF MURDER...AND DESIRE!

M

ALICE FAYE
L
Charles BICKFORD Anne REVERE Bruce CABOT
John CARRADINE-Percy KILBRIDE
Screen Ploy by Horry Kleiner • Based on the Novel by Marty Holland
Song "Slowly" by David Raksin and Kermit Goell
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CENTURY-POX PICTURE
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For help with solving
your problems, write the
Problem Editor, c/o Movieland, 9126 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles 46, Calif.

YOUR
PROBLEM
and MINE
7^qleMt'
PUT A GLEAM IN HIS EYE /
How I envied the girls with bright, spark• ing hair . . . until I discovered that my own
‘could have the same gleaming loveli¬
ness when 1 used Nestle Colorinse.

"There's no
need for drab¬
looking hair,"
my beauty
shop girl con¬
fided. "For
Nestle Colo¬
rinse
rinses
away dullness
and gives your
hair richer
.
color, sheen
ind shining lustre. And Colorinse won't rub
or brush off—though it’s easily removed
with shampooing. Remember,” she added,
there s nothing that makes a girl more
attractive than glamorous hair."

Jim proved
she was right!
For when we
were married,
he confessed
that my gleam¬
ing hair was
the first thing
that caught his
....
eye the day we
met. It by not let Colorinse make your hair
lovelier, too. Use it at home—tonight—after
you shampoo...it’s quick and easy to apply!
*,k *(ur baouticion for on Opolnc.nl Crtmt Wo,,
X^,*^

*y Ntstlt —priglualon of ptrmoniai waving

ttz&dle.

COLORINSE
In 101 and ?S f sizes.
At beauty counters
everywhere.

KEEP HAIR IN PLACE ALL DAY LONG'
Delicately
perfumed
Nestle
Hairlac keeps all styles of
hairdos looking well-groomed
throughout the day. Also adds i
sheen and lustre to your hair./
2'/j or. bottle 250.

^7 TicvtCc HAIRLAC
14
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Dear Miss Wyman:
I am a young girl of twenty and no
longer have the desire to live. I just can’t
adjust myself to the kind of life I will have
to lead. Here’s how it it: About four
months ago, I was in an automobile acci¬
dent. As a result, both of my legs were
amputated. You can imagine how I feel.
I won’t be able to do any of the things I
had hopes of doing.
Now there is nothing for me. If I only
had something to do. I’d appreciate it
very much if you would help me. Is there
anything that a girl in my condition can
do?
I know if I am kept busy, I may forget
about how I feel. Please advise me, Miss
Wyman, and thank you very much.
Jo Anne
Dear Jo Anne:
Your letter touched my heart deeply
and gave me an overwhelming desire to
help you. I think it can best be done by
telling you the story of Clover Kerr, a
young girl who lived in Walnut Park, a
small city near Los Angeles.
She was involved in an automobile
accident, and lost not only both her
legs, hut also her right arm. At first
she felt as you do, but gradually she
determined to make the best pf her
life.
She learned to operate a type¬
writer with her left hand and began
to write. I am told that through one of
the newspapers here, and other citizens
who had become interested in her, she
obtained a radio program on which she
read her own writings and gave inspira¬
tional talks. It was a very successful
program.
She continued her writing
and finally published a book called
“Banners Courageous.”
In the meantime, she was fitted with
artificial limbs, and became so profi¬
cient in their use that she could dance
again, and was even able to ride horse¬
back. And in June, 1938, a few years
after the accident, she was married.
Do you think any girl, even with her
faculties
unimpaired,
could
have
a
fuller or more successful life?
If you will write me again, 1 will give
you Clover’s present address in case
you should wish to get in touch with
her. Clover’s philosophy included the
idea that if you came to a stream where
the bridge had been washed away, you
built another bridge with materials on

hand. Build yours a good strong bridge,
Jo Anne, that wTill carry you safely over
the dark waters of despair to the busy,
useful life that is yours for the taking.
W ill you let me hear from you again?
Jane Wyman

Dear Miss Wyman:
I have always wanted to come to Cali¬
fornia for my health and employment.
I would like to live in a nice home and be
a child’s nurse. I love little children and
would treat them as they should be treat¬
ed. I would appreciate it if you would
give me information about getting such a
position, and would be very happy if there
were some way in which I could come to
California.
Cornelia
The best advice I can give you is
DO NOT COME TO CALIFORNIA AT
THE PRESENT TIME.
We are completely overcrowded here
—living quarters cannot be found, and
without local experience and references,
it might be quite difficult for you to
obtain the kind of position you desire.
Stay where you are until the war is
o'er, and save all the money you can,
so that if you still want to come out
here thereafter, you will have sufficient
funds to tide you over until vou find
employment.
Jane

Wyman

Dear Jane:
I was engaged to a boy and we were
going to get married; then he went into
the service. When he had gone, I told
everyone that we were married.
Now we have both changed our minds,
and decided not to get married after all.
Everyone thinks we are married. What
do you think I should do?
Ruth
Dear Ruth:
That was a pretty silly thing to do,
now that you think it over—wasn’t it?
And how right is the quotation, “Oh,
what a tangled web we weave when first
we practice to deceive!”
There is nothing for you to do but
to explain this deception to your friends
and take whatever blame that may
come your way.
Jane Wvman

(Continued on page 57)

The question every woman
asks oC ker love ... tke
story most women keep
locked in tkeir kearts.
HJnive'isal presents

MERLE OBERON
CLAUDE RAINS
CHARLES KORVIN

with CARL ESMOND • SUE ENGLAND • JESS BARKER
RALPH MORGAN • FRITZ LEIBER • HARRY DAVENPORT
Screenplay by Bruce Manning, John Klorer and Leonard Lee • Based upon
the play entitled “Come Prima Meglio De Prima” by Luigi Pirandello
Associate Producer, Edward Dodds • Produced by Howard Benedict
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BUY

VICTORY

LOAN

BONDS

AT
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MOVIE

THEATRE

SAVE MONEY ON
FINE DIAMONDS

AT RKO:

‘Doiectf
HI - HONORED
DIAMONDS ore
genuine diamonds of high quality,
supremely brilliant and beautiful, as
only fine diamonds can be.
Hi-Honored Diamonds have been
sold exclusively by fine jewelers for
many years. They are offered
DIRECT now for the first time at
GREAT SAVINGS. You save the
middleman's profit. Now you can
have the fine diamond you have
dreamed of at a price you can con¬
veniently pay.
Consider the amazing value of the
Wellesley pictured here. A radiantly
beautiful
Brilliant Cut genuine
Hi-Honored Diamond, in a finely
carved 14K. Gold solitaire setting at
only $39.50, including tax.

ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE
Hi-Honored Diamonds are
offered under an absolute
guarantee. Your money back
in full within 30 days if you are not
completely satisfied. This guarantee
is made to you in good faith under
the exacting requirements of United
States Post Office regulations.
v*

Orders filled as received. ORDER YOUR
HI-HONORED DIAMOND RING TODAY.

'V'f iJcnoted'

/ D I yx h-'l o m d s

Hi-Honored Diamond Company
29 Court St.„ Binghamton, N. Y.
Please send me by insured mail, immedi¬
ately, one Wellesley Hi-Honored Diamond
Engagement Ring at $39.50, subject to
your unconditional guarantee.
□ My check or money order for $39.50 is
enclosed.
(OR)
□ I will pay $39.50, plus postage and in¬
surance charges on delivery.
Name.
Address..,....
City.Stote.SPECIFY CORRECT RING SIZE. Ring
Size Measuring Card Sent on Request.
■(■Registered U.S. Patent Office
3-C
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THE KID FROM BROOKLYN, in its
third month of production, is the story
of a nice little milquetoast guy who
accidentally knocks out the champ,
thus getting himself into a lovely
mess. Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo,
Vera-Ellen, Steve Cochran, Walter
Abel, Eve Arden, Lionel Stander,
Clarence Kolb, and Charles Cane are
having a wonderful time.
HEARTBEAT is notable for the
presence of Jean Pierre Aumont in his
first post-war picture. Ginger Rogers,
Adolphe Menjou, Basil Rathbone, Mel¬
ville Cooper, Mikhail Rasumny, Mona
Maris and Eduardo Ciannelli guaran¬
tee a great evening of entertainment.
TARZAN AND THE LEOPARD
MEN is your cinematic funny paper
with Johnny Weismuller, Brenda
Joyce, Johnny Sheffield, Acquanetta,
Tommy Cook, Edgar Barrier, Iris
Flores, Helen Gerald, Lillian Molieri,
and Kay Solinas.
SOME MUST WATCH is one of
RKO’s super-duper pictures. This all
takes place in 24 hours, and it rains
during all but two of those hours.
Dorothy McGuire is the pathetic mute,
George Brent is the professor who
believes that beauty can only be as¬
sured to the world by eliminating
everything imperfect, and Ethel Bar¬
rymore is his mother, who does not
agree with him. Kent Smith is get¬
ting his first break since being honor¬
ably discharged from the army, as the
sympathetic doctor and hinted love
interest. Elsa Lanchester and Rhys
Williams also have excellent parts.
*

*

*

AT UNITED ARTISTS:
THE SIN OF HAROLD DIDDLEBOCK is Preston Sturges latest brain
storm with Harold Lloyd, Raymond
Walburn and Jimmy Conlin cast so
far.
*

*

MURDER MANSION won’t take
long to make; working are Kent Tay¬
lor, Virginia Grey, Robert Lowery,
and Martin Kosleck.
*

*

*

AT METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER:
ADVENTURE, the story about a
merchant mariner who meets a libra¬
rian to discover that the bookworm
is mightier than the wolf, is now in
its fourth month of production with
Clark Gable, Greer Garson, Joan
Blondell, Thomas Mitchell, John Qualen, Larry Burke, and Esther Howard.
THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS
TWICE is now in its third month of
production,
having
been
delayed
somewhat by Lana’s minor illness. It
is the dramatization of James M.
Cain’s hard-berled novel, and Lana
herself has been quoted as saying she
thinks the Hayes office dreamed
through the script. Opposite Lana is
John Garfield, and others are Cecil
Kellaway, Leon Ames, Hume Cronyn,
and Jeff York.
TWO SISTERS FROM BOSTON is
the tuneful little ditty starring Kath¬
ryn Grayson, June Allyson, Jimmy
Durante, Lauritz Melchior, and Peter
Lawford.
THE HOODLUM SAINT is about to
be finished; it is one of those unpre¬
tentious thrillers, never given a
chance for Academy recognition, but
royally
deserving
attention.
Bill
Powell gives a ringing performance in
a somewhat different part, Esther
Williams, Angela Lansbury, James
Gleason, and Louis Jean Heydt are
crazy about the picture.
BOY’S RANCH is in its second
month of production with James
Craig, Butch Jenkins, Skipby Homeier, Dorothy Patrick, Sharon McManus,
Ray Collins, and Darryl Hickman.
(Continued on page 18)

*

AT UNIVERSAL:
SCARLET STREET is the picture
in which Edward G. Robinson com¬
mits his 151st screen murder, this
time with an ice pick, the cold wretch!
Recipient of his attention is Joan
Bennett, and also involved are Dan
Duryea, Jess Barker, Margaret Lind¬
say, Samuel S. Hinds, and Russell
Hicks.
CANYON PASSAGE is the Techni¬
color western being shot on location
at present.
Roughing it are Dana
Andres, Brian Donlevy, Susan Hay¬
ward, Patricia Roc, Andy Devine,
Hoagy Carmichael, Rose Hobart, Ray
Collins, Ward Bond, Fay Holden, and
Dorothy Peterson.
BECAUSE OF HIM is Deanna Dur¬
bin’s last picture before she becomes a
mother. Charles Laughton, Franchot
Tone, Helen Broderick, Donald Meek
and Stanley Ridges are also cast.
THE DALTONS RIDE AGAIN is
another Western with Alan Curtis,
Kent Taylor, Lon Chaney, Martha
O’Driscoll, Jess Barker (two-picturesat-once Barker, they call him) Noah
Beery, Jr., and Douglass Dumbrille.

Francis Lederer is the villain in the Paulette
Goddard starrer, "Diary of a Chambermaid."

LOUISE ALLBRITTON
STARRING IN UNIVERSAL’S

"MEN IN HER DIARY"

WHY FAMOUS MOVIE STARS

A Hollywood star can't take chances when she gets a permanent. Her hair
must always look as if it grew naturally curly. That is why so many famous
screen stars have Frederics Tru-Curl permanents.
You to will love a Fredeics Tru-Curl permanent because it is‘so easy-tocarc for. You'll love its unaffected naturalness that makes it so becoming and
you'll adore its beautiful lastingness.
And you need have no fear about your hair becoming dry, kinky or
brittle when you have a Frederics Tru-Curl because this famous Frederics
permanent contains no harsh, beauty stealing metallic salts. Tru-Curl pro¬
tects and preserves the natural beauty of your hair, leaving it soft as silk,
lustrous as satin.
FOR BEAUTIFUL HAIR USE FREDERICS “ PROFESSIONAL" SCALP CREAM AND SHAMPOO
FOR SALE AT LEADING S AND 104 STORES

*. FREDERICS, INC. Dept. ML.12
4402 11th St., long Itland City 1, N.V.
Send me a list of Franchise Salons in my community
where Frederics Tru-Curl Permanent is given by experts.
Alsofreebooklet describing Frederics Famous permanents.
Name
Address

State...
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-Frederics
trrQulii permanent waves

BAD BASCOMB is in its second
month of production with Wallace
Beery, Margaret O’Brien, Marjorie
Main,
Frances Rafferty,
Marshall
Thompson. J. Carrol Naish, Connie
Gilchrist. Warner Anderson.
UP GOES MAISIE is a continuation
of the adventures of Ann Sothern,
whose svelte new figure is the envy
of Hollywood. George Murphy and
Hillary Brooke are also present.
HOLIDAY IN MEXICO is the lavish
Technicolor musical in which at long,
long last we again have the delight
of hearing Ilona Massey sing. Put
down HOLIDAY IN MEXICO in your
must see file. Walter Pidgeon, Jane
Powell, Jose Iturbi, Xavier Cugat,
Roddy McDowall and Helen Stanley
complete the superb cast.
THE GREEN YEARS is the pictorial
version of Cronin’s powerful book in
which Charles Coburn, Tom Drake,
Selena Royle, and Hume Cronyn are
NO LEAVE, NO LOVE is a delicious
comedy starring Van Johnson, Pat
Kirkwood, Keenan Wynn, Marie Wil¬
son (of “Blackouts” fame) and Ed¬
ward Arnold.
*

*

*

AT 20TH CENTURY-FOX:
SMOKY in Technicolor is in its sec¬
ond month of production with Fred
MacMurray, Anne Baxter, Burl Ives,
Bruce Cabot, Esther Dale, Ray Ro¬
berts, and Jay Farrell MacDonald.
DOLL FACE is the story of a bur¬
lesque queen who attracts a college
professor. Vivian Blaine, Dennis
O'Keefe. Carmen Miranda, Perry Co¬
mo, Michael Dunne (funny as a
feather as the erudite professor who
can lick his weight in double-talk),
and Reed Hadley.
SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY is John
Payne's new picture with Maureen
O’Hara. William Bendix, Connie Mar¬
shall, Trudy Marshall, and talented
Charles Russell.
CENTENNIAL SUMMER in Tech¬
nicolor is a picture you won’t want
to miss. Jeanne Crain, Cornel Wilde,
William Blythe, Constance Bennett,
Linda Darnell, Walter Brennan, Doro¬
thy Gish and Barbara Whiting (Fuffv
in “Junior Miss”) make up the cast.
PRECINCT 33 is a who-dun-it with
Carole Landis (more beautiful than
ever), William Gargan, Reed Hadley,
John Ireland, Charles Russell, Mary
Anderson,
Richard
Crane,
Mabel
Paige (who was Alan Ladd’s mother
in “Salty O’Rourke”), Stanley Prager,
Henry Morgan, Roy Roberts and Don
Heddoe.

Kin? Of The Cowboys

The Smartest Horse la The Movies

*

*

*

AT COLUMBIA:

featuring

GEORGE "GABBY" HAYES
with

and DALE EVANS
HARDIE ALBRIGHT • MARGARET DUMONT
ROY BARCROFT

and BOB NOLAN
and THE SONS OF THE PIONEERS

jSjJTjj
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FINISH THE JOB! BUY VICTORY LOAN
BONDS AT YOUR MOVIE THEATRE.

TARS AND SPARS is the Coast
Guard show with Janet Blair, brilliant
dancer Marc Platt, Alfred Drake (for¬
merly of “Oklahoma”), Jeff Donnell,
S 1/c Sidney Caesar.
SONG OF BROADWAY is the
comedy drama for which Columbia
borrowed blonde Marjorie Reynolds
from Paramount. Also involved in the
festivities are Fred Brady (far more
handsome than necessary), Jinx Falkenburg, Allen Jenkins and Gene
Lockhart.
HAIL THE CHIEF is in its second
month of production with Chester
Morris, Willard Parker, Marguerite
Chapman, Janice Carter and Roscoe
Karns.
GILDA is the delicious new Rita
Hayworth picture with Glenn Ford
George Macready, Joseph Calleia.
Ludwig Donath and Steve Geray.
(Continued on page 89)
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FOR A THRILLING DATE WITH BEAUTY

COLD WAVE
PERMANENT
THE TIME: Only 2 to 3 Hours
THE PLACE: In Your Own Home
at YOUR Convenience

THE GIRL . . . With the Pretty Curl
Is YOU ...at your loveliest
Enchanting is as ENCHANTRESS does ... so if you want
your hair to be at its enchanting best—give yourself a
lovely ENCHANTRESS Cold Wave at home ... at your
convenience. It’s so amazingly simple and easy ... so quick
—only 2 to 3 hours . . . and ever so flatteringly natural!
Why, all you do is put your hair up in ENCHANTRESS
curlers, dab each curl with ENCHANTRESS Quick-ColdWave solution, then simply go about tidying up your home
or doing other household chores—
and in no time at all, the enchant¬
ment of lovely, natural looking
curls and waves is yours to enjoy
for months to come! And when
your friends exclaim, "How ex¬
quisitely lovely!
Is that a $20
permanent?” you can say with
real pride, "l did it myself!”
★

Pure, mild ingredients enable
Enchantress to provide waves
and curls suited to safeguard
the youthful softness of your
little girl's hair.

Enchantress Home Wave Kit Includes Everything You Need from Start to Finish

M

k (0 *198
Includes
All Tai

*
*
*
*
*

Enchantress DeLuxe Cold Wave Permanent Solution
Enchantress DeLuxe Cold Wave Neutralizer Solution
60 Enchantress DeLuxe Curlers
* End Tissues
Enchantress Wave Set Concentrate
* Applicators
Enchantress Creme Shampoo
* Beauty Cap

Your ENCHANTRESS Home Wave Kit is in a class by itself! It’s a truly

f f/%

m

professional-type home-kit . . . the only one which includes every cleansing

&

Enchantress is Sold on a
“You Must Be Thrilled With Results’
Money Back Guarantee

and beautifying aid important to perfection in hair grooming . . . from sham¬
poo to wave set in addition to Cold Wave Permanent ingredients identical to
those used by better beauty shops and cosmeticians for expensive Cold Waves.
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Dear Doris:
I have just received the October
issue of Movieland. I am delighted
and thrilled! This is the first cover
and I am very, very proud of it. It
makes me especially happy, and I am
particularly grateful to you, because
in a way it will explain to my parents
what I have accomplished in the past
five years.
It was only a few days ago that I
heard from them.—for the first time
since the end of the war in Europe.
They are well and happy and, natur¬
ally, most anxious to learn what I
am doing. As soon as the regular
mail service to Austria is opened, I
am going to send them a copy of your
magazine. I know they’ll be pleased.
With all best wishes,
Helmut (Dantine)
Hollywood, Calif.
We love you, too!
And how relieved
you must be, having news from your
parents.
The first since V-E Day, you
say . . . your last word, I remember,
had been in Nov., 1944.

In star-studded cotton
or crisp rayon taffeta.
$1.00 Size (PlusTax)

On gay Christmas box.
60<f Size (Plus Pax)

thoughtful, charming Christmas

Will see that your message is duly
delivered, and thanks. By the way, did
you see the item about Loretta’s new
baby?
It’s a boy—her second!

gift. Because every woman desires
lovely hands, every woman on your

Dear Editor:
This is to thank you for the article
and pictures of Mary Pickford, in
the August issue of Movieland. None
of the new stars have ever been able
to fiil the place she had in our hearts,
and it was so much fun to read about
her and see new pictures of her in
your magazine.
Yours very truly,
Charlotte McCallum
Salem, Oregon

Christmas list will appreciate your
present of Sofskin for hand beauty.

sofskin cMmt
SOFSKIN

COMPANY

As we once heard an amazed little
Margaret O’Brien comment, after meet¬
ing a small-boy admirer who told her
he’d seen “Lost Angel” four times:
“Whew! That’s really a fan!”

Dear Doris Cline:
Would you be so kind as to tell
Loretta Young that I, and millions of
others think she is a good writer?
Enjoyed her recent article in Movieland called “I Like These Men.”
Sincerely yours,
Mrs. Isabel Greenwald
Davenport, Iowa

Sofskin Creme is a

THE

Dear Miss Cline:
In my opinion, Cornel Wilde is the
greatest star today. His “A Song to
Remember” will live forever. I have
seen it already 129 times. He is very
good, too, in “A Thousand and One
Nights,” which I’ve seen 30 times.
Yours very sincerely,
Jose Maria Maldonado
New York City

FINDLAY,

OHIO

How nice of y*ou to say so!
We’ve
forwarded your letter to Mary, knowing
she will think so, too.

SUB-SIXTEEN
1 uun i
minx one family is big
enough for two careers, so I’m going
to give up acting to make a home for
my husband when I get married. I’d
like to have four or five children ”
And this from the mouth of Connie
Marshall—seven-year-old.
The little girl who so passionately
defended her pet chicken, Miss Easter
from becoming the “Sunday Dinner
® Soldier” defends her philosophy
of life just as passionately. She can
cite cases where this or that marriage
didn t work out because of conflict
over the husband’s and wife’s career.
And although she realizes there are
exceptions to every rule, she doesn’t
intend to tempt fate.
Right now she loves acting, mem¬
orizes her lines with a once over light¬
ly, adores the fascinating and talented
people she meets every day, thrives
on the excitement at the 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox lot, but she’s a far sighted
young lady who knows what she
wants out of life and is going to get it
(Continued on page 92)

Moviedom’s "quiz bid”_
Connie Marshall, age seven
years, has an I.Q. of 135
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It all began when Dick Conte was working
as a waiter at a summer resort in Nichols,
Conn. The hotel where he worked put on a
play once a week—which was okay by Dick,
except that he had no idea he’d be asked to
participate..
But one day (Dick remembers that he was
washing silverware, at the time), in walked
the boss with the “good news” that a member
of the play cast was ill, and Dick was to be
the replacement.
Yes, just like that. But to appreciate the
situation for what it was, you must know that
Dick Conte, waiter, was a shy laddie . . . why,
he could hardly greet his own mother, without
blushing!
N2pe, can’t do it,” he said, flatly refusing
the offer. But wait a minute; it wasn’t an offer,
the boss pointed out. It was part of his job
Either you play this part,” was the ultimatum,
or you’re fired.”
So, the unwilling but drafted Thespian
changed his tune to “I can’t, but I’ll try.” He
went to his first rehearsal shaking noticeably
with nervousness. Fortunately the part given
him was that of defendant unjustly accused of
murder—requiring him to be on the verge of
hysteria from curtain to curtain—so Dick was
perfect for the role.
- --—
me vjxuup xneaire oi
NJW X°r.k apparently thought so, too; for they
offered him a scholarship to New York’s Neigh¬
borhood Playhouse. But by. this time Dick was
tired of being pushed around. “No thank you ”
he said. “I can’t afford to be an actor I’ve
got to earn a living.”
back he went to the quiet seclusion of
again Ck6n’ ^ack *° Pushing knives and forks
fv
^ began then to wonder about
plays, Dick tells now. “I wondered what they
were like There was a performance that eve¬
ning—Clifford Odets’ ‘Waiting for Lefty.’ When
I was through with my work, I walked over
to see it. The theatre was packed, by that time,
and I stood in back. It was like nothing I’d
ever experienced before. Chills ran up and
down my back; I found myself crying. When it
was over, I ran over to the men from the
Group Theatre. ‘Okay,’ (Continued on page 78)

I. Dick and his wife

(the former Ruth Strome). a fellow

actress from his Group Theatre days.

His own paintings

hang in their home in Beverly Hills.

2. Richard's really

Nicholas Conte from New Jersey, son of a barber.

He got

his start via a scholarship at New York’s Neighborhood
Playhouse.

3. Besides "A Walk in the Sun" Conte has a

leading role in "the Spider," with Faye Marlowe (20th).

Everyone expected Signe Hasso to be silent and mystl

IF YOU expect Signe Hasso to be like other Swedish
stars . . . well, she’s not! Signe was a “big noise” in
Sweden, in more ways than one. But there’s nothing
silent nor mysterious about her, only this: that it’s a
mystery to many people why her American career should
have taken so long getting started!
She was being particularly “unsilent” one day, about
four years ago. About to leave Sweden for Hollywood,
she was busy denying a rumor.
Oh no, Hollywood has no monopoly on rumors; and

they’re not required to make sense in other places
The fact that Signe Hasso was a well-knowr
screen and radio actress in her native countryeven, than Greta Garbo or Ingrid Bergman—rSl
difference. The rumor experts had it that she r';
to Hollywood for the express purpose of writi>
for the Stockholm Tidningen. Everyone she f
there were few exceptions or omissions!) w
to ask: “Is it true? Are you really?” Ttv
in the paper!
(Continued c

■
Louise Allbritton is no mystic-minded &.
ter of a seventh daughter. Admittedly she «.»*.
tell the future, with or without the magic assistan
a crystal ball, a deck of playing cards, or a fe\v
leaves in the bottom of a cup. But—
She does have the darndest hunches about herse
and the darndest things happen with those hunches! I
almost scary, the way they work out. For instance
couple of weeks ago she was zooming alon g the cc
highway in her car, headed for a holiday at Carmel ^
as she said, happy as a clam about the world l'n genera.
Parked in the back seat were a couple of hitchhiking
sailors she had picked up en route, and the three of
them were chatting away as gay as you please.
Suddenly, and for no apparent reason, Louise slowt
the car to a mere 20 miles per hour. Just prior to that,
she confessed, she had been exceeding the speed limit
more than a little, loving as she does to drive fast.
Immediately the sailors began to kid her.
“What’s the matter?” they asked, “Are there speed
cops ahead?”
“Could be,” Louise answered noncommittally. No
trying to explain to strangers that she had just ha<
of her famous hunches. A hunch of danger ah<"
A moment later they rounded a sharp bend
road, and there, completely blocking the highv"
two overturned produce trucks! Had she be
at the former speed, a head-on smash into
could not have been averted.
“I’ll be damned!” one of the sailors sa
have you got, second-sight or somethii
Louise herself doesn’t have a name f
her “little blue fairies,” but whatever
it since she was a child living in Wichita I
Although frequent demonstrations of its pow'
friends square-eyed, it never frightens her.
on it only as an added protection, and delrtr
it as such.
On hunch days, for example, she drives her
around Hollywood at a snail’s (Continued on page
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BIOG BRIEFS:
Have you heard that: Judy Gar¬
land and Vincent Minnelli are to be
parents in the spring?
Ann Harding and her husband,
Werner Janssen, the symphonic con¬
ductor, have bought "Falcon Lair",
once owned by Rudolph Valentino,
for a reputed $75,000.
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Berry, Jr. are
the boasting parents of a nine-pound
baby boy, who has been named
Bucklind. Buck, the first half of the
name, was given in honor of Mrs.
Berry's father. Buck Jones, and the
final syllable also honors a member
of her family.
Mr. and Mrs. Don De Fore, who al¬
ready had a daughter, recently be¬
came the parents of a son.
Farley Granger is currently kept

busy on Oahu, booking U.S.O. shows for the
Navy.

In a humorous letter recently received

by a friend in Hollywood, Farley light-heart¬
edly denied his reported engagement to lane
Withers, and insisted that his heart belonged
to Haver.
Last

Christmas

Frank

Sinatra

invited

Sammy Cahn. song writer, and actress Gloria
Delson—along with many other people—to
a

party

Gloria

at

and

the

Sinatra

Sammy

home.

were

Recently,

married,

giving

Frank a certain stature as a matchmaker.
V-J DAY IN HOLLYWOOD:

Deri Arnaz, Lucille Ball and funnyman Joe E. Lewis.

S'

*

Stories about V-J Day in Hollywood will
be told unto the third and fourth generations,
probably—but some of them are really worth
recording here. Frank Sinatra, for instance,
hopped into his convertible (top down) and
whipped onto Vine Street. Instantly, he was
pounced upon by a battalion of service men.
He was wearing a very expensive tie which
he pulled off prompty and handed to the
G.I. whooping it up beside him. In turn, he
was given the overseas cap of one of the
other men. Civilians in other cars began to
hand over their ties. Finally, a civil officer
had to divest Frank's car of about half of its
passengers, because the fenders were pin¬
ioned to the tires, and he couldn't move the
car.
No one noticed Darryl Zanuck weaving in
and out of the crowds, listening, looking,
sensing, discovering (for future reference)—
exactly what was said, thought, sung, and
enacted on this greatest Victory date in
American history, the end of mankind's most
horrible war. One of the reasons for the ex¬
cellence of Mr. Zanuck's pictures is clearly
his eagerness for accuracy, even if he has
to get it himself.
Over at Paramount, on Stage 4, there has
been a picture of Mussolini, Hitler, and Tojo
since one of the early bond drives. When
the whistles started to blow, Bing Crosby
borrowed Joan Caulfield's lipstick, climbed a
40-foot ladder and crossed off Mr. Tojo.
A famous actor, who shall remain name¬
less, was leaving the hospital where he had
been visiting the wife of a friend. He was
about to take the elevator when several of
the nurses called out, "Don't go now. In
about five minutes, President Truman is go¬
ing to make the peace announcement. You've
GOT to hear that!"- Replied the gentleman,
"I really can't wait. You see, I have a date
to have my haircut, and that's something that,
in my business, can't wait."
Mrs. Dana Andrews had gone to the Union
Station, deep in downtown Los Angeles, and
had discovered, just ten minutes before
frenzy broke loose, that she had a flat tire.
She managed to call Dana and the auto¬
mobile service club, then settled down to
wait. Because of the excitement, the service
club decided that it would be folly for a man
to try to change ’a tire in the street, so a
wrecking car was sent to hoist the rear of
the Andrews car into the air, and pull it to
a garage. In the front seat sat the blonde
and embarrassed Mrs. Andrews at a precipi( Continued on page 85)

You have to be good, to be selected as the i>nly girl in an all-male
cast—especially when the picture is “They Were Expendable.” In
M-G-M’s dramatization of the W. L. White best-seller, Donna plays
Sandy Davis, heroic Army nurse, opposite Robert Montgomery.

donna reed wins coveted role

Donna Reed—the farmer’s daughter
—is reaping a full harvest of happiness.
Not only is she getting bigger and
better parts at Metro, but on June 13th,
she signed a life-time contract with
actor’s agent Tony Owen to be his
wedded wife. . . . It’s been known not
to fail that all girls appearing in Andy
Hardy pics are bound to rise in their

own right not long after. Donna kept
the tradition going, and minor roles
turned to meaty ones. She appeared
opposite Hurd Hatfield in “The Picture
of Dorian Gray,” and during production
of the film Donna and Hurd were ru¬
mored to be on the wedding path, but
it was just a perfect blending—of
friendship!

\

By JESSICA RYAN
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44TO EACH HIS OWN”

R

Olivia DeHavilland comes back to the screen as a sort of modern Joan
pf Arc; she won a precedent-making law suit, you’ll remember, establishing
jnce and for all that seven years are seven years in any movie studio’s
language.
But in that her picture now (“The Well-Groomed Bride,” for Paramount)
is the first she’s made after eighteen months of battling retirement, the
natural question is: what has she been doing, in the meantime?
I called on Olivia the other day, figuring that the best way to find out
about these things is to put the questions direct to the gal best able to
answer them. Oh, but I forgot to tell you . . . she’s moved again! And to
the list of how Olivia DeHavilland is “known to,” we should add: she’s
known to real estate agents as the girl who moves oftener than anyone
else in Hollywood!
v “It’s not my fault,” Olivia explained. “It’s just that houses are constantly
g sold out from under me. However,” she added, “I sometimes wonder
f it wouldn’t be simpler to move into Bekins’ Storage, and be done with it!
Take her" last move, for instance. Olivia returned from the South Pacific,
a very sick girl. She was still in bed when came a “your lease is up” notice,
but she had heard that some friends were moving from their house to
Bel Air. So, over the telephone, she made all the necessary arrangements
for taking over their house, without having seen more than the living and
dining rooms of the place. She was carried from the bed of the old house
to a bed in the new one; and weeks later, when at last she went downstairs,
she was simply appalled. Why, the menage was at least two times bigger
than she needed! “I rattle around in it like mad,” (Continued on page 75)

The name Olivia DeHavilland means many things.

To

ou, she’s a movie star; to Hollywood, a fighter for what
she believes is right; to Paramount, the star of their new
.

»

picture, "The Well-Groomed Bride"; to the kids of the
Fiji

Islands, she’s "Missa Dell.’’

But

to

the

boys

in

service, she’s the gal who’d lie nice to come home to

-•* r.qular beau, to date: Capt. Joe McKean.

The girl who had the Gl'* worried about her morale.

Swim

exhibitions

Williams off the

diving

catapulted

board

Bill

into

a theatrical career, and movie
fans have decided he’s here to stay!

Bill is a boy from Brooklyn; a boy who is in the
process of making good. You saw him first in Metro’s
dramatization of Captain Ted Lawson’s book, “Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo.” You saw him next as the solid
citizen who lost Laraine Day to city slicker Bob Young
in “Those Endearing Young Charms.” And you will
see him next in a co-starring role with Susan Hayward
and Paul Lukas in “Deadline At Dawn.”
Bill read every line of Betty Smith’s “A Tree Grows
In Brooklyn,” and relived his boyhood. He, too, used
to sell junk for pennies. He, too, used to contrive ways
of shortening his wait for day-old pastry at the neigh¬
borhood bakery. He, too, knew early bereavement: his
father died when Bill was about six.
His father, as Bill remembers (Continued on page 64)
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By ALICE L. TILDESLEY

II takes all kinds to make a
movie, and training pets for
pictures takes knowing how

'(o'i

, >AoO

In 1943 Lieutenant (jg) Nat Willis kissed his brunette
stage actress-wife goodbye, and returned nineteen
months later to be greeted by a blonde movie star! To
say that confusion entered the good lieutenant’s heart
would be wildly under-stating the case.
True enough, Georgia King had written her guy out
in the Pacific that she was working for Warner Bros.
She’d even told him they’d changed her name to An¬
drea. But stars are built slowly, and Nat knew his wife
had been unknown when he’d left her. Pictures were
few and far between on his particular coral atoll, and
he’d missed such cinematic successes as “The Very
Thought of You,” “God Is My Co-Pilot,” “Roughly
Speaking,” and “Hollywood Canteen.”
Andrea pulled her hat down self-consciously over
her unfamiliar blonde locks and trotted her sea-legged
spouse down to the corner film factory for a look-see
at her latest, “Hotel Berlin,” with Helmut Dantine.

Nat Willis emerged from the theatre some time later,
and stood aside as a swarm of clamoring kids came down
upon his wife and plied her with autograph books. An¬
drea shrugged hopelessly in Nat’s direction.
“I suppose,” he said wearily, “I’ll get used to all this
in time.”
By actual count it was old stuff to him two weeks
later, and he began mentally patting the fans on their
heads. He was glad they recognized his winner.
Anyway, Andrea hadn’t changed much—except out¬
wardly—and if he asked her to ditch the peroxide
bottle, he was pretty sure she’d do it (with the studio’s
permission, of course).
Andrea isn’t the type of gal to let anything but perox¬
ide go to her head. Becoming a star after three pictures
is pretty much of a feat, especially when you’re not the
glamorous type and haven’t a low slung look, an acro¬
batic slink, or a cameo phizz to (Continued on page 83)

She doesn't like to waste time!
Made five pictures in less than
11/2 years. Sot star rating before starting her sixth. Her mother
recogniied daughter's talents early; stage training started at 2 yrs.

Hollywood called after she had appeared in several New York hit
shows ("Boy Meets Girl", "Life With Father"). Above, with Charlie
Einfeld, Jack Benny and Mort Blumenstock at recent N. Y. reception.

By MICKELL NOVAK
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1. Gene Tierney and Cornel are a new
Claudia
life

and

husband

2. Wilde

David" team.
is

about

Lieut.

the

Oleg

girl

reluctant about saying sol

and

Her real
Cassini.

he

isn't

Above, with

Mrs. W. (Pat) and their daughter, Wendy.

3. Left, Jeanne Crain and steady beau,
Lon McAllister, during his last furlough.
Since this, he s been shipped to Alaska.
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By KATHERINE LAKE

“Leave Her To Heaven,” the fascinating book
by Ben Ames Williams, offers one remedy for
dealing with a jealous person: Leave her to
Heaven.
A cinematic version of the murder drama
currently is being filmed at 20th Century-Fox,
with Cornel Wilde as Dick Harland, the novel¬
ist, Gene Tierney as the mysteriously beautiful
Ellen Berent, and Jeanne Crain as her halfsister, Ruth Berent.
Between takes one afternoon, Cornel, Gene
and Jeanne fell to discussing the plot of the
' story and to comparing the viewpoints of the
author, Mr. Williams, with their own.
Here is Cornel’s version: “There has never
been, so far as I am concerned, and there never
will be a true, profound, passionate love with¬
out jealousy. I’ll admit that I’m jealous of Pat
(Cornel’s beautiful (Continued on page 67)

ARE YOU
JEALOUS?
The stars of ”Leave Her To Heaven”

Cornel's

"The

Bandit of

Sherwood Forest" (Col.).

have their own ideas on how to
handle that green-eyed monster
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The Mocambo fairly glittered with
Hollywood stars the night
of the Victory Ball

A new twosome: Bob Hutton and Cleatus Murray (Ken's ex).

Marjorie Reynolds, hubby Jack and Ed Gardner.

A November wedding for Esther Williams and Sgt. Ben Gage?

Newlyweds: Anna Lee and Capt. George Stafford.
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Diana Lynn was "cupid" in Nerney-Freeman romance.

Vw

*

Two wits: Edgar Bergen, Ed Gardner with Lisette Vrea.

Marie McDonald

(The Body) and hubby Vic Orsatti.

Errol's

next

pic?

"San

Antonio".

Above, Mrs.

Flynn.

A civilian now,

Elliott Roosevelt and Faye Emerson (NotchI)

/
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"The
the

truth,

whole

and

truth,

nothing but the truth” about . .

.

By FLUB VAN DYK
Are Joan Crawford and “Mildred Pierce” the same people? That’s been
the question in Hollywood, ever since Warner Bros, first announced that
she’d been cast for the James Cain role; it’s more than ever a question
now, for those who have seen the picture—and I daresay it will be the
question asked by many of Joan Crawford’s fans, when the picture is
released for general showing.
Already I’ve heard many discussions on “is she the same, or isn’t she,”
And it has occurred to me that for a long time to come it will be the
“what next” question that’s raised—as a successor, say, to: “did Ayn
Rand really know a Howard Roark, when she wrote “The Fountainhead?”!
But being a close friend of Joan’s, and knowing her to be one of the
most normal personalities of the screen, I’ve always felt that her under¬
standing portrayals stemmed from an “awareness” of the characters she
played. She has seemed to understand them so well. This “awareness”
of people can be traced back to her childhood, I think; for it would take
more than a successful picture career to exorcise the recollections of the
drab existence from which she came. Joan always has been conscious of
the poverty she experienced as a child, and perhaps it has made her
hyper-sensitive; but it also has given her an understanding of‘ human
behavior.
Joan Crawford is one of the most normal people on the screen. In fact,
she sometimes gives the impression of being a psychologist herself; how¬
ever this isn’t strictly the case, for her approach to people is based on
the “feeling” level. She misses out on being a “natural” psychologist,
too, because there is constant danger that her feelings may betray her,
plus a tendency to be insecure of her instincts.
I’ve often had the feeling that Joan is driven by an unconquerable
fear of failure. As if she were always climbing one hill, getting to the
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Dramatic

"Rain"

(1932)

with

Walter

Huston.

A big iump from the "Dancing Daughter" days.

U. S. Flappers (1929) waited with'bated breath
for pix like "Untamed"

(with

R. Montgomery).

Clark Gable and Franchot Tone entered movies
via Crawford dramas, like "Dancing Lady", 1933.
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top and wondering if she could get to the top of the
hill beyond. (Because of her intensity, she’ll never be
completely satisfied with, her acting results; she’s al¬
ways wanting to improve, to reach new heights.)
When she signed her contract with Warner Bros., and
began to read the scripts they submitted, she went at
it with such a vengeance. Getting just the right role
—particularly if she has a say in the selection—is an
important thing, of course, to any actress. But to Joan
it becomes an obsession!
Before hitting upon “Mildred Pierce,” she’d con¬
sidered dozens—I might say hundreds, without exag¬
gerating more than “just slightly”—of other movie
stories. And more often than not, she’d have me on
the telephone for thirty minutes, an hour at a time,
depending on how long it took to tell me the plot of
the story and give a point-by-point characterization of
the part which would be hers if the script were ac¬
cepted. My comments, you must know, were more in
the nature of confirmations—for that’s about what it
amounts to, giving Joan “advice” when she asks for it.
In that respect, you might say that she’s quite “typi¬
cally feminine.” When it comes to selecting new ward¬
robe, for example. “New clothes,” to Joan, is practi¬
cally synonymous with “making a trip to Adrian’s.”
(Fact is, it wouldn’t surprise me if I’m known at
Adrian’s Beverly Hills salon as “the friend who sits
and looks on, while Joan Crawford is here!”)
But I’m rarely called upon for advice or opinions, or
to make specific suggestions. Joan knows what she
whnts; what’s more, better than anyone else, she knows
what’s best for her. It’s rarely possible for her to whip

up much enthusiasm for anything that’s not either an
Adrian suit, or a dinner dress. But they’re “right for
her,” and she knows it! She has an instinctive “color
sense,” too, and an expertly developed feeling for “good
lines” and design.
Not that it was always so, however. Joan herself will
admit—and has often told interviewers—that she has
had to overcome a lot of misguided notions about clothes,
just as she has acquired good taste in many other ways,
too. It’s to her credit, though . . . that she’s “learned
the hard way.” Through sheer dint of determination,
and a careful observation and study, she transformed
herself into a woman of admirable poise, good taste
and becoming sophistication.
There is a great tendency to broaden her horizons.
This is expressed not only in her propensity for ad¬
venture and travel, but is found to some degree in
the spiritual realm. Actually everything about her
personality is “broad*’; she’s broad-minded, has broad
feelings.
Joan’s “learning” developed step by step, as her career
progressed; she found herself moving in a circle that
was new and different to her. Her friends were artistic
people; and meeting those people, Joan made important
new additions to her fast-accumulating fund of Knowl¬
edge, personal and objective.
She became more
“worldly,” more an “interesting person.”
Fact is, Joan’s capacity for self-improvement has more
than once quite astounded people—particularly her
rivals, who’ve been hard put to it to meet the challenge
and deliver with anything like (Continued on page 101)
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silhouette
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Above,

with

Doug,

Jr.
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Several years ago Orson Welles, the OneMan Crowd, stood on a small-town lecture
platform and gazed commiseratingly down at
his audience. It was the most uncomfortable
looking audience he had ever encountered in
all his performance-packed life. A handful of
stout souls who had plodded through the
year’s record downpour now sat limp, lonely,
and leaking at every seam.
“Good evening—nevertheless,” said Orson in
his best basso profundo. The entrepreneur, it
seemed, had bogged down somewhere, so the
evening’s attraction proceeded to introduce
himself:
“I’m an actor on the stage, screen and
radio. I write, and I’m a director. Also I’m
a producer. I’m only sorry . . .” he paused and
gave them a kindly smile, “that there are so
many of me, and so few of you.”
Although it might not have been noted at

(I) Present

pet

project Is Jules

Verne's "Around the World in 80
Days";

Cole

Porter's writing

the

music. (2) Rita and he retreat to
bungalow in Carmel ’tween takes
of ^3)
Tomorrow is Forever."
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the time, the Wonder Boy’s genius had just
taken a turn to thumbnail description. Because,
unless you are merely considering the Welles-es
of some one given year, no such quick catalogue
will suffice.
Unmentioned was Orson the artist, who
paints well enough to have made a name for
himself in that field, if he hadn’t had so many
other fields where the green stuff grew quicker.
Or Welles the One-Party Cook’s Tour, who has
done enough first-hand inspecting of the world
and its various picturesque peoples to lecture
or write on the subject. Who, at the ripe old
age of 11 took a solitary walk through Europe
(looking back, he thinks “maybe it served
Germany right—”) and at various other times
dropped in on both Asia and Africa. Who, just
a few seasons ago cameraed his way through
South America with such lasting effect that
although he is probably unaware of the honor,
U. S. flyers are still discovering native dugouts
on inaccessible Brazilian lakes with “Orson
Welles” lettered hugely and proudly across
their sails by the owners.
A complete introduction would, of course, in¬
clude Welles the magician, whose $65,000 tentshow for California stationed servicemen was
not only a spectacular display of legerdemain,
but also one of the most tangible tokens of ap¬
preciation tendered the fighters by any U. S.
citizen (on his own (Continued on page 105)

• All-in-one Orson Welles has been a stage, sereen and radio
actor, writer, director, producer, magician, politician, and
artist—among other things!

Rebecca and Christopher Welles, aged 8 mos. and 8 yrs.

Chris is daughter by his first wife.
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Hi, Customers! My musical notebook is really filled
up this month; so if you’re not too busy, you might like
to tag along for a paragraph or two.
Sgt. Ray McKinley, who took over the leadership of
Major Glenn Miller’s Air Forces Band after Glenn’s dis¬
appearance last year, has received his discharge from
the Army. And just before going off Uncle Sam’s payroll, Ray was given the Bronze Star for meritorious
service. He is going to organize a new band, but he
tells me he’ll take his time about it because he wants
to get the best possible musicians. When I asked Ray
what style outfit he would have, he said, “No set style,
I just want it to be a good band. And believe me, we’re
going to spend a good two months in rehearsal before
we play our first date.”
Speaking of new bands, it looks as if the scramble
is on. Tommy Pederson, Gene Krupa’s trombone star,
is planning to go out on his own about the first of the
year; he has already signed an agency contract. Johnny
Bothwell, who played such fine alto sax with Boyd
Raeburn, is another lad who has a managerial contract
in his pocket. He joined Krupa for a while, but he will
front his own crew in 1946. Then there’s always Buddy
Rich, who swears he’ll have his own band one of these,
days—if and when he leaves (Continued on page 58)
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Everything for softening, scenting and enhancing.
Luminous of Hollywood Set combines seven
different beautifters and a toilet water.
$9.

Max Factor’s Color Harmony
Make-up Set. Matched face
fixings and face cream. $4.55.

Triple glamor! Trio-ette holds
loose powder, rouge, plus a
lipstick in the handle. 55.50.
Gay gift from Old South.
Three miniature deeanters
combine an assortment of
sweet eologne. $1.
'

This handy Hampden kit con¬
tains stick of base, powder
and a blending lipstiek. 59c.

V.

Pond’s Make-up Trie, useful
threesome, mateh- mates powder
rouge and lipstick for 79c.

Ready-for-the-road Trip-Kit!
Everything you need for a
Dermetics complexion. $9.95.
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fragrance, mates perfume
and Eau Parfumee. $3.25.

.

The glove bag gift set from
Chen Yu. Manicure essentials
in a silken “finger" case. $2.

The box with the bubble!
Foaming Bath Sachet, put in
a Christmas package, is $1.

Prices Subject to Fed

n
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Should the Christmas question have
you in a quandary, consider cosmetics_
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SHIRLEY

COOK

Hrauty Editor

ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 101
writer); also, it’s plugging a new face
—Frank Latimore—which is justifica¬
tion enough, we suppose, for tnaking
a sentimental musical that should have
been better than most. But that it
isn’t! Oh well . . .

CORNERED

(RKO)—A post-war proph¬
ecy of the ulterior ambitions of de¬
feated Nazis and their collaborators,
laid in a period immediately following
the collapse of Germany at the end
of World War II in Europe.
Dick
Powell heads the cast as a Canadian
flying ace discharged from prisoner
of war camp, who finds his wife has
been murdered by Nazis . . . and
swears revenge. Walter Slezak is the
mysterious stooge of fugitive collab¬
orators; Micheline Cheirel (making
her debut in American films) is a
“questionable
collaborationist.” An
excellent supporting cast includes
Anne Hunter, Steven Geray, Morris
Carnovsky, Jack Larue and others.

THE

ENCHANTED FOREST (PRC)—
Photographed in Cinecolor, this is an
“oldie” about the old man (Harry
Davenport) who lived in a forest and
communed with the animals. One day
a wicked man from the city (John
Li tel) ordered the trees cut down for
his mill. Without going into detail
about how the trees never came down,
on account of the forest was en¬
chanted, credit Edmund Lowe, Brenda
Joyce and Billy Severn for doing their
best with a not-the-best story.
MEXICANA (Republic) is a series of ro¬
mantic clinches involving Mexico’s
Sinatra (Tito Guizar) and an Ameri¬
can songstress (Constance Moore).The
background—a colorful Pan American
Festival.
The outcome—inevitable;
with good neighbor relations firmly
established with aid of clergy, press
agents, Leo Carrillo, beautiful songs
and swooning Mexican bobby-soxers.
THE HARVEY GIRLS

(MGM)—Gorgeous
Technicolor, music and laughter sup¬
plied by Judy Garland, John Hodiak.
Ray Bolger, Angela Lansbury, Pres¬
ton Foster, Virginia O’Brien, Kenny
Baker, Marjorie Main and Chill Wills.
You’re bound to enjoy this tale of
the (up to now) unsung pioneers of
the famous Harvey Restaurant chain—
those winsome waitresses who, in
Don’t don a formal frock unless you can face the
1890, captured the West, not with
powder horn and rifle—but with beef¬
facts!
Complexion care must continue below the
steaks and coffee.
chin line if you want to make the stagline swoon
ALLOTMENT WIVES (Monogram) tries
to expose the bigamy racket of women
who marry servicemen for their allot¬
ment checks.
Kay Francis is the
shady-lady brains of the outfit that
T’S a funny thing about a formal party, you feel fragile, some¬
flourishes
until
Justice
triumphs.
how—grown-up and glamorous. Now we’re not suggesting
(Justice
being
Investigator
Paul
that you go all out for slinky satin in Martha’s movieland man¬
Kelly). Reid Kilpatrick, Matty Fain,
ner. But we are pointing out her beautifully cared for arms
Otto Kruger, Gertrude Michael, Bern¬
and shoulders which point up this pretty picture. And we do
ard Nedell and Teala Loring help out
urge you to follow La Vickers’ backless beauty campaign before
on this one.
you shed your sweater and saddle shoes for that dream-date
THIS LOVE OF OURS (Universal)—A dress.
tender love story about Dr. Michel
Two or three times a week, at bedtime, she takes her regu¬
Touzac (Charles Korvin) and his
lar rich-in-oils cleansing cream and strokes it generously from
estranged wife, Karin (Merle Oberher wrists, up over her shoulders, on around the chest, and all
on). A series of flashbacks explains
the way up to the chin line. Tissues remove all cream and with
their separation, and leads up to the
it, little dry flakes and surface soil.
reconciliation—but explaining Karin s
Next comes a tingling, toning treatment. Taking a large
reappearance to 12-year-old daughter,
square of cotton, she dips it first in ice water, squeezes it to
Sue England, who thought her mother
mere moistness, then dampens it again with iced skin freshener.
dead and managed to idealize her,
The cotton square takes the place of a little paddle as she slaps
presents a huge problem.
Claude
the skin briskly (all over arms, chest and throat) to bring up
Rains, Jess Barker, Ralph Morgan and
circulation to the peak of pinkness.
Ann Codee help to straighten out the
Finally when she feels completely, clean, glowing and re¬
situation.
freshed, she strokes on hand lotion which quickly disappears,
SUSPENSE (Monogram) is strictly a cat ! lpavine’
an invisible and non-sticky, film to soften and whiten
and mouse game; the
cat
being
j
her skin as she sleeps. Reap results? Well, LOOK!
(Continued on page 90)
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PERFECTIONIST DE-LUXE
It isn’t always a compliment when
they call you a perfectionist in Holly¬
wood. Quite often it’s just a polite
way of saying you’re an ineffectual
fuss-budget.
But when they call Director Fritz
Lang a perfectionist, it’s an A-No. 1
compliment—and they doff the chapeau
as they say it. He’s earned that title
by the meticulous care he puts into
every phase of every picture he makes,
his constant insistence upon perfection
in every last detail. The result is a list
of films (“Woman in the Window,”
“Ministry of Fear,” “Hangmen Also
Die,” etc.) which tell their stories with a
kind of finesse and power that keep
audiences spellbound—and clamoring
for more of same.
Mr. Lang’s tendency toward perfec¬
tionism is by no means confined to
making motion pictures. It colors every¬
thing he does. When he became a citi¬
zen of the United States in 1939, it was
not a matter of convenience and memor¬
izing {he right answers for the examina¬
tion.
He chose this country for his
homeland after studying thoroughly into
its history, and it would be difficult to
find anyone more deeply appreciative
of the privilege.
With a deep interest in the average
citizen, and the common touch which
enables him to get close to them, Mr.
Lang has learned about America, not “in
the parlors of the rich,” but by getting
around to meet the people—all the peo¬
ple. He likes to hang around neighbor¬
hood drugstores and hamburger stands
to find out what folks are talking and
thinking about. (Continued on page 70)

y

European-born, .now a U.S. citizen.

Fritz Lang ... master of suspense,
one of the hardest working directors
in Hollywood, and also one of the best

He
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loves

circuses,

Disney cartoons.

By GERTRUDE SHANKLUX

ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 141
Dear Miss Wyman:
My problem is very important to me,
as it concerns my happiness and, more im¬
portant, my fiance’s happiness.
I have been going with a boy whom I
have known for 7 years. We love each
other very much. He enlisted in the Army
and has been in the South Pacific 47
months. Recently he came home with a
slight shrapnel wound and malaria fever.
Since he has been ill, he has taken to
drinking and thinks about all the things
that happened over there. I try my best
to get his mind off of the terrible things
that have happened, but it doesn’t do any
good.
We want to be married, but I am afraid
our marriage won’t last .long as he is in
such a nervous condition.
Please try to help me.
Elizabeth
Dear Elizabeth:
It is easy to understand how, after
47 months in the South Pacific, being
wounded and a victim of malaria fever,
your fiance would have contacted a case
of combat fatigue and nerves.
It is going to take great love, tact,
patience and understanding to carry
him through his convalescence, and I
am afraid, from the tone of your letter,
that you do not feel quite equal to the
job. Let me make a suggestion.
Close to Los Angeles, at one of the
training camps, the Government has
opened a bureau where returned service¬
men and their wives or wives-to-be can
go for advice. Doctors and psychologists
go over their problems with them, and
give the women training in how to
handle the difficulties that confront
them during this readjustment period.
Since you live in an area where there
are many training camps, I am sure
you will find such a bureau near you,
and I am also sure that the advice you
will get there will be of immeasurable
help to you.
Yours truly,
JANE WYMAN

Dear Miss Wyman:
I am a service man and have been in the.
Air Corps for over three years. I have
known my girl friend for one year, and
am really in love with her. She claims she
likes me more than anyone else she has
ever known. However, she has been mar¬
ried and has a son three years old.
To me that doesn’t matter, but her hus¬
band won’t give her a divorce. They have
been separated for 18 months. He has mis¬
treated her and been quite cruel to her,
but he won’t give her her freedom.
He has quit his job and may be drafted
into the service. Now she has written
me that I best forget about her and just
be good friends. I am sure she loves me
as I do her, and her son.
Ernest
Dear Ernest: «
If your girl friend really wants a
divorce from her husband, and can
prove that he has been cruel to her, I
know of no reason, while he is a ci¬
vilian, why he should have to consent
to such a proceeding.
Have her consult an attorney who
can advise her of her rights in this mat¬
ter. And if there is a chance of her
husband being inducted into the service,
she should take this step immediately,
for once a man is in the service, his
wife cannot get a divorce without his
consent.

(Continued

Yours truly,
JANE WYMAN
on page 91)
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Perennial feminine favorite!
It's Evening in Parrs, newly
prettily packaged. 60c to $10
Regal richness . in Ybry’s
Desir du Coeor (Heart's
Desire). From $6.50 to $20

Delightfully
different,
the
Linnea Dry Perfume captures
a fresh flower feeling. $1.50

Lovely and ladylike Shulton’s
Old Spice in a traditional
decor. From $2.50 to $6.50

Scherk's Arabian Nights, an
exotic essence of oriental
splendor. $1.25 to $20

A romantic and beautiful
blend
is
Lynette’s
new
Spellbound. $1.75 to $17.00

Cheramy’s Frolic, the fine
fragrance for fun, grace and
gayety. It's $1.10 to $6.50

Winning way to tie a beau!
It’s
Vigny’s light
lilting
Beau Catcher. $3.75 to $40

Lentheric's A Bientot, the
perfume that invites a re¬
turn to romance. $2.75 to $55

Prices Subject
to Federal Tax
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actress Vivian Blaine's account of
how she achieved Hollywood star¬
dom ... and at what cost. "I Went
Through the Star Mill" is a fasci¬
nating, vividly illustrated article
you and every talented girl will
want to read.

"MARRIAGE TODAY"

... Little
known facts and figures on matri¬
mony. Current odds on matrimo¬
nial failures together with qualities
that make for long-lasting marital
ties.

"GLAMOUR IS HIS BUSINESS"
. . . How a top Hollywood "still"
photographer operates—together
with samples of a number of his
current masterpieces.

"HOPE FOR THE LONELY" ...
What a group of men and women
in San Francisco is doing to help
many people along the road to
new friendships. A feature of tre¬
mendous impact!
Read DECEMBER

PAGEANT
America's most exciting

magazine

At your newsstand—25c
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Tommy Dorsey. So with the new out¬
fits already organized—like Short
Cherock, Ray Bauduc, Eddie Miller,
Randy Brooks, etc.—it will be a race
to see which band can make the
grade first.
Claude Thornhill is back in the
United States, but still suffering from
that serious sinus condition he con¬
tracted in the South Pacific while
touring with his Navy show. Claude
is undergoing treatment at the Great
Lakes
Training
Station
Hospital;
rumor has it that he will be dis¬
charged as soon as he is recovered.
Sergeant Bob Eberly spent his twoweek furlough substituting for Perry
Como on the Chesterfield Supper Club
program. The first time he had done
any commercial radio work since his
induction. He still sings a great song
and his fans certainly haven’t forgot¬
ten him while he’s been away from
the musical scene. Bob told me he
hopes to -do radio and theatres when
he gets out of the service, and that he
definitely will not go back with Jim¬
my Dorsey. He whispered, too, that
the stork will be paying a second
visit to the Eberly household soon.
Well, now it’s Twentieth CenturyFox who have ideas for starting their
own recording company. No label
name has been picked yet, and details
are lacking, but with M.G.M. all set
to go into the platter business, you
can be sure Fox won’t be very far
behind. And looking at their contract
list, with such musical names as Betty
Grable, Alice Faye, Dick Hayines,
Perry Como, Vivian Blaine, June
Haver and Martha Stewart, they have
some pretty good talent to start with.
Of course something would have to
be worked out with the stars who al¬
ready have record contracts with
other companies.

WHAT'S BRISK ON THE DISC:
CAPITOL:
Leave it to Johnny Mercer to come
up with the unexpected. This time it’s
Stephen Foster’s “Camptown Races”
and a new novelty, “Surprise Party,”
with the Pied Pipers apd Paul Wes¬
ton’s orchestra. Johnny dashed off the
“recitation” chorus of the “Party” side
during a short intermission at the re¬
cording date—which isn’t surprising,
when you consider that he wrote his
big hit, “Dream,” in a snappy twenty
minutes.
Stan Kenton follows up his popular
“Tampico” with
“Don’t Let Me
Dream,” a pretty new ballad sung by
Gene Howard, and “It’s Been A Long,
Long Time,” with a June Christy
vocal.
The new Jules Styne-Sammy Cahn
tune, “I’m Glad I Waited For You,” has
been waxed by Peggy Lee, with
“Waitin’ For The Trains To Come In”
on the reverse. Both tunes are espe¬
cially suited to Peggy’s blue-lullaby
style. The guitar solos are by Dave
Barbour.
Andy Russell’s first album should
certainly please his fans. There are
eight sides: “Cielito Lindo.” “Adios
Muchachos,”
“Imagination,”
“Let’s
Fall In Love.” “Just Friends,” “La
Borrachita,” “I’ll See You In My
Dreams,” and “Marie Elena.” Andy is
turning into quite a radio comedian
on the Joan Davis show.

COLUMBIA:
Ginny Simms has picked two of the
most popular tunes of the year for
her latest—“Till The End Of Time”
and “I’m Gonna Love That Guy.”
Gene Autry is back in the record¬
ing saddle again, after his honorable
discharge from the Army Air Corps.
His string band provides the musical
accompaniment for “Address Un¬
known” and “Don’t Hang Around Me
Anymore.” And when Gene went back
on the air (Sunday afternoons, C.B.S.)
he signed a fifty-two week contract.
Frankie Carle and his Orchestra are
in with “I’d Do It All Over Again” and
“Last Night I Had That Dream Again,”
with a Paul Allen lyric.
“Along The Navajo Trail” and “A
Tender Word Will Mend It All” have
been given the Gene Krupa treat¬
ment, with good vocal work by Buddy
Stewart, especially on the “Navajo”
side, when he harmonizes with Charlie
Ventura’s saxophone. The Krupa band
will be hopping off for their overseas
tour any minute now.
The Modernaires with Paula Kelly
have a new plater—“Jog Along” and
the old favorite, “The Night Is Young
And You’re So Beautiful.” Hal Dickin¬
son, the No. 1 Modernaire, also takes
composer credit on “Jog Along.”

VICTOR:
Tommy Dorsey has a new album,
and of all things, it’s a group of Johann
Strauss waltzes. A bit unusual for T.
D., but if you like pretty stuff, this
is it. Tommy made these sides when he
had his strings, and for the recording
date, he added a few extra ones for
good measure. The selections include
such famous compositions as “Blue
Danube,” “Tales From The Vienna
Wood,” “Voices of Spring,” etc.
Then Senor Dorsey has a single
record, “Aren’t You Glad You’re
You?” from the forthcoming film
“Bells Of St. Mary’s,” and “A Door
Will Open.” Stuart Foster and the

Welcome

from Jill, when Bob Eberly subbed

■for Perry Como on the Chesterfield Air Show.
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Capitol, in the heart of Hollywood, is
unique in its wealth of stage, screen and
,
radio talent. Currently, Capitol is proud
k to present another first... this album by
■ lovable Fibber McGee and Molly. Ideal
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MARGARET O’BRIEN tells
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HARD TO
GET

RECORDS

Ideal Christmas Gifts!
Favorite Albums
for Your Favorite People .

ORDER BY MAIL!
We ship 3 or more records (or
albums) C.O.D., express insured
on same day order received.
Please add 25c for packing.
□ A Symposium of Swing Album—featuring B.
Berrigan, “Fats” Waller, T. Dorsey. B. Good¬
man, (4, 12" records)—$3.68
□ Glen Miller Album of his mosf famous songs—
$2.63

Sentimentalists handle the singing.
Vaughn Monroe is represented with
an album this month. It’s called “On
The Moon Beam,”—ten sides of all the
great “Moon” song hits, including
“Paper Moon,” “Moonglow,” “Moon
Love,” “Blue Moon,” Vaughn’s theme,
“Racing With The Moon,” and others.
Vaughn and the Norton Sisters take
care of all the “moon” lyrics.
Vaughn also has extra disc—“Talk¬
in’ To Myself About You,” and Irving
Berlin’s “Just A Blue Serge Suit.”
Sammy Kaye and the Swing and
Swayers do “Chickery Chick,” with
Nancy Norman, Billy Williams and
the Kaye Choir, and “I Lost My Job
Again,” with Chubby Silvers and
Billy Williams.
Jimmie Saunders sings both sides of
Charlie Spivak’s new one—“Just a
Little Fond Affection” and “You Are
Too Beautiful.” Charlie plays a won¬
derful trumpet chorus on the later.

□ Bunny Berrigan Memorial Album—$2.63

DECCA:

□ Bing Crosby Album of Songs from GOING MY
WAY, featuring Ave Maria. Irish Lullaby. Swing¬
ing On A Star, etc.—$2.10

Here’s a Bing Crosby album entitled
“Going My Way”: six sides of all the
musical numbers from the Academy
Award picture, including “Swing On
A Star,” “Too-Ra-Loo-Ra-Loo-Ral,”
and “The Day After Forever.”
The Groaner has also waxed two
sides with the sensational Les Paul
Trio. The tunes are “It’s Been A Long,
Long Time,” and “Whose Dream Are
You?”
Jimmie Lunceford’s orchestra and
the Delta Rhythm Boys have com¬
bined talents and recorded “The
Honeydripper” and “Baby, Are You
Kidd in’?”
Guy Lombardo’s latest is in the
rhumba mood—“No Can Do” and
“Jose Gonzales,” with Don Rodney and
Rosemarie Lombardo sharing honors
on both vocals.
That popular group, TJie Ink Spots,
have done two numbers that are right
up their alley: the oldie, “I’d Climb
The Highest Mountain” (If I Knew I’d
Find You) and “Thoughtless.”
Ella Fitzgerald and Randy Brooks’
new band get together for “A Kiss
Goodnight” and “Benny’s Coming
Home Saturday.”
Decca has two new albums of fairy
tales. The first is Oscar Wilde’s “The
Selfish
Giant,”
starring
Fredric
March, and the second is “The Littlest
Angel,” with Loretta Young.
Jimmy Dorsey’s new release was re¬
corded a long time back, but that
shouldn’t keep it from being a juke¬
box favorite. It’s “He Didn’t Ask Me,”
sung by Helen O’Connell and “If You
Only Knew” with Bob Eberly in the
croon department.

□ Tommy Dorsey “Star Maker” Album—$2.63
□ Count Basic Album—$2.63

%

□ 8 To The Bar Album (Two Plano Boogie)—Pete
Johnson, Albert Ammons—$2.63
O Wayne King Album of Waltzes—$2.63
□ Hot Piano Album featuring Earl Hines. “Fats”
Waller, D. Ellington. J. R. Morton—$2.63
□ Round The Campfire Album of Famous American
Cowboy Songs by “Texas” Jim Robertson—$2.63
□ South Sea Serenades Album of Hawaiian Songs—
$2.63
□ “Fats” Waller Memorial
famous songs—$2.63

Album of his

most

□ Smoke Rings Album featuring B. Goodman, T.
Her, A Shaw, D.
—'
*
Mi lie
Dorsey, L.
Clinton, G.
Ellington, ete.—$2.63
□ Up Swing Album featuring G. Miller, A. Shaw,
B. Goodman. T. Dorsey—$2.63
D Dinah Shore Album—$2.63
□ Sammy Kaye Album—$2.63
□ Louis Armstrong Album—$3.68
□ Hot Jazz Album by Ray McKinney’s Cotton Pick¬
ers—$4.20
□ Rhapsody In Blue
Oscar Levant—$2.63

Album—Boston

“Pops”,

□ Hot Jazz Album by The Quintet of the Hot Club
of Franee—$4.20
□ John

Kirby's Album—$3.68

□ Coleman Hawkins Album—$2.89
□ Art Tatum Album—$2.89
□ Jazz Variations Album featuring Jess Stacy.
Fletcher Henderson. J. P. Johnson—$3.68
□ Judy Garland Album—“Can’t Help Singing”—
$3.68
□ Teddy Wilson Quintet Album—$3.68
□ Bing Crosby’s “Holiday Inn” Album—$3.68
□ “OKLAHOMA” Album—Original N. Y. Cast—
$5.24
□ Carousel Album—Original N. Y. Cast—$5.78
□ Andre Kostelanetz Musical Comedy Favorites—
$3.68
□ Frankie Carle’s Girl Friends Album—$2.63
□ Danny Kaye Album—$2.63
□ Larry Adler Harmonica Album—$2.63
C Eddy Duchin Album—$2.63
□ Square Oance Albums—$3.68
D Boogie Woogie by Harry Gibson Album—$3.68
□ American Famous Waltz Album—$3.68
□ Album of Christmas Carols—$2.63
□ New Teschemacher Jazz Album—$3.68
□ New Vaughn Monroe Album—$3.15

Don’t Be Disappointed—ORDER
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MUSIC

STORE

One of the largest Popular, Hot Jazz,
Boogie Woogie and Classical Record
Stocks in the entire U. S. A.
53 Clinton Ave., So., Rochester 4, N. Y.

JAM NOTES:
Sgt. Johnny Desmond, who was such
a sensation with the Glenn Miller
band in Europe, has received offers
from three major studios; looks as if
he won’t have to worry about a job
when he becomes a civilian again . . .
Dorothy Claire, has been signed by
the American Broadcasting Company,
and is set for a big buildup via the
sustaining route . . . Dick Stabile and
his wife, Grade Barrie, will battle it
out in court. .. Teddy Walters, former
Jimmy Dorsey crooner, is making a
try for an acting career in Hollywood
. . . Irene Daye is no longer with the
Charlie Spivak band; Charlie is hoping
to find a good vocal group ... Perry
Como’s next picture for Twentieth
Century-Fox will be “City of Flow¬
ers,” and he will have the lead op¬
posite Linda Darnell. Perry recently

bought a home in Long Island, New
York, right near his favorite golf
course. . . . Lt. Bob Crosby is back
in the States after a long stay in the
South Pacific; he’ll be stationed in
Los Angeles, attached to the Armed
Forces Radio Service.
Martha Tilton landed the star sing¬
ing spot on the Philco Hall of Fame,
beating out several other girls who
wanted the program. . .. Tommy Ryan,
who has been playing theatres and
nightclubs as a single, may have a
commercial radio show soon. .. . David
Street and Lois Andrews (George Jessel’s ex-wife) have been a steady ro¬
mantic couple for several months now,
and may be Mr. and Mrs. before the
end of the year. . . . Marion Hutton
will go into the Paramount Theatre
in New York for four weeks late in
November; after that she’ll probably
head for Hollywood. There is still talk
that Marion will do a picture with
Betty.
The Murphy Sisters (one of the bet¬
ter singing trios) have been signed by
Victor Records. . . . When Tony Martin
becomes a civilian he will have his
pick of several radio jobs. . . . Marilyn
Maxwell and her husband, John Conte,
have been arguing out loud. . . . The
very sophisticated New York night¬
club, The Copacabana, has gone hep
in a big way; it has been booking sucl}
instrumental groups as the Phil Moore
Four and the King Cole Trio. . . . Jo
Stafford has had many compliments
paid her for her smooth singing voice,
but one of the nicest came from Benny
Davis, the songwriter. After hearing
one of her broadcasts, Benny told her,
“Jo, you sang just like you had a
contract with God.” Incidentally, Jo
has dropped about forty pounds, and
looks terrific.
Lena Horne will star in a big allNegro musical show on Broadway,
tentatively titled “St. Louis Woman.”
The score is being written by Johnny
Mercer and Harold Arlen. . . . Jerry
Waid has been busy denying reports
that he is a married man. He' says
it must be two other people. . . .

Well, that plants it for now, but I’ll
be seeing you next month. Mean¬
while, if you’ve a musical question
or two on your mind, drop me a line
and I’ll do my best to answer you.
But be sure your query is musical,
and also be sure to enclose a selfaddressed stamped envelope. Just
write Jill Warren, Movieland Mag¬
azine, 535 Fifth Ave., New York
City, 17, New York.
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DELIGHTFULLY DIFFERENT
(CONTINUED FROM PA&E 25)

The truth of it was that she had
been approached by the Tidningen
people and had refused their offer.
And when she called to ask, “What’s
the idea?”, they started their pursuasive arguments all over again.
“But I can’t write,” she insisted.
“Oh, don’t worry about that,” they
said. “Just send us a postcard every
once in awhile, and we’ll write the
articles under your name.” To which
Signe retorted, “Sez you!”—or words
Swedishly equivalent. “If you’re going
to use my name, you’re stuck with
what I write—or I’ll sue!”
And because it had occurred to her
that the income from the Tidningen
articles would be money for her
mother to have, in the event something
happened to prevent Signe from get¬
ting back to Sweden for the duration
of the war . . . yes, she did finally
decide to say “yes” to the writing as¬
signment. (Her column appeared regu¬
larly in the Swedish paper, up until
the time that her picture assignments
began crowding her time schedule.)
Signe Hasso came to the United
States the long way—through the
Orient. On arriving in Hollywood to
start her American movie career, she
was thrilled and happy at the pros¬
pect, except for two things: her son,
Henry, had been left behind in
Sweden,
and—she
couldn’t
speak
English! It’s a frustrating situation, to
say the least, to be a gal who can see
the funny side of everything, and not
be able to talk about it. She could tell
it in Swedish, in German and in
French; but there wasn’t much she
could do with her one phrase of Eng¬
lish. (She had picked up “How do
you do,” in her travels—in Japan, of
all places!)
Being a determined, taking-mattersinto-her-own-hands sort of gal, how¬
ever, Signe gave up her untutored
struggling with the intricacies of the
English language, after a few months.
She found a teacher. But that’s a
story, in itself.
While getting massages from an
English girl, June Cavendish, Signe
decided she liked the sound of the
girl’s voice better than her massages.
She guessed that June hadn’t been a
masseuse very long, and she guessed
rightly; it turned out that she was a
former actress. Signe suggested that
she might like to teach her English.
June agreed, but pointed out that
she’d never had any experience in
teaching.
“That didn’t bother me,” Signe tells
now. As a matter of fact, she isn’t
bothered overmuch, by anything. “I
simply told RKO that June had just
arrived from France, where she’d been
teaching English for five years. It
ended with the studio’s placing her
under contract to teach me.”
June Cavendish not only taught her
student the English language, but the
teacher-student combine became a
lasting friendship. Today, June man¬
ages the Hasso household and is
Signe’s secretary—a sort of “girl
Friday.”
But the English course was unique.
It consisted of reading the gossip
columns aloud each morning, and
making records of their conversations
together. That appealed to Signe much
more than laboring over a lot of dull

Do as Miss America does! Glorify your hair with
fragrant, easy-to-use Fitch’s Saponified Shampoo. It brings
out those radiant, natural color highlights of your hair the very first
time you use it. Mild vegetable and cocoanut oils are blended
into Fitch’s Saponified Shampoo, so it will cleanse your
hair thoroughly without making it feel "dry” or harsh.
"Oceans” of rich, billowy lather loosen and float away all
the dust, dirt and other hair accumulations quickly and efficiently.
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sparkle with all the glory of its natural color, adding
glamour to every hairstyle.
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regular weekly use by every member of the family.
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Sensationally new' Smart styling makes
it perfect to wear anywhere. 100% wool
Shetland fabric gives it that "always
fresh” look. Jacket is fully rayon lined.
Gored skirt has taped hems and a metal
zipper. Four beautiful pastel shades from
which to choose. Jackets have contrast¬
ing color inserts in front. Sizes 10 to 20.
-*SEND NO MONEY —WE WILL MAIL C.O.D.
-*TRY AT OUR RISK — If you are not perfectly
satisfied every cent you have paid will be
refunded to you immediately.
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rules for grammar; and besides being
more fun, it worked.
It worked so well that in no time
at all Signe was able to inquire, in
excellent English, just what the studio
was waiting for. They had kept her
sitting around, doing nothing, for a
whole year. By that time she couldn’t
get home, because the United States
was at war, and she was finding it
difficult to bring her son over for the
same reason.
With Signe, when things get tough
or dull-going, it’s time for action. So
she quit Hollywood and moved on to
New York.
And then what? First, she applied
for her American citizenship papers.
And that accomplished, she started
fighting through more reams of red
tape, trying to bring her son to this
country—the battle ending victor¬
iously with Henry’s arrival on the
last boat over, completely surrounded
by diplomats.
Next, she did a New York play,
“Golden Wings.” A famous critic
wrote of her: “Signe Hasso is the most
attractive foreign actress on Broad¬
way.” Signe was delighted and com¬
mented: “I’m so glad he didn’t add
that there aren’t any other foreign
actresses!”
Signe was delighted about other
things in New York, too—not the
least of which was suddenly finding
herself a celebrity.
“I was living with a friend in her
house on 51st street,” she says, “when
all at once dozens of boys and girls
started dropping in to ask for auto¬
graphs. ‘Oh, I’m getting popular,’ I
thought. ‘This is wonderful!’ ”
Signe is fascinated with America.
She never knows what’s going to hap¬
pen next, except that it’s certain to be
exciting and interesting. She feels a
little like Alice-in-Wonderland.
One of the highspots she remembers
was in connection with a personal ap¬
pearance made when “The Story of
Dr. Wassell” was first released. She
arrived very early one morning in
Little Rock, Ark. Little Rock is Dr.
Wassell’s hometown, and the promo¬
tion managers for the picture were de¬
termined to do the thing up right.
Signe was met by the Mayor and a
police escort followed her car through
the streets to her hotel.
“The sirens shrieked all the way,”
Signe said, “although it was so early
that there wasn’t a soul on the street.
Not even a bicycle, much less a car.
I could see shades going up in every
house we passed, and startled faces
peering through the windows. They
probably thought the invasion had
started. It was very American,” says
Signe with authority, “and very thrill¬
ing.”
Things like that just don’t happen
in Sweden. But things have a way of
happening to Signe, wherever she is.
For example, there was the time
she flew from Stockholm to Copen¬
hagen to be presented with an acting
award. It was just an hour and a half
flight, so Signe didn’t take any extra
clothes with her. By the time she
arrived, though, her dress was too
obviously creased and travel-tired.
Knowing she had plenty of time before
the ceremony, she sent it down to be
pressed. What she didn’t figure on,
however, was the Press!
Ten minutes later, the desk clerk
phoned up to ask: “Are you ready
for the Press?” “No!” said Signe, who
was prettily—but hardly suitably—
arrayed in a silk slip. “Well,” said

the clerk, “they’re on their way up,
anyway!”
It was a moment for quick decision,
and Signe was equal to the occasion.
She slipped into her fur coat, camou¬
flaged the low neckline with ochids,
and draped herself glamorously on
the couch, determined not to move
lest the coat open. She looked like a
star should look, and everyone was
happy—except that every once in
awhile one of the reporters would
mop his brow and ask sympathetically
if she weren’t too hot in that heavy
fur coat. “Oh no,” said Signe heroi¬
cally, drawing the coat more tightly
around her, “It’s quite cool in here.”
And something else, in the em¬
barrassing
moments
department:
there was the time when she was in
Copenhagen, Denmark, rehearsing for
a Command Performance. The day
before the show was to be presented,
the leading lady fell ill. The director
put Signe into the role. The thought
of learning a whole part overnight
terrified her, as well it might. And the
added thought of having royalty and
other important personages in the
audience didn’t help, either.
Signe learned the part, but by the
time she stepped on the stage she was
so frightened she couldn’t say a word.
Her vocal chords were hopelessly
paralyzed; she went through her per¬
formance in a whisper.
Nothing as bad as that has ever
happened to Signe in the United
States The worst thing was having to
wait two years to start her motion
picture career. But that’s of the past,
for she’s well on her way now, with
“Assignment in Brittany,” “Heaven
Can Wait,” “The Story of Dr Wassell”
and “The Seventh Cross already be¬
hind her. The future is exciting, too;
there’s an independent picture deal
with Arnold Pressburger which calls
for one picture a year, to be released
through United Artists. Her first pic¬
ture for this group will be “Scandal
In Paris”; and with her will be George
Sanders, one of her “favorite people.”
Signe’s glad, she says now, that she
did have to wait.
“At home,” she explains, “my
career practically fell in my lap. I
didn’t have to struggle, so I quite took
things for granted. Coming here with
a contract, I naturally expected it
would be just as easy in Hollywood.
“But I’m glad it wasn’t. I’m glad
I had to start all over, like any new
girl in the business. If I get anywhere
now, I won’t feel I’ve taken anything
away from an American actress. I did
it by myself, the hard way.”
Fact is, Signe is pretty “happy about
the whole thing.” Her eleven-year-old
son is with her now, making that hap¬
piness complete. They live in a Span¬
ish-type house, with a view over¬
looking all of Los Angeles. The place
is built in terraces, and is probably the
only house in Hollywood (or at least
one of the few) that can boast of
both an elevator and an escalator!
Here in the California Sunshine,
Henry has every opportunity for en¬
joying his favorite sports of swim¬
ming and archery.
But every once in awhile, Henry
will say out of a clear sky: “Mother,
New York must be nice right now.”
Signe, who knows very well where
he gets his wanderlust, will agree; but
she points out that her career is on
the Coast now.
“At which Henry compromises,” she
laughs. “He says casually, ‘Maybe we
could go to the beach today.’ ”

Signe, a rolling stone if ever there
was one, is always sympathetic with
Henry’s restlessness. As a matter of
fact, she turned down Hollywood
offers for five years because she didn’t
want to be tied to any one place. She
managed to combine her career with
her love for traveling by playing
every little hamlet in Sweden, as well
as making stage appearances in Nor¬
way, Finland, Germany and Austria.
She started her career as a student
actress in the Royal Dramatic Theater
of Sweden, at the age of twelve. When
she was seventeen, she married Harry
Hasso, a prominent architect and
stage producer. They were divorced
before she came to Hollywood.
Signe is amused when she hears
anyone say it’s hard to combine mar¬
riage with a career.
“I’d marry again tomorrow, if I met
the right man,” she says. “I’ve al¬
ways been able to find time for a
home and child, as well as my career.”
She still likes to write. Not too long
ago,
Sweden’s
foremost
national
magazine—the equivalent to Life in
this country—featured a Hasso article
about Cecil B. DeMille. This is the
sort of literary effort she likes best.
But she’s firm about one thing: “I only
write about people I like,” she
declares.
When you come right down to it,
maybe the strangest thing about Signe
is that she does find time for so many
things. Because time itself means
nothing to her. She’s always late, and
you can chalk that down as another
of the things that never bother her.
She wears a wrist-watch, goodness
knows why. She says herself that it

On Saturday, September 15th, within a week atter they met, Mona Freeman and Patrick Nerney
were married in the Church of the Good Shepherd, in Beverly Hills.
Arrowhead,

After a honeymoon at Lake

Mona went back to Paramount and Pat returned to his father's auto business.

doesn’t matter whether or not it keeps
time; she’s bound to be late, anyway.
Her eating habits are different, too.
She likes nearly all foods raw. Meat
and eggs, as well as vegetables. It’s an
experience to watch her at lunch. If
you ask her how she ever brought
herself to taste her first bite of raw
meat, she answers politely: “But I

always did!”
And if you’re waiting for further
explanation, you can just go on wait¬
ing. I told you that Signe is a wonder¬
ful actress, a fascinating personality
and an all-around wonderful girl. But
remember—I also told you that “she’s
different.”
The End
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WHAT-A-GUY WILLIAMS
(CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 34)

him, was a German of the old school,
received a telephone call that, some¬
he believed in ruling his family with
how, he had known would come.
a simonized iron fist. One of Bill’s
Usually, his mother had been cheer¬
most vivid recollections has to do with
ful about his leaving on a trip; she
his first-year failure in school. He
was full of questions and admonitions:
delayed as long as possible before
“Remember to tell me everything—
taking his report card home. Finally,
what the girls are wearing, how the
as dusk closed in and he knew that he
shops look, what is different about
could postpone the evil moment not
the food. Take care of yourself, don’t
another instant, he slid into the house
catch cold, write every day—as usual,
to be met by a parent who had guessed
which I know you will—and I’ll write
the worst and was ready with a cane.
every day. And, darling . . . well,
The other bitter memory: when he
hurry back.”
returned from the cemetery with his
But, just before he left for New
mother, after the funeral services for
Orleans, she had been different. He
his aunt, and finding the street before
had driven his car to the wrong side
their apartment a-hum with activity.
of the street, the easier to load his
One of the crowd of curious strangers
paraphernalia.
Some instinct had
broke the news: Bill’s father had died.
impelled him to glance upward, and
Neighbors had sent for a ambulance,
there she had been, leaning from the
and the ambulance doctor had shaken
window, looking at him. Two slow
his head and asked for the nearest of
tears slid down her cheeks and fell
kin.
far below to the sidewalk. “Here—
After that, Bill’s mother went to
what goes on?” Bill had called.
work as a waitress; she worked many
'"Nothing,” she had laughed shakily.
different shifts, so that Bill had to
Only New Orleans seems so much
spend much of his time with kindly
farther away than Chicago.”
neighbors. He slept in the bath tub
But when the call came through,
of the family living above the flat in
he knew. He flew to New York and
which he had lived with his parents.
attended to the grief-filled details.
He ate with the generous family who
The mortician said, “She looks beauti¬
lived just below the old flat.
ful, Bill. Won’t you look at her?”
The boys he knew, bored with hav¬
Bill shook his head. “I have her so
ing nothing to do after school, engaged
clearly in my mind that I don’t want
in minor depredations such as swip¬
to spoil it.”
ing fruit, snatching items from push¬
He took a few trinkets as a precious
carts, and generally installing havoc
heritage: her chatelaine watch, the
as a local commodity. But Bill had
locket and chain Bill’s father had
discovered muscles; he began to spend
worn. (Within the locket there was
every spare moment working out at
a picture of Bill’s mother on one side
the Y. He learned to swim, plain and
and a picture of a tow-headed, re¬
fancy; he learned gymnastics—and he
solute small boy, called Willie, in the
loved it.
other minute frame.)
He put her
When he wasn’t at the Gym, he was
diamond earrings in a safe deposit
going to school; even when he was
dox, ana slipped her wedding ring
attending Brooklyn Technical High
with difficulty, on the small finger of
School by day, he was also a student
his left hand.
at Pratt Institute by night. And then,
A few months later, he was driving
after what would have been his first
J*fT York t0
Louis. On the
year of college, his exhibition swimPhiladelphia turnpike he stopped
ming catapulted him off the diving
ata1} a?l-night hamburger stand for
board and into a theatrical career.
a fast bite of midnight snack. He no¬
All of his plans to be a construction
ticed that the clientele was not, shall
engineer dwindled down into a very
we say, a refugee group from the
satisfactory hobby—of which more
symphony in white tie and tails, but
later.
blue-chinned gentry is not likely to
The theatrical career began in this
disconcert a boy from Brooklyn. He
way: an adagio team consisting of
finished his food, paid his check, and
three men and a girl was being or¬
stroiied out t° his car. He had un¬
ganized, and what was needed was one
locked the door when he felt an ob¬
(only) blond man, height six feet
ject pushed decisively against his
one, weight 190. Bill Katt (legal
upper spine.
“Don’t give us anv
name) satisfied these specifications
trouble, buddy,” suggested a hair?™Lwas recruited and billed as Bill
,1 fgervoice. “Just empty your pocWilliams.
Ket and pass over your wallet.”
In addition to supplying Bill with
A gun does not give one guy superiprofessional beginnings, this job gave
onty over another, of course-but it
him a reason for making the highway
helps a lot, brother, it helps! Bill’s
his friend. Bill and his mother had
philosophy on the subject caused
always been dear and important to
him to hand over the wallet and to
each other; now that they were sep¬
empty his pocket.
arated much of the time, they clung
,..‘‘An,d we’}} take that ring on your
with more desperation than ever, to
httle finger, announced the stick-up.
the brief hours during which they
Geez, fellas, that’s my mother’s
could be together, could confide in one
another, could plan a future including
rm&" W said reasonably.
It isn t worth a thing to you, because
a home—a real home. When Bill and
it
s
engraved
around the inside. But
the troupe were playing Chicago, he
1 don t have my mother any more
occasionally hopped into his car after
and I just can’t bear ...”
an evening performance, drove to
.«t+»Aw’
snaPPed the stickup
Now York, spent a few hours with
Its probably brass.”
y
his mother, then drove back to Chi¬
In the summer of 1938. Bill and the
cago, arriving just in time to skin into
troupe went to England, a circum¬
tights and sprint onto the stage
stance that has made Bill one of the
He was in New Orleans when he
greatest of all boosters for British-

V

American friendship. His initial ex¬
perience in the country was not, how¬
ever, reassuring. On board ship he had
taken sponge baths, because he didn’t
like the salt water involved in a tub
or shower bath. “When I get ashore,”
he promised myself, “I’m going to
hop into a hot tub and wallow for an
hour.”
When he filled the tub he noted its
proportions and lifted a dubious eye¬
brow. When he tried to sink into the
warm and laving depths of his an¬
ticipated bath, he found the tub so
narrow that only a shoehorn could
have slid him in or out. He solved
the problem by soaping himself well.
The next day he changed hotels.
Because of the British no-Sundaytheatrical rule, Bill was free from Sat¬
urday night after curtain fall, until
performance time Monday. He had
been a flash student of English history
in High School, so now he put his
memory of Britain’s historical treas¬
ures to good use. He went to Brighton
on the southern coast, and was en¬
chanted; he managed to explore the
northern section, as well as Scotland.
He practically lived at Oxford Uni¬
versity, learning something about
each of its twenty-six colleges.
And he made friends with one of
the professors, a clergyman in one of
these colleges. Together they roamed
through buildings with stone steps
grooved by feet long dead; together
they savored the quiet of ancient halls
discussed the charm of tradition. One
Sunday, the dean excused himself
by saying, “I’ll have to spend a few
hours in the chapel ... it is my turn
to conduct services.
Bill held his breath. Although he is
naturally religious, he didn’t know
Anglican forms; so he felt that he
would be embarrassed during service,
yet wouldn’t want to hurt the dean by
refusing to attend. Said the dean,
“Suppose I meet you here afterward.
I wouldn’t want to make you uncom¬
fortable by asking you to come along
with me. I know that the creed of
theatrical people, being quite as rever¬
ent as our own, still takes a somewhat
different form. Shall I see you later,
then?”
Bill nodded, exchanged a long look
of understanding with his friend, and
shook hands.
As Fall approached it became ap¬
parent that Europe was going to war.
Bill and his troupe boarded one of
the last boats to leave Liverpool. Be¬
tween the fall of 1939 and the winter
of 1942, they hopped about the coun¬
try, (this country) fulfilling night
club dates, and then they were booked
into Earl Carroll’s for Christmas night
opening.
While they were rehearsing on
Christmas Day, someone said to Bill,
“This is certainly an odd Christmas.
No tree, no turkey, no presents, no
plum pudding. Boy, am I homesick!
How about you, Bill?”
Bill ran a thoughtful hand through
his tangled, curly hair, his brown
eyes squinted into memory. “At some¬
time in my life, maybe when I was
three or four, I seem to remember a
Christmas tree and all the trimmings.
Aside from that, I can’t remember
ever having had the sort of celebra¬
tion that most people call ‘a real
old-fashioned Christmas.’ ”
But he was given—that night—the
sort of gift that lasts forever: he made
friends with the Weir Brothers, who
have one of the most astounding of
acrobatic acts done in comic style.
The Weirs looked Bill over and said.
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This season the accent's

on the

rear view of your hair-do ... so
keep that back hair smooth as
honey and neat as a button.
If your page-boy gets straggly
between settings, try

rolling

up

those stubborn ends on strong, firm¬
gripping bob pins every few days.

“Boy, you should be in pictures.”
you don’t make a perfect take of it
“Good for them,” grinned Bill.
the first time, then you have to take
“Only trouble is ... if they want to
me to dinner. And, confidentially, I
photograph me, they’ll have to do it
think I have a free dinner coming.”
while I’m making with the feet down
That did it. Miss Hale won in the
at Fort Mac Arthur while clad in blue
trill of a Scottish “r”. And it has been
fatigue wardrobe!”
Barbara and Bill ever since. Hold it.
The army kept Bill long enough to
He calls her “Monkey Face,” and she
decide that if he put his trick spine
calls him “Willie,” so it has been
under and over an obstacle course a
Monkey Face and Willie ever since.
few times, he would be a permanent
On her wrist she wears Bill’s father’s
addition to the nearest government
watch chain, bearing the locket en¬
hospital. Not wishing to hamper the
closing Bill’s boyhood picture and
national economy with the need for
a photograph of his mother. On oc¬
providing three squares per diem for
casion, she also wears Mrs. Williams’
a lusty appetite like Bill’s, they gave
chatelaine watch.
him a medical discharge—complete
Bill still has no address, except the
with little gold lapel button—and a
studio. Part of his wardrobe is with
shove toward Hollywood.
the Weir Brothers, another portion
He arrived broke, the “o” being
is with a second friend, and other odd
pronounced “owe.” The Weir Brothers
outfits are scattered with additional
again came to the rescue, with the
friends. Bill “camps around,” in other
offer of a room. Bill made “Tokyo” at
words.
Metro, and “Murder In The Blue
As soon as he had amassed three
Room” at Universal, then was signed
hundred bucks, Bill bought a ’34 con¬
at RKO on a long term basis.
vertible Pontiac and began to rebuild
One day, while working with the
it. He practically replaced the engine,
drama coach. Bill noticed this very
hopping it up somewhat more than
neat chick. “What’s her name?” he
considerable, and he painted it a
asked the coach.
lightning blue. This vehicle helps
“Barbara Hale. One of my most in¬
him to utilize every second of his all
telligent students, she’s going places.”
too infrequent spare hours. Bill works
Answered Bill, “With me as her
out for an hour a day, when he’s be¬
escort, I hope.”
tween pictures; takes a drama lesson
After thirty minutes of clever
each day, takes a singing lesson each
maneuvering, Bill managed to place
day, has a swim, and likes a few fast
himself in the position of one student
sets of tennis. He also likes to take
speaking casually to another. “What
Barbara dancing and he is teaching
are you working on?” he wanted to
her to bowl.
know.
Recently, when each received a new
Barbara held out five pages of dia¬
contract, they were discussing the
logue, all in dialect. “And I’m having
future and came to a conclusion: an
my troubles. I have to have it letter
annuity was a beautiful thing to own.
perfect in three weeks, when the pic¬
ture starts.”
So each invested in the future, and
“You’ll never make it,” opined
now they’re so broke that a bag of
Bill, knowing that she could, but
peanuts is a heady indulgence in
having plans in mind.
Savoy extravagance.
Responded Miss Hale coldly, “Don’t
Even so, it is a pleasure to report
be silly. Of course I can do it!”
that the boy from Brooklyn—big.
“Tell you what—I’ll make a bet with
blonde, hard-working and sincere Bill
you. If you really polish off that
Williams is going places, fast.
scene, ready to be filmed, in three
weeks—I’ll take you to dinner. If
The End
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ARE YOU JEALOUS?
(CONTINUED

FROM

HOLLYWOOD STARS YOU KNOW

PAGE 43)

blonde wife)—frightfully so.”
Sometimes the manifestations of
Cornel’s jealousy have been very
funny.
Take, for instance, that in¬
cident one Sunday several years ago
when Cornel and Pat were falling in
love. Cornel understood that he had
a date with Pat to take her to the
beach.
He arrived early, wearing
rugged beach togs and carrying a
zippered beach bag in which were
his trunks, a heavy bottle of suntan
lotion, and beach clogs.
The point
of this description is that the beach
bag was fairly heavy.
Ah!
The
weapon in the case.
As Cornel stepped off the bus be¬
fore Pat’s hotel, imagine his in¬
censed astonishment to see Pat,
dimpling up at an escort as the pair
sauntered down the street.
Mr.
Wilde is a man who lacks neither
impetus nor ingenuity of action. Run¬
ning a few steps, he hurled the beach
bag with all possible force at the
astounded gentleman’s knees. If you
have ever been walking with a wag
who suddenly jabbed you in the‘back
of a single knee, you know what hap¬
pened. When the amazed chap got
to his feet, a blazing-eyed Cornel
said to Pat, “I thought I had a date
with you this morning.”
“You have,” faltered Pat. “I was
only going to breakfast . .
“It’s okay,” said her dissuaded
breakfast escort.
“It’s quite okay.
See you around sometime,” and he
showed the soles of his feet in a
strategic withdrawal. Seems that he
had arrived at the hotel desk, sent
up word that Pat’s date had arrived,
then had persuaded her to dash to
the corner drugstore for a quick
breakfast before Cornel should ar¬
rive. His timing was bad—bad al¬
most to the same extent as his mis¬
judging of Cornel’s attitude on the
subject.
After that it was understood that
Pat and Cornel were going steady;
with no exceptions made of break¬
fast dates!
This steadfast arrange¬
ment did not, however, eliminate
certain difficulty. Pat is a statuesque,
superbly architectured blonde who
attracts masculine eyes as telephone
stock attracts widows.
Whenever
she and Cornel strolled down one of
New York’s crowded streets, there
was always some jackanapes who
voiced his approval of Pat in one of
those huba-huba-huba whistles. Cor¬
nel,
instantly
belligerent,
would
scowl and look around for someone
to tamp into the nearest street vent.
This grew to be a joke between
Cornel and Pat. If she saw a con¬
gregation of wolves loitering around
a drugstore corner, she tactfully
steered Cornel to the opposite side
of the street, relying upon more
local sights to attract the whistles,
and upon distance and traffic to spare
the whistler from Cornel’s fists, in
case the wolf was using telescopic
sights for his visual prowling.
“In those days,” grinned Cornel
recently, talking it over with Pat,
“you could have taken our zig-zag,
wolf-avoiding trail, painted it red,
and sold it to a Navajo blanket firm.”
And then they were married and
came to California. Cornel does not
believe
that
marriage
alleviates
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YOUR OWN HAIR CAN MATCH
THE CLAMOUR OF THE STARS

Carol Douglas,
lovely young
starlet, models one of Ru¬
dolph's famous coiffures
which you can easily dupli*
cate.

SET YOUR OWN HAIR
IN A PROFESSIONAL MANNER
FOLLOW SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS BY THE
FAMOUS HOLLYWOOD HAIRSTYLIST

Who has just released his own book
giving his personal technique on how you
may easily set your own hair at home.

Written in simple, easy-to-follow style, Rudolph
shows you how to make sculptured pin curls, how
to set them, how to brush them out and arrange
them afterwards. Fully illustrated with large pho¬
tographs and diagrams showing the step by step
method of each style.
No particular skill is required. Anyone who can
read can learn how to dress her own hair. No
expensive equipment, no curlers, no gadgets to
buy—all you need is your comb, brush, hairpins
and Rudolph's own book of easy instructions.

HAVE THAT PROFESSIONAL LOOK
Now, you, yourself can give your hair the glam¬
orous, professional style of your favorite star—
from dazzling "high-waves" to youthful "page¬
boys." In addition many who already have this
book are earning extra money in their spare time
setting hair for others, as well as for themselves.
Take advantage now of Rudolph's book of in¬
structions. Fill out the coupon below and enclose
one dollar (or request it C.O.D.). When you re¬
ceive your copy, should you not be absolutely
satisfied, return it with your name and address
and your money will be refunded immediately.

LOOK AT WHAT YOU GET!
fa 8
the most popular hairstyles and
how to duplicate them!
■4r Easy instructions on 'How to Make
Pin Curls"!
fa Basic professional hairstyling infor¬
mation worth the price of the book
alone!
PIN THE COUPON
TO A DOLLAR BILL
AND MAIL TODAY
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I jealousy. “It is man’s nature, inten¬
sified by marriage, to possess and
protect his beloved.
Before mar¬
riage, a full-blooded man works to
attain the right to claim a girl as his
own against every other man in the
world; after marriage—if the mar¬
riage turns out happily—-he stands
ready to encompass her in a sort of
emotional harem.”
The only quarrel the Wildes have
ever had was brought about, in a
piquant way, by the presence of a
strange man in Pat’s car. During the
bus strike, Pat was townbound one
day; seeing a frantic studio worker
trying to thumb his way to 20th, she
stopped and gave him a lift.
That night she told Cornel about
it, and repeated part of the conversa¬
tion she had enjoyed with the man.
Cornel’s eyes flashed.
“How many
times do I have to tell you that
picking up a civilian whom you don’t
know is dangerous,” he demanded.
“Head your daily paper if you don’t
believe me. Scarcely a week passes
without some dreadful thing happen¬
ing to a girl who picks up a stranger.
Let men pick up those guys. You
just travel on, minding your own
business after this.”
“Well, nothing happened, did it?”
said Pat defiantly.
Eeeeek! One sentence lead to two.
While Cornel was finishing his coffee,
Pat disappeared into the bedroom.
When Cornel strolled in to find out
whether she was crying or not, he
found her placidly repairing her
makeup, BUT she had pulled all
the covers off his bed and lumped
them on the floor. They have an un¬
derstanding that each partner makes
his own bed. Obviously, Cornel was
faced by a minor but irksome task
before he could turn in.
“As punishment . . .” he said, lift¬
ing a bottle of Patou’s Joie (that he
had given Pat the week before) from,
the dresser. Unstoppering the pre¬
cious scent, he scattered a few prince¬
ly drops about the room.
Pat, eyes wide, mouth
agape,
started to say, “Don't you dare!”
Then she decided to trump Mr.
Wilde’s ace. Lifting the bottle, pur¬
chased with Cornel’s hard-earned
cash (he was not, at that time, an
upper income bracket star), she
hurled it against the far wall.
It
shattered with a tinkle of glass, and
with the rising fumes of flower con¬
centrate, Mrs. Wilde flung out of the
room. So did Mr. Wilde.
Cornel boiled around Beverly Hills
for an hour or so before the whole
scene began to seem very funny.
He recalled incidents from several
of Noel Coward’s frenetic comedies
and decided that he and Pat would
make good models for Brooklyn’s
favorite playwright. He tried to re¬
place the bottle of Joie. There was
none to be had; so he obtained a
substitute and went home.
Pat was arriving at the same time.
They fell into each other’s arms, each
explaining and apologizing.
Now
they have an agreement: Pat is to
pick up no civilians at any time of
the day or night, most particularly
the night; Pat is to tear up no more
beds; Pat is to break no more bot¬
tles of perfume. And Cornel is to be
reasonable, calm, and as non-jealous
as possible.
For months, the bedroom reeked
of the spilled perfume, and to this
day whenever Cornel or Pat detect
the unmistakable scent of Joie, worn
by a friend or a woman passing on

I
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Wilde's

professional

name

is

Patricia

Knight, and she'd like to be in pictures, too.

the street, they are inclined to break
into quiet laughter.
“Yet—no matter how philosophical
and analytical I become—I’ll still be
jealous of Pat, because she’s my wife
and I love her,” insists Cornel.
Gene Tierney’s attitude is dia¬
metrically opposed to that of Cornel.
“Jealousy is a disease,” she says
quietly. “It is an inhibiting force,
and it can easily become a destruc¬
tive element in any human relation¬
ship. If one will examine jealousy
closely, one will find that it seeks
to restrict the object of one’s love;
it seeks to enclose, to restrain, to
oppose the freedom of the beloved.
I may be quite wrong about this,
but I believe that if perfect trust
exists between husband and wife,
there is no room for jealousy. Fur¬
thermore, jealousy is an ailment of
the ego. The instant a girl grows
jealous of a man, she should realize
that she feels that someone else in
her immediate circle is superior to
herself, so could offer her sweet¬
heart or husband a truer, more ex¬
citing, more desirable relationship.”
An interesting example of the wis¬
dom of a girl who refused to grow
jealous, occurred in the experience
of one of Gene’s dearest friends. This
girl was married to an extremely
fascinating and handsome man who
attracted both beautiful and brainy
women wherever he went. Luckily,
he was totally unaware of the at¬
tention given him by strangers, and
when women he knew were exces¬
sively cordial, he would comment to
his wife upon “how friendly and
charming” such and such a woman
was.
Sometimes it cost his wife a fright¬
ful effort not to say, “That fool girl
is making a pass at you, my love.”
Sometimes envy and hostility welled
up in her throat until she thought
the emotions would choke her, but
she refused to admit their presence.
She would answer, “Yes, isn’t she a
dear!
We must have her and her
husband over for dinner next week
How would Thursday night suit
you?”
But finally, after several years of
this type of tutoring had built up
the wife’s courage, along came a
woman with more determination than
discretion. She actually fell for our

heroine’s husband and went after
him with the deliberateness of a
tigress.
The man,
long
accustomed to
adulation, took the thing in stride.
“Isn’t she a beauty?” he asked his
wife admiringly. That Spartan soul
agreed.
When the vampire invited
the man, in a soft and implication¬
laden voice, to join her for cocktails
on a certain day, the man agreed.
“My wife and I would love to,” he
beamed.
“She’s quite as much an
admirer of yours as I am.” And he
took his wife to the cocktail party,
which proved to be for three per¬
sons, instead of for the benefit of the
mob the husband seemed to have
anticipated.
After that it was all the wife could
do to refrain from interrupting any
far-corner conversation in which she
found her husband engaged with this
woman.
She clung to her faith in
her own worth as a wife, and to her
trust in her husband. One day he
said unexpectedly, “I’ve come to the
conclusion that I don’t like Mrs. X.
Let’s not invite her Sunday after¬
noon.”
His wife said in some surprise, “But
she adds so much to a group. What
has she done to antagonize you?”
Her husband smiled down at her.
“Let’s not talk about it,” he said.
And he added, “I guess that one rea¬
son I’m so crazy about you is that
you’re so innocent and unsuspecting.
You always think the best of every¬
one.”
This girl told Gene, “I had to fight
tears, I can tell you, when I kissed
him. It had been a long hard pull,
but my refusal to admit my jealousy
had saved my marriage, I’m sure.”
Furthermore, Gene is convinced
that, if there is to be jealousy in a
marriage, the prerogative is almost
entirely male.
“Sometimes a man
can get away with being lordly and
possessive, but a girl never can. No
man will stand to have his freedom
of action abridged. He won’t endure
a baleful glance on the back of his
neck just because he happens to en¬
joy the conversation of a girl he
meets at a party. As for a girl caus¬
ing her husband to be jealous . . .”
There is the case of another friend
of Gene’s—a beautiful, exciting, pop¬
ular girl. She married a man who
was, her equal in every respect, but
for some reason, he distrusted his
own value and became violently
jealous.
He questioned her abput
her every waking hour; he wanted
to know to whom she had talked by
telephone while he was away at the
office; he wanted to know with whom
she went shopping, what she bought,
what was discussed between the girl
and her friends. If this girl danced
with another man at a party, her
husband queried her endlessly during
the first dance he had with her: was
the other man a better dancer?
What had they talked about? Hadn’t
he held the girl somewhat too tight¬
ly?
Now the girl was very much in
love with her husband and couldn’t
bear to see him torture himself in
this way, so she was always very
explicit in her answers.
She re¬
membered all manner of details about
what was happening downtown, or at
the country club, or over local bridge
tables.
And, because a human being who
believes himself to be enclosed in
a cage, will try to find some small
means of occasional escape, this girl
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began to cast her eyes about for mis¬
chief.
She found it, which was a
shameful thing—but she had spent
so much time perfecting stories of
Her Day, that she hurdled her emo¬
tional intrigue without catching so
much as the tip of her toe. Although
her husband never knew it, he had
brought upon himself the very thing
he most feared.
If he had placed
his wife on the honor system and
rested secure in his trust of her,
she would never have thought it
would be a triumph to prove that
he was NOT the perfect policeman.
And that is the viewpoint of Gene
Tierney on jealousy as a disease.
Having harkened to the male view¬
point
(and
undoubtedly
Cornel’s
opinion is almost universal among
men), and the viewpoint of the
sophisticated woman, as voiced by
Gene Tierney, we now discover the
opinion of the true idealist, Jeanne
Crain.
Says Jeanne, “I’ve never been
deeply, truly in love, so perhaps I
don’t really know what I’m talking
about, but I have a conviction any¬
how. I think that, if a man and a
girl are genuinely in love, their love
creates an island for them. An in¬
visible island that is surrounded by
a sea of unawareness. I know that,
even when I’ve had nothing more
than a terrific crush on a boy, no
other boy in the world has really
existed for me. I’ve had boys tell
me that they felt the same thing. If
that is true, then jealousy must be
an emotion that arises when one per¬
son is in love with someone who is
NOT in love with him.
If that’s
the case, they aren’t IN love. There
is all the difference in the world
between loving someone, and being
IN love. I don’t ever want to marry
a boy who merely loves me, or whom
I love. We must be equally IN love,
or it isn’t the best that the human
heart can attain.
The way I feel
about it now, I never want anything
but the best as far as love is con¬
cerned. Having the best, there sim¬
ply can’t be such a thing as jealousy.
Snow never falls in Paradise.”
There are three totally different,
yet equally fascinating ideas.
What do you think about jealousy?
The End
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Sometimes he strolls into a Main
Street bar for some beer and pretzels,
and a chat with the boys on “skid
row” before pushing on to the Main
Street Gym to watch the fighters
training. You might find him some
day heckling the soap-box orators in
the Plaza of downtown Los Angeles,
or doping things out with the park
bench strategists in Pershing Square.
This is how he’s learned to master
the American idiom. And for supple¬
mental reading on the subject, he de¬
vours all the comic strips, which he
considers a valuable source of infor¬
mation about all phases of American
life.
Just now Mr. Lang is producing and
directing “Scarlet Street” at Uni¬
versal, which reunites Joan Bennett,
Edward Robinson, and Dan Duryea,
who worked with him so happily in
“Woman in the Window.” In fact, this
group may have plans for sticking
together. “Scarlet Street” happens to
be the first undertaking of the newly
formed Diana Productions, an inde¬
pendent producing unit which has
Fritz Lang for president, and Joan
Bennett and Walter Wanger as vicepresidents.
Before shooting started, Mr. Lang
put in weeks of grueling work on the
script. One of the hardest working
men in Hollywood, he arrives at the
studio early and leaves late. In fact,
he’s an unmerciful task-master—to
himself, though not to others. But
don’t waste your pity on the man;
he likes it that way.
While waiting for writers to com¬
plete a script, he does exhaustive re¬
search on all subjects involved in the
story. Then when the script comes to
him, he goes through it with a fine
tooth comb, eliminating superfluous
scenes, lines, words. He starts shoot¬
ing with a script tightened almost
to the breaking point. No wonder his
pictures create that unbearable sus¬
pense. Every inch of film is so packed
with meaning that you can’t afford to
miss a split second.
Seated at his desk in his large,
paneled office, Mr. Lang adjusted his
famous monocle, opened his script,
and explained his reasons for the cuts
he was making in certain scenes.
“The very worst thing possible,”
he said (he has just an intriguing
trace of Viennese accent), “is for the
audience to get ahead of the story.
But that’s what will happen if you
leave in the script one unnecessary
word or line. It only makes people
impatient and restless to be told
things they already know.
“The tempo of a picture must be
very speedy to keep American audi¬
ences interested.
They are very
quick, very intelligent, and they’re
thoroughly informed about what’s
going on. They see newsreels, tech¬
nical features, they read everything.
It’s impossible to fool them with any
tricks, any inaccuracies. A picture
must be authentic in every detail.
“In Europe, the technique and
audience reactions are quite different.
There, more time is spent in establish¬
ing moods. European audiences en¬
joy emphasis of that phase. It is not
that American audiences don’t care
for moods—it is that they get the
mood so quickly, and then they are

eager to go on with the story, I think.
“One might describe the difference
in technique by saying that here we
have the rhythm of jazz, and in
Europe the rhythm is that of the
waltz. Both are good; it just depends
on which you want.”
Mr. Lang has intimate knowledge
of both European and American audi¬
ences, for he was an ace director in
Germany and France before ever
coming to the United States.
It was while in a hospital, recover¬
ing from wounds sustained in World
War I (in which he served with the
Austrian army) that he began writing
movie scenarios to relieve his bore¬
dom. The German producer, Erich
Pommer, came across some of his
work, signed him as a writer, and
upon his recovery, took him to Berlin
to direct. Lang made a long list of
successful pictures there, including
the classic “M” which introduced
Peter Lorre on the screen.
Then came 1933, and Hitler. One
year was all Lang could take of
Nazism, and vice versa. He left for
Paris, just one jump ahead of the
Gestapo.
From Paris, it was natural that his
next move should be to America, for
Lang had had, since boyhood, a tre¬
mendous interest in the history of
America’s wild and woolly west. He’s
spent his happiest vacations here in
exploring Arizona, New Mexico and
Utah. Through his sincerity, he’s won
the friendship of the Navajos around
Kayenta, Arizona, who have allowed
him to film some of their sacred rites,
and have even invited him to partici¬
pate on occasion.
Co-workers at the studio claim that
Fritz Lang is inclined to be restless
and temperamental when working in
his office, but always calm on the set.
He laughs about this, but admits it is
probably true.
“I must confess, I am happiest when
on the set,” he said. “Like a circus
horse needs a circus, I need the set.
It is there that I see come to life what
I have dreamed about at my desk. But
here, at my desk, is where the sweat
and tears must be shed.
“I do try to be relaxed on the set,
because I think it helps everybody.
People work very hard on the sets,
everybody is trying to give his best,
and it is easier to do this if the at¬
mosphere is kept free of tension.
“I believe that a good picture can
only be made in very close collabora¬
tion with everybody who works on it.
It’s very necessary to have a spirit
of give and take—what the Russians
call ‘collective.’ I try to give every¬
body a chance to express himself
freely, to do his best. Naturally, when
discussions come up, there has to be
somebody who has the final word.
The main idea behind a production,
which is the director’s responsibility,
that is what I call the rhythm.
“But I do not believe in telling an
actor how to play a scene. I try to
get him to express his own personality
and ideas. If I had a scene requiring
five actors, for instance, it would be
no good for me to tell each actor how
to do his part. What would be the
result? I would just have five Mr.
Langs running around. It would be
very boring!”
So seriously does he take his re¬
sponsibilities that he generally loses
18 to 20 pounds during the shooting
of a picture. His trousers will slip at
the waist, the cuffs get frayed and
catch on his heels. Fastidious as he is
about his dress, when he’s completely
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Lou would hardly
have picked Edrie
Beal for a pin-up
girl when the snap¬
shot below was tak¬
en. But what a dif¬
ference (right)
when she had com¬
pleted the DuBarry
* Success Course!

HOW ABOUT YOU?

“Many times before,” says Mrs. Edrie
Beal, “my Navy husband had written
from the Southwest Pacific, asking for
something special, and I had hurried
it off to him. But this time it was a
stopper. ‘Send me your picture in a
bathing suit,’ the letter said. ‘I want
my own pin-up girl.’
“I looked in the mirror — at that
thick waist and heavy abdomen. No! I
simply couldn’t bring myself to stand
before a camera. But neither can you
refuse a far-off husband any wish in
the world. It was New Year’s! Time
for resolutions. If I didn’t have a bath¬
ing-suit figure, I’d get one!
“That’s why I took the DuBarry
Success Course. Did it work? I lost 13
pounds right where I had to lose them.
I took 6 inches off my abdomen, 4 off
my waist and my hips. At the same
time, the most wonderful things were
happening to my skin and hair and to
me. I look and feel like a person re¬
born. I’m out of that middle-aged
slump—with a zest for the years ahead.
Could one ask for better proof that it’s
never too late? Imagine me—a pin-up
girl!”
Wouldn’t you

like to be slender again, wear more youthful
styles, hear the compliments of friends? The
DuBarry Success Course can help you. It
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absorbed with his work he doesn’t
even notice discrepancies like this.
He’s a constant coffee drinker. In
fact, being able to make good coffee is
one of the requisites for being Fritz
Lang’s secretary. He keeps on hand
a good supply of his favorite brand,
and whether working in his office or
on the set, there’s coffee brewing at
frequent intervals. He’s generous with
it, too; but since the war started,
he’s extracted a nickel or dime from
each “fellow addict.” The collection
has gone into a teacup kept for the
purpose, and from there to a war
charity.
There’s precious little time in Fritz
Lang’s life for recreation, but when a
little spare time does fall into his
hands, he spends it playing tennis,
reading, or romping with his two
Sealyhams, Mutt and Jeff.
“They are father and son, and they
fight like hell!” he says with a smile.
“But they’re wonderful little com¬
panions. I haven’t taught them any
tricks. I hate to see dogs trained to do
tricks. But they think up plenty of
their own.”
Being decidedly in the eligible
bachelor class, Mr. Lang is greatly in
demand
by
Hollywood hostesses,
though he doesn’t have time to accept
many of the invitations he gets. He's
a valuable addition to any party. Be¬
sides being a wonderful raconteur, he
has that priceless gift of combining
unfailing courtesy with informality,
which automatically puts people at
ease and brings out the best in them.
Hollywood has always been mysti¬
fied as to how a man of Fritz Lang’s
great charm and sympatico nature
has managed to avoid the matri¬
monial hook.
“I have been married,” he admits,
in a tone which puts that episode
firmly in the realm of the long ago
and far away, “but if you wonder
what I think of marriage in Holly¬
wood—well, I am a bachelor. Doesn't
that answer your question?
“Mind you, I don’t say that a happy
marriage is impossible in Hollywood.
There are exceptions. But as for my¬
self, I do not think it would be fair.
Show business is a very demanding
profession. Take my days here at the
studio. While shooting, I am on the
set all day. Evenings I stay late here
in my office, working on the script,
preparing changes for the next day.
I give all my time, all my energy to
my work. So when I finally go home,
I am exhausted, often too tired to
speak.
“Now suppose I were married?
What kind of a companion would I
be for my wife? What kind of a life
would she have? A woman wants and
is entitled to a little fun and soci¬
ability. She wants to go out to parties
and entertainments, and she should.
These things I haven’t the time nor
energy for. That’s w-hy I remain
married to my work.
“Still, I do not mean by all this to
imply that the institution of marriage
is any more shaky in Hollywood than
elsewhere. It is possibly a little more
difficult for people in show business
to make a success of marriage, due to
the fact that they live a very, very
full life, are easily excited, and work
under high tension. But I do not be¬
lieve that the proportion of divorces
is higher in Hollywood than else¬
where. Look at the thriving divorce
business that Reno does. You don’t
think Reno is supported entirely by
Hollywood, do you? Very few Holly¬
wood people go to Reno for divorce.

‘‘Oh, yes, I have a theory as to
what causes the increasing divorce
rate—but it couldn’t be printed!”
And with that tantalizing remark,
Mr. Lang concluded his discourse on
love and marriage, and returned to
the love of his life: movies.
l-To get anywhere in pictures now,
an actress must have a great deal
more than a pretty face and figure.
It takes a great deal of intelligence,
talent, and fortitude. Look at the
actresses who are at the top—Berg¬
man, Joan Fontaine, Jennifer Jones.
Extremely intelligent, gifted women,
all of them. And Bacall—make no
mistake about it—there is an actress.
It is much more than just a look or a
slinky walk that she has. Whether
she’ll prove versatile or not, I don’t
know. I’ve seen her in only one pic¬
ture, but she gave a definite, strong
performance in that. Only a real
actress can put over such a perform¬
ance as she gave in ‘To Have and
Have Not.’ The beautiful but dumb
type of girl is practically passe now,
off screen as well as on. Men are
getting very bored with that type.
And to succeed in pictures, a girl must
have ability.
You just can’t fool
audiences any more.”
Mr. Lang has been quoted as be¬
lieving that pictures should confine
themselves strictly to entertainment
and avoid propaganda. But he set the
record straight about this in no un¬
certain terms.
‘'How can you make any picture
without propaganda?” he exclaimed.
“Every picture is propaganda for
something.
Take ‘Woman in the
Window’—the propaganda in that
picture is: be on guard. Now I don’t
say a man must never go out for
cocktails with a charming girl, but I
say, ‘Be always on guard.’ That pic¬
ture followed to a perfectly logical
conclusion the events that can follow
even one second of being off guard.
“Of course, propaganda, to be ef¬
fective, should not preach. It must
be injected into a picture in such a
way that the audience is entertained
while being propagandized. If you
are going to propagandize against
Nazism, for instance, it is no good
to simply have someone stand up and
say, ‘Nazism is bad.’ You must show
why Nazism is bad, in what way it
is bad, by showing its effect on the
lives of people whom it touches.
“You have seen the German propa¬
ganda films? Well, don’t you think we
should ballyhoo our way of life?”
Mr. Lang believes most definitely
that we should, and it is his constant
ambition to show the rest of the
world, through motion pictures, the
advantages of living in a country
dedicated to its people’s life, liberty,
and pursuit of happiness.
When asked whether he ever has
any longing for the “good old days”
or even occasional homesickness for
Europe, he smiled serenely and said,
“Not the slightest. People think it
strange, I know. Sometimes they ask
me, ‘Would you like to go back to
Europe when the war is over?’ But
I am not even the least bit interested
in returning to Europe. I feel at
home in America, and I am so happy
here—so completely happy!”
The End
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ONE YEAR AGO: Lana Turner re¬
fusing to cut her long, blonde tresses
. . . Newcomer Lauren Bacall dubbed
“a female Humphrey Bogart” . . .
Madeleine Carroll doing a bang-up
job for the Red Cross in Europe . . .
Joan Crawford holding out for the
right story and finding it in “Mildred
Pierce” . . . Gloria Jean and Shirley
Temple having reached the beauing
stage (with Mom’s permission) . . .
a new and gayer Joan Fontaine, hap¬
py with her freedom . . . “Mrs. Parkington,” “None But the Lonely
Heart,” and “I’ll be Seeing You,”
three best-bet pictures . . . Captain
Clark Gable embraced by Hollywood
on his return from England . . . Faye
Emerson playing her fifth fallen wom¬
an . . . Evelyn Keyes and Charlie
Vidor reconciling.
*

*

*

FIVE YEARS AGO: George Brent
and Ann Sheridan rumored altar
bound . . . Jeanette MacDonald and
Nelson Eddy film sweethearts in “Bit¬
ter Sweet” . . . Joan Bennett threaten¬
ing to dye her hair green to avoid
resembling Hedy . . . Lois Andrews
denying marriage rumors to George
Jessel but gifting him with a locket
inscribed “Forever Yours” . . . Vic
Mature and Lana Turner wearing
identical slack suits . . . Jane Wyman
and Ronald Reagan expectin’ . . .
John Barrymore and Elaine Barrie
giving out with fireworks . . . Lucille
Ball insisting that Desi Arnaz is the
one . . . David Niven married Primula
Rollo, an English girl . . . Roy Rogers
running a close second to Gene Autry
as the cowboy fan’s favorite . . . Stir¬
ling Hayden, the new brawn-boy and
threat to Errol Flynn . . . Laraine
Day named “Typical American Girl”

. . . Brenda Marshall and Bill Holden
very serious . . . One of the most
talked about pictures of the year,
“Mr. Smith Goes To Washington” . . .
Joan Crawford dating ex-husband
Franchot Tone . . . Leslie Howard
returned to England with daughter
Leslie . . . the fighting Flynns—Errol
and Lili Damita.
*

*

*

TEN YEARS AGO: Virginia Bruce
and Cesar Romero twoing it (and
they’re still duo-ing it) . . . Bebe
Daniels and Ben Lyon celebrating
their return from abroad, after a
lengthy absence ... no woman al¬
lowed on location of Paramount’s
“Lives of a Bengal Lancer” . . . Frank
Fay and Barbara Stanwyck a de¬
voted married couple . . . Garbo’s
fence of sharp pointed branches to
catch snooping cameramen a muchdiscussed item . . . William Powell
birthday gifting Carole Lombard with
several huge bouquets of flowers . . .
Roger Pryor and Ann Sothern ro¬
mancing . . . Katharine Hepburn and
John Beal in “The Little Minister”
. . . Claudette Colbert the first star to
have contracts with every major pro¬
ducer . . . Gene Raymond, the whitehaired boy of the films . . . Charles
Farrell and Janet Gaynor planning
to
team
again
(made
“Seventh
Heaven” seven years before) . . .
Rudy Vallee predicting that the
movies and radio would eventually
exchange talent . . . Lew Ayres and
Ginger Rogers about to wed . . . Best
picture of the month, “The Gay Di¬
vorcee” with Ginger Rogers and Fred
Astaire . . . Hollywood expecting
much from Jane Wyatt, the heroine
of “Great Expectations.”
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she laughs. “But I like it.”
Anyhow, there she is—in a home
that’s quite hidden from the street
by trees and shrubs, with her books
and her Shadrack (who’s an ingra¬
tiating airdale). There she is, in this
sun-filled house—with the same di¬
rect, sturdy handshake, the same quiet
courtesy, the same delightful laugh.
It’s a much, much thinner Olivia
DeHavilland, and she’s very pale, but
certain that all these months away
from the screen, though at times
difficult, were probably the most en¬
riching of all her life.
The months of professional inac¬
tivity—while there was the suit to
determine whether she still owed
Warner Bros, twenty-six weeks after
the expiration of her seven-year
contract, to compensate for the time
lost to them when she’d gone on vol¬
untary suspension—for Olivia herself,
they were far from inactive months.
There were hospital, camp and bond
tours, and a seven-weeks trip to the
Aleutians. There was the Presiden¬
tial campaign, with Olivia exercising
an interest in politics developed since
she became a citizen. (More about
that, in a moment.) And then there
was Olivia’s trip to the South Pacific,
which she says “is probably unique
among overseas tours!”
It all began well enough. Olivia left
October 10th of last year, flying from
San Francisco and headed for New
Caledonia, which was to be her “base
of operations.” She stopped off in
Honolulu just long enough to eat at
a service mess, and to pick up a Flight
Nurse who was to be her companion
on the trip. Then on to the Fiji
Islands.
“The clothes situation was quite
funny,” Olivia says. “Of course all
entertainers wear the U. S. O. uni¬
form. This was done, I was told, be¬
fore the war was over, so that if you
were captured by the enemy they’d
know you were military and not shoot
you for a spy. A charming thought
to set out with, by the way! But we
all like to be feminine and in high
heels when we meet the boys, so I
changed my clothes in the plane be¬
fore we landed.”
And the clothes she changed to?
When Olivia was preparing to leave
for the Pacific, she suddenly realized
that she’d have to have summer
clothes, out there. But being October,
there were none in the shops, and
she insists she didn’t have enough of
her own. So she forthwith ransacked'
an elegant summer wardrobe which
her sister, Joan Fontaine, had bought
in New York the spring before.
“And there I was,” grins Olivia.
“Descending from the plane in the
Fiji Islands, a vision of femmeelegant, in my sister Joan’s white
linen dress, my sister Joan’s red and
blue striped bag, my sister Joan’s
blue enamelled broach, my sister
Joan’s blue enamelled earrings . . .
but, my own sandals!”
The next twenty-four hours were
a maelstrom of activity. There was an
appearance before 3000 men, en masse,
an event which was especially terri¬
fying to Olivia. “I can’t sing or
dance,” she explains. “Always on any
tour, I have just talked with the boys
or danced with them in hospitals.
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messes or service huts.” But there
she was, confronted with 3000 men—
and doing very well, indeed she did,
despite her fears.
Next day, there was a trip across the
island to a Fiji school, which Olivia
will never forget. The children were
all dressed up in her honor, and they
stood and sang: “Good morning to
you, good morning to you, good morn¬
ing Missa DeH, good morning to you.”
(Missa DeH being as near as they
could come to pronouncing Olivia’s
last name.) They were so adorable
those youngsters—and Olivia was so
touched—she “sat down right then
and there, and bawled.”
As the day progressed, traveling
from mess to hospital to camp, Olivia
began to feel chilled—a most unlikely
sensation, considering the Fijian tem¬
perature. She was thoroughly dis¬
gusted with herself.
But after a
preliminary sense of panic, fearing
that she might have acquired some
tropical disease, she determined to
forget her strange sensations.
All the same, when she awoke the
next morning, certain she had a fever,
she realized that something had better
be done about it. Besides, she could
hardly stagger out of bed.
She called the Flight Nurse, who
called the Flight Surgeon, who carted
her off to the hospital, post haste,
where it was discovered she had
virus pneumonia!
“My first reaction,” Olivia says now,
“was one of being distressed about
having the trip interrupted. I have
never felt like such an utter fool in
my entire life. Here I went out to
do my part in building up the boy’s
morale, and suddenly I was one on
the sick list.
“But they were all simply wonder¬
ful. I was never lonely. The boys
came to see me all the time. They
brought me flowers and books. They
played gin rummy with me. They
did a magnificent job of building up
my morale!”
One of the books the G. I.’s brought
her was a volume of short stories,
including a tale by a friend, Michael
Arlen, famed author of “The Green
Hat.” Olivia had never read that par¬
ticular story of Arlen’s. She pounced
on it with enthusiasm—if not much
strength—and after she had read the
book she wrote Michael Arlen a
letter. “Dear Michael,” she wrote,
“thank you for coming to visit me for
awhile in my hospital room in Fiji,
and. for staying to tell me a story.”
(The letter was sent to Arlen, back
in the States.)
And then there was the eye-filling
spectacle of the tropical vista outside
her hospital window.
“There were colors you would never
quite believe,” Olivia says, her eyes
shining brightly with the memory.
“The brilliant green fields, the purple
and red bougainvillea, the pink . . .
well, I called it ‘franji-panji’; the
name is something like that. Colors
that you see in the paintings of
Gauguin, and are inclined to doubt
until you’ve been to the islands and
seen them for yourself. And there was
the sugar cane, a strange almond
green; and the Hindus who came from
India many years ago to tend the
cane, with their magnificent bodies
and turbaned heads.
The Fijians
themselves, I simply adored. And the
fantastic sight of the periodical burn¬
ing of the sugar cane, like a fire neck¬
lace across the island in the night!”
When the fever was gone, and she
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was feeling better, Olivia did a little
K. P. duty around the hospital. Six
weeks passed, and they put her on a
plane and flew her back to Hawaii.
After resting there for a week, she
was flown on to San Francisco, then
back to Hollywood.
But apparently the excitement of
the trip was too much. Her tempera¬
ture went up again and she had to go
back to bed for many more weeks.
Since that time, the road back to
full strength and energy has been long
and discouraging. “It's terribly bor¬
ing,” Olivia sighs. ‘ But they tell me
it’s often this way, after pneumonia.”
Still bordering on being a conva¬
lescent, Olivia has been able to do
little or nothing which would classify
as “social life.” She says, “I’ve been
out perhaps three times since I got
back. And then I paid for it, with com¬
plete exhaustion.” All the time she
was making
“The Well-Groomed
Bride,” she was a home-every-nightand-to-bed girl—Saturday nights not
excepted. Fact is, she’d fall into bed
Saturday evening, and stay there until
the following Monday morning.
“My great social whirl of the week,”
Olivia laughs, “is my Sunday after¬
noon walk up the canyon with Shadrack.” (The duet of barking which
accompanies such walks, with Olivia
ordering Shadrack to the side of the
road and Shadrack remonstrating,
has startled many a peaceful Sunday
Bel Airer.)
Headed “plans for the future,”
Olivia wants to make at least four pic¬
tures in the coming year, to make up
for lost time. In doing this, she will
have to save all her energies for her
work; no social life whatsoever. And
romance? “Shadrack is the love of
my life"—that’s the only answer you’ll
get to that!
“I’m not really settled,” Olivia told
me, shaking her head slowly. “I don’t
know ... it seems to me you don't
really settle down in complete peace¬
fulness, until you put down roots. I
haven’t. There’s a strange thing, too
about one’s physical surroundingseven though I’ve lived a third of my
life in Southern California, I never en¬
tirely feel that I belong here. I still
feel that home is up North. Perhaps
someday I’ll feel differently. Per¬
haps it has something to do with the
fact that my life has been sort of—
well, ‘split up’.
“You can’t imagine,” she continued,

“what a curious feeling it is to have
been born in a country you don’t
remember, a citizen of a country
you’ve never seen, and to have lived
all your life in a third country. For
so long, when I was growing up, I had
a sort of schizophrenia. My allegiance
was divided, and I felt I belonged
nowhere. I love the U. S. A.
But
there was always the thought of
England. England, where the roots
of my family were. England, where
relatives lived. I had a feeling that
I couldn’t make a decision about
where I really belonged, until I had
seen England. So, Mother and I went
to England—in 1938.
“I went, expecting to have some¬
thing wonderful happen to me . . .
some psychic feeling, perhaps. I
thought I would look at England and
feel, ‘This is home. This is where I
belong. This is where my ancestors
lived and died.’
“Well, I saw England. I saw London
and the charming English country¬
side. It was small and neat and end¬
lessly delightful.
I found myself
thinking of my Western United States
—of space and bigness, of the Sierras
and plains and the brown California
hills. Suddenly, I knew where I be¬
longed.
“The moment I returned to the
United States I took out my first
citizenship papers. Just seven days
before Pearl Harbor, I became an
American citizen. It was the most
thrilling experience in all my life.
I cast my first presidential vote last
November, by absentee ballot, before
I left for the Fiji Islands. I voted for
Franklin Roosevelt.”
It was time for me to leave. We
stood up, and I was preparing to say
goodbye. I happened to remark that
at least in the months ahead, when she
will be working so very hard, Olivia
could feel certain permanence in her
new house—the house she likes so
well, even if it is too large.
Olivia looked a little sheepish, and
grinned. “It’s awful,” she confessed,
“but I just heard the other day that
now this house is up for sale!”
We laughed. But I left with a ser¬
ious feeling, too; a feeling that Olivia
is one of the rare people who has
looked at the world about her, and
has learned. It was a good feeling
to have.
The
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I said. “I want to be an actor!’ ”
The next two years Conte spent
with the Neighborhood Playhouse. It
was a “new life” for the barber’s son
from Jersey City. “I met a different
type of people,” he says. “People in¬
terested in literature, the theatre,
politics, art and music. I’d never had
any idea those things would interest
me; but I realized then that I’d wanted
them all along, without knowing it.
Before that, the closest I’d ever come
to the arts was through the piano
lessons my parents had insisted upon.
I took the lessons, and practiced, out
of a sense of duty to my family; they
were poor, and I knew they had to
sacrifice to manage that extra ex¬
pense. But I never really appreciated
what I was getting.
“So I’d come to the point of trying
to make up for lost time. I sponged
up knowledge, you might say; I
gulped everything I heard, as though
it were my last breath of air.
It
was all new to me—I just barely
knew who Shakespeare was!”
The shyness disappeared, too, as
he gained confidence in himself. But
for just how shy he had been, here’s
something that happened in his
sophomore year in high school:
“Our class was holding a dance,”
Dick tells, “but I had no intention of
going. Then a very pretty girl whom
I’d admired—from afar, needless to
say—asked me if she could go to the
dance with me.”
“There was a dead pause of ten
minutes, while I blushed and stam¬
mered. I couldn’t bear to look at the
girl, and I couldn’t find any place
else to look. Finally she assumed I
meant yes, and there I was!”
The Richard Conte you saw in
“Guadalcanal Diary,” in “The Purple
Heart,” and who you’ll be seeing
in “A Walk in the Sun” and “The
Spider” is a far cry from that bash¬
ful adolescent. Since turning actor,
he’s sure of himself; nothing’s too
big for him to tackle.
He came to Hollywood not quite
three years ago, to test for the George
Gershwin role in “Rhapsody in Blue.”
He had just received his medical
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discharge after nearly a year in the
Army, and was in the throes of de¬
ciding “what next.” By that time he
had a reputation on Broadway, and
there were play offers.
But the
Gershwin thing sounded good to him,
so he elected to come to the Coast.
What Conte didn’t know, of course,
was that his enthusiastic agent had
assured Producer Jesse L. Lasky that
his client was a great pianist, as well
as an actor. Dick was at dinner with
the Laskys one night, and here’s what
happened:
‘There were several people in the
party,” Dick says, “and everyone
talked about music.
Finally Mrs.
Lasky said she couldn’t wait till we
got back to their house, so she could
hear me play. About then, I began
to catch on.”
Back at the house, Dick stalled. He
kept Mr. Lasky in his den, talking
over
pictures
of
former
stars
launched by the producer. “I kept
as far from the piano as I could!”
Dick laughs. “But it was no use. It
was like a magnet, and seemed to be
tapping me on the shoulder.
“Finally I was at the piano, with
everyone waiting expectantly . . .
and I had absolutely no idea what
to do. I knew they were expecting
some Gershwin melodies, but the re¬
grettable truth was that I didn’t even
know the first two measures of ‘Embraceable You.’ What I would have
done to my agent, had he been there
at that moment!
“I stared at the keys, and they
stared right back at me. I had to do
something; so, acting as much like
Gershwin as I could, I hit a chord
in the bass section. It sounded good,
and I repeated it. It still sounded
good, so I did the same thing with my
right hand. Finally I was doing a
chord and three notes with my left
hand, repeating the same three notes
with my right hand, and then doing
the same thing a half-tone down.
“It sounded very impressive, I must
say . . . and I was getting a big kick
out of watching everyone watch me.
When I finished, I mumbled non¬
chalantly; ‘Just a little something I
wrote.’
“Everyone agreed that I’d make a
great Gershwin, and they began
looking me up and down to see if I
walked like George, if my hair grew
like his, etc.
In the end, I didn’t
make the test, after all; I signed
with Twentieth Century-Fox, in¬
stead.”
But the incident is typical of the
new Conte—as is the fact that, since
then, he’s been working on that “em¬
barrassing moment” composition and
now has a really good musical piece
to show for his experience.
He likes to paint, too.
And the
house he shares with his wife in
Beverly Hills is a veritable gallery of
“masterpieces.”
Living in a house is one of the
things Dick likes best about working
in Hollywood. In those early New
York days, you see, “home” was a
furnished room, eight floors up.
“There was an all-night restaurant
across the street,” Dick adds, “and
every time they used the cash regis¬
ter it sounded a gong and woke me
up. I could tell how much business

the place did, without ever leaving
my room!”
Dick’s wife is the former Ruth
Strome, a fellow actress from his
Group theatre days. He sent for her
after he signed his 20th contract, and
they were married—in Hollywood.
(Fact is, they honeymooned on the
“Guadalcanal
Diary”
location,
at
Oceanside, Calif.)
Ruth is small, dark-eyed and viva¬
cious; an established actress in her
own right, but she has put aside all
professional ideas other than those
having to do with her husband’s ca¬
reer. She is content being just Mrs.
Richard Conte.
Dick likes to tell the story of how
he got his biggest break on the stage.
It was with the role of Mike, in “Ja¬
son.”
(Alike was a character pat¬
terned after William Saroyan, a little
detail no one had bothered to ex¬
plain.) When he turned up to read
for the role, between performances
in a play about to close, Conte gave
his own interpretation.
Sampson
Raphaelson and George Abbott were
not impressed. They told him they
didn’t think he was right for the part,
and went on interviewing other ac¬
tors.
They tested several dozens, and
were still stuck for a Mike. It was
then that Dick’s agent called the dis¬
couraged casters and suggested that
they go to see Dick in “Walk Into
My Parlor,” in which our Horatio
Alger hero played a dashing gangster.
The agent was sure if they saw Conte
work, they’d change their minds.
“They agreed to have a look,” Dick
says.
“So Raphaelson said to Ab¬
bott: ‘Go down and see him.’ And
Abbott said to Raphaelson: ‘You go
down and see him.’ With the result
that it was Abbott’s daughter, Judith,
who got the assignment.”
Judith went to see him, and came
back raving enthusiastically.
Next
day Raphaelson actually did catch
the show, and after the first act he
went backstage: “The part is yours,
Conte,” he said.
But Conte didn’t, want it that way.
He had a hunch that Raphaelson

wasn’t completely sold on him; so
he told him to think it over and let
him know when he was really sure.
They left it like that.
That night at Sardi’s, Dick ran into
Raphaelson again and joined him at
his table. By that time, he had a
pretty good idea what was wanted
in the role, and pulled the same stunt
he used later when he was trying for
the Gershwin part. He began talk¬
ing and acting like Saroyan, and—
it worked!
What’s more, even Saroyan was
pleased.
“Jason” was Conte’s last
show before he went into the Army.
One Sunday afternoon, while on fur¬
lough, he was walking along 53rd
Street. Saroyan spotted him. “Come
here, come here!” he called excitedly.
“I’ve got a part for you ... in ‘Across
the Board Tomorrow Morning.’ The
character is supposed to be me, and
you’re the only guy who can do me.”
Dick said, “But look!” and pointed
to his uniform.
Saroyan looked.
“Oh, that’s all
right,” he said pleasantly.
“Can’t
you get away for a few weeks?”
But for all that the stage was his
first love, and Dick naturally hopes
he’ll get back to Broadway occasion¬
ally to do a play, still he’s wellsatisfied with the movies. He likes
the medium; likes the chance to do
a variety of roles.
He’s had to make one concession
to Hollywood, however; his name.
It’s really Nicholas Conte.
On the
stage it was Nick Conte, but he
agreed when his studio protested that
it sounded “too foreign.”
“I was afraid it would type me,”
he explains.
“I could see myself
playing Italian fruit dealers, or ice¬
men, from here on in!”
Possible, we say, but not likely.
For both his studio and the public
are agreed that Dick Conte is one of
the best bets of this or any other
year.
There’s small chance of his
being typed, but he’ll have to go
some to equal the variety of his reallife roles.
From waiter to screen
star, and making all stops enroute!
The End
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LOUISE ALLBRITTON
fCONTINUED

pace, “Invariably on these days, I
wind up with a smashed fender or a
torn bumper,” she said, “but were I
driving at my normal rate, they
would have spelled serious acci¬
dents.”
Sometimes her hunches come only
a few moments before the events they
involve. Sometimes they hold for
situations several days or weeks in
the offing. Rarely indeed do they con¬
cern her friends, and never her busi¬
ness associates; a great empathy such
as exists between her father and her¬
self, or a great fondness for a person,
must be present before they will
work for others.
“The only sad thing about it is that
I get no surprises,” she said. “Darn
it, I always know when someone is
coming, or when I’m going to get
something nice, or when a present
is going to arrive!”
She always knows too, she says,
when something isn’t going to hap¬
pen. Right now Universal is in a
tizzy because Louise calmly is going
ahead with her plans to go to New
York next month, despite the “fact”
that the script and preparations for
her next picture (after “That Night
With You.”) are in work.
“It’s all right,” Louise answers the
studio’s vehement protestations, “I’ll
be back by the time you are ready for
me. The script and things won’t be
finished as soon as you think.”
They probably won’t, at that! Those
Allbntton hunches have a discon¬
certing way of proving right. It’s only
when someone manages to talk her
out of her hunch that trouble begins
to pop. A small scar on her throat
still bears mute testimony to one such
occasion. She was about 12 at the
time and in high school in Wichita
Falls. Every week-end it was her
great delight to accompany her father
to the family ranch some miles out
of town, but on this particular occa¬
sion her father was amazed to find
her lounging around the house instead of clad in her boots and jeans,
ready to go with him. In answer to
his query of how come, Louise said
simply that she didn’t think she
should go that time. One of her
hunches told her.
,J,‘Nonsense!” Mr- Allbritton insisted.
Climb into your clothes and let’s go!”
Reluctantly, Louise went.
The
next afternoon she was watching a
polo pony being broken when the
animal suddenly started raring and
leaped in her direction. In trying to
escape, and with the hot sun in her
eyes, she ran full tilt into the barbed
wire which fenced the enclosure, col¬
lecting a broken tooth, a torn lip
and the deep cut in her throat.
Recently she again disobeyed a
hunch, and with evil results. Visit¬
ing friends near San Francisco, she
dressed for an evening of dancing
When they were ready to leave, her
hostess noted that Louise wore her
pearl necklace and earrings but was
not wearing a beautiful pearl bracelet
which matched the set. The bracelet
four strands of pearls with a diamond
clasp, had belonged to her dead
mother and was one of Louise’s most
cherished possessions.
. } j^st ^on t think I ought to wear
it tonight, Louise tried to explain.
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Louise has Just been assigned to

a

supporting role in the Maria Montez
picture,

"Tangiers,"

at

Universal.

While dressing, something had told
her not to wear it, even as she held
it in her hand ready to fasten it
about her wrist.
“How silly!” her hostess scoffed.
“And really, it looks so beautiful
with that costume. Don’t be a goose;
put it on and forget about it.”
Louise wore the bracelet—and lost
it that night. No trace of it ever has
been found.
Vivid
among
her
recollected
hunches was the telephone incident
at college. Because she was only a
precocious 14 when she entered the
University of Oklahoma, Mrs. Allbrit¬
ton accompanied Louise to the school
and lived with her near the campus.
At home in Wichita Falls the tele¬
phone had become the bete noir of
the Allbritton household; even the
two lines in the home were insuffi¬
cient to handle all the incoming calls,
and the persistent ringing of a phone
got on the nerves of the entire family.
Mrs. Allbritton therefore suggested to
Louise that it would be a blessed re¬
lief to have no phone in their campus
home, and Louise was pursuaded to
agree.
One afternoon while walking home
from classes Louise suddenly stopped
at the telephone company and asked
that a phone be installed immediately.
When told it would require several
days for her order to be filled, she
pleaded almost desperately for quick¬
er service. Something in the urgency
of her face and voice must have im¬
pressed the telephone company, for
the phone was installed and in work¬
ing order by noon the next day.
Two hours later, while Louise was
in school, Mrs. Allbritton suffered a
paralytic stroke.
By dint of gi'eat
effort, however, she was able to pull
her self to the telephone to call for
help.
Later the same year Louise again
had an uncanny hunch about her
mother.
Mrs. Allbritton had returned to Texas after suffering the

stroke, and apparently had regained
complete health. Every letter Louise
had from home, in fact, stressed how
well her mother was feeling. Two
days before she was to leave for home
for her Easter vacation, however,
Louise awakened suddenly one night
with the certain knowledge that
something was amiss at home.
So
strong was the conviction that she
persuaded the dean to permit her to
leave for home one day ahead of the
school schedule. While she was enroute, Mrs. Allbritton suffered a sec¬
ond stroke and was unconscious until
the hour of Louise’s arrival. She
awakened briefly when Louise en¬
tered the room, talked lovingly with
her for 15 minutes, and died.
“But for that hunch, I could not
have reached home in time,” Louise
said. “Too, it had prepared me for
mother’s death, so the blow was not
as shocking as it might have been.”
Louise long has had an aversion to
locks of any kind, and admittedly is
often guilty of leaving her automo¬
bile parked on the street without
locked protection of any kind. One
night recently she returned from the
studio and, as usual, left the car on
the street with the keys dangling in
the ignition. While eating her din¬
ner a sudden compulsion made her
leave the table, walk out to the car
and, for the first time in months,
thoroughly lock it up tight.
The next morning she heard con¬
siderable commotion all along the
block in which her charming apart¬
ment is located, and upon investigat¬
ing the hubbub, discovered that every
car parked on that street, save hers,
had been robbed during the night of
its radio or some other valuable
accessory!
Then there was the case of the
mink coat. Lunching one day last
winter at Club 21 in New York, she
was persuaded against her will to
check her mink coat.
Keeping it
with her at the table would crowd
things, her friends said, and besides,
it was safer to be checked anyway.
When she went to reclaim it, the
checkroom was thrown into an up¬
roar upon the discovery that in some
inconceivable manner the mink coats
belonging to Louise and another
patron had been given away, and
only two cloth coats remained in their
place.
The other patron became
frantic, but Louise took it calmly.
“Don’t worry,” she said casually.
“I’ll get it back.”
Three days later she had another
lunch date, this time at the Colony
Club. As she and her escort were
stepping into the cab, Louise impul¬
sively suggested they go to Club 21
instead.
“But I have a reservation at the
Colony, and we’ll have to stand in
line at 21,” her escort protested.
“Never mind that,” Louise said.
“Let’s go to 21 anyway. I have a
feeling about the place today.”
While waiting for a table as her
escort gloomily had predicted would
be necessary, Louise suddenly ex¬
cused herself and walked over to the
checkroom.
There hung her mink
coat, carefully checked by someone
who, incidentally, never presented
the check which had been issued for
it. As Louise said, maybe that wom¬
an had a hunch it would be an un¬
healthy thing to do! Although the
thief had attempted to eradicate iden¬
tification of the coat by removing the
name embroidered on the lining, the
stitch marks still clearly spelled out
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Louise Allbritton, and the manage¬
ment thankfully returned it to Louise.
Even her hunches about her career
have an eery way of coming true,
Louise has discovered, although none
of them has been exactly spectacular.
When she left for her USO overseas
tour, for instance, the script of “San
Diego, I Love You” was being pre¬
pared especially for her. Telephon¬
ing the studio when she arrived back
in New York to learn of the progress
of the picture, she was told by Dan
Kelly, then head of casting, that the
studio had switched plans and Susan¬
na Foster was to star in the picture.
“Oh, no, you’re wrong,” she cor¬
rected him. “I’m going to do that
picture.”
“Don’t be impertinent, young lady,”
Kelly snapped. “You’re not running
this studio! I’m telling you Susanna
is going to play that part!”
“I don’t mean to sound impertinent,
Mr. Kelly, but I just know I’m going
to do it,” she insisted.
“San Diego, I Love You” starred
Louise, if you remember.
As for romances and her love life,
Louise has her hunches in that de¬
partment too. She “knew” her re¬
cent romance that seemed headed for
the altar really was headed for the
rocks, she said, although everything
seemed to be in its favor.
What’s
more, she “knew” (even when things
were at their rosiest) what would
break up her romance and that’s the
way it worked out. Right now she is
convinced it will be a good 4 or 5
years before she marries.
“I’d really like to marry before
that, but just the same, I know it will
be that long before The Man comes
along, she says.
Once in a while her hunches have
a way of proving right convenient,
particularly in the date department.
The other afternoon, for example
she was dishing with a couple of girl
i friends in her apartment. When it
got to be around 5 o’clock she an¬
nounced she had better start get¬
ting .dressed for the evening.
‘‘Going out tonight?” one of the
girls asked.
“Yes,” Louise answered. “For din¬
ner and dancing.”
“With whom?”
“I don’t know,” Louise said. “He
hasn t called yet.”
“Oh, fine!” said the friend. “Dream
one up for me while you’re at it!”
Louise smiled but said nothing. By
7 P- m. slle was showered, coiffured
and dressed in her “best black,” for
all the world as if she really had a
date. At 7:05 the telephone rang.
It was an old friend, just landed in
town from overseas.
H:“A"y chfn“ y?u could do a little

dining

and dancing with me?” he
,»OU1?? !aid she would love it.
, said the man. “How lone
will it take you to get ready?” Louise
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your name. Andrea’s bid to fame was
nothing but unadulterated talent, and
she had plenty of that. One look at
her in her first picture was proof of it,
and the brothers Warner—never wont
to let the lawn grow under their solid
feet—tacked a star after her name and
handed her a big sheaf of new scripts
to read.
Though her cinematic change has
been startling, her personality con¬
tinues to be the same as when she
first hit town:
A lonely war wife
whose husband had just shipped out
somewhere in the Pacific. Enthusiasm
has long been counted a strongpoint
in all personalities, and it may be
recorded here that it is the basis of
Andrea’s charm and appeal. Honesty
is there, too; an amazingly frank and
sincere approach to every situation
and to every person she encounters.
Honesty with herself comes first, and
it makes for a very level-headed kind
of gal. She’s like an old shoe that
wears extremely well.
Let it also be noted that Andrea
was not discovered while sipping a
double-coke at a drug store across the
street from Hollywood High School.
Nor did she win a local talent contest.
She didn’t send her picture to the
Warner casting office, nor pull a faint
in front of director Peter Godfrey’s
car. She went to school at the age of
two and studied like a fiend for ten
long years. Then, she attacked the
stage bodily and drained every last
ounce of pure theatre she could out of
every stage encounter.
Born in Paris, France some twentysix years ago, Georgette McKee (as
she was known in those days) never
met her father, a French pilot killed
in the last days of World War I. With
the small legacy he’d left her, Mrs.
McKee trotted home to New York
and began reading the Want Ad sec¬
tion of the local press. Andrea found
herself enrolled in the Isadora Dun¬
can School, to fulfill a promise her
mother had made that famous dancer.
“That school,” Andrea tells you,
“was my only home for ten years, ex¬
cept for wonderful holidays with
Mother. At the age of two, I became
a resident student while Mother
worked, and I loved everything about
the place.
“I studied dancing, singing—all the
arts—and an endless procession of
scholastic courses in the Little Carne¬
gie Studios on 56th Street, where the
school was located.
“We spent summers at the GardnerDoing Camp, where all sorts of fa¬
mous artists dropped in to visit. They
left a lasting impression on me, and
I made up my mind then to become
famous.
“Ruth Doing, the director of the
school, was my guiding light, and
everything I have achieved today is
directly traceable to her intelligent
and understanding handling of me.
She is the most amazing woman I’ve
ever met.
“She had a miraculous kind of
faith that seemed to help and heal
everyone she touched. I remember
when one of my best friends fell from
a ladder backstage and spent months
in the hospital. Doctors said she’d
never walk again. I didn’t see her
again for two years, until I ran into

her one day at a theatre. Ruth Doing
had been working with her every
day; had helped her overcome her
great mental hazard about never
walking again, and the girl was on
the road to success—as a dancer!”
Acting wasn’t the only King forte.
At twelve she was one of the ablest
set builders in school. After a little
probing Andrea will confess she had
a major hand in creating the balcony
scenery for “Romeo And Juliet,” the
production of which was to be attend¬
ed by various producers and agents.
As Juliet, Andrea was pretty good
—until the balcony collapsed and she
landed plunk on Romeo’s head about
halfway through the romantic scene.
This conniption so impressed C. P.
Greneker (the Schuberts’ right hand
man) that he interviewed her at once
for a walk-on in “Growing Pains.”
(This play later became the first of the
Hardy Family series).
The guardian angel who’s been
hanging around Andrea for the past
few days suddenly patted Mr. Gre¬
neker on the pate and he found him¬
self just as suddenly dissatisfied with
the second lead of his production.
Andrea promptly replaced her.
Before two weeks were up, Andrea
found herself signed for “Fly Away
Home” with Thomas Mitchell. Then
“Growing Pains” folded and Andrea
went to Florida.
There she bleached her hair, got a
crew cut and had a little fun. When
she got home her step-father took one
look at her and went into hysterics.
Recovering, he took her hot little hand
in his own and marched her down to
the barber shop.
Pointing dramatically at the frightwig, he ordered, “Remove that mess!”
Looking more like a peeled egg than
a charming young girl-actress, Andrea
braved the producer’s office.
This
worthy repeated her father’s hysterics,
while Andea’s knees and teeth began
beating an off-beat tattoo to break the
frigid silence.
The upshot of the
shaved-head episode was that she was
cast as a tomboy in the play instead
of her original role, and life began
running in its normal channels again.
Then came “Ah, Wilderness.” Nine
months of it on Broadway, and then a
road tour. When Andrea finally re¬
turned to the Great White Way, she
had skinnied out into that age of com¬
plete horror—the growing girl. With
more feet than her legs could handle,
and hands that looked like they’d be
more at home on a banana tree than
on her wrists, she just wasn’t the type
for anything.
“If they’d written ‘They’re Either
Too Young or Too Old’ a few years
earlier,” Andrea laughs, “it would
have made a perfect theme song for
me. That’s all I heard from producers
for four long and lonely years.”
“Then came a break: ‘Boy Meets
Girl’. The Broadway opening, and I
was the lead’s understudy. This girl
was the frailest looking thing I’d ever
seen in my life. My hopes were very
high. It seemed so likely she’d break
a leg while stepping off a curb, or de¬
velop double pneumonia. But in all
the two years the show ran, she never
once even had the sniffles! “And I
never even got to poke my nose on
stage.”
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Then came “Life With Father.” The
Chicago company beckoned a long fin¬
ger New York way, and Andrea
packed her bag and trained West to
step into the role created by Teresa
Wright on Broadway.
The guardian angel got nudged out
of the way by Cupid when a friend of
Andrea’s mother took her to dinner to
meet another family friend, young at¬
torney Nat Willis.
“I thought he was insufferably con¬
ceited,” says Andrea. “So handsome,
and knowing it so darned well. I had
a miserable evening! It was a nice
feeling to hear later that he’d been
summoned to Maryland on business.
I didn’t see him for three weeks, and
I put him out of my mind completely.
Then I received a wire giving me a
train-arrival time and the order,
‘Meet me!’ I was furious! I made up
my mind to ignore his command per¬
formance.
“But the next day I met the train.”
Followed pool sessions (swimming
variety) at the Willis home in Hins¬
dale, a Chicago suburb. Then there
were luncheon dates. And dinners a
deux.
Two months later the insufferably
conceited guy and the completely dis¬
interested gal were engaged. Another
month managed to slip by before they
were married at Nat’s home. It was
October 6, 1940, and “Life With
Father” was still playing to SRO
houses. The Willis honeymoon con¬
sisted of two days at the Drake Hotel,
with time out for a Saturday matinee
with “Father.”
A year later Andrea returned to
New York and grabbed off the role of
the Cockney maid in “Angel Street.”
The show went on the road. Alone,
Nat looked up one day and saw Uncle
Sam in belligerent mood pointing
that long finger at him. “I want you!”
said Sam on the sign, in no uncertain
terms. Nat was so impressed he went
right in and enlisted in the Coast
Guard.
The Midshipmen’s School at New
London, Connecticut, wasn’t too far
from Boston, where Andrea was play¬
ing, and they spent delirious Sundays
together. That is, if you can call four
hours together in a crowded classroom
“delirious.”
“It was horrible,” Andrea recalls.

“We always looked forward to those
week-ends. Then we’d just sit across
from each other and stare. It was
frightening to try to keep your emo¬
tions to yourself, and not be able to
—with all those other couples in the
same room. But it didn’t last long.
Nat got his commission, and was sta¬
tioned in New York for four months.
My play had closed, and we had the
four months together.
“When Nat’s orders to report to San
Franciso came through, my agent sug¬
gested I go along to tiy pictures. I
went, mainly to be with Nat. We
thought we’d have a whole week to¬
gether before he shipped.
“He checked in at the Naval Base
after we registered at the hotel, and
phoned to say he’d meet me in ten
minutes for ten minutes! Maybe it was
best. It didn’t give us time to think
about his going. We just met, said
goodbye, and then he was gone.”
“Somehow I got out of San Fran¬
cisco that night.
I came right to
Hollywood and contacted my agent’s
West Coast representative. He took
me to Warner Bros, the next day,
and after the producer of ‘The Very
Thought Of You’ likened me to Ida
Lupino, who was scheduled to star in
that picture, I was signed to play her
sister.
“Then Ida’s illness kept her out of
the film. I thought I was a dead duck.
But I was kept on—and that’s the way
it all started.”
And there’s no stopping it, this ca¬
reer of Andrea King’s. For the present,
she is awaiting release of her latest
picture, “Shadow Of A Woman,” with
Helmut Dantine.
For the future?
Well, there’s the magnificent role of
the nurse in the film Version of Broad¬
way’s “The Hasty Heart”—and Dennis
Morgan and Dane Clark to swap lines
with.
No, Lieutenant Willis doesn’t think
she’s changed much. And he finds the
stardust in her eyes darned attractive.
_The End__

YOU ASKED FOR IT!
In answer to those many requests
tor "more about Tom Drake"—
watch for his story in the January
issue of MOVIELAND.

Instantly relief from head cold dis¬
tress starts to come when you put
a little Va-tro-nol in each nostril.
It soothes irritation, shrinks swol¬
len membranes, helps clear coldclogged nose and makes breathing
easier. Also—it helps prevent many
colds from developing if used in
time! Try it! Fol¬
low directions in
the package.
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Margaret Rutherford and Rex Harrison in Noel Coward's classic "Blithe Spirit" (UA)
Rex
coming from England to do "Anna and the King of Siam" for 20th Century Fo,

INSIDE HOLLYWOOD
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 301

tous slant, trying to look nonchalant as she
steered the car.^ Service men went quietly
mad with appreciation of this situation. They
strolled along beside the car, calling wise
cracks. They said, "Can we help you,
Cutie?" and "What are you all up in the
air about?" They said, "Can we bring you
a drink, beautiful?" and they said, "How
about climbing out and helping me celebrate,
or how about letting me climb in with you?"
She will never forget it. Neither will Mr.
Andrews, who was sitting at home going
crazy with worry, yet without enough gaso¬
line to start on a tour of investigation.
On the day following the end of gasoline
rationing, a Hollywood chap drove into a
Sunset Boulevard station and ordered ten
gallons of ethyl.
When he proffered his
stamps, the attendant said they were obso¬
lete—didn't the man read the papers?
Groaned the motorist, "And to think that I
just paid $3.00 for them."
And, inescapably, in Hollywood, a Helen
Hokinson sort of WQman drove into a station,
ordered five gallons of gas, then flew into a
rage when the attendant said, "That will be
one dollar, madame." Scorched the lady,
"You can't get away with that with me.
Don't you know that gasoline is now free?"
FRESH TALENT:
Perhaps the truest Hollywood cliche is:
You can never tell what is going to happen
next, in this crazy picture business. Latest
addition to a formidable accumulation of
testimony is this lovely fact: Standard Pro¬
ductions, one of the smaller film outfits, as¬
sembled a company to go to Las Vegas,
Nevada, to make a picture to be titled "Helldorado." (If you've never been in Las Vegas
during a Helldorado celebration, you've
missed a pageant that turns the Pendleton
Roundup pale, and makes the backers of
Cheyenne Frontier Days furious.)
When Standard Productions was ready to
shoot "Helldorado," they detected a shortage:
they had no leading man.
Quickly they
asked the leader of the orchestra at Las
Vegas' swank hotel, El Rancho Vegas, to
pinch hit. He was a likely looking chap,
someone added, "and might make a hit."
Name of this exciting discovery: Nick
Stuart, who was the Van Johnson of his day,
and former husband of luscious Sue Carol
Ladd.
DENNIS MURPHY DEPARTMENT:
Here is the latest in the doings of George
Murphy's fabulous six-year-old son: George
recently brought home a new poodle named
Lafayette, bringing the total number of
Murphy pets to two, as Scooter was already
in residence. George was reading his eve¬
ning paper, the two pups were getting hap¬
pily acquainted, and Dennis was playing
with them, when George became aware of a
psychic summons. He glanced at Dennis,
and found that young gentleman semaphor¬
ing. Paying close attention, George decided
that Dennis was trying to tell him that a
man-to-man talk outside the room was de¬
sired.
He went out of the library, and closed the
door.
A few seconds later, Dennis—con¬
spiracy personified—let himself into the cor-
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ridor. In a stage whisper he said, "I didn't
want to say anything in there, in front of the
two dogs, Dad—but the truth is that I like
Lafayette much better than Scooter. I'm go¬
ing to give Scooter to Missy (his younger
sister), but don't ever let him know, will
you?"
George is still keeping the secret. Scooter
is happy in his ignorance; Lafayette is happy
in his success; Denny is happy in his perfect
manners, and Missy likes the deal, too. She
has a dog, even if the dog doesn't know it.
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GOOD BOOK:
Pat O'Brien is justly proud of his brood of
three,

but his

parental

complacence
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occa¬

sionally undergoes the shock treatment.

Re¬

cently the clan O'Brien was lined up in two
rows at church, the children in front, parents*
behind.

Pat fondly watched daughter Ma-

vourneen as she bowed her flaxen head in
devout

concentration

over

her prayerbook.

"Such piety," thought Pat in tender satisfac¬
tion.
At which point. Miss Mavourneen slid the
book beside her on the pew, as she rose for
the
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HOW PAZO OINTMENT WORKS

Bill Eythe owns a cat who must contain
the reincarnated soul of some ancient Olin
Downs. As long as Bill plays symphonies
on his phonograph-recorder, the cat sits in
a high window—which she has staked out
for her own—and listens critically, or dozes.
The instant he puts on boogie-woogie, the
cat stalks up and down the length of the
window sill, uttering cries like a long-haired
soul in torment. Occasionally she pauses
long enough to give Bill a baleful glance
from infuriated eyes. "She's very autocratic
about our musical selections," is the way
Bill puts it.
DREAM REALIZED:
The telephone rang in the comfortable sub¬
urban home, and three girls made a dash for
Irene, the youngest, arrived first.

greeting

was

answered

modulated male voice.
Marguerite Baum?"
Irene, being curious
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well-
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Miss Irene, pop-eyed, turned from the tele¬
phone to her older sister.
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Lionel Barrymore, and he sounds like Lionel
Barrymore, but somebody must be kidding."
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It was no joke. Marguerite Baum is a name
for you to remember, because she will some¬
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day be giving a piano concert in your town.
In planning for her first one-woman show in
Los Angeles, she studied the lists of newlypublished compositions, and in the catalogue
chanced upon "Scherzo Grotesque, by Lionel
Barrymore."

• 10 growing Cactus, with direc¬
tions, in box . ... .$2.50

She wrote to Mr.

Barrymore,

asking if she might be the first to perform
the work in concert.
Mr.

Barrymore

answered

by

telephone.

He gave her permission to play the Scherzo,
and was delighted when she said that his
Prices include tax. Postpaid. Send cash or
pay the postman. All high quality merchan¬
dise. Money refunded if not entirely pleased.

phrasing and the use of certain chords in¬
dicated Russian influence.

He said, yes. that

he was deeply interested in Russian music
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and that it had probably colored some of his
work.
Said Marguerite. "Each Christmas I look
forward to your performance of Scrooge in
Dickens'

'Christmas
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certain the characterization is not innate, it
is eloquent of insight."
Mr. Barrymore laughed at the big words
and important thought. "Oh, I'm probably
like that." he said.
COLD CALCULATION:
Joan Loring, Warner's brilliant starlet in¬
troduced in "The Corn Is Green" and further
displayed in "Three Strangers," is currently
living in an old apartment building. A build¬
ing so aged, in fact, that refrigeration is
accomplished by a water-ice ice box. Joan
repaired to the box for some chipped ice one
afternoon, and removed a priceless antique
ring while she wielded the ice pick. She
forgot the ring on top of the ice box until
the following afternoon.
But the ring was gone. She telephoned
the ice company and told her story. The
company representative was apologetically
sad; seems the ice man had been a substi¬
tute, employed on a temporary basis that
turned out to be a one-day affair because the
man was so unsatisfactory.
Miss Loring's attitude toward ice men is
frigid.
*

*

*

FAMILY AFFAIR:
Humphrey Bogart's butler is a magnificent
ebony Jamaican with a Basil Rathbone ac¬
cent; his manners are punctilious, his loyalty
to Mr. Bogart is monumental.
Lauren Bacall and Bogie were on his boat
one Sunday when a noted columnist an¬
nounced that she had it on personal con¬
fidence of the stork that the Bogarts were
shopping for three-cornered slacks. (At that
time, and as this copy goes to press, the
rumor is untrue; the Bogarts are not buggy¬
buying.)
However, on Monday, when Lauren re¬
turned to the house after the marine weekend,
she was admitted by the beaming butler who
said, "I understand from the wireless,
madame, that we ahr to have the pleasure
of reahing a child."
*

*

*

BASIC:
This is an earthy story; if you do not
enjoy such, simply skip this paragraph.
Otherwise;
You probably remember Moyna McGill for
her brilliant bit as the inebriated counter¬
sitter in "The Clock," and as the older sister
in "Uncle Harry." You probably remember,
too, that she is the gifted mother of Angela
Lansbury. What you may not know is that
she owns and operates a wit like a whiplash.
Shortly after VJ Day, an acquaintance of
Miss McGill's was boasting about how
shrewdly she had managed the war years.
Said the chatterbox, "I still have almost a
case of pineapple left, and half a dozen
boxes of black pepper, and six pairs of
nylons, and five boxes of cleenex, and a
girdle I've never worn. I made my plans
carefully, so that I didn't suffer during the
war at all."
Miss McGill leaned forward. "Tell me,"
she said tonelessly, "how ever did you man¬
age about toilet tissue?"
*

*

1=

EVERY KNOCK A BOOST:
When the parcel arrived, addressed to
Master Charlie McCarthy, that willowy gen¬
tleman was out somewhere with Stinky Du¬
gan. So Edgar Bergen opened the wrappings.
Beneath a card signed "Greer Garson" lay
a wooden door-knocker in the form of a
woodpecker. When a dependent string is
pulled, the bird’s beak drums at the door.

LE MOT JUSTE:
Merle Oberon likes to name her dresses,
tongue in cheek.
The diaphanous, sequin-spattered trousers
which she wore in "Night In Paradise" were
ticketed "Miss Oberon's Bejeweled Zooters."
The tight-bodiced gown with tantalizing
decolletege, which she wears as a night club
entertainer in "As It Was Before," is tagged
"Miss Oberon's Drool Dress."
*

*

*

APPLY HERE:
There are two dynamic Little Theatre
movements getting started around town at
present: Kent Smith, recently discharged from
the army and welcomed with open arms and
a part by RKO, is organizing a group to
consist entirely of discharged service men.
Those interested may write to him at 780
North Gower Street, Hollywood 38.
Boris Karloff is advisor for the second
grovft>. which is planning to use the recreation
hall of Calvary Methodist Church for its
meetings and rehearsals. Anyone interested
in this group may write to Mr. Karloff at
780 North Gower, Hollywood 38, or may call
WAlnut 7433. Incidentally, no collect long
distance calls will be accepted.
*
*
#
CLASSIFICATION:
At a recent Hollywood party, attended by
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sinatra, a chap who had
been at the San Francisco Conference was
• seeking to describe the intense attractiveness
of Anthony Eden. Said the speaker, having
enumerated Mr. Eden's graciousness, his
charm, his unique appeal, his hypnotic ef¬
fect upon older women, "Well, I guess you
could say simply that he's the Frankie of
the Plus-forties."
*

*

*

LENSERS LENSED:
When Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pasternak arrived
at Ciro's one night, and were besieged by
photographers — as usual — Mrs. Pasternak
said, "Poor men, always working when
others are playing. I'll bet that sometime
they yearn to attend a party just for fun."
That gave Mr. Pasternak an idea. A few
weeks ago. he issued party invitations to
every lens-snapper in town, specifying that
no one was to bring his camera. He then
employed downtown photogs who made a
pictorial record of their fellow clickers, eating
beautiful food, and chatting with such friends
as Katharine Grayson, Jane Powell, Carmen
Miranda. June Allyson & Dick Powell, Walter
Pidgeon, Xavier Cugat. Diana Lewis & Bill
PowelL
*
*
*
DISCOVERY:
Eddie Albert and Margo have known each
other for years. Each liked the other and
enjoyed the other's presence at a party, but
both would have indulged in hearty laughter
if their names had been seriously coupled
in the parenthesis of romance . . . until
Eddie came back from overseas and called
Margo recently. He told a friend about it
afterward: "Suddenly I discovered that I was
trying to get run over by streetcars; I was
trying to rhyme Margo with June or moon or
something romantic. 1 was putting the butter
in the sugar bowl, and the shoe polish in
the refrigerator. Can you beat it!"
So they plan to marry.
*
*
*
BREAD ON WATERS WILL RETURN
AS MILK TOAST:
During the early days of the war, when
Vivian Blaine was a frightened little starlet
just trying to get along in the world, she
went on a camp-entertainment junket with

Before
and

after

rt

/didn't be/iem it.

UNTIL/
Says

HELEN
SHARITER
of
New York
City

BEFORE

LOSES

22 POUNDS
IN 5 WEEKS
New Friends and Interests
Make New World for Her

i

Helen Shariter never wanted to
believe anything. She thought
she was meant to be stout and
unattractive. A friend told her
how the Bonomo Culture Insti¬
tute Home Course helped her
and persuaded Helen to send
for it. These pictures show the
amazing improvement in 5 short
weeks.

SUCCESS THROUGH BEAUTY
Many girls say they don’t care after
how they look. Actually they do.
Ask yourself! “What do 1 want
more than
anything in this
world?” A normal girl will say,
“I want to be attractive, popu¬
lar . . , successful!”
You can, if you’ll try! Thousands have made a
new life for themselves through the Modem
Beauty Methods of the Bonomo Home Course.
Mr. Bonomo, director, has had over 20 years’ ex¬
perience in Hollywood and New York helping stars
of stage and screen to success through beauty.

NOT JUST A
REDUCING COURSE
With
over
200
how-to-do-it
photos you’ll learn simply and
quickly . . . How to Make up
Properly; the correct Hair-Do
for You; How to Dress Better
and save money; How to Move
Gracefully;
and
many
more
valuable beauty hints.

Complete
Home Course

SEND NO MONEY
Mr. Bonomo makes you this
offer. “Send for this Course
today—try it for ten days. If
you don’t see a marked improve¬
ment in yourself ... If you
don’t agree it’s worth more
than courses costing 10 times as
much—then return it and your
money will be promptly refund¬
ed. Remember, I only ask you
to try.”

MAIL COUPON TODAY

JOE BONOMO
world famous
beauty authority
and publisher of
“Beautify Your
Figure",
your guide to
Grace. Beauty
and Charm . . .
at all newsstands.

Joe Bonomo. Personal
Please
BONOMO CULTURE INSTITUTE. Dept. 3212
prinf
1841 Broadway. New York 23. N. Y.
Send me in plain wrapper complete Bonomo Institute
Home Course in Success through Beauty of Face and
Form. I'll deposit with postman $2.95 plus postage. If not
delighted. I may return Course in 10 days and my money
will be refunded.
Name

.—~

Address

□

.-

City.Zone. State...
Check here if you enclose $2.95 fer delivery postpaid.
(Canada and Foreign $3.50 with order.)

a company that included a comic who shall
remain nameless. (He is known best In local,

£>Cau4e

ORDER

BY
MAIL!

not national, circles.) This comedian had a
gargantuan complex; he wanted to be in
every act, he gagged up the performance to
make everyone stooge for him.
But

when

he

tried

to

interrupt

Vivian

Blaine's singing act, he was quietly but ef¬
plus

postage

fectively eliminated by Dennis O'Keefe, who
was acting as master of ceremonies.

It was

the first time Miss Blaine had ever seen Mr.
O'Keefe, and she didn't see him again until
recently.
When a list of possible leading men for
"Doll Face" (in which she has
part)

was

submitted

to

Miss

a starring

Blaine,

she

uttered a squeak of pleasure and pointed to
the name of Dennis O'Keefe. That's the man
for the part," she jubilated.
ALMA MAMMY:

KtTA HAYES of HOLLYWOOD

As you know, Jean Pierre Aumont .and
Maria Montez are prospective parents. Jean
Pierre, remembering some of the more agile
scenes in Maria's previous Tecjmicolor pic¬
tures, tried to dissuade her from making an¬
other film until after Junior arrived. "No,"
said Maria, "I can't refuse this part. The
studio has promised to be very careful and
take good care of my condition."
*
*
*

Dtpt. 102, 6404 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 2B, Calif.

CUPIDITY:

There s MAGIC in the high-low neckline with bright
drawstring and colorful braid trim! Wear it high —
or for real glamour, slip it down over your shoul¬
ders. Fine white rayon. Sizes 32 to 38.
SEND NO MONEY—WE WILL MAIL C.O.D.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back!

....
RITA HAYES OF HOLLYWOOD, Dept. 102

6404 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

•

cious, Titian-haired aunt, was engaged for

!

some time to a chap who lived in New York.

Sizes:

:

34

36

38

(Circle size wanted)

Like a lovely melody
this exquisite perfume
plays a song of romance
on his heartstrings.
A fragrance as delicate,
as refreshing as an
ocean breeze.

Marissa, who is Margaret O'Brien's viva¬

Please send me "Hollywood Magic" Blouse at *3.SO
plus postage (White only, with colored trim)

32

RADIO GIRL

Margaret grew to recognize his handwriting
on letters, knew when Marissa answered the
letters, and took a great interest in the ro¬
mance.

In the meantime, Marissa met an

attractive Air Corps Captain of whom Mar¬
garet approved as a kitten approves a dairy.

10(-25(

When the fiance came west from New York
for a visit, Margaret took an intense dislike
to the man.

AT BEAUTY COUNTERS

She had just learned to keep a

diary, so she scribbled, "I think Marissa is

EVERYWHERE

in love with my Captain," and left the book
where the man from the east couldn't avoid
seeing it.

This brought on questions, and

eventually a broken engagement.

t?

While Margaret was on location in Wyom¬
ing. Marissa married her Captain.

This was

a civil ceremony, entered into because it was

Your favorite stars in latest portrait

everything,

Now that war's end has changed
a

religious

ceremony is

to

or

pin-up poses. Make your collection the
envy of your friends.

ieared that the Captain was to be ordered
overseas.

PHOTOGRAPHS
PICK Of THE PIN-UPS

BEAUTIFUL HI-CLOSS PHOTOS
FREE: with each order, list of photos ond
how to join FAN FOTO CLUB.
★Send 10c for photo of your favorite star
or $1 for 12 different photos. State sec¬
ond choice.

be

held.
Flower girl: Margaret O'Brien, match
maker par excellence.

PANEL'S PHOTO SERVICE

Los Angeles 36, Calif.,

Dept.

A
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Minipoo, a delicately scented powder,
cleanses hair easily. A beauty must —
quickly removes oil, odors —leaves the
hair soft and lustrous. Won't disturb
waves. Ideal for sick room use.

.ticky feeling. MARVEL guard’s'(he skin's’^iurc
the portt®. No longer need your
hands and other parts of your body
have that coarse, too-old look.

THE NEW

NO SOAP • NO WATER •

NO

After a few days you can See
a,}d
the difference. Your skm
wffl actually appear "alive-looking . Jo»t use a few drops on each
hand
MARVEL is very eco¬
nomical. If not entirely satisfied
®**®r a two-weeke* feet, your money
will be refunded. Not sold in stores.

DRYING

MINIPOO

?

for

THE DAY SHAMPOO

30^amfim with QHitten joo
AT DRUG AND DEPT. STORES

Cosmetic Distributors, Inc.

•

New York 17, N. Y.

"Wiled Postpaid
SI.00, plua 20c Federal Ta».

-ORDER BY MAIL--I

Bill Eythe and Buff Cobb Chapman. She’s
fhe daughter of fhe late Irvin Cobb,
popular writer of many humorous stories.

■
!

The House of MARVELS.

lf®„0c®an Driv®
POSTPAID.*1'20'

MaJ ■* 0I-

Stamford, Conn.
MARVEL LIQUID-CREAM

j

\

J NAME_1_
{ ADDRESS_

-------1

SPY:
Peggy Ann Garner has had her iirst date.
It

was

with

an

attractive

14-year-old

boy

who suggested, originally, that he and Peggy

PICTURES IN PRODUCTION
1CONTINUED

FROM PAGE

181

Ann attend the ballet. Mrs. Garner demurred:
she believed that the excitements

of adult

life should be enjoyed gradually and at ad¬
vancing

periods,

so

she

suggested

but can 9t get started

that

luncheon at the studio commissary would be
pleasant.
Peggy

Ann,

breathless

with

To People
who want to write
Do you have that constant urge to write
but the fear that a beginner hasn’t a chance ?
Then listen to what the editor of Liberty
said on this subject:

importance,

entertained her first beau at one table: a few
discreet tables away, Mrs. Garner entertained
a woman friend.

“There is more room for newcomers in the writing
field today than ever before. Some of the greatest
of writing men and women have passed from the
scene in recent years. Who will take their places?
Who will be the new Robert W. Chambers. Edgar
Wallace, Rudyard Kipling? Fame, riches and the
happiness of achievement await the new men and
women of power.”

Everything appeared to be

highly auspicious.

At which point, another

junior actress, aged 8, arrived in the com¬
missary.
would

It occurred to her, patently, that it

be

pleasant

"older man."

to

Peggy

be

admired

by

an

Young
lighted

Ann's beau satisfied

the description, so the wee one stood at their
table, carrying on a

one-woman

conversa¬

“After taking the N.I.A. course,
the first article submitted to a
top-flight woman’s magazine re¬
sulted in its prompt accept¬
ance.
Despite my domestic
duties, including the rearing of
a small daughter. I have found
time to write a dozen stories, all
of which have been accepted. All
potential writers should sign up
with N.I.A.” — Marcia Audrey
Garden. 2302 West Main St.,
Richmond 20, Va.

tion. while Peggy Ann and her escort an¬
swered in monosyllables.
Somewhat discouraged, the youngster re¬
turned to her own table.

Then she thought

of a particularly felicitous remark and hast¬
ened to confide it to Peggy Ann.

Each of her

approaches and each of her departures were
followed

by

one

of those

groping

silences

during which Peggy Ann and her boy friend
tried to reassemble their truncated conversa¬
tion.
Observed Peggy

Ann

somewhat

stiffly afterward, "I hope that the next time
I have a date. Mother, I can enjoy it without
the interruption of mere children!"
£

SAY

*

*

"AH":

Charles Korvin, for his second Universal
picture, "This Love of Ours" (originally titled
''As It Was Before") enacts the role of a
doctor.
Naturally, a practicing physician
was employed to act as technical advisor to
insure accuracy of Mr. Korvin's professional
behavior. During a rehearsal one morning,
the doctor looked at Mr. Korvin fixedly.
"Open your mouth," he adjured.
Mr. Korvin, bewildered, obeyed. "Hmm—
just as I thought," said the medical man.
"Bad tonsils. Should be removed."
So, as soon as Charles Korvin finishes the
picture, he will carry the advice of the pic¬
ture's technical adviser into surgery.
*

*

*

NUDIST:
Butch. Gene Tierney's dog, has earned—
with justice—a reputation for being a ham.
It

seems

know

incredible

when a

that

an

cameraman

animal

has

could

arrived

to

take pictures • • . but then. Butch is an in¬
credible dog. He has always managed to get
into

a

maximum

of

Gene

Tierney's

home

sittings.
On the set of "Leave Her To Heaven," a
still cameraman was preparing to make a
shot, so glanced around for the ubiquitous
hound.
dog

Anna Lee in "A Tale of Bedlam" (RKO)

AT REPUBLIC:

All together, there were about five such in¬
trusions.

No Butch.

wasn't

trying

"I'd be lonesome if that
to

get

in

the

pictures;

probably ruin my technique," said the cam¬
eraman, and went in search of his problem
pooch.
Butch was located in Gene's dressing room,
huddled in a corner in the hope of being in¬
conspicuous:

he

had

been

shaved

like

a

lion (Gene thought this undress would com¬
fort Butch during the hot weather.)
was embarrassed.

But Butch

If he could have found

a barrel, he would have been wearing it.
The End

Mother De¬
With Writing
Success

CONCERTO is being shot in Techni¬
color with Maria Ouspenskaya, Philip
Dorn, Bill Carter (one of our earliest
returned Hollywood heroes), Cathe¬
rine McLeod, Felix Bressart, Fritz
Feld, and Elizabeth Patterson. Frank
Borzage is producing and directing,
and Tony Gaudio is photographing
this picture that promises to do great
credit to a studio not usually turning
out such an ambitious product.
VALLEY OF THE ZOMBIES is a
they-went-thata-way
with
Robert
Livingston, Adrian Booth, Ian Keith,
Tommy Jackson and Leroy Mason.
THE MADONNA’S SECRET is
featuring Francis Lederer, Ann Ruth¬
erford and Gail Patrick.
DAYS OF BUFFALO BILL stars
Sunset Carson and Peggy Stewart.
*

*

*

AT WARNER'S:
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT is the
spy story now in its third month of
production with Charles Boyer, Lau¬
ren Bacall, Katina Paxinou, Peter
Lorre, Dan Seymour, Victor Francen,
George Coulouris, Lynne Baggett,
Miles Mander and John Warburton.
NIGHT AND DAY is the Cole Por¬
ter story in Technicolor starring Cary
Grant, Alexis Smith, Jane Wyman,
Monty Woolley, Henry Stephenson,
Donald Woods (who was so good in
“Roughly Speaking”), Selena Royle,
Eve Arden, and Alan Hale.
NEVER SAY GOODBYE is the
Errol Flynn Starrer, with Eleanor
Parker, Lucille Watson, Hattie Mc¬
Daniel, and S. Z. Sakall.
THE MAN I LOVE is in its second
month of production with Ida Lupino,
Robert Alda, Andrea King, Martha
Vickers, Dolores Moran, John Ridgely,
and Monte Blue.
HER KIND OF MAN is a comedy
with Zachary Scott, Janis Paige, Faye
Emerson, Dane Clark and George
Tobias.
THE VERDICT is another of those
foggy British thrillers at which Syd¬
ney Greenstreet excels. Peter Lorre,
Joan Lorring, George Coulouris, and
Paul Cavanagh complete the vivid
cast.

W riting A ptitude T est—FREE !

N

EWSPAPER Institute of America
offers a free Writing Aptitude Test.
Its object is to discover new recruits
for the army of men and women who add
to their income by fiction and article writ¬
ing. The Writing Aptitude Test is a simple
but expert analysis of your latent ability,
your powers of imagination, logic, etc. Not
all applicants pass this test. Those who do
are qualified to take the famous N. I. A.
course based on the practical training given
by big metropolitan dailies.
This is the New York Copy Desk Method
which teaches you to write by writing! You
develop your individual style instead of try¬
ing to copy that of others. You “cover”
actual assignments such as metropolitan re¬
porters get. Although you work at home,
on your own time, you are constantly guided
by experienced writers. It is really fascinat¬
ing work. Each week you see new progress.
In a matter of months you can acquire the
coveted “professional” touch. Then you’re
ready for market with greatly improved
chances of making sales.

Mail the Coupon Note
But the first step is to take the Writing
Aptitude Test. It requires but a few minutes
and costs nothing. So mail the coupon how.
Make the first move
NOTICE TO
toward the most en¬
CANADIANS
joyable and profitable
Newspaper Institute’s
operations in Canada
occupation — writing
have been approved
for publication! News¬
by the Foreign Ex¬
change Control Board,
paper Institute of
and to facilitate all
America, One Park
financial transactions,
a special permit has
Ave., New York 16,
been assigned to their
account with The Ca¬
N.Y. (Founded 1925)
nadian Bank of Com¬
merce, Montreal.

-1#
T

Newspaper Institute of America
One Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
On.

Send me, without cost or obligation, your Writing
Aptitude Test and further information about writ¬
ing for profit as promised in Movieland, October.

Miss )
Mrs. I
Mr. )
Address .
(All correspondence confidential.
No salesman will call
on you.)_49-W-bbj
Copyright 1945, Newspaper Institute of America

New! Flattering! Low-Priced

WoolFoam

NEW PICTURE GUIDE
fCONTINUED FROM PAGE 551
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Hollywood's favorite for young, curved uplift!
White cotton with new "Miracle Cup"...rows
of stitching for firm support! Net-lined; adjust¬
able shoulder straps, adjustable hooks for per¬
fect fit. Sizes 32 to 38.

SEND NO MONEY-WE MAIL C.O.D.
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

HOLiyWOOD CHARM
■

Dept 107, (331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

^

HOLLYWOOD CHARM, Dept. 107
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Pleat* tend me ''Glamour-Lift” Brassiere at $1.98
plut postage. (white only)

Sizes:
1

32

34

36

38

(Circle size wanted)

Nome

! Address_
1
■ City
V. _______

THIS EASY WAY m
TEACHES P/ANOX^
ii/U/uput Mudlc/ V

You May

Play Any Song

in 10 Days without being
Able to Read a Note

. . .

If you want to quickly learn how
to play the piano ... if you want
to play song hits, waltzes,
marches, hymns, two steps, red
hot numbers and western songs, like
“Don't Fence Me In”... here’s amazing
news. Now at last Mr. Dave Minor
has perfected a wonderfully easy
play-by-ear piano course that must
teach you piano playing in only ten
quick days or no cost. No scales,
no long exercises. You start playing
songs from the first lesson, and so
soon it's amazing you're playing
the piano surprisingly well. Mr.
Minor's course is complete. It con¬
tains all the pictures, all the in¬
struction, everything you
need.
The complete course sent for your
inspection, trial and approval.

SEND NO MONEY
Make This Conclusive 10 Day Test
Jnetsend your name and address today.
On arrival deposit $1.49 plus postage
through postman. There is nothing
more to pay. Inspect course carefully,
see how simple yet thorough it is. Follow
it for 10 days. Then if you aren’t actu¬
ally playing the piano and playing it well, if you aren't en¬
tirely satisfied and delighted with your discovery, return the
course and get your money back. Piano playing is more
popular than ever. DON’T WAIT BUT WRITE TODAY I If
vou act now you will receive without extra cost the wonderful,
big, 72-page Dave Minor piano song book of 50 songs. You
quickly learn to play the songs the Dave Minor method or
money baek. Get'in on this 2 FOR 1 offer NOW.

90

DAVE MINOR, Room 1-SS. 230 E. Ohio St., Chicago 11,111.

JL*

Pesiject
Wool

Police Captain Burke (Warren Wil¬
liam) who likes to use psychology
when tracking down killers. The killer
is college student Larry Crain (Peter
Cookson). Ann Gwynne, James Cardwell, Nestor Paiva and Francis Pierlot are part of this we-know-whodone-it-so-what drammer.

Leaves sweaters,
blankets, wool¬
ens soft, fluffy —
really clean.

HOLD THAT BLONDE (Paramount) is a
“who-got-it,” with Eddie Bracken
playing a kleptomaniac who gets in¬
volved in a $500,000 necklace robbery. |
Among those passing the necklace
around are Veronica Lake, Albert
Dekker (why isn’t he given better
parts?) and Frank Fenton.
CONFIDENTIAL AGENT (Warner Bros.)
The trend is for suspenseful films—
and this one is a topper in the field.
Directed by Herman Shumlin, it [
couldn’t very well miss, with a dis¬
tinguished cast that includes Charles
Boyer (confidential agent of the Re¬
publican Party in Spain on a secret
mission to England in 1937), Lauren
Bacall (sans her Bogey-man), who
helps Boyer get coal for the lamps
of the Loyalists; and three formidable
Fascists — Victor
Francen,
George
Coulouris and Peter Lorre, who plot
and plan Boyer’s cf&mise . . . unsuc¬
cessfully! Katina Paxinou, Wanda
Hendrix and a host of other competent
actors keep you well chilled with
their performances.

J

PARDON MY PAST (Columbia)—with
Fred MacMurray as a discharged
soldier planning to invest his and
side-kick Bill Demarest’s $3,000 sav¬
ings in a Wisconsin mink farm. They
just stop off in New York long enough
to change trains . . . they think. A
gangster-bookie has other ideas when
he mistakenly identifies Fred as a New
York playboy who left town owing
him $12,000.
Fred is relieved of his $3,000 on ac¬
count, whereupon he and Bill go to the
home of Fred’s double to get the
dough back. It’s natural that the fam¬
ily think Fred the prodigal son re¬
turned. You can take it from there—
with Marguerite Chapman, Akim
Tamiroff, Rita Johnson, and Harry
Davenport contributing their shares.
KISS AND TELL (Columbia) When Cor¬
liss Archer (Shirley Temple) and her
chum
Mildred
Pringle
(Virginia
Welles) decide to sell kisses to step up
the sale of their hand towel booth at
a USO-Red Cross Bazaar, a feud is
started between the Archer and the
Pringle families. Result: a battle of
words between Mrs. Archer (Kath¬
erine Alexander) and Mrs. Pringle
(Edna Holland); a bloody nose for
Mr. Archer (Walter Abel), an illfiting denture for Mr. Pringle (Tom
Tully), a secret marriage between
Mildred and Lenny Archer (Scot
Elliott), a near-scandal for Corliss,
and no end of mental and actual phys¬
ical torture for Dexter Franklin
(Jerome Courtland), whose favorite
expression is “My cow!”
In fact, the only person who seems
to survive (without mishap) the im¬
pulsive actions of Corliss and Mildred
is Raymond Pringle (Darryl Hick¬
man), whose favorite expression is
“People are so dumb.”
“Kiss and Tell” comes to the screen
from the New York stage with very
few changes.

Made

li/ool

At Department, Drug,
Grocery Stores and
wherever magazines
are sold . . . 25c—Also
Economy Size: 50c.

Inf a li/oolfyiAm
Guaranteed
L Good Housekeeping y

WOOLFOAM CORP.
New York 11. N. Y.

SAVE as never before!
Genuine Fine-Cut

DIAMONDS
Not chips, but geuuine,
fine-cut sparkling dia¬
monds poisedi n superbly
styled 14 kt. solid gold
settings I At amazingly
low prices made possible
only by our wholesale
diamond connections.
Diamond rings for women and men, $24 to $700
Diamond wedding rings, $16.75 to $72.50.
Write today for FREE illustrated booklet

BOND DIAMOND CO. Dept. HW 5
562 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.
WHOLESALE

DIAMOND

DEALERS

Add CHARM

SINCE

1881

TO YOUR
HAIR-DO

with Madame Love * additional* hoir pieces to match your
exact hair shade and personality.

CHARMING CHIGNONS
easily attached. Style at left fills in bock of
ears, visible from front. Adds chic $ I A O O
and allure to any type of face.
I O a*e «,

THIS STYLE..
May be worn singly or made up in
double size, or as'Figure 8’ $8.50,
$10.50, $12.50. $15.00.

omit
$A85
W

Long Curl Falls
Page Boy Falls

00

BRAIDS...CURLS...
TRANSFORMATIONS
NOTE: When ordering hoir goods, be sure to
send a lock of hoir from front or bock, os cose
mey require, for matching.

^JHadameJove
lie OBieiNAl lie ONLY M«tin» Lm Slue

E. Madison St.
Chicago 2, Illinois

Sammy
Kaye’s
SUNDAY SERENADE
^ BOOK OF POETRY
Enjoy Sammy Kaye’s beau¬
tiful and inspiring poetry
readings as heard on his
coast-to-coast Sunday Sere¬
nade program over the
American Broadcasting Sys¬
tem network—this book has
his most popular poems,
only $1. Love, sentiment,
friendship,
gratitude,
in¬
spiration. remembrance, are
all expressed in this book,
now in its 11th printing. An
ideal gift for friends, service
men and women,
sweet¬
hearts. De Luxe edition,
simulated leather, gold em¬
bossed, $2. Send today for
your copies.

Gentlemen: Send me.copies of Sammy Kaye’s
Sunday Serenade Book of Poetry, at $1 each.
(De Luxe edition. $2 each.) Sent Postpaid. En¬
closed is money order or check.
Name

.....

Address

....

REPUBLIC
Dept. 5

MUSIC

CORP.

607 Fifth Ave., New York 17

fiI ■■■ITCH
Misery of

.

| Relieve itching caused by eczema,
athlete’s foot, pimples—other itch¬
ing troubles. Use cooling, medicated
O.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless, stain* •' .less. Quiets itching fast. 35c trial bottie proves it—or money back. Ask
your druggist for D.D.D. Prescription.

BRUSH AWAY

GRAY
HAIR

...AND LOOK IO
YEARSYOUNGER

• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale
streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it—or your money back. Used for 30 years by thou¬
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent Is
purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting—
does not wash out. Just brush or comb It In. One applica¬
tion Imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
60c and *1.65 (5 times as much) at druggists on moneyback guarantee. Get BROWNATONE now, or send for
free test bottle. Mention natural color of your hair. Write
today-BROWNATONE, Dept.984, COVINGTON, KY-

-&i/mmou4-
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iGLOWSn '/n 11 > i' v'\'

IN

THE

DARK

Bewitching new glamour to enhance
your feminine charm. A lovely, per¬
fectly fashioned gardenia for day¬
time wear, it is truly sensational at
night. It actually glows in dark¬
ness. with a gentle, flattering radi¬
ance. entrancing to all who see it.
Wear it on your dress or hair for
that special date. He'll be fasci¬
nated, and delighted!
Of durable
material specially treated.
Mys¬
terious glowing properties are en¬
during. Removable comb.
■mm v**-*
Send $1 now. We mail postpaid.
You’ll be delighted, or we refund, of course.
Luminous
gardenia earrings to match, also $1 postpaid.
THE LUMINOUS FLOWER SHOP
3 West 42nd St., New York 18. N. Y'. Dept. 67

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 571
Dear Miss Wyman:
My folks are divorced and I live with
my father who is a well-to-do attorney,
and mayor of our city. As an only child,
I am considered spoiled.
I met a new boy at the Youth Center,
who asked me for a date, and I accepted.
When he said good night, he told me it
was all a bet, and that he truly hated me
and all that I stood for.
You see, he comes from a poor fafnily
and the boys at High have been kidding
him about having a case on the brain of
the senior class, and the mayor’s daughter.
I’m at my wit’s end, and have tried every
way to work it out. I really think the
world of him and it just makes me shud¬
der to think he will soon be going to the
Army hating me.
What would you suggest?
Marion

SEND DIRECT TO HOLLYWOI

SPl

I

JUMPER

Dear Marion:
Since you have exhausted all your
efforts to clear up this situation, and
without success, why don’t you take
your problem to your father?
He must be an able and intelligent
person to have become a successful
attorney and mayor, and I am sure
nothing would please him more than
to have you come to him. I know it
would make him proud to feel he had
your confidence.
This problem needs a man’s view¬
point to solve it, and your father is the
logical person to help you.
JANE WYMAN

Dear Jane:
My problem may seem kind of childish
to you, but it is awfully important to me.
You see, since my father .passed away a
few months ago, I have been living with
my sister, and we just don’t get along.
I have no one else to go to or live with
as I am only seventeen, so I have to live
with her, but it is becoming an impos¬
sible condition. We fight all the time, and
as she is five years older than me, she
tries to tell me what to do and generally
run my life, criticizing everything I do.
I try to get along with her, honestly, but
it just never works out. We always end
up mad at each other.
Please tell me what to do.
Barbara K.
Dear Barbara:
I believe you answered your own
problem in the first line of your letter,
when you said that your situation was
a childish one.
Getting along with one’s relatives
when one is forced to live with them is
nearly always a trying situation.
However, remember that today, when
normal living is forgotten and every¬
one is improvising as best as possible,
there are thousands of people in simi¬
lar circumstances. There are girls living
with in-laws who are practically strang¬
ers, members of families pitching in to¬
gether to share expenses and living
quarters although they might have been
‘on the outs’ with each other for years
past. In short, you must think of your
problem as a ‘war casualty,’ a temporary
circumstance, and, like many, many
others today, make the best of the bar¬

PROMPT DELIVERY FROM
Bewitching little darlin
of Spotlight attractive¬
ness that turns male heads. Lasting loveliness
in girlishly slim pleat skirt, accenting the new
"narrow" look and high-lighting a novel NAILHEAD belt trim. Crease resistant, long wear¬
ing Rayon Romaine, in Cinnamon, Blue-gray,
Melon, Lime, White and Maize. Sizes II to 19.
$7.85 plus handling and mailing costs.

BLOUSE

with heart throb appeal.
Royal
Luana Cloth in White, Maize, Green and
Baby Pink. $3.98 plus handling and mailing
costs.

SEND NO MONEY,.,,

mail coupon and pay
postman on arrival. Ten Day$’ Examination privilege (money
refunded if not delighted). Order by mail from Janne of
Hollywood for guaranteed $ati$faction.

JANNE OF"HOLLYWOOD I
Dept. 88-S
5071 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California
Please send "Spotlight" Jumper.
□ Cinnamon
□ Maiie

□ Blue-gray
□ Melon
□ lime
□ White
(give 2 choices)

Size 11, 13, 15, 17, 19

I

(circle size)

‘

Send Blouse

gain.
Just think of the good side of the
picture—that you are lucky to have a
sister to go to, be a big person about
meeting her more than half way, and
see if some of the wrinkles don’t smooth

□ White
□ Maize
Size 32, 34, 36, 38

|
□ Green
(circle size)

Name.

□ Pink

I

J

J

Address.

J

themselves out.

City....State.

JANE WYMAN
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SUB-SIXTEEN
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 211

A DAY • EACH ADULT
1'/2C A DAY . EACH CHILD
FOR SICKNESS OR ACCIDENT
Hospital Expenses paid, up to . . .
$540.00
(beginning with the first day)
FOR ACCIDENT
Doctor Expense paid, up to
...
$135.00
Loss of Wages reimbursed up to
$300 00
Loss of Life by Accident.$1000 00
WAR COVERAGE and EXTRA BENEFITS
Childbirth Expense paid, up to
. .
$60.00
Sickness or accident can easily wipe out, in a
tew weeks, savings it may have taken years to
Do“ f let this happen to you. With
a Family Mutual Hospitalization Policy, you’ll
be able to pay your hospital bills. In case of
accident, you will be reimbursed for your doctor
expenses and for loss of time from work. Your
Family Mutual card admits you to any hospital
in the United States and your own family
unj°r may attend you. Benefits applying to
children are 50* of those paid adults.

MAIL COUPON TODAY—No Agont Will Bother You
rAMILr MUTUAL life INSURANCE CO.. WIIMINPTON 99, DEI.

Family Mutual Life Insurance Co.
601 Shipley St., Wilmington 99, Del.

hw

a

F’lease tend me, without obligation, complete informa¬
tion on pour hconomical HospUa.iiation Plan.
NAME_
ADDRESS.
CITY_

.STATE.

Connie, who was born in New York
City, comes from a long line of an¬
cestors who made their mark in the
world too. There was Gerardus Beekman, first Colonial governor of New
York, John Marshall, first Chief Jus¬
tice of the United States, Jonathan
Trumbull, one of George Washing¬
ton’s pals, and last but not least
Priscilla Alden.
When Connie speaks for herself, she
looks at you through wide blue-grey
eyes that express sincerity and an
anxiousness to please. She talks of
such things as big sister Priscilla who
takes her swimming and with whom
she fights upon occasion. “But” says
Connie “they say true love never runs
smooth.” She tells you that right now
her hobby is philately (and she doesn’t
stumble over the multiple syllables)
. . . that her pets are two goldfish, a
snail, and a canary, but she’ll be own¬
ing dogs and cats too as soon as her
father, Lt. John Marshall, comes home
from Europe and they find a house
with a yard . . . that her idol is Helen
Hayes whom she hopes to meet some
day . . . that her favorite food is a
man-sized steak with french fries, but
hamburgers with plenty of mustard
and onions will do in a pinch , . . that
she usually wears her hair in pigtails,
but when she wants to be glamorous,
she curls it, the hard way, by sleeping
in metal curlers . . . that she’s now
reading Paul De Kruif’s “Microbe
Hunters,” a book brought home by
Priscilla and appropriated by Connie,
who is just too interested in every¬
thing in the world to let anything
escape her eager eyes. (Incidentally,
Connie’s I. Q. is 135, so you can be
sure that Mr. De Kruif is being un¬
derstood.)
Her most prized possession? A
charm bracelet because each charm
commemorates a step in her movie
career—a ring given her as a goodluck token by the actor with whom
she made her screen test, a chicken for
Sunday Dinner for a Soldier,” a goat
for Dragonwyck” and a ship from
Enchanted Voyage.”

LINNEA PERFUME
1

Breath of Old Sweden”

$3.50
For Sale in Gift Shops, Drug and Department Stores
Colorfully packaged Linnea Perfume, Linnea
Beauty Aids and Linnea special combination sets
make ideal Holiday gifts. Linnea Perfume brings
>’°u tte refreshing fragrance of Scandinavian
woodlands. Discovered by the world’s greatest
naturalist, Karl Von Linne, who was so entranced
with the quaint fragrance of a little Swedish
woodland flower that he gave it his own name.
Linnea Perfume brings to you the fragrance of
the Linnea flower.
That "Movieland” readers may enjoy the thrill
*_— —yy,—
-.....
6c, QL^uaiuicu
ij<u nage not sold in any store. Mail coupon now for
yourself and friends.

Please send.“Get Acquainted” Packages.
Name .
Address.

Enclosed find $ .

...

LINNEA, INC.
200 West Ohio Street, Dept, 28, Chicaio

10.

Illinois

PHOTOS
OF YOUR
STABS
.
el no or IOC co.
12 for $1.0° °
speC,aL
Take advantage
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00. Send JJ*
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Valuable

with order.

Van Johnson—MGM Star

DE LUXE PHOTO SERVICE
jox_953 Church

St.

Dept. N-l
An nex. N. Y. 8, N. Y.

You will love

and his growing hair
In millionaires’ mansions ana
cottage kitchens, you’ll find
PADDY O’HAIR - the most be.
loved, amusing: novelty ever
created. Shure—*tis magic! Fill
with water; spread special seed
—watch the miracle!
FADDY
grows thick crop of bright green hair, eyebrows,
and sideburns. You can give him haircuts; the
grass will grow for months; can be planted
again and again.
Head is durable pottery; rich
suntan color; 5 inches tall.
Thousands buy PADDY' for
themselves then reorder
for gifts.
Sent complete
with special seed and in¬
structions. $1 postpaid
money hack guarantee.
Avoid disappointment; or.
der full supply of this ideal
Christmas gift NOW. Send
* 1 with order and we pav
postage; or will ship C.O.D
postman
$1.36. Order PADDY today.

An attractive full Bust Line is a short cut to
glamour, poise and self-assurance. If your Bust
Line makes you self-conscious, try the new
(special up and out) Peach Cupbra. Use it for
a week. If you are not delighted, send every¬
thing back and your money will be refunded
Write now. SEND NO MONEY. Send only
your name and address and size of your old
hbL“Cw,(Stete w*lether 8ma11- medium or
heavy.) When you get your Peach Cupbra with
direction booklet, pay postman $1.98 (plus few
cents postage). (Plain wrapper.) If you wish
to save postage, send Two Dollars now and we
pay postage. Read your direction booklet and
wear your Peach Cupbra for a week. If you are
delighted with your new lovelier
figure, send it back. It is positively guaranteed
to please you. Join the hundreds of women who
enjoy a lovelier figure with Pea^ ™ upbra
Please print name and address clearly
MnKtfbtAday
Paj‘y Peach Co.,
"2 5th Ave., New York XI, N. Y.

Dept. 23-L
L

v a

PADDY NOVELTY CO.

Connie

gets

a

big

kick

out of watching

the talking mynah at the Farmers Market.

345 Washington Avenue
Goliad, Texas

Calling All Camera Fans!

BETTY HUTTON

nuine

ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 371

The Ideal GIff
for Mather. Dad, Sit

should happen to me, it would break
Mama’s heart, but aside from her
there wouldn’t be anyone on earth
who would really care.”
When a girl feels sorry for herself
in that vein, there is one simple ex¬
planation: she craves to fall in love,
and to be fallen in love WITH.
At which point—exactly as it would
be done in a smooth motion picture
scenario—Betty became aware of the
electric gaze of someone. Slowly, so
as not to attract attention, she turned
her head and stared straight into a
pair of the brownest eyes she had
ever seen. Naturally, Betty has been
stared at by men before; the mere fact
of intense observation was not unique,
but something about this man was.
He and a male companion were
seated by the head waiter in a booth
in full view of the Hutton table.
Betty, whose interest in her favorite
food (spareribs) had been negligible
until that moment, abruptly attacked
her food with gusto.
Her fainting spirits revived as if
given a whiff of triple-oxygen. She
became—to the pop-eyed amazement
of Max and Eunice—the life, not only
of their table, but of the Singapore.
Afterward, Betty confided to a friend,
“I imagine that I made the world’s
biggest fool of myself.”
This is doubtful, as the result of her
vivacious return from the land of
zombies, was the attraction of half
the enrollment of The Singapore.
Everybody wanted to join the party.
The man with the eyes ordered a
steak. He looked at Betty. He chatted
easily with his companion. He looked
at Betty. He smiled ever so faintly.
And then, after having paid his check
in such a manner as to bring a vast
smile to the waiter’s face, he left.
Betty wanted to arise and call after
him.
What to say—that was the
question. She thought of ships that
pass in the night, of Dante and Bea¬
trice, and of Evangeline.
To the astonishment of her com¬
panions, who found the chameleonmoods of Miss Hutton extremely dif¬
ficult to comprehend, Betty lapsed
into her morose megrims.
People
drifted away from the table: there
were enough blues stacked in the
booth to supply Tin Pan Alley for
two decades. Then the headwaiter
said, “Excuse me, Miss Hutton. We
have a telephone call for you.”
Bettv
stumbled
to
the
booth.
“Hello?”
“Hello,” said a deep, calm male
voice. A voice utterly without arti¬
fice or hesitancy. “You know who
this is, don’t you?”
Said Betty, “My escort, Mr. Max
Sachs, said that he knew the man
with you as Phil Briskin, and he
thought vou were his brother. I—
er—asked.”
“I asked who you were, too,” said
Mr. Briskin. “Now, let’s see if we
have any mutual acquaintances so
that we can be formally introduced.”
“Wouldn’t Max count, since he
knows your brother?”
“I should think so. We’ll be back
in a few minutes.”
Betty squeaked, “Oh, no. I know
almost everyone in here, and they’re
around the table, and there’s so much
confusion, and it would look, well,

or Irather

TAKE PICTURES YOU WILL TREASURE!
Imagine gelling a genuine Photo Master with a ground and pitch polished
lens in the face of one of the most drastic camera shortages in our his¬
tory! A camera designed to take pictures in lull color as well as black
and white! A camera that will enable you to graphically record the events
and people of the present for you to enjoy in the future. Yes, start
today to take pictures of things as they happen. It’s a real thrill that will
bring you reflected pleasures for years to come. So order your Photo
Master now! And if after the postman delivers it you don’t think the
>3.98 you paid for it it the best >3.98 you’ve ever spent—return it within
10 days and we’ll refund your money cheerfully—and quick as a flash!

Sold on a "Examine At Our Risk"
GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION

Look At These Features
★ Genuine Simpson Ground Pitch Polished Lens
★ Extremely Simple, Foolproof Operation
if Takes 16 Pictures on any Standard No. 127 Film
★ Also Takes Excellent Pictures in Full Color
Level View Finder

if

Biggest Smokers' Value

Ye». yea com have onr el these mode-lo-meesere corryiaa
cases worth 7S« ter only 2c with every comer* ordered.

Ever!

POST PAID
TAX FREE

ror tour onioning Measure
A Matched Set
You'll Be Proud To
Give or Get

A THRILL BY THEMSELVES...
... A TRIUMPH TOGETHER
Take the lighter, for instance! It’s
a genuine "Feather Lite,” cased in
gleaming heat resistant black plastic.
Famed for the instant, positive action
it's the favorite "flame” of smokers
the nation over. Just a twirl of your
thumb lights it—and its wind guard
keeps it lit. And if you want the joy
of a firm packed cigarette all the
time, your answer is the matching
featherweight cigarette case with it*
patented grooves that protect each
and every cigarette until you're ready
to smoke it. They’re a peach of a pair,
both yours to own for only >2.98—
a price you’d gladly pay for either
one. Seeing it believing! and if you
don’t think you’ve bought a double
value
after seeing your thrilling
twosome — we’ll refund your money
cheerfully! And that’s a promise!

With o Rich Silver on

Bot/i 'Pezacma&jed

MONOGRAMMED

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR SMOKER SET
• NATIONAL NOVELTIES—Dept. R52
| 608 So. Dearborn St.—Chicago 5, III.

PRINT INITIAL
IN THIS BOX

□i

I Please rush Feather Lite Windproof Lighter and Matching Cigarette
| Case personalized with initial printed in box above.
CHECK ONE
I O I
eeclotina 92.98. Send My Personalized Smoker Set Postpaid.
• O Send my Personalized Smoker Set C.O.D. I will pay postman 92.98 plus pottage.
Name
PImm Piint cicrb.

INITIAL

of your 'own choice

|
I
1

I

I

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR CAMERA
[national NOVELTIES—Dtpt.FCS 7
I 608 South Dearborn S«.—Chicago 3, III.
Ruth
Photomafter at .*3.98
Carrying
-^•, with
.. Case
..for only 2c extra. Satisfaction
I guaranteed
or money bark. if
returned. within
10 days.
|
CHECK ONE
I Q I am enclosing 94 for psyment in full. Send Camera and Case Postpaid.
I □ Send Camera and Case C.O.D. I will pay postman *4 plus pottage eosta.
If you wont 3 rolls of No. 127 Film (enough for 48 pictures)
J
for only 81c plus ISc postoge and handling costs CHECK BELOW.
I □ I am enclosing *4.96 for payment in full. Include 3 rolls of Film postpaid.
□ Include 3 rolls of Film C.O.D. I will pay postman 94.96 plus postage.

I

)

J I
I

|“

_l IS
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ENLARGEMENT

Just to get acquainted, we will beautifully enlarge your favorite snap¬
shot, photo, Kodak picture, print or negative to 5x7
inches, if you enclose this ad with a 3c stamp for return
mailing. Please include color of hair and eyes and get
our new Bargain Offer giving you your choice of handsome
frames with a second enlargement beautifully hand tinted
in natural lifelike colors and sent on approval. Your orig¬
inal returned with your enlargement. Send today.
DEAN STUDIOS, Dept. 1389, 211 W. 7th St., Des Moines, Iowa

STAMP

DR. MILES

NERVINE
The hurry, worry, noise, confusion and ex¬
citement of modern living, put an extra
strain on the nervous system. When nervous¬
ness makes you Jittery, Cranky, Wakeful, try

Dr. Miles Nervine
FULL OF FIDGET*,
NERVES ARE TENSE,
CAN'T SIT STILL
A MINUTE

Dr. Miles Nervine is made in liquid or effer¬
vescent tablet form, both equally effective,
Get it at your drug store. Caution; read di
rections and use only as directed. Efferves
centtablets 35c and 75c, liquid 25c and $1

MILES LABORATORIES, INC., Elkhart, Ind
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Philo

Made honour favorite
SNAPSHOT or PHOlv
250 for

Just imagine the thrill
your friends and loved
ones will get, seeing
your picture in every
letter. Why, it would be
almost as if you had
stepped right out of the
envelope for a brief visit. With PHOTO
STAMPS your letters become warm, human
things — alive with your personality.

Large, Colorful, Lifelike
PHOTO STAMPS are faithful reproductions
of your favorite photo, printed on high gloss
gummed stock. Large-sized—about twice the
size of the ordinary postage stamp—individ¬
ually cut, with smooth edge. Simply moisten
the back and apply. Adheres smoothly and
evenly to any surface, giving the appearance
Of having actually been printed on.

T/fany Ot6e% Tfovel
Besides letters, PHOTO STAMPS can be used
to personalize your greeting cards, gift cards,
books, invitations, etc. They are ideal for
pasting in your friends’ albums and autograph
books, or for exchanging with pen pals. They
identify your personal possessions, such as
books, sheet music, etc. You will find many
novel and clever uses for PHOTO STAMPS.

PHOTO Personalizes Your
&vuU
PHOTO STAMPS will
add a distinctive, personal
touch to your Christmas
greeting card that will be
the envy of your friends.
Be sure to get your order
in early.

END

NO

MONEY

Yes, for the amazingly low price of SI.69—
a little more than Vi cent each—you can have
your favorite photo reproduced on 250
PHOTO STAMPS. Send no money—just mail
photo (no negatives). When stamps arrive, pay
postman SI.69 plus C.O.D. postage. If cash
accompanies order, we ship postpaid. Original
photo returned intact.

MONET

BACK

GUARANTEE!

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
The PHOTOPLATE CO. Dept. 1125
161 W. Harrison St., Chicago 5, III.

*

Please send me 250 Photo Stamps of the enclosed
photo
□ I wilt pay postman SI.69. plus C.O.D. postage.
□ I am enclosing my remittance herewith..
(If cash accompanies order, we ship postpaid.)
Name_
Address.
City.
State.
It is understood that if I am not completely satis¬
fied, I can return them and receive a refund.

Burt

Appliance,

man to be that handsome, unmarried,
riding horseback and
playing tennis, within a
successful in business, and to come
year. A Lady. 72 years
old, who suffered a se¬
from good family—that can’t happen
vere spinal disorder,
to me!”
found relief.
A Child,
paralyzed
from a spinal
After the proper introductions were
deformity was able to
made, the party proceeded to the
play about the house,
in three weeks' time.
Chez Paree, where Betty used to sing.
The Philo Burt Appliance has be
in over sixty-eight thousand cases
It would be impossible for Betty to
tell anyone whether the Chez Paree
30 DAYS’ TR
now has a good orchestra, whether it
ITS VALUE IN
The Appliance is
has been redecorated, or what the
t/ and easily adju
color scheme is. She and Theodore J.
F from the old tor
leather and cellu
Briskin were too busy talking.
braces. Every su
ened
In effect, she told him the story of
or
her life, so that if he were oofully,
’
it t
s'- jJ
ves
oofully prep school and University
,,
reco
and that sort of thing, he would know
work
ft
Red
at once that she had been theatrical
m
S
reac
since she was a nubbin. To her
9
Send
amazement, she discovered that he
■
Des
we c
had started to work in his father’s
plant when he was fourteen. Mechan¬
PH
ically inclined, he had been unable
53-2
to wait for formal education; he
Jam
wanted to be doing things, to be per¬
fecting processes, and inventing gad- I
gets. He invited Betty to go through
his Chicago plant, the Revere Camera
Company, the following day. “I’d
Yl U/LTPIECES
love it,” enthused Betty.
Yard^an^Yards—thre^pound^
or more, BARGAIN I Beautiful
One of the first things she noticed
prints, checks, stripes, solids. Fast
colors. ALL NEW! FREE illus
was the gilt label on his office door:
trated designs and patterns with ord
“Theodore J. Briskin, President.”
Only $1.39 plus postage. Sent C.O
SEND NO MONEY.Just a penny postcard
“Get you,” grinned Betty, knowing
or letter. If not satisfied, return package
and
your $1.39 will be refunded. Order
that she had fallen in love.
TODAY. THE COLONIAL SHOP,
By this time it had become “Ted”
Dept. 17-B Zeigler, Illinois.
and “Betty.” He told her about in¬
venting a new type camera in 1939.
De&apz S/naA
He told her about the time he spent
LEARN AT HOME
in the Navy, and his return to civil
Fascinating field. Design o
life to supervise the expediting of a
erable saving. Gain experi
government contract for precision
ers. It may lead to thrilling
your own some day. Basic*
instruments.
under guidance of qualifie
eellent starting point
Betty said afterward to Eunice, her
k
. free booklet, “A Care
hairdresser, “No. I don’t believe it.
NATIONAL SCHOOL OF DR
Dept. 18
This is all too good to be true. It 1315 So. Michigan Ave.
simply can’t happen to me.”
Because Betty’s itinerary had long
Have them made into beautiful
been planned down to the last min¬
Book Ends. Shoes finished in Blue
ute, she had to go on to New York.
Pearl, Pink Pearl or While Pearl.
She had been on the 20th Century
SEND NO MONEY! Simply
mail Baby Shoes and state col¬
Limited for an hour when the first
or desired. Pay $4.95 plus
wire arrived from Ted. An hour later,
postage on arrival for Com¬
a second wire arrived. When she
plete Set of Book Ends.
reached New York, there were flowers
WILFRA PRODUCTS, Papt
Serwyn,
awaiting her in her hotel suite. The
wires and telephone calls and flowers
E
continued to arrive; then—two days
later—Mr.
Briskin,
himself, tele¬
phoned to say that he was in the
hotel lobby.
Together, they took New York
apart. New York is a fabulous place
in which to fall deeper and deeper
into love: there is so much to do, so
many places to see, such enchantment
in unexpected spots.
Then it happened! Betty and Ted
LEARN MUSIC WITHOUT A TEACHE
had their first quarrel. Betty, being
A^nr£V18vnui1,c thiP amazing home-s
under contract to a studio, is—natunotVC‘vJ!
to play
P|aYin9
fn nrinf anH J f° wr™?** Evervv step
in print and pictures. No “numbers”
rally—an employee. Her employers
If
"ant to,k>arn to Play • • ■
m°r* fun . . . mail the cou
had a good many duties mapped for
NOW! U. S. School of Music. 15
Brunswick Bldg.. New York 10. N.
her; about 25 hours out of every 24
I
were carefully planned. Ted couldn’t
I u. S. School of Music
|
15812
Brunswick Bldg.. New York
understand it. “But you have the right
I Samplesend
me Free Booklet and
to some time to yourself!”
Sample
Sometimes she did have an evening
I
'.
‘
_
H
Name.Instrumen
but wherever she went she was
J Address.
mobbed by autograph hounds. Betty
I
loves her public; she would stand for
| Clty. .....
hours, shoving a pencil over a series I

Maraud Srautifad

BABY SHOE ICE E

H-2,

It’s Really

KTswirf1*??

Save 2c—Scick Coupon on Pen

of books, patiently signing her name.
Ted Briskin, a quiet man with strong
convictions about the conventions,
could neither understand, nor endure
it. “What a confused, chaotic way to
live!” he said. Whereupon the quarrel
ensued. It ended with Ted returning
to Chicago, and Betty making dismal
arrangements to finish last minute
packing for her European tour.
For two long, solid, endless weeks,
Betty heard nothing. And then, get¬
ting ready to leave New York, she
received a long, explanatory, apolo¬
getic wire, followed by a telephone
call.
Her overseas trip was a rugged one;
Betty lives on raw courage most of
the time, and simply knocks herself
out to give a brilliant performance,
no matter what the handicaps. She
hasn’t the physique to underwrite her
furious vitality; she’s like a Wright
cyclone engine installed in a little red
coaster wagon.
The next thing Betty knew, she was
resting in a government hospital,
where she received a cablegram from
Ted reading, “Please cable size of
third finger, left hand.” She was bet¬
ter at once; thirty minutes later she
was ready to go home.
Ted waited in New York, improv¬
ing his time by shopping for a ring
that would represent, in token, his
esteem for Betty. When Betty flew
in on August 26, there was Ted,
round-shouldered under the weight of
the engagement gem: an EIGHT carat
stone set in platinum, with one slim
baguette diamond on each side.
On Monday, they returned to Chi¬
cago where Betty took a suite at the
Ambassador East, and telephoned her
mother in Hollywood. “Come to Chi¬
cago,” she trilied.
“I’m going to be
married . . .” and she named a ten¬
tative date. Mrs. Hutton managed not
to faint. “But I’ll never be able to
get reservations,” she squeaked.
“I’ll see about that,” answered the
resourceful daughter, and promptly
called her best friend at Paramount,
Lindsay Durand. “Come to Chicago
to be my matron of honor,” jubilated
Betty.
Then she talked to Edith Head,
Paramount’s brilliant designer and
Betty’s good friend, “Do me up the
most gorgeous white satin wedding

dress you’ve ever seen in your life,”
ordered Betty. “Veil, everything . . .”
An hour later, Betty called again—
she had thought of a particular head¬
dress she wanted.
Three hours she
called again—would ivory satin be
better than white?
In Los Angeles, Lindsay Durand
and Mrs. Hutton shopped frantically
for what the well-dressed bride’s
mother and matron of honor will
wear. It was impossible to find much
but black dresses. They went from
one shop to another, staring into the
eyes of saleswomen with melting
glances. “No, .we have nothing.”
But on Wednesday they found a
gold crepe frock for Mrs. Hutton, and
complemented it with brown acces¬
sories. On Thursday, Lindsay found
a suitable ice blue frock of nubby
crepe, and added brown accessories.
On Friday they left on Santa Fe’s
crack Chief.
When Betty learned that her wed¬
ding could take place on Sunday, Sep¬
tember 2nd, instead of a week later,
she cancelled plans for the white satin
gown. Or rather, Edith Head said
over the telephone, “Look, Baby, it
would take every bit of power in the
department to turn out that frock in
ten days’ time. Either you postpone
your wedding, or wear something
else.”
Betty decided to wear the sumptu¬
ous gold suit that she wore in “Stork
Club,” the picture she finished just
before going East. The wardrobe for
the picture had marked a high spot
in Edith Head’s artistry, and the studio
had given the entire array to Betty
as a bonus.
During the days when Betty was
waiting for her mother and Lindsay
to check in from the coast, a number
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it's really swell, lying in bed in the
morning and ringing for my valet."
His friend was pop-eyed.
"You
mean you have a valet?"
Dion considered.
"Well, no.
But
I've got the bell.”
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of charming things happened; she met
Ted’s entire family and liked them
tremendously.
One afternoon she found a huge
bouquet of flowers in her room and
with it was a poem written by Joseph
Zivny, an engineer in Ted’s company:
“TO A TWINKLING STAR—
BETTY HUTTON!”
Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
We know how real and sweet you
are.
Up in the movie world so high,
We’re honored with your stopping
by.

International Diamond C«.,2251 Calumel Are.,DepI.P.4, Chicago 16.

Like heavenly stars, you’re both
aglow
With infinite love; this, you show.
He is your dream—you are his
pride,
God speed the day you’ll be his
bride.”
Betty is saving that to show her
grandchildren.
Mrs. Hutton and Lindsay arrived in
Chicago on Sunday, September 2, and
were met at the train by a car Ted
had sent. They were taken to the
hotel, and there Betty and her mother
had a precious hour together, tact¬
fully provided by Ted, before he ar¬
rived. He also had sent roses to await
her arrival.
When Ted was announced from the
lobby, and arrived a moment later, he
smiled at Mrs. Hutton, said, “Hello,
Mother,” and extended his arms. Mrs.
Hutton stepped into that welcoming
circle and burst into tears. He let her
cry, soothing her only with silent
strokings. That slight, eloquent inci¬
dent, as much as anything that had
gone before, assured Betty that she
had made a wise choice.
The ceremony was performed in the
small private room off the Drake’s
Camellia Room, and the reception was
held in the larger space. United States
Judge Philip L. Sullivan read the
service at six o’clock in the evening.
As “something old,” Betty wore her
suit; her “something new” was a pair
of nylons that she had treasured and
saved for years, without quite know¬
ing why she had saved them; her
“something borrowed” was a hand¬
kerchief loaned by Bea Allen who had
been in the overseas troupe with
Betty; but the “something blue” was
utterly unique.
Doris Harris, once
Betty’s hairdresser, but now with the
WAVES, stationed at Great Lakes,
was able to attend the ceremony.
When Betty was dressing, she snipped
a small section of blue fabric from
one of the seams of Doris’ skirt for
the “something blue.”
This, Betty
carried in her prayer book.
The bride’s gift to the groom was a
gold cigarette case with appropriate
inscription; the groom’s gift to the
bride was extensive: (1) a gold mesh
purse; (2) a white Persian lamb
purse; (3) a gold pen and pencil set
engraved with Betty’s new initials,
B. H. B.
Said Betty, “If I weren’t already
known as Betty Hutton, wouldn’t
Betty Briskin make a beautiful pro¬
fessional name?”
And, as the troubadours closed
every story of true love—“They lived
happily ever after.”
The

End

ANIMAL ACTORS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 38)
that we weren’t going, so he’s calm.
He’s like a child in loving attention.”
The Weatherwax brothers—there
are four of them: Rudd and Frank
are partners, Jack and Mac train
and work for them—recently moved
their kennels some twelve miles far¬
ther out in the San Fernando Valley,
to keep Lassie happy. He didn’t like
the noise of planes that have grown
increasingly numerous overhead, or
the sudden blasts from motorcycles
starting up around war plants near
the old kennels. He couldn’t sleep,
and when Lassie can’t sleep neither
can Rudd nor the folks at MGM,
where Lassie has a five-year contract
(two more years to run) at what
looks like fabulous money even to a
two-legged star.
The new kennels are built scien¬
tifically, so that in winter they are
snug and warm and in summer, de¬
lightfully cool.
There are shade
trees on the two and a half acres,
where dogs can enjoy a nap after a
run or a gopher hunt. Each pen in
the kennels has its own outside yard
and private inner entrance.
Meals
are chockful of vitamins.
Lassie lives in the bungalow on
the lot with Rudd and his family. No
other dog may enter there, unless for
some specific training.
Before Lassie made his phenomenal
hit in “Lassie,” studio calls were usu¬
ally for police dogs or mutts. Rudd
had acquired the collie because it was
necessary to keep every variety of
dog in the kennels. But collies weren’t
fashionable then, and the dog was
taught only obedience and to take
the first few easy directions given
all Weatherwax pups.
A call had come in for a police dog,
and Rudd took one in for a test. It
didn’t get the part, but while they
waited. Director Fred Wilcox came
in. “Can’t find a pup?” he asked the
test director, “Tough luck. I can’t
find a collie, either.”
Rudd looked up. “I have a collie.”
“Big eyes? I need a collie with big
eyes, a white ruff all the way around
his neck, white blaze on his nose,
and nice markings,” stipulated Mr.
Wilcox. “If that fits your dog, bring
him in.”
Lassie, being quite young, wasn’t
in coat at the time and didn’t photo¬
graph in black-and-white as well as
another collie, but Mr. Wilcox said
he thought he could use Lassie to
double the chosen one. However, as
time went on, it was decided to do
the picture in Technicolor, and tests
showed that Lassie, whose coat had
now grown out, was far more beau¬
tiful.
He is a glorious gold color,
with white ruff, blaze and fine black
markings—all in the right places. He
got the role, and Rudd sat up every
night reading the script and teach¬
ing Lassie what he had to do next day.
“The hardest thing he had to do
was to limp, walk with his head
down, very dejected and slow. It’s
difficult for a dog to concentrate on
three things at once, and it takes
patience to get him to do it.
But
Lassie caught on swiftly,” his owner
remembered proudly.
“If a dog has confidence in you,
you must deserve it and never let him
down.
If I should tell Lassie to

jump off the Woolworth Building,
he’d do it, because he’s convinced
that I’d never let him get hurt. He’s
never been hurt.
When he has a
difficult jump to make, I always stand
below and catch him, breaking his
fall. In “Hold High The Torch,” I
doubled for a Jap officer, and a stunt
man stood by and collected $75 for
it. But it was a 12-foot leap, 10 feet
out, and I knew Lassie would feel
more confident if I were there to
take care of him. He doesn’t fight
me as well as he fights others, because
he thinks I’m playing; anyway, he
won’t hurt me.
So after the big
leap, I made a lot of wild motions
and they cut to a shot of Lassie with
the real actor.”
When the Weatherwax boys were
small, they lived on a ranch near
Silver City, New Mexico, where their
father raised Angora goats.
The
elder Weatherwax trained collies to
bring in the goats, and in his latest
picture, that is what Lassie does—only he brings in sheep. Ranch col¬
lies were all trained to obedience;
learned to sit up, lie down, charge,
retrieve on command.
It’s secondnature for a Weatherwax to train
dogs.
In “Son of Lassie,” Major, the
star’s stand-in, played “Lassie”; one
of Lassie’s own sons played the pup¬
py, Laddie, and Lassie himself played
Laddie, full grown.
(Get it?)
At
Major’s
first appearance
on
the
screen, the audience thundered ap¬
plause, which was deeply resented by
Rudd, who felt that Major was get¬
ting credit for Lassie’s first film. Las¬
sie so far has not been quoted.
The puppy learned so much in his
first three months that he can now
do all his father does. But nobody
asks him to—he’s getting a long rest
while he grows up.
“We had to trick the little pup
into doing some of the things he does
in that picture,” commented Rudd.
“He chews Peter Lawford’s sock,
tears June Lockhart’s skirt, knocks
a ball downstairs, etc. He was too
little to do those things on cue, as an
older dog would have done, so we
put small pieces of meat in Peter’s
sock, on June’s skirt, and on the
ball. The pup’s scene on Peter’s bed
contains a lot of action, more than
most dogs can do in sequence. He
whines, yawns, scratches Peter’s face;
Peter wakes and speaks to him; then
the puppy yawns again and the moth¬
er dog comes in. The little dog did
all this so well that a woman be¬
hind me in the audience said: ‘That
must be a stuffed dog.
No puppy
could do all that!’ ”
In silent pictures, it was harder
to get dogs to do their stuff, for then
carpenters were always hammering
somewhere, whistles were tooting off¬
stage, people were laughing and talk¬
ing out of camera range, all sorts of
noises were going on to distract a
dog’s attention from his trainer. Now
a sound stage is quiet, a trainer can
give a brief command or cue signal,
or an actor can say: “Charge!” and
the dog will obey at once.
“Elizabeth Taylor, who loves all
animals, learned how to train dogs
while we were making this picture,”
recalled Rudd. “When she and Las¬
sie did their scenes, she’d say: ‘Come
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creatures served him well when he
did a scene with Curly Twiford’s
wonder bird, Jimmy the Raven. Jim¬
my was to ride on Lassie’s back. A
playful pup had once pulled out Jim¬
my’s tail-feathers, and it was only
when he was convinced that Lassie
meant to ignore him that Jimmy
would consent to the ride.
Most kennel owners have cats
around, so their dogs will learn to
work with them and not to chase
them, as is dog nature.
Cats are
smart, Rudd says, and can learn to
do anything. Studios, however, won’t
pay enough for them to make their
training worthwhile.
Hollywood has a new organization
called “Animal Owners and Handlers
Association,” which posts the follow¬
ing prices for trained anmals:
Cats, atmosphere. $5.00 a day
Cats, minimum for work in scene
.$12.50 a day
Dogs, atmosphere .... $10.00 a day,
or $7.50 each, if several dogs.
Dogs, atmosphere .
. $15.00 a day,
for selective breeds unless 6 or
more dogs supplied.
Dogs, trained to do tricks, $25.00 a
day or $125.00 a week.
This is the first time dog owners
have had an association, and it saves
them money, for each can borrow
dogs from the others, sharing their
earnings. For example, Rudd bor¬
rowed a coach dog from Renny Ren¬
fro, paying Renny half the dog’s
earnings.
“Naturally, we don’t lend our best
dogs, who bring higher prices,” Rudd
pointed out, “but this way only one
of us has to keep a Great Dane, a
St. Bernard or other big fellows who
cost a lot to keep and seldom work.
We have from 40 to 50 dogs in our
kennels, as a rule. There are Poms,
Pekes, German shepherds, collies,
poodles, Cairn terriers, cockers, Scot¬
ties, etc. We have an English sheep
dog that works maybe once a year,
but somebody must keep one.
“My brother Frank owns Rommie, the little Cairn terrier who
worked in ‘Without Love’ and ‘Sun¬
day Dinner for a Soldier,’ and is now
doing ‘Enchanted Voyage’ for 20th
Century-Fox. Rommie is little and
costs almost nothing to keep; but
big dogs, with the exception of Las¬
sie, are usually more expensive than
they’re worth.”
When Rudd wants to buy a new
puppy, he picks out one from 10 to
12 weeks old, takes a rag with him
and shakes it at the prospective pur¬
chase. If the little fellow wants to
play, he’s in; if he runs away, he’s
out. If he has a vicious look in his
eye, no money changes hands, either.
The smartest dog is the German
shepherd, for out of 10 of this breed,
6 can be trained; out of 10 collies, only
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3 will respond to training. For “See¬
ing Eye” work, a dog must be trained
for a long time, and he must have
brains to act in an emergency; but
for a like role on the screen, a week’s
training is usually sufficient.
The
trainer simply goes over and over
each scene until the dog can’t miss.
When you watch a dog do his stuff
on the screen, it seems almost super¬
natural: but his training isn’t com¬
plicated once he’s learned to obey.
Say a dog must open a door in a
scene. He knows how to fetch a ball,
so you fasten a ball to a doorknob
and say: “Fetch it!” He twists the
ball in his efforts and the door opens.
The dog is gratified at the applause
and petting that follows this feat.
Next time, the ball is taken off the
doorknob, and the knob is taped so
as not to hurt the animal’s teeth.
Again he opens the door. Now, con¬
vinced he is the world’s cleverest
beast, he opens it without tape. The
minute he accomplishes the trick, his
trainer quits.
“Don’t sour him on it,” warns Rudd.
“He’ll have a nervous break-down if
he gets too much schooling.”
When Lassie began his first pic¬
ture, he hadn’t learned to whine on
cue. He had to whine, and Rudd was
worried. The answer came by acci¬
dent.
“On every set, if a dog works,
there’s a man from the Humane So¬
ciety,” said Rudd, “One day he and
I wrestled for fun. Lassie saw us,
thought he was hurting me, and
began to whine. That was my cue.
When we needed a whine, we wres¬
tled. Pretty soon, all I had to do
was to beat my own breast and Las¬
sie would whine.
“Accidents often happen in train¬
ing—I mean, happy accidents. Once
I was training a dog to sit up, but
instead he lifted only one paw in a
perfect salute. I let him keep doing
that and they used it in a picture.
“Chris, the mutt in ‘Kiss and Tell’,
is the only dog who can do a doubletake on cue. I was trying to teach
him to sneeze when he suddenly
came out with his funny-business;

the only dog who ever did it. I took
him out to see Director John Stahl
for a role at 20th Century-Fox. Mr.
Stahl said; ‘No, I need a smaller dog.’
I showed him Chris’ double-take and
he laughed. ‘All right, he’s in!’ he
said.”
Dogs fill engagements anywhere.
Mac Weatherwax has been in Florida
for three months with a troupe of
bloodhounds for
“The
Yearling.”
Rommie has just returned from weeks'
in New Orleans.
Henry East, one of Hollywood’s
veteran trainers, recently had to call
in Lady, 18 years old and long since
retired from the screen, to play in
“Uncle Harry” for Universal. Lady
plays a dog almost too ancient to
move. She was “just the type.”
Mr. East also owns Corky, halfWelsh-terrior, half-mutt, who is now
working with Ingrid Bergman and
Bing Crosby in “Bells of St. Mary’s”
at RKO. Corky does several intricate
scenes, for which he gets $250 a
week.
That English bulldog, Soda who
was prominent in “Since You’Went
Away,” was actually a show dog, not
an actor. He had to learn to sit down,
as show dogs only stand or lie down.
Inclined to be slow, it took Soda two
weeks to learn what was wanted, but
he got tremendous fan mail on the
picture’s release.
If you saw “Maisie Goes To Reno”,
you’ll remember the little Scottie
who was always going into or get¬
ting out of the elevator. That was
Dooney, Ann Sothern’s own Scottie,
who insists on accompanying Ann to
the studio.
Dooney wandered into
the scene after Ann, looking about
in a peculiarly bored and blase man¬
ner. Ann shooed him away, but she
wasn’t .quick enough and cameras
caught him. When the day’s rushes
were viewed, Dooney convulsed the
projection room and promptly went
on the payroll.
For “State Fair”, 20th CenturyFox rented 50 Hampshire pigs and
bought four Hampshire boars, two of
which—Blue Boy and Esmeralda—
are stars in the film. Meat shortage
was on, and Dick Haymes and June
Haver eyed Blue Boy’s 880 pounds
of pork with dreamy eyes.
“He’d make at least 700 pounds of
meat,” sighed Dick, “I figured that’s
2500 red points. How could we come
by that many points?”
For days the cast wrestled with
the problem, until Dick called the
OPA and discovered that there are
no ration points on live animals! Dick
didn’t buy Blue Boy—his owner
won’t sell.
Sheep and goats were used in “The
Corn Is Green.”
Warner Brothers’
prop department was prepared to
cope with scenery-chewing goats, but
the nannies behaved well.
It was
the sheep that grazed on the strips
of sod brought in to dress the set.
Bob Hope insists he aged several
years in the making of “Road To
Utopia” because he had to work with
a 700 pound Russian bear, which had
to cuddle up to him in the dark and
be mistaken for bearskin-clad Dot
Lamour.
“Look,” suggested Bob,
“I’ve seen that bear’s teeth. They’re
sharp. Ask him if he’ll have them
pulled before the scene. I’ll take my
teeth out, too.”
There must be a simpler way of
dropping his option, Bob complained,
to no avail. They got the scene with¬
out mishap, but Bob had something
to worry about: Stanley Beebe, who
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span of Christmas transportation, al¬
ways drives eight, as every infant
knows, and at first the director
thought he’d better drop the whole
idea. Still and all, there was that
$27,000 on the budget. In the end,
seven reindeer worked, Santa ex¬
plaining that No. 8 was on a date
with Dottie.
The horse used in “Duel In The
Sun” earns over $5000 a year. Dice
is part-Arabian, part American sad¬
dle horse, and can do all the usual
things: nod “yes” or “no”, bow, lie
down, rear up, retrieve, walk lame,
kneel, side slip and come on call.
For the picture, Gregory Peck must
jump over Dice’s rump into the sad¬
dle, at a run dismount by swinging
over Dice’s neck, at a gallop, and
bring the horse to a crashing halt.
Dice also must rear up and fight with
his forefeet in a wild scene. He’s a
real ham and can’t wait to get into
a scene. In fact, he’ll dash onto the
set before his director is ready. They
had to use silent signals instead of
the customary “Roll ’em!” because
Dice insisted on starting at the first
word.
The secret of teaching any animal
to act lies in getting its confidence.
Once he trusts his trainer, he’ll do
whatever that trainer asks. To get
a horse to nod his head, you touch
a certain place on his neck; touch
him there, and any horse will nod,
but he must then be taught to make
it into a slow and graceful dip of
the head. Another signal brings a
shake of the head; still another, and
the horse paws the earth with one
foot, counting up to the number his
owner indicates. As he learns each
trick, he is rewarded with a piece
of raw carrot. (Before rationing, the
reward was a lump of sugar.)
Some horses “spook” easily. That
means they shy away and buck at
strange sights. The smell of camels
will make almost any horse spook,
but some will stop it if gently led
around the humped creatures to ob¬
serve them at close range.
“That’s a funny-looking creature,”
the horse presumably says to him¬
self, “but I suppose he can’t help it.”
Thereafter, he ignores the beast.
If a horse still spooks after being
permitted to investigate everything
odd about action required of him—
such as his rider’s flowing Arabian
robes, say, or shields and spears to
be carried, or a girl’s fancy dress, or
something that clanks—he’s with¬
drawn from the picture.
Animals on sets, as has been men¬
tioned, are carefully guarded. Al¬
though a Humane Society represent¬
ative is always on hand, no trainer
who values his animal would per¬
mit it to risk its life or limb. During
the first days of any picture the cast
is usually nervous and tense while
launching new characters and get¬
ting used to each other—and who
cares? But let there be a horse, dog,
chimp or other creature present and
the set is closed to press and visitors
for at least four days, while the ani¬
mal star is getting acclimated.
The End
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JOAN CRAWFORD
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 491
equal results. More restrained mem¬
bers of the motion picture colony had
her typed as “a goodlooking, average
girl whose connection with the Art of
Cinema would be sensational rather
than lasting.” How wrong was that
guess, we know now!
But in addition to underrating her
determination to improve, most peo¬
ple were slow to understand that it
was more than just that she wanted
to; it was that she could! She was
equipped with certain specific assets
—a flair for observing and discrimi¬
nating and making right choices.
Her critical ability is good and she
can look at the world and at people
with a very critical eye.
Joan’s earlier marriages (to Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., and to Franchot Tone),
it should be mentioned, both in¬
fluenced her “development” rather
importantly. Indeed, her being mar¬
ried to Doug was a turning point—
and contributed, perhaps more than
anything else, to her being the Joan
Crawford we know today.
It was then that Joan “grew up”;
that the marriage lasted only three
years (much to Hollywood’s surprise,
at the time) doesn’t alter that fact.
And when the Fairbanks chapter in
her life finally came to an end—they
had been having marital difficulties
for some time—Joan wasn’t prepared
for the ultimate decision of divorce.
I don’t think in general she' is
introspective. She doesn’t brood
over what she does or what has
been done. However, she doesn’t
like to act the fool, in spite of her
extrovertiveness and her rather
vivid imagination and susceptibility
for illusions.
Her emotional collapse was enough
to create a social blackout for the next
few years. It’s a weakness with Joan
(one of few) that her first urge, when
there’s trouble, is to run away.
Enter Franchot Tone and, strangely
enough, a psychological courtship. Un¬
derstanding her depression over the
divorce, Franchot was able to con¬
vince Joan that her “ego” was hurt,
and that life (with him) could be
beautiful. And out of this marriage
did come happiness, for Joan’s amaz¬
ing vitality and energy were diverted
to a new enthusiasm—the theatre.
There was a dark cloud on that
“dramatic” horizon, however. The
Crawford career was at a peak; Tone’s
unfortunately, wasn’t. This presented
a situation which led, rather inevit¬
ably, to unhappiness in their marriage
—and finally, divorce.
Again, Joan’s inclination was to
escape from her unhappiness. Living
the life of a recluse, she made deter¬
mined vows never to marry again.
“Marriage is not for me,” she was
quoted as saying. (Which just goes
to show the folly of making predic¬
tions about the unpredictable!
Joan had always wanted children.
That she hadn’t had any was a tragedy
in her life. But that was before Chris¬
tina and Phillip II came to live at
the beautiful house in Brentwood;
both children were adopted at the age
of eight months, and all the vitality,
love and affection that makes up so
much of the Joan Crawford personal¬
ity was diverted to the two little
babies she considered her very own.

Having had
her own childhood
marred by the accidental and shock¬
ing discovery that the father she
loved so well was her step-father,
Joan has been very careful to explain
to both her children that they are
“adopted because I wanted you so
much and love you more than any
other little boy or girl in this world.”
But for a woman of Joan’s tempera¬
ment, it was inevitable that some day
someone would come along who could
understand the conflicts of her spirit;
who would love her and admire her
and give her the happiness she sought
and so rightly deserved. When a
friend first brought Phillip Terry to
visit Joan Crawford, he wasn’t aware
of being instrumental in creating one
of Hollywood’s happiest couples. Yet
that’s how it happened. It took only
six months for Joan and Phillip to
know that they were in love, and for
Joan to know that “this time it’s the
real thing.” They were married dur¬
ing the filming of “Reunion” in 1942.
Contrary to past records, she is not
the “divorcing type.” Her complete
make-up shows a yearning to be a
good wife and mother; to have a hus¬
band who shows the same tendencies
of giving that she does. The intensity
which directs all her emotions makes
her an ideal wife for the man who is
compatible, in that sense.
I remember asking, several months
later: “But Joan, is the honeymoon
really going to last forever? Can you
possibly stay this happy, you and
Phillip?” They were still telephon¬
ing one another several times every
day—and they do now, if they’re sepa¬
rated as long as an hour or two. In
my “friend of the family” capacity,
I suppose it wasn’t so surprising that
they didn’t hesitate to exchange “I
love you’s,” in my presence—with
an accompaniment of tender endear¬
ments. But the point is: They never
hesitate!
They’re
so
delightfully
frank and honest about their love.
In public life, she’s inclined to be
conservative. (This is an example of
Spontaneity vs. Control.)
In her
private life, Spontaneity has its op¬
portunity to overcome Control, with
the result that at home or with close
friends, her exterior conventionality
turns into warmth and exuberance.
I’m convinced now—after three
years—that my question about the
perpetual honeymoon has been an¬
swered. And the answer is plainly
there, for all to see. Joan and Phillip
are temperamentally suited to each
other—but wonderfully!
Joan’s mother-instincts are not con¬
fined only to her family however:
They cover a much greater area.
Nothing pleases her more than to ad¬
vise, guide and take care of her
friends, as well. Never one for half¬
measures, when Joan offers friend¬
ship, she does so wholeheartedly. She
admits this is a fault in .some in¬
stances; that it’s being over-emotion¬
al, that it’s something she has strug¬
gled for a long time to control.
Impassive as well as excitable, she
possesses much affectivity. She’s quite
taken in by her own emotions but that
comes under the creative part of her
personality. She has imagination, is
very optimistic, likes to travel, and
has quite a flair for adventure. Be-
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cause of her amazing vitality, she’s
excellent at sports.
A romanticist? But yes! So often
instead of facing trying situations,
she has idealized them, given them a
reasonableness
and
an appealing
quality which few difficult things ever
actually achieve. When they don’t
work out as she’s counted on, she’s
lost and disappointed. But fortunately
her great enthusiasm for life usually
involves “quick come-back” powers,
and a readiness to jump into new
fires.
With all this, she’s restless and has
a tendency for overdoing. Because she
has a way of putting all of herself into
a project, and a way of being aggres¬
sive about her likes and dislikes, she
overemphasizes everything she does.
It’s a pleasure to be invited to the
Terry home, for it’s such a perfect
home, in every sense of the word. By
the way, it’s the house Joan bought in
1929; started as a seven-room cottage,
it has gone through various stages of
wrought iron gates and Moorish door¬
ways—’til today, having undergone a
series of alterations, it’s a model of
present-day smartness; decorative,
but in tune with pleasant living. So
representative, it occurs to me, of
Joan herself.
But don’t think you can knock at
the door of the Brentwood house, and
find Joan Crawford! Because she’s
Mrs. Terry. It was “Mrs. Terry” who
answered the telephone when the
help shortage was most critical, and
they were without maids; it’s “Mrs.
Terry” if you’re introducing her to
new friends; “Mrs. Terry” to the
grocer, when she telephones for a
delivery. Who’s Joan Crawford? She’s
Lucille LaSueur as registered in the
birth records of San Antonio, Texas;
the studio thought LaSueur sounded
too like a deliberately “adopted”
movie star name; so they ran a con¬
test, inviting fans to select a name,
and Crawford was the “people’s
choice.”
In spite of her success, she has not
fully succeeded in integrating her
private life with her role as a star.
The image of a successful actress is
a top veneer, but underneath is a
certain insecurity. There are indica¬
tions that to some extent she even
dislikes being a star. (This would be
the combination of a forceful person¬
ify competing with a “star personal¬
ity.”) I’ll go so far as to bet she
doesn’t like to be called “Crawford.”
Any sort of interference could be
listed as another “dislike.”
But let there be no mistake: Joan
is no Mrs. Doormouse! In matters
pertaining to her career, she’s both
ambitious and decisive. Though I re¬
member her saying: “Ambitions have
no lirpit. Once I asked a friend about
his ambitions, and he enumerated the
things he wanted to do. Suddenly I
realized he was not ambitious, at all;
he just had aims. There are always
newer and higher goals to strive for
and no person has ever achieved
perfection.”
Narrowing down her too expansive
energies and putting herself to the
service of a purpose, directs her to
external success. She has the psycho¬
logical make-up of an actress who
wants to be appreciated for havinq
worked hard to give shape to one of
her many personality facets. She’s
quite emotional and shows vitality
however, stronger than all that is
her tendency to give a definite direc¬
tion to her urges. There again you
get the formative tendencies. She
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doesn’t want to indulge in fun only
for the sake of having fun. She must
direct her urges toward a goal. She
has done this and the result is a de¬
served success.
Joan still retains the serious dra¬
matic ambition and fierce inde¬
pendence that brought her up from
the Broadway choruses. One of the
many facets of the Crawford person¬
ality is determination. When she de¬
cided to be a dancer, she became one;
when she decided acting was her
forte, so it was.
In her determination to become an
actress, many of her actions were
criticized; but the criticism served
only to put her on the defensive and
strengthened her will to succeed. Her
seemingly exaggerated indifference to
gossip was assumed to hide the fact
that the talk really affected her.
To this day, Joan still worries
(perhaps more than she realizes)
what people think, for painful inci¬
dents have taught her that it is sim¬
pler to abide by the rules of conven¬
tional society. Too close to her heart
are the memories of childhood ex¬
clusions, and the snubs of those first
Hollywood years will never be en¬
tirely forgotten.
The ability to work hard and forget
about herself while she works is a
tremendous source of satisfaction,
because her “ego” feelings are expan¬
sive. What she accomplishes while
she works is the partial sacrifice of
her propensity for expansion, to more
or less narrowly circumscribed con¬
cepts of actual work.
At the beginning, Joan wanted to
be taken seriously as an actress; but
the “great powers” were not nearly so
serious when they listened to her
plea. It was her sheer persistence
that finally dug her out of the rut of
the “Dancing Daughter” series, which
she feared—and rightly so—would
inevitably type her as “the girl who
dances the Charleston better than
anyone else,” and with 84 shining
golden “champion cups,” to prove it!
She’s aware of the danger implied
in both her excitability and her pro¬
pensity of spirit. A born organizer,
of course she has a flair for taking the
initiative.
Her first type-breaking role—and
testimony to this hard-won victory
in the battle to “let me try something

Joan's afraid of mother roles? Certainly notl
Ann Blyth is her daughter in "Mildred Pierce."

else”—was in the “Gorgeous Hussy,”
a costume picture. Next, she told the
studio bigwigs that she wanted a
mother part—the result, “Susan and
God.” And for being right, every
time she’d insisted on these departures-from-the-expected
roles,
she
was allowed to do “A Woman’s Face.”
The truth of it is, she demanded it!
And I think it’s quite generally agreed
that no picture she’s ever done con¬
tributed more importantly to “the
Crawford prestige.”
Her spontaneity and imagination
are of a formative nature, since she
seems constantly searching for a way
to make herself useful. In line with
this, she has a way of withholding
her energy and applying it where it
can be used, to best advantage. She has
an extraordinary ability to think
rather precisely and in a practical
manner. Her thinking is “goal di¬
rected.” That’s the main force which
keeps her on her feet; it is a capabil¬
ity for working toward a very definite
goal with a practical purpose in mind.
Since she has imagination, she’s also
capable of attaining that goal. Con¬
sequently, everything she undertakes
in her mind is bound to lead to suc¬
cess . . . even before there seems a
chance for the idea to materialize.
In my own opinion, “The Woman’s
Face” was in every way her best pic¬
ture—her most dramatic performance,
and doing most to establish her right
to be known as “a great actress.” But
I say was her best; because now,
having seen her in “Mildred Pierce,”
I’m confident that Joan’s “best” has
been equalled. She’s done it again!
Always a good actress, but she can
better express parts that are parallel
with her own personality type. For
instance, playing the role of a villainess wouldn’t be suitable for her
talents—she’s too natural. Her crea¬
tiveness as an actress springs from a
tension within herself and is proven
by the fact that she becomes quite
emotional at times. A state of Hypomania may reach a high that is almost
manic. (This is not abnormal.) This
combination of almost fierce spon¬
taneity and a serious attempt to con¬
trol herself, results in a more than
restrained conventionality. There are
a few signs of anxiety in her hand¬
writing, showing that she tends once
in a while to shrink away from visu¬
alizing her future. Basically it is un¬
derlining the feeling of having given
away too much of herself, and being
left without enough for her “self.”
Although she’s able to concentrate
while working, she’s not always able
to concentrate on her basic problems.
A little on the “escapist” side, she is
nonetheless quite realistic and prac¬
tical in regard to the “task in hand.”
It would be difficult, I contend, to
point to any one climax in Joan
Crawford’s career and say:
“That
was the peak.” In suggesting that she
reached the height of her success in
1933, what I mean is: it was then she
first hit “the top.” She’s been a star
for 17 years (which is a record!); so
who’s to say now: Is her success go¬
ing to last? Is Joan Crawford going
to stay a star?
What seems to characterize her as
predestined for acting is the ease with
which she transforms her impulses
(which are strong) into action. Very
often this is without sufficient inhibitive forces.
She was, at that time, so thoroughly
representative of the period—of the
“gay 30’s.” It was the devil-may-care
era, the reckless prosperity previous
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I’ve never known anyone more
thoroughly generous. And so thought¬
ful, too. The kind who “never forgets
a birthday,” never misses an oppor¬
tunity to “do something nice.” Joan’s
unpublicized charities form a back¬
ground for philosophies that have
aided her to a great career and to
create a great woman within herself.
It is her tremendous spontaneity
that keeps her in constant danger of
giving away too much of her “self”
and the things that belong to her.
In noting that her career has been
such
a
long-lasting
achievement
record, I call your attention to the
fact that Joan was only 16, when she
started! You should know, too, that
it has always been accepted that she
works for “the glory”; rather than to
get more for doing what she considers
a mediocre part, she’d prefer do a
role that would be remembered for
10 years, and make only a thousand
dollars a week.
(Only? But don’t
forget, this is Hollywood!)
It’s an additional credit to her
cleverness, however, that she man¬
aged to do both. She’s had good parts
and she has made “big money” for
herself, and for those who’ve pro¬
duced her pictures. (Joan Crawford
was voted one of the best money¬
making stars in Fame polls every
year, for five consecutive years—from
1932 through 1936.)
She’s more or less aware of a con¬
flict resulting from the unexplainable
fact that she’s very successful—and
yet, she’s not quite satisfied with that
success.
While she likes to make
money, because it is a tangible gauge
for success, the success itself is the
integral factor so necessary to her
ego ideal.
But for all the heights she’s at¬
tained, here’s one actress who has
never^ been accused of “going Holly¬
wood ” For being too honest with
herself, and too sincere . . . honest
I don’t believe she could.
All in all, she doesn’t really know
herself
Forever trying to expand,
she risks expanding too much—indi¬
cating that she doesn’t realize or
know how far she reaches. This may
be due to a natural factor within her¬
self or due to her surroundings, the
artificial environment of Hollywood
The real complication is the con¬
stant conflict which occurs when she
attempts to superimpose the Holly¬
wood movie star, or Joan Crawford
personality, on the real-life person¬
ality of Mrs. Phillip Terry.
see? Joan Crawford really
isn t Mildred Pierce”—and the paral¬
lels between that character and her
own are “just coincidental.” If there
appears to be “any similarity” which
knowing Joan as I do, I’m not sure
that there are—there are reasons for
it. And above all, that she has suc¬
ceeded in giving that impression, with
most every role she’s ever played
well, why do we look further for’an
explanation? Why not just accept the
tact: Joan Crawford is a great actress1
The End
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ONE MAN CROWD
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 501
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effort and funds) so far. Currently
there is Orson the ventriloquist, the
close-lipped companion of a hill-billy
belle calculated to make Mortimer
Snerd look like a sophisticate, who
will shortly introduce the gal and her
gags to the service camps.
Becoming increasingly important as
a political columnist is Welles the
newspaperman, who writes on nation¬
al subjects with both intelligence and
wit. (The Welles wit, written or spok¬
en, is a handy gadget—like a broad¬
sword. Used whimsically, just to prove
its point, or if the occasion demands,
brought down flat on an opponents
head.) Although there were many
broadcasters at San Francisco recently
it was Welles the commentator who
properly upheld the American side of
the international spectacle. Many a
Nob Hill spectator considered the
home grown Welles beard highly su¬
perior to the best the Russians could
import, and while the Arabian princes
had their jeweled turbans and flowing
burnooses, Orson had Rita Hayworth.
To all these must be added the
Welles who’s merely a guy seeking a
little self-expression: The rhumba
master, who despite his 200 pounds
swings a light and expert hip . . . the
bull-fight authority, who is currently
teaching his lovely wife to be the most
graceful “matador” in the world . . .
the authority on Spanish Gypsy music
and customs (he once lived with the
Gypsies of Seville) . . . and the con¬
noisseur of such additional folk-rhy¬
thms as Mexican music and good ol’
Harlem jazz.
There is, as this goes to press, no
Orson the crooner, nor Welles the
Presidential candidate—but then, he’s
young yet. There is a limit to what can
be accomplished in just thirty years,
and no one knows it better than he:
“I have a lot of interests I haven’t
done anything about—” he says, “and
I probably never will—”
The “probably” is because as a
young man who doesn’t know his own
strength, he is not committing himself.
Meantime, “He has no hobbies,” writes
a studio publicist, and some people
agree with the statement:
“A hobby introduces itself to Orson
at its own risk,” says a close friend.
“First thing it knows it’s become a
talent, an achievement, or an innova¬
tion.”
Welles the actor is currently en¬
gaged at International Studios, in the
highly dramatic “Tomorrow is For¬
ever.” Tri-starring with Claudette
Colbert and George Brent, he plays a
gentleman who returns from abroad
much the worse for age and illness,
and finds his beautiful wife, believing
him dead, happy with a new husband.
Watching The Beard Jr. (as dis¬
tinguished from Monty Woolley) at
work, is something like watching a
legend add on a new paragraph.
There is the scene, fr’instance, in
which the unhappy returnee stands in
front of his once happy home and
finds it as deserted and run-down as
he is. “Who lives here, now—”he asks
forlornly. With his hair and beard
frosted with dusting powder, his face
a network of pencilled lines, should¬
ers bent and step heavy, the old man
is a very throat-catching sight—or
should be. It happens that at his sad¬
dest moment a burst of hot swing

DOES THE TRICK

music crashes in from an adjacent
sound stage and interrupts the scene.
The sound man and Director Irving
Pichel are highly indignant, and so
too is Orson.
“Lousy piano—” he booms. “Some¬
body tell ’em if I’m going to be in¬
terrupted I want more drums—”
Quiet comes again to the soundstage
and deep emotion holds sway again,
but briefly. This time when the neigh¬
boring swing orch gets going, it has,
as if by request, a very active drum¬
mer. The star had just attained a per¬
fect pitch of pathos—the stage crew
looks apprehensive when he gives the
first thump of his cane. Thump da-de
thump thump—thump da-de thump
thump—it works into a very hep and
very hot bit of thumping, accompan¬
ied by various rhythmic vibrations of
the above mentioned 200 pounds.
(“The Body Beautiful as they call me
at Ocean Park”). . . .
Doubtless, the aged gent eventually
finds out who lives in the aged house,
but as you leave the set the stage crew
has joined him in his tom-tom rhythm,
and tall, distinguished Director Pichel
has run two fingers upright through
his own hair, is slapping his mouth
with the other hand to make an Indian
war-cry, and is doing his Rain Dance.
All of which may be proof that you
can do it quicker making a picture
with Welles, than you can by cutting
out paper-dolls. And positively is
proof that Hollywood and Orson have
learned to be comfortable with each
other. There was a time when they got
along together like a sunburned back
and a hair shirt; when the Broadway
Blaze first arrived with the announced
intention of showing the movie town
something about making pictures, and,
unforgivably, did it . . .
It was during this period that Orson
is rumored to have attended a party
and sat listening to one of the town’s
most fabulous producer-directors or¬
ating on his latest super-super.
“Tell me, Mr. Producer—” said one
of the guests,”—just what do you try
to put into a picture?”
“Into every one of my pictures,”
said the producer, “I try to put some¬
thing of the people, something of my¬
self, and something of God—”
“How cozy—!” Mr. Welles is said to
have exclaimed distinctly—and left.
The Outline of Welles History may
yet fill as many volumes as that other
similarly-named
and
well-known
work. Since much of it has been
widely printed, this story will attempt
only a few of the facts and figures
leading to the gradual evolvement of
the young man who is actually one of
the most remarkable figures of his
time—and several other times:
Although we are one of those who
flatly insist Orson Welles was never
a child, there is good evidence that he
was born (probably because it was
the quickest way to get goin’) in
Kenosha, Wisconsin. From that day
to this, there has been little change
in appearance or personality, except
for the considerable increase in size.
At 13, Orson looked as he does now,
but in short pants. We omit mention
of the beard, because if he had wanted
a beard at 13 he would no doubt have
raised one. For a part of his life he had
an amazing dignity for one so young,
and since then he has been amazingly
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young for one with such dignity. Said
dignity, he early learned, was shatter¬
proof against anything or anybody ex¬
cept Welles, and breaking it up is the
the way you like it
most fun he’s ever had since.
★
FREE—GRAY HAIR ANALYSIS!
if
Orson was born of wealth and cul¬
Send name and address with a few strands of
.
ture. His father was Richard Head
★ your hair for FREE confidential color analysis ★
and expert advice.
Welles, manufacturer and inventor.
★
(CAUTION: Use only as directed on label)
if
His mother, Beatrice Ives Welles, was
RAP-I-D0L DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Y
★ 151 West46th Street.Dept.5l 12,New York 19. N.Y. if
a concert pianist. From his parents
came the seed of his brilliancy. It was
at the Todd School for Boys in Woodstock, Illinois, under the tutelage of
Headmaster Roger Hill, that the bril¬
liancy took root. In fact, it began to
grow like crazy.
lovely dresses that are so hard to
“Skipper” Hill is himself a genius; a Yes.
find at this time. Colorful cottons
gentleman who has a closer under¬ easy to wash, easy to iron! Comfortable
youthful, easy-to-slip-into!
Spacious
standing of the feeding habits and in¬
pockets! You'll fall in love with these
dividual markings of the young male dresses. But the big surprise is the price
Yes. 2 dresses for only $3.69—far less
species, than any other headmaster in than
you ever thought possible.
Sizes
14 to 20 and 40 to 46. In ordering, state
the country. Faced with the galloping size
desired. Enclose $1.00 deposit, bal¬
glandular processes of young Orson he ance C.O.D. plus postage. We GUAR¬
you must be delighted or we will
recognized him as a genius’s genius, ANTEE
refund the purchase price.
LA s TRADING CO., Dept. H-12
and aided and abetted him in acting
P.O. Box 75. Station Y, Brooklyn 4, N. Y.
like one. It was at Todd that the the¬
ater entered the life of Orson, and vice
versa. There he staged his first pro¬
wSell Everyday Cards.
duction of Julius Caesar and, just to
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recorded versions of the Bard’s class¬
ics as done by Welles and Burgess
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later the Welles radio “Invasion by
the Martians” scared the nation
purple, Todd pupils alone were fully
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impatience, “What’s the matter with
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just Orson—”
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TOOTH DROPS
At 15 his painting had advanced
to where he decided to accept the
Learn Profitable Profession
advice of his tutor, noted Russian
in QO days at Home
artist Boris Anisfield, and continue
Women and Men. 18 to 50
his studies abroad. Touring Ireland
Many Swedish Massage graduates make $50.
even mo,e per week. Large full time
with brush and burro, he attended
income from doctors, hospitals,
sanatoria
um^clubs or private practice. Others make
a performance at the famous Gate
good money in spare time. You can
win independence and prepare for
Theater in Dublin. It was then the
future security by training at
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positing sketchbook and donkey cart
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in a ditch, he announced himself at
the stage door as “a star of the Theater
Guild” who might be prevailed upon
to accept one of their better roles,
and remained at the Gate for an entire
WRITE
season. During that time he made
FOR
an appearance as guest star at the
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NACOR, 1093-G, State Life Bldg., Indianapolis 4, Ind.
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as Dublin. It was taken by what has
since been adopted by our armed
• for unpleasant hawking, coughing,
services and named “a war of attri¬
caused by colds, sinus, and catarrh—use
this old "stand-by method ” that thou¬
tion.” He had two moods at the time;
sands
for 70 years have used . . . HALL'S
one in which he wore a flowing art¬
TWO-METHOD TREATMENT. Loosens and
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congestion or money back. Ask your drug¬
gist. Write for FREE Vitamin and Health
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Chart today! F.J. Cheney & Co., Dept. 512, Toledo O.
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son tnat this hunk of high school-onthe-loose was with Kate Cornell.
Miss Cornell, by the way, thought
he had one of the most remarkable
speaking-voices ever encountered. She
encouraged the public to listen to it in
such distinguished roles as that of
Marchbanks in “Candida,” Mercutio
in “Romeo and Juliet,” and Octavius
Moulton-Barrett in “The Barretts of
Wimpole Street,”—all of which he
played while still in his teens.
The entire tale of how Orson made
New York say “Uncle” is too long to
detail here. The exploits of his Mer¬
cury Theater Group included show¬
ing the theater world how to produce
plays without scenery, without cos¬
tumes, without the original play, and
sometimes, he is proud to say, even
without customers. He hit the top both
as an actor and a producer, on the
stage and on the air. As a personality
he hit so many headlines there was
sometimes hardly any space left for
the editorial writers to bait the Roose¬
velts, and some people say this was the
beginning of his close friendship with
our late President. Soon there was
hardly a revue that dared call itself
either “smart” or “intimate” unless it
included that skit wherein someone
advanced to the footlights and made
exclamation: “I am Orson Welles, the
Mercury Miracle. ‘Mercury’ because I
run the Mercury Theater, ‘Miracle’ be¬
cause I am one!”
It was inevitable that Orson should
go to Hollywood since he’d gone every
place else there was to go.
He had always been a camera en¬
thusiast and was enough impressed by
what Hollywood was doing to believe
the screen offered more possibilities
than any other medium. A less stout¬
hearted character might have allowed
these softer statements to precede him
to the West Coast, but the Welles
modus operandi has rarely varied from
his very first year, when he learned
that cooing in his crib was no way to
get people to come running.
It was purely as a missionary that
he arrived in movie-town it said here,
in most of the columns. He would show
the people who had been making pic¬
tures for years how to make them
better, first by doing away with half
the people who had been making pic¬
tures for years.
His actor-writerdirector-producer contract at RKO
split the town into two factions (1)
those who considered it an affront to
the whole town and, (2) the two or
three odd souls who secretly believed
he could fulfill every phrase of it, and
with one hand tied behind his back.
“Citizen Kane” was his first picture,
although there was a long, strange in¬
terlude during which he had an¬
nounced “The Heart of Darkness” as
his first production, but seemed to be
producing nothing at all. The fact is
that while the movie colony held its
properly baited breath, Orson was
looking for a river. It has long been
established that any terrain or topo¬
graphical peculiarity of any part of
the world, can be duplicated for the
cameras, within a few miles of the
studios. It was also true, however, that
practically anyone can make a picture
with a river already there, so after
looking over and turning down the re¬
gion’s best streams, Orson decided to
dig his own. Just why the Welles riv¬
er was never dug has not be revealed,
but it was possibly because RKO was
afraid of the task of having to put the
state back together again. At any rate,
Orson was probably right all the time
because when later, “Journey into

Fear” was made with just an ordinary
river, it proved to be the least suc¬
cessful of his pictures.
“Citizen Kane,” when it finally hit
the screen, was a thoroughly impres¬
sive picture. The controversy between
its producer and publisher Hearst is
worth reviewing only because of its
vindication of that part of the Welles
energy which could supply the horse¬
power for a bulldozer. Even when
Variety, that gospel sheet of show bus¬
iness, predicted that the film would be
burned; and Winchell, who usually
knows what he is Winchelling about,
said it had been permanently shelved,
Orson said the film would be released.
It was released. Instead of doing
things “without”, as he had on Broad¬
way, Welles had now done things with.
With camera angles that were new—
with sets that had ceilings, as real
rooms do—with conversation that
over-lapped as real conversation does
(actors usually wait until another ac¬
tor has finished his dialog line, before
starting their own). Even in an in¬
dustry that had already hit the top,
something new had been added. Some
of the virtues of “Kane” have been
quietly absorbed by other producers;
the sets with ceilings, Joe Cotten and
actor Welles.
All of which brings us to the Orson
we omitted from our first listing—
Welles the Human, the guy who will
always be obscured, as far as the
world at large is concerned, by the
brash and blazing exploits of the
Wonder Boy. He’s the fellow who,
publicly or privately, never picks on
anyone who isn’t bigger than him¬
self—whose private “heart,” humor
and graciousness match the size of his
public and physical stature. The man
who is deeply loved by his beautiful
young wife, Rita, whose best friends
are still those who have known him
longest and best and who is (and this
is something!) still a hero to his valet.
It was this very human Orson who
used to wait on a side street each eve¬
ning, a couple of blocks away from
Columbia Studios, ’watching for his
girl-friend with the same hope, love
and uncertainty on his face any anx¬
ious Joe Blow wears while waiting
for his own precious Tillie the Toiler.
And who, when he had won her, was
as nervous a bridegroom as any who
ever wilted a collar or choked on his
“I do.” With Rita and small, chubby
Rebecca Welles, he now lives in the
kind of a home you’d expect, in a spec¬
tacular mansion effulgent with ter¬
races, landscaped acreage and colossal
swimming pool. At every opportunity
the three of them sneak off to the
kind of a place you wouldn’t expect—
an unaffected, two-bedroomed bunga¬
low at Carmel. It’s strictly their own,
and the embodiment of all those things
they enjoy most and are not to be
found in the rented mansion.
Almost as familiar a Hollywood
sight as Orson, is the valet, chauffeur
and general man-about-Welles, known
as “Shorty.” Once officially recognized
as the shortest man in uniform in
World War I, he’s still a happy little
character who’s got himself a very
large job. His pockets bristle with
well-sharpened pencils and large ci¬
gars for his boss, and snapshots of Miss
Rebecca Welles for himself. One of his
biggest responsibilities is keeping Or¬
son supplied with reading matter:
“Mr. Welles and I get in the car
and go to the book stores and buy up
a big armful—and in a couple of days
he’s saying, “Shorty, I haven’t got any¬
thing to read.’ You wouldn’t think he
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could possibly remember what was in
them, reading so fast, but just ask
him anything you want to know about
the story!”
That tremendous energy of Orson’s
requires a lot of feeding and refur¬
bishing. He requires a complete change
of clothing three. times a day, and
“gallons” of coffee" and tea, iced and
hot, from early morning to late at
night.
He re-fuels on an energy diet—good
steaks and chops, plenty of green sal¬
ads, milk with an egg whipped into
it—but like most large fellows, has
to watch the sweets and starches.
“ ‘Shorty,’ he’ll say—”, according to
the man who answers, “ ‘—you’ve been
eating cake again—yes you have, I
can smell it. Don’t come near me for
an hour—you’ll keep reminding me of
cake and then I’ll want some!”
It’s easy to see there’s a rare under¬
standing here: “What a guy—” says
the fellow who knows, “—he’ll be sit¬
ting in his dressing room writing his
column, with the phonograph playing
jazz records so loud he has to yell to
make me hear him—‘Shorty,’ he’ll say,
‘—you’ve got a faucet running some¬
where. How can I concentrate with
all that noise?’ ”
“But look, don’t you put any of this
down if it doesn’t sound right in
print—” continues Shorty, “I’ve got
too much admiration for that man and
he’s too good to me, to say something
that sounds wrong about him. Only
the other night I could hear him com¬
ing up the hill and saying, “Don’t
wake Chiribelli, he needs his rest.”
Chiribelli is my last name, you know.
Of course I was wide awake anyhow,
because he and Mrs. Welles, and Joe
Cotten and Mrs. Cotten, all decided it
would make a good opera and came
the rest of the way singing ‘Don’t
wa-ke Chiri-bel-eli—chiri-bel-eli do¬
n’t wa-ake.’ It sounded pretty good,
too—” says Chiribelli, doing his best
to show you how it sounds to be im¬
mortalized in four parts.
At thirty, Welles has inherited and
earned several fortunes, the speed
with which he acquires money being
surpassed only by the speed with
which he lets go of it. Very little of it
has gone into personal possessions or
pleasure. He gives of his wealth in
the same prodigious way he gives of
himself, a quick example being the
aforementioned $65,000 he put into his
free-for-servicemen magic show. Too,
each year some small boy with big
ambitions and talents straining at his
blouse-buttons, goes to Todd on a
scholarship provided by the fellow
who hasn’t forgotten what encourage¬
ment and achievement can mean.
Distinguished, dynamic Roger Hill
is still his best companion and adviser.
The first trip flaming-haired Rita took
with her groom was back to the treeshaded campus he has never wanted
to grow away from; the Welles loy¬
alty and capacity for friendship being
as quietly enduring as all the rest of
his less-publicized qualities. For a
number of years, when Broadway’s
most spectacular producer suddenly
had something “more important to
do,” he could have been found back
on the small, well-worn stage he start¬
ed on, goading one of Caesar’s eager
henchmen into better graduation-play
efforts with such a succinct critique as
“I am not impressed!” Much of the
perspiration that goes on in his old
classrooms is caused by the legend of
Welles that hangs there inescapably
and recurringly—and the amount of
inspiration, personal advice and real

interest he still gives to the young¬
sters’ movie-making and broadcasting
station, couldn’t be bought by a Holly¬
wood or Broadway tycoon no matter
how willingly he would pay the cur¬
rent Welles prices.
For the rest of the statistics per¬
taining to Welles the inner-man: He
is an avid reader of comic strips, loves
good, argumentative conversation, and
never goes anywhere without taking
his sense of humor along. He has an
odd, easily erupted giggle that doesn’t
seem to be on speaking terms with his
deep, resonant voice, and likes it best
when the laugh is on himself.
He hesitates to name the sight that
has stirred him most in his life, for
fear it will sound “either arty, or
maybe blood-thirsty.” It was the face
of a matador at a bull-fight: “The look
on his face when he killed the bull—
and it had nothing to do with lust or
blood-letting. He was a young fellow,
it was his first bull, and he’d had a
very dangerous time with it. I’ve nev¬
er forgotten his face as he raised it
just after the bull fell dead at his
feet, tears streaming from his eyes as
he realized that he himself was still
alive, and the crowd was cheering him
instead of hissing as they had been.
It was such a fiercely beautiful look
of realization and exultation of tri¬
umph and thankfulness all in one, an
intensity of feeling I have never seen
on a face before nor since—”
The wags look forward to that
movie biography to end all movie
biogs—the Life of Orson Welles, writ¬
ten, produced, directed and re-lived
for the screen by Orson Welles. As far
as O.W. himself is concerned, so far,
this is just an idle rumor. So is any
prediction that he will enter politics
—likewise, any prediction that he
won t. It is this Welles fan’s private
prediction that someday he will do
something of great spiritual or inspir¬
ational significance. He has a deep
knowledge and love of the Bible and,
since his schooldays, has also had a
slight impatience with some of its
complexities.
“You just wait—” says a very close
friend, “—some day that fellow is go¬
ing to xe-write the Bible!”
The remark is made with all credit
to Orson’s sincerity and his deep rev¬
erence. It may be that someday he will
do the really practical spiritual drama
Hollywood has so far not accomp¬
lished, and the world is much in need
of—a modern interpretation of the
Bible that could be understood, and
lived up to, by the troubled citizens
of a world that has changed much
since it was written—a world that
could use the guidance of such a pic¬
ture. As to immediate picture plans,
he has none, except that he would like
to use the controversial South Ameri¬
can footage he recently purchased
from RKO—the miles of reelage which
RKO insisted was too expensive, and
which Orson insisted was a good in¬
vestment in foreign relations. . . .
Says he, “I never did intend it as a
commercial venture, certainly I took
enough footage for three pictures—
and I may still make all three, all of
them according to my own idea of
what I. and the South Americans,
would like—”
In the meantime, there is no definite
assurance as to just what the next
Welles activity will be. There is only
the remark made by another Welles
fan: “Betcha anything, we just get
the war all over, and Welles breaks
out again!”
The End
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NAIL LACQUEIl AND LIPSTICK

A New True lte«l Tlial Any Complexion

Dr

Type (YOU) Can Wear With Every Costume Color

The first pure red ever created in both nail lacquer and lipstick. Being
a pure red—a true red, any complexion type—any hair type

(you)

can

Fl

wear it with any costume color and be excitingly, beautifully right.
Chen Yu "Chinese Red” is the newest Chen Yu fashion color. Get it
now at your favorite store or beauty salon.

Or send coupon below

Orie

for trial sizes of "Chinese Red” long lasting nail lacquer and lipstick.

B
CHEN YU INC., 200 E. Illinois Street Dept. HWG-12, Chicago (11)/ Illinois
CHINESE RED
SEA SHELL
PINK SAPPHIRE

□ For an add
I will receive

I enclose twenty-five cents to cover cost of packing,

Lipsticks to m

mailing and Government Tax.

1 have checke

□ MANDARIN RED

□ dragon’s BLOOD

FLOWERING PLUM

□

□ TEMPLE FIRE

BLACK CHERRY

□ BURMA RED

□ FROZEN FIRE

BLACK SAPPHIRE

□ ORIENTAL SAPPHIRE

□ BROWN CORAL

WISTARIA

Many WeekL ot
New Beauty for \ u
in These Generous
Trial Sizes

□ Send me two sample size flacons (shades checked here)
of Chen Yu Nail Lacquer and a bottle of Lacquerol base.

CANTON RED

Name.

not just for Christmas
... but for years to come

THE NEW

JUfetime
POINT

Ever wonder why so many men who do things better—who set
the pace for progress—use Sheaffer writing instruments? It's because
these finest of pens and pencils likewise do things better—look better,
stand up better, write better! You’ll see how and why this is true—
how Sheaffer sets the pace in writing progress—if you will examine
a Sheaffer "TRIUMPH” pen or Fineline pencil — compare part-by¬
part and feature-by-feature with any others. Do this—and let your
own good sense of value decide the right gift for the right man.
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co., Fort Madison, Iowa, U.S.A., and Tor., Can.

Sheaffer’s are still scarce, but supplies are increasing daily.
THE WHITE DOT
ON THE PEN
IDENTIFIES IT!

VALIANT "TRIUMPH” pen, $12.50; pencil, $5; complete set, $17.50. Other sets, $3.95 to $150.
Other pens, $2.75 to $100. Colors: Golden Brown, Marine Green, Carmine, Grey Pearl and Black.
Federal excise taxes additional.

LISTEN EVERY SUNDAY to SHEAFFER’S WORLD PARADE—NBC Complete Network, 3 P.M.,
Eastern Time; 2 P.M. Central Time; 1 P.M. Mountain Time; 12 P.M. Pacil
Pacific Time.
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"Suave" for the elite

"Petite” for children

"Glamour” for 'teen agers

Know the Joy of

$2^

tmt/QWtwed
by tonight

i]ive yourself

SUPREME

COLD WAVE
CONTAINING "KURLIU.W”*

Yes!—with the new Charm-Kurl Supreme Cold Wave
kit it’s done in 2 to 3 hours at home! Contains the
same ingredients used by beauty salons giving
COLD WAVES costing up to $10.00, $15.00 or
more. The result will be luxurious curls and waves
that are natural looking and easy to manage.

ZaAq, aA Combine}, tfonn, JiaiA.f
•
•
•
•
•

Perfect comfort—no machines, no heat
"Takes” on fine or coarse hair
Ideal, too, for children’s hair
Your permanent will last months and months
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back

The now Charm-Kurl SUPREME COLO
WAVE Homo Kit is for tale at Depart¬
ment Stores, Drug Stores, 5c-l0c Stores.
Get one today —thrill to new-found
glamorous hair beauty by tonight.
Each kit contains a 3-ounce bottle of salon-type COLD
WAVE solution with "Kurlium,”* 60 curlers, 60 end tis¬
sues, cotton applicator, neutralizer and easy-to-follow
instructions. It's complete, there's nothing else to buy.

% Only Cherm-Kvrl contains "Kurlium,"*
the quick working heir beautiflor. It's tho
nation's biggest Homo COLO WAVE valuot

Plus 14c Tax

*'*KnrliutH" is U. S. Registered. No one
else can make this statement.

Are you in the know?

How to belittle a too-big foot?

Is this the technique for a—

I~1 Wear shoes with instep interest
I I Choose cut-out toes

I I Pin curl wave

I

I I Finger wave

I Shun fussy, light-hued shoes

To "shorten” king-size tootsies, mind all
three admonitions above. Choose shoes with
a bow (or suchlike) at the instep. Go in for
open-toed, sling back types. But not for you
tne over-elaborate light hued models—they
make your foot conspicuous. Be as cautious
in choosing sanitary protection. Remember,
Kotex is the napkin that is really inconspicu¬
ous, for those special flat tapered ends of
Kotex don’t show! The fact is, Kotex’ flat
>ressed ends actually prevent revealing outines. So there’s no worrisome "give-away”
bulge with Kotex!

1

Do you think she’s carrying a—
□ Ditty bag

O Water wave

You, too, can set a pin curl wave! Starting at
forehead, moisten small strand of hair with
water or wave lotion. Hold strand taut . . .
wind "clockwise” in flat coil from ends to
scalp, and pin flat. Alternate the winding di¬
rection of each row. It’s smart to learn little
rooming aids. And to discover, on problem
ays, how Kotex aids your daintiness, your
charm. Now, Kotex contains a deodorant.
Locked inside each Kotex, the deodorant
can’t shake out-—for it’s processed right into
every pad, not merely dusted on! A Kotex
safeguard for loveliness.

'

O Knitting bag
I I Bicycle bag

Grand carry-all for those umteen gadgets
you’re always cramming in your purse. A
large charge—the bicycle bag! No need to
wait for cycling weather. You can tote this
high-wide-and-handsome job practically any¬
where, right now. And any day, you can be
carefree, confident—when you have the plus
protection of Kotex. You re confident for
you know Kotex has a special safety center
that won’t betray you. It keeps moisture
away from the sides of the pad. You’re as¬
sured because you’re safe—with this ex¬
clusive Kotex feature.

Should you let him pay your way if—
1 I It’s a pre-arranged date
I

I Vot; meet unexpectedly

I 1 you never saw him before

Whether you meet him at the movies or the
"Marble Slab,” go dutch—unless it’s a pre-arranged
date. He may not have the moola to spare. And you
don’t want to embarrass him. Know tne right thing
to do at the right time. At "those” times, you’re
always at ease when you choose the right napkin
for comfort. That’s Kotex! Because Kotex has last¬
ing softness—different from pads that just "feel”
soft at first touch. Kotex is made to stay soft while
wearing. And you’re free from bunching ... roping!

£I/Z*v ***** *«’*,«
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More ivo/nen choose KOTEX
*T.M. Reg. U.S. Pal. Off.

than a// other sanitary nafih/ns
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We’re embarrassed! Caught, as it were,
with our paws down!
x f
Just when our Dictionary of -vH
Superlatives has disappeared,
along come not one— but
two magnificent M-G-M musicals
...‘The Harvey Girls” (ahhhh!),
and‘‘Ziegfeld Follies” (more ahhhh!).
★
★
★
★
“The Harvey Girls” is the romantic,
wide, wild West—set to wonderful music
—in Technicolor! And it stars our own
honey-voiced, vivacious Judy Garland!
It couldn’t happen to a nicer picture.
★
★
★
★
Besides lassoing our heart with her
grand portrayal of one of the adventur¬
ous Harvey Girls, Judy sings the
nation’s top tune, “On the Atchison,
Topeka, and the Santa Fe”!
★

★

★

★

Supporting our scintillating Judy G.
(for Glamorous, for Gorgeous, for
Garland) is a swell cast of favorites,
headed by John (handsome he-man)
Hodiak, Ray Bolger, and Angela Lansbury. You’!
j’ll love ’em all!
★

★

★

★

Ten more top tunes, besides “Atchison”,
from the popular pens of Johnny Mercer
and Harry Warren, earn “The Harvey
Girls” a double-E
award—for Excellent
Entertainment! That
goes, too, for the di¬
rection of George
Sidney (‘‘Anchors
Aweigh”) and the
production of Arthur
Freed (“Meet Me In
St. Louis” and
“Ziegfeld Follies”—see below!)
★

★

★

★

Hold on to your heart...or you’ll lose
it to—“The Harvey Girls.” As we did!
★

★

★

★

And speaking of Girls leads us, naturally
enough, to ZIEGFELD FOLLIES,
a huge, star-studded Technicolor spec¬
tacle. Only Vincente Minnelli could
have directed, only Arthur Freed pro¬
duced. And only M-G-M could have
brought it to the screen.
★

★

★

★

★

*■

Flo Ziegfeld would have been proud of
“Ziegfeld Follies” on the screen.
★

★

★

NO. 12

Stonier

19.Clifton Webb Says Yes!
By Leslie Traine

'Pwifriatfo
20.Jane Russell
22.

Tom Drake

21.The Whistle Girl (Jane
Russell)
By Lowell E. Redelings

24.Angela Lansbury

23.My Screen Son. Tom
(Drake)
By Selena Royle

33 . Janis Paige

27.Errol Flynn
31.Ramsay Ames

*?e<itune4,

25.

.Naughty But Nice (Angela
Lansbury)
By Fredda Dudley

28.Don (DeFore) Comes
Along
By Jessica Ryan
38

42. .

Lana's Life Is Fun! (Lana
Turner)
By Kate Holliday
Gregory Peck. . Letters to
His Son

44.I Remember Christmas
By Avery Carroll
46

Anticipating Junior Jackson
(Deanna Durbin)
By Katherine Lake

50.This Is Myself
By Ginger Rogers

6.

So Proudly We Hail

26. San Antonio
34 .Acting Artists
By Alice L. Tildesley
40

Shooting Stars
72£faZTtme*tt&

8.MOVIELAND’S New
Picture Guide
10.MOVIELAND’S Cross¬
word Puzzle
12.Your Problem and Mine
By Jane Wyman
14.Pictures in Production
16. . . Your Standard of Losing
By Shirley Cook
30.Inside Hollywood
By Fredda Dudley
48.Words of Music
By Jill Warren

★

Its roster of Stars reads like
the Who’s Who of Show CtfL,
Business from A to Ziegfeld: ,.rt3
There’s Fred Astaire, Lucille Ball, Lucille Bremer,
Fanny Brice, Judy Garland,
Kathryn Grayson, Lena
Horne, Gene Kelly, James
Melton, Victor Moore, Red
Skelton, Esther Williams
and William Powell! If it’s
true that “Names make
News”—here’s the Movie
News of the Month!
★

'

JANUARY, 1946

$

★

One of the biggest follies would be your
failure to attend.
—Jlea
Let’s Finish The Job! Buy Victory Loan
Bonds at Your Movie Theatre
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OH! THOSE HARVEY GIRLS
They know the way to a man’s heart!

See them woo the West from the
wicked can-can dancing girls!
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It’s lovely, lyrical Judy and\
a gorgeous bevy of beauty...

It’s M-G-M’s musical romance
of a bold and golden era in....
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Hear Judy Garland singing some of
the nation’s top hit tunes includ¬
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tional: “On
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JOHN HODIAK • RAY BOLGER • ANGELA LANSBURY
and PRESTON FOSTER • VIRGINIA O’RRIEN • KENNY RAKER

MARJORIE MAIN • CHILL WILLS
Screen Play by Edmund Beloin, Nathaniel Curtis, Harry Crane, James O’Hanlon and Samson
Raphaelson • Additional Dialogue by Kay Van Riper • Based on the Book by Samuel Hopkins
Adams • Words and Music by JOHNNY MERCER and HARRY WARREN • Directed by
George Sidney
•
Produced by Arthur Freed
•
A Metro-Goldwyn-MSyer Picture
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ANN DVORAK
Republic Pictures Star

So Proudly We Hail
This is the third in a series of special features dedi¬
cated to Hollywood’s war veterans and men still in service
—keeping up with the stars who’ve been away, and report¬
ing on the many who might have been stars by now if their
careers hadn’t been interrupted.

Try this famous
3-WAV MEDICINAL
TREATMENT
Many of Hollywood’s most beautiful stars use
this overnight 3-Way Medicinal Treatment.
You, too, can make your hair look lovelier,
more glamorous, with an overnight application.
Glover’s will accentuate the natural color-tones
of your hair with clear, sparkling highlights—
freshened radiance—the soft, subtle beauty of
hair well-groomed. Today—try all three of
these famous Glover’s preparations—Glover’s
original Mange Medicine-GLO-VER Beauty
Shampoo—Glover’s Imperial Hair Dress. Use
separately, or in one complete treatment. Ask
for the regular sizes at any Drug Store or Drug
Counter—or mail the Coupon!

(3&oiwCs
with massage for DANDRUFF, ANNOYING
SCALP and EXCESSIVE FALLING HAIR

FREE TRIAL!
Send Coupon for all three
products in hermeticallysealed bottles, with com¬
plete instructions for
Glover’s 3-Way Treatment,
and useful FREE booklet,
"The Scientific Care of
Scalp and Hair."

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
GLOVER’S, 101 W. 31st St, Dept. 671, New York I, N. Y.
Send Free Trial Application package in plain wrapper
by return mail, containing Glover’s Mange Medicine.
GLO-YER Beauty Shampoo and Glovers Imperial
Hair Dress, in three hermetically-sealed bottles, with
informative FREE booklet. I enclose 10c to cover
cost of packaging and postage.
Name...
Address.....
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ROBERT RYAN says he “entered the Marines as a simple
buck private, and after only 18 months worked himself up
to the rank of Private First Class.” Although he makes
light of his almost static status, Bob performed some very
important work at Camp Pendleton, and was just about to
be shipped overseas when the Japs surrendered. As a combat
physical instructor, Bob taught such hair-raising subjects as
jujitsu, bayonet fighting, the art of handling knives and
machetes in a deadly fashion, beach landings, surf swimming.
All this activity over now, and Bob returns to the less
dangerous (but no less rugged) job of house-hunting in over¬
crowded Hollywood. Once he has a roof over his head, he will
be back at RKO.
Bob had leading roles in several RKO pictures before he
joined the Marines (“Tender Comrade”—with Ginger Rogers,
and “Marine Raiders” with Ruth Hussey and Pat O’Brien),
but his Marine buddies are still talking about a small part
he did in “Behind the Rising Sun.” Remember him as the
American boxer who was pitted against the Jap wrestler in
one of that picture’s most dramatic scenes?
*

*

*

*

BERT HICKS might have been starring in pictures by now
had not the war interrupted his career at 20th Century-Fox.
A Chicago boy, Bert was “discovered” there by a Metro
talent scout; and upon graduation from high school he was
snapped up by that company for “Reunion in France,” “Pre¬
senting Lily Mars,” “Three Hearts for Julia,” and “Assign¬
ment to Brittany.” Moving on to 20th, Bert had a role in the
(Continued on page 53)
I. Don Dexter (nee Don Taylor) of
"Winged Victory" fame, will do a Broad¬
way play before returning to Hollywood
pictures.
2. By this time, Lieut. Henry
Fonda has packed away his Navy "blues."
The lovely lady is Mrs. Fonda. 3. The U. S.
Navy continues to keep Bob Taylor very
busy as narrator for their post-war films.
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with

BARRY FITZGERALD
DON DeFORE
ROBERT BENCHLEY • BILL GOODWIN
IRIS ADRIAN • MIKHAIL RASUMNY
MARY YOUNG
Directed by HAL WALKER
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A Paramount Picture
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ROY S. BAIN. President
Buffalo '.4, New York

CORP.

VICTORY Sin THE HEADLINES OF THt WORLD
*Reg. U. S. Pal. Off.

FALLEN ANGEL (20th Century-Fox), pro¬
duced and directed by Otto Preminger.
A Saroyanesque - realistic mystery
story based on the premise that:
Love alone can make
The Fallen Angel rise
For only two together
Can enter Paradise.
It s Alice Faye in her first dramatic
role; she doesn’t sing a song, she
dances only a few steps (as Dana
Andrews’ ballroom partner), and we
defy anybody to say that her being
the church organist, playing Brahms
and Beethoven, makes the picture “a
musical.”
Dana, as Eric Stanton, is not unlike
the detective in “Laura”—performing
with the same natural sureness, but
given a part that’s even better. Linda
Darnell is no longer “merely beauti¬
ful” (Merely? That’s understating the
face!) . . . she’s developed remarkably
as “all this, and an actress, too.” She
really has!
THE BELLS OF ST. MARY’S (Rainbow
Production, RKO release)—It’s inevitable
that “The Bells” will be compared to
“Going My Way” . . . and that “The
Bells ’ will suffer by such comparison.
Bid
forgetting
its much-Oscared
predecessor, we have here a very
beautiful and moving picture.
It is the story of conflict between
realistically-minded Father O’Malley
(Bing Crosby) and spiritually-minded
Sister Benedict (Ingrid Bergman); a
warm and sincere story, a picture
altogether worthy of its three Aca¬
demy winners, Ingrid Bergman, Bing
Crosby, and Director Leo McCarey.
THE SPIDER (20th Century-Fox)—An exdting murder mystery, starring Rich¬
ard Conte and Faye Marlowe. Kurt
Kreuger is in the cast, too . .
but seemingly as an afterthought; his
part is that small, his fans will have
to look quick to see him.
briefed as:
a dramatic
thriller , laid in romantic New Orlea.ns- Conte is terrific, Faye Marlowe
(did you know the famous Fanchon
director of musicals, is her mother?)’
shows definite promise, and the plot
rates as not good, not bad suspensetul entertainment.
THE HOUSE I LIVE IN (RKO release)The 10-minute Frank Sinatra “Ameri¬
canism” short suggested by Producer
r i ank Ross, directed by Mervyn
LeRoy. All profits from the film are
to go to organizations working on
proolems of juvenile delinquency

Inspired by Sinatra’s work in
schools and youth groups in the cause
of inter-racial and religious tolerance
and understanding, it’s a message
presented in terms of entertainment.
Frank sings two songs; the only other
characters in the picture are ten teen¬
age boys.
SPELLBOUND (United Artists) is the
long-awaited Selznick International
picture, co-starring Ingrid Bergman
and Gregory Peck (together for the
first time); a Ben Hecht screen play
directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Noth¬
ing but the best, as you’ll see from
that lineup; and you can rate it as
being “the best at their best.” With
psychiatry and psychoanalysis as the
basis and solution of the story mys¬
teries, it’s superbly “different.” Yet
suspenseful, through every tense mo¬
ment. And in addition to the award
calibre performances of the princi¬
pals, there’s strictly Grade-A for ex¬
cellence mention due Michael Chek¬
hov and Rhonda Fleming.
THE STORK CLUB (Para.) —Atomic
blonde Betty Hutton and team-mate
Barry Fitzgerald, plus an excellent
musical score, add up to good enter¬
tainment in any picture. But in “The
Stork Club,” it’s super-entertainment.
Nothing new about the plot: poorbut-honest working girl befriends
down-and-out old man, who turns out
to be an anonymous benefactor. Gal
finds wealth leads to complications,
when fiance Don DeFore refuses to
understand. With Robert Benchley,
Bill Goodwin and Iris Adrian for
extia laughs, and Andy Russell for
the croon spots.
SNAFU (Columbia)—comes from stage
to screen, and nothing lost in the
transfer.
The trials of the 16-year
old veteran-hero of Pacific warfare
who is jerked from further deeds of
valor by his mother’s discovery of
his whereabouts; and subsequent re¬
adjustment of family to the bitter
facts of life—that Junior no longer is
a child—makes for good entertain¬
ment. With Robert Benchley, Vera
vague, Conrad Janis, Nanette Parks.
Jams Wilson and Jimmy Lloyd
♦Gh^TLNf?*9ERJ,,E’S GARTER (Released
through U.A.)—Many years have passed
since this stage play was the talk of
the town, but its theme—of the marital mix-ups of two young couples and
tne extenuating circumstances which
(Continued on page 61)

.wuwwwwv;
Joan Leslie, Bob Hutton, “Too Young to Kr

Bing—Americas best beloved actor—is
back again, as genial, lovable Father “Chuck”
O’Malley—and right by his side, Incomparable
Ingrid, the screen’s finest actress—together
in the kind of wonderful roles that top
anything they’ve ever done for heart-appeal
—for tears and laughter—for great and
unforgettable story!—And when Bing and
Bergman sing ... the world’s in tune!

Rainbow Productions, Inc. Presents .».

ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS

BING CROSBY INGRID BERGMAN
in LEO M'CAREY’S

with

HENRY TRAVERS • WILLIAM GARGAN
Produced and Directed by

Screen Play by DUDLEY NICHOLS

Story by LEO McCAREY

Released through

y
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LEO McCAREY
RKO RADIO PICTURES. INC.

"Anchors Aweigh”
10. Rickenbacker’s portrayer
14. "A - - - - Grows in Brook¬
lyn”
15. "Paula” in "Over 21”
16. Home of "Scarlett" in
"G.W.T.W.” (anag.)
17. Hebrew letter
18. - - - - Bryant
19. A great personage
20. "John Sloan” in "Christ¬
mas in Connecticut”
22. "Son of.”
23. "The - - - - s On”
24. Herbert Marshall, famil¬
iarly
25. "Richard” in "The Affairs
of Susan” (inits.)
27. Miles Mander in "The Pic¬
ture of Dorian Gray”
28. George Raft in
"Nob
Hill”
29. Indonesian of Mindanao,
P. I.
32. "Jean Howard” in "Pillow
to Post”
34. Yvonne DeCarlo
36. Portrays Gen. Washington
in "Where Do We Go
From Here?”
37. "Scarlett O’Hara”
39. Ecclesiastical vestment
40. "Fred Floogle” in "It’s in
the Bag”
41. "Salty O’Rourke” (anag.)
42. "It’s in the Bag” has stars
for.
44. Gene Sheldon in "Where
Do We Go From Here?”
45. Objects of actions (suffix)
46. German title
47. Greek letter
49. Miss Eilers in short

im

sody in Blue”
56. "Tony Marlow” in "Crime,
Inc.”
60. The constellation Ara
61. Cheryl Walker in "It’s a
Pleasure”
62. Frank Craven in "Destiny”
63. Johnny Mitchell in "Pillow
to Post”
64. Intervening (Law)
65. "- - - - Age” (anag.)
66. Ruth Warrick in "China
Sky”
67. "Joe Carraclough” in 22
across
68. Snows (Scot.)

26. Princess in
and One N
28. "Charlie C
29. - - - - Naz
30. "- - - (anag.)
31. "Gent
33. Movie stud
35. Doroth
chanted Co
36. "Sibyl Van
ture of D
(inits.)
38. Star in m
(inits.)
40. Judy’s ma
St. Louis”
42. "Tina” in
Adano”
1. Joan and Jack - - - - in 43. Asta
"George White’s Scandals”
46. The genie
2. Martha - - - - (anag.)
and One N
3. Whinny
brown - 4. Evelyn has a - - - - role in 48. "Eadie All
"A Thousand and One
in "The G
Nights”
50. Andean be
5. "Clarence Doolittle” in 52. "Louise” i
"Anchors Aweigh”
53. Girl
6. "The - - - - Front”
54. "Debora
7. Dispatch
Harry”
8. Stories about Hollywood
55. Move sligh
9. Concert singer in the 56. Loss
movies (inits.)
57. "Mrs. Ros
10. Lynn’s maiden name in
Juan Quill
"Captain Eddie”
58. She sings
11. "Albert” in "Her High¬
Follies”
ness and the Bellboy”
59. "Jim Riley
12. Case for notions
in "Crime,
13. "Sue Farnum” in "Bells of
61. Wilde twi
Rosarita”
Blessed”
19. Greer in^ "The Valley of
Decision”
64. "Tommy L
night and
21. "Charley Martin” in "A
Medal for Benny”
(inits.)

DOWN

(For Solution See Page 87)
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HOUSE of IMPERIALE RUSSE
New York

Great talent sparks the screen with

GREAT ENTERTAINMENT?
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MARC PLATT
and introducing

JEFF DONNELL

SID CAESAR

Screenplay by John Jacoby, Sarett Tobias and Decla Dunning
Produced by MILTON H. BREN

•

Directed by ALFRED E. GREEN
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ORDER BY MAIL FROM HOLLYWOOD!

n
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jUWPER

YOUR '
PROBLEM
and MINE
by
ctne

Wear it under dark coats now! Wear it later
without a coat . . . without a blouse ... as
a cap-sleeved dress! Smart California styl¬
ing... new “winged" shoulders, snug waist¬
band, rows of stitching. Gorgeous vat-dyed
colors (that means WASHABLE!) Silky, pre¬
shrunk “Bengal-Lancer” rayon fabric.
Sizes ,0,o 18.
Aqua

$598

Gold

plus postage

Powder

Navy

“BLOUSE BEAUTY"—Snow-white rayon.
High neck . . . ruffled cuffs. Sizes 32-38.
$3.98 plus postage.
Satisfaction guaranteed, or your money refunded. We mail C.O.D.

aem co-tv ofHoumoov
Dept. 382» 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
*

BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD, DEPT. 382
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please send me”Pretfy Pastel" Jumper at S5.98 plus postaqe.
Aqua □ Gold □ Powder □ Navy □
....

Sites

10

12

Please send me

(White only)
Sizes:

32

(Mark 1st & 2nd Color Choice)

14
16
18
(Circle size wanted)
"Blouse Beauty" at S3.98 plus postaae.

34

36

38

(Circle size wanted)

NAME...
ADDRESS.
CITY_
12

-ZONE_STATE.
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Dear Miss Wyman:
I was married to a man ten years older
than I, but we have been separated for
five years. I am now 23, and my little girl
is 8. About a year ago I met a boy, 26,
whom. I love more than words can tell.
He wants to marry me. He tells me he
loves me and I believe him—but here’s my
problem. I would never give up my baby
and though he has never asked me to, he
still never says anything about her in his
letters. This boy is in a hospital, he was
hurt very badly, but he wrote that they
were sending him back for plastic surgery
and was told he’d be as good as new. I
wrote him it made no difference. It would
make no difference to me if I had to work
every day the rest of my life to take care
of him, that’s how much I love him. Do
you think it fair to marry him when I
have my little girl? Do you think a boy
could love a girl as much as he should
when she has been married previously?
Please tell me what you think.
Cathy

Dear Miss Wyman:
I am asking your help in all sincerity.
I am 13 years old and my problem is my
sister.
She is 18, and in the past year, “males”
have become the important feature in her
life. Once a boy comes to see her, she
acts very nice, and after she has seen
him approximately five times, she con¬
fesses her love to him. During this time,
the same process is going on with other
boys.
One of her friends, a Seabee, proposed
to her and she accepted. In every letter
she writes him, she professes to love him,
while at home she is leading on other
boys.
I do not think this is a bit fair, and I
have talked to her about it, but she says
that she cannot sit home and knit while
awaiting her Seabee. Many hearts are
being broken by her; I want to stop it.
Please tell me how to convince my sister
that what she is doing is unfair.
Charlene
Dear Charlene:

Dear Cathy:
I believe you are getting yourself
worried for no good reason at all. The
boy probably thinks it is understood
that you would not part with your baby,
so does not mention it. However, if his
letters or conduct have led you to be¬
lieve that he would not be willing to
have your little girl with you when you
marry him, you had better bring that
out in the open at once and have an
understanding on the matter. He must
be a mighty fine chap to inspire such
love as yours, and I cannot believe he
would expect you to do otherwise than
be a good mother to your child. You
ask if a previous marriage would make
any difference. Now let me ask you a
question.
Would it make any differ¬
ence in your love for him if he had
been married before?
Then that is
your answer. I hope you will be very
happy in your marriage to him, for I
admire your unselfish spirit of devotion.
Sincerely,
JANE WYMAN

You have taken on a problem which
is completely out of your power to
solve. Talking will do no good, for your
sister is so enwrapped in her own self¬
ishness that you cannot break through
it by words.
I had a letter from another girl of
her type, who is even more heartless,
for she has a husband overseas, and
brazenly admitted leading other men
on. My heart aches for the men who
have put their trust in such girls.
I suggest that you act as a balance
wheel so far as possible in this situa¬
tion, and just wait. The law of com¬
pensation finally acts, and one of these
days your sister will get a lesson that
will really hurt.
That is the only way she can be
touched, and when this happens, she
probably will come to you for advice
and help, and you will have your chance
to use your good influence.
Yours truly,
JANE WYMAN

(Continued on page 68)
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DIRECTED BY

with DOLORES MORAN ♦ HARRY DAVENPORT

PRODUCED BY

ROSEMARY DeCAMP

SCREEN PLAY BY JO PAGANO • FROM A STORY BY HARLAN WARE

•

Buck M afo(/f
AT COLUMBIA:

This season the accent's on the
rear view of your hair-do ... so
keep that back hair smooth as
honey and neat as a button.
If your page-boy gets straggly
between settings, try rolling up
those stubborn ends on strong, firm¬
gripping bob pins every few days.

GILDA is the musical dealing with
the life and times of the creator of
the shimmy, Gilda Gray, starring Rita
Hayworth, Glenn Ford, George Macready, Joseph Calleia, Ludwig Donath
and Steve Geray.
BLONDIE’S LUCKY DAY is an¬
other in the series starring Penny
Singleton, Arthur Lake, Robert Stan¬
ton and Angelyn Orr.
PERILOUS HOLIDAY is the story
of dark doings in Mexico City. Pat
O’Brien is cast as a dubious gentleman
whose right thinking is not disclosed
until the final reel, but he is sus¬
pected all along of being involved in
a ring which is counterfeiting inva¬
sion money. Ruth Warrick is cast as
a girl reporter who is, of all things,
set to expose the counterfeiting ring.
Edgar Buchanan, Audrey Long, and
Minna Gombell assist in the fast ac¬
tion of this comedy thriller.
TERROR TRAIL is a bang-bang
involving Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette, Ozie Waters and his Colo¬
rado Rangers.
i

i

^

AT MGM:

I

That means DeLong Bob Pins, of
course. They're made of a special
quality steel, the kind that doesn't
lose its taut springiness . . . they
really do have the

Stronger Grip
Wont Slip Out
You'll never be satisfied with wishywashy bob pins, once you've used
DeLong's dependable products.
Quality Manufacturers for Over 50 years
BOB PINS

HAIR PINS

SNAP FASTENERS
HOOKS a EYES
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SAFETY PINS

STRAIGHT PINS
HOOK a EYE TAPES

SANITARY BELTS

THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS
TWICE is now in its 4th month of
production, after having encountered
all manner of setbacks. Lana was ill;
Director Tay Garnett was ill; the
company went to Laguna on loca¬
tion and for three consistent weeks
they were able to shoot for a brief
hour each day because of the unsea¬
sonable overcast.
As you remember, the script is an
adaptation of the James M. Cain novel
of lust and murder, and the brilliant
cast includes John Garfield, Lana
Turner, Cecil Kellaway (who is exas Thomas Gainsborough in
‘Kitty”), Leon Ames, Hume Cronyn
and Jeff York.
BLACK SHEEP stars James Craig,
Butch
Jenkins,
Skippy
Homeier,
Dorothy Patrick, Sharon McManus,
Ray Collins, and Darryl Hickman.
Much of the picture was shot on Boy’s
Ranch in Amarillo, Texas, as the story
deals with the successful attempts of
a Texas cattleman (Craig) to re¬
generate a gang of youthful hood¬
lums. This i§, in effect, ‘‘Boy’s Town”
of Texas.
BAD BASCOMB will soon be fin¬
ished, as it is in its third month of
production, employing Wallace Beery,
Margaret O’Brien, Marjorie Main,
Frances Rafferty, Marshall Thomp¬
son, J. Carrol Naish, Connie Gilchrist,
Warner Anderson. It is the story of
the caravan trek of a group of pio¬
neers to the west. Wallace Beery, in
an attempt to escape the law, joins
the wagon train and is assigned—
since he is a single man—to one of
the wagons occupied by single wom¬
en. Naturally, he draws Marjorie
Mam, who is accompanied by her
small granddaughter,
Margaret
O’Brien. When the train is beset by
Indians, Beery . . . well, you’ll have
to see the end for yourself
HOLIDAY IN MEXICO is being
shot in Technicolor—and you won’t

miss it unless you are quarantined
with small pox. Walter Pidgeon, as
the American Ambassador in Mexico
City, meets a mysterious European
countess, Ilona Massey. (This is Miss
Massey’s first picture in far longer
than we care to mention.) The ro¬
mance is aided and the intrigue deep¬
ened by Jane Powell, Jose Iturbi,
Xavier Cugat, Roddy McDowall and
Helen Stanley.
THE GREEN YEARS is the drama¬
tization of Cronin’s precise novel and
stars Charles Coburn, Tom Drake,
Selena Royle and Hume Cronyn.
NO LEAVE, NO LOVE will coin
money because of its male star, Van
Johnson. The picture also introduces
England’s beautiful acrtess, Pat Kirk¬
wood. The story deals with the ex¬
periences of a war hero (Van) who
returns to that state, only to find his
girl married to another man. When
he is induced to appear on a radio
show, things begin to improve with
speed, aided by Keenan Wynn, Marie
Wilson and Edward Arnold. (Inci¬
dentally, weren’t Wynn and Arnold
handsomely guilty of scene stealing in
“Weekend At the Waldorf”?)
TIME FOR TWO gives promise of
being a fast, furious, brilliant pic¬
ture. Most of the action takes place
on a transcontinental train; John
Hodiak is a crook who is carrying
five hundred thousand ill-gotten dol¬
lars between the covers of a cook¬
book, of all places. Lucille Ball, on
the same train, is a lady of dubious
honesty but moral integrity. In hot
pursuit is Lloyd Nolan. Tab for fu¬
ture reference.
THE YEARLING, the Technicolor
dramatization of Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings’ vivid book, is now in its
(Continued on page 58)
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PHOTO LETTER*
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Love, Intimacy
.Friendship

yout? mm onsmrtmm
/ftade fium foot fiuwtc& P/tafc at, S/uyoo/ioT/
<fc4Z>/5 DARUNG...

LISTEN MOTHER ..
BOB WILL BECOMING
HOME SOON. ISN'T
THAT MARVELOUS!

/V£WS. I'Ll BE HOME SOON
CAN'T MIT 7/LL I PUT
MY ARMS
[AROUND YOU}

-\

BOB DARUNG.. I WAS
THRILLED AT THE NEWS.
PHOTO LETTERS WILL
MAKE WAITING SEEM
50 MUCH SHORTER

AN IDEAL MORALE BUILDER

Add a touch of tenderness to all
mail sent to your loved ones in
the armed forces. Give them that
needed lift to keep them happy.
Make every letter come to life by
YOU being a part of that letter.
That's why PHOTO-LETTERS are
ideal for morale.

*pHRILL your loved ones by sending them Photo Letters. Photo
Letters are like personal visits . . . warm . . . human . . . alive with
your personality. Each letter will be an everlasting remembrance
to family, friends and those you hold close to your heart. You will
welcome this clever, fascinating DIFFERENT type of stationery.
Photo Letters speak the language of "Love", "Intimacy", and
"Friendship". They are "You" Yourself. 20 double-folded sheets
of handsome, rich stationery with 20 ACTUAL HIGH GLOSS
PHOTOGRAPHS of your favorite photo or snapshot, complete with
20 envelopes to match for only $1. Colortone 50c extra. ALL
ORIGINALS ARE RETURNED UNHARMED!
Write to Photo
Specialty Co., 38 West 33rd Street, New York 1, N. Y., and send any
size Photo or Snapshot with only $1. to receive your set of exciting
Photo Stationery. Enhance the naturalness of your favorite photo
or snapshot with vivid colortone, only 50c extra per set. For never
to be forgotten letters use Photo Stationery. Use Photo Stationery
today . . . tomorrow ... and always. Send for your set now.

PHOTO SPECIALTY CO.. Dept. 174
38 West 33rd St., New York 1, N. Y.
Please send me my set of Photo Stationery at once.
I inclose

□ $1. Regular

□ $1.50 Colortone

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY...ZONE.

STATE.

standard of losing
Plumpness just isn’t pictorially pleasing. So glamorgifted girls like Mary Anderson are guided by the wise
words “Watch Your Weight.”
Now you may not be counting on a career in pictures
but you very well may be finding that plumpness—on you—
is far from pretty. With New Year, the season of sensible
resolve, there should come a desire to diet. Possibly the
extra padding is the result of too many parties. Then cut
down to slim down.
But, if your figure problem is formidable, learn the funda¬
mental facts and follow the rules. As Mary, our lovely
model of the month advises, “Consider calorie-counting
part of your health program, because real beauty begins
with health.”
That’s why, when you’re ready to reduce, you should
first consult your doctor and follow his counsel. Weight
control is intensely individual. It depends on the size of
your bone structure, the way you live and the climate in
which you live. While it is agreeable to assume that
“glands” are responsible for “avoirdupois,” science shows
that this is seldom the case. However, should a glandular
condition be the cause of your trouble, only a physician
can correct it.
The first thing your doctor will want to determine is your
general physical fitness. Then he might wish to measure
your basal and total metabolism (the amount of energy
required by your body at rest and in the full round of a
day’s activities). Finally, if he finds no fault with your
physical well-being you will find that your food intake is
too far in advance of your beauty fulfillment. Your next
move is to start paring proportions.
Check up frequently and keep a firm check on your diet. See the
result when you see Mary in Paramount's "To Each His Own.”

Here, for your general information, is a standard chart of
approximately ideal weights. No chart can list your correct
weight. It is accurate only as an average. Remember,
when you check with any chart, that five pounds, one way
or the other, may be the normal number of pounds for you.
AVERAGE GUIDE TO APPROXIMATE WEIGHTS
109
5'3"
121
5’8"
III
5'4"
125
5'9"
114
5'5"
128
5' 10"
1 16
5'6"
132
5'l 1"
1 19
57"
135
6'
Note: It is generally believed that it is healthier to be slightly
4'I0"
4'II"
5
5 ’1"
5'2"

138
142
145
149
153

overaverage weight under thirty years, and under■ average alter thirty.

As your diet dwindles in quantity, quality and variety
must remain. You need the carbohydrates found in foods
like fruit, vegetables, cereals, breads and candy. They
supply fuel. You must have protein foods like meat, cheese,
milk, eggs and nuts, for growth and repair. Fats are fuel,
too. And they help to protect and lubricate the sensitive
internal organs.
To slim with success, settle for a slow but consistent rate
of weight reduction. The well-balanced diet makes the
Body Beautiful!
Snacks should be unsweetened.
a refreshing

by SHIRLEY COOK
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Instead of a soda, settle for

glass of lime or grapefruit juice, sans sugar.

•

BEAUTY EDITOR

The new dick powell’s
NEW, GREAT DRAMA OF .

KC&ca*S'°
The Buenos Aires
underground is the setting
for this discharged Hero’s
avenging crusade ... to find
the fiend who murdered his
wife, destroy him!

The evil allure of a
woman... too willing
to he/p him forejet!

I

starring

GENE TIERNEY • CORNEL WILDE • JEANNE CRAIN
VINCENT PRICE

MARY PHILIPS-RAY COLLINS-GENE LOCKHART • REED HADLEY • DARRYL HICKMAN • CHILL WILLS

D.-ected by JOHN M. STAHL ■ Produced by WILLIAM A. BACHER • Screen Play by Jo Swerlmg • Based on the Novel by Ben Ames W,l„ams
A 20th CENT U R Y - FOX PICTURE
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By LESLIE TRAINS

/S

CLIFTON WEBB says

He made his mind up, when he
was 7: it’s best to accent the
positive, eliminate the negative

Logical choice for "Dark Corner" after
precise, murderous portrayal in "Laura."

Webb wardrobe it notably elegant and extensive.
•(Above,

Bea Lillie used to sing and dance with Cliff in musicals.

in

fancy

dress’ for

Elsa

Maxwell, party.)

Above, with her

21-year-old son, Sir Robert Peel, who was killed in action with British Navy.

Clifton Webb is no Hollywood yes-man. His assents came when people asked: “Can
you act?” “Can you sing?” “Can you dance?” “Will you teach?” “Yes!” from him accounts
for a long, varied and brilliantly successful career, although frequently when Mr. Webb said
it, a lesser man would have murmured: “I don’t think so,” or “Certainly not!”
He is lean and handsome in an elegant and immaculate fashion, with graying brown
hair, hazel eyes and a shining personality that makes you forget everyone else in the room.
He must have been like that when he was seven and his parents went to Washington
on a trip, leaving their son in the care of his grandmother. The governess of the little girl
next door to the Webbs’ New York home interrupted the children’s play one day to
take her to dancing school.
(Continued on page 85)

Like thunder follows lightning, a long low whistle invariably trails
Jane Russell. She’s a girl’s girl, and a man’s dream!
Blessed with charms supposed to make commercial photographers
swoon between “takes”—and Jane is quite a remarkable young lady in
others ways, too. She may have been a myth to moviegoers for four
years—except to the few who saw the brief screening in San Francisco
of her one and only picture, “The Outlaw”—but there’s nothing mythical
about her personality, or her talent.
It isL a matter of record that Producer Hunt Stromberg hastily ordered
a swim suit for Miss Russell, and had a bathing scene inserted into the
script of “Young Widow,” because there was such a hue and cry of
protest when word got out that her wardrobe for the picture (her second,
to date) would be “just tailored costumes.”
My first impression, on meeting the screen star who’d been waiting so
long to be seen, was of rich brown eyes, hair to match, and a manner both
gracious and friendly.
“It’s another example of that old formula for getting any place in life,”
she said, relaxing deep in a comfortable studio chair and preparing to
explain how all of a sudden—after four long years—Hollywood has dis¬
covered her all over again. “It’s perseverance, confidence, and patience,
most of all—patience!”
A less stout-hearted lassie might have bid Hollywood farewell, after
appearing in a film never generally released, and being relegated there¬
after to a four-year period of unbroken obscurity. Not Jane! She was
undaunted, determined.
Perhaps it was for being destined to an acting career. Her mother,
Geraldine Jacoby, had been an actress on Broadway; when her daughter
was born, she fondly named her after stage star Jane Cowl. (Add note on
that infant item: Jane was almost born in Canada. Her parents lived
in Edmonton, but her mother crossed the border to Bemidji, Minnesota,
so that her first child would be born in the States.)
Later, the family moved to Burbank, California. Jane’s mother formed
a family dramatic group. “We had many a good time,” the young star
tells now, “and we learned a lot, too! We even had a family orchestra.”
(The “we” included her four younger brothers; Jane played piano for the
group.
They entertained at neighborhood dances and on amateur
night programs.)
, (Continued on page 71)

She’s never been seen on the
screen, yet she’s a star.

Her

photo is a favorite wherever pin-ups
flourish.

Jane Russell, darling of the

fox-hole circuit, is that tempestuous beauty
of ’’Outlaw” fame

By LOWELL E. REDELINGS
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Real name: Alfred Alderdice.

Born in New Rochelle, N. Y.; height 6 ft.; wt. 165 lbs.;
hair, blonde; eye*, brown; wife’* name, "Chri*."

By SELENA BOYLE
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You've noticed the amazing similarity between
Selena Hoyle and her screen-son, Tom Drake?
"'Like mother, like son," laughs Selena; but it’s
more

that

they’re

the

same

kind

of

people

T

HE first time I met Tom Drake was when we were
called in for wardrobe tests, after being cast in the
Wallace Beery picture, “This Man’s Navy.” I liked
him at first sight. . . partly because we seemed to be
the same sort of people. He was my screen son in
that picture; he’s my grandson in “The Green Years.”
I thought: “Why, he even looks as if he might be my
son!” Tom and I have the same shaped faces, and there’s
an odd resemblance between us that may have some¬
thing to do with the way we hold our heads; or it may
be just that we have a good many of the same ideas
about life.
Tom is a worldly person, I believe, but at the same
time he’s singularly unsophisticated. He has great poise;
he knows his own mind; he’s frightfully stubborn and
insists on making his own mistakes, but he’s very charm¬
ing, even when most stubborn. Tom’s off in the clouds
much of the time, but he’s not too complex. He has
moods of being very gay, but while he makes fun of him¬
self and of acting, underneath it (Continued on page 88)
Screen-tested
"Janie."

after

stage

hit

He's a songwriter, too.

You'll see him soon in "Hold High
The Torch," with

Elizabeth Taylor.

Once dated H. Hatfield

First role in "Gaslight" won contract.

Little yellow bird takes a mate.

It’s

Angela Lansbury—so good in "bad girl"
roles—introduced as Mrs. Dick Cromwell

The place - was Independence, Cali¬
fornia, and the time was just after seven
. .. when a Hollywood car, occupied by a
handsome man and a pretty blonde girl,
limped into town.
This automobile, in keeping with the
defiance of things mechanical when put
to exceptional test, had been sulking
along the highway for seven arduous
hours. No one would have guessed, to
look at it, that it was not merely a muleblooded motor, but a marriage carriage.
The driver of the car, Richard Crom¬
well, said to his passenger, Angela Lans¬
bury, “The first thing for us to do is to
line up the Justice of the Peace.”
After a brief delay, they located the
spot in which the local judge should have
been; but he was, according to reliable
witnesses, “out somewhere, having
dinner.”
Independence, although it is a proud
city, is not particularly large—so Dick
set out to locate the JP’s favorite res¬
taurant. He hurried into one dining
spot, saw a dignified, iron-grey-haired
gentleman, and approached with proper
diffidence.
“I beg your pardon,” he said. “Are
you the JP?” (Continued on page 70)

In "The Harvey Girls" with Kenny Baker, John Hodiak, Pres Foster.

By FREDDA DUDLEY
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Vital statistics: Picture was more than
a year in preparation. Cast includes Errol
Flynn, Paul Kelly, Alexis Smith,
Florence Bates and many others. In one
fight scene alone, 20 tables, 300 bottles,
22 bar stools, 60 chairs, 2 pianos (upright),
six chandeliers and 10 roulette
wheels were shattered over the heads and
anatomies of rugged Warner thespians.
Add note of determined realism: the Los
Angeles Dog Pound received an order for
“one batch of fleas”; histrionic (but
hygienic) canines, hired to enact bedraggled
pooches of the period, had to be “loused
up,” so they’d scratch as did their Texas
ancestors. A Spanish girl, signed for
a semi-nude bathing sequence, was too
pink for Technicolor, had to undergo
a repaint job. The vegetable shortage
created a dearth of “props,” but
hand-painted plaster cabbages, carrots, etc.,
were supplied. Initial cost was high, but
there’s this advantage: they can be
used again, in other pictures.

I. Alexis and
Bella

P.

were

Kelly

developed

u

Errol both sing

infamous

stripe.

a

Boys

in

"San Antonio."

Union dance hall were faithfully
ostracized
stench
were

when

ersatz

comparable
banished

from

only
set

whiskey,
to

2. The Alamo,
reproduced.
spilled

fuzzy

until

new

Plaza

and

3. Flynn

and

during

animals
clothes

with
were

a
the

battle,
white

provided.
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ntonio
Warner Brothers' exciting extravaganza of the wild and wooly West.
tiine, 1878; the hero, Errol Flynn.

The

In Teehnieolor; David Butler directs.

HOLLYWOOD is nuts! That’s axi¬
omatic. To say nothing of its be¬
ing a theme with unending varia" tions—for example, Mr. Don DeFore.
Every year, Hollywood spends
thousands of dollars hiring creatures
of classic facade . . . with an eye to
making them stars. Can they act?
“Of course not,” is the answer, “but
we’ll groom ’em!”
(Whatever that
is!)
So along comes a guy who is an
actor. An actor who has groomed
himself. Who has learned his busi¬
ness from the basement up; learned
it thoroughly, well. He hasn’t a per¬
fect mug. “He’s no lover!” Holly¬
wood screams. He’s neither classic
nor beautiful, but the fans don’t care.
And while Hollywood watches, con¬
fused, the fans make him a star.
Because he’s Johnson or Dane Clark
or Hodiak.
Or—he is Don DeFore. “A co¬
median,” affirmed Hollywood, some
years back.
“Never be a leading
man!”
So six foot two, 190 pound, brown
haired, green eyed Don, has just fin¬
ished playing leading man to Joan
Fontaine, Lizabeth -Scott and Betty
Hutton in “Affairs of Susan,” “You
Came Along” and “Stork Club,” re¬
spectively.
Hal Wallis and Para¬
mount did it. Even then, it wasn’t

29

easy. Oh no—not by a long shot!
“I think maybe I want you for
‘Susan’,” Producer Hal Wallis had
said.
“I’m going to New York,” replied
Don DeFore.
He had heard “I
thinks” ad nauseum throughout his
career. He’d reached a point where
he refused to listen to one more
“maybe.”
Call him cynic, if you
like. With Don, it was just plain
smart. He’d found out long before
that playing hard to get was the sur¬
est way in the world to cadge a job.
Don had just finished a contract
at Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer, where
things hadn’t worked out as hoped,
despite good minor successes in
“Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo” and
“Human Comedy.” He had in his
pocket an offer to play in “Hasty
Heart” in New York. He had rented
his house, packed his family and
wangled gasoline to make the trip.
So when the Hal Wallis interview
occurred, he ignored it almost com¬
pletely.
A wire caught him in Chicago—
his agent ordering him back at ofice.
“Show it to me in writing!” wired
Don, and set out for New York.
When he reached New York, it was
waiting: two pages of contract in a
telegram, legal and binding and not
one single loop-hole. But still it was

By JESSICA RYAN

not so simple. Another wire from
Don. “Square me with the ration

board. Get me gas.
I’ll return ”

Then maybe

Paramount squared it, and made
Don a leading man—as you know
perfectly well, if you saw “Susan”
or “You Came Along.”
To the other studios who had-the
chance and muffed it, a goodnatured horse-laugh from Don; but
a horse-laugh combined with aware¬
ness that no actor is made over¬
night, and you can’t cheat on the
time that is needed to learn an art
or a craft.
And anyway, Don is used to it
now, all the ups and downs. He’s
packed his bags often enough to do
it in his sleep, clear back to the
day when the acting bug first bit
him.
Back home, that was.
Back in
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where Don was
born.
(The date, August 25th; the
time, some thirty years ago.) Don
was one of seven children; father,
who has sinced passed away, was a
locomotive engineer on the Chicago
and Northwestern line.
It was in Cedar Rapids that Don
played baseball at Washington High,
and where he got his first acting
experience—in church plays, direct¬
ed by his (Continued on page 77)
Acting bug bit while he was pre-law student. Above, with Baby David, at

A

wts.

Business-man Don DeFore invested
time and energy in himself; now
he’s collecting the dividends

Mrs. DeFore was Marion Holmes, singer with Art Cassell’s ork.
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By FREDDA DUDLEY

THE SOSHUL WHUR-RUL:
After five years of austerity, Hollywood has tied ribbons in its hair, gripped a rose in
its teeth, and taken up the fandango.

Such gaity, such verve, such parties at

the slightest provocation!
Tops in every respect was the soiree tossed by Mr. Jack Warner (arrangements made by that
able executive, Alex Evelove) in honor of Sergeant Harry Lewis, Captain Ronald Reagan, Pharmacist's
Mate Gig Young, and Lt. Wayne Morris.

(See pic above.)

Guests included Bette Davis, looking like an ingenue who has just returned from
a summer at the beach, complete with red coat, softly curled mop of chestnut hair
and plenty of sunburn; Dolores Moran, who was hobbling around on a cane because
of her broken great toe; Mr. and Mrs. Zachary Scott, Zachary gracefully expressing gratitude
for critical raves about his work in “The Southerner" and "Mildred Pierce"; Margo avec Eddie
Albert, talking like mad about the house they plan to build soon on a knoll in the Riviera district; Alan
Hale, one of the handsomest men in Hollywood, telling some of his cataclysmic dialect stories; Alexis
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(Sec pat/c 32)

| Carmen Miranda and Cugie are in "luff."
2 Jack Warner plays host to returning servicemen.
3 John Dali and Keenan Wynn's wife, Evie.

4

Mary Piclrford with Marc Cramer.
and Nigel Bruce.

5 Englishers Binnie Barnes

6 it's serious with Myrna Loy and Gene Markey.

7 Van Johnson and Mrs. Woolworth Donahue at Mocambo.
8 Jeanne Crain and Lt. Henry King, Jr.

9 Starlet Ramsey Ames
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Smith and Craig Stevens, match¬
ing each other in regal good
looks; Faye Emerson and Elliott
Roosevelt, Mervyn LeRoy, Mike
Curtiz, Jerry Wald, Cary Grant,
Monte Blue, and Janis Paige
having their pictures snapped
by busy lensmen. Altogether a
happy occasion.

dispatched him to Lana's dress¬
ing room.
When

Bey, brother of Turhan Bey.
ion|a

Menie. Louir
Sonfa

B. Mayer,

NJorie

and

Topping

Dan

Nearney were standing in line
at the marriage license bureau,
they made friends with a young
an

army

lieutenant

and his

fiancee.

After the ceremony, solemnized in the Church of the Good Shepherd
in Beverly Hills. Mona and Pat went to Lake Arrowhead for their
honeymoon, and there . . . you guessed it.

They met the lieutenant

and his bride on their honeymoon. So the four joined forces to do
household tasks. The girls prepared the food, the lieutenant gathered
firewood, and Pat washed dishes.
RECOMPENSE:

Zachary Scott is known on his lot as the hard luck kid. The por¬
celain handle on his shower broke one morning, cutting his hand so
badly that 22 stitches were taken to close the wounds. He developed
a tumor of the vocal chords, which had to be removed' in a very
delicate operation. He threw his sacro-iliac out of joint. While taking
shots to build himself up, he developed hives because he was allergic
to the medication. At the final point in this woe, he was hospitalized
for a few days. A new nurse came on duty, having no idea of the
identity of her patient, and observed cheerfully, "Well, there are
some compensations .in being ill in this room! Do you realize that
you are occupying a bed that was once occupied by Joan Leslie?"
PINK BOOTEES:

McDonald
have

and

"agreed

agent-husband
to

disagree."

HUMANITARIAN:

When Fred MacMurray was
on locatipn at Kanab, Utah, for
"Smoky," he was living In a
Lodge run by a gentleman who
meant it when he said, "No
Dogs Allowed." This edict didn't bother Fred in the least until he
was adopted by a mongrel who showed up amid the rugged terri¬
tory where the company was working. The dog followed Fred back
to the Lodge that night, but managed to keep out of sight. Since
Fred's room opened onto a patio, Mr. Mac. managed to sneak a
bit of food to the dog. For several weeks, this clandestine friendship
continued.
Knowing that he couldn't bring the dog back to Hollywood, and
knowing also that the hound would get into serious trouble if he
ljngered around the Lodge, Fred took his charge into town and made
a deal with two small boys, who agreed to give the dog a good
home. "Fpr you, Mr. MacMurray—a real, live movie star—we're glad
to do it," they jubilated. End of tale,
LIFT:
Frances Morrin, brilliant Hollywood writer, is telling this exclusive
story around town:

Seems that Johnny Coy left the home of a friend

one night, after an evening of music and yarning, and tried to start his
car without success.

When he stepped on the starter, the effect was

like that of a very large, very hungry locust, buzzing in, an empty
auditorium.
Johnny got out of the driver's seat, jerked up the hood of his car.

Brenda Marshall and Bill Holden have announced their expectation
of a second child early in the summer of 1946.
boy, Peter.

Their first child is a

Veloz and Yolanda recently parented their third child, a little girl
to dance with their two sons.

Considering the cancellation of their

remunerative dancing schedule in honor of the stork's three visits.
Veloz and Yolanda estimate that their family has cost about a million
dollars—and is worth every penny of it.
RETAKE:

, Some four years ago Jacques Thiery, Hollywood man about town,
brought Frances Ramsden to meet Preston Sturges. Mr. Thiery thought
Miss Ramsden had an unusual quality, something totally different than
the stereotyped beauty of most starlets. Mr. Sturges cast a cursory
glance over the tall, spindling, hollow-cheeked girl and said, "Go
home and grow up."
Involved in the growing up process was serving as a model for
Howard Greer and Adrian, then Frances Ramsden was tested again
by Mr. Sturges, and is now enacting the top feminine role in the
latest Sturges’ opus, "The Sin of Harold Diddlebock."
COURTSHIP BY PROXY:
At Metro, director George Sydney was working on "Holiday In
On a nearby set, Lana Turner was working in "The Postman
When Mr. Sydney discovered a seven-year-

old Turkish boy forking among the dress extras, he had the wardrobe
department fancy the boy up in a miniature tuxedo and fez, and
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My

brother loves you!"

When Mona Freeman and Pat

Always Rings Twice.

his

structions. "My name Abdullah

QUARTET:

Mexico.

answered

tan said, in accordance with in¬

Vic Orsatti.

couple just ahead of them,

Lana

timid knock, the demi-tasse sul¬

and didn't believe what he saw, or rather, what he didn't see.
thief had stolen the engine—completely.

Some

DOE, SEE DOE:

Cornel Wilde and his beauteous wife, Pat Knight, recently moved
into the house once owned by Norma Talmadge. High in Benedict
Canyon, the home and grounds have a Disney-esque, out-of-this-world
air; each dawning, a doe—who is obviously anticipating a Bambi—
minces down to the swimming pool for a drink.
GALLOP FOAL:
All her life, Betty Grable has wanted to become, an equestrienne.
Recently she and Harry James purchased a pair of gray saddle horses,
a male and a mare; as a result the James pair have been investiga¬
ting all the bridle paths in the vicinity of Beverly Hills.

It is hoped that

this tea* of equines will do right by Miss Victoria James, and present
her—in due time—with a colt to ride.
TOPPER:

Carole Landis, currently working in 20th Century's "Behind the
Green Light, was still in New York when she was notified that she
must do a fashion sitting* for Esquire (a much-coveted assignment).
Further, she was instructed to wear a certain turquoise outfit that best
delineated the Landis charms; there was only one problem: Carole
owned no hat to match.
She spent three fruitless days trying to find the proper topper, then
exhausted, she went to a cocktail party (Continued on page 54)

1

u
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Born in Tacoma, Washington, 23 years ago; Donna Mae Jaden arrived at
Worner Bros, via the talent scout method.

After attracting attention in

“Hollywood Canteen," she was given a part in “Of Human
Bondage."

Janis is 5' 5", weighs

125 pounds, has green eyes,

red-brown hair—and with her role in "Her Kind of Man” opposite
Zachary Scott, she's rated a star.
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Best art collection in Hollywood is owned by Edward G. Robinson—although he doesn't paint,
himself.

Artist John Decker did the actual painting for Robinson's role in "Scarlet Street.'

Jose Iturbi inspects a Renoir in his Beverly
Hills

home.

Modern

art is

his specialty.

Hume Cronyn and wife Jessica Tandy's important art colleption includes Picasso's
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The Woman With Blue Stockings."

He's in "The Postman Always Rings Twice."

ACTING ARTISTS
Art in Hollywood—there’s more there than
meets the

camera

eye!

Some

stars

are
-

...•

famous collectors, many paint their own

By ALICE L. TELDESLEY
Margaret O'Brien will do crayon sketches for
you if she likes you.

Next pic "Bad Bascomb.”

X

rrf tflft
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Indian masks were picked up by Rita and
Orson Welles on their last trip to Mexico.

Jeanne Crain used to sketch in watercolors
on sidewalks; won art award in third grade.

California is more interested in art than is the East,
according to Vincent Price, who should know as he has
been associated with it on both coasts.
Hollywood goes in strongly both for creating and
collecting art. We have widely recognized artists, like
Richard Whorf; brilliant beginners, like Linda Darnell,
and stars whose collections are famous, such as Edward
G. Robinson, Hume Cronyn and Iturbi.
Vincent Price’s Little Gallery in Beverly Hills, which
he ran “for excitement” before picture commitments
took up all his time, used to give generous space to
home-town boys. Although people thronged to the
gallery, four and five hundred seeing each show, they
were not like some big-city crowds, passing through be¬
cause an artist happened to be the fad of the moment,
glancing at canvasses casually while they gossiped or
compared operations; they stayed on to discuss the
exhibits, argue over them and buy them.
Actors, Vincent thinks, have great sympathy for the
other arts. They turn to writing, music and painting
because acting is insecure.
“You never know how long you’ll have a job on the
stage, or whether a studio will pick up your option or
cast you in a picture. You can’t act unless you have a
part, and you can eat your heart out waiting. Acting
is only a creative art when you can do it before an
audience, so except for hamming around the house—
which is only showing off—you have no outlet,” he ex¬
plains. “That’s why actors invade other creative fields.”
The field Vincent once expected to invade was that of
painting. As a very small boy he could enjoy himself
for hours looking at pictures in the local art gallery in
St. Louis while his mother shopped. When he was twelve
he put down 50c to purchase the first picture he ever
owned, bringing in 50c each week thereafter for what
seemed at*the time the rest of his life. As soon as he
was old enough, Vincent studied art, but he must have
been singularly clear-eyed, for he was in his early teen<i
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Famous portrait of Paulette by Diego Rivera. The Goddard spark kindles in "Kitty"
Rena.r

d.r.cted

D.ary of

a

Chambermaid":

gowns

inspired

by

his

artist-dad.

Writer-actor-director Richard Whorf is Hollywood's
foremost artist.

Besides acting cowboys at RKO, James War¬
ren does colorful marine sketches of tyassau.
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First one-man show was a sellout.

when he decided he had no unusual talent. He kept on
studying in order to understand technique, and for a
space gave lectures on art at the Riverdale Country
School m New York City. He had a theory that the arts
are all man leaves behind him and thus they reveal much
about each period of history. Under a- dictator, he con¬
tends, art is smothered and generally worthless, but
w«fn a country is free, it’s stimulated and flowers.
While the actor was playing on Broadway in “Victoria”
with Helen Hayes, and later in “Angel Street,” former
students used to surge backstage to thank him for
stimulating their dormant interest in painting Vincent
has always encouraged young artists. Seven years ago
when an unknown youth named Bernard Perlin was
having a tough time eating, and Vincent was not so
affluent as he has since become, the actor tided the artist
over a dull period by engaging him to paint a bathroom
T
rrJural was brilliantly executed. How the
artist has developed is apparent in his war sketches.
James Warren, now starring in cowboy roles at RKO
was a commercial artist with studios of his own before
e entered films, four years ago. Since coming to Holly-

Jean Negulesco, once Roumania’s "court painter," with some paintings he did
during a visit to Mexico. . Latest directional stint "Nobody Lives Forever."

’Tween scenes of "Fallen Angel" (20th Century),
Linda Darnell does a self-portrait from a photo.

Watercolor medium is used by Dick Conte for Japanese sketch.
Top performance in "A Walk in the Sun" makes him newest rave.

wood, Mr. Warren has had a one-man show at the Little
Gallery, and is giving one shortly at another gallery.
“At our place, Warren showed very saleable stuff,”
commented Vincent. “He had marine sketches of Nassau
and tropical islands, interesting and colorful. Katharine
Hepburn, George Cukor, Lee Tracy and Bob Montgomery
were among those who snapped them up, I remember.”
“James Whale used to do flower paintings. Now he’s
gone in for theater stuff, scenes at Santa Monica—
exciting things that hold you before his canvasses.”
Vincent is not particularly fond of flower paintings, but
he bought one of Vlaminck’s with the first money he ever
earned. He still has the picture, and he and Edith
Barrett, his wife, decorated the master bedroom in their
new home around it.
The veteran Lionel Barrymore’s etchings are the finest
ones Vincent has ever seen. According to this expert,
Richard Conte, who has just painted his very first picture,
shows great promise.
“I think of art as essentially a man’s medium,” he
confessed. “Our actresses do excellent work, too, but to
me, an actress’ personality is (Continued on page 68)

Wife Steffi Duncr gave Dennis O'Keefe paint
set

for

his

birthday.

First

try:

his

patio.
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By KATE HOLLIDAY

All that glitter is not Lana!
Slav's not

sophisticated: she
goes

to

night

clubs

HH

rarttlff
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We ll marry soon."

Pvt. Turhan Salahettin Schultavy Bey

Lana's divorce was final in Aug. Bey's next pic, "A Night In Paradise"

(U)

Hollywood’s favorite indoor sport is gilding the lily. To do this, the town
takes some attractive person (male or female) puts her before the public, finds
that her personal charm creates a following—and then 'proceeds to make her
into something completely unbelievable.
Take the case of Lana Turner, for instance. Lana was picked up by an agent
because she was sweet, pretty, and quiet. Hollywood discovered that she could
be something else, too: she could be sensational. And, being Hollywood, the
village went overboard. For three or four years now, as a result, you have been
reading stories about Lana and seeing pictures of Lana which made her into a
paper doll; a girl with nothing but beauty, whose life was spent in such glittering
surroundings that she wasn’t even human.
Well, kids, Lana is not like that. (No one else is, for that matter). Instead,
she is one of the most human gals in town; and in private life (for she respects
her studio’s wishes enough to play along with them in public) Lana is exactly
the girl she was when she was first discovered: a sweet, pretty, quiet character
whom you would like very much.
Actually, the emphasis must be on the word “quiet,” for—believe it or not—
Lana rarely goes to night clubs. Yes, I know you have seen an occasional
magazine picture of her in evening clothes. But they probably were worn for
a premiere or something like that; and to Lana or any (Continued on pageTi)
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1. Mrs. Van Heflin (Van had to work), with Cleatus Caldwell
and Bob Hutton. Joe Kirkwood and Eleanor Parker. 2. At one
point, Judy Canova had Ross' goat. 3. Someone called, "Swing
Your Partners," so Hurd Hatfield did!
4. Those seen-abouts,
Kurt Kreuger and Faith Dorn, came together. 5. New York stogers,
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Carter, with Bonita Granville and host Hunter.
6. Judy and Ross are a team in "Hit The Hay" (Columbia).
7. Food for thought wheh "The Body" met "The Voice"; it's Marie
McDonald and Frank Sinatra. 8 Westerner Bud Taggart with Bonita.
9. "Colonel Effingham's Raid" will be Bill Eythe's next picture for
20th. He's dancing with Margaret Whiting. 10. Republic cowboy,
Don "Red" Barry, and pretty Helen Talbot.

.
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So-o-o delightful was the Saturday night
Western Dance given by Ross Hunter in
honor of Judy Canova, with whom he had
just finished a picture at Columbia titled—
improbably enough—“Hit The Hay.”
Guests parked their cars at the Bel Air gates,
and were driven to the party spot on a hay
rack that groaned along behind two white
horses. The playhouse, borrowed by Ross for
the evening, was decorated with pumpkins, corn .
stalks, and hay. The guests came in costume, so
there was everything in evidence from a fairly
frightening Indian to a girl in a short red sun suit.
Marjorie Reynolds, prettier than ever with her
hair dark instead of blonde, wore western riding
togs, as did her dashing husband, Captain Jack
Reynolds.
Hurd Hatfield brought Virginia
Hunter, and Bob Anderson brought Buff Cobb.
Andy Russell and Della Norell were there, and
the Sinatras.—By FREDDA DUDLEY.

b
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EDITOR S NOTE: On location for the filming of 'The Yearling," Gregory
Peck spent two months in Florida; not the Florida of the tourist, but tke
state of the native. During that time, he recorded his impressions in a
series of letters to his young son, Jonathan. We print the letters herewith.

Hello, Son:
Well, here your mother and your dad are, just about as far from
California as it is possible to get and remain on American soil. We’ve
missed you; missed that call you give us around six a. m., missed the
mixing of your formula, the cooking of your vegetables, and a dozen
other things. However, we’re storing up some good stories for you.
Florida is a fabulous state. The land itself is sandy and the highest
elevation in this district is 90 feet above sea level. One of the loveliest
sights in the world is a grove of oak festooned with Spanish moss,
standing restless in a silver-grey blur by moonlight. I examined some
of the Spanish moss; to glance at it, one would say—from California
experience -that it was a dead, growth, but when I broke open several
of the tendrils, I found the center vital and green.
The cypress trees are fascinating. Because their roots can gain no
secure hold in the swampy earth, they do what your mother described
as crocheting themselves through the ground. (Continued on page 78)

An outographed copy of "The Yearling" for a visitor.
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Once upon o time, Greg wanted to build boats.
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Pdl*: Claude Jarman Jr., lO-yr.-old Nashville bey, was chosen to portray "Jody" Baxter, Greg's screen son.
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Mark Stevens and his girl spent Christmas on a vacant lot.

What Christmas out of your life,
to date, do you remember most vividly?
What brings tinsel to your veins and
a quipk catch in your throat? What precious
recollection is brought back, nostalgically,
by the pungency of pine, the tinkle of a
distant bell, the shout of crimson ribbon
against sharp green leaves?
But before you answer in the quiet of your
heart, here are some Hollywood Christmas
stories that we think you’ll enjoy and cherish.

_

j

Chinese orphans sang for Danny Kaye's troupe in Shanghai.

The Christmas that Mark Stevens will
remember forever was the first he spent in
Hollywood. Now that he is working op¬
posite Joan Fontaine in RKO’s “All Brides Are
Beautiful,” it is fun to look back, but
that initial Southern California Christmas failed
to be grim only because Mark exercised
his resourceful sense of the unique.
He was homesick, because it was his
first holiday away from his family, and he
was broke. But he had a girl friend
(later she became Mrs. Stevens). And he
had a sackful of dreams.

)

Virginia

Mayo

collected

$200

singing

carols—for

charity.

Christmas morning, he rolled out at four; the
room in which he was living was cold and
he lacked enough blankets for his bed, so he
decided he would be more comfortable to
be up and dressed and about the business of
the earth’s greatest holiday.
He telephoned his girl friend’s apartment,
said gaily, “Merry Christmas—let’s go
to five o’clock mass!”
Her laugh had (Continued on- page 83)
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The Jackson heir (or heiress) is expected, via the stork route, at their Pacific Palisades home sometime in March.

By KATHERINE LAKE
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Anticipating
JUNIOR JACKSON

Adores sister's kids, Lois (above) and Dickie.

Deanna Durbin is practicing lullabies lor her "coming attraction7

Universal’s sound stage for the produc¬
tion of a gay comedy to be entitled “Because
of Him” is also fondly called, by beaming
members of the publicity department who
loooove that picture title, “The Stork Club.”
Both labels are fair.
During the first
few weeks of the picture, Mr. Franchot
Tone, already father of one, was anticipat¬
ing his second. Since his elder child was
a boy, he insisted (thinking the stork would
hear him, no doubt) that his second should
be a girl. He conferred on names with
his leading lady, Deanna Durbin. “We’re
going to call our girl, Theodora,” he opined.
“And we’ll shorten that to Teddy. I think
Teddy Tone is a terrific name.”
“And if it’s a boy?” queried Miss Durbin.
“Well—er—in that case, I guess he’ll be
Thomas Jefferson Tone, and we’ll call him
Tommy.”
Deeply interested in this pre-christening
conference were Red Christy, the associate
producer (former All-American at Cali¬
fornia), who was awaiting the birth of his

second child, and Glenn Tryoh, about to
become a father for the first time.
Came the day when Franchot Tone was
called to the hospital. The next morning
he reported to work with the announce¬
ment that Thomas Jefferson Tone had
checked in successfully. “So, I’ll give you
the name we had picked out for our girl,”
he told Deanna.
“Teddy Jackson,” said Deanna thought¬
fully. “Hmmm, I don’t know. If it’s a
boy, I think Jeffrey Allan will be perfect,
and we’ll call him Jeff. Jeff Jackson. But
Teddy for a girl . . . well, I think I’ll ask
my fans what they think.”
Take it away Poughkeepsie. Take it away
Denver and Dallas and The Dells. It’s up
to you; deadline about April 15.
As deeply interested as anyone you could
mention is Deanna’s young nephew, Dick,
who is now four. He and his Aunty Deanna
recently spent a Saturday at a junior car¬
nival in perennial operation in thfe westerly
section of Los (Continued on page 52)

Husband-producer Felix Jackson and wife have done 6 pics together at Univ.

By JILL WARREN
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Charleston winner at 14.

I LIKE
Sunshine;
Peonies;
Green salad, fresh, crisp and cold;
Well-cut slacks;
Children, especially babies;
The glorious views from my hilltop house windows,
any time, any season,—whether it’s city lights at
night, a rain-misted slope, or the fine-clear-day
views of mountains, canyon and sea;
To work.
I DISLIKE
Potatoes au gratin,—for that matter, anything au
gratin;
Raucous noises;
Elaborate jewelry;
Boisterous people and (Continued on page 63)
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ANTICIPATING JUNIOR JACKSON
(CONTINUED FROM RAGE 47)

Angeles. They rode the ferris wheel
and merry-go-round. They tried out
the
miniature train
that
snorts
through tunnels and roars over Disneyesque causeways. They tried to
win a kewpie by knocking down milk
bottles.
When they reached the home of
Deanna’s sister, Deanna was some¬
what wearied by the day’s excur¬
sion, but Dicky was ready for a few
fast games of ball in the backyard.
“No, darling,” objected his mother.
“Aunty Deanna is tired. She’s played
all day.”
“Well, she never used to get tired.
I’m going to ask her if she’s tired.
Are ya, huh? Huh?”
Aunty Deanna said, after a sigh,
that she was actually somewhat
weary. Dicky settled down, but he
was far from satisfied. That night,
when he was being put to bed, his
mother decided to have a conference
with him. “The reason Aunty Deanna
gets so tired is simple: She’s going
to the hospital to have a new baby.”
“Oh. A baby sister!” exclaimed
Dicky, enormously pleased. Since the
new baby in his own family was a girl,
he has reached the conclusion that
only little sisters are in the stork’s
repertoire. “How soon does she get
this baby sister?”
“Next spring. After Christmas,” ex¬
plained his mother.
Dicky looked relieved. ‘That’s a
long way off,” he observed. “She
won’t have to start getting rested up
to take care of that baby until after
Christmas. She and I can have lots of
fun yet.”
Up until the present time, Deanna
hasn’t “dreamed” anything about her
baby, but time may correct that omis¬
sion. That is meant literally: Deanna
dreams about things, and the dreams
come true. For instance, before she
and Felix Jackson were married,
Deanna began to dream about a house.
In that mystical land through which
the sleeping mind wanders wide-eyed,
she found exactly the sort of home
she
had
always
wanted.
Oddly
enough, she said nothing about it to
anyone. When she would awaken in
the morning it would be with that
obscure happiness that forestalls dis¬
cussion.
One day Mr. Jackson said to Dean¬
na, “I’m seriously considering the
purchase of a house out in Pacific
Palisade^. I won’t describe it, nor
recommend it. I want you to see it
and reach your conclusion.”
They drove around the curving
drive and parked before the door;
Deanna was helped out by her gallant
husband, but she was so busy looking
at the house that she forgot to meet
his eyes in their usual visual greet¬
ing. “Felix—this house!”.she breathed.
“It’s the one from my dreams!”
Naturally, they bought it.
There is some sort of extra-sensory
perception in the story of their wed¬
ding rings, too. Several months be¬
fore their wedding date was set, Felix
Jackson brought a velvet box to
Deanna one evening, saying, “Some¬
thing to keep me always near you.”
The gift was a large, antique, dia¬
mond-studded locket.
When Deanna snapped it open, to
examine the picture sections, she

found her wedding ring: Platinum, set
with baguette diamonds so perfectly
cut that no inner setting was neces¬
sary; each stone slid in tightly be¬
side the other, forming a circlet of
light.
When they reached Las Vegas, Ne¬
vada, where they were marred, both
Deanna and her husband presented
one another with a jeweller’s box.
Deanna hadn’t wanted a double ring
ceremony, nor had she wanted her
husband to wear a wedding ring; she
has an antipathy toward that custom
for men. However, she did want him
to have a memento, so she had se¬
lected a heavy gold band, carved
octagonally, for the small finger of
his left hand.
Felix Jackson opened his package
first. After examining the ring, won¬
derment struggling with incredulity
in his expression, he said, “Open your
Walter Pidgeon and doughfer Edna turned out
package, my dear. This is amazing.”
for the Cugat Concert at the Hollywood Bowl.
The gold ring he had bought for
Deanna to wear for sports and on
informal occasions was an exact
the camera, watching every detail
duplicate, in feminine size, of the ring
with the intensity of a good producer
Deanna had selected for him.
and the interest of a good husband,
This meeting of the minds and
was Felix Jackson.
squaring of the tastes, coupled with
When Deanna left the scene, she
their identical viewpoint on what con¬
set out in determined fashion, passed
stituted a satisfactory home, served
the camera, passed the head sound
as a cherished wedding omen.
man with his “mixing machine,”
Mr. Jackson was, at one time in his
passed the script girl, and walked into
romantic, exciting life, a critic of mu¬
her
husband’s
arms.
There
she
sical and dramatic presentations in
grinned up at him, then turned around
Berlin, and his column of comment
and returned to the photographed
carried much authority. Naturally, he
area of the set for another take.
knows a great deal about the classics,
When a new set-up is being per¬
but he is somewhat baffled by Ameri¬
fected, involving light changes and
can jazz. Deanna, who has a terrific
the moving of wild walls, Deanna, her
sense of humor that fools a good many
husband, and Charles Laughton get
people because her best comments
together in a remote corner of the
are delivered dead-pan, likes to tease
stage, or in Deanna’s trailer, and the
her husband by introducing an occa¬
men talk. Both express themselves
sional jive term in her conversation.
concisely and both have positive ideas.
Because Mr. Jackson speaks both
While they engage in a verbal fencing
French and German in addition to
match, Deanna listens and, sitting
English, Deanna has been learning a
behind her husband, presses in the
few words of German. So far,
natural wave in his hair. This would
her working vocabulary consists of
bother some men, but Mr. Jackson
“bitte”—please; “shon”—nice; “lienever loses contact with the discussion,
bling” — darling; “schats” — sweet¬
remains unperturbed by Deanna’s
heart, and “Ich liebe dich”—I love
admiring attention.
you. Which is certainly an ingratiat¬
Usually, it is the wardrobe of a
ing approach to a language!
bride that comes under the scrutiny
Deanna’s hairdresser speaks some . of a new husband; he finds this dress
German, so she likes to coach Deanna
too low-necked, that too snug. He
during the hairdressing session each
makes some changes.
morning, then to send her to Mr.
But in the Jackson household, it is
Jackson with some sentence. Deanna
Deanna who has imposed some alter¬
learns the comments phonetically, and
ations. Mr. Jackson was inclined to
has no idea what she is saying. There
adhere, with masculine devotion, to
have been times, furthermore, when
his dark blue suits and his black sox
Mr. Jackson failed to translate, but
and ties. One of the first gifts Deanna
roared over his wife’s patter.
bought for him was a roaring crim¬
On one of California’s baking Oc¬
son knitted tie. Shortly afterward, he
tober days (temperature 100, hu¬
was making arrangements to have
midity 48) a wilted Deanna ap¬
his wedding' suit tailored. “I want to
proached her husband and, in Ger¬
go with you to select the material if
man, suggested that the weather was
you don’t mind,” said Deanna.
censorable and why didn’t he send her
Mr. Jackson gave her a sly look.
home.
“And now what? First a red tie;
“Nien,” said Mr. Jackson, “and that
then . . . ?”
you can understand without an in¬
“A gray suit,” said Deanna. It is
terpreter.”
a handsome outfit and exceedingly
Mr. Jackson, who has produced
becoming. While he was completing
Deanna’s last three pictures, spends
details of the purchase, Deanna wan¬
a good deal of time on the set, and
dered to another department and
this presence gives rise to a number
ordered six bow-ties for the gentle¬
of gentle, attractive passages between
man who was rapidly becoming “solid”
Deanna and her husband. One day
Jackson. She also selected an addishe was to make an exit from a scene,
ti°nal assortment of knitted cravats:
toward the camera. Standing behind
A delft blue, a yellow, and a green.

In the matter of Junior’s wardrobe,
Deanna has done very little so far.
She wanted to finish her picture first,
then concentrate upon the thrill of
being an expectant mother. But she
did start knitting a series of soakers;
and although she can’t cast on her
stitches, she has kept Helen Broderick
and her sister busy with beginning the
fluid-drive diapers, while she finishes
them.
If Deanna’s fans have anything to
say about Junior, he will be a musical
prodigy. Since the news of Deanna’s
expectations was announced, mail
has been pouring into Universal; gist:
Congratulations, and suggestions.
Although the majority of the writ¬
ers admit that there is probably no
scientific way in which to insure a
youngster’s inheriting its parents’
prime abilities, still they hint that
Deanna should keep up her music
during this period, and hold “rhyth¬
mic thoughts.”
Relax, people—and be comforted by
a recent scene in the Jackson house¬
hold. Few people know that Felix
Jackson is a brilliant pianist. In the
evenings he has long made it a custom
to sit idly before a piano and play for
an hour or so.
Until this particular night, Deanna
had never sung with him. Oddly
enough, she is self-conscious about
performing before her relatives or
close friends. Whenever it has been
suggested that she sing before a group
of intimates, she has begged out of
it by saying that she wanted to relax,
or she didn’t want to be a ham, or
some such excuse.
The truth was that she was afraid
that she’d be overcome with shyness
and sing badly.
However, on this particular night
she was feeling uncomfortable, and
had been lying on the lounge resting.
“Isn’t it about time for the sym¬
phony?” her husband asked. (The
local gas company broadcasts the
classics from eight until ten every
evening except Sunday.)
“Not for about thirty minutes,”
Deanna answered. “Why don’t you
play?”
There was a book of Stephen Foster
on the piano, and he began to perform
the tender old tunes. Deanna forgot
her discomfort;, she could feel song
welling in her throat as gladness
swells the heart. Arising, She strolled
over to the piano and began to sing.
“Old Folks At Home,” “Carry Me
Back To Old Virginny,” and such
melodies filled the room. They sang
and piano-ed their way through the
entire volume of familiar music.
Then they turned to Gershwin:
“Summer Time,” “It Ain’t Neces¬
sarily So” from “Porgy & Bess”; they
tried some Cole Porter and some Jim¬
my McHugh.
From that they went to Gilbert &
Sullivan.
Finally, winded and parched, the
Jacksons paused. “About time for the
symphony, isn’t it?” said Mr. Jackson for the second time.
Deanna laughed. “We’ll have to
catch it tomorrow night—look at the
time!” She held up her watch to show
a flat twelve o’clock.
They had been singing and playing
for over four hours.
So, whether heredity or environ¬
ment is the more important factor
makes little difference; Junior Jackson is going to be hep harmoniously,
one way or the other.
THE END

SO PROUDLY WE HAIL
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Betty Grable starrer, “Sweet Rosie O’Grady,” before enter¬
ing the service in 1943.
Bert was an aviation cadet, about to get his wings, when
Moss Hart persuaded him to join the “Winged Victory” cast.
He’s one of the few fellows who opened and closed with the
play, and also acted in the picture version.

*

*

*

*

And speaking of “Winged Victory,” remember the engaging
“Pinkie” in the picture? That was Lieut. Don Taylor, hence¬
forth to be known as DON DEXTER. Don has been in the
Army since 1942, and has to his credit the Distinguished
Flying Cross, an Air Medal with one cluster, the Soldier’s
Medal, an Asiatic Theatre ribbon with three battle stars, and
a Presidential Unit Citation.
The courage and initiative that Don displayed in the service
is a carry-over from civilian life. He was studying law and
dabbling in dramatics at Penn State University, when he de¬
cided that acting was what he really wanted. Since he liked
horses and rode exceptionally well, he left the University
and hitch-hiked to Hollywood with one thought in mind—
to become a star of Western films. But Hollywood had other
ideas. MGM gave him small dramatic parts in “Girl Crazy”
and “As Thousands Cheer.” Don also appeared in “The Red
Dragon,” a Charlie Chan chiller for Monogram; but he got
his big chance to show what he could do when Moss Hart
cast, him as Pinkie in “Winged Victory.”
Three years in the service haven’t dampened Don’s dra¬
matic ambitions. His present schedule calls for a play in New
York this season.
•

*

*

*

*

ROBERT TAYLOR and TYRONE POWER are still among
the missing—from Hollywood.' Our latest communique from
the Pacific tells us that we can expect Tyrone home from
Japan by Christmas.

*

*

*

*

RED SKELTON’S claim to fame (Continued on page 90)

1
1. Bill

Lundigon

of

the

U.

S.

Marines wed Rena Morgan, daugh¬
ter

of

the

late

Helen

Morgan.

2. Remember Bob Ryan in "Tender
Comrade?"

He’s back on the jgb

at RKO studios. 3. Alumnus of both
stage

and

"Winged
gone

screen

Victory,"

versions

of

Bert Hicks has

bock to 20th to pick up his

career where

he

left off in

1943.
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where she spotted the editor of a woman's
magazine, wearing a hat that was perfect for
Carole's needs.
Never let it be said that women have no
appreciation of one another's problems, even
to the extent of a most precious item of
wardrobe. The editor laughingly removed her
hat and gave it to Carole to complete the
Esquire outfit.

so this hearty pair set out through the gloom.
Accustomed as they were to the genteel and
thoughtful storms of Southern California, they
had no notion of the performance possible
in the Rockies. Thunder crashed around like
the

explosion

of

granite

boulders

trees

whirled in the wild dance; the rain flooded
down like Niagara.
For several minutes the two nature lovers
plodded doggedly down the trail; then the

HEAP LITTLE SQUAW:

trail turned to soup.

When Margaret O'Brien was in Wyoming
with Wallace Beery, Marjorie Main and the

In the distance, light¬

ning split a tree.
Both Anne and her escort were waiting

company making "Bad Bascomb," she was

for the other to admit consternation.

adopted by the Shoshone Indian Tribe, and

from the tail of her eye. Anne studied her

christened "White Little Flower."

friend's saturated face.

officiating

at

this

ceremony

The Chief

was

named

"Holding Two Guns."

"Yes!" said he.

Finally,

Sheila Ryan, Alan Lane—wed at Las Vegas.

"Definitely."

They swung around and scorched for shel¬
ter with the rest of the troupe.

. . . "AND MAKE THE SAN FERNANDO
VALLEY MY HOME . . "

POSTWAR:

John Hodiak has finally accomplished the
dream of his life. He has purchased a ranch
in Tarzana, and he installed his happy par¬
ents thereon. Now, perhaps, having dis¬
charged this prime obligation, he will begin
to think seriously of marriage . . . and the
girl's name could be Baxter.

Richard Clayton who was, before the war,
an energetic member of the Jane WithersJune Carlson-Buddy Pepper gang, has just
been medically discharged fron\ the Navy
after having served several years as a yeo¬
man talker. His first civilian act consisted
of reducing his savings account to zero in
order to buy a convertible coupe with red
leather upholstery, an investment that left
him broke, but ineffably happy.

P1TTER PATTER:
Anne Baxter has always maintained that
she really loooooves to walk in the rain.
While on location in Utah with the com¬

ROSE BY ANY NAME:

pany making "Smoky," Anne noticed that

Van Johnson is taking a ribbing as the

the sky was becoming overcast, and the local

result of an ingenuous observation by six-

horses were frisking around their pastures—

year-old Olson Shelton, who has been work¬

the best of all forecasters of rain.

ing with Van in "No Leave, No love."

Anne had located another member of the
company who adores walking in the rain.

"What's your name?" asked Olson.

(Continued on page 65)

The Bob Cummings at Athletic Club opening.

How nice!

Newlyweds! Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bellamy (Ethel Smith, electric organist)

Betty Brtslcin's husband buys her a present every day.

'The Man I Love" (Ida's next picture) . . . meaning Helmut Dantine?

Col. and Mrs. Tom Lewis (Loretta Young) gave a christening party for their new son, Peter.

Wm. Goetz, I. Pichel and S. Burden were guests.

I

FREE! GREAT NEW POPULAR SONG!

WORDS OF MUSIC

LEARN PIANO

(CONTINUED FROM RAGE 491

IN ONE WEEK
Or Your Money Back!
Simplest Home Piano
Course Ever Offered!

Play From Actual Sheet Music!
You don’t have to know a single note of music.
In one week you will play favorite melodies—
WITH BOTH HANDS! Thousands of professional
pianists have been trained this amazingly simple
way. Clear, exact illustrations. Read notes as
musicians do! Surprise and delight your friends!
4*8park Simplex Piano Course”.$1.00

-WHAT OTHERS SAY . . ."Now I can read music as though it were
plain words. -I can’t express my thanks to
you." (J.G.)* . i . "Your course is all you
said it was and more.” (W.F.)* ... “X am
teaching my children, and they find your
course so very interesting.” (Mrs. D.E.B )*
'Names .supplied on request.

BOOGIE-WOOGIE IS EASY!
If you can already play piano a little, here’s a
great opportunity!
It’s easy to learn how to
beat out the hottest music your friends ever
heard, in authentic Boogie-Woogie Style. Offer
limited, so act quickly.
“Boogie-Woogie Is Easy”.$1.00
EXTRA GIFT! If you order either of these re¬
markable courses at once, you will receive,
WITHOUT CHARGE, a copy of the great new
song, “Love Never Says Goodbye” (complete
sheet music).

HYPNOTISM! VENTRILOQUISM!
Hypnotism is not some form of black magic.
It is a scientific method of mind control,
which ydu can easily learn. Know how to
focus and subdue your subject's will, so
that he must obey all your commands!
Ventriloquism is the art of seeming to throw
your voice anywhere you wish.
A little
practice in your spare time will enable you
to deceive anyone.
Play tricks on your
friends!
Fool your enemies!
Follow the
methods used by famous theatrical per¬
formers!
Hypnotism & Ventriloquism.$1.00

DBAW

FEMALE

FIGURES

Anyone can draw these gorgeous beauties,
shown in every conceivable pose! A hun¬
dred illustrations of lovely, true-to-life
female figures make it easy.
Follow the
outlines with your pencil, and delight your¬
self with your progress!.
$1.00

BE A CARTOONIST!
Cartoonists and comic strip artists are
among the biggest money-makers in Amer¬
ica today, and the demand for skilled car¬
toonists is'increasing steadily. Develop your
own talents!
This amazing book shows
how simple shapes and forms—which you
can draw—can be combined to produce al¬
most any object.$1.00

SECRETS OF BEAUTY AND HEALTH!
Good looks, charm and good health go hand
in hand!
Sparkling vitality and physical
allure can be yours. If you follow the rules
and suggestions in this amazingly easy
physical culture book!
You Can Live to 100. $1.00

FREE

You need send no money. (To save
postal charges, however, enclose
cash with order.) Merely pay the
postman for your books, on de¬
livery, plus postal charges. If. after five days’
trial, you are not satisfied, your money will be
promptly refunded.
MAIL, COUPON NOW!

--

I
■

I
I

New York Publishing Co.. Dept. HW-20
600 Lincoln Road BuildingMiami Beach 39, Fla.

■
|

Gentlemen: Rush me the books checked below.
I will
pay postman for them on delivery, plus postal charges.
□ To save postal charges. I enclose payment. In cash
or money order. My books ^fill be sent to me with all
charges paid.

I

□ Simplex

Course.

1.00

J

□ Boogie-Woogie is Easy.

1 .OO

I

□ Hypnotism and Ventriloquism.„..$1.00

I

n Draw the Female Figure.

Piano

1.00

j

O Be

a .Cartoonist.

1.00

I

□ You Can Live to 100.

1.00

Name.
Address.
City.

Clouds Roll By.” This is the movie
based on the life of Jerome Kern, and
stars Judy Garland and
Robert
Walker. Speaking of Frank, I must
go all out and do a rave over his
short, “The House I Live In.” It is
one of the best things of its kind I
have ever seen, and Frank does a
sincere job of delivering the impor¬
tant message of tolerance and Ameri¬
canism. Don’t miss it.
Paramount’s glamour movie, “Stork
Club,” will be shown any day now,
and all you Andy Russell fans can
have your first glimpse of your hero.
Andy plays the part of a drummer in
the picture, and sings one number
alone and one with Betty Hutton.
Claude Thornhill was discharged
from the Navy and went home to
Indiana for a rest. His doctors have
advised him not to take on the respon¬
sibility of a band for at least six
months, so in the meantime he may
take a radio conducting job or an
arranging deal at one of the picture
companies.

WHAT'S BRISK ON THE DISC:
DECCA:
In the yuletide spirit, here’s a Bing
Crosby album called “Merry Christ¬
mas.” There are ten records in all,
including such favorites as “Jingle
Bells” and “Santa Claus is Cornin’ To
Town,” with the Andrews Sisters;
“I’ll Be Home For Christmas,” “White
Christmas,” “Let’s Start The New
Year Right,” “Silent Night,” and
“Adeste Fideles.”
Bing also has a single record, on
which he shares honors with his sidekick, Bob Hope. Together they romp
through “Put It There, Pal,” from the
picture “Road To Utopia,” and “The
Road To Morocco,” from the movie
of the same name.
Ethel Smith, the electric organ
lady, has waxed a new one, with her
Bando Carioca. It’s “The Parrot On
The Fortune Teller’s
Hat,” and
“Paran Pan' Pin.” She played both
selections in the film, “George White’s
Scandals.”
“I’m Glad I waited For You” and
“My Guy’s Come Back” have been
recorded by Helen Forrest, with Mannie Klein’s orchestra.
Incidentally,
the latter tune was written by Ray
McKinley and Mel Powell when they
were overseas with the Glenn Miller
band.
Jimmy Dorsey and his orchestra are
in with “Come to Baby, Do,” sung by
Inez James, and “Autumn Serenade,”
lyricized by Dick Culver. Inez is the
widow of Joe McMichael, one of the
Merry Macs. She wrote “Come To
Baby, Do,” and sang the number for
Jimmy, with the result that he asked
her to do the vocal on his record.

Stewart and Anita O’Day share vocal
honors on the first side, and Buddy
goes it alone on the second.

VICTOR:
Spike 'Jones, believe it or not, has
made an album for the kiddies—“The
Nutcracker Suite.” The City Slickers
and a chorus give musical assistance.
Freddy Martin and his orchestra
have done “Symphony,” with a Clyde
Rogers vocal, and the new novelty
hit, “In The Middle Of May,” with
the Martin Men.
It seems there’s always a Gershwin
album, and this time it’s called
“Gershwin Hits,” with Artie Shaw
and his band. There are eight sides
and some of the tunes are “I Was
Doing All Right,” “Love Walked in,”
“But Not Me,” and “Soon.”
“It Might As Well Be Spring” and
“Give Me The Simple Things In Life”
are the selections on Sammy Kaye’s
latest platter.
Billy Williams sings
both sides. Billy has been signed as
a solo artist by Victor, too, and his
first offering couples “When I Marry,
I’ll Marry For Love” and “You’re
Nobody Till Somebody Loves You.”
The mighty Duke Ellington has a
“do” twosome in “Come To Baby,
Do,” and “Tell You What I’m Gonna
do.” Joya Sherrill sings both.

CAPITOL:
Andy Russell has two new bal¬
lads—“I Can’t Begin to Tell You,”
from “The Dolly Sisters,” and “Love
Me,” which he sings in “Stork Club.”
Betty Hutton does two of the num¬
bers from “Stork Club,” “Doctor,
Lawyer, Indian Chief,” and “Square
In The Social Circle.”
“The Last Time I Saw You” and
“What A Deal” are the tunes on
Martha Tilton’s newest.
“The Last
Time” side looks like a real hit.

MAJESTIC:
Here’s a label I haven’t mentioned
before in the column, because so
many of the readers haven’t been
able to purchase the records in their

COLUMBIA:
Woody Herman’s new one is righl
up his alley. It’s the novelty, “Pul
That Ring On My Finger,” which was
written by Sonny “Gotta Be This Oi
That” Skylar. On the reverse we find
a rhumba a la jazz, “Bijou,” which is
strictly instrumental, with a fine
trombone solo by Bill Harris.
Gene Krupa and his orchestra dc
“That Feeling In The Moonlight” and
“I Don’t Want To Be Loved.” Buddy

"Stork Club" stars

B.

Hutton, with

A.

Russell.

C ivpiTOL Hits **
Mr fom Holly woou
t

^

Smart tune-picking,
picking, plus Hollywood screen

,

and radio talent, have combined to make
Capitol Records top hit-producers of the U.S.

A Baritone-Brains-Beauty threesome:
tall, dark and handsome andy russell, left;
buddy DeSYLVA, Capitol’s showman-executive with
the knack of picking hit tunes; and bitty hutton,
Capitol’s vivacious vocalist. (Andy and Betty
currently star in DeSylva’s film "Stork Club.”)
Capitol Records, in the heart of musical
Hollywood, is unique in its wealth
of screen and radio talent.

Big, friendly tex ritter is a
favorite western star of the youngsters
of America. Famed for his songs
and stories of the open range, Tex records
exclusively for Capitol.

coming soon-Capitol Phonographs! ... a complete
line of fully electronic table models, battery-electric
and spring-wound portables-all designed by a record
manufacturer to assure brilliant reproduction.

Three of the many reasons for Capitol’s spectacular
success, and team-mates on many a Capitol recording:
brilliant arranger-leader paui weston, left; sweet-singing
jo Stafford; and Capitol president johnny mercer, singer,
song-writer of Ac-Cent-Tchu-Ate The Positive, Laura,
G. I. Jive and On the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe.

"Tit"

RECORDS

A Selection of the Favorites
□ 8127 Out To Lunch; In The Hush of The Night—
Coleman Hawkin’* Octet—79c
□ 713 Melody Of Love; None But The Lonely Heart
—Wayne King, recitation by Franklyn McCor¬
mack—53c
□ 1004 St. Louis Blues; Lullaby Of The Leaves—
Mary Lou Williams 12"—$1.05
□ 685 Confessing Drum Stomp—L. Hampton—53c
□ II Put Another Chaic At The Table; Cecil's
Boogie—Pvt. Cecil Gant—$1.05
□ 1733 Holiday For Strings; Drip, Drip. DripSpike Jones—53c
□ 1652 Summertime; I Got Plenty O’ Nuttin’—
C. Spivak—53c
□ 034 I Miss Your Kiss; Anywhere—Buddy Frank*
I in—53c
□ 7137 Clarinet High Jinks; A Friend of Yours—
Jerry Wald—53e
□ 122 I Wish I Knew; Gonna Build A Fence Around
Texas—Jan Garber—79c
□ 110 Jumpin' Jirainy; Sleigh Ride in July—
Skinny Ennis—79c
□ 105 Dance With A Dolly; I Found A Million
Dollar Baby—The Town Criers—79c
□ 109 Let Me Love You Tonight; More And More
r —Frances Langford—79c
D 000 Take Me In Your Arms; Ya-Ta-Ta—The
King Sisters—79c
□ 1671 She’s Funny That Way; There’s No You—
Martha Stewart—53c
□ 1667 I Was Here When You Left Me; Swanee—
Hal McIntyre—53c
□ 1010 Waiting; This Heart Of Mine—Carl Ravazzo
—53c
□ <009 How Deep Is The Ocean; Blue Skies—Carl
Ravazzo—53c
□ 426 I Got Rhythm; Liza—Ethel Smith—79e
□ 1720 What Makes The Sunset—I Can't Begin To
Tell You—Sammy Kaye—53c
□ 7120 I Learned a Lesson I’ll Never Forget; Words
Can’t Explain—The Red Cans—79c
□ 107 I'm Making Believe; The Gal Who’s Got My
My Heart—Skinny Ennis—79c
□ 7321 Paw’s Word Is Law Up In The Hills;
The “Pick” Seng—The Korn Kobblers—79c
□ 7041 Frank The Frankfurter Man—AI Trace—79c
□ 7320 I Love Her Just the Same; Why Does A
Bee Like Her Honey—Korn Kobblers—79c
□ 117 Swinging the Boogie; Just A Little Bluesie—
Hadda Brccfcs—$1.05
□ M2 Nightmare Boogie; Lonesome Gal — Pead
Taylor—$1.05
□ 0819 Cherry; Country Boy—Erskine Hawkins—
37c
□ 0001 How Long Has This Been Going On; I
Want A Little Doggie—Phil Moore Four &
Lena Heme—79c
□ 0002 Tonight I Shall Sleep; The Minor Goes
Amuggin’—T. Dorsey with D. Ellington com¬
bined—79c
□ 200 I Surrender Dear; Malibou—Bonny Carter—
53c
□ 1002 Orag’em; Little Joe—Mary Lou Williams—
12"—$1.05
□ 9 Salty Papa Blues; Blow Top Blues—Barney
Bigard—$1.05
□ 755 Salted Peanuts; Uptown Lullaby—Coleman
Hawkins—$1.05
□ 1718 Every Hour On The Hour* Time's Awastin’
—Johnny Hodges with D. Ellington—53c
□ 0510 Siftin' By The Old Corral; That First Love
Of Mine—Montana Slim—37e
□ 7150 Don’t You Dare Call Me Darling; You’ll
Regret It Someday—Singing Sam—79c
□ 70M Arkansas Traveler; Hog Through Reel—
Clayton McMiehen—79c
□ 8900 Sometimes' I Feel Like a Motherless Chile;
Heav’n, Heav’n—Marian Anderson—79c
□ 1506 Silent Night; Good King Wencetas—Har¬
monica Orth.—79c
□ 7132 Mary Had A Little Jam; Pleasant Dreams
—The Five Red Caps—79c
□ 6666 It Hurts Me. But I Like It; Don’t Come
Crying to Me—The Magnolia Five—79c
□ 6667 If You Can’t Get Five, Take Two; Ouch—
The Magnolia Five—79c
□ 140 Sammy Kaye's New Album of Stephen Foster
Songs—$3.15

Check the Records You Want—

ORDER BY MAIL!
We ship records around the corner or around
the world. Three or more records shipped C.O.J^,*
express insured. All orders shipped same day
as received. NO PACKING CHARGES. All
orders outside of U.S.A. must be accompanied
by cash.

53 Clinton Ave., So.
Rochester 4, N. Y.
One of the largest Popular, Hot Jazz,
Boogie Woogie and Classical Record
Stocks in the entire U. S. A.
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community. But Majestic’s distribu¬
tion is much better now, and improv¬
ing all the time, so from now on I’ll
tell you about their releases each
month.
The Five De Marco Sisters, who are
heard regularly on the Fred Allen
program, have made “It’s Been A
Long, Long Time” and “Chico, Chico”
as their first record. Keep your eye
on these kids—they’re really headed
for big things.
Bud Freeman and his orchestra, fea¬
turing Ray McKinley on drums, have
waxed “Where Have You Been,” and
“I Got Rhythm.” Bud and Ray get
together on another disc for a special
little thing called “The Atomic Era.”

JAM NOTES:
Bobby Byrne, whose band was just
beginning to click when he went into
the service, has been discharged. He
is in New York organizing a new
outfit. . . . Dick Stabile is another
leader who is back in civvies, but he
is planning to do his baton work in
radio. He is suing his ex-wife, Gracie
Barrie, for disbanding his orchestra
while he was in the Navy. . . . Billie
Rogers is leaving Jerry Wald in a
few weeks and will get together a
small combination of her own. . . .
Randy Brooks has been signed for
the Pennsylvania Hotel in February—
a swell break for a swell new band.
I saw Ray Eberle when he came
up to New York a few weeks ago on
a quick leave. He was in town when
brother Bob was on the Chesterfield
show, and they had a wonderful re¬
union. Ray looks wonderful, and says
he doesn’t mind the army at all. . . .
Vaughn Monroe, who is a motorcycle
fiend, is impatiently waiting delivery
on a private plane which he ordered
months ago. Vaughn already has his
pilot’s license. . . . Despite all the
rumors, Gene Krupa and his ex-wife,
Ethel have not remarried yet. . . .
Sgt. Johnnie Desmond will make rec¬
ords for Victor as soon as he gets out
of the army. ... Jo Stafford has had
a horse named after her at one of the
eastern tracks. And the owner also
has a horse named Betty Grable. In¬
cidentally, Jo will make some exten¬
sive film tests on her vacation in
California, and will probably wind up
on the Twentieth Century payroll.
Dick
English,
the
well-known
writer,
who has done excellent
stories on musicians and bands, will
write the screen play for the Dorsey
Brothers’ picture, “My Brother Leads
A Band.” Production has been held
up because of the strike, but it looks
like they’ll get started after the first
of the year. . . . Freddy Martin, who
has been playing the Ambassador
Hotel in Los Angeles for years, and
Guy Lombardo, who has been doing
the same thing at the Hotel Roosevelt
in New York, have worked out a deal
whereby they will trade for a few
weeks out of the year. . . .

Well, kiddies, that does it for
this time. I’ll see you next month.
In the meantime, if you are
troubled over any little musical
question, drop me a line, and I’ll
do my best to answer you. But
remember, not too many questions,
and be sure to enclose a selfaddressed stamped envelope. Just
write
Jill
Warren,
Movieland
Magazine, 535 Fifth Avenue, New
York City, 17, New York.

PICTURES IN PRODUCTION
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 141

fifth month of production, starring
Gregory Peck, Jane Wyman, Claude
Jarman, Jr., Jeff York, Henry Trav¬
ers, and June Lockhart.
STAR FROM HEAVEN is being
shot in the new Cinecolor, which is
water color to Technicolor’s oil paint¬
ing. The players are Marshall Thomp¬
son, George Tobias, Jim Davis, Clem
Bevans, and a handsome horse named
“Silversnip.” The story deals with
the love of a Texas boy for his horse;
the boy becomes a G.I. and is sent to
the South Pacific, where he meets a
horse that reminds him of his Texas
pal. His problem is colossal: How to
get the horse home when the G.I. is
returned. This department’s brother
is currently involved in the tortuous
problem of getting a pup and a mon¬
key home from Okinawa, so we are
in sympathy with a man so resource¬
ful as to attempt to transport a horse.
*
*
*

AT MONOGRAM:
THE FACE OF MARBLE is a bootiful picture with plans to scare you
to death through the courtesy of John
Carradine,
Claudia
Drake,
Maris
Wrixon, Rosa Rey, and Willie Best,
who is also scared.
*

*

*

AT PARAMOUNT:
TAKE THIS WOMAN is a romance
set in Victorian England with Teresa
Wright, Ray Milland, Virginia Field,
Anthony Quinn, Reginald Owen, Sir
Cedric Hardwicke, Joan Winfield,
Melville Cooper, Michael Dyne and
Rhys Williams. The plot has to do
with Teresa Wright’s knowledge of
a murder; if she tells what she knows,
she will clear Anthony Quinn—who
is innocent; at the same time, if she
talks, she will ruin Ray Milland’s
political career and' destroy herself
by scandal. Now are you curious?
MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE is the
new Bob Hope picture, also graced
by the presence of Joan Caulfield,
Marjorie Reynolds, Hillary Brook,
Patric Knowles, Joseph Schildkraut,
Reginald Owen, Cecil Kellaway, Mary
Nash,
Constance Collier, Howard
Freeman, Leonid Kinsky, Fortunio
Bonanova and Yoka D’Avril. There
isn’t much point in trying to outline
the plot of a Hope picture for two
reasons 1) if you are like this re¬
viewer, you will see the picture no
matter what it’s about; 2) the plot
and dialogue of a Hope picture change
from day to day, especially if Mr.
Crosby happens to be visiting the set.
LOVE LIES BLEEDING is the wel¬
come-home picture of Van Heflin,
who portrays a gambler doublecrossed by Barbara Stanwyck. Lizabeth Scott is the love interest.
THIRD AVENUE is being shot in
lpw-key, and it is a vignette of the
lives of those who live on this street
in New York. Barry Fitzgerald is the
Irish father, and Diana Lynn is his
daughter. Between scenes, Diana may
be seen saying earnestly to Mr. Fitz¬
gerald, “Now, how do you think I
should play this next scene?” Barry
tells her, or at least gives suggestions.
Also working in the picture are that
lovable lug Sonny Tufts, Dick Koran,
John
Litel,
James
Burke,
Erno
Verebes.

AT PRC:
ONCE AND FOR ALL marks the
return of lovely Nancy Coleman to
the screen after far too long an
absence. The story takes place in New
Orleans during the Mardi Gras, and
cavorting in costume are Philip Reed,
Felix Bressart, Margaret Lindsay and
Regis Toomey.
SIX-GUN FOR HIRE is a giddyap
with Bob Steele, Syd Saylor, Jean
Carlin, Bud Osborne, Roy Brent and
Dorothy Whitmore. Whoa!
*

*

*

AT RKO:
THE SILENCE OF HELEN McCORD is the new title for SOME
MUST WATCH. Although this label
still isn’t tops, at least it will be more
easily remembered than the former
appellation. This is, as you probably
remember, the story of a mute (Doro¬
thy McGuire) whose life is saved by
the mother (Ethel Barrymore) of a
surgeon (George Brent) who be¬
lieves that all imperfect things should
be eliminated from life. You won’t
miss this one, frightening thesis, lowkey lighting, suspense and all.
FROM THIS DAY FORWARD is
the delightful poignant comedy of the
adjustment of a service man and his
wife, starring Joan Fontaine, Mark
Stevens (who are called locally “The
Ulcer Kids” because of a certain gas¬
tronomic difficulty), Arline Judge,
Wally Ford, and gifted Rosemary De
Camp.
BADMAN’S TERRITORY is a story
of the days of the James’ and Dalton
gangs, with pulenty of bang-bang
and action straining the muscles of
Randolph Scott, Ann Richards, Law¬
rence Tierney, Isabel Jewell, Gabby

Hayes, Morgan Conway, and James
Warren.
THE STRANGER is another of
those powerful “Woman In The Win¬
dow” things involving the various
talents of Edward G. Robinson (a
particular pet of this department),
Loretta Young, Orson Welles, Richard
Long, Philip Merivale, and Martha
Wentworth.
LADY LUCK is an ace of a pic¬
ture, dealt off the top of the deck. In
short, Robert Young is a gambler and
so is Frank Morgan, who owns and
operates as a pet, his niece, Barbara
Hale. Naturally, the Morgan gambler
gets into trouble, and only the ro¬
mantic combination of Young and
Hale fetch him out.
AN ADVERTISEMENT OF PEPSI-COLA COMPANY

THE DREAM OF HOME is the
story of a marine’s adjustment to
civil life, paralleling the emotional
adjustment of a war widow. Guy
Madison is the discharged devildog,
and Dorothy McGuire is the widow.
THANKS, GOD, I’LL TAKE IT
FROM HERE is the title that will
soon, for purposes of good taste and
escape from any suggestion of blas¬
phemy, be changed. It is in its first
week, with Claudette Colbert and
John Wayne.
NOTORIOUS is a spy thriller laid
in South America. Ingrid Bergman
is suspected of being a German agent,
and is hotly pursued by Cary Grant
as a sub-rosa American agent. Very
exciting.

AT REPUBLIC:
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BELL WATCH

CONCERTO is being shot in Tech¬
nicolor. As you might suspect from
the title, it deals with the lives of
two hopeful-greats who hope to con¬
quer the piano and the world simul¬
taneously. The two are mother and
daughter, the mother played by
Catherine McLeod, the vivid new¬
comer so highly touted by Frank
Borzage. The daughter is also littleknown: Vanessa Brown. Included in
the cast are beloved Madame Maria
Ouspenskaya, Philip Dorn as the
maestro, Bill Carter (hero of the
North African
Campaign),
Felix
Bressart, Fritz Feld, and Honey-pie
Elizabeth Patterson.
THE FRENCH KEY is a mysterythriller in its first week of produc¬
tion with Albert Dekker, Evelyn
Ankers, Mike Mazurki, Frank Fenton,
Marjorie Manners and John Eldredge.
CONQUEST OF CHEYENNE is
clearly cowboy-Indian stuff with Bill
Elliott, Alice Fleming, Bobby Blake,
Peggy Stewart, Ton London, Kenne
Duncan and Jay Kirby.
CRIME OF THE CENTURY is a
business intrigue in which, corpora¬
tion officials will be astonished to
learn, the body of the president of
a large organization is preserved in
ice for an extended time in order to
allow certain nefarious minions to
gain control of the stock. The Wall
Street Journal should hear of this one,
with Stephanie Bachelor, Michael
Browne, Paul Stanton, Martin Kisleek, Betty Shaw and Mary Currier.
MURDER IN THE MUSIC HALL is
a whodunit on ice with Vera Hruba
Ralston, William Marshall (just out
of uniform), Nancy Kelly, Bill Gargan, beautiful Ann Rutherford, and
Julie Bishop, who had to dodge Errol
Flynn at Warner Brothers, but is
now side-stepping flying skates.
*
*
*

“FT"

COMPANY

Time and Life Bldg., Rockefellst Center, New York 20, N. Y.

SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY is a
story of show business that turns
metaphysical. John Payne is married
to Maureen O’Hara; they have an
adopted daughter, little Connie Mar¬
shall. After the death of Maureen,
she returns in Topper fashion and
adjusts the life of her broken-hearted
family. William Bendix, Trudy Mar¬
shall and Charles Russell also are
working under the direction of Wal¬
ter Lang.
CENTENNIAL SUMMER is being
shot in Technicolor, and is a musical
drama which takes place in Phila¬
delphia in 1876, the year in which
Colorado (lift your hat when you
speak of the West) was admitted to
The Union. Colorado does not figure
in the picture, but your reporter was
born in the Centennial State and
never misses an opportunity to plug
same. But, back to Centennial Sum¬
mer. Into a charming family con¬
sisting of Dorothy Gish (mother),
Walter Brennan
(father), Jeanne
Crain, Linda Darnell, and Barbara
Whiting (the three daughters) there
arrive for a visit a glamorous French
aunt (Constance Bennett) and-a mys¬
terious French count (Cornel Wilde).
That cast alone should make you start
stuffing your piggy bank with admis¬
sion pennies.
SHOCK is a thriller-diller in which
a girl witnesses a murder, then con¬
fides the experience to a man she
trusts . . . who turns out to be well,
we won’t spoil it for you, but latch
onto this one. Cast includes Vincent

Price, Lynn Bari, Marjorie Henshaw,
Frank
Latimore,
Michael Dunne,
Ruth Nelson, Rene Carson, Roy Rob¬
erts and John Davidson.
*

*

*

AT UNITED ARTISTS:
THE SIN OF HAROLD DIDDLEBOCK is a picture that you’ll see
simply because you’ll have night¬
mares about that title if you don’t
delve into its secret. It is, of course, a
Preston Sturges special, and marks
the return to the screen of Harold
Lloyd. Also coping with Sturges and
Lloyd are Frances Ramsden, Ray¬
mond Walburn, Rudy Vallee, Edgar
Kennedy,
Jimmy
Conlin,
Arline
Judge, Lionel Stander, and Franklin
Pangborn.
A SCANDAL IN PARIS is keeping
those able troupers George Sanders,
Signe Hasso, Carole Landis, Akim
Tamiroff, Gene Lockhart, Alan Na¬
pier, Alma Kruger, Pedro de Cordoba,
Jo Ann Marlowe, and Fritz Leiber
busy.
A NIGHT IN CASABLANCA is
the Marx Brothers picture. Anyone
who could unravel the plot of a Marx
Brothers picture could unbend pret¬
zels with one hand while crocheting
Harpo’s wig into a rug with the other.
*

*

#

AT UNIVERSAL:
CANYON PASSAGE is the Tech¬
nicolor super-duper western being
made by Walter Wanger. On location
for weeks and weeks and weeks were
Dana Andrews (who took his hand¬
some wife, Mary, along), Brian Donlevy, Susan Hayward, Patricia Roc,
Andy Devine, Hoagy Carmichael,
Rose Hobart, Ray Collins, Ward Bond,
Fay Holden, Dorothy Peterson and
Ray Teal.
BECAUSE OF HIM is the story of
an imaginative girl who pretends to
be the beloved of a celebrity in order
to get a theatrical break. Deanna
Durbin, Charles Laughton, Franchot
Tone, Helen Broderick, Donald Meek
and Stanley Ridges are the factors
adding up to hilarity.
TANGIER is another out-of-thisworld epic with veils, caravans, and
dire doings involving Maria Montez,
Robert Paige, Sabu, Preston Foster,
Louise Allbritton, Kent Taylor, J.
Edward Bromberg, Billy Green, and
Reginald Denny.
HOUSE OF DRACULA is the
thriller in which John Carradine is
made up in iridescent greenish-black
paint. Scared stiff are Lon Chaney,
Martha O’Driscoll, Onslow Stevens,
Lionel Atwill, Ludwig Stossel, Glen
Strange, Poni Adams and Charles
Judels.
TERROR BY NIGHT will end well
because of Sherlock Holmes and Dr.
Watson with his needle, to wit:
Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Alan
Mowbray, Martin Kisleck, Dennis
Hoey, Renee Godfrey, Geoffrey Steele,
Billy Began and Mary Forbes.
*

*

*

AT WARNER'S:
THE VERDICT is the British-scene
thriller with Sydney Greenstreet,
Peter Lorre, Joan Lorring, George
Coulouris, Paul Cavanagh, and Rosa¬
lind Ivan. The sets observed and
dialogue heard during the production
of the picture would indicate that it’s
to be something special in the melo¬
dramatic line.
The End

NEW PICTURE GUIDE
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 81

ONE MOTHER TO MOTHER
result in the pursuit of the expensive
garter, a gift to a one-time sweet¬
heart—is still a guarantee for laughs.
Dennis O’Keefe and Marie McDonald
are the stars, but they get lots of help
from Barry Sullivan, Binnie Barnes,
Sheila Ryan and J. Carrol Naish.
SAN ANTONIO (W.B.)— Lavish Techni¬
color production and intense acting
by Errol Flynn, Alexis Smith, Paul
Kelly, S. Z. Sakall, Victor Francen
and others, gives this nostalgic opus
of the Wild West a sure-fire chance
of delighting the neighborhood movie
circuits. Story has to do with Texas
cattle wars of 1870; see pages 28-2&
for further details.
THE DALTONS RIDE AGAIN (Universal)
—and once again, bite the dust. A
series of flashbacks tell the story of
the Dalton boys (Lon Chaney, Noah
Beery Jr., Kent Taylor and Alan
Curtis). Martha O’Driscoll and Alan
supply the romance.
SHE WENT TO THE RACES (MGM)—
A group of scientists devise a system
based on mathematical calculation,
to beat the horse races. Science gets
off to a bad start when Professor
Virginia Gifford meets race tracker
James Craig, but love finds a way.
Ava Gardner, Edmund Gwenn, Sig
Ruman and Reginald Owen are on
hand for the photo-finish.
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW (W.B.) involves
two youngsters caught up in the web
of hasty marriage.
Misunderstand¬
ings lead to divorce; but in spite of
Time marching on, the war, a Junior
let out for adoption, and some double¬
crossing by siren Dolores Moran . . .
Bob and Joan grow up in time to live
happily ever after.
THE LAST CHANCE (Released through
MGM)—is a Swiss production that
reaches a new high in excitement and
true-to-life story telling. Fear driven
refugees scurry across Europe to
escape the gas chambers and guns of
Nazi-supermen and are led to safety
by an English and American soldier—
both escaped prisoners of war. The
sacrifices of the two men offer the
representative Europeans not just a
“last chance” to escape annihilation,

Life for mothers is not too easy at best* Anything
that lightens the Job is good for both mother and
baby. That is one reason. I'm sure, that has con¬
tributed to the amazing increase in the use of
prepared baby foods.
jy,
,f)
£. 0

That’s the way baby feels about feeding time
when mother serves Gerber’s! Your baby gets
these four advantages in Gerber’s Strained Foods:
(1) Cooked by steam to retain precious minerals
and vitamins, (2) Uniform, smooth texture, (3) Extra
good taste, (4) Every step laboratory-checked. Your
baby will do well on Gerber’s—with the trademark
"America’s Best-Known Baby” on every package!

Special Cereals for Babies’ needs
Most babies need iron at three months or more
after birth. Gerber’s Cereal Food and Gerber’s
Strained Oatmeal have generous amounts of added
iron and B complex vitamins. Both cereals are extra
tasty, both are pre-cooked, ready-to-serve.

Remember, it is always wise to check your
baby's feeding program with your doctor

erber’s
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OAKLAND, CAL.
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Chopped Foods

75 kinds of Strained
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Address: Gerber Products Co., Dept. ML 1-6, Fremont, Michigan
My baby is now.months
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of Gerber's Cereal Food and
Gerber's Strained Oatmeal.
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are the new streamlined pen
and pencil sets that are literally flying
over paper to make writing history.

CHECK THESE FEATURES
y 14 kt. Gold Iridium Tipped Point.
7 Automatic leok-Proof Lock Section,
y 14 kt. Gold Plated Sterling Silver Caps,
Clips and Lever.
y Unbreakable barrels in color. Your choice
of Ebony Black, Burgundy, Navy and
Battleship Grey.
y Pencil propels, expels and repels—writing to
the very end of the lead.without fussing.
y Inner sections of the pencils are sturdily rein*
forced with aluminum.

write direct
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An attractive full Bust Line is a short cut to
glamour, poise and self-assurance. If your Bust
Line makes you self-conscious, try the new
(special up and out) Peach Cupbra. Use it for
a week. If you are not delighted, send everything back and your money will be refunded.
Write now. SEND NO MONEY. Send only
your name and address and size of your old
brassiere. (State whether small, medium or
heavy.) When you get your Peach Cupbra with
direction booklet, pay postman $1.98 (plus few
cents postage). (Plain wrapper.) If you wish
to save postage, send Two Dollars now and we
pay postage. Read your direction booklet and
wear your Peach Cupbra for a week. If you are
not absolutely delighted with your new lovelier
figure, send it back. It is positively guaranteed
to please you. Join the hundreds of women who
enjoy a lovelier figure with Peach Cupbra.
Please print name and address clearly
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but a “last chance” to cure the ails
adds to their dead-pan doings with
of their world by emerging from the
his sad eyes and pugnacious jaw. The
crisis as stronger and more worthy
Bands of Louis Jordan and Will Os¬
peoples.
The idealism of the two
borne take turns playing for the
soldiers and their efforts to help their
customers.
fellow men, regardless of creed, race
FRONTIER FEUD (Monogram) employs
or color, ends on a note of hope for
all the known devices of the Western
a unified group of foreign countries
and the services of those two oldand a determination for everlasting
timers, Johnny Mack Brown and
peace.
Raymond Hatton. You have to have
SARATOGA TRUNK (Hal Wallis Prod“love”—so Dennis Moore and Chris¬
released through Warner Bros.)—Completed
tine McIntyre get together after the
about two years ago, this period piece
required number of mishaps.
(from a novel by Edna Ferber) will
THE FLYING SERPENT (PRC) is feath¬
remind you of another opus known to
ered too, in this fantastic murder
all and sundry as G.W.T.W. Instead
mystery taking place in New Mexico
of the fiery Vivien Leigh, we have
among the fabulous treasures of the
Ingrid Bergman—replete with black
Aztec emperor, Montezuma. George
wig—as a tempestuous Creole of ques¬
Zucco plays an archeologist who uses
tionable birth who plays fast and
the flying serpent to do away with
loose with the staid citizenry of New
anyone who gets too close to his
Orleans, in the year 1875.
guarded treasures. You won’t believe
There is nothing ethereal about
it—even after vou see it!
Bergman’s performance, but she does
PEOPLE ARE FUNNY (Pine-Thomas, Par¬
prove her versatility as one of the
amount release) is based on Art Linkmost distinguished actresses extant by
letter’s radio show of the same name.
her earthy characterization of the
Radio sponsor Rudy Vallee (who is
beautiful and headstrong Clio Ducomic just by adding a pair of black
laine. Gary Cooper doesn’t have a
rimmed glasses) is looking for a new
chance, when she is bent on ensnaring
radio show. Ozzie Nelson and Philip
him. And ensnared he is—in short
Reed are both after the account, and
order!
both are trying to sell Vallee Jack
Flora Robson, Jerry Austin, John
Haley’s “People are Funny” program.
War burton, Florence Bates and a host
Helen Walker is the girl in the mid¬
of other competent actors are well
dle, who succeeds in playing one end
cast in their parts. Sam Wood
against the other to come out “the
directed.
winnah!”
FRONTIER GIRL (Universal)—Yvonne
LIGHTNING RAIDERS (PRC) stars “King
DeCarlo and Rod Cameron in an ac¬
of the Wild West” Buster Crabbe.
tion tale
(vintage 1890)
of the
It’s all about a mail robbery at Oak
western village of Red Horse Gulch.
Flats.
A1 (Fuzzy) St. John and
Andy Devine, Fuzzy Knight, Andrew
Mady Laurence wear their spurs as
Tombes, Sheldon Leonard are ade¬
though they were born to the saddle.
quate in their supporting roles.
Well, why not?
HIT THE HAY (Columbia) presents Judy
HOW DO YOU DO (PRC), said The Mad
Canova as a swinging opera singer.
Russian (Bert Gordon) to the corpse
When she finds she can’t hit the high
as it quietly disappeared. Practically
notes, she makes ’em low-down. Ross
everyone in this mad, mad film plays
Hunter, Paul Stanton and Dorris
“himself” or “herself.” There’s Harry
Merrick are included—just for the
Von Zell, Cheryl Walker, Frank
hayride!
Albertson, Claire Windsor and Keye
LIFE WITH BLONDIE (Columbia) is no
Luke—and they’re all suspected of
bed of daisies—as Dagwood has found
murder!
out! Dagwood’s dog Daisy gets dogFOLLOW THAT WOMAN (Pine-Thomas)
napped, and among those to the res¬
—Wife Nancy Kelly has sleuth-lean¬
cue are Penny Singleton, Arthur
ings and gleans crime info from the
Lake, Larry Simms, Jonathan Hale,
sommac-gurglings of her detective
Ernest Truex and Veda Ann Borg.
spouse, William Gargan. Thereby
DAKOTA (Republic) is a lusty Western
hangs the tale, and eventually the
starring John Wayne and Vera Hruba
murderer.
Hubby solves the crime
Ralston, who has substituted fancy
in spite of help from Nancy, Ed Gar¬
dress for her skating costume. Mike
gan, Regis Toomey and Don Costello.
Mazurki plays a half-breed and
Walter Brennan, Ward Bond, and Ona
Munson are competent, as always, in
supporting roles.
YOLANDA AND THE THIEF (MGM)
is a great big musical extravaganza
in Technicolor that just doesn’t come
off. It has all the ingredients—Fred
Astaire, Lucille Bremer and Frank
Morgan heading the cast; directed by
Vincente Minnelli, dances staged by
Eugene Loring, and based on a story
by Ludwig Bemelmans.
Miss Bremer is lovely to behold and
provides a graceful dancing partner
for Fred Astaire (who plans to retire
from pictures). But, what should
have been a charming light fantasy
turns into a dull, plodding routine
plot.
The heaviness of the whole
thing is relieved only by the deft per¬
formances of Mildred Natwick, as a
slightly pixillated femme, and Leon
Ames.
SWING PARADE OF 1946 (Monogram)
is a musical valentine with large
doses of song from Gale Storm, Phil
Regan and Connie Boswell.
The
Three Stooges are in there slapping
each other around, and Ed Brophy
Gale Storm is in "Swing Parade of 1946.”

GINGER ROGERS
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boisterous parties;
Driving in traffic.
I’M GUILTY OF
Reading in bed;
Forgetting to eat when absorbed in
my work or my hobbies;
Preferring to drive my car myself;
Delegating responsibility for details;
Trying for perfection, whether or
not I reach it.
I ENJOY
Biographies of musicians and artists,
stories of travel and adventure;
Hot, spicy Spanish food, and
Those succulent Chinese dishes
served in this country—I have no
idea whether they serve them in
China or not;
Attending art gallery shows, espe¬
cially those of new artists;
Playing tennis.
I REMEMBER
The first time I drove the family
car. I was too young to have a
license and was never allowed at
the wheel alone, but my mother
and stepfather were away and
there was the car in the drive¬
way! ... I had a wonderful time,
rolling through town, stopping at
my favorite drugstore to toss off
a soda, then out on the road
again. ... I lost count of time, or
else the family got home sooner
than they were expected, for they
were waiting for me when I drove
happily up on the driveway
again. . . . Let’s forget what hap¬
pened next!
MY FIRST CRUSH
Was a boy who went to grade school
with me in Texas, and who
danced like a whiz (I thought).
MY FIRST AMBITION
Was to be a teacher, because I
adored my Texas school English
teacher, Ruth Zant. I don’t think
I actually considered the rewards
of teaching, or the labor involved;
it was just that I wanted to be
just like Miss Zant.
THE TURNING POINT IN MY LIFE
Came when I was fourteen and de¬
cided I wanted to go into show
business. No one in the family
had ever been connected with the
theater, and I thought myself very
daring when I entered a Charles¬
ton contest. I won it, and was on
my way.
I’M EXTRAVAGANT ABOUT
Records for my phonograph: I have
practically every classical Co¬
lumbia and Victor record now;
Hats: I love the big-brimmed ones,
the smart, saucy little ones; the
crazy hats; those that are highcrowned, those with feathers, and
those that are mere wisps of tulle
or veil. ... I love hats!
Buying things for Christmas: I like
to find exactly the right gift for
each person on my list.
I DO NOT BELIEVE
In Fate or Luck, because I consider
such beliefs pagan.
I DON’T CARE FOR
Shopping;
Brussels sprouts;
Small talk;
Stuffy rooms;
Card games.
I LOVE
To paint, to make charcoal draw¬
ings, to sculpture. I have never

wzma'zc/ye

Vm’fWK SHE 'KNEW IT ALL',..

Ignorance of these Intimate Physical Facts
has wrecked many a happy marriage!
What a different story if only this young
wife knew the real truth about intimate
feminine hygiene. If only she realized
how important douching two or three
times a week often is to feminine cleanli¬
ness, health and marriage happiness. If
only her knowledge of douching was
modern, scientific and up-to-datel
And it would be if she’d use zonite
in her douche because no other type
liquid antiseptic-germicide of all those
tested is so powerful yet so safe to
delicate tissues. Just askyourown Doctor.

Principle Discovered By Famous
Surgeon and Renowned Chemist
In this day of enlightenment—it’s ridicu¬
lous to even think any well-informed and
careful woman would use weak, home¬
made mixtures of salt, soda or vinegar in
the douche. She certainly should know by

now that these ‘kitchen makeshifts’ do
not and can not give the great germicidal
and deodorizing action of zonite.
Yet zonite is positively non-poison¬
ous, non-burning, non-irritating. It con¬
tains no phenol, creosote or bichloride of
mercury. You can use zonite as directed
as often as necessary—it’s harmless!

All Drugstores—No
Prescription Needed
actually destroys and removes
odor-causing waste substances. Helps
guard against infection. It’s so power¬
ful no germs of any kind tested have
ever been found that zonite will not kill
on contact. You know it’s not always
possible to contact all the germs in the
tract, but you can be sure that zonite
immediately kills all reachable living germs
and keeps them from multiplying. Buy
zonite today!
zonite

FREE!

Zonite
FOR NEWER

feminine /lyyiene

For frank discussion of intimate'
physical facts—mail this coupon to
Zonite Products, Dept. ML-16, 370
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.,
and receive enlightening FREE booklet
edited by several eminent Gynecologists.
NameAddressStote_
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SWOON BRACELET
Plated in 24 Karat GOLD with

6 PICTURE FRAMES contains
12 beautiful, latest photos of
SINATRA, CROSBY. COMO, HAYMES,
RUSSELL & JOHNSON
Here** a charm bracelet that** out of thit world. Wear
your pin-up boy* on your wrist. YOU’LL LOVE IT—you
won't want to take it off. Genuine 24 karat gold plated
bracelet, with 6 miniature frames. If you wish, you can
replace swoon-singer photos with pictures of your
sweetheart, husband, brother, mother baby—anyone
you love to look at alt the time.

,

Only 91.98 complete~Includ.es tax.

Fit EE gorgeous picture frame
/
.*

earrings with Van Johnson

GIVEN
ivith order.

photos
SI.98

if you send

...

{regent JEWELRY CORP. Dept. 1*1-1
!| 54$ - 5th Aye., New York 17, N.Y.
■ Please rush me...Swoon Charm Bracelets at $1.98,
• which already includes 20% Federal tax.
| □ I will poy the postman S1.98 for each bracelet plus
I
COO and postoge.
1 □ Check here if you are sending $1.98,
I
bracelet and Free Van Johnson Earrings.

thus

getting

| Name.
| Address.

MONEY

BACK

GUARANTEE

TO SPOTLIGHT
YOUR NATURAL BEAUTY
Wear Prismatic Make-up un¬
changed all day long. Depend
on it to cover blemishes and
bring your face the soft,
radiant loveliness £»■»....
jum
for average skins
that men adore!
Three drops
draps
will do the
magic!

A
/ vi

for dry skins
PORCELAIN . . 7.50
for oily skins
Plus 20% tax

At better stores, or write

ANATOLE

ROBBINS

5229 Hollywood Blvd. • Hollywood 27. Calif.
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taken lessons in any form of art,
popular song;
but I’ve always had fun sketch¬
Travel all over the world. England,
ing. I spend time between takes
France and Switzerland are fifist
on the set making caricatures or
on my list of places to see, but I’d
pencil sketches of interesting
go on from there. I’ve never been
faces.
abroad. I had a world trip planned
I USED TO
before the outbreak of war, and
Like to fix up ice-cream sodas and
now it looks as if that dream
build fancy sundaes at my ice¬
might come true.
cream bar in the playroom—and
Produce pictures. I plan to become
I still do!
a producer in association with my
Invent dance routines while I lis¬
mother, Lela Rogers. Wouldn’t it
tened to dance music—I still do.
be wonderful to win an Academy
It relaxes me to turn on the radio
Award with one of our own pic¬
and try out new steps.
tures?
THE NICEST THING THAT WAS
THE MOST IMPORTANT PERSON
EVER DONE FOR ME
IN MY LIFE
Wasn’t one thing, it was two.
Is my husband, Jack.
As a rule, at the end of a picture,
THE FIRST THING I NOTICE
the star of the film gives presents
ABOUT A MAN
to the crew. It’s a great honor
Is his behavior toward his wife. Is
when the gift-giving is reversed.
he more interested in paying at¬
In “Tom, Dick and Harry,” the crew
tention to the other women pres¬
surprised me with a .410 gun,
ent, noticing their dropped hand¬
knowing I like to shoot at targets.
kerchiefs, the chilly wind, the
In “The Major and the Minor,” the
heat, or whatever may affect their
crew had a bronze bell cast for
comfort—or does he think first of
my Oregon ranch. It wasn’t the
his wife? Does he show that he
value of the gifts, it was the
enjoys being with her? . . . The
thought behind them. I still glow
same thing goes for a single man
when I think of them.
and his attitude toward the girl
I HATE
he is escorting.
To write letters;
THE FIRST THING I NOTICE
To get into arguments;
ABOUT A WOMAN
To decide what I want to eat when
Is the reverse of what I notice
I’m working;
about a man. Is she interested in
People who keep fussing about un¬
attracting other men, or is she
important things.
contented to please her husband?
I HAVE FUN
Does she try to give him a happy
Discussing current questions with
time, or is she taking his atten¬
people who know what they are
tion for granted and looking for
talking about;
other adventures? . . . The same
Playing those quiz games that are
thing goes, if a girl is single and
supposed to improve your vo¬
is out with an escort.
cabulary;
MY FAVORITE
Swimming;
Songs are “People Will Say We’re
Dancing;
In Love” and “Dancing In The
Lying in the sun;
Dark”;
Riding in an open car.
Author is Somerset Maughajn;
I’M FOND OF
Composer is Rachmaninoff, for some
The color blue;
moods; for others, I enjoy TchaiWalking in country roads;
kowski;
Starlight;
Food—oh how can I choose? Fried
Working with clay;
chicken, mashed potatoes, gravy,
Fishing;
steak, green salad, ice cream—and
Boating;
more ice cream.
Almost anything you can do in the
Picture is the one I’m going to
open air.
make tomorrow.
THE GREATEST THRILL
I WISH
working life was winning
Now that we have peace, we could
the Academy Award for “Kitty
find a medium of exchange other
Foyle.”
than the dollar. I could be wrong,
SOME DAY I’D LIKE TO
but I think that would solve a
Write the words and music for a
good many tough problems.

INSIDE HOLLYWOOD
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 54)

“Van," grinned Mr. Johnson.
The skeptical kindergarten kid studied Van
for several minutes. "You're teasing me," he
diagnosed. "Van isn't a name. A van is
what you move furniture in. When we
moved, a van took my bicycle from our old
house to our new house—so there!"
SHARP COOKIE:
'

Did you know that Charles Boyer's stand-in
is named Fig Newton? He swears that it's
his correct, legal, and born-with-it tag.
At least it's a change of fruit; Mr. Newton s
most -illustrious forebear was involved, you
may remember, with apples.
UN-DECCA-RATED:
Friends who have heard him sing, and fans
lucky enough to have tuned in on his guest
appearance with Frank Sinatra, will be
happy to scream that Alan Ladd has one of
the ten best popular male singing voices in
America. Decca has waxed three recordings,
but they have not been released because Par¬
amount objects. This is one of the chief
causes, according to Hollywood rumor, of the
difficulty between Alan and his studio. You
might be able to help Alan by obliterating
Paramount with a snowfall of mail begging
for release of those recordings.
*

*

*

MORE DARNED PUN:
Robert Shayne's going-away present to his
wife, when she left for a Georgian visit with
relatives, was a diamond wristwatch bearing
the inscription, "Love For All Time."
*
*
*
FIGURE-TIVELY SPEAKING:
On the set of MGM's "Black Sheep," dap¬
ple-nosed young Butch Jenkins burst from the
schoolroom, waving a slip of tablet paper.
To Jimmie Craig, Butch gloated, "I just did
four pages of takeaways."
"Yeah? And what might 'takeaways' be?"
Butch's forehead creased.
"Oh, gosh—
you know that. Five takeaway four is one.
Nine takeaway three is six. Takeaways—
you know!",
*

*

*

FINALES:
Did you know that Ella Raines and Ken¬
neth Trout have separated, and that a divorce
is being arranged?
Michael St. Angel and Mary Holiday found
marriage no heavenly holiday and will ter¬
minate their ties.
*

*

*

SOCK-O!
Mr. Bill Edwards recently opened a parcel
-—the gift of fans—and unfurled a pair of in¬
candescent red socks. The girls (students in
High School) had knitted the socks, and had
embroidered on them in blue and white
thread, the titles of six of Bill's pictures.
Hanging the socks on his dressing room
mirror for luck, Bill admitted that he was
touched to the sole.
*

*

Before

"What Happened

%EN I LOST 38 fOUNDSr

—as told by Mrs. Ann Weir of East St. Louis, III.

“When I was married,” says Ann Weir,
“I weighed 127. But after I had my fourth
child, my weight went up to 166. I had
what men call a ‘bay window.’ I read re¬
ducing diets, tried reducing exercises.
But all my efforts brought no results.
“For two years I kept reading about
the DuBarry Success Course, which you
follow right at home, but I feared it would
be expensive. When I found how little it
cost, my husband gave me the Course,
and with my doctor’s approval, I started.
In six weeks I lost 22 pounds, kept on
and lost 16 more—right where I needed
to lose them—9 inches off my abdomen,
6 off my waist, 6V2 off my hips.
“People had always told me I had a
nice complexion, but it has improved
100%, and what I learned about make-up
has been a revelation. So here’s what hap¬
pened when I lost those 38 pounds: I re¬
gained my slender waistline, I wear my

clothes with assurance, I have more en¬
ergy—and I look ten years younger. Far
from being expensive, the Course has
been an investment that has brought won¬
derful dividends in health and happiness!’

HOW ABOUT YOU?

Haven’t you
wished that you could be slender again, hear
the compliments of friends, wear youthful
styles, feel like a new person? The DuBarry
Success Course can help you.
It shows you how to follow at home the
methods taught by Ann Delafield at the fa¬
mous Richard Hudnut Salon, New York. The
plan is intensely practical. You get an analy¬
sis of your needs, a goal to work for and a
plan for attaining it. You learn how to bring
your weight and body proportions to normal,
care for your skin, style your hair becom¬
ingly, use make-up for glamour—look better,
feel better, be at your best.
Why not use the coupon to find out
what this Course can do for you?

RICHARD HUDNUT SALON
NEW

Ann Delafield, Directing

YORK

Richard Hudnut Salon,

Dept. SA-54, 693 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please send the booklet telling all about the
DuBarry Home Success Course.

*

CLASS CLASH:
Anne Baxter's sleek car recently was in¬
volved in a traffic accident. As a result,
Anne is in possession of two new somethings
added: (1) a cast on her left hand because of
a broken finger; (2) an anecdote. Seems that

After

Miss
Mrs..

K'itn your Course, you receive a Chest
containing a generous supply of DuBarry
Beauty and Make up Preparations.

j

Street.

I Citu—

Zone No,
if any

State.
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the other car involved in the minor smashup
was a weary old jalopy with accessories
fastened by hairpins.

Several of its more

fanciful gadgets were scattered by the im¬
pact, whereas Anne's heavier car suffered
little scuffing.
The senior "teen" owner of this gow job
emerged from his vehicle, glared at Anne,
and observed bitterly, "I might have known
I'd meet up with a Cadillac!"
*

*

*

GOOD EGG:

fottu-fod /•??.
& (3 FOR $3,851
$3.85)

Thrilling new UPLIFT . . . marvelous VALUE! Young,
rounded lines in a beautiful brassiere of rayonand-cotton with double-net top. Flatters every
woman! Sizes 32 to 38.

White or Peach.

Berry co-eu or Hollywood
Dept. 373,6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

SEND NO MONEY —WE MAIL C.O.D.
BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD, Dept. 373
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please send me "Betty-Bra” at $1.39 plus postage.

(Circle site wanted)
(Check color wanted)

(3 for $3.85) Size* 32 34 36 38
Colors: Peach □

White □

Nome_
Address_
City-Zone_State_

SAVE as never before!
Genuine Fine-Cut

DIAMONDS
Not chips, but genuine,
fine-cut sparkling dia¬
monds poisedin superbly
styled 14 kt. solid gold
settings I At amazingly
low prices made possible
only by our wholesale
diamond connections.
Diamond rings for women and men, $24 to $700
Diamond wedding rings, $16.75 to $72.50.
Write today for FREE illustrated booklet

The news that Jim Flynn, husband of Doro¬
thy Haver, was on his way home caught the
Havers without their guestroom finished.
Frantically, June, Dorothy, and Mrs. Haver
drove to the station to meet the returned ser¬
vice man; Dorothy and her husband took a
suite at a hotel, while June and Mrs. Haver
rushed home.
First, they spent several hours stitching up
drapes and hanging glass curtains; then (be¬
cause of the linen shortage) they transferred
the fresh sheets from June's bed to the guest¬
room. After that, they decided that they had
inadequate supplies for a really rousing
Welcome Home breakfast, and—at two in the
morning—drove to an All-Night Drive-In and
tried to cajole the proprietor out of half a
dozen eggs.
Sitting at the counter was an officer who
decided that two girls (Mrs. Haver looks like
June's older sister) who were roaming around
at that hour in search of eggs and milk must
be over-stimulated. He drew them aside to
say, "Look, kids, I don't want to have to run
you in. Go on home and forget this silly
notion of trying to buy groceries at a DriveIn. Have some black coffee and beat it."
Laughing, June explained the situation.
The officer thought it over, reached a decision
that the story was sober and lucid. "Tell
you what; my mother owns a little chicken
ranch. I'll get a dozen eggs from her and
bring them to you, if you girls will go on
home," he said.
The Havers, triumphant with two bottles
of milk, went home. At five A.M. the officer
arrived with a dozen eggs for the breakfast
of a returned G.I.
No, they were not—as you may suspect—
hard boiled, a fact that proves the local
gendarme force to be a fine body of men.

BOND DIAMOND CO. Dept.

HW 5
562 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.

WHOLESALE DIAMOND

DIALERS

SINCE

1881

*

*

celebrate her birthday, her husband,

Dick

CromwelL said, "Darling, a piano will be de¬
livered here this afternoon.

Since we're to

have a group of our most intimate friends as
dinner guests to celebrate your birthday, I
thought it would be nice to rent a piano for

is

Someone is sure to ask you to
an

accomplished

pianist;

so,

during the festive evening, she gratified the
guests by doing several piano concerts.
The

following

morning,

when she

came

downstairs, she found a card on the "rented"
piano: "With all the love in the world—Your
husband." said the birthday greeting.
*

*

*

WARNING TO A BASICALLY NICE PERSON:
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ipiunuuuicQ o-crnsj arc available only throug
properly licensed pharmacists. Never sold by mail or ma
order houses. Consult your physician _ purchase froi
your pharmacy.**»S. M. Laboratories,Seattle t,Wasl

Jane

Withers

and

John

Dali

Above, Lt. A. C. Lyle.

Guy has a great many friends about town
who are puzzled by a certain new attitude.
This is just a friendly warning to him: stay
as sweet as you were.
*

*

*

REPORT ON PETER:
Peter Newton Ford is keeping his mother,
Eleanor PowelL very busy.

Eleanor rolls out

each morning at six, prepares or heats Pete's
formula, bathes the young gentleman, pre¬
pares his father's breakfast, waves a fond
goodbye, then puts young Ford to bed for a
morning nap.

For some time, Eleanor's life

has been devoted to her home and the wel¬
fare of her young son, but occasionally the
movie star in her nature rears a lonely head.
When the

telephone rang one afternoon

lately, and Eleanor answered, an ingratiating
voice asked. "Is this Eleanor Powell?"
Instantly a number of thoughts raced through
her mind.

No, she thought, she couldn't pos¬

sibly do a benefit.
new picture.
tour—after
teeth.

No, she couldn't start a

No, she couldn't go on a camp

alL

Peter

Newton

was

cutting

All her motion picture defenses mar¬

shalled

themselves.

"Yes.

this

is

Eleanor

Powell," she responded cautiously.
the wire, "When Mr. Ford comes home, will

Two days before'Angela Lansbury was to

Angela

says

Said the dulcet voice on the other end of

*

GRAND GIFT:

the occasion.
play."

Rumor

are a new twosome.

Guy Madison was given his first break in
Since You Went Away." You remember
him as the sailor who finally joined the
happy combination of Jones & Walker. Re¬
cently, his career has been given another
elevator treatment under the impetus of the
starring role in "The Dream Of Home."

you please ask him to telephone his agent?"
"Surely," said Eleanor with alacrity.
After she had hung up, she realized that
she was deflated.
her.

The call had not been for

That unknown voice hadn't asked her

to do a benefit, nor a camp tour, nor a per¬
sonal appearance.
She laughed at herself
—but rather lightly.
*

*

*

OBJECT LESSON:

This is a delicate story.
As you probably know, Dorothy Lamour
and her husband, Major Bill Howard, own
a ranch near San Bernardino. On this ranch
they had a porker, feminine gender,
enceinte of condition. One afternoon recently,
one of the ranch employees informed the maid
that piglets were being ushered into the
world. Mrs. Howard, unaccustomed to coun¬
try life, hurried down to the barnyard. She
was reverently interested, since she, herself,
is a prospective mother.
Somewhat later she returned to the house,
rather whitefaced. To the maid she said
in a small, tired voice, "Twelve, Twelve new
children. What a responsibility!"

WHERE LIES THE HEART?

Ordinarily, when a picture is "killed," re¬

Local columnists have made much ol the
fact that Bette Davis occasionally dates her

of the print.

ex-husband.

routine, however.

Ham

Nelson.

However,

those

several

He tore the refused shots

into

urbane human being who

pieces.

"Somebody

is

to say, "Those are swell of Dick, let's shoot

is entirely possible for a divorced husband

them through anyhow'," he grinned.

.and

have to protect 'Pappy'."

wife

to

be

good

friends.

The

Davis

twinkles of the romantic eye, however, are
entirely reserved for Corporal Lewis Riley.
Awaiting the showing of the brilliant Eisen¬
hower film, "The True Glory," she said ex¬
citedly, "Wouldn't it be wonderful if I should
see Lou?

After all, he was nearby when

this entire picture was made; he might be in
some

of the

backgrounds!"

And

when

a

friend said, "I hear that you've been seeing
Ham,"

she

answered

casually,

seen him a couple of times.

"Yes,

I've

He looks fine."

JUDGMENT:

Because Jeanne Crain is a minor, the law
requires that her contract be reviewed by a
judge of the municipal court. Recently she
appeared before Judge Joseph Vickers and
was quizzed about the terms of her contract
with 20th Century-Fox; the ramifications of
options, scaled wage increases, impounded
bonds, guardianship allowances, and agency
fees were gone into thoroughly. Jeanne never
faltered; she answered each question fully
and with assurance.
Afterward, Judge Vickers observed that
she was the most intelligent and most ac¬
curately informed petitioner of her age, ever
to appear in his court.

*

*
a

Palomino

horse

named "Pappy," and it is no exaggeration
to say that Dick's interest in the photogenicity
of "Pappy" is greater by many many de¬
grees than his concern for his own camera
appearance.

Recently a magazine made a

number of studies of Dick riding "Pappy"
and submitted the pictures to Dick for O.K.
. He tossed out several, causing a studio rep¬
resentative to protest, "But, Dick, why throw
away that picture?

It's one of the best can-

dids I've ever seen of you."

Sonja Henie was adorable in a short
formal, form-moulding, and made of an
emerald green fabric covered from neckline
to hem with emerald bugle beads.
Other guests included Enric Mad^iguera,
who had just opened at Ciro's; T. Netcher, Mr.
and Mrs. Russell Birdwell, Otto Preminger,
Eddie Sutherland, Edwin Schallert, and a
number of Carole's writing friends: Jack Hol¬
land, Maude Cheatam, and Dora Albert.
*

of the legs?

*

*

FESTIVE FETE:

iridescent
given

dream

by

was

Louella

the

party

Parsons.

A

re¬
tent

had been set up in the patio, and a dance
floor installed.

Set up along the north side

of the tent was a loaded table of drooly food
catered by Romanoff's in the northwest corner
was a rumba orchestra.
Enjoying champagne cocktails and dinner
were nearly all of the great of Hollywood,
to wit: Claudette Colbert and Dr. Joel Press¬
man; Mr. and Mrs. Alan Ladd; June Haver
with Frank Latimore (who were sweethearts
in "The Dolly Sisters"); Dana and Mary An¬
drews (Dana wearing sideburns and looking

Dick nodded. "It's all right of me, but look
at "Pappy," it's bad for him.

*

Very suave soiree was that cocktail party
recently given by Carole Landis in her new
home in Beverly Hills. Carole wore a short
white brocade skirt into which was tucked
a broad-shouldered, bracelet-sleeved, highnecked black silk jersey blouse. At the
throat there was a -triangle of gold embroid¬
ery. Her hair was combed into a soft pom¬
padour in front, allowed to fall free in back,
and encircling her head was a halo of baby
purple orchids, flown from Honolulu by clip¬
per at the order of one of the Landis admirers.

most
owns

JUMPER

"So I

LA VIA GAI:

cently
Haymes

_

*

likely

Strictly fugitive from an autograph-hunter's

*

NEIGH. NEIGH!
Dick

spotUGHT

Dick wasn't satisfied with this

who know her well, realize that Bette is an
believes that it

SEND DIRECT TO HOLLYWOOD,

jection is indicated by tearing off the corner

See the angle

I can't have "Pappy" looking

like a plug, you know."

very west'run for his part in "Canyon Pas¬
sage''); Glenn Ford chatting with Jerry Asher
(Ellie couldn't come to the party because her
young son, Peter Newton, was cutting teeth
and was infuriated by the process); Sonny
and Barbara Tufts, Hoagy Carmichael, who
was persuaded to play three of his songs;
Betty

and

Ted

Briskin

(Betty

sang

with

Hoagy; Ted is so well liked around Hollywood
that everyone is calling his new wife, Mrs.
Ted Briskin, without reference to her career
surname, Hutton); Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young
(who are expecting their fourth child soon);
Mr. and Mrs. John Payne (who are anticipat¬
ing their first); John Hodiak and Anne Baxter
(who gets lovelier by the minute—and wittier,
too);

Sonja

Henie

and

Van Johnson;

with heart throb appeal.
Royal
Luana Cloth in White, Maize, Green and
Baby Pink. $3.98 plus handling and mailing
costs.

SEND NO MONEYpo^an1

TC

Days’ Examination privilege (money refunded if not de¬
lighted). Order by mail from Janne of Hollywood for
guaranteed satisfaction.

little

JANNE OF HOLLYWOOD

to say hello; Elsa Maxwell at a table with

Dept. 107-S
5071 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California

Mr. and Mrs. Darryl Zanuck; Mr. and Mrs.

Please send “Spotlight" Jumper.

Italy; Jimmie Stewart laughing with Henry

□ Cinnamon
□ Maize

Fonda—both in civvies; Ruth Waterbury chat¬

Size 11, 13, 15, 17, 19

ting with Ann Sothern (in a handsome blue

Send Blouse

feather cartwheel hat) and Bob Sterling; Jack

□ White
□ Maize
Size 32, 34, 36, 38

Benny

and

Mary

Livingstone;

vivid

Mary

Anita Loos talking to lovely Laraine Day;
and dozens and dozens and dozens of other

to see the King of the Cowboys and Trigger.

BLOUSE

Margaret O'Brien remained only long enough

Allan Jones talking about their USO trip to

Roy Rogers' fans flocked to the N. Y. Rodeo

Bewitching little darling
of Spotlight attractive¬
ness that turns male heads. Lasting loveliness
in girlishly slim pleat skirt, accenting the new
"narrow" look and high-lighting a novel NAILHEAD belt trim. Crease resistant, long wear¬
ing Rayon Romaine, in Cinnamon, Blue-gray,
Melon, Lime, White and Maize. Sizes I I to 19.
$7.98 plus handling and mailing costs.

marquee names.

□ Blue-gray
□ Melon
□ Lime
□ White
(give 2 choices)
(circle size)
□ Green
(circle size)

□ Pink

Name...
Address.

Really a terrific party.
City...State.

The End
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Costs only

A DAY • EACH ADULT
IVie.A DAY . EACH CHILD
FOR SICKNESS OR ACCIDENT
Hospital Expenses paid, up to . . .
$540 00
(beginning with the first day )
FOR ACCIDENT
Doctor Expense paid, up to
. . .
$135.00
Loss of Wages reimbursed up to .
$300 00
Loss of Life by Accident.$1000.00
WAR COVERAGE and EXTRA BENEFITS
Childbirth Expense paid, u|Ho
. .
$60.00
Sickness or accident can easily wipe out, in a
few weeks, savings it may have taken years to
accumulate. Don't let this happen to you. With
a Family Mutual Hospitalization Policy, you'll
be able to pay vour hospital bills. In case of
accident, you will be reimbursed for your doctor
expenses and for loss of time from work. Your
Family Mutual card admits you to any hospital
in the United States and your own family
doctor may attend you. Benefits applying to
Children are 50* of those paid adults.
MAIL C00P0N TODAY— No Agent Will Bother You
FAMILr MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.. WILMINGTON 99, DEL

Family Mutual Life Insurance Co.

601 Shipley St., Wilmington 99, Del.

H W-IO

Please send me. without obligation, complete informa¬
tion on your Economical Hospitalisation Plan.
NAME_
ADDRESS.
CITY.

M

STATE

MATERNITY

From

: O DRESSES
The newest in smart Maternity"
Dresses for home and street wear.
Darling frocks for cmnfort and concealing lines. All at
surprisingly low prices.
A dress for every occasion.

FRFF from
mm

HOLLYWOOD

In Lb New catalog sent upon request in plain
__
'vTaPPer- freeWrite today.

HNEu°nJ?0i-L^'y?01?'
Blvd.,
Hollywood, California. Dept-

13. 5071 Hollywood

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12)
Dear Miss Wyman:
I am a girl of 15. My problem is that
I am very funny looking, hind when I walk
down the street, all the boys make fun of
me. I didn’t mind at first, but when they
all made fun of me, then it got me. Every
time I see a boy, I always try to avoid him
by crossing the street or looking in store
windows. Do you know what I can do to
overcome this thing?
Bettina
Dear Bettina:
I do not quite know what you mean
by “funny looking,” unless you feel
that you are not pretty. But don’t you
realize that a great many people are
plain looking? It isn’t how you look, it
is what you are inside that counts, and
if you will go back into your history,
you Mill find that many of the most
charming and well-loved women were
plain almost to the point of ugliness.
I suggest that you read “The Little
Locksmith” by Katharine Hathway, the
true story of the authoress. She had a
deformed back, but was able to make
people forget that handicap so entirely
that she gained a host of friends and
even a husband. Surely your problem
is small in comparison to hers, don’t
you think?
And stop trying to run away from
those teasing boys—you are brave
enough to admit your failing, so I know
you are brave enough to hold your chin
high and face them with the determi¬
nation that you are going to be charm¬
ing and interesting enough to make
them forget your looks. Remember,
too, that the flavor goes out of teasing
when the teased one ignores it.
JANE WYMAN

Dear Jane:
I don’t imagine you’d call this a problem,
but to me it surely is one.
You see, I am a regular movie fan and
often I’ve wanted to ask stars for their
autographed pictures for my collection.
How would you go about getting these
pictures?
Jacqueline
Dear Jacqueline:
I am printing your letter becanse I
get many asking for the same infor¬
mation. If you will MTite the actors and
actresses, in care of the studios for
which they work, I am sure you will get
the pictures requested. If you run into
further problems, however, address your
inquiries to Doris Cline, Editor of
Movieland.
JANE WYMAN

Dear Jane:
I am now a High School .student, but
when I was a child, I used to suck my
thumb, which left me with a very thick
and square looking lower lip.
My sister says lipstick looks awful on
me, and without makeup on, no one will
pay attention to you or ask you to go
out.
Nancy

Man’s Wateh Only $11.45 —Ladies’ Watch Only $14.J5
Pfj'ttifully styled watches of superb quality. New a nit
J‘1,ade by Swiss craftsmen, leaders In fine
EMy-tS?eadgHn>,|tnip‘V®'
Genuine Leather band®
Y^llKdeliehi'd, AmaaneGif'tBo^10"8' 8tcd Back-

or Money Back
t
^rite today. Tell us whether you wai
exquisite8
8
watch’or the ladieJ’ daint;
Po2tSe and inV piC,h'
T pay postman C.O.D. pit
auiok^W^#*
Federal T&?- ,Lir»»ted quantity. Get you
quick. Written Guarantee With Every Order.
International Diamond Co., 2251 Calumet Are., Dept.PIO, Chicaio 16.1

Dear Nancy:
Wonders can be done to the shape
of your mouth by knowing the proper
way to apply lipstick.
I would suggest that you go to a
good beauty parlor and let them show
you how to put lipstick on to mini¬
mize the size of your lower lip.
You should also get a lipstick brush
to apply it, for a much better job can
be done with a brush.
JANE WYMAN

(Continued on page 76)

ACTING ARTISTS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 37)
the important thing she creates. I
nearly fell out of my car today when
I passed Billie Dove. I used to adore
her in pictures years ago and she still
looks just as she did then. Linda
Darnell has that same kind of beauty.
You’ll be able to recognize Linda at
50 or 60 because the personality she
has created won’t change.”
Linda’s excursions into painting and
sculpture are being taken seriously
by other experts, however, and she
gets her relaxation with canvas and
clay.
Ida Lupino does pastoral
sketches of California,
Constance
Bennett’s lively pencil creates fashion
designs, and little Margaret O’Brien
is seldom without a crayon.
“I’ll make you a picture,” offers
Margaret, if she likes you, and she
commandeers paper. She sits, quiet
but tense, fingers flying, gray eyes
darting swift and shining glances at
her model, tongue caught between
her teeth.
That’s what Jeanne Crain used to
do when she was even younger than
Hollywood’s baby genius. As soon as
Jeanne could hold a pencil, she made
pictures. Other two and three year
olds draw too, so that wasn’t remark¬
able—but Jeanne never stopped. She
used to sketch in watercolors on side¬
walks, the pictures drying up and dis¬
appearing when the sun came out.
When she was in the third grade at a
Los Angeles school, she won an art
scholarship in a contest open to chil¬
dren in all grades throughout the
city, and received a year’s training
under professional artists.
“An actor must do something else,”
argues Jeanne, “we are alone among
those in all the arts because we. can
never really see what we are doing.
We play a scene, but we can’t be sure
if it’s coming out as we planned.
Months later when we see it on the
screen, like as not the result isn’t
what we expected.
“A painter, a writer, a musician, all
do their work for themselves, first of
all; if it pleases them, they pass it on.
But an actor must please someone
else.”
Richard Whorf, Hollywood’s fore¬
most artist, held two one-man shows
at the Little Gallery. The first was
a French Show for which Mr. Whorf
did 66 paintings, including some
sketches he had made years before
in Paris. Every one of them was sold
before the end of the third day. But
his “Theater Show” was the most
talked of show in Hollywood; for this,
he did 50 paintings.
There was Charles Boyer’s selec¬
tion: “When’re you cornin’ back?”
a shabby old theater dressingroom,
paint scaling off the ugly wall on
which names have been written or
scratched, a mirror, a make-up shelf
holding a battered cigar box filled
with stumps of grease paints, worn
down brushes and stained rags, a
cheap wooden chair with an ancient
bathrobe thrown across it.
Even more widely acclaimed was
“One Night Stand,” a picture showing
three dismal looking people standing
with suitcases near a track somewhere
south of Abilene, Texas. There’s no
light in the station and only a dim
one down street at a gas station. They
stand there, gazing up the dark and
(Continued on page 80)

Editor’s Note:
In answer to the
many, many Movieland reader re¬
quests for addresses of this or that
fan favorite, it’s necessary to explain:
sorry, no can do. We can’t hand out
home addresses, or unlisted personal
telephone numbers—don't you wish
we could!—but, we can “put you in
touch,” through this star-studio
directory.
The list given here, complete and
accurate as it’s possible to make it,
has been prepared “as of the present.”
We ask you to keep this in mind, be¬
cause some of the player contracts
are shared by more than one studio,
others are signed for a single picture,
and still others specifically reserve the
right to “free lance” from one studio
to another. Named here, in each case,
is the studio where mail should be
addressed now.
Col—Columbia Pictures Corp.
1438 North Gower
Hollywood 28, Calif.
DOS—David O. Selznick Prod., Inc.
9336 West Washington Blvd.
Culver City, Calif.
Int—International Pictures
1041 North Formosa Ave.
Hollywood 46, Calif.
MGM—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios
Culver City
California
Mon—Monogram Pictures Corp.
4376 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood 27, Calif.
Par—Paramount Pictures Corp.
5451 Marathon
Hollywood 38, Calif.
RKO—RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.
780 North Gower
Hollywood 38, Calif.
Rep—Republic Studios
4024 Radford Ave.
North Hollywood, Calif.
SG—Samuel Goldwyn Studios
1041 N. Formosa Ave.
Hollywood 46, Calif.
SL—Sol Lesser Prod.
9336 W. Washington Blvd.
Culver City, Calif.
20—Twentieth Century-Fox Films
10201 West Pico Blvd.
West Los Angeles 24, Calif.
UA—United Artists Studio Corp.
, 1041 N. Formosa Ave.
Hollywood 46, Calif.
XJ—Universal Pictures Go.
Universal City, Calif.
WB—Warner Bros. Studios
Burbank, California
A_Abbott & Costello —U; Allbritton,
L0uiSe—U; Allyson, June—MGM;
Ameche, Don—20; Anderson, Mary
—20; Andrews, Dana—20; Arden,
Eve —WB; Arthur, Jean — RKO;
Astaire, Fred—MGM; Astor, Mary
— MGM; Aumont, Jean Pierre —
RKO; Autrey, Gene—Rep.
B—Bacall, Lauren—WB; Bamter, Fay
— MGM;
Ball,
Lucille —MGM;
Bankhead, Tallulah—20; Bari, Lynn
—20; Barnes, Binnie—RKO; Don
(Red) Barry—Rep; Barrymore, Lionel—MGM; Baxter, Anne—MGM;
Beery, Wallace — MGM; Bellamy,
Ralph—U; Bendix, Wm.—20; Ben¬
nett, Bruce — WB; Bennett, Con¬
stance— UA; Bennett, Joan — U;

Benny, Jack—WB; Bergman, In¬
grid—DOS; Bey, Turhan—U; Bish¬
op, Julie—WB; Blaine, Vivian—20;
Blair, Janet—Col; Blondell, Joan—
20; Blyth, Ann—WB; Bogart, Hum¬
phrey— WB; Bowman, Lee — Col;
Boyer, Chas.—Col; Bracken, Eddie
— Par; Bremer, Lucille — MGM;
Brent, Geo.—Int; Britton, Barbara
—Par; Brown, James—WB; Bruce,
David—U; Bruce, Virginia—Rep;
Burnett, Smiley—Col.
C—Cagney, James—UA; Canova, Judy
—Rep; Cardwell, James—UA; Carroll, John — UA; Carson, Jack —
WB; Clark, Dane — WB; Coburn,
Chas. — Col; Colbert, Claudette —
Int; Colman, Ronald—MGM; Con¬
way, Tom—RKO; Cook, Donald—
U; Cooper, Gary—Int; Cotten, Jo¬
seph— DOS; Coy, Johnny — Par;
Craig, James—MGM; Crain, Jeanne
—20; Crawford, Joan—WB; Crosby,
Bing—Par; Cummings, Robt.—Par;
Curtis, Alan—U.
D—Dali, John—WB; Dantine, Helmut—
WB; Darnell, Linda — 20; Davis,
Bette—WB; Davis, Joan—U; Day,
Laraine—RKO; DeCarlo, Yvonne—
U; DeCordova, Arturo—Par; DeHaven, Gloria —MGM; DeHavilland,
Olivia—Par; Donlevy, Brian—Par;
Drake, Tom—MGM; Dunne, Irene—
Col; Durbin, Deanna — U; Duryea,
Dan—U.
E—Edwards, Bill—Par; Emerson, Faye
— WB; Errol, Leon — U; Evans,
Dale—Rep; Eythe, Wm.—20.
F—Falkenburg, Jinx—Col; Faye, Alice
— 20; Field, Betty — UA; Fields,
Gracie—MGM; Fitzgerald, Barry—
Par; Fitzgei-ald, Geraldine — U;
Flynn, Errol—-WB; Fontaine, Joan
—DOS; Ford, Glenn—Col; Foster,
Preston—20; Foster, Susanna—U;
Francis,
Kay — Mon;
Freeman,
Mona—Col.
G—Gable, Clark—MGM; Garfield, John
—WB; Garland, Judy—MGM; Gar¬
ner, Peggy Ann—20; Garson, Greer
—MGM; Gifford, Frances—MGM;
Gish, Lillian—Par; Goddard, Pau¬
lette — Par; Grable, Betty — 20;
Grant, Cary—RKO; Granville, Bo¬
nita—U; Grayson, Kathryn—MGM.
H—Hall, Jon—U; Hai'ding, Ann—WB;
Harens, Dean—U; Hasso, Signe—
MGM; Hatfield, Hui'd—MGM; Ha¬
ver, June—20; Hayward, Louis—
UA; Hayward, Susan—Par; Hay¬
worth, Rita—Col; Heather, Jean—
Par; Henie, Sonja — Int; Henreid,
Paul—RKO; Hepburn, Katharine—
MGM; Hodiak, John—MGM; Hope,
Bob — Par; Horne, Lena — MGM;
Hunt, Marsha — MGM; Hussey,
Ruth — UA;
Huston,
W alter —
MGM; Hutton, Betty—Par; Hut¬
ton, Bob—WB.
J—James, Harry—20; Johnson, Van—
MGM; Jones, Allan—U; Jones, Jen¬
nifer—DOS; Joyce, Brenda—U.
K—Karloff, Boris—U; Kaye, Danny—
SG; Keyes, Evelyn — Col; Knox,
Alexander—Col; Kreuger, Kurt—
WB; Kyser, Kay—MGM.
L—Ladd, Alan—Par; Lake, VeronicaPar; Lamarr, Hedy — RKO; Lamour, Dorothy—Par; Landis, Ca¬
role— RKO; Langford, Frances —

RKO; Lansbury, Angela — MGM;
Laughton, Charles — U; Lawford,
Peter — MGM; Leslie, Joan — WB;
Loder, John—RKO; Loy, Myrna—
MGM; Lukas, Paul—RKO; Lupino..
Ida—WB; Lynn, Diana—Par.
M—MacMurray, Fred—20; Madison,
Guy—Dos; Marshal, Alan—RKO;
Mayo, Virginia—SG; McAllister,
Lon—20; McCrea, Joel—Par; Mc¬
Donald,
Marie—Int;
McDowall,
Roddy—MGM; Maguire, Dorothy—
RKO; Milland, Ray—Par; Miranda,
Carmen—20; Montez, Maria—U;
Montgomery, Robt.-—MGM; Moi’an,
Dolores—WB; Morgan, Dennis—
—-WB; Morris, Chester—Par; Muni,
Paul—Col; Murphy, George—RKO.
N—Neal, Tom—RKO; Nolan, Lloyd—
20.
O—Oakie, Jack—U; Oberon, Merle—U;
O’Brien, Margaret—MGM; O’Brien,
Pat—U; O’Hara, Maureen—RKO;
O’Keefe, Dennis—Rep; O’Shea, Mi¬
chael—20.
P—Paige, Robt.—U; Parker, Jean—
—Par; Patrick, Gail—UA; Payne,
John—20; Peck, Gregory—MGM;
Peters, Susan — MGM; Pidgeon,
Walter — MGM; Powell, Dick —
RKO; Powell, Jane—MGM; Pow¬
ell, Wm.—MGM; Price, Vincent—
20.
R—Raft, George—RKO; Rains, Claude
—WB; Raines, Ella—U; Rathbone,
Basil—U;
Reed,
Donna—MGM;
Reynolds, Joyce—WB; Richards,
Ann — RKO; Rogers, Ginger —
RKO; Rogers, Roy—Rep; Russell,
Gail—Par; Russell, Jane, U.A.;
Russell, Rosalind—RKO; Ruther¬
ford, Ann—UA; Ryan, Peggy—U.
S—Sanders, Geo.—MGM; Scott, Ran¬
dolph—RKO; Scott, Zachary—WB;
Sheridan, Ann—WB; Shirley, Anne
—RKO; Shore, Dinah—Int; Si¬
natra, Frank — RKO; Singleton,
Penny—Col; Slezak, Walter—RKO;
Smith, Alexis—WB; Sothern, Ann
—MGM; Stanwyck, Barbara—Par;
Sullivan, Barry—Par.
T—Taylor, Eliz.—MGM; Temple, Shir¬
ley— DOS; Tierney, Gene — 20;
Tone, Franchot—UA; Tracy, Spen¬
cer—MGM; Trevor, Claire—RKO;
Tufts, Sonny—Par; Turner, Lana
—MGM.
W—Walker, Bob—MGM; Wayne, John
—Rep; Wilde, Cornel—Col; Wil¬
liams, Bill—RKO; Williams, Esther
—MGM; Woolley, Monty—MGM;
Wright, Teresa—SG; Wyman, Jane
—WB.
Y—Young, Loretta—Int; Young, Robt.
—MGM.

Jane Russell *was once a professional model.

Thrills ...Fun. ..Earn...

comm photos
ATHOME

scinating new occupation and
) hobby ouickly learned by aver¬
age man or woman, who is
artistically inclined.
Easy-tnunderstand oil colorine method
makes it Dossible to bring out
natural,
life-like colors.
Many earn while learning.

Easy to Loorn

• • •

Pnr8ptrraucct♦ ic0a 1

shows you how to do beautiful work." No previous
training is needed, nor is it necessary to do any
drawing or sketching. Find out how those with natto color their own photo¬
graphs and those of their friends and, when ex¬
perienced. seek work for studios, stores and others.

Koehne

Method

Means

Beautiful

Work

Learn the ‘‘Koehne Method” of coloring photographs
and miniatures in oil.
It brings out the most
beautiful
effects.
Originated
in
the
well-known
Koenne Studio that for many years catered to the
Gold Coast residents of Chicago.
This type of in¬
struction trains you in the latest and modern
method of coloring in vogue today.

FREE Booklet
If you seek increased Independence,
greater happiness, and a worth-while
hobby, and you feel you have artistic
talent write for this FREE booklet.
Find out more about this fascinating
work and the opportunities in a com¬
paratively uncrowded field. Send today
for free booklet,
*'A Fascinating
Hobby” and full particulars. Sent post¬
age prepaid, without obligation.
National Photo Coloring School
Dept. 1861
1315 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, III.
NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
1315 S. Michigan Ave., Dept. 1861, Chicago

5,

III.

Please
send
me,
without
obligation,
your
FREE
Booklet ‘‘A Fascinating Hobby” and full particulars.

Zone. State..

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS

9

for

50c

20 for $|00
All the Latest Stars & Poses

Direct from Hollywood
Get Yours Now
rDCr List decorated
IULL with MOVIE
STARS mailed with
order.

FREE
each

HOLLYWOOD ITEMS CO.
Drawer 1151
Dept. A-3
Hollywood 28, Calif. U. S. A.

-

OR BLACK
FUR CUFFS ON

.uxunoui oCeatli er
Glove-soft copeskin moccasins with
warm fleece lining and cuffs of bunny
fur. Choice of black, rust, or brown
with white fur trim—or blue or red
with black fur trim. Indian-maid
charm in bright beaded toes.
Sizes 4 to 9. Phone orders — Har¬
rison 6555. Mail orders filled. State
size, color. Check, money order,
C. O. D. Money-Back Guarantee.

MONCEY SHOPS, INC., Chicago, ill.
70

Mother of 4 Earns $1,000
on Her Writing

NAUGHTY BUT NICE

209 S. State Street • 2212 E. 71st Street

"Without jeopardizing our home
life a bit, I have been able to
earn $1,000 since graduating
from N.I.A. If I had not the
responsibility of four small chil¬
dren, home duties and hap¬
hazard health, I am sure I could
have made much more.
After
only two lessons, I sold a garden
series to Baltimore American.
The N.I.A. way makes writing
child's play.” —Gladys Carr,
Annapolis, Md.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 251

This gentleman’s companions found
the question very funny, indeed.
They laughed extravagantly, while
the queried one denied holding pub¬
lic office.
Dick rushed away, too busy to fer¬
ret out the joke.
After twenty minutes and two doz¬
en restaurants, he gave up and re¬
turned to Angela for a conference. “I
suppose the next best thing to do
would be to find the sheriff,” he
opined.
He sought directions from a cooper¬
ative passerby; however, a check re¬
vealed that the sheriff was not at
home. His wife suggested that the
Hollywood pair talk to the County
Clerk, who lived four blocks south
and three blocks west. Matter of a
marriage license, you know.
“You have your blood test certif¬
icates, I presume?” asked the sheriff’s
wife.
“We have,” answered Dick. But as
he and his companion descended the
stairs, he gave her a long, meaningful
look. That morning, when they had
started out, Dick had checked over
their belongings. “I have my blood
test certificate here in my wallet;
wouldn’t it be a good idea for me to
stow yours here, too?” he had asked.
Angela emitted a squeak and looked
crestfallen. She had forgotten, the
previous day, to pick up the docu¬
ment. So they had been obliged to
rush down to the issuing authority be¬
fore they could leave town.
So Dick and Angela drove to the
address given and interrupted the
county clerk’s culinary endeavors to¬
ward dinner. “Come back in an hour,”
they were told. “By that time dinner
will be over. I’ll go to the Court
House and issue the license.” The
Mrs. Sheriff also agreed to locate the
JP and the proper witnesses.
Driving to the nearest motel, the
almost-bride and groom rented a
cabin. Angela waited in the car while
Dick donned his wedding finery first,
on the theory that the bride is not to
be seen in her wedding clothes until
a scant few instants before the cere¬
mony begins.
In keeping with custom, Angela
wore something old, something new,
something borrowed and something
blue. Her “something old” was a pair
of black slippers, which she afterward
left in her hotel room in San Fran¬
cisco.
(These were forwarded to
Hollywood by the thoughtful hotel
employees.) The “something new” was
her wedding suit, a softly-tailored
dressmaker
model
of
periwinkle
tweed. Her “something borrowed” was
a pair of black gloves, loaned for the
occasion by Angela’s mother, Moyna
Macgill.
As for “something blue”—there lies
a nice bit of whimsy. On the occasion
of Moyna Macgill’s first great the¬
atrical triumph, she wore a delft blue
chiffon gown with a spreading circular
skirt. After the play closed, Miss MacSnl cut the skirt into five inch squares
and gave these mementoes as lucky
harbingers to each member of her
family and to her favored friends.
Just before Dick and Angela left to
be married, she gave Dick one of these
squares. Angela had, for years, carried
(Continued on page 72)

Why Can’t
You Write?
It’s much simpler
than you think!

SOingmany
people with the "germ” of writ¬
in them simply can’t get started. They
suffer from inertia. Or they set up imagi¬
nary barriers to taking the first step.
Many are convinced the field is confined
to persons gifted with a genius for writing.
Few realize that the great bulk of commer¬
cial writing is done by so-called "unknowns.”
Not only do these thousands of men and wo¬
men produce most of the fiction published,
but countless articles on business, hobbies,
social matters, fashions, human interest
stories, local and club activities, as well.
Such material is in constant demand. Every
week thousands of checks for $25, $50 and
$100 go out to writers whose latent ability
was perhaps no greater than yours.

The Practical Method
Newspaper work demonstrates that the
way to learn to write is by writing! Newspaper copy desk editors waste no time on
theories or ancient classics. The story is the
thing. Every copy "cub” goes through the
course of practical criticism—a training that
turns out more successful authors than any
other experience.
That is why Newspaper Institute of America bases its writing instruction on the Copy
Desk Method. It starts and keeps you writmg m your own home, on your own time
And upon the very same kind of actual as¬
signments given daily to metropolitan reporters. Thus you learn by doing, not by
author”8 the lndividual styles of model
Each week your work is analyzed construc¬
tively by practical writers. Gradually they
help to clarify your own distinctive style
Writing soon becomes
easy, absorbing. Profit¬
able, too, as you gain
the “professional”
touch that gets your
NOTICE TO
material accepted by
editors. Above all you
CANADIANS
can see constant prog¬
ress week by week as
Newspaper Insti¬
your faults are cor¬
tute’s operations
rected and your writ¬
in Canada have
ing ability grows.
been approved by
the Foreign Ex¬
Have You
change Control
Natural Ability?
Board. To faOur Writing Aptitude Test
c i 1 i t a t e all fi¬
will reveal whether or not
nancial transac¬
you have natural talent for
tions, a special
writing. It will analyze your
permit has been
powers of observation, your
imagination and dramatic
assigned to their
instinct. You’ll enjoy taking
account with The
this test. There is no cost
Canadian Bank
or obligation. Simply mail
of
Commerce,
the coupon below, today.
Newspaper Institute of
Montreal.
America. One Park Avenue.
New York 16, N.Y. (Founded
1925.)

_

§

Newspaper Institute of America
One Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
Send me, without cost or obligation,
your Writing Aptitude Test and further
information about writing for profit as
promised in Movieland, January.
Mr. i
Mrs. >
Miss)
Address.
(All

correspondenc
confidential.
call on you.)

No

salesman will
49-A-596

Copyright 1945 Newspaper Institute of America

WHISTLE GIRL (JANE RUSSELL)
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 211

But Jane’s first acting of any im¬
portance was in a Gilbert and Sullivan
operetta, in grammar school. Then
her mother steered her into dramatics
at Van Nuys High School. She ap¬
peared in a number of school plays . . .
one she’ll always remember. “It was
a comedy called ‘Shirt Sleeves.’ I’ll
never forget it, because it was my first
chance at a lead role; that really
whetted my appetite for a dramatic
career,” she says.
After high school, Jane studied ad¬
vanced dramatics at Max Reinhardt’s
school.
She was getting along fa¬
mously, too, until her father’s death
(in 1937) forced some readjustments
in the Russell household. She went
to work, then, as a receptionist in a
doctor’s office; was a photographer’s
model, on the side. That “on the side”
work, by the way, is a mighty impor-.
tant chapter in Jane Russell’s biog¬
raphy. Without it, there would be
fewer pin-up pictures of a girl most
any serviceman can tell you is five feet
seven inches tall, weighs one hundred
and thirty pounds, and stacks up like
a composite of all Powers girls.
From her modeling assignments
stemmed a string of commercial ads
of striking, eye-catching appeal—one
of which a talent scout took to Howard
Hughes, millionaire film producer and
airplane
manufacturer.
And,
of
course,
happened
the
inevitable.
Hughes took one long look at the
photo, one hasty glance at the record
of her dramatic background, and
promptly signed her to an exclusive
contract.
“So there I was in pictures!” Jane
told me, her eyes dancing. “Or was
I?” A dramatic pause, and then she
added: “Mr. Hughes was making a
Western film, ‘The Outlaw,’ and I was
cast as a half-breed temptress. The
Hays Office frowned upon certain as¬
pects of the'picture, and . . . well, you
know the rest.”
But contrary to popular belief,
Howard Hughes did not let Jane Rus¬
sell languish for four years, by design
—or through indifference. “The Out¬
law” had convinced him that she was
too promising an actress to be cast
haphazardly in mediocre roles.
Jane explains it this way: “The war
cancelled Mr. Hughes’ film plans; he
immediately concentrated on airplane
production.
He
was
determined,
though, not to lend me to other pro¬
ducers until a role turned up which
he thought would really benefit me;
and nothing like that did turn up,
until Mr. Stromberg came along with
‘Young Widow.’ ”
That Jane is enthusiastic over the
“Young Widow” role—oh yes, quite
frankly so. Her voice seemed to vi¬
brate with excitement, as she skipped
over the plot of this noted novel by
Clarissa Fairchild Cushman.
“I play a comely young widow,
faced with the necessity of adjusting
myself to a new way of living,” she
told me. “It’s not easy to do, but it’s
the only way to find happiness. In the
process, I undergo some harrowing
—and some amusing—experiences. It’s
a wonderful part!”
And Jane isn’t exaggerating. It’s the
part which was originally announced
for Ida Lupino; but Ida’s commit¬
ments to her own studio (Warner
Brothers) forced her to decline the

offer. And that’s when Hunt Strom¬
berg asked Hughes for Jane Russell.
Frankly skeptical at first, Hughes read
the script and readily consented. His
comment at the time was, “It’s the best
woman’s role in 10 years!”
If for no other reason, Jane will re¬
member “Young Widow” for this very
special thrill: her first screen kiss.
' “Louis Hayward was the one to kiss
me,” she explains. “It happened on
my birthday, too! We felt a celebra¬
tion was in order for the double occa¬
sion; so we had a little party, right on
the set. What fun it was!”
But speaking of kisses, all of Jane’s
non-camera kisses are reserved for
her big broad-shouldered husband,
Bob Waterfield, former U.C.L.A. foot¬
ball star. Recently discharged from
the Army, Bob is back now at U.C.L.A.
preparing for a coaching career.
After their marriage, Jane went
with Bob to Columbus, Georgia; he
was stationed at nearby Fort Benning.
With time on her hands, she did what
many Army wives were doing: she
went to work. But her first job—
working behind a lunch counter—
didn’t last long. She was asked to
leave, because the male customers
couldn’t keep their minds on their
food!
Next, having a knowledge of beauty
make-up, Jane went to work in a
beauty shop. She instituted a new
method of applying make-up, and it
caught on like wildfire.
“The hardest part of the job,” she
recalls with a grin, “was talking cus¬
tomers out of those gruesome arched
eyebrows, which they invariably fa¬
vored, being under the delusion that
they made them look sophisticated.”
To the score of women who under¬
went Jane’s treatments and accepted
her counsel, she was plain Mrs. Waterfield. Not until now—if by chance
they read this giving away of the
secret—do they know that their make¬
up was applied by Jane Russell,
movie star.
There is an artistic side to Jane—as
well as all this that’s practical—which
never ceases to amaze her friends. She
and Bob are planning a home on an
acre of San Fernando Valley. It will
be modern . . . “but definitely warm in
its appeal,” says Jane emphatically.
And no interior decorators, thank you!
Jane plans to upholster her own fur¬
niture and do all the interior decorat¬
ing. She’s had plenty of practice in
her friend’s homes, with completely
charming results. (Temporarily, Jane
and Bob are living with his mother.)
She likes to be outdoors; enjoys
gardening, swimming, riding and ten¬
nis. She loves to watch Bob play foot¬
ball, and always accompanies him on
hunting and fishing trips. “But con¬
fidentially,” she says, “I don’t care
very much for either!
I’m satisfied
just to watch.”
She likes to read poetry. She listens
to popular music infrequently, • but
adores symphonies.
Her taste in
clothes runs to tailored suits, blue
denim dungarees, and lumberjack
shirts. Sweaters? This may surprise
some writers of those 3,000 fan letters
she averages per month—the largest
still-photo fan club in the world—but
I give it to you in Jane’s very own
words: “I don’t own a sweater!”
The End
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 70)
her bit of chiffon, heavily perfumed,
in a protecting envelope in her purse.
It was just after eight when the
Justice read the service, with the
sheriff acting as best man for Dick,
and the secretary of the district at¬
torney serving as Angela’s witness.
Afterward, the newlyweds returned
to their motel. Said Angela, “I know
this sounds a bit odd—and not in the
least romantic—but I’m hungry.”
“Me too,” agreed Dick, bursting into
companionable laughter. He went out
to a stand and hought hamburgers,
while Angela set up a spirit lamp
which they had brought along for the
purpose, and made tea.
' These ingredients, in addition to a
bottle of Chilean wine, made up their
bridal dinner. They had brought along
an entire case of Chilean wine; be¬
cause Dick and Angela have no taste
for heavy alcoholic concoctions, but
enjoy the brisk, light South American
beverage.
Richard Cromwell and Angela drove to the
Next day, the stubborn car went on
town of Independence, Col., to be married.
to Lake Tahoe, breaking a fan belt
on the way. That repaired, the Crom¬
wells proceeded to Reno, some 30-odd
he soon learned that a girl is always
miles from Tahoe. They had driven
making up her face in the morning
about half the way when something
when a man is ready to shave, and
went wrong with the brakes, so they
vice versa.
roared down the Truckee River valley
Observed Dick, “I don’t understand
with Angela’s heart clanging against
why anybody as beautiful as you ever
the roof of her mouth.
needs to look at a mirror except to put
Just outside of Virginia City, they
on lipstick.”
blew a tire. Even so, Angela and Dick
“That’s what I was doing,” said
were fascinated by Virginia City, and
Angela innocently.
want to return when they have more
Angela and Dick had known one
time to spend riding through the
another, before they married, for al¬
Nevada sage, exploring ghost towns,
most a year. They met, originally, at
and being properly haunted by the
the home of Jerry Asher, a close friend
spirit of the Old West.
of both. As is likely to happen at a
It was just outside Carson City that
Hollywood party, they exchanged a
the distributor points had to be re¬
few words, then moved on to talk to
paired with a hairpin. Said Angela
other guests.
dolefully, “I’ve seen dogs sulk when
Several weeks later, Dick saw Moya new person entered a home, but I
na Macgill enact her brilliant scene
didn’t dream that a car could act up.
(as a frumpy drunk) in “The Clock”
I’m afraid your automobile doesn’t
and was so impressed by the talent
like me; or perhaps it’s jealous.”
that could turn an intellectual, beau¬
As if to make up for previous bad
tifully-groomed gentlewoman into a
behavior, the car stratolinered to
harridan, that he telephoned to invite
Sacramento. Not until Dick paid a
Moyna Macgill and Angela to be his
fountain check in a drug store, were
dinner guests.
the newlyweds recognized. The cash¬
Moyna Macgill accepted, then told
ier handed Dick his change, saying,
Angela about it. “He really only wants
‘Thank you, Mr. Cromwell.” Angela
to get to know you better,” Angela
was delighted. After all, it has been
said. “Really, I think it would be bet¬
some time since Dick made a picture,
ter if I would send regrets, so that
so she was overjoyed to discover that
you and Mr. Cromwell could chat
at least one of his fans hadn’t forgotwithout having to be courteous to a
ten him. Again, in San Francisco, he
third person.”
was recognized repeatedly. No one
“Nonsense,” said her mother. “You
seemed to recognize Angela. As far as
come along.”
most people were concerned, she was
So Angela, rife with doubts as they
Mrs. Richard Cromwell, and very
say in novels, went along. “It gives
proud of the distinction.
me the shudders when I think what I
Incidentally, Angela calls her hus¬
might have missed by staying away
band “Roy” much of the time, because
from that dinner party,” she told
his legal name is Roy Radabaugh, and
friends when she was making plans
he is of Dutch extraction.
to be married.
From Sacramento, the RadabaughDick is the sort of man who could
Cromwells drove to San Francisco for
settle in Middletown, or Peachville,
an ecstatic four days. They had
or Piney Center—and find happiness.
shrimp, lobster, and crabmeat cock¬
Within a week everyone would know
tails on famed Fisherman’s Wharf;
him. Dick has never become fully the
they drove across both bridges, the
Hollywood man about town. He knows
Bay and the Golden Gate; they spent
and appreciates good music; he under¬
hours marveling at the panorama of
stands and can be tersely amusing
the city offered by the windows at the
about good theatre. Having served
Top of The Mark; they had dinner at
overseas for 18 months, he knows that
one of the best restaurants in the
part of our current life, and having
world: The Blue Fox. Such steaks!
known very well many men who, for
Altogether, it was a halcyon honey¬
legitimate reasons, were not in uni¬
moon.
form, he has a clear perspective on
Once back in Los Angeles, Angela
the civilian picture.
a^d Dick began to draw up plans for
He and Angela have discussed books
some essential remodeling of Dick’s
by the hour: Zuleika Dobson by Max
house. As a bachelor, he had found
Beerbohm (Angela: “It should be
one bathroom adequate; as a benedict
made into a Disney-esque fantasy by

Preston Sturges”); The Fountainhead
by Ayn Rand (Angela: “This book
starts or revitalizes more conversation
than any book I have ever read”);
Forever Amber by Kathleen Winsor
(Dick: “Merely a great job of re¬
search”) ; Night Unto Night by Philip
Wylie, (Angela:
“Totally different
from but as fascinating as his ‘Gen¬
eration Of Vipers’”).
A good deal of this literary conver¬
sation has taken place around Dick’s
pool. Angela likes to go in the shal¬
low portion, but she hasn’t been able
to find a satisfactory bathing cap, and
she doesn’t dare get her hair wet be¬
cause she never knows when she is
going to be called to the studio for
still pictures. She is expected to be
presentable at all times.
Even when she is entirely free of
studio responsibilities, she doesn’t like
to soak her mane because it is so
heavy that it takes several hours to
dry. Incidentally, Angela is normally
a maple-sugar blonde, but for her two
early pictures—“Gaslight” and “Na¬
tional Velvet”—as well as her latest,
“The Hoodlum Saint”, the studio pre¬
ferred her to be champagne blonde, a
condition for which she has taken
plenty of ribbing from her twin
brothers, aged fifteen. They are at
that male state wherein glamour is
not feverish, but funny.
Some six months ago, Angela was
engaged in conversation with a girl
friend during which she insisted that
she wouldn’t marry an actor. She had
no one in mind when this statement
was made; she was speaking aca¬
demically. Two weeks before she was
planning to be married, Angela met
this same friend for luncheon, and a
similar conversation developed. An¬
gela said that she had become con¬
vinced that the only satisfactory
marriage for an actress was that with
a fellow Thespian, or with a man
whose living was derived from the
arts—a painter, sculptor, writer, di¬
rector, musician, or producer. Or, best
of all, an actor.
“How you’ve changed!” gasped the
friend. “Anyone I know?”
Angela, who had wanted to keep
her approaching marriage a secret un¬
til she and Dick had actually left
town in quest of the JP, simply smiled.
In addition to listening to record¬
ings, sitting around the pool in con¬
versation, and putting together mis¬
cellaneous barbecue dinners, Angela
and Dick frequently dine at an atmos¬
pheric, little-known French restaur¬
ant named The Madelon. The food is
superb, the service delightfully friend¬
ly, and the music reminiscent of good,
pre-war Montmartre vintage.
One of the first places Angela and
Dick visited, after their honeymoon,
was The Madelon, where everyone
demanded to see Angela’s wedding
ring. Their friends knew that Dick
had designed the ring, and that the
jeweler had completed it and had
made delivery at ten o’clock the night
before Angela and Dick were to leave
the following day.
It is utterly unique. A fairly wide
white gold band, set at an angle, has
been crossed by a yellow gold band
in such a manner that the ring is nar¬
row in front and back, very wide on
each side. Set in the white gold band
are a series of emerald-cut diamonds.
As the Greeks believed that the
circle was the symbol of the universe
and its continuity, the significance of
this design is clear: our two worlds
are now one forever.
The End

LANA'S LIFE IS FUN
ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 391

other actress a premiere is part of
her job. Although she loves pretty
clothes, and loves to get dressed up
once in a while, she doesn’t spend her
nights dripping with sables and
sequins as the publicity departments
would have you imagine.
You know Lana has been going with
Turhan Bey for over a year and their
evenings together have been just
like your evenings with your best
beau.
“Before Turhan went into the
army,” Lana told me, “we used to
love to drive down to the beach for
a hamburger and some fried shrimps.
Sometimes we’d sit in the car and
listen to the waves beating in; or we’d
go to a movie. We both adore movies,
even though we make them. I am—
like everyone else in Hollywood—
a fiend for Bette Davis. I like come¬
dies, too, and I’m mad for horror films;
particularly those that have ghouls,
mad doctors and weird creatures
skulking about. I sit in the theatre
and shake with terror—and have a
fine time.”
Then there is Lana’s love of music.
Oh, I know: You’ve heard that tossed
out as part of the spiel on other stars,
too. The studios sometimes put it in
because they think it makes their
contractees sound “cultured” or some¬
thing.
But Lana not only loves music—
she knows it!
There’s a game she plays with her
friends, for instance. She asks six or
eight people in to dinner and after¬
wards when the company adjourns to
the green-walled den in her house,
•they sit on the floor facing a big
record-player; then each guest is
allowed to go to the closet where
Lana keeps her records on speciallybuilt shelves, and choose a recording.
The others are not permitted to see
the label for their job is to guess just
from listening, what the music is and
who wrote it. Sometimes it gets
even tougher than that: they not only
have to tell those things correctly,
but who is conducting or playing the
work. Sounds easy, does it? Well,
take another think. Lana ha? well
over 2000 records, both popular and
classical; and if you have any idea the
game’s a cinch, try it sometime!
In the summertime, Lana can be
found each Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday night at The Hollywood
Bowl. She goes with her mother, or
her manager; or, if he is in town from
his army camp, Turhan Bey. The
game continues there, but in a slightly
different form. Lana, or the person
she is with, is given ten seconds or
twelve notes to pick out the theme of
an orchestral selection the first time
it is played. The loser pays a quarter;
the winner collects, of course. Lest you
think this is still a lot of publicity
melarky, Lana has been able to buy
War Bonds with the money she has
raked in!
Lana, by choice, plays the theme
of quietness throughout her life. If
she has a party, it is never larger
than twenty people; usually less.
When she bought a home recently in
Bel Air, it was a house of few but
large rooms, and she has decorated
it beautifully. The den I spoke of, is
one of the most comfortable places
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I’ve ever been in, with green-painted
walls, a plaid ceiling, yellow and
green drapes, and the deepest, most
heavenly chairs I’ve ever fallen into.
The living room is more formal (for
that reason seldom used) and is an
absolute symphony of grey walls, grey
rug, lip-stick red and chartreuse
chairs, silver, and dark, shining wood.
When not working, Lana indulges
herself, just as you would. She gets
up late, has a sort of brunch, and then
gives all her time to her baby, Cheryl
Christine Crane, yclept “Cherry.” And
I can’t say I blame her. “Cherry” is
one of the sweetest little widgets I
have ever met, and at two already has
beautiful manners, a warm, wide
smile, and curly hair anyone might
envy. The first time I saw her—she
had come to bid her mother goodnight
—she was wearing a tiny nightgown, a
little flannel dressing gown, and her
first pair of truly grown-up slippers.
They were red leather lined in sheep¬
skin and they were a touch too big
for her. Very seriously, she came over
to my chair to shake my hand, care¬
fully minding the slippers on the
rough rug; it was one of the most
enchanting pictures I can remember.
“Cherry” is mad for anything
mechanical, Lana says. Her favorite
toys are things that move: wagons,
tricycles, and such. And her greatest
pleasure is “driving” her mother’s
car. Lana sits the baby in her lap, and
while the automobile is moving,
Cherry turns the wheel and honks
the horn and beams with happiness.
They put the top down before their
expeditions and the sight of them,
their blonde hair streaming, is really
something to behold.
Sometimes these jaunts take them
to get “ice-cones.” And sometimes
they drive to near-by stables and
watch the horses. “Cherry” is wild
about horses, and continually asks
her mother to buy her one. She’s not
afraid of them in the slightest and
Lana says that her moppet thinks the
next best thing to owning a horse is
to go to a children’s play-ground in
Hollywood and dash around the pony
ring—her mother holding her, of
course.
“I’ve walked around that place a

million times!” Lana told me, laugh¬
ing.
“Cherry” is already clothes con¬
scious, and insists on trying on every
new hat Lana brings home before
her mother wears it. She puts it
carefully on the top of her head, runs
to a mirror, says, “Pretty baby!” with
emphasis and then allows Lana to
take it.
Lana is an excellent mother, as
you may be gathering. She adores her
baby, and only wishes that the neces¬
sity of supporting her, of making
enough money so that “Cherry” will
always be financially secure, prevents
her from spending more time with
her. And she adores doing things for
her—silly things perhaps—but things
which will cause “Cherry” later to
remember that her childhood was
wonderful.
There was the baby’s second birth¬
day, for instance. Lana went all out.
She gave a party, and none of the
guests
was
over
two-and-a-half.
There were eight of them, brought
by their mothers and Nanas, and there
were four ponies for them to ride,
and a monkey, and a big grab bag
with presents, and a slide and a sand¬
box and a swing for them to play on,
and ice cream and cake. It was John
Garfield’s son’s birthday, too, so there
were gifts for him as well as “Cherry.”
Lana even had a special low table
built and special small chairs, so that
“Cherry’s” guests might feel at home
during the festivities.
As her present to her daughter.
Lana did something typically and
wonderfully Lana. She went to the
woman who makes her own under¬
clothes and nightgowns and robes, and
had copies of the things she wears,
made by hand for the baby. There
were three miniature sets of pajamas,
with tiny bunches of cherries on them,
nightgowns with her name worked in
colored silk, and two robes to match.
All the things had huge hems in them
so they could be let down; and in them
“Cherry” was "pretty baby,” and no
foolin.
When “Cherry” is having a nap
and can’t play, Lana either reads or
indulges in sports. Since Turhan left
for the service, Lana has not been
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On set of James M. Cain's "The Postman Always Rings Twice,"

with John Garfield (MGM).

going out in the evening very much.
Instead, she has been reading a lot,
(she shudders when she thinks of her
monthly bill from a book-shop in
Beverly Hills). Mostly, she attacks
biographies and novels, and she par¬
ticularly enjoyed A Lion In The
Streets and The Folded Leaf. Her
house has books all over it—some¬
thing you might not imagine from the
other stuff you have read about her—
and, kiddies, the books have been
read: they are not there to impress
people!
Lana’s a natural in sports, and like
most people, she plays one game
strenuously for six months or so and
then drops it. She swims well, and is
a darned good tennis player and
bowler; but she is most proud of the
fact that she is an excellent shot.
Lana’s prowess at the lattdr began
before she came to Hollywood, when
she and her mother lived in San
Francisco and belonged to a skeet club
there. Lana learned then how to
handle a gun, and can now bang
away like crazy.
Her average is
twenty-three clay pigeons out of
twenty-five. And that ain’t tin!
She is also proud of her knife¬
throwing—a
sport which Turhan
taught her. He has practiced this art
for years, she says, and is an expert.
As a gift, Turhan had some perfectlybalanced knives made for Lana, and
the two of them would go out in his
back yard in Hollywood, make a tar¬
get, and spend hours whipping their
lethal weapons at it.
Lana adds that this trick might
come in handy sometime for she has
received kidnapping threats against
“Cherry”; however, kidnappers might
not be so interested in attempting an
abduction if they knew that she not
only was well-versed in how to use
her revolver, but could fell them with
a razor-like knife if she ran out of
bullets!
Lana’s enthusiasm for hard work
is a tradition in film circles. Once a
new Turner picture is started, all ac¬
tivities not pertaining to it cease to
be important. Probably no one in
Hollywood can top her on this, and
I don’t ask you to believe it on my
authority alone. Lillian Burns, the
MGM dramatic coach, says that Lana
knocks herself out from the time she
gets the script until the director yells
the final, “Cut!” During the filming of
“The Postman Always Rings Twice,”
for instance, they had a lot of night
scenes.
Without a squawk, Lana
worked from eight in the evening
until five in the morning for over a
week. She also went on location over
most of Southern California, lived in
beat-up little motels, ate at greasy
lunch counters. It was all part of
the racket—it didn’t bother her.
This results in two things: First,
the people she works with sing her
praises to high heaven (and that again
is not the old balderdash); and,
second, her stature as an actress is
continually increasing.
Watch her
the next time you see a Lana Turner
picture. Forget how beautiful she is
and watch how she does a scene. The
gal is good, very good!
Unfortunately, Lana’s publicity was
built up largely by the press, or that
section of the press which doesn’t care
whether a statement is true or not,
just so it’s sensational. Look beyond
that glitter, however, hnd you’ll find
a quiet, hard-working young woman
who has been smart enough to com¬
bine business with fun.
The End
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Dear Miss Wyman:
I am engaged to a lieutenant in the
Navy.
He was wounded in the South
Pacific 6 months ago, very seriously
wounded. When he was returned to the
States, I was notified by a shipmate of his,
who later came to see me.
He says Michael has lost both of his legs
and is blind. That is the reason I haven’t
heard from him. He says Michael speaks
often of me, but does not want me to see
him in his condition. I love him dearly
and often wish I were dead because he
doesn’t want me to see him.
Do you think he would feel better if I
went to see him, and if he knew that I
still love him, in spite of the condition he
is in. Please help me.
Victorine
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My Dear Victorine:
Love such as yours is like a glorious
Wagnerian
theme
rising
above
the
chorus of selfishness, lack of courage
and unfaithfulness voiced so often in
these days.
I would suggest that you visit your
lieutenant, if it is at all possible. It
may not solve your problem, but it is
the only way you will have peace of
mind. Certainty, although it be bitter,
is easier to face than uncertainty.

BEFORE

LOSES

22 POUNDS

JANE WYMAN

Dear Jane:
I am 21 years old and have been mar¬
ried three years. My husband, whom I
adore, came home on leave a month ago
for two weeks. My work at a defense
plant kept us apart a great deal of the
time, yet I have to work to make ends
meet.
While I worked, he enjoyed, at my ex¬
pense, a fine time with other women.
Since returning to his ship, he has writ¬
ten me only one letter, in which he asked
me not to write to his mother any longer,
and also told me that he was stopping my
allotment checks.
I do not care about his money, but I do
care for him. What shall I do?
Ellen

IN 5 WEEKS
New Friends and Interests
Make New World for Her
Helen Shariter never wanted to
believe anything. She thought
she was meant to be stout and
unattractive. A friend told her
how the Bonomo Culture Insti¬
tute Home Course helped her
and persuaded Helen to send
for it. These pictures show the
amazing improvement in 5 short
weeks.

SUCCESS THROUGH BEAUTY
Many girls say they don’t care
how they look. Actually they do.
Ask yourself! “What do 1 want
more than anything in this
world?” A normal girl will say,
“I want to be attractive, popu¬
lar . . . successful!”
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ed. Remember, I only ask you
to try.”
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Many tragic situations are now aris¬
ing between husbands in the service and
their wives because of war nerves and
overwrought emotions.
The wise wife, who really loves her
husband and wants him back, will real¬
ize this and just sit tight; for in the
majority of cases, when this tension is
released and things come back to nor¬
mal, her problem will work itself out.
Be patient with your husband and
understanding, let him know that he
means more to you than anything in
this world, and that you are planning
your whole future upon his return. His
attitude may be the result of a feeling
of neglect, since you were unable to
be with him all the time on his fur¬
lough, a slightly unreasonable view¬
point perhaps under the circumstances
from a practical standpoint, but who
takes a practical standpoint where emo¬
tions are involved?
As for his stopping your allotment
checks, he cannot legally do this while
you are his wife. Since he is in the
Navy, you can write to the Field Branch,
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Navy
Department, Cleveland, Ohio, to get
this straightened out, in case he carries
out his threat.
I doubt if he
a feeling that
caused by hurt
ten to hurt you

will do this, for I have
his letter to you was
feelings, and was writ¬
in return.
JANE WYMAN

FRANCIS SILL WICKWARE'S
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men—makes January PAGEANT
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THIS MAN TRUMAN
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DON (DEFORE) COMES ALONG
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Don and wife at the shindig Betty Hutton gave
for husband Ted Briskin. Don's going to RKO
for "Thanks, God, I'll Take It From Here."

mother. Cedar Rapids is no slouch,
when it comes to cultural matters.
Didn’t you know? The late Grant
Wood hailed from there; Don had
known the great American painter of
American scenes, ’way back when he
played kick-the-can in the alley out¬
side Wood’s studio, and when he was
in Wood’s Junior High School art
class. Grant Wood designed the sets
for the first play Don did at the Cedar
Rapids Community Theater. “Broad¬
way” was the show.
It was through the Community
Theater that Don met Albert McClary, director from the Pasadena
Playhouse. And McClary encouraged
him to make acting a career.
“But first, go to school and learn,”
McClary advised, and recommended
him for a scholarship at Pasadena.
So Don went to California. Left the
pre-law course he’d started at the
University of Iowa, and competed at
the Playhouse for a scholarship. There
were 250 aspirants; Don was one of
six who were chosen.
Three years followed; years filled
with the hardest work Don DeFore
ever hopes—or wants—to see. He had
what is called a “working scholar¬
ship,” which meant doing all kinds of
odd jobs, primarily janitor work, in
payment for his tuition.
“Besides
which,” he adds, “I had to earn my
board and keep, in odd times on the
side!”
It was three years of food that was
bad and never enough. It was three
years of too little sleep. It was work¬
ing in a restaurant for room and
board; hash slinging, washing, cooking.
It was house painting, carting, car¬
pentering—anything to keep himself
going.
It was looking for professional pic¬
ture work, when he had time, and it
was getting buffeted from all direc¬
tions and playing small parts with

beards—until finally, after three long
years, things began to happen.
A group of young actors in Holly¬
wood was starting a theater, opening
with a play called “Where Do We Go
From Here?” Don was given the lead.
“It was a wonderful group,” says
Don. “The kind of thing I like, and
would like to be connected with again.
A gang of serious young actors who
love the theater in a good, honest, not
at all ‘arty’ sort of way.”
The night “Where Do We Go From
Here?” opened in Hollywood, Oscar
Hammerstein III was in the audience,
liked the show, bought it, and signed
the troop to go with the play to New
York.
“Unlike many actors,” says Don,
“my lean years were in Hollywood.
Once I hit New York with this show,
things began to get easier.” While
“Where” was not a big success, it ran
for four weeks, and gave Don DeFore
a chance to be seen. After that, he was
not just another neophyte trying to
break into the theater, he had already
broken.
The future looked good. Parts in
the World’s Fair Railroad Pageant, and
in “Steel” done by the Labor Stage,
followed in quick succession.
Then the three years of bad food
and hours caught up with him, and
catastrophe hit. A triple major ab¬
dominal operation, for which Don has
only recently finished paying.
The convalescence was slow and
long, but once he was back on his
feet, Don was cast in an important
role in “The Male Animal,” which
starred his good friend, Elliott Nugent.
This was Don’s first solid hit on the
stage. He was in the play for two
years, both in New York and on the
road. He later played in the picture
version of the play and was given a
contract by Warner Bros.—which con¬
tract ended in Don’s first packing up
to do a stage play, a revival of “Sailor
Beware.” This, after listening for
months to Warners’ “no leading man”
routine. The aforementioned Metro
contract was the outcome of “Sailor
Beware.”
All of this Don looks back upon
with both a grin and some serious re¬
flection. For this DeFore guy is a
man of many facets: husband and
father, business man, gangster and
haranguer.
Don can talk by the hour about
politics, an interest that was stimu¬
lated at a very early age. The elder
DeFore was by way of being an ama¬
teur politician. He was a popular and
active figure in the railroad union, and
took a great interest in both local and
national affairs. He was always an
active campaigner in his precinct dur¬
ing the election. So Don grew up in
an atmosphere that taught interest in
such matters, along with thinking
soundly for himself and expressing
what he thought.
Don is a family man of deep and
reserved emotion, with his lovely
wife, Marion, whom he married in
February ’42. She was Marion Holmes
then; they met in Chicago. She was
singing with Art Cassell’s orchestra
and Don was playing in “Male Ani¬
mal.” Marion has done no professional
singing since she and Don were
married.
“She hasn’t had much time,” grins
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Don. Meaning that she’s kept busy
by their adorable Penny Lu, born
Christmas ’43, and the very new DeFore son and heir. David Allen, who
arrived the twenty second of August,
1945.
The DeFores live in a charming
house in a most “un-movie-star” part
Just to get acquainted, we will beautifully
of Los Angeles. This is the house that
enlarge your favorite snapshot, photo,
got closed up, off and on, when Don
kodak picture, print or negative to 5x7 inches
made his escapes to the stage. Then,
absolutely FREE if you enclose this ad. Please
too, there was the other time, when
include color of hair and eyes and get our new
Don put in a spell in the Army.
Bargain Offer, giving you your choice of hand¬
some frames with a second enlargement beau¬
“Probably the briefest in history,”
tifully hand tinted in natural lifelike colors and
says Don. “But I certainly tried.”
sent on approval. Your original returned with
They had rented their house, and
your enlargement.Send today.DEANSTUDIOS,
Marion had moved to a smaller place.
Dept. 788, 118 N. 15th St., Omaha, Nebraska
She had already gone to work as a
salesgirl at Saks. But after a few
weeks of army life Don went to the
hospital, a flu case. The doctor who
examined him found out about the
serious operation Don had had. And
bingo!
Pvt. DeFore was out on a
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civilian ear.
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At the moment, Don and Marion
easy to write and transcribe. Fast preparation for a job.
Surprisingly low cost. 100.000 taught by mail. Used in
say with fingers crossed, “Life looks
leading offices and Civil Service. Write for free booklet.
as though it might maybe perhaps sail
smoothly—for a while, at least.” They
can fish and hunt and play golf, and
do all the simple things that suit their
tastes. No night clubs for the DeFores, just quiet, good living with old
and congenial friends. Friends they
can sit with of an evening and scream
with about the theater and movies
Yard8 and Yards—threepounds f
and books, with a good large hunk of
or more, BARGAIN I Beautiful
world affairs thrown in.
prints, checks, stripes, solids. Fast
colors. ALL NEW1 FREE illus- mm
In money matters and business, Don
trated designs and patterns with order.
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or letter. If not satisfied. return package
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oil lands he leased with a group of
TODAY. THE COLONIAL SHOP,
Dept.l7-B.Zeiglerf Illinois.
men, and oil was actually there. He
wishes no one knew it because, since
that item was printed by a movie
columnist, he’s been driven mad by
salesmen trying to sell him every¬
thing from lost gold mines to real
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The End
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This system forms a series of growths
that natives call “knees.” I strolled
through one of these groves and was
amazed at the different formations; a
huge tree will put out a good many
roots, and these arise a little distance
from the trunk to a height of from
one to three feet; they are gnarled
and twisted, allowing an artistic
imagination to run riot. Your mother
found a tall “knee” that looked ex¬
actly like a carving of the Virgin and
Child; not being as devout as your
mother, the statue I found looked
more like a grinning old reprobate.
Even so, the cypress groves re¬
minded me of that verse of Rossetti’s:
“When I am dead, my dearest,
Sing no sad songs for me;
Plant thou no roses at my head,
Nor shady cypress tree;
Be the green grass above me
With showers and dewdrops
wet;
And if thou wilt, remember,
And if thou wilt, forget.”
Another interesting sight, in my
opinion, was the masses of slash pine,
which are the turpentine trees. The
name “slash pine” is one result of a
peculiar system of cutting across the
bark of the trees; the other result is
turpentine which drips out of the
slash into a bucket placed there for
the purpose. Very interesting.
Well, son, so much for the flora of
this part of Florida. Be a good boy,
and I’ll write to you again when I
see something of interest.
Lovingly,
Your Dad.”
“Dear Jonny:
‘The Yearling,’ the picture we are
making down here, is going very
well. On the days when I don’t have
to work, your mother and I are get¬
ting acquainted with the countryside.
I took a long hike today, cross-coun¬
try, and wound up at a village store.
While I was mopping my forehead
and taking in the aspect of the place,
I noticed an American flag fluttering
lazily from a rude pole in front of
the store. I knew, at a glance, that
the stars weren’t quite so numerous
as those in our standard banner, so
I counted them: There were fortyfour. Think of it—a 44-star American
flag!
I hope that you turn out to be bet¬
ter in history than I am, because an
occasion like finding a 44-star flag
shouldn’t present a man with the
type of mental judo with which I
spent the next few minutes. Finally,
I rasseled forth the facts that, since
the last four states admitted to the
union were New Mexico and Arizona
in 1912, Oklahoma in 1907, and Utah
in 1896, the flag must have been
manufactured between 1890, when
Idaho and Wyoming were admitted
as the 43rd and 44th states, and 1896,
when Utah became the 45th.
Naturally, after this cerebral tus¬
sle, I dashed into the store and made
friends with the storekeeper. He was
friendly—as all of the people I have
met so far are—and said that he
wasn’t exactly sure how old the flag
was, because he had inherited it from
his father. He offered to give me the
flag, but of course I thanked him and
refused. That refusal required real

stamina, I can tell you. Boy, how I
wanted that flag whether I had any
real right to it or not!
While we were carrying on this
conversation, I noticed that my friend
was eying my hat. “That’s a very fine
hat,” he said. Instantly, feeling that
after his handsome offer, I could do
no less, I said, “Please accept it as a
token of admiration for you and your
father as American pioneers.”
Gravely he accepted the hat. Then
giving me a quick, shy grin, he said,
“I’ll tell you, suh, I don’t want the
hat for myself. I want it for my
horse.”
Your mother is not going to let
me live this down for a long time,
Jonny.
With much love,
Dad.”
“Hello, my fine son:
You’ll never guess what I have! A
baby alligator! No fooling. A friend
who lives in these parts, took me fish¬
ing yesterday. He has a fine boat, so
we were able to cover a good deal of
lake space. We happened across a
mother alligator, which my friend
killed. Then we found this youngster;
he is about eight inches long, and
very playful.
In order to understand his antics,
you should know that an alligator’s
manner of killing its prey is this:
Getting a firm grip upon some por¬
tion of the object, the ’gator plops
onto his back, then with speed in¬
credible for one so ungainly—he
flops onto his stomach, then onto his
back, corkscrewing until he
has
twisted off that portion clamped in
his jaws.
Because I wanted to bring this little
’gator back to California as a gift
for a friend of mine, and also because
I had my hands full of fishing gear,
I slipped the little character into my
shirt. After a bit I looked down, and
there was Toughie with a tiny bit of
my stomach gripped in his small jaws,
doing his best to turn over and take
me with him. It felt much like the
bite of a week-old kitten.
Your mother has suggested that I
let him grow somewhat larger, then
convert him into a handsome purse.
Women are resourceful human be¬
ings, you’ll find, my boy.
Yours for
bigger and better handbags,
Pop.”
“Jonny, dear:
Your mother and I have just fin¬
ished a thoroughly fascinating twen¬
ty-four hours, so I want to tell you
about it while it’s all clear in my
mind.
Saturday night we were invited to
attend a community dance given at
the High School. I wore my ‘chickeneatin’ coat,’ which is the wonderful
term given a business suit as opposed
to dungarees or other working garb,
by people hereabouts. Your mother
wore her ‘meetin’ gown’, which is
equivalent to Sunday best. The mu¬
sic was supplied by a pump organ
and a fiddle, and the dances were
those of the pioneer era: the Virginia
reel, square dances and the waltz.
I’ve never heard anyone call dances
with the aplomb and ingenuity of
our callers. He was really a winner.
By the time you have reached danc¬
ing age, I don’t dare predict what
will have taken the place of jitter¬
bug routines, but I’ll promise you
this:
you’ll never find
a more
rhythmic and graceful physical re¬

sponse to music than is represented
by the good old-fashioned square
dance.
Sunday I rolled out early and went
over to the home of some friends that
I have made here. Now this is im¬
portant, son—these people stem from
early, early English stock; they have
remained aloof from the modern
world largely through choice, main¬
taining, meanwhile, a magnificently
simple sense of right, honor, and the
intrinsic values of living.
Because the climate is mild the
year around, they have no need for
windows, so their houses have none.
Because they believe in the value of
leisure and proper time for medita¬
tion, they work only when tilling the
soil and attending to their needs as
survival requires. When things are
going well, they sit for hours in the
shade, meditating. They find time to
fish and to hunt. They live as they
wish to live without concern for the
outside world.
Their houses are made of pine
board and illumination at night is by
kerosene lamp.
They sleep under
mosquito netting, and they bathe in
nearby creeks.
Naturally, I do not look upon my
status as a motion picture actor with
much excitement, but when I have
been on location with motion picture
companies on other occasions, the
well-meant attention of localities
sometimes has been embarrassing,
and has made it difficult for us to
work. Nothing like that in Florida!
These people are utterly without awe
of the motion picture camera. They
view us as honest workmen; frankly,
they consider our job somewhat less
exciting and glamorous than that of
a good guide for tourist hunting
parties, or an operator of a fishing
boat; or the profession of making
com ‘likker’ and dodging ‘feds.’
In the picture, ‘The Yearling,’ we
are using the home that was orig¬
inally occupied by the people who
are represented in Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings’ great book as The Baxters.
This house is between 110 and 120
years old, and is true to type.
The home to which we were invited
for Sunday dinner is furnished with
the typical deerhide-covered chairs,
pine settles, and deal tables as were
used by their grandparents.
And now, pay heed to the menu:
first we had a chilled potato soup
very similar to bouillebaisse. Then
we were served roasted venison, beef
stew, and fried lake bass; already on
the table were huge bowls of string
beans, roasted sweet corn, black-eyed
beans, green peas, and a huge platter
of juicy, sliced tomatoes—all this
from their own garden! The veni¬
son had been shot the previous fall
and salted down; the beef had been
home-raised and salted, and the bass
had been caught that morning. We
were served all the hot biscuit we
could eat, as well as a crumbling, rich
corn bread.
With dinner we had
huge glasses of iced tea, and for
dessert there
were
home-canned
pears that had been grown in their
own orchards.
Let softened city dwellers scream
about points:
these self-sufficient
natives live like kings.
Your generation of these native
Americans will be educated; my con¬
temporaries were not, and for an in¬
teresting reason.
(After dinner we
sat around and talked about our ex¬
periences.)
The man of the house,
(Continued on page 82)

New HOSPITAL and
SURGICAL POLICY
Protects Whole Family
Costs Only 3c a Day for Adults
Only l'Ac a Day for Children
IT’S HERE! The new Family Hospital and
Surgical Policy that insures whole familymother, father, children, anyone now in
good health, age 3 months to 65 years. Pro¬
vides CASH to help pay for these bills: for
hospital room and board up to 90 days for
each Insured person in any one year; for
other hospital expenses, such as medicines,
X-ray, operating room, etc.; for doctor’s fee
for operations. Money Paid Direct to you—
you select your own doctor and hospital.
This special-value Policy issued at family
group rates by Sterling Insurance Company,
the reliable company with over $2,000,000
surplus for policy holders. Investigate!
Send no money, but mail the coupon below
quick for 10-day Trial offer. No agent will
call on you. NO OBLIGATION. ACT
TODAY!

--,
| STERLING INSURANCE CO.

N-4147 STERLING BLDG., CHICAGO 11, ILL.

I

Send me 10-Day Trial Offer of LOW- |
. COST Family Group Plan for Hospital [
I and Surgical Insurance.
■ Name. .
| Address..'.|
| City.

State. I

ipmoHAi Imnmfflft
Your Name & Address Elegantly
Printed on 40 Sheets Whippet Bond &
20 Matching Envelopes • • • only
We will elegantly print anyone’s
name and address, business or per¬
sonal style, on 40 sheets of crisp,
new Whippet Bond Stationery
(made by Hammennill) and on 20
matching envelopes all for only
25c! Or, if you send $1.00 for four
sets we’ll include one extra set
FREE of any extra charge
or 5
sets in all postpaid! Same name, or
as many as 5 different names on sta¬
tionery. Money-Back Guaran¬
tee. Supply limited. Order NOW!

WESTERN STATIONERY CO.
Dept. II0-A
Topeka. Kansas

FOR HIM:
A Massive ring in 10-kt. SOLID YELLOW GOLD with
liberal sized GENUINE DIAMOND. A regular 135.01)
value.
Now you can own this rich SOLID GOLD
ring with a GENUINE DIAMOND at our Introductory
Price .$19.95

FOR HER:
A delicately designed, exquisitely beautiful ring that
will attract admiring glances. A regular $25.00 value.
This 3-DIAMOND chip Dinner Ring of unusual de¬
sign has a setting of 10-kt. SOLID YELLOW GOLD.
Introductory Price.$14.95

GUARANTEE:
For your protection we give you a 5-day FHEE TRIAL
on either ring. If you are not thoroughly convinced that
your ring is all we claim for it. return for refund of
purchase price. NOTE: We pay all charges if you remit
with order. NOTHING MORE TO PAY. (If C.O.D.,
postage and COD. handling charges additional.)
When ordering, send name, ring size, and item wanted.
Remember, our money back guarantee protects you.

FIFTH AVENUE JEWEL CO.
545 Fifth Avenue. Dept. 102-A, New York 17, N. Y.
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SILVER PLATED TABLEWARE
You’ll love this beautiful Tableware Set of exquisite grace
and design, life-long quality, and sparkling beauty. A luxurious
treasure you II enjoy for years to come. You’ll be proud to
nave this lovely Set grace your table—proud to have your
friends see this beautifully matched, perfectly balanced,
lableware feet. Consists of 6 beautifully designed knives,
6 forks. 12 teaspoons. 6 soup spoons.

Beautiful 30-Piece Tableware Chest and
F. B. Rogers Silver Polishing Cloth
with Every Order
SEND NO MONEY—IS Day Trial ia Your Own Homt

GIVEN

Yes! m mean it. Examine the set for 10 full days. Upon
arrival, pay postman only *9.95 plus postage. Order now
before we are all sold out. You II be delighted*
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK/

Creal American Sales Co., 2226 Silverlon Way, Dept.

511. Chicago 16 I1L

Free for Asthma
During_ Winter

If you suffer with those terrible attacks of
Asthma when it is cold and damp; if raw,
\\ in try winds make you choke as if each gasp
for breath was the very last; if restful sleep is
impossible because of the struggle to breathe;
you feel the disease is slowly wearing your
life away, don’t fail to send at once to the
Frontier Asthma Co., for a free trial of a re¬
markable method. No matter where you live or
whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun, send for this free trial. If you
have suffered for a lifetime and tried every¬
thing you could learn of without relief- even
if you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon
hope but send today for this free trial. It will
cost you nothing. Address
J>ontier Asthma Co.
429-S Frontier Bldg.
4f>> Niagara Street,
Buffalo 1, New York

ou

MAKE $2S-$35 A WEEK

}
can iearn practical nursing at home
in spare time. Course endorsed by phy¬
sicians. Thousands of graduates. 47th
yr. One graduate has charge of 10-bed
hospital.
Another saved $400 while
learning
Equipment included.
Men.
fw ♦..o1VV0men 18 to 60High School not
Pum.u«Lon Payments. Trial plan. Write today
Den.
SP”?.°L OF NURSING
M
Dept. 451. 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago II Ml
Vrn.!
8end free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

I
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4pe

3330530351
Be An ARTIST!
Trained Artists Are Capable
of Earning

S30-S50-S75

A

WEEK

Use your spare time to pre¬
pare for a profitable Art
career!
® interesting and pleasant to
way‘ C0M!J.EJi5,AL ART- DESIGNING.
CARTOONING all in ONE com¬
plete home study course. No
previous Art experience neces¬
sary-hundreds have profited by
our practical method since 1914.
TWO ART OUTFITS furnished.
Full information in FREE
BOOK. “Art for Pleasure and
Profit” — tells all about our
course, service — and commer.
cial opportunities for you in
^^^Art. Mail coupon today.

FREE BOOK gives details!
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART.
Studio 331C, 111515th
Washington (5). D. C.
. „
_. Send your free catalog,
and Profit,” and full particulars.
| Name___
| Address____
I City-

St..

N.W

‘Art for Pleasure

. State .

-Age

empty tracks. The title: “Equity will
Bring Us Back.”
Unlike most Hollywood artists, Mr.
Whorf grew up expecting to be one.
He was born into an artist’s family;
his father, Henry Church Whorf, was
a noted painter, and his elder brother
John, now considered the finest watercolor artist in America, was the only
protege of John Singer Sargent. John
and Richard studied art in Massa¬
chusetts schools, then in France and
Germany. From babyhood they knew
important contemporary artists, and
the world’s noted paintings and works
of art were as familiar to them as
sports figures are to the average
American boy.
It was not until young Richard met
the late Max Reinhardt in Germany
that he decided to turn what had been
a hobby into a career and become
an actor.
“You can’t make comparisons in
art,” he avers. “Art suits the person
who sees it. As Whistler used to
say, art is only a personal opinion. I
don’t agree that artists express them¬
selves, because art is creation which
acting isn’t. An actor merely inter¬
prets what someone else has created.
“There’s this great difference, too:
Nobody approaches painting without
humility, but no actor can approach
acting with humility—or he can’t
act!”
. At the moment, Mr. Whorf’s studio
is in his Beverly Hills garage. Very
few of his own pictures are hung in
his house, whose walls give generous
space to the work of his father and
brother. He points out the excellence
of their canvasses and passes by his
few sketches with: “That’s just trick
stuff—” or “A mood—not very im¬
portant.”
In his library he has some miniature
stage sets, complete - with tiny cos¬
tumed models of actors, correctly
lighted, designed and built by him¬
self
One especially interesting set
is designed for the production of
Richard III which Mr. Whorf hopes
to do one of these days, playing the
title role, of course. Half a dozen
well-thumbed versions of the Shake¬
spearean drama flank the small model.
Mr. Whorf writes plays, mystery
stories and technical books for actors;
he received critical acclaim for his
set designs for the Lunts’ production
There Shall Be No Night,” and now
has turned to directing pictures be^e?,n-,his screen portrayals. Metro’s
A Sailor Takes a Wife” is his latest
directorial effort.
“A director can compose interesting
pictures with his scenes,” he observed,
5 *>
1S °ne reason I enjoy my new
His books, “Running The Show” and
Tune To Make Up” still bring in
royalties after ten years. More ex¬
citing, these volumes caused his sum¬
mons by the U. S. War Department to
fly overseas to start a theater in con¬
nection with the G. I. University proj¬
ect for our occupation forces in
Europe. The Casino in Biarritz was
tekenow as Hie G. I. theater and Mr.
,
Sot
student
servicemen
launched on their own productions
and helped them with their first two
shows.
When Steffi Duna gave Dennis
O Keefe a brush and a paintbox, he

Paulette’s personal preferences are the sole
basis for selecting her objets d'art.
She
tends towards moderns like the Braque above.

surprised himself, as well as his wife,
by turning out a creditable picture.
Bill Edwards, of Paramount, was a
commercial artist in New York City
before a photographer persuaded him
to act as a model, and the resulting
pictures brought him a movie contract
He puts in odd time on sets
sketching his fellow actors, as does
Mona Freeman, who once shared a
studio with her Virginia cousin and
vowed herself to ART.
From Edward G. Robinson and his
famous collection of paintings to Rita
Hayworth and her Indian masks, the
town is filled with stars who get pleas¬
ure and sometimes profit from gather¬
ing together works of art.
Paulette Goddard had never thought
of collecting until she bought her first
house four years ago. Then someone
gave her a picture; she decorated a
room around it, and suddenly fell in
love with art.
“I collect for feeling and color,” she
said, “and I never look at what a
painting is said to be worth. I have
some Thelma Street pictures that
cost me $12 each, that give me as
much pleasure as any I own—and
some of my pictures are quite valu¬
able. Waldo Pierce and Henry Varnum Poor are our neighbors in Con¬
necticut and both have given me
paintings. Waldo’s ‘Nude In The Barn’
is one of my favorites. I have a
roomful of George Gershwin’s
sketches of me, all very charming and
colorful, and the wonderful mural
Diego Rivera did of me, which is quite
large and includes an Indian girl who
is doing my hair.”
Paulette’s taste runs to the unusual
in an artist’s work. If people ask:
“Is that a Rivera?” she is better
pleased than if they announce confi¬
dently at sight: “That’s a Rivera!”
Paulette never does anything by
halves. Now that she’s interested in
collecting art, she carefully reads
each artist s biography, sees whatever
she can of his work, and when she
buys anything, tries to give it its

proper setting. The young Merediths
redecorated their entire house because
the people who built it had no pic¬
tures, and they felt their collection
needed simple backgrounds.
They
ripped out fancy borders, yanked off
flounces, tore down curlycues and
medallions, and replaced groups of
modern furniture with graceful an¬
tiques which, they believe, are more
suited to the paintings on their walls.
You must have seen those superb
caricatures of Sydney Greenstreet,
Geraldine Fitzgerald and Peter Lorre
used in the exploitation of “Three
Strangers.” They are the work of
Director Jean Negulesco, internation¬
ally famous artist, once Roumanians
“Court Painter.”
Mr. Negulesco’s portraits of Queen
Marie of Roumania (which hung in
San Francisco until spirited bidding
resulted
in
a
fellow-countryman
carrying it off), Dolores Del Rio (in
the Mexican Museum of Art), Lady
Montbatten and other celebrities are
widely known. His first big hit, how¬
ever, was as a caricaturist, and he
still has a tremendous feeling for this
medium.
“I am a painter, that’s all!” says the
director, “I have no isms, I paint.”
This opinion may stem from the
fact that his first drawings were war
sketches made in his early teens
during the first World War. Incident¬
ally, Jean can draw in the dark. When
he first came to Hollywood in 1930,
his chief ambition was to do a por¬
trait of Greta Garbo. Garbo wouldn’t
pose, so he went to see her current
picture three or four times, armed
with drawing board and crayon, and
came out of the theater with dozens
of amazing sketches of the moody
Swede.
Shortly after this, Negulesco began
to write, progressing from writing to
directing; the latter he approached
through the usual medium of shorts,
his most notable being those he did
of the Ballet Russe. While directing,
he often sketches the action of a scene
as he would like to have it, and directs
from his sketch rather than from the
script.
“Humoresque” is his next direc¬
torial assignment. The result should
be like attending a one-man show by
Jean Negulesco.

Calling All Camera Fans!

Tha Ideal Gift
far Mother. Dad, Sit
•r fratkar

TAKE PICTURES YOU WILL TREASURE!
Imagine getting a genuine Photo Master with • ground and pilch polished
lent in the face of one of the most drastic camera shortages in our his¬
tory! A camera designed to take picture* in full color as well as black
and white! A camera that will enable you to graphically record the events
and people of the present for you to enjoy in the future. Yes, start
today to take pictures of things as they happen. It's a real thrill that will
bring you reflected pleasures for years to come. So order your Photo
Master now! And if after the postman delivers it you don’t think the
£3.98 you paid for it is the best £3.98 you've ever spent—return it within
10 days and we'll refund your money cheerfully—and quick at a flash!

Sold on a *’Examine At Our Risk"
GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION

Look At These Features

This Made-To-Measure

'A'Genuine Simpson Ground Pitch Polished Lens
★ Extremely Simple. Foolproof Operation
★ Takes 16 Pictures on any Standard No. 127 Film
ir Also Takes Excellent Pictures in Full Color
★ Level View Finder

Biggest Smokers' Value

CARRYING CASE
-r

2cW'Htcam

Ever!

POST PAID
TAX FREE
A Matched Set
You’ll Re Proud To
Give or Get

... A

TRIUMPH TOGETHER
Take the lighter, for instance! It’s
a genuine "Feather Lite," cased in
gleaming heat resistant black plastic.
Famed for the instant, positive action
it’s the favorite "flame” of smokers
the nation over. Just a twirl of your
thumb lights it—and its wind guard
keeps it lit. And if you want the joy
of a firm packed cigarette all the
time, your answer is the matching
featherweight cigarette cate with its
patented grooves that protect each
and every cigarette until you're ready
to smoke it. They’re a peach of a pair,
both yours to own for only £2.98—
a price you’d gladly pay for either
one. Seeing is believing! and if you
don’t thinic you’ve bought a double
value after seeing your thrilling
twosome — we’ll refund your money
cheerfully! And that’s a promise!

With « Rick Silver on Block

MONOGRAMMED

INITIAL

•f your Own choice

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR SMOKER SET
I NATIONAL NOVELTIES—t*)>t.R89
| 608 So. Dearborn St.—Chicago 3, HI.

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR CAMERA

Mt«T INITIAL
IN THIS BOX

I Please rush Feather Lite Windproof Lighter and Matching Cigarette I
| Case personalized with initial printed in box above.
CHECK ONE
■ □ 1 SOI eerLosing 12.98. Send Mr Psrtonsliicd Smoker Set Poitpsid.
J □ Scad my Personalised Smoker Set C.O.D.

1 will pay postmen 92.98 plus peeler*. !

Name
Pleas* Print Cltarly.

•NATIONAL NOVELTIES—D,ptPC135
I 608 South Dearborn St.—Chicago 5, III.
I Rush Phoiometier *« 91.98 with Carrying Cote lot C«ly 2< HIM. Sstisfactiaa
* guersmecd or money beck if returned within 10 dsy*.
|
CHECK ONE
Q I am enclosing 94 for psvmeni in full. Send Camera and Case Postpaid.
Q Send Camera end Case C.O.D. I will pay postman 94 plus postage coin
lf you wont ) rolls of No. 127 Film le*ss*h for 48 pictures)
for only 81c plot I Sc poftoqe and ho.dlinq costs CHECK 8ELOW
I O I »» entlosing 94.96 for payment in full. Include J rolls of Film postpaid.
0 Include 3 rolls of Film C.O.D. I will pay postman 94.96 plus posugc.

I

I

ENLARGEMENT
OF

YOUR

FAVORITE
PHOTO
JUST TO GET ACQUAINTED! WE WILL MAKE
YOU A BEAUTIFUL S x 7 ENLARGEMENT OF ANY
SNAPSHOT. PHOTO. OR NEGATIVE ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Be sure to include color of Hair, eyes and clothing, and get Our Bar¬
gain Offer for having your enlargement Eieautifully hand colored in
oil and mounted in a handsome frame. Limit 2 to a customer. Please
enclose 10c each for handling and mailing the enlargements. Orig¬
inals returned. Be sure to include all information. Act Now!
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Enclosed find_snapshot or negative.
(specify number, limit 2)
Please make_free enlargements.
(specify number, limit 2)

Handling and Mailing charge of 10c each is enclosed
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Vincent Price has uncovered many a talented
artist in his gallery. Next pic, "Dragonwyck."
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NEW

Tiny Pocket Size

RADIO!

only S ozsl Complete READY TO
PLAY as shown with self contained
phone for personal use. Smooth
durable black and silver plastic
case. Ha* patented Fired Cryttal
Slide Tunina Dial! NO TUBES. BAT¬
TERIES OR ELECTRIC PLUG IN
required—Little if any upkeep cost—ever.
Should last for years. USUALLY RE¬
CEIVES
LOCAL
BROADCASTS
CLEARLY, without outside aerial wire.

GUARANTEED TO WORK
when connected and used according to
instructions sent with each radio. Can be
used in homes, offices, hotels, cabins, bed.
after hours, etc.
CahiI ah||| Cl Art (cash, money order, check) and pay
will/ #AaVV postman $2.09 plus delivery fees on ar¬
rival or send $3.99 for postpaid delivery. IDEAL GIFT FOR CHIL¬
DREN OR ADULTS ALIKE! Newest Practical Novelty!—Get your
PA-KETTE RADIO NOW for roal enjoyment. ORDER TODAY
—NOW! Dealers in most cities.
PA-KETTE RADIO COMPANY. Dept. HW-1, Kearney, Neb.

LINCOLN AND INDIAN HEAD

PENNIES WANTED

WILL SIA 00 CAP II

*|U:Ul EACH

PAY

for certain
LINCOLN PENNIES

Indian Head Cent* $50.00: Nickels $500.00; Dimes
$1,000.00. All rare coins, bills, stamps wanted. Send
10c for Illustrated Catalogue and other information.

Federal Coin Exchange, 12-HWG, Columbus 5,Ohio

ASTHMA
"o? 10-DAY TRIAL OFFER!
IF YOU SUFFER FROM BRONCHIAL ASTHMA PAR¬
OXYSMS, from coaghs, gasping wheezing — write quick
for daring lO-DAY TRIAL OFFER. Inquiries from Bo¬
cal led “hopeless" cases especially invited.
NACOR,

109

State Life Bldg., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

6 SELECTED DRESSES $2.75
Imagine getting 6 selected dresses for only
$2,751 Top values. Smart In style, pattern and
material.
Each dress pressed, cleaned, ready
to wear. Assorted colors and materials.
Sizes
up to 38. Larger sizes 4 for $3.25. Send 50c
deposit, balance C.O.D., plus postage.
Satis¬
faction guaranteed.
Many other bargains for
entire family.
ECONOMY MAIL ORDER HOUSE
393 GRAND ST., Dept. H-I2, New York 2, N. Y.

now you can
HEAR them!
“Real Stories from Real Life” are
on the air.

Exciting . . . dramatic

. . . beautifully tender stories of
people

who

had

the

courage

to

tell the incidents which were most
important

in

their

lives.

Hear

them broadcast every night, Mon¬
day

through

Friday,

over

your

Mutual station from 9:15 to 9:30
Eastern Time. Make “Real Stories
from Real Life” a listening habit.

WRITERS

Your short stories, books, articles, plays
should be marketed. Write for particulars!
U. S. LITERARY AGENCY
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136 Liberty Street, Dept. HW-1, New York 6. N.Y.

ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 79)
whom I count as a treasured friend,
told us about education in his time.
It seems that during that period,
school was kept by a brutal school¬
teacher: a man who made a rule that
anyone in the fourth grade who made
THREE mistakes in reciting the en¬
tire multiplication table forward and
back, should be beaten.
My friend, terrorized by the threat
of punishment, made his three mis¬
takes and was ordered to the whip¬
ping room on the third floor. Instead
of awaiting his unjust punishment, he
jumped out of the window—break¬
ing
both
ankles—and
stumbled,
pulled and dragged himself home. He
never went back to school. Nor would
have I. He has a son, however, who
is in school in Jacksonville. Wistfully
he said of this lad, “I want him to
do good—not be like me.” I tried
to say that I thought this man’s way
of life was one to be admired, and
that the world was filled with
dyspeptic men who would change
places with him on the instant.
For you, my boy, I would want
the simple dignity, the proud selfsufficiency of these people.
Your devoted,
Dad.”
“Hi, Jonny-boy:
I’ve just been fishing, and I’ve had
a remarkable experience. Not prin¬
cipally because I caught my share of
the forty fine finny friends we
brought back, but because I’ve seen
something I never expected to ob¬
serve.
When we started out this morning,
the man who has become my friend
down here, said, “I don’t think we’ll
have much luck on this part of the
river, because I don’t smell any fish.”
I kept still. My experience with
fish has led me to believe that the
already-caught, and not the catchable
fish, is the one with reverse perfume,
but I have been so impressed with
the native lore of these people that
I’m slow to question.
Despite my guide’s insistence that
he couldn’t smell fish where we were
trolling, we continued to try. After
two hours of no bites, this got to be
a bore, so we moved on to another
spot. Again, our Floridian assured
us that he smelled no fish. Again we
tried without luck.
Finally we oared our way around
a point and my friend became as ex¬
cited as is possible for a naturally
quiet man. “Fish,” he muttered, his
eyes bright. “I can smell hundreds
of ’em, right out there!”
We got busy, as I have already
intimated, and reeled in 40 beauties.
I wish I could develop this trick,
but I’m afraid that when you and
I go fishing in California waters,
we’ll just have to rely on luck.
Just call me your Waltonian
Dad.”
“My dear son:
The philosophic humor of these
’people is superb. I think I can best
outline what I mean by telling you
of two incidents from ‘The Yearling’
that, according to my local friend,
typify the Florida viewpoint. One of
the incidents will be used in the mo¬
tion picture.
The recordable anecdote is this:
while hunting, the character that I
portray in the picture, finds that one
of his dogs is a coward. When his
son suggests killing the dog, Baxter
says, “No, son, some dogs is meant to

be good dogs, and some dogs is meant
to be worthless dogs, and there isn’t
much a man can do about it.”
My local friends have one good
hound “dawg” which is kept chained.
He is a valuable possession; he is
pampered, he eats well, and he gets
every care. My friends also own two
mutts who run wild, doing as they
please. This indicates another local
viewpoint: the worthless animal has
no responsibility; but the valuable
animal is supplied with the best of
the land and loving care as exchange
for his dependability.
The incident which won’t be filmed
is this: in the book, Baxter found a
pair of roly-poly cub bears. Quickly
he slipped out of his trousers and out
of his underwear, knotted the under¬
wear legs, and slipped a cub into
each leg. Then he hopped back into
his dungarees, slung the cubs over
his shoulder, and started for home.
Along the way, he was caught by
the outraged mother bear, who took
a bite of Baxter’s dungarees. Baxter
quickly dropped his cub-enclosed un¬
derwear, slid out of his dungarees,
and streaked for home.
When a friend asked him if his
wife was surprised to see him
avalanching upon the house in a
pantless condition, he replied, “I
reckon she were; but I reckon she
weren’t so surprised to see me with¬
out pants, as that ole mother bear
were surprised to find her cubs wear¬
ing underclothes.”
Well, goodnight, my cub
Your Dad.”
“Hi, Skipper:
Well, honey, by the time you re¬
ceive this note, your mother will be
home. Yes, she left here yesterday
in a tizzy—very becoming to her,
though, I must say.
You’ll get a kick out of this: for
two months we have been living in
the very coils of one of the most
fertile of reptile districts. One day
my friend and I killed a six foot
water moccasin as it lay beside our
fishing boat on the bank.
It was
nothing at all to see a deadly snake
darting through the water a few feet
away from us as we paddled along.
Near our location we killed several
coral snakes, and I had warned your
mother repeatedly to watch her step.
In the mail this morning we re¬
ceived a letter from your nurse say¬
ing that the milkman had just killed a
four foot rattler on our back walk—
a snake which presumably had been
living in our garden. Greta nearly
lost her mind. She would hear of no
solution except her immediate de¬
parture for California, in order to be
on hand to defend you from further
reptiles.
I offer this testimony in support of
my theory that, to a woman, there is
no danger near or far unless it threat¬
ens her child; then the only evil on
earth is that which menaces her off¬
spring.
Confidentially, I’ve never
placed much credence in the old story
about Eve and the serpent; if Eve
were anything like your mother, she
would have screamed and run rapidly
in the opposite direction. No, I think
the temptor must have been a charm¬
ing little chinchilla rabbit; in such an
animal, offering an apple, the aver¬
age woman would see (1), a fine
meal; and (2), the down payment on
a handsome coat.
Your ever-lovin’
Dad.”
The End

I REMEMBER CHRISTMAS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 451
a tinkling quality. “I’d love it,” she
agreed.
So Mark picked her up in his creak¬
ing old Ford sedan, and they went to
dawn mass. Afterward, through the
crisp, sunlit air, they drove down Sun¬
set Boulevard toward the beach.
Whenever they had gasoline enough,
they liked to explore the winding
weed grown trails through the hills
near the Bernheimer estate, and they
had found a spot that they called “our
lot.”
“Someday,” they promised one an¬
other, “we’ll buy this site and we’ll
build a dream house.” The north
windows, they pointed out, would
serve as a proscenium arch to the
spectacle of the mountains, and the
south windows would be audience for
the drama of the changing sea.
So, this Christmas morning they
drove to “their lot” and parked. Mark
had bought hamburgers from an allnight stand, and had ordered a ther¬
mos of coffee. The day before he had
stored a sack of apples and oranges
in the back of the car.
And he had bought, and trimmed
with dime store tinsel, a Christmas
tree about two feet high. This he
had installed in the back seat. Around
the mechanized Yuletide fir were
placed the gifts Mark and his girl had
bought for one another. They had
agreed on one, only, gift. Then each
had invested in some dime store
extras.
Mark gave his girl friend a gold
heart locket on a fine gold chain,
and she had given him a cigarette
case on which was engraved his name
and hers. In the other packages were
tooth paste, hair oil, envelopes and
airmail stationery, and a tiny plant
of ivy.
So Mark Stevens’ most memorable
Christmas consisted of a dinner of
hamburgers and a gift-opening cere¬
mony on a vacant lot.
On Christmas Eve, 1934, Danny
Kaye was in Shanghai, doing five
shows a day at the Palace Theatre.
There were 40 persons in the cast of
La Vie Paree, the A. B. Marcus revue,
and when they gathered around a
decorated camphor tree backstage,
after the last show at 10 o’clock, there
were 40 cases of galloping home¬
sickness.
The stage manager did his best. He
broke out a series of Tom ’n’ Jerries,
and announced that the presents at
the foot of the tree would be opened
at the stroke of midnight. But nobody
was very gay; people began to wonder
out loud, in disconsolate tones, what
was doing at that moment in Des
Moines, in McKeesport, in Seattle,
and in South Chicago. “We’re a long
way from home,” some geographical
expert opined, and lower lips began
to trip unwary walkers.
At which time Leon Miller, Danny’s
dancing partner, had an attack of
smart brains. “The trouble with us
is that there aren’t any kids around.
Whoever heard of a Christmas tree
party without children?” he de¬
manded. He and Danny started an
investigation, and discovered from the
Chinese hosts that there was a nearby
mission conducted by medical mission¬
aries of the Church of Latter Day
Saints.
“That’s for us,” said Leon. He and

Danny ran the entire distance to the
mission. A solitary night watchman,
a
grizzled
old
English-speaking
Chinese, was the only person awake.
The boys tried to explain what they
wanted while he scrutinized them with
an eloquent glance that labeled them
squirrel fruit. However, he agreed to
arouse the superintendent, who turned
out to be an understanding, great¬
hearted man from Pomona, California.
Something about the situation ap¬
pealed to his sense of Christmas. In
a few minutes he returned to the
waiting room, leading twelve Chinese
children, between the ages of 6 and
12.
When this strange cavalcade re¬
turned to the theatre, the remaining
38 actors broke out into cheers and
the button-eyed Chinese orphans in¬
stantly annexed approximately 3
parents each. Everyone opened Christ¬
mas parcels, and handed the gifts to
the kids who were bewildered, be¬
dazzled, but overwhelmed with happi¬
ness.
They
chattered,
exclaimed,
shouted.
Then the superintendent lined up
the children, gave them a keynote,
waved his hand, and they sang, in
Chinese, “Silent Night, Holy Night.”
The homesick actors, all 40 of them,
bowed their heads and wept.
When Ethel Barrymore was on tour
one year, her train became snowbound
in the twilight-blue, spreading wastes
of the Montana Rockies. Trainmen
explained that no rescue could be
attempted for 24 hours, which meant
that a Grand Hotel assortment of
strangers was fated to spend Christ¬
mas together. In the same car with
Miss Barrymore was a seven-year-old
girl, who burst into tears when she
realized that she wasn’t going to reach
Chicago for the holidays.
“Santa
Claus will never find me ’way out
here,” she sobbed. “I won’t have any
Christmas at all.”
“That’s nonsense,” said the forth¬
right Miss Barrymore. “Santa Claus
has your name on his list, un¬
doubtedly, and I’m positive he will
locate you. Just don’t cry until you’re
positive that you’ve been forgotten.”
During the night, while the child
slept, two of the men ventured into
the nearby hills and cut a small
Christmas tree; passengers ransacked
their bags for items that might appeal
to a small girl. Luckily, friends of
Miss Barrymore had given her a
lavish basket of fruit just before she
boarded the train, so that was placed
beside the tree. Other passengers con¬
tributed a new toothbrush in red cello¬
phane, a deck of miniature playing
cards, a folding traveling mirror, a
scarf, and a chocolate bar. Someone
also had presence of mind enough
to leave a note saying that the little
girl’s heavy presents had been left in
Chicago, but this small contribution
was intended to tell her that Santa
Claus hadn’t forgotten.
Then the conductor was decked out
as Santa Claus—not very convincing
to a critical mind—but wonderful for
a little girl of seven.
Virginia Mayo’s most memorable
Christmas has instilled in her a per¬
manent ambition: during the late fall
of the year, she goes around button¬
holing people in an attempt to raise
a choral group to sing Christmas
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CLIFTON WEBB SAYS YES
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19)
“You come, too,” urged the little
girl.
Clifton went. He didn’t belong to
the class, but was much too lively to
sit on the sidelines. As he gyrated
about the gleaming floor, making up
his own steps since he’d never had a
dancing lesson, Malcolm Douglas, then
connected with the Children’s Theater
at Carnegie Hall, wandered in. Mr.
Douglas was in the throes of casting
“The Brownies,” and was all but
desperate for a child to play “Cholly.”
He fairly pounced on Clifton, who
quickly agreed to take the part.
“Don’t you do anything—don’t you
tell my mother—I’m going to be an
actor!” Clifton informed his grand¬
mother, firmly. He could always dom¬
inate her and she objected only feebly,
but once her grandson was in re¬
hearsal and it became evident that
he had embarked on a career, she
wired her daughter: “Come at once.
Clifton has gone on the stage!”
Mrs. Webb returned in time to sit in
a box and faint with excitement when
her son made his first appearance. Not
that she objected: all her life she her¬
self had wanted to be an actress, but
she was from the South growing up in
a day when a stage door was looked
on as a gateway to destruction. “I’d
sooner see you lying in your grave!”
was among the milder statements
made by Clifton’s grandfather in deny¬
ing his daughter’s ambition.
“She had made up her mind that if
I showed a yen for acting, she’d foster
it,” recalled Mr. Webb. “She never was
a stage mother, never one of those
objectionable creatures who shove
their offspring under producers’ noses,
show them off or clamor for attention.
What she gave me was confidence, en¬
couragement and help.”
“Cholly” was followed by starring
roles in “Oliver Twist” and “The
Master of Carlton Hall.” When the
Children’s Theater closed, Clifton went
back to school. By the time he was 13
and ready for graduation, he thought
he was through with acting forever.
“Pooh with the stage!” he cried, and
enrolled in art classes. He studied
under excellent teachers and has never
lost his love for painting. Today he
has a studio at his Greenwich, Con¬
necticut, home.
During this period he also studied
singing, and at 16, when his voice had
developed to a remarkably beautiful
high baritone, he appeared in con¬
certs. Milton Aborn, head of the Aborn
Opera Company, heard him, called
him in for an interview and asked if
he could sing operatic roles.
He used his favorite affirmative.
Nothing happened for a space. Then
one Friday came an agitated telephone
call from Boston, asking if Clifton
could sing the role of “Laertes” in
“Mignon” the following Monday. It
was a long and unfamiliar role, but
he said “Yes!” as usual. He got a
script of the opera at the station,
sight-read it on the train, met his ac¬
companist in Boston and together they
went over the score. Interrupted by
costume-fittings, make-up tests and
rehearsals, they worked at it for three
days like two maniacs, and Monday
night the young singer justified his
confident “Yes” by making a hit.
At the end of the week and the en¬
gagement, he went back to New York,
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returning to Boston on the same lastminute terms for “Madame Butterfly”
and “La Boheme.” During the Christ¬
mas holidays, Clifton was asked to sing
the role of the Witch in “Hansel and
Gretel” (always sung by a man) a
part so long and difficult that two
singers had been engaged for it. One
for matinees and one for evenings.
After the first day, the management
decided they preferred Clifton and
asked him to sing both performances.
This time the boy varied his “Yes” by
adding that he wanted more money.
He was getting $40 a week. Aborn
made it $50.
It was nice to earn money for do¬
ing something as delightful as singing,
but unfortunately Clifton wasn’t earn¬
ing as much as he spent. It cost him
$20 for half-hour voice lessons from
Victor Potel, and he also had to pay
his accompanist. Mr. Potel had expect¬
ed to launch his own opera company
with parts for all his students, but the
money promised for the venture failed
to arrive. Consulted by the worried
Clifton, Mr. Potel mentioned that there
might be an opening for him in an
operetta about Napoleon and Jose¬
phine, as the role of the dancing master
hadn’t been filled.
“You dance, don’t you?” the boy was
asked, and he gave his usual answer,
although he’d never had a dancing les¬
son in his life. He got the part, learn¬
ing a routine from the girl who was
to dance with him. After the show,
someone observed: “You dance well.
Why not take up modern dancing?”
“I was a very serious person in those
days,” Mr. Webb remembered, put¬
ting on an expression to match, “I
didn’t smoke, I didn’t touch alcohol, I
never went out at night except to the
theater. My voice, you know.” He be¬
came, for a twinkling, a solemn young
man pampering a precious pair of vo¬
cal chords. “I said: What’s modern
dancing?’ It was the first time I’d ever
heard of it.”
Duly directed, he and his partner
went to a celebrated roof, and did the
one-step and foxtrot between courses.
Presently a waiter came to Clifton I
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Before me, a Notary Public in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally ap¬
peared Phil Keenan who, having been duly
sworn according to law, deposes and says
that he is the Business Manager of the
Movieland and that the following is, to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true
statement of the ownership, management
(and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc.,
of the aforesaid publication for the date
shown in the above caption, required by the
Act of August 24, 1912, as amended by the
Act of March 3, 1933, embodied in section 537
Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and busi¬
ness managers are: Publisher, Movieland,
Inc., 1476 Broadway; New York; Editor, Doris
Cline, 1476 Broadway, New York; Man¬
aging Editor, None; Business Manager, Phil
Keenan, 1476 Broadway, New York.
2. That the owner is: (If owned by a cor¬
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names and addresses of stockholders owning
or holding one per cent or more of total
amount of stock. If not owned by a cor¬
poration, the names and addresses of the
individual owners must be given. If owned
by a firm, company, or other unincorporated
concern, its name and address, as well as
those of each individual member, must be
given)
Movieland, Inc., 1476 Broadway,
New York; Hillman Periodicals, Inc., 1476
Broadway, New York; Stockholders: Rita
Hillman, 1476 Broadway, New York; Alex
Hillman, 1476 Broadway, New York.
3. That the known bondholders, mort¬
gagees, and other security holders owning or
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount
of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are
(If there are none, so state.) None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stockhold¬
ers, and security holders, if any, contain not
only the list of stockholders and security
holders as they appear upon the books of
the company but also, in cases where the
stockholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in
any other fiduciary relation, the name of the
person or corporation for whom such trustee
is acting is given; also that the said two
paragraphs contain statements embracing
affiant s full knowledge and belief as to the
circumstances and conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who do
not appear upon the books of the companv
as trustees, hold stock and securities in a
capacity other than that of a bona fide
owner; and this affiant has no reason to be¬
lieve that any other person, association, or
corporation has any interest direct or indi¬
rect in the said stock, bonds, or other se¬
curities than as so stated by him.

with a message asking him to stop at
a young lady’s table. Agreeably ag¬
itated, Clifton followed the waiter to
where a pretty girl sat with an older
man.
“My name is Bonnie Glass. I dance
at Arthur Murray’s,” she said, smiling
up at the tall youth. “It’s this way; my
partner has been fired, but they’d like
to keep me if I can get someone to
dance with me. I’ve been watching
you, and I wonder if you’d like to try
it? It pays rather well.”
That sounded promising. Clifton
said yes, he could do the tango, and
yes, he could do the maxixe, although
that was the first time he had ever
heard of either one, and arranged to
report at Arthur Murray’s next day.
“What salary would you expect?”
asked Bonnie, as an after-thought.
Now while he had played the danc¬
ing master in “The Purple Road,”
Clifton had heard the leading man
say he got $150 a week. This seemed
the height of affluence to the boy, so
he tossed a nonchalant “Hundred and
fifty a week!” at Bonnie, expecting
her to laugh,
too. Instead, she
stunned him by agreeing.
They arrived at Arthur Murray’s,
after having to ask the way to a spot
just then a Mecca for the dance-crazed,
rehearsed the intricate waltz Bonnie
had been doing, and went on that
night. The crowd loved them. “This is
the rhythm of poetry!” read one of
their fan letters.
A little later, when they knew each
other better, Bonnie asked her new
partner to show her how to do his
tango. “How do you do yours?” he
countered. “I’ve no idea!” laughed
Bonnie. “And I’ve no maxixe, either,”
he grinned, “Have you?” The two went
out blithely and learned the numbers.
During this engagement at Murray’s,
customers beseiged Clifton to teach
them to dance. At first he waved them
away, but later he decided he might
as well have the money. He opened a
studio with a victrola for music, his
mother operating as secretary-man¬
ager under the name of “Miss Parmalee” (her maiden name was Maybelle Parmalee), and gave lessons. The

first pupils enrolled paid $5 a lesson,
but before the season was many weeks
old, others were paying $25 for half
an hour, and it was getting complicated
to remember who was paying what.
In the afternoons, while Clifton held
his classes, Bonnie joined Mae Murray
in giving “Brinkley Teas” at Murray’s.
Later, when Bonnie accepted an en¬
gagement in Chicago, Clifton and Mae
became dance partners. They broke all
records by dancing at the Palace for a
straight ten weeks, then toured the
country in vaudeville.
Fabulous offers poured in on them.
In 1917, Clifton starred in the musical
comedy “Love O’Mike” with Peggy
Wood, following this with “Listen,
Lester” and “As You Were” with Irene
Bordoni. In 1921, Charles Cochrane
took him to London.
That first night in London remains
a brilliant memory. Clifton’s opening
number was “Whose Baby Are You?”
He had arranged two encores with
his leading lady, thinking that might
be more than enough, but the house
kept roaring “ ’Core!”
“At first I was terrified,” confided
Mr. Webb. “I thought they were giv¬
ing us the bird. They shouted ‘ ’Core!’
but it sounded like ‘Caw’ to me. The
manager said: ‘Go out—they like you!’
and gave us a shove. They wouldn’t
let us go. We did our two encores
twice, we bowed, we made up silly
routines, we did old gags, and they
clapped as if we were wonderful. It
was amazing—and glorious!”
Two seasons in London were fol¬
lowed by one in Paris. While he was
there, young Mr. Webb signed a con¬
tract for a musical with John Murray
Anderson and returned to New York
to do “Jack and Jill.” Rave reviews
referred to him as a “hoofer,” which
horrified him.
“I’ll not be a dancer all my life,” he
vowed, seeing ahead a mirage of
musicals stretching to the sixties, him¬
self a stiff-legged veteran still hopping
up and down. Refusing other offers, he
stepped into a comedy role opposite
Mary Boland in “Meet The Wife.”
George S. Kauffman, then a critic,
wrote: “Mr. Webb will never have to

PHIL KEENAN, Business Manager.
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Movie Star Directory
P. O. Box 3068-D
Hollywood (28), Calif.
Two fashion plofes of filmdom, Gene Tierney and Clifton Webb, just before CBS broadcast.

put on his dancing shoes once again.”
But in 1925 Mr. Webb unpacked the
shoes to play opposite Marilyn Miller
in “Sunny” for 92 weeks, and kept
them on with Beatrice Lillie and Ger¬
trude Lawrence for other shows. Then
he made a smash hit in the first
“Little Show,” pairing with Libby
Holman and dancing in “Moanin’
Low.”
Other musicals followed. Then came
“As Thousands Cheer,” a unique clev¬
er affair made up of sketches based on
newspaper headlines. Mr. Webb im¬
personated Rockefeller, Sr., Mahatma
Gandhi, Doug Fairbanks, Jr., and
Noel Coward, among others.
One of the few times he had failed
to say “Yes” had been to the increas¬
ingly flattering offers of picture con¬
tracts made by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, because before he had finished one
play, he always had a contract for an¬
other. Now MGM reached him before
he could close with an eager producer
and dangled such tempting bait that
Clifton could not refuse it. He came
to Hollywood to do the life of Maurice,
the famous dancer, at a dazzling sal¬
ary. It seemed to him, as he sat there
signing that contract, that a gremlin
perched on his shoulder and whis¬
pered: “You’ll never do it!” He never
did. For 18 months he sat around, he
painted, he went to Palm Springs, he
visited the studios, he went to Santa
Barbara, and he waited. Other studios
begged for him, but MGM refused to
lend him. The picture about the dancer
got deeper and deeper into a fog, and
finally disappeared.
Mr. Webb went back to New York
and a Theater Guild play, feeling very
bitter about it all. Hollywood, so far
as he was concerned, was a bad word.
He progressed from play to play, as
usual, and landed in a wheelchair
playing the cantankerous “Sheridan
Whiteside” in “The Man Who Came To
Dinner” for a year and a half. He fol¬
lowed this characterization with three
seasons in a successful tour of “Blithe
Spirit,” which brought him again to
California.
The day of the opening in Los An¬
geles, the actor stopped in at Danny
Kaye’s house where he met producerdirector Otto Preminger. “Bet you any
money,” cried Danny, “after you open
tonight you’ll get so many offers for
pictures you’ll have to accept one.”
Mr. Webb waved him away. “Keep
your coin,” he replied, in the deep ac¬
cents of Edwin Booth’s heyday. “If
they gave me the whole place, I
wouldn’t take it!”
Danny Kaye was right. Offers
poured in and he ignored them until
Mr. Preminger, of 20th Century-Fox,
asked him to call and gave him the
script of “Laura” to read. “Can you do
Waldo Lydecker?” he asked.
That old habit of saying “Yes” re¬
asserted itself, and Mr. Webb said it,
adding that of course he must finish
the run of his play first. But when
the play producer read the script,
gentleman that he is, hats off to him,
he cried: “It’s too good for you to miss,
Clifton. I’ll close the show.”
By that time they were in Minne¬
apolis. Mr. Webb rushed back to
Greenwich to pack six trunks and
caught a train for Hollywood. Spring
floods in the mid-west separated him
from his six trunks, and he arrived in
Hollywood with one suitcase, his
mother and a French poodle.
Hollywood wasn’t daunted. The
director shifted the shooting schedule
of the picture so that for two days the
world’s best-dressed man reclined

naked in a bathtub with cameras fo¬
cussed upon him. The trunks got here
just in time.
He settled down in Connie Bennett’s
20-room house in Brentwood, com¬
plete with tennis courts and swimming
pool. “A bit lavish,” he used to say,
“but I call it home.” That first night
was broken by three visits from the
Beverly Hills police. It seemed that
the house was intricately wired
against burglars and every time the
actor moved he apparently touched
off an alarm. Cops on motorcycles kept
sirening through the gates like cops in
the Keystone comedies.
After all, Hollywood wasn’t so bad,
Mr. Webb admitted once he became
engrossed in “Laura.” He had a fiveyear contract for a picture a year be¬
tween plays. He even had it in his
heart to forgive MGM. They could
have put him in “B” pictures, or
loaned him for some ghastly flop, in¬
stead of paying him a salary to wait.
“Laura” was a great success. Clifton
added a new interest to many by writ¬
ing articles for a magazine. He painted
too. Then came the role of “Elliott”
in “The Razor’s Edge”. He couldn’t be
happier.
“Each character is interesting, each
one has layers, so to speak,” he com¬
mented, eagerly. “You peel off one and
there’s another below just as absorb¬
ing. I shall be sorry to finish the pic¬
ture—except that I want to do a play
in London this year.”
He’s been asked to do his memoirs.
In his years on the stage, he’s met or
known hundreds of celebrities; his
closest friends in New York include
Mrs. Harrison Williams, Grace Moore,
Lily Pons, the Dwight Deere Wimans,
Captain Edward Molyneux, Geraldine
Farrar,
the William
Rhinelander
Stewarts, the Herbert Bayard Swopes
and Elsa Maxwell; out here he’s fa¬
miliar with most of the movie colony
great; what he might have to say could
be absorbing reading. But relax—he’s
not going to write them.
Clifton Webb has never married and
doesn’t expect to go to the altar now
. . . but his eyes laugh when he says
this. Why can’t some lucky lassie do
something about it? Remember, he
says “Yes!” so-o-o easily!
The End

WATCH FOR THIS!
Read Sandra’s 1946 predictions for
your favorite stars: Ingrid Bergman,
Gregory Peck, Jean Arthur, Tyrone
Power, Shirley Temple, John Gar¬
field and many others, in the Febru¬
ary issue of MOVIELAND magazine.
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Employment
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Tired Kidneys
Often Bring
Sleepless Nights
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ous matter to remain in your blood, it may also
cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains,
loss of pep and energy, swelling, puffiness under
the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,
a stimulant diuretic, used successfully by millions
for over 40 years. Doan’s give happy relief and will
help the 16 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison¬
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.
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TRUE TO LIFE HAND COLORED
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Our Statuettes
are so life-like
they will thrill
you I Made
from your fa¬
vorite picture, print, negative,
or snapshot, they're gorgeously
hand-colored, mounted on woodbase and carved from wood with
a three-dimensional colorful reallife effect! 7y2 inches tall. PerL
manent, easily cleaned with
-.-eae-damp cloth. Ideal for those
m Service, or Mother, Father, Sister, Brother Only
*1.00 postpaid for picture of ONE person, pet or object
For each additional person add 10c each. For example:
Statuette of two persons costs $1.10: three persons $1 20
etc. Send money TODAY with picture or negative and
coloring instructions. Or order C.O.D. Pay mailman
Fast service! MONEY-BACK guarantee! Supply iimited. Order NOW! A perfect gift for those in Service
or the folks at home.
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MY SCREEN SON TOM (DRAKE)
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 231
all he’s tremendously serious about
his work.
He kids all the time, with young
and old, men and women. It is his
complete companionship that makes
me so sold on him. Who wouldn’t be
flattered with that kind of attention?
We’re alike, too, in that we both
enjoy sketching. I used to draw, not
too badly, and before the war I de¬
signed needlepoint in modernistic pat¬
terns so that it could be used with
truly moderne furniture. I had to
stop for the duration because I
couldn’t get the wool, but now I can
begin again. Tom likes to sketch
people; the picture he drew on my
dressingroom door is sort of flatheaded
and Garboish, but it’s definitely me
in what Tom calls my “I-want-to-gohome” mood.
I hear that Tom used to adore
Garbo, though he’s said nothing to
me about her. That young man cer¬
tainly speaks less of pictures, pic¬
ture personalities and Hollywood than
most people in this business. Instead,
his mind is occupied, so far as I have
observed, with what’s going on in the
world, the current book he’s reading,
music and fun.
Swimming and horseback riding
are two of Tom’s great yens. I re¬
member when we were on location
in the San Fernando Valley, there
were some marvelous horses around
and Tom tried them all. Whenever
he was wanted for a scene, you could
be sure he was out riding a horse.
“Drake!” the assistant director would
yell, and Tom would come galloping.
I don’t think he ever talks about
himself, except indirectly. He’s not
one of those whom the late Irvin
Cobb used to call the “I-I-Me-Boys”
Almost the only thing I’ve learned
about Tom that I haven’t observed
for myself or heard through others,
was a brief glimpse he gave me into
his New York experiences.
We were on location for the Wallace
Beery film, and everyone was waiting
around for the next scene, and talking—as it happened—of the low points
in life. I remember Tom lounging
there at my feet on the long grass,
saying:
“I know what you mean—the days
when you are kinda broke and you
can’t get a chance at a job anywhere.
You go around with a scrubby-lookmg script under your arm, and you
pretend to study it as you sit in the
drugstore with a cup of coffee, so
people will think you are working.
If somebody you know comes up and
looks over your shoulder and asks
about the script, you shrug your
shoulders and murmur: ‘Radio!’ be¬
cause you know they can’t possibly
check up on you there. Radio can
mean almost anything.
“If they sorta catch on that it’s a
gag—they may have pulled that gag
themselves—they’re likely to tell you
about Hollywood, and how you ought
to go out there, you really oughta.
Only, by Gosh, when you do, you’ll
have to remember that you always un¬
derplay on the screen, see? . . . Then
you finally get out to Hollywood, some
studio is mad enough to sign you up
and what happens?
You play in a
picture with Wally Beery!”
Tom wasn’t poking fun at a success¬
ful actor, whose methods have out¬

lasted dozens of those of men who
have differed with him—but that little
chuckle is essentially Tom Drake.
The boy is like quicksilver. He must
be a trial to the set technicians some¬
times, because he can’t keep still. This
very morning, he spoiled three shots
for the still cameraman—not on pur¬
pose, but because he’s so “full of
beans,” as our English cousins say,
that he forgot to hold the pose. The
c?merarnan could have hit him on
the head, but forgave him the next
minute—you can’t stay mad at Tom!
There’s a saying around the set
that when you want to find Tom, you
look in the commissary. That doesn’t
mean he’s greedy or overfond of food.
He goes there for a cup of coffee and
to kid with his friends. It’s all a part
of Tom’s little-boy quality, which I
find so attractive.
His clothes are never terribly loud,
and they are never sloppy. I think they
indicate the kind of person he is—a
nice, independent, completely mature
young man who doesn’t have to put
on an act. Tom always had enough
money so that good clothes are no
novelty; and they don’t interest him
intensely, for long ago he learned
what to wear and how to wear it
Tom doesn’t fly off the handle and
become temperamental, ever. He gets
upset at times, of course, but he tries
to hide it. You’d never know unless
you were a little like that yourself.
My screen son thinks very clearly.
He isn’t one to take direction un¬
thinkingly. Today we had a very
difficult scene: the one where the
boy s father turns down our pleas that
he be allowed to take the scholar¬
ship he has won—the boy’s big chance
to lift himself above poverty and de¬
spair. In the scene, I break down and
Tom takes me in his arms. Tom was
directed to leave the room then, but
he said: “If she’s going to cry that
much, I can’t leave her. It would be
brutal.” He was right. We worked
with the scene until we saw that on
one of the father’s speeches I could
draw away, naturally, and be out of
Tom s arms so he could reasonably
leave. That’s the way the scene was
finally shot. That’s what I mean by
his ^ taking his work seriously—he
can’t do a scene unless he feels com¬
fortable about it.
The “Green Years” is Tom’s next
picture. He got this role himself. I
hear that he had already been cast
m another picture and had orders to
leave town with that company in
exactly two days, when word came
that they were casting “The Green
Years.” He told a friend: “I mean to
play the boy’s part,” and he went to
the front office and proceeded to get
I wasn’t there, and he didn’t tell me
about it, but I can’t picture Tom par¬
ading in and making a scene, storming
around, demanding the role, crying:
“It’s mine! I won’t do the other part'
You can have your old contract unless
I get what I want!” and so on, as I
understand—but again by hearsay—
has been done. I believe Tom put his
case before the front office in his cour¬
teous and charming fashion, asking
only for a test for this important pic¬
ture, so that he could show them what
he could do. They couldn’t refuse.
I can understand that, for I am sure

I couldn’t. Once he was tested, the
role was Tom’s.
I have a theory that variety in roles
makes for the best job insurance, for
it gives you a reputation for versatil¬
ity. I think Tom knows he mustn’t
specialize in any one kind of part, but
in any case “The Green Years” is a
story that comes once in a lifetime.
Tom and I are alike in trying to
get our way by so-called “charm,”
rather than by storm. My mother used
to say:
“You’re using your ‘con’
smile again, Selena. But you’ll go
places with it, I suppose. At any rate,
I can’t say ‘no’.” But Tom never con¬
sciously “turns on the charm.” It’s
natural to him to be charming, and
he is as nice to a messenger as he
would be to a producer. He simply
doesn’t think that he or anyone else
is especially important.
He seems very well educated, al¬
though I know he finished school at
Mercersberg Academy at eighteen and
didn’t go to college. He knew what
he wanted out of life, and he per¬
suaded his guardian to let him go to
dramatic school; from there, he went
on the stage.
Most young boys seem to want to
look older than they are, but Tom
isn’t like most young boys. I’m cer¬
tain he will never try to look younger
than he really is. At present, he has
that nice, puppydog look that slays
me. Sometimes it’s the look of a
puppy who has been in mischief, and
you feel you should scold him, but you
don’t have an idea what he’s been
up to, and you couldn’t possibly scold
him, anyway!
But while Tom has that little-boy
quality that can be so devastating in
men, he also has the capacity to stand
on his own feet. I just die when I
think of the man who grows up to
be a “little boy” at forty! Tom would
never be like that. At forty, he may
still have the Peter Pan spirit inside,
but it will be just right for his age.
Someone told me that I should

write about how much Tom needs
mothering, because he is such a littleboy person. I said: “Certainly not!”
Mother love can be a pretty frighten¬
ing affair, if it means trying to take
possession of another person, making
their decisions or clinging in a lim¬
petlike fashion. My idea of mothering
means that you go along with a child,
teaching it self-reliance and indepen¬
dence, and then letting it go free.
My screen son has a completely
rounded viewpoint on life, and it
doesn’t center on Tom Drake. Talking
to him, you’d never guess that he’s
in pictures, for he leaves them out
of his conversation. He is, as I am,
interested in people. He expects to
like everyone he meets, and I think
he usually does. I know instantly
when I’m not going to like anyone,
and I believe Tom is like me in that,
too. But we even like the “dirty dogs”
if they are charming, I’m afraid.
Tom has a love of living that’s
rather rare. So many young people
who have had some success are bored,
or pretend to be, unless they are doing
something exciting all the time. Tom
is never bored. He can have a won¬
derful time, just kidding around,
when there’s nothing to do.
He married his first sweetheart,
Chris, who has a three-year-old
daughter, and he has a niece and
nephew whom he adores. (As we go
to press, the report is that Mrs. Drake
is Reno-bound).
He’s terrific with
children, perhaps because he’s so
completely relaxed with them.
Little Dean Stockwell, who plays
Tom as a child in “The Green Years,”
is a very serious little boy. In one
scene, I had to wash a streak of black
off Dean’s face, and I washed it so
often that I was afraid the poor
child would lose his skin. Tom came
over and suggested that it would be
much easier if we took Dean’s head
off and carried it away to wash it so
we needn’t disturb Dean every time.
There was a good deal of foolishness
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about how we’d get the head off—
was it hooked on, or did it have a
lock? Tom went to great trouble to
find a key to the lock, all very seri¬
ously, to the little boy’s tremendous
delight. I can imagine that Tom knows
all there is to know about handling
children.
About finances, I don’t know but
I presume that Tom is mildly ex¬
travagant. I notice that he orders
coffee for everyone on the set when
he wants some himself. He doesn’t
spend a lot of money on clothes or
luxuries for himself, but he seems to
get a great kick out of buying some¬
thing for someone else. He’ll be
walking down the boulevard when
some item in a window will stop him.
“That would look gorgeous on
Chris!” he’ll say, or “Doesn’t that look
like Clair?” He’ll go in and buy whateyer it is, not asking the price, and
his wife or sister will have a surprise.
He might forget their birthdays, or
anniversaries, but he makes up for
it by an abundance of surprises.
Tom is crazy about animals—dogs
and horses, in particular. He has
nearly always owned a Great Dane,
and I know how he loves them, for
I love big dogs, too. His first Great
Dane was called “Wrinkle,” and
wherever Tom went, Wrinkle had to
go. If Wrinkle wasn’t welcome, Tom
refused to go. That included New
York apartments. I know this feel¬
ing for my Dalmatian lived in mine,
and I used to take him walking every
day. We’d cover Central Park to¬
gether, and I’m sure so did Tom and
Wrinkle. We’re slaves to our dogs.
Let’s see, have I mentioned any
faults? Surely Tom has some!
Oh yes, he’s always late! I have a
theory that everyone must cure his
own faults, if they are to be cured, and
I never interfere. Tom isn’t late just
for an effect; he doesn’t come panting
to an interview crying that he had
so-o much to do he couldn’t manage
to be on time; he doesn’t disturb a
whole row of theater-goers by making
a hectic entrance after the curtain is
up. He’s on time then, for it would
be putting on an act to be late. But
on the set, he’s likely to be a few
minutes late.
He says he’s lazy, and that he’d
rather play than work. Actually, Tom
is serious about work and won’t rest
until it’s right.
He won’t take advice unless he ap¬
proves of it. He’s always made his
own decisions. He never considered
that they might not work out right,
but when he was wrong, he learned
from his mistakes. If you insist on
giving Tom advice, he will listen to
you courteously, thank you, and go out
and do exactly what he intended to
do all along. He may appear to be
a little boy, but he can’t be deflected
as children so often are. He’s stub¬
born. I’m stubborn, too. Like mother,
like son.
I think Tom has tenacity and I
know he has great patience. Even
when he’s completely wrong, you
can’t make him stop what he’s doing
until he’s proved his error to him¬
self. But the world we are living in
calls for that kind of drive. You can’t
put on a better show than the world
has been giving for years; you’ll
never get a bigger story or have great¬
er adventure or finer heroes than we
have known in our day; so the peo¬
ple now must turn to simplicity—and
Tom is equipped to step out, modestly,
and answer their call.
The End.

SO PROUDLY WE HAIL
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 53)
now that he is “the only Hollywood
actor who entered the Army as a
buck private and came out a buck
private.” His next picture will be
“The Showoff” for MGM.
*

*

*

The much discussed Will Rogers
role will go to RONALD REAGAN.
*

*

*

ARCHIE TWITCHELL, former Par¬
amount player discharged from the
Air Forces, goes into the cast of “Blue
Skies,” under his new professional
name of Michael Branden.
*

*

*

FRANK
CAPRA,
recently
dis¬
charged from the Army Signal Corps,
will produce and direct “The Greatest
Gift,” which was bought by RKO at
the request of Cary Grant. But Grant
will not be starred in the picture, as
was originally planned. Liberty Films
will make the picture for RKO—
Liberty being the Capra-William
Wyler-Samuel Briskin company.
*

*

*

JUST PASSING THROUGH: Capt.
Bob Preston spent his two-weeks fur¬
lough visiting old friends here in
Hollywood . . . Lt. Tim Holt, with only
five days leave from his AAF station
on Guam, reported that his term of
enlistment has been extended for
another year . . . Lt. Bob Stack has
been in town on leave. Universal still
has him under contract, but he won’t
be discharged from the Navy until
sometime in 1946.
*

*

*

Metro has a script all ready for
MICKEY ROONEY when he returns.
He’ll be “Uncle Andy Hardy.” Did you
hear that he’s been writing a gossip
column for “Stars and Stripes?”
*

*

*

Lieut. Col. DAVID NIVEN has been
awarded the American Legion of
Merit.

Jack Cooper, in the Navy 3 years, plays his
drums

during a rehearsal in New Caledonia.
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